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1 Getting Started with DX APM

DX Application Performance Management 11.1 is a significant advancement from previously released
editions of APM, with more than 100 new features and improvements.

DX Application Performance Management 11.1 is a significant advancement from previously released editions of APM, with
more than 100 new features and improvements. Use the following article to learn more about the current release.

    

Performance and Scalability

The Monolithic architecture of DX APM is broken down into small microservices to allow individual scalability and
performance boosting. These microservices remove some previously known performance bottlenecks, allowing you to save
resources when scaling your application.

Lifecycle Management

Managing APM clusters can be a challenging task for environments that include thousands of agents. For this reason, we
are introducing the Cluster Management console. Cluster Management allows you to monitor your hardware utilization,
scale services, and quickly onboard new projects to make sure your monitoring system runs smoothly. You can also create
configuration templates to simplify migration from older editions of APM. For more information about Cluster Management,
see Cluster Management.

Agent Lifecycle Management

Managing thousands of agents is time consuming. Therefore we are shipping APM Command Center as a default component
of this release. APM Command Center allows you to simply upgrade agents to the latest version, or update an agent with
important functionality. With built-in templates, you can now create agent bundles and deploy similar agents to hundreds of
servers. If you use your own agent installation pipeline, APM Command Center can help you get the correct preconfigured
agent. For more information about APM Command Center, see APM Command Center.

Multitenancy

Creating multiple tenants allows you to run separate environments inside of one environment. DX APM optimizes hardware
utilization by sharing environment resources across all independent tenants.

DX Platform Integration

The single installation of DX Platform provides access to the DX Application Performance Management, DX Operational
Intelligence, and DX App Experience Analytics capabilities. For more information about installing DX Platform and DX
Platform capabilities, see DX Platform.

2 DX APM Release Notes

The Release Notes for DX APM 11.1.3.

    

DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) 11.1.3 contains these new features:

11.1.3 Agent Features
Universal Monitoring Agent

The Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes (UMA for Kubernetes) acts as single deployment that automatically discovers
and monitors cloud and container infrastructures and containerized application processes. UMA for Kubernetes discovers and
monitors all the containers on a host. This capability allows, for example, for monitoring of Kubernetes clusters, namespaces,
pods, and containers.

More information: Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes

IBM WebSphere MQ Monitoring – Java and Infrastructure Agents

The extension for IBM WebSphere MQ Connectors and Messaging System allows administrators to monitor the health and
performance of IBM® WebSphere® Message Queue (WebSphere MQ). DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ for Java agent
(IBM WebSphere MQ Java Extension) monitors the WebSphere MQ classes (both MQ Java Connector and JMS).

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/cluster-management.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0.html
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DX APM organizes the messages that the Java application pushes (PUSH) as backends and the messages that Java application
receives (GET) synchronously/asynchronously as Frontends. Team Center now displays the JMS node for JMS receive/
OnMessage or MQ GET operation. You can view the metrics for other operations such as connect, disconnect, and rollback
under the WebSphereMQ node in the Metric View. The extension is supported for IBM WebSphere MQ 7.x,8.x, and 9.x.

More Information: IBM WebSphere MQ - Java and IBM WebSphere MQ - Infra

Migrate Agents Using Cloud Proxy

Cloud Proxy receives and forwards agent collected data directly to Cloud Gateway. You can run Cloud Proxy to migrate
existing agents to CA Digital Experience Insights, and direct all agent-collected data through a single channel.

More Information: Migrate Agents Using Cloud Proxy

11.1.3 UI Features
Metrics Browser Enhancement

You can now compare the current metric value against a specific time in the past.

More Information: Monitor Agent Metric Values with Metric View 

Topology Map Improvements

The topology map has these improvements:

• The maps now display metrics, such as call per seconds, and, average response time.
• Highlighting the problem component in the map. We replaced the danger icons with having the component boundary

highlighted to indicate the alarms in danger state.

Evidence Timeline

In the Analysis Notebook, click open a problem or anomaly to see the Evidence Timeline. This tab collects and displays
evidence for individual components for a selected time period. The evidence includes alerts, errors, unstable response times,
and stalls.

More Information:  Investigate Problems Using the Analysis Notebook

Webview and Workstation

WebView and Workstation are now available in DX APM. Learn about accessing both components, where to find functions
that have moved, and which functions are not available.

More Information: WebView and Workstation

11.1.3 Cluster Management Features
Cluster Management Improvements

You can now configure additional services, load-balancer, and transaction trace filtering for your cluster environment. 

• Services: You can now configure the CARD, Team Center, and Tracestore services from a cluster using the DX
Platform. Transaction Trace ingestion pipeline is fully horizontally scalable, DX APM is able to ingest as many
transactions as needed. More Information: DX APM Services

• Metrics: The NASS service now supports string-value metrics.
• Load Balancer – You can now configure the DX APM load-balancer service to collect metrics to monitor global and per-

tenant load of the system. More Information: Configure DX APM Load Balancer and Monitoring Load Balancer 
• Transaction Trace Filtering Configuration: When the Enterprise Manager ingests a high volume of transaction

traces, certain microservices fail, causing Team Center to not function properly. To avoid this, the administrator can
provide a custom configuration to filter out unwanted transaction traces. More Information: Transaction Trace Filtering
Configuration

11.1.3 Scalability and Performance Improvements

• You can now update a large number of Java agents through the APM Command Center.
• You can now run APM Command Center in a multi-instance environment

11.1.3 Other Features
Support for AdoptOpenJDK

CA Technologies, a Broadcom Company, is moving towards adopting more open source technologies in its products. As a
part of this strategy, various products have started using open source implementations of Java. To align with this corporate
direction, we have adopted AdoptOpenJDK (11), replacing Oracle JDK.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/installing/reference-information/Deployed-Services-Reference.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/cluster-management/Configure-Cluster-Settings.html#ConfigureDXAPMLoadBalancer
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/cluster-management/Configure-Cluster-Settings/Monitoring-Load-Balancer.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/cluster-management/Configure-Cluster-Settings.html#TransactionTraceFilteringConfiguration
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/cluster-management/Configure-Cluster-Settings.html#TransactionTraceFilteringConfiguration
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DX APM 11.1 contains these new features:
11.1 Agent Features
Simple Framework Extension
This extension for simple HTTP helps build a simple Java-based web server that receives HTTP request and replies with a
response. You can start multiple instances with hosts and different ports without any configuration. This light-weight extension
can handle multiple clients. The Simple Framework extension provides an asynchronous service model. Request completion is
driven using an internal, transparent, monitoring system.
JSMPP Framework Extension
This extension monitors the requests send from ESME using JSMPP, allowing you to monitor JSMPP using any application
to connect to and send messages to SMSC. The extension can monitor all the requests sent from ESME. This extension uses
the BackendTracer and implements the JSMPPBackendNameFormatter class to format and display the SMPP
vertex host name and port. More Information: Simple and JSMPP Framework
Automatic Attribute Decoration
Automatic Attribute Decoration is a Java agent extension that adds DX APM attributes from the agent environment.  More
Information: Automatic Attribute Decoration (Java Agent)
Spring Extension
The Spring Extension monitors the Spring Framework including Spring components such as WEBMVC, PORTLET,
ASPECTS, CORE CONTAINER, web services. More Information: Spring Extension
IIB Monitoring
IBM Integration Bus v10 (IIB) Monitoring is an Infrastructure Agent extension that lets you monitor IIB performance.
The extension provides metrics that you can use to monitor the health and availability of IIB connected applications and
corresponding message flows. More Information: IIB Monitoring
Apache Flume
The Apache Flume Monitoring extension provides the performance metrics pertaining to each of the main components of a
running Flume process. More Information: Apache Flume
NGINX Monitoring
NGINX is a high-performance web server. You can use NGINX as a reverse proxy server, load balancer, mail proxy server,
or an HTTP cache. NGINX monitoring is provided as an Infrastructure Agent extension. NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring
enables you to monitor the health status of connections and upstream servers. More Information: NGINX Monitoring
OkHttp Extension
The Java Agent now supports OkHttp monitoring. OkHttp represents an efficient HTTP client that supports the HTTP/2
protocol. This protocol effectively loads data and saves bandwidth. More Information: OkHttp Extension
Oracle BPEL
The Oracle BPEL extension helps you monitor all types of BPEL processes and view the metric details and correlation in the
user interface. More Information: Oracle BPEL
Host Monitoring Metrics
DX APM supports these new Host Monitoring metrics: Netstat, VMstat, Diskstat, and Operating System.More
Information: Host Monitoring Metrics
Agent Controller Extension
The Agent Controller extension is available for download from DXI. Use the extension to embed the Agent Controller into the
Java Agent package or download the Infrastructure Agent with your Java Agent to optimize configuration. You can manage
the extension and agent through APM Command Center. More Information:  Download an Agent.
Cloud Proxy
Cloud Proxy receives and forwards agent collected data directly to Cloud Gateway. You can run Cloud Proxy to migrate
existing agents to CA Digital Experience Insights, and direct all agent-collected data through a single channel.More
Information: Cloud Proxy
ASP.NET Core Monitoring
ASP.NET Core Monitoring tracks the health and performance of ASP.NET Core 1.x Model View Controller (MVC) and API
web applications, ADO.NET components, and http backends. More Information: Microsoft .NET Agent
NET Core Monitoring
The .NET Core Agent tracks the health and performance of MVC, HTTP, SQL, and the Entity Framework. For Windows,
the .NET Core Agent is included with the .NET agent, which detects and monitors .NET and .NET Core applications. For
Linux, you must download and install the .NET Core Agent for Linux. Monitoring .NET Core applications requires the .NET
agent that includes .NET Core Agent. More Information: Microsoft .NET Core
Java Agent Upgrade from APM Command Center and New Java Agent Directory Structure
You can upgrade the Java Agent from APM Command Center instead of manually. After the first installation from the
APM Command Center, the Java Agent runs from the release-specific package that is located in the <Agent_Home>/
releases/<release> directory. APM Command Center displays the current release version for each Java Agent.More
Information: Java Agent Directory Structure, Java Agent, Agent Upgrades
Spring Boot Monitoring
The Java Agent now monitors Spring Boot and provides Spring Boot Actuator JMX metrics data.More Information: Spring
Boot Monitoring
Correlation ID Available in Java Agent Application Server Logs

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The Log Correlation extension inserts the transaction correlation ID into application server logs. You can now correlate
relevant logs to transaction traces and error and stall snapshots, increasing visibility into transaction issues. More
Information: Log Correlation
Agent to Server Communication Available Using WebSocket Protocol
The Java Agent can now connect to Enterprise Managers using the efficient WebSocket communication protocol. The
WebSocket protocol combines the efficiency of binary socket communication with the compatibility of HTTP network proxies
and firewalls. More Information: Configure the Agent Connection to the Enterprise Manager.
WebSphere Liberty Server Endpoint MBean Metrics
We now provide WebSphere Liberty server endpoint JMX ServerEndpointControl MBean metrics data. More
Information: WebSphere Liberty
.NET MVC IHttpAsyncHandler Analysis and Support
We now provide .NET MVC support for IHTTAsyncHandler.
SQL Parameters Support for the .NET Agent
You can now extend .NET agent SQL monitoring to provide SQL parameter information in transaction traces. More
Information: Configure .NET Agent SQL Parameter Monitoring. 
vCenter Monitoring
You can now monitor vCenter applications.
Infrastructure Agent for AIX and Changes to Tankui and Linux Supports
We now provide an Infrastructure Agent for monitoring AIX.

We now provide these additional new agent features: 

• AWS RDS correlation for Aurora and MySQL DB Instance Level AWS
• Kinesis Data Stream Monitoring
• Infrastructure Agent Remote Installation Using Ansible for Tanuki
• AWS Monitoring now includes ECS to EC2 Correlation
• ECS Support for Docker Monitor
• Amazon EKS - DX APM Kubernetes Monitor Support
• TIBCO BW 5.13 – BMO Monitoring
• RESTMon Agent is now included in Elastic Search Monitoring
• GO Agent
• HA Proxy - OpenShift Extension

11.1 UI Features
Team Center Agent Download Capability

You can now download agents from Team Center.

Multi-Layer Attributes for Team Center Use

You can now use attributes from different   layers to group or filter what you see in Team Center.

New Cluster Management UI

Use the new Cluster Management UI to manage your infrastructure and perform self-monitoring. You can now
create   instances, allowing you to horizontally scale the DX Platform.

More Information: DX APM Services 
Transaction Trace Viewer Pane Changes
You can now view the Transaction Trace Viewer in Team Center. The Transaction Trace Viewer now uses four adjustable
panes to show information about the transaction trace and components.

• Transaction traces display in the upper pane. 
• The Transaction Trace Detail displays in the lower left pane.
• The lower right pane is split into two sub-panes:

• The Transaction Information about the selected transaction trace displays in the upper right sub-pane.
• The Component Details display in the lower right sub-pane.

More Information: Examine Trace Data.
Cross-Layer Attributes
Attributes assigned to components from a specific layer are now available across all layers in DX APM. This cross-layer
functionality allows analysts to easily view component relationships that exist across layers. Cross-layer attributes can also
assist administrators with organizing and assigning support roles for their organization.More Information: Shape How You
Monitor Your Environment with Attribute Rules 
Transaction Traces Contain Instrumented Method Source Code Line Number

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/implementing-agents/java-agent/install-the-java-agent/configure-application-server-to-use-the-java-agent/websphere-liberty.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/installing/reference-information/Deployed-Services-Reference.html
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In a transaction trace graphical stack, the name and first Java source file line number of the instrumented Java method appears
in parentheses. The
new introscope.autoprobe.includeSourceFile and introscope.autoprobe.removeLineNumbers properties
enable and control the source line-related capabilities.More information: Examine Individual Components and Trace
Data, Java Agent Properties
New APM REST API Web Services
DX APM now supports the following web services:

• Attribute Rule Allows you to retrieve, create, update, and delete attribute rules.
• Universe Retrieves basic properties for individual universes or all of the universes that a user has access to.

More Information: APM REST API 
Workstation Enhancements
The Workstation now offers these features:

• Language Selector

You can select a specific language when logging in to the Workstation.

The Workstation supports the following languages: English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, and
Japanese.

• Token-based Authentication

You can now generate a token from Team Center to authenticate your connection to the Workstation. More
Information: Connect the Workstation.
11.1 APM Command Center Features
APM Command Center Integration
APM Command Center is now available is now available out-of-the box with DX APM. This means when you install DX
APM, the installation includes APM Command Center. APM Command Center is now included out-of-the-box with DX APM.
When you install DX APM, the installation includes APM Command Center.
APM Command Center UI Improvements
Various updates have been added to the APM Command Center UI to enable ease of use.More information:  Deploy Agent
Packages Using APM Command Center
Cloud Proxy Connection in APM Command Center
Cloud Proxy receives and forwards agent collected data directly to Cloud Gateway. You can run Cloud Proxy to migrate
existing agents to CA Digital Experience Insights, and direct all agent-collected data through a single channel. Add this
optional configuration in APM Command Center. More Information: Build and Manage Agents Using APM Command
Center.
Smarter Agent Package Creation
As an administrator you can select the Reveal button in the ACC Agents list. This selection enables the agent package to be
visible in the ACC Agent Packages list. Otherwise, the package is hidden.More Information: Deploy Agents Using APM
Command Center.
11.1 Other Features
Java 11 Support
We now provide Java 11 support in compatibility mode.
DX Operational Intelligence Integration
Alarms, metrics, inventory, and self-service dashboards are now synchronized from DX APM to DX Operational Intelligence
(OI). More Information: CA Digital Operational Intelligence, Integrate with Operational Insights (OI) 
DX App Experience Analytics Integration
DX App Experience Analytics is now included out-of-the-box with DX APM. When you install DX APM, the installation
includes DX App Experience Analytics.More Information:DX App Experience Analytics.
Deprecated Functionality
Customer Experience Manager
Customer Experience Manager (CEM) is no longer available in this version.
Java Agent

• The Java Agent -DagentProfile system property is no longer supported.
• ChangeDetector is no longer available in this version.

Supported Languages
We no longer support the user interface and documentation in Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, and Korean.
CA Application Performance Management (CA APM) Rebranded as DX APM
CA Application Performance Management has been rebranded as DX Application Performance Management (DX APM).
APM Products and Resources
For More information about (DX APM) products and resources, visit DX APM Solutions

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/digital-operational-intelligence/1-3-2.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/19-1/release-notes.html
http://www.ca.com/us/products/application-performance-management.aspx?intcmp=headernav
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 Release Comparison
 

This table compares the key features in recent releases for DX Application Performance Management.

Key Features Component/
Area

11.1.3 11.1  10.7
SP3

10.7
SP2

10.7
SP1

10.7 10.5

Universal
Monitoring
Agent for
Kubernetes

Agent  yes  yes no no no no no

Metrics
Browser
Enhancement

Core  yes  yes no no no no no

Topology Map
Improvements

Core  yes  yes no no no no no

Cluster
Management
Improvements

Cluster
Manager

 yes  yes no no no no no

Webview and
Workstation

Core  yes  yes no no no no no

ACC
Improvements

Command
Center

 yes no no no no no no

IBM
WebSphere
MQ - Java

Agents  yes no no no no no no

IBM
WebSphere
MQ - Infra

Agents  yes no no no no no no

Simple and
JSMPP
Framework

Agents  yes no no no no no no

Evidence
Timeline

Core  yes no no no no no no

Digital
Operational
Intelligence
Integration

Integrations  yes no no no no no no

Oracle BPEL Agents  yes no no no no no no

New Host
Monitoring
Metrics

Agents  yes no no no no no no

APM REST
API

API  yes no no no no no no

Deploy Agent
Packages
Using APM
Command
Center

Agents  yes no no no no no no

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/cluster-management/Configure-Cluster-Settings.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/cluster-management/Configure-Cluster-Settings.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/cluster-management/Configure-Cluster-Settings.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/digital-operational-intelligence/1-3-2.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/digital-operational-intelligence/1-3-2.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/digital-operational-intelligence/1-3-2.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/digital-operational-intelligence/1-3-2.html
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Deploy Agent
Packages
Using APM
Command
Center

Agents  yes no no no no no no

 Smarter
Agent Package
Creation 

Agents  yes no no no no no no

Configure and
Download an
Agent Package
for CA Digital
Experience
Insights 

Agents  yes no no no no no no

Cloud Proxy Agents  yes no no no no no no

ASP.NET
Core
Monitoring

Agents  yes no no no no no no

NET Core
Monitoring

Agents  yes no no no no no no

Java Agent
Upgrade
from APM
Command
Center
and New
Java Agent
Directory
Structure

Agents  yes no no no no no no

Spring Boot
Monitoring 

Agents  yes no no no no no no

Correlation
ID Available
in Java Agent
Application
Server Logs

Agents  yes no no no no no no

Configure
the Agent
Connection to
the Enterprise
Manager for
CA Digital
Experience
Insights

Agents  yes no no no no no no

WebSphere
Liberty Server
Endpoint
MBean
Metrics

Agents  yes no no no no no no

SQL
Parameters
Support for
the .NET
Agent

Agents  yes no no no no no no

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/implementing-agents/java-agent/install-the-java-agent/configure-application-server-to-use-the-java-agent/websphere-liberty.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/implementing-agents/java-agent/install-the-java-agent/configure-application-server-to-use-the-java-agent/websphere-liberty.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/implementing-agents/java-agent/install-the-java-agent/configure-application-server-to-use-the-java-agent/websphere-liberty.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/implementing-agents/java-agent/install-the-java-agent/configure-application-server-to-use-the-java-agent/websphere-liberty.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/implementing-agents/java-agent/install-the-java-agent/configure-application-server-to-use-the-java-agent/websphere-liberty.html
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Transaction
Trace Viewer
Pane Changes

Using  yes no no no no no no

Shape
How You
Monitor Your
Environment
with Attribute
Rules

Administrating  yes no no no no no no

Examine
Individual
Components
and Trace Data

Using  yes no no no no no no

Workstation
Enhancements

Workstation  yes no no no no no no

Customer
Experience
Manager

CEM no  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

APM Cluster
Upgrade
through APM
Command
Center

Command
Center

no  yes no no no no no

DOI
Connector

Integration  yes  yes no no no no no

Map Preview Team Center  yes  yes no no no no no

Longer Time
Ranges and
Experiences
Available in
Experience
View

Team Center  yes  yes  yes no no no no

Grafana APM
Integration

Integration  yes  yes  yes no no no no

Command
Center
Upgrade
Troubleshooting
Enhancement

Command
Center

no  yes  yes no no no no

OOTB
Perspectives

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes no no no

Use Domains
in Universes

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes no no no

Create
Universe
Filters
Simplified

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes no no no

Azure
Monitoring

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes no no no

Cloud Foundry
Monitoring
Extension

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes no no no
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Amazon Web
Services
Monitoring
Extension

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes no no no

Rest API
Minimum
Allowed
Interval

Command
Center

 yes  yes  yes  yes no no no

Audit Logging
Time Rollover

Command
Center

 yes  yes  yes  yes no no no

APM Cluster
Upgrade
through APM
Command
Center

Command
Center

no  yes  yes  yes no no no

Azure
Monitoring

Extension  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Amazon
Web Services
Monitoring

Extension  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Infrastructure
Agent

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Host
Monitoring

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Kubernetes
Monitoring

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

OpenShift
Monitoring

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

F5 LTM
Monitoring

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Web Server
Monitoring

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Configure
SQL
Parameter
Monitoring

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

EPAgent Plug-
ins

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Install the DX
APM .NET
Agent for
Microsoft
Azure App
Services

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Create
Custom .NET
Azure Site
Extension
Packages

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Configure .NET
URL Groups

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no
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NET Agent
HTTP Client
Correlation
and HTTP
Backend URL
Path Naming

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Node.js Agent
Transaction
Trace
Correlation
and Metrics
Support

Agents  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

APM
Command
Center User
Authorization

Command
Center

no  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Struts 2
Monitoring
Extension

Extension  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Telemetry
Service

Telemetry  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Track
Configuration
Changes
Through
Auditing

Auditing  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Transaction
Trace
Graphical
Stack in Team
Center

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Resource
Event
Monitoring
in Assisted
Triage

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Monitor Agent
Metric Values
with Metric
View and
Metric Tree

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Map Layers Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Frontend as an
Experience

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Agent Cards Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Agile
Operations
(AO) Platform

Agile
Operations
Platform

 yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no no

Spring
Monitoring
Extension

Extensions  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no

Integrate
with CA App
Experience
Analytics

Integration  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no
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CA UIM Alert
Action

WebView  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no

Monitor
Performance
Using
Experience
View

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no

Analysis
Notebook in
Team Center

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no

Attribute Rules Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no

Assisted
Triage in
Team Center

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no

DX
APM Agentless
Docker
Monitor and
Container
Flow Map

Agent  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no

Remote Agent
Configuration
in APM
Command
Center

Command
Center

 yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no

CA Digital
Experience
Collector

Experience
Collector

 yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes no

Upgrade the
PostgreSQL
APM database
using the DX
APM installer

PostgreSQL,
Installer

 yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

REST Services
to View Geo-
Location
Metrics

TIM, APM
Database

 yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

DX
APM Enterprise
Team Center

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

Advanced
Filtering and
Transaction
Path Filter in
Team Center

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

Create
Personal
Perspectives

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

APM REST
API

API no  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

Browser Agent Agent  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

DX
APM Team
Center

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 
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Differential
Analysis

Team Center  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

DX
APM Command
Center

Command
Center

 yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

High-
performance
Transaction
Impact
Monitor (TIM)

TIM  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

Deep
Transaction
Trace
Visibility

Agent  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 Resolved Issues
Issues Resolved in DX APM 11.1.3

Defect DE429290 - App Synthetic Monitor Agent Cannot be Load Balanced

Valid for: 10.7 SP3 - 11.1, App Synthetic Monitor Agent, MOM

Symptom: Agents using an old API to connect to the Enterprise Manager, including pre-9.1 agents fail when connecting to the
MOM. Error messages such as this example occur:

CA App Synthetic Monitor agent could not connect to EM
jhbpsr020000012.intranet.barcapint.com on port -1.   

Therefore, the MOM cannot load balance the CA App Synthetic Monitor Agent. 

Defect DE428497 - Remove ChangeDetector Bundles from APM Command Center; No Longer Supported

Valid for: 11.1, ChangeDetector, APM Command Center

Symptom: ChangeDetector bundles display as downloadable packages in APM Command Center. However, ChangeDetector
has been deprecated from DX APM.

Defect DE425756 - BOSS Application Memory and CPU Increase

Valid for: 10.7 SP3 - 11.1, .NET Agent, BOSS application

Symptom: After the .NET Agent is deployed, the BOSS application memory and CPU usage greatly increase.

Defect DE425319 - UnknownProtocol and UnknownHost_UnknownPort in HTTP Web-Service Metric Name

Valid for: 10.7 - 11.1, Web services instrumentation

Symptom: A name-formatter error causes reporting of an HTTP web service metric as WebService at UnknownProtocol_//
UnknownHost_UnknownPort.

Defect DE423594 - Agent is not Marked as Active in the Database after an Agent Package Update

Valid for: 1.1

Symptom: The package active and total agent count are erroneously 0/N after you start or apply a package to an agent.

Defect DE423544 - Master Admin Can Create LDAP Tenant Without Providing Mandatory Field

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: When creating an LDAP-based tenant, the UI does not require the Admin Group field to be completed.

Defect DE423479 - Language Selector for Workstation Does Not Work

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: The language selector in the Workstation connection dialog does not work. One can connect the Workstation only
in English.

Defect DE421743 - MOM Summary Engine Not Sending Data
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Valid for: 10.7 SP3 - 11.1

Symptom: Any external web applications with JSP deployed on the Enterprise Manager through webapps dir do not work
after the Jetty update in 10.7 SP3.

Defect DE421619 - A Tenant can Overwrite Other Tenants Bundles

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: Tenants can overwrite other tenants bundle artifacts for identically named bundles. When more than one tenant
imports a bundle having the same name, the new import might override the bundle artifacts for the original tenant.

Defect DE421584 - Failure Importing Bundles from Agent Command Center

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: When using the Agent Command Center UI to import bundle archives, the bundle import fails. The error message
is "Required request part 'file' is not present" or there is an empty error message.

DE421577 - Agents Disconnecting During Testing

Valid for: 10.7 - 11.1

Symptom: Java Agent keeps connecting to and disconnecting from the Enterprise Manager due to
the UTFDataFormatException exception.

Defect DE420472 - SQL Backend Metrics Leak in Java Agent.

Valid for: 10.2 - 11.1 

Symptom: The SQL Agent statement normalizer does not handle host variables the same way in nested statements as in top-
level statements. This situation results in a metrics leak.

Defect DE419860 - MQ Queue Name Registers No Receive Metrics

Valid for: 10.7 - 11.1, MQ Connector Java Agent

Symptom: After upgrading the WebSphere application server, the MQ Queue Name is shown as null for Receive metrics.

Defect DE419165 - "New User" Tab Should Not Be Available Under "Manage Users" for LDAP Tenants

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: From Launch Pad, User Management, Manage Users, the create New User option is available for tenants using
LDAP authentication. This option should not be available.

Defect DE417827 - Starting EPAgent Service Creates Zombie Processes

Valid for: 10.5 - 11.1

Symptom: Starting the EPAgent service in UNIX generates zombie processes.

DE415219 - Spring Extension Agent Reports Strange URLs in WebServices|Client

Valid for: 10.7 SP3 - 11.1

Symptom: This error message appears in the agent log:

3/12/19 10:16:49 PM EDT [ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.Agent] Error extracting namespace from Rest
 WebService
3/12/19 10:16:49 PM EDT [ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.Agent]
 java.lang.StringIndexOutOfBoundsException

Defect DE415204 - Agent Command Center: Change Active Agents Definition

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom:

The Active agents filter includes agents with a non-functioning controller in the Agents view. When applying a package to a
collection of agents, the list of agents includes agents having a non-functioning controller.

Defect DE414851 - WebView WVCtrl.sh Script Error and Reconnect Issue
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Valid for: 10.7 SP3 - 11.1

Symptom: Two symptoms are related to this issue:

1. WVCtrl.sh - An attempt to run "netstat -nlp" produces errors because the starting user is not root and unable to see the ports
on non-owned processes. 

2. WebView fails to reconnect to the Enterprise Manager when the Enterprise Manager is restarted, forcing a WebView
manual restart.

Defect DE412867 - Security Finding in Enterprise Manager Jetty Server

Valid for: 10.5.2 - 11.1

Symptom: The Jetty server included the internal IP address in the HTTP header. 

Defect DE412061 - Same Database Backend has Different Names in UI

Valid for: 10.7 Hotfix 31 - 11.1 

Symptom: The Same MS SQL DB backend name appears differently in the Investigator and in Experience cards. Only visible
difference is the way the is written its name (mix of upper case and lower case).

Defect DE411835 - RestApiException: INTERNAL_SERVER_ERROR in MOM Log

Valid for: 10.7 SP2 - 11.1

Symptom: This error message snippet appears multiple times in the MOM log after varying error issues:

Caused by: java.lang.RuntimeException: com.wily.introscope.appmap.rest.exceptions.RestApiException:
 INTERNAL_SERVER_ERROR

Defect DE409322 - Infrastructure Agent Cannot Start When Autoprobe is Disabled

Valid for: 10.7 - 11.1

Symptom: When introscope.autoprobe.enable=false in the agent profile, the Infrastructure Agent does not
start. 

Defect DE407561 - ERROR:  Exception handling event context through reporters:
com.wily.introscope.server.beans.supportability.IntFluctuatingSupportabilityMetric cannot be cast to
com.wily.introscope.server.beans.supportability.PerIntervalSupportabilityMetric

Valid for: 10.7 - 11.1

Symptom: AClassCastException exception is thrown for a Team Center supportability metric.

Defect DE403006 - APM Alerts in CA SOI Do Not Display Correct Summary Information

Valid for: 10.5.2 - 11.1, CA Service Operations Insight (CA SOI) 4.2

Symptom: The information contained in the Summary heading for CA SOI alerts coming from CA APM are displaying
incorrect information. The field appears to contain a long ID or some other data.

Defect DE391130 - Improve Mailing Lists Retrieval from Notification Service

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: You do not see changes to notification channels in Team Center Alerts view immediately after making the
changes.

Defect DE366354 - CA APM 10.7 SP 1 Integration with CA ADA 11.0.2 Fails

Valid for: 10.7 SP1, CA Application Delivery Analysis

Symptom: When CA APM is integrated with CA Application Delivery Analysis (CA ADA), CA ADA collects data and sends
the data to CA APM. Business transactions and business services that CA ADA collects are listed in CA APM and CA ADA.
However, does not populate the metrics and does not report the metrics to CA ADA.

Defect DE346265 - APM Command Center URL Does Not Propagate from the Installer to Team Center

Valid for: 10.7, Enterprise Team Center
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Symptom: Team Center does not receive the ACC_URL from the introscope.apmserver.ui.acc.url property.
The installer sets the introscope.apmserver.ui.acc.urlproperty automatically, but the URL fails to propagate in
Team Center.

Defect DE341016 - Infrastructure Agent Windows Package Includes both PHP and Docker Bundles

Valid for: 10.7, Infrastructure Agent, PHP Extension

Symptom: PHP Agent extension is listed an Infrastructure Agent Windows package to facilitate deployment of the PHP probe
on remote Windows computers. The Infrastructure Agent bundle for PHP also includes a bundle for Docker.

Defect DE340657 - Custom Team Center Status Mapping Configurations Are Not Retained After the Upgrade

Valid for: 10.7 - 11.1, Team Center 

Symptom: After upgrading to CA APM 10.7, custom configurations are missing in the <EM_HOME>/config/
teamcenter-status-mapping.properties file.

Defect DE325172 - Team Center Does Not Display App Map After Migrating from 10.5.1 to 10.7

Valid for: 10.7, Team Center, Enterprise Team Center

Symptom: In a multiple-cluster environment, Enterprise Team Center (ETC) does not show historical data from all providers
after migrating to 10.7. Historical and pre-upgrade data is missing in Team Center after the upgrade. Maps and the Experience
View only show data that was generated after the upgrade.In clustered and stand-alone environments, the historical and pre-
upgrade data is visible after the upgrade to 10.7.

Defect DE319223 - Infrastructure Agent Using EPAgent Metric Feed REST API Fails to Respond 

Valid for: 10.7, Infrastructure Agent Using EPAgent Metric Feed REST API endpoint

Symptom: The Infrastructure Agent uses the Jetty HTTP server to implement the EPAgent Metric Feed REST API. When
the computer on which the Infrastructure Agent is installed has more than 20 CPU cores, the Jetty server can fail to initialize
properly. This situation causes the Metric Feed REST API to become unresponsive and flood the Infrastructure Agent Console
log file with following message:

2017-09-28 17:34:12.182:WARN:oeji.nio:Dispatched
 Failed! SCEP@7401e89f{l(/10.130.2.1:53438)<-
>r(/10.128.22.19:9191),s=-1,open=true,ishut=false,oshut=false,rb=false,wb=false,w=true,i=1r}-
{AsyncHttpConnection@3a6367a8,g=HttpGenerator{s=0,h=-1,b=-1,c=-1},p=HttpParser{s=-14,l=0,c=0},r=0}
 to org.eclipse.jetty.server.nio.SelectChannelConnector
$ConnectorSelectorManager@13f3b311

Defect DE149859 / 84418 - Increase in CPU Utilization with Agent 9.1.1 and Higher on Oracle RAC

Valid for: 9.1 - 11.1, Oracle RAC

Symptom: For agent 9.1.1 and higher, you see separate nodes for each instance of an Oracle RAC cluster. This
situation can result in a higher CPU utilization.

Defect DE149107 - Agent Installer Issue with Java 1.6

Valid for:  9.6 - 10.7, Windows, Java 1.6, InstallAnywhere

Symptom: An agent installer problem occurs due to an InstallAnywhere issue. By default the agent installer does not launch
on Windows when the server JRE is version 1.6.

Defect DE145131 / 75900 - Metrics Appear Under Single Node for Non Keyword-Value Syntax for Oracle RAC DB

Valid for: 9.1 - 11.1, Oracle RAC database, Type 2 and Type 4 JDBC drivers

Symptom: Metrics under the Backends node display under a single node. This display is regardless of the backend RAC
Database node to which the application is connected. This information is relevant to both Type 2 and Type 4 JDBC
drivers. For example:

jdbc:oracle:thin:@<hostname>:port:<SID> 
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Note:

You can replace SID can be replaced with either SID or service name.

Defect DE145053 / 76598 - ResourceMetricMap.properties File Not Retained After Upgrade

Valid for: 9.1 - 11.1

Symptom: The installer fails to retain the ResourceMetricMap.properties file after an upgrade from APM version
9.1.0.

Defect DE135076 - Handshake Exception in WebView Log While Accessing HTTPS WebView on IE 11

Valid for: 10.1 - 11.1, WebView, Internet Explorer 11

Symptom: The IntroscopeWebView.log contains javax.net.ssl.SSLHandshakeException when accessing
WebView using https on Internet Explorer 11. Internet Explorer closes the connection unexpectedly with TLS1.2 protocol
and cert chains containing an MD5 hash. After the exception, the connection is downgraded to the TLSv1 protocol. All
communication is secure.

________________________________ 

Issues Resolved in DX APM 11.1

Defect DE423594 - Agent is not marked as Active

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: The agent is not marked as "active" in the database even after the agent package is updated with the agent
package's active/total agents status is 0N.

Defect DE423479 - Language Selector for Workstation Does Not Work

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: The language selector for Workstation does not work.

Defect DE418329 - Must Remove BAConfig.sh file from <Agent_Home> Directory

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: The BAConfig.sh file was introduced in 10.5, and is no longer used in 11.1. This file must be removed from DX
APM.

Defect DE416106 - Java Agent Cannot Start or Connect to Enterprise Manager

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: The Tomcat agent cannot start when the path to Agent.jar contains '+' char.

Defect DE411172 - java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException in WebSphere Error Log Upon Java Agent Start Up

Valid for: 11.1

Symptom: The exception, java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException is logged in the WebSphere error log
upon Java Agent start up.

Defect DE410961 - WebAppSupport.jar is not in Default Agent Package

Valid for: APM SaaS

Symptom: The WebAppSupport.jar file was not Packaged in default Java Agent package

Defect DE393558 - Cannot Differentiate Windows Communication Foundation Services Within APM Using Basic Attributes

Valid for: 10.7

Symptom: We are not seeing the expected level of granularity on Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) services on
servers hosting .NET WCF web services.

Defect DE370652 - .NET Agents Memory Issues

Valid for: 10.5 - 10.7 SP3

Symptom: Several memory issues exist in .NET Agents across the monitored environment.

Defect DE366354 - CA APM 10.7 SP 1 Integration with CA ADA 11.0.2 Fails

Valid for: 10.7 SP1

Symptom: The APM 10.7 SP1 integration fails with ADA 11.0.2.
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Defect DE365520 - Java Agent Memory Growth when Using Custom Tracer

Valid for: APM SaaS

Symptom: When using a custom tracer and multiple classloaders and the HttpServletTracer are in use, the Java Agent memory
growth increases over time.

Defect DE347580 - WebView Metrics not Visible Investigator Search Tab

Valid for: 10.5.1 with Hot Fixes 34 and 45.

Symptom: When using the WebView Investigator Search tab, results display only for users having SuperDomain access.

Defect DE346265 - APM Command Center URL Does Not Propagate from the Installer to Team Center

Valid for: 10.7 SP1

Symptom: The APM Command Center URL is not propagated from the installer to the Team Center user interface.

Defect DE340657 - Custom Team Center Status Mapping Configurations Are Not Retained After the Upgrade

Valid for: 10.7

Symptom: The custom Team Center status mapping configurations are retained even after the upgrade.

Defect DE313723 - Cannot Start PGAdmin Tool

Valid for: 10.7

Symptom: After installing the PostgreSQL database, one cannot start the PGAdmin tool.

Defect DE283711 - Application Stalls and Goes Out of Memory

Valid for: 10.5.2 - 10.7 SP3

Symptom: Heap dump shows wily web services classes that are suspected of causing memory issue.

Defect DE28069 - MQ Agent is not Reporting all Message Broker Stats

Valid for: 9.7 - 10.7 SP3

Symptom: The MQ resource statistics are enabled on the broker side for each execution group. The MQMonitor.jar file has a
problem.

 APM Known Issues
The following topics discuss the Known Issues for this release:

DE437480 APM 11.1.3 :Webview and WS Dashboard MM doc link Redirecting to SaaS. It should be
redirected to APM 11.1.3

Valid for: APM 11.1.3

Symptom:

The documentation links from the Webview and WS Dashboard are currently opening the DX APM SaaS links

Solution:

No known solution. 

Defect DE419283 - Null TIBCO BW 5.X Hawk Agent Node Metrics

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom:

Enable hawk metrics from the bundle.properties file. The TIBCO BW 5.X Hawk Agent node metrics is displayed as ‘Null’.

Solution:

No known solution. 

Defect DE419334 - TIBCO BW Gets Name Formatter Error

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom:
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Enable the agent auto renaming using the property, introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled=true. Further,
redeploy the application. You get an error for the name formatter parsing.

Solution:

No known solution.

Defect DE423004 - Extensions Download Combination Fails from ADD

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom: The download fails only if you select a combination of all DBMON extensions together. The download fails if you
select a combination of the following extensions together - Oracle DB and MySQL Monitoring.

Solution: No known solution.

Defect DE432938 - TIBCO BW 6.X Agent takes time to Start

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom: TIBCO BW 6.X Agent takes time to start.

Solution: No known solution.

Defect DE433145 - IBM MQ IA:Host Monitor Correlation Issue

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom: The correlation of Host monitor with MQ IA Agent does not work as expected.

Solution: No known solution.

Defect DE419526 - Inconsistent Folder Path of the Agent in the Agent Download Dialog Page

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom: Consider that you download an agent extension from the Agent Download Dialog (ADD) or APM Command
Center. Typically, under the “extensions/deploy” folder, the name of the agent extensions is suffixed with a random string of a
release or a version number, which is specific to the agent extension that you download.

Note that the install instructions in the ADD or ACC does not reflect the latest name of the agent extensions with the latest
release or version number, which is suffixed to the agent extension that you download.

Solution: No known solution.

Defect DE419791 - Inconsistent Folder Path of the APM LogMonitor Extension

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom: Consider that you download an APM LogMonitor extension. Typically, under the “extensions/deploy” folder, the
APM LogMonitor extension name is suffixed with a random string of a release or a version number.

Note that the configuration instructions in the ADD or ACC does not reflect the latest name of the APM LogMonitor extension
with the latest release or version number.

Solution: No known solution.

Defect DE433731 - OracleSoaBPEL Icon Displayed as Spring Expression Language (SPEL)

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom: The icon of OracleSoaBPEL is displayed as SPEL, instead of Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).

Solution: No known solution.

Defect DE427806 - Missing Key Store and Trust Store Properties of a Message Broker

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom: The key store and the trust store properties of a Message Broker is missing in the bundle.properties file.
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Solution: You can perform the SSL authentication of the key store and the trust store properties by using
the iib10.broker file. To use the .broker file, you need to provide the iib10.broker file location in the following
property of bundle.properties file:

introscope.agent.iib.profiles.default.broker.configfile= iib10.broker

 APM Command Center Known Issues

APM Command Center has the following known issues:

  

Defect DE415923 - Spring Version Mismatch in ACC Configuration Server

Valid for: APM 11.1.3

Symptom: 

An exception including stacktrace is visible in the APM Command Center log file:

Caused by: java.io.InvalidClassException:
 org.springframework.security.core.context.SecurityContextImpl; local
 class incompatible: stream classdesc serialVersionUID = 500, local
 class serialVersionUID = 510

 Solution: 

Ignore these exceptions. The exceptions do not affect system functionality. The only affect is that the log file contains these
stacktraces.

Defect DE409334 - NoRedef Packages - APM Command Center UI Shows Bundles as Dynamic when
They Are Not

Valid for: APM 11.1.3

Symptom: 

You cannot update the No-redef Agent dynamically although the UI states that it is dynamic. For example, the log correlation
bundle.

Solution: 

None. You must manually restart all updated No-redef Agents after the agent package push.

Defect DE418103 - In the APM Command Center Package Tab, Delays Occur when Packages are Linked
to Thousands of Agents 

Valid for: APM 11.1.3

Symptom: 

The list of agents and packages appears after a delay. 

Solution: 

Check whether the agent and package collection uses more than 30 ORs. Rewrite the collection query to minimize the number
of ORs. For example, rewrite the query with a regular expression.

 Example 

• OR based query (slow)

serverName:(ip-172-31-21-59 OR ip-172-31-31-196 OR ip-172-31-19-9 OR ip-172-31-30-142)

• regexp based query (fast)

serverName:/ip-172-31-21-59|ip-172-31-31-196|ip-172-31-19-9|ip-172-31-30-142/
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Defect DE419465 - Significance of an rdi_user in a Security Token

Valid for: APM 11.1.3

Symptom: 

The Security tab in Team Center shows tokens that are generated for the rdi_user. The number of tokens increases with each
restart of

apm-em-* container of the tenant

Solution: 

Ignore the extra tokens. They do not affect the security of the system.

Defect DE422606 - Agent Download Page Configuration is not Valid after the Repository Bundle Update

Valid for: APM 11.1.3

Symptom: 

The Agent Download page and packages that are created on this page do not work after deploying a new bundle release to
DX.

 Examples 

• The agent package download in the UI fails and shows failure error 413.
• An agent package that is created through the Agent Download page shows that the package is an older agent version. This

displays  although the package uses new bundles. The agent package upgrade to the newer agent version is successful, you
cannot push the new agent package version to the agent.

Solution: 

Restart all APM Command Center pods after deploying new bundle releases to DX. 

Use the k8s dashboard. Go to the deployment ng-acc-configserver-deployment and scale down and then scale up.

 Enterprise Manager and Introscope Known Issues

The Enterprise Manager and Introscope have the following known issues:

  

DE437702 APM 11.1.3.27: Search functionality for search cards is not working on Agent View landing page [11.1.3.28]

Valid for: DX APM 11.1.3

Symptom:

Card filter on the Agents View may not display the correct results.

Solution:

There is no work around for this known issue.

DE421646 APM 11 : ATC and Webview session out time not in sync

Valid for: CA APM 11.1.3

Symptom:

If you are logged in to Team Center for some time and after attempt to access WebView from Team Center, you are redirected
to log in to Team Center again.

Solution:

Log in to Team Center again and access WebView at the beginning of your session. 

Defect DE422617 - Error Message Regarding Domain Rights is Misleading

Valid for: APM 11.1.3

Symptom:
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A user that does not have domain rights receives an error message when logging in to the Workstation. The message is
misleading, mentioning that there was an error authenticating SAML when users of other authentication types can receive the
message as well.

Solution:

Contact your administrator regarding domain access.

Defect DE423479 - Language Selector for Workstation Does Not Work

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom:

The language selector in the CA Introscope Workstation connection dialog does not work. Therefore you can only connect the
Workstation with the default language, English.

Solution:

There is no work around for this known issue.

Defect DE148709 - WebView Console Fatal Error Message Displays in MOM Logs

Valid for: CA APM 10.1 - 11.1, WebView, MOM  

Symptom:

This fatal error message in MOM logs is not logged as an exception/error: 

[Fatal Error] :1:1: Content is not allowed in prolog. 

The message occurs when WebView sessions require restarting. Restart needed when the screen is dimmed and a modal dialog
displays the message:

 "The server connectivity has been restored. Your session will be
restarted. Press OK to continue"  

The message appears shortly after clicking OK.

Solution:

This issue does not have a work-around. This issue arises from EEM library authentication, and functionality is not affected.
Ignore the message.

Defect: DE147533 - Custom Metric Name Displays Incorrectly

Valid for: CA APM 9.6 - 11.1.3

Symptom:

Custom name for a metric is not displaying as configured in a pbd file. For example, when you change
the Errors Per Interval metric in errors.pbd to Errors per Interval XZY, the metric displays as Errors Per Interval, not
Errors Per Interval XYZ.

Solution:

This issue has no work-around. In new mode, the tracer creates the metric name. The pbd file is not used to create the metric
name.

Defect DE146439 / 85261 - Performance Issue with Aggressive Metric Aging of a High Volume of
Metrics

Valid for: CA APM 9.5 - 11.1

Symptom:

Aggressive metric aging with the following two properties set to low values results in memory growth over a long period:

• introscope.agent.metricAging.heartbeatInterval 
This property specifies the polling interval. This value is the interval at which the agent checks for metrics that have aged.
Default: 86400 seconds

• introscope.agent.metricAging.numberTimeslices
This property specifies the metric age and is the time that has elapsed after a metric was last reported. This value
determines when the metric is eligible to be aged out.
Default: 180000 time slices
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 Infrastructure Agent Known Issues

The Infrastructure Agent has the following known issues:

Defect DE437143 - No Host Monitor Metrics 

Valid for: DX APM 10.7 Service Pack 1 (SP1) - 11.1.3, Kubernetes and Host Monitor 

Symptom: 

No metrics display under the SystemEdge node in the Metric View. This issue happens under these conditions:

• The Host Monitor is re-installed using the Universal Monitoring Agent
• The CA SystemEdge process is not killed even when Kubernetes destroys the corresponding pod.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the SystemEdge node where no Host Monitor metrics are present. 
2. Use this command to kill the SystemEDGE process if it is running: ps -ef | grep "SystemEDGE" |grep -v

grep

3. Redeploy the Universal Monitoring Agent. 

   
Defect DE363164 - Azure Monitor Throws "Retrieving metric definitions for storage exceeded allowed time" Exception
Valid for: DX APM 10.7 Service Pack 1 (SP1), Infrastructure Agent, Azure Monitoring Extension

Symptom: Azure monitor randomly produces and logs this TimeoutException:

[ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.StorageCallback] Retrieving
 metric definitions for storage exceeded allowed
 time java.util.concurrent.TimeoutExceptionat
 java.util.concurrent.FutureTask.get(FutureTask.java:205)

 Solution: When the Azure monitor REST API does not respond within the 30 second time-out value, the Azure monitor
throws the TimeOutException.

 Java Agent Known Issues

The Java agent has the following known issues:

  

Defect DE422755 - Java Agents with the Same Name Are Not Visible in Team Center and APM
Command Center

Valid for: APM 11.1.3

Symptom:

When the Enterprise Manager receives Java Agents with the same name it renames each Agent. However, depending on the
number of Collectors in the cluster, the EM can assign multiple Agents the same new name. As a result, the system does not
show all active Agents.

Solution:

Use a unique name for each Agent.

Defect DE416106 - Java Agent Cannot Start or Connect to Enterprise Manager

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom:
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After downloading the Java Agent and trying to start the application server, the agent does not start and this error message is
logged:

Agent cannot start or connect to EM, displays the following
 Errorcom.wily.introscope.agent.launch.core.BootstrapAgentValidationException:
 Path of BootstrapAgent is not a valid directory. Please specify the
 location of Agent.jar using -Dbootstrap.jar.absolute.location    
    at com.wily.introscope.agent.launch.core.BootstrapAdministrator
$BootstrapPolicyBuilder.extractStartupParametersFromPolicyFile(BootstrapAdministrator.java:99)
        at
 com.wily.introscope.agent.launch.core.BootstrapAdministrator
$BootstrapPolicyBuilder.build(BootstrapAdministrator.java:67)       
 at
 com.wily.introscope.agent.launch.core.BootstrapAdministrator.bootstrap(BootstrapAdministrator.java:23)
        at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)
        at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(Unknown Source)
        at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(Unknown
 Source)        at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Unknown Source)    
    at
 com.wily.introscope.agent.launch.core.BootstrapAgent.premain(BootstrapAgent.java:18)
        at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)
        at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(Unknown Source)
        at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(Unknown
 Source)        at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Unknown Source)    
    at
 sun.instrument.InstrumentationImpl.loadClassAndStartAgent(Unknown
 Source)        at
 sun.instrument.InstrumentationImpl.loadClassAndCallPremain(Unknown
 Source)

Solution:

This behavior can occur because the path to Agent.jar contains the plus sign . Do not use the plus sign (+) in path names.

Defect DE411172 - java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException in WebSphere Error Log Upon Java
Agent Start Up

Valid for: APM 11.1

Symptom:

When the Java Agent starts, the WebSphere application server logs this error message:

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException: cannot get the capability,
 performing dispose of the retransforming environment
 at sun.instrument.InstrumentationImpl.isRetransformClassesSupported0(Native Method)
 at sun.instrument.InstrumentationImpl.isRetransformClassesSupported(InstrumentationImpl.java:124)
 at com.wily.introscope.agent.launch.core.BootstrapAgent.init(BootstrapAgent.java:36)
 at com.wily.introscope.agent.launch.core.BootstrapAgent.premain(BootstrapAgent.java:13)
 at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)
 at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:60)
 at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:37)
 at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:611)
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 at sun.instrument.InstrumentationImpl.loadClassAndStartAgent(InstrumentationImpl.java:335)
 at sun.instrument.InstrumentationImpl.loadClassAndCallPremain(InstrumentationImpl.java:350)

Solution:

The exception is harmless and in no way affects the functionality of the Java Agent or the monitored application server. You
can ignore this error. 

Note:

More information: CA Support KB Article 000018796: IBM J9 JVM 1.6 may throw the exception
java.lang.UnsupportedOperationException during Java Agent Initialization when Retransformation is disabled. 

Defect DE294943 - Java Agent Directories Lack Write Permission

Valid for: DX APM 10.7 - APM 11.1, Java agent directories, same agent volume shared across Docker containers

Symptom:

The Java agent logs and extensions directories lack write permissions for all users. This issue is especially problematic when
the same agent volume is shared across Docker containers.

Solution:

The workaround for this issue is to assign write permission to the logs and extensions directories.

Defect DE147738 - Agent Goes into an Unstable State When the System Time Goes Backwards

Valid for: DX APM 9.5 - APM 11.1

Symptom:

When the system time is rolled back by more than 20 minutes, a running agent can become unstable. The application being
monitored might get affected.

Solution:

Avoid rolling back the system time when the agent is running.

Note:  When the time is restored back to the original time, the agent becomes stable again. 

Defect DE145545 /
83982 - introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp Update Requires
an Agent Restart

Valid for: DX APM 9.1 - APM 11.1

Symptom:

The introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp property does not get updated when
initialized to a value lower than 5000.

Solution:

Restart the agent after specifying the new value.

Defect 49146 - ws70x.pbd Does Not Contain Trace Directives for WebSphere 7 Specific Classes

Valid for: DX APM 9.1 - APM 11.1, WebSphere 7

Symptom:

For WebSphere 7 Installations, the ws70x.pbd does not contain trace directives for WebSphere 7 specific classes that
implement J2EE classes/interfaces.

Solution:

This issue does not have a workaround.

 Microsoft .NET Agent Known Issues

The .NET agent has the following known issues:

  

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/ibm-j9-jvm-16-may-throw-the-exception-javalangunsupportedoperationexception-during-java-agent-initialization-when-retransformation-is-disabled/kb000018976
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/ibm-j9-jvm-16-may-throw-the-exception-javalangunsupportedoperationexception-during-java-agent-initialization-when-retransformation-is-disabled/kb000018976
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Defect DE332257 - Net Agent Correlation Tracers Cannot Disable SOAP/HTTP Header Insertions Using
IntroscopeAgent.profile

 Valid for: DX APM 10.7, NET agent, SOAP/HTTP Header Insertions

 Symptom: 

Some correlation tracers do not have corresponding agent properties to disable SOAP/HTTP header insertions to work around
potential issues from CorID insertion. This limitation is seen, for example, in correlation tracers for OSB and .NET WCF. Here
are examples of the correlation tracers without agent properties to disable the tracers:

com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderread.enabled=false com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderread.enabled=false com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderinsertion.enabled=false com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderinsertion.enabled=false

 Solution: 

Manually modify .pbd files to disable the corresponding correlation tracers.

 Team Center Known Issues

Team Center has the following known issues:

DE437741 APM 11.1.3.27 - DXI Manager Metric View Custom time range setting - LHS time auto sets while setting the RHS
time

Valid for: 11.1.3

Symptom:

In DXI Manager, from the Metric view, set the LHS (start time) time range. Then, when you set the RHS (end time) time
range, the LHS (start time) time range is reset to its previous value.

Workaround:

Update the LHS time range (start time) to its previous value again.

Defect DE429814 - Differing Anomalies Count for Same Experience Card 

Valid for: 11.1.3 

Symptom: In the Experience view, when you drill down from the top Experience page to the next level Experiences, you
might see a mismatch in the story count. This happens only for tenants with a very large set of Experiences within the same
Universe, and is due to a hard limit for the amount of data can be processed for any given query.

Solution: There is no workaround for this issue.

Defect DE421646 - Team Center and WebView Session Time Not In Sync 

Valid for: APM 11.1 - 11.1.3

Symptom: If you are logged in to Team Center for some time and after attempt to access WebView from Team Center, you
are redirected to log in to Team Center again. 

Solution: Log in to Team Center again and access WebView at the beginning of your session.

 
Defect DE329764 - Error Snapshot Duration Incorrect in Team Center
Valid for: APM 10.7 - 11.1.3

Symptom: In the Team Center business transaction user interface, the error snapshot duration value is incorrect. 

Solution: This issue does not have a workaround.

 Third-Party Known Issues

  

Defect DE248794 - IBM JVM Crash During Application Monitoring

Valid for: DX APM 10.5 - 10.7

Symptom: 
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A segmentation fault can occur when the Java agent is monitoring an application running on an IBM JVM (Linux
OS). This problem is IBM known issue  IV85004 that supposedly was fixed, but evidently was not. We have contacted IBM
about this problem.

The JVM version that we used to replicate this issue is IBM J9 VM, version pxi3280sr3fp20-20161019_02 (SR3 FP20).

Solution:

You can perform one of these work-arounds for this issue:

• Replace the agent.jar file with the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file.
• Disable Just-in-Time (JIT) compilation. Identify the code being executed at the time of crash. Use the -Xjit option

to exclude that code from JIT.

Note:

More information: IBM Knowledge Center article about using the JIT -Xjit option 

Defect DE148974 - Issue with Introscope Monitoring OpenJPA Based Application on Java 7

Valid for: DX APM 9.6 - 10.7, Introscope Agent, OpenJPA based application on Java 7

Symptom:

When the Introscope agent monitors OpenJPA based application on Java 7, Introscope byte code instrumentation can expose
validation problems. The problems occur in the code that OpenJPA adds. The issue occurs because in Java 7, byte code
validation is stricter.

Solution:

Perform one of the following work-arounds:

• Review the JVM startup argument. Ensure that the Introscope agent -javaagent option appears before any other
framework or OpenJPA -javaagent option.

• Skip the offending methods for Introscope EJB tracing with the following line in the PBD file:

SkipMethodForFlag: EntityBean3Tracing pcReplaceStateManager

 

Defect DE48994 - Enterprise Manager Startup Failure on AI 

Valid for: DX APM 9.5 - 10.7, IBM JVM, Enterprise Manager, AIX

Symptom:
Enterprise Manager startup can fail with the following error message when trying to load management modules:

8/01/14 02:43:29.531 PM CEST [DEBUG] [main] [Manager] Error starting
 up
 EMcom.wily.introscope.server.enterprise.EnterpriseManagerCannotStartException:
 An error occurred while loading the Management Modules.at
 com.wily.introscope.server.enterprise.EnterpriseServer.initialize(EnterpriseServer.java:685)........Caused
 by: javax.xml.transform.TransformerConfigurationException:
 com.ibm.xtq.xslt.jaxp.HandledRuntimeException: [ERR 0614] The
 processor has encountered an internal error condition. Please report
 the problem and provide the following information: Method not found:
 class = interface org.apache.xml.serializer.SerializationHandler
 method = startAttribute args = [class java.lang.String]at
 com.ibm.xtq.xslt.jaxp.AbstractTransformerFactory.newTemplates(Unknown
 Source)at
 com.wily.util.xml.converter.XMLConverter.getTemplates(XMLConverter.java:200).

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg1IV85004
http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg1IV85004
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSYKE2_7.0.0/com.ibm.java.aix.70.doc/diag/appendixes/cmdline/xjit.html
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Solution:
Use the following work-around:

1.  Open the Introscope_Enterprise_Manager.lax file in the <EM_Home> directory. 
2. Append this property in the lax.nl.java.option.additional section:

-Djavax.xml.transform.TransformerFactory=org.apache.xalan.processor.TransformerFactoryImpl

 Support and Compatibility
The DX APM product page on the CA Support website provides the software and documentation for all releases.

For system information, operating environment information, and supported versions, see the Compatibility Guide.

 International Support
An internationalized product is an English product that operates correctly on local language versions of the required operating
system and required third-party products. An internationalized product also supports local language data for input and output.
Internationalized products also support the ability to specify local language conventions for date, time, currency, and number
formats.

A translated product is an internationalized product that includes local language support for the product user interface, online
help, and other documentation. A translated product also includes local language default settings for date, time, currency, and
number formats. A translated product is sometimes referred to as a localized product.

Application Performance Management supports the following international options. The product is fully localized and supports
regional settings for date, time, and number formatting. The user interface is available in the following languages:

• English
• French
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Portuguese (Brazil)
• Spanish

The product documentation is available in the following languages:

• English
• Japanese

 Third-Party Software Acknowledgments
 

This section contains third-party software license agreements for applications that are added/included as part of the current
release of DX APM Click here to download the TPSRs.

3 Installing

Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy and configure DX APM 11.1.

DX Application Performance Management is available for install through the DX Platform. For more information about
installing DX Platform, see DX Platform.

4 Administrating

Information for customizing and maintaining this product.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/status/compatibility-matrix/application-performance-management-compatibility-guide.html?r=2&r=1&r=1&r=1
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/installing.html
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As an administrator, you can set up your APM environment according to the needs of your organization. The administrative
configurations enable APM to serve as an effective tool for managing your IT Support needs. The administrator manages the
APM application-specific attributes of the organization and the users.

   

 Configure APM Command Center
This section helps you change the default settings of APM Command Center.

Select from the list what you want to change:

  

 Enable API File Operation Tasks

You can enable uploading files to the API file resource and POST and DELETE methods for the agentFileOperationTask web
service.

For security reasons, these features are disabled by default. Enabling these features means that all users have access to all
operations on all agents. 

Note:

To change this configuration, you must contact your Kubernetes administrator. 

Your administrator must change the property in this manner:

Follow these steps:

1. In the Kubernetes console, the select ng-acc-configserver- deployment.
2. Select Edit to edit the configuration.
3. Add an object to the list at the json path spec/template/spec/containers/env in the configuration:

{
  "name": "AGENT_FILE_MANAGEMENT_ENABLED",
  "value": "true"
},

4. Save the configuration.

 API Error Messages

This section list API error messages returned by DX APM Command Center. For an overview of all DX APM Hypermedia
API error codes and messages, see the Error Codes and Messages section.

EA0100 to EA0599

The errors in the range between EA0100 and EA0599 are standard HTTP status codes. For detailed information, see RFC
7231.

EA1001

Bad Search Query

Reason:

Returned when a filter or search request fails due to a query that does not conform with the Lucene syntax.

EA1002

Package currently in use by {0} agents

Reason:

You are not allowed to delete packages which have agents currently referencing them.

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#page-49
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#page-49
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EA3100

Agent Update In Progress: {agent id}

Reason:

Another agent update task is in progress on the particular agent.

Solution:

Wait for the current update task to complete.

EA3101

Upgrade already in progress for controller on {serverName}

Reason:

Only one ControllerUpgradeTask can be running on an Agent Controller. An attempt to start a new ControllerUpgradeTask
while the current one is still running will result in this error message.

Solution:

Wait for the current upgrade task to complete.

EA3102

File already being updated for agent

Reason:

Only one AgentFileOperationTask can be running for the same Agent and destination file combination.

Solution:

Wait for the current operation task to complete.

EA3103

Controller is not connected

Reason:

You have attempted to upgrade an Agent Controller that is not running. A ControllerUpgradeTask cannot be started for Agent
Controllers that are not currently running.

Solution:

Start the Agent Controller.

EA3104

Controller auto upgrade not allowed

Reason:

Agent Controller auto-upgrade cannot be turned on as Agent Controller package pushing is disabled.

Solution:

See the Troubleshooting the Upgrade Process section for guidelines.

EA3105

Package is archived and cannot be used for this operation

Reason:

You cannot use archived packages for any operations. For example, an archived package cannot be downloaded.

Solution:

Either choose a different package to download, or un-archive the requested package and try again.

EA3108

The named filter {name} is used by some other filters: {otherFilters}.

Reason:

The named filter cannot be deleted because it is used (referred to) by other filters.
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 Error Messages
This section explains DX APM Command Center error messages.

EC1001

Could not save plugin {0} : {1}

The Agent Controller has an out-of-date plugin but could not save the updated plugin downloaded from the DX APM
Command Center server.

Reason:

The host on which the Agent Controller is running can have disk space issues, or the Agent Controller can be running as a user
that does not have sufficient permission to write to the ‘plugins’ directory.

Solution:

Check available disk space on the Agent Controller host and that the user the Agent Controller is running as has ‘write’
permissions to the ‘plugin’ directory and the files within it.

EC1002

Controller upgrade did not complete within expected time

Reason:

Agent Controller upgrade task was initiated, but Controller did not register back to the server within the expected time.

Solution:

If the Controller is still not reconnected, review the upgrade.log on the controller system to determine the cause.

EC1003

Agent Controller upgrade failed, version unchanged.

Reason:

Agent Controller upgrade operation was initiated, but the upgrade was not able to complete. The original version was restored.

The common causes are:

• Not enough space on the file system
• The Controller does not have a permission to write to a directory accessed during the upgrade process (typically, /tmp and

Controller installation directory)
• One of the files is locked by an existing process. This is more likely to happen on Windows operating systems. Make sure

that no Explorer windows or command prompts are using or blocking the Controller upgrade directory.

Solution:

Generate a diagnostic report for one of the agents on this server and review the upgrade.log file on the “Controller Log Files”
card. Look at the error message and try to resolve the issue.

EC1004

The following bundles were not added: {0}

A package has been pushed to an agent but the agent was unable to add all the bundles from the package.

Reason:

A package containing new bundles has been pushed to a running agent. However, the agent was unable to add all these
bundles. The ones that could not be added are included in the message.

Solution:

Running a diagnostic report for the agent allows you to remotely examine the agent log files. The logs will give the reason why
the bundle could not be loaded, for example, the bundle itself might be corrupt.

EC1005

The following bundles were not removed: {0}

A package has been pushed to an agent but the agent was unable to remove all the required bundles from the package.

Reason:
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A package has been pushed to an agent containing fewer bundles than the agent is currently using. These bundles should
be removed from the running agent. However, the agent was unable to remove all these bundles. The ones that could not be
removed are included in the message.

Solution:

Running a diagnostic report for the agent allows you to remotely examine the agent log files. The logs will give the reason why
the bundle could not be removed, for example the bundle directory might be used.

EP1000

The process {0} could not be accessed

The application server process could not be accessed.

Reason:

Either the application server process is no longer running, or the Agent Controller does not have sufficient privileges to view
the process.

Solution:

Check if the application server process is running using the given process ID. If it is running, ensure that the Agent
Controller is running with sufficient permission to view that process, for example, running as the same ‘user’ or using the same
‘group’.

EP1001

{0} does not exist

The file or directory does not exist.

Reason:

The specified file could not be found.

Solution:

If the file refers to a probe builder directive file, ensure that the file exists and that it has been correctly named in any probe
builder directive lists.

EP1002

Permission denied reading {0}

The file or directory could not be read.

Reason:

The Agent Controller does not have sufficient permission to read the named file.

Solution:

The Agent Controller must run with sufficient permission to read the files that the APM Agent produces. For example, the
Agent Controller must run as the same ‘user’ as the application server, or must use the same ‘group’.

EP1003

An IO error occurred reading {0}

The given file could not be read.

Reason:
The file could be ‘locked’ by another process, or the Agent Controller does not have sufficient permission to read the file.

Solution:
The Agent Controller must run with sufficient permission to read the files that the APM Agent produces. For example, the
Agent Controller must run as the same ‘user’ as the application server, or must use the same ‘group’.

EP1004

OS {0} is not supported

The Agent Controller is not able to determine the command-line parameters for the given process ID as the current operating
system is not supported.

Solution:
Contact CA Support to find out when this operating system is planned to be supported.
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EP1005

The {0} app server could not be determined. Error details: {1}

The application server type could not be determined.

Reason:
Either the application server type or version is not yet supported, or the Agent Controller does not have sufficient privileges to
determine the server type. The error contains further details of the cause.

Solution:
Ensure that the Agent Controller has sufficient permission to access the application server files. For example, the Agent
Controller must run as the same ‘user’ as the application server, or must use the same ‘group’.

EP1006

Missing introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile property value in {0}.

Reason:

The introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile property in IntroscopeAgent.profile is undefined or empty.

Solution:

Verify the validity of the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

EP1007

Permission denied writing to {0}

Reason:

The Agent Controller did not have sufficient access rights to write to the named file. This situation can occur under several
circumstances:

• Attempting to change the Introscope agent's logging level.
• Attempting to upgrade the Agent Controller installation.
• Attempting to copy a file to the Introscope agent's installation directory.

Solution:

Ensure that the Agent Controller is running with sufficient permissions to write to that file and directory. For example, by
running as the same 'user' or using the same 'group'.

EP1010

Could not copy file from {0} to {1}. Error details {2}

URL {0} is not reachable because of network problems. See complete error details {2}.

Reason:

You applied a new agent package or upgraded the Controller.

Solution:

Ensure that the network connection between the Controller and Command Center Server works. Retry the action.

EP1012

Release {0} already exists

Reason:

This message is returned if the release directory was manually created during the agent package application.

Solution:

Restart the agent to rediscover the agent, so that the agent can register correctly.

EP1013

Agent is not of type bootstrap agent

Reason:

Agent bootstrap update fails because agent is not a bootstrap agent, but Command Center has registered the agent as bootstrap-
able.
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Solution:

Restart the agent to rediscover the agent, so that the agent can register correctly.

EP2000

Script failure with message {1}

A problem has been detected when trying to retrieve details about an agent.

Reason:

This problem can have many causes. There could be a syntax error in the script being run (only occurs for custom-made
scripts). There could be problems accessing files that the script needs.

Another reason can be that you use an unsupported Java version or implementation. 

ES1000

Log level change failed

Reason:

Another user changed the log level for the same agent at the same time. The Agent Controller plugin has already updated the
IntroscopeAgent.profile with a new log level set by the other user but the change was not yet displayed in the user interface.

Solution:

Check the current log level and apply the change again if necessary.

ES1002

Error: HTTP error {0} occurred when creating agent change request.

Reason:

The property change request failed and the property change job has not started.

Solution:

This is very probably a back-end problem. Check the log file and contact your system administrator.

EU3106

Package {packageName} does not exist.

Reason:

The package used by this agent is not known to DX APM Command Center.

EU3400

A timeout occurred {0}

Reason:

Your connection is slow or the server is unavailable.

Solution:

If the problem persists, or you are accessing APM Command Center over a slow connection, consider increasing the request
timeout from the default 10 seconds (10000 ms).

To do this, add the following property to the Configuration Server config/apmccsrv.properties file and set its value to 30000
in order to increase the timeout to 30 seconds:

com.ca.apm.acc.ui.requestTimeout=30000

Restart the Configuration Server in order for the change to take effect.

 Searchable Properties
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This section lists all properties that you can use in searches for agents, reports, packages, or bundles in the
DX APM Command Center user interface. 

The following table lists properties that can be used in a search. In the first column, you will find the search string that you
need to type in to the search box (the strings match the actual API calls). The second column shows the corresponding name
of the property as it appears on the cards in the user interface. The following pattern is used: Page name - (Card name) - Field
name.

Search String Corresponding UI Field Notes

agentCompatibility Bundles - Compatibility Agent versions that the bundle is
compatible with. Range search is not
supported. Type "10" to get bundles
compatible with all 10.x versions.

agentId n/a Unique identifier of the agent.

agentName Agents, Reports - Agent Name

agentProfile Reports - Agent Profile Directory Path to the agent profile.

agentProfile.name Reports - Agent Profile Name Returns reports for agents with the
specified profile name.

agentVersion Packages - Agent Version Returns packages designed for agents of
the particular version.

appServerName Agents - App Server Name of the application server where
the agent is running.

appServerVersion Agents - App Server Version The version of the application server
where the agent is running.

author Bundles - Author Returns bundles created by the specified
user.

build n/a

category Bundles - Category Category of the bundle: core,
environment, feature, custom.

Collections n/a Uses a search string saved as
a Collection.

comment Packages - Comment Returns packages containing the
specified comment.

controllerId n/a Returns agents connected to the
specified Agent Controller.

deleted n/a Returns a list of deleted or active
bundles. Use 'true' or 'false'.

dependencies Bundles - Dependencies Returns bundles that depend on the
specified facets.

description Bundles - Description Returns bundles with the specified
description.

dynamic Bundles - Deployable without restart Indicates if the bundle is explicitly hot-
deployable or not. Valid values for
search are 'true' and 'false'.

emCollectorHost Agents - Enterprise Manager Enterprise Manager collector host

emCollectorPort Agents - Enterprise Manager Enterprise Manager collector port

enhances Bundles - Enhances Returns bundles that enhance the
specified facets.

environmentVariables.value Reports - Environment Variables Map of environment variables (key-
value pairs). Only the values are
searchable.
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extensionFiles.name Reports - Extensions Directory Path to the extension directory of an
agent. Only the file name is searchable.

facets Bundles - Facets Returns bundles that contain the
specified facets.

id n/a Literal ID of bundle as used in the
package definition.

installPath n/a Returns agents installed on the specified
path.

isBootstrapped n/a Returns agents that can be updated by a
cold bootstrap update.

lastContact Agents - Last Contact

logLevel Agents - Log Level Values: unknown, info, trace, debug,
warn, error

name n/a The actual name of the bundle, not the
display name shown in the Name filed
on the Bundles page.

osArch Reports - Java System Properties Operating system architecture. Example:
x64

osName Agents - OS Type, Reports - OS,
Packages - OS Type

Operating system name. Example:
Linux. For bundles, the searchable
values are 'unix' or 'windows'.

osVersion Agents - OS Version, Reports - OS
Version

Operating system version.

packageName Agents - Package - Name, Packages -
Name

Returns packages matching the search
string and all agents that use the
package.

packageVersion Agents - Package - Package version Returns all agents that use the specified
package version.

pbdPblFiles.name Reports - Probe Builder Directives File listing of an agent when the report
was generated. Contains only PBD
and PBL files and only file name is
searchable.

platformArch n/a Platform architecture. Example: x86

platformName Agents - Environment - JVM Platform, on which the agent is running
(Open Java, Oracle Java, .Net 4.0)

platformParameters Reports - Java System Properties String of platform parameters. Use JVM
Startup Parameters or an equivalent
for .Net.

platformProperties.value Reports - Java System Properties Map of platform properties (key-value
pairs). Use JVM System Properties or
an equivalent for .Net. Only the values
are searchable.

platformVersion Agents - Environment - JVM Version

process Packages - Environment - Process Returns packages designed for the
specified application server.

processName Agents - Process Name, Reports - Agent
- Process Name

Returns agents (and their reports) that
run on the specified application server.

reportName Reports - Report Name

restartRequired n/a (an icon next to the agent name) Returns a list of agents that have been
recently modified and require a restart
for the changes to take effect.
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serverName Agents - Server Name, Reports - Agent -
Server Name

Returns agents (and their reports) that
run on the specified server.

specificationVersion n/a Version of the metadata used in the
bundle.

status Agents - Agent Status Agent status. Values: active, down,
away

type n/a Agent type (for example, Java Agent).

version Agents - Agent Version, Reports -
Agent Version, Bundles - Version

Returns agents of the particular version
or reports generated for such agents or
bundles of the particular version.

 Configure Your Monitoring Environment
Your monitoring environment lets you identify, measure, and evaluate the performance of an application. You can perform the
following tasks to configure your monitoring environment to meet your needs:

 Supported Roles and Privileges
Supported Roles

DX Platform supports the following roles:

•  Tenant Administrator 
•  Power User 
•  User 

In the DX Application Performance Management capability, these roles are mapped as follows:

• Tenant Administrator # APM Admin 
• Power User # APM User 
• User # APM User 

For more information about supported roles in the DX Platform, see DX Platform.

Roles and Their Privileges

Use the following table to understand the privileges associated with each role in APM:

Operation APM Admin APM User

Experience View

Modify position Yes Yes

Add a new Experience View Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Make Experience View global Yes No

Edit Experience View Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Delete Experience View Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Edit global Experience View Yes No

Delete global Experience View Yes No

Agent view

Add a new Agent view Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Make Agent view global Yes No

Edit Agent view Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0.html
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Delete Agent view Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Edit global Agent view Yes No

Delete global Agent view Yes No

Perspectives

Create Perspectives Yes Yes

Edit Perspectives Yes Yes

Make global Perspectives Yes No

Make a Perspective the default Yes No

Delete Perspectives Yes Yes

Personalize Perspectives No Yes

Attributes

Create attributes Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Delete attributes Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Modify attributes Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Universes

Create Universes Yes No

Rename Universes Yes Yes, if the user has
the manage privilege for the universe

Edit user lists Yes Yes, if the user has
the manage privilege for the universe

Delete Universes Yes No

Rules

Create rules Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Delete rules Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Create Enterprise Rules Yes No

Delete Enterprise Rules Yes No

Duplicate rules Yes Yes, if the user has the edit privilege for
the universe

Upload rules Yes No

Agents

Download agent Yes Yes

Trace all agents Yes No

Trace individual agents Yes No

Show agent connection details Yes Yes

Security

Create API tokens Yes Yes

Create system tokens Yes No

Invalidate tokens Yes Only for the user's own tokens

Rename tokens Yes Only for the user's own tokens
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Set expiration for tokens Yes Only for the user's own tokens

Management Modules

Create management modules Yes No

Delete management modules Yes No

Activate/deactivate management
modules

Yes No

Edit management modules Yes No

Import management modules Yes No

Metric Groupings

Create metric groupings Yes No

Delete metric groupings Yes No

Edit metric groupings Yes No

Alerts

Create new alerts Yes No

Delete alerts Yes No

Activate/deactivate alerts Yes No

Edit alerts Yes No

Notifications

Create notifications Yes No

 Create Notifications for Alerts

Application Performance Management lets you create notifications for alerts. Notifications can automatically relay alerts from
Application Performance Management through internal services, such as distribution lists, to external services through the
REST API, or to PagerDuty, an incident resolution platform.

For more information about setting up email notifications, see Configure Email Lists in DX Platform.

  

DX Platform Channels

You can associate an alert in DX Application Performance Management with a channel. Users, such as IT administrators, who
are added to the channel are notified when a specific metric value breaches caution and danger thresholds.

Add the Channel

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DX Platform.
2. Click the Settings icon.
3. In the External connections/integrations section, click Channels. 
4. Click Add Channel and select the required channel type from the list.

• Automic
• Email: Email distribution lists can be attached to other configurations in DX Platform and also used to manually share

content. For example, Alarms: Send to...>Email recipients.
• Webhook (generic): A webhook allows an app to deliver real-time data to other applications. For more information

about configuring a webhook in Digital Experience Insights, see Integrate webhook documentation.
• Slack
• Ticket Management

Note:

 For more information, see the Channels section in the  DX Platform  documentation.

Configure the APM Alert with Channel

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/channels/configure-email-notifications.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/channels.html
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After you have added the channel, the next step is to configure the alert with the channel.

Follow these steps:

1. In Application Performance Management, click the Alerts icon in the left pane.
The Alerts pane opens.

2. Select the alert that you want to edit.
The Alert drop-down opens.

3. Click the Notifications drop-down menu.
A list of all available channels appears.

4. Select the channel for which you want to receive the notifications about this alert.
5. Click OK, and Save Alert.

Trigger the Channels Automatically

Configure a policy to automatically trigger the configured channels based on the rule met in the policy. A policy determines
when notifications are sent. When an alarm meets the criteria defined by filters in the policy, a notification is sent to the
associated channels. You can also configure custom policies by selecting Policies. 

Trigger the Channels Manually

After you configure the channels, you can manually trigger them through alarm console. You can manually trigger the
channels using ServiceNow and email notification.

Note:

 For more information, see the   Channels   section in the  DX Platform  documentation.

PagerDuty

PagerDuty performs incident analysis and sends notifications directly to designated IT administrators for resolution.
Use the PagerDuty integration to monitor your system for critical events through a defined path, respond quickly, and
keep your system operating with minimal downtime. For more information about PagerDuty capabilities, go to https://
www.pagerduty.com.

To work efficiently in the two systems, follow these rules:

• An alert in Application Performance Management triggers an incident in PagerDuty. PagerDuty then transmits the incident
as a ticket to a designated recipient.

• An alert that is cleared in Application Performance Management resolves the incident in PagerDuty. Resolving an incident
in PagerDuty does not clear the alert in Application Performance Management.

Incident Workflow

When an alert is generated and matches the service configuration settings, Application Performance Management
automatically triggers an incident. Incidents in PagerDuty contain the following information for an alert to identify the affected
component:

•  alertStartTime 
•  alertState 
•  alertName 
•  alertId 
•  vertexId 
•  vertexAttributes (for example, type, name) 

PagerDuty then handles incidents according to configured policies and user settings.

Note:

 A cleared alert in Application Performance Management automatically resolves an incident in PagerDuty. The notification
delay is a length of time that Application Performance Manager waits before triggering an incident in PagerDuty. The
notification delay is useful for reducing incidents that are triggered by transitory alerts.

Create and Modify a PagerDuty Notification

You must have a PagerDuty account to create a PagerDuty Notification. The PagerDuty account lets you configure notification
behavior and receive a unique API User Token and Integration Key for use with Application Performance Management.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to PagerDuty or create an account.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/channels.html
https://www.pagerduty.com/
https://www.pagerduty.com/
https://www.pagerduty.com
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2. Copy the API User Token and the Integration Key from PagerDuty.
3.  In Application Performance Management, click Notifications. 
4.  >Click Create a PagerDuty Notification.  
5. Create a Notification Name.  
6. Paste the API User Token and Integration Key from PagerDuty.
7. Select the severity for the notification. 
8. Click Save.
9. (Optional) Select the notification that you want to change and click Edit. 
10. (Optional) Select the notification that you want to delete and click Delete. 

You created and modified a PagerDuty Notification as required.

REST API Notifications

Application Performance Management lets you receive notifications about alert changes through the REST API. The REST
API is the pulling interface that allows integrations to run behind corporate firewalls. Use the API to integrate notifications
with third-party components, such as various dashboards. The following diagram shows the REST API within the Application
Performance Management infrastructure:

Figure 1: REST API Notification

Create and Modify a REST API Notification

Follow these steps:

1. In Application Performance Management, click Notifications.
2. Click Create a REST API Notification. 
3. Create a Notification Name.  
4. Create a unique proxy token or click Generate Token.
5. Click Save.
6. (Optional) Select the notification that you want to change and click Edit. 
7. (Optional) Select the notification that you want to delete and click Delete.

You created and modified a REST API Notification as required.
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Integrate REST API Notifications

Access the REST API to integrate REST API Notifications with third-party components.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a security token in the Application Performance Management Settings. Save the security token somewhere for
later use. For more information about how to generate a security token, see API Authentication and Authorization.

2. Navigate to Notifications and copy the proxy token from the REST API Notification that you want to integrate. Save the
proxy token somewhere for later use

Note:

 You can use the same proxy token for several notifications in Application Performance Management. The REST API
returns the alert notifications from all these notification configurations. The REST API call labels the proxy token
as proxyKey. The proxyKey identifies the REST API client.

3. Set the last version value to 0 to receive non-OK statuses (Caution or Danger) for all active alerts. For future REST API
calls, use the last version value that was returned in the previous call to avoid receiving unchanged statuses.

4. Copy the host number from your Application Performance Management URL. Save the host number somewhere for later
use.

5. Paste the host number, security token, proxy token, and last version into the following POST command to call the REST
API:

POST Host: https://<YOUR HOST NUMBER>.apm.cloud.ca.com/apm/appmap/
private/graph/recentstatuschangesAccept: application/json Content-
Type: application/json Authorization: Bearer <YOUR SECURITY
 TOKEN>{ "lastVersion" : "<LAST VERSION>", "proxyKey" : "<YOUR PROXY
 TOKEN>" }

Response:

The REST API sends a JSON object as the response. The response contains alert changes for all notifications with the same
proxy token value that happened after the last call. The response also returns the version field for the following call.

In the response, each notification contains the following fields:

• status – the severity of the alert (OK, CAUTION, DANGER)
• alertName – name of the alert
• time – occurrence of the status change in milliseconds since the Unix epoch 
• vertex – the alerted vertex including all the vertex attributes

Example of a Response:

{  "items": [    {      "vertex": {        "agent": [ "DX APM Demo
 Host|Tomcat|DX APM Demo Agent - Tomcat" ],        "hostname":
 [ "DX APM demo host" ],        "Source cluster": [ "Enterprise
 Team Center" ],        "name": [ "Apps|ReportingEngine|URLs|
Default" ],        "agentDomain": [ "SuperDomain" ],        "IsDemo":
 [ "Yes" ],        "processedBy": [ "FrontendVertexIdentifier" ],
        "type": [ "GENERICFRONTEND" ],        "applicationName":
 [ "ReportingEngine" ]      },      "status": "DANGER",     
 "time": 1507025865000,      "alertName": "SuperDomain:SaaS:Frontend
 Errors"    },    {      "vertex": {        "agent": [ "DX APM Demo
 Host|Tomcat|DX APM Demo Agent - Tomcat" ],        "IsExperience":
 [ "Yes" ],        "agentDomain": [ "SuperDomain" ],       
 "IsDemo": [ "Yes" ],        "type": [ "GENERICFRONTEND" ],
        "servletMethod": [ "service" ],        "Experience":
 [ "Apps|ReportingService|URLs|Default on DX APM demo host

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unix_time
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 (GENERICFRONTEND)" ],        "hostname": [ "DX APM demo host" ],
        "Source cluster": [ "Enterprise Team Center" ],    
    "name": [ "Apps|ReportingService|URLs|Default" ],       
 "serviceId": [ "ApplicationService" ],        "processedBy":
 [ "FrontendVertexIdentifier" ],        "applicationName":
 [ "ReportingService" ]      },      "status": "OK",      "time":
 1507025865000,      "alertName": "SuperDomain:SaaS:Frontend Errors"  
  }  ],  "version": 1507026459020}

Authentication HTTP Status and Error Codes

If the authentication of the request fails, the resource server returns an HTTP error code and response header with details about
the error.

• 401 Unauthorized – your security token (sent in HTTP header) is not valid for the given URL.
• 403 Forbidden – the proxy token is not matching any notification configuration.

For more information, see HTTP status code definitions.

 ATC Notification Proxy 

The ATC Notification Proxy is an implementation of the REST API client, which can run inside the Infrastructure Agent as
an extension. This extension periodically calls the REST API to obtain all notifications. The extension then forwards these
notifications one by one to other REST APIs (destinations), for example, OMNIbus. Each notification can be converted into
various formats that are suitable for the destination REST API.

Configure the ATC Notification Proxy in the following two files:

• atcnotificationproxy.properties – set the ATC URL, security token, proxy token, destination URL, and the pulling
interval here.
Example:

# sleep between fetches in secondsatcnotification.sleep=10#
 url including protocal (http/https) to your ATC
 backend.atcnotification.atcBaseURL=https://123456.prod.apm.cloud.ca.com/#
 public API authentication token (can be obtain in ATC-> Security
 -> generate new token)# it is recommended to use, never expire
 option.atcnotification.securityToken=e45038c6-ffeb-45b6-
ad74-4bfca43ec639# token defined in the notification. Can be
 set by user or generated. You can use same# token for multiple
 notifications in case you want your proxy to fetch and forward
 multiple# notificationsatcnotification.proxyKey=myToken#
 url where the notification message will be
 forwardedatcnotification.omnibusURL=http://localhost:8080/

• message.template – define the format of the notification message that goes to the destination REST API. The template
allows you to use various placeholders and inject fields from Application Performance Management. All placeholders are
listed in the template.
Example:

## template to be send to Omnibus. Placeholders might be used:##
 ${APM.alertName} - name of the alert## ${APM.statusText}
 - status (DANGER, CAUTION, OK)## ${APM.occurrence} - Alert
 occurrence in GMT format## ${APM.Vertex.type} - value of the
 attribute (type) of the alerted component## ${APM.Vertex.name}
 - value of the attribute (name) of the alerted component##

http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec10.html
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 ${APM.Vertex.<anyattribute>} - value of the attribute of
 the alerted component{ "source": "CA_APM", "CustomerCode":
 "IBM", "msg": "${APM.alertName} in ${APM.statusText} state",
 "InstanceId": "${APM.Vertex.applicationName}", "InstanceSituation":
 "${APM.alertName}", "origin": "${APM.Vertex.hostname}", "hostname":
 "${APM.Vertex.hostname}", "Component": "${APM.Vertex.name}",
 "ComponentType": "${APM.Vertex.type}", "Severity":
 "${APM.statusText}"}

Note:

More information: Configure Email Lists in DX Platform 

 Configure Universes

     

Universes

Universes let the administrator refine the number and types of components into easy to use groups. This refined group is a
universe. For security reasons, there is no default assignment to all users. To view Application Performance Management
(APM), each user must be allocated to a universe. If no universe is associated with the user ID, the user is warned. As an
administrator, create universes for users. Use the default universe that is created for every connected provider, or, create a
custom universe. 

The administrator performs the following tasks to configure universes:

• Creates a universe to the needs of a user or a group. 
• Applies a Filter to remove unwanted component data from the data set.
• (Optional) Creates numerous universes to create a series of manageable spaces. Users can easily switch between the spaces

to make navigation of the Environment easier. 
• (Optional) Ensures that specific user access is restricted as required by company security requirements.

Note:

Create universes that are based on existing domains. Create a filter that is based on the agentDomain attribute, select the
domain that you require, and select Save.

As an APM administrator, assign at least one universe to each user so they can access content.

A universe consists of:

• A name – A unique identifier
• A filter – Defines the Team Center data set
• A list of users – Users with access to this universe

Predefined Universes

Some universes are created by default:

• All componentsContains all components in APM. Only administrators have access to this universe out of the box and can
grant other users access.

• Enterprise Universe Contains all components in APM. Only administrators have access to this universe, however they
can not grant access privileges to other users.

Note:

• Predefined universes cannot be deleted or modified.
• All My Universes are available in Experience view for the administrators only. For other users, All My Universes is

available in Agents view, if more than one universe is assigned. For more information, see KB000113376: Users with Read
Access in Team Center can't See All My Universes View.

Transaction Paths

APM generates map data by sampling transaction traces. A record exists for every transaction path that passes through any
component. Any transaction that is not recorded as a Business Transaction is recorded as an Application Transaction path. 

Transaction Path Filter

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS/common-platform-services/channels/configure-email-notifications.html
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/users-with-read-access-in-team-center-can-t-see-all-my-universes-view/kb000113376
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/users-with-read-access-in-team-center-can-t-see-all-my-universes-view/kb000113376
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A transaction path filter identifies all components in all transaction paths that pass through a component with attribute values.
The attribute values are specified in the filter criteria. Example: Set the filter criteria Location = London and Owner = Steve.
You see all components in all transactions that go through a component that is located in London and owned by Steve. Set
Transaction Path Filters in the filter drop-down bar. For more information, see Identify Areas of Concern Using Filters. 

The following diagram shows an example of a transaction path for attribute Location: London. 

Figure 2: Transaction Path Example...

   Two different use cases are available for creating universes:

• Create a universe for navigation
Create universes for navigation to provide users with a series of pre-configured filtered environments. Users can switch
between the environments to view different areas of a complex environment quickly. 

• Create a universe for security
Create universes for security to restrict the components of the environment that an individual user can view. We
recommend that you base the content of a security universe on transaction paths. We recommend that you create custom
attributes at boundaries that enable analysts to identify the continuation of the path. If your environment uses domains, the
agentDomain attribute is populated by default. Use the agentDomain attribute as a filter condition to create a universe that
matches the permissions restrictions of the specified domain.

Create a Universe

Follow these steps:

1. Consider the content that you want to define in this universe.
2. Select Universes in the left pane and then select Create Universe.

A dialog pane opens.
3. Assign a name to the new universe and select Continue.

A new universe row appears.
4. Use the plus icon under the universe name to add a filter that includes the content that you identified. Attributes are listed

under the corresponding layer.

Note:   Your filter definition can include any combination of transaction path filters and attribute filters.
5. (Optional) Select Include experience node to add the experience node to the universe. For more information about the

experience node, see Monitor Performance Using Experience View.
6. Select Save.
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Tip:

Select Preview Map to view the included content on the Map before saving. Add or remove filters as necessary, then
select Save Universe.

7. (Optional) Select the plus icon in the Users and groups column to assign analysts to the new universe.

Note:   As an administrator, you can also create a universe directly from the Map in the 'Enterprise' Universe. Define the map
filters and select Save as Universe in the top-right corner to save the current filtered map nodes as a universe.

Modify a Universe

Follow these steps:

1. Select Universes in the left pane. 
2. Identify the universe that you want to modify and select Edit.
3. Adjust filters or remove components. 

Note:

 To retain your current filters and add new ones, you must select Add Current Selection to Filter. For more information,
see KB000115225: Problem with Adding Components after Creating new Universe.

4. Select Save.
5. To modify the name of a universe, select Rename.

Delete a Universe

Follow these steps:

1. Select Universes in the left pane. 
2. Identify the universe that you want to remove and select Delete.

A dialog pane opens.
3. Confirm the deletion.

Assign Users to Universes

Users names and groups are defined, based on the security implementation that is used for the specific APM installation. Add
users and groups to universes. Validation compares the user ID entered with entries in the configured realms. If you cannot
verify the entry, it might not exist or your identity provider does not provide this service.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Universes in the left pane. 
2. Select the plus icon in the Users column.

The Manage Access dialog appears.
3. Select the access level for the new user.
4. Enter the ID of the user or group.
5. Validate the ID. Select the binoculars symbol in the text box.

The checkmark indicates that the ID is valid. The exclamation symbol indicates that the ID cannot be found.
6. If the ID is valid, select Add.

The ID appears in the table of Authorized Users and Groups.
7. If the ID is not found, you can add this ID as a new user or group. The Grant Access dialog appears. Select User or Group.

The new ID appears in the Authorized Users and Groups table.
8. Select Save.

Users can access their newly assigned universe immediately.

Edit Universe Users

You can add users to a universe and change universe permissions. 

Follow these steps:

1. Select Universes in the left pane. 
2. Select the plus icon in the Users and groups column.

The Manage Access dialog appears.
3. Select one of the following access options:

• Read
Lets users see the universe in APM.

• Edit

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/problem-with-adding-a-components-after-creating-new-universe/kb000115225
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Lets users see the universe and modify it in APM. 
• Manage

Lets users modify attributes and assign privileges to other users.
4. Enter the user or group name and select Add. The new user or group appears in the Authorized Users and Groups section.
5. Select Save.

Delete Users

Follow these steps:

1. Select the plus icon in the Users column.
A dialog pane opens.

2. To remove user names, select the trash can icon.
3. Select Save.

 Configure Experience View

As an administrator, configure Experience Cards in Experience View. Configure cards so that analysts can easily view the
most business critical components that affect the end-user experience.

Experience View

Administrators perform the following tasks:

• Configure the universe
• Add a new Experience Card
• Edit an Experience Card
• Share an Experience Card

Configure Universe

Before you can configure the Experience View for a user, assign at least one universe to the user.

Note:

All My Universes are available in Experience view for the administrators only. For other users, All My Universes View is
available in Agents view, if more than one universe is assigned.

More information:

• Configure Universes
• KB000113376:Users with Read Access in team center can't see All My Universes View

Add New Experience Card

Out of the box, for APM, the system creates two Experience Cards for each existing universe. Experience Cards for
Applications have two drill-down levels with the Application and Name attributes. Experience Cards for Services have
two drill-down levels with the Business service and Name attributes. As an administrator, create, update, or delete any
number of customized Experience Cards for analysts.

Note:  Experience Cards are not automatically created when you add a new universe. The automatic creation of Experience
Cards is only a part of new tenant provisioning.

Follow these steps:

1. Open Experience View and ensure that you are in the top-level view. 
2. Select the + button to add a new Experience Card.
3. Select a universe.
4. Use the entire universe or apply a filter.
5. Select the attributes. Experience Cards are grouped by attributes. The drill-down levels of the Experience Card correspond

with the number of attributes that you select.

Tip:

We recommend using three to four levels of attributes. Or, group by one attribute to monitor a specific group of
components. For example, Owner = Joe.

6. Select a default chart type:

1.1 Histogram
2.1 Average Response Time

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/users-with-read-access-in-team-center-can-t-see-all-my-universes-view/kb000113376
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3.1 Transaction Volume
7. Name the card
8. Select the box Make this Experience Card public.
9. Select Save.

The administrator can now see the Experience Cards in Experience View. 

Warning:

An error message shows when you attempt to display more than 9000 business transactions in live mode or more than
9000 business transactions in historical mode. Experience View limits the number of displayed business transactions
for performance reasons. For more information, see No Metric Data in Experience View.

Edit Existing Experience Card

At the top level of Experience View, you can edit Experience Cards, both the default cards and user defined cards.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the expand icon in the bottom right corner of the card.
2. Select Edit Card.
3. Change the card settings as required.
4. Select Save.

Delete Experience Card

At the top level of Experience View, you can delete Experience Cards, both the default cards and user defined cards.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the expand icon in the bottom right corner of the card.
2. Select Edit Card.
3. Select Delete Card.The card is removed for all users who have access.

Share Experience Card

You can share an Experience Card with a user within an existing universe.

Follow these steps:

1. Check that the user has access to the universe.
2. Select the expand icon in the bottom right corner of the card.
3. Select Edit Card.
4. Select Make this Experience Card public.
5. Select Save.

The card appears in your list of cards.
6. Send the Experience Card link to the user.

Note:

You can share a private Experience Card with a user from the same universe. The user can temporarily view the private
card.

Data Clamp

The historic mode data clamp is 50 experiences. The live mode data clamp is 500 experiences. Experiences are business
transactions or application entry points. If you select a time range in historic mode within the last 24 hours, the data clamp for
live mode (500 experiences) is applied. The last 24 hours are covered by cached data.

 Shape How You Monitor Your Environment with Attribute Rules
Attributes are labels that are applied to components. Each attribute has a name and a value (for example,
color=red). Attributes make it easier to differentiate components and identify their relationships to other
components. Use attributes in your perspectives, highlighting, and filtering to organize and display parts
of the monitored application environment. DX APM lets you assign an unlimited number of attributes to
components.

    

Attribute Types
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DX APM offers the following attribute types:

• Basic Attributes
Basic attributes are automatically reported and assigned to each component from the associated agent. For example, a
database component can have the following basic attributes: 

•  databasename 
•  inferredBackendNode 
•  Name 
•  provider  
•  Source cluster 
•  Type 

• Custom Attributes
Assign custom attributes to individual components, then add these attributes to perspectives, groups and filters. For
example, use the owner attribute to assign the component to a specific analyst. To view components that are assigned to
this analyst, add the owner attribute to a filter and specify the filter value.

• Decorated Attributes
You can define attribute rules that automatically assign new values to existing attributes. These newly derived attributes are
called decorated attributes.

Define Custom Attributes

Define a custom attribute for an individual component or group of components.

Note:

 We recommend that you ascribe custom attributes to all components in the environment. We recommend assigning values
for Owner and Location to all components. 

Follow these steps:

1. In the Map, select a component or group.

Tip:

 You can add a custom attribute to a component that represents a group. The attribute name and value are added to all
components in that group. A prompt asks if you want to add the attribute to the group or create an attribute rule.

2. Go to the Custom Attributes section of the Component View panel and select values for the following default custom
attributes:

•  location 
•  owner 
•  region 
•  tier  

3. (Optional) To create a new attribute, select <new attribute name> and type the attribute name. Select <new attribute
value> and assign a value to the attribute.

Note:

DX APM recognizes if an attribute value is an email address or a URL. A link or envelope icon appears next to the attribute
in the Component View panel. Select the icon to open links in a new browser tab or open an Outlook email page.

4. Add the new attribute to filters and perspectives.

The new attribute and value appear in the Custom Attributes section of the Component View panel.

Define Cross-Layer Attributes

Attributes that are assigned to components from a specific layer are visible across other layers in DX APM. For example,
attributes that are assigned to components from the Infrastructure Layer are included in the drop-down list that is used to
filter the Map in the Application Layer. This cross-layer functionality offers analysts data views that show the relationships
between application components and their connected infrastructure components. This combined data view also works as an
overview that can help with defining and organizing support roles across an organization. Administrators can assign attributes
to components from the Infrastructure Layer in the Custom Attributes section of the Component View panel or by defining
an attribute rule. 

Examples

Example 1: Use Cross-Layer Attributes to Assist with Infrastructure Triage 
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The attribute Owner = Joe Smith is assigned to all infrastructure components that Joe supports. This attribute is then used
to create the perspective Joe Smith. Analysts use this perspective and other Owner perspectives to identify who supports
the infrastructure for applications that require triage. With these data views, analysts are also able to provide infrastructure
support with key information that can result in faster triage.

Example 2: Use Cross-Layer Attributes to Define Support Roles
If the host components in your environment follow a naming convention, you can create an attribute rule to define support
roles for application components. The following attribute rule assigns Joe Smith to all host components located in New
York. A perspective is then created based on this attribute, which allows analyst Joe Smith to view their assigned application
components and all connected infrastructure components. 

Custom Attribute
Name

Newly Assigned Value Existing Attribute
Name

Condition/Matching
Operator

Condition Value

Owner Joe Smith Hostname Contains NY

The following links provide more information about layers and how to use attributes in DX APM:

Note:

More Information: 

•  Map Layers 
•  Identify Areas of Concern Using Filters 
•  Organize Components Using Perspectives 

Define Decorated Attributes Using Attribute Rules

Use rules to automate the process of adding custom attributes. A rule uses basic and custom attributes that are already ascribed
to a component. If the attribute meets the condition that is specified in the rule, a custom attribute name is created (or updated)
and assigned the specified value. For example, an attribute rule states that if the hostname attribute of a component ends with
the .cz suffix, the custom attribute with name Support Location is created and its value is Czech Republic. All components that
meet the criteria of a rule are ascribed the custom attribute value. Rules ascribe the custom attribute in the current environment.
Rules also ascribe that attribute to any component which meets the criteria in the future.

• Local Attribute Rules
As a user, you can create local attribute rules that apply to components within your universe. The rule applies the new
attribute value to all components that meet the criteria and are within the current universe. These custom attributes are
exclusive to the universe. Only users with access to this universe and the administrator can see them. 

• Global Attribute Rules
Global attribute rule applies custom attribute values to all components that meet the rule criteria in the enterprise
environment. Only the administrator can create global attribute rules. Global attribute rules take precedence over local
attribute rules.
Example: Create a local attribute to set a location attribute value to Long Island. If a global attribute rule is set to assign the
location attribute value to New York, the value shows New York for all users.

Define Global Attribute Rules

Define attribute rules to assign attributes to components automatically. Global attribute rules apply custom attributes to all
current and future components that meet the condition of the rule definition. Global attribute rules apply to all components in
the Enterprise environment regardless of universe. Any user who has the component that is assigned to their universe sees the
custom attribute. A user cannot create a local attribute rule that overwrites a global attribute rule value.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Attributes tab.
2. Click <new attribute rule> in the Custom Attribute Name column and complete the name and value for the new rule.
3. Click away from the row.

The rule is saved.

Use RegEx Operand with Attribute Rules

Use the Contains RegEx operand in these cases:

• Operands such as Starts with or Contains are not enough to create the attribute rule you require.
• You need a new attribute value that is based on the original value.

One RegEx expression that is used on an existing attribute value can be used to create several custom attribute rules.

Follow these steps:
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1. Select the Attributes tab.
2. Click <new attribute rule>.
3. Ascribe a custom attribute name.
4. Ascribe a RegEx Group Value to the Newly Assigned Value. 
5. Select the required Existing Attribute Name.
6. Select a Condition/Matching Operator value: Contains RegEx or Doesn't contain RegEx.
7. Enter the RegEx into Condition Value, and press Enter.

Note:

Case Sensitive cannot be selected. Case sensitivity is decided based on a RegEx operand.

The attribute rule is saved and the number of components with the new attribute is displayed in Affected Components.

• Example: Hostname in your network follows the rule <2-letter country code><city><numeric
ID>.vendor.com
You can use the RegEx operand to create attribute rules to create separate Country and City attributes from the Hostname.
The syntax "(..)([a-z]*)[0-9]*\.vendor\.com" describes this RegEx.
You can create attribute rules to extract values for Country and City by creating these attribute rules.

Custom Attribute
Name

Newly Assigned
Value

Existing Attribute
Name

Condition/
Matching Operator

Case Sensitive Condition Value

Country $1 hostname ContainsRegEx (..)([a-z]*)[0-9]*
\.vendor\.com

City $2 hostname ContainsRegEx (..)([a-z]*)[0-9]*
\.vendor\.com

• Example: Two host name values in one environment: uklondon1234.vendor.com and usdallas1234.vendor.com
$1 returns values of uk and us, $2 returns values of london and dallas. You can also create a link to your documentation
like the following example. Select any map element to see a link to your documentation.

Custom Attribute
Name

Newly Assigned
Value

Existing Attribute
Name

Condition/
Matching Operator

Case Sensitive Condition Value

Country $1 hostname ContainsRegEx (..)([a-z]*)[0-9]*
\.vendor\.com

City $2 hostname ContainsRegEx (..)([a-z]*)[0-9]*
\.vendor\.com

Documentation
URL

https://
wiki.vendor.com/
searchForServerDoc.cgi?
host=$1

hostname ContainsRegEx (.*)\.vendor\.com

Note:

  For full RegEx syntax, see Java RegEx documentation. Optionally, search the Internet for Online Java RegEx tester.

 Import Bulk Attribute Rules
Application Performance Management lets you give unique descriptions to your components, whether
they are hosts, applications, or even application components. You give these descriptions – or custom
attributes – to your environment so that you can take full advantage of the Map and the Experience
Views. For example, give an Owner attribute to each of the applications in your environment. When you
view a Map of your owners, the apps they manage are nested inside. Setting that same Owner attribute
lets you have a tile that summarizes the performance of all apps by owner. Then you can drill into the tile
to see the individual apps that belong to that owner specifically.

To make applying these attributes easier, you can use a bulk rule loading mechanism. As an administrator, you can create a set
of attribute rules externally in a comma-separated values (CSV) file. Then you can import the file to create numerous attribute
rules. This functionality lets you use a CSV type file containing multiple attribute rules and load it all at once within a short
timeframe.

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html#sum
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In the file, specify the name of the custom attribute, a comma, and then the value you want it to take. Then use another comma
and specify the attribute that you want to use to match the rule. Use one more comma, and then the expected value of that
matching attribute.  

In other words:

WHEN

   Hostname equals my-tradeservice

THEN

  Owner equals Ralph

Can be written in CSV as:

Owner,Ralph,Hostname,my-tradeservice

Use the following format convention in the CSV file:

The name of the custom
attribute that you want to add.
The attribute can be any of
the decorated attributes.

The value of the custom
attribute that you want to add.

The name of the filter
attribute that you want to
match. These attributes are
the basic attributes.

The value of the filter
attribute that you want to
match.

This file can only include four columns. The match attribute value in column three must be a valid attribute name.

Follow these steps:

1. In an editor, create a CSV file using the format convention, for example:

owner,ralph,Hostname,my-machine-name
location,CA,Hostname,my-machine-name
region,san mateo,Application,my-app-name
country,USA,agent,my-agent-name

2. Save and name the file using the following convention: filename.csv. For example, in Windows, use the "save as"
feature and save as the .csv type. Close the file.

3. In APM, mouse over the left pane and click Attributes.
4. Click Upload Attribute Rule File.

The Upload Attribute Rule CSV File dialog appears.
5. Read the dialog instructions and select more universes to apply the rules if desired. If no universe is selected, attribute rules

get applied to the current selected universe only.
6. Click Browse and select the CSV file to import. You can repeat this step to select another file to upload.
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7. Click Upload.
A message appears and informs you of the file upload status.

8. Click Done.
The attribute rules appear in the ATTRIBUTE RULES list. 

Configure Rules for Updating Attributes

When you want to update the attributes of many components (for example, to specify the owner of many applications or hosts),
uploading CSV rules can be more convenient than creating them in the user interface. You do not have to specify only existing
attributes. You may create attributes that suit your purposes for creating Perspectives and Experience View tiles. After you
upload the rules, you can find them in the map.

Example: How the Rules Work

In this example, you want to assign the attribute Owner with the value Eric to two hostnames: red and blue. You also want to
assign the attribute Owner with value Susan to hostname green.

@ruleset, owners-by-host

Owner,Eric,hostname,red

Owner,Eric,hostname,blue

Owner,Susan,hostname,green

@ruleset, <name> puts these three rules into the owners-by-host scope. The user interface displays the identifier
to which each of these rules belongs. Every rule specified belongs to a group with a unique identifier @ruleset. When
@ruleset is not specified, the rules implicitly belong to a global group. You should always use rule identifiers, or you may
be surprised by changes in the global scope and accidentally delete rules in other scopes.

Example: Edit or Delete a Rule

You can edit rules in the user interface. You can also edit the rules with CSV, but you must be careful. In this example, the
hostname purple specifies Eric as its owner, but the other two rules specified in the previous example are deleted.

@ruleset, owners-by-host

Owner,Eric,hostname,purple
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If you specify a @ruleset identifier in your CSV file, you will delete any rules that are not specified again. This behavior
applies to all rules, and not just rules with changes. Therefore, the following CSV deletes all rules in the owners-by-host scope:

@ruleset, owners-by-host

@ruleset, owners-by-app

Owner,Foo,Application,Bar

Warning:

Because of this rule behavior, we recommend that you keep a master copy of your CSV file and make changes to it
only.

 More Information:

Organize Components Using Perspectives

Configure Experience View

Use Decoration Policies to Filter Attribute Rules

Decorated attributes are attributes that are created or updated automatically as a result of attribute rules. A decoration policy
lets you decide what attribute rules to apply to the Team Center map. At a fixed interval, APM updates all applicable nodes
which meet the decoration policy rules. Decoration policies help you to organize and display the nodes in your monitored
application environment in Team Center.

The following options let you filter for various types of decoration policies:

• All - Displays all attribute rules that you have created.
• Csv Created Rules - Displays the CSV attribute rules.
• Manually Created Rules - Displays all attribute rules that are created manually from the Attribute Rules tab.

Follow these steps:

1. In APM, mouse over the left pane and click Attributes.
2. Click Attribute Rule:<option> and select a policy.

The attribute rule list refreshes to show the rules that belong to the policy.  

More Information:

Shape How You Monitor Your Environment with Attribute Rules

 Tune Your Monitoring With Alerts
As the APM administrator, you can create, edit, and delete alerts. Set performance thresholds to metrics
so your analysts can identify when a specific component is under load. Create alerts and set thresholds to
flag issues before customer experience is affected.

     

Create a New Alert

As an administrator, you can create alerts to monitor possible issues in your environment effectively. 

Follow these steps:

1. In the left pane, mouse over the bell icon and click Alerts.
2. Click Create new Alert.
3. Enter the values for Alert Name and Description.
4. Keep the toggle button Active. 
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5. Enter the values for Agent Specifier and Metric Specifier.
Agent Specifier specifies a regular expression that filters input to the metric and specifies the data up to and including
the agent name. This expression determines to which agents the grouped data is limited. For example, the expression (.*)\|
WPS2-0[1,2] looks for any agents in all domains that are named WPS2-01 or WPS2-02. The agent expression is important
when multiple JVMs report to the same Enterprise Manager, but serve different purposes. For example, different websites
in the same corporation. In this case, you use a regular expression to limit which agents your metric grouping filters.
Metric Specifier specifies a regular expression that specifies the metric and the resource. A resource is a chain of folders
leading to the metric. For example, the expression LDAP\|([^|:]*)\|(.*):Response Time\(ms\) looks for all resources in the
LDAP resource folder. The expression only looks for the Response Time (ms) metric in those resources.

6. (Optional) Click + next to the Metric Specifier field to add more fields for Agent Specifier and Metric Specifier values. 
7. Enter the values for Danger Threshold and Caution Threshold.
8. Click Create Alert.

You created an alert. 

Create a New Alert from Metric View

You can create alerts from the Metric View page.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse the Metric tree to select a metric, for example, Errors Per Interval.
2. Right-click the metric. 
3. Click New Simple Alert From Metric "Errors Per Interval".

You are forwarded to Alerts page. Agent Specifier and Metric Specifier values are filled in automatically.
4. Enter the values for Alert Name and Description.
5. Enter the values for Danger Threshold and Caution Threshold.
6. Click Create Alert.

You created an alert.

Create a New Alert with Advanced Options

Follow these steps:

1. In the left pane, mouse over the bell icon and click Alerts.
2. Click Create new Alert.
3. Enter the values for Alert Name and Description.
4. Keep the toggle button Active. 
5. enter the values for Agent Specifier and Metric Specifier.  
6. (Optional) Click + next to the Metric Specifier field to add more fields for Agent Specifier and Metric Specifier values. 
7. Click Show Advanced Options. 
8. Select one option from the Comparison Operator drop-down list:

• Less Than
• Greater Than
• Equal To
• Not Equal To

9. Enter the values for Danger and Caution thresholds:

• Threshold - Specifies a value that triggers a danger alert or caution alert.
• Periods Over Threshold - Specifies the maximum number of periods that the threshold can exceed before an alert is

triggered.
• Observed Periods - Specifies the total number of periods being monitored for each alert iteration.

10. Click Create Alert.

You created an alert with advanced options.

Set Danger and Caution Thresholds

As an administrator, you can set danger and caution threshold values for alerts. An alert takes performance information and
compares it to threshold values. The alert displays one of the following states:

• Green - None of the metrics that the alert matches are breaching caution or danger thresholds, as the alert configuration
specifies.

• Yellow - An alert reports a caution state. An attempt to use the application or component is likely to yield unsatisfactory
results.
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• Red - An alert reports a danger state, a problem that requires immediate attention.
• Gray - An alert is not reporting any data. The metrics that the simple alert matches are not reporting (for example, when

agents are disconnected).
• N/A - An alert is not reporting any data. A simple alert is not active or does not match any metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. In the left pane, mouse over the bell icon and click Alerts.
The Alerts page opens and lists the following metrics:

• Application Errors - The number of alerts that are triggered when the threshold for application errors is exceeded.
• Backend Errors - An alert that is triggered when the threshold for non-SQL or non-webservice backend errors is

exceeded.
• Connection Status - An alert that is triggered when there is a problem on the DockerMonitor Agent connecting to

Docker setup.
• CPU Utilization - An alert that is triggered when the threshold for CPU utilization is exceeded.
• Frontend Errors - An alert that is triggered when the threshold for frontend URL group errors is exceeded.
• Frontend Response Time - An alert that is triggered when the threshold for frontend URL group response times is

exceeded.
• Fronted Stalls - An alert that is triggered when the threshold for frontend URL group stalls is exceeded. A stall is

a frontend request that has not been completed within a specific time (30 seconds by default). Stalls indicate a stuck
thread, due to infinite loop, a deadlock, or constrained resources. 

• Heap Used Percent - An alert that is triggered when the threshold for the percentage of heap that is used is exceeded.
• Response Time Variance Intensity - An alert that is triggered when the threshold for response time variance intensity

is exceeded.
Variance intensity is a measure of stability from 10 to 40:

• 10 - Stable
• 11 to 25 - Relatively stable
• 25 to 30 - Moderately unstable
• 30 to 40 - Severely unstable

• WebService Client Errors - An alert that is triggered when the threshold for web service (either SOAP or REST)
client-side errors s exceeded.

• WebService Server Errors - An alert that is triggered when the threshold for web service server-side errors is
exceeded.

2. Expand the alert that you want to configure.
3. In the Danger Threshold field, enter the value that triggers a Danger alert.
4. In the Caution field, enter the value that triggers a Caution alert.

The units correspond to the value that is used in the metrics grouping. For example, if you create a simple alert for Average
Response Time, the value is in milliseconds. 

5. Click Save Alert.

Tip:

Tip: Avoid setting the thresholds in a way that might generate too many frequent alerts. You want to be alerted but not have
overwhelming results.

Activate or Deactivate Alerts

You can specify which alerts you want to use for monitoring. The Alerts page shows a list of available alerts in a concise way.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the left pane, mouse over the bell icon and click Alerts.
The Alerts page opens and lists alerts. 

2. Locate the alert that you want to activate or deactivate.
3. (Optional) Click a column name to sort by the heading value. 
4. Click a line to expand Alert details.
5. Set the toggle button to Active or Inactive.
6. Click Save.

The alert is active or inactive.

Delete an Alert

As an administrator, you can delete an Alert that you no longer need.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the left pane, mouse over the bell icon and click Alerts.
2. Expand the alert that you want to delete.
3. Click Delete.

You deleted an alert.

Understand Regular Expressions

Regular expressions define the metrics to include in alert definition. A regular expression (Perl RegEx) is a text string that
describes a search pattern.

Agent Specifier

An agent specifier defines the agents from which the alert retrieves data. For example, an agent specifier applies alert only on
agents in all domains that are named WPS2-01 or WPS2-02. An agent specifier is useful when multiple JVMs report to the
same Enterprise Manager, but serve different purposes. Such as running different websites in the same corporation. In this
case, you limit which agents your metric grouping is applied by using regular expressions to create that filter.

Agent specifiers use the following parts:

1. Name of the host that runs the process to monitor
2. Name of the particular process in an application or managed Java application instance from which you want to collect data 
3. Agent responsible for collecting the data

Metric Specifier

A metric specifier defines the metrics to include in the alert. The metric specifier filters all the data that agents deliver
according to their agent expression. Metric specifiers require more careful consideration than agent specifiers because the
number of filtered metrics exceeds the number of agents.

Metric specifiers use the following parts:

1. Resources leading to the metric
2. Metric name

 
 

 Configure WebView
WebView presents the Introscope customizable dashboards and Investigator tree in a browser interface to help you investigate
problems in your environment. 

As an administrator, you can configure the following functionality in WebView:

• Simple Alerts
Alerts help you monitor metrics for the performance of applications and components. A simple alert takes performance
information and compares it to threshold values.

• Summary Alerts
A summary alert bases its status on the status of multiple simple alerts and other summary alerts. A summary alert state
shows the worst state among the simple alerts it contains to help you monitor performance.

• Actions for danger or caution alerts
Danger or caution alerts can report up and down availability status for an application or component. When performance
threshold measurements indicate a problem, the action that is specified in the alert settings is triggered.

• Alert Downtime Schedules
Alert downtime schedules let you manage downtime periods.

• Metric Groups
A metric grouping is a logical set of one or more metrics. Metric groupings sort and filter large sets of data (metrics) that
an Enterprise Manager collects from its agents. Other elements use metric groupings to monitor the data graphically and
programmatically. Graph monitoring displays in dashboards and report templates. Programmatic monitoring displays in
alerts and persistent collections. Metric groupings help you identify and correct application performance problems quickly.

Note:

• To see alerts in Team Center, ensure that metrics are mapped to nodes and the Propagate to Team Center configuration is
enabled. Go to WebView, Management. The Propagate to Team Center checkbox is in the alert definition.
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• The WebView Investigator tree is now visible directly in Team Center as the Metric View. Access the Global Metric
View from the left pane or open the Contextual Metric View from the Analysis Notebook or Map. For more information,
see: Monitor Agent Metric Values with Metric View 

More Information:  Monitor Agent Metric Values with Metric View 

 Configure Alerts

Configure alerts so that DX APM gives users visual cautions. The caution alerts trigger when individual metrics rise above a
value indicating that the environment is under excess load.

 

As the administrator, use WebView to create, configure, and manage alerts. The following chart shows the available options
for completing these tasks.
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Figure 3: Configure alerts
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Understand Standard Metrics and Alerts

Alerts enable you to set performance thresholds on metrics and to execute actions when metrics cross thresholds. To
understand performance metrics and simple alerts, read the following information:

• Standard metrics
• Simple alerts

Standard Metrics

WebView displays application performance data that agents collect from remote and local systems as metrics. For monitored
frontend and backend application components, and for many other application components, the following standard metrics
appear:

• Average Response Time (ms) -- A measure of application response speed
• Concurrent Invocations -- The number of requests being handled at a given time
• Errors Per Interval -- The number of errors occurring during a specified time slice
• Responses Per Interval -- The number of requests that are completed during a specified time slice
• Stall Count -- The number of stalls. Stalls are requests that have not completed before a specified time threshold.

Simple Alerts

A simple alert takes performance information and compares it to threshold values. The alert displays one of the following
states within a WebView Console dashboard:

• Gray -- Not reporting data. This state can occur because of the following conditions:

• When the simple alert does not match any metrics.
• When the metrics the simple alert matches are not reporting (for example, when agents are disconnected).
• When the administrator sets the simple alert to inactive.

• Green -- None of the metrics the alert matches are breaching caution or danger thresholds, as the alert configuration
specifies.

• Yellow -- Caution, an attempt to use the application or component is likely to yield unsatisfactory results.
• Red -- Danger, a problem that requires immediate attention.

Simple alerts are buildings blocks of the higher-level summary alerts. Simple alerts can trigger actions and notifications and
provide input for a summary alert. Simple alerts can be further customized for danger and caution action delays to determine
when to initiate specified actions.

Create a Simple Alert from the Metric Browser Tree

As you monitor application performance metrics, identify leading indicators that cause applications to impact the user
experience. These indicators can be throughput, errors, stalls, response time, and so on. While you are monitoring metrics, you
can create a simple alert to inform you about application performance problems.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Investigator.
2. Right-click a metric path or metric in the Metric Browser tree. Select New Simple Alert From Path (or

Metric) Element_Name.
The Create New Simple Alert From Path (or Metric) dialog appears.

The menu option and dialog name change dynamically to reflect your selection in the tree.
3. Complete the following options:

• Name
Specifies a name for the element. To identify the source of an element, use a descriptive name.
The name field accepts all characters except for : and |.

• Force Uniqueness
Appends a number to the name when the same name exists within the management module.

• Management Module
Specifies a management module for containing the element.

• Create alert on this metric (or metric path) for
Specifies the metric grouping agent expression for the simple alert. This option name changes dynamically to reflect
your selection of metric or metric path in the tree.
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• All Agents on all hosts -- This option creates an expression matching any agent, for example:

(.*)\|Tomcat\|(.*))
(.*)\|Tomcat\|Tomcat)

• This Agent name on all hosts -- This option creates an expression matching only the selected agent, for example:

(.*)\|Tomcat\|Tomcat)

4. Click OK.
The Management tab appears. In the tree, the simple alert appears under the metric path you right-clicked and the
management module you selected. The Preview pane shows the alert settings.

Create a Simple Alert from a Metric Grouping

You can create a simple alert while viewing a metric grouping.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Management.
2. Right-click a metric group under the Metric Groupings folder in the Management Modules tree. Select New Simple Alert

from Metric Grouping Element_Name.
The New Simple Alert From Metric Grouping pane appears.

The menu option and dialog name change dynamically to reflect your selection in the tree.
3. Complete the following options:

• Name
Specifies a name for the element. To identify the source of an element, use a descriptive name.
The name field accepts all characters except for : and |.

• Force Uniqueness
Appends a number to the name when the same name exists within the management module.

• Management Module
Specifies a management module for containing the element.

4. Click OK.
The simple alert appears under the Alerts node in the management module that you specified in Step 3.

Create a Simple Alert from a Management Module

A simple alert takes performance information and compares it to threshold values. You can create a simple alert from the
Management tab.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Management.
2. In the top right corner of the screen, select Elements, New Alert, New Simple Alert.

The New Simple Alert dialog appears.
3. Complete the following options:

• Name
Specifies a name for the element. To identify the source of an element, use a descriptive name.
The name field accepts all characters except for : and |.

• Force Uniqueness
Appends a number to the name when the same name exists within the management module.

• Management Module
Specifies a management module for containing the element.

4. Click OK.
The simple alert appears under the Alerts node in the management module that you specified.

Note:
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 To see alerts in Team Center, ensure that metrics are mapped to nodes and the Propagate to Team Center configuration is
enabled. Go to WebView, Management. The Propagate to Team Center checkbox is in the alert definition.

Configure a Simple Alert from a Management Module

You activate the simple alert and define the conditions under which it is triggered.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Management.
2. Click the simple alert under the Alerts node in the Management Modules tree.

The Preview pane shows the status of the alert in a line graph. Caution and danger levels show actual values.
3. Select the Active check box.

The simple alert is activated.
4. Complete the following options:

• Resolution
Specifies the time period resolution in hours, minutes, or seconds.
An alert uses input data from a selected metric grouping. For the time resolution, the alert gathers information and
summarizes a value for that time period. The resulting value depends on the type of data in the metric. For example,
if the metric is a rate, the summarized value is the average rate during that time period. Or if the metric is a counter, it
produces the most recent value of the counter.

Time resolution values must be in 15-second increments.
• Combination

Specifies whether an alert is triggered when a metric exceeds a threshold (any) or all metrics exceed a threshold
(all). The Combination field is ignored when the Notify by individual metric check box is selected.

• Comparison Operator
Specifies the condition in which the alert is triggered. The comparison operator relates to the danger and caution
threshold values.

• Notify by Individual Metric
Triggers individual metric alerts. You can use the individual metric alert notification and resolution alert together.

• Trigger Alert Notification
Triggers an alert notification when a problem or resolution state is detected. Select one of the following options:

• Each Period While Problem Exists -- This option produces a problem message every period that the simple alert is
in caution or danger.

• When Severity Increases -- This option produces a problem message on any period when the state of the alert
escalates.

• Whenever Severity Changes (resolution alert) -- This option produces problem or resolution messages on any state
transition.

• Report Only Final State Whenever Severity Changes (resolution alert) -- This option produces a problem or
resolution message only for the final state of an alert transition.

5. Set the threshold options for Danger and Caution alerts.

• Threshold
Specifies a value that triggers a danger alert or caution alert.

Note: The Danger threshold value must correspond to the value used in the metric grouping. For example, for a simple
alert for Servlet Average Response Time, the value is milliseconds.

These options set the ratio of excessive periods that must be met for Introscope to trigger the alert. For example, enter 8 and
10. The danger alert triggers only when the metric exceeds the danger threshold in eight of the ten observed periods.

• Periods Over Threshold
Specifies the maximum number of periods that the threshold can exceed before an alert is triggered.

• Observed Periods
Specifies the total number of periods being monitored for each alert iteration.

6. Add actions to danger or caution conditions.
7. Enter the action delay time in hours, minutes.
8. Click Apply.

The simple alert configuration is set.

Create Notification Actions for Alerts

When you configure an alert, you set values for the danger and caution thresholds. You can then create a notification action,
which notifies selected users when a specific metric value breaches a caution or danger threshold. This notification is sent by
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email. New notification actions must be created in DX SaaS. For more information about creating notification actions, see DX
SaaS.

Activate or Deactivate Alerts and Actions

You use the settings pane to activate and deactivate alerts and actions.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Management.
2. Click the alert or action you want in the Management Modules tree.

The settings appear in the right pane.
3. Activate or deactivate the element by selecting or clearing the Active check box, respectively.
4. Click Apply.

Delete Alerts or Actions

You can delete an alert or action from a management module.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Management.
2. Click the alert or action you want in the Management Modules tree.

The settings appear in the right pane.
3. Click Delete, and then Yes in the confirmation dialog.

The alert or action is deleted from the management module.

 Configure Metric Groupings

A metric grouping is a logical set of one or more metrics. Metric groupings sort and filter large sets of data (metrics) that an
Enterprise Manager collects from its agents. More elements use metric groupings to monitor the data graphically in dashboards
and report templates. Other elements use metric groupings to monitor the data programmatically in alerts and persistent
collections. Metric groupings help you identify and correct application performance problems quickly.

You use metric groupings to do the following tasks:

• Group metrics from multiple sources simultaneously.
• Define a subset of metric data that other management module elements use as input.

A metric grouping uses the following information: Name, management module, agent expression, and metric expression. The
agent expression and metric expression fields describe the data that is being grouped. You can articulate information for both
fields using regular expressions.

As the administrator, perform the following steps:

1. Create a metric grouping.
2. Configure a metric grouping.
3. (Optional) Delete an element.

Create a Metric Grouping

A metric grouping groups similar metrics in one named group. The metrics in a group can be from the same agent or different
agents. You can define alerts for metric groupings and you can use metric groupings in dashboards to show metric graphs.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Management.
2. Select Elements, New Metric Grouping.

The New Metric Grouping dialog appears.
3. Complete the following options and click OK.

• Name
Specifies a name for the element. To identify the source of an element, use a descriptive name.

• Force Uniqueness
Appends a number to the name when the same name exists within the management module.

• Management Module
Specifies a management module for containing the element.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS.html
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The metric grouping appears under the Metric Groupings node in the management module that you specified in Step 3. The
metric grouping editor appears in the Preview pane.

Configure a Metric Grouping

You use the Perl regular expression standard for configuring metric groupings. A regular expression is a text string that
describes a search pattern. Wildcards let you condense the collection of objects to a short expression.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Management.
2. Navigate the Management Modules tree to the Metric Groupings node which includes the metric grouping that you want to

configure.
3. Click the metric grouping.

The Preview pane shows the status of the metric grouping in a line graph. The Caution and Danger levels showing actual
values.

4. Select one of the following options. The following fields require explanation:

• Use Management Module Agent Expressions
Defines the use of agent expressions that are defined at the management module level.

• Use Metric Grouping Agent Expressions
Defines the use of agent expressions at the metric grouping level. Each metric grouping can have its own set of agent
expressions.

5. Enter a regular expression:

• Metric Grouping Agent Expressions
Specifies a regular expression in Perl 5 that filters input to the metric. Specifies the data up to and including the agent
name.
This expression determines to which agents the grouped data is limited. For example, the expression (.*)\|WPS2-0[1,2]
looks for any agents in all domains that are named WPS2-01 or WPS2-02. The agent expression is important when
multiple JVMs report to the same Enterprise Manager, but serve different purposes. For example, different websites in
the same corporation. In this case, you use a regular expression to limit which agents your metric grouping filters.

Note: These fields are disabled when you select the Use Management Module Agent Expressions option.
• Metric Expressions

Specifies a regular expression in Perl 5 that specifies the metric and the resource. A resource is a chain of folders
leading to the metric). For example, the expression LDAP\|([^|:]*)\|(.*):Response Time\(ms\) looks
for all resources in the LDAP resource folder. The expression only looks for the Response Time (ms) metric in those
resources.

6. Click Add.
An additional field opens so you can enter a regular expression for Metric Grouping Agent Expressions and Metric
Expressions.

7. Click Remove.
If more than one set of expressions are available, you can remove them. One expression must exist in the metric grouping
definition. In this case, Remove is disabled.

8. Click Apply.
The metric grouping is configured.

Regular Expressions

Regular expressions define the metrics to include in a metric group. A regular expression (Perl regex) is a text string that
describes a search pattern.

An agent expression defines the agents from which the metric grouping retrieves data. For example, an agent expression
applies the metric grouping only on agents in all domains that are named WPS2-01 or WPS2-02. An agent expression is useful
when multiple JVMs report to the same Enterprise Manager, but serve different purposes. Such as running different websites
in the same corporation. In this case, you limit which agents your metric grouping is applied by using regular expressions to
create that filter. You can also define agent expressions at the management module level. The agent expression then applies to
every metric grouping defined in that management module.

Agent expressions use the following parts:

1. Name of the host that runs the process to monitor
2. Name of the particular process in an application or managed Java application instance from which you want to collect data
3. Agent responsible for collecting the data
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A metric expression defines the metrics to include in the metric grouping. The metric expression filters all the data that agents
deliver according to their agent expression. Metric expressions require more careful consideration than agent expressions
because the number of filtered metrics exceeds the number of agents.

Metric expressions use the following parts:

1. Resources leading to the metric
2. Metric name

Expression Structure

The combination of an agent expression and a metric expression forms a unique metric name identifier in the Enterprise
Manager. This identifier is referred to as a fully qualified metric name. Use the following pattern to specify a fully qualified
metric name:

• The agent expression includes the host name, process name, and agent name.
Domain|Hostname|Process|AgentName|Resource:Metric

• The metric expression includes one or more metric categories.
Hostname|Process|AgentName|Category|SubCategory|...|SubCategory:Metric

Some of the characters you use in regular expressions follow:

• A pipe (|) separates resource layers and metric categories.
• A colon (:) indicates a metric name, such as Average Response Time (ms) or Stall Count.
• Wildcards are only a small subset of the capability of a regular expression. However, wildcards serve the same purpose --

to condense the collection of objects to a short expression.

Example: Track Bytes In Use for the GC Heap on an Agent

This example shows how the Acme Company tracks Bytes In Use for the GC Heap on their AcmeWest agent. The agent
expression is as follows:

AcmeHost|AcmeUSAProcess|AcmeWestAgent|GC Heap:Bytes In Use

 

Example: Use Expressions to Track GC Heap Metrics

This example shows how the Acme Company uses agent and metric expressions to track all GC Heap metrics. The metrics are
for all agents and for all hosts that run the AcmeUSAProcess. Within one metric grouping, the expressions are as follows:

• Agent Expression: ([^\|:]*)\|AcmeUSAProcess\|([^\|:]*)
• Metric Expression: GC Heap:(.*)

Delete an Element

You can delete elements in a management module. For example, to remove alerts or metric groupings when they are no longer
in use. You must have read and write permissions to delete elements.

You cannot delete, rename, or move the following metric groupings or their corresponding alerts:

• APM BT Average Response Time (ms)
• APM BT Errors and Stalls
• APM Frontends Average Response Time
• APM Frontends Errors and Stalls
• APM Resources_Backend Calls
• APM Resources_% CPU Utilization (Host)
• APM Resources_%Time Spent in GC
• APM Resources_JDBC Connections in Use
• APM Resources_Threads in Use

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Management.
2. Click the element that you want to delete in the management modules tree.

The Preview pane shows the settings for the element.
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3. Click Delete.
The Delete Confirmation dialog appears.

4. Click Yes.
The element is deleted.

 Connect the Workstation
You can download the Workstation from APM Team Center. By default, the Workstation is configured
to communicate directly with Cloud Gateway. Organizations that require single channel communication
between the data center and Cloud Gateway can connect the Workstation to Cloud Proxy.

The following diagram demonstrates these two options:

Figure 4: ConnectWorkstation

Connect the Workstation to Cloud Gateway

Prerequisite:

To run the Workstation on Linux, ensure that Oracle or OpenJDK 1.8.x is installed on your computer.

Follow these steps:

1. In Settings, Downloads, Download the Workstation. Unzip the file.
2. Start the Workstation from the command line:

•   (Windows) start.bat  
•   (Linux) start.sh  

The CA Introscope Workstation connection dialog appears.
3. (Optional) Click the Language drop-down to select a specific language.
4. Select the appropriate URL from the Cloud URL drop-down list.
5. Choose one of the following authentication options:

Note:

 If the corresponding tenant is authenticated with SAML, you must use the Token authentication option.

• Basic
Input the required fields.

• Token
Specify the token. To generate a token:

1.1 In APM Team Center, select Settings, Security.
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2.1 Select Generate New Token.
3.1 Set the expiry and add a label.
4.1 Select Public API for Type.
5.1 Select Generate Token.

6. (Optional) To store the nonsensitive values that you input for future logins, select Set Defaults, OK.
7. Select Connect.

The Workstation dashboard appears.

You connected the Workstation to Cloud Gateway.

Connect the Workstation to Cloud Proxy

Prerequisites:

• To run the Workstation on Linux, ensure that Oracle or OpenJDK 1.8.x is installed on your computer.
• To run Cloud Proxy, ensure that you have a supported Java version installed on your computer: OpenJDK 11.x or Oracle

JDK 11.x.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up Cloud Proxy and ensure that it is running.
For more information about setting up Cloud Proxy, see Set Up Cloud Proxy.

2. In Settings, Downloads, Download the Workstation. Unzip the file.
3. Start the Workstation from the command line:

•   (Windows) start.bat  
•   (Linux) start.sh  

The CA Introscope Workstation connection dialog appears.
4. (Optional) Click the Language drop-down to select a specific language.
5. In the Cloud URL field, specify the Cloud Proxy URL with the port number.
6. Choose one of the following authentication options:

Note:

 If the corresponding tenant is authenticated with SAML, you must use the Token authentication option.

• Basic
Input the required fields.

• Token
Specify the token. To generate a token:

1.1 In APM Team Center, select Settings, Security.
2.1 Select Generate New Token.
3.1 Set the expiry and add a label.
4.1 Select Public API for Type.
5.1 Select Generate Token.

7. (Optional) To store the nonsensitive values that you input for future logins, select Set Defaults, OK.
8. Select Connect.

The Workstation dashboard appears.

You connected the Workstation to Cloud Gateway through Cloud Proxy.

Restart the Workstation

When you are finished using the Workstation, you can choose to log out or close the Workstation. Logging out from the
Workstation ends the current session, but does not shut it down. You can log in again from the connection dialog that appears
by default when you log out. Exiting the Workstation logs you out of the Workstation and stops the Workstation process. The
Workstation saves the number of open Investigator and Console windows, so that the same configuration appears when you
log in again.

Note:

More Information:

•  APM Workstation 
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 Configure the Workstation
As an administrator, you can configure the following Workstation options:

  

Run Workstation in Verbose Mode

Run the Workstation in verbose mode to create detailed log messages that are helpful for debugging or troubleshooting.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeWorkstation.properties file in <Workstation_Home>/config.
2. In the property log4j.logger.Workstation, replace "INFO" with the following statement:

VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel

3. Save changes.

Redirect Workstation Output to a File

Set the IntroscopeWorkstation.properties file to redirect the verbose output messages to a log file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeWorkstation.properties file in the <Workstation_Home>/config directory.
2. In the log4j.logger.Workstation property, replace "console" with "logfile." For example, this property setting causes the

Workstation to log verbose messages to a log file:

log4j.logger.Workstation=VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel,logfile

3. (Optional) Change the name and location of the Workstation logfile using the log4j.appender.logfile.File property. 

Configure Workstation to Supply Login Values

You can modify the Introscope_Workstation.lax file to supply login values to bypass the login screen.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the <EM_Home>/Introscope_Workstation.lax file.
2. In the lax.command.line.args property, add -login commands for each login command to which to supply a value. For

example, for local authentication, this property resembles the following statement: 

lax.command.line.args=$CMD_LINE_ARGUMENTS$ -loginimmediate 
-loginhost foos -loginport 4503 -loginresponse sanderson,45tst87

Warning:   Do not delete the default value, $CMD_LINE_ARGUMENTS$ from the setting.

You are logged in to the Workstation and a Console opens. If login fails, the Workstation does not start, and an error message
is logged.

Enable Session Timeout in Workstation

Automatic session timeout adds an extra level of security by logging out inactive users. Modify
the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file to enable the automatic session timeout.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the <EM_Home>/config/IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file.
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2. Add the introscope.apmserver.ui.inactivityLogoutTimeout property and set the value (in minutes) to an integer greater than
0 to enable the session timeout. For example, the following statement enables a timeout after 60 minutes:

introscope.apmserver.ui.inactivityLogoutTimeout=60

Note:  The session timeout is disabled by default (value=0).

Configure the Workstation for Asian-Language Reports

Add the following components to your Workstation installation to generate Introscope reports in languages that use multibyte
character sets such as Chinese and Japanese.

 Generate Asian-language Reports in RTF and HTML Formats 

(Windows) Install the Supplemental Language Support to East Asian Languages. For more information about language
support, see https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/goglobal/default.

 Generate Asian-language Reports in PDF Formats 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the Acrobat Reader Asian Font Pack from http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/product.jsp?
platform=windows&product=10 

2. Install the Acrobat Reader Asian Font Pack.

 Manage Metric Data by Using Management Modules
You can use Management Modules to manage and organize metric data for monitoring. Management Modules are collections
of objects and settings.

  

Management Modules

Management Modules for each domain contain elements. Elements are objects that contain and organize metric data with
monitoring logic, for presentation in the Team Center. The elements are:

• Metric groupings
• Alerts (which includes Simple and Summary Alerts)
• Management Modules
• Calculators

A Default Management Module is included in the SuperDomain when you install Introscope. This Default Management
Module contains pre-configured dashboards that include commonly used performance-monitoring logic. Create other
Management Modules for other created domains.

A useful Management Module is the APM Infrastructure Management Module that contains the definition of alerts and other
objects covering the main APM Health Metrics.

Note:   To see alerts in Team Center, ensure that metrics are mapped to nodes and the Propagate to Team Center configuration
is enabled. Go to Team Center, Management. The Propagate to Team Center check box is in the alert definition.

Permissions, Domain Enforcement, and Element Editing

Agents are partitioned into domains. Users are given access to certain domains, and can only create elements and Management
Modules that reference data in domains to which the users belong. To create or edit elements, you must have the appropriate
permissions. To perform most changes to elements, you need write permission to the domain in which the element is
contained. Some functions require a specific permission. Keep in mind that when creating or modifying an element that
elements in individual domains can only reference other elements in the same domain. Elements in the SuperDomain can
reference elements in any domain.

Customize Management Modules

Use the Default and APM Infrastructure Management Modules with new APM deployments. The modules can be customized
to meet the monitoring requirements of your organization. Customization is especially valid for deployments that are
upgrading from older versions or large-scale APM deployments. The previously mentioned Management Modules and your

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/309360
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/product.jsp?platform=windows&product=10
http://www.adobe.com/support/downloads/product.jsp?platform=windows&product=10
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own Management Modules must be customized before going to production. You can apply the following customization
settings:

• Enable or disable alerts
• Set appropriate alert thresholds
• Adjust periods over a threshold
• Enable or disable the Propagate to Team Center checkbox

The System Management Module for the Team Center Home Page contains alerts and metric groupings that are required
for back-end calls, CPU, Memory, and application tier health status. APM administrators are not expected to adjust this
Management Module.

Note:

More Information: 

•  Activate or Deactivate Alerts and Actions 

 Create and Work With Management Modules
 

Management Modules organize elements so that you can conveniently find, copy, and edit them. Management Modules
are stored as .jar files in your <EM_home>/config/modules directory. Management Modules can also exist in subdirectory
domains beneath the <EM_home>/config/modules directory, A user can define those domains and the Management
Module.jar beneath them.

A Management Module can be defined as editable/non-editable, or active/inactive. If a Module is not editable, the elements
within it are also not editable. If a Management Module is inactive, the elements within it are also inactive.  

  

Elements in the Management Module Editor

This table describes Management Module elements:

 Element  Description 

Management Module A container that holds elements.

Alerts Notifications of possible problems in your application,
generated by comparing metric values against user-defined
threshold values and producing a status.

Calculators A calculator sums or averages metric data to produce custom
metrics.

Metric Groupings Objects which specify which metrics to act upon; used as
building blocks for elements such as alerts.

Search for Management Module Elements

You can search for any Management Module element using Lucene syntax regular expressions.

 Note: For more information, see Query Stored Events.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Management Module editor, select a domain or a Management Module node.
2. Click the Search tab.
3. Enter a regular expression, using Lucene syntax, in the Filter pane.

Note: Special characters must be escaped. Beginning your search string with the asterisk (*) or question mark (?) character
evokes an error. These characters are not permitted at the beginning of a Lucene expression.
As you type in the Filter pane, matches appear with each key stroke. Matches appear in table format in the Search tab,
displaying the following information for each element matching the search:

1.1 Element name
2.1 Management Module to which the element belongs
3.1 Domain to which the Management Module belongs

Naming Management Modules and Elements

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/11-1/administrating/configure-webview/configure-alerts.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/using/apm-workstation/triage-with-the-workstation/use-the-transaction-tracer/query-stored-events.html
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The following rules apply to naming Management Modules and elements:

• Management Modules within the same domain must have unique names.
Non-unique Management Module names are allowed in separate Domains.

• Same types of Management Module elements within a single Management Module must have unique names.
For example, you can have one alert and one calculator, both named "Bytes In Use," but you cannot have two alerts both
named "Bytes In Use."

• Non-unique Management Module element names can exist when they are in separate Management Modules.
For example, you can have two alerts, both named Servlet Alert A, with one in the Sample Management Module and one in
a module that you created named Test Module.

To make naming easier, Introscope provides a Force Uniqueness option for creating and naming a Management Module or
element:

• If the Force Uniqueness option is on and you enter a name that is not unique, Introscope adds a number to the name to
make it unique.
The appended number appears after the report template is created, when you view it in the Management Module Editor.

• If the Force Uniqueness option is off and an identical report template name exists, Introscope displays an error message and
Introscope does not create the report.

Create a Management Module

To create a Management Module, perform the following tasks.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In Team Center, select Management Modules, and click Create Management Module.
2. In the Create New Management Module page, enter the following details:

1.1 In the Management Module Name field, enter a name for the Management Module  (The name appears in the
Management Module Editor tree).

2.1 Enter the details in the Agent Expression field. For more information, see Define Agent Expressions for a
Management Module.

3.1 In the Description field, enter the required description that helps you identify the Management Module that you
create.

4.1 Click Save
The Management Module is created successfully. 

3. Click OK
The Management Module appears in the Management Module Editor tree. Modules are active and editable at the time of
creation.

Import a Management Module

You can import an existing Management Module in .jar file format.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In Team Center, select Management Modules, and select Import.
A dialogue opens.

2. Select Choose File and specify the . jar file.
3. Click Import to import the file.

The Management Module appears in the Management Module Editor tree. Modules are active and editable at the time of
creation.

 Update a Management Module 

To update a Management Module, perform the following tasks.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In Team Center, select Management Modules.
2. In the Search field, enter the <Management_Module_Name> that you want to update.

The Search field populates the desired <Management_Module_Name>.
3. In the left-hand side pane, click the <Management_Module_Name>.

The corresponding <Management_Module_Name> Management Module page appears.
4. In the <Management_Module_Name> Management Module page, update the following details:

1.1 In the Management Module Name field, edit the name for the Management Module (The name appears in the
Management Module Editor tree).
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2.1 In the Jar File Name field, update the .jar file name for the Management Module, using alphanumeric characters
without spaces (to comply with all operating systems).

3.1 Update the details in the Agent Expression field. For more information, see Define Agent Expressions for a
Management Module.

4.1 In the Description field, update the required description that helps you identify the Management Module that you
create.

5.1 Click Save
The Management Module is updated successfully. 

5. Click OK
The Management Module appears in the Management Module Editor tree.

Delete a Management Module

Deleting a Management Module, deletes all the elements in it.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In Team Center, select Management Modules.
2. In the Search field, enter the <Management_Module_Name> that you want to update.

The Search field populates the desired <Management_Module_Name>.
3. In the left-hand side pane, click the <Management_Module_Name>.

The corresponding <Management_Module_Name> Management Module page appears.
4. Click Delete Icon.
5. Click Yes.

Note:   Before you delete a Management Module, deactivate it.

Make a Management Module Active or Inactive

If the Management Module is made inactive, everything it contains is made inactive.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Management Module in the Management Module Editor tree.
2. In the settings pane for the Management Module, mark or clear the Active check box.
3. Click Apply.

Define Agent Expressions for a Management Module

Metric groupings (and their agent and metric expressions) filter data that matches the agent and metric criteria. All metric
groupings in a Management Module can share a single set of Agent Expressions. You can then specify at the metric grouping
level whether to use the shared Agent Expression, or the metric grouping Agent Expressions.

Using Management Module Agent Expressions simplifies monitoring logic configuration. You can change the Management
Module agent and metric expressions, and have it apply to all metric groupings it contains. If your deployment changes (the
machine name, for example), you can change the Management Module, and the change applies to everything in the module.
Or, you can copy a configured Management Module and can change the Agent Expression to monitor a different agent.

Note:  We recommend that you either use Management Module Agent Expressions, or metric grouping Agent Expressions,
but not a mix of both within a single Management Module. You might also use only metric grouping Agent Expressions if you
want to monitor a specific set of metrics from a specific set of agents.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In Team Center, select Management Modules.
2. In the Search field, enter the <Management_Module_Name> that you want to update.

The Search field populates the desired <Management_Module_Name>.
3. In the left-hand side pane, click the <Management_Module_Name>.

The corresponding <Management_Module_Name> Management Module page appears.
A blank Agent Expressions field appears. You can supply Agent Expressions information, in one of two ways:

• Type in the information in a regular expression.
• Open another Investigator window, select an agent or metric, and drag the information to the Agent Expressions field. A

line appears around the Agent Expressions field. Click Apply.

Note:  The Agent Expressions that are defined here are not automatically applied to metric groupings. Use the Management
Module Agent Expressions instead of the metric grouping Agent Expressions. For information about this process,
see Configure Metric Groupings in the Workstation.
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 Create and Edit Calculators

Calculators take the values from a metric grouping as input, and average or sum the values.  The calculators output the
resulting value as a custom metric in the Investigator tree. Calculator-generated metrics appear under a virtual process, named
the Custom Metric Process. The custom metric process runs on a virtual host that is named the Custom Metric Host.

About Calculators

Calculators can average or sum the values from a metric grouping and then generate custom metrics in the Investigator tree.
Calculator metrics that are run on a virtual process, named the custom metric process. This process runs on a virtual host, the
custom metric host.

Supportability metrics gather data using calculators. To report data correctly, any MOM-based calculator requires data from at
least one Collector. Without Collector data, the MOM cannot calculate and display metrics.

Example On a MOM, you want to view the metric (.*)\|Custom Metric Process \(Virtual\)\|Custom
Metric Agent \(Virtual\)Enterprise Manager\|Configuration:Number of Metric Groupings.
You expect a metric value greater than 0. 

When the MOM has no Collector that is connected, the Number of Metric Groupings metric reports 0.

When the MOM has at least one Collector that is connected, the Number of Metric Groupings metric reports the
correct value.

JavaScript Calculator

A JavaScript calculator performs complex calculations, such as standard deviation and unweighted averages. Here are
more advantages:

• Greater control over the calculation frequency of metrics
• Path Management of the calculated metric so that it looks like an agent is reporting the metric
• Store previous calculations and generate aggregate metrics over a specified time period using global variables
• Evaluate string metrics or produce a calculated string metric

Management Module Calculator

The management module calculator performs simple calculations on metrics such as Sum, Average, Min, and Max. The
management module calculator requires fewer resources than JavaScript calculators. Here are more advantages:

• Requires fewer system resources than the JavaScript calculator
• You can create and maintain calculators. Access to the installation directories is not required to create or manage the

management module calculator.

Create a Calculator

You can create a calculator for a metric group.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In Team Center, select Calculators. The Calculators page displays a list of calculators which are grouped based on the
Management Modules.

2. Select Create Calculator. The Create Calculator page appears. 
3. To edit a calculator, select the desired Calculator that you want to update. The Edit Calculator: <Calculator_Name> page

appears.
4. In the Management Module drop-down, select the desired module to be applied to the simple calculator that you

create. You can also select Create Management Module to create a Management Module in a separate dialog.
5. In the Description field, enter the required description that helps you identify the simple calculator that you create.
6. In the Metric Grouping field, select the desired metric grouping to be applied to the simple calculator that you create. You

can also select Create Metric Grouping to create a Metric Grouping in a separate dialog.

Note:

• When the calculator is created, a metric grouping is automatically created with the same name as the calculator. However,
the metric grouping must be customized before it can supply data to the calculator.

• Select a metric grouping that provides integer values. Calculators cannot accept non-integer values as input. Mixed types
produce unexpected results.

Note:

 More information: Configuring Metric Groupings
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Calculators and Weighted Averages

Introscope calculators can produce metrics that are based on averages. The calculations are based on weighted averages,
not straight averages. Weighted averages are useful when monitoring the performance of your application in a clustered
environment. In this situation, you can see accurate response time between multiple servers that are likely to have different
load levels.

Example:

You have a calculator generating a metric from the average response time for five servlets. A straight average would add up
the response time for a defined time period, and divide by five. A weighted average would give more weight to the servlets that
are called more often, giving a more accurate average.

Changing Operation Types in Management Module Calculators

When you edit a calculator in a management module, changing the operation type to redefine the meaning of calculator output
metric. For example, from MIN to MAX. If you keep the calculator output metric name the same, viewing this metric
juxtaposes the old values in history (calculated, for example, by the MIN) with the new values (for example, the MAX).
Viewing the output metric gives no indication about where the alteration in processing occurred. If users can get confused,
rename the calculator output metric of the calculator when you change the operation type.

Note:

 More Information: Change Operation Types in Management Module Calculators 

 Create and Configure Notification Actions in Team Center 

In Team Center, you can create and configure notification actions. Danger or caution alerts can report up and down availability
status for an application or component. When performance threshold measurements indicate a problem, the action that is
specified in the alert settings is triggered. For example, a server outage triggers a danger alert. The action sends an email
notification to members of a group -- calling on them to respond. Early response, enabled by the alert and action, can reduce
the mean-time-to-repair (MTTR). Or, the response can eliminate outages and application down times. 

Note: For information about configuring alert actions in Team Center, see Create Notifications for Alerts.

  

Alert Notifications

Alert notification options determine when a simple alert or a summary alert notification is triggered and what type of
information message Introscope generates. A simple alert or a summary alert status generates two types of information
messages -- a problem message and a resolution message.

This information can be output (through a Shell Command Action, for example) to an external enterprise control panel. The
four alert notification options produce a combination of these messages under different conditions.

Note:   An action must be defined for the simple alert or summary alert in order to output the problem/resolution message
information.

These exceptions affect when a resolution alert is generated:

• When you configure a simple alert or a summary alert to be a resolution alert, the resolution alert behavior does not take
effect until the next summary alert time period.

• If you are editing a simple alert or a summary alert, resolution alert notifications based on the new information are
generated after you click Apply.

• If you shut down the Enterprise Manager, resolution alert notifications are not generated.
• Resolution alert notifications are not generated for simple alerts or summary alerts on metrics/agents that disconnect or stop

reporting.

An action is caused by an alert, and defines what happens when an alert is triggered. Introscope includes two default actions in
the Default Management Module: SMTP Email Notification and Console Notification. They must be configured and activated
to be used.

Both Team Center and Workstation enable you to create alerts and actions for monitoring application health and performance.
However, only the Team Center enables you to create and edit certain action types. Review the following information and
choose an action type to create or edit:

 Action type  Description  Create action in
Workstation 

 Create action in Team
Center 
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Console notification action Generates either a problem
message or resolution
message when the alert is
triggered. Incoming alert
messages appear in the Alert
Notifications dialog.

Yes Yes

SMTP mail notification
action

Sends an email to the
recipients who are specified
in its settings. The action type
requires access to an SMTP e-
mail server that the Enterprise
Manger can connect to.

Yes Yes

SNMP alert action plugin Retrieves alert data from the
APM Catalyst Connector
and supplies it to other CA
Technologies applications.

No Yes

Shell command action Runs a shell script residing
on the Enterprise Manager.
The action can pass a short
text message to the script,
describing the reason why the
Alert was triggered.

No Yes

Note: To create and edit SNMP alert actions or Shell Command actions, use the Team Center. You must have read and write
permissions to the domain (or SuperDomain).

 Advanced Configuration
The following settings can be configured. 

Agent Lifecycle Settings

You can change the default threshold settings for marking agents as inactive and subsequently deleting them. By default,
agents are marked as inactive after 24 hours since the last contact and inactive agents are deleted from the list after 7 days.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the APMCommandCenterServer/config/apmccsrv.properties file.
2. Add the following lines:

# AGENT LIFECYCLE SETTINGS# Number of days after which inactive
 agents are deletedcom.ca.apm.acc.delete.agent.after=7# Agent
 timeout (minutes)com.ca.apm.acc.timeout.agent.after=1440

3. Set the number of days after which inactive agents are deleted and the number of minutes after which agents are shown as
inactive.

Report Lifecycle Settings

You can change the default threshold settings for deleting generated reports. The default is 40 days.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the APMCommandCenterServer/config/apmccsrv.properties file.
2. Add the following lines:
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# REPORT LIFECYCLE SETTINGS# Number of days after which reports are
 deletedcom.ca.apm.acc.delete.report.after=40

3. Set the new number of days after which reports are deleted.

Auto Updates for Agent Controller Plug-ins

You can switch off the auto update functionality for Agent Controller plug-ins. Plug-in updates occur only when the plug-in is
used. For example, a plug-in is updated when a new agent or agent restart is detected. When you switch off this plug-in update
functionality, the plug-in files are not synchronized. The Agent Controller then always assumes that its plug-ins are up to date. 

Configure all plug-in auto updates for individual Agent Controllers or configure them globally in the Configuration Server for
all Agent Controllers.

Switch Off the Plug-in Auto Updates for One Controller

Switch off the plug-in auto updates for one controller only.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the APMCommandCenterController/config/apmccctrl.properties file.
2. Add the following property:

com.ca.apm.acc.controller.autoupdate=false

3. Restart the Agent Controller.

Warning:

Switching off the plug-in auto update means that you must apply any plug-in patches manually to Agent Controllers in
the future.

Switch Off the Plug-in Auto Updates for All Controllers

Switch off the plug-in auto updates for all controllers.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the APMCommandCenterServer/config/apmccsrv.properties file.
2. Add the following property:

com.ca.apm.acc.configserver.autoupdate=false

3. Restart the Configuration Server.

Warning:

Switching off the plug-in auto update means that you must apply any plug-in patches manually to Agent Controllers in
the future.

UI Request Timeout

You can change the default timeout for UI requests to the Configuration Server. The default timeout is 10 seconds.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the APMCommandCenterServer/config/apmccsrv.properties file.
2. Add the following lines:
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# Timeout on REST requests for the UI AJAX calls
 (milliseconds)com.ca.apm.acc.ui.requestTimeout=20000

3. Set the value of the property (time in milliseconds).

Session Timeout

If the UI is idle for a defined period, the user will be redirected to the login screen when attempting a navigation. After
successfully logging in, the user is directed to the requested page. The default session timeout is set to 240 minutes. You can
change the default setting.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the APMCommandCenterServer/config/apmccsrv.properties file.
2. Add the following lines:

# Session timeout
com.ca.apm.acc.ui.sessionTimeoutInMinutes=

3. Set the property value to the desired time in minutes.

5 Implementing Agents

An agent extension is program code that extends the basic functionality of the agent. Learn how to
implement and configure the agents.
The agent is a data gathering component. This component collects detailed performance information
about applications and the computing environment as transactions are executed. A web application that
reports metrics to an agent is referred to as being instrumented. After the web application is instrumented,
the agent collects the data and reports the data to the Enterprise Manager. The Enterprise Manager
processes and stores the data for real-time and historical reporting. You can then view and work with the
collected data to create alerts or take responsive action. You can modify the default monitoring to achieve
the balance of visibility and performance that you require.

An agent extension is program code that extends the basic functionality of the agent.

Use the following articles to implement one or more agents depending on the environments you monitor:

 Agent Deployment for DX APM SaaS
You implement an agent directly from DX APM SaaS by downloading and opening an agent package. You can select agents
by operating system and monitoring environment. Each agent package contains the installation and configuration instructions.
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Figure 5: DXI Agent Deployment

  

Note:

 More Information: 

 Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS 

 Agent Extensions for DX APM SaaS

 Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX APM
SaaS
Agents collect application and infrastructure metrics. An agent package is a deployable set of agent binaries and configuration
files in ZIP or TAR format, and contains the installation instructions. The Agent Controller is delivered as an agent extension
in DXI and manages agents running on the same host where the Agent Controller runs. By default, the Infrastructure Agent
contains the Agent Controller. You can add the Agent Controller extension to Java agents. During runtime, the Agent
Controller starts as a subprocess of the agent monitoring process.

After you configure and download the agents, DX APM Command Center detects the agents through the Agent Controller.
You manage the agents, which are now visible, in Command Center. Agent management in Command Center includes the
following items:

• Create agent packages
• Configure agent packages
• Save those package configuration settings for later use. 
• Upgrade the agent with the new package version
• Run the diagnostics that provide reports on the environment that the agents run in
• View filtered agent collections
• Filter the agents by operating system and monitoring environment

Note:
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Whether or not you use the Agent Controller extension, the agents continue to send metrics and are visible in DX APM SaaS.
For more information, see Configure the Agent and Review the Agent in APM Command Center.

Note:

If you connect your agents through a cloud proxy, the metrics are sent via cloud proxy to DX APM. The Agent Controller also
connects to the Configuration Server through the cloud proxy. For more information about cloud proxy, see Migrate Agents
Using Cloud Proxy.

Download as many agent packages for application and infrastructure monitoring as you need for comprehensive metric
collection.

Select the required agents to monitor applications or the infrastructure:

• Applications 
Shows the agents that monitor your applications and application servers. For more information, see Configure Application
Server to Use the Java Agent.

• Infrastructure 
Shows the agents and extensions that monitor the environment hardware.
You can also select agents for applications that you monitor directly through the cloud.

Note:

 Start monitoring your environment with these agents immediately by following the instructions. You do not need to
download an agent package for these agents.

Configure and Download an Agent Package in DXI

Select an agent for download. Configure the package and save your package configuration for later use.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Agents in the left pane under Settings, and then select Download Agent.
The Select Agent to Download menu opens. 

2. Select an operating system to view the available agents for that operating system only.
3. Select an agent from the Applications or Infrastructure tab.

Tip:

 Hover over the information icon to learn more about the agent.

• To download an Applications agent without configuring it, select the agent.
The Install screen opens and the agent package downloads immediately.

Note:

 If the agent does not automatically download, select Download Manually to download the agent.
• (Optional) To configure an Applications agent before downloading it, hover to the right of the agent name and select

the Settings icon. 

1.1 Select extension options for the agent, if any appear for that agent. Some extensions
require properties configuration to work in your environment. These properties, if any, become visible after you
select the extension.

Note:

 For information on the Browser Agent, Log Correlation and Agent Controller extensions, see Optional
Extensions.

2.1 Search for previously saved agent package configuration settings by selecting Pre-Configured Options. For
information about managing saved agent package configurations, see Manage Saved Agent Package Configuration
Settings.

3.1 Select Save this Configuration to save these agent package configuration settings for future use.
4.1 Select Download and Install.

The agent package downloads immediately.
• To configure and download an Infrastructure agent extension, select the agent.

Extension configuration options appear.

1.1 Select extension configuration settings as needed.
2.1 Name your agent package configuration settings.
3.1 Select Save this Configuration to save your new settings for future use. 

Note:
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 Search for previously saved agent package configuration settings by selecting Pre-Configured Options. For
information about managing saved agent package configurations, see Manage Saved Agent Package Configuration
Settings.

4.1 Select Download and Install.
5.1 Deploy the package to the application server.

The package registers in Command Center after it is deployed. For more information about configuring the agent
in Command Center, see Configure the Agent and Review the Agent in Command Center.

4. To return to the previous screen and select another agent, select either Choose Another Agent or Back to Agent List.

Optional Extensions

You can configure various for agents in the UI. Some extensions require properties configuration to work in your
environment. These properties, if any, become visible after you select the extension. The following three extensions are
especially useful:

• Configure the Browser Agent to automatically collect browser performance data for your web applications
with Application Experience Analytics (AXA). You enable the Browser Agent when downloading the Java
Agent. Hover to the right of the Java Agent name and select the Settings icon. In the configuration page,
either select an existing AXA Application from the dropdown or create a new application. Ensure that
the Introscope.agent.browseragent.autoinjectionEnabled and Introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.enabled properties
are selected before you download the agent.

• Configure the Log Correlation extension to inject the correlation ID into an application server log. This configuration
enables you to increase visibility into application performance issues by correlating your application server log to
transaction traces and error and stall snapshots. For more information, see Log Correlation.

• Embed an Agent Controller into the Java Agent package by adding the Agent Controller extension from
the Settings icon. 

Note:

  We recommend that you download the Infrastructure Agent along with your Java Agent to optimize your agent, Agent
Controller, and Configuration Server connection. The Infrastructure Agent contains an embedded Agent Controller. For
more information, see Configure the Agent and Review the Agent in Command Center.

Note:

More Information:

•  Configure the Browser Agent 
•  Collect Data from Your Web Application 
•  Implementing Agents 

Manage Saved Agent Package Configuration Settings in DXI

Select an agent and configure the agent package. Save the configuration package for later use and download the agent package
when you need it. Delete or modify the agent package configuration settings as needed.

Note:

 You must be an administrator to save and delete package configurations.

Modify Package Configuration Settings

View and modify existing package configuration settings.

Follow these steps:

1. To view saved agent package configuration settings, select Saved Configurations.
A list of saved agent package configuration settings appears.

Tip:

 Sort the existing package configuration settings by Configuration Name, Package, Platfom, Environment, or Last
Update Date.

2. Select the Pencil icon of a package to make configuration changes.
The configuration settings for that agent package appear.

3. (Optional) select the Pre-Configured Options drop down to select and view other saved configuration settings for that
package.

4. Make any configuration changes that you require. 
5. Select Save this Configuration to override the existing settings.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/19-1/configuring/collect-data-from-your-web-application.html
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6. Select Back to Agents List to return to the previous menu.

Delete a Saved Agent Package Configuration

Delete existing agent package configuration settings.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Saved  Configurations.
2. Locate the package configuration settings that you want to delete.
3. Select the Trash icon that is aligned with that package.

The package deletes.

Configure the Agent and Review the Agent in APM Command Center

As an administrator, you must download an agent with the Agent Controller to connect to Command Center. You can do this
using one of two methods:

• (Java Agent only) Configure the Java Agent to add the Agent Controller as an extension.

1. To embed the Agent Controller with the Java Agent, select the Settings icon next to the Java Agent. 
2. Select Agent Controller from Agent Components. 
3. Download and install the agent.

• (Any other agent) Download the Infrastructure Agent along with your other agent onto the same application sever.

Note:

 To optimize the agent, Agent Controller, and Configuration Server connection, download your agent and the Infrastructure
Agent onto your application server. The Infrastructure Agent contains the Agent Controller. The Agent Controller then
automatically connects to Command Center after you download and unpack both agents onto your application server. If you
deploy multiple agents with the Agent Controller, only one Agent Controller runs at any given time. The Agent Controller
starts as the second part of the agent monitoring process. Do not add the Agent Controller to each individual agent package that
is monitoring an application.

You can access Command Center from DX APM SaaS. Verify the agent connection details in Command Center. You can
further add or create packages, and push them to your application servers through Command Center.

Follow these steps:

1. In DXI, go to Agents and select Download Agent. 
2. Download the agent to your application server.
3. Selec and download the Infrastructure Agent.
4. Unpack both packages and restart the application server.
5. From the Home screen of DXI, select the All My Universes drop-down.
6. Select APM Command Center from the list.

A new tab opens to the APM Command Center Home screen.
7. Verify that your agent appears active in the APM Command Center Summary. The agent appears only after you

successfully deploy the agent package onto the application server.

You can now edit the agent, create reports, and upgrade and push the agent package.

Note:

More Information:

•  Deploy Agent Packages Using APM Command Center 
•  Manage Agent Packages and Bundles Using APM Command Center 

 Deploy Agent Packages Using APM Command Center
 
DX APM Command Center lets you create and deploy agent packages onto application servers from
Comand Center. Packages are a deployable set of agent binaries and configuration files in ZIP or TAR
format. Each package comprises several bundles. A bundle is a compact piece of agent functionality.

Tip:

 The terms bundle and extension are interchangeable in Command Center.
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You complete the following high-level steps to deploy agent packages:

1. You can create a package to fit your target application environment, add and remove bundles, and configure the package
to your needs in either Digital Experience Insights (DXI) or Command Center. For more information about using DXI to
download an agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for CA Digital Experience Insights 

2. You download the package as an archive file to install the agent. Refer to the installation instructions in the UI to install the
agent.

3. The agent then reports the package information in Command Center and the metrics in Application Performance
Management. 

4. Later, you can import and configure the bundles and upgrade the packages. For more information about package
management, see Manage Agent Packages and Bundles Using APM Command Center.

  

Create an Agent Package

To monitor your application environment, create an agent package. The Agent Controller manages the agent in Command
Center. Agent management includes creating agent packages, upgrading agents, and displaying filtered agent collections.
Additionally, the Conroller helps with running diagnostics that provide reports on the environment that the agents run in.

Warning:

The Controller is embedded in Infrastructure Agent packages only. The Controller manages agents in Command
Center. To deploy the Controller for any other agents (for example, the Microsoft .NET Agent or Java Agent), you
must deploy the Infrastructure Agent along with that other agent. For information about adding the Controller as a
bundle to the Java Agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for CA Digital Experience Insights.

Tip:

 At any time during the process, you can select Previous to return to the previous screen.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Packages tab in Command Center and select New.
2. The Agent Builder opens.
3. Enter a Package  Name and Description.
4. Select an Operating System Type (UNIX or Windows).
5. Select a Process. The Process defines the application environment that you want to monitor.

Note:

Depending on your operating system and application environment, you may see another option to select the secondary
operating system.

6. If necessary, select the Secondary OS Name (AIX or Linux).
7. Select an Agent Version.

Note:

When you select the Agent Version, you can add only the bundles compatible for that agent version to the package. By
default, the system selects the bundles that are used, but you can change these bundles.

8. (Optional) If you want to specify the cloud proxy, add the cloud proxy address to the Cloud Proxy field. Add the cloud
proxy if you want your applications and agents to communicate through a firewall to the gateway. Otherwise, leave this
field empty. For more information about cloud proxy, see Migrate Agents Using Cloud Proxy.

9. Select Done to save the package.

Now that you created a package, add or remove bundles to the package and configure agent functionality.

Use a Bundle in a Package

Each agent package comprises several bundles. A bundle represents a compact piece of agent functionality. For example, a
bundle exists for SQL, web services, HTTP backends, servlet, and JSP. 

 Customize your package in Command Center: 

• Add and remove bundles when you create a package and edit the bundles later
• Change the bundle configuration
• Edit the default installation instructions in the UI for other users to use as a reference

In the Select Bundles tab of the Agent Builder, two columns list available and selected bundles:

•  Available Bundles
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Optional bundles for special monitoring that are compatible with your environment.
Example
The LeakHunter bundle

•  Selected Bundles
Default, preselected bundles that are required or recommended for monitoring in your environment.
Example
The Struts bundle for Tomcat.

The bundles that are listed in both columns are grouped according to their type:

•  Core
Core monitoring components, such as the Java Agent binaries or Command Center extension.

•  Environment
Depending on the platform, the Environment group contains bundles that monitor the application server.

•  Features
Various APM monitoring features to enhance metrics visibility.

•  Custom
Unofficial bundles. For more information, see Add Custom Bundles.

When you select a bundle, information about the bundle functionality appears. If the selected bundle depends on other bundles,
these bundles are highlighted in Command Center.

For a full list of bundles that are included in the installation, see List of Bundles.

Add a Bundle to a Package

Before you can configure a bundle, you must add it to your agent package.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Packages tab in Command Center.
A list of packages appears. 

Tip:

 Next to each package name, you can see the number of active agents and total agents that the package is attached to.
2. Select the package that you want to configure.

Basic information for the package displays. 

Tip:

 The Versions section of the Configuration card shows the agent number and agent version that the package is attached to.
3. Select Edit.

The Agent Builder opens.
4. To add or remove bundles and to change the bundle configuration, select Customize.

The Select Bundles tab opens.
5. Select the bundles appropriate for your monitoring needs, and select Add. 

Tip:

 Filter the bundles by property name using the search function.
6. Select Done to save the bundles in the package.

Configure Bundle Properties and Installation Instructions in Command Center

You configure a bundle by editing current IntroscopeAgent.profile properties or by adding new ones. You can
edit the bundles and configuration instructions when you create the package or later. Command Center shows the installation
instructions for the created package. These instructions comprise all installation instructions for the individual bundles that
are included in the package. Edit these instructions to provide other users with information specific to the agent deployment in
your environment. For text formatting, use markdown language syntax. For more information, see Markdown language syntax.

Note:

 The changes that you make in Command Center are specific to the agent package that you edit. These changes do not
propagate to other agent packages or when you upgrade the agent package. If you make manual changes by using the agent
package filesystem, these changes also do not propogate to the updated agent packages. To retain these changes, you must
use the JVM arugment in Command Line as part of the startup script. For more information about using the JVM argument,
see Use JVM Argument to Configure Bundle Properties.

 Follow these steps: 

http://spec.commonmark.org/
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1. Go to the Packages tab in Command Center.
Command Center shows a list of available packages. 

Tip:

 Next to each package name, you can see the number of active agents and total agents that the package is attached to.
2. Select the package that you want to configure.

Basic information for the package displays. 

Tip:

 the Versions section of the Configuration card shows the agent number and agent version that the package is attached to.
3. Select Edit.

The Agent Builder opens.
4. (Optional) Change the agent package as needed. For more information, see Create Agent Packages.
5. Select Next to move through the Select Bundles screen.

The Configure Bundles tab opens. Here you can view all properties from the <AGENT_HOME>\core\config
\IntroscopeAgent.profile file. You can add or disable extensions, add comments, and make other configuration
changes.  

6. Select the bundle that you want to configure. Information for the bundle displays.

Tip:

 Filter the bundles by property name using the search function.

• For each property, add a new value or select an option from the drop-down list where available. 

Tip:

 You can revert your changes by selecting the Settings icon and Reset from the drop-down list.
• Add a new property by selecting Insert New from the Settings icon within an existing property. 

Tip:

 All updated or inserted properties show a user symbol to indicate that you made changes.
• Delete properties by selecting the Settings icon next to each property and selecting Delete. 

Note:

 You can only delete the properties that you added.
7. Add a comment to describe the reason for your change.
8. Select Next.

The Install Instructions screen opens.
9. Select the Pencil icon to add notes to the Installation Instructions, and select Done when you finish.

Import Bundles to DX APM Command Center

You can create your own custom bundles and can import them into Command Center. For more information about creating
custom bundles, see Add Custom Bundles.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In Command Center, go to the Bundles tab and select the Import button.
2. Browse for the created or downloaded bundle and select Open.

The bundle imports.
3. View the bundle in the Bundles list.
4. Go to the Packages tab, and add the bundle to the desired package. For more information about adding a bundle to a

package, see Create Agent Packages.

Deploy the Agent Packages

You deploy agent packages from Command Center by downloading the package onto your application server. For all
agents except the Java Agent, you must update the package manually when the monitered application is stopped. For more
information about upgrading agents, see Manage Agent Packages and Bundles Using APM Command Center.

Note:

 For Java Agents, you redeploy the new package to upgrade an agent to a new agent version or to apply changes to the
bundles of running agents. You can also replace the entire agent package in Command Center. These changes take effect after
you push them to an agent or after you restart the application server. All dynamic bundles and properties are marked with
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the dynamic icon in the Bundles tab of Command Center. Non-dynamic bundles are marked with a restart icon in the Bundles
tab of Command Center. Bundles with the restart icon require that you restart the application server to apply the changes.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In APM Command Center, select Packages.
A list of available packages displays.

2. Select the package that you want to deploy.
Command Center shows basic information for the package.

Tip:

 the Versions section of the Configuration card shows the agent number and agent version that the package is attached to.
3. Select the Package URL.

The agent package downloads.
4. Copy the agent package to the target application server.
5. Unzip the file, and copy the unzipped file to the application server.
6. Follow the installation instructions in the Install Instructions card of the Packages tab.
7. Restart the application server.

The agent appears in the Agent tab of Command Center after it connects to the application server.

Note:

 More Information: 

•  Java Agent Directory Structure 
•  Manage Agent Packages and Bundles Using APM Command Center 

Use the JVM Argument to Configure Bundle Properties in Command Line

You can use the JVM argument in Command Line to configure the bundle property manually. You can also use
this argument when you run the startup script for each agent package. Any changes that you make by using this
method propagate to upgraded agent packages.

 Example 

Use -D before running the startup script. 

-Dintroscope.agent.agentName=<name> -javaagent:c:\apache-
tomcat-9.0.1\wily\Agent.jar

 Manage Agent Packages and Bundles Using APM Command Center

You configure a running agent by creating or modifying an agent that package. You perform the task using the DX APM
Command Center.

Agent packages are assembled from bundles. Bundles represent subsets of agent monitoring functionality. Dependencies,
inter-relationships, and compatibility requirements are defined for each bundle and determine their possible combinations. To
change the agent configuration, modify the bundle properties in an existing agent package. The modified agent package is then
pushed to the agent installation directory. 

You can apply new agent package versions and other changes using one or both of the following methods:

• Use Command Center to edit the agent package and apply a new agent package version. 
• Use Agent Collections to apply the agent package versions and to change several agents simultaneously.

Warning:

 If you create an agent package in Digital Experience Insights, ensure that the package is listed in the Packages tab in
Command Center. Go to the Agent tab in Command Center and select the desired agent. Select Reveal to display the
agent package in the Packages tab in Command Center.

     

Determine the Agent Configuration Change Type

When applying changes to bundles, you have three types of agent configuration changes that require different approaches:
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• Changes can be applied to a running agent and become active immediately
You can add or remove only dynamic (hot-deployable) bundles or change dynamic properties. These changes take effect
immediately after they are pushed to an agent. All dynamic bundles and properties are marked with the  dynamic icon in
the Bundles tab of Command Center.

• Changes are applied to a running agent but do not become active until a restart of the application server
You can add or remove non-dynamic bundles (cold-deployable) or change a non-dynamic property. These charges
require you to restart the application server for the changes to take effect. Command Center notifies you when a restart is
necessary. Non-dynamic bundles are marked with a  restart icon in the Bundles tab of Command Center.

• Changes can only be applied to the agent by replacing the entire agent package
You can add, remove, or change a bundle. Apply the updated agent package by downloading the agent package from
Command Center and replacing it manually. This agent package does not appear in the list of available agent packages in
the Configuration card of the agent in the Agent tab. In the Command Center Bundles tab, you recognize these bundles by
the absence of either a (restart) or (dynamic) icon next to them. 

Note:

 Replacing the entire agent package is true for all non-Java Agents. All Java Agent packages are either hot or cold
deployable.

Reveal the Agent Package Created in Digital Experience Insights

Agent packages created in Digital Experience Insights do not appear in the list of available agent packages in the Packages tab
in Command Center by default. As an administrator, you can reveal the agent packages to modify them.

Follow these steps:

1. In Command Center, go to Agent tab.
A list of available agents displays.

2. On the Agent tab, select the desired agent.
The Configuration card displays the package for that agent. 

3. Select Reveal.
The desired agent package appears in the Package tab.

Modify the Agent Package

After the agent registers in Command Center, the agent appears in the Agent tab. Here, you can change individual bundles
in agent packages. For all agents except Java Agents, you must then manually download and deploy the agent. Restart the
application server manually to apply the changes. 

Note:

The Java Agent has a different structure from previous Java Agent versions that enable you to make changes without manually
downloading and deploying the agent. You must first redeploy these new Java Agent packages before making further changes
to the bundles.

For tracking purposes, Command Center shows agent package versions that originate from the same configuration server. You
can perform the following actions:

• View a specific version of the agent package
• Download the agent package of a specific version
• Copy a specific agent package version to a new agent package

Note:    The new agent package version must be compatible with the agent package that the agent currently uses. Thus, the
environment settings (the osName and processName properties) must match.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Agent tab in Command Center.
A list of available agents displays.

Tip:

 Filter the agents by All Agents or Active Agents from the drop-down list. Select the Download icon to obtain a CSV file
with information about all the agents.

2. On the Agents tab, select the desired agent.
The Configuration card displays the package for that agent. 

3. Select Edit on the Configuration card.
The Agent Builder opens.

4. Go to the Select Bundles tab of the Agent Builder.
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5. Add or remove the bundles in the package and select Done. For more information, see Deploy Agent Packages Using APM
Command Center.
The Configuration card shows the last modified time, agent version, and the agent version that you use currently.

6. Select Switch on the Configuration card of the agent.
The Configuration card displays all compatible packages available for this agent.

Note:

You can apply filters in the Configuration card to list only hot-deployable or recent packages. If you select Recent
Versions, only packages more recent than the current one or packages not older than one month display. Select the arrow to
expand the view.

7. Select the package that you want to add and select Apply.
The changes apply to the agent. Command Center indicates whether a restart of the application server is necessary.

8. Manually deploy the agent to your application server.
9. Restart the application server if necessary.

Upgrade an Agent Package

You can upgrade both the major and minor versions of agent packages. When a major agent package version is available, a
green U icon appears next to the package name in the Package tab.

Upgrade a Major Agent Package

Upgrade the agent package to a new agent version. All configuration changes previously made in the agent package are
preserved. After you upgrade the agent package, apply the package by downloading to the application server. For Java Agents,
you can push the upgraded package directly from Command Center to the application server.

Note:  The new agent package version must be compatible with the agent package that the agent currently uses. Thus, the
environment settings (the osName and processName properties) must match.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Packages tab in Command Center.
Command Center shows a list of existing agent packages. 

Tip:

Next to each package name, you can see the number of active agents and total agents that the package is attached to. A
green U icon appears next to agents that have an updated package available in the agent package list. 

2. Select an agent package.
Information about the agent package appears.

Tip:

The Agent Version section of the Package Version card shows the current version of the agent package. An Update option
appears if a new package is available for that agent. The Versions card shows the agent number and agent version that the
package is attached to.

3. Select Update.
The Agent Builder opens.

4. On the Agent Package tab, select the Agent Version that you want to upgrade to from the drop-down list.

Note:  You can change the installation instructions of a bundle. If you upgrade to an agent package version where this
bundle does not contain installation instructions, your changes are erased in the upgraded agent package.

5. Select Done.
The new agent package is saved.

Upgrade a Minor Agent Package Version

You can upgrade an agent package to a new minor version.

Note:

 You must replace each bundle in the agent package with the new bundle version.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Packages tab in Command Center.
A list of packages displays. 

Tip:

 Next to each package name, you can see the number of active agents and total agents that the package is attached to.
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2. Select an agent package.
Basic information for the agent package displays. 

Tip:

 The Versions card shows the agent number and agent version that the package is attached to.
3. Select Edit.

The Agent Builder opens.
4. Go to the Select Bundles card.
5. For every bundle in the agent package, select a new version of the bundle from the Available Bundles list, and

select Replace.
Command Center adds the new version of each bundle to the agent package.

6. To save the new version of the agent package, select Done.

Archive an Agent Package

In Command Center, archived agent packages disappear from the list of available agent packages. You cannot download an
archived agent package and you cannot change it. Archiving an agent package prevents you from accidentally using that agent
package. A newly created agent package version is based on the current (latest non-archived) version.

Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Packages tab in Command Center.
A list of agent packages displays. 

Tip:

 Next to each agent package name, you can see the number of active agents and total agents that the agent package is
attached to.

2. Select an agent package.
Basic information for the agent package displays.

3. On the Versions card, select the slider from No to change it to Yes. 

Tip:

 The Versions section of the Configuration card shows the agent number and agent version that the agent package is
attached to.

4. (Optional) To view all agent packages, select the arrow icon to expand the agent package view.

Copy an Agent Package

You can copy an existing agent package and then make your desired changes.

Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the Packages tab in Command Center.
A list of agent packages displays. 

Tip:

 Next to each agent package name, you can see the number of active agents and total agents that the agent package is
attached to.

2. Select an agent package. 
Basic information for the agent package displays.

3. On the Package Version card, select Copy.
The agent package is automatically copied. 

Tip:

 The Versions section of the Configuration card shows the agent number and agent version that the agent package is
attached to.

4. Select Edit on the copied agent package and make the desired changes. For more information about editing your package,
see Deploy Agent Packages Using APM Command Center.

5. Select Done to save your changes.

Create Collections

A collection is a saved search string that has a name and an object type. A collection can be applied to agents, diagnostic
reports, bundles, and agent packages.

Follow these steps: 
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1. To create a collection, enter a search term in the search box from any tab. 
2. Select Save as New Collection.
3. Name the collection and edit the search term if necessary.
4. Select Save.

Push an Agent Package to a Collection

You can push new agent package versions to the agent by selecting Apply. 

Note:

 For Java Agents only, you can update the package with the new package version remotely.

Agent compatibility with an agent package version requires the following prerequisites:

• A valid APM Command Center-generated agent package. The agent package must be created by the same APM Command
Center Server.

• The new agent package version must be compatible with the agent package the agent currently uses. Thus, the environment
settings (the osName and processName properties) must match.

Follow these steps:

1. In Command Center, select the agent package that you want to apply to a collection from the Packages tab.
2. Edit the agent package to enable the Apply button. This action ensures that the current agent package is compatible with

the other agent packages that are running on the agents.
3. Select Apply to show a list of compatible collections for the agent package version.

Note:   You can only apply an agent package version to one collection at a time. To apply to multiple collections, create a
collection that merges the existing collections.

4. Select + to see a list of compatible agents in the collection.

Note:

The system display only the agents that meet all the compatibility prerequisites.
5. Select Next and select Apply to start the job.

The task completes. See the Package card for potential errors.
6. When the job completes, verify that the correct number of agents run the new version of the agent package. Refresh the UI

if necessary.

 List of Bundles

Note:

The OSB and WebMethods agent configurations are not available as ACC bundles. Instead, use the OSB and WebMethods
NoInstaller Agent packages available from CA Support. Do not create OSB or WebMethods bundles using the default pbd
and pbls files from the non-installer agent packages because this causes problems that affect your application. For more
information, see CA Support.

DX APM Command Center installation includes the following set of bundles:

AgentNoRedefNoRetrans Support for JBoss, Tomcat, WebLogic, and WebSphere

You can configure your JBoss, Apache Tomcat, and WebLogic application servers on different JVMs. The IBM
JVM does not support the Agent.jar file that is used by other JVMs. Use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file that
deactivates class redefinition and retransformation when running the Java agents in IBM JVMs. This bundle contains
theAgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar.file. Access and deploy the file by including the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans bundle in your
package. 

Apache Fuse Extension

This bundle is a monitoring extension for JBoss Fuse. Key focus areas are the Apache Camel framework, Web Service
coverage, and JMS implementations.

Automatic Attribute Decoration

This bundle is an Agent Extension that improves the Team Center attributes.

Browser Agent

This bundle lets you monitor web page load performance metrics. Browser Agent supports the following browser web timings:

• Metric Calculations Using the W3C Navigation Timing API

https://support.ca.com/irj/portal/DownloadCenter
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• Metric Calculations for Dynamic Web Pages
• Metric Calculations for Mobile Devices
• The Browser Agent also supports the following features:
• Metric aggregation by browser type
• Integration into DX APM transaction traces with a breakdown of framework calls to an application
• Installation though the DX APM Java agent servlet tracer and servlet filter for easy deployment 

Using the DX APM agent installer, you can install the Browser Agent with a default monitoring of your environment.

Browser Response Time

This bundle inserts a JavaScript snippet in your application pages and provides detailed metrics about the user browser
response times.

ChangeDetector

This bundle allows you to diagnose your application performance issues to a configuration change in one of:

• Your application configuration files
• Your application code
• Your application server configuration
• Your JVM startup parameters
• The structure of backend databases that are called by your application

ChangeDetector presents small dots under the graphs for the Agent that detected the change. You can visually correlate a
performance problem with an actual change.

ChangeDetector - UNIX Support

This bundle contains the Unix-specific files for ChangeDetector.

ChangeDetector - Windows Support

This bundle contains the Windows-specific files for ChangeDetector.

Command Center

This bundle allows the Agent to register with a local DX APM Command Center Controller component. We recommend that
you include this bundle. This bundle enables DX APM Command Center for remote log retrieval, log level setting, and agent
diagnostic reporting. ACC tracks the deployed Agent package.

CPU Version

This bundle collects the CPU utilization of the monitored server and JVM.

CPU - UNIX Support

This bundle contains the UNIX and Linux-specific files for CPU.

CPU - Windows Support

This bundle contains the Windows-specific files for CPU.

CTG Client

This bundle monitors the outbound calls your applications make to a CICS Transaction Gateway Server. The bundle allows
you to capture Transaction Traces for a specific CICS Program.

CTG Server

This bundle provides a comprehensive monitoring solution for your CICS Transaction Gateway Servers. The bundle allows
you to:

• Correlate the performance of inbound calls from your distributed applications, with the outgoing calls made to CICS
transactions.

• Trace transactions to a specific Program selectively.

EJB Intelligent Naming

This bundle solves EJB metric explosion and EJB naming problems.

EJBs
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This bundle gives you visibility into the performance of your Enterprise JavaBeans. Metrics are created for each EJB class,
whether they be Entity, Session or Message beans. You find these metrics under your Agent "EJB" node in the Investigator
window.

EM Connection

This bundle provides the configuration for the Java Agent to communicate with the Enterprise Manager.

Garbage Collection

This bundle gives you visibility into the performance of your monitored JVMs memory allocation.

The metrics under the GC Monitor node report information about Garbage Collectors and Memory Pools. These metrics help
you detect memory-related issues that are adversely affecting performance. The metrics also help you optimize memory pool
allocation and garbage collection processing.

GlassFish

This bundle is used to monitor applications running on the GlassFish Application Server.

HTTP Backends

This bundle monitors the performance of outgoing HTTP queries that are made by your applications.

• HTTP Backends creates standard BlamePoint metrics under the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//
{host}:{port} Investigator node.

• Captures the HTTP Method and the query parameters being used in Transaction Traces.
• Error Snapshots can be generated whenever an HTTP 4XX or 5XX response code is received.

To capture and group more path details for the various URLs, configure the bundle.

Infrastructure Agent

This bundle is required to deploy the Infrastructure Agent and its monitoring extensions..

Interstage

This bundle gives you visibility into the performance of the Interstage server.

Java Agent

This bundle is required to monitor all Java applications and creates metrics for your JVM CPU utilization and Garbage
Collector performance.

Java Agent - UNIX Support

This bundle provides UNIX and Linux-specific install instructions for the core Java Agent.

Java Agent - Windows Support

This bundle provides Windows-specific install instructions for the core Java Agent.

JBoss

This bundle is used to monitor applications running on the JBoss Application Server.

JMS

This bundle allows you to view and monitor the interactions of your applications communicating over the Java Message
Service (JMS) API.

JMS (WebLogic)

This bundle extends Java Message Service (JMS) functionality for weblogic.

JMX

This bundle allows you to collect JMX performance counters. We recommend that you configure it to gather the following
counters from your application server.

• Pools (Threads, JDBC/J2C connections, EJBs, ...):
• Total size
• Number of objects currently in use.
• Any other counter pertaining to your application performance.
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Note: Do not use JMX to gather "static" counters, such as configuration information.

JMX (Interstage)

This bundle provides Interstage specific JMX data gathering configuration.

JMX (JBoss)

This bundle provides JBoss specific JMX data gathering configuration.

JMX (Tomcat)

This bundle provides Tomcat-specific JMX data gathering configuration.

JMX (WebLogic)

This bundle provides Weblogic specific JMX data gathering configuration.

JNDI

This bundle allows you to monitor the performance of calls your application makes using the Java Naming Directory Interface
(JNDI) API.

JSF

This bundle traces the performance of various Java Server Faces (JSF) components. If your application does not use JSF, you
can safely omit this bundle.

LeakHunter

This bundle tracks the size of the default Java Collections (Lists, Vectors, Maps, ...). This bundle allows you to detect if one
the collections are growing indefinitely, which indicates Garbage Collection memory problems.

Warning:  Avoid the use of leak hunter in a production environment, unless you are actively looking for a memory
leak. Leak Hunter has a significant overhead.

Other Java Application

This bundle provides the recommended instrumentation for any Java application.

PMI

This bundle allows you to retrieve PMI counters from your WebSphere Application Servers. Look for metrics under the
"WebSpherePMI" Investigator node of your Agents.

Servlets & JSPs

This bundle adds Servlet and JSP monitoring to the agent.

SOAP Web Services

This bundle monitors the performance of SOAP Web Service that is served and called by your applications. The bundle creates
metrics for each namespace and operation name under the Investigator "WebServices" node.

The following SOAP stacks are measured:

• Axis 1.x client-side web service tracers (tracer-based correlation)
• Axis 1.x Webservices Server Tracing
• Apache CXF Client JAX-WS Instrumentation
• Apache CXF Server JAX-WS Instrumentation
• Axis 2 Webservices Server Correlation
• Axis 2 Webservices HTTP Client Correlation
• Axis2 Webservices HTTP Server Tracing
• Websphere 6.1 HTTP correlation Tracing
• Weblogic 9, 10, 10.3 and 10.3.x Instrumentation Points
• WebsphereJaxWS HTTP Correlation

You can capture Transaction Traces for specific operations and Error Snapshots when SOAP messages are being detected.

Sockets
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This bundle allows you to monitor the TCP Sockets and UDP Datagrams that are used by your applications. You find
performance metrics under the "Sockets" node in the Investigator tree. Also, it allows the Agent to automatically "discover"
and monitor all the backends that are not properly instrumented.

Look for metrics called Backends|System {host} on {port} in your Investigator.

SpringBean

This bundle is designed to discover all types of configured Beans (Annotation and XML).

Spring Monitoring

This bundle monitors the Spring Framework components such as JMS, webmvc, Portlet, Aspects, Core Container, and Beans.

SpringWS

This bundle provides a solution to monitor Spring Framework, field pack covers spring components like WEBMVC,
PORTLET, ASPECTS, CORE CONTAINER, WebServices.

SQL

This bundle allows you to monitor the calls your application makes to relational SQL databases using the JDBC API. The SQL
bundle creates metrics for each SQL command (SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE ...). The metrics are aggregated to provide an
overview of the database server performance.

Look for these metrics under the "Backends" node of your Investigator.

SQL Param Agent

This bundle extends Java agent SQL monitoring and displays all SQL parameter values in WebView and Workstation.

Warning:   Variables in SQL statements frequently represent confidential or secure data, for example, an account
number or a social security number. This extension makes all parameters visible in transaction traces.

Struts

This bundle monitors the performance of Apache Struts actions.

Look for metrics under the "Struts" node in the Investigator.

SysView Integration

This bundle traces the calls your Java applications makes to CICS Transactions. You can correlate the Transactions by
integrating with CA SYSVIEW running on z/OS. Your CICS transactions might be called using either MQ, CTG or direct
Web Services.

TibcoAddon

This bundle is an add-on solution for TibcoBWAgent, extension covers Tibco Activities, HTTP Activity & EMS Traffic.

TibcoBWAgentBase

This bundle monitors TIBCO BusinessWorks. Base extension monitors important TIBCO BusinessWorks components in a
production environment, where overhead is at a premium. Typical instrumentation provides less detail with reduced overhead,
and is recommended for production environments.

TibcoBWAgentFull

This bundle monitors TIBCO BusinessWorks and provides full instrumentation for deep visibility into the operation of all
TIBCO BusinessWorks components.

Note: Detailed reporting is recommended for test or development environments as more overhead is required.

Tomcat

This bundle can be used to monitor applications running on the Apache Tomcat Server.

WebLogic

This bundle is used to monitor applications running on the WebLogic Application Server.

WebLogic - Windows

This bundle contains enhancements for WebLogic Application Server for the Windows platform.
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weblogicRMICorrelation Extension

This bundle provides generic correlation for weblogic RMI communications. Tracing mechanism to use the Weblogic Work
Area for RMI Correlation.

WebSphere

This bundle is used to monitor applications running on the WebSphere Application Server.

WebSphere - UNIX

This bundle contains the Unix-specific files for WebSphere Application Server.

WebSphere - Windows

This bundle contains the Windows-specific files for WebSphere Application Server.

WebSphere MQ

This bundle lets you monitor the performance of WebSphere MQ and WebSphere MB. This bundle provides metrics that you
can use to monitor the health and availability of the WebSphere MQ-connected web applications. The metrics also help you
quickly isolate the source of WebSphere MQ-related and WebSphere MB-related performance problems.

Look for metrics under the "WebSphereMQ" Investigator node.

WebSphere Portal HC Base Extension

This bundle monitors the WAS Portal components, view its health and availability metrics in Introscope. The following
metrics are reported from the portal in real time:

• Average Response Time (ms)
• Responses Per Interval

WebSphere Portal HC Full Extension

This bundle monitors the WAS Portal components, view its health and availability metrics in Introscope. The following
metrics are reported from the portal in real time: 

• Average Response Time (ms)
• Responses Per Interval
• Concurrent Invocations
• Errors Per Interval
• Stall Count

 Add Custom Bundles
 
DX APM Command Center installation includes many default bundles that cover all agent functionalities.
You can also create custom bundles.

  

Add a New Bundle

The easiest way to add a bundle is to download an example bundle and edit it for your requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the following file:
#unique_100 

2. Edit the file according to your requirements.
Together with the bundle file you can also add:

• MD files containing bundle description and installation instructions 
•  bundle.properties file 
•  lib directory 
•  other required files and directories 

3. Create an archive from the updated files.
4. Place the modified archive file in the APMCommandCenterServer/import directory. The file is

automatically imported into the Command Center database and moved to the /repository subdirectory of Command
Center.
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Bundle.json File

A bundle.json file contains meta-information that describes the bundle name and version, bundle dependencies, other
bundles that this file enhances, and supported operating systems.

The example.bundle file is located in the metadata directory of the downloaded bundle. The bundle.json file is in
the JSON format. Ensure that the fields are comma-separated variables. Also ensure that the values are in double quotes, and
variable-value pairs are separated by a colon.

Contents of the example bundle.json file:

{ "name": "example-v2-tar", "addedBy": "John Smith", "author":
 "John Smith", "displayName": "An Example Bundle example-v2-tar",
 "version": "10.7.0.1", "facets": [ "custom" ], "dependencies": [
 "java-agent" ], "enhances": [ "tomcat", "websphere" ], "excludes":
 [], "compatibility": { "osName": [ "windows" ], "agentVersion":
 ">=10.2, <=99.99" }, "specificationVersion": "2", "type": "java",
 "dynamic": true}

The available fields are:

• name
A mandatory field that together with the <version> field uniquely identifies the bundle. This field automatically
becomes a facet and is used by bundles to refer to each other.

• author 
• The author of the bundle as displayed in DX APM Command Center.
• displayName

The bundle name as it is displayed in DX APM Command Center. This field is mandatory.
• version

All packages specify an agent version that they are compatible with. This version is used to select bundles. If the package
version is 10.2, all minor versions of 10.2 are compatible. For example, 10.2.0.1, 10.2.13.2. DX APM Command Center
uses the latest version to satisfy any enhances. This field is mandatory.

• facets
Defines extra information about a bundle, for example, the bundle type (application server), dependencies,
or enhances. The value can be any string. See the following table for a list of default facets.
For example: The servlets bundle has an enhances value of appserver. The Tomcat bundle has a facet of appserver. The
Command Center then recommends that a package containing the Tomcat bundle also includes the appserver bundle.

Note:

 A custom bundle must contain the custom facet so that the bundle appears in the Custom section in the package building
wizard.

• dependencies
Defines facets that this bundle requires so that the bundle can work. These facets must be provided by other bundles. The
dependencies can form a hierarchy. For example, the PMI bundle depends on the WebSphere bundle, which depends on the
java-agent bundle. The java-agent bundle is required for Java agent compatible packages. A package that includes the PMI
bundle must include the WebSphere bundle and the java-agent bundle.

• enhances
A bundle has an enhances value that matches a facet or name value of a bundle in a package. In this case, the
enhancing bundle is recommended for the matching bundle. For example, the SOAP bundle enhances the Tomcat bundle so
that it is recommended with the SOAP bundle.
You can also use this field to override properties set by other bundles. 

• specificationVersion
Defines the signature of the bundle metadata. This property must be set to 2 for a bundle to be defined as dynamic.

• dynamic
Defines if the bundle is dynamic. When specificationVersion=2, the bundle is implicitly dynamic.

• type
The agent type this bundle is intended for.

Note:  Both the Java and Infrastructure agents are supported in this version.

http://www.json.org/
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compatibility
• Defines the compatible operating systems and agent versions for the bundle. You can omit this field to make the

bundle compatible with both UNIX and Windows systems, and all agent versions. If this field is present, you can
omit osName but agentVersion must always be defined.
To define a range of versions, use the following syntax:
> - greater than a given version
< - less than a given version
>= - greater than or equal to a given version
<= - less than or equal to a given version
= - exactly equal to a given version
" " - implicitly equal to a given version, for example, "agentVersion": "10.5"

Note:    The Compatibility.agentVersion property is required for bundles with the process facet. For these
bundles, the property value must clearly indicate the minimum version. For example: Values 10.3, >=10.3, >=10.3, <=10.5
are correct, but >10.2,>10.3, <10.5 are not because they do not determine the minimum version definitively.

The following table lists default facets that can be used as dependencies and enhances:

Facet Description

java-agent Add to the

dependencies

list for every custom bundle as Command Center currently
supports only Java agents.

process Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of CTG
Server, GlassFish, Interstage, JBoss, Tomcat, WebLogic,
WebSphere, or other Java Applications.

appserver Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of GlassFish,
Interstage, JBoss, Tomcat, WebLogic, WebSphere, or other
Java Applications.

ctg-server Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of the CTG
Server.

glassfish Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of the
GlassFish Application Server.

interstage Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of the
Interstage Application Server.

jboss Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of the JBoss
Application Server.

tomcat Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of the Tomcat
Application Server.

weblogic Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of the
WebLogic Application Server.

websphere Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of the
WebSphere Application Server.

other Use for bundles that customize instrumentation of the Other
Java Application.

lib Directory

Available under bundle directory. Place JAR files with the agent tracer, nameformatter, transformer, or service implementation
in this directory.

description.md File
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The description.md file is located in the metadata directory. The content of the file is displayed as the bundle description
in APM Command Center. The file supports Markdown syntax. For more information, see the Markdown syntax. Do not use
angle brackets (<>) because they are interpreted as markup tags. The Configuration Server does not import the bundle in this
case.

Leave this file empty or omit it.

 installInstructions.md File

The installInstructions.md file is located in the metadata directory. The file contains profile entries specific to this
bundle. When creating a package, the contents of all bundle instruction files are concatenated to form complete installation
instructions for the package.

The content is formatted using the Markdown language syntax. Do not use angle brackets (<>) because they are interpreted as
markup tags. The Configuration Server does not import the bundle in this case.

You can also add a preamble, which is displayed as a description in the Bundle Configuration step of the wizard.

#<preamble># Optional Description for the bundle configuration#</
preamble>

Leave this file empty or omit it.

 bundle.properties File

The bundle.properties file is located in the <bundle-directory> directory. Place configuration properties for
bundle implementation in this file.

Toggle Files (Instrumentation Directives)

A toggle file enables you to turn on or off specific tracings in the Command Center user interface.

Create a new toggles.pbd file with instrumentation directive definitions and place it in the <bundle-directory>/
directives directory. The file content can only consist of TurnOn and TurnOff directives.

An example toggle.pbd file:

# Control HTTP Session TracingTurnOn: HTTPSessionTracing# Instance
 Counts ConfigurationTurnOff: InstanceCounts# JTA Configuration#
 TurnOn: JTACommitTracing# JavaMail configurationTurnOn:
 JavaMailTransportTracing

The toggle options appear on the Configure Bundles page when you select the bundle.

 User Defined Files

The bundle can contain any other files or directories that you require. Place these files under the

<bundle-directory>/data

directory and refer to them in your code.

Override Existing Bundles with a Custom Bundle

You can override the property values of any bundle, including the default CA bundles. Simply add one or more custom
bundles to the agent package. A custom bundle can contain all the properties whose values you want to change. When you add
the bundle to a package and download the package, the custom values override the default ones.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a bundle containing all your customizations.

http://daringfireball.net/projects/markdown/syntax
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2. Open the bundle file and use the enhances field value in the bundle file to determine which bundles the new bundle
overrides.

3. In the Command Center UI, add the custom bundle to a package.
4. Download the agent package.

The settings from the custom bundle take priority and settings from the overridden bundles are commented out. If two
bundles enhance a bundle, priority is based on the most recently added bundle ID.

Example

One of the properties whose value you want to change is introscope.autoprobe.logfile in the java-agent
bundle. You want the log file to be located in a different place.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the introscope.autoprobe.logfile property to the bundle.properties file in your custom bundle.
2. Set a value for this property (the preferred log file path).
3. In the bundle file, add java-agent as the new value for the enhances field.

When the package is downloaded again, the original property that is compiled in IntroscopeAgent.profile by the
java-agent bundle is uncommented. The same property in your custom bundle section sets the new value that the agent uses.

 Migrate Agents Using Cloud Proxy
As an administrator, you download and set up Cloud Proxy to migrate all agents that are currently
connected to DX APM versions 9.6 and later to CA Digital Experience Insights. If your organization
requires single channel communication, you can use Cloud Proxy to accomplish this setup.

You can configure Cloud Proxy as a standalone or run Cloud Proxy inside a Docker container.

Note:

You can also use Cloud Proxy to connect the Workstation. For more information, see Connect the Workstation.

The following diagram shows the available ports for Cloud Proxy:

Figure 6: Cloud Proxy to Gateway

Set Up Cloud Proxy

Only one initial setup is required for Cloud Proxy. If you are migrating to CA Digital Experience Insights from a DX
APM On-prem version, the following setup executes the migration of all currently connected agents. You can setup Cloud
Proxy as a standalone or run Cloud Proxy inside a Docker container.

Prerequisites:

• Ensure that you have a supported Java version installed on your computer: OpenJDK 11.x or Oracle JDK 11.x.
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• Allocate 6GBi of OS memory for approximately 4,000 agents.

Note:  This is a default sizing recommendation, where JVM uses 4GBi of heap.
• Ensure that there is sufficient disk space to store the logs.
• On the host operating system, set the value of the maximum number of open file descriptors for

a process to 16384 or higher.

 Linux Service Setup 

Follow these steps:

1. In Settings, Downloads, Download Cloud Proxy on the computer where the Enterprise Manager MOM is running. Extract
the file.
The proxy target URL and Token are preconfigured when the Download Cloud Proxy feature is executed in the GUI.

Note:

 If necessary, you can override the token. In the GUI under Security, select Generate New Token. Ensure that the token
type is Agent, and set an appropriate expiration, as the expiration for an Agent type token cannot be modified later. Then in
the configuration folder, application.yml file, input the new token ID under the apm.server.token property.

2. (Optional) In the configuration folder, application.yml file, the following properties are set to default. Configure the
properties to override default TCP ports.

• apm.server.port 

Default: 5001
• apm.server.httpPort 

Default: 8081
• apm.server.securePort

 Default: 5443
• apm.server.secureHttpPort

Default: 8444
3. (Optional) To use your own security certificate, access the configuration folder,

application.yml

file and provide the following properties configuration:

• apm.server.useSelfSignedCert 
Set the value as false.

• apm.server.keyCertChainFile

Input a path to an X.509 certificate file in PEM format.
• apm.server.keyFile 

Input a path to a PKCS#8 private key file in PEM format.

Note:

Cloud Proxy uses a generated self-signed certificate by default. We strongly recommend generating a properly signed
trusted certificate. Self-signed certificates should not be used in production deployments.

4. (Optional) To configure an HTTP Proxy for communication between Cloud Proxy and Cloud Gateway:

1.1 Access the configuration folder, application.yml file and provide the following properties configuration:

• apm.server.httpProxy.host

 Input the hostname for the HTTP Proxy.
• apm.server.httpProxy.port

Input the port number of the HTTP Proxy.
2.1 If the HTTP Proxy requires authentication, provide a valid username and password:

• apm.server.httpProxy.username

 Input a username to access the HTTP Proxy.
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• apm.server.httpProxy.password

Input a password to access the HTTP Proxy.
5. Shut down the Enterprise Manager MOM and all Collectors.
6. From the command line, input the apmservices.cloudproxy.sh start  command to start Cloud Proxy.

The script starts the apmservices.cloudproxy process in the background.

Note:

 For production use, we strongly recommend connecting the script to the daemon management system of the target
platform. For example: init daemon, systemd, or upstart.

7. Check the following logs in the log directory to ensure that Cloud Proxy started successfully:

•

logs/cloudproxy.log

•

logs/apmservices.cloudproxy.wrapper.log

You started Cloud Proxy for Linux. If you migrated agents with Cloud Proxy, you can now view the agents in APM Team
Center, Settings, Agents.

Note:  The following arguments are available for use with apmservices.cloudproxy.sh: 
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Argument Function

start

Starts the service in the background

run

Starts the service in the foreground

stop

Stops the service if the service is running

restart

Stops the service if the service is running and starts the
service again

status

Prints the running, stopped status of the service

logs

Follows the log in the

logs/cloudproxy.log

version

Prints the service version

 Windows Service Setup 

Follow these steps:

1. In Settings, Downloads, Download Cloud Proxy on the computer where the Enterprise Manager MOM is running. Unzip
the file.
The proxy target URL and Token are preconfigured when the Download Cloud Proxy feature is executed in the GUI.

Note:

 If necessary, you can override the token. In the GUI under Security, select Generate New Token. Ensure that the token
type is Agent, and set an appropriate expiration, as the expiration for an Agent type token cannot be modified later. Then in
the configuration folder, application.yml file, input the new token ID under the apm.server.token property.

2. (Optional) In the configuration folder, application.yml file, the following properties are set to default. Configure the
properties to override default TCP ports.

• apm.server.port

Default: 5001
• apm.server.httpPort

Default: 8081
• apm.server.securePort 
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Default: 5443
• apm.server.secureHttpPort 

Default: 8444
3. (Optional) To use your own security certificate, access the configuration folder, application.yml file and provide the

following properties configuration:

•  apm.server.useSelfSignedCert 

Set the value as false.
•  apm.server.keyCertChainFile 

Input a path to an X.509 certificate file in PEM format.
•  apm.server.keyFile

Input a path to a PKCS#8 private key file in PEM format.

Note:

Cloud Proxy uses a generated self-signed certificate by default. We strongly recommend generating a properly signed
trusted certificate. Self-signed certificates should not be used in production deployments.

4. (Optional) To configure an HTTP Proxy for communication between Cloud Proxy and Cloud Gateway:

1.1 Access the configuration folder, application.yml file and provide the following properties configuration:

•  apm.server.httpProxy.host

Input the hostname for the HTTP Proxy.
•  apm.server.httpProxy.port

Input the port number of the HTTP Proxy.
2.1 If the HTTP Proxy requires authentication, provide a valid username and password:

•  apm.server.httpProxy.username

Input a username to access the HTTP Proxy.
• apm.server.httpProxy.password

Input a password to access the HTTP Proxy.
5. Shut down the Enterprise Manager MOM and all Collectors.
6. Install the Windows service. Run the command line as administrator and input apmservices.cloudproxy.exe

install 
7. Start Cloud Proxy. Run the command line as administrator and input apmservices.cloudproxy.exe start 
8. Check the following logs in the log directory to ensure that Cloud Proxy started successfully:

•

logs/cloudproxy.log

•

logs/apmservices.cloudproxy.wrapper.log

You started Cloud Proxy for Windows. If you migrated agents with Cloud Proxy, you can now view the agents in APM Team
Center, Settings, Agents.

 Docker Service Setup 

The Docker image exposes the following ports:

• 5001
APM Server Port 

• 5443
APM Server Secure Port

• 8081
APM Server HTTP Port 

• 8444
APM Server Secure HTTPPort
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Prerequisite: 

Ensure that the docker registry with the cloudproxy docker image is configured and available.

Note:

• The DX Platform Installer installs the cloudproxy docker image /dxi/ng/cloudproxy:<label> to a docker
repository (cluster internal or shared). Consult your docker image repository administrator for the repository name and
setup required to pull the image from the repository.

• The cloudproxy docker image is also available in the public ca-docker-dxi.bintray.io repository. To use the image, log in
to the ca-docker-dxi.bintray.io docker repository using: docker login --username=<username> --password=<password> ca-
docker-dxi.bintray.io . The login credentials for the repository are provided during the DX Platform installation. They can
also be obtained afterward from Broadcom Support.

Follow these steps:

Note:

The following steps must be completed on the computer where the Enterprise Manager MOM is running.

1. Create an environment variables file. The required and optional environment variables are as follows:

Environment Variable Description

 Target and Authentication Options (Required) 

APM_SERVER_PROXYTARGET The Endpoint of apmservices.cloudgw.

APM_SERVER_TOKEN The agent token that is used to authenticate communication
between Cloud Proxy and Cloud Gateway. The token can
be generated in APM Team Center, Settings, Security.

 SSL / TLS Options (Optional) 

PM_SERVER_USESELFSIGNEDCERT If the value is set to true, the secure server generates a self-
signed certificate on startup and ignores the certificate and
key file. Default: true

APM_SERVER_KEYCERTCHAINFILE An X.509 certificate chain file in PEM format. If
APM_SERVER_USE_SELF_SIGNED_CERT is set to
true, the certificate and key are ignored.

To provide a key file and certificate, mount the key
file and certificate as RO volume readable by Cloud
Proxy. APM_SERVER_USE_SELF_SIGNED_CERT
and APM_SERVER_KEY_FILE must point
to the correct location in the container where
the key and certificate are available. Ensure
APM_SERVER_USE_SELF_SIGNED_CERT is set to
false.

APM_SERVER_KEYFILE A PKCS#8 private key file in PEM format. If
APM_SERVER_USE_SELF_SIGNED_CERT is set to
true, the certificate and key are ignored.

To provide a key file and certificate, mount the key
file and certificate as RO volume readable by Cloud
Proxy. APM_SERVER_USE_SELF_SIGNED_CERT
and APM_SERVER_KEY_FILE must point
to the correct location in the container where
the key and certificate are available. Ensure
APM_SERVER_USE_SELF_SIGNED_CERT is set to
false.

APM_SERVER_SECUREPROTOCOLS Secure protocols accepted by Cloud Proxy server. Default:
SSLv2Hello,TLSv1,TLSv1.1,TLSv1.2

 HTTP Proxy Options (Optional) 

APM_SERVER_HTTPPROXY_HOST The hostname of the HTTP Proxy that is used for
communication between Cloud Proxy and Cloud Gateway.
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APM_SERVER_HTTPPROXY_PORT The port number for the HTTP Proxy that is used for
communication between Cloud Proxy and Cloud Gateway.

APM_SERVER_HTTPPROXY_USERNAME If the HTTP Proxy requires authentication, this property
specifies the username.

APM_SERVER_HTTPPROXY_PASSWORD If the HTTP Proxy requires authentication, this property
specifies the password.

2. Shut down the Enterprise Manager MOM and all Collectors.
3. Run the cloudproxy docker container instance using the following command:

docker run -d --name apmservices.cloudproxy -p 5001:5001 -p 5443:5443 -p 8081:8081 -p 8444:8444
 --env-file ./env.cloudproxy <docker-repository>/dxi/ng/cloudproxy:<label>

where:

• ./env.cloudproxy
Represents the path to the environment variable file that you created.

• <label>
Denotes the version of cloudproxy. The current version is 11.1.0.25. Ensure the version that you input is in sync with
the release of the DX Platform software running in your cluster.

• <docker-repository>Displays the repository name. Input either the public repository ca-docker-
dxi.bintray.io or the private repository name.

You started Cloud Proxy. If you migrated agents with Cloud Proxy, you can now view the agents in APM Team
Center, Settings, Agents.

Connect New Agents to Cloud Proxy

Use Cloud Proxy to direct data that agents collect to Cloud Gateway through a single channel.

Follow these steps:

1. Set Up Cloud Proxy and ensure that it is running.
For more information about setting up Cloud Proxy, see Set Up Cloud Proxy.

Note:

You do not need to set up Cloud Proxy each time that you connect a new agent. Only one initial setup of Cloud Proxy is
required.

2. Download and deploy the agent.
For more information about downloading and deploying agents, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for CA
Digital Experience Insights.

1.1 Use the agent start up script to set the agent property agentManager.url.1. Input -D and one of the following
protocols:

• WebSocket

-DagentManager.url.1=http://proxyhost:8081

• WebSocket Secure

-DagentManager.url.1=https://proxyhost:8444

2.1 If the agent has a controller extension, specify the controller
property introscope.agent.acc.controller.configurationServer.url. Input -D and one of the
following protocols:
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• HTTP

-Dintroscope.agent.acc.controller.configurationServer.url=http://proxyhost:8081

• HTTPS

-Dintroscope.agent.acc.controller.configurationServer.url=https://proxyhost:8444

3.1 Start the agent.
The agent is now connected to Cloud Proxy.

You can view connected agents in Settings, Agents.

Troubleshooting

Symptom:

Starting Cloud Proxy fails and the following error message appears:

No provider succeeded to generate a self-signed certificate.

Solution:

Self-signed certificate generation is not supported in IBM J9 runtime environments. Certificates have to be generated
separately and provided to Cloud Proxy using the configuration properties that are listed above.

Symptom:

The Agent is unable to connect to the Cloud Gateway.

Solution: 

Use the provided cloud gateway host name when defining the outbound firewall rules. Using an IP address instead can cause
an unexpected connection outage if the IP address changes.

Symptom:

The Agent is unable to connect to APM and the following message appears in the Cloud Proxy log file logs/
cloudproxy.log:

java.net.SocketException: Too many open files

Solution: 

On the host operating system, set the value of the maximum number of open file descriptors for a process to
16384 or higher. Consult your operating system documentation for information about increasing the limit for per-process
system resources.

 Extend Data Monitoring
DX APM agent extensions are components that extend data monitoring capabilities. Agent extensions integrate with the default
components to provide improved visibility into the monitored application and environment. 

  

 Agent Extensions for DX APM SaaS
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Application Performance Management agent extensions are components that extend data monitoring capabilities. Agent
extensions easily integrate with the default components, providing improved visibility into the monitored application and
environment.

You can deploy agent extensions by installing the Infrastructure Agent, then performing more steps to configure specific
extension functionality.

Note:

 More information: See the Infrastructure Agent and installation instructions for each agent extension.

 End-User Endpoints Monitoring

End-User Endpoints Monitoring (Endpoints Monitoring) is a DX APM agent extension for correlating performance data with
applications that affect the end-user experience. Endpoints Monitoring allows DX APM and compatible end-user monitoring
components to use the same transactional context conventions. DX APM and compatible end-user monitoring components can
also pass end-user metadata to the APM agent that is monitoring a backend application. Endpoints Monitoring requires you
to use a compatible end-user monitoring component such as App Experience Analytics or CA App Synthetic Monitor. The
compatible component must be external to DX APM. Java agents and .NET agents support Endpoints Monitoring.

CA App Experience Analytics is a unique analytics solution that provides complete visibility into digital performance and
customer experience. App Experience Analytics provides visibility across web, mobile, and wearable devices. With App
Experience Analytics, you gain real-time insights into user behavior, buyer trends, and omnichannel performance. App
Experience Analytics is designed to provide this type of information to DX APM when enabled. You can use App Experience
Analytics capabilities to instrument native mobile apps on handheld computing devices. You can instrument mobile apps on
operating systems such as Android and iOS. The Business Transaction context moves from App Experience Analytics to DX
APM. The user interface displays the end-user experience that is based on the originating device platform. Monitoring this data
helps you to identify performance problems for a mobile app at any time during transaction execution. Early problem detection
helps you to address the issue before degraded performance affects end users.

Warning:

 All functionality in this article applies to on-premise DX APM. Only some functionality applies to CA Digital
Experience Insights Application Performance Management.

Note:

App Experience Analytics is available as a CA Digital Experience Insights product and as an on-premise solution.

Verify the End-User Endpoints Monitoring Prerequisites

Before you implement End-User Endpoints Monitoring, verify the following prerequisites:

• You are using a compatible mobile apps monitoring solution such as App Experience Analytics.

• For CA Digital Experience Insights implementation of App Experience Analytics
You have a tenant account and App Experience Analytics administrator login credentials.

• For the App Experience Analytics on-premises solution
You have App Experience Analytics administrator login credentials.

• The mobile operating systems for the apps that you want to monitor meet the version requirements.
• Your DX APM implementation includes a deployed Java or ASP.NET agent. The agent monitors the backend application

with which the native mobile app communicates.  

How Business Transaction Naming Works

The end-user monitoring solution, App Experience Analytics SDK, injects a header parameter to the HTTP request. This
parameter names the mobile business service and transaction to which the request belongs.
A single header parameter that is named x-apm-bt encodes data that is relevant into the transaction. The header parameter
consists of two segments that a dollar sign ($) separates. The two segments consist of several semicolon-separated attributes.
The first header parameter segment is the x-apm-bt attribute. The second segment contains the identifying attributes of the
transaction and follows a specified order.

The total header-parameter size is limited. The agent ignores x-apm-bt parameters that exceed the limit or are malformed.
Requests that include such invalid parameters are treated as CA APM business transactions.

Agents perform the following actions with the header information:

1. Receive an HTTP request that is annotated with the x-apm-bt header parameter.
2. Treat the request as a matched Business Transaction component.
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3. Create or update the relevant metrics. Endpoints monitoring parses mobile source-related attributes from the segmented
parameter values. The attributes are stored as business transaction properties.

The header parameter structure is as follows:

x-apm-bt: t=<AXA-TenantID>;d=<UDID>;v=<AXA-SDK-
Version>;n=<NetworkNAME>;l=<LinkType>;g=<GeographicalLocation>;a=<AppNAME>
$bs=<BusinessServiceName>;bt=<BusinessTransactionName>;p=<PlatformNAME>;pv=<PlatformVersion>

Example: HTTP Header Parameter

 x-apm-bt:
 t=4F2504E0-4F89-9B0C-0305E82C2301;d=2b6f0cc904d137be2e1730235f5664094b831186;v=1.0;n=ATT;l=3g;g=36.9125,
 30.6897222;a=Trade App$bs=Trade App;bt=Buy Options;p=iOS;pv=7.1

 Attribute Name Description  Required 

t Identifies the CA Digital Experience
Insights tenant.

No

d Holds the unique ID of the originating
device/hardware.

No

v Identifies the version of the monitoring
solution (that is, App Experience
Analytics SDK) that created this header
parameter.

No

n Identifies the network provider that the
originator device is connected to at the
time of the request (Verizon, AT&T,
and so on).

No

l Identifies the network connection type
that the originator device was utilizing at
the time of the request (WiFi, LTE, 3G,
and so on).

No

xbtt Defines the type of this external
business transaction. Possible values
are: [t1, t2].

No

p Identifies the device/hardware operating
system (iOS7, Android, and so on).

No

pv Identifies the device/hardware operating
system version (4, 7.1, and so on).

No

g Specifies comma-separated values for
longitude and latitude, indicating where
the transaction originated.

No

bs Holds the parent Business Service
Name for this request. App Experience
Analytics determines the business
service name. The name is either a
copy of the mobile application name
or a literal name that the app developer
specifies. The name depends on the App
Experience Analytics instrumentation
method used.

 Yes 
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bt Holds the parent Business Transaction
Name for this request. DX
APM constructs an identifier using
this name, the business service
name, and the platform specifics. DX
APM aggregates metrics for all requests
that are marked with the same identifier
{p, pv, bs, bt}.

 Yes 

a Identifies the app/application name
that is specified by the App Experience
Analytics SDK.

No

Note:

 The {p, pv, bs, and bt} attributes together identify a business transaction. If available, the operating system version
is gathered in full. However, business transactions are named according to the operating system major version. A full operating
system version however is available in transaction traces. When a required attribute is missing, the APM agent ignores the
header and the request is treated as a standard business transaction.

Integrate Your Mobile Apps with App Experience Analytics

App Experience Analytics annotates the HTTP calls that mobile apps make with an external DX APM Business Transaction
identifying header attribute (x-apm-bt). End-User Endpoints Monitoring then processes the marked HTTP requests to
identify the mobile transaction to which these requests belong. When a DX APM agent encounters this header parameter, the
header value identifies the mobile business transaction identifier. Therefore, agents treat the request as if the request belongs to
a matched business transaction.

You integrate the App Experience Analytics SDK with the apps that you want to monitor for performance. In App Experience
Analytics, you register a mobile app and instrument a native mobile application using the App Experience Analytics SDK to
handle these tasks:

• Log in to the App Experience Analytics Admin Console and register your app.
App Experience Analytics provides an iOS and an Android SDK. The SDKs enable iOS and Android app developers to
integrate App Experience Analytics into their apps.

• Follow the instructions in App Experience Analytics, to carry out do these tasks:

• Download the App Experience Analytics SDK that corresponds to your device platform.
• Include the App Experience Analytics SDK into your app build environment.
• Test your app.

Note:

More information: App Experience Analytics documentation.

Monitor the End-User Endpoint Experience in Team Center

Team Center represents all end-user business services and transactions in a similar manner. This representation provides a
comprehensive view of transaction performance from origin to the DX APM-monitored backends.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Team Center map, click a business transaction node of interest.
The map displays these auto-discovered components and dependencies for the monitored applications:

• Arrow connectors represent relationships between map components. Connections between a selected component and its
dependencies are emphasized with darkened lines. The corresponding map element is highlighted with a shadow, and
its dependencies appear in full color. Components that are not participating in the selected element appear dimmed.

• The End-User end point (that is, the mobile business transaction) node shows this information:

• The mobile operating systems, such as Android and iOS
• The mobile business transaction name, as defined by the app developer or App Experience Analytics SDK

2. Mouseover a mobile transaction node in the metric overview map or a graph metric line of interest.
Tooltips show information according to your selection.

• Map element tooltips show the alert level and metric information.
• Graph line tooltips show the metric details, and threshold tooltips display the threshold value of the alert.

This information helps you to investigate performance problems.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/19-1.html
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3. View agent locations and resource locations in the Component View and browse the details. Look for metric spikes on
individual hosts.
This information helps you to identify outlier agents that do not necessarily move the aggregations significantly.

View Individual Components in WebView

Transaction traces record the metadata that the compatible end-user monitoring component (that is, CA App Experience
Analytics) passes to DX APM. Using WebView or Workstation, view the transaction components in a graphical stack.
You examine the components from top to bottom to understand the sequence of calls within a time period and evaluate
performance. End-user monitoring metadata attributes are associated with the root component. The attribute keys are prefixed
with x-apm-bt.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Business Transactions tab, click a transaction segment of interest.
2. Select a mobile transaction trace in the table.

In Live mode, the Traces tab lists transaction trace events from the last 20 minutes. Transaction trace events older than 20
minutes do not display in Live mode.
The components for the selected transaction appear in a graphical stack display.

3. In the agent status area, view information including:

• Timestamp
Displays the agent system clock start time of the root component invocation.

• Duration
Displays the transaction execution time of the root component in milliseconds.

4. Examine the components in the graphical stack from top to bottom and evaluate the application performance.

Tip:

 Click the right-facing blue triangle to expand the graphical display to show individual transaction components.

The graphical stack view shows the following information:

• Each component in the transaction as a bar
• Calling relationships between components

The bars for components are displayed from top to bottom in calling order.
• Transaction sequence over time

The placement of components from left to right indicates sequence. The relative wall clock time in milliseconds appears
across the top of the transaction.

• Errors within transactions
Red slices in the transaction graphical stack represent errors within transactions.

• Cross-process and cross-JVM transaction data
DX APM uses a unique identifier, the correlation ID, to link traced frontend and backend transactions. The sequence
is based on the order in which frontends call backends in a transaction. When multiple graphical stacks appear in the
viewer, the system has found and traced related processes for the selected trace event. Processes that are traced from
different agents appear in different shaded areas. By examining the linked components in a transaction trace, you can
see whether a certain transaction left a process; and entered a different one. You can also get insight into which calls
could be the source of slow and stalled transactions.

5. Use the tab key to navigate from one component to another in the stack display.
6. Zoom in and out of the display as needed using the Zoom slider in the upper-right corner. You can specify a value from 1

to 10. Each value in the slider multiplies the width of the graphical display by two. The default value is 1.
7. Mouseover a component to view a tooltip with more information.
8. View the information n the Component Details area.

Note:

 Not all the information is available about deep transaction trace components.

View Analytics in App Experience Analytics

App Experience Analytics provides insight for your mobile apps performance and crashes. Performance-related data provide
analytics for memory, network, average latency, and so on. You can analyze the usage data based on many parameters. The
parameters include app version, geographical location, operating system, carrier information, and device information.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the App Experience Analytics Administration Console.
2. In the left pane, click ANALYTICS.
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3. Use the options to view analytics about these mobile application transaction factors:

• Overview
• Performance
• Crashes
• Usage

Configure Java Agent External Business Transaction Monitoring Properties

The External Business Transaction Monitoring properties configure the Java agent behavior. This configuration matches DX
APM business transactions to external business transactions provided by the end-user monitoring solution. For example,
App Experience Analytics. You can change the properties, for example, to clamp the total number of mobile business
transactions. Business transaction matching is enabled by default.

Follow these steps:

1.  Navigate to the <Agent_Home>/core/config directory on the server for the application you want to monitor. 
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. Go to this section:

# External Business Transaction Monitoring properties

4. Modify any of the following properties as required:

• introscope.agent.external.biz.enabled
Turns External Business Transaction Monitoring on and off.
Default: true (enabled)

• introscope.agent.external.biz.header.size.max
Specifies the maximum data size for the External Business Transaction header parameter (x-apm-bt). The unit is 1
KB. A request with a parameter exceeding this limit is not processed as an External Business Transaction.
Default: 10

• introscope.agent.external.biz.bt.count.max
Specifies the maximum number of External Business Transactions allowed. Resets the current External Business
Transaction definition.
Default: 1000

5. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
No managed application restart is needed.

Configure .NET End-User Endpoints Monitoring

You set up the .NET agent to monitor end-user endpoint transaction endpoints by configuring the Browser Agent. You
configure snippet injection and response cookie decoration.

For more information, see Configure Browser Agent Automatic Snippet Injection for .NET.

Configure the EndUserEndpoints ProbeBuilder Directive File

The EndUserEndpoints ProbeBuilder Directive file (EndUserEndpoints.pbd) provides tracer directives for End-User Endpoints
monitoring. You can configure metric naming, and the attribute that is used to create separate response-counting metrics.
Transaction tracing is enabled by default.

Follow these steps:

1. (Java Agent) Navigate to the <Agent_Home>/core/config directory.
(.NET Agent) Navigate to the <Agent_Home> directory.

2. Open the EndUserEndpoints.pbd file in a text editor.
3. Set the properties according to the instructions in the file.
4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the mobile application.

Network Provider Based Response Counters

Some of the header attributes such as the wireless provider (n) are aggregated and published as metrics for each mobile
business transaction.
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Here is a sample header parameter:

x-apm-bt : t=MDO-
ORG;d=f35290154b9d869e;v=1.0;g=36.9125,30.6897222;n=AT&T;l=LTE;a=Book
 App$bs=Book App;bt=Buy Book;p=Android;pv=4.4.3

The sample header parameter displays the corresponding generated DX APM metrics in the WebView metrics browser tree:

Book App    Buy Book via Android 4        Health           Average
 Response Time           Concurrent Invocations           Errors per
 Interval           Responses per Interval           Responses per
 Interval for Mobile Provider 1           Responses per Interval for
 for Mobile Provider 2           …           Stall Count

Disable Java Agent External Business Transaction Monitoring

You can disable External Business Transaction Monitoring by configuring an IntroscopeAgent.profile property. External
Business Transaction Monitoring is enabled by default.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <Agent_Home>/core/config on the server for the app you are monitoring. 
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Set introscope.agent.external.biz.enabled=false.
4. Save and close the file.

No managed application restart needed.

Disable End-User Endpoints Monitoring

You can disable External Business Transaction for End-User Endpoints Monitoring by configuring the toggles pbd. External
Business Transaction for End-User Endpoints Monitoring is enabled by default.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to <Appserver_Home>/core/config directory or <Agent_Home>/core/config/systempbd directory.
The locations depend on which file type, <appserver>-full.pbl or <appserver>-typical.pbl, the agent uses.

2. Open either toggles-full.pbd or toggles-typical.pbd files:

• toggles-full.pbd
Provides on/off switches in the form of TurnOn directives for the tracing that is provided in other directives files. Most
tracer groups are turned on.

• toggles-typical.pbd
Provides on/off switches in the form of TurnOn directives for the tracing that is provided in other directives files. Only
a small section of tracer groups is turned on.

3. Locate this section:

# External Business Transaction for End User Endpoints Monitoring

4. Uncomment or comment the following line according to the action you want:

Enable External Business Transaction for End-User Endpoints Monitoring

TurnOn: ExternalBTAttributeNNewMode
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Disable External Business Transaction for End-User Endpoints Monitoring

#TurnOn: ExternalBTAttributeNNewMode

5. Save and close the file.

 Java Agent
The Java agent collects detailed performance metrics about applications and the computing environment as transactions are
executed. The Java agent collects this information from applications and resources running on Java Virtual Machines (JVMs)
and sends the information to the Enterprise Manager. The Enterprise Manager then processes and stores the data for real-time
and historical reporting. You view and work with the collected data using the user interface to create alerts or take responsive
action.

The Java agent inserts probes into the classes bytecode of the instrumented application. Inserting the probes into the bytecode
is part of the instrumentation process that enables the monitoring of your applications. After the application is instrumented,
the Java agent starts collecting the data.

For application management, the key activities are:

• Deploy agents to monitor the performance and availability of application servers.
• Test, adjust, and optimize monitoring of application components.
• Customize the agent profile to control agent operations, as needed.

The agent uses some of the application server Java heap memory to store collected data.

The following information applies to the heap usage:

• For a highly utilized heap, you may need to increase the heap allocation when you install the agent.
• If you plan to collect large numbers of transaction traces, increase the JVM heap size.

Note:  If you are operating a high-performance DX APM environment, contact DX APM Implementation Services for the
appropriate agent JVM heap settings.

For Digital Experience Insights, you can upgrade the Java Agent from APM Command Center instead of manually. Upgrading
is a two-phase process. The first phase begins in APM Command Center, where you apply a new-version package to the agents
you want to upgrade. In the second phase, you restart the application server. The Java Agent is upgraded upon agent startup.
You can carry out the phases in direct succession, or you can perform phase two at any time after phase one. This flexibility
allows you to upgrade when the timing is appropriate or convenient.  After the Java Agent upgrade using APM Command
Center, Command Center displays the current release version for each Java Agent. The display shows a release identification
and a suffix indicating that the release version is active. 

The Java Agent runs from the release-specific package that is located in the <Agent_Home>/releases/<release>
directory. 

Note:

More information:

• Configure and Download an Agent Package for CA Digital Experience Insights.
• Manage Agent Packages and Bundles Using APM Command Center.
• Java Agent Directory Structure

 Install the Java Agent
Installation for Digital Experience Insights, Application Performance Management

You configure and download the Java Agent package to install the Java Agent when using CA Digital Experience Insights.

Note:

More information:  Configure and Download an Agent Package for CA Digital Experience Insights.

Installation for Application Performance Management

Follow these instructions to install the Java Agent for on-premise DX Application Performance Management.

Prerequisites

http://www.ca.com/us/collateral/service-offering/ca-apm-implementation-services.html
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Before you install the agent, verify the following prerequisites:

• Application server on which you are installing the agent has a supported version of the JVM available locally.
• Enterprise Manager host name and port number. This information is required during the installation to connect with the

agent. 
• Team Center, WebView, or Workstation UI components are installed. 

Install and Deploy the Java Agent

Deploying the agent involves:

• Build an agent package using DX APM Command Center
• Install Agent on Target Computer
• Configure Application Server to Use the Java Agent

 Java Agent Directory Structure

When you install the Java agent, the following directory structure is created in the root installation directory:

• <Agent_Home> 
By default, this directory is named the wily directory. The <Agent_Home> directory contains the Agent.jar file, which
is used to start the Java Agent. The <Agent_Home> directory also contains the agent.policy file, which defines the Java
Agent release version to be used. 
Within the <Agent_Home> directory are the following subdirectories, which provide the libraries and extension files by
release version:

• logs– contains the Java Agent loading startup log file, which includes information about policy-based release selection.
• releases - contains directories for all Java Agent releases that have been downloaded 

• release_number

• common – contains the configuration and property files for the extensions.
• connectors – contains the CreateAutoProbeConnector.jar utility that is used to configure an AutoProbe

Connector that enables instrumentation in certain environments.
• core

Unordered List bullet 5config – contains the IntroscopeAgent.profile, ProbeBuilder Directive files (.pbd), and ProbeBuilder List
files (.pbl) files that control agent operations, metric data collection, and the instrumentation process. The
specific properties that are defined in the IntroscopeAgent.profile and the .pbd and .pbl files that are deployed
and referenced in the agent profile depend your selections during installation. 

Unordered List bullet 5hotdeploy – enables you to deploy new directives without editing the IntroscopeAgent.profile or restarting
applications. When you place files that contain invalid syntax or too many metrics in this directory, problems
can occur. Instrumentation can fail or application performance can suffer.

Unordered List bullet 5ext – contains the files for enabled-agent extensions or features. For example, the directory contains files for
LeakHunter.

• extensions – contains subdirectories and a file to manage agent extensions.

Unordered List bullet 5backup - contains the previous versions of .tar.gz files for uninstalled, upgraded, and rolled back agent
extensions.

Unordered List bullet 5deploy - contains deployment and tar.gz files for all agent extensions that are placed into the deploy
directory.

• logs – stores agent runtime log files for a specific release.
• tools – contains the following utilities and files:

Unordered List bullet 5Unordered List bullet 6URLGrouper.jar command-line utility that analyzes web server log files
Unordered List bullet 6List of extension files, such as configurePMI.bat, CreateIU.jar, listServers.bat, MergeUtility.jar,

NetInterface.jar, and setPmiModules.jacl
Unordered List bullet 6TagScript tool files, such as TagScript.jar, TagScript.bat, and TagScript.sh

Directory Permissions to Save Entry Points to AutoPersist.pbd

When smart instrumentation and entry point detection are enabled, Introscope monitors threads that are involved in client
socket call transactions. Entry points are the transaction beginning points. Entry points are saved to the AutoPersist.pbd,
which is persisted in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config\hotdeploy directory.

Warning:  The system user running the application server requires read/write access to the hotdeploy directory. These
permissions allow the agent to write data to AutoPersist.pbd. See your operating system documentation to set the
required directory permissions.
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The agent uses the AutoPersist.lock file in the hotdeploy directory to synchronize access to AutoPersist.pbd. 

Directory Permissions to Save Agent Extensions Deployment Data

When agent extensions are installed, uninstalled, upgraded, or rolled back, the agent updates files in the <Agent_Home>
\releases\<release_number>\extensions directory. 

Warning:  The system user running the application server requires read/write access to the <Agent_Home>\releases
\<release_number>\extensions directory. These permissions allow the agent to write data to deployment-related files.
See your operating system documentation to set the required directory permissions.

 Install Agent on Target Computer

You install Java agent using Installation archives. The installation archives contain all the files required to install the Java
Agent.

You can create a custom agent installation archive using DX APM Command Center or download a default archive from the
CA Support website.

Note:

 In case you download DX APM Command Center from an existing Enterprise Manager that is connected to
an agent, the Enterprise Manager  properties are already available in the <Agent_Home>/core/config/
IntroscopeAgent.profile file. If you want to use a different Enterprise Manager to connect to the agent or if the
Enterprise Manager is not specified in DX APM Command Center, configure the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the computer where you are installing has a minimum of 110 MB of free disk space.
2. Select the installation archive for your application server and operating system.
3. Extract the contents of the archive to a location that your JVM can access using a command to your operating system. For

example, on UNIX or Linux:

tar -xvf IntroscopeAgentFiles-
NoInstaller<version><app_server>.<os>.tar

4. In a text editor, open the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config/
IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

5. Configure the properties for communication with the Enterprise Manager.
6. Configure additional properties, if needed.
7. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

Next Step

•  Configure Application Server to Use the Java Agent 

 Configure Application Server to Use the Java Agent

You must configure your application server to:

• Start the Java Agent
• Configure the startup script for the application 

You must configure the application server that you are instrumenting to include the path to the agent primary .jar file
(Agent.jar). Usually, you configure the path by editing the application server startup script, then restarting the application
server. When the application server restarts, the Java Agent instruments the classes discovered for default components of the
JVM and application environment. The specific steps that are involved depend on the application server.

You can configure your application server in different Java Runtime Environments, including Oracle JVM and
IBM JVM. With an IBM J9 JVM, you might replace the primary Agent.jar file with the modified version,
AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar to avoid performance issues. Consider the following guidelines:

• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.6.0: It is required to use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead of Agent.jar.
• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.7.0 or 1.8.0: It is recommended to use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead

of Agent.jar.
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Using AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar deactivates class redefinition and retransformation to prevent possible
performance issues. AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar is available out of the box for IBM WebSphere Application Server
and Oracle WebLogic Server. You can create the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file for JBoss/WildFly and Apache
Tomcat by editing a few properties.

See JBoss and Apache Tomcat for more information.

Note:

Using the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file has the following limitations:

• Metrics are not reported for system classes (java.*), NIO (Sockets and Datagrams), and SSL sockets because the class
redefinition and retransformation functions are deactivated.

• Instrumentation on sockets reverts to pre-Introscope 9.0.
• ManagedSocket style remote dynamic instrumentation is disabled.
• Changes to the PBD files require the instrumented JVM to be restarted before being applied.
• Deep inheritance and hierarchy support instrumentation features are disabled.
• Automatic entry point and automatic backend detection are disabled.
• If you are using the AllAppServer agent distribution with the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file, the alternate profile is

named IntroscopeAgent.websphere.NoRedef.profile.
• If you have both instrumented and noninstrumented applications on the same computer, include the -

Xshareclasses:none setting in the Generic JVM Argument. This setting avoids errors on AIX. A unique directory is
required when there is more than one version of WebSphere using the same agent directory.

• If you use a non-IBM JVM or an IBM JVM version other than 1.5, not all metrics and messages are output.

The steps to configure your application server to work with the Java Agent differ based on the application server:

 Apache Tomcat
Perform the following steps to install and configure Apache Tomcat:

    

Install the Java Agent for Apache Tomcat

Extract the agent package contents.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the package to a target system
2. Extract the contents of the package zip (Windows) or tarball (UNIX) into a location your JVM can access. 

Note:

The variable <Agent_Home> is a convention that is used throughout the install instructions to refer to the wily directory
under where the Agent package was extracted. For example, if Tomcat_v1.zip was extracted in C:\Program
Files\, the <Agent_Home> value would be C:\Program Files\wily.

Windows
In Explorer for example, right-click the Tomcat_v1.zip file, click Extract All, and then follow the instructions to
extract it.
UNIX
Extract the tarball by running a command as shown in this example:

$ tar -xvf Tomcat_v1.ta

Configure Apache Tomcat to Use the Java Agent

You must edit the Tomcat startup script. By default, the Tomcat startup script is catalina.sh  or catalina.bat in
the $CATALINA_HOME/bin directory. Depending on your web server requirements, you use a different startup script or a
different startup script location.
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1. Navigate to the directory containing the Tomcat startup script.

cd apache-tomcat-<version>/bin 

2. Open the Tomcat startup script in a text editor.
Example for Windows:

catalina.bat

Example for UNIX:

vi catalina.sh

3. Locate the command line for setting Java options. Add the following command-line options to specify the path to specify
the path to Agent.jar file in the Package:

CATALINA_OPTS="-javaagent:$AGENT_HOME/Agent.jar"

Example for Windows:
The agent is installed on c:\apache-root\. Add code similar to this example before the server start command:

set CATALINA_OPTS=%CATALINA_OPTS% -javaagent:"c:\apache-root
\Agent.jar"

If you are using Java 9 or 10, you must supply certain extra parameters. For example:

set CATALINA_OPTS=%CATALINA_OPTS% -javaagent:C:\<Agent_Home>\Agent.jar --
add-exports java.instrument/sun.instrument=ALL-UNNAMED --add-exports jdk.management/
com.sun.management.internal=ALL-UNNAMED --patch-module java.base=<AgentHome>\common
\AgentSocket.jar

Example for UNIX;
The agent is installed on /opt/ca/<Agent_Home>. Add the following command:

set CATALINA_OPTS=$CATALINA_OPTS -javaagent:"/opt/ca/<Agent_Home>/
Agent.jar"

4. Save the startup script.
5. Restart the Tomcat server.

Configure Apache Tomcat with IBM J9 Virtual Machine (JVM) to Use the Java Agent

You must configure Apache Tomcat on IBM J9 JVM to work with the Java Agent.

You can configure your application server on different Java Virtual Machines. When using IBM J9 JVM, consider the
following guidelines:
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• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.6.0: You must use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead of Agent.jar.
• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.7.0 or 1.8.0: We recommended that you use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead

of Agent.jar.

 AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar deactivates class redefinition and retransformation to prevent possibly performance
issues.

Warning:

Using the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file has the following limitations:

• Metrics are not reported for system classes (java.*), NIO (Sockets and Datagrams), and SSL sockets because the
class redefinition and retransformation functions are deactivated.

• Instrumentation on sockets reverts to pre-Introscope 9.0.
• ManagedSocket style remote dynamic instrumentation is disabled.
• Changes to the PBD files require the instrumented JVM to be restarted before being applied.
• Deep inheritance and hierarchy support instrumentation features are disabled.
• Automatic entry point and automatic backend detection are disabled.
• If you are using the AllAppServer agent distribution with the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file, the alternate profile

is named IntroscopeAgent.websphere.NoRedef.profile.
• If you have both instrumented and noninstrumented applications on the same computer, include the -

Xshareclasses:none setting in the Generic JVM Argument. This setting avoids errors on AIX. A unique
directory is required when there is more than one version of WebSphere using the same agent directory.

• If you use a non-IBM JVM or an IBM JVM version other than 1.5, not all metrics and messages are output.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the AgentNoReDefNoRetrans.jar file from the IntroscopeAgentFiles-
NoInstaller<version>_allappserver.<os>.zip/tar file to the same location as <Agent_Home>/
Agent.jar.

2. Update the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

1.1 In the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory,
open IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.

2.1 Update the following properties:

introscope.bootstrapClassesManager.enabled=false
introscope.agent.remoteagentdynamicinstrumentation.enabled=false
introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled=false
introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.enabled=false
introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.enabled=false
introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.enabled=false
introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.enabled=false

3.1 Save and close the file.
3. Update the toggles-typical.pbd file.

1.1 Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory and open
the toggles-typical.pbd file in a text editor.

2.1 Comment the following lines with a '#':

#TurnOn: SocketTracing
#TurnOn: NIOSocketTracing
#TurnOn: NIOSocketSummaryTracing
#TurnOn: NIODatagramTracing
#TurnOn: NIODatagramSummaryTracing
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3.1 Uncomment the following line by removing the '#':

TurnOn: ManagedSocketTracing

4.1 Save and close the file.
4. Open the Tomcat startup script as explained above.
5. Set the generic JVM argument as follows:

-javaagent:<Path_To_Agent.Jar>
where <Path_To_Agent.Jar> is the path to AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar . For example:

set CATALINA_OPTS=%CATALINA_OPTS% -javaagent:"c:\apache-root\<Agent_Home>
\AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar" 

6. Save and close the script and restart Apache Tomcat.

Enable the Reporting of Tomcat JMX Metrics

If needed, you can enable JMX metrics reporting by configuring the agent profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Set introscope.agent.jmx.enable=true.
4. Add com.wily.use.platform.mbeanserver=true.

This setting allows you to view JMX metrics from Apache Tomcat in a console using the JMX remote management server
with a platform-specific MBeanServer

5. Save and close the file.

Fine-Tune Metrics Collection

If needed, you can fine-tune the data collection to match your specific requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the tomcat.pbd file in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Modify the parameters to fine-tune or customize the metrics collection. 
3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart your Tomcat server for the modifications to take effect.

Verify Your Configuration

You can verify your configuration by running a transaction trace session.
Follow these steps:

• Specify the Java agent whose transactions you want to trace and how long to capture the data. 

When the transaction trace session starts, the Java agent captures the specified transaction trace data for each transaction. The
transaction metrics display in the Transaction Trace Viewer. 

 GlassFish
To complete the installation and initial configuration, the steps are:

    

Install the Java Agent for GlassFish

Extract the agent package contents.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the package to a target system
2. Extract the contents of the package zip (Windows) or tarball (UNIX) into a location your JVM can access. 

Note:
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The variable <Agent_Home> is a convention that is used throughout the install instructions to refer to the wily directory
under where the Agent package was extracted. For example, if GlassFish_v1.zip was extracted in C:\Program
Files\, the <Agent_Home> value would be C:\Program Files\wily.

Windows
In Explorer for example, right-click the GlassFish_v1.zip file, click Extract All, and then follow the instructions to
extract it.
UNIX 
Extract the tarball by running a command as shown in this example:

$ tar -xvf GlassFish_v1.tar

Configure GlassFish to Use the Java Agent

You can configure the Oracle GlassFish open source application server project to use the Java agent. Oracle GlassFish
instrumentation is supported through the glassfish.pbd. 

Follow these steps:

1. Open the domain.xml file in a text editor.
By default this file is at $GLASSFISH_HOME/domains/$DOMAIN/config/domain.xml.

2.  Add this line in the java-config section:

<jvm-options>-javaagent:$AGENT_HOME/Agent.jar</jvm-options>

3. Save and close the file. 
4. Open the osgi.properties file in a text editor.

For example, for GlassFish 3.2 the properties file is located here: $GLASSFISH_HOME/glassfish/config/
osgi.properties.

5. Add com.wily.* to the eclipselink.bootdelegation property:

eclipselink.bootdelegation=oracle.sql, oracle.sql.*,
 com.wily.*org.osgi.framework.bootdelegation=sun.*, com.sun.*,
 com.wily.*

6. Save the file.
7. Restart the application server.

Enable the Reporting of GlassFish JMX Metrics

If needed, you can enable JMX metrics reporting.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Set introscope.agent.jmx.enable=true .
4. Add com.wily.use.platform.mbeanserver=true . This setting activates JMX metrics collection.
5. Save the file.
6. Restart the application server

You must restart the application server for the changes to take effect. 

Verify Your Configuration

If needed, you can verify your configuration by running a transaction trace session. 

• Specify the Java Agent whose transactions you want to trace and how long to capture the data. 

When the transaction trace session starts, the Java Agent captures the specified transaction trace data for each transaction.
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 JBoss AS/WildFly and JBoss EAP
 
All supported JBoss versions can run in either Standalone or Domain mode. To complete the installation and
initial configuration of the Java Agent, follow the instructions that correspond to your JBoss version and
mode.

    

Install the Java Agent for JBoss

Extract the agent package contents.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the package to a target system.
2. Extract the contents of the package zip (Windows) or tarball (UNIX) into a location your JVM can access. 

Note:

<Agent_Home> is a convention that is used throughout the install instructions to refer to the wily or home directory in
which the Agent package was extracted. For example, if JBoss_v1.zip was extracted in C:\Program Files\, the
<Agent_Home> value would be C:\Program Files\wily.

Windows 
In Explorer for example, right-click the JBoss_v1.zip file, click Extract All, and then follow the instructions to extract
it.
UNIX 
Extract the tarball by running a command as shown in this example:

$ tar -xvf JBoss_v1.tar

Configure JBoss to Use the Java Agent

You edit the JBoss startup script to configure the Java Agent to perform JBoss monitoring.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the directory containing the JBoss startup script. For example:

cd /jboss/bin

2. Open the JBoss startup script in a text editor using the appropriate command:

Windows
For managed domain mode:

$ vi run.bat

For standalone server mode:

$ vi standalone.bat

UNIX
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For managed domain mode:

$ vi run.sh

For standalone server mode:

$ vi standalone.sh

3. Locate the command line for setting Java options. Add the following command-line options to specify the path to
the Agent.jar file:
For JBoss 7 and later:

-Djboss.modules.system.pkgs=org.jboss.byteman,com.wily,com.wily.* -
javaagent:<PathToAgent.Jar>

For JBoss 6 and earlier:

-javaagent:<PathToAgent.Jar>

For WildFly running with Java 9+:

set JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -
Djboss.modules.system.pkgs=org.jboss.logmanager,org.jboss.byteman,com.wily,com.wily.*
 -javaagent:%AGENT_HOME%\Agent.jar -
Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager --
add-exports java.instrument/sun.instrument=ALL-UNNAMED --add-
exports jdk.management/com.sun.management.internal=ALL-UNNAMED -
 Dcom.wily.org.apache.commons.logging.Log=com.wily.org.apache.commons.logging.impl.NoOpLog
 --patch-module java.base=%AGENT_HOME%\common\AgentSocket.jar

4. Save the startup script.
5. Restart the JBoss server.

Configure JBoss/WildFly and JBoss EAP to Use the Java Agent in Standalone Server Mode

To configure JBoss/WildFly to use the Java agent, edit the JBoss startup script or configuration file that corresponds to your
JBoss or WildFly version:

• JBoss AS 6
The JBoss configuration file is <JBOSS_HOME>/bin/run.conf (UNIX/Linux) or <JBOSS_HOME>
\bin\run.conf.bat (Windows). To enable the agent, edit the file and add the agent settings -
javaagent:<PathToAgentJar> in the Java options section. For example:

set JAVA_OPTS= -javaagent:%AGENT_HOME%\Agent.jar %JAVA_OPTS%

• JBoss AS 7; WildFly 8, 9, and 10; JBoss EAP
The JBoss configuration file is <JBOSS_HOME>/bin/standalone.conf (UNIX/Linux) or <JBOSS_HOME>\bin
\standalone.bat (Windows). To enable the agent, you must configure:
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• the logManager location:
-Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager -Xbootclasspath/
p:<path_to_jboss_logmanager>/jboss-logmanager-<version>.jar.

Warning:

 Your actual JAR file version and the file path may differ from the versions that are given in the examples. Use
the JAR file version and the path that correspond to your JBoss version. For more information, see your JBoss
documentation.

• Example for JBoss AS 7.1.1:

set JAVA_OPTS= -Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager
 %JAVA_OPTS%
set JAVA_OPTS= -Xbootclasspath/p:%JBOSS_HOME%\modules\org\jboss\logmanager\main
\jboss-logmanager-1.2.2.GA.jar;%JBOSS_HOME%\modules\org\jboss\logmanager\log4j\main
\jboss-logmanager-log4j-1.0.0.GA.jar;%JBOSS_HOME%\modules\org\apache\log4j\main
\log4j-1.2.16.jar %JAVA_OPTS%

• Example for WildFly 8:

set JAVA_OPTS= -Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager
 %JAVA_OPTS%
set JAVA_OPTS= -Xbootclasspath/p:%JBOSS_HOME%\modules\system\layers\base\org\jboss
\logmanager\main\jboss-logmanager-1.5.2.Final.jar;%JBOSS_HOME%\modules\system\layers
\base\org\jboss\log4j\logmanager\main\log4j-jboss-logmanager-1.1.0.Final.jar %JAVA_OPTS%

• Example for WildFly 9:

set JAVA_OPTS= -Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager
 %JAVA_OPTS%
set JAVA_OPTS= -Xbootclasspath/p:%JBOSS_HOME%\modules\system\layers\base\org\jboss
\logmanager\main\jboss-logmanager-2.0.0.Final.jar;%JBOSS_HOME%\modules\system\layers
\base\org\jboss\log4j\logmanager\main\log4j-jboss-logmanager-1.1.2.Final.jar %JAVA_OPTS%

• Example for WildFly 10:

set JAVA_OPTS= -
Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager
 %JAVA_OPTS% set JAVA_OPTS= -Xbootclasspath/p:%JBOSS_HOME%/
modules/system/layers/base/org/jboss/logmanager/main/jboss-
logmanager-2.0.7.Final.jar;%JBOSS_HOME%/modules/system/
layers/base/org/jboss/log4j/logmanager/main/log4j-jboss-
logmanager-1.1.4.Final.jar %JAVA_OPTS%
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• Example for JBoss 7.1 EAP:

set JAVA_OPTS= -Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager
 %JAVA_OPTS%
set JAVA_OPTS= -Xbootclasspath/p:/root/EAP-7.1.0/modules/system/layers/base/org/jboss/
logmanager/main/jboss-logmanager-2.0.6.Final-redhat-1.jar:/root/EAP-7.1.0/modules/system/
layers/base/org/jboss/log4j/logmanager/main/log4j-jboss-logmanager-1.1.3.Final-redhat-1.jar
 %JAVA_OPTS%

• Example for JBoss 7.2 EAP:

set JAVA_OPTS="-Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager
 $JAVA_OPTS"
set JAVA_OPTS="-Xbootclasspath/p:/root/server2/jboss-eap-7.2/modules/system/layers/
base/org/jboss/logmanager/main/jboss-logmanager-2.1.5.Final-redhat-00001.jar:/root/server2/
jboss-eap-7.2/modules/system/layers/base/org/jboss/log4j/logmanager/main/log4j-jboss-
logmanager-1.1.6.Final-redhat-00001.jar:/root/server2/jboss-eap-7.2/modules/system/layers/
base/org/wildfly/common/main/wildfly-common-1.4.0.Final-redhat-1.jar $JAVA_OPTS"

• relevant classes in the OSGI container classpath:
-
Djboss.modules.system.pkgs=org.jboss.byteman,org.jboss.logmanager,com.wily,com.wily.*.
For example:

set JAVA_OPTS= -
Djboss.modules.system.pkgs=com.wily,com.wily.*,org.jboss.byteman,org.jboss.logmanager
 %JAVA_OPTS%

• the Java Agent settings:
-javaagent:<PathToAgent.Jar> For example:

set JAVA_OPTS= -javaagent:%Agent_Home%\Agent.jar %JAVA_OPTS%

• WildFly 11 with Java 9 or 10
If you are using WildFly 11 with Java 9 or 10, you must supply certain extra parameters. For example:

-Djboss.modules.system.pkgs=org.jboss.byteman,com.wily,com.wily.* -javaagent:
%Agent_Home%\Agent.jar -Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager
 --add-exports java.instrument\sun.instrument=ALL-UNNAMED --add-
exports jdk.management\com.sun.management.internal=ALL-UNNAMED  -
Dcom.wily.org.apache.commons.logging.Log=com.wily.org.apache.commons.logging.impl.NoOpLog
 --patch-module java.base=%WILY_HOME%\common\AgentSocket.jar

Configure JBoss/WildFly and JBoss EAP to Use the Java Agent in Managed Domain Mode

When running JBoss/WildFly or JBoss EAP in domain mode, you specify the settings in the following two configuration files:
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• domain.xmlContains settings that apply to all hosts in the managed domain. For example, the log manager, agent jar and
profile files, and OSGi settings that are common to all machines. Changes are global and apply to all nodes/servers.

• host.xml
Contains settings that are specific to a given host. For example, you might define
the com.wily.introscope.agent.agentName property to match a specific JBoss host instance.

You can configure JBoss/WildFly or JBoss EAP to work with the Java agent in managed domain mode. You can update
the domain.xml and host.xml files manually, or you can use the JBoss Management Console.

JBoss/WildFly or JBoss EAP in Domain Mode - Manual Configuration

To configure the settings manually, you add the JVM arguments in the domain.xml or host.xml f file.

 Example 1: Configure the JVM and agent settings in domain.xml.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <JBOSS_HOME>/domain/configuration/ and open the domain.xml file in a text editor.
2. Find the <server-groups> element and edit it similarly to this example. Adjust the paths and version numbers to match your

JBoss setup.

<server-groups>    <server-group name="main-server-group"
 profile="full">      <jvm name="default">        <heap size="64m"
 max-size="512m"/><jvm-options>         <option value="-
javaagent:%AGENT_HOME%/Agent.jar"/>         <option value="-
Xbootclasspath/p:%WILDFLY_HOME%/modules/system/layers/base/
org/jboss/logmanager/main/jboss-logmanager-2.1.7.Final.jar;
%WILDFLY_HOME%/modules/system/layers/base/org/jboss/log4j/
logmanager/main/log4j-jboss-logmanager-1.1.6.Final.jar;%WILDFLY_HOME
%/modules/system/layers/base/org/wildfly/common/main/wildfly-
common-1.4.0.Final.jar"/></jvm-options>       </jvm>      
 <socket-binding-group ref="full-sockets"/>       <system-
properties>         <property name="java.util.logging.manager"
 value="org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager" boot-time="true"/
>         <property name="jboss.modules.system.pkgs"
 value="org.jboss.byteman,com.wily,com.wily.*,org.jboss.logmanager"
 boot-time="true"/>       </system-properties>    </server-group> 
   <server-group name="other-server-group" profile="full-ha">     
 <jvm name="default">        <heap size="64m" max-size="512m"/>    
   </jvm>       <socket-binding-group ref="full-ha-sockets"/>    </
server-group></server-groups>

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the management server for the changes to take effect.

 Example 2: Configure the agent name for each host in host.xml. This example assumes a server group named 'clu01', with
two servers, 'srv01' and 'srv02'.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <JBOSS_HOME>/domain/configuration/ and open the host.xml file in a text editor.
2. In the servers section, edit the system properties:

<servers>    <server name="srv01" group="clu01" auto-
start="false">        <system-properties>            <property
 name="com.wily.introscope.agent.agentName" value="clu01-srv01"
 boot-time="true"/>        </system-properties>        <socket-
bindings socket-binding-group="full-sockets" port-offset="0"/
>    </server>    <server name="srv02" group="clu01" auto-
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start="false">        <system-properties>            <property
 name="com.wily.introscope.agent.agentName" value="clu01-srv02"
 boot-time="true"/>        </system-properties>        <socket-
bindings port-offset="150"/>    </server></servers>

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the domain server for the changes to take effect.

JBoss/WildFly or JBoss EAP in Managed Domain Mode - Configuration Using the Management Console

You can use the JBoss Management Console to supply the required Java options and system properties. Log in to the
JBoss Management Console (for example, at http://localhost:9990) as an admin user. Use the add-user.sh or add-
user.bat utility (located by default under <JBOSS_HOME>/bin) to create an admin user. See your JBoss/WildFly
documentation for more information about how to add users.

 Example 1 - Configure the JVM and agent settings.
Follow these steps:

1. Select the Hosts tab in the upper right corner, and select Server Groups.
2. Select JVM Configuration.
3. Select the Edit button and add the JVM options: -javaagent:C:\startup_scripts

\wildfly-8.0\wily1052\Agent.jar 
4. Select the System properties tab and add this property:

• Key: jboss.modules.system.pkg
• Value: com.wily,com.wily.*
• Boot-time: true

5. Restart the domain server to view the configuration changes.

 Example 2 - Configure the agent name for each host.
Follow these steps:

1. Select the Hosts tab in the upper right corner, and select Server Configurations.
2. Select a server from the Configuration Name column.
3. Select System Properties.
4. Select the Add button.
5. Create an agentName property. For example:

• Key: com.wily.introscope.agent.agentName
• Value: clu01-srv01
• Boot-time: true

6. Repeat the procedure for any other agents to which you want to assign a name explicitly.
7. Restart the server instances.

Configure JBoss/WildFly with IBM J9 Virtual Machine (JVM) to Use the Java Agent

You can configure JBoss/WildFly on IBM J9 JVM to work with the Java Agent. When using IBM J9 JVM, consider the
following guidelines:

• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.6.0: You must use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead of Agent.jar.
• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.7.0 or 1.8.0: We recommended that you use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead

of Agent.jar.

 AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar deactivates class redefinition and retransformation to prevent possible performance
issues. 

Warning:

Using the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file has the following limitations:

• Metrics are not reported for system classes (java.*), NIO (Sockets and Datagrams), and SSL sockets because the
class redefinition and retransformation functions are deactivated.

• Instrumentation on sockets reverts to pre-Introscope 9.0.
• ManagedSocket style remote dynamic instrumentation is disabled.
• Changes to the PBD files require the instrumented JVM to be restarted before being applied.
• Deep inheritance and hierarchy support instrumentation features are disabled.
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• Automatic entry point and automatic backend detection are disabled.
• If you are using the AllAppServer agent distribution with the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file, the alternate profile

is named IntroscopeAgent.websphere.NoRedef.profile.
• If you have both instrumented and noninstrumented applications on the same computer, include the -

Xshareclasses:none setting in the Generic JVM Argument. This setting avoids errors on AIX. A unique
directory is required when there is more than one version of WebSphere using the same agent directory.

• If you use a non-IBM JVM or an IBM JVM version other than 1.5, not all metrics and messages are output.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the AgentNoReDefNoRetrans.jar file from the IntroscopeAgentFiles-
NoInstaller<version>_allappserver.<os>.zip/tar file to the same location as <Agent_Home>/
Agent.jar.

2. Update the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

1.1 In the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory, open
the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.

2.1 Update the following properties:

introscope.bootstrapClassesManager.enabled=false
introscope.agent.remoteagentdynamicinstrumentation.enabled=false
introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled=false
introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.enabled=false
introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.enabled=false
introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.enabled=false
introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.enabled=false

3.1 Save and close the file.
3. Update the toggles-typical.pbd file.

1.1 Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2.1 Open the toggles-typical.pbd file.
3.1 Use the # symbol to comment out these lines:

#TurnOn: SocketTracing
#TurnOn: NIOSocketTracing
#TurnOn: NIOSocketSummaryTracing
#TurnOn: NIODatagramTracing
#TurnOn: NIODatagramSummaryTracing

4.1 Remove the # symbol to uncomment this line:

TurnOn: ManagedSocketTracing

5.1 Save and close the file.
4. Open the JBoss/WildFly configuration file.

Use the instructions from the appropriate configuration topic earlier in this article.
5. Set the Java command line option as follows:

-javaagent:<Path_To_Agent.Jar>
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where <Path_To_Agent.Jar> is the path to AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar. For example:

set JAVA_OPTS= -javaagent:<Agent_Home>\AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar
 %JAVA_OPTS%

6. Save and close the configuration file.
7. Restart the JBoss/WildFly server.

JBoss-Specific PBDs and PBLs

You can customize data collection using these JBoss-specific PBDs and PBLs:

• jboss4x.pbd
• jsf.pbd
• jsf-toggles-full.pbd
• jsf-toggles-typical.pbd
• jboss-full.pbl
• jboss-typical.pbl

Enable the Reporting of JBoss JMX Metrics

If needed, enable JBoss JMX metrics reporting. Configure the agent profile to collect JMX metrics.

JBoss 7 and later versionsFollow these steps:

1. In the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory, open
the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.

2. Set introscope.agent.jmx.enable=true .
3. Add com.wily.introcope.agent.jmx.syncWithAllMbeanServersForcibly=true and ensure that the

property is set to true .

Note:  In some JBoss AS and EAP versions, an MBean can be introduced into a JMX domain after server startup.
However, there is no expected asynchronous notification of the MBean addition. In this situation, the Java agent does not
see this MBean and its associated attributes at load time. This property is only necessary if the MBean you are trying to
monitor is not already available at load time. Enabling this property forcibly scans all known MBeanServers for registered
MBeans every 5 minutes. This scan gets an authoritative list of all registered MBeans within the server. Enabling the
property introduces some overhead.

More information JMX in Jboss 7.x / jboss eap 6.x.
4. Add com.wily.use.platform.mbeanserver=true.

This setting allows you to see JMX metrics from JBoss in a JConsole. You do so by using the JMX remote management
server with a platform-specific MBeanServer.

5. Save the file.
6. For JBoss 6 or previous versions: When using the default configuration, navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases

\<release_number>\extensions\deploy directory and move the introscope-jboss-service.xml file
into your /server/<server_configuration>/deploy directory.

Verify Your Configuration

You can verify your configuration by running a transaction trace session. 

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the Java Agent that has transactions that you want to trace and how long to capture the data.
When the transaction trace session starts, the agent captures the specified transaction trace data for each transaction. 

2. View the data in the Transaction Trace Viewer.

Troubleshooting
JBoss Application Server Logging Issues

Consider the following information when you use a JBoss application server.

Symptom:

The following behavior is common for any agent that performs logging on the application server:

https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.tec1042397.html
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• For JBoss 6 systems, the application server does not create the boot.log file.
• For JBoss 7 systems, the agent does not start or the following error appears:

The LogManager was not properly installed

Solution:

Use one of the following methods to resolve these issues:

• Turn off the logging of the agent in the agent profile and start the server. Enable the logging after the server starts.
• Open the JBoss startup script in a text editor. Update the script with the correct JBoss .jar files for the release that you use

as shown in this example:

set JAVA_OPTS= %JAVA_OPTS% -
Djboss.modules.system.pkgs=org.jboss.byteman,org.jboss.logmanager,com.wily,com.wily.*
 -Djava.util.logging.manager=org.jboss.logmanager.LogManager -
javaagent:<Agent_Home>\Agent.jar -Xbootclasspath/p:%JBOSS_HOME%
\modules\org\jboss\logmanager\main\jboss-logmanager-1.2.2.GA.jar;
%JBOSS_HOME%\modules\org\jboss\logmanager\log4j\main\jboss-
logmanager-log4j-1.0.0.GA.jar;%JBOSS_HOME%\modules\org\apache\log4j
\main\log4j-1.2.16.jar

Troubleshoot JBoss to Fix WebAppSupport Failure

Symptom:
WebAppSupport is implemented as an agent extension. WebAppSupport configuration is typically not needed on any
application server. However, unpredictable class load behavior of some application servers when using certain JVMs can cause
the WebAppSupport extension to fail.
Solution:Configure a startup class or custom service manually and apply a small workaround to use the legacy
WebAppSupport configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the WebAppSupport.jar file from <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>
\common to <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\ext.

2. Open the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config\jboss4x.pbd file in a text editor
and comment out the following line:

# TurnOn: webappTracing

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the application server.

Troubleshoot WildFly java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: org/jboss/modules/ModuleLoader WildFly Start
Up Error

WildFly does not start, and the java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: org/jboss/modules/
ModuleLoader error gets logged.

Solution:
Add the %JBOSS_HOME%/jboss-modules.jar argument Xbootclasspath in the startup script.

Follow these steps:
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1. Navigate to the directory containing the JBoss startup script. For example:

cd /jboss/bin

2. Open the JBoss startup script in a text editor using the appropriate command. 
3. Add the %JBOSS_HOME%/jboss-modules.jar argument to the Xbootclasspath as shown in this example:

set JAVA_OPTS= -Xbootclasspath/p:$JBOSS_HOME/jboss-modules.jar
 $JAVA_OPTS

4. Save the startup script.
5. Restart the JBoss server.

 Oracle WebLogic
Carry out the tasks appropriate for your environment to complete the installation and initial configuration:

    

Install the Java Agent for WebLogic

Extract the agent package contents.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the package to a target system
2. Extract the contents of the package zip (Windows) or tarball (UNIX) into a location your JVM can access. 

Note:

The variable <Agent_Home> is a convention that is used throughout the install instructions to refer to the wily directory
under where the Agent package was extracted. For example, if WebLogic_v1.zip was extracted in C:\Program
Files\, the <Agent_Home> value would be C:\Program Files\wily.

Windows
In Explorer for example, right-click the WebLogic_v1.zip file, click Extract All, and then follow the instructions to
extract it.
UNIX
 Extract the tarball by running a command as shown in this example:

$ tar -xvf WebLogic_v1.tar

Configure WebLogic to Use the Java Agent

To configure Oracle WebLogic to use the Java agent, you use the WebLogic Administration Console to set the path to
the Agent.jar file.

Follow these steps:

1. From the WebLogic Administration Console, go to Environments, Servers, $YOURSERVER, Server
Start, Arguments.

2. Add this argument under Generic JVM Arguments:

For WebLogic using Java 8 and previous versions:

-javaagent:$AGENT_HOME/Agent.jar
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For WebLogic using Java 9 and higher versions:

-javaagent:$AGENT_HOME/Agent.jar --add-exports java.instrument/sun.instrument=ALL-
UNNAMED --add-exports jdk.management/com.sun.management.internal=ALL-UNNAMED --patch-
module java.base=$AGENT_HOME/common/AgentSocket.jar

3. Save and close the script.
4. Restart the WebLogic server.

Configure WebLogic with IBM J9 Virtual Machine (JVM) to Use the Java Agent

You can configure your application server on different Java Virtual Machines. When using IBM J9 JVM, consider the
following guidelines:

• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.6.0: You must use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead of Agent.jar.
• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.7.0 or 1.8.0: We recommended that you use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead

of Agent.jar.

 AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar deactivates class redefinition and retransformation to prevent possibly performance
issues.

Warning:

Using the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file has the following limitations:

• Metrics are not reported for system classes (java.*), NIO (Sockets and Datagrams), and SSL sockets because the
class redefinition and retransformation functions are deactivated.

• Instrumentation on sockets reverts to pre-Introscope 9.0.
• ManagedSocket style remote dynamic instrumentation is disabled.
• Changes to the PBD files require the instrumented JVM to be restarted before being applied.
• Deep inheritance and hierarchy support instrumentation features are disabled.
• Automatic entry point and automatic backend detection are disabled.
• If you are using the AllAppServer agent distribution with the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file, the alternate profile

is named IntroscopeAgent.websphere.NoRedef.profile.
• If you have both instrumented and noninstrumented applications on the same computer, include the -

Xshareclasses:none setting in the Generic JVM Argument. This setting avoids errors on AIX. A unique
directory is required when there is more than one version of WebSphere using the same agent directory.

• If you use a non-IBM JVM or an IBM JVM version other than 1.5, not all metrics and messages are output.

Follow these steps:

1. From the WebLogic Administration Console, go to Environments, Servers, $YOURSERVER, Server
Start, Arguments.

2. Set the Java command line options as follows under Generic JVM Arguments:
-javaagent:<Path_To_Agent.Jar>
where <Path_To_Agent.Jar> is the path to AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar. For example:

-javaagent:<Agent_Home>/AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar

3. Save and close the script.
4. Restart the application server.

Enable Cross-Process Tracing 

Transaction trace sessions enable you to trace all the operations that occur in a transaction. The operations include transactions
that cross JVM boundaries on computers with compatible JVM versions.

Cross-process transaction tracing is supported for synchronous transactions, such as servlets to EJBs, and asynchronous
transactions.

Follow these steps:
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1. Add -Dweblogic.TracingEnabled=true to the java command line for starting WebLogic Server.
2. In the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory, open

the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. Locate and set the introscope.agent.weblogic.crossjvm property to true as follows:

introscope.agent.weblogic.crossjvm=true

4. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile.
You have enabled cross-process transaction tracing for the WebLogic server.

Enable JMX Metrics

The Java Agent can collect management data that application servers or Java applications expose as JMX-compliant
MBeans. The JMX metrics display in the Metric Browser under the <Domain>|<Host><Process>|AgentName|JMX| node.

WebLogic provides the following sources of JMX metrics:

• RuntimeServiceMBean – provides per-server runtime metrics, including active effective configuration
• DomainRuntimeServiceMBean – provides domain-wide runtime metrics
• EditServiceMBean – allows user to edit persistent configuration

The Java Agent polls only RuntimeServiceMBean for metrics. The Java Agent supports local access and contains data
that is expected to be relevant. However, the Java Agent can support any MBean built to the JMX specification. For more
information about the JMX specification, see the Oracle.com website.

By default, the IntroscopeAgent.profile file for WebLogic defines and enables the following keywords to collect
JMX metrics:

• ActiveConnectionsCurrentCount
• WaitingForConnectionCurrentCount
• PendingRequestCurrentCount
• ExecuteThreadCurrentIdleCount
• OpenSessionsCurrentCount

Configure WebLogic with JRockit JVM to Use the Java Agent

If you are using WebLogic with JRockit JVM, use the following command-line options to start the JVM:

JAVA_VENDOR=BeaJAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% -javaagent:PathToAgentJar

Troubleshoot WebLogic with JRockit JVM to View Socket Metrics

Symptom:

Due to a third-party compatibility issue, you can experience a problem with viewing metrics for socket clients.

Solution:

Turn on metrics for socket clients by using the Managed Socket option.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the toggles_typical.pbl or toggles_full.pbl file in a text editor.
3. Turn on the Managed Socket option to trace socket metrics. For example:

######################## Network Configuration# ================#TurnOn:
 SocketTracing# NOTE: Only one of SocketTracing and ManagedSocketTracing should
 be 'on'. ManagedSocketTracing is provided to# enable pre 9.0 socket tracing. TurnOn:
 ManagedSocketTracingTurnOn: UDPTracing

http://oracle.com/
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4. Save your changes.

Troubleshoot WebLogic to Fix WebAppSupport Failure

WebAppSupport is implemented as an agent extension. WebAppSupport configuration is typically not needed on any
application server. However, unpredictable class load behavior of some application servers when using certain JVMs can cause
the WebAppSupport extension to fail. In this case, you must configure a startup class or custom service manually and must
apply a small workaround to use the legacy WebAppSupport configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the WebLogic Administrative console and select the Environments folder.
2. Select the Startup & Shutdown folder, then select Configure a New Startup Class.
3. In the Name field, enter:

Introscope Startup Class

4. In the ClassName field, enter:

com.wily.introscope.api.weblogic.IntroscopeStartupClass

5. Select Create.
The Target and Deploy tab displays.

6. Select the servers where this startup class is available. 
7. Select Apply and select the Run above the Application Deployments option.
8. Add the location of the WebAppSupport.jar to the <server or application server> startup classpath. The location of

the WebAppSupport.jar is <Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/ext.
9. Open the <Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/config/wl100x.pbd file in a text editor

and comment out the following line:

# TurnOn:  webappTracing

10. Restart the application server.

 WebSphere Application Server
Carry out the tasks appropriate for your environment to complete the installation and initial configuration:

    

Install the Java Agent for WebSphere

Extract the agent package contents.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the package to a target system
2. Extract the contents of the package zip (Windows) or tarball (UNIX) into a location your JVM can access. 

Note:

The variable <Agent_Home> is a convention that is used throughout the install instructions to refer to the wily directory
under where the Agent package was extracted. For example, if WebSphere_-_Java_v1.zip was extracted in C:
\Program Files\, the <Agent_Home> value would be C:\Program Files\wily.

Windows
In Explorer for example, right-click the WebSphere_-_Java_v1.zip file, click Extract All, and then follow the instructions
to extract it.
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UNIX Extract the tarball by running a command as shown in this example:

$ tar -xvf WebSphere_-_Java_v1.tar

Configure the WebSphere Application Server to Use the Java Agent

To configure IBM WebSphere to use the Java agent, you use the WebSphere Administration Consoles to set the path to
the Agent.jar file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the WebSphere Administrator Console.
2. Navigate to Application Servers > $YOURSERVER > Server Infrastructure > Java and Process

Management > Process Definition > Java Virtual Machine.
3. Add this argument under Generic JVM Arguments:

 -javaagent:$AGENT_HOME/AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar

4. Save and close the script.
5. Restart the WebSphere application server.

Configure WebSphere Application Server with IBM J9 Virtual Machine (JVM) to Use the Java Agent

To configure WAS to use the Java Agent, you specify the corresponding Java options in the WAS Administrator Console. You
can configure your application server on different Java Virtual Machines. When using IBM J9 JVM, consider the following
guidelines:

• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.6.0: You must use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead of Agent.jar.
• IBM J9 JVM with JRE 1.7.0 or 1.8.0: We recommended that you use the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file instead

of Agent.jar.

 AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar deactivates class redefinition and retransformation to prevent possible performance
issues. 

Warning:

Using the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file has the following limitations:

• Metrics are not reported for system classes (java.*), NIO (Sockets and Datagrams), and SSL sockets because the
class redefinition and retransformation functions are deactivated.

• Instrumentation on sockets reverts to pre-Introscope 9.0.
• ManagedSocket style remote dynamic instrumentation is disabled.
• Changes to the PBD files require the instrumented JVM to be restarted before being applied.
• Deep inheritance and hierarchy support instrumentation features are disabled.
• Automatic entry point and automatic backend detection are disabled.
• If you are using the AllAppServer agent distribution with the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file, the alternate profile

is named IntroscopeAgent.websphere.NoRedef.profile.
• If you have both instrumented and noninstrumented applications on the same computer, include the -

Xshareclasses:none setting in the Generic JVM Argument. This setting avoids errors on AIX. A unique
directory is required when there is more than one version of WebSphere using the same agent directory.

• If you use a non-IBM JVM or an IBM JVM version other than 1.5, not all metrics and messages are output.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Administrator Console, navigate to Application Servers > $YOURSERVER > Server
Infrastructure > Java and Process Management > Process Definition > Java Virtual Machine.

2. Set the Generic JVM Argument field as follows:
-javaagent:<Path_To_Agent.Jar>
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where <Path_To_Agent.Jar> is the path to the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar file. For example:

-javaagent:<Agent_Home>/AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar

3. Save and close the script.
4. Restart the WebSphere application server.

Modify Java2 Security Policy

You might need to add permissions to your Java2 Security Policy for AutoProbe. The permissions allow Java2 Security Policy
for AutoProbe to run correctly in IBM WebSphere environments with Java2 Security enabled.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the $WebSphere home/properties/server.policy file in a text editor.
2. Add the following permissions to the file.

Note:

In this example, the line breaks are shown for user readability. You do not need to add line breaks when adding the
permissions to the server.policy file.

// permissions for Introscope AutoProbegrant codeBase "file:
${was.install.root}/-" {permission java.io.FilePermission
 "${was.install.root}${/}wily${/}-", "read";permission
 java.net.SocketPermission "*", "connect,resolve";permission
 java.lang.RuntimePermission "setIO";permission
 java.lang.RuntimePermission "getClassLoader";permission
 java.lang.RuntimePermission "modifyThread";permission
 java.lang.RuntimePermission "modifyThreadGroup";permission
 java.lang.RuntimePermission "loadLibrary.*";permission
 java.lang.RuntimePermission "accessClassInPackage.*";permission
 java.lang.RuntimePermission "accessDeclaredMembers";};grant
 {permission java.util.PropertyPermission "*", "read,write";};

3. Save and close the file.

Enable the Collection of IBM WebSphere PMI Metrics

DX APM uses the IBM WebSphere PMI interface to extract IBM WebSphere Performance Monitoring Infrastructure (PMI)
metrics.

You enable the PMI data collection in IBM WebSphere before the data can be available to Introscope. In IBM WebSphere, all
performance monitoring settings are off by default.

Follow these steps:

1. Enable PMI data collection in IBM WebSphere.
2. Configure the reporting of PMI data in the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

Enable PMI Data Collection in IBM WebSphere

To monitor performance data through the Performance Monitoring Infrastructure (PMI), you must first enable PMI. Follow
these steps:

1. Open the WebSphere Administrative Console.
2. Navigate to Servers, Server Types, WebSphere application servers, server_name.
3. Select the Configuration tab.
4. Select Performance Monitoring Infrastructure (PMI) under Performance.
5. Select the Enable Performance Monitoring Infrastructure (PMI) check box.
6. (Optional) Select the check box Use sequential counter updates to enable precise statistic update.
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7. (Optional) Select a statistic set to be monitored under Currently Monitored Statistic Set.
8. (Optional) Select Custom to enable or disable specific statistics. Select a component from the tree and enable or disable

statistics on the opposite table. Go back to the main PMI configuration page by clicking the Performance Monitoring
Infrastructure link.

9. Select Apply or OK.
10. Select Save.
11. Restart the application server. The changes that you make take effect after the application server restart.

After you have enabled PMI data collection in IBM WebSphere, the PMI data can be displayed as metrics. You can filter the
metric categories depending on your needs.

Note:   For IBM WebSphere on z/OS, we recommend that you use DX APM for IBM WebSphere z/OS. DX APM for
IBM WebSphere z/OS provides IBM WebSphere-specific PBDs and metrics. These PBDs and metrics use a low-overhead
tracer technology to retrieve IBM WebSphere-specific metrics. DX APM for IBM WebSphere z/OS does not require you to
enable PMI in IBM WebSphere for z/OS. You can also enable PMI reporting in IBM WebSphere for z/OS, but this approach
consumes more system resources.

Configure the Reporting of IBM WebSphere PMI Metrics

After you turn on the Performance Monitoring Settings in IBM WebSphere, enable PMI data collection in Introscope. Enable
the metric categories that you want.

Follow these steps:

1. Shut down your managed application.
2. In the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory, open

the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Locate the introscope.agent.pmi.enable  property in the IBM WebSphere PMI Configurations section, and

verify that it is set to true.
4. Locate the following properties for high-level PMI metric categories:

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.threadPoolModule=trueintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.servletSessionsModule=trueintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.connectionPoolModule=trueintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.beanModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.transactionModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.webAppModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.jvmRuntimeModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.systemModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.cacheModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.orbPerfModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.j2cModule=trueintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.webServicesModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.wlmModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.wsgwModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.alarmManagerModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.hamanagerModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.objectPoolModule=falseintroscope.agent.pmi.enable.schedulerModule=false#
 introscope.agent.pmi.enable.jvmpiModule=false

These four high-level PMI metric categories are set to true by default: threadPool, servletSessions, connectionPool,
and j2c. You can enable more metric categories by setting the appropriate properties to true. You can reduce the reported
metrics by commenting out categories.

5. Save the changes and close the file.
6. Restart the managed application.

Available PMI metrics are displayed under the IBM WebSpherePMI node in the Metric tree.

Configure the Reporting of Resource Metric Map Data for IBM WebSphere

When you enable IBM WebSphere PMI data collection, various agents can report and display resource metric categories. You
can configure the application server to report Resource Metric Map data.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the IBM WebSphere console.
2. Navigate to Monitoring and Tuning, Performance Monitoring Infrastructure.
3. Select the server to use for reporting, such as server1.
4. Select the Configuration tab, and select the Custom option.
5. Select the Custom link.

A configuration tree of options appears.
6. Select JDBC Connection Pools on the tree, and enable WaitingThreadCount on the right pane.
7. Select ThreadPools on the tree, and enable ActiveCount on the right pane.
8. Save the configuration and restart the application server

Enable EJB Over Java RMI Cross-Process Tracing in IBM WebSphere

You can trace and correlate transactions for an application with these characteristics:

• The application runs in the IBM WebSphere Application server.
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• The application uses Java Remote Method Invocation (Java RMI) to call EJBs. These EJBs are hosted in another IBM
WebSphere Application server instance of the same version.

Follow these steps:

1. Turn on the work area service:

1.1 From the administration page, navigate to Servers > Application servers, select server1, Business Process
Services, Work Area Service.

2.1 Select the Enable service at server startup check box.
2. In the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory, open

the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Locate and set introscope.agent.websphere.crossjvm property to true as follows:

introscope.agent.websphere.crossjvm=true

Default: False
4. Save and close the file.

You enabled cross-process transaction tracing for IBM WebSphere.

Logging Factors for IBM WebSphere for z/OS

Consider these factors when logging in an IBM WebSphere z/OS environment.

Note:

More information: Java Agent Logging 

Tagging log Output as EBCDIC

Typically, z/OS is an EBCDIC computer. However, IBM WebSphere for z/OS changed its default encoding from EBCDIC
CP1047 to ASCII ISO8859-1. Tag logging data that the Java Agent or AutoProbe write to use EBCDIC, not ASCII, as the
final output stream.

To tag data as EBCDIC instead of ASCII

1. In the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory, open
the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.

2. Add these properties to the IntroscopeAgent.profile:

log4j.appender.console.encoding=IBM-1047log4j.appender.logfile.encoding=IBM-1047

3. Save the file. 

Eliminate Startup Timing Issues with Logging Facilities

You can configure IBM WebSphere for z/OS to eliminate startup timing-window exposures that can occur due to Introscope
logging.

Follow these steps:

1. In the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory, open
the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.

2. Add this property to the IntroscopeAgent.profile:

introscope.agent.logger.delay=100000

The value is in milliseconds, so the default delay in this example is 100 seconds.
3. Save the file.

Verify Your Configuration
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If needed, you can verify your configuration by running a transaction trace session. 

• Specify the Java agent whose transactions you want to trace and how long to capture the data. 

When the transaction trace session starts, the agent captures the specified transaction trace data for each transaction. The
transaction metrics display in the Transaction Trace Viewer. 

Troubleshoot WebSphere with JRockit JVM to Fix WebAppSupport Failure

WebAppSupport is implemented as an agent extension. WebAppSupport configuration is typically not needed on any
application server. However, unpredictable class loading behavior of some application servers when using a JRockit JVM can
cause the WebAppSupport extension to fail. In this case, you must configure a startup class or custom service manually and
must apply a small workaround to use the legacy WebAppSupport configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the WebSphere Administrative Console.
2. Select the server that you want to configure and navigate to Server Infrastructure, Administration, Custom Services.
3. Modify the custom service that you want or create one.
4. Complete the following fields on the Configuration page and select OK.

• Enable service at server startup
This field specifies that the service starts during the server startup.

• Classname
This field specifies the name of the custom service class.
com.wily.introscope.api.websphere.IntroscopeCustomService 

• Display Name
This field specifies the name to display, For example: My Custom Service

• Classpath
This field specifies the fully qualified pathname of the properties file, for example:
<Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\ext/WebAppSupport.jar 

5. Configure metrics reporting when SIBus or new PMI modules are added to IBM WebSphere Application Server.

1.1 Disable the Custom Service. 
2.1 Create the Introscope Custom Service.

6.  Open the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config/ws60x.pbd file in a text editor and
comment out the following line:

# TurnOn: webappTracing

7. Restart the application server.

 Other Java Applications

To start the agent on a different application server, add the following arguments to the JVM startup arguments:

java [...] -javaagent:/<path to agent.jar> [...]

Usually, you place these additional arguments in your application startup scripts. On some platforms, you must add the
additional arguments to a Windows Service or a special options file.

Reach out to the DX APM Community to find out about good practices and recommendations for specific platforms by other
users.

 Deploy and Monitor an IBM WebSphere Liberty Application on Cloud Foundry

As an APM Administrator, you can deploy an application to Pivotal Cloud Foundry (Cloud Foundry). During the deployment,
you can configure the Java agent to monitor the application. Diagnosers and triagers view the metrics in a user interface.

Use the following example to deploy the example_app.war Java application, which runs on an IBM WebSphere Liberty
(Liberty) web server as a guide for your deployment.

Deploying an application to Cloud Foundry consists of these high-level steps:

https://communities.ca.com/community/ca-apm
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Prerequisites

Before you deploy, ensure that you can access these applications and components:

• Liberty application ready to deploy to Cloud Foundry
• Pivotal

• Cloud Foundry Web Services account
• Cloud Foundry command-line interface (CLI)

• IBM WebSphere Liberty buildpack version 3.10.1 and higher

Create the Introscope Service (DX Application Performance Management)

Create the user-provided service that is named introscope for use in DX Application Performance Management.

Follow these steps:

1. Provide the agent manager information to the Enterprise Manager. The Java agent requires this information to connect to
the Enterprise Manager.

Perform this step on the computer containing the cf binary, which is typically the local computer. At a command prompt,
run this command to provide the agent manager URL to the Enterprise Manager:

$ cf cups introscope -p "agent_manager_url"

2. When prompted, insert the agent manager URL, and press Enter.
3. (Optional) Provide more Java options in the manifest.yml file. 

1.1 Navigate to <where>, and open the manifest.yml file in a text edit
2.1 Configure the manifest.yml file to add the options.

For example, you can add introscope.agent.agentName.

---applications:- name: <example_app or any unique name across Cloud Foundry>path: ./
example_app.war buildpack: https://github.com/cloudfoundry/ibm-websphere-liberty-buildpackhealth-check-
type: none

Create the Introscope Service (CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management)

Create the user-provided service that is named introscope to use in CA Digital Experience Insights Application
Performance Management.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Get the agent manager token.

1.1  In the left pane in the Settings section, click the Agents icon.
2.1 Click Show Agent Connection Details.

The agent manager URL and token display. 
3.1 Copy the agent manager URL and the token value.

3. Set the agent manager URL and token value in Cloud Foundry.

1.1 Provide the agent manager information to the Enterprise Manager.
The Java agent requires this information to connect to the Enterprise Manager. Perform this step on the computer
containing the cf binary, which is typically the local computer. At a command prompt, run this command to
provide the Enterprise Manager with the agent manager URL and token credential: 

cf cups Introscope -p “agent_manager_url, agent_manager_credential”.

https://github.com/cloudfoundry/ibm-websphere-liberty-buildpack
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1.1 When prompted, provide the agent manager URL, and press Enter.
2.1 Enter the token value as the credential, and press Enter.

4. (Optional) Provide more Java options in the manifest.yml file. Configure the manifest.yml file to add the options.
For example, you can add introscope.agent.agentName. 

---applications:- name: <example_app or any unique name across Cloud
 Foundry>path: ./example_app.warbuildpack: https://github.com/cloudfoundry/ibm-

websphere-liberty-buildpackhealth-check-type: none

Bind the Service to the Application

In Cloud Foundry, bind the service to the Liberty application.

Follow these steps:

At a command prompt, run this command to bind the service to the application:

$ cf bind-service <Application_Name> introscope

Example

$ cf bind-service java-war-app introscope

Restage the Application to Download the Introscope Agent Binary File

When you restage the application, the buildpack downloads the Introscope agent binary from the   web server. The
buildpack updates any configurations that are made to the deployed application after the last restage. After you restage the
application, you have deployed the application on Cloud Foundry.
Follow these steps:

At a command prompt, run this command to restage the application:

 $ cf restage <Application_Name>

The Introscope Java agent is connected to the Enterprise Manager. The Liberty application is deployed on Cloud Foundry and
the application is instrumented. 

View the Application Metrics

Generate traffic to the application. Access the application with a browser, and run DX APM to view the application metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate some traffic to the application.
For example, repeatedly add some input data into the Liberty application, and have the application perform some actions. 

2. Using a browser, go to the <Application_Name>.cfapps.io  URL to access the Liberty application.
3. Open the user interface to view the application metrics.

Troubleshoot Application Deployment Failure

Symptom

The application deployment fails. The Cloud Foundry CLI displays a message stating that the deployment has failed. The
application on Cloud Foundry is not instrumented.

Solution

https://github.com/cloudfoundry/ibm-websphere-liberty-buildpack
https://github.com/cloudfoundry/ibm-websphere-liberty-buildpack
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Review the Cloud Foundry logs. Run this command at a command prompt to access the logs:

$ cf logs <Application_Name> --recent

Ensure that the application name and path are correct in the manifest.yml file.

Note:

More information:

•  Pivotal Cloud Foundry documentation 
•  TEC1286338: Pivotal Cloud Foundry APM agents are not displaying all instances. 

 Deploy and Monitor a Java Application on Cloud Foundry

As an APM Administrator, you can deploy an application to Pivotal Cloud Foundry (Cloud Foundry). During the deployment,
you can configure the Java agent to monitor the application. Diagnosers and triagers view the metrics in a user interface.

Use the following example to deploy the example_app.war Java application, which runs on a Tomcat web server as a
guide for your deployment.

Deploying an application to Cloud Foundry consists of these high-level steps:

    

Prerequisites

Before you deploy, ensure that you can access these applications and components:

• Java application ready to deploy to Cloud Foundry
• Pivotal

• Cloud Foundry Web Services account
• Cloud Foundry command-line interface (CLI)

•  Java buildpack version 4.4 or higher 

Create the Introscope Service (DX Application Performance Management)

Create the user-provided service that is named introscope for use in DX Application Performance Management.

Follow these steps:

1. Provide the agent manager information to the Enterprise Manager. The Java agent requires this information to connect to
the Enterprise Manager.

Perform this step on the computer containing the cf binary, which is typically the local computer. At a command prompt,
run this command to provide the agent manager URL to the Enterprise Manager:

$ cf cups introscope -p "url"

2. When prompted, insert the agent manager URL, and press Enter.
3. (Optional) Provide more Java options in the manifest.yml file. Configure the manifest.yml file to add the

options. 

For example, you can add introscope.agent.agentName.

---applications:- name: <example_app or any unique name across Cloud Foundry>path: ./
example_app.war buildpack: https://github.com/cloudfoundry/java-buildpack.git health-check-type: none>

Create the Introscope Service (CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management)

Create the user-provided service that is named introscope for use in CA Digital Experience Insights Application
Performance Management.

https://docs.pivotal.io/pivotalcf/installing/pcf-docs.html
https://ca-broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/external/article?articleId=7213
https://github.com/cloudfoundry/java-buildpack/releases/tag/v4.4
https://github.com/cloudfoundry/java-buildpack.git
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Get the agent manager token.

1.1  In the left pane in the Settings section, click the Agents icon.
2.1 Click Show Agent Connection Details.

The agent manager URL and token display. 
3.1 Copy the agent manager URL and the token value.

3. Set the agent manager URL and token value in Cloud Foundry.

1.1 Provide the agent manager information to the Enterprise Manager.
The Java agent requires this information to connect to the Enterprise Manager.Perform this step on the computer
containing the cf binary, which is typically the local computer. At a command prompt, run this command to provide
the Enterprise Manager with the agent manager URL and token credential: 

$ cf cups introscope -p "url, credential"

1.1 When prompted, provide the agent manager URL, and press Enter.
2.1 Enter the token value as the credential, and press Enter.

4. (Optional) Provide more Java options in the manifest.yml file. Configure the manifest.yml file to add the
options. 

For example, you can add introscope.agent.agentName.

---applications:- name: <example_app or any unique name across Cloud
 Foundry>path: ./example_app.warbuildpack: https://github.com/cloudfoundry/java-

buildpack.githealth-check-type: none

Bind the Service to the Application

In Cloud Foundry, bind the service to the Java application.

Follow these steps:

At a command prompt, run this command to bind the service to the application:

$ cf bind-service <Application_Name> introscope

Example

$ cf bind-service java-war-app introscope

Restage the Application to Download the Introscope Agent Binary File

When you restage the application, the buildpack downloads the Introscope agent binary from the   web server. The
buildpack updates any configurations that are made to the deployed application after the last restage. After you restage the
application, you have deployed the application on Cloud Foundry.
Follow these steps:

https://github.com/cloudfoundry/java-buildpack.git
https://github.com/cloudfoundry/java-buildpack.git
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At a command prompt, run this command to restage the application:

 $ cf restage <Application_Name>

The Introscope Java agent is connected to the Enterprise Manager. The Java application is deployed on Cloud Foundry and is
instrumented. 

(Optional) Override the Default Java Agent Version

You can override the default Java agent version to use a different version for your deployment. By default the buildpack
always chooses the current agent version.

Follow these steps: 

At a command prompt, run this command, making sure to include the spaces between the curly braces:

 $ cf set-env qatestapp JBP_CONFIG_INTROSCOPE_AGENT '{ version:
 new_version }' 

Example
You are running Java agent version 10.0.0_16, which is the DX APM version 10.0 default value. Later you want to use the
next version agent, for example, Java agent version 10.1.0_15. You run this command:

 $ cf set-env qatestapp JBP_CONFIG_INTROSCOPE_AGENT '{ version:
 10.1.0_15 }' 

View the Application Metrics

Generate traffic to the application. Access the application with a browser, and run DX APM to view the application metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate some traffic to the application.
For example, repeatedly add some input data into the Java application, and have the application perform some actions. 

2. Using a browser, go to the <Application_Name>.cfapps.io URL to access the Java application.
3. Open the user interface to view the application metrics.

Troubleshoot Application Deployment Failure

Symptom

The application deployment fails. The Cloud Foundry CLI displays a message stating that the deployment has failed. The
application on Cloud Foundry is not instrumented.

Solution

Review the Cloud Foundry logs. Run this command at a command prompt to access the logs:

$ cf logs <Application_Name> --recent

Ensure that the application name and path are correct in the manifest.yml file.

Note:

More information:

•  Pivotal Cloud Foundry documentation 
•  KB000007213: Pivotal Cloud Foundry APM agents are not displaying all instances. 

https://docs.pivotal.io/pivotalcf/installing/pcf-docs.html
https://ca-broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/external/article?articleId=7213
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 Uninstall Java Agent

Uninstalling the Java agent requires you to know where the Java Agent was installed for each application being monitored.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the application server.

Note:  Monitored JVMs must be shut down before you run the uninstall program.
2. Open the application server startup script and remove the Java Agent switches from the Java command line. Depending on

the application server, the startup options include:

•

-Xbootclasspath

•

-javaagent:<path_to_the_agent_jar>

3. Start the application server.
4. Delete the <Agent_Home> directory.

The Java Agent is uninstalled.

Uninstalling the Java Agent from z/OS

Warning:  Shut down the monitored JVM before you remove files.

We recommended that to uninstall the Java agent from z/OS, delete the <Agent_Home> directory using an rm -
rf command.

 Configure Java Monitoring

You can configure the Java agent and more monitoring of your Java applications in addition to the out of the box metrics.

The Java agent attributes are the common attributes that all agents and Infrastructure Agent extensions use.

 Configure the Agent Connection to the Enterprise Manager for DX APM SaaS

To report metrics, the agent must connect to an Enterprise Manager. You can configure agents to send information using the
WebSocket protocol or HTTP tunneling.

  

Connect Using WebSocket Protocol

You can configure the agent to send information using the WebsSocket protocol. This protocol combines the efficiency of
binary socket communication with the compatibility of HTTP network proxies and firewalls.

Connect Using HTTP Tunneling

You can configure the agent to use HTTP tunneling technology for agents to connect to an Enterprise Manager remotely. The
agent must be configured to connect to the embedded web server of the Enterprise Manager, where the HTTP tunneling web
service is hosted. 

Follow these steps:

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor or configure the properties in APM Command Center.
2.  Set the agentManager.url.1 property.

Include the host name or IP address of the Enterprise Manager to which the agent connects by default. Include the HTTP
listening port of the embedded web server. For example:

agentManager.url.1=ssl://<Host IP>:5443

Note:
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DX APM uses the introscope.enterprisemanager.port.channel2=5443 property setting to configure a
secure connection.

3. (Optional) Specify one or more backup Enterprise Managers for the agent to connect to. This setup helps if the connection
to the primary Enterprise Manager fails.

4. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file or click Done in APM Command Center.

 Java Agent Logging
 
Configure Logging Options

When the Java Agent is installed on an application server, after the server starts up the <Agent_Home>/logs directory is
created. The application server process must have full read/write/execute permissions on the <Agent_Home> directory. To
provide, install the Java agent on the same operating system as the user who runs the application server process. Or, install the
Java agent as a different user, then use the chmod command to grant the necessary permissions.

You can configure the Java agent to run in verbose mode. Verbose mode records higher levels of details about actions
and agent interactions with your environment. This information is useful in solving issues with your environment or agent
functionality.

DX APM uses Log4J functionality for these functions. If you want to use other Log4J functionality, see the Log4J
documentation.

Note:

More information:

•  KB000047700: Increasing APM logging level selectively for specific logger modules instead of all loggers avoids various
problems 

•  KB000013526: How to disable DX APM Agent log and AutoProbe log 

Run the Agent in Verbose Mode

Running the agent in verbose mode records higher levels of information to the agent log.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. Modify the log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent  property, replacing the

existing INFO with VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel,
 logfile

4. Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile. 

Note:  Changes to this property are expected to take effect within one minute. No managed application restart is required.

Redirect Agent Output to a File

The property controlling the agent logging in verbose mode also controls the agent log location and the log output location.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. Find the log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent property.

The options for this property are:

•  console
The information in the log file is sent to the console

• logfile
The information in the log file is sent to a log file. If you select logfile, the location of the log file is configured
using the log4j.appender.logfile.File property.

https://logging.apache.org/log4j/2.x/index.html
https://logging.apache.org/log4j/2.x/index.html
https://ca-broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/external/article?articleId=47700
https://ca-broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/external/article?articleId=47700
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/how-to-disable-introscope-agent-log-and-autoprobe-log/kb000013526
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For example, configure log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent as shown if you want the agent to report in verbose mode
to only a log file:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel,logfile

If you wanted the agent to report to both a log file and the console, you include both logfile and console in the
property.

Note:  By default the agent log, IntroscopeAgent.log is written to the <Agent_Home>/logs directory. If you
configured agent autonaming options, the agent log files are also automatically named. See Agent log files and automatic
agent naming.

4. Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile. 

Change the Name or Location of the Agent Log File

You can also change the location and name of a log file by modifying a property.

The user who starts the application server creates and writes data in the IntroscopeAgent.log file. This user
must have create/write permissions to the directory where IntroscopeAgent.log resides as configured in the
IntroscopeAgent.profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. Locate the log4j.appender.logfile.File property.

If logfile is specified in the log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent property, the location of the log file is configured
using the log4j.appender.logfile.File property.

Note:  System properties (Java command line -D options) can be included as part of the file name. For example, if a Java
command starts with -Dmy.property=Server1 , then log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/
Introscope-${my.property}.log is expanded to: log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/
Introscope-Server1.log .

4. Set the location and name of the log file, using a fully qualified path to the new location and file. For example:

log4j.appender.logfile.File=C:/Logs/AgentLog1.log

5. Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile. 

Agent Log Files and Automatic Agent Naming

If you use automatic agent naming, by default the log files that are associated with an agent are named automatically. The log
file naming uses the same information that is used to name the agent.

Automatic agent naming affects the log file in the following way:

• If the original name of the log file does not end in .log, automatic agent naming adds a period and log.
• The underscore character replaces all characters that are not letters or digits.
• If advanced Log4J functionality is used, the agent log file automatic naming capability might not work.

The following examples show how an agent log file is named. The examples use an agent name of DOM1//ACME42,
where DOM1 is the WebLogic domain, and ACME42 is the agent instance.

When the AutoProbe.log file is created and the agent name is not available, the filename includes a timestamp:

AutoProbe.20040416-175024.log
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Once the agent name becomes available, the log file is renamed using the agent automatic name:

AutoProbe.DOM1_ACME42.log

To disable automatic log naming, set the property introscope.agent.disableLogFileAutoNaming to true.

Note:

More information: KB000004171: AutoProbe logs are growing to huge sizes. 

Roll Up Logs by Date or Size

You can roll up logs that are based on size or date. Rolling up retains a specified number of days of information and purges the
rest.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3.  Locate the Logging Configuration section.
4. Modify the following properties:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgentlog4j.appender.logfile.Filelog4j.appender.console.layoutlog4j.appender.console.layout.ConversionPatternlog4j.appender.logfilelog4j.appender.logfile.MaxFileSizelog4j.appender.logfile.MaxBackupIndex

Note:  Restart the managed application for changes to this property take effect.
5. Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

For example, the following configuration keeps up to three backup/rolled logs, and each is up to 2 KB:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel,
 logfilelog4j.appender.logfile.File=logs/IntroscopeAgent.log
 log4j.appender.console.layout=com.wily.org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
 log4j.appender.console.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{M/dd/yy hh:mm:ss a z} [%-3p] [%c]
 %m%n log4j.appender.logfile=com.wily.introscope.agent.AutoNamingRollingFileAppender
 log4j.appender.logfile.MaxFileSize=2KB log4j.appender.logfile.MaxBackupIndex=3 

Manage ProbeBuilder Logs

The ProbeBuilder logs the following information:

• All the classes that it sees
• All the classes that it instruments
• All the classes that it does not add instrumentation for the probes that it added during the instrumentation process
• The PBDs it used. 
• The classes that it did not instrument due to skips.

Command-line ProbeBuilder Log Name and Location

Specifying the Java classes location using the Command-Line ProbeBuilder also specifies the ProbeBuilder log file location.
For a directory, the log file is located inside the destination directory. For a file, the log file is located next to the destination
file.

The ProbeBuilder log file is named <original-directory-or-original-file>.probebuilder.log. The <original-
directory> or <original-file> is the Java class location that you specify using the Command-Line ProbeBuilder.

Only the most recent log is kept; all previous log files are overwritten.

AutoProbe Log Name and Location

AutoProbe always attempts to log the changes it makes. By default the AutoProbe log file is named AutoProbe.log.

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/autoprobe-logs-are-growing-to-huge-sizes/kb000004171
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The user who starts the application server creates and writes data in the AutoProbe.log. This user must have create/write
permissions to the directory where the AutoProbe.log resides according to the Introscope.Agent profile file.

You can change the name or location of the AutoProbe log.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. Locate the introscope.autoprobe.logfile property and modify the log name and location, using a fully qualified

file path. Non-absolute names are resolved relative to the IntroscopeAgent.profile file location.

Note:  When loading the IntroscopeAgent.profile from a resource on a classpath, the file is located within the resource.
This situation results in AutoProbe being unable to write to its log file.

Restart the managed application for changes to this property take effect. 
4. Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile. 

 Application Socket Monitoring
Socket metrics

Socket and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) metric collection is enabled by default in the agent.

Note:

• JVMs using the AgentNoRedefNoRetrans.jar do not have socket metrics reported.
• The GlassFish application server modifies the default socket implementation. Hence the agent does not report socket

metrics and they appear dimmed. Metrics such as Concurrent Readers, Concurrent Writers, Input Bandwidth(Bytes
Per Second), and Output Bandwidth(Bytes Per Second) appear under:

• Sockets|Client|<host>|CA Portal
• Sockets|Server|CA Portal

Fine-Tuning Socket and SSL Metric Collection

You can refine metric collection by turning on and off specific tracer groups to help achieve these positive outcomes:

• helps to target the information you want
• reduces overhead costs

Follow these steps:

1. Open the java2.pbd file, which is located in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core
\config directory.

2. In the I/O Socket Tracer Group or Network Tracer Group sections of java2.pbd, determine the tracers that you want
to turn on or off. Comment or uncomment the tracer lines as appropriate. For example, to suppress the metrics for input
bandwidth, you comment out the following line:

#TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: SocketTracing read InputStreamBandwidthTracer "Input
 Bandwidth (Bytes Per Second)"

3. Save the java2.pbd file.

Restricting socket and SSL metric collection

Socket and SSL metric collection is enabled by default. Monitored applications or services that create a large number of
transient sockets might generate a larger than usual increase in memory. This memory is needed for storing information about
these sockets. The effect has been observed in managed and NIO sockets and regular sockets.

To prevent memory overhead issues, or simply to target more relevant information, perform one or both of the following
configuration tasks:

•  Edit the Agent Profile to Restrict Metric Collection.
• You can turn off collection completely in these situations:

• When collecting certain metrics is not required
• To address memory issues that are caused by monitored applications or services creating a large number of transient

sockets.
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To turn off collection, edit toggles-full.pbd  or  toggles-typical.pbd, which are located in
the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.

Editing the Agent Profile to Restrict Metric Collection

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open IntroscopeAgent.profile  in a text editor.
3. In the Agent I/O Socket Metrics section, edit the property values to contain the list of those hosts or ports for which

metrics are required:
If an invalid host or port is included in the parameter values, a warning message is written to the agent log. That value is
ignored. If, as a result, the list contains no entries, no restriction applies.

• introscope.agent.io.socket.client.hosts
A comma-separated list of hosts; only 'client' socket metrics for specified hosts is generated. Hosts can be specified by
name or textual representation of IP address (in either IPv4 or IPv6 forms).

Note:  Duplicate host names are discarded. In cases where multiple host names map to a single IP, only one of the
names is retained. The property will, however, match client connections with any of the set of synonymous names.

• introscope.agent.io.socket.client.ports
A comma-separated list of port numbers; only 'client' socket metrics for specified ports are generated.

Note:  Duplicate ports are discarded.
• introscope.agent.io.socket.server.ports

Comma-separated list of port numbers, only 'server' socket metrics for specified ports are generated.

The above properties are dynamic; it is not necessary to restart your applications for changes to take effect.
4. Save and close the file. 

 Configure ErrorDetector

ErrorDetector lets you determine the frequency of anomalous transactions. You can determine whether logged exceptions
affect users, and can see exactly where errors occurred within the transaction path. ErrorDetector helps you obtain the
information that is required to reproduce, diagnose, and eliminate serious errors.

  

Verify Prerequisites for ErrorDetector

Before you enable ErrorDetector:

• Ensure that the agent is installed and configured to monitor your application.
• Understand the types of errors and advanced error data capture.

Types of Errors

We defined criteria to describe serious errors, which are based on information that is contained in the J2EE/.NET
specifications. ErrorDetector considers both errors and exceptions to be errors. The most common type of error is a thrown
exception.

Some examples of common errors are:

• HTTP errors (404, 500)

Note:   Occasionally, HTTP 404 errors originate in a web server instead of an application server. If such an incident occurs,
ErrorDetector cannot detect the web server error through the agent.

• SQL statement errors
• Network connectivity errors (timeout errors)
• Backend errors (for example, cannot send a message through JMS, cannot write a message to the message queue)

If you do not consider some of the errors ErrorDetector tracks to be important, you can ignore them. To track more errors, you
can use error tracers to create directives to trace them.

Advanced Error Data Capture

Although ErrorDetector captures many common error types by default, We provide options for customizing error detection.

You can use the following error-related tracers to create ProbeBuilder Directives (PBDs) to capture errors.

• ExceptionErrorReporter reports standard exceptions.
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• MethodCalledErrorReporter reports when specific methods get called.
• ThisErrorReporter reports a current object as an error.
• HTTPErrorCodeReporter captures HTTP error codes and associated error messages.

Place any new directives that you create with the tracers in the errors.pbd file in the appropriate directory. Put the
PBD in <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory for Java. Put the PBD
in <Agent_Home> for .NET.

Warning:   The default errors.pbd is designed to report serious errors, while minimizing overhead as much as
possible. Overuse of error tracing, for example, applying ExceptionErrorReporter to every monitored method
can result in a high volume of "false positives." For example, entering California in a numeric field, can cause a
NumberFormatException. You would not want to report this exception as a serious problem.

ExceptionErrorReporter

The ExceptionErrorReporter tracer can be used to verify for exceptions being thrown from the instrumented method.
If an exception is thrown, this tracer treats it as an error. The error message is obtained from the exception and it is the most
common definition of an error.

To capture error messages, the ExceptionErrorReporter tracer must be used with a "...WithParameters"
directive. For example:

 TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass: com.bank.CustomerAccount getBalance
ExceptionErrorReporter "CustomerAccount:Errors Per Interval" 

This directive specifies that any exception that is thrown from the getBalance() method on
the CustomerAccount constitutes an error.

Note:   Use a ...WithParameters directive to increase the errors per interval metric. However, you only have to
specify a ...WithParameters directive once for any method to make the parameters available for all tracers on that
method. For example, you can specify: TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass: com.myClass myMethod
BlamePointTracer This directive makes the parameters for the com.myClass myMethod method available to other
tracers, including the ExceptionErrorReporter tracer.

MethodCalledErrorReporter

The MethodCalledErrorReporter tracer is used on methods where the very act of the method being called means that
an error has occurred. For example:

 TraceOneMethodOfClass: com.bank.CheckingAccount cancelCheck
MethodCalledErrorReporter "CustomerAccount:Canceled Checks Per Interval" 

This directive specifies when the cancelCheck() method is called, it is an error. The error message states the class and
method that was called.

ThisErrorReporter

If you do not know which methods can throw an exception or error, use the ThisErrorReporter tracer.
The  ThisErrorReporter tracer is similar to the MethodCalledErrorReporter, but it constructs the error message
by calling t oString() on the instrumented objects. This tracer is most useful to put on an exception class constructor. Here
are two examples:

In a Java environment:

TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass: ezfids.util.exception.EasyFidsException <init>
 ThisErrorReporter "Exceptions|{packageandclassname}:Errors Per Interval"
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In a .NET environment:

TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass: ezfids.util.exception.EasyFidsException .ctor
 ThisErrorReporter "Exceptions|{packageandclassname}:Errors Per Interval"

To capture error messages, the ThisErrorReporter tracer must be used with a ...WithParameters directive.

The directives specify when the constructor ("init" or ".ctor") of an InvalidPINException is called, it constitutes
an error. The error message is determined by calling toString() on the InvalidPINException. Generally the
Application Developer specified the returned error message.

Use this tracer when you have a custom error management system that is based on your own exception types.

Note:  In a Java environment, DX APM cannot instrument any code in the java.* packages. So, placing this tracer
on  java.lang.Exception or java.sql.SQLException does not work.

 HTTPErrorCodeReporter 

The HTTPErrorCodeTracer tracer reports error codes from servlets and JSPs or ASP.NETpages. The tracer is a per
interval counter that counts incidents of:

• HTTP response codes 400 or higher
• The javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse subclass invocations of sendError or setStatus, for

codes 400 or higher in a Java environment
• The .System.Web.IHttpHandler subclass invocations of ProcessRequest, for codes 400 or higher in a .NET

environment

Enable ErrorDetector in the Agent

The agent installation installs ErrorDetector automatically and includes a PBD file that is called errors.pbd. Configure
Introscope to use the errors.pbd and enable ErrorDetector.

The property introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.enable must be set to true to enable the agent to capture error
data. By default, the agent is enabled to capture error data.

Follow these steps:

1. (Java) Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
(.NET) Navigate to the <Agent_Home> directory.

2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
3. Confirm that the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.enable property is set to true.

Note:   You can change the configuration of this property during run time and the change is picked up automatically. To
disable ErrorDetector, set introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.enable to false.

4. Save IntroscopeAgent.profile.
ErrorDetector is enabled.

Configure ErrorDetector Options

Enabling the default options in ErrorDetector captures error data without incurring much overhead. The out-of-the-box throttle
is set at 10 errors per 15 seconds. To capture more errors during this time period, increase the throttle. But increasing the
throttle incurs more overhead.

Use the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle property to configure ErrorDetector to limit the maximum
number of errors the agent sends to the Enterprise Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. (Java) Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
(.NET) Navigate to the <Agent_Home> directory.

2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
3. Enter a new value for the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle property. This property specifies the

maximum number of error snapshots that the agent can send in a 15-second period.
Default: 10

Note:   Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.
4. Save IntroscopeAgent.profile.
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The number of errors that are captured in a 15-second period is configured. 
5. Use the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore property to configure the agent to ignore errors you do

not want to track. The information that you specify to "tag" the error can be the exact error message. The information can
also be any portion of the message, with the "wildcard" asterisk character. Changes to this property take effect immediately
and do not require the managed application to be restarted.
 

Warning:

When smart instrumentation is enabled, Introscope automatically collects a transaction trace when an error occurs.
Application errors that are configured to be ignored do not trigger automatic transaction traces.

More information: Configure Smart Instrumentation. 

Follow these steps:

1. (Java) Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
(.NET) Navigate to the <Agent_Home> directory.

2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
3. Use the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore property to specify the information that identifies the type

of error.
For example, the following ignore property would ignore any errors with the term IOException found anywhere within
it:

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0=*IOException*

To ignore more errors, add more ignore properties sequentially. For example, to ignore two types of errors, the properties
can be specified as follows:

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0=*IOException*
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.1=*HTTP Error Code *500*

Note:   You can specify as many filters as you need using the index identifier that is appended to the property name. For
example, .0, .1, .2 and so on. Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed
application to be restarted.

4. Save IntroscopeAgent.profile.
No error snapshots are generated for errors matching the filters that you define. Also, no error events are sent to the
Enterprise Manager for them.

Filter Collecting Error Snapshots for Identical Errors

Error snapshots and automatic transaction traces can both continually report the same error. These identical errors have the
same exception error message. Repeated identical error reporting can result in more error reporting for a single error than
desired.

When errors occur, first the Java agent uses the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle property
to assess the overall error count. The introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle property limits the number of
errors the Java Agent reports during a 15-second interval. The reporting triggers error snapshots and transaction traces. When
the limit is hit, the agent clamps further error reporting until the next interval.

Next the Java Agent uses two properties working together to assess the number of times it reports an identical error within a
configured reporting period.

• This property sets the maximum number of identical errors the Java Agent reports within a reporting period:

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.identicalerror.limit.perperiod
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This property specifies the reporting period:

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.identicalerror.period.time

•  introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.identicalerror.period.time sets the period to apply
to introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.identicalerror.limit.perperiod 

Configure the Number of Times the Agent Reports an Identical Error Within a Specified Reporting
Period

You set two properties for the agent to handle reporting multiple identical errors as error snapshots and to handle triggering
automatic transaction traces.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile using a text editor.
3. Configure these properties to set the number of times a specific error is reported during a period.

Name: introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.identicalerror.limit.perperiod
The number of identical error messages that are sent to report and trigger an error snapshot
and an automatic transaction trace in a specific period. The period is determined by
the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.identicalerror.period.time property value. When the count
is reached during a period, no more error snapshots and automatic transaction traces are generated in the period.
Default: 60
Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require a managed application restart.
Name: introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.identicalerror.period.time
Determines the period for which
the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.identicalerror.limit.perperiod property reports a specific
error.
Default: 360 (minutes) 360 minutes=6 hours

Note:  Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require a managed application restart.
4. Save and close the file.

 Configure JMX Monitoring

This section contains information about enabling the Java agent to report JMX data.

  

Instrument Applications

You can configure the application server to instrument your applications. The most common method for instrumenting
applications is to use JVM AutoProbe and the - javaagent command line option. JVM AutoProbe instruments applications
dynamically during runtime. JVM AutoProbe is suitable for all J2EE application servers that provide a hook in the bootstrap or
application server classloader for Introscope to see all bytecode loaded from the file system.

Most JVM providers support the - javaagent option. If you are using a JVM that does not provide support for this option,
use an alternate instrumentation method.

Running ProbeBuilder manually is only required if you must instrument bytecode statically before an application is started.
You can run ProbeBuilder manually from a command-line prompt. ProbeBuilder instruments bytecode and creates a newly
named, instrumented jar or class file. This newly instrumented bytecode is placed ahead on the classpath (or renamed in place)
for the application before startup.

If you cannot use JVM AutoProbe, there are alternative methods for instrumentation.

Java Agent JMX Support

Introscope can collect management data that application servers or Java applications expose as JMX-compliant MBeans.
Introscope presents the JMX data in the Investigator metric tree. Introscope supports the collection of JMX information using
the following application servers:

• GlassFish - Instructions for configuring GlassFish to report JMX metrics are in Configure GlassFish to Use the Java Agent 
• JBoss - Instructions for configuring JBoss to report JMX metrics are in Configure JBoss to Use the Java Agent 
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• Tomcat - Instructions for configuring Tomcat to report JMX metrics are in Configure Apache Tomcat to Use the Java
Agent 

• WebLogic - You can Configure WebSphere and WebLogic to use JMX reporting 
• WebSphere - You can Configure WebSphere and WebLogic to use JMX reporting 

Note:   Introscope supports any MBean built to the Sun JMX specification. For more information about the Sun JMX
specification, see Java Management Extensions.

Introscope converts the JMX data to the Introscope metric format and displays it in the Investigator under the following node:

 <Domain>|<Host>|<Process>|AgentName|JMX|

Introscope Support for WebLogic JMX Metrics

WebLogic provides the following MBeans as sources of JMX metrics:

•  RuntimeServiceMBean
This MBean provides per-server runtime metrics, including active effective configuration.

•  DomainRuntimeServiceMBean
This MBean provides domain-wide runtime metrics

•  EditServiceMBean 
• This MBean allows user to edit persistent configuration

Introscope polls only the RuntimeServiceMBean for the following reasons:

•  RuntimeServiceMBean supports local access (an efficiency issue).
•  RuntimeServiceMBean contains most of the data that is expected to be relevant.

Default JMX Metric Conversion Process

Introscope, by default, converts JMX Metrics for display in the Investigator. Introscope converts an MBean if:

• You use WebLogic
• You have not configured primary key conversion to streamline JMX metrics.

Note:  If you specify primary keys that no MBeans match, Introscope uses the default conversion method.

In the default conversion method, Introscope displays both the name and the value of the attribute. Introscope lists the pairs
alphabetically in the metric tree.

 <Domain>|<Host>|<Process>|AgentName|JMX|<domain name>|<key1>=<value1>|<key2>=<value2>:<metric> 

For example, given a WebLogic MBean with these characteristics:

• Domain name: WebLogic
• Key/Value pairs: category=server, type=jdbc
• Metric names: connections

If no primary keys are specified in the IntroscopeAgent.profile property introscope.agent.jmx.name.primarykeys, the MBean
attributes convert to the following Introscope metric:

 <Domain>|<Host>|<Process>|AgentName|JMX|Weblogic|category=server|type=jdbc:connections 

The key/value pairs display alphabetically in the Introscope metric.

Using Primary Key Conversion to Streamline JMX Metrics

You can optionally configure the order in which metrics appear under the JMX node. You can define a Primary Key in the
agent profile. The Primary key identifies the ObjectName of the MBean.

If you do not configure primary key conversion, Introscope converts the JMX data. With the default conversion, metrics are
listed alphabetically under the JMX node in Investigator. This method of converting JMX data to metrics results in streamlined
metric names. You control the order of key/value pair information in the generated metrics.

The behavior is configured in the introscope.agent.jmx.name.primarykeys property in the agent profile. Values in
the primarykeys property specify the parts of an MBeans JMX ObjectName that uniquely identify an MBean. For
example, an ObjectName for a WebLogic MBean contains the following keys:

• A Type key that specifies the kind of MBean.
• A Name key that specifies the name of the resource the MBean represents.

The key/value pairs in an ObjectName can vary for different types of MBeans.

http://java.sun.com/products/JavaManagement/
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Introscope converts and presents the MBeans that the introscope.agent.jmx.name.primarykeys property value identifies
according to these rules:

• Only the key value information is displayed, not the key name.
• Values are ordered in the sequence defined in the primarykeys property.
• Values are case-sensitive.

For example, given a WebLogic MBean with these characteristics:

• Domain name: WebLogic
• MBean ObjectName key/value pairs: category=server, type=jdbc
• Metric names: connections

If you configure:

introscope.agent.jmx.name.primarykeys=type,category the connections attribute appears in the Investigator tree in this
structure:

<IntroscopeDomain>|<Host>|<Process>|<Agent>|JMX|Weblogic|jdbc|
server:connections

Managing Metric Volume with JMX Filters

Defining JMX filters determines what JMX MBean information is collected and displayed in Introscope. If no filters are set,
the agent reports all JMX MBean information to the Enterprise Manager, increasing system overhead.

Filters are set in the introscope.agent.jmx.name.filter property in the agent profile, IntroscopeAgent.profile. Filters are
keywords, entered as comma-separated strings in the property. Introscope supports filter strings that contain the asterisk (*)
and question mark (?) wildcard characters.

Introscope matches the filter strings to JMX-generated metrics. If it finds a match, the metrics that match are reported to
Introscope.

To limit the volume of metrics that are returned, define filter strings as narrowly as possible. For example, define a filter string
that matches an MBean attribute and which exists on multiple MBeans. Metrics from each of those MBeans are reported.
When you are only interested in an attribute on selected MBeans, you can qualify the attribute name. Qualify the attribute
name with the MBean name in your filter string.

For example, assume that you want to capture the MessagesCurrentCount attribute value for
the JMSDestinationRuntime MBean.

Here is fully qualified metric name for MessagesCurrentCount:

*SuperDomain*|host-name|Process|Agent-name|JMX|
comp-1|JMSDestinationRuntime|comp-2:MessagesCurrentCount

You define introscope.agent.jmx.name.filter in the IntroscopeAgent.profile as shown:

JMX|comp-1|JMSDestinationRuntime|comp-2:MessagesCurrentCount

JMX Filters for WebLogic

In the IntroscopeAgent.profile file for WebLogic, the following keywords are already defined:

• ActiveConnectionsCurrentCount
• WaitingForConnectionCurrentCount
• PendingRequestCurrentCount
• ExecuteThreadCurrentIdleCount
• OpenSessionsCurrentCount
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Configure WebSphere and WebLogic to Use JMX Reporting

How you configure Introscope to support JMX depends upon the application server you use. This information describes how
you can configure Introscope to collect and present JMX data from WebLogic Server and WebSphere.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Shut down the managed application.
2. For WebSphere agents only, in IntroscopeAgent.profile set introscope.agent.jmx.enable to true.

Note:   The default value is false in the WebSphere agent profile.
3. In IntroscopeAgent.profile, configure primary keys by uncommenting this line:

introscope.agent.jmx.name.primarykeys

Note:   If you modify the value of the property, the values must be case-sensitive and commas must separate multiple keys.
4. In IntroscopeAgent.profile, verify that the introscope.agent.jmx.name.filter property is uncommented.

Note:   Filters must include an MBean attribute, such as a version number. For example, given the complete metric name:

*SuperDomain*|MyServer01|WebSphere|WebSphere Agent|JMX|
WebSphere|cell=Node03Cell|mbeanIdentifier=HAManager.thread.pool|
name=HAManager.thread.pool|node=Node03|platform=dynamicproxy|
process=server1|spec=1.0|type=ThreadPool|
version=8.5.0.0:InactivityTimeout

A filtered version containing the version number attribute would be:

WebSphere|cell=Node03Cell|mbeanIdentifier=HAManager.thread.pool|
name=HAManager.thread.pool|node=Node03|platform=dynamicproxy|
process=server1|spec=1.0|type=ThreadPool|version=8.5.0.0

Or more simply:

WebSphere*|type=ThreadPool|*version*

5. Enter the desired strings and separate them with commas in the property.
For Introscope to match filtered strings, spell and make case sensitive the strings exactly.

6. Save changes.
7. Start the managed application.

Enable JSR-77 Data and View JMX Metrics on WebSphere

You can configure Introscope to collect, retain, and report metrics for JSR-77 JMX MBean objects under WebSphere. JSR-77,
the J2EE Management Specification, abstracts the manageable parts of the J2EE architecture and defines an interface for
accessing management information.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Shut down the managed application.
2. Configure a custom service in WebSphere.
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3. In the IntroscopeAgent.profile, verify that the following property is true:

introscope.agent.jmx.enable=true

4. In the IntroscopeAgent.profile, enable JSR-77 by setting the following property:

introscope.agent.jmx.name.jsr77.disable=false

5. Configure the primary keys method of metric conversion by uncommenting the following property in the
IntroscopeAgent.profile:

introscope.agent.jmx.name.primaryKeys=J2EEServer,Application,
 j2eeType,JDBCProvider,name,mbeanIdentifier

Note:  Only the IntroscopeAgent.profile provided with Introscope for WebSphere contains this property definition.
6. Uncomment and set the following property to identify the metrics you want the JSR-77 Metrics to report:

introscope.agent.jmx.name.filter

Filtering is not required, but we highly recommend it.
7. Uncomment the following property and update as desired to specify Mbean attributes that you want to exclude in JSR-77

metrics:

introscope.agent.jmx.ignore.attributes=server

 Configure Platform Monitoring

Platform monitors enable the Java agent to report system metrics, including CPU statistics, to the Enterprise Manager.
Platform monitors are included with the Introscope agent installers.

Note:

Platform monitoring metrics are based on CPU clock ticks. These APIs are unreliable on virtual platforms.

Consider the following information:

• Platform monitors on all operating systems except Windows Server and AIX are automatically enabled upon Java agent
installation. Windows Server and AIX platform monitors require minimal configuration to work.

• Platform monitor binaries are independent of application server and operating system bit modes. Also, platform monitor
binaries are purely dependent on JVM architecture.

The Java agent generates the following platform metrics:

• ProcessID
• Processor Count -- Indicates the number of CPUs
• Utilization % (process) -- For the Java Agent process, indicates the percentage of total capacity of all processors this

process is using. Regardless of the number of processors, this metric generates only one number.
• Utilization % (aggregate) -- For this processor, indicates its total use (as a percentage) by all processes in the system.

Each processor is shown as a Resource in the Investigator tree.

Enabling Platform Monitors on Windows Server

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/11-1/implementing-agents/extend-data-monitoring/agent-extensions-for-ca-digital-experience-insights.html#toccontentbroadcomtechdocsusencaenterprisesoftwareitoperationsmanagementapplicationperformancemanagement111implementingagentsinfrastructureagenthtmlInfrastructureAgent
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To run platform monitors on Windows server, you must have admin privileges or must be part of the Performance Users
Group.

Note:  System objects must be enabled for platform monitoring to work on Windows.

Follow these steps:

1. On a Windows server, go to Start > Accessories > Right-click a command prompt > Run as… > Administrator.
2. Run the command: lodctr /r

Process and Processor objects are enabled.

You can determine whether the system objects are enabled.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Start > Run.
2. Type perfmon and click Run.
3. In the dialog, click Add.
4. In the Add dialog, if Process and Processor performance objects are present in the drop-down list, the system objects are

enabled.

Enable Platform Monitors on AIX

You can enable platform monitors on AIX.

Follow these steps:

1. After Java agent installation, verify that the following files are installed in the <Agent_Home>\releases
\<release_number>\core\ext  directory:

• introscopeAIXPSeries32Stats.jar
• introscopeAIXPSeries64Stats.jar
• libIntroscopeAIXPSeries32Stats.so
• libIntroscopeAIXPSeries64Stats.so

2. Install the Perfstat Library. Install the following packages from the IBM FTP site:

• bos.perf.libperfstat
• bos.perf.perfstat

3. Restart your computer.
The patches take effect and the platform monitors are enabled.

Disable Platform Monitors

You can disable a platform monitor by moving its corresponding .jar file to a different directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number> directory.
2. Select the introscope<platform>.jar file that corresponds to your platform.
3. Move the .jar file from the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number> directory to another directory.

You can configure properties to disable the reporting or display of various platform monitor metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Configure the following properties as required.

1.1 (Optional) To disable the display of  platform metrics,
set introscope.agent.platform.monitor.system="".

2.1 (Optional) To disable the collecting of the Utilization % (aggregate) and Processor Count host CPU metrics,
set introscope.agent.disableAggregateCPUUtilization=true.

3.1 (Optional) To disable the collecting of  process CPU metrics,
set introscope.agent.platform.monitor.system=.

4. Save the file.
5. Restart the monitored application.

 Configure SQL Monitoring for Java
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The SQL Agent for Java is an extension that collects detailed database performance data by monitoring SQL statements.
The SQL agent tracks the interaction between your managed application and database to provide individual SQL statement
performance visibility.

     

Prerequisite

The SQL agent uses Java platform API java.util.regex class queries that you write to summarize SQL performance data.
The SQL agent runs the queries on the instrumented application, and provides the results To write the queries, you require
proficiency with the java.util.regex class syntax.

SQL Agent for Java Overview

To provide meaningful performance measurements down to the individual SQL statement level, the SQL agent summarizes
performance data. The SQL agent strips out transaction-specific data and converts the original SQL statements into Introscope-
specific normalized statements. Because normalized statements do not include sensitive information, such as credit card
numbers, this process protects your data security. Only text within quotation marks, for example 'xyz' is normalized.

For example, the SQL agent converts this SQL query:

SELECT * FROM BOOKS WHERE AUTHOR = 'Atwood'

To this normalized statement:

SELECT * FROM BOOKS WHERE AUTHOR = ?

Similarly, the SQL agent converts this SQL update statement:

INSERT INTO BOOKS (AUTHOR, TITLE) VALUES ('Atwood', 'The Robber
 Bride')

To this normalized statement:

INSERT INTO BOOKS (AUTHOR, TITLE) VALUES (?, ?)

Metrics for normalized SQL statements are aggregated and display in the Metric Browser tree.

The SQL agent is included with most DX APM agents. These files provide SQL agent functionality:

•  <Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/ext/SQLAgent.jar 
•  <Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/config/sqlagent.pbd 

How Poorly Written SQL Statements Create Metric Explosions

Some applications might generate an extremely large number of unique SQL statements. When technologies such as EJB 3.0
are in use, the likelihood of long unique SQL statements increases. Long SQL statements can contribute to a metric explosion,
leading to poor performance and other system problems.

In general, the number of SQL agent metrics should approximate the number of unique SQL statements. However, problems
can arise due to how SQL statements are written. For example, your application uses a small set of SQL statements. However,
the SQL agent reports a large and increasing number of unique SQL metrics. This situation indicates a poorly written SQL
statement.

Here are several common situations in which SQL statements can cause metric explosions.

Example: Comments in SQL Statements

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/regex/Pattern.html
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A common cause of metric explosions is the way that comments are used in SQL statements. For example, when you have a
SQL statement similar to this example:

"/* John Doe, user ID=?, txn=? */ select * from table..."

Then the SQL agent creates a metric with the comment as part of the metric name:

"/* John Doe, user ID=?, txn=? */ select * from table..."

In this example, the comment that is embedded in the SQL statement is useful for the database administrator. The administrator
can determine who is executing a query. However, the database executing the query ignores the comment. The SQL agent,
however, does not parse the comment string when it captures the SQL statement. Therefore, for each unique user ID, the SQL
agent creates a unique metric, potentially causing a metric explosion.

Put the SQL comment in single quote to avoid this problem. For example:

"/*' John Doe, user ID=?, txn=? '*/ select * from table..."

The SQL agent then creates the following metric in which the comment no longer causes a unique metric name:

"/* ? */ select * from table..."

Example: Temporary Tables or Automatically Generated Table Names

Another potential cause of metric explosions can result from applications that reference temporary tables or tables that have
automatically generated names in SQL statements. For example, metrics display under the Backends|{backendName}|SQL|
{sqlType}|sql node in the Metric Browser. You might see a metric similar to this example:

SELECT * FROM TMP_123981398210381920912 WHERE ROW_ID = ?

This SQL statement is accessing a temporary table that has a unique identifier that is appended to the tablename.
Each time the statement is executed, the additional digits that are appended to the  TMP_  tablename create a unique metric
name, causing a metric explosion.

Example: Statements that Generate Lists of Values or Insert Values

Another common cause of metric explosions is SQL statements that generate lists of values or do mass modification of values.
For example, assume that you have been alerted to a potential metric explosion. Your investigation brings you to a review of
this SQL statement:

#1 INSERT INTO COMMENTS (COMMENT_ID, CARD_ID, CMMT_TYPE_ID,
 CMMT_STATUS_ID,CMMT_CATEGORY_ID, LOCATION_ID, CMMT_LIST_ID,
 COMMENTS_DSC, USER_ID,LAST_UPDATE_TS) VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?,
 "CHANGE CITY FROM CARROLTON,TO CAROLTON, _ ", ?, CURRENT)

In studying the code, you notice that  "CHANGE CITY FROM CARROLTON, TO CAROLTON, _ "  generates an array
of cities.
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Similarly, when you are investigating a potential metric explosion, you might review a SQL statement similar to this example:

CHANGE COUNTRY FROM US TO CA _ CHANGE EMAIL ADDRESS FROM TO BRIGGIN @
 COM _ "

In studying the code, you notice that CHANGE COUNTRY results in a long list of countries. In addition, the placement of the
quotes for countries results in e-mail addresses getting inserted into SQL statements. The insertion creates results in unique
metrics that could be the source of the metric explosion.

SQL Statement Normalization Options

The SQL agent includes these normalizers for you to use to address long SQL statements:

•  Default SQL statement normalizer 
•  Custom SQL statement normalizer 
•  Regular expression SQL statement normalizer 
•  Command-line SQL statement normalizer 

Default SQL Statement Normalizer

The standard SQL statement normalizer is on by default in the SQL agent, and normalizes text within single quotation marks.
For example,'xyz'.  In this example SQL query, the SQL agent converts AUTHOR = 'Atwood':

SELECT * FROM BOOKS WHERE AUTHOR = 'Atwood'

To this normalized statement where AUTHOR = ?. 

SELECT * FROM BOOKS WHERE AUTHOR = ?

Create a Custom SQL Statement Normalizer

You can create and add extensions to the SQL agent to perform custom SQL statement normalization. To do so, you create a
JAR file containing a normalization scheme that the SQL agent implements.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an extension JAR file.

Note:  The entry point class for the SQL normalizer extension file has to implement
the com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.ISqlNormalizer interface.

Making a JAR extension file involves creating a manifest file that contains specific keys for the SQL normalizer extension.
The keys are detailed in Step 2.
However, for your extension to work, other general keys are required. These keys are the type that you would use to
construct any extension file. The extension file that you create relates to database SQL statement text normalization.
For example, in metrics under the Backends|{backendName}|SQL|{sqlType}|{actualSQLStatement} node, the SQL
normalizer normalizes the {actualSQLStatement}.

2. Place the following keys in the new extension manifest:

• com-wily-Extension-Plugins-List:testNormalizer1
The value of testNormalizer1 can be anything. In this instance, testNormalizer1 is used as an example. Whatever you
specify as the key value, use it in the following keys too. 

• com-wily-Extension-Plugin-testNormalizer1-Type: sqlnormalizer
• com-wily-Extension-Plugin-testNormalizer1-Version: 1
• com-wily-Extension-Plugin-testNormalizer1-Name: normalizer1

This value should contain the unique name of your normalizer, for example, normalizer1.
• com-wily-Extension-Plugin-testNormalizer1-Entry-Point-Class: <The fully qualified classname of your

ISQLNormalizerimplementation>
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3. Place the new extension file into the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\ext directory.
4. Configure properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

1.1 Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2.1 Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3.1 Set the introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property to the com-wily-

Extension-Plugin-{plugin}-Name from the new extension manifest file.
The property value is not case-sensitive. You do not need to restart the monitored application after configuration.

Warning:   The introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension is a hot property.
Changes to the extension name result in re-registration of the extension.

Here is an example configuration:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension=normalizer1

4.1 (Optional) Add the introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension.errorCount property to
set the error throttle count.
When the errors that the custom normalizer extension throws exceed the error throttle count, the extension is disabled.

5.1 Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile. 
5. Restart the monitored application.

Exceptions in a Custom SQL Statement Normalizer

When the new extension throws an exception for a query, the default SQL statement normalizer uses the default normalization
scheme for that query. In this situation, the default SQL statement normalizer logs an error message stating that the extension
threw an exception. The default SQL statement normalizer logs a debug message containing the stack trace information. After
the extension throws five such exceptions, the normalizer disables the new extension. The normalizer also stops attempting to
use the new extension for future queries until the normalizer is changed.

Null or Empty Strings in a Custom SQL Statement Normalizer

The new extension can return a null string or empty string for a query. In this case, the default SQL statement normalizer uses
the default normalization scheme for that query. The default SQL statement normalizer also logs an INFO message
stating that the new extension returned a null value. After the new extension returns five such null or empty strings,
the normalizer attempts to continue to use the extension, but stops logging messages.

Regular Expression SQL Statement Normalizer

The SQL agent extension includes the RegExNormalizerExtension.jar, file, which is located in the <Agent_Home>\releases
\<release_number>\core\ext directory. The RegExNormalizerExtension.jar file is a SQL agent extension for normalizing SQL
statements that are based on configurable regular expressions (RegEx).

You can configure the SQL agent normalizer extension.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. (Optional) The introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension.runPredefinedScheme property

allows the default normalizer to run before executing the regular expression SQL statement normalizer.
This property is not included in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file; add it manually when you want to change the default
setting to false.

4. Locate and set these properties:

• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension
Specifies the name of the SQL normalizer extension to be used to override the preconfigured
normalization scheme. When enabling the regular expressions extension, set this property
to RegExSqlNormalizer.Default: RegExSqlNormalizer
Note: No managed application restart is needed.

• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.keys
This property specifies the RegEx group keys, which are evaluated in the order they are listed.
Default: none
Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.keys=key1
Notes: 
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• No managed application restart is needed.
• This property is required to enable the regular expressions extension.

• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.pattern
This property specifies the RegEx pattern that is used to match against the SQL statements. You can use all valid
regular expressions that the java.util.RegEx package classes allow.
Default: none
Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.pattern=A
Notes: 

• No managed application restart is needed.
• This property is required to enable the regular expressions extension.  

• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.replaceFormat
This property specifies the replacement string format.  You can use all valid regular
expressions that the java.util.RegEx package classes allow.
Default: none
Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.replaceFormat=B
Notes:

• No managed application restart is needed
• This property is required to enable the regular expressions extension.

• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.matchFallThrough  true or falseNote: No managed application restart
is needed.
When none of the regular expression patterns match the input SQL, the RegExNormalizer returns a null string. The
statement normalizer then uses the default normalization scheme.
When introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.matchFallThrough is set to true, SQL
strings are evaluated against all the RegEx key groups. The implementation is chained. When the SQL strings match
multiple key groups, the normalized SQL output from group1 is fed as input to group2, and so on.
When introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.matchFallThrough is set to false,
as soon as a key group matches the SQL string, the normalized SQL output from that group is returned.
Example
You have a SQL string Select * from A where B. You set these properties:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.keys=key1,key2introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.pattern=Aintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.replaceFormat=Xintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key2.pattern=Bintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key2.replaceFormat=Y

When introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.matchFallThrough is false, then the
SQL is normalized against key1 RegEx. Output from that RegEx is Select * from X where B, which is the
returned SQL.

When introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.matchFallThrough is true, then the
SQL is normalized against key1 RegEx first. The output from that RegEx is Select * from X where B. This
output is then fed to key2 RegEx. The output from key2 RegEx is Select * from X where Y, which is the
returned SQL.

When introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.replaceAll is false, it results in a
normalized SQL statement: Select * from X where A like Z.

When introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.replaceAll is true, it results in a
normalized SQL statement: Select * from X where X like Z. 

5. Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

Regular Expression SQL Statement Normalizer Examples

These examples can help you understand how to implement the regular expression SQL statement normalizer:

Example 1

Here is a SQL query before regular expression SQL statement normalization:

INSERT INTO COMMENTS (COMMENT_ID, CARD_ID,
 CMMT_TYPE_ID,CMMT_STATUS_ID, CMMT_CATEGORY_ID, LOCATION_ID,
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 CMMT_LIST_ID,COMMENTS_DSC, USER_ID, LAST_UPDATE_TS)
 VALUES(?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?,?, ‘’CHANGE CITY FROM CARROLTON, TO CAROLTON,
 _ ", ?, CURRENT)

Here is the desired normalized SQL statement:

INSERT INTO COMMENTS (COMMENT_ID, ...) VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?,?,
 CHANGE CITY FROM ( )

Here is the IntroscopeAgent.profile configuration that results in the normalized SQL statement:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension=RegExSqlNormalizerintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.matchFallThrough=trueintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.keys=key1,key2introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.pattern=(INSERT
 INTOCOMMENTS \\(COMMENT_ID,)(.*)(VALUES.*)''(CHANGE CITY FROM \
\().*(\
\))introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.replaceAll=falseintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.replaceFormat=
$1 ...) $3$4
 $5introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.caseSensitive=falseintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key2.pattern='[a-
zA-
Z1-9]+'introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key2.replaceAll=trueintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key2.replaceFormat=?introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key2.caseSensitive=false

Example 2

Here is a SQL query before regular expression SQL statement normalization:

SELECT * FROM TMP_123981398210381920912 WHERE ROW_ID =

Here is the desired normalized SQL statement:

SELECT * FROM TMP_ WHERE ROW_ID =

Here is the IntroscopeAgent.profile configuration that results in the normalized SQL statement:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension=RegExSqlNormalizerintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.matchFallThrough=trueintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.keys=key1introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.pattern=(TMP_)
[1-9]*introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.replaceAll=falseintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.replaceFormat=
$1introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.key1.caseSensitive=false

Example 3

If you want to normalize a SQL statement similar to: Select .... ResID1, CustID1 where ResID1=.. OR
ResID2=.. n times OR CustID1=.. OR n times, set the properties as shown in this example:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.matchFallThrough=trueintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.keys=default,defintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.default.pattern=(ResID)
[1-9]introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.default.replaceAll=trueintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.default.replaceFormat=
$1introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.default.caseSensitive=trueintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.def.pattern=(CustID)
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[1-9]introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.def.replaceAll=trueintroscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.def.replaceFormat=
$1introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.RegEx.def.caseSensitive=true

Command-line SQL Statement Normalizer

You can use the -DSQLAgentNormalizeDoubleQuoteString=true command-line command to normalize your SQL
statements under specific conditions:

• When the regular expression SQL normalizer is not in use
• When the where clause contains SQL statements with values that are enclosed with double quotes (" ").

Warning:  You can use the regular expression SQL statement normalizer instead of this command to normalize SQL
statements in double quotes.

Limit the Number of Unique SQL Statement Metrics

You can use the introscope.agent.sqlagent.statement.clamp to limit the number of unique normalized SQL
statement metrics that the SQL agent creates. When the number of unique SQL statements reaches the set value, metrics for the
new unique normalized SQL statements display under the SQL | Default node. The corresponding transaction traces display
the component name as Default.

The value of the introscope.agent.sqlagent.statement.clamp does not affect metrics for existing SQL
statements. The SQL agent continues to report metrics for existing statements under the SQL statement node or nodes.

The

introscope.agent.sqlagent.statement.clamp

property does not limit the number of unique metric paths. When the SQL agent normalizes two SQL statements to the same
string under different metric paths, the SQL statements are not treated as unique. Therefore, you might occasionally see a
higher number of SQL statement metrics than the property limit.

You might configure the introscope.agent.sqlagent.statement.clamp when you want to view more than 100
unique normalized SQL statement metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. Locate and set the introscope.agent.sqlagent.statement.clamp property.

The default is 100 unique normalized SQL statement metrics.
4. Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

No managed application restart is needed.

View the SQL Statement Count Sustainability Metric

The SQL Statement Count sustainability metric reports the current number of unique SQL statements for which the SQL agent
has created metrics.
Follow these steps:

1. Open the user interface.
2. Navigate to the Metric Browser.
3. View the metric under the Agent Stats | Sustainability | SQL | SQL Statement Count node.

Turn Off SQL Statement Metrics

You can turn off SQL statement metric reporting. You might do so when an application generates large numbers of unique
SQL statements, causing a metric explosion. When you turn off SQL statement metric reporting, the backend or top-level
JDBC metrics are not lost.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
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2. Open the sqlagent.pbd file and locate the SQL statements. For example:

TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: SQLAgentStatements
 executeQuery(Ljava/lang/String;)Ljava/sql/ResultSet;
 DbCommandTracer "Backends|{database}|SQL|{commandtype}|Query|{sql}"

3. Remove {sql} from the trace directives you want to turn off. For example:

TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: SQLAgentStatements
 executeQuery(Ljava/ lang/String;)Ljava/sql/ResultSet;
 DbCommandTracer "Backends|{database}|SQL|{commandtype}|Query"

4. Save the sqlagent.pbd file.

SQL Agent Metrics

The SQL agent metrics appear under the Backends|<backendName>|SQL node in the Metric Browser.

The SQL agent Average Response Time metric displays only queries that return a data reader, meaning queries executed
using the ExecuteReader() method. This metric represents the average time that is spent in the data
reader Close() method.

The instrumented XADataSources might not report the database Commit or Rollback metrics. Other instrumented
DataSources might only report the database Commit metrics that contain data.

Metric types specific to SQL data include:

• Active Connection Object Count
This metric shows the number of active connection objects in memory. These objects are open (active) connections that are
not closed or not yet garbage collected.
A connection is opened when the connect() method is invoked for a driver. A connection is closed when the connection
invocation is closed using the close() method. The SQL agent maintains weak references to the connections in a set.
When the connection objects are closed or the garbage is collected, the count reflects the changes.

• Average Result Processing Time (ms)
This metric shows the average query processing time. The average time that is spent processing a ResultSet from the end of
the executeQuery() call to the invocation of the ResultSet close() method.

 Configure No SQL Monitoring for Java

DX APM application supports No SQL monitoring for the Java Agent. The Java Agent instruments the client APIs that are
used to communicate with the No SQL database. Further, the Infrastructure Agent queries the statistics end points and displays
the performance metrics of the No SQL databases in DX APM Team Center. DX APM supports the following No SQL
databases:

Elasticsearch

As a part of the Java Agent monitoring, DX APM now supports the Elasticsearch transport client API calls for versions 5.x and
6.x. The Java agent for Elasticsearch monitors the performance of the transport client for following requests:

• Index Request
• Delete Request
• Get Request
• Update Request
• Search Request
• Bulk Request

The Elasticsearch extension agent has a bundle.properties file exposes the following properties. The bundle.properties file is
present in the location, <wilyhome>\extensions\elasticsearch.

Property Name Description Application Restart Required Default Value
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introscope.agent.Elasticsearch.index.clampClamp value for all indices in
the Elasticsearch server

No 10

introscope.agent.Elasticsearch.node.clampClamp value for all nodes in
the Elasticsearch server

No 10

Couchbase

As a part of the Java Agent monitoring, DX APM now supports the Java Client of Couchbase for versions 2.6.1. The Java
agent for Couchbase monitors the performance of the Java Client for following requests:

• Insert Request
• Upsert Request
• Remove Request
• Replace Request
• Get Request
• Query Request

The Couchbase extension agent has a bundle.properties file exposes the following properties. The bundle.properties file
is present in the location, <wilyhome>\extensions\couchbase.

Property Name with
Description

Application Restart Required Default Value

introscope.agent.Couchbase.bucket.clampClamp value for all buckets in
the Couchbase server

No 10

introscope.agent.Couchbase.node.clampClamp value for all nodes in
the Couchbase server

No 10

 Configure Transaction Trace Options
 

This section has information about default transaction tracing behaviors and related configuration options.

  

Automatic Transaction Tracing

When smart instrumentation is enabled, DX APM automatically collects a transaction trace when:

• Differential Analysis detects application instability and the auto trace clamp limit per interval is not exceeded.
• An error occurs
• The ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer tracer is deployed and a component response time is exceeded.
• An API triggers an automatic transaction traces based on custom criteria.

For more information, contact CA Technologies Professional Services.

Highly optimized low overhead tracers collect automatic transaction traces. Automatic traces incur much less performance
overhead than manually run, sample, and other transaction traces. These other types of transaction traces use agent filtering
that adds overhead. Automatic transaction traces do not display all the component detail properties that the other types of
transaction traces display.

You can configure smart instrumentation properties.

Trigger Automatic Transaction Traces When Component Response Time Exceeded

You can deploy a PBD to trigger a transaction trace automatically when the component response time has been exceeded.
You create a PBD entry with a tracer to collect this automatic trace. For example, to collect a trace when a specific servlet
response time exceeds 10 seconds. Use the

ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer

tracer option to configure this capability.

Note:
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 DX APM also provides an API to trigger automatic transaction traces based on custom criteria. For more information, contact
CA Technologies Professional Services.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a PBD containing the ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer tracer.

1.1 Create a pbd file.
For example, autotracetrigger.pbd

2.1 Open the PBD using a text editor.
3.1 Define a new tracer that includes the response threshold value. For example, MySpecialTimeTriggerTracer . 

SetTracerClassMapping: MySpecialTimeTriggerTracer
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.hc2.ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidator
SetTracerParameter: MySpecialTimeTriggerTracer responsethreshold <value>

4.1 Add the tracer on the desired class and method. For example, MySpecialTimeTriggerTracer that triggers on
a 10-second response threshold. For example:

#Defining the threshold tracer SetTracerClassMapping: MySpecialTimeTriggerTracer
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.hc2.ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidator SetTracerParameter:
 MySpecialTimeTriggerTracer responsethreshold 10 #Using directive to trigger traces on
 sample class TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass: com.my.app.SpecialClass doSomething
 MySpecialTimeTriggerTracer “ExampleTrigger”

You can also use tracer groups.  For example, you could create a tracer for servlet JSP tracing using tracer
groups. You could define this tracer to trigger an automatic transaction trace whenever the servlet execution time
exceeds 10 seconds.

#Defining the Servlet threshold tracer SetTracerClassMapping: ServletTriggerTracer
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.hc2.ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidato SetTracerParameter:
 ServletTriggerTracer responsethreshold 10 #Assignning the tracer to JSP and
 Servlet Tracer Groups #Tracing to extend the core Introscope Servlet monitoring
 TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: JSPServletTracing _jspService
 ServletTriggerTracer "ExampleServletTrigger" TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged:
 HTTPServletTracing service(Ljavax/servlet/ServletRequest;Ljavax/servlet/ServletResponse;)V
 ServletTriggerTracer "ExampleServletTrigger" TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged:
 HttpServletTypeSpecificServiceTracing service(Ljavax/servlet/ServletRequest;Ljavax/servlet/
ServletResponse;)V ServletTriggerTracer "ExampleServletTrigger"

5.1 Save the file in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory. 
2. Add the PBD to the agent profile.

1.1 Stop the managed application.
2.1 Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory. 
3.1 Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor. 
4.1 Add the new PBD to the introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile property.

For example, introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=typical.pbl,
autotracetrigger.pbd  

5.1 Save and close the file.
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6.1 Restart the managed application (if appropriate and when dynamic instrumentation is not enabled).
3. Verify automatic transaction tracing.

1.1 Execute a transaction that exceeds the component response time threshold.
2.1 Select a transaction in the table.
3.1 Click the Trace View tab in the lower pane, then click a component in the graphical stack.
4.1 In the Component Details area, find the Auto Trace Trigger Criteria property. 
5.1 Verify that the value is Component time exceeds threshold (threshold value).

If you cannot verify the value, examine the AutoProbe log to see whether the desired class was instrumented with
the ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer.

Transaction Trace Sampling

Transaction trace sampling enables historical analysis of potentially problematic transaction types without explicitly running
transaction traces.

Sample transaction traces display errors, stalls, deep visibility components, and entry points.

You can configure transaction trace sampling to specify the number of transactions to trace during a specific interval. For
example, DX APM can take three transaction trace samples at the beginning of each two-minute interval.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory. 
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor. 
3. Set the following properties.
4. 1.1 Set introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled to specify whether transaction trace

sampling is enabled or not. The default is true.
2.1 Set introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count to specify the number

of transactions to trace during the specified interval.

The default is 1.
3.1 Set  introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds to specify the length

of time to trace the sample transaction traces.

The default is 120 (seconds).
5. Save and close the file.
6. Restart the managed application if dynamic instrumentation is not enabled.  

Note:   Before increasing the defaults for the sampling.perinterval and sampling.interval properties, consider
the potential for increased Enterprise Manager load.

These properties are also located in the Enterprise Manager properties file. The Enterprise Manager pushes this configuration
to all agents connected to it. Configuring these properties in the agent overwrites the configuration set by the Enterprise
Manager for an individual agent.

Clamp Number of Transaction Trace Components

DX APM sets a component clamp to limit the size of traces. The default is 5000 components. When this limit is reached, a
warning appears in the log, and the trace stops.

You can clamp a component transaction that exceeds expected component counts. For example, when a servlet executes
hundreds of object interactions and backend SQL calls. Without the clamp, the transaction tracer views it as one transaction,
continuing infinitely. Without a clamp in place in certain extreme situations, the JVM can run out of memory before the trace
completes.

This property for clamping transactions is located in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file:

 introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp=5000 

Traces producing clamped components are marked with an asterisk.

Warning:   If the transaction trace component clamp size is increased, the memory that is required for transaction
traces can increase. If appropriate, adjust the JVM max heap size to prevent the Enterprise Manager from running out
of memory.

Cross-Process Transaction Tracing
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DX APM uses a unique identifier, the correlation ID, to link traced frontend and backend transactions. The sequence is based
on the order in which frontends call backends in a transaction. When multiple graphical stacks appear in the viewer, DX
APM has found and traced related processes for the selected trace event. Processes that are traced from different agents appear
in different shaded areas. By examining the linked components in a transaction trace, you can see cross-process or cross-
JVM transactions. For example, see whether a certain transaction left one process and then the transaction entered a different
process. You can also get insight into which calls could be the source of slow and stalled transactions.

Note:

More information: Use Cross-Process Transaction Tracing to Solve Problems. 

Extending Transaction Trace Data Collection

You can configure the Transaction Tracer to obtain additional information, for example:

• User ID data for Servlet and JSP invocations
• HTTP request headers, request parameters, and session attributes. 

To capture this information, define the criteria in the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

Collecting User ID Data

You can configure the Java agent to identify user IDs for servlet and JSP invocations. 

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain information about how your managed application specifies user IDs. The Application Architect who developed the
managed application can probably provide this information.

The Transaction Tracer can identify user IDs from managed applications that store user IDs in one of these ways:

•  HttpServletRequest.getRemoteUser() 
•  HttpServletRequest.getHeader (String key)
•  HttpSession.getValue (String key), where the returned object is either a string representing the UserID, or an

Object whose toString() returns to the UserID 
2. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory. 
3. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
4. Locate the transaction tracer properties under the Transaction Tracer Configuration heading.
5. Configure the properties that correspond to the method your managed application uses to store User IDs.

Note:  Ensure that only one set of properties is not commented to avoid using the wrong properties.
6. For HttpServletRequest.getRemoteUser(), uncomment the property:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpServletRequest.getRemoteUser

7. For HttpServletRequest.getHeader (String key), uncomment the following pair of properties, and define a key
string for the second property:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpServletRequest.getHeaderintroscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.key=<application
 defined key string>

8. For HttpSession.getValue (String key), uncomment the following pair of properties, and define a key string for the
second property:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpSession.getValueintroscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.key=<application
 defined key string>

9. Save and close the file.

Collecting Servlet Request Data
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Using DX APM, you can collect transaction trace data that matches user-configurable parameters. For example, you can
specify the agent to collect transaction trace data for transactions containing the User-Agent HTTP request header.

DX APM can record this servlet http request information:

• Request headers
• Request parameters
• Session attributes

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory. 
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Locate the transaction tracer properties under the Transaction Tracer Configuration heading.
4. To specify the HTTP request headers for which to collect transaction trace data, uncomment the following property. In a

comma-separated list, specify the HTTP request headers to track

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.headers=User-
Agent

5. To specify the HTTP request parameters for which to collect transaction trace data, uncomment the following
property. In a comma-separated list, specify the HTTP request parameters to track. 

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.parameters=parameter1,parameter2

6. To specify the HTTP session attributes for which to trace data, uncomment the following property. In a comma-
separated list, specify the HTTP session attributes to track.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httpsession.attributes=cartID,deptID

7. Save and close the file.
8. Restart the managed application.

Configure the Session ID Collection

The introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.capture.sessionid property enables or disables
the collection of the Session ID in the TransactionTracer Data. By default, this property is enabled and recorded in
the TransactionTracer Data. When you disable this property, data is not available for use in filters.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory. 
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Locate the following lines:

# Uncomment the following property to disable
 sessionid capture in TransactionTracer data.# By
 default, it is enabled and recorded in the TT Data.#
 introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.capture.sessionid=true
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4. Follow the instructions to enable or disable the property by commenting or uncommenting the line:

#
 introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.capture.sessionid=true

5. Save and close the file.
6. Restart the agent.

The agent configuration is set to use the value you specified for collecting the session ID.

Configuring Component Stall Reporting

An application performance management stall happens when there is no response from instrumented components for a defined
period. By default, DX APM agents detect this condition and report stall metrics.

Each time the agent checks for stalls, all the topmost instrumented components on the method stack are checked. When a
component is stalled, a stalled metric and a stall snapshot (an error snapshot for a stall) are created. A stall metric is also
created for each component that subscribes to downstream monitoring.

The stall metrics are created first for the topmost instrumented components on the method stack. These metrics are created for
the components that take longer than the introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds value.

Downstream Subscriber Component Stalls

A component that subscribes to downstream monitoring is stalled when it calls a stalled downstream component.

By default, the following components subscribe to downstream stall monitoring:

•  FrontendTracer probed Components
•  BackendTracer probed Components
•  WebServiceBlamepointTracer@Servicelevel probed components
•  WebServiceBlamepointTracer@Opertationlevel probed components

Example

A frontend component calls a web service, which calls a backend component that is stalled.

Frontend--> Web Service-->Backend

The stall metrics are created for the backend, the web service, and the frontend components. By default all of these components
subscribe to downstream monitoring.

Upstream Inherited Component Stalls

The stall checker first examines the top member of the component stack to see if it is stalled. If the top component is not
stalled, the stall checker looks for stalled parent components. When a parent is stalled, a stall metric is created for that
component and each upstream parent in the stack.

If component M1() calls multiple components M2() each taking a few seconds, a stall metric could be reported for M1().

Example: 

The stall threshold is set at 15 seconds. Method M1() calls method M2() in a loop 100 times. M2() never stalls because it takes
only 2 seconds to respond each time. However, M1() is eventually stalled.

Disabling the Capture of Stalls as Events

By default, DX APM captures transaction stalls as events and generates stall metrics. The stall metrics are generated for the
first and last method in the transaction. You can view stalls and associated metrics in the Transaction Trace Viewer.

Note:  Generated stall metrics are always available, but stall events are only visible if ErrorDetector is installed.
Stalls are stored as ordinary errors. Stalls are visible in the Errors tab or in the historical query viewer by querying
for type:errorsnapshot.

To disable the capture of stalls as events, change the stall threshold or how often the agent checks for stalls. You can configure
the following properties during run time; the change is picked up automatically.

• introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds 
Specifies the minimum threshold response time when a transaction is considered stalled. To ensure an accurate Stall Count
metric, set the stall threshold to 15 seconds or more. This setting allows time for the Enterprise Manager to complete its
harvest cycle.
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Default: 30 seconds
• introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds 

Specifies the frequency that the agent checks for stalls. To ensure an accurate Stall Count metric, do not set the stall
resolution to less than 10 seconds. This setting allows time for the Enterprise Manager to complete its harvest cycle.
Default: 10 seconds

 Configure Smart Instrumentation

Smart instrumentation provides useful details about what is happening within your monitored application. With smart
instrumentation enabled, agents discover and automatically instrument other methods to provide deep visibility components
without using ProbeBuilder Directives. Introscope uses a smart instrumentation to collect transaction traces automatically.
When smart Instrumentation and dynamic instrumentation are enabled, agents can discover entry points and automatic
backends.

     

Configure Smart Instrumentation Properties

If appropriate for your environment, you can vary the depth and scope of smart instrumentation. You can consider the
overhead impact and your monitoring environment. For example, you can experiment with higher overhead in a test or QA
environment, but not in production.

Note:

• To see deep visibility components, both of these properties must be set to true:

•  introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled 

• Both introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled and introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled must
be set to true for the following smart instrumentation properties in to function.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Ensure introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled is set to true, which enables the agent to

instrument deep visibility components.

• Enable and Disable Automatic Instrumentation of Deep Visibility Components
Enables and disables a smart instrumentation. Enables and disables the agent ability to provide smart instrumentation
by automatically instrumenting deep visibility components without ProbeBuilder Directive configuration.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled
Default: true (enabled)
Values:

• True
• False

Requires managed application restart: Yes
4. Ensure introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled is set to true. That enables the agent to collect deep

visibility components and send the data to the Enterprise Manager.

• Enable and Disable Deep Visibility Component Collection
Enables and disables the agent ability to collect deep visibility components and send the data to the Enterprise
Manager.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled
Default: True (enabled)
Values:

• True
• False

Requires managed application restart: No

When introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=true and introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled=true,
the agent automatically instruments deep visibility components. Introscope then sends deep visibility component data
to the Enterprise Manager.
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When introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=true and introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled=false,
the agent automatically instruments deep visibility components. However, no deep visibility component data is sent to
the Enterprise Manager or displayed.
When introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=false and
introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled=true, the agent does not instrument deep visibility components. Therefore no
deep visibility components are discovered, sent to the Enterprise Manager, or displayed.

Note:  Note: The introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled property must be enabled for
the introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled property to function.

5. Define the following smart instrumentation properties unless you want the default values.

• Set Instrumentation Level

Determines the amount of managed application code that the agent instruments to discover deep-visibility methods.

Warning:   Setting the level to high causes the most overhead.

When the instrumentation level is changed, classes are reloaded in batches. The duration of the level change depends
on the number of classes, and the batch size and interval. When a level is changing and another level change is made,
the first change completes before the second change starts. View the Current Instrumentation Level supportability
metric for level status.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level
Default: Low
Values:

• Low: To balance visibility with minimal impact to application resources.
• Medium: To provide deeper visibility with more impact to application resources.
• High: To provide greatest visibility with higher impact to application resources than the medium and low settings.

Requires managed application restart: No
• Set Number of Classes in the Instrumentation Level Change Batch Size

Warning:  The batch size default value is optimized for typical production environments. A value greater
than the default can increase performance overhead in environments with a high transaction load.

When the introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level property is changed, classes are reloaded in batches. This
property specifies the number of classes that are reloaded per batch.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level.batch.size
Default: 5
Values: Integer > 0
If <=0, automatically reset to the default.
Requires managed application restart: No
Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level.batch.size=5 

• Set Time Between Instrumentation Level Change Batches
When the introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level property is changed, classes are reloaded in batches. This
property specifies the time interval in minutes between batches.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level.batch.interval
Default: 2
Values: Integer >= 1
If <1, automatically reset to the default.
Requires managed application restart: No
Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level.batch.interval=2 

• Enable and Disable Deep Component Visibility in Error and Event Viewers
Enables and disables visibility of deep visibility components in error snapshots. Stack View in Live Error Viewer and
Historical Event Viewer display the detailed error snapshot information.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.errorsnapshot.enable
Default: True (enabled)
Values:

• True
• False

Requires managed application restart: No
• Enable and Disable Deep Component Visibility for Stalls in Error and Event Viewers
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Enables and disables visibility of deep visibility components for stalls in error snapshots. Stack View in Live Error
Viewer and Historical Event Viewer display the detailed stall information.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.stallsnapshot.enabled
Default: True (enabled)
Values:

• True
• False

Requires managed application restart: No
• Limit Number of Methods the Agent Can Instrument

Limits the number of methods that the agent can automatically instrument without PBD instrumentation.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.max.methods
Default: 10000
Value: Integer > 0 <= 10000
Requires managed application restart: Yes
Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.max.methods=10000

• Limit Number of Deep Visibility Components the Agent Can Collect
Limits the maximum number of deep visibility components an agent can collect in a transaction trace.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.components
Default: 1000
Value: Integer > 0 <= 1000
Requires managed application restart: No
Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.components=1000

• Limit Number of Consecutive Deep Visibility Components
Limits the maximum number of consecutive deep visibility components in a transaction trace. Sets the number of deep
visibility components that are discovered and displayed between PBD-instrumented methods.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.consecutive.components
Default: 15
Value: Integer > 0
Requires managed application restart: No
Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.consecutive.components=15

• Exclude Specific Java Package Prefixes
Specifies the Java packages that Introscope makes low priority for smart instrumentation to instrument.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.custom.prefixes
Default: Java
Value: Any string consisting of valid Java package prefix characters. One or multiple prefix segments are allowed.
Use commas to separate multiple strings. No wildcards are allowed.
Requires managed application restart: Yes
Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.custom.prefixes=java,org.apache
In this example, Introscope considers the methods calling APIs defined in Java and org.apache as low priority for
smart instrumentation.

6. Configure automatic transaction tracing.

• Enable and Disable Automatic Transaction Tracing
Enables and disables Introscope to collect transaction traces automatically.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.enabled
Default: True
Values: True or false
Requires managed application restart: No

Note:  Note:This property does not apply to transaction trace sampling.
• Limit Number of Automatic Transaction Traces

Limits the number of automatic transaction traces that Introscope collects per 1-minute interval.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.clamp
Default: 10
Values: Integer > 0 <= 10
If <= 0, Introscope does not collect automatic transaction traces. If > 10, due to http protocol header limitations, can
result in not seeing cross-process transactions in automatic transaction traces.
Requires managed application restart: No
Example: introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.clamp=10

Note:  Note: This property does not apply to transaction trace sampling.
• Enable Cross-Process Support for Automatic Transaction Tracing
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Note:

To see cross-process transactions in automatic transaction traces, these properties must also be set to true:

•  introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.enabled 

Enables and disables cross-process transaction support for automatic transaction traces.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.crossprocess.enabled
Default: True (enabled)
Values: True or false
Requires managed application restart: No

7. Configure automatic entry point detection.

1.1 Ensure the introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled property is set to true.
This setting allows the agent to report entry point metrics without an application restart.

2.1 Define the following entry point detection properties unless you want the default values.

• Enable and Disable Automatic Entry Point Detection
Enables and disables the agent ability to detect entry points.
When set to false, disables further entry point detection. Already detected entry points continue reporting
metrics.
Note: If disabled, ensure that the AutoPersist.pbd file in /hotdeploy (if any) is also removed.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.enabled
Default: True (enabled)
Values: True or false
Requires managed application restart: No

• Completely Shut Down Automatic Entry Point Detection
When set to true, stops further detection of entry points, turns off entry point tracers, clears any caches, and stops
assigned tasks. Already detected entry points are disabled and do not report metrics.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.shutdown
Default: False (disabled)
Values: True or false
Requires managed application restart: No

• Exclude Specific Java Package Prefixes
Specifies the Java package prefixes for classes that the agent skips and does not consider for entry points. These
prefixes are in addition to skipped flags and classes in the existing default or custom PBDs.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.skip.pkgs
Default: <blank>
Value: String consisting of valid Java package prefix characters. Use commas to separate multiple strings. No
wildcards are allowed.
Requires managed application restart: Yes
Example: introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.skip.pkgs=com.abc
In this example, the agent skips all the classes with the prefix com.abc. The agent does not consider these classes
as possible entry points.

• Limit Number of Entry Points in AutoPersist.pbd
Limits the maximum number of entry points and automatic backends that can be persisted in AutoPersist.pbd.
Name: introscope.agent.autopersist.instrumentation.count.max
Default: 60
Value: Integer > 0 <= 250
Requires managed application restart: Yes
Example: introscope.agent.autopersist.instrumentation.count.max=60
Note: The introscope.agent.autopersist.instrumentation.count.max property replaces
the introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.count.max property, which is deprecated.

8. (Optional) Create PBDs to convert entry points to frontends.
9. Configure automatic backend detection.

1.1 Ensure that these properties are set to true:

•  introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=true 
•  introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled=true

This setting allows the agent to report automatic backend metrics without an application restart.
•  introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.enabled=true 
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2.1 Define the following automatic backend detection properties unless you want the default values.

• Enable and Disable Automatic Backend Detection
Enables and disables the agent ability to detect backends automatically.
Note: If disabled, ensure that the AutoPersist.pbd file in /hotdeploy (if any) is also removed.
Name: introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.enabled
Default: True (enabled)
Values: True or false
Requires managed application restart: No

• Exclude Specific Java Package Prefixes
Specifies the Java package prefixes for classes that the agent skips and does not consider for automatic
backends. These prefixes are in addition to skipped flags and classes in the existing default or custom PBDs.
Name: introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.skip.pkgs
Default: <blank>
Value: String consisting of valid Java package prefix characters. Use commas to separate multiple strings. No
wildcards are allowed.
Requires managed application restart: Yes
Example: introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.skip.pkgs=com.abc,com.xyz
In this example, the agent skips all the classes with the prefixes com.abc and com.xzy. The agent does not
consider these classes as possible automatic backends.

• Limit Number of Automatic Backends in AutoPersist.pbd
Limits the maximum number of entry points and automatic backends that can be persisted in AutoPersist.pbd.
Name: introscope.agent.autopersist.instrumentation.count.max
Default: 60
Value: Integer > 0 <= 250
Requires managed application restart: Yes
Example: introscope.agent.autopersist.instrumentation.count.max=60

10. Configure run-time gap visibility.
With run-time gap visibility, agents automatically instrument and monitor applications based on their run-time
performance.
The maximum number of methods that run-time gap visibility can instrument depends on
the introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level property value as listed:

•  introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level=low; maximum total run-time methods= 60,400
•  introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level=medium; maximum total run-time

instrumentation= 44,400
•  introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level=high; maximum total run-time instrumentation=

32,400

1.1 Ensure that this property is set to true:

• introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.visibility.processor.enabled=true 
2.1 Define the following runtime gap visibilities properties unless you want the default values.

• Enable and Disable Run Time Gap Visibility
Enables and disables the agent ability to instrument application components based on the application code run-
time performance.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.visibility.processor.enabled
Default: True (enabled)
Values: True or false
Requires managed application restart: No

• Set Run Time Gap Visibility Threshold
Only consider instrumenting the component with the duration time is greater than this threshold.
Name: introscope.agent.deep.trace.visibility.absolute.threshold
Default: 10 (ms)
Value: Integer > 0
Requires managed application restart: No
Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.visibility.absolute.threshold=10 ms
In this example, the agent instruments application components that are discovered in transaction gaps that are 10
ms and longer.

11. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
12. Restart the managed application if any property changes require restart.

Verify Smart Instrumentation Properties
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Follow these steps:

1. Run a transaction trace.
2. Verify that you see the expected or new deep visibility components in the transaction trace session.

If you do not see the expected deep visibility components, review the settings
for introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level and the other properties.

3. Verify that you see the expected cross-process transactions in the transaction trace session.
If you do not see the expected cross-process transactions, take the following actions.

1.1 Ensure all these property settings in the IntroscopeAgent.profile are set to true:

•  introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.crossprocess.enabled 

2.1 Review the agent logs for error or warning messages about smart instrumentation.
4. Verify that you see the expected entry points in the transaction trace session.

The agent detects entry points when a transaction makes client socket calls or has no frontends. Otherwise, the agent does
not detect entry points and create the AutoPersist.pbd file.
If you do not see the expected entry points, take the following actions.

1.1 Ensure all these property settings in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config
\IntroscopeAgent.profile are set to true:

•  introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.enabled 
•  introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled 

2.1 Ensure that the introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile property includes the <Agent_Home>
\releases\<release_number>\core\config\hotdeploy directory and the correct location.

3.1 Ensure the AutoPersist.lock file is in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core
\config\hotdeploy directory.
If the file is not there, there can be an agent write permission problem. Be sure that the hotdeploy directory
permissions are correct.

4.1 Review the agent logs for error or warning messages about <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>
\core\config\AutoPersist.pbd.

5.1 Look for entry points and skips in AutoPersist.pbd.
If there are no entry points, allow the application server to run longer or with a greater load. The agent rules
engine evaluates transactions repeatedly before the entry points are considered appropriate to be instrumented and
persisted.
The agent reports entry points when AutoPersist.pbd contains trace directives. The agent does not report entry
points when AutoPersist.pbd contains only skips.

5. Verify that you see the expected automatic backends in the transaction trace session.
The agent detects automatic backends when two actions occur. When the agent has not already found a backend in the
current call stack, and a socket makes connection as a client.
Otherwise, the agent does not detect automatic backends and create the AutoPersist.pbd file.
If you do not see the expected automatic backends, take the following actions.

1.1 Ensure all these property settings in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config
\IntroscopeAgent.profile are set to true:

•  introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled 
•  introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.enabled 
•  introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled 

2.1 Ensure the introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile includes the hotdeploy directory and the correct
location.

3.1 Ensure that the AutoPersist.lock file is in the hotdeploy directory.
If the file is not there, there can be an agent write permission problem. Be sure that the hotdeploy directory
permissions are correct.

4.1 Review the agent logs for error or warning messages about AutoPersist.pbd.
5.1 Look for automatic backends and skips in AutoPersist.pbd.
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If there are no automatic backends, allow the application server to run longer or with a greater load. The agent rules
engine evaluates transactions repeatedly before the automatic backends are considered appropriate to be instrumented
and persisted.
The agent reports automatic backends when AutoPersist.pbd contains trace directives. The agent does not report
automatic backends when AutoPersist.pbd contains only skips.

 Configure Frontend URL Groups
 

 Frontend URL groups are named groupings of transactions that you define in terms of a URL path prefix. Introscope
aggregates metrics for each URL group.

     

Using Frontend URL Groups

 The metrics display under the Frontends|Apps|<ApplicationName>|URLs node of the Metric Browser. The path prefix is the
portion of the URL that follows the hostname. For example, in this URL the path prefix is /testWar:

http://burger1.com/testWar/burgerServlet?
ViewItem&category=11776&item=5550662630&rd=1

You can define a URL group for any category of requests that can be derived from a URL path prefix. For example, depending
on the form of your application URLs, you could define URL groups in several ways. For example, groups for each customer
your application supports, or for each major or sub application. With this flexibility, you can monitor performance in the
context of committed service levels, or for critical portions of your application.

Example: How URL Group Properties Are Defined

The following example is an excerpt from an <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config
\IntroscopeAgent.profile file showing how URL groups are defined:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=alpha,beta,gammaintroscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.pathprefix=/
testWarintroscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format=foo {host} bar
 {protocol} baz {port} quux {query_param:foo} red {path_substring:2:5}
 yellow {path_delimited:/:0:1} green {path_delimited:/:1:4} blue
 {path_substring:0:0}introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.beta.pathprefix=/
nofilterWarintroscope.agent.urlgroup.group.beta.format=nofilter
 foo {host} bar {protocol} baz {port} quux {query_param:foo}
 red {path_substring:2:5} yellow {path_delimited:/:0:1} green
 {path_delimited:/:1:4} blue
 {path_substring:0:0}introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.gamma.pathprefix=/
examplesWebAppintroscope.agent.urlgroup.group.gamma.format=Examples
 Web App

Defining Keys for URL Groups

The property introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys defines a list of the IDs, or keys, of all your URL groups. The key
for a URL group is referenced in other property definitions that declare an attribute of the URL group. The following example
defines the keys for three URL groups:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=alpha,beta,gamma
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You can define URL groups so some URLs fall into multiple groups. In this case, the order in which you list the keys for the
URL groups in the property is important. Ensure that the URL group with the narrower membership precedes the URL group
with broader membership.

Example

The IP group with key alpha has this path prefix:
/examplesWebApp
The URL group with key delta has this path prefix:
/examplesWebApp/cleverones
In a correct key definition, delta precedes alpha in the keys parameter.

Defining Membership of Each URL Group

The property introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.groupKey.pathprefix specifies a pattern against which a
URL path prefix is matched. The matching defines which requests fall within the URL group.

Example Mapping a Group Key to a URL Path Prefix

This property definition assigns all requests in which the URL path portion starts with /testWar to the URL group whose
key is alpha:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.pathprefix=/testWar

Requests that match the specified pathprefix include:

http://burger1.com/testWar/burgerServlet?
ViewItem&category=11776&item=5550662630&rd=1http://burger1.com/testWar/
burgerServlet?Command=Order&item=5550662630

Example Creating URL Groups by Application Path

A company that provides call center services could monitor the responseTime for functional areas. The APM Administrator
could set up a URL group for each application function. If customers access services with this URL:

http://genesystems/us/application_function/

Where application_function corresponds to applications such as OrderEntry, AcctService, and Support,
the pathprefix property for each URL group specifies the appropriate application_function.

Note:

You can use the asterisk symbol (*) as a wildcard in pathprefix properties.

Define the Name for a URL Group

The property introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.groupKey.format determines the names under which
the response time metrics for a URL group whose key is groupKey appear in the Workstation.

Typically, the introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.groupKey.format property is used to assign a text string as
the name for a URL. The following example causes metrics for the URL group with key alpha to appear in the Workstation
under the name Alpha Group:

 introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format=Alpha Group 

(Optional) Advanced Naming Techniques for URL Groups

You can derive a URL group name from request elements. For example, the server port, the protocol, or a substring of the
request URL. This derivation capability is useful if your application modules are easily differentiated by inspecting the request.
This section describes advanced forms of the introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format property.
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Using Host as a URL Group Name

You can organize metrics for a URL group under names reflecting the host name of the HTTP server that is associated with
requests. Define the introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format parameter as shown in this example:

 introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={host} 

When format={host}, statistics for these requests appear under the metric
names us.mybank.com and uk.mybank.com respectively:

 https://us.mybank.com/mifi/loanApp......  

 https://uk.mybank.com/mifi/loanApp.... . 

Use Protocol as a URL Group Name

You can organize statistics for a URL group under names that reflect the protocol that is associated with requests. Define the
to introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format parameter as shown in this example:

 introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={protocol} 

When format={protocol}, in the Investigator statistics are grouped under metric names corresponding to the protocol portion
of request URLs. For example, statistics for these requests appear under the metric name https:

 https://us.mybank.com/cgi-bin/mifi/scripts...... 

 https://uk.mybank.com/cgi-bin/mifi/scripts...... 

Use Port as a URL Group Name

You can organize statistics for a URL group under names that reflect the port that is associated with requests. Define
the introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format parameter as shown in this example:

 introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={port} 

When format={port}, statistics are grouped under names that correspond to the port portion of request URLs. For
example, statistics for these requests appear under the name 9001.

 https://us.mybank.com:9001/cgi-bin/mifi/scripts..... . 

 https://uk.mybank.com:9001/cgi-bin/mifi/scripts... ... 

Use Parameter as a URL Group Name

You can organize statistics for a URL group in Investigator under metric names reflecting the parameter value that is
associated with requests. Define the introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format parameter as shown in
this example:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={query_param:param}

When format={query_param:param}, statistics are grouped in Investigator under metric names that correspond to
value of the parameter specified. Requests without parameters are listed under <empty>. For example, given this parameter
definition:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={query_param:category}

Statistics for these requests appear under the metric name 734.

http://ubuy.com/ws/shoppingServlet?ViewItem&category=734&item=3772&tc=photohttp://ubuy.com/
ws/shoppingServlet?ViewItem&category=734&item=8574&tc=photo

Use a Substring of the Request Path as a URL Group Name
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You can organize statistics for a URL group under names that reflect a substring of the path portion of request URLs. Define
the introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.groupKey.format parameter as shown in this example:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={path_substring:m:n}

Where m is the index of the first character, and n is one greater than the index of the last character. String selection operates
like the java.lang.String.substring() method. For example, given this setting:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={path_substring:0:3}

Statistics for the following request appear under the metric node /ht:

http://research.com/htmldocu/WebL-12.html

Use a Delimited Portion of the Request Path as a URL Group Name

You can organize statistics for a URL group under names that reflect a character-delimited portion request URL path. Define
the introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format parameter as shown in this example:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={path_delimited:delim_char:m:n}

The delim_char phrase denotes the character that delimits the segments in the path. The letter m denotes the index of the
first segment to select. The letter n is one greater than the index of the last segment to select. A delimiter character counts as a
segment. The segment count starts at 0.

For example, given this setting:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={path_delimited:/:2:4}

Statistics for the requests of this form appear under the metric that is named /pageid.

http://www.buyitall.com/userid,sessionid/pageid

The delimiter character in this example is the forward slash (/).

The segments as delimited by the slash character in the URL example are:

0=/, 1=userid,sessionid, 2=/, and 3=pageid 

You can specify multiple delimiters as necessary. For example, given this setting:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format={path_delimited:/,:3:4}

Statistics for requests of the form that is shown in the setting example appear under the metric name sessionid. The slash and
the comma delimit following segments in the URL example:

0=/, 1=userid, 2=„, 3=sessionid, 4=/, and 5=pageid 
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Use Multiple Naming Methods for URL Groups

You can combine multiple naming methods in a
single introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format string, as shown in this example:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.alpha.format=red {host} orange {protocol} yellow {port}
 green {query_param:foo} blue {path_substring:2:5} indigo {path_delimited:/:0:1} violet
 {path_delimited:/:1:4} ultraviolet {path_substring:0:0} friend computer

Limit the Number of Unique Frontend URL Group Metrics

You can use the introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp property to limit the number of unique
frontend URL group metrics that the Java agent creates. When the number of new URL groups reaches the set value, metrics
for new URL groups display under the Metric Browse Frontends|Apps|URLs|Default node. This property helps to prevent
metric explosions.

To collect meaningful metrics from the Frontends|Apps|URLs node, set up URL groups that are relevant to your deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Go to the URL Grouping Configuration section.
4. Configure the introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp property.

The default is 5 URL groups.
5. Save and close the file.

No managed application restart is needed.

Note:

More Information:

•  introscope.agent.trace.frontend.urlsmasking.enabled 
•  KB000100666: Unable to Normalize Spring WebService URLs 

Frontend URL Group Naming

These frontend URL group properties work together when all are set to their
default introscopeAgent.profile settings:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=default
introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*
introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}
introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp=5

With this configuration, the default frontend URLs display in a URL group that is named for and located two directories after
the URL port in the URL path. 

For example, in the URL path http://localhost:80/abc/def/index.jsp, the port is 80. In the Metric Browser,
a frontend with the URL http://localhost:80/abc/def/index.jsp is listed under the Frontends|Apps|URLs| abc/
def/ node. When the number of frontend URL groups that are created across all the Java applications reaches
the introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp setting, any new URLs display under the Frontends|
Apps|URLs|Default node. 

Frontend Resources URL Group

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/unable-to-normalize-spring-webservice-urls/KB000100666
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Frontends URL groups can contain specific file extensions, for example, png in <filename>.png, We name these extensions
as resources. The introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.resources.list property specifies the file
extension types. Here is the default setting:

introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.resources.list=tif,tiff,jpg,jpeg,gif,png,bmp,bmpf,ico,cur,xbm,svg,img,css,woff,nil

When frontends URLs contain the resources that are listed
in introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.resources.list , the resources display under the Frontends|
Apps|URLs|Resources node.
The Resources URL group prevents invalid URLs from creating unique, one-time metrics and using large amounts of
Enterprise Manager memory. Common invalid URLs are those that generate 404 errors,

 Configure Backend Path Groups

 Path groups are named groupings of web service HTTP client requests that you define in terms of a backend URL path prefix.

     

Using Backend Path Groups

The metrics for each path group are aggregated under the Backends|WebService at <protocol>_//<host>_<port>|Paths node
in the Metric Browser. By default, all backend URL paths are assigned to the group that is named Default. With path groups,
you can determine how many requests are invoked from the backend and can diagnose performance problems.

The following example shows three backend URL paths as they would display in the Metric Browser:

Backends|WebService at http_//host_port|Paths|alphaHTTPClientPost Backends|WebService at http_//
host_port|Paths|betaHTTPClientGet Backends|WebService at http_//host_port|Paths|Default>

This example shows how the three path groups are defined in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config
\IntroscopeAgent.profile :

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=alphaHTTPClientPost,betaHTTPClientGet,defaultintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alphaHTTPClientPost.pathprefix=/
testWar/helloWorld/
alphaHTTPClientPostintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alphaHTTPClientPost.format=alphaHTTPClientPostintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.betaHTTPClientGet.pathprefix=/
testWar/helloWorld/
betaHTTPClientGetintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.betaHTTPClientGet.format=betaHTTPClientGetintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format=Default

Define Keys for Path Groups

The introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys delimiter characters in the agent profile define a list of the keys
of all the path groups. The key for a path group is referenced in other property definitions that declare an attribute of the path
group.

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=alpha,beta,default

Each entry has two properties that are used to define the path and match output results as follows:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.[Key].pathprefixintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.
[Key].format
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The [Key] entries are used to locate the named property. The [Key] value corresponds with the keys property as shown:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=key_one,key_two,key_threeintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_one.pathprefixintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_one.formatintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_two.pathprefixintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_two.formatintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_three.pathprefixintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_three.format

 You can define path groups so that some paths fall into multiple groups When you define the path groups, the order in which
you list the keys for the path groups in the property is important. The path group with the narrower membership should precede
the path group with broader membership.

Define Membership of Each Path Group

The introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix property specifies a pattern against
which the path prefix of a path is matched, defining which requests fall within the path group.

Example: Map a Group Key to a Path Prefix

This property definition assigns all requests in which the path portion of the path starts with /testWar to the path group
whose key is alphaHTTPClientPost:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alphaHTTPClientPost.pathprefix=/testWar

Requests that match the specified pathprefix include:

http://backend.ca.com:1234/testWar/example/post.htm

You can use the asterisk symbol (*) as a wildcard in pathprefix properties.

Define the Name for a Path Group

The introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.<key>.format property determines the names under which
response time metrics for a path group are generated.

Typically, the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.<key>.format property is used to assign a text
string as the name for a path. The following example causes metrics for the path group with key alpha to appear in the metric
browser tree under the name Alpha Group:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format=Alpha Group

(Optional) Advanced Naming Techniques for Path Groups

You can derive a path group name from request elements such as the protocol,
or from a substring of the request path. This section describes advanced forms of
the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.<key>.format property.

Use a Substring of the Request Path as a Path Group Name

You can organize statistics for a path group under names that reflect a substring of the path portion of request paths.
Define introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.<key>.format as shown:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_substring:m:n}
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Where m is the index of the first character, and n is one greater than the index of the last character. String selection operates
like the java.lang.String.substring() method. For example, for the following setting:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_substring:0:3}

With this URL:

http://www.buyitall.com/userid,sessionid/pageid

Statistics would appear under: /us.

The path grouping works only on the path part of the URL. In the previous example it is: /testWar/helloWorld/
alphaHTTPClientPost.

Use a Delimited Portion of the Request Path as a Path Group Name

To organize statistics for a path group under names that reflect a character-delimited portion request path, define
the format parameter as shown:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_delimited:delim_char:m:n}

The delim_char is the character that delimits the segments in the path. The letter m is the index of the first segment to
select. The letter n is one greater than the index of the last segment to select. For example, given this setting:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_delimited:/:2:4}

Statistics for the requests of this form:

http://www.buyitall.com/userid,sessionid/pageid

Appear under the metric name /pageid . 

Follow these rules:

• Delimiter characters count as a segment. In the previous example, the delimiter characters is the forward slash (/).
• Segment counts start at 0.
• Path grouping works only on the path part of the URL. In the previous example, the path part of the URL is /

userid,sessionid/pageid . 

The segments as delimited by the slash character in the path example are:

0=/, 1=userid,sessionid, 2=/, and 3=pageid 

You can specify multiple delimiters as necessary. For example, given this setting:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_delimited:/,:3:4}

Statistics for requests that are formatted as shown in the previous example appear under the metric name sessionid. Here are
the segments that are delimited by the slash and the comma in the path example:

0=/, 1=userid, 2=„, 3=sessionid, 4=/, and 5=pageid 
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Limit the Number of Unique Backend Path URL Group Metrics

You can use the introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp property to limit the number of unique
backend path group URL metrics that the Java agent creates. When the number of new backend path groups reaches the
set value, metrics for new backend path group URLs display in the Metric Browser. You can view the metrics under
the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths| Default node. This property helps to prevent metric
explosions.

To collect meaningful metrics from the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths node, set up backend path
groups that are relevant to your deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Go to the URL Grouping Configuration section.
4. Configure the introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp property.

The default is five backend path group URLs.
5. Save and close the file.

No managed application restart is needed.

Backend Path Group Naming

These backend path group properties work together when all are set to their default introscopeAgent.profile settings:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=default
introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*
introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}
introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp=5

With this configuration, the default backend paths display in a backend path group. The group is named for and located two
segments after the protocol in the backend path. 

For example, typically backend paths are listed under the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|
Paths node. When the number of backend path groups that are created across all the Java applications reaches
the introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp setting, any new backend paths display under
the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths| Default node. 

Configure Webservices Namespace Grouping

Prevent metric explosions by setting the following properties:

# Webservices Namespace Grouping Configuration## ================#
 Configuration settings for Webservices namespace naming.  By
 default, webservices' namespace/service-name# go into their actual
 value in the metric-string.  # For example, Webservices with a
 metric: Webservices|Server|SampleNameSpace|SampleOperationName is
 reported as is# until the number of namespace/service-name groups
 created across all apps reach a value defined in the property #
 "introscope.agent.webservicesnamespacegroup.clamp" below.# After
 the clamp is reached, all namespaces go into the "Default" group.#
 To get customized metrics out please use the regex-based grouping
 via the properties below.  # Changes to this property take effect
 immediately and do not require the managed application to be
 restarted.introscope.agent.webservicesnamespacegroup.keys=defaultintroscope.agent.webservicesnamespacegroup.group.default.pathprefix=*introscope.agent.webservicesnamespacegroup.group.default.format=={path_delimited:/:0:5}introscope.agent.webservicesnamespacegroup.clamp=5

By setting these properties, you avoid separate metrics for the same user. These properties are hot configurable. For more
information, see KBKB000100666: Unable to Normalize Spring WebService URLs.

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/unable-to-normalize-spring-webservice-urls/KB000100666
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 Configure Thread Dumps

Thread dumps can provide useful detailed information about what is happening within the agent JVM. Thread dump
functionality is provided in the Thread Dumps tab associated with each agent node in the metric browser tree. Setting the
Thread_Dump permission allows users to see the Thread Dumps tab and use all the functionality.

Both IntroscopeAgent.profile and IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties properties are required to enable thread dumps.
By default, the Thread Dumps tab and its functionality are enabled. However, if either or both of the thread dump enable
properties are set to false, then users cannot see the Thread Dumps tab.

If you enable or disable thread dumps on a MOM, that configuration applies to all the Collectors in the cluster. Therefore, if
you disable thread dumps on a MOM, thread dumps are disabled on all the Collectors too.

To enable thread dumps

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in the <Agent_Home>/core/config directory and set this property:

introscope.agent.threaddump.enable=true

2. Save and close IntroscopeAgent.profile.
3. Open the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file located in the <EM_Home>/config directory and set this property:

introscope.enterprisemanager.threaddump.enable=true

4. Save and close IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties.

For Introscope users to view the Deadlock Count metric, configure the IntroscopeAgent.profile. You can perform additional
configuration to display agent Thread node metrics.

To enable Deadlock Count metric collection

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in the <Agent_Home>/core/config directory.
2. Set this property to true to enable the Deadlock Count metric to be collected.

introscope.agent.threaddump.deadlockpoller.enable=true

3. (Optional) Set the full version of the PBL to display metrics in the agent Threads node.

• Specify the name of the PBL file in this property: introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile.
For example, to use the full version of the standard PBL for WebLogic server, set the property to:

introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=weblogic-full.pbl 

User can see metrics such as Active Threads counts and thread groups under AgentName | Threads.
4. Save and close IntroscopeAgent.profile.

Configure thread dumps using both IntroscopeAgent.profile and IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties properties.

To configure thread dumps

1. Open the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file located in the <EM_Home>/config directory.
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2. (Optional) Set this property to save thread dump files to a specific directory on the Enterprise Manager. For example,
TestThreadDumps.

introscope.enterprisemanager.threaddump.storage.dir=TestThreadDumps

3. (Optional) Set this property to purge thread dump files older than a specified number of days. For example, older than 30
days.

introscope.enterprisemanager.threaddump.storage.clean.disk.olderthan.days=30

4. (Optional) Set this property to purge thread dump files after a specified number of days. For example, after every two days.

introscope.enterprisemanager.threaddump.storage.clean.disk.freq.days=2

5. (Optional) Set this property to limit the maximum number of thread dump files that can be stored on the Enterprise
Manager. For example, 5000 files.

introscope.enterprisemanager.threaddump.storage.max.disk.usage=5000

Note:  If:* the number of thread dump files stored exceeds the limit set in the
introscope.enterprisemanager.threaddump.storage.max.disk.usage property

and

* there are no files older than the number of days set in the
introscope.enterprisemanager.threaddump.storage.clean.disk.olderthan.days property

Then the Enterprise Manager does not store any thread dump files.
6. Save and close IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties.
7. Restart the Enterprise Manager.

If an Enterprise Manager goes down, you can copy thread dump files to another Enterprise Manager so users can view thread
dump data.

Warning:  Restart the Enterprise Manager when you add files to or remove files from the thread dump directory. CA
Technologies does not recommend moving thread dump files from one Enterprise Manager to another.

To copy thread dump files from one Enterprise Manager to another

1. Navigate to the <EM_Home>/threaddumps directory on the Enterprise Manager containing thread dump files (EM1).
2. Copy the thread dump files.
3. Paste the files into the <EM_Home>/threaddumps directory on the Enterprise Manager where users are to view the thread

dumps (EM2).
4. Restart both Enterprise Managers EM1 and EM2.
5. If needed, establish the agent connection and enable and configure thread dumps on EM2.

EM2 users can select the agent node then click the Load Previous button in Thread Dumps tab. A list displays the thread
dumps moved from EM1.

Generate a Thread Dump Using the Command-Line Workstation
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You can run the Thread Dump feature from the Command-Line Workstation (CLW) to enable an alert to be triggered using
a shell action. The required CLW command can be included as part of shell action and then invoked using a Shell Command
Action for relevant alert. The thread dump is persisted on the Enterprise Manager.

The text format thread dump returned to the CLW client is truncated when there are more than ten elements. This setting is not
configurable. The stack is the same that results when saving the thread dump from the Investigator using the option "Save as
Text" button.

Note:  To see the full thread dump stack, load it into the Investigator and view with any other external thread analysis tool.
Using an external tool might result in errors.

Use one of the following options to collect a new thread dump file:

• get ThreadDump for the agent matching [REGULAR EXPRESSION] for performance

This option specifies that the thread dump must not be sent back to the CLW client. and using this option causes lesser
overhead to the Enterprise Manager.

• get ThreadDump for the agent matching [REGULAR EXPRESSION] for functional

The [REGULAR EXPRESSION] in this command must match the Agent Name. In the following example, a Tomcat agent
with name "*SuperDomain*|HostName|Tomcat|Tomcat_Agent" is used:

cd EM_HOME/lib
   java -
jar CLWorkstation.jar get ThreadDump for the agent matching ".*HostName
\|Tomcat\|Tomcat_Agent.*" for functional   

The output is:

.*HostName\|Tomcat\|Tomcat_Agent.*emConnection=available
   TD enable on EM = true
   TD enable onTomcat_Agent = true
   SUCCEESS
   "main" Id=1 RUNNABLE (in native)

Note:  By default the thread dump file is created in the folder <EM_HOME>/threaddumps, where EM_HOME is the home
directory of the Collector for the agent.

Use the following command to retrieve the list of already collected thread dump files:

get List of ThreadDump filenames for the agent matching [REGULAR EXPRESSION]

For example,

cd EM_HOME/
lib                                                          
   java -
jar CLWorkstation.jar get List of ThreadDump filenames for the agent matching ".*HostName
\|Tomcat\|Tomcat_Agent.*"

The output is:

.*HostName\|Tomcat\|Tomcat_Agent.*emConnection=available
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   TD enable on EM = true

   TD enable onTomcat_Agent = true

   HostName_Tomcat_Tomcat_Agent_TD_xxxxxxxxxxxxx

   HostName_Tomcat_Tomcat_Agent_TD_yyyyyyyyyyyyy

 Configure Detection of Synthetic Transactions

Your configuration settings for synthetic transaction monitoring using the
introscope.agent.synthetic.header.names property in the <Agent_Home>\releases
\<release_number>\core\config\IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

The introscope.agent.synthetic.header.names property value lists the HTTP header parameters that are used
to determine whether a monitored HTTP request is part of a synthetic transaction. Commas separate the Individual parameter
names. If this parameter is undefined or the value is empty, synthetic transactions are not detected. If multiple HTTP header
parameter names are defined, they are examined in the specified order. The first HTTP parameter with a value is used to define
the synthetic transaction.

The node under which synthetic transactions are reported is the HTTP parameter value. Appropriate modification is done to
ensure that a valid node name is used.

When introscope.agent.synthetic.header.names is undefined, the following configuration is ignored.

introscope.agent.synthetic.node.name=Synthetic Users

The node under which transactions recognized as synthetic are reported. This node is located under Frontends|Apps|
<WebAppName> where <WebAppName> is the web application name. This value defaults to Synthetic Users.

introscope.agent.non.synthetic.node.name=Real Users

The node under which transactions not recognized as synthetic are reported. This node is located under Frontends|
Apps|<WebAppName> where <WebAppName> is the web application name. If undefined, no additional node
under <WebAppName> is created.

introscope.agent.synthetic.user.name=Synthetic_Trace_By_Vuser

The name of the HTTP header parameter whose value is used as the synthetic user name. The synthetic user name is used to
separate different synthetic transactions. A node for each synthetic user name is created below the Synthetic User  node. If
this configuration parameter is defined and an HTTP header parameter of this name exists, synthetic transaction metrics are
reported. The node under which the transactions are reported is <Synthetic Users>|<Synthetic User> where:

• The introscope.agent.synthetic.node.name configuration parameter determines the <Synthetic
Users> node name.

• The HTTP header parameter value determines the <Synthetic User> node name.

Note:  Changes to these properties take effect immediately and do not require you to restart the managed application.

Using the TagScript Utility

The CA TagScript utility can be used with HP Vugen to specify extraction of synthetic user information.

To use the TagScript utility

1. Open the TagScript utility.
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For Windows:

<Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\tools\TagScript.bat

For UNIX:

<Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/tools/TagScript.sh

You are asked which environment you want to modify scripts for.
2. Click one of the following options:

• Performance Testing - for HP Loadrunner scripts
• Production - for HP Business Process Monitor or Sitescope scripts
• Un-tag - to reverse the tagging process

3. Navigate to the directory where your HP Vugen scripts are located. Double-click each .c script to open them.
The HP Vugen script .c files are all backed up and replaced by modified versions.

4. If HP Vugen is open and the utility is executed, you are prompted to reload the modified scripts. When prompted, click Yes
to All.

5. You can either close the TagScript utility or click the cancel button in the file selection dialog. You are not required to
close the TagScript utility and many users do not close the utility while in HP Vugen. If a script is modified or any new
scripts are created, not closing the utility simplifies the process.

6. Verify that your scripts have been tagged in the following locations:

• The new paragraphs of HP Vugen code are inserted at the beginning of each script.
• Tags appear before all lr_start_transaction, lr_end_transaction, and at the end of the script.

7. (Optionally) You can track each virtual user in an HP LoadRunner performance test with an individual set of blame stacks.
To track each user, uncomment the following line at the beginning of the script in the declaration paragraph:

web_add_auto_header(“Synthetic_Trace_By_Vuser”,vuserOverview)

Note:  You might have this option uncommented for a Production tagged script. In this case, an individual set of blame
stacks is created for each point of presence or synthetic transaction generator.

 Java Agent Naming
 

Learn about agent naming, related environmental and deployment factors, and options for automatically naming your agents.

     

Understanding the Java Agent name

Each Java Agent running in your DX APM environment has a name. You can assign a name explicitly. You can configure a
method of automatically assigning a name. Or you can start an instrumented application that the Java Agent monitors. The Java
Agent name is central to many views in the user interface. The name is key to the process of associating monitoring logic with
target applications.

When an agent report metrics to an Enterprise Manager, a node is created for that agent in the Metric Browser. You configure
management logic in the user interface -- for instance, dashboards, alerts, and actions. The agent name is a component in the
regular expressions that identify the applications to which the management logic applies. The Metric Browser in this graphic
shows agents that are named domain1//Adminserver, running on host qw32vtest01  under the WebLogic process.
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How the Agent Determines its Name

The Java Agent uses the following sequence to determine a name:

1. If the Java Agent determines a name using the first method, it accepts that name and connects to the Enterprise Manager.
2. If the Java Agent does not determine a name using the first method, it tries the second method, and so on.
3. If the Java Agent does not determine a name using any method, it names itself UnnamedAgent.

Method 1 Agent Name Specified in a Java System Property Using the Full Property Name

The agent name is defined using a Java system property on the command line. Using this method overrides any other agent
naming method.

To specify an agent name using Java system property, on the Java command line, supply the desired name using this property:

-Dcom.wily.introscope.agent.agentName=

Method 2 Agent Name Specified in a Java System Property Using a Shortcut

Instead of the full, canonical form of the property, you can use a shortcut version. We recommend this simplified method
because of its ease of use. Still, the full form that is described under Method 1 above takes precedence over the shortcut form.

On the Java command line, supply the desired agent name using this shortcut form of the property:

-DagentName=

Method 3 Agent Name Specified in a System Property Key in the IntroscopeAgent.profile

This method is the second the agent uses to look for its name. Use this method if you want the agent to be named from the
value of an existing Java system property that is specified in the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
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3. Under the Agent Name section, specify the Java system property that provides the agent name in this property:

introscope.agent.agentNameSystemPropertyKey

Note:  If the Java system property specified here does not exist, this property is ignored.
4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the application server.

Method 4 Agent Name Obtained Automatically from the Application Server

If you use certain versions of WebLogic or WebSphere, the agent name can be automatically obtained from the application
server using automatic agent naming functionality. This eliminates the need to configure individual agent names in a separate
agent profile file. The agent can also rename itself if there are changes in the application server environment. This enables you
to deploy an agent profile across many environments that might consist of a mix of application server platforms.

You can configure a time delay, to give the agent as much time as necessary to determine its name before connecting to the
Enterprise Manager.

Automatic agent naming is supported when you use DX APM with these supported application server versions:

• JBoss
• WebLogic
• WebSphere distributed

The name of the application server displayed in the user interface is determined by a Java J2EE API. This sometimes causes
the name of the application servers to display differently in the user interface because all application servers implement the
API differently. The names of multiple application servers may be formatted differently in the user interface, and even the
same application server name may be formatted differently from release to release.

Method 5 Agent Name Specified Explicitly in the Agent Profile

The agent name is defined in the IntroscopeAgent.profile, in the introscope.agent.agentName property.
Use this option if you already have an agent profile for every application.

Method 6 Agent Name Determined to be "Unnamed agent"

If the agent is unable to determine a name using one of the methods that are listed above, then the agent names
itself UnnamedAgent.

Agent Naming Considerations for Clustered Applications

If you run multiple instances of the same application, DX APM attempts to resolve identical agent names, including custom
metric agents, by appending the agent name with a character and a random number. CA Technologies recommends, however,
that you tell DX APM how to resolve the naming.

The options for resolving identical agent naming are:

• Tell DX APM that the agents in question are cloned agents by enabling cloned agent naming (described in Enabling cloned
agent naming in clustered environments.)

• Define unique agent names yourself and make separate agent profiles for each agent (described in Configuring unique
names for application instances.)

• Let DX APM uniquely name each agent using its own naming scheme (described in How DX APM resolves agent naming
conflicts.)

Automatic Agent Naming

When automatic agent naming is enabled, the agent starts and looks for name information from the application server. The
agent waits until an agent name is obtained before attempting to connect to the Enterprise Manager.

When the agent locates naming information, DX APM edits the information to make the agent name compliant with agent
naming rules.

When information is obtained, segments are separated by forward slashes. For example: medrec/MyCluster/
MedRecServer 

Any forward slashes in the segment name are converted to underscores. For example, if a domain is named Petstore/West, it is
converted to Petstore_West.
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Note:

DX APM edits the information that is used to construct the agent name according to the following rules:

• Characters such as pipes, colons, or percentage signs are replaced with underscores
• Names that begin with any character other than a letter are prepended with the letter "A"
• Empty names are replaced with UnnamedAgent to distinguish them from the UnknownAgent condition

 To enable automatic agent naming 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Set introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled to true.
4. Save and close the file
5. Make the following application server-specific changes:

• For JBoss, edit the IntroscopeAgent.profile and the standalone.xml files. See JBoss AS/WildFly and
JBoss EAP for more information.

Automatic Agent Naming and Renamed Agents

Using automatic agent naming, the agent always tries to obtain the most current application-server-specific agent name. The
agent periodically checks for a new name.

If a change to the application server configuration results in an agent name change, the agent automatically renames itself.
In the Metric Browser tree, the agent appears to disconnect. The disconnected agent remains in the Metric Browser, and
unmounts automatically after the unmount time period has elapsed, or can be unmounted manually.

The renamed agent reconnects to the Enterprise Manager and appears in the Metric Browser. The agent logs these changes.

Advanced Automatic Agent Naming Options

There are several properties that you can change to control automatic agent naming for your environment.

Initial Enterprise Manager Connection Delay

When using the automatic agent naming feature, the agent waits up to a configurable amount of time before connecting to the
Enterprise Manager while trying to find agent name information. The default delay is 120 seconds.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Under the Agent Name section, configure the desired delay in

the introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingMaximumConnectionDelayInSeconds property.
4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the application server.

You configured the delay value.

Agent Rename Check Interval

When using the automatic agent naming feature, the agent periodically checks to see if the naming information from the
application server has changed. The default interval is 10 minutes.

 To change this interval 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Under the Agent Name section, configure the desired interval in

the introscope.agent.agentAutoRenamingIntervalInMinutes property.
4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the application server.

Turning Off Agent Log File Automatic Naming

By default, when the agent name is found automatically, either by information that is provided by a Java system property
or application server, the log files associated with that agent are named automatically using that same information.
However, you can turn off this automatic log naming, and continue to use the agent log name that is specified in
the IntroscopeAgent.profile.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Set introscope.agent.disableLogFileAutoNaming=true.  
4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the application server.

Enabling Cloned Agent Naming in Clustered Environments

If two agents exist with the same name monitoring the same host and process and are not uniquely named by a user, the name
is appended with a number. Cloned agent naming enables you to correlate an agent with a particular application instance in a
clustered application.

You are running cloned agents if you:

• are running agents that share a host, process, or Java Agent name with one or more other agents, or
• are running two or more agents that are using the same agent profile.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop your managed application and the Java Agent.
2. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
3. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
4. Set the following property to true:

introscope.agent.clonedAgent=true

5. Save and close the file.
6. Restart your managed application and the Java Agent.

Cloned agent naming example

With the Java Agent cloning property turned on, if you have four Java Agents, all named AgentX, the Enterprise Manager
names the agents AgentX-1, AgentX-2, AgentX-3 and AgentX-4. If AgentX-1 disconnects and then reconnects, it still
uses AgentX-1 as its name. With this naming, there are never more Java Agent names in the database than the number of Java
Agents originally cloned.

Configure Unique Names for Application Instances

If you monitor multiple instances of an application on the same computer, you can configure unique agent names explicitly.

 To configure unique agent names 

1. Create a separate agent profile for each application.
2. Uniquely name each agent in the agent profile.
3. Specify which agent profile each application should use.

How DX APM Resolves Agent Naming Conflicts

The fully qualified agent name -- comprised of host name, process name, and agent name -- is typically unique to each agent
in an DX APM environment. Agents with the same agent name usually have a unique fully qualified agent name because their
host name and process names are probably different. Multiple agents have the same fully qualified agent name only when
residing on the same host, monitoring the same process, and having the same agent name.

An agent can try to connect to an Enterprise Manager to which an agent with the same fully qualified agent name is already
connected. In this case, the Enterprise Manager appends a unique identifier to the name of the newly connecting agent. The
identifier consists of a percent (%) character and a digit. This mechanism ensures that multiple agents that connect using
the same fully qualified name can be uniquely identified during the connection. The Enterprise Manager renames the first
duplicate agent to connect by appending %1 to its agent name.

For instance, assume that two agents with the fully qualified agent name:

hostPA|processNIM|PodAgent
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connect to the Enterprise Manager, one after the other. The Enterprise Manager renames the second agent:

PodAgent%1

When other agents with the same fully qualified name connect, they are renamed, in succession, PodAgent%2, PodAgent
%3, PodAgent%4, and so on. The digit following the percent character is the next number in the sequence.

When a renamed agent disconnects, the suffix it was assigned can be re-used. For example, PodAgent%1 disconnects
while PodAgent remains connected. The next agent with the fully qualified name hostPA|processNIM|PodAgent to connect
is renamed PodAgent%1.

Reusing the suffix identifier makes it possible that the Enterprise Manager might assign the same suffix to a particular agent
name from connection to connection. However, on subsequent connections, a given agent could just as well be renamed
differently. Having an agent name vary from connection to connection is problematic when querying historical data. When
possible, configure a naming strategy that avoids the Enterprise Manager renaming agents.

Name Abbreviation

The Agent supports abbreviated names to simplify configuration. Abbreviated names can be used for the agent name, manager
name, and advanced properties. For example:

 System property name: 

 Abbreviated name: 

The fully qualified system property name takes precedence over the abbreviated name.

Examples:

 Configure the Browser Agent

The Browser Agent collects customer experience analytics for your web applications. You can configure and download the
Browser Agent from the UI directly. For more information, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for CA Digital
Experience Insights.

Note:

 Browser Agent is available with the default Java Agent.

Reconfigure the Browser Agent on Windows

During the Browser Agent download process, you can create or select the AXA application in the download page. At
this point, the introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString property is automatically updated in the
bundle.properties file. You do not need to update default.basnippet file. However, if you want to re-configure a Browser
Agent that you downloaded previously, you can update the bundle.properties file.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a web application on the App Experience Analytics instance.
2. Associate the instance with the Application Performance Management instance you are using. To complete this step,

see Collect Data From Your Web Application.
3. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\browser-agent-ext-

<version> directory. 
4. (Optional) Update the default.basnippet file. Configure default.basnippet to use the snippet from the App

Experience Analytics instance that is associated with the Application Performance Management instance that you are
using.  

5. (Optional) Update the introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString property. 

1.1 Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/19-1/configuring/collect-data-from-your-web-application.html
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2.1 Configure introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString to use the snippet from the App
Experience Analytics instance that is associated with the Application Performance Management instance that you are
using. 

3.1 Save and close the file.

If both the introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString property and the default.basnippet file
have content, the Browser Agent inserts the introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString content into
the page.

Note:

More Information:

•  Browser Agent Advanced Configuration 
•  Browser Agent Properties 

 Browser Agent Advanced Configuration
You can modify the default monitoring to achieve the balance of visibility and performance that you
require.

  

Enable or Disable Automatic JavaScript Snippet Injection

After you install the Browser Agent, configure the bundle.properties file to enable automatic JavaScript snippet
injection for monitoring web pages. If automatic snippet injection is disabled, you can use the Browser Agent. Manually
insert the snippet and enabling response decoration for business transaction matching support and end-to-end transaction trace
correlation.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\browser-agent-ext-
<version> directory and open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.

2. Enable (true) or disable (false) automatic snippet injection into a web page using the Java agent:

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjectionEnabled=true/false

3. Enable and specify values for the following properties. Use the examples in the file as a guide.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.appID=<key1>
Specifies that the agent gets the snippetLocation and the includeURLsRegex property of the app ID.
 
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.snippetLocation=<full path to the snippet file>
Specifies the full file path to the snippet file. For example, the path can be to within the
 <Agent_Home> folder or the application location.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.includeURLsRegex=<Regex>
Specifies that the agent inserts the snippet in only those URLs that match the Java regular expression.
 
The following example matches all URLs with path "/mypage.jsp":
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.includeURLsRegex=.*/mypage.jsp

4. Save and close the file.

Enable or Disable Response Decoration

After you install the Browser Agent, configure the bundle.properties file to enable response decoration for monitoring web
pages. If response decoration is disabled, business transaction matching and end-to-end transaction trace correlation are
unavailable and do not work.
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Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\browser-agent-ext-
<version> directory and open the

bundle.properties

file in a text editor.
2. Enable (true) or disable (false) Browser Agent response decoration. Use the examples in the file as a guide.

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.enabled=true/false

Specifies the addition of the APM response cookie/header.

3. Enable and specify values for the following properties. Use the examples in the file as a guide.

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.cookie.expirationTime=<seconds>
Specifies the expiration time of the APM response cookie in the browser.

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.includeURLsRegex=<Regex>
Specifies that the agent adds the APM response cookie/header in only those URLs that match the
 regular expression.
 
The following example matches all URLs with path "/mypage.jsp":
introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.includeURLsRegex=.*/mypage.jsp

4. Save and close the file.

You can modify the default monitoring to achieve the balance of visibility and performance that you require.

As an administrator, understand the Browser Agent response decoration and perform the optional configuration tasks.

Control the Browser Agent Response Decoration

The response cookie or header carries APM business transaction information and end-to-end APM transaction correlation.
However, too many requests that occur in a close time frame can cause a client cookie explosion. A cookie explosion might
result in authentication issues or the client displaying a 413 Request Entity Too Large response error. To solve the
problem, you can control the Browser Agent response decoration.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\browser-agent-ext-
<version> directory and open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.

2. Modify the following properties and specify values:

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.cookie.expirationTime=<integer
 in
 seconds>introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.includeURLsRegex=<regular
 expression>introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.enabled=<true/
false>

3. Save and close the file.
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Monitor Multiple Apps for the Same Agent

You can monitor multiple apps for the same agent by using multiple snippet content files per agent. Each snippet content file
has one or more script tags with the Browser Agent JavaScript files and profile. This script tag matches each application with
its own JavaScript files and profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\browser-agent-ext-
<version> directory and open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.

2. Enable the following properties by uncommenting and adding them, and specifying property values, for example:

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.appID=<APP1>,<APP2>
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<APP1>.snippetLocation=<snippet content file location>
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<APP1>.includeURLsRegex=<URI>
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<APP2>.snippetLocation=<snippet content file location>
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<APP2>.includeURLsRegex=<URI>

3. Save and close the file.

Filter Browser Pages from the Browser Agent

In some cases, you might like to filter web pages from the Browser Agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\browser-agent-ext-
<version> directory and open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.

2. Enable the following property by uncommenting it and specifying property values.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.includeURLsRegex

This property specifies that the agent attempts to insert the snippet in only URLs that match the Java
 regular expression.

3. Save and close the file.

Encrypt Transaction Information in the Java Agent Response Decoration

The Java agent uses a response cookie or header to send DX APM transaction information to the Browser Agent. 

You can enable the Java agent to gather and encrypt DX APM transaction information. The Java agent embeds the encrypted
information into a response cookie or header, and sends the cookie or header to the Browser Agent. The Browser Agent passes
the information to the Digital Experience Collector, which decrypts and reports on the transaction information. This process
takes place within a single request and response transaction as follows: 

1. When the introscope.agent.decorator.userid.cookie.name is set in the bundle.properties file,
the Java agent reads the user ID value from the cookie.

2. The Java agent gathers and encrypts the user ID, agent name, agent host, agent process, servlet name, and web application
name.
Each Java agent field is encrypted separately 

3. The Java agent adds the encrypted information into the response cookie and header, and sends the cookie and header to the
browser.

4. The Browser Agent extracts the Java agent information when creating a JSON object. The Browser Agent then sends the
object to the Digital Experience Collector.

5. The Digital Experience Collector parses the JSON object to decrypt the Java agent information.
6. The Digital Experience Collector sends the decrypted Java agent information to the Enterprise Manager for use in

transaction traces.
When a Java agent field is empty during encryption, then there is no value to decrypt for the Enterprise Manager use. For
example, the user ID field is empty during encryption. The Digital Experience Collector cannot send a user ID value to the
Enterprise Manager. This situation results in no value for the User ID column in the transaction trace Trace view.
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Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\browser-agent-ext-
<version> directory and open the

bundle.properties

file in a text editor.
2. Configure these properties:

introscope.agent.decorator.userid.cookie.name=<cookie_name>introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.apmData.enabled=<true/
false>introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.enabled=<true/
false>

3. 1.1 Ensure that the introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.enabled property is set
to true.

2.1 Specify the introscope.agent.decorator.userid.cookie.name property value.
3.1 Specify introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.includeURLsRegex property value to match the request

URL.
4. Save and close the file.

To confirm that the response decoration data is encrypted, look at either the x-apm-brtm-response-bt-page-
<page URL> response cookie or the x-apm-brtm-response-bt response header value.

Skip Filters in gzip Compressed Responses

Gzip is a file format that compresses and decompresses files. You can configure the Browser Agent to skip filters in gzip-
compressed responses.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\browser-agent-ext-
<version> directory and open the

bundle.properties

file in a text editor.
2. Enable the following properties by uncommenting them and specifying property values:

introscope.agent.browseragent.contentencoding.enabled: This property enables content encoding
 support property for the Browser Agent.

introscope.agent.browseragent.instrumentclass.autoskip.depth: This property specifies the skip level to
 instrument the class for the Browser Agent.

3. Save and close the file.
4. (WebSphere Application Server 7 only) Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions

\browser-agent-ext-<version>\directives directory and open the browseragent.pbd file in a text
editor.
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1.1 Turn off the following trace directive:

TurnOff: BRTM_WASStaticServletTracing

2.1 Save and close the file.
3.1 Restart the application server for the agent.

You can change the Browser Agent instrumentation from the first filter to the filter after the gzip filter. This
instrumentation uses the value
of introscope.agent.browseragent.instrumentclass.autoskip.depth property. Also, the Browser
Agent supports multiple re-entrances to wrap a response. When you want to wrap the response again after some classes, you
can configure BrtmResetTracer in the browseragent.pbd file.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\browser-agent-ext-
<version>\directives directory and open the browseragent.pbd file in a text editor.

2. Add and enable the following trace directive skips:

########################################################
 BrtmResetTracer######################################################SetFlag:
 BRTM_SELFRESET_TracingTurnOn: BRTM_SELFRESET_TracingSetFlag:
 BRTM_RESET_TracingIdentifyTwoFlagIntersectionAsAggregateFlag:
 BRTMTracing BRTM_SELFRESET_Tracing
 BRTM_RESET_Tracing SetTracerClassMapping: BrtmResetTracer
 com.wily.introscope.agent.brtm.trace.BrtmResetTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidatorSetTracerOrdering:
 BrtmResetTracer -10000000IdentifyClassAs:
 org.eclipse.jetty.server.Dispatcher
 BRTM_RESET_TracingTraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged:
 BRTM_RESET_Tracing forward(Ljavax/servlet/ServletRequest;Ljavax/
servlet/ServletResponse;Ljavax/servlet/DispatcherType;)V
 BrtmResetTracer Servlets

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the application server for the agent.

 Browser Agent Properties

The bundle.properties file includes the Browser Agent auto-snippet injection and response decoration properties for sending
business transaction match information. Use the bundle.properties file when you installed the Browser Agent by:

• Downloading an agent from CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management
• Deploying the Browser Agent from APM Command Center

The Browser Agent bundle.properties file is located in the <Agent_Home>\extensions\<browser-agent-ext-version> directory.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.includeURLsRegex

This property specifies the (Java-based) regular expression patterns. These patterns are used to match
against the request URLs for Browser Agent automatic JavaScript snippet injection. This property works
with introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.snippetLocation and
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.appID.

Values: Java regular expression

Default: Blank

Visibility: bundle.properties file
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Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.snippetLocation

This property specifies the full file path for the snippet file. The snippet file name
extension must be a snippet, for example: app1.basnippet. This property works with
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.includeURLsRegex and
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.appID. In runtime, the agent does not automatically
recognize an update to the content of the snippet file. However, when you update the Browser Agent appID property or
snippet location property, the snippet content is loaded to the agent. Use a new appID or update the snippet file name.

Values: String

Default: Blank

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.appID

This property specifies the group keys for Browser Agent automatic JavaScript snippet injection. Letters
and numbers are only allowed for appID. Separate the appID with a comma. This property works with
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.snippetLocation and
introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.<key1>.includeURLsRegex.

Values: List

Default: Blank

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.snippet.maxSearchingLength

This property checks for the end of the first <head> tag to insert the snippet file in the page dynamically from the Java
agent. If no head tag exists in the page, the agent checks for the <body> tag (starting body tag) instead. After the agent finds
the <head> tag or <body> tag, the agent stops searching. If the <head> tag is found, snippet code is inserted after the
<head> tag. If the <body> tag is found, the agent inserts snippet code and <head> tag before <body> tag.
This property also determines the number of bytes from the start to the end of the browser page. When you set the value to
larger number, then for every request the Java agent loads that number of bytes into memory to perform the search for the
<head> or <body> tag.

Values: Integer

Range: Equal to or greater than 0 bytes

Default: 32768

Note: An increase in this value can degrade performance.

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.throttleResponseLimit

Throttles the number of requests that the Browser Agent can handle within the Java agent 15-second metric interval. The
throttle is placed only on the application-specific requests that the Browser Agent handles.

Values: Integer

Range: 0 - 5000

Default: 1000

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property requires you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjectionEnabled

This property enables and disables automatic snippet injection into a web page using the Java Agent. When FALSE, the Java
agent does not dynamically insert the snippet code into the response back to the browser. Manually insert the snippet code into
the <head> tags of the HTML page.
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Values: TRUE/FALSE

Default: FALSE

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.checkHeadFilterPresence.enabled

Sets a flag back to the browser to send browser transaction traces where the correlation ID is set correctly. This action occurs
when the Java agent is executing a transaction trace session by opening the Transaction Trace Session window.

Values: TRUE/FALSE

Default: TRUE

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.checkTailFilterPresence.enabled

Sets a flag back to the browser to send browser transaction traces where the correlation ID is set correctly. This action occurs
when the Java agent is executing a transaction trace session and using a timing threshold session.

Values: TRUE/FALSE

Default: TRUE

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.contentencoding.enabled

Toggles content encoding support for Browser Agent automatic JavaScript snippet injection.

Values: TRUE/FALSE

Default: FALSE

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.instrumentclass.autoskip.depth

This property specifies the skip level to instrument the class for the browser agent. This property works when
the introscope.agent.browseragent.contentencoding.enabled property is set to true. For
example: if introscope.agent.browseragent.contentencoding.enabled= true and
introscope.agent.browseragent.instrumentclass.autoskip.depth=2, the agent skips two times to run
the browser agent for instrumented class. This behavior occurs if the current instrumentation is not at a servlet level. If the
current instrumentation is in the servlet level, the Browser Agent continues to run.

Values: Integer

Range: 1 - 3

Default: 1

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.cookie.expirationTime

This property specifies the expiration time of the Browser Agent response cookie in the browser.

Values: A non-negative integer in seconds.

Default: 3

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.includeURLsRegex
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This property specifies the regular expression pattern that the Browser Agent uses to match against the request full URL. The
match is used for adding the Browser Agent response cookie and header.

The full URLs (possibly encoded) consist of protocol, hostname, port number and / or query parameters.

The following format example matches all URLs with path /my%20page.jsp:

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.includeURLsRegex=.*/my20page.jsp

This pattern matches the exact http://SERVER_HOSTNAME:SERVER_PORTNUMBER/myapp/mypage.html?a1=b
URL:

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.includeURLsRegex=http://
SERVER_HOSTNAME:SERVER_PORTNUMBER/myapp/mypage.html\\?a1=b

Values: Regular expression

Default: BLANK

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.apmData.enabled

This property enables and disables the Java agent ability to send encrypted agent information to the Browser Agent. 

When the following information is available in the Java Agent, this property encrypts and sends the information in the
response cookie and response header:

• Agent name
• Host name
• Process name
• Application name
• Servlet name
• UserId

The Java agent adds the encrypted information to the response cookie only
when both introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.apmData.enabled and introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.enabled are
set to true.

Values: TRUE/FALSE

Default: TRUE

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.enabled

This property enables the Browser Agent response cookie. The cookie is used for business transaction matching support and
end-to-end transaction trace correlation.

Values: TRUE/FALSE

Default: FALSE 

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.sustainabilityMetrics.enabled

This property enables the creation of the Browser Agent sustainability metrics.

Values: TRUE/FALSE
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Default: TRUE

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.decorator.userid.cookie.name

This property specifies the cookie name from the transaction request. The Java agent uses the cookie name as the user ID in
transaction traces and the Browser Agent response cookie.

When you set a cookie name for introscope.agent.decorator.userid.cookie.name, and a cookie with that
name has a value, the value displays in both the Java agent and Browser Agent transaction traces.

For example: introscope.agent.decorator.userid.cookie.name=TestAppUserID. The cookie that is
named TestAppUserID has a value of 123 presented in a web page. The agent collects a transaction trace and an End User
takes an action on the web page. Both the Java agent and Browser Agent Trace View transaction traces display 123 as the
User ID.

Values: String

Default: BLANK

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.cookie.contenttype

This property specifies the content types that are used to match against the response content type for adding the Browser Agent
response cookie decoration.

Specify a single entry, or a comma-delimited list of entries.

Format example:
introscope.agent.browseragent.response.decoration.cookie.contenttype=text/html,xhtml

Here, the example matches all responses with content-type text/html or xhtml.

Values: String

Default: text/html

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

introscope.agent.browseragent.corguid.enabled

This property specifies whether the Java agent should always send the correlation ID to the browser. If the property is enabled,
the correlation ID is always sent to the browser in the response.

Values: TRUE/FALSE

Default: TRUE

Visibility: bundle.properties file

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.

 Advanced Instrumentation

You can modify the default monitoring settings for the metrics you want to collect in your application and environment. 

 AutoProbe and ProbeBuilding Options

The Java Agent inserts probes into the bytecode of applications you want to monitor. ProbeBuilding is how you decide
which probes to insert into applications using ProbeBuilder Directives (PBDs) and ProbeBuilder Lists (PBLs). The default
PBD and PBL files included with the Java Agent provide a basic level of metric collection. You can modify PBD and
PBL default settings to insert the probes for the metrics you want to collect. The agent collects metrics in your application and
environment. 

     

AutoProbe and ProbeBuilding Overview
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To instrument your applications on JVMs, use one of the following methods: 

• Use JVM AutoProbe with the -javaagent property. We highly recommend using JVM AutoProbe to instrument
applications on JVMs.

•  Manual ProbeBuilding is an advanced instrumentation technique.  

Warning:  When instrumenting your applications, use only one method of instrumentation.

Configuring ProbeBuilding

ProbeBuilding technology performs the instrumenting process. ProbeBuilder Directive files define probes to identify metrics
that agents gather from web applications and virtual machines at runtime.

By default, AutoProbe uses the typical PBD provided with the Java Agent. This setup results in the collection of a moderate
number of metrics. The following options let you customize the metric collection level and configure ProbeBuilding behaviors.

•  Full or typical tracing options 
•  Dynamic ProbeBuilding 
•  ProbeBuilding class hierarchies 
•  Removing line numbers in bytecode 

Full or Typical Tracing Options

In Introscope, ProbeBuilder List (PBL) files govern which tracer groups are used in the instrumentation process.
The  introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile  property specifies one or more PBL files.

Introscope provides two versions of each default PBL.
The full version enables a larger set of tracer groups than the typical version, resulting in more detailed metric reporting,

The typical version enables a smaller set of tracer groups, resulting in less detailed metric reporting and reduced overhead.
By default, introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile specifies the typical version of the default PBL file.

You can change the tracing level between full and typical.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the managed application.
2. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
3. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor. 
4. Specify the name of the PBL file you want to use in this property: introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile.

For example, to use the Full version of the standard PBL for WebLogic Server, set the property to:

introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=weblogic-full.pbl 
5. Restart the managed application if dynamic instrumentation is not enabled.

The tracing level has been specified.

Dynamic ProbeBuilding

Introscope uses dynamic ProbeBuilding to implement new and changed PBDs without restarting managed applications or
the agent. Dynamic ProbeBuilding is useful for making corrections to PBDs, or to change data collection levels during triage
without interrupting application service.

Warning:   Dynamic ProbeBuilding is only available for use with Java 1.5 at a minimum. Dynamic ProbeBuilding
depends on Java 1.5 capabilities and on the -javaagent command.

The Workstation allows you to perform dynamic instrumentation through the transaction trace viewer.

Dynamic ProbeBuilding causes Introscope to look periodically for new PBDs and for changed PBDs. The scope of dynamic
agent reinstrumentation is limited to reloading only classes in which instrumentation changed when PBDs were edited. This
more limited scope improves performance.

When you edit a PBD or you add a PBD to the hotdeploy directory, only certain user directives are reinstrumented. (such as
adding or removing directives for a class, or toggling tracer groups)

Warning:  Only changes to directives using tracer groups are supported. For example, changes in any directive
like TraceAllMethods that have an IfFlagged switch. However, Introscope only ships any out of the box
directives with tracer groups or flags. Changes to skips or transformations are not supported.

The following directives are not reinstrumented:

• System directives, such as adding a tracer or changing a new tracer mapping.
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• Arrays, interfaces, and classes that are specified in skip directives, and any transformations.

You can configure the reinstrumentation process to:

• Exclude all classes that particular classloaders load.
• Limit the scope to specific class packages.

Note:   Dynamic ProbeBuilding is not enabled by default.

If a class is reinstrumented so that it no longer reports data for a metric, the metric still displays in the Investigator. Existing
metrics do not disappear from the Investigator window when their classes are reinstrumented.

Warning:

 Due to a limitation in Java 1.5, access is not available to some class bytes, with the following effects:

• Modifications to the j2ee.pbd file might not be picked up, and metrics can continue to be published under old
names.

• Some exceptions can appear in the agent log.
• To avoid this issue, restart the application server after modifying the j2ee.pbd file.

When configuring dynamic ProbeBuilding, CA Technologies recommends that you base your changes on tracer groups.

Example: Control the Level of Instrumentation for the Tracer Group XYZ.

This example demonstrates how you can control the level of instrumentation for a tracer group.

Follow these steps:

1. Create two tracer groups:

•  XYZTracing -- regular tracing options
•  XYZTracingLite -- fewer components are traced.

2. Switch between them: Turn off XYZTracing and turn on XYZTracingLite.
3. View the impact that dynamic ProbeBuilding has on your environmental performance.
4. Adjust the tracing groups accordingly.

Adjustment affects all classes being traced as part of each tracer group.

Configure Dynamic ProbeBuilding

To configure dynamic ProbeBuilding, you edit the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor. 
3. Verify that the property, introscope.autoprobe.enable, is set to true.
4. Uncomment and set the following properties:

• introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled=true
This property enables dynamic ProbeBuilding. This property takes effect when you restart the managed application.

• introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.pollIntervalMinutes=1
The polling interval in minutes to check for PBD changes. The default is set to 1-minute intervals. This property takes
effect when you restart the managed application.

• introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.classFileSizeLimitInMegs=1
Some classloader implementations have been observed to return huge class files. This behavior prevents memory errors.
This property takes effect when you restart the managed application.

• introscope.autoprobe.dynamic.limitRedefinedClassesPerBatchTo=10
Too many classes redefinitions at a time can be very CPU intensive. When changes in PBDs trigger a redefinition of
many classes, introscope.autoprobe.dynamic.limitRedefinedClassesPerBatchTo attempts to
batch the process at a comfortable rate.

5. Save and close the file.
6. Restart the managed applications (if appropriate).

Differences Between Dynamic ProbeBuilding and Dynamic Instrumentation

Dynamic ProbeBuilding and dynamic instrumentation are different:

•  Dynamic ProbeBuilding is based on manual changes you make to PBD files and manual configurations you make in the
IntroscopeAgent.profile. If you update or change a PBD file and save it in the correct location, dynamic ProbeBuilding
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implements the changes. Dynamic ProbeBuilding requires you to configure the IntroscopeAgent.profile, and change the
PBD files that you want updated. All changes are permanent (until you manually update or change the files again).

• Dynamic instrumentation is performed from the Workstation transaction trace viewer. The changes to instrumentation
you select using the interface are made automatically for you, and are often only temporary. Instrumenting a method
dynamically means inserting the instrumentation during runtime. You can dynamically instrument one, more, or all the
methods during a transaction trace session. Then, you can view metrics the newly instrumented methods return. This
method lets you do dynamic application performance tuning. Dynamic instrumentation does not require any changes to
the IntroscopeAgent.profile. If you decide to make instrumentation changes permanent, a PBD is created and saved in the
correct location for you.

Warning:  Introscope stores a dynamic instrumentation cache on the application server host computer. For
dynamic instrumentation to work, you must set the user account permissions correctly. The user account that
the application server uses to access the Enterprise Manager must have write access to two directories. The user
account requires write access to the <Agent_Home> and <Agent_Home>/logs directories on the application server
host computer.

ProbeBuilding Class Hierarchies

Introscope does not automatically instrument classes in the deeper levels of the class hierarchy. Introscope only instruments the
classes that explicitly extend a probed class.

With a supported JVM, you can configure Introscope to instrument multiple subclass levels of a probed class. The product
updates the tracer groups in the associated internal directive appropriately and dynamically instruments the classes. The
directive changes are written to a log file.

If you prefer to update your PBDs manually, you can disable the directive update. You can use the log file to determine
appropriate updates.

Instrumenting and Inheritance

Introscope does not automatically instrument classes in the deeper levels of a class hierarchy in JVMs. When a probed class
two levels or greater deep and the subclasses are loaded, the new and overridden methods are not automatically instrumented.
Classes that explicitly name a probed interface as being implemented are instrumented even though they implement the
interface indirectly.

For example, assume a class hierarchy in which ClassB extends ClassA, and ClassC extends ClassB,

Interface/ClassA   ClassB    ClassC

When you instrument ClassA, ClassB is not instrumented even though it explicitly extends ClassA.

To ensure that subclasses are instrumented, follow the EJB subclass tracing instructions.

Enable Instrumentation of Multiple Levels of Subclasses

You can configure the Java Agent to update internal directives dynamically.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that dynamic ProbeBuilding is enabled.
2. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
3. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor. 
4. To enable instrumentation of multiple levels of subclasses, uncomment this property setting:

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.enabled=true

5. Save and close the file. 

Support for Multiple Inheritance, Interfaces, and Abstract Methods

The Java Agent supports instrumentation by interface and by inheritance. This ability extends to dynamic instrumentation.
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The Java Agent supports the instrumentation of methods through a call to subclasses by using the API getMethodCalls.
The getMethodCalls API providing the following information to help you understand the consequences of instrumenting
inherited methods or interface methods:

• If the class defining the method is an interface
• The number of classes that a possible instrumentation of the method affects. This number is the number of subclasses or the

number of implementing classes.
• If the method is called within a specific stack trace

A tracer to instrument interfaces and abstract methods is available with the Java Agent, using the following syntax:

TraceOneMethodWithlabelIfInherits: <class> <method> <Label> <Tracer
 Group> <Tracer Type> <Resource>

This tracer instruments a method of any class implementing interface or extending superclass in the following cases:

• If the method is defined in the interface
• If the method is abstract in the superclass

Warning:  Using this tracer could have a heavy impact on the performance of your system. Test the impact of this
tracer during your system startup and instrumentation processes. Make this test before you deploy to a larger agent
configuration.

Configure Periodic Polling for Uninstrumented Subclasses

When multilevel subclass instrumentation is enabled, the agent checks for uninstrumented subclasses at application startup.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor. 
3. Uncomment this property setting:

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.runOnceOnly=false

4. To change the frequency with which Introscope polls for uninstrumented subclasses,
uncomment introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.pollIntervalMinutes and set it to the desired
polling frequency:

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.pollIntervalMinutes

Default: 5 (minutes)
5. (Optionally) You can limit the number of times Introscope polls uninstrumented subclasses by

uncommenting introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.executionCount and setting it to the desired
limit:

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.executionCount

Default: 3 minutes
6. Save and close the file.

Disable Directive Updates

When Introscope detects uninstrumented subclasses, multilevel subclass instrumentation
updates internal directives appropriately. The update ensures that the classes are instrumented.
If you prefer to update PBDs manually, you can disable internal directive updates by
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uncommenting introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.disableDirectivesChange in the
IntroscopeAgent.profile:

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.disableDirectivesChange=true

Controlling Directive Logging

When multilevel subclass instrumentation is enabled, uncomment the following properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile
to have multilevel subclass instrumentation logs created. When you configure these properties, Introscope creates
the pbdupdate.log file in the <Agent_Home> directory or in a custom location that you specify. The multilevel instrumentation
details are written to the agent logs.

log4j.additivity.IntroscopeAgent.inheritance=falselog4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent.inheritance=INFO,pbdloglog4j.appender.pbdlog.File=pbdupdate.loglog4j.appender.pbdlog=com.wily.introscope.agent.AutoNamingRollingFileAppenderlog4j.appender.pbdlog.layout=com.wily.org.apache.log4j.PatternLayoutlog4j.appender.pbdlog.layout.ConversionPattern=
%d{M/dd/yy hh:mm:ss a z} [%-3p] [%c] %m%n_

Restart the managed application for changes to these properties to take effect.

Removing Line Numbers in Bytecode

When you instrument application bytecode, the bytecode line numbers are preserved by default. Preserving bytecode line
number information is helpful when using debuggers or when obtaining stack trace information.

You can turn off this feature by adding a system property on the Java command line. Turning off this feature removes all line
numbers when AutoProbe or ProbeBuilder instruments the application code.

To remove line numbers in bytecode when using AutoProbe or ProbeBuilder, define the following system property on the Java
command line with the -D option:

 com.wily.probebuilder.removeLineNumbers=true 

Alternative Methods for Instrumentation

This section describes alternate methods for instrumenting application when you cannot use JVM AutoProbe. We recommend
using JVM AutoProbe over the alternatives that are described in this section in all cases.

Use the Legacy -Xbootclasspath Option

In rare cases, using JVM AutoProbe through the standard - javaagent property causes extra overhead because of
implementation issues in the underlying JVM. IBM JVMs ranging from version 1.5 to 1.6 can cause such issues.

Warning:

Using the -Xbootclasspath command has following limitations:

• The command is not supported in IBM JRE versions 1.7 and later.
• Dynamic instrumentation is disabled.
• Smart instrumentation is disabled.

This example demonstrates how you can use the -Xbootclasspath option to instrument a WebSphere Application Server.
When you encounter high overhead on your application, try this procedure to rule out the JVM as the root cause.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the Java executable that WebSphere Application Server uses, for example, under AppServer/java/jre/bin.
2. Open a command prompt. Enter the following commands:

cd <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>/connectors<Path_to_WAS>/
AppServer/java/jre/bin/java  - jar CreateAutoProbeConnector.jar  -
 current

The AutoprobeConnector.jar is created.
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3. Enter the following command:

-Xbootclasspath/p:<path_to_created_Autoprobe_jar>/
AutoprobeConnector.jar:<path_to_agent>/Agent[NoRedefNoRetrans].jar
 - Dcom.wily.introscope.agentProfile=<path_to_agent>/
IntroscopeAgent[NoRedef].profile

• -Xbootclasspath/p:
This command specifies a colon-separated path of directories, JAR archives, and ZIP archives to prepend the default
bootstrap class path. The command also overrides entities that the JVM loads by default at bootstrap time.

Note:   For UNIX, use a colon (:) in Xbootclasspath , and for Windows, use a semicolon (;).

Configure AutoProbe for WebSphere for z/OS

Valid for: WebSphere 6.1 and 7.0 for z/OS

You can configure WebSphere on z/OS installations to use AutoProbe to instrument applications.

Note:  Instrumenting WebSphere 7.0 for z/OS using the following procedure does not provide as detailed metrics as does the
JVM 1.5 method. For example, the thread metric levels are not instrumented.

Warning:   When using the Java Agent 9.0 or higher to monitor WebSphere 7.0 on z/OS, the application server
process can restart repeatedly. To avoid this problem, upgrade to WAS 7.0 build level 7.0.0.8 at a minimum.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebSphere, start the Administrator Console.
2. Select Application Servers > <your server> > Process Definition.

The Control and Servant items are listed.
3. Click Servant and then JavaVirtualMachine.
4. Set the Generic JVM Argument field to specify the classloader plug-in, and the location of the IntroscopeAgent.profile

file. Set one of the following properties:

• com.wily.introscope.agentProfile
• com.wily.introscope.agentResource

The argument has the following value (several properties are set in one argument):

-
Dcom.ibm.websphere.classloader.plugin=com.wily.introscope.api.websphere.WASAutoProbe-
com.wily.introscope.agentProfile=<Agent_Home>\releases
\<release_number>\core\config

Or

-
Dcom.ibm.websphere.classloader.plugin=com.wily.introscope.api.websphere.WASAutoProbe-
Dcom.wily.introscope.agentResource=<Path to Resource containing
 IntroscopeAgent.profile>

5. Place the Agent.jar file in the <WebSphere_Home>/lib/ext directory.

Note:  Do not place the Agent.jar file in the WebSphere installation directory.
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The following shows examples of the incorrect and correct directory:

Incorrect: /usr/lpp/zWebSphere/V5R0M0/lib/extCorrect: /WebSphere/
V5R0M0/AppServer/lib/ext

6. Confirm that all newly created Java Agent files and directories within the <Agent_Home> directory are read-accessible
by the WebSphere process.

7. Confirm all *.log files have write access to the WebSphere process. The Java Agent and ProbeBuilder write these files in
the <Agent_Home> folder. These files include:

• All the Introscope files and directories
• The Introscope files inside <WebSphere_Home>/lib/ext

8. Restart WebSphere application server.
9. When WebSphere displays open for e-business, open the Administrator Console.

Metrics start reporting.
10. For AutoProbe to run correctly in WebSphere environments with Java2 Security enabled, add permissions to your Java2

security policy.
11. Collect servlet data by configuring HTTP servlet tracing.

 Manual ProbeBuilding
 

Manual ProbeBuilding is an advanced nondynamic method of instrumenting your applications. When you run ProbeBuilder
manually, it instruments classes on disk before the application server is run. You use manual ProbeBuilding when your
environment does not support AutoProbe, or you prefer not to use AutoProbe. 

  

How to Manually Instrument Your Applications with ProbeBuilder

Warning:  Introscope supports other methods of instrumenting applications. Use these methods before using
ProbeBuilder: JVM AutoProbe and AutoProbe for application servers. Do not use ProbeBuilder with other methods of
instrumentation.

To use manual ProbeBuilding, perform these tasks:

•  Review the prerequisites.
•  Use the command-line ProbeBuilder.
•  Run instrumented code.
•  Switch back to noninstrumented code.

Review the Prerequisites

Before you begin, ensure that you have performed these tasks:

• Installed the Java Agent
• Configured the Java Agent and Enterprise Manager connection properties
• Configured the Java Agent name
• Configured the ProbeBuilder options

Use the Command-Line ProbeBuilder

If your computer does not have a windowing environment, perform these tasks:

•  Add probes to bytecode with command-line ProbeBuilder.
•  Edit the classpath 

Add Probes to Bytecode

You activate the Command-line ProbeBuilder by running a Java command as shown in the following example. Use the
Command-line ProbeBuilder commands to specify directives, code location, and the instrumented code destination.

The syntax for the Java command depends on your Java version and other settings in your environment.
The ProbeBuilder classpath varies, depending on whether you installed it using an agent installer or the full Introscope
installer. 
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 If you are processing a large .jar file, you can increase the memory in your JVM memory settings. Consult your JVM
documentation for instructions. 

 Example: Invoke ProbeBuilder from the Agent Directory 

java -cp <Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/ext/
ProbeBuilder.jar com.wily.introscope.api.IntroscopeProbeBuilder 
  -directives <Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/config/
default.pbl,Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/config/
stream.pbd   -origdir /usr/myApp/classes   -destdir /usr/myApp/
classes.isc  - verbose

 Example: Invoke ProbeBuilder from the Enterprise Manager Directory 

java -cp lib/ProbeBuilder.jar
 com.wily.introscope.api.IntroscopeProbeBuilder   -directives
 Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/config/
default.pbl,Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/config/
stream.pbd   -origdir /usr/myApp/classes   -destdir /usr/myApp/
classes.isc  - verbose

 Follow these steps: 

1. Use the following command to specify directives:

• -directives|-pbd filename [...]
Type a comma-separated list of the ProbeBuilder Directive (.pbd or PBD) files, ProbeBuilder list (.pbl or PBL) files, or
directories to scan. At least one PBD or PBL file name is required.
Select either a full or typical PBL file, depending on how much information you want gathered. (see Full or typical
tracing options).
What displays when the Agent was installed using the default Java Agent installer
You see all possible default PBD and PBL files in the Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/core/config/ directory
display.
What displays when the Agent was installed using an application-server specific Java Agent installer
You see only the PBD and PBL files specific to that application server.

2. Select one set of the following three pairs to specify your original code location and your instrumented code destination.
Use directories, .jar files, or classes.

•  -origdir directory -destdir directory
This pair specifies the original directory name (including subdirectories) and the destination directory.

•  -origjar filename -destjar filename
This pair specifies the original archive file name. The file name types include .jar, .zip, .war, .rar, and .ear archives and
the destination archive file name.

•  -origclass filename -destclass filename
This pair specifies the original class file name and the destination class file name.

You have the following options:

•  -skipitems
This option skips any files that are not Java bytecode files or archive files (.jar and .zip files). If -skipitems is not
set, the non-Java bytecode files are copied to the destination, unchanged.

•  -help -h -?
This option displays a help screen.

•  -prompt
Turns on an interactive text UI when problems arise.

•  -verbose
This option displays informational messages about each operation that the program performs.
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Edit the Classpath

Update the classpath of the application startup script to reflect the locations of the instrumented code and the Java agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Edit the classpath of the application startup script. Include the locations of the directories containing the instrumented code
that ProbeBuilder created. Ensure that this reference precedes the reference to the original code in the classpath.

2. Edit the classpath in the application startup script to include the path to the Agent.jar file.
Here is an example of how a classpath might look before editing:

<your_application_path>/lib/app.jar MainClass

Here is how the classpath might look after editing:

<your-applicationpath>.isc/lib/app.jar:/<ApplicationServer_Home>/
wily/Agent.jar MainClass

3. Save the changes.
4. Start your application with the new startup script.

The classpath is set.

Run Instrumented Code

Here are three ways to run instrumented code instead of your original code:

•  In classpaths, replace original class paths with instrumented code paths.
Perform this process when you instrument your application for the first time.

•  Prepend paths to classpaths when only part of the application code was instrumented.
In the classpath, place the instrumented code paths before the original-code paths. This process is named prepending paths.
When you prepend the paths, the instrumented code loads and reports performance data. Noninstrumented code still loads
and works as expected, but does not report performance data.

•  Place instrumented code in the original classpath.
Use this method when classpaths are set in many places:

• Move the original code to a new location. Leave the classpaths unchanged. Then move the instrumented code to the
original location.

• (UNIX computer) You can create a symbolic link from the current location of the instrumented code to the original
location.
 

Note:   Be careful using this method in a production environment. With this method, it is easy to forget whether you are
using the original or the instrumented code.

Revert to Non-Instrumented Code

If you want to switch back to using noninstrumented code, undo the steps of modifying classpaths to run instrumented code.

•  When you put the paths to your instrumented code into the Java classpaths
Replace the paths to the instrumented code in Java classpaths with original paths.

•  When you added paths to the instrumented code in the front of the paths to the original code
Remove the prepended paths to classpaths.
Remove the prepended portion of the classpath so that only the original classpath remains.

•  When you put instrumented code in the original classpath
Remove the Instrumented code from the original path and place the original code in the original classpath.

•  When you used symbolic links on a UNIX computer
Point the symbolic link to the original directory or remove the link and move the code into the original classpath.

 Create Custom Tracers

You can further refine your metric collection by creating custom PBD files. Creating custom directives, by creating tracers to
track application-specific measurements, require the use of specific syntax and keywords. 
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To write custom tracers, you must define:  

• The directive type (indicating generically how many classes or methods to trace)
• The specific classes or methods to trace
• The type of information to trace in one or more classes or methods (for example, a time, a rate, or a count)
• The fully qualified metric name (including the resource path) under which to present this information

Custom PBDs are stored in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config
\hotdeploy directory. Any PBDs added to this directory is implemented without having to update or modify
the introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile property in the IntroscopeAgent.profile. If you have enabled dynamic
ProbeBuilding, the PBDs in the hotdeploy directory are picked up live from the folder. No reboot is required.

Once a custom PBD is created, the Java Agent treats it as if it is an out-of-the-box PBD. You can set alerts on the metrics that
are created and can use the metrics to create custom dashboards.

Note:   Select methods to trace carefully, as more methods traced means more overhead.

Using a custom BlamePoint Tracer tracer for common metrics

A BlamePoint Tracer is the most commonly used tracer. This tracer generates five separate metrics for associated methods or
classes:

• Average Response Time (ms)
• Concurrent Invocations
• Errors Per Interval
• Responses Per Interval
• Stall Count

Here is an example of a BlamePoint Tracer. A BlamePoint Tracer is set for a method that is named search  in
the petshop.catalog.Catalog class. The BlamePoint metrics display under the PetShop|Catalog|search node in metrics
browser tree.

TraceOneMethodOfClass: petshop.catalog.Catalog search BlamePointTracer
 "PetShop|Catalog|search"

Directive Names and Arguments that are used in Tracer Syntax

PBD files contain simple keywords that associate tracers into groups or enable and disable groups. PBD files also contain
tracer definitions. Custom tracers require specific syntax, which allows the Java Agent to recognize and process the tracers.

A tracer is composed of a directive and information about the method or class to trace, in the following format:

<directive>: [arguments]

Where  [arguments]  is a list and directive-specific.

Note:  Only a subset of the parameters is required depending on the directive that you use.

The most common directives to use are the following trace directives:

• TraceOneMethodOfClass
This directive traces a specified method in the specified class.

• TraceAllMethodsOfClass
This directive traces all methods in the specified class.

• TraceOneMethodIfInherits
This directive traces a specific method in these two situations:

• In all direct sub-classes of the specified class 
• In all direct interface implementations of the specified interface. 

The specified class or interface should be the fully qualified name.
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• TraceAllMethodsIfInherits
This directive traces all methods except for these components:

• Constructors and static initializers in all direct sub-classes of the specified class 
• Direct implementations of the specified interface. 

The specified class or interface should be the fully qualified name.
• TraceOneMethodIfFlagged

Use this property when the specified class is included in a tracer group that has been enabled with
the TurnOn keyword. This directive traces one method when the conditions in the previous sentence are met.

• TraceAllMethodsIfFlagged
Use this property when the specified class is included in a tracer group that has been enabled with
the TurnOn keyword. This directive traces all methods except for constructors and static initializers when the conditions in
the previous sentence are met.

• TraceComplexMethodsIfFlagged 
This directive traces all public or package-visible non-synthetic methods that call any other method, except constructors
and static initializers in the tracer group.

• TraceAllComplexMethodsIfFlagged 
This directive traces all methods, except constructors and static initializers, which call any other method, in the tracer
group.

The TraceAll* directives instruments every method of the specified classes. Using these directives can lead to unnecessary
overhead in the application and can result in transaction traces that exceed the default 5,000 component limit.

The TraceAllComplex* and TraceComplex* directives instruments classes that you identify in the directive or the
associated tracer group.

The TraceOne* directives only apply instrumentation to the methods that you specify, not any of the other methods that it
calls.

Note:   Only concrete, implemented methods can be traced and can report metric data while running. An abstract method that
is specified in a custom tracer results in no metric data being reported.

The expected syntax for trace directives usually consists of the following arguments:

•  <Tracer-Group> 
The group to which the tracer is associated.

•  <class> 
A fully qualified class or interface name to trace. Fully qualified classes include the full assembly name of the class and the
name, for example:
[MyAssembly]com.mycompany.myassembly.MyClass
The assembly name must be enclosed in [] brackets.

•  <method> 
The method name (for example, MyMethod)
OR
The full method signature with return type and parameters.
For example, myMethod;[mscorlib]System.Void([mscorlib]
System.Int32. For more information about method signatures, see Signature differentiation.

•  <Tracer-name> 
This directive specifies the tracer type to be used. For example, BlamePoint Tracer.
More information: commonly used tracer names.

•  <metric-name> 
Controls how the collected data is displayed in the user interface.
The following examples describe ways to specify the name and location of a metric at different levels of the metrics tree.
metric-name -- the metric appears immediately inside the agent node.
resource:metric-name -- the metric appears inside one resource (folder) below the agent node.
resource|sub-resource|sub-sub-resource:metric-name -- the metric appears more than one resource (folder) level deep
below the agent node. Use pipe characters (|) to separate the resources.

Using Quotes in Custom Tracer Definitions

Custom tracers can contain metric names with spaces in them. When using spaces in your custom metric names, We
recommend putting quotes ("") around all metric names.

Warning:

 Do not place quotes around class names. Quotes cause custom tracers to malfunction.
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 Examples of Quotes Causing Custom Tracers to Malfunction

Correct

 IdentifyClassAs: MyClass MyTracers 

Incorrect

 IdentifyClassAs: "MyClass" MyTracers 

If you create a metric name that contains a class name, you must use quotes around the whole metric name. Metric names are
allowed to have spaces, and all spaces in metric names must be contained within quotes. For example, represent the metric
name "{classname}|Test One Node"  as follows:

Correct

TraceOneMethodIfFlagged: MyTracers AMethod
 BlamePointTracer "{classname}|Test One Node"

Incorrect

TraceOneMethodIfFlagged: MyTracers AMethod BlamePointTracer
 {classname}|Test One Node

Warning:   the Agentdoes not monitor classes having invalid class file names.

Examples of Classes Having Invalid Class File Names

In the class file name:

org/jboss/seam/example/seambay/AuctionImage
$JaxbAccessorM_getData_setData_[B:

The _[B:  causes the class file name to be invalid. You cannot use an open square bracket [ as part of the Java class file
name. When the Java Agent encounters such classes having invalid class names, it fails to instrument them. The Java Agent
also reports the invalid class names as an error message in the agent logs.

The following sections are examples of method tracers. In the following example, quotes ("") are used around the metric
names. We highly recommend that you put quotes around all metric names when you create custom metric names.

Commonly Used Tracer Names and Examples

The following list describes the most commonly used tracer names and what they trace.

•  BlamePointTracer 
This tracer name provides a standard set of metrics for a blamed component including: average response time, per interval
counts, concurrency, stalls, and errors.

•  ConcurrentInvocationCounter 
This tracer name reports the number of times a method has started but not yet finished. The result is reported under the
metric name that is specified in the tracer, <metric-name>, in the Investigator tree. An example use of this tracer would be
counting the number of simultaneous database queries.

•  DumpStackTraceTracer 
This tracer name dumps a stack trace to the instrumented application standard error for methods to which it is applied.
The exception stack trace that is thrown by the Dump Stack Tracer is not a true exception. The exception stack trace is a
mechanism for printing the method stack trace.
This feature is useful for determining call paths to a method.
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Warning:   This feature imposes heavy system overhead. We recommend that you use this tracer only in a
diagnostic context where a sharp increase in overhead is acceptable.

•  MethodCPUTimer 
Average CPU time (in milliseconds) used during method execution and reports it under <metricname> in the metrics tree.
Note: This tracer requires a platform monitor on the supported platform.

•  MethodTimer 
Average method execution time in milliseconds and reports it under the metric name that is specified in the tracer, <metric-
name>, in the metrics tree.

•  PerIntervalCounter 
Number of invocations per interval. This interval changes based on the view period of the consumer of the data (for
example, the View pane in the Investigator). PerIntervalCounter is reported in the metric browser tree under the metric
name that is specified in the tracer, <metric-name>.

Average Tracer Example

This tracer tracks the average execution time of the given method in milliseconds.

TraceOneMethodOfClass: com.sun.petstore.catalog.Catalog search
 BlameMethodTimerHC "Petstore|Catalog|search:Average Method Invocation
 Time (ms)"

Rate Tracer Example

This tracer counts the number of times the method is called per second, and reports this rate under the specified metric name.

TraceOneMethodOfClass: com.sun.petstore.catalog.Catalog search
 BlamedMethodRateTracer "Petstore|Catalog|search:Method Invocations
 Per Second"

Per Interval Counter Tracer Example

This method tracer counts the number of times the method is called per interval, and reports the per interval count under the
specified metric name.

TraceOneMethodOfClass: com.sun.petstore.catalog.Catalog search
 PerIntervalCounter "Petstore|Catalog|search:Method Invocations Per
 Interval"

The interval is determined by the monitoring logic in the Enterprise Manager, such as the Graph frequency.

The preview pane in the Investigator defaults to 15-second intervals.

Counter Tracer Example

This tracer counts the total number of times the method is called.

TraceOneMethodOfClass: com.sun.petstore.cart.ShoppingCart placeOrder
 BlamedMethodTraceIncrementor "Petstore|ShoppingCart|placeOrder:Total
 Order Count"

Combined Counter Tracers Example
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These tracers combine incrementor and decrementer Tracers to keep a running count.

TraceOneMethodOfClass: com.sun.petstore.account.LoginEJB
 login MethodTraceIncrementor "Petstore|Account:Logged In
 Users"TraceOneMethodOfClass: com.sun.petstore.account.LogoutEJB
 logout MethodTraceDecrementor "Petstore|Account:Logged In Users"

Advanced single-metric tracers

Directives and tracers track methods, classes, and sets of classes. A single-metric tracer reports a specific metric for a specific
method, which is the smallest unit that the Java Agent can track. Single-metric tracers can be created in several ways: through
the method signature, by substituting keywords, or by manipulating the metric name parameters.

Signature Differentiation

You can apply tracers to a method based on the method signature.

To trace a single instance of a method with a specific signature, append the signature to the method name.  Include the return
type that is specified using the internal method descriptor format.

For example, myMethod(Ljava/lang/String;)V traces the instance of the method with a string argument and void
return type.

For complete information about this format, see the Sun Java Virtual Machine Specification.

Metric Name Keyword-Based Substitution

Keyword-based substitution allows runtime substitution of values into the metric name.

The parameters in the metric name in the tracer are substituted at runtime for the actual values into the metric name. This
feature can be used with any directive.

• {method}
Name of the method being traced

• {classname}
Runtime class name of the class being traced

• {packagename}
Runtime package name of the class being traced

• {packageandclassname}
Runtime package and class name of the class being traced

Note:  If the Java Java Agent processes a class that does not have a package, it replaces  {packagename} with the
string "<Unnamed Package>" .

Keyword-Based Substitution: Example 1

A tracer has this metric name in the .pbd file:

{packagename}|{classname}|{method}:Response Time (ms)

The tracer is applied to method myMethod with a runtime class of myClass that is in package myPackage.
The resulting metric name is:

myPackage|myClass|myMethod:Response Time (ms)

Keyword-Based Substitution: Example 2

A tracer has this metric name in the .pbd file:

{packageandclassname}|{method}:Response Time (ms)

The tracer is applied to the same (myMethod) method.
The resulting metric name is:

myPackage.myClass|myMethod:Response Time(ms)

Notice the difference the resulting metric name in Examples 1 and 2. In Example 1, the pipe symbol |
separates myPackage and myClass. In Example 2, the period symbol . separates myPackage and myClass.

Metric-name-based Parameters
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A single-method tracer can create a metric name that is based on parameters that are passed to a method.  Use this format to
create a metric name in this situation:

TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass: <class-name> <method> <tracer-name> <metric-name>

The Java Agent uses the TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass keyword to pass the parameters to the method.

You can use parameters in the metric name by substituting the parameter values for placeholder strings in the metric name.
The placeholder strings to use are hash mark {#} where # is the index of the parameter to substitute. The indexes start counting
at zero. Any number of parameter substitutions can be used in any order. All parameters are converted to strings before
substitution into the metric name. Object parameters other than strings should be used with caution because they are converted
using the toString() method.

Warning:   If you are unclear about what string the parameter is converted to, do not use it in the metric name.

Metric Name Based on Parameter Example

A website uses a class-name order, with a method named process. The method has parameters for different kinds of orders,
either book or music.

You can create a tracer as shown in this example:

TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass: order process(Ljava/lang/
string;)V MethodTimer "Order|{0}Order:Average Response Time (ms)"

This tracer could produce metrics that are shown in this example:

Order

BookOrder

• Average Response Time (ms)

MusicOrder

• Average Response Time (ms)

You can also use the TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfInherits keyword.

Skip Directives

Certain packages, classes, or methods can be skipped by AutoProbe or ProbeBuilder by using skip directives. By default, the
Java Agent and fundamental Java classes and packages are skipped by AutoProbe or ProbeBuilder.

Note:

When your skip directive contains references to classes whose names include the - (hyphen) character, the classes are not
skipped. A cosmetic error appears in the log, and functionality is not affected.

The - (hyphen) character is known to be illegal in class names. Class names are likely to contain hyphens when the names
have been dynamically generated.

Counting Object Instances

The InstanceCounts tracer group counts the number of instances of the particular object types that are associated with
it. Any instances that are explicitly allocated in your code are counted. Subtypes are also be counted. Objects that are created
through different mechanisms, such as deserialization or cloning, might not be counted. Tracing using this tracer group could
potentially incur incremental performance (and memory) impact, depending entirely on the number of instances counted.

Turning on InstrumentPoint Directives

The keyword InstrumentPoint identifies the following types of directives:

• Directives that trace exceptions
• Directive that causes agent initialization when the application starts up (instead of when the first Probe is run)

Exceptions
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The following directives are used to turn on tracing of exceptions either where thrown or caught. These directives can cause
performance degradation, so they are turned off by default. To turn either of these directives on, uncomment the appropriate
line:

#InstrumentPoint: ThrowException#InstrumentPoint: CatchException

Agent initialization

The agent initialization instrument-point directive does not cause extra overhead and is turned on by default in both full and
typical PBD sets.

InstrumentPoint: AgentInitialization

When you use multiple ProbeBuilder Directive files, any settings that are turned on in any file take effect. Examples of settings
are tracer groups, skips, instrumentPoint directives, and custom method traces.

Combining custom tracers

You can use multiple tracers that affect the same metric, in effect combining them. You use multiple tracers most commonly
with incrementors and decrementers.

This example creates a metric named Total Purchases. You use the cart class and buyBook and buyCD methods to create
the following tracers:

TraceOneMethodOfClass cart buyBook PerIntervalCounter "Total
 Purchases"TraceOneMethodOfClass cart buyCD PerIntervalCounter "Total
 Purchases"

This use of multiple tracers increments the Total Purchases metric when someone buys a piece of merchandise.

Java Annotations

The Java Agent allows the use of Java 1.6 annotations when creating custom metrics.

Note:

More information: About Java annotations, see the Java developer website.

Use

IdentifyAnnotatedClassAs

to place the class in a tracer group, and then use

TraceAllMethodsIfFlagged

directives to instrument the methods in the class. For example:

SetFlag: AnnotationTracing TurnOn:
 AnnotationTracingIdentifyAnnotatedClassAs: com.test.MyAnnotation
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 AnnotationTracingTraceAllMethodsIfFlagged: AnnotationTracing
 BlamePointTracer "Target|MyTarget|{classname}"

In the example, com.test.MyAnnotation is the annotation name. When creating your own annotations, use a term in
your code. Classes containing the annotation name are identified.

Application-Generated Correlation ID Tracer

Note:

The com.wily.Java
Agent.agent.trace.correlation.custom.ApplicationCorrelationIDTracer is supported on Java
Agents only.

The tracer captures an application generated ID as the correlation key property for the transaction trace. This generated
ID is obtained from either a return value or from an argument to an application method. The value of the correlation ID is
the Object.toString() of the captured object. Enterprise Manager automatically uses the correlation key that is added to
the transaction trace for correlation purposes.

This tracer is a BlamePoint Tracer with two parameters:

• argumentPosition
The zero-indexed position of the argument to be captured. A negative value indicates that the return value of the method is
captured.
Default: -1

• correlationKey
Optional string value that you can use as the application ID property name in the transaction trace. This string does not
affect the tracer in any way. Instead, this string displays in the UI for reference purposes.
Default: ApplicationCorrelationId

Example: Varying Capture Values

SetFlag: PollingTaskTurnOn: PollingTaskIdentifyClassAs:
 com.ca.sample.election.poll.PollingTask PollingTaskSetFlag:
 RegisterTaskTurnOn: RegisterTaskIdentifyClassAs:
 com.ca.sample.election.register.RegisterTask
 RegisterTask################### Capture from return
 value##################SetTracerClassMapping:
 ApplicationCorrelationIDRetTracer
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.correlation.custom.ApplicationCorrelationIDTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidatorSetTracerParameter:
 ApplicationCorrelationIDRetTracer argumentPosition
 -1SetTracerParameter: ApplicationCorrelationIDRetTracer
 correlationKey CitizenIdTraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged:
 PollingTask submitVote(Lcom/ca/sample/dto/Vote;)Ljava/util/UUID;
 ApplicationCorrelationIDRetTracer "corid|count"#################
 Capture argument at position 0################SetTracerClassMapping:
 ApplicationCorrelationIDArgTracer
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.correlation.custom.ApplicationCorrelationIDTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidatorSetTracerParameter:
 ApplicationCorrelationIDArgTracer argumentPosition
 0SetTracerParameter: ApplicationCorrelationIDArgTracer
 correlationKey CitizenIdSetTracerParameter:
 ApplicationCorrelationIDArgTracer generatetransactionelement
 falseTraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: RegisterTask
 registerCitizen(Ljava/util/UUID;Lcom/ca/sample/dto/Citizen;)V
 ApplicationCorrelationIDArgTracer "corid|cast"
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 ProbeBuilder Directives
 

ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) files direct the ProbeBuilder about how to add probes, such as timers and counters, to
instrument applications. PBD files govern what metrics your agents report to the Enterprise Manager.

Note:  All metrics are calculated using the time set by your system clock. If the system clock is reset during a transaction, the
elapsed time reported for that transaction can be misleading.

DX APM includes a set of default PBD files. You can also create custom PBDs to track any classes or methods to obtain
specific information about your applications.

Two kinds of files specify ProbeBuilder Directives:

• ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) files
A ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) file contains directives that ProbeBuilder uses to instrument applications. This file
determines which metrics that agents report to the Enterprise Manager.

• ProbeBuilder List (PBL) files
A ProbeBuilder List (PBL) file contains a list of multiple PBD filenames. Different PBL files can refer to the same PBD
files.
 

Warning:   PBDs and PBLs only support ASCII characters. Placing other characters (such as Unicode characters) in
PBDs or PBLs could result in problems with AutoProbe.

When you install the Java agent and instrument applications using AutoProbe, the relevant files for specific application servers
are included. These PBD and PBL files are located in the <Agent_Home>\core\config directory.

Components That Default PBDs Trace

The default PBD files implement tracing of the following Java components:

• Oracle JDBC
• JSP Tag Libraries
• JSP IO Tag Libraries
• JSP DB Tag Libraries
• Struts
• Servlets
• JavaServer Faces (JSF)
• JavaServer Pages (JSP)
• Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs)
• Java Database Connectivity (JDBC)
• Network Sockets
• Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
• Extensible Markup Language (XML)
• Java Transaction API (JTA)
• Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI)
• Java Message Service (JMS)
• Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
• User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
• File Systems
• Threads
• System Logs
• Thrown and Caught Exceptions (off by default)

Occasionally, an administrator selects too many Java classes in a PBD for monitoring. Having too many Java classes can cause
Java agent to start incorrectly or to hang. In these cases, you can configure the PBD file to skip the problematic classes.

Follow these steps:

1. After noticing that an agent starts incorrectly or hangs, open the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>
\logs\AutoProbe.log file.

2. Identify the classes that caused the Java agent to hang,
3. Add a skip directive to the PBD, skipping the classes that might have caused the problem.

PBDs are located in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
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4. Save the PBD.

Commonly Used PBD Files

The Java agent includes the following commonly used PBD files:

• AutoPersist.pbd
This PBD persists monitored entry points that automatic entry point detection discovers, and classes to be skipped as entry
points. 

• bizrecording.pbd
This PBD provides tracer definitions and directives to set up agent business recording.

• biz-trx-http.pbd
This PBD provides tracer directives for business-centric HTTP instrumentation.

• di.pbd
This PBD provides ProbeBuilder directives to skip Apache Derby implementation classes that the agent uses internally for
dynamic instrumentation.

• endUserEndpoints.pbd
Aggregates attributes for a wireless provider and publishes them as metrics under each mobile business transaction.

• errors.pbd
This PBD configures ErrorDetector by specifying what code-level events constitute serious errors. By default, we consider
only frontend and backend errors serious. Serious errors manifest as a user-facing error page or indicate a problem with a
back-end system. Backend systems include ADO.NET, Messaging, and so on.

• j2ee.pbd
This PBD provides tracer groups for common Java Enterprise Edition components. Use either toggles-
full.pbd or toggles-typical.pbd to TurnOn specific tracing.

• java2.pbd
This PBD provides tracer groups for common Java 2 components. Use either toggles-full.pbd or toggles-
typical.pbd to TurnOn specific tracing.

• jsf.pbd
This PBD provides tracer groups for Java Server Face (JSF) components.

• jsf-toggles-full.pbd
This PBD provides on/off switches in the form of TurnOn directives for the tracing that is provided in the jsf.pbd. Most
tracer groups are turned on.

• jsf-toggles-typical.pbd
This PBD provides on/off switches in the form of TurnOn directives for the tracing that is provided in the jsf.pbd.

• jvm.pbd
This PBD provides directives which implement support for various Java Virtual Machines. You use this property with
the DX APM default files.

• leakhunter.pbd
This PBD provides instrumentation settings for DX APM LeakHunter, a leak detection utility. Typically, you do not
modify the contents of this file.

• oraclejdbc.pbd
This PBD provides tracer groups for Oracle JDBC components. Comment or uncomment the TurnOn directives to alter
the set of Oracle JDBC components that is traced.

• smwebagentext.pbd
This PBD provides tracers for the SiteMinder Web Agent DX APM plug-in.

• soaagent.pbd
This PBD provides tracers for TransactionMinder Agent, part of the CA SOA Security Manager. (SOA Agent for Web
Server and Application Server)

• struts.pbd
This PBD provides directives which monitor Apache struts. Use this property with the DX APM default files.

• taglibs.pbd
This PBD provides directives that monitor classes to be traced as JSP tag libraries, Jakarta I/O libraries, and DGTags tag
libraries.

• TIBCO pbd
The Java agent is installed with several PBDs related to monitoring TIBCO. The PDBs are included in DX APM for SOA
Performance Management.

• toggles-full.pbd
This PBD provides on/off switches in the form of TurnOn directives for tracing that other directives files provide. Most
tracer groups are turned on.

• toggles-typical.pbd
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This PBD provides on/off switches in the form of TurnOn directives for tracing that other directives files provide. Only a
small section of tracer groups is turned on.

• webMethods pbds
The Java agent is installed with several PBDs related to monitoring webMethods through the DX APM for webMethods
Broker.

• WebSphere MQ pbds
The Java agent is installed with several PBDs related to monitoring the IBM WebSphere MQ connectors and messaging
system. This monitoring is done using DX APM for IBM websphere_mq.

The Java agent also installs application server-specific PBDs, which vary depending on the application server you are
monitoring.

Default PBL Files

Two PBL files are available with each agent:

• default-full.pbl
References PBD files in which most tracer groups are turned on. The Java Agent uses this set by default to demonstrate
full DX APM functionality.

• default-typical.pbl (default)
A subset of tracer groups in the referenced PBD files is turned on. The typical set includes common settings, and is the
set that you can customize for a particular environment.

The Java agent also installs application server-specific PBLs, which vary depending on the application server you are
monitoring.

Java agent microservices monitoring uses the toggles-micro.pbd and default-micro.pbl.

Default Tracer Groups and Toggles Files

Tracer groups are defined in PBD files. They cause the reporting of information about a set of classes. In PBD files, tracer
group information is referred to by the term flag. For example, TraceOneMethodIfFlagged or SetFlag are defining
tracer group information.

A tracer group consists of a set of tracers that is applied to a set of classes. For example, there are tracer groups which report
the response times and rates for all RMI classes.

You can refine the gathering of metrics on your systems by turning on or off certain tracer groups. This method increases or
decreases overhead usage depending on how you configure the tracer groups.

Tracer groups are modified in the toggles-full.pbd and the toggles-typical.pbd files, which are referred to
by the default-full.pbl and default-typical.pbl files. The following list is of default tracer groups and their
default configurations:

• AgentInitialization
Agent Initialization Configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• ApacheStandardSessionTracing
HTTP Session Configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• AuthenticationTracing
Authentication Configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• CorbaTracing
CORBA method invocations
Full: on
Typical: on

• DBCPTracing
DBCP Configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• DBCPv55Tracing
DBCP Configuration
Full: on
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Typical: on
• EJB2StubTracing

EJB 2.0 Configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• EJB3StubTracing
EJB 3.0 Configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• EntityBean3Tracing
Entity EJB 3.0 method invocations
Full: on
Typical: on

• EntityBeanTracing
Entity EJB method invocations
Full: on
Typical: on

• HTTPServletTracing
HTTP servlet service responses
Full: on
Typical: on
If you are using Application Server AutoProbe, turn on the HTTPAppServerAutoProbeServletTracing tracer
group.

• InstanceCounts
Counts number of instances of the object type that is identified with the tracer group.
Full: on
Typical: on
Nothing is traced until classes are identified with this tracer group.

• J2eeConnectorTracing
J2EE connector information
Full: on
Typical: on

• JavaMailTransportTracing
Mail sending times
Full: on
Typical: on

• JDBCQueryTracing
JDBC queries
Full: on
Typical: on

• JDBCUpdateTracing
JDBC updates
Full: on
Typical: on

• JMSConsumerTracing
JMS message processing times
Full: on
Typical: on

• JMSListenerTracing
JMS message processing times
Full: on
Typical: on

• JMSPublisherTracing
JMS message broadcast times
Full: on
Typical: on

• JMSSenderTracing
JMS message broadcast times
Full: on
Typical: on

• JSPTracing
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JSP service responses
Full: on
Typical: on

• MessageDrivenBean3Tracing
Message-driven EJB 3.0 method invocations
Full: on
Typical: on

• MessageDrivenBeanTracing
Message-driven EJB method invocations
Full: on
Typical: on

• NIOSocketTracing
This tracer group generates a set of metrics for each socket connection under the NIO|Channels|Sockets node, with
more metrics under the Backends node.
Full: on
Typical: on

• NIOSocketSummaryTracing
Generates a single set of metrics covering all NIO socket connections
Full: on
Typical: on
These metrics include connections that are excluded from NIOSocketTracing metrics by agent properties. These
metrics also include some internal NIO sockets which are always excluded from NIOSocketTracing metrics.

• NIOSelectorTracing
This tracer group prevents certain internal JVM uses of NIO channels from being counted in the NIO channel metrics.
Users do not have control of this option.

• NIODatagramTracing
This tracer group generates a set of metrics for each datagram "connection".
Full: on
Typical: on

• NIODatagramSummaryTracing
This tracer group generates a single set of metrics measuring all NIO datagram activity.
Full: on
Typical: on
These metrics include connections that are excluded from NIODatagramTracing metrics by agent properties. These
metrics also include some internal NIO sockets which are always excluded from NIODatagramTracing metrics.

• PersistentSessionTracing
HTTP session configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• RMIClientTracing
RMI client method invocations
Full: on
Typical: on

• RMIServerTracing
RMI server method invocations
Full: on
Typical: on

• ServerInfoTracing
Server info configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• SessionBean3Tracing
Session EJB 3.0 method invocations
Full: on
Typical: on

• SessionBeanTracing
Session EJB method invocations
Full: on
Typical: on

• SocketTracing
Network socket bandwidth and SSL tracking
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Full: on
Typical: on

• StrutsTracing
Execution times of actions in the Struts framework
Full: on
Typical: on

• SuperpagesSessionTracing
HTTP Session Configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• ThreadPoolTracing
Thread Pool Configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• UDPTracing
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) socket bandwidth
Full: on
Typical: on

• UnformattedSessionTracing
HTTP Session Configuration
Full: on
Typical: on

• EJB3MethodLevelTracing
EJB 3.0 activity at the method level
Full: on
Typical: off

• EJBMethodLevelTracing
EJB activity at the method level
Full: on
Typical: off

• FileSystemTracing
File system bytes written and read
Full: on
Typical: off

• JAXMListenerTracing
JAXM message sends
Full: on
Typical: off

• JNDITracing
JNDI lookup times
Full: on
Typical: off

• JSPDBTagsTagLibraryTracing
Jakarta DB Tags custom tag library for reading and writing from a SQL database
Full: on
Typical: off

• JSPIOTagLibraryTracing
Jakarta IO custom tag library for various input and output tasks
Full: on
Typical: off

• JTACommitTracing
Commit times using JTA
Full: on
Typical: off

• ThreadTracing
Number of active threads by class
Full: on
Typical: off

• XMLSAXTracing
Time spent parsing XML document
Full: on
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Typical: off
• XSLTTracing

XML transformation time
Full: on
Typical: off

• CatchException
Exception configuration
Full: off
Typical: off

• FormattedSessionTracing
HTTP Session configuration
Full: off
Typical: off

• HTTPAppServerAutoProbeServletTracing
HTTP Servlets configuration
Full: off
Typical: off

• HTTPSessionTracing
HTTP Session configuration
Full: off
Typical: off

• JSPTagLibraryTracing
Processing time of custom JSP tags
Full: off
Typical: off

• ManagedSocketTracing
Network configuration
Full: off
Typical: off

• ThrowException
Exception configuration
Full: off
Typical: off

Generally, do not edit the default toggles PBD files. However, you can refine the gathering of metrics by turning on or off
certain tracer groups. Tracer groups can be modified in the toggles files by:

• Turning on/off tracer groups to save on the system overhead
• Adding classes to a tracer group

Tracer groups report information only when turned on (uncommented) and activated with the keyword TurnOn.

Setting Toggles to Gather More Metric Information

When the following toggles are turned on, agents collect extra metrics across all APIs for enabled DX APM-provided
tracer groups. Add these toggles to your toggles-full.pbd and the toggles-typical.pbd files to change the
configuration.

• DefaultStalledMethod Tracing
Stalled method tracing
Full: on
Typical: on

• DefaultConcurrentInvocationTracing
Concurrent invocation information
Full: on
Typical: off

• DefaultRateMetrics
Invocation rate metrics
Full: off
Typical: off

Turning Tracer Groups On or Off

You can refine the gathering of metrics on your systems by turning on or off certain tracer groups. Any uncommented (turned
on) directive for a tracer group causes the tracer group to be used.
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 Turning a tracer group on 

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the toggles-full.pbd or toggles-typical.pbd file depending on which file type <appserver>-full.pbl or <appserver>-
typical.pbl that AutoProbe or the Java agent uses. These files are found in the <Agent_Home>\releases
\<release_number>\core\config or  <EM_Home>/config/systempbd directory. 

2. Locate the tracer group to turn on. Uncomment the line by removing the pound sign from the beginning of the line. The
directive in the following example is turned on, and causes the tracing of all HTTP servlets.

TurnOn: HTTPServletTracing

 Turning a tracer group off 

• Comment the tracer group by placing a pound sign at the beginning of the line, as in the following example:

#TurnOn: HTTPServletTracing

Adding Classes to a Tracer Group

You can turn on tracing for a particular class by adding the class to an existing tracer group. To identify a class as being part of
a tracer group, use one of the Identify keywords.

For example, to add the class, com.myCo.ejbentity.myEJB1, to the tracer group, EntityBeanTracing:

IdentifyClassAs: com.myCo.ejbentity.myEJB1 EntityBeanTracing

The identify keywords are:

•  IdentifyInheritedAs 
•  IdentifyClassAs 
•  IdentifyCorbaAs 

EJB Subclass Tracing

By default, entity EJB-related directives add probes only for EJBs that directly and explicitly implement the entity EJB
interfaces. Session and message-driven EJB-related directives also add probes for EJBs implementing the session or message-
driven EJB interfaces directly and explicitly.

Often, application EJBs are subclasses of classes that directly and explicitly implement the entity or session EJB interface.
These subclasses are not tracked by default by DX APM.

For DX APM to trace EJB subclasses, add the subclasses to the appropriate tracer group. You add entries that refer to the
direct ancestors of the EJB subclasses that DX APM is to track.

From these models, replace <entity.bean.ancestor.class> or <session.bean.ancestor.class> with the
fully qualified class name of the immediate ancestor of the EJBs to be instrumented.

For entity EJBs:

IdentifyInheritedAs: <entity.bean.ancestor.class> EntityBeanTracing
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For session EJBs:

IdentifyInheritedAs: <session.bean.ancestor.class> SessionBeanTracing

The following examples are based on this class hierarchy:

mySessionEJB implements javax.ejb.SessionBean   mySessionEJBsubclass1
 extends mySessionEJB

mySessionEJBsubclass1a extends
 mySessionEJBsubclass1mySessionEJBsubclass1b extends
 mySessionEJBsubclass1

mySessionEJBsubclass2 extends mySessionEJB

The tracer group SessionBeanTracing causes the tracking of mySessionEJB:

The following tracer traces mySessionEJBsubclass1 and mySessionEJBsubclass2 

 :IdentifyInheritedAs: mySessionEJB SessionBeanTracing 

The following tracer traces mySessionEJBsubclass1a and mySessionEJBsubclass1b: 

 IdentifyInheritedAs: mySessionEJBsubclass1 SessionBeanTracing 

Note:  This example does not use packages. If your code is in a package, include the package name with the class name.

EJB 3.0 Annotations

The IdentifyAnnotatedClass directive allows you to group any class containing the given class-level annotation into
tracer groups. This directive supports EJB 3.0. EJBs conforming to the 3.0 specifications do not explicitly implement any well-
known interface, but instead are entirely enabled using annotations. This directive does not support method-level annotations.

To identify EJB 3.0 classes easily, use IdentifyAnnotatedClass  directive as shown in this example:

IdentifyAnnotatedClass <annotation-name> <flag-name>

To add the IdentifyAnnotatedClass directive to a PBD:

1. Create a directive class and directive parser class for the new directive. 
2. Determine if a class contains a given annotation by adding a matcher class to examine your bytecode.

EJB Naming

You can name called backends, generic frontends, and monitored components that deal with EJBs. The name formatter lets
you configure a suitable name for EJB (2.0 at a minimum) client stubs and bean implementations.

The  EjbNameFormatter classes define an EJB-related metric name or node name. You use following placeholders:

• For EJB client stubs: {classname}, {interface}, and {method} 
• For EJB beans: {classname}, {bean}, {interface}, and {method} 

The following metric names are used by default:

• EJB Bean frontend: EJB|{interface} 
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• EJB Client stub backend: EJB|{interface} 

These names are default EJB name formatters. They are used in the j2ee.pbd file. You use the same name formatters, but
different metric names. For example, you could modify existing tracer directives to use a more appropriate name, but keep the
same flags:

...# Default commented out:#TraceComplexMethodsIfFlagged:
 EJB2StubTracing EJB2BackendTracer "{interface}"#Add the
 EJB application name to backend marker as well as called
 methodTraceComplexMethodsIfFlagged: EJB2StubTracing EJB2BackendTracer
 "MyCustomerBeanApp-{interface}-{method}"...SetTracerClassMapping:
 EJB2BackendTracer com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.BackendTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidatorSetTracerParameter:
 EJB2BackendTracer nameformatter
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.ejb.Ejb2StubNameFormatter

Note:  The EJB context tracer is set on setContext() method of EJB 2.0 beans. This internal DX APM tracer for the EJB
2.0 bean name formatter allows the name formatter to function correctly.

Using the IntroscopeAgent.profile, PBLs, and PBDs Together

When the Java agent is first installed, you set an instrumentation level, either full or typical. This setting refers to the
ProbeBuilder List (PBL) files default-typical.pbl and default-full.pbl.

Applying ProbeBuilder Directives

The way in which you apply PBDs depends on the method you decide to use. We recommend that you use JVM AutoProbe to
implement your PBDs. You can also use the command-line ProbeBuilder to implement your PBDs.

Using JVM AutoProbe

You can implement a PBD file using one of these methods:

• Add the file to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config\hotdeploy directory.
AutoProbe looks for PBD files in the directory that contains the IntroscopeAgent.profile file. By
default AutoProbe looks in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config and
the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config\hotdeploy directories. AutoProbe
resolves file names relative to these directories. If you have moved the location of your wily directory, map the file path to
the correct directory.

• Add the file name to the introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile property.
AutoProbe reloads automatically the list of PBDs from the property.

Follow these steps:

1. Save modified standard PBD or PBLs to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core
\config directory.

2. Copy custom PBDs into the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config
\hotdeploy directory.. DX APM implements any PBDs you add to this directory without having to update or modify the
agent profile introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile property.

Note:  If you have enabled dynamic ProbeBuilding, the PBDs in the hotdeploy directory are picked up live from the folder.
No reboot is required.

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the application if dynamic instrumentation is not enabled.

Use the Command-Line ProbeBuilder

When you are ready to implement a PBD file, add it to the hotdeploy directory. The Command-line ProbeBuilder looks
for custom PBDs in the directory from which DX APM runs ProbeBuilder, and in the <Agent_Home>\releases
\<release_number>\core\config\hotdeploy directory. The Command-line ProbeBuilder resolves file names
relative to these directories.

The steps to implement ProbeBuilder Directives using the command-line ProbeBuilder are the same as using JVM AutoProbe.
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Instrument with New and Changed PBDs

For new or changed directives to take effect, your applications must be instrumented using the latest PBDs. This process varies
depending on the ProbeBuilding method you use.

JVM 1.5 Systems Using JVM AutoProbe Via -javaagent

You can configure dynamic ProbeBuilding, allowing changed PBDs to take effect without application or Java agent restart.
Dynamic ProbeBuilding enables you to perform PBD corrections or triage-driven instrumentation without interrupting
the application service.

New and Changed ProbeBuilder Files

Valid for installations using - Xbootclasspath. 

New and changed PBDs or PBLs take effect the next time the application server loads the application classes. Class loading
can require an application start or restart.

If your managed applications are not running, the updated directives instrument the applications after startup.

If your managed applications are running, it is necessary to load, or reload, the managed application classes. How you cause
the classes to reload depends upon the application server you use. Most application servers require a restart.

Using the Command-Line ProbeBuilder 

Warning:   We recommend using the command-line ProbeBuilder as your last option for enabling your latest PBDs.

To use the Command-Line ProbeBuilder:

1. Stop your managed application.
2. Run the command-line ProbeBuilder and supply the custom PBD and PBL files in the command line.
3. Configure the application to use the new files.
4. Start the managed application.
5. If the Enterprise Manager is not running, start it.

Using Blame Tracers to Mark Blame Points

DX APM Blame Technology works in a managed Java application to enable you to view metrics at the application tiers: the
frontends and backends of your application. This capability, referred to as boundary blame, allows users to triage problems to
an application frontend or backend. This information is also used in the Workstation application triage map to mark the edges
of your applications.

The following sections describe how you can use tracers to mark explicitly the frontends and backends in your application.

Blame Tracers

DX APM provides the FrontendMarker and BackendMarker tracers for capturing frontend and backend
metrics by explicitly marking a transaction frontend and backend. DX APM can instrument frontend components using
the FrontendMarker tracer or its subclasses HttpServletTracer and PageInfoTracer.

You can use FrontendMarker and BackendMarker to instrument your own code. For example, code that accesses a
backend. The tracer causes DX APM to capture and present metrics for custom components in the Metric Browser tree.

Components must be instrumented with the FrontendMarker tracer or its subclasses. Otherwise, the agent does not
generate frontend metrics nor mark any component as a transaction frontend.

When more than one component within a transaction is instrumented with the FrontendMarker tracer or its subclasses,
only the first-designated component generates frontend metrics.

To prevent specific classes from being marked as frontends, you can specify the is.frontend.unless PBD parameter.

If no BackendMarker is configured, DX APM infers a backend. When no backend is explicitly marked, any component that
opens a client socket is a default backend.

Use the BackendMarker to accomplish these objectives:

• Assign a desired name to an item that an agent detects as a backend.
• Mark custom Java sockets that DX APM does not instrument.
• Identify a Java/Java Native Interface (JNI) bridging method as the backend for native sockets that are called through the

JNI.
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The FrontendMarker and BackendMarker are instances of BlamePointTracer, which provides metrics
such as average response time, per interval counts, concurrency, stalls, and errors for a blamed component. You can apply
the BlamePointTracer to middle components for a more granular blame stack.

High Agent CPU Overhead from Deep-Nested Frontend Transactions

DX APM configures servlets to be seen as frontends. A typical transaction starts with a servlet, which might call an
EJB, which calls a back-end. Servlets can call other servlets in a nested way, which DX APM sees as nested frontends.
In most cases, this situation does not add to the agent CPU overhead.

However, deep transactions having nested frontend levels (for example, 40 levels deep) might result in high-CPU overhead.

These situations are examples of nested frontends that result in increased agent CPU overhead:

• When a servlet repeatedly calls itself in a transaction (continuous recurring calls)
• When a servlet calls multiple other servlets,

If the overhead is unacceptable, contact CA Support.

Create PBDs to Convert Entry Points to Frontends

When automatic entry point detection is enabled, agents write entry points that they detect to AutoPersist.pbd. You can create
PBDs to convert entry points to monitored frontends that report metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. In the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config\hotdeploy directory,
open AutoPersist.pbd in a text editor.

2. Find the line that begins with the TraceOneMethodOfClass directive. For example:

TraceOneMethodOfClass:
 org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation
 invokeJoinpoint()Ljava/lang/Object; AutoPersistTracer "Automatic
 Entry Points|{classname}|{method}

3. Copy and then comment out the following directive:

#TraceOneMethodOfClass: org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation
 invokeJoinpoint()Ljava/lang/Object; AutoPersistTracer "Automatic Entry Points|{classname}|
{method}

4. Paste the copied directive into a new text file.
5. Replace AutoPersistTracer with FrontendMarker and the desired metric path. For example:

TraceOneMethodOfClass:
 org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation
 invokeJoinpoint()Ljava/lang/Object; AutoPersistTracer "Automatic
 Entry Points|{classname}|{method}BecomesTraceOneMethodOfClass:
 org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation
 invokeJoinpoint()Ljava/lang/Object; FrontendMarker "Apps|
CustomFrontend|{classname}|{method}"

6. Save the new text file with a new PBD name, for example, custom_frontend.pbd.
7. Copy the new PBD file into the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config

\hotdeploy directory.
Within a few minutes, you can see metrics for the new frontend under the Metric Browser Frontends node.

Custom FrontendMarker Directive
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Enable the is.frontend.unless PBD parameter to be sure that some classes are not marked as frontend components.
Otherwise, the FrontendMarker (or its subclasses, such as HttpServletTracer) instruments these classes.
Set is.frontend.unless as a comma-separated list of absolute class names. This parameter can be useful when
the initial component is a generic dispatcher. And this dispatcher forwards the request to a more specific component
that handles the received request type. The second component would therefore be a better frontend marker. The
default is an empty list. PBD parameters are not dynamic. Restart the instrumented application server after changing
the is.frontend.unless value.

Warning:   Separate class names with a comma, not spaces. The use of spaces invalidates
the SetTracerParameter directive.

Any classes that are designated in the is.frontend.unless list that the tracer instruments and to
which is.frontend.unless is applied have these qualities:

• Are designated as frontends.
• Do not generate metrics under the Frontends node in the Metric Browser.

For example, you want to prevent the classes NotAFrontend and AnotherNonFrontend from being treated as frontends
in the package com.ABCCorp. These classes are instrumented with a FrontendMarker named MyFrontendTracer.
You use the following PBD directive:

SetTracerParameter: MyFrontendTracer is.frontend.unless
 com.ABCCorp.NotAFrontend,com.ABCCorp.AnotherNonFrontend

Blame Tracers in Standard PBDs

Two of the standard PBDs provided with DX APM to implement Boundary Blame
tracing are j2ee.pbd and sqlagent.pbd.

•  HttpServletTracer in j2ee.pbd is an instance of FrontendMarker.
•  SQLBackendTracer in sqlagent.pbd is an instance of BackendMarker.

The following BlamePoint tracers that are used in previous versions of DX APM still exist. However, these tracers are not
typically used in DX APM PBDs:

•  BlamedMethodTimer 
•  BlamedMethodRateTracer 
•  BlamedMethodTraceIncrementor 
•  BlamedMethodTraceDecrementor 

Boundary Blame and Oracle Backends

DX APM does not detect Oracle databases that are based on the socket connection. The SQL agent must be available for DX
APM to detect Oracle backends automatically.

To enable DX APM to detect Oracle backends in the absence of the SQL agent, make the following configuration to
the oraclejdbc.pbd:

In this portion of oraclejdbc.pbd:

#Socket data from the Oracle driver reports too
 many metricsSkipPackagePrefixForFlag: oracle.jdbc.
 SocketTracingSkipPackagePrefixForFlag: oracle.net. SocketTracing
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Comment out the skips as shown in the following example:

#Socket data from the Oracle driver reports too
 many metrics#SkipPackagePrefixForFlag: oracle.jdbc.
 SocketTracing#SkipPackagePrefixForFlag: oracle.net. SocketTracing

Add CPU Timing-Related Metrics to APIs

You can add servlet CPU-timing-related metrics to APIs.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to either a modified standard PBD in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core
\config directory or a custom PBD in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config
\hotdeploy directory. You can also create a PBD.

2. Modify the PBD file using a text editor.

1.1 Add a new class and new method to either the customized tracer that implements the BlamePointTracer or a tracer that
extends from the BlamePointTracer.

Note:

 Instrument only one method. Instrumenting more than one method might cause additional overhead.
2.1 Add the following tracer parameters: 

SetTracerParameter: <customized tracer> allocatedbytes
 trueSetTracerParameter: <customized tracer> cputiming true”

3. Save and close the PBD.
4. (Optional) Place the PBD file into the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config

\hotdeploy directory if the PBD is not located there,
Within a few minutes, in the Metric Browser you can see metrics for the Average Allocated Bytes metric.

 Java Agent Extensions

After you install the Java agent, you can add agent extensions to extend the Java agent monitoring. You can install and deploy
any or all of these Java agent extensions:

 Automatic Attribute Decoration (Java Agent)
Automatic Attribute Decoration is a Java agent extension that adds Application Performance
Management (APM) attributes from the agent environment. Information is available in the agent
environment such as:

Automatic Attribute Decoration is a Java agent extension that adds DX Application Performance Management (APM)
attributes from the agent environment. Information is available in the agent environment such as:

• Docker, VMWare, and network segment data.
• Various version information application dependencies and operating system.

This information is used as DX APM attributes and to create perspectives. You can configure the information from DX APM
using one of the following two approaches:

• Using JSON File Configuration
• Using bundle.properties File Configuration

Using JSON File Configuration

When you are using the JSON file configuration, provide the absolute path of the JSON file in
the bundle.properties file in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions
\AutomaticAttributeDecoration directory. Provide the path of the JSON file name as value
for attribute.decoration.jsonFileName.configuration property.
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Note:

 Restart the agent server after you modify a property in the JSON file, to display the properties on the DX APM.

The JSON file and the bundle.properties files contain the following properties of Automatic Attribute Decoration extension:

You can use the SampleJSONFile to understand the syntax of the Automatic Attribute Decoration extension configuration.

The following property specifies the path of the Attribute Decoration Extension Configuration File:

In this case, since we are loading the decoration policy from the JSONfile, ensure that you set the value of the following
property to false

# Specifies whether to load the the decoration policy from json file or from the flattened JSON structure,
 which may be edited.
attribute.decoration.load.configuration.from.properties=false

 

Note:

# Specifies the path to the Attribute Decoration Extension Configuration File, # any changes in JSON config file is only taken
into effect after restart.

 # Make sure you either use \\ or / in the filepath attribute.decoration.jsonFileName.configuration= 

Note:   To use the bundle.properties file, by default, set the following property to true as follows:

attribute.decoration.load.configuration.from.properties=true

Warning:  The Environment, System, Static, External, and Sentinel attributes are added to the APM Infrastructure
Layer. The Application and Manifest attributes are added to the Application Layer.

Environment Variables Configuration
If you add an environment variable configuration, your component from this agent adds the attribute to the component as
"env."+<environment variable name> with the current value of that environment variable available to the agent.Here is the
sample configuration in the JSON file:

"environmentProperties": ["JAVA_HOME","TEMP"]

Here is the sample configuration in the bundle,properties file.

Note:   #Comma separated system properties

attribute.decoration.environment.properties=OS,USERNAME

System Variables Configuration
If you add system variables, your component from this agent adds the attribute to the component as "sys."+<system property
name> with the current value of that system property available to the agent.Here is the sample configuration in the JSON file:

"systemProperties": ["os.name","os.version"]

Here is the sample configuration in the bundle.properties file:

Note:   #Comma separated system properties

attribute.decoration.system.properties=os.name,os.version

Static Attribute Configuration
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Any entry of the form {"attributeName":"name","value":"val"} produces an attribute "usr.name" with the value "val".Here
is the sample configuration in the JSON file:

"staticAttributeConfiguration":[{"attributeName": "Location","value": "California"},{"attributeName":
 "Department","value": "Sales"}]

Here is the sample configuration in the bundle.properties file. You can provide the configuration details for multiple profiles as
a comma-separated value.:

Note:  #Static Attribute Configurations

attribute.decoration.static.attributes.configurations=default,default2

attribute.decoration.static.attributes.configurations.default.attributeName=Location

attribute.decoration.static.attributes.configurations.default.value=California

attribute.decoration.static.attributes.configurations.default2.attributeName=Department

attribute.decoration.static.attributes.configurations.default2.value=Sales

External File Configuration
You can specify external files from where you want to retrieve the attributes.Here is the sample configuration in the JSON file:

"externalFileConfiguration":
    [
    {
        "fileName":"/attributes.txt",
        "prefix":"file",
        "delimiter":":",
        "includePrefix":"",
        "excludePrefix":"",
        "includeSuffix":"",
        "excludeSuffix":""
    }
    ]      
      

Here is the sample configuration in bundle.properties file. You can provide the configuration details for multiple profiles as a
comma-separated value.:

#External file Attribute Configurations
attribute.decoration.externalfile.configurations=default2
attribute.decoration.externalfile.configurations.default2.fileName=/attributes.txt
attribute.decoration.externalfile.configurations.default2.delimiter==
attribute.decoration.externalfile.configurations.default2.prefix=file
attribute.decoration.externalfile.configurations.default2.includePrefix=
attribute.decoration.externalfile.configurations.default2.excludePrefix=
attribute.decoration.externalfile.configurations.default2.includeSuffix=
attribute.decoration.externalfile.configurations.default2.excludeSuffix=
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 where 

•  Filename: filename is the full path/ relative path from the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core
\config directory to the file you want to read. The user under which the application server and the java process are
running must have read permissions for that file.

•  Attribute Prefix: attribute prefix is added to the attributes that are read from the file.
•  Delimiter: delimiter is "=" or ":" and splits name/value using this delimiter.
•  includePrefix: includePrefix is a string which eliminates all entries from the file that do not start with this value. Empty =

all entries included.
•  excludePrefix: excludePrefix is a string which eliminates all entries from this file that do start with this value. Empty = no

entries excluded.
•  includeSuffix: includeSuffix is a string which eliminates all entries from the file that do not end with this value. Empty =

all entries included.
•  excludeSuffix: excludeSuffix is a string which eliminates all entries from the file that do end with this value. Empty = no

entries excluded.

Sentinel File Configuration
Sentinel File Configuration specifies the external files that indicate that an attribute must be set. Here is the sample
configuration in the JSON file:

"sentinelFileConfiguration":
    [
    {
        "attributeName":"sentinel-file","
        fileName":"/.sentinel.file",
        "valueIfFound":"true",
        "valueIfNotFound":"false",
        "setValueIfNotFound":"false"
    }
    ]      
      

Here is the sample configuration in bundle.properties file. You can provide the configuration details for multiple profiles as a
comma-separated value.:

#Sentinel file Attribute Configurations
attribute.decoration.sentinelfile.configurations=default3
attribute.decoration.sentinelfile.configurations.default3.attributeName=sentinel-file
attribute.decoration.sentinelfile.configurations.default3.fileName=/.sentinel.file
attribute.decoration.sentinelfile.configurations.default3.valueIfFound=true
attribute.decoration.sentinelfile.configurations.default3.valueIfNotFound=false
attribute.decoration.sentinelfile.configurations.default3.setValueIfNotFound=false
      

 where 

• attributeName: attributeName is the name of the attribute to set.
• fileName:  fileName is the full path/relative path from the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core

\config directory to the file whose presence we want to detect. The user under which the application server and the java
process are running must have read permissions for that file.

• valueIfFound: if the file is found, valueIfFound is the value of the attribute.
• valueIfNotFound: if the file is not found, valueIfNotFound is the value of the attribute.
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• setValueIfNotFound: if the file is not found, setValueIfNotFound is used to suppress the attribute.

Note:

In a JSON file, a single backslash character (\) is invalid. Instead, use two backslash characters (\\) or use a single forwardslash
character (/). For example, consider that you define the following file path in the JSON file: c:\<CA APM Installation
folder>\agent\releases\<release_number>\extensions 

The above file path is invalid in the JSON file. To define a file path, instead of using a single backslash character (\), use two
backslash characters (\\) or use a single forward slash character (/). The following file path is valid in the JSON file: c:\\<CA
APM Installation folder>\\agent\\releases\\<release_number>\\extensions Or c:/CA APM Installation folder>/agent\/releases/
<release_number>/extensions. 

Application Attributes Configuration
Application Attributes Configuration specifies the attributes that must be added for a given application name. To decorate the
attribute for all applications, specify the application name as "all". To decorate the attribute for a given application, specify
the desired application name. These attributes are added to all called components of a given application name.

Here is the sample configuration in the JSON file:

"applicationConfiguration":
    [
    {
        "applicationName":"sampleApplication",
        "attributeName":"sample","value":"test"
    }
    ]
 

Here is the sample configuration in the bundle.properties file. You can provide the configuration details for multiple profiles as
a comma-separated value.

#Application Attribute Configurations(Static), Use all in applicationName is decoration is necessary for
 all applications
attribute.decoration.application.configurations=default4
attribute.decoration.application.configurations.default4.applicationName=sampleApplication
attribute.decoration.application.configurations.default4.attributeName=sample
attribute.decoration.application.configurations.default4.value=test
      

 where 

• applicationName: applicationName is the name of the application.
• attributeName: attributeName is the name of the attribute to set.
• value: value is the value of the attribute.

Manifest File Configuration
Manifest File Configuration specifies the pathname of an application war file/relative file path from the <Agent_Home>
\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory. The directory contains web applications that are deployed
on application server that an attribute should be set. Manifest File Configuration reads the application war file and adds the
attributes. These attributes contain information such as Implementation-Version, Build-Jdk and so on.
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Here is the sample configuration in the JSON file:

"manifestFileConfiguration":
    [
    {
        "applicationName":"sampleApplication",
        "fileName":"/apache-tomcat-6.0.48/webapps/sampleApplication.war"
    }
    ]
      

Here is the sample configuration in bundle.properties file. You can provide the configuration details for multiple profiles as a
comma-separated value.:

#Application Manifest Attribute Configurations, Use all in applicationName is decoration is necessary
 for all applications
attribute.decoration.manifest.configurations=default5
attribute.decoration.manifest.configurations.default5.applicationName=sampleApplication
attribute.decoration.manifest.configurations.default5.fileName=/apache-tomcat-6.0.48/webapps/
sampleApplication.war
        

Note:

In a JSON file, a single backslash character (\) is invalid. Instead, use two backslash characters (\\) or use a single
forward slash character (/). For example, consider that you define the following file path in the JSON file: c:\<CA APM
Installation directory>\agent\releases\<release_number>\extensions. 

The above file path is invalid in the JSON file. To define a file path, instead of using a single backslash character (\), use two
backslash characters (\\) or use a single forward slash character (/). The following file path is valid in the JSON file: c:\\<CA
APM Installation directory>\\agent\\releases\\<release_number>\\extensions Or c:/CA APM Installation directory>/agent\/
releases/<release_number>/extensions. 

Note:

 You can delete a custom attribute that you have added. In the JSON file, under that corresponding configuration category,
assign an empty value for the custom attribute that you want to delete. For example, to delete the custom attribute
with "attributeName" as "Location", assign an empty value for the attributeName as follows:

 "attributeName": "Location",
 
"value": "" 

 
Sample JSON File
The following code shows a sample of Automatic Attribute Decoration properties that are configured in JSON file.

{"environmentProperties":
 ["JAVA_HOME","MAVEN_HOME"],"systemProperties":
 ["os.name","os.version"],"staticAttributeConfiguration":
 [{"attributeName": "Location","value":
 "California"},{"attributeName": "Department","value":
 "Sales"}],"externalFileConfiguration": [{"fileName": "/
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opt/bank/bankAttributes.txt","delimiter": "=","prefix":
 "","includePrefix": "","excludePrefix": "","includeSuffix":
 "","excludeSuffix": ""},{"fileName": "/opt/eCommerce/
eCommerceAttributes.txt","delimiter": ":","prefix":
 "file","includePrefix": "showme","excludePrefix":
 "not","includeSuffix": "showme","excludeSuffix":
 "not"}],"sentinelFileConfiguration": [{"attributeName": "Bank-
Sentinel-File","fileName": "/.bankSentinel.file","valueIfFound":
 "true","valueIfNotFound": "false","setValueIfNotFound":
 "false"},{"attributeName": "ECommerce-Sentinel-File","fileName":
 "/.eCommerceSentinel.file","valueIfFound": "true","valueIfNotFound":
 "false","setValueIfNotFound": "false"}],"applicationConfiguration":
 [{"applicationName": "bankApplication","attributeName":
 "Location","value": "California"},{"applicationName":
 "eCommerceApplication","attributeName": "Location","value":
 "NewYork"}],"manifestFileConfiguration": [{"applicationName":
 "bankApplication","fileName": "/opt/
bankApplication.war"},{"applicationName":
 "eCommerceApplication","fileName": "/opt/eCommerceApplication.war"}]}

 IBM WebSphere MQ Java Agent

The extension for IBM® WebSphere® MQ Connectors and Messaging System allows administrators to monitor the health and
performance of IBM® WebSphere® Message Queue (WebSphere MQ). DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ for Java agent
(IBM WebSphere MQ Java Extension) monitors the WebSphere MQ classes (both MQ Java Connector and JMS).

Java applications can use either JMS or Connector classes (or a combination of both) to communicate with WebSphere MQ.
The MQ Java Extension instruments the metrics of communication of any Java application with IBM WebSphere MQ and
displays the metrics data in the ATC Metric View tree under the Frontends and Backends node. The metrics data pertain to the
correlation between the PUT and GET operations of any Java application that pushes (PUSH) into and reads (READ) from a
queue that the Queue Manager manages.

DX APM organizes the messages that the Java application pushes (PUSH) as Backends and the messages that Java application
receives (GET) synchronously/asynchronously as Frontends. The JMS node is added in ATC for JMS receive/OnMessage or
MQ GET operation. You can view the metrics for other operations like connect, disconnect,rollback etc under WebSphereMQ
node in ATC Metric View. The extension is supported for IBM WebSphere MQ 7.x,8.x and 9.x.

Note:  This extension is bundled with the Java agent and does not require separate installation.

 Bundle.properties of IBM WebSphere MQ Java Agent

Using the bundle.properties file, you can configure the cross process transaction tracing on the Queue Manager.

File location: wily/releases/<version>/extensions/ibm-mq-xxx

List of Properties:

    

Enable or Disable Cross Process Tracing

Property: introscope.agent.mq.crossprocesstracing.enabled

Description: Generates the transaction traces on a Queue Manager of Infrastructure Agent. To generate the transaction traces,
set this property to True.

Default: False

Exclude Queues from Transaction Trace

To exclude queues from a transaction trace, define the following properties:

• introscope.agent.mq.tracing.exclude.queuemanager.list
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Description: Specify the list of queue managers whose queues need to be excluded from the cross process transaction
trace.

Example: introscope.agent.mq.tracing.exclude.queuemanager.list=QM3,QM1
• <QM>.mq.tracing.exclude.queues.regex

Description: Specify one or more queues of the queue manager that need to be filtered from the cross process transaction
trace.

Examples:

• QM3.mq.tracing.exclude.queues.regex=MQQueue

Excludes MQQueue from Transaction Trace in QM1.
• QM1.mq.tracing.exclude.queues.regex= .*SYSTEM.*

Excludes all the queues containing the word SYSTEM in QM1.
• QM1.mq.tracing.exclude.queues.regex=.*

Excludes all the queues of the queue manager - QM1.
• QM1.mq.tracing.exclude.queues.regex=(?!((.*TRACE.QUEUE1.*)|(.*TRACE.QUEUE2.*))).*

Excludes all the queues except queues TRACE.QUEUE1 and TRACE.QUEUE2 in the queue manager - QM1.

Enable or Disable Header Insertion

Property: introscope.agent.mq.headerinsertion.enabled

Description: Enables or disables MQRFH2 or JMS header insertion required to correlate MQ Connector calls with other Java
components.

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.mq.headerinsertion.enabled=False

Enable or Disable Header Read

Property: introscope.agent.mq.headerread.enabled

Description: Enables reading the MQRFH2 or JMS header.

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.mq.headerread.enabled=False 

 View and Configure Transaction Tracing for IBM WebSphere MQ Java Agent

DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ supports WebSphere MQ message tracking by adding activity reports generation. You can
use cross-process transaction tracing, configure the WebSphere MQ system for trace, and interpret the trace data.

This article contains the following topics:

    

Correlation of Application Layer to Infrastructure Layer

You can view the correlation of any Java application in Message Queue to the Infrastructure Layer.

To view the correlation of Application Layer to Infrastructure Layer, ensure the following details:

• JMS node of the desired application appears in the Application layer of ATC
• Infrastructure Agent monitors the desired Queue Manager of Message Queue

After successful correlation, you can view the details in the following tabs:

• Message Queue tab: view the correlation details in the Infrastructure Layer of ATC.
• Queue Manager tab: view the correlation details in the Application Layer of ATC. It also displays the metrics related to

the Queue Manager resources.
• Attribute tab: view the queue name, queue manager name, and the associated port in the Application Layer view.
• Business Transactions tab: view the complete transaction flow. Click on the Backend node to view the push messages.

Click on the JMS node to view the receive messages. In the JMS node, along with the complete transaction trace, you can
also view the correlation between the put and get messages.

Cross-Process Transaction Tracing
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In DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ, cross-process transaction tracing is expanded to WebSphere MQ. This capability
includes transactions crossing from various applications servers to WebSphere MQ backends. The cross-process transaction
tracing extends the monitoring capability of DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ and lets you determine which component of
WebSphere MQ is causing performance bottlenecks.

DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ obtains MQ traces using the Activity Recording feature of WebSphere MQ. In special
cases (when the message goes to a local queue), the MQ trace is obtained by polling, on the Websphere MQ Monitoring agent.

Transaction Trace on the Queue Manager

IBM WebSphere MQ allows you to configure queues where you can push messages on one queue which eventually belongs
to another queue for another queue manager. To reach to the correct queue, the message must traverse through several
queues that belong to different queue manager, which is also called as a remote queue. Since, the message traverses through
multiple channels and queues, you might want to trace the activity of such messages along the path. To trace such activity,
you can enable the Activity Recording option. Getting an activity record helps in identifying any performance issues with
any component of WebSphere MQ. You can configure additional properties in Websphere MQ for Infra to trace and interpret
trace data. For more information about the additional configuration on Websphere MQ for Infra, see Configuring Additional
Properties of IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent.

Enable Activity Recording on WebSphere MQ Server

Follow these steps for each queue:

Step 1: Enable Cross Process Tracing

• In the bundle.properties file, set the value of the following property to True
• introscope.agent.mq.crossprocesstracing.enabled = true
• This generates the transaction trace for all the queues in the queue managers that a Java application has access to.
• To exclude any queue from activity recording, you can apply filters. For more information about filtering queues, see Filter

Queues from Transaction Trace topic.

Step 2: Define the Activity Recording Property

For each queue manager in WebSphere MQ that is monitored by the IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent, set the activity recording
value to Queue. With this setting, the queue managers can generate the activity reports. All activity reports are generated in
the SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE of the same queue manager.

To set the activity recording property: ACTIVREC to Queue, use the following command:

alter QMGR ACTIVREC(QUEUE)

To verify the value of the property, use the following command to display the value:

display QMGR ACTIVREC

The values of the activity recording property appears in the following two columns in Command Prompt:

• QMNAME(SOURCE)
• ACTIVREC(QUEU

Note: For more information about activity recording, see IBM documentation.

Step 3: Configure the SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE property

 Configure the property using the MQ Explorer

1. Open MQ Explorer and navigate to the property SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE.
2. Right-click the property name and click Properties.
3. In the properties page, select Extended and define the following values:

1.1 Set the Max Queue Depth value as 999999999.
2.1 Set the value of Shareability as Shareable.
3.1 Set the value of Default Input Open Option as Input Shared.

4. In the properties page, select General and define the following values:

1.1 Set the Put Messages property as Allowed.
2.1 Set the Get Messages property as Allowed.

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_7.5.0/com.ibm.mq.mon.doc/q036630_.htm
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Configure the property using the Command Prompt

1. Execute the following command to define the SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE property

define QLOCAL(SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE) USAGE (normal) DESCR('For Introscope Use')

2. Execute the following command to define the property values:

alter QLOCAL (SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE) PUT (enabled) GET (enabled) DEFPSIST (no) SHARE
DEFSOPT (SHARED) MAXDEPTH (999999999)

3. Execute the following command to verify the property value.

display QLOCAL(SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE)

Step 4: Restart the Queue Manager MCA's.

Filter Queues From Transaction Trace

To exclude queues from a transaction trace, define the following properties in the bundle.properties file:

• introscope.agent.mq.tracing.exclude.queuemanager.list
• Description: Specify the list of queue managers whose queues need to be excluded from the cross process transaction

trace.
• Example: introscope.agent.mq.tracing.exclude.queuemanager.list=QM3,QM1
• <queue_manager_name>.mq.tracing.exclude.queues.regex
• Description: Specify one or more queues of the queue manager that need to be filtered from the cross process transaction

trace.

MCA User ID

To ensure that the trace data does not reach the Dead Letter Queue, and for the transaction trace to occur, you must set the
MCA user ID.

The MCA User ID makes the server aware of the client that it is connecting to at the program runtime. The clients connect
to the server using sockets, which are listening for connections. When the connection is established, the server validates the
authentication of the clients. If you do not specify the MCA User ID at connect time, the server uses the client user ID.

By defining the MCA User ID in the channel definition, you can override the privileges of the client user ID.

The Java application may use WebSphere MQ classes or JMS to interact with the WebSphere MQ Server. Depending on the
setting of the Java application, use one of the following procedures to set the MCA user ID.

Option 1: When Java application sets the user ID in the WebSphere MQ message

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the user that is set by the Java application on the MQMessage.
2. Create the user on all WebSphere MQ machines.
3. Add the user to the group created by the WebSphere MQ installation on all platforms.
4. Restart the channels.

Option 2: When Java application does not set the user ID in the WebSphere MQ Message

Follow these steps:

1. Create a common user for all WebSphere MQ machines.
2. Add the common user to the group created by the WebSphere MQ installation on all platforms.
3. Set the common user in the server-connection channel attribute MCA user ID using the WebSphere MQ Explorer on all

server-connection channels on all Queue Managers. MQSC command:

alter channel (<channel name>) CHLTYPE (SVRCONN) MCAUSER(<common user>)

4. Restart the channels. 

 IBM WebSphere MQ Java Agent Metrics View

The Metrics Browser in DX APM displays all the metrics that you want to monitor. The IBM WebSphere MQ metrics are
visible only when any get, put, send, receive, or, OnMessage operations are performed.
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This article contains the following topics:

    

Metrics View for Push Operations

Navigate to the following location in the Metrics View to view metrics related to any message pushed to a queue
by a Java application: Backends|Messaging Services (outgoing)|Queues in <queue_manager_name> hosted
on <qm_port>|<queue_name>

For Java, the application uses IBM MQ classes put to push the messages. For JMS, the application uses IBM JMS classes send
to push the messages.

Metrics View for Read Operations

The metrics related to read operations appear when another Java application is reading messages from the same queue using
the IBM MQ or IBM JMS classes, that is get, receive, or OnMessage operations. The messages are read in one of the following
ways:

• Synchronous: Navigate to the following location to view the metrics from a synchronous read: Frontends|Messaging
Services (receive)|Queues in <queue_manager_name> hosted on <qm_port>|<queue_name>

• Asynchronous: Navigate to the following location to view the asynchronous read: Frontends|Messaging Services
(onMessage)|Queues in <queue_manager_name> hosted on <qm_port>|<queue_name>

Blame Point Metrics

For most of the operations triggered on IBM WebSphere MQ, excluding the synchronous receive, the IBM MQ Java extension
display the following metrics:

Metric Description

Average Response Time (ms) The weighted average response time, in milliseconds, for all
operations under this node, during the most recent interval.

Concurrent Invocations The total number of requests for all operations under this
node that were completed during the most recent interval.

Errors Per Interval The total number of errors for all operations under this node
that occurred during the most recent interval.

Responses Per Interval Total responses per interval of all operations under this node
during the most recent interval.

Stall Count The total number of stalled transactions for all operations
under this node during the most recent interval.

WebSphere MQ Node Metrics

Any application that is either producing or consuming messages must first connect to the queue manager to access the queue
and then initiate any operation. The metrics related to such operations are available in the WebSphere MQ Node. The metrics
related to the operations that use MQ classes are available in the WebSphere MQ Node, Connector location. The metrics
related to the operations that use JMS classes are available in the WebSphere MQ Node, JMS location.

The Blame Point metrics in this node are categorized by the operations, such as the following:

• IBM MQ Classes Operational Groups

• Connect
• Disconnect
• Commit
• Rollback
• Close
• Queues/Topics Put/Send
• Queues/Topics Get/Receive

• IBM JMS Classes Operational Groups

• Connect
• Disconnect
• Send
• Receive
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See JCA or JMS Operational Groups for details on the operations related to each group.

Aggregated Metrics

Aggregated metrics for all operations groups are available in the JCA Queue Manager and JMS Queue Manager nodes.

• JCA Queue Manager node displays aggregate metrics when the operations use the IBM MQ classes for Java.
• JMS Queue Manager node displays aggregate metrics when the operations use the JMS classes for Java.

JAVA Connection Adaptor (JCA) or IBM MQ classes for MQ Operational Groups

Supported JCA Queue Manager Operations

Table 1:    

Group Name Operation Name Description

Disconnect Operational Group Manager Disconnect Monitors the Queue Manager disconnect
functions in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Manager Disconnect Monitors the Queue Manager unregister
functions in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Cleanup Monitors the cleanup functions that are
called on the Queue Manager object in
the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Destroy Monitors the destroy functions that are
called on the Queue Manager object in
the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Session Disconnect Monitors all the session disconnection
operations on the Queue Manager object
in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Connect Operational Group Begin Monitors the Queue Manager begin()
operation in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Access Process Monitors the Queue Manager process
access operation in the com.ibm.mq.jar
file.

Get Connection Monitors the Queue Manager
connection get operations in the
com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Session Connect Monitors the Queue Manager session
connect operations, such as MQCONN,
MQCONNX in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Queue Process Get Type Monitors the Application Type
operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Commit Operational Group Manager Commit Monitors the Queue Manager commit
operations in com.ibm.mq.jar.

Session Commit Monitors the Queue Manager
session client commit operations in
com.ibm.mq.jar.

Open Operational Group Session Open Monitors the session client open
operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Close Operational Group Session Close Monitors the session client close
operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Process Close Monitors the mqprocess object
operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.
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Rollback Operational Group Session Rollback Monitors the session client rollback
operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

JMS Operational Groups

Supported JMS Queue Manager Operations

Table 2:    

Group Name Operation Name Description

Receive Operational Group Create Receiver Monitors the JMS create receiver
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Create Subscriber Monitors the JMS create subscriber
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Create Browser Monitors the JMS create browser
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Create Consumer Monitors the JMS create consumer
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Get Topic Monitors the JMS get topic operations
in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Send Operational Group Create Sender Monitors the JMS sender creation
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Create Producer Monitors the JMS producer creation
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Create Destination Monitors the JMS destination creation
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Create Message Monitors the JMS message creation
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Process Message Monitors the JMS message process
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Connect Operational Group Create Queue Monitors the JMS queue creation
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Create Publisher Monitors the JMS create publisher
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Create Topic Monitors the JMS Topic creation
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.
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Get Server Session Pool Monitors the JMS session pool
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Disconnect Operational Group Unsubscribe Monitors the JMS unsubscribe
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Close Connect Monitors the JMS connection close
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Close Operational Group Session Close Monitors the JMS session close
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Commit Operational Group Session Commit Monitors the JMS session commit
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Rollback Operational Group Session Recover Monitors the JMS session recover
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Session Rollback Monitors the JMS connection close
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Connect Operational Group Get Server Session Pool Monitors the JMS session pool get
operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar
file.

Disconnect Operational Group Close Connection Monitors the JMS Queue/Topic
connection close operations in the
com.ibm.mqjms.jar file

 Performance and Sizing for IBM WebSphere MQ Java Agent Deployment

You can optimize the sizing and performance of your DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ deployment and environment using
some of the following sample instructions, best practices, and tips.

Warning:  These configurations are only examples and do not indicate the recommended WebSphere MQ
configurations.

  

MQMonitor Agent Background

The following factors can affect the performance and overhead of MQMonitor agent:

• The number of Queue Managers that are monitored and the number of WebSphere MQ objects (queues, channels, and so
on) in each monitored Queue Manager for WebSphere MQ.

• The number of WebSphere MQ clusters and the size of each cluster.
• The metric display and control level (minimum, recommended, full) for a component.
• The Java Heap size of the MQMonitor agent.
• %CPU use of the MQMonitor agent.
• State of the Transaction Tracer (whether switched on or switched off).
• Hardware configuration of the machines involved.

WebSphere MQ Sizing

To perform sizing on WebSphere MQ, size the Enterprise Manager and the MQMonitor agent.

Sizing Your Enterprise Manager
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The number of metrics contributed by the DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ agent determines the sizing consideration
of your Enterprise Manager. The metric count depends on the number of Queue Manager objects that you plan to monitor.
To find out the number of metrics that are reported to your Enterprise Manager, calculate the Maximum Metric Count per
Queue Manager for different levels of monitoring. The Maximum Metric Count is the maximum number of metrics that are
reported including aggregated metrics. Formulas calculate the Maximum Metric Count for distributed systems at the full,
recommended, and minimum monitoring levels.

Distributed Systems

At the full monitoring level:

Maximum Metric Count = (Q * 76) + (C * 48) + 69

At the recommended level:

Maximum Metric Count = (Q * 30) + (C * 39) + 38

At the minimum level:

Maximum Metric Count = (Q * 21) + (C * 28) + 18

Q is the number of Queues for a Queue Manager.

C is the number of Channels for a Queue Manager.

Sizing Your MQMonitor Agent

Use settings and capacity limits to set up, maintain, and configure DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ environment for
monitoring WebSphere MQ. The monitoring level that is defined at the MQMonitor agent determines the number of metrics
that are reported to the Enterprise Manager.

Note:  This information is only a guideline for the sizing of your configuration. The sizing information can vary depending on
the hardware configuration of your Enterprise Manager, the MQMonitor agent, and the WebSphere MQ computers.

Sample MQMonitor Agent Sizing Table

The MQMonitor agent sizing table is as follows:

Configuration Single Queue Manager with Multiple Queues

 Monitoring Level  Delaytime, Static
frequency 

 Heap Size (minimum
to maximum) 

 Number of queues  Number of metrics 

Minimum 300, 2 256 to 512 5800 127700

600, 2 256 to 512 6000 132100

Recommended 300, 2 256 to 512 4200 143000

600, 2 256 to 512 4500 153000

Full 300, 2 256 to 512 1700 133000

600, 2 256 to 512 1800 137000

Configuration Multiple Queue Managers with Multiple Queues

 Monitoring Level  Delaytime, Static
frequency 

 Heap Size (minimum
to maximum) 

 Number of Queue
Managers / Number
of queues per Queue
Manager 

 Number of metrics 
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Minimum 300, 2 256 to 512 Queue Managers: 5

Queues per Queue
Manager: 1100

121600

Minimum 600, 2 256 to 512 Queue Managers: 5

Queues per Queue
Manager: 1200

132600

Recommended 300, 2 256 to 512 Queue Managers: 5

Queues per Queue
Manager: 800

129000

Recommended 600, 2 256 to 512 Queue Managers: 5

Queues per Queue
Manager: 800

129000

Full 300, 2 256 to 512 Queue Managers: 5

Queues per Queue
Manager: 300

121600

Full 600, 2 256 to 512 Queue Managers: 5

Queues per Queue
Manager: 300

115500

 System Requirements 

The following table shows the system requirements to deploy the respective components:

Environment
Details

Operating system System Model Processor Memory Total Free Space

Enterprise
Manager

Microsoft
Windows Server
2003 Enterprise
Edition

Dell Inc.,
PowerEdge 6950

Dual Core AMD
Opteron™
Processor 8220,
MMX, 3D
Now(8CPUs),
~2.8HZ

16 GB 210 GB

MQMonitor Agent Microsoft
Windows Server
2003 Enterprise
Edition

Dell Inc.,
PowerEdge GX620

Intel Pentium® 4
CPU 3.00 GHz,
~3.0 GHz

2 GB 17 GB

4-512 MB

WebSphere MQ
Computer

Microsoft
Windows Server
2003 Enterprise
Edition

Dell Inc.,
PowerEdge 745

Intel Pentium® D
CPU 3.00 GHz,
~3.0 GHz

2 GB 16 GB

With this WebSphere MQ configuration and the number of metrics that are generated by the MQMonitor agent, the Enterprise
Manager processing cycle increases. The overload on the MQMonitor agent is, however, minimal, verify that you size your
Enterprise Manager appropriately for sizing DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ objects.

Note:   If you plan to use the same agent for monitoring WebSphere MQ, or if you plan to use the same MQMonitor agent for
transaction tracing, then the number of supported objects would reduce.

 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on IBM WebSphere MQ Java Agent

Here are some Frequently Asked Questions about installation, metrics, transaction tracing in DX APM for IBM WebSphere
MQ.

After setting the Activity Reporting property to Queue, why should I restart the active channels of the monitored
Queue Managers or the Queue Managers?
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Restarting the Queue Manager also restarts the MCAs. This action ensures that the trace data that is generated by WebSphere
MQ goes to SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE.

Java application is not able to connect and browse or put a message on a queue

This issue may appear on any MQ Monitor version 7.0 or higher environment. To resolve this, verify if the user is authorized
to access the queue. If not, execute the following command to grant access to the queue or queue manager.

setmqaut -m <QMName> -t qmgr -g <GroupName> +connect +dsp +inq  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n <Queue Name> -t q -
g <GroupName> +get +put +browse +dsp 

 Log Correlation

The Log Correlation Java Agent extension increases visibility into application performance issues. Log Correlation correlates
your application server log to transaction traces and error and stall snapshots. The Java Agent provides the log correlation
capability by inserting the correlation ID into application server logs. In this graphic, Log Correlation inserted a formatted
correlation ID (highlighted in yellow) into log messages.

 

 

Note:

 More information: Use Cross-Process Transaction Tracing to Solve Problems.

 

Install the Java Agent Application Server Package with Log Correlation

You include Log Correlation as part of the application server package that you download and install. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the Select Agent to Download page.
2. Click the tab that is associated with your operating system.
3. Mouseover the application server name on the left side of the page
4. Click on the sprocket-shaped Settings 
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 icon when it appears.
5. On the Configure page, check the box for Log Correlation.
6. Configure any of the basic log correlation properties you want.

You can also configure the properties after you download and install the package.
7. Click Download and Install.

The application server package including Log Correlation downloads to your computer.
8. Extract and install the agent package.
9. Start your application with newly installed Java agent.

The Java Agent creates the directory structure including directories that include Log Correlation directories and files.
The logcorrelation directory name includes a set of alphanumeric characters. For example, \logcorrelation-
f85e8b41-54.45.0.37\

Note:

 More information:  Configure and Download an Agent Package for CA Digital Experience Insights. 

Log Correlation According to Logging Framework
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Log Correlation provides insertion mechanisms for both the Managed Diagnostic Context (MDC) framework and non-MDC
frameworks. You can configure Log Correlation to automatically insert the correlation ID for the MDC framework using log4j
and Logback logging.  You must configure Log Correlation manual insertion for other logging frameworks.

 SLF4J Logging

Log correlation supports MDC-framework for both Simple Logging Facade for Java (SLF4J) and the Logback framework. Log
Correlation provides automatic and manual correlation ID pattern insertion.
For automatic insertion, you configure properties in the bundle.properties file to automatically insert the correlation ID where
and how you want. When the application starts, Log Correlation reads the bundle.properties configuration settings. Log
Correlation then generates a correlation ID placeholder and adds the placeholder into application log pattern. When processing
a log, Log Correlation replaces the correlation ID placeholder with real correlation ID. 

For manual insertion, you configure the bundle.properties file and application logging. You add the log format pattern that you
determine for Log Correction to insert the correlation ID where and how you want. Log Correlation replaces the application
server log-message format pattern with the correlation ID in the log.

Non-SLF4J Logging

For non-SLF4J loggers, you configure the bundle.properties file. You add the log format pattern that you determine for
correlation ID insertion with the format and placement you want. 

Log Correlation Patterns

To insert the correlation ID into specific location in the application server log, Log Correlation looks for specific patterns in
incoming parameters. Log Correlation uses pattern-based rules to insert the correlation ID into the desired location. Properties
in the bundle.properties file define the correlation ID insertion patterns.

Define the Pattern for SLF4J MDC Framework Correlation ID Insertion

Log Correlation uses the pattern to search the SLF4J or Logback log format string to insert the correlation ID according to the
format that you configure. 

Define the Pattern for Non-SLF4J MDC Framework Correlation ID Insertion

You configure log correlation properties to define one or more patterns. Log Correlation uses the patterns to search for
specific characters or parameters and insert messages into the application server log. Log Correlation allows you to define
multiple named pattern definitions. Each pattern definition looks for a match of a specific pattern. The definition defines the
insertion index, prefix, and suffix for correlation ID formatting to place before or after the matching log message characters or
parameter.

 Define the Pattern Name 

You configure the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.patterns property by making a list of one
or more comma-separated names for your pattern. Log Correlation evaluates the pattern names in the order listed. List more
specific patterns before more generic patterns, for example, the default pattern.

com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.patterns=<name1>,<name2>,...Example:com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.patterns=test1,test2,default

For each pattern name, you can define the following properties.

 Define Whether the Pattern is Simple or a Regular Expression 

You configure the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.pattern property to define the
pattern to match for an incoming log parameter. The parameter can be a regular expression (RegEx) match or a simple exact
match. 

When you do not specify a pattern, all the parameters match this definition, which becomes the default pattern.

com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.pattern=<a regex or
 simple pattern>Regex
 Example:com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.pattern=test2_1

 Define the Pattern Type
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When you do not configure the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.pattern property, you set
the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.type property to define the match type. The pattern
match can be a regular expression (RegEx) match or a simple exact match. The default is simple.

com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.type=<regex|
simple>Example:com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.type=simple

 Define the Correlation ID Index 

You set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.index property to define where before or
after a parameter character string that Log Correlation inserts the correlation ID. You set one of three possible values.

 0 - The correlation ID is prepended in front of the character string.
-1 - The correlation ID is appended to end of the character string.
>0 - The correlation ID is inserted before a specific index. 

com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.index=<insertion
 index>Example:com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.index=0

 Define a Prefix 
You set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.prefix property to define the prefix before
which Log Correlation inserts the correlation ID. 

com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.prefix=<prefix to add
 before the
 corid>Example:com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.prefix=[WilyCorID=

 Define a Suffix 

You set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.suffix property to define the suffix after
which Log Correlation inserts the correlation ID.

com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.suffix=<suffix to add
 after
 corID>Example:com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.sufix=]

Pattern Examples

Suppose that you want Log Correlation to insert the correlation ID of 1234 in three specific places in your application server
log. You want the correlation ID in these places, so you create three patterns, which you configure in the bundles.properties
file:

• Before the characters test2_1. You name this pattern test1.  
• After any RegEx match for test[0-9][0-9].*. You name this pattern test2 
• After anything that test1 and test2 did not match. You name this pattern default.

Here is how Log Correlation handles the three patterns.

 Pattern test1
This pattern looks for logs containing exact match for test2_1 in an incoming log parameter.
When log correlation encounters test2_1, the extension inserts the correlation ID in front of the log string that is formatted
as [WilyCorID=1234]. 

 Pattern test2
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This pattern looks for a RegEx match for test[0-9][0-9].* in an incoming log parameter.
When log correlation encounters test[0-9][0-9].*, the extension inserts a JSON-looking ID after the second character
in incoming log WilyCorID:1234.
Pattern default
This pattern matches anything message string that test1 or test2 did not match. Log Correlation appends 1234 at the end
of the log message string. 

Here is the bundle.properties configuration for the three patterns.

...com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.patterns=test1,test2,defaultcom.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.pattern=test2_1com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.type=simplecom.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.index=0com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.prefix=[WilyCorID=com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.suffix=]com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test2.pattern=test3_[0-9].*com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test2.type=regexcom.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test2.index=7com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test2.prefix=,"WilyCorID":"com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test2.suffix=",com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.default.index=-1com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.default.prefix=-
>com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.default.suffix=...

SubstituteParamByNamedProxyIfFlagged PBD

The SubstituteParamByNamedProxyIfFlagged PBD facilitates inserting the correlation ID into an application server log.
SubstituteParamByNamedProxyIfFlagged can replace any method parameter using a specially named substitution proxy.
SubstituteParamByNamedProxyIfFlagged has four arguments:

SubstituteParamByNamedProxyIfFlagged: <Tracer Flag> <method with full descriptor> <index>
 LogParamSubstituter

Where

•  <Tracer flag> is configured to identify all involved logger classes.
•  <method with full descriptor> is the logging method that you want to instrument
•  <index> is the method argument (starting from 0), that contains log message. The type must be java.lang.String.
•  LogParamSubstituter is fixed. You do not change this argument.

LogParamSubstituter denotes a special substitution proxy that inspects the method argument that is identified
by <index> using configured patterns. LogParamSubstituter substitutes an original string with a string that has correlation
ID inserted according to configured properties for each method call.

The following sample PBD snippet adds a substituter that is named LogParamSubstituter to the
method debug(String, Object, Object) first (index = 0), which is a parameter of
class ch.qos.logback.classic.Logger identified by LogCorrelationInsertion flag.

logcorrelation.pbd
...
SetFlag: LogCorrelationInsertion
TurnOn: LogCorrelationInsertion

# Insert correlation id to classic logback implementation.
IdentifyClassAs: ch.qos.logback.classic.Logger LogCorrelationInsertion

SubstituteParamByNamedProxyIfFlagged: LogCorrelationInsertion debug(Ljava/lang/String;Ljava/lang/
Object;Ljava/lang/Object;)V 0 LogParamSubstituter
...

Configure Log Correlation

You configure Log Correlation to insert the correlation ID based on your logging framework and logging pattern.

Warning:

 If you misconfigure Log Correlation, it is possible to break application logging altogether or to affect the third-party
log postprocessing.
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Prepare to Configure Log Correlation

To configure log correlation, you gather information about your logging environment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Determine the type of log technology that provides the application server log messages.
Your environment can use the SLF4J log4j and Logback logging that automatically use the MDC framework.

2. Determine the kind of log message to which you want to add the correlation ID to create correlation.
3. Determine the format you that want to use when you want to include an index, prefix, or suffix with the correlation ID.

Configure SLF4J Using the MDC Framework Automatic Correlation ID Insertion

You configure log correlation for SLF4J using the MDC framework to automatically insert the correlation ID into the log
message.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\logcorrelation-<set of
letters and numbers> directory.

2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
3. Configure these properties.

1.1 Set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.enable property to true.
You must enable Log Correlation to insert the correlation ID into the application server log.

2.1 Set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.enable property to true.
3.1 Set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.autoinsert property to true.
4.1 For Logback, set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.before= %msg.
5.1 For log4j, set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.before= %m%n.
6.1 (Optional) To add a prefix, set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.prefix=[WilyCorId=.
7.1 (Optional) To add a suffix, set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.suffix=].

4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the application server.

Configure SLF4J Using Manual Correlation ID Insertion

You configure log correlation for SLF4J insert the correlation ID into the log message based on settings that you configure in
the bundle.properties file and for application logging.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\logcorrelation-<set of
letters and numbers> directory.

2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
3. Configure these properties.

1.1 Set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.enable property to true.
You must enable Log Correlation to insert the correlation ID into the application server log.

2.1 Set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.enable property to true.
3.1 Set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.autoinsert property to false.
4.1 (Optional) To provide the key where MDC stores the correlation ID,

set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.key=wilycorid.
4. Save and close the file.
5. (For SLF4J with log4j) Configure the application log. 

1.1 Navigate to the application log file.
The file name and location can vary depending on the application build and packaging. 

2.1 The log file is typically log4j.properties in the application root directory. 
3.1 Configure the log4j.appender.<appender>.layout.ConversionPattern (or similarly

named) property to add a placeholder for the correlation ID
For example, change this file and value:

log4j.appender.ConsoleAppender.layout.ConversionPattern=[%-5p] %d %c - %m%n
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to a value similar to this example:

log4j.appender.ConsoleAppender.layout.ConversionPattern=[%-5p] %d %c - [%X{wilycorid}]
 %m%n

4.1 Save and close the file. 
6. (For SLF4J using Logback / log4j) Configure the application logging. 

1.1 Navigate to the application log configuration file.
The file name and location can vary depending on the application build and packaging. The file is typically an XML
file that is named logback.xml or similar, and is located somewhere in the application classpath. 

2.1 Configure the <pattern> line similarly as shown in this example:

<configuration>  <appender name="STDOUT"
 class="ch.qos.logback.core.ConsoleAppender"> 
   <!-- encoders are assigned the type        
 ch.qos.logback.classic.encoder.PatternLayoutEncoder by default
 -->    <encoder>      <pattern>%d{HH:mm:ss.SSS} [%X{wilycorid}]
 %-5level %logger{36} - %msg%n</pattern>    </encoder>  </
appender>  <root level="debug">    <appender-ref ref="STDOUT" /> 
 </root></configuration>

3.1 Save and close the file. 

Configure Non-SLF4J Logging to Use Instrumentation for Correlation ID Insertion

You configure log correlation for non-SLF4J logging by configuring the logcorrelation.pbd file. You then configure
the bundle.properties file to insert the correlation ID into the log message. In this procedure, we use the example of inserting
the correlation ID into a Konakart application server log.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Determine which class and method generates the application server log message.
For example, if you use a Konakart application, you find the log created by
the com.opensymphony.xwork2.util.logging.commons.CommonsLogger class and debug method.

2. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\logcorrelation-<set
of letters and numbers>\directives directory.

3. Open the logcorrelation.pbd file in a text editor. 
4. Configure three lines.

1.1 Uncomment the following line by removing the #.

TurnOn: LogCorrelationInsertion

2.1 Continuing the Konakart example, add a line for
the com.opensymphony.xwork2.util.logging.commons.CommonsLogger class and method that is
used to generate the log messages.

IdentifyClassAs: com.opensymphony.xwork2.util.logging.commons.CommonsLogger
 LogCorrelationInsertion
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3.1 Add this line for Log Correlation to evaluate the message from each debug method call for possible correlation
ID insertion.

SubstituteParamByNamedProxyIfFlagged: LogCorrelationInsertion debug(Ljava/lang/String;
[Ljava/lang/String;)V 0 LogParamSubstituter

5. Close and save the file.
6. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\logcorrelation-<set

of letters and numbers> directory.
7. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
8. Configure these properties.

1.1 Set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.enable property to true.
You must enable Log Correlation to insert the correlation ID into the application server log.

2.1 Set the com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.enable property to false.
3.1 Set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.patterns=test1 
4.1 Set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.pattern=.*Creating an

DefaultActionProxy for namespace.* 
5.1 Set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.type=regex 
6.1 Set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.index=0 
7.1 Set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.prefix=[WilyCorID= 
8.1 Set com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.suffix=] 

9. Save and close the file.
10. Restart the application server.

When the application is running, the correlation ID is inserted only into a matched pattern in the log. The correlation
ID is not inserted into all the log messages. For example, in this graphic, the correlation ID, which is highlighted in
yellow, is inserted only in messages containing Creating an DefaultActionProxy for namespace. The insertion happens
before Creating an DefaultActionProxy in the log messages.

 

Log Correlation Properties

The Log Correlation properties are separated into sections by logging method and framework.

Enable Log Correlation Property

•  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.enableThis property enables and disables Log Correlation to insert the correlation ID.
Values: true (enabled), false (disabled)Default: true
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

MDC Framework Properties

 Enable MDC-based Correlation Property 

•  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.enableThis property enables and disables SLF4J MDC-based correlation.
Values: true (enabled), false (disabled) Default: true
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

 Automatic Correlation ID Insertion MDC  Properties 

•  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.autoinsert
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This property enables and disables automatic correlation pattern insertion to an SLF4J-MDC pattern.
Values: true, false
Default: true
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

•  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.before
This property defines the characters before which Log Correlation inserts the pattern for Logback.
Values: <pattern>
Default: %msg
Example: com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.before=%msg
Note: For log4j, use com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.before=%m%n.
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

•   com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.prefixThis property defines the characters that Log Correlation adds before the
correlation ID.
Values: <prefix before the correlation ID>
Default: [WilyCorId=
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

•  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.suffix
This property defines the characters that Log Correlation adds after the correlation ID.
Values: <suffix after the correlation ID>
Default: ]
Example: com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.insert.prefix=]
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

 Manual Correlation ID Insertion MDC  Property 

•  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.key This property provides the key where MDC stores the correlation ID.
Values: <specifier variable name>Default: wilycorid
Example:com.ca.apm.log.correlation.mdc.key=wilycorid
In this example, Log Correlation replaces the placeholder of wilycorid with the correlation ID.
Note: You can change the key value to whatever you want. However, if you do so, ensure that you set the same value in the
application log configuration setting.
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

 Non-SLF4J Properties 

Log Correlation allows you to define multiple named pattern definitions. For each pattern definition, Log Correlation looks for
a match to a specific pattern. Upon a match, Log Correlation inserts the correlation ID before or after specific characters or a
phrase.

•   com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.patterns
This property defines a list of comma-separated named pattern definitions. Log Correlation evaluates the patterns in the
order listed. Place more generic patterns (such as default) after more specific patterns.
Values: Any alphanumeric characters
Default: <name1>,<name2>,...
Example:  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.patterns=test1, test1, default
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

•  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.pattern
This property defines the actual pattern that Log Correlation is to match in an incoming log message
parameter. This pattern can be a RegEx or simple exact match. If you do not provide a pattern
and  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.type=simple, Log Correlation inserts the correlation ID
into all the log messages.
Values: <input a regex or simple pattern>
Default: None
Example: com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.pattern=.*Creating an
DefaultActionProxy for namespace.*
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

•  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.type
This property defines whether the pattern is a regular expression or simple match.
Values: <regex|simple>
Default: simple
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Example: 

com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.type=simple

Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes
•  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.index

This property defines where before or after a parameter character string that Log Correlation inserts the correlation ID. You
set one of three possible values.

0 - The correlation ID is prepended in front of the character string.
For example, suppose that you
set  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.pattern=.*Creating an
DefaultActionProxy for namespace.*. You
set  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.index=0.
Here is the resulting debug message when Log Correlation encounters Creating an DefaultActionProxy for
namespace.

DEBUG (CommonsLogger.java:debug:68)
 [WilyCorId=786ED1E0C0A86C9B649725E3B94AEFAF]Creating an DefaultActionProxy for
 namespace / and action name SelectCat

-1 - The correlation ID is appended to end of the character string.
For example, suppose that you
set  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.pattern=.*Creating an
DefaultActionProxy for namespace.*. You
set  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.index=-1.
Here is the resulting debug message when Log Correlation encounters Creating an DefaultActionProxy for
namespace.

DEBUG (CommonsLogger.java:debug:68) Creating an
 DefaultActionProxy for namespace / and action name
 SelectCat[WilyCorId=79526BE5C0A86C8229C5EE1DF47F3F2F]

>0 - The correlation ID is inserted before a specific index. The value is the number of characters after which the correlation
ID is inserted.
For example, suppose that you
set  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.pattern=.*Creating an
DefaultActionProxy for namespace.*. You
set  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.index=11.
Here is the resulting debug message when Log Correlation encounters Creating an DefaultActionProxy for
namespace. Notice that Log Correlation inserts the correlation ID after the 11th character in the log message.

DEBUG (CommonsLogger.java:debug:68) Creating
 an[WilyCorId=794445A7C0A86C995D01EA213C14138E] DefaultActionProxy for namespace / and
 action name SelectCat

 Values: <insertion index>
Default: 0
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

•   com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.prefix This property defines the prefix to add before the correlation ID.
Values: <prefix before corID>
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Default: [WilyCorID=
Example: You define  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.pattern=.*Creating an
DefaultActionProxy for namespace.*. You then
define  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.prefix=[correlationID:.
When Log Correlator encounters the phrase Creating an DefaultActionProxy for namespace,
it inserts the correlation ID between the prefix of [correlationID: and the phrase. The log message
becomes [correlationID=786ECFBEC0A86C9B649725E32B3A6D0D]Creating an
DefaultActionProxy for namespace.
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

•   com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.<name>.suffix This property defines the suffix to add after the correlation ID
GUID.
Values: <suffix to add after corID>
Default: ]
Example: You define  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.pattern=.*Creating an
DefaultActionProxy for namespace.*. You then
define  com.ca.apm.log.correlation.substituter.test1.suffix=]. When Log Correlator encounters
the phrase Creating an DefaultActionProxy for namespace, it inserts the correlation ID as a suffix
after the phrase. The log message becomes Creating an DefaultActionProxy for namespace.
[correlationID=786ECFBEC0A86C9B649725E32B3A6D0D].
Requires Managed Application Restart: Yes

 Monitor Mule Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)

Mule is a lightweight Java-based enterprise service bus (ESB) and an integration platform. The platform lets the developers
to connect applications together quickly and easily. The platform lets you exchange data within your enterprise or across the
Internet. Mule ESB enables integration of existing systems irrespective of technologies that the applications use, including
JMS, Web Services, JDBC, HTTP, and more.

Mule Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) monitor lets you identify the communication protocols, their correlation across all
communications and the identification of Mule ESB-specific modeling components. The components are part of the
transaction trace visualization and show individual performance information.

The Mule ESB monitor is bundled in the DX APM Agent. You need not download and install the extension separately.

Packaging

The extension contains the muleesb.pbd file located at <AGENT_HOME>/extensions/deploy/MuleESB/
directives directory.

Configure the Mule ESB

See the Configure Mule ESB page for configuration steps.

Mule ESB on DX APM Team Center Map

In a scenario where flow1 asynchronously invoks flow2, they are shown as separate node on the DX APM Team Center Map.
Mule Async work processing is identified as Work Processing vertex in DX APM Team Center Map to connect the caller
and the callee.

Mule ESB Metrics

When you access the Mule application, DX APM creates a node for Mule extension in the Metric Browser under the Agent.

The fully qualified metric name is:

<processname>|<agentname>|<hostname>|<componentname>:[metric name]

For example:

MuleGW|Agent_1|awora01.acme.com|Processor:Default|AbstractPipeline$2|Errors Per
Interval

Flow Usage Metric

Active Flow Instances
Indicates the number of active flow instances. Instances are active while in listening mode.

Average Branch Processing Time (ms)
Indicates the average total time that is spent on the flow for processing.
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Branch Processings Per Interval
Indicates the number of branches that are processed for specific flow per interval.

Execution Errors
Indicates the number of Execution Errors.

Flow Errors
Indicates the number of fatal errors in the system that is related to the flow.

Flow Events Metric

Async Received Events
Indicates the Asynchronous Events Received on this Processing Flow.

Dequeued / Queued Events Per Interval
Indicates the usage of the async event queue.

Event Queue Size
Indicates the size of the async event queue.

Synchronous Events
Indicates the number of synchronous processed events.

Flow Phases Metrics

Average Processing Time (ms)
Indicates the time that is taken to process a message in the defined phase.

Requests Per Interval
Indicates the number of requests during specific time range.

 Monitor Mule API Gateway

The Mule API Gateway is an extension which identifies the communication protocols, proxies, policies that you configure for
a proxy, and the modeling components.

The components that are identified are a part of the transaction trace visualization. The individual performance information of
the identified components is displayed.

  

Configure the Mule ESB

See the Configure Mule ESB page for configuration steps.

Enable Mule API Gateway Monitoring

You can enable or disable the Mule API Gateway monitoring extension. Open the bundle.properties file that is located in
the <Agent_Home>\extensions\MuleESB directory and use the following property:

 introscope.agent.mule.apigateway.enable
Use this property to enable or disable Mule API Gateway Monitoring. To disable the Mule API Gateway, set the property
value to "false".
Default Value: True

Supported Policies

The extension checks for different types of policies that are configured for a proxy, number of requests, and violations per
interval for each policy. The extension can monitor the following list of policies that can be broadly classified into following
three categories:

Compliance

• Cross-Origin resource sharing Policy
• Client ID Enforcement policy

Security

• HTTP Basic Authentication
• IP Blacklist
• IP Whitelist
• JSON Threat Protection
• LDAP Security Manager
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• OAuth 2.0 Access Token Enforcement Using External Provider
• Simple Security Manager
• XML Threat Protection

Quality of Service

• Throttling
• Throttling-SLA Based
• Rate Limiting
• Rate Limiting- SLA Based

Mule API Gateway Metrics

When you access the Mule application, DX APM creates a node for Mule extension in the Metric Browser under the Agent.

The fully qualified metric name is:

 <processname>|<agentname>|<hostname>|<componentname>:[metric name] 

 For example: 

MuleGW|Agent_1|awora01.acme.com|Mule|Flows|OrderProcessingProxy|Policies|Throttling:Requests
 Per Interval

Policy Metrics

 Requests Per Interval 

Represents the number of requests per interval for each policy that is configured for a proxy.

 Violations Per Interval 

Represents the number of violations per interval for each policy that is configured for a proxy.

 Configure Mule ESB

Mule is a lightweight Java-based enterprise service bus (ESB) and an integration platform. The platform lets the developers
to connect applications together quickly and easily. The platform lets you exchange data within your enterprise or across the
Internet. Mule ESB enables integration of existing systems irrespective of technologies that the applications use, including
JMS, Web Services, JDBC, HTTP, and more.

Mule Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) monitor lets you identify the communication protocols, their correlation across all
communications and the identification of Mule ESB-specific modeling components. The components are part of the
transaction trace visualization and show individual performance information.

Configure the Mule ESB to work with the Java agent and verify that you can see a Node for Mule extension in the metric tree.

Note:

More Information: Monitor Mule Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)

Configure Mule ESB to Use the Java Agent

To enable your Mule ESB deployment to work with the Java agent, you must pass the location of the Agent.jar file and the
Java agent profile as JVM arguments in the Java Service Wrapper configuration file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Java Service Wrapper configuration file <MULE_HOME>/conf/wrapper.conf in a text editor.
2. Find the Java Additional Parameters section.
3. Within this section, specify the paths to the Agent.jar file and the agent profile using wrapper.java.additional.n

parameters. Replace n with the next available integer among the wrapper.java.additional parameters that are
already present in the section. For example:

wrapper.java.additional.15=-javaagent:/opt/wily/Agent.jar
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Configurable Properties

You can configure the following properties in the bundle.properties file that is located in the <Agent_Home>
\extensions\MuleESB directory.

Property Name Default Property Description

introscope.agent.mule.filter.webservices

true Filter Web services.

introscope.agent.mule.display.payload

false Display Request and Response
Payload as part of Transaction Trace
Information.

introscope.agent.mule.flow.clamp

100 Clamp value of all the flows in Mule.

introscope.agent.mule.processor.clamp

40 Clamp value of all the processors in
Mule.

introscope.agent.mule.thread.clamp

1000 Clamp limit for maximum parallel
threads that can be monitored.

The Mule ESB also sets the value of socket tracing property 

com.wily.introscope.agent.sockets.clamp.leve

l to zero by default. To modify it and enable socket tracing, set the value of

com.wily.introscope.agent.sockets.clamp.leve

l as required in

IntroscopeAgent.profile

file.

Configure the PBD for More Monitoring

You can edit the muleesb.pbd file to add monitoring capabilities. However you must restart the agent for the change to take
effect.

User ID Param in Traces

The Mule ESB lets you identify a user ID using the HTTP request header field.
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Follow these steps:

• Open the muleesb.pbd file.
• Locate the userid.header.parameter property.
• Append the following header field separated with a space.

SetTracerParameter: RequestHandlerFrontendTracer
 userid.header.parameter myHeaderField

• Save and close the file.
The User ID is propagated across all processes (trace elements). You can see User ID in the transaction trace visualization.

Frontend URL Visualization

The mule extension uses the configured URL on the HTTP Listener at the URLs section on the frontend node.

Assign a combination of default variables and HTTP header attributes to the frontend node. Mule ESB Monitoring lets you use
header parameters with leading quotation (").

Follow these steps:

1. Open the muleesb.pbd file.
2. Locate the following code:

TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: RequestHandlerTracing
 handleRequest RequestHandlerFrontendTracer "Apps|{APP}|URLs|{URL}-
<journeyname>-<operationtobeperformed>"
#TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: RequestHandlerTracing
 handleRequest RequestHandlerFrontendTracer "Apps|{APP}|URLs|{URL}"

3. Comment the line with the default configuration and modify the previous line using two sample headers.

Trace Description

You can configure the Mule ESB to display custom description in the transaction trace visualization. The custom description
lets you navigate in the Transaction Trace view for SOAP-based web services. The custom description is based on the header
parameters. The extension lets you use header parameters with leading quotation (").

Follow these steps:

1. Open the muleesb.pbd file.
2. Locate the following code:

#SetTracerParameter: RequestHandlerFrontendTracer tracenaming
 "{URL}-<journeyname>-<operationtobeperformed>"SetTracerParameter:
 RequestHandlerFrontendTracer tracenaming "{Request URI}"

3. Use combination of parameters and request headers.

Verify Your Configuration

You can see a node for the Mule in the metric tree. If needed, you can verify your configuration by running a transaction trace
session.

For more information about transaction tracing, see the Start a Transaction Trace Session.
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 OkHttp Extension
OkHttp is an efficient HTTP+HTTP/2 client that effectively loads data and saves bandwidth.

The DX APM Java Agent now supports OkHttp monitoring. The Framework equips you with the web service backend
visibility, where OkHttp is used as a client in the web applications. 

OkHttp represents an efficient HTTP client, which supports HTTP/2 protocol that effectively loads data and saves bandwidth.
The HTTP/2 protocol enables all requests via your application to the same host to share a socket. The connection pooling
reduces request latency when the HTTP/2 protocol is unavailable.

Note:  The OkHttp extension supports OkHttp 3.10 and above.

The OkHttp extension can correlate the following functionalities:

1.  The OkHttp calls that are made from a web application to a REST web service.
2. For SOAP web services, where the OkHttp client makes the calls.
3. When the frontend and the backend are on two different application servers/systems.

Configure OkHttp Extension Properties

You can configure the OkHttp extension properties in the bundle.properties file that is located in
the \<Agent_Home>\releases\<version>\extensions\okhttp-xxx\bundle.properties directory.

The following table lists the properties that are configurable:

Property Name Default Property Description

com.ca.apm.extensions.okhttp.maskQueryParameters
True (Optional) For any URL if you need

to mask the query parameter, set this
flag to True. If the query parameter
masking is enabled, the URL to which
OkHttp call is made appears with
the parameter values replaced with
a "???" string.

Metrics View
In the Metrics Browser, you can view the corresponding aggregated metrics in the following path:

• Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}

In the Metrics Browser, you can view the corresponding detailed metrics in the following path:

• Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths|{path}

 Oracle BPEL

Oracle Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) provides a comprehensive solution to create, deploy, and manage BPEL
business processes. The Oracle BPEL extension helps you monitor all types of BPEL processes and view the metric details and
correlation in the user interface. Each process in Oracle BPEL is represented as a node on the map. The chain of processes is
correlated on the map based on the transaction traces that the Oracle BPEL agent generates.

Configure Oracle BPEL

To configure Oracle BPEL, perform the following tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
Oracle\Middleware\Oracle_Home\user_projects\domains\<soa_domain>\bin
\startWebLogic.cmd

2. Open the startWebLogic.cmd configuration file in a text editor.
3. In the startWebLogic.cmd file, search for JAVA_OPTIONS as follows. Within this section, specify the paths to the

Agent.jar file.  For example:
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set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% -javaagent:<Agent_Home>\Agent.jar

Note:

The variable <Agent_Home> is a convention that is used throughout the install instructions to refer to the wily directory
under where the Agent package was extracted.
For example, consider that WebLogic_v1.zip is extracted in the following location: C:\Program Files\. Then,
the <Agent_Home> value is C:\Program Files\wily.

4. Save and close the file.

Verify Your Configuration

Ensure that Oracle SOA is displayed as a node in the Metric View. You can verify your configuration by running a transaction
trace session. For more information about the transaction tracing, see Start a Transaction Trace Session.

Note:

More information: Start a Transaction Trace Session, Examine Individual Components and Trace Data.

Oracle BPEL Metrics

When you access the Oracle BPEL application, the Java Agent creates a BPEL node in the Metric Browser. Here is the fully
qualified metric name:

Oracle-SOA|Composite|{composite}|BPEL|{component}|{cubename}: [Metric
 Name]

Example:
Oracle-SOA|Composite|CompositeName|BPEL|ComponentName|CubeName|Errors Per Interval

Here are the Oracle BPEL metrics:
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Metric Name Description Example

Adapters The metric shows integration of a BPEL
process service component with other
components. For example, integration
with file systems, FTP servers, database
tables, database queues, sockets, Java
Message Services (JMS), MQ, and so
on.

Oracle-SOA|Adapters|
{adapterName}|{operation}:
[metrics]

Composite The metric indicates the business
process that integrates a series of
discrete services into an end-to-end
process flow.

Oracle-SOA|Composite|
{composite}|BPEL|{component}|
{cubename}: [Metric Name]

Mediation The metric enables you to define
selective routing mediation.

Oracle-SOA|Composite|
{composite}|Mediation|
{mediator}: [Metric Name]

Message Handling The metric indicates the message
types such as Instance, Invoke, and
Maintenance. Oracle-SOA|Message Handling|

Message Type - {type}: [Metric
 Name]

 Service-Oriented Architecture Platform

A service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an application platform that enables organizations to share and reuse loosely coupled
services to accomplish business goals.The platform relies on standardized communication protocols to enable loosely coupled
services to accomplish business goals.

The benefits include:

• Greater business agility and flexibility
• Improvements in customer service and efficiency
• Reduced development costs.

Monitoring and managing a complex SOA environment, however, can be more difficult than managing a traditional client-
server environment.

In a traditional client-server environment, there is direct communication between clients and a limited number of servers.
When problems occur, finding the cause of the failure is typically straightforward because only a few systems are involved in
any individual business transaction. You can isolate the source of the problem by investigating the specific systems directly
involved in the transaction.

Identifying the source of a problem becomes difficult when web application servers act as a central point for distributing access
to applications across multiple client-server systems. Performance degradation, errors, or operation failures can be caused by
virtually any component or computer that participates in the web server connected infrastructure.

A service-oriented architecture introduces an additional layer of complexity for monitoring application performance and
availability. With SOA, loosely coupled services rely on standardized communication to integrate and extend applications
that run on different platforms. Because the services separate the business logic from the underlying operating system or
platform, organizations can be more agile and respond quickly to changes in market or product dynamics. Individual services
can be designed to handle specific parts of complex or multistep business processes, creating chains of dependencies across a
heterogeneous environment.
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Using a service-oriented architecture enables organizations to develop and deploy applications faster and in a more cost-
effective way because services can be reused, modified, or replaced as independent components. This efficient, modular
approach to application architecture, however, presents its own challenges for application management.

 Application Performance Management for SOA

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) introduces a layer of coordination across the enterprise. For example, introducing a
new business rule no longer requires that you rebuild the environment and all the dependent applications -- it simply requires
configuring one or two components. Decoupling business logic from deployed applications and making logic rules writable at
runtime enables architects to provide a dynamic environment. 

DX Application Performance Management for SOA (DX APM for SOA) enables consumers and producers of web services
to monitor critical services around the clock, detect problems proactively, and perform root cause analysis when issues arise.
This solution provides comprehensive live views into web services, web applications, and the back-end systems to which they
connect. DX APM for SOA delivers the detailed information that architects and developers use to isolate and resolve problems
quickly. This information includes views of individual transactions in which web services are involved, the number and nature
of web service faults, and component interactions.

The following graphic shows the highest-level DX APM for SOA product monitoring capabilities. As with CA Introscope, DX
APM for SOA provides a single solution across J2EE and .NET. For more information, see the  Service-Oriented Architecture
Platform .

 

 Configure SOA-Specific Properties

You can configure many aspects of SOA Performance Management (SPM).

Configure the Name Displayed for Web Services

By default, web service nodes are named using the web service namespace. The web service namespace is similar to its URL.
For example, if a web service uses the following URL:

http://ClearingHouse.demobank.ca.com
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its node is displayed like this by default:

http_//ClearingHouse.demobank.ca.com

Optionally, you can configure the agent to use the web service endpoint as the node name. The web service endpoint includes
additional information, such as the server name and port number for the service. For example, if you choose to display the web
service endpoint for the ClearingHouse.demobank.ca.com web service, its node in the Investigator might look like this:

http_localhost_8383_demobank_services_ClearingHouseService

You can change the name displayed by editing the agent’s webservices.pbd file and specifying whether you want to use
{namespace} or {servicename}. In most cases, the namespace is the most recognizable name to display in the Investigator
and the SOA Dependency Map. You can, however, use the service endpoint if you edit the webservices.pbd file and the
IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

Note:  In this release, the WCF web services client-side nameformatter does not support {servicename}. In addition, the
optional configuration steps for replacing {namespace} with {servicename} does not apply to the WCF web service metric
configuration.

To use the service endpoint as the node name in the Investigator and Dependency Map:

1. Open the webservices.pbd file in the <Agent_Home> directory.
2. Search for and replace all instances of {namespace} with {servicename}.

Because it is included in tracers as part of the fully-qualified metric name, there are many occurrences of the {namespace}
string in the file.

3. Save the webservices.pbd file.
4. Open the appmap-soa.pbd file in the <Agent_Home> directory.
5. Search for and replace all instances of {namespace} with {servicename}.
6. Save the appmap-soa.pbd file.
7. Restart the application server.

After you restart the application server, the Investigator tree and SOA Dependency Map display the web service endpoint
name rather than namespace.
If you are using the service endpoint name instead of the namespace, you may also want to change the Namespace labels
displayed on the Client and Server Overview tabs.

To change the label used in the client and server Overview tabs:

1. Open the ws.overview.tv.xml file in the <EM_Home>/ext/xmltv/ directory.
2. Search for and replace all instances of Namespaces with Services.
3. Save the ws.overview.tv.xml file.
4. Restart the Enterprise Manager.

After you restart the Enterprise Manager, the Overview tab displays the Services label when you select the WebServices,
Client, or Server node in the Investigator tree.

To use the metric naming convention from Web Services Manager 7.0.x:

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in the <Agent_Home> directory.
2. Add the com.wily.introscope.agent.soa.metricNameFormatting property to the file.
3. Set the com.wily.introscope.agent.soa.metricNameFormatting property as follows:

com.wily.introscope.agent.soa.metricNameFormatting=/:

This setting replaces the slash (/) and colon (:) characters with an underscore (_) character in metric names. With this
setting, http://CheckingAccount/demobank.ca.com is displayed as http_CheckingAccount_demobank.ca.com.

4. Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
5. Restart the application server.
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After you restart the application server, the Investigator tree and SOA Dependency Map display the web service endpoint
name rather than namespace.

Configure Correlated Tracing

Cross-process transaction tracing requires the agent to insert a correlation identifier that can be passed from one process to
another. The agent can insert this correlation identifier into either a SOAP or HTTP header.

Because most services use SOAP messaging, the correlation identifiers are inserted and read from SOAP headers by default. In
certain situations, however, you may prefer to pass the correlation identifier using HTTP headers. For example, in rare cases,
adding the correlation identifier to the SOAP header can cause the message to be rejected because the correlation ID changes
the SOAP payload.

Depending on how your applications process SOAP messages and how you have implemented security, you can choose
whether to pass the correlation ID in the HTTP header or the SOAP header by modifying the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

There are four agent configuration properties that control the handling of the correlation identifier on the client and the server.
With these properties, you can specify whether the identifier should be inserted into the SOAP header, the HTTP header, both
header protocols, or not inserted at all. These properties start with the standard agent prefix com.wily.introscope.agent:

• soapheaderinsertion.enabled
Enables the client to insert the correlation identifier in the SOAP header.

• Set the property to true to allow the client to use the SOAP header.
• Set the property to false if you want to prevent the client from inserting correlation identifier in the SOAP header.

By default, this property is set to true.
• httpheaderinsertion.enabled

Enables the client to insert the correlation identifier in the HTTP header.

• Set this property to true to allow the client to use the HTTP header.
• Set this property to false if you want to prevent the client from inserting correlation identifier in the HTTP header.

By default, this property is set to false.
• soapheaderread.enabled

Enables the server to read the correlation identifier from the SOAP header.

• Set this property to true to allow the server to use the SOAP header.
• Set this property to false if you want to prevent the server from reading the SOAP header.

By default, this property is set to true.
• httpheaderread.enabled

Enables the server to read the correlation identifier from the HTTP header.

• Set this property to true to allow the server to use the HTTP header.
• Set this property to false if you want to prevent the server from reading the HTTP header.

By default, this property is set to false.

Configure Properties for Clients and Servers

You can set these properties to enable or disable specific behavior on an agent-by-agent basis. For example, if a server
processes messages from both SOAP- and HTTP-based services, you may want to configure the agent on that server to read
the correlation ID in either type of header, but prevent the agent from inserting the identifier in the SOAP header:

com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderread.enabled=true
com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderread.enabled=true
com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderinsertion.enabled=false
com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderinsertion.enabled=true

With these settings, the local computer can read the correlation identifier from a SOAP header sent to it by other agents, but
it can only insert the correlation identifier in the HTTP header. To enable tracing, however, you should keep in mind that the
web service client and server must insert and read correlation identifiers from the same type of header. For example, if you
configure clients to insert the correlation identifier in the HTTP header, you must configure the server to read the identifier
from HTTP headers.
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Disable Correlated Tracing

If you want to disable the insertion of the correlation identifier for both SOAP and HTTP and turn off cross-process transaction
tracing, you can set all four properties to false. For example:

com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderread.enabled=false
com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderread.enabled=false
com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderinsertion.enabled=false
com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderinsertion.enabled=false

Before modifying these properties, you should keep in mind that the SOA Dependency Map and cross-process transaction
tracing require correlation identifiers to be passed from one process to another.

If you disable correlated tracing by setting these properties to false, the SOA Dependency Map cannot display dependencies
properly and dependency metrics cannot be collected accurately, and transaction traces may be incomplete.

Configure the Insertion Point for SOAP Handlers

You can use configuration properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file to control where the SOAP handler is inserted in
the SOAP handler chain. These properties provide flexibility for applications that include encryption or require signature
verification against the original SOAP message, so that the insertion of the SOAP header does not interfere with the
application’s validation of the SOAP message.

Client and Server Properties for Inserting the SOAP Handler

For application servers that use SOAP handlers, the following configuration properties let you control the SPM SOAP header:

• soa.client.prependhandler
Enables the SOAP header to be inserted first or last in the SOAP handler chain on the client.

• Set the property to true to insert SOAP header by the first handler in the SOAP handler chain.
• Set the property to false if you want the SOAP header appended by the last handler in the SOAP handler chain.

By default, this property is set to true.
• soa.server.appendhandler

Enables the SOAP header to be read first or last in the SOAP handler chain on the server.

• Set this property to true to have the SOAP header read by the last handler in the SOAP handler chain.
• Set this property to false if you want the SOAP header read by the first handler in the SOAP handler chain, and then

removed.

By default, this property is set to true.

Change the Default Order for SOAP Handlers

By default, the first handler in the handler chain on the client inserts the SOAP header and the last handler in the chain on the
server reads the header. For some applications, you may need to modify the default behavior to verify the proper passing of
an SPM SOAP header and the original SOAP message. For example, if an application must verify the signature of a SOAP
message, you may need to modify the default behavior.

To illustrate why you would change the default property settings, consider an application in which the first handler in the
chain inserts the SOAP header. The SOAP message is then signed in the second handler. When the message is received on the
server, the first handler attempts to verify the signature. Because the SPM SOAP header has been inserted but not yet read and
removed, the signature fails and the message is rejected.

The configuration properties let you change the default behavior so that the first handler in the chain reads the SPM SOAP
header, and then removes it. This setup allows the next handler in the chain to verify the signature against the original SOAP
message. For example:

com.wily.introscope.agent.soa.client.prependhandler=true
com.wily.introscope.agent.soa.server.appendhandler=false
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Although the default property settings are appropriate in most environments, these configuration properties give you flexibility
in adapting SOA Performance Management to different application scenarios.

JMS and MQ Header-related Properties

You can configure DX APM for SOA using the following JMS and MQ header-related properties.

• jmsheaderinsertion.enabled
This property enables correlation on JMS. When correlation is enabled, the agent adds the correlation ID to the JMS
message.Default: trueRequires managed application: Yes

• jmsheaderread.enabled
This property enables the agent to read server-side correlation information from the JMS message header.
Default: true
Requires managed application: Yes

• mq.headerinsertion.enabled
This property enables MQRFH2 or JMS header insertion such that the application can set any values in the message
descriptor.
Default: true
Requires managed application restart: Yes

• mq.headerread.enabled
This property allows any inserted MQRFH2 or JMS header values to be read.
Default: true
Requires managed application restart: Yes

Configure Limits for the SOA Dependency Map

The dependency map data stored on the Enterprise Manager typically represents all of the dependencies across discovered
applications, providing a complete model of the service-oriented architecture you have deployed. In a very large or complex
SOA environment, however, a full representation of all SOA components and their dependencies may affect the performance
and operation of the Enterprise Manager itself.

To prevent the dependency map from affecting the performance of the Enterprise Manager, there are configuration properties
that limit the size and complexity of the map. By default, these configuration properties limit the dependency map to a
maximum of 5000 nodes and a maximum of 25000 dependencies (a ratio of 5 dependency relationships per node).

You can set the following Enterprise Manager configuration properties in the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file to
control these limits:

• dependencymap.max.vertices
Sets the maximum number of nodes for which dependency data can be stored on standalone or Collector Enterprise
Manager.
By default, this property is set to 5000.

• dependencymap.max.edge.ratio
Set the maximum ratio of dependency relationships to nodes to control the overall complexity of the dependency data that
can be stored on a standalone or Collector Enterprise Manager.
By default, this property is set to 5.

For most organizations, the SOA network requires fewer than 5000 components and a typical dependency ratio is 1 or 2
dependencies per component. The default settings, therefore, allow for greater size and complexity than most organizations
need. In rare cases, however, you may want to modify the default values. For example, you may want to modify the properties:

• to increase the size and complexity allowed for the dependency map if the default values do not accommodate your SOA
environment. You should consider how the changes may affect performance of the Enterprise Manager.

• to intentionally restrict the size and complexity of the dependency map if your SOA environment does not require as
many nodes and dependencies as the default values allow. You should consider whether any changes may cause the SOA
dependency map model to be unnecessarily incomplete.

For example, to modify the properties to store data for fewer nodes but more dependency relationships per node:

com.wily.introscope.soa.dependencymap.max.vertices=2000
com.wily.introscope.soa.dependencymap.max.edge.ratio=8

 SOA-Specific Agent Configuration Properties
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SOA agent properties are stored in the agent profile, IntroscopeAgent.profile. The profile is a text file of property
names and values. The agent searches for the agent profile as follows:

• In the location that is specified by the com.wily.introscope.agentProfile system property
• If the com.wily.introscope.agentProfile property is not set, the agent uses

the IntroscopeAgent.profile file

Usually, you must restart the application server that the agent monitors before changes to agent properties take effect.

You can configure the following agent properties that are specific to SOA Performance Management (SPM):

    

Configure Agent Properties

Agent properties enable you to control the behavior and operation of the agent and customize settings to suit your
environment. SPM includes several SOA-specific agent properties with default settings. Before you can use any of these
properties, you add the property name to the IntroscopeAgent.profile  file and set a valid value for the property.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Identify the property that you want to add to the IntroscopeAgent.profile file from the list of SOA-specific agent

properties.
4. Type the full name of the property, including the com.wily.introscope prefix, in a SOA-specific section of

the IntroscopeAgent.profile file. For example:

###########################################
# SOA Performance Management Agent Settings
# =========================================
com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderread.enabled

5. Set the property value, as needed. For example:

com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderread.enabled=true

6. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

About SOA-Specific Agent Properties

You can set the following SOA-specific properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile. All of the properties start with the
com.wily.introscope prefix, but are listed without the prefix for readability.

Note:

 More information: For information about other agent properties, see Java Agent Properties or Properties Reference .NET
Agent.

• agent.httpheaderinsertion.enabled
Enables or disables the insertion of client-side correlation information in HTTP headers.

• agent.httpheaderread.enabled 
Enables or disables the server-side retrieval of correlation information from HTTP headers.

• agent.soapheaderinsertion.enabled
Enables or disables the insertion of client-side correlation information in SOAP headers.

• agent.soapheaderread.enabled 
Enables or disables the server-side retrieval of correlation information from SOAP headers.

• agent.soa.metricNameFormatting 
Modifies SPM metric names to replace any specified character or characters with an underscore [_].

• agent.transactiontrace.boundaryTracing.cacheFlushFrequency
Specifies the number of days to hold dependency data in the agent memory before flushing the cache.

• agent.transactiontrace.boundaryTracing.enable
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Enables or disables boundary tracing for transactions.
• soa.client.prependhandler 

Controls the insertion point of the SOAP header on the client-side.
• soa.server.appendhandler 

Controls the retrieval and removal of the SOAP header on the server-side.
• com.wily.soa.dependencyarray.maxsize

Clamps the SOA Dependency Map edges that are collected on the Agent side to avoid unexpected memory overhead.
• com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderinsertion.enabled  

Prevents header insertion when a SOAP exception is detected.
• com.wily.introscope.agent.soapexception.analyzer.enabled 

Deactivates the header insertion safety net when a SOAP exception is detected.

Usually, changing an agent property requires that you restart the application server for the property change to take effect.

agent.httpheaderinsertion.enabled

Enables or disables the insertion of client-side correlation identifiers in HTTP headers.

This property is not supported for SAP NetWeaver.

 Property settings 

The property can be set to true or false:

•  True - Adds client-side correlation and dependency information to the HTTP header.
•  False - Disallows changes to the HTTP header for client-side correlation and dependency information.

 Default 

False for SPM.

True for DX APM for Oracle Service Bus, DX APM for TIBCO BusinessWorks, and DX APM for webMethods Integration
Server.

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderinsertion.enabled=true

Note:

 You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

agent.httpheaderread.enabled

Enables or disables the server-side retrieval of correlation identifiers from HTTP headers.

This property is not supported for SAP NetWeaver.

 Property settings 

The property can be set to true or false:

•  True - Reads server-side correlation and dependency information from the HTTP header.
•  False - Does not check the HTTP header for correlation and dependency information.

 Default 

False for SPM.

True for DX APM for Oracle Service Bus, DX APM for TIBCO BusinessWorks, and DX APM for webMethods Integration
Server.

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.agent.httpheaderread.enabled=true

Note:
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 You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

agent.soapheaderinsertion.enabled

Enables or disables the insertion of client-side correlation identifiers in SOAP headers.

The SOA Dependency Map and cross-process transaction tracing require correlation identifiers to be passed from one process
to another. The agent can insert this correlation identifier into either a SOAP or HTTP header.

You should set the property to false if your SOAP-based applications do not work properly due to unexpected header entries. If
you set this property to false and do not enable the insertion of correlation identifiers in the HTTP header, you cannot display
related information in the SOA Dependency Map or cross-process transaction traces.

 Property settings 

The property can be set to true or false:

•  True - Adds client-side correlation and dependency information to the SOAP header.
•  False - Disallows changes to the SOAP header for client-side correlation and dependency information.

 Default 

True

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderinsertion.enabled=true

Note:

Note: You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

agent.soapheaderread.enabled

Enables or disables the server-side retrieval of correlation identifiers from SOAP headers.

 Property settings 

The property can be set to true or false:

•  True - Reads server-side correlation and dependency information from the SOAP header.
•  False - Does not check the SOAP header for correlation and dependency information.

 Default 

True

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderread.enabled=true

Note:

 You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

agent.soa.metricNameFormatting

Replaces any denoted character or characters in SPM metric names with the underscore character [_].

For example, setting the property com.wily.introscope.agent.soa.metricNameFormatting to replace the
forward slash (/) causes the URL http://CheckingAccount/demobank.ca.com to be displayed as:

http_CheckingAccount_demobank.ca.com

Set this property if you want to substitute specified characters with an underscore (_) in the metric name.
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Make this substitution to display metric names in the format that is used in some Web Services Managers. In this case, you
must also replace namespace with servicename in the webservices.pbd file. These changes result in SPM metric
names displaying in the Investigator tree and SOA Dependency Map using service name rather than namespace.

 Property settings 

The property can be set to one or more characters that you want to be replaced with the underscore (_) character in metric
names.

If property is not defined or has no value, no character substitution takes place.

 Default 

None

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.agent.soa.metricNameFormatting=/:

Note:

 You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

agent.transactiontrace.boundaryTracing.cacheFlushFrequency

Specifies the number of days to hold dependency data in the agent memory before flushing the cache. You can set this property
to flush idle threads and clear the agent cache periodically. At the end of the period that is specified, a cache flush results in
the SOA Dependency Map dependency data being removed in the agent. The agent then rediscovers the dependency data and
forward the data to the Enterprise Manager to refresh the information that is displayed on the SOA Dependency Map.

By default, previously discovered dependencies are held in the agent cache for 30 days. The agent cache prevent the agent
from sending information about known dependencies to the Enterprise Manager unnecessarily. Usually, 30 days is an
acceptable period because dependency data is fairly static. Storing the previously discovered dependencies in the agent cache
reduces the data that the agent must transmit to the Enterprise Manager at regular intervals.

If a running agent loses the connection to a standalone Enterprise Manager or fails over to a new Enterprise Manager in a non-
clustered (no MOM) environment, set this property to 1. Setting this property flushes the agent cache in one day. Setting this
property to 1 removes the known dependencies from the cache. The agent is forced to rediscover those dependencies so that it
can send the data to the new Enterprise Manager.

 Property settings 

The property can be set to any whole integer greater than zero.

 Default 

30 days

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.agent.transactiontrace.boundaryTracing.cacheFlushFrequency=1

Note:

 Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application server to be restarted.

agent.transactiontrace.boundaryTracing.enable

Enables or disables transaction trace boundary traces. Boundary traces must be enabled if you want to display information in
the SOA Dependency Map. If you are not using the SOA Dependency map, disable this property to reduce overhead.

Boundary traces are sent from the agent cache at a specific size to avoid overhead issues.

 Property settings 

The property can be set to true or false:
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•  True - Collects Transaction Trace boundary trace information that is required for the SOA Dependency Map and sends it
to the Enterprise Manager.

•  False - Does not collect Transaction Trace boundary trace information that is required for the SOA Dependency Map.

 Default 

True

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.agent.transactiontrace.boundaryTracing.enable=true

Note:

 You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

soa.client.prependhandler

Controls the insertion point of the SPM SOAP header on the client-side. By default, the first handler in the SOAP handler
chain inserts the SPM SOAP header. Depending on how applications process SOAP messages, you can use this property to
have the SOAP header inserted first or last in the SOAP handler chain.

This property is only applicable for application servers that use SOAP handlers and depends on the use of SOAP engine and
API. For example, you can use this property when the application server runs older versions of WebLogic or WebSphere. Also,
use the property when the application server runs SAP NetWeaver. The property is not applicable if you are using Apache
Axis, Apache CXF, native JBoss, WebLogic 10.x (JAX-WS), WebSphere 7.0 (JAX-WS), or .NET or Spring web service.

 Property settings 

You can set the property to true or false:

•  True -- Inserts the SOAP header using the first handler in the SOAP handler chain.
•  False -- Appends the SOAP header using the last handler in the SOAP handler chain.

 Default 

True

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.soa.client.prependhandler=true

Note:

 You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

soa.server.appendhandler

Controls the retrieval and removal of the SPM SOAP header on the server-side. By default, the last handler in the SOAP
handler chain reads the SPM SOAP header. Depending on how applications process SOAP messages, you can use this
property to have the SOAP header read and removed first or last in the SOAP handler chain.

This property is only applicable for application servers that use SOAP handlers and depends on the use of SOAP engine and
API. For example, this property can be used when the application server runs older versions of WebLogic or WebSphere, or
the application server runs SAP NetWeaver. The property is not applicable if you are using Apache Axis, Apache CXF, native
JBoss, WebLogic 10.x (JAX-WS), WebSphere 7.0 (JAX-WS), or .NET or Spring web service.

 Property settings 

You can set the property to true or false:

•  True -- Reads the SPM SOAP header using the last handler in the SOAP handler chain, and then removes it.
•  False -- Reads the SPM SOAP header using the first handler in the SOAP handler chain, and then removes it.

 Default 

True
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Example 

com.wily.introscope.soa.server.appendhandler=false

Note:

 You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

com.wily.soa.dependencyarray.maxsize

Clamps the SOA Dependency Map edges that are collected on the agent side to avoid unexpected memory overhead.

Property settings 

You can set the property to the default value or specify a value greater than the default value.

Default 

1000

 Recommended value 

Default value or greater

 Example 

com.wily.soa.dependencyarray.maxsize

com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderinsertion.enabled

The Safety Net for SOAP correlation header insertion prevents the header insertion when a SOAP exception is detected.
Typically, the SOAP exception holds the correlation header key in an exception message. When the Safety Net Properties
extension detects this key, the property that controls insertion switches to false. This property is hot-configurable.

 Default 

True

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.agent.soapheaderinsertion.enabled=false

com.wily.introscope.agent.soapexception.analyzer.enabled

The Safety Net Properties can cause false positives and negatives because the analyzer relies on the header in the SOAP
exception message. If you do not require this security feature, you can shut it down.

 Property Settings 

Leave the property at the default of true if you want the soap header insertion safety net to be enabled. Otherwise, switch this
property to false.

 Default 

True

 Example 

com.wily.introscope.agent.soapexception.analyzer.enabled=false
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 Simple and JSMPP Framework
DX APM provides the following out-of-the-box framework extension: Simple and JSMPP framework
extensions.This article contains the following topics:
Simple Framework Extension

The goal of Simple is to bring simplicity, scalability, and performance to server side Java. It provides truly embedded Java
based HTTP and WebSocket engine capable of handling enormous loads. This allows Simple to vastly outperform most
popular Java based servers in a multi-tier environment, as it requires only a very limited number of threads to handle very high
quantities of concurrent clients.

Simple is a framework that enables a server instance to be created and embedded within an application. This framework is
called simple because by just implementing org.simpleframework.http.core.

Container class and overriding handle() method, generation of response is in the control of simple framework web server.
From handle method request is can be dispatched to other service as well from a Java main method or servlet, this container
can be started on a host or port, and your web server is up and ready to take HTTP requests.

DX APM is providing an extension for simple-http which helps to build simple java based web server that receives HTTP
request and replies with a response. Multiple instances with hosts and different ports can also be started without any
configuration. It is light in weight and multiple clients can be handled. The Simple Framework extension provides a truly
asynchronous service model, request completion is driven using an internal, transparent, monitoring system.

JSMPP Framework Extension

JSMPP is a java implementation (SMPP API) of SMPP protocol (currently support SMPP v3.4). It provides interfaces to
communicate with Message Center or ESME and able to handle traffic 3000-5000 messages per second. This API is created to
reduce the verbosity of the existing SMPP API. It is an easy to use implementation because it masks the complexity of the low-
level protocol communication such as automatically inquire link request-response.

DX APM  is providing an extension to monitor the requests send from ESME using JSMPP. With this extension, you can
monitor JSMPP using any application to connect to and send messages to SMSC. All the requests sent from ESME can be
monitored. This extension uses wily agent BackendTracer and has implemented the JSMPPBackendNameFormatter class
which formats and displays the hostname and port of SMPP vertex.

Currently, DX APM is supports monitoring of the following messages sent using JSMPP API:

• connectAndBind
• submitShortMessage
• submitMultiple
• queryShortMessage
• replaceShortMessage
• cancelShortMessage

A new vertex SMPP is also added as part of this extension, which you can view in the ATC map.

Configure Simple Framework Properties

You can configure the Simple Framework properties in the bundle.properties file that is located in
the <Agent_Home>\extensions\SimpleFramework directory.The table below lists the properties that are
configurable:

Property Name Default Property Description

introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys
default Defines a list of comma separated keys

that correspond to each URL group. The
values that you define in this property
are referenced in other properties.

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix
* Defines a pattern against which the

URL path prefix is matched. You can
use * as a wildcard.

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format
{path_delimited:/:m:n} Defines the name and width of the

metric path URL that you want to
display. You can define the hostname,
port, or a substring of the request
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Property Name Default Property Description

URL separated with delimiters.
Define the value in the following
format: {path_delimited:/:m:n},
where m is the index of the first
character, and n is one greater
than the index of the last character.
For example if format is given
as {path_delimited:/:0:3} and
URL is http://www.buyitall.com/
userid,sessionid/pageid, the URL is split
as the following:

• 0 takes the value /
• 1 takes the value userid,sessionid
• 2 takes the value /
• 3 takes the value pageid

Since, the start value is 0 and the
end value is 3, the metric path is
taken as /userid,sessionid/. However,
in another example, if the format
is {path_delimited:/:2:4}, the metric
path is taken as /pageid.

introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp
 Defines the limit for the number of

unique frontend url for group metrics.

Metrics View

• Simple Framework extension In the Metrics Browser, you can view the corresponding metrics in the following
path: Frontends/Apps/SimpleFramework - SecondContainer hosted on <port>/urls

• JSMPP Framework extension In the Metrics Browser, you can view the corresponding metrics in the following
path: Backends/SMPP on <hostname> at <port number>

 Spring Async Monitoring

Spring Async is a Spring framework capability for asynchronous transaction handling. The Spring Async Java Agent extension
monitors all types of Spring asynchronous thread requests. When a Spring application initiates new asynchronous thread
request, the extension reports the initiation as a metric. This extension is bundled with the Java Agent. You do not need to
install the extension separately.

Configure Spring Async Monitoring

You can configure various aspects of Spring Async Monitoring. These configurations are optional.
Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Change the application name.

1.1 Navigate to the bundle.properties file in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>
\extensions\SpringAsync directory. The custom name is used when all other naming mechanism fails.

introscope.agent.spring.async.application.name=Spring

2.1 (Optional) Enable monitoring the Java generic thread executor services by setting this property:

introscope.agent.spring.generic.executor.monitoring=true

3.1 (Optional) Modify the introscope.agent.spring.thread.clamp property clamp limit.

http://introscope.agent.spring.async.application.name/
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By default the value is set to maximum of 1000 parallel threads can be monitored using the extension.

introscope.agent.spring.thread.clamp=1000

Spring Async Metrics

ASync Task Execution|{class name} Metric

Metric Browser tree path: Spring|ASync Task Execution|{class name} 

For example, when the ThreadPoolExecutor class is executed asynchronously, the Metric Browser displays this metric
path as Spring |ASync Task Execution|ThreadPoolExecutor:<BlamePoint_Metrics>.

{appname}-Async Frontend Metric

When the initiated thread is being executed, the Spring Async Monitoring reports the frontend metric as follows:

Metric Browser tree path:  Frontend|Apps|{appname}-Async|Class|{classname} 

Async Requestor

DX APM a node for the Async Requestor.

 Spring Boot Monitoring

Spring Boot Monitoring provides extended visibility into Spring Boot applications, and is bundled with the Java Agent. You
do not need to install the extension separately. 

Spring Boot Monitoring discovers requests to the Spring Boot application and displays a frontend metric in the Metric Tree.
You can also configure the agent profile to display Spring Boot JMX metrics.

Spring Boot Monitoring automatically discovers the application name first by trying to retrieve application
name from spring.application.name property in the Spring Boot application.properties file. When
the spring.application.name property is not defined, then Spring Boot Monitoring identifies the application name from the
SpringBootApplication startup class.

Supported Third-Party Versions

Spring Boot 1.5

Display Spring Boot JMX Metrics

We provide Spring Boot JMX metricsEndpoint and thread dump dumpEndpoint metrics.

The agent reports Spring Boot thread dump endpoint metrics per thread as dumpEndpoint metrics. These metrics appear
under the JMX, org.springframework.boot, name=dumpEndpoint type=Endpoint node in the Metric Tree. 

The agent reports metricEndpoint metrics, which are various operating-system-related metrics. These metrics appear under
the JMX, org.springframework.boot, name=metricsEndpoint, type=Endpoint node in the Metric Tree. 

Configure Spring Boot Monitoring to report Spring Boot JMX dumpEndpoint and metricsEndpoint metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3.  Configure Spring Boot Monitoring to report Spring Boot JMX endpoint metrics by setting these properties as shown.

introscope.agent.jmx.enable=trueintroscope.agent.jmx.name.filter=org.springframework.boot* introscope.agent.jmx.excludeStringMetrics=true
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4. Set the introscope.agent.jmx.springboot.threads property to configure Spring Boot Monitoring to report
Spring Boot JMX thread dump metrics as shown in this example. 

introscope.agent.jmx.springboot.threads=PO:main Mailman
 1,PO:client_main Mailman 1

introscope.agent.jmx.springboot.threads
For Spring Boot Actuator dumpEndpoints, this property controls which thread the agent reports.
The property value is a comma-separated list of thread names. When a thread name in dumpEndpoints matches a name on
this list, the agent reports performance metrics about the named thread.
The agent does not report thread performance metrics when the property value is blank.
Default: empty
Example: introscope.agent.jmx.springboot.threads=PO:main Mailman 1,PO:client_main
Mailman 1  Note: Restart the managed application for this property to take effect.

5. (Optional) For more performance metrics, set 

introscope.agent.jmx.excludeStringMetrics=false

. This setting increases the number of string-valued metrics, but can affect Enterprise Manager and agent performance.
6. Save the file.

Note:

More information: JMX Properties

Spring Boot JMX dump Endpoint Metrics

Spring Boot thread dump endpoint metrics are reported per thread as dumpEndpoint metrics. These metrics appear under
the JMX, org.springframework.boot, name=dumpEndpoint type=Endpoint node in the Metric Tree. For example, you
have threads that are named PO_client_main Mailman 1 and PO_main Mailman 1.

Endpoint Metrics

These metrics appear under the JMX, org.springframework.boot, name=dumpEndpoint type=Endpoint, Endpoint node
in the Metric Tree. 

• EndpointClass
The endpoint class name

• Sensitive
When the value is true, the endpoint is configured to be sensitive, meaning the endpoint is not authorized to send crucial
information over HTTP. Also, the endpoint metrics cannot display in the JMX UI browser.When the value is false, the
endpoint is configured to be not sensitive, meaning the endpoint is authorized to send crucial information over HTTP. Also,
the endpoint metrics can display the JMX UI browser.You can configure JMX properties in the application.properties file
in the

src/main/resources

directory.

PO_client_main Mailman 1 Metrics

These metrics appear under the JMX, org.springframework.boot, name=dumpEndpoint type=Endpoint,
threadName=PO_client_main Mailman 1 node in the Metric Tree.

• Blocked Count
Number of times that the thread associated with the ThreadInfo class was blocked to enter or reenter a monitor.

• Blocked Time (ms)
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Approximate elapsed time, in milliseconds, that the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class was blocked to
enter or reenter a monitor. Timing starts when thread-contention monitoring is enabled.

• Lock Name
String representation of the object on which the thread is blocked. Is null if there is no string representation.

• Lock OwnerId
There is an object for which the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class is blocked and waiting. The ID of
the thread that owns the object monitor lock.

• Lock OwnerName
There is an object for which the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class is blocked and waiting. Name of the
thread that owns that object.

• In Native
Displays when the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class is executing native code using the Java Native
Interface (JNI).

• StackTrace
Returns the stack trace of the thread that is associated with the associated ThreadInfo class. 

• Suspended
Displays when the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class is suspended.

• Thread Id
ID of the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class

• Thread State
State of the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class

• Waited Count
Number of times that the thread associated with the ThreadInfo class waited for notification

• Waited Time (ms)
Approximate elapsed time, in milliseconds, that the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class has waited for
notification. Timing starts when thread-contention monitoring is enabled.

PO_main Mailman 1 Metrics

These metrics appear under the JMX, org.springframework.boot, name=dumpEndpoint
type=Endpoint, threadName=PO_main Mailman 1 node in the Metric Tree. 

• Blocked Count
Number of times that the thread associated with the ThreadInfo class was blocked to enter or reenter a monitor.

• Blocked Time (ms)
Approximate elapsed time, in milliseconds, that the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class was blocked to
enter or reenter a monitor. Timing starts when thread-contention monitoring is enabled.

• In Native
Displays when the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class is executing native code using the Java Native
Interface (JNI).

• Lock OwnerId
There is an object for which the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class is blocked and waiting. ID of the
thread that owns that object.

• Lock OwnerName
There is an object for which the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class is blocked and waiting. Name of the
thread that owns that object.

• StackTrace
Returns the stack trace of the thread that is associated with the associated ThreadInfo class. 

• Suspended
Displays when the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class is suspended.

• Thread Id
ID of the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class

• Thread State
State of the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class

• Waited Count
Number of times that the thread associated with the ThreadInfo class waited for notification

• Waited Time (ms)
Approximate elapsed time, in milliseconds, that the thread that is associated with the ThreadInfo class has waited for
notification. Timing starts when thread-contention monitoring is enabled.

Spring Boot JMX metricsEndpoint Metrics
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The metricEndpoint metrics provide various operating-system-related metrics, which appear under the JMX,
org.springframework.boot, name=metricsEndpoint, type=Endpoint node in the Metric Tree.

• EndpointClass
Endpoint class name

• Free Memory (bytes)
Amount of JVM free memory.

• httpsessions.max
Maximum number of active Tomcat sessions allowed

• httpsessions.active
Current number of active Tomcat sessions

• Instance Uptime (ms)
SystemPublicMetrics class uptime

• Memory (bytes)
Amount of JVM total memory

• Number of Processors
Number of processors available for the JVM

• Sensitive
When the value is true, the endpoint is configured to be sensitive, meaning the endpoint is not authorized to send crucial
information over HTTP. Also, the endpoint metrics cannot display in the JMX UI browser.When the value is false, the
endpoint is configured to be not sensitive, meaning the endpoint is authorized to send crucial information over HTTP. Also,
the endpoint metrics can display the JMX UI browser.You can configure JMX properties in the application.properties file
in the 

src/main/resources

 directory.
• System Load Average

Average operating system load for the last minute.
• Uptime (ms)

Java uptime in milliseconds

Classes Metrics

Classes metrics provide data about the JVM class loading system.

These metrics appear under the JMX,
org.springframework.boot, name=metricsEndpoint, type=Endpoint, MetricEndpoint, Classes node in the Metric Tree.

• Count
Number of classes that are currently loaded in the JVM

• Loaded
Number of classes that are loaded since the JVM started executing

• Unloaded
Number of classes that are unloaded since the JVM started executing

GC Metrics

GC metrics provide data about JVM garbage-collection use. These metrics appear under the JMX,
org.springframework.boot, name=metricsEndpoint, type=Endpoint, MetricEndpoint, GC node in the Metric Tree.

• PS Marksweep Count
Number of parallel scavenge mark-sweep collector (PS MarkSweep collector) collections

• PS Marksweep Time (ms)
Approximate accumulated PS MarkSweep collector elapsed time in milliseconds

• PS Scavenge Count
Number parallel-scavenge collector (PS Scavenge collector) collections

• PS Scavenge Time (ms)
Approximate accumulated PS Scavenge collector elapsed time in milliseconds

Heap Metrics
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Heap metrics provide data about the current heap memory use for object allocation. These metrics appear under the JMX,
org.springframework.boot, name=metricsEndpoint, type=Endpoint, MetricEndpoint, Heap node in the Metric Tree.

• Committed (bytes)
Amount of memory, in bytes, committed for JVM use

• Heap (bytes)
Maximum amount of heap memory, in bytes, allotted for memory management

• Initial (bytes)
Amount of memory, in bytes, that the JVM initially requests from the OS for memory management

• Used (bytes)
Amount of memory that is used, in bytes

Non Heap Metrics

Non Heap metrics provide data about the JVM use of non-heap memory, for example, for the method internal processing.
These metrics appear under the JMX,
org.springframework.boot, name=metricsEndpoint, type=Endpoint, MetricEndpoint, Non Heap node in the Metric Tree.

• Committed (bytes)
Amount of memory, in bytes, committed for JVM use

• Heap (bytes)
Maximum amount of heap memory, in bytes, allotted for memory management

• Initial (bytes)
Amount of memory, in bytes, that the JVM initially requests from the OS for memory management

• Used (bytes)
Amount of memory that is used, in bytes

Threads Metrics

Threads metrics provide data about JVM thread system use. These metrics appear under the JMX,
org.springframework.boot, name=metricsEndpoint, type=Endpoint, MetricEndpoint, Thread node in the Metric Tree.

• Count
Current number of live threads, including daemon and non-daemon threads

• Daemon
Current number of live daemon threads

• Peak
Number of peak live threads because the JVM started or the peak was reset

• Total Started
Number of threads that are created and started since the JVM started.

 Spring Extension
Spring Extension is a solution from DX APM to monitor the Spring Framework. The spring extension
monitors the spring components like WEBMVC, PORTLET, ASPECTS, CORE CONTAINER, web
services. The spring extension is bundled in DX APM and enabled by default. You do not have to install
the extension separately.

Spring Extension is a solution from DX APM to monitor the Spring Framework. The spring extension monitors the spring
components like WEBMVC, PORTLET, ASPECTS, CORE CONTAINER, web services. The spring extension is bundled
in DX APM and enabled by default. You do not have to install the extension separately.

     

Supported Third-Party Versions

Spring Framework 3.x, 4.x

Packaging the PBD Files

The spring extension contains the following PBD files:

• spring-mvc.pbd
• spring-ws.pbd
• spring-toggles.pbd

Spring Coverage
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The Spring Framework consists of features that are organized into about 20 modules. These modules are grouped into Core
Container, Data Access/Integration, web MVC, and AOP (Aspect Oriented Programming),

Core Container Component

The Core Container in the Spring framework consists of the Core, Beans, Context, and Expression Language modules.

This spring extension covers the components from DX APM perspective. Component is a generic stereotype for any Spring-
managed component. Repository, Service, and Controller are specializations of a Component for more specific use cases.
For example, in the persistence, service, and presentation layers, respectively. Repository, Service, or Controller are suited
for processing by tools or associating with aspects. Service defines traditionally the Service layer of a Spring application.
Repository is already supported as a marker for automatic exception translation in persistence layer.

Data Access/Integration

The Data Access/Integration layer consists of the JDBC, ORM, OXM, and Transaction modules.

JDBC

The spring extension does not explicitly provide a monitoring add-on for the JDBC layer. However the completeness of this
document, the Introscope Agent covers automatically the JDBC layer.

Correlation

The spring extension supports the correlation using the JMS Header injection.

Frontend / Inbound Queues

The inbound queues are visualized by the spring extension that is identical to the core product as Frontends under the Spring-
JMS node.

The URL node shows the multiple queues by name. The Frontends/Apps/… The structure of the URL is used to have all
Introscope TypeViews in sync and usable.

Back-end / Outbound Queues

The outbound queues are visualized by the spring extension that is identical to the core product as Backends under the Spring-
JMS node. The JMS spring extension fully supports the Introscope Boundary Blame concept.

Transactions

The transaction module supports programmatic and declarative transaction management for classes that implement special
interfaces and for all POJOs (plain old Java objects).

Introscope visualizes commit and rollback transactions under the Spring|Transaction Management node.

Web MVC
Spring web services

The spring extension supports the spring web service implementations. The spring extension follows the metric scheme in
Introscope identical to all out of the box supported Web Services. You can view the web service metrics on the following tab:

• Backends|WebServices
• WebServices|Client
• WebServices|Server

All Web Service implementations support transaction trace correlation with inbound and outbound web services.

The monitoring implementation covers Exception and SOAP Fault reporting on Web Service consumers and producers.

RESTful Web Services

The spring extension covers RESTful Client Web Service calls. The metric structure and support is identical to the Native
Spring Web Service coverage. Due to the nature of RESTful Web Services, instead of showing an operationName, the
monitoring solution shows the Rest command string.

Exception Handling

The spring extension supports the Error Detector integration for Spring Web Services and Spring Framework components.

Request Mapping

The Request Mappings are used in the Spring framework to map the URLs such as /appointments to an entire class or a
particular handler method. Typically these Request Mappings map a specific request path (or path pattern) to a form controller.
The Request Mappings are shown in the Investigator at Spring|Web|RequestMapping.

Servlet
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Introscope covers out of the box the Spring Servlets. To complete the request flow, the spring extension also covers the Spring
Controller framework.

Portlet

In addition to supporting conventional (servlet-based) web development, Spring also supports JSR-168 Portlet development.

The main way in which portlet workflow differs from servlet workflow is that the request to the portlet can have two distinct
phases:

• Action Phase
• Render Phase

The action phase is executed only once and is where any 'backend' changes or actions occur, such as making changes in a
database

The render phase then produces what is displayed to the user each time the display is refreshed

For a single overall request, the action phase is executed only once, but in the render phase the request is executed multiple
times

The action and render activities are shown at the Spring|MVC|Portlet Controller node and distinguish between the
implemented Portlet Controller and the Action and Render Phase.

Web Remoting

Web Remoting covers requests for the Hessian Client, HTTP remote invocations, RMI Client and Jax RPC invocations.

 Metric Visualization: 

• Spring|Remoting|RMI
• Spring|Remoting|Hessian
• Spring|Remoting|HTTP Invoker
• Spring|Remoting|Jax-RPC

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP)

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) complements object-oriented programming (OOP) by providing another way of thinking
about program structure. The key unit of modularity in OOP is the class, whereas in AOP the unit of modularity is the aspect.
Aspects enable the modularization of concerns such as transaction management, that cut across multiple types and objects. 

One of the key components of spring is the AOP framework. AOP complements Spring IoC to provide a capable middle ware
solution. The spring extension covers modeled Aspects using the Annotations. Aspect is a modularization of a concern that
cuts across multiple classes. The monitoring solution visualizes execution of defined Aspects at: Spring|Aspect|{classname}|
{method}.

This extension supports the following annotation based monitoring:

• Component 

Spring|MVC|Component
• Controller 

Spring|MVC|Controller
• Repository 

Spring|MVC|Repository
• Service

Spring|MVC|Service
• Request Mapping

Sprin|Web|RequestMapping

Spring ATC Integration

The Spring ATC integration supports the following nodes, alerts, and blame points:

1. New ATC nodes for Spring MVC Controller and Services
2. New Alerts “Spring Controller Errors”, “Spring Service Errors” and corresponding metric grouping in SaaS management

module
3. New BlamePoint summary metrics for Spring MVC Controller and Service nodes using JavaScript calculator

Troubleshooting
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 Error Message: SOAP Messages using Spring APIs with invalid XML Can Cause Application Failure

 Symptom: 

The Spring Extension agent reads soap messages. When a SOAP message using Spring APIs has an invalid XML format, the
Spring APIs can change or corrupt the SOAP message. The SOAP message change can cause application failure.

 Solution: 

By default, the Spring Extension agent gets its namespace and operationName by reading the SOAP Body. Configure the agent
to get its namespace and operationName from the endpoint URI.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
2. Add the property extension.spring.connectionurl.enabled=true
3. Restart the managed application.

 
The agent retrieves its namespace and operationName from the endpoint URI. Therefore the namespace and operation
names are different from that is used for former metrics.

Categories

Frameworks

 

 Spring MongoDB Monitoring

You can view Spring MongoDB backend request metrics, including request details.  Spring MongoDB Monitoring is
bundled with the Java Agent. You do not need to install the extension separately. The Spring MongoDB monitoring contains
the spring-mongo.pbd file.

Configure Spring MongoDB Monitoring

You can make an optional configuration. By default Spring MongoDB Monitoring monitors 100 unique Spring MongoDB
operations. 
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/extensions/SpringMongo directory. 
2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
3. Any additional operations are displayed in the default operation. You can configure the following property to modify the

clamp limit value.

introscope.agent.spring.mongo.operations.clamp

4. Save and close the file.

Spring MongoDB Metrics

Request Call Metrics

View calls to the Spring MongoDB under the MongoDB on <host> at <port*> node, which is located under the Backends
node. The Spring MongoDB data display uses the same format as generic databases. This extension provides metrics for
various operations that are performed using the Spring MongoDB APIs.

Request Detail Metrics

• Discovered request type
• Object that is related to a request
• Request Criteria (when available)

Metric Browser Path

Backend|MongoDB on <host> at <port*>|<operation>|<spring_class_repository_name>|
<criteria>|<BlamePoint_Metrics>

Example:
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When a Spring MongoDB request executes a findOne request on RepositoryAccount with the specific search criteria on
accountOwner, the metric browser path looks as follows:

Backend|MongoDB on <host> at <port*>|findOne|
org.javaandy.nowhere.entity.repositories.Repository.Account|Criteria-
accoutOwner|<BlamePoint_Metrics>

 Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring

Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring is a Java Agent extension that supports Advanced Message Queuing Protocol-based (AMQP)
Spring RabbitMQ message handling. Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring is bundled with the Java Agent. You do not need to install
the extension separately. Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring contains the spring-rabbitmq.pbd file.

Configure Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring

You can make optional configuration changes. You can change the application name and the number of unique queues that
Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring monitors.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>/releases/<release_number>/extensions/SpringRabbitMQ directory. 
2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
3. You can configure the following property to change the application name. 

The custom name is used when all other naming mechanism fails.

introscope.agent.spring.rabbitmq.application.name=SpringRabbitMQ

4. Modify the value of the following property to set your custom clamp limit.
By default Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring monitors 30 unique queues.

introscope.agent.spring.rabbitmq.queues.clamp=30

5. Save and close the file.

Inbound Message Handling

Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring discovers the inbound message as request and transaction starting points. Any incoming
message in the queue is displayed as frontend metric. The response time covers the complete round trip processing time of the
message. Here is the metric path:

Frontend|Messaging Services (onMessage)|Queues|{queue}

Outbound Message Handling

Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring supports outbound request messages using an AMQP in addition to the core JMS functionality
of the Java Agent.

Outbound messaging calls on the queue are shown as a backend node. Here is the metric path:

Backends|Messaging Services (outgoing)|Queues|{queue}

Message Correlation

Spring RabbitMQ Monitoring displays a node for the AMQP queues.

 Struts 2 Monitoring
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Apache Struts 2 is an open source web application framework for developing Java EE web applications. Apache Struts 2 uses
and extends the Java Servlet API to encourage developers to adopt a model–view–controller (MVC) architecture. The Java
Agent Struts 2 monitoring extension instruments Struts 2 applications and reports metrics for Struts 2 actions under

Struts|Struts2|Apps|{appName}|action|{action}

.

The Struts 2 monitoring extension comes bundled with the Java Agent in the form of two artifacts:

•  Struts2Monitoring.jar
Consists of the tracer, the name-formatter, and the clamp property configuration classes for this feature.

•  struts.pbd
Consists of the ProbeBuilder directives for the tracer mappings. Struts.pbd is an already existing artifact which earlier
consisted of ProbeBuilder directives for Struts1.

In the Map view, Struts 2 applications are represented by dedicated Struts 2 nodes. The nodes provide an extra layer
of visibility in the graph by linking the frontend to the backend components. Each Struts 2 node has an attribute that is
named Struts2ActionName. The attribute can help in generating custom filtering or perspective for Struts 2 components of the
application in view:

 

 

Struts 2 Monitoring Metrics

For any given Struts 2 application, the following BlamePoint metrics are reported:

•  Average Response Time (ms)
The weighted average response time, in milliseconds, for all operations under this node, during the most recent interval

• Concurrent Invocations
The total number of requests for all operations under this node that were completed, during the most recent interval

•  Errors Per Interval
The total number of errors for all operations under this node that occurred, during the most recent interval

•  Responses Per Interval
Total responses per interval of all operations under this node, during the most recent interval

•  Stall Count
The total number of stalled transactions for all operations under this node, during the most recent interval

Configure the Struts 2 Metric Clamp

IA high number of Struts 2 actions can trigger a metric explosion. You can clamp the total number of actions to be generated
in metrics for a given application. The default value is 20. Once the clamp is reached, all new actions are reported under
the Default node.

Note:
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: A clamp size is set to a certain value and then you reduce the value. In this situation, the metrics for any older, unclamped
actions continue to be reported under the respective action names. Only new actions appear under the Default node.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
3. Uncomment the property and set the new clamp value.

#introscope.agent.struts2.action.clamp=20

4. Save and close the file.
The property does not require an agent restart for changes to take effect.

 TIBCO BusinessWorks 5.x

The TIBCO BusinessWorks (BusinessWorks) Monitor monitors the scheduling and executing of synchronous and
asynchronous business activities and processes. BusinessWorks also monitors incoming and outgoing business process activity
flows through TIBCO BusinessWorks API Endpoints. The TIBCO monitoring solutions display the process level details.

BusinessWorks Monitor focuses on providing performance metrics for these TIBCO BusinessWorks transaction-related
components:

• Synchronous and asynchronous business activity execution
• Business activity scheduling
• Endpoints that are involved in incoming and outgoing requests
• TIBCO BusinessWorks agent engine lifecycle activities

This Java Agent extension monitors the activity flows of TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks version 5.x business processes.
The TIBCO BusinessWorks 5.x extension that is included with the Java Agent.

  

About TIBCO BusinessWorks 5.x

 TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks is an integration solution for mobile, enterprise, and web applications. TIBCO
BusinessWorks (BusinessWorks) is a "zero-programming" visual development platform and involves mostly drag-and-drop
and minor editing of XPath. BusinessWorks implements the applications with simple or medium-complexity.

Configure TIBCO BusinessWorks 5.x Monitor

You must provide the BusinessWorks Monitor agent details in the bwengine.tra file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <TIBCO BusinessWorks_Home>/bw/<version>/bin directory. 
2. Open the bwengine.tra configuration file and set the Java options as follows:

java.extended.properties=-javaagent:<Agent_Home>/Agent.jar

Note:

 The variable <Agent_Home> is a convention that is used in the install instructions to refer to the wily directory under
which you extract the Agent package. For example, consider that you extract WebLogic_v1.zip in the location, C:
\Program Files\, the value of <Agent_Home> is C:\Program Files\wily.

3. Save and close the file.
4. Redeploy the managed application.

TIBCO Process Metrics and Alerts

Each process running on the TIBCO runtime agent is represented as a TIBCOPROCESS node. The relation between
TIBCOPROCESS and other processes is represented as a node. Also, the correlation with other types of nodes such as servlets,
backends, or web services is shown.

https://www.tibco.com/products/tibco-businessworks
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When you select the TIBCO process node, the respective BlamePoint metrics displayed in the right-hand pane. Alerts for
the Errors Per Interval and Stall Count metrics display.

You can view the TIBCO BusinessWorks 5.x monitoring metrics in the following nodes in Metric View:

 Activities
Activities are the individual units of work that carry out an operation in a TIBCO business process definition. With the TIBCO
BusinessWorks extension, you can monitor the performance and overall health of activities in the business processes. You can
monitor the details of the activities under the Tibco > Activities node.
Jobs
Jobs represent the execution of the process instances that are created in memory. The process instances are executed by the
TIBCO BusinessWorks engine within a job pool.
With the TIBCO BusinessWorks extension, you can monitor the performance and overall health of process starters and job
pools under the Tibco > Jobs node.

Processes
Processes are business workflows that are designed to complete a specific task. The processes that are defined in the TIBCO
Designer can include subprocesses. The subprocesses run as part of a parent process or in parallel with a parent process. An
individual business process is a runtime instance of a TIBCO BusinessWorks process definition.
With the TIBCO BusinessWorks extension, you can monitor the performance and overall health of business processes under
the Tibco > Processes node.

Transports
Transports define the mechanism for sending and delivering messages.
With the TIBCO BusinessWorks extension, you can monitor the performance and overall health of HTTP, SOAP, and
FTP transport protocols under the Tibco > Transports node. Also, you can monitor the performance and overall health of
Rendezvous with metrics under the Tibco > Transports > RV node.

Webservices
Webservices metrics represent client and server business service endpoint and associated operations within each service.
With the TIBCO BusinessWorks extension, you can monitor the performance and overall health of client and server web
service endpoints under the Webservices node.

Automatic Agent Naming

You can automate the process of manually renaming the agent name.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop any running TIBCO BusinessWorks applications.
2. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.
3. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor
4. Locate and set the introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled property to true. For example:

introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled=true

5. Set the connection delay property to define how long the agent should delay connecting to the Enterprise Manager while
automatic naming is attempted. For example, to delay the connection for 30 seconds, set the property as follows:

introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingMaximumConnectionDelayInSeconds=30

6. Set the renaming interval property to define how frequently the agent should check its dynamically formed name when
automatic naming is enabled. For example, to check the name that the agent automatically generates every one minute, set
the property as follows:

introscope.agent.agentAutoRenamingIntervalInMinutes=1

7. Save the file.
8. Restart TIBCO BusinessWorks application.
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Configure Metric Clamping

The TIBCO BusinessWorks lets you set the threshold limits for the processes. The default metric clamping value for the
processes is 200. DX APM places all the metrics with value more than 200 under the Default Node.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\tibcobw-<xxx> directory.
2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.  
3. Assign the desired value for the introscope.agent.tibcobw.processes.clamp property:
4. Save and close the file.

Note:

 Next Step : Configure and View Metrics for TIBCO BusinessWorks. 

 Configure and View TIBCO BusinessWorks 5.x Metrics
 

When you navigate the Metric Browser, you can view TIBCO BusinessWorks infrastructure metrics. The Metric Browser
displays TIBCO-specific metric categories as nodes and sub-nodes. The specific metric categories and node names that display
depend on the processes, services, and resources that are deployed in your environment.

As you navigate through the Metric Browser, you can view low-level metrics for individual operations or aggregated metrics
depending on the node you select. These metrics enable you to monitor the overall health of various TIBCO BusinessWorks
components.

     

View TIBCO BusinessWorks Metrics

You view TIBCO BusinessWorks metrics in the Metric Browser.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Expand the agent, Tibco, Processes node.
You can view the summary information for all of the TIBCO BusinessWorks processes that you are monitoring.

2. Expand the Tibco node.
You can view the sub-nodes for the top-level TIBCO BusinessWorks metric categories.

3. Expand any sub-node.
View information about individual components, such as sub-processes, activities, or jobs in memory, and the metrics
associated with each sub-node.

For metrics of TIBCO BusinessWorks or TIBCO BusinessWorks components, see the following metric categories in the
Metric Browser:

•  Metrics for Activities 
•  Metrics for Group Actions 
•  Metrics for Hawk 
•  Metrics for jobs and job pools 
•  Metrics for Processes 
•  Metrics for Transports 
•  Metrics for WebServices 

Metrics for Activities

Activities are the individual units of work in a TIBCO business process definition. Activities are often operations that interface
to external systems, but activities can also be used for internal processing. In the TIBCO Designer, activities are grouped by
type and available from a choice of palettes. For example, you can use the General Activities palette for common operations,
such as calling a process, setting a timer, or writing to a log file. You can use the File palette to define file handling activities.

In the Metric Browser, activities are also grouped by the type of activity to be performed. The node names reflect
the specific action for an activity type. For example, the File node in the Metric Browser can include metrics
for FileCreateActivity, FileReadActivity, and FileWriteActivity. The node names may be similar to the palette names
used in the TIBCO Designer for some activities, but it is not always the case. For example, activities from the General
Activities palette may be listed under the CallProcess, Error Handling, or Flow nodes.

All of the standard Java Agent metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks activities under the Tibco > Activities node.

Metrics for Group Actions
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Groups are used to create sets of activities that, taken together, accomplish a particular type of action. For example, groups can
be used to define these sets of activities:

• Activities that repeat until a condition is true
• Activities that execute conditionally
• Activities that participate in the same transaction and are committed and rolled back together

Group actions identify the type of action the activities participate in. One example is an If Group for a set of activities that
executes if-then conditions. Another example is an Iterative Loop Group for a set of activities that repeat for every item in a
sequence.

The metrics for Group Actions monitor the performance of the group executing an action. For example, the actions of
committing or rolling back a transaction or iterating through a series of steps. The metrics are not based on aggregated data
from individual activities within the group.

All of the standard Java Agent metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks groups under the Tibco > Group
Actions node.

Metrics for Hawk

TIBCO Hawk micro-agent provides monitoring for the BusinessWorks processing engine, process definitions and activities
metrics, and memory usage.

You can view Hawk micro-agent metrics using the following metric categories under the Tibco > Hawk  Metrics node:

•  ExecInfo metrics provide information about execution operations for the process engine, such as the system uptime and
number of threads being executed

•  MemoryUsage metrics describe the available and used memory.
•  ProcessDefs metrics provide detailed information about individual process definitions and the activities that are executed

for each process definition.
•  Processes metrics provide summary information about active process instances. (These metrics are only valid for Hawk

version 4.8.1.)
•  ServicesInfo metrics provide information about all of the services deployed.
•  Status metrics provide general information about the status of the process engine.

Execution Metrics

The following metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks under the Tibco > Hawk Metrics > ExecInfo node:

•  Status
Status for the execution engine. The metric value indicates whether the engine is ACTIVE, SUSPENDED, in STANDBY
or STOPPING on the monitored server.

•  Threads
Number of worker threads in the engine.

•  Uptime
Total elapsed time since process engine was started.

•  Version
Configuration version information for the monitored server

Memory Usage Metrics

The following metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks under the Tibco > Hawk Metrics > MemoryUsage node:

•  FreeBytes
Total number of available bytes.

•  PercentUsed
Percentage of total bytes that are currently in use.

•  TotalBytes
Total number of bytes allocated to the engine process.

•  UsedBytes
Total number of bytes currently being used.

Process Definition and Activity Metrics

The following metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks under the Tibco > Hawk Metrics > ProcessDefs node for
individual process sub-nodes:

•  Aborted
Number of times the selected process definition has aborted.
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•  AverageElapsed
Average elapsed time in milliseconds for all processes completed using the selected process definition.

•  AverageExecution
Average execution time in milliseconds for all processes completed using the selected process definition.

•  Checkpointed
Number of times the selected process definition has been checkpointed.

•  Completed
Number of times the selected process definition has completed.

•  CountSinceReset
Number of processes that are completed since the last reset.

•  Created
Number of processes that are created for the selected process definition.

•  MaxElapsed
Maximum elapsed time in milliseconds for all processes completed using the selected process definition.

•  MaxExecution
Maximum execution time in milliseconds for all processes completed using the selected process definition.

•  MinElapsed
Minimum elapsed time in milliseconds for all processes completed using the selected process definition.

•  MinExecution
Minimum execution time in milliseconds for all processes completed using the selected process definition.

•  MostRecentElapsedTime
Most recent elapsed time in milliseconds

•  MostRecentExecutionTime
Most recent execution time in milliseconds

•  Name
Name of the process definition.

•  Queued
Number of times the selected process definition has been placed in a queue.

•  Starter
Name of the selected process definitions process starter activity.

•  Suspended
Number of times that processes using the selected process definition have been suspended.

•  Swapped
Number of times the selected process definition has been swapped.

•  TimeSinceLastUpdate
Number of milliseconds since the most recent values were updated.

•  TotalElapsed
Total elapsed time in milliseconds for all processes completed using the selected process definition.

•  TotalExecution
Total execution time in milliseconds for all processes completed using the selected process definition.

The following metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks under the Tibco > Hawk Metrics > ProcessDefs
> process_name  node for individual activity names:

•  ActivityClass
Name of class that implements the selected activity.

•  CalledProcessDefs
Names of the process definitions that are called by the selected activity.

•  ElapsedTime
Total elapsed time in milliseconds the calls of the selected activity uses. The elapsed time also includes all time spent
waiting for Sleep, Call process, and Wait activities.

•  ErrorCount
Number of times the selected activity has returned an error.

•  ExecutionCount
Number of times the selected activity has been executed by the TIBCO BusinessWorks engine instance.

•  ExecutionCountSinceReset
Number of times the selected activity has been executed since the last reset.

•  ExecutionTime
Total execution time in milliseconds used by all calls of the selected activity.
This metric does not include waiting time for Sleep, Call process, and Wait activities.
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•  LastReturnCode
Status that is returned by most recent execution of the selected activity. The valid return codes for this metric are OK,
ERROR, DEAD, or DEBUG.

•  MaxElapsedTime
Maximum elapsed time in milliseconds for the selected activity

•  MaxExecutionTime
Maximum execution time in milliseconds for the selected activity

•  MinElapsedTime
Minimum elapsed time in milliseconds for the selected activity

•  MinExecutionTime
Minimum execution time in milliseconds for the selected activity

•  MostRecentElapsedTime
Most recent elapsed time in milliseconds

•  MostRecentExecutionTime
Most recent execution time in milliseconds

•  Name
Name of the activity.

•  TimeSinceLastUpdate
Number of milliseconds since the most recent values were updated.

•  Tracing
Indicates whether tracing is enabled for the selected activity.

Processes Metrics

 Valid for Hawk Version 4.8.1: 

The following metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks under the Tibco > Hawk Metrics > Processes when you are
using Hawk version 4.8.1:

•  CurrentActivityName
Name of activity currently being executed by the selected process.

•  CustomId
Custom identifier for the selected process, if one exists.

•  Duration
Elapsed wall-clock time since the selected process started in milliseconds.

•  MainProcessName
Name of the main process definition.

•  Name
Name of the process for the selected process.

•  StartTime
Time at which the process started in milliseconds.

•  StarterName
Name of process starter that started the selected process instance.

•  Status
Status for the selected process. For example, this metric indicates whether the job is active or not.

•  SubProcessName
Name of subprocess definition for the selected process, if applicable.

•  TrackingId
Tracking identifier for the selected process, if one exists.

Services Metrics

The following metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks under the Tibco > Hawk Metrics > ServicesInfo node:

•  Description
Service description.

•  EndpointURL
Endpoint URL address for the service.

•  Name
Name of the service.

•  PortName
Name of the port for the service.

•  PortTypeName
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Port type description for the service.
•  TransportType

Transport type description for the service.
•  WSDL_Namespace

Concrete Web Services Description Language (WSDL) namespace for the service.
•  WSDL_URL

Web Services Description Language (WSDL) URL address for the service.
•  BindingName

Binding name for the service.

Status Metrics

The following metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks under the Tibco > Hawk Metrics > Status node:

•  Adapter Name
Name of the application.

•  Host
Name of host computer on which the TIBCO BusinessWorks engine process is running.

•  Instance ID
Instance identifier for the engine instance.

•  New Errors
Number of new errors since the last call to this metric.

•  Process ID
Process identifier for the TIBCO BusinessWorks engine process.

•  Total Errors
Total number of errors since startup.

•  Uptime
Number of seconds since startup.

Enable Hawk Metrics

Collecting Hawk metrics is a performance-intensive option and is not enabled by default. Consider the performance overhead
before enabling this option. You enable the collection of Hawk metrics using the Hawk micro-agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\tibcobw-<xxx> directory.
2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
3. Uncomment and set the following Hawk property to true:

com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.hawkmonitor.enabled=true

Setting this property to true enables monitoring for TIBCO Hawk.
4. Control the polling interval for collecting the metrics from the Hawk micro-agent by uncommenting the following property.

By default, the polling interval for collecting metrics is 30 seconds (30000 milliseconds). 

com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.hawkmonitor.frequency

5. Save and close the file.
6. Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

Metrics for Jobs and Job Pools

When the process starter for the process definition receives data to begin execution, it creates a job. The job represents the
execution of tasks in the process instance. Usually, jobs are created in memory, and executed by the TIBCO BusinessWorks
engine within a job pool. Each job in the job pool can execute a finite number of tasks before it yields to the next job. The
maximum number of tasks that can be executed in a job pool is controlled by the StepCount property. The maximum number
of jobs that can be executed concurrently by the BusinessWorks engine is defined by the ThreadCount property.
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The metrics in the Jobs and Job Pools category help you monitor the number of jobs that are created, held in memory, and
executed in each job pool. The metrics for jobs and job pools are refreshed every 30 seconds by the agent.

The following metrics are available for TIBCO BusinessWorks jobs and job pools under the Tibco > Jobs node:

•  Active Jobs in JobPool
Total number of active and non-paged processes in the selected job pool.

•  Job Error Count in JobPool
Total number of errors since startup for all of the jobs in the selected job pool.

•  Running Jobs in JobPool
Total number of running processes and queued processes in the selected job pool.

•  Thread Count
Maximum number of worker threads that are configured for the BusinessWorks engine.

•  Completed Jobs
Number of processes that have completed execution since startup.

•  Created Jobs
Number of processes that have been created inside the BusinessWorks engine since startup.

•  Flow Limit
Value of the TIBCO BusinessWorks Flow Limit setting.

•  Jobs Created Per Hour
Number of processes that are created per hour inside the TIBCO BusinessWorks engine.

•  Process Starter State
Indicates the status of the process starter for a job.

•  Running Jobs
Number of business processes running on the TIBCO BusinessWorks engine.

You can expand any individual job pool name to display sub-nodes for jobs that have been created for that process instance.

Enable and Configure Jobs and Job Pools Metrics

Monitoring for jobs and job pools is on by default when you use full instrumentation with a default polling interval of 30
seconds. You can enable or disable monitoring for jobs and job pools and control the frequency of the polling interval.
Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\tibcobw-<xxx> directory.
2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
3. Enable monitoring by setting the com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.jobmonitor.enabled property

to true.  For full instrumentation, you can disable monitoring by setting the property to false.  

com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.jobmonitor.enabled=true

For full instrumentation, you can disable monitoring by setting the property to false. 
4. You can use the com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.jobmointor.frequency property to control the

polling interval for collecting metrics. For example:

com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.jobmointor.frequency=30000

5. You are using typical instrumentation. When you set
the com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.jobmonitor.enabled property to true, you also must
uncomment these lines in the toggles.pbd file. These lines enable job and job pool monitoring: 

1.1 Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\tibcobw-<xxx>
\directives directory.

2.1 Open the toggles.pbd file in a text editor.
3.1 Uncomment these lines to enable job and job pool monitoring:

#TurnOn: JobTracing
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#TurnOn: JobPoolTracing

4.1 Save and close the file.
5.1 If you change either of the job monitoring properties, restart the application server to have the change take effect.

Metrics for Processes

A major component of TIBCO BusinessWorks is its process engine. The process engine includes tools for designing,
deploying, and managing business processes. In TIBCO BusinessWorks, a business process is a runtime instance of a TIBCO
process definition. A process definition can include activities, subprocesses, and tasks, and you can monitor the process engine
by monitoring these elements of your business processes.

All of the standard Java Agent metrics are available for business processes, spawned subprocesses, and tasks under the Tibco
> Processes node. For non-spawned subprocesses, only Average Response Time, Concurrent Invocations, Errors Per Interval,
and Responses Per Interval are available.

In addition to the standard metrics, the following metrics are available for processes and spawned subprocesses:

•  Running Average Response Time
Average time in milliseconds that a business process spends actively executing on the TIBCO BusinessWorks engine, not
including time spent awaiting input.

•  Running Concurrent Invocations
Number of business processes that are actively running on the TIBCO BusinessWorks engine.

•  Running Responses Per Interval
Number of business processes that have run successfully on the TIBCO BusinessWorks engine in an interval.
This metric does not indicate the business processes completed in the interval. For example, the metric can include business
processes that suspended execution.

For example, expand Tibco > Processes to display the business process names you have defined in the TIBCO Designer for
TIBCO BusinessWorks. The Processes node may include spawned and non-spawned subprocesses at the same level as the
parent business process and nodes for individual tasks.

You can also collect dependency and deviation metrics for TIBCO BusinessWorks processes. 

About Complete and Active Execution for Business Processes

Because business process definitions can include timers or can suspend execution to wait for user input, the Processes metric
category provides metrics that measure:

• Business process completion: These metrics describe the end-to-end processing health of a business process, regardless of
whether a process is suspended or active.

• Business process active execution: These metrics provide the processing health of the business process only when it is
actively executing on the TIBCO BusinessWorks engine.

The Average Response Time metric for a business process measures the average response time from start to finish.
The Average Response Time metric that is calculated also includes any time that the process is suspended awaiting input or
user response. For example, if a business process is started and takes 15 ms of active execution time on the BusinessWorks
engine. The business process waits 30 ms for user input, then executes for 10 ms to complete its operation. The total response
time from start to finish is the sum of 15 ms, 30 ms, and 10 ms, for a total of 55 ms. For example:

Average Response Time (ms) = Execution time + Suspended time

Because the Average Response Time metric includes time during which processing is suspended, the metric does not reflect
the performance of the BusinessWorks engine itself. A separate Running Average Response Time metric tracks the time a
business process spends actively executing on the BusinessWorks engine.

The Running Average Response Time metric only measures the active execution time for a business process. The metric
does not include any time spent waiting for input. For example, consider that a business process starts and executes on the
BusinessWorks engine for 15 ms and stops executing awaiting user input. Further, the business process executes on the
BusinessWorks engine for 10 ms to complete the business process. The Running Average Response Time is 15 ms for the
first execution and 10 ms for the second execution. The time during which the process was suspended awaiting user input is
not included. For example:

Running Average Response Time (ms) = Total execution time - Suspended time

Similarly, the standard Concurrent Invocations and Responses Per Interval metrics include all processes in the count,
regardless of whether they are actively running or suspended. The Running Concurrent Invocations and Running
Responses Per Interval metrics reflect only the processing activity as it takes place on the BusinessWorks engine.
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The Running Average Response Time, Running Concurrent Invocations, and Running Responses Per Interval metrics
are all only applicable for business processes and spawned processes. The metrics are not provided for non-spawned
subprocesses or individual tasks.

About Stall Count for Business Processes

For business processes, the Stall Count metric only considers processes that are actively running on the BusinessWorks
engine. Processes that are suspended awaiting user input are not included in the stall count.

About Errors per Interval in Subprocesses

The Errors Per Interval metric is only displayed for non-spawned subprocesses if an error occurs when that particular
subprocess executes. If an error occurs when the non-spawned subprocess runs, the Errors Per Interval count for the
subprocess and its parent process are both incremented by one.

For parent processes and spawned subprocesses, the Errors Per Interval metric is always displayed by default. If an error
occurs when a spawned subprocess runs, the error is recorded in the Errors Per Interval metric for that subprocess. However,
the error for the spawned subprocess is not added to the Errors Per Interval count for the parent process.

Metrics for Transports

Transports define the mechanism for sending and delivering messages. For TIBCO BusinessWorks, you can collect metrics for
a range of transport protocols including TIBCO Rendezvous. Rendezvous is an enterprise messaging system that can be used
to handle message routing and processing in TIBCO BusinessWorksstand. Rendezvous can also be used to handle message
routing and processing in transport protocols such as HTTP, SOAP, JMS, FTP, and XML.

All of the standard Java Agent metrics are available for operations under the Transports node for the specific transport
protocols, such as SOAP and HTTP, that you are using. You can then expand the Transport Protocol node to display
transport classes, such as driver, handler, or requestor classes. You can then expand sub-nodes to drill down into metrics for
individual operations, such as sendMessage or writeSoapEnvelope.

Metrics for Rendezvous (RV)

Rendezvous is an enterprise messaging system that enables distributed applications to exchange data across a network. As an
integration platform, TIBCO BusinessWorks uses Rendezvous as one of its supported messaging services. Rendezvous can
reliably handle the high volume of messages that are sent and received.

The metrics for Rendezvous provide detailed information about Rendezvous message delivery, queues, and transports. Within
TIBCO BusinessWorks, you can monitor Rendezvous with metrics for the following metric categories under the Tibco >
Transports > RV node:

•  Message Listeners
Message Listeners are objects that listen for Inbound Rendezvous messages. When new inbound messages arrive, the
listener calls a Message Processor object to process the message.

•  Message Processors
Message processors are callback methods that process the messages that are discovered by the Message Listener.

•  Queue Groups
Queue groups allow fine-grained control over the order in which events are dispatched. The relative priority of each queue
in a group determines the order in which the dispatch process calls the queue to dispatch its events.
The metrics in this category monitor the response time, throughput, and errors for dispatch methods.

•  Queues
Queues are used to store asynchronous events, such as inbound messages or timer processes. Queues store asynchronous
evens in the order received until they can be processed by a message processor. When an event occurs, the event is placed
in an event queue to wait for a dispatch routine to deliver it for processing.
The metrics in this category monitor the response time, throughput, and errors for dispatch methods.

•  Transport
Transports define the mechanism for sending and delivering messages. For Rendezvous with TIBCO BusinessWorks, you
can collect metrics for the Reliable Transport (Standard Rendezvous Transport) and Certified Transport (RVCM) transport
types.

Message Listeners, Message Processors, and Transport Metrics

All of the standard Java Agent metrics are available for Rendezvous under the Tibco > Transports > RV sub-nodes for
Message Listeners, Message Processors, Reliable, and Certified transport protocols.

Queue Groups Metrics

The following dispatch-related metrics are available under the Tibco > Transports > RV > Queue Groups node for dispatch
methods that are associated with individual queue groups:
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• Average Response Time (ms)
• Errors Per Interval
• Responses Per Interval

Queues Metrics

The following dispatch-related metrics are available under the Queues node for the dispatch methods that are associated with
individual queues:

• Average Response Time (ms)
• Errors Per Interval
• Responses Per Interval

Enable or Disable Metrics for Rendezvous

Monitoring for Rendezvous is on by default when you use typical or full instrumentation with a default polling interval of 30
seconds. If you want to disable monitoring for Rendezvous, comment out the following lines in the toggles.pbd file:

TurnOn: TibrvTransport
TurnOn: TibrvDispatchable
TurnOn: TibcoRVMessageProcessorTracing
TurnOn: TibcoRVMessageListenerTracing

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\extensions\tibcobw-<xxx>
\directives directory.

2. Open the toggles.pbd file in a text editor.
3. Disable tracing by modifying the lines as follows:

#TurnOn: TibrvTransport
#TurnOn: TibrvDispatchable
#TurnOn: TibcoRVMessageProcessorTracing
#TurnOn: TibcoRVMessageListenerTracing

4. Close and save the file.

Metrics for Web Services

All of the standard Java Agent metrics are available for client and server web service endpoints under the WebServices node.
In addition, the SOAP Faults Per Interval is a standard metric for all extensions that monitor web services on SOA
platforms. 

You can also collect dependency and deviation metrics for TIBCO BusinessWorks web service operations. 

 To View and Navigate WebServices Metrics in the Metric Browser: 

1. Expand the agent node, then expand WebServices to display the Client and Server nodes for web service endpoints.
2. Expand the Client or Server node to display individual web service endpoints for which you want to view metrics.
3. Expand a specific web service endpoint <namespace> or <servicename> to display operations or select metrics for that web

service.
4. Expand a specific operation within a web service to display metrics for that operation.

About Average Response Time for Server Endpoints

For server-side operations, the Average Response Time metric represents the time that it takes TIBCO BusinessWorks
to receive and parse an incoming SOAP message. Usually, that processing is only part of a more complex transaction. For
example, a typical BusinessWorks transaction includes the following stages on the server-side of a web service:

• time spent receiving and parsing the incoming SOAP message
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• time the BusinessWorks engine spends executing the process definition which is exposed by the web service and preparing
to send the reply

• time that it takes to send the reply

Each stage of the transaction can run on a different thread. Therefore, the Average Response Time metric can only measure
the first part of the transaction for each operation, then aggregate the data for web service endpoints. The metric cannot
account for the processing time that takes place on the additional threads. Therefore, the metric does not represent the total
response time of a complete web service transaction.

About Client and Server SOAP Fault Metrics

Server-side operations display in the WebServices > Server > <namespace> node. For server-side operations, the SOAP
Faults Per Interval metric represent the number of SOAP faults send by BusinessWorks to the web service client in response
to a request.

For client-side operations (WebServices > Client > <namespace>), the SOAP Faults Per Interval metric represent the number
of SOAP faults received by the SOAPSendReceiveActivity on the client.

About Frontends and Backends for BusinessWorks

Transactions in a SOA often involve complex processing of synchronous and asynchronous calls to multiple systems. For
example, a single transaction may include calls to an external web service, a TIBCO Enterprise Message Service server
instance, and to a database. For TIBCO BusinessWorks, the backend calls may all be processed using different threads. This
situation makes it difficult to identify them as part of the same transaction.

You can enable the association of multiple backend calls with the same starting point for a transaction using an SOA extension.
The SOA extension for TIBCO BusinessWorks includes the following property:

com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.mbbs.enabled

By default, com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.mbbs.enabled is set to true. This setting enables the
threads for backend calls that participate in the same transaction to be included under the Backends or Called Backends node
and associated with the proper frontend.

A frontend identifies the starting point for a transaction. For TIBCO BusinessWorks, the default frontends are process starters
for business processes and the TIBCO BusinessWorks HTTP servlet for web services.

TIBCO BusinessWorks application collects and posts the frontend metrics under the Frontends node. The same frontend for a
transaction initiates all backend calls and collects all backend calls under the Called Backends node for that frontend.

For example, consider that a process starter issues a call to a web service, a database, and the TIBCO Enterprise Message
Service. You can view the metrics for the calls under the Frontend node that is associated with that process starter. Any errors
that the backends of the business process generate are propagated to the associated frontend node.

To view the metrics for web service transaction that calls a TIBCO Enterprise Message Service server instance, expand
the BusinessWorks HTTP Server frontend, respective Called Backends node.

Limitations for Spawned Processes

The business process that spawned the sub-process does not wait for the completion of the spawned process. Therefore, any
metrics or errors that the spawned process produces may not be included in the metrics for a business process called backend
or for the frontend.

Consider that the spawned process executes and runs to completion while the main business process is running. Then, the
metrics and errors for the spawned process can be included in the frontend of the business process.

Disable the Association of Multiple Backends with a Frontend

The com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.mbbs.enabled property allows calls to multiple back-end systems
running on different threads. The different threads are associated with the frontend that initiates a transaction.

By default, com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.mbbs.enabled is set to true. When you set to false,
only the backend calls that are executed using the same thread as the frontend are collected under the Called Backends node.

When you set com.ca.apm.agent.extension.tibcobw.mbbs.enabled to false, only the backend calls that are
executed using the same thread as the frontend are collected under the Called Backends node.

 TIBCO BusinessWorks 6.x Monitor
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The TIBCO BusinessWorks (BusinessWorks) Monitor monitors the scheduling and executing of synchronous and
asynchronous business activities and processes. BusinessWorks Monitor also monitors incoming and outgoing business
process activity flows through TIBCO BusinessWorks API Endpoints.

BusinessWorks Monitor focuses on providing performance metrics for these TIBCO BusinessWorks transaction-related
components:

• Synchronous and asynchronous business activity execution
• Business activity scheduling
• Endpoints that are involved in incoming and outgoing requests
• TIBCO BusinessWorks agent engine lifecycle activities

This Java Agent extension monitors the activity flows of TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks™ version 6.x business
processes.

About TIBCO BusinessWorks 6.x

TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks is an integration solution for mobile, enterprise, and web applications. You can use the
BusinessWorks Monitor in your environment to design, deploy, and monitor business processes, and to integrate applications.

TIBCO BusinessWorks (BW) is a "zero-programming" visual development platform and involves mostly drag-and-drop and
minor editing of XPath. The applications with simple or medium-complexity could be implemented using BusinessWorks.
TIBCO BusinessWorks is stateless, meaning that after it has processed a message, the associated information is released.
BusinessWorks provides web service interfaces to a backend system, or multiple steps that integrate with multiple systems. For
example, steps such as creating a customer service that inserts data into multiple systems.

Limitations

TIBCO BusinessWorks 6.x Monitor has these limitations, which are reflected in the user interface:

• No Activity level details
• Processes are grouped in the Application level
• No Appspace and Appnode details

Supported Third-Party Versions

Tested with TIBCO BusinessWorks 6.3 in Local and Enterprise mode.

Install TIBCO BusinessWorks 6.x Monitor

You install DX APM TIBCO BusinessWorks 6.x Monitor before you configure and use the extension. For information about
installing this extension, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for CA Digital Experience Insights.

Configure TIBCO BusinessWorks 6.x Monitor

When you are deploying a TIBCO BusinessWorks business process, provide the BusinessWorks Monitor agent details in
the bwappnode-<app_node_name>.tra file. You configure the path corresponding to the appnodes that TIBCO
BusinessWorks is using.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <TIBCO BusinessWorks_Home>/bw/<version>/domains/<domain_name>/appnodes/
<app_space_name>/<app_node_name>/bin directory. 

2. Open your bwappnode-<app_node_name>.tra configuration file and set the Java options as follows:

java.extended.properties=-javaagent:<Agent_Home>/Agent.jar

3. Save and close the file.
4. Restart the managed application.

Monitor TIBCO BusinessWorks

You can view TIBCO BW performance data using the Component View, the Map, and other views.

Follow these steps:

1. In the left navigation pane, click the Map icon to view TIBCO BW data.
2. Select Application Layer in the top left drop-down list.

https://www.tibco.com/products/tibco-businessworks
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Find the TIBCO process component node using either of these methods on the map:

• Find the box for the TIBCO process name in the Perspectives drop-down and select Hostname.
• View TIBCO BW metrics and alerts in Component View.

3. Click the host node displaying in the map.
The Component View opens to the right of the map.

4. In the Component View, click the TIBCO tab.
The Metrics Overview section displays the TIBCO BW data.

5. Scroll down to examine the TIBCO BW metrics and properties.

Also you can find all Tibco BW metrics in the Metric View.

TIBCO Process Metrics and Alerts

For TIBCO 6.x monitoring, Management Module jars, metric groupings, and alerts are named TIBCO6 or TIBCO BW6.
Each process running on the TIBCO runtime agent is represented as a GENERICFRONTEND node on the map. TIBCO
6.x monitoring performs correlation with other processes that do the same task. TIBCO 6.x monitoring also performs
correlation with other type of nodes such as Servlets, Backends, and Web-Services are visible.

When you select the node corresponding to a TIBCO process, the BlamePoint Metrics corresponding to the process display in
the right-hand pane. Alerts corresponding to the Errors Per Interval and Stall Count metrics also display.

Troubleshooting

• Look for error messages in introscopeagent.log file which is located in either <Agent_Home>\releases
\<release_number>\logs or <Agent_Home>\logs.

• Ensure that DX APM (wily) is configured in the Tibco.tra file
For example:
Assuming the business process is deployed to default appspace (local) and default appnode (Appnode), modify the
Tibco.tr file by providing the agent details.
<TIBCO BW installed directory>\bw\6.3\domains\local\appnodes\default\default\bin
\bwappnode-default.tra

java.extended.properties=-javaagent:<Agent_Home>/Agent.jar

 TIBCO BusinessWorks 6.x Metrics

You view TIBCO BusinessWorks 6.x monitoring metrics in the Metric View.

Activity Metrics

Metrics that are related to the activities that are running are the core for monitoring TIBCO BusinessWorks. BlamePoint
metrics for each activity are shown under different nodes, with the name of the activity used as the node name. Asynchronous
and synchronous activities are reported under the Flow Activity and Synchronous Activity nodes, respectively.

Flow Activity Metrics

Metrics corresponding to all activities are listed under the Flow Activity node.

For example, metrics for the activity ‘Sleep’, which is an asynchronous activity under a given process, are reported under the
path:

TibcoFlows|tibco.bw.sample.binding.soap.http.PurchaseOrder.SellerService|Processes|
tibco.bw.sample.binding.soap.http.purchaseorder.SellerService|Asynchronous Activity\|
Sleep

Synchronous Activity Metrics

The metrics of the SubmitPOLog activity, which is a synchronous activity, are reported under the path:

TibcoFlows|tibco.bw.sample.binding.soap.http.PurchaseOrder.SellerService|Processes|
tibco.bw.sample.binding.soap.http.purchaseorder.SellerService|Synchronous Activity\|
SubmitPOLog

Lifecycle Events
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Metrics corresponding to the starting, completion, failure are reported under the Lifecycle Event node.

Process Metrics

With the activity level metrics, BusinessWorks process level metrics are also reported under the Tibco Flows node. The Client
Purchase Order process, for example, comes with the following process metrics:

Metric Name Description

Active Requests Current number of active requests that are made to the
process

Requests Per Interval Number of requests that are made to the process per interval

Responses Per Interval Maximum number of responses that are given by the process
during the interval

Average Process Round-trip Time Average total round-trip time for the request to be processed,
in milliseconds

Endpoint Call Metrics

Performance metrics for TIBCO BusinessWorks endpoints that are involved in the incoming and outgoing requests are
reported under the Tibco|Endpoint node.

Engine Initialization

The number of initialized engines is reported under the Tibco|Supportability node.

Schedule Metrics

The BlamePoint metrics that are related to the business activity scheduler used to run BusinessWorks processes are reported
under the Tibco|Scheduler|JobExecution|Current Process Names node.

Job and Scheduling Metrics

The metrics pertaining to the job of an asynchronous BusinessWorks process are reported under the Tibco|Async Work|Work
Execution node. The metrics pertaining to the scheduling, and the scheduled processes execution are reported under the Tibco|
Async Work|Work Scheduling node.

Business Event Metrics

Unlike TIBCO BusinessWorks (BW), TIBCO Business Event (BE) is an event-driven, rule-based development platform with
these compatibilities and features:

• Uses a Java-like programming language
• Seamlessly integrated with distributed data-grid (TIBCO ActiveSpaces or Oracle Coherence) 
• Stateful (remembers information between processing steps)
• Provides many features like event correlation, forward chaining rule processing, state machines, and decision tables
• Powerful development platform for complex distributed applications in areas such as fraud detection, tracking and tracing,

or real-time customer offer generation

The metrics pertaining to events during and after the execution are reported under the Tibco-Temp|Event Director node.

HTTP Interceptor Metrics

The metrics corresponding to the interceptors of the HTTP endpoint requests are reported under the Tibco-Temp|
HTTPInterceptor node.

JMS Call Metrics

DX APM agents report the TIBCO-BusinessWorks-related metrics also with usual JMS metrics. See TIBCO BusinessWorks
6.x Monitor for more information and the exact path of the nodes.

WebServer Metrics

The TIBCO-BusinessWorks-related metrics retrieve the node names under WebServices|Server from the annotations (@Path)
that are defined in the TIBCO BW6.x API. For this reason, the node might contain special characters. For example, the metric
path would be WebServices|Server|/app.json/{name}/{version}|start, where /app.json/{name}/
{version}|start is from the class and method level annotations that the TIBCO class defines. The map shows the same
name for the corresponding WebService node.
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 Bundle.properties File of Java Agent

The bundle.properties file of Java Agent lets you configure the handshake between the MQ Java Extension agents (include MQ
Java Connectors and JMS) and the MQMonitor agents for cross-process transactions.

Warning:  The

introscope.agent.mq.handshake.mqagent.id

value in the bundle.properties file of Java Agent must be unique across all MQ Java Extensions (include MQ
Java Connectors and JMS). The remaining handshake properties are the same for the bundle.properties file of the
Infrastructure Agent and the bundle.properties file of the Java Agent of all agents participating in APM for IBM
WebSphere MQ.

introscope.agent.mq.crossprocesstracing.enabled

Use this property to generate the transaction traces on a Queue Manager of Infrastructure Agent. To generate the transaction
traces, set this property to True.

Default: False

introscope.agent.mq.mqmonitor.mqagent.id.list

Specifies the value of the introscope.agent.mq.handshake.mqagent.id property of all the
MQMonitor agents that are involved in cross-process transaction trace. To enable MQ Traces without handshake, set
introscope.agent.mq.mqmonitor.mqagent.id.list to null.

Note: Separate the names by comma. Set this property to prevent unnecessary overload on WebSphere MQ, if cross-process
transaction is enabled.

Default: none

Example: introscope.agent.mq.mqmonitor.mqagent.id.list=1, 2

introscope.agent.mq.handshake.mqagent.id

Specifies the unique identification of the agent. If the value is null, then the handshake process does not start.

Default: none

Limits: 1 to 999999999

Example: introscope.agent.mq.handshake.mqagent.id=1

introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.host

Specifies the IP address (or DNS name) of the common Queue Manager.

Default: localhost

Example: introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.host=localhost

introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.port

Specifies the port of the common Queue Manager.

Default: 1414

Example: introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.port=123

introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.channelname

Specifies the channel name of the common Queue Manager to be used for connections.

Default:

• SYSTEM.AUTO.SVRCONN
• SYSTEM.DEF.SVRCONN (used if the default channel fails)

Example: introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.channelname=SYSTEM.AUTO.SVRCONN

introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.character.set
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Specifies the CCSID character set of the common Queue Manager.

Default: 819

Example: introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.character.set=819

introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.ssl

Specifies if the SSL property is turned or off when the common Queue Manager is SSL-enabled. You can either enable or
disable SSL.

Default: disable

Example: introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.ssl=disable

introscope.agent.mq.handshake.qm.channel.ssl.cipherspec

Specifies the SSL CipherSpec of the common Queue Manager.

Default: None

Limits: XXXXX_XXXXX

introscope.agent.mq.handshake.queue

Specifies the queue that is used for handshaking among all WebSphere MQ agents.

Default: CA_WILY_HANDSHAKE

introscope.agent.mq.truststore.path

Specifies the location of a truststore containing certificates for authentication of WebSphere MQ server. Provide either an
absolute path or a path relative to the properties directory of MQMonitor agent. On Windows, escape the backslashes.

Default: <path name>

Example: truststore.path=C:\\MQMonitor\\key\\truststore.jks

introscope.agent.mq.keystore.path

Specifies the location of the keystore. Set this property if you require client authentication. Provide either an absolute path or
a path relative to the properties directory of MQMonitor agent. On Windows, escape the backslashes. Setting this property is
optional.

Default: <path name>

Example: introscope.agent.mq.keystore.path=C:\\MQMonitor\\key\\keystore.jks

introscope.agent.mq.keystore.password

Specifies the keystore password. Setting this property is optional.

Default:  <password>

Example: introscope.agent.mq.keystore.password=<password>

introscope.agent.mq.mqtracing.exclude.queues.regex

Specifies one or more queues of a particular Queue Manager that are filtered from transaction tracing. Setting this property is
optional.

Note: This property filters the first queue where WebSphere MQ Put or JMS Send operations occur with the subsequent
correlated traces. The property also filters the traces for the WebSphere MQ Get or JMS Receive operations.

Default: None

Example:

• To filter all the queues containing the word "SYSTEM" of the Queue Manager QM1 from transaction tracing, set the
property as follows:
QM1.mqtracing.exclude.queues.regex=.*SYSTEM.*

• To filter all the queues of the Queue Manager QM1 from transaction tracing, set the property as follows:
QM1.mqtracing.exclude.queues.regex=.*

• To filter all the queues except queues TRACE.QUEUE1 and TRACE.QUEUE2 of the Queue Manager QM1 from
transaction tracing, set the property as follows:
QM1.mqtracing.exclude.queues.regex=(?!((.*TRACE.QUEUE1.*)|(.*TRACE.QUEUE2.*))).*
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introscope.agent.mq.headerinsertion.enabled

This property is used to enable MQRFH2 or JMS header insertion which is needed for correlating MQ Connector calls with
other Java Components.

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.mq.headerinsertion.enabled=false 

Notes: 

• If no value is provided, header insertion is enabled.
• Application restart is required to publish any change to this property.

introscope.agent.mq.headerread.enabled

This property to used to read MQRFH2 or JMS header.

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.mq.headerread.enabled=false

Notes: 

• If no value is provided, header insertion is enabled.
• Application restart is required to publish any change to this property.

 JCA/JMS Operational Groups
 
JCA Operational Groups

The JCA Operational Groups are broadly categorized in to JCA Queue Manager Operations and JCA Queue Operational
Groups.

  

JCA Queue Manager Operations

The following JCA queue manager operations are available to you:

Disconnect Operational Group

Operation name: Manager Disconnect

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager disconnect functions in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: Unregister

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager unregister functions in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: Cleanup

Description: 

Monitors the cleanup functions that are called on the Queue Manager object in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: Destroy

Description: 

Monitors the destroy functions that are called on the Queue Manager object in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: Session Disconnect

Description: 

Monitors all the session disconnection operations on the Queue Manager object in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Connect Operational Group

Operation name: Begin

Description: 
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Monitors the Queue Manager begin() operation in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: Access Process

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager process access operation in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: Get Connection

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager connection get operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: Session Connect

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager session connect operations, such as MQCONN, MQCONNX in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: XA Session Start

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager session start operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: XA Session Prepare

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager XA enabled prepare session operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: Queue Process Get Type

Description: 

Monitors the Application Type operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Commit Operational Group

Operation name: Manager Commit

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager commit operations in com.ibm.mq.jar.

Operation name: Session Commit

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager session client commit operations in com.ibm.mq.jar.

Operation name: XA Session Commit

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager XA enabled session client commit operations in com.ibm.mq.jar.

Put Operational Group

Operation name: Manager Put

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager put operations in com.ibm.mq.jar.

Operation name: Distribution List Put

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager distribution list put operations in com.ibm.mq.jar.

Get Operational Group

Operation name: Access Queue

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager queue access operations in com.ibm.mq.jar.

Operation name: Distribution List Get
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Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager distribution list get operations in com.ibm.mq.jar.

Operation name: Get Count

Description: 

Monitors the Queue Manager getcount() operation

Open Operational Group

Operation name: Session Open

Description: 

Monitors the session client open operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: XA Session Open

Description: 

Monitors the XA enabled session client open operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Close Operational Group

Operation name: Session Close

Description: 

Monitors the session client close operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: XA Session Close

Description: 

Monitors the XA enabled session client close operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: Process Close

Description: 

Monitors the mqprocess object operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Rollback Operational Group

Operation name: Session Rollback

Description: 

Monitors the session client rollback operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: XA Session Rollback

Description: 

Monitors the XA enabled session client rollback operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Operation name: XA Session Recover

Description: 

Monitors the session client recover operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

JCA Queue Operational Groups

The following JCA queue operational groups are available to you:

Put Operational Group

Operation name: Queue Put

Description: 

Monitors the queue put operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

Get Operational Group

Operation name: Queue Get

Description: 
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Monitors the queue get operations in the com.ibm.mq.jar file.

JMS Operational Groups

This section describes the following JMS Operational Groups:

• JMS Queue Manager Operational Groups
• JMS Queue/Topic Operational Groups

JMS Queue Manager Operational Groups

Receive Operational Group

Operation name: Create Receiver

Description: 

Monitors the JMS create receiver operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Create Subscriber

Description: 

Monitors the JMS create subscriber operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

 Operation name: Create Browser

 Description: 

Monitors the JMS create browser operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Create Consumer

Description: 

Monitors the JMS create consumer operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Get Topic

Description: 

Monitors the JMS get topic operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Async Receive

Description: 

Monitors the JMS Async receive operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Receive No Wait

Description: 

Monitors the JMS receive no wait operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

 Operation name: Consumer Receive

 Description: 

Monitors the JMS consumer receive operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Send Operational Group

Operation name: Create Sender

Description: 

Monitors the JMS sender creation operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Create Producer

Description: 

Monitors the JMS producer creation operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Create Destination

Description: 

Monitors the JMS destination creation operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.
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Operation name: Create Message

Description: 

Monitors the JMS message creation operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Process Message

Description: 

Monitors the JMS message process operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Connect Operational Group

Operation name: Create Queue

Description: 

Monitors the JMS queue creation operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Create Publisher

Description: 

Monitors the JMS create publisher operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Create Topic

Description: 

Monitors the JMS Topic creation operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Get Server Session Pool

Description: 

Monitors the JMS session pool operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Disconnect Operational Group

Operation name: Unsubscribe

Description: 

Monitors the JMS unsubscribe operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Close Connect

Description: 

Monitors the JMS connection close operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Close Operational Group

Operation name: Session Close

Description: 

Monitors the JMS session close operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Commit Operational Group

Operation name: Session Commit

Description: 

Monitors the JMS session commit operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Rollback Operational Group

Operation name: Session Recover

Description: 

Monitors the JMS session recover operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

 Operation name: Session Rollback

 Description: 

Monitors the JMS connection close operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.
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JMS Queue/Topic Operational Groups
Send Operational Group

 Operation name: Publish

 Description: 

Monitors the JMS Queue/Topic publish operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Producer Send

Description: 

Monitors the JMS Queue/Topic send operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Process Message

Description: 

Monitors the JMS agent thread process message operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Receive Operational Group

Operation name: Get Topic

Description: 

Monitors the JMS Topic get operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Async Receive

Description: 

Monitors the JMS Queue/Topic async receive operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Receive No Wait

Description: 

Monitors the JMS Queue/Topic receive no wait operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Operation name: Consumer Receive

Description: 

Monitors the JMS Queue/Topic consumer receive operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Connect Operational Group

Operation name: Get Server Session Pool

Description: 

Monitors the JMS session pool get operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

Disconnect Operational Group

Operation name: Close Connection

Description: 

Monitors the JMS Queue/Topic connection close operations in the com.ibm.mqjms.jar file.

 Java Agent Properties
 

The agent refers to properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile for its standard connection and naming properties. When
you install an agent, the agent profile is installed in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core
\config directory.

Note:

 All the Java agent properties apply to on-premise DX APM, and only some terms apply to CA Digital Experience Insights
Application Performance Management.

     

Configuring the IntroscopeAgent.profile Location
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DX APM looks for the agent profile in these locations, in this sequence:

1. The location that is defined in the system property com.wily.introscope.agentProfile 
2. The location that is defined in com.wily.introscope.agentResource 
3.  <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory

Note:   When adding a path on a Windows computer, escape the backslash (\) with another backslash as follows: C:\
\Introscope\\lib\\Agent.jar.

You can change the location of the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Define the new location using one of these methods:

• Define a system property on the Java command line with the -D option. Specify the full path to IntroscopeAgent.profile
file location.

-Dcom.wily.introscope.agentProfile=/path/to/
IntroscopeAgent.profile

• Make the IntroscopeAgent.profile available in a resource on the classpath.
Set com.wily.introscope.agentResource to specify the path to the resource containing the agent profile.

Note:   If you change the location of the IntroscopeAgent.profile, also change the AutoProbe log location.

More information: Managing ProbeBuilder Logs 
2. Move your ProbeBuilder directives (PBD and PBL files) to the same location as the agent profile. The PBD and PBL files

are referenced relative to the profile location.

Command-line Property Overrides

You can override specific properties of the Enterprise Manager, agents, and the user interface using the command line.
Command-line overrides for the Java agent are especially useful in clustered environments with the following characteristics:

• Multiple copies of an agent are being shared.
• When you must configure the agent settings for each monitored application.

 Prerequisites:  The agent is installed and configured on the application server to be monitored. The agent successfully
connects to the Enterprise Manager.

 To override agent properties using the command line 

1. Open the file where you modified the Java command to start the agent.
The location of this file varies depending on the application server you use in your environment.

2. Add a -D command to override a property. For example, you can add the following command to make the agent also use
the weblogic-full.pbl file:

-Dintroscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=weblogic-full.pbl

Place this command next to other -D commands in the open file.

Note:   When you use this command to override hot-deployable properties, the property is no longer hot deployable. If
you modify the property at a later time in the configuration file, the user interface issues a warning message. The message
states that you modified an overridden property and your change has no effect. To avoid this situation, remove the override
command before modifying the property in a configuration file.

3. Save the file.
4. Restart the agent.

For example, if you added the -Dintroscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=weblogic-
full. pbl command, after restarting the agent, you are able to see the extra WebLogic metrics in the agent node.
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Warning:   System properties become part of the property space of DX APM properties. This situation allows
information such as the

java.io.tmpdir

to be visible to anything using

IndexedProperties

.

Agent Common Directory
introscope.agent.common.directory

This property specifies the location of agent-extension related files.

 Default: Common folder in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\common directory.

 Example: introscope.agent.common.directory=../../common

Agent Failover Properties

When the Java agent loses connection with its primary Enterprise Manager, you can configure agent failover. These properties
specify the Enterprise Manager to which the agent fails over. The properties also specify how often the agent tries to reconnect
to its primary Enterprise Manager.

Connection Order

Use the agentManager.url property to set the connection order of backup Enterprise Managers.

The number in the property suffix automatically determines the connection order. If the primary Enterprise
Manager (agentManager.url.1) is not available, the agent tries to connect to the next Enterprise Manager
(agentManager.url.2). If the agent does not connect with its first backup Enterprise Manager, it tries the next Enterprise
Manager (agentManager.url.3).

 If the agent is disconnected from its default Enterprise Manager, specify the connection order that the agent uses.

 Example 

agentManager.url.1=sfcollect01:5001agentManager.url.2=paris:5001agentManager.url.3=voyager:5002

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.failbackRetryIntervalInSeconds

This property requires the agent to keep trying to connect to its allowed Enterprise Managers until one is available.

This property specifies the number of seconds between attempts by a denied agent to reconnect to these Enterprise Managers:

• Enterprise Managers, which are based on order that is configured in the agent profile agentManager.url.x property
value.

• Any Enterprise Manager allowed based on loadbalancing.xml configuration.

If an agent cannot connect to an Enterprise Manager, it handles connections in these ways:

• Agent tries to connect to the next allowed Enterprise Manager.
• Agent does not connect to any Enterprise Manager on which it is disallowed.

 Default 

The default interval is 120 seconds.
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 Example 

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.failbackRetryIntervalInSeconds=120

 Notes: 

• This property is commented out by default.
• This property is useful for environments where an agent is allowed to connect across the following DX APM components:

• Clusters
• Collectors and Standalone Enterprise Managers
• Any combination of clusters, Collectors, and Standalone Enterprise Managers

 Example
These actions occur when an agent can connect to Enterprise Managers in different clusters
and introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.failbackRetryIntervalInSeconds is not configured:

1. An agent that is connected to an Enterprise Manager in Cluster 1 disconnects.
2. The agent connects to an Enterprise Manager in Cluster 2 in disallowed mode.
3. The agent does not know when the allowed Enterprise Manager in Cluster 1 becomes available.

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent to Enterprise Manager Connection Properties

You can control how the agent connects to the Enterprise Manager.

agentManager.url.1

This property specifies the following settings:

• The host name of the computer running the Enterprise Manager that the agent connects to by default
• The port number on the computer that hosts the Enterprise Manager that listens for connections from the agent

 Default: localhost 

 Example: 

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent HTTP Tunneling for Proxy Servers

These properties apply to agents configured to tunnel over HTTP that must use a proxy server for
Enterprise Manager connection.

agentManager.httpProxy.host

This property the proxy server host name.

 Default: not specified

 Notes: 

• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

agentManager.httpProxy.port

This property specifies the proxy server port number.

 Default: not specified

 Notes: 

• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

agentManager.httpProxy.username

 When the proxy server requires the agent to authenticate it, specifies the user name for authentication.

 Default: not specified
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 Notes: 

• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

agentManager.httpProxy.password

When the proxy server requires the agent to authenticate it, specifies the password for authentication.

 Default: not specified

 Notes: 

• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Memory Overhead Property

Significant agent memory overhead only occurs in certain extreme cases. The typical trade-off for lowering memory
consumption is a potential increase in response time. However, each application is unique and the trade-off between memory
usage and response time can vary depending on each application.

introscope.agent.reduceAgentMemoryOverhead

This property specifies the agent configuration to use. Uncomment if you want to reduce the agent memory overhead.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false 

 Example: introscope.agent.reduceAgentMemoryOverhead=false

 Notes: 

• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Metric Aging Properties

Agent metric aging periodically removes dead metrics from the agent memory cache. A dead metric is a metric that has no new
data reported in a configured amount of time. Removing old metrics helps to improve agent performance and avoid potential
metric explosions.

Note:   A metric explosion happens when an agent reports more metrics than the system can handle. When too many metrics
are reported, the agent can affect the performance of the application server. In extreme cases, the agent can prevent the server
from functioning at all.

Metrics that are in a group are removed only if all metrics in the group are considered candidates for removal. Currently,
only BlamePointTracer and MetricRecordingAdministrator metrics are removed as a group. Other metrics are
removed individually.

The MetricRecordingAdministrator has the following interfaces for creating, retrieving, or removing a metric group:

•   getAgent().IAgent_getMetricRecordingAdministrator.addMetricGroup 
String component, collection metrics. The component name is the metric resource name of the metric
group. The metrics must be under the same metric node to qualify as a group. The metrics are a collection
of com.wily.introscope.spec.metric.AgentMetric data structures. You can only add AgentMetric data structures to this
collection.

•   getAgent().IAgent_getMetricRecordingAdministrator.getMetricGroup 
String component. Based on the component name which is the metric resource name, you can get the Collection of metrics.

•   getAgent().IAgent_getMetricRecordingAdministrator.removeMetricGroup 
String component. The metric group is removed based on the component which is the metric resource name.

• getAgent().IAgent_getDataAccumulatorFactory.isRemoved
Checks if the metric is removed. You use this interface if you keep an instance of an accumulator in your extension. If the
accumulator is removed because of metric aging, you use this interface to prevent holding onto a dead reference.
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Warning:   When you create an extension that uses a

MetricRecordingAdministrator

interface (for example, for use with other CA Technologies products), be sure to delete your accumulator instance.
A metric can age out because it has not been invoked. When data later become available for that metric, the old
accumulator instance does not create new metric data points. To avoid this situation, do not delete your own instance
of an accumulator and use instead the

getDataAccumulatorFactory

interface.

Configuring Agent Metric Aging

Agent metric aging is on by default. You can turn off this capability using the
property  introscope.agent.metricAging.turnOn . If you remove this property from the IntroscopeAgent.profile, agent metric
aging is turned off by default.

Agent metric aging runs on a heartbeat in the agent. The heartbeat is configured the
property  introscope.agent.metricAging.heartbeatInterval . Be sure to keep the frequency of the heartbeat low. A higher
heartbeat impacts the performance of the agent and Introscope.

During each heartbeat, agent metric aging checks a set of metrics. You can configure the set using the
property  introscope.agent.metricAging.dataChunk . Keep this value low, because a higher value can affect performance.
The default value is 500 metrics that are checked per heartbeat. Each of the 500 metrics is checked to see if it is a candidate for
removal. For example, you set this property to check chunks of 500 metrics per heartbeat. You have a total of 10,000 metrics
in the agent memory. The value of 500 metrics takes the agent a certain about of time with a low-performance impact to check
all 10,000 metrics. However, if you set introscope.agent.metricAging.dataChunk to a higher number, the agent checks all
10,000 metrics faster, with possibly high overhead.

When a metric has not received new data after certain time frame, the metric is a candidate for removal. You can configure this
time frame using the property  introscope.agent.metricAging.numberTimeslices . This property is set to 180000 by default.
When a metric meets the condition for removal, then a check is performed.  Agent metric determines if all the metrics in its
group are candidates for metric removal. If this requirement has also been met, then the metric is removed.

introscope.agent.metricAging.turnOn

Turns on or off agent metric aging.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.turnOn=true

 Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.metricAging.heartbeatInterval

This property specifies the time interval when metrics are checked for removal, in seconds.

 Default: 86400

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.heartbeatInterval=86400

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.metricAging.dataChunk

This property specifies the number of metrics that are checked during each interval.

 Default: 500

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.dataChunk=500

 Note: No managed application restart needed
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introscope.agent.metricAging.numberTimeslices

This property specifies the number of intervals to check without any new data before making it a candidate for removal.

 Default: 180000

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.numberTimeslices=180000

 Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.metricAging.metricExclude.ignore.0

This property excludes specified metrics from being removed. To exclude one or more metrics from aging, add the metric
name or a metric filter to the list.

 Values: Comma-separated list of metrics. You can use an asterisk (*) as a wildcard in metric names.

 Default: metric names beginning with Threads ( Threads* ).

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.metricExclude.ignore.0=Threads*

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Agent Metric Clamp Property
introscope.agent.metricClamp

This property configures the agent to clamp approximately the number of metrics that are sent to the Enterprise Manager.

 Default: 50000

 Example: 

introscope.agent.metricClamp=50000

 Notes: 

• When the property is not set, by default the agent clamps at the maximum value of 50000 metrics, and new metrics are not
reported.

• For the Java Agent, by default the property value is set to 5000.
• This clamp property works with the introscope.enterprisemanager.agent.metrics.limit property that

is located in the apm-events-thresholds-config.xml file.
If introscope.enterprisemanager.agent.metrics.limit clamp value is triggered before
the introscope.agent.metricClamp value, then the Enterprise Manager reads the agent metrics, but does not
report them in the metric browser tree.
If the introscope.agent.metricClamp clamp value is triggered before
the introscope.enterprisemanager.agent.metrics.limit clamp value, the agent stops sending metrics to
the Enterprise Manager.

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Naming Properties

You can configure properties to obtain the Java agent name for application servers.

introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled

This property specifies whether agent autonaming is used to obtain the Java agent name for supported application servers.

 Values: true or false

 Default: Varies by application server.

 Example: introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled=false

 Notes: 

• Agent autonaming is enabled by default for WebLogic and WebSphere.
• Agent auto-naming is disabled in the Interstage and Tomcat application servers.
• You can enable autonaming for JBoss.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.
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introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingMaximumConnectionDelayInSeconds

This property specifies the number of seconds that an agent waits for naming information before connecting to the Enterprise
Manager.

 Default: 120

 Example: introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingMaximumConnectionDelayInSeconds=120

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.agentAutoRenamingIntervalInMinutes

This property specifies the number of minutes that an agent waits before determining whether it has been renamed.

 Default: 10 (minutes)

 Example: introscope.agent.agentAutoRenamingIntervalInMinutes=10

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.agentName

This property provides a default agent name when other agent naming methods fail.

 Value: For any installation, if the value of this property is invalid or if this property is deleted from the profile, the agent is
named UnnamedAgent.

 Example: #introscope.agent.agentName=AgentName

 Notes: 

• In the InstroscopeAgent.profile that is provided with the application-server-specific agent installers, the default reflects the
application server. For example, WebLogic Agent.

• In the IntroscopeAgent.profile that is provided with the default agent installer, the property value is AgentName. The line
is commented out.

• Uncomment this property to provide a default agent name if other agent naming methods fail.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile

 Note: CA CEM is available for on-premise DX APM only.

You enable ServletHeaderDecorator / HTTPHeaderDecorator and CEMTracer through
the introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile property configuration.

The directives file property specifies where to find the directive files (PBD) or directive lists (PBL) for AutoProbe.

AutoProbe uses directives to enable your applications, and to determine which metrics the agents report to the Enterprise
Manager.

 Settings 

The settings depend on the agent application server that is installed, with the format of  <appserver>-
full.pbl or  <appserver>-typical.pbl.

 Default 

default-typical.pbl

 Example 

introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=weblogic-typical.pbl

 Notes 

Although you can simply add ServletHeaderDecorator.pbd or httpheaderdecorator.pbd to the end of this
property list, it is better practice to perform this procedure:
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1. Locate the PBL file that is specified in the property.
For example, in introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=weblogic-typical.pbl, the specified pbl
is weblogic-typical.pbl.

2. Open the PBL file in a text editor.
3. For a Java agent, uncomment to enable the ServletHeaderDecorator.pbd line.
4. For a .NET agent, uncomment to enable the httpheaderdecorator.pbd line.
5. Save your changes to the PBL file.

introscope.agent.agentNameSystemPropertyKey

This property specifies the agent name using the value of a Java system property.

 Default: Not specified.

 Example: introscope.agent.agentNameSystemPropertyKey

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.disableLogFileAutoNaming

This property specifies whether to disable automatic naming of the agent log files when using AutoNaming options.

Setting this property to true disables log-file auto-naming for agents, AutoProbe, and LeakHunter with the agent name or a
timestamp.

 Value: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.disableLogFileAutoNaming=false

 Notes: 

• Log file auto-naming takes effect only in two situations. When the agent name can be determined using a Java system
property or an application server custom service.

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.clonedAgent

This property enables you to run identical copies of an application on the same computer. Set this property to true if you have
identical copies of an application running on the same computer.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.clonedAgent=false

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.customProcessName

This property specifies the process name as it ideally appears in the Enterprise Manager and the user interface.

 Default: Varies by application server

 Example: introscope.agent.customProcessName=CustomProcessName

 Notes: 

• In the agent profile that is provided with application-server-specific agent installers, the default reflects the application
server. For instance, WebLogic.

• In the agent profile that is provided with the default agent installer, this property is commented out.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.defaultProcessName

This property specifies the value that is used for the process name, when two conditions are met. When no custom process
name is provided, and when the agent is unable to determine the main application class name.

 Default: UnknownProcess

 Example: introscope.agent.defaultProcessName=UnknownProcess

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.
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 introscope.agent.display.hostName.as.fqdn

This property specifies whether the agent name is displayed as a fully qualified domain name (fqdn). To enable the fully
qualified domain name, set this property value to true. By default, the agent displays the host name.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.display.hostName.as.fqdn=false

 Notes: 

• For the Catalyst integration, set this property to true.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Recording (Business Recording) Property

You can control how the agent handles business transaction recording.

introscope.agent.bizRecording.enabled

This property enables or disables business transaction recording for the agent.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: introscope.agent.bizRecording.enabled=true

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Thread Priority Property

The property in this section controls the priority of agent threads.

introscope.agent.thread.all.priority

This property controls the priority of agent threads.

 Values: 1 (low) to 10 (high).

 Default: 5

 Example: introscope.agent.thread.all.priority=5

 Notes: 

• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Application Naming Property

The property in this section configures the name of Java applications that are displayed in the user interface and Metric
Browser tree.

introscope.agent.application.name 

This property allows to you set one custom name for all the Java applications that are connected to this agent. The custom
name displays instead of the default Java application name.

When this property value is not specified, individual application names display as individual node names in the user interface
and the Metric Browser tree. For example, an agent monitors different applications. The agent reports the metrics for each
application as a separate node under the Frontends node.
When this property is uncommented and specified, individual application names are bundled. The names
display as one custom node name in the user interface and the Metric Browser tree. For example, you
set  introscope.agent.application.name=Application 1. An agent monitoring different application reports the metrics for
each application under the Frontends | Application 1 | URLs.

 Values: Alphanumeric string. No wildcards are allowed.

 Default: This property has no default setting.

 Example: introscope.agent.application.name=Application 1

 Notes: 

http://introscope.agent.display.hostName.as
http://introscope.agent.application.name
http://introscope.agent.application.name
http://introscope.agent.application.name
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• This property is commented out by default.
• No managed application restart needed

AutoProbe Properties
introscope.autoprobe.constructor.policy

Constructor instrumentation limitations can cause byte-code verification errors on some JVMs. Constructor instrumentation
policies allow as much visibility as possible to constructor transactions while taking into account the limitations.

 Values: 

• Full
Full instrumentation provides the full timing of constructor methods and catches all thrown exceptions. However, this
setting can cause class verification errors on some applications and JVMs.

• Partial
The Java Agent does not report the timing of the super() constructor method call and cannot catch any exception
that is caused by the super().

• None
The Java Agent is not allowed to instrument constructor methods.

 Default: Partial

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.constructor.policy=Partial

 Notes: 

• This property is not included in the introscopeagent.profile file. Add this property to the <Agent_Home>\releases
\<release_number>\core\config\introscopeagent.profile to change it.

• The property values are case-sensitive. The first letter must be uppercase, and the remaining letters must be lowercase.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect. 

introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile

This property specifies ProbeBuilder directives files for AutoProbe.

 Default: Varies by installer.

 Note: If this property includes one or more directories, and dynamic ProbeBuilding is enabled, the agent loads directives files
from the specified directories without an application restart.

introscope.autoprobe.enable

This property enables or disables inserting probes into bytecode automatically.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.enable=true

 Notes: 

• Setting this property to false turns off automatic insertion of probes into the application bytecode, but does not turn off the
agent or agent reporting.

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.logfile

This property specifies if the location of the log file must be moved to something other than the default.

 Values: Absolute file paths, or nonabsolute paths. Nonabsolute names are resolved relative to the location of this properties
file.

 Default: ../../logs/AutoProbe.log

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.logfile=../../logs/AutoProbe.log

To disable logging, comment out the log file as follows:

introscope.autoprobe.logfile=logs/AutoProbe.log
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You can set a JVM parameter to limit the AutoProbelog to an approximate size. When this property is set, AutoProbe log
compares the current log size to this system property. If the current log size is larger than the property value, then AutoProbe
logging stops. Therefore, the AutoProbe log file size can be larger than the specified value.

Add this property to the monitored application Java parameters in the same location as the -javaagent properties:

 -Dcom.wily.autoprobe.logSizeInKB= 

This example shows how to limit an AutoProbe log file size to about 1 MB (1024 KB):

 -Dcom.wily.autoprobe.logSizeInKB=1024 

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Bootstrap Classes Instrumentation Manager Properties

The properties in this section configure the Bootstrap Classes Instrumentation Manager:

The Bootstrap Classes Instrumentation Manager instruments a set of classes after the agent bootstrap. This
instrumenting improves agent performance and allows easy implementation of tracers for Java NIO and Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL).  Comment out this property in the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config
\IntroscopeAgent.profile to disable it.

introscope.bootstrapClassesManager.enabled

This property enables or disables the bootstrap manager. When set to false, no system classes are instrumented.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.bootstrapClassesManager.enabled=true

 Note: 

• This property only functions with JVMs running Java 1.5 at a minimum.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.bootstrapClassesManager.waitAtStartup

Sets the time in seconds for the agent wait time after startup to instrument bootstrap classes.

 Default: 

• 240 seconds when used with Interstage, WebLogic, or WebSphere application server
• 5 seconds when used with JBoss, Sun, or Tomcat

 Example: introscope.bootstrapClassesManager.waitAtStartup=5

 Note: 

• This property only functions with JVMs running Java 1.5 at a minimum.
• When this property is active, it can overrule classes that have been designated as skipped. If skipped classes are being

instrumented, contact your CA Technologies representative, or CA Support.

CA CEM Agent Profile Properties

You can configure CA CEM-related IntroscopeAgent.profile (also named the agent profile) properties file found in
the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config directory.

 Note: CA CEM is available for on-premise DX APM only.

introscope.agent.remoteagentconfiguration.allowedFiles

This property identifies the files that are allowed to be copied remotely from any computer to the agent directory.

The Enterprise Manager uses the file name in this property to identify the valid CA CEM domain configuration file to send to
the agents. The domain configuration file contains the CA CEM business service and transactions definitions.

 Settings 

Use valid file name.

 Default 

domainconfig.xml
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 Example 

introscope.agent.remoteagentconfiguration.allowedFiles=domainconfig.xml

 Note: This property is valid for CA CEM releases.

introscope.agent.remoteagentconfiguration.enabled

If this Boolean value is set to true, it allows remote file copies to the agent from another computer.

The Enterprise Manager requires you to set this property to true to send the CA CEM domain configuration file to the agents.
The domain configuration file contains the CA CEM business service and transactions definitions.

 Settings 

True or False

 Default 

• True for Java Agents
• False for .NET Agents

 Example 

introscope.agent.remoteagentconfiguration.enabled=true

 Note: Noncompatible agents are an unsupported .NET agent, an EPA agent, or other non-Java agent. When agents are
noncompatible, set introscope.agent.remoteagentconfiguration.enabled to false.

introscope.agent.decorator.enabled

When this Boolean value is set to true, it configures the agent to add extra performance monitoring information to
HTTP response headers. ServletHeaderDecorator / HTTPHeaderDecorator attaches the GUID to each transaction and inserts
the GUID into an HTTP header, x-wily-info.

This property enables the correlation of transactions between CA CEM and Introscope.

 Settings: True or false

 Default 

• False for Java agents
• False for .NET agents

 Note: No managed application restart needed

 Example 

introscope.agent.decorator.enabled=false

introscope.agent.decorator.security

This property determines the format of the decorated HTTP response headers that are sent to CA CEM.

 Settings: 

• Clear
Clear text encoding

• Encrypted
The header data is encrypted.

 Default: Encrypted
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 Example 

introscope.agent.decorator.security=encrypted

ChangeDetector Configuration Properties

You can control how the local agent works with ChangeDetector.

introscope.changeDetector.enable

This property specifies whether ChangeDetector is enabled or disabled. Set the property to true to enable ChangeDetector.

 Values: True or false

 Default: False

 Example 

introscope.changeDetector.enable=false

 Notes: 

• This property is commented out by default.
•  If you enable ChangeDetector, set the additional ChangeDetector-related properties.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.changeDetector.agentID

This property specifies the text string that is used by ChangeDetector to identify the local agent. If you enable
ChangeDetector, uncomment this property and set it to an appropriate value.

 Default:  SampleApplicationName 

 Example: 

introscope.changeDetector.agentID=SampleApplicationName

 Note: This property is commented out by default.

introscope.changeDetector.rootDir

This property specifies the root directory for ChangeDetector files. The root directory is the folder where ChangeDetector
creates its local cache files.

 Values: Full path to the root directory for ChangeDetector files as a text string.

 Default: The default path is c:\\sw\\AppServer\\<Agent_Home>\\change_detector.

 Example: 

introscope.changeDetector.rootDir=c:\\sw\\AppServer\\<Agent_Home>\
\change_detector

 Note: Use a backslash to escape the backslash character, as in the example.

introscope.changeDetector.isengardStartupWaitTimeInSec

This property specifies the number of seconds to wait after the agent starts before ChangeDetector tries to connect to the
Enterprise Manager.
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 Default: 15 (seconds)

 Example: 

introscope.changeDetector.isengardStartupWaitTimeInSec=15

 Note: This property is commented out by default.

introscope.changeDetector.waitTimeBetweenReconnectInSec

This property specifies the number of seconds ChangeDetector waits before retrying a connection to the Enterprise Manager.

 Default: 10 (seconds)

 Example: 

introscope.changeDetector.waitTimeBetweenReconnectInSec=10

 Note: This property is commented out by default.

introscope.changeDetector.profile

This property specifies the absolute or relative path to the ChangeDetector datasources configuration file.

 Default: ChangeDetector-config.xml

 Example 

introscope.changeDetector.profile=CDConfig\\ChangeDetector-config.xml

 Notes: 

• Use a backslash to escape the backslash character, as in the example.
• This property is commented out by default.

introscope.changeDetector.profileDir

This property specifies the absolute or relative path to the directory that contains data source configuration files.
When this property is set, all the data source configuration files in this directory and any file that is specified by
the introscope.changeDetector.profile property are used.

 Default: changeDetector_profiles

 Example: 

introscope.changeDetector.profileDir=c:\\CDconfig\
\changeDetector_profiles

 Notes: 

• Use a backslash to escape the backslash character.
• This property is commented out by default.

introscope.changeDetector.compressEntries.enable

This property specifies whether to allow compression on the ChangeDetector data buffer.  When you experience memory
consumption at startup, you can set this property to true to improve performance.

 Values: true or false
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 Default: False, if the property is not set in the agent profile or the property is commented out.

 Example: 

introscope.changeDetector.compressEntries.enable=true

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.changeDetector.compressEntries.batchSize

This property defines the batch size for the compression job, set in
the introscope.changeDetector.compressEntries.enable property.

 Default: 1000

 Example: 

introscope.changeDetector.compressEntries.batchSize=1000

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Command Center Property

introscope.agent.acc.enable

This property enables or disables connectivity to the Agent Controller.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.acc.enable=true

 Note: This property is not part of the <Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config
\IntroscopeAgent.profile file. Add this property if you want DX APM Command Center to manage the agent.

Deep Inheritance Settings

The most common functionality for which you would enable the deep inheritance property is EJB and servlet request tracing.
For example, WebLogic uses its own implementation of ServletRequest and it is not recognized if the deep inheritance
property is disabled. EJBs only work if they directly implement SessionBean and EJBObject which, depends on the
web server version and type of implementation. This rule also applies to extension and other custom PBDs that apply the deep
inheritance property.

 PBD Examples: 

apm-common.pbd IdentifyDeepInheritedAs: javax.servlet.ServletRequest
 ServletRequestClassIdentifyDeepInheritedAs:
 javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest
 ServletRequestClassj2ee.pbd IdentifyDeepInheritedAs:
 javax.ejb.SessionBean SessionBeanTracingIdentifyDeepInheritedAs:
 javax.ejb.EntityBean EntityBeanTracingIdentifyDeepInheritedAs:
 javax.ejb.MessageDrivenBean
 MessageDrivenBeanTracingIdentifyDeepInheritedAs: javax.ejb.EJBObject
 EJB2StubTracingHTTP_Tracer_For_SYSVIEW.pbd IdentifyDeepInheritedAs: java.net.URLConnection
 URLConnectionCorrelationTracingIdentifyDeepInheritedAs:
 javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet HttpServletCorrelationTracing

introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.enabled

http://java.net
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This property enables deep inheritance instrumentation through PBD directives.

If this property is set to false, deep inheritance directives behave as shallow inheritance. Meaning, inheritance relations beyond
the immediate superclass interfaces are not recognized.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Property Example: introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.enabled=false

 Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.enable

If you enable the deep inheritance property, this property takes effect. This property controls whether deep inheritance
automatically turns off when it takes too much time.

• If the property is set to true, deep inheritance automatically turns off when it takes too much time. 
• If the property is set to false, deep inheritance does not automatically turn off and it continues.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Property Example: introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.enable=true

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.requests.per.interval

If you enable the deep inheritance auto-turn off property, this property takes effect. This property specifies the number of
requests in a checking interval.

 Values: numeric

 Default: 100

 Property Example: introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.requests.per.interval=100

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.maxtime.per.interval

If you enable the deep inheritance auto-turn off property, this parameter takes effect. This property specifies the maximum
amount of time in milliseconds allowed in a checking interval.

 Values: numeric

 Default: 12000

 Property Example: introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.maxtime.per.interval=12000

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.maxtime.total

If you enable the deep inheritance auto-turn off property, the
introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.maxtime.total property takes effect. The
introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.maxtime.total property specifies the total maximum time deep inheritance
can spend after an application starts. If the application exceeds the value that is specified, then deep inheritance is disabled. 

 Values: numeric

 Default: 120000

 Property Example: introscope.autoprobe.deepinheritance.auto.turnoff.maxtime.total=120000

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Dynamic Instrumentation Properties

You can enable classes and methods to be instrumented dynamically. Dynamic instrumentation does not require writing
custom PBDs, restarting the application server, or restarting the agent.

introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled

This property enables dynamic ProbeBuilding for agents.
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 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled=true

 Notes: 

• Valid for agents that run on JDK 1.5 at a minimum and use AutoProbe.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.simpleClassNameSearch.enabled

This property enables the simple class name search in dynamic Instrumentation when redefining the classes. Use this property
when redefining JSP classes on the WebSphere application server or on WebSphere Liberty Profile. Enable this property when
you see the following exception in the agent log:

[IntroscopeAgent.Agent] Could not obtain class bytes for the class -
com.ibm._jsp._directives java.io.IOException: input stream null ....

 Default: false

 Example:

introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.simpleClassNameSearch.enabled=true

 Note: This property is not in the file by default. To add this property, copy and paste the example text into the

<Agent_Home>\releases\<release_number>\core\config\IntroscopeAgent.profile

file.

autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.pollIntervalMinutes

This property determines the frequency with which the agent polls for new and changed PBDs.

 Default: 1

 Example: autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.pollIntervalMinutes=1

 Note: Valid for agents that run on JDK 1.5 at a minimum using AutoProbe and dynamic ProbeBuilding

introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.classFileSizeLimitInMegs

Some classloader implementations have returned huge class files. Use this property to prevent memory errors.

 Default: 1

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.classFileSizeLimitInMegs=1

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.dynamic.limitRedefinedClassesPerBatchTo

Redefining too many classes at a time can be very CPU intensive. When changes in PBDs trigger a redefinition of
a large number of classes, this property batches the process at a comfortable rate.

 Default: 10

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.dynamic.limitRedefinedClassesPerBatchTo=10

introscope.agent.remoteagentdynamicinstrumentation.enabled

This property enables or disables remote management of dynamic instrumentation.
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 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: introscope.agent.remoteagentdynamicinstrumentation.enabled=true

 Notes: 

• Dynamic instrumentation is a CPU-intensive operation. Use configurations that minimize the classes that are being
instrumented.

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.pollIntervalMinutes

This property defines the polling interval in minutes to poll for PBD changes.

 Default: 1

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.pollIntervalMinutes=1

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

ErrorDetector Properties

ErrorDetector is installed by default with the agent. You can control how the agent interacts with ErrorDetector. 

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.enable

This property enables the agent to capture transaction details about serious errors. This property must be set to true for error
snapshots to be available for viewing.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Note: You do not need to restart the managed application.

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle

This property specifies the maximum number of error snapshots that the agent can send in a 15-second period.

 Default: 10

 Example: introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle=10

 Note: You do not need to restart the managed application.

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.<index>

This property specifies one or more error message filters. You can specify as many filters as you need using the index
identifier that is appended to the property name. for example, .0, .1, .2 and so on. You can use wildcards (*). Error messages
matching the criteria that you specify are ignored. Also, error snapshots and error metrics are not generated and sent to the
Enterprise Manager.

 Default: The IntroscopeAgent.profile provides example values.

 Example: 

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0=*com.company.HarmlessException*
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.1=*HTTP Error Code: 404*
Note: You do not need to restart the managed application.

Extensions Properties

You can configure the location and capabilities of agent extensions.

introscope.agent.extensions.directory

This property specifies the location of agent extensions that you select from the installer, download from support, or copy from
<Agent_Home>/examples. You can specify an absolute or relative path to the directory. When you do not specify an absolute
path, the path that you specify is resolved relative to the IntroscopeAgent.profile location.

We recommend that you do not change the default directory value.

 Default: <Agent_Home>/ext directory.

 Example: introscope.agent.extensions.directory=../ext
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 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.directory

This property specifies the installation directory for agent extensions.

 Default: <Agent_Home>/extensions

 Example: introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.directory=<Agent_Home>/extensions

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.mode

This property sets the agent extension loading mechanism. Here are the mode values:

•  Off disables the extension loading and unloading from the <Agent_Home>/extensions directory.
•  Controlled loads and unloads extensions only at agent startup. Controlled mode is suitable for production use to control

when and how agents load agent extensions. Some extensions can only run in controlled mode and cannot be set to
Dynamic mode. Controlled mode extensions always require application restart to enable monitoring.

•  Dynamic loads and unloads extensions that do not require application restart during runtime.

 Default: Dynamic

 Example: introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.mode=dynamic

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

External Business Transaction Monitoring Properties

In the IntroscopeAgent.* profile, you can use:

• The External Business Transaction Monitoring properties to configure DX APM business transaction to external business
transaction matching. End-User Endpoints Monitoring uses this name matching.

• The transaction tracer configuration x-apm-bt property to record specific HTTP request headers, parameters, or session
attributes in the transaction tracer data.

 Note: The properties are not for the legacy mode Java agent.

  introscope.agent.external.biz.enabled 

This property enables and disables external business transaction monitoring.

 Default: True

  introscope.agent.external.biz.header.size.max 

This property specifies the maximum data size for the External Business Transaction header parameter (x-apm-bt). The unit
is 1 KB. A request with a parameter exceeding this limit is not processed as an External Business Transaction.

 Default: 10

  introscope.agent.external.biz.bt.count.max 

This property specifies the maximum number (clamp) of External Business Transactions allowed. The clamp is per agent
(the instrumented Java backend application instance). If the clamp is reached, an entry appears in the agent logs and in the
supportability metric. This property resets the current External Business Transaction definition.

 Default: 100

 introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.headers=x-apm-bt 

This property specifies HTTP request headers, parameters, or session attributes in the Transaction Tracer data.

GC Monitor Property

The metrics under the GC Monitor node report information about Garbage Collectors and Memory Pools. These metrics help
you detect memory-related issues that are adversely affecting performance. Manually enable the collection of these metrics in
the agent profile.

introscope.agent.gcmonitor.enable

This property enables or disables the metrics for Garbage Collectors and Memory Pools.

 Values: true or false

http://introscope.agent.external.biz
http://introscope.agent.external.biz
http://introscope.agent.external.biz.bt
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 Default: true

 Example: introscope.agent.gcmonitor.enable=true

 Note: 

• You can only report GC Monitor metrics for agents that monitor Sun or IBM JVMs.
• No managed application restart needed 

Java NIO Properties

The Java agent supports the Java New I/O (Java NIO, or NIO) capabilities. Java NIO is a collection of APIs designed to
provide access to the low-level I/O operations of modern operating systems. Java NIO metrics capture information about how
instrumented applications use Java NIO.

Note:  DX APM Java NIO metrics and metric collection of Java NIO information is only available on Java 1.5 JVMs at a
minimum.

The Java Agent collects metrics for NIO channels.

You can restrict the generation of certain NIO metrics.

Java NIO tracer groups have been enabled by default. You can turn off these tracer groups to restrict metric generation further.

Channels

Java NIO channels provide bulk data transfers to and from NIO buffers, and external systems. This low-level data transfer
mechanism was designed to address performance and scalability issues within the standard Java I/O.

Channels provide mechanisms for moving bytes between buffers and external systems. DX APM channel metrics characterize
data flow rates through channels. Collected NIO channel metrics correspond to metrics currently created for file and socket I/O
using standard Java I/O techniques. Metrics for the following channel types are collected separately and displayed in the user
interface:

• Datagram Channels
• Socket Channels

NIODatagramTracing Metrics

Although UDP is a connection-less protocol, the term "connection" is used in the description of NIODatagramTracing to
describe how the Java Agent collects datagram metrics. The Java agent collects metrics separately for
each remote endpoint datagram that is ‘sent to’ or ‘received from’. Connections are classified as client or server depending on
the direction of the first datagram observed from each ‘to’ or ‘from’ endpoint.

For example, if the first datagram is ‘from’ the endpoint, the Java agent classifies all further datagrams to or from that
endpoint. The metric displays under NIO|Channels|Datagrams|Server|Port {PORT}, where {PORT} is the local port.

When the first datagram is to the endpoint, all further datagrams to or from that endpoint are classified under NIO|Channels|
Datagrams|Client|{HOST}|Port {PORT}. In this path, {HOST} and {PORT} are the remote endpoint.

The Java agent also generates backend metrics for client "connections". An exception is the datagrams that the 'receive' method
reads. Datagram channels created using DatagramChannel connect method are considered client connections irrespective of
direction of first datagram observed.

Note:  Datagram channels that are created using a UDP connection (with a connect method) are considered client connections.

Restricting Java NIO Metrics

You can configure properties to control how Java NIO instrumentation works. You can also restrict
generation of datagram and socket metrics. These properties only affect the detail metrics that are generated
by NIOSocketTracing and NIODatagramTracing tracer groups.

introscope.agent.nio.datagram.client.hosts

This property restricts metric reporting to 'client' UDP "connections" with one or more specified hosts.

 Values: Comma-separated list of hosts.

 Default: undefined (no value)

 Example: introscope.agent.nio.datagram.client.hosts=hostA,hostB

 Notes: 

• If the list is left empty, no host restrictions apply.
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• You can specify hosts by name or textual representation of the IP address (in either IPv4 or IPv6 forms).
• Invalid host names are reported in the agent log and ignored.
• Duplicate host names are discarded. In cases where multiple host names map to a single IP, only one of the names is

retained. However, the property matches client connections with any of the set of synonymous names.
• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.nio.datagram.client.ports

Lists the ports that report NIO metrics. Only 'client' datagram metrics for specified ports are generated.

 Values: Comma-separated list of port numbers. Port is the remote port to which datagrams are sent, and from which remote
port datagrams are received.

 Default: undefined (no value)

 Example: introscope.agent.nio.datagram.client.ports=123,456,789

 Notes: 

• If the list is empty, no port restrictions apply.
• Invalid port numbers are reported in the agent log and ignored.
• Duplicate ports are discarded. In cases where multiple ports map to a single IP, only one of the ports is retained.
• No managed application restart needed 

introscope.agent.nio.datagram.server.ports

Lists the ports that report NIO metrics. Only 'server' datagram metrics for specified ports are generated.

 Values: Comma-separated list of port numbers. Port is the local port through which datagrams are sent and received.

 Default: undefined (no value)

 Example: introscope.agent.nio.datagram.server.ports=123,456,789

 Notes: 

• If the list is empty, no port restrictions apply.
• Invalid port numbers are reported in the agent log and ignored.
• No managed application restart needed 

introscope.agent.nio.socket.client.hosts

This property restricts metric reporting to 'client' TCP "connections" with specified hosts.

 Values: Comma-separated list of hosts.

 Default: undefined (no value)

 Example: introscope.agent.nio.socket.client.hosts=hostA, hostB

 Notes: 

• If the list is empty, no host restrictions apply.
• You can specify hosts by name or textual representation of the IP address (in either IPv4 or IPv6 forms).
• Invalid host names are reported in the agent log and ignored.
• No managed application restart needed 

introscope.agent.nio.socket.client.ports

Lists the ports that report NIO metrics. Only 'client' socket metrics for specified ports are generated.

 Values: Comma-separated list of port numbers. Port is the remote port to/from which datagrams are sent/received.

 Default: undefined (no value)

 Example: introscope.agent.nio.socket.client.ports=123,456,789

 Notes: 

• If the list is empty, no port restrictions apply.
• Invalid port numbers that are reported in the agent log and ignored.
• No managed application restart needed 

introscope.agent.nio.socket.server.ports
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Lists the ports that report NIO metrics. Only 'server' socket metrics for specified ports are generated.

Java NIO metrics appear under the NIO node under the agent top-level node in the Metric Browser tree. Extra NIO metrics for
any 'client' connections appear under the Backends node.

You can suppress one or more Individual NIO metrics by commenting out
the TraceOneMethodIfFlagged or TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged directives. However, do not
comment out tracers with a name ending with BackendTracer or MappingTracer.

For example, to suppress the Concurrent Readers metric for datagrams, comment out
this TraceOneMethodIfFlagged directive:

TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: NIODatagramTracing read
 NIODatagramConcurrentInvocationCounter "Concurrent Readers"

 Values: Comma-separated list of port numbers. Port is the local port through which datagrams are sent and received.

 Default: undefined (no value)

 Example: introscope.agent.nio.socket.client.ports=123,456,789

 Notes: 

• If the list is empty, no port restrictions apply.
• Invalid port numbers are reported in the agent log and ignored.
• No managed application restart needed 

JMS Temporary Destination Properties
jms.temporaryDestination.check

This property specifies whether queues and topics that have a destination which is an instance
of javax.jms.TemporaryDestination are merged to a single destination (true) or reported individually (false).

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: jms.temporaryDestination.check=true

 Notes: 

• Disabling this property can cause a large number of unwanted metrics to be displayed. To limit the output to queues and
topics that are temporary, use the jms.temporaryDestination.names property (see next property).

• Changes to this property take effect immediately. Restarting the agent or application is not required.

jms.temporaryDestination.names

If jms.temporaryDestination.check is set to false (see previous property), then you can
use jms.temporaryDestination.names to identify dynamic or temporary destination names that should be treated as
‘Temporary Queues’ and ‘Temporary Topics’ metrics.

 Values: Comma-separated list of wildcard patterns. Only the asterisk (*) (zero or more characters) wildcard character is
allowed.

 Examples: 

•  XYZ* matches if the destination name starts with XYZ
•  *XYZ matches if the destination name ends with XYZ
•  *XYZ* matches if the destination name contains XYZ
•  XYZ expects an exact match

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately. Restarting the agent or application is not required.

 
JMX Properties
introscope.agent.jmx.enable

This property enables collection of JMX metrics.
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 Values: true or false

 Default: Varies by agent version.

 Example: introscope.agent.jmx.enable=false

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.jmx.ignore.attributes

This property controls which (if any) JMX MBean attributes that the agent is to ignore.

 Values: A comma-separated list of keywords.

 Default: server

 Example: introscope.agent.jmx.ignore.attributes=server

 Notes: 

• If an MBean attribute name matches one on the list, the attribute is ignored.
• Leave the list empty to include all MBean attributes.
• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

 introscope.agent.jmx.name.filter

This property specifies a comma-separated list of filter strings to determine what JMX data the agent collects and
displays. To get metric data, the agent asks the JMXServer to give the data for the MBean that matches the name in
the introscope.agent.jmx.name.filter property value. 

The agent reports JMX-generated metrics that match a filter string. Filter strings can contain the asterisk (*) and question mark
(?) wildcard characters:

• * matches zero or more characters.
• ? matches a single character

To match a literal * or ?, escape the character with \\.

Examples:

•  ab\\*c matches a metric name that contains ab*c 
•  ab*c matches a metric name that contains abc, abxc, abxxc, and so on
•  ab?c matches a metric name that contains abxc 
•  ab\\?c matches a metric name that contains ab?c 

Default: empty

 Default for WebLogic:

ActiveConnectionsCurrentCount,WaitingForConnectionCurrentCount,PendingRequestCurrentCount,ExecuteThreadCurrentIdleCount,OpenSessionsCurrentCount,j2eeType

 Example: 

#introscope.agent.jmx.name.filter=ActiveConnectionsCurrentCount,WaitingForConnectionCurrentCount,PendingRequestCurrentCount,ExecuteThreadCurrentIdleCount,OpenSessionsCurrentCount,j2eeType

 Example: 

 Notes: 

• Leave empty to include all MBean data available in the system.
• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.jmx.name.jsr77.disable

This property controls whether the agent collects and reports full JSR77 data, including complex JMX data.
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This property is only available for use in the WebLogic and WebSphere IntroscopeAgent.profile files.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Notes:

• For this property to work, the application server must provide JSR-77 Management support.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.jmx.name.primarykeys

This property specifies user-defined order of MBean information, and simplifies name conversion.

Values: A comma-separated, ordered list of keys that uniquely identify a particular MBean.

Values for WebLogic:

• •  Type 
•  Name 

Values for WebSphere:

• •  J2EEServer 
•  Application 
•  j2eeType 
•  JDBCProvider 
•  name 
•  mbeanIdentifier 

Default: 

Example: introscope.agent.jmx.name.primarykeys=J2EEServer

Notes:

• Comment out this property if using WebLogic Server 9.0 (minimum).
• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.jmx.excludeStringMetrics

This property controls whether to include string-valued metrics. To enable string-valued metrics, set this property value to
false.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.jmx.excludeStringMetrics=true

Notes:

• Excluding string-valued metrics reduces the overall metric count, improving agent and EM performance.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introcope.agent.jmx.syncWithAllMbeanServersForcibly

This property controls ability for the agent to poll for all MBeans in all MBean servers. When set to true, agent polls for all
MBeans in all MBean servers.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introcope.agent.jmx.syncWithAllMbeanServersForcibly=true

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.jmx.clamp

This property controls the number of metrics that the Java agent reports before clamping the metrics reporting.

Values: Integer > 0

Default: 500
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Example: introscope.agent.jmx.clamp=500

Notes:

• We recommend that you limit the JMX metrics to 10percent of the total agent metrics (5000).
• No managed application restart needed

Tomcat Agent JMX Properties

The following properties apply to Tomcat JMX only. The properties are included in the Tomcat agent installation tars/zip.

introscope.agent.jmx.ratecounter.enable

This property controls collection of rate-counter metrics for JMX MBeans data. Set to true to gather JMX rate-
counter metrics in the Java Agent.

Values: True or false

Default: False

Example: introscope.agent.jmx.ratecounter.enable=true

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.jmx.ratecounter.reset.enable

Used to account for a counter reset for JMX rate-counter metrics. When the rate is negative, the Java agent reports the old
counter rate.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.jmx.ratecounter.reset.enable=true

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.jmx.compositedata.enable

This property controls collection of data (CompositeData type) from JMX MBeans. Set to true to gather JMX data in
the Java Agent.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.jmx.compositedata.enable=true

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Logging Properties
log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent

This property specifies both the logging level and the output location for log information.

Values:

Detail level values:

•  INFO 
•  VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel 

Destination values:

•  console 
•  logfile 
• both console and logfile 

Default: INFO, logfile

Example: log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, logfile
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To disable agent logging, remove the options from this property as follows:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=

Note: No managed application restart needed

log4j.appender.logfile.File

When the logfile is specified in the log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent property, log4j.appender.logfile.File specifies the name and
location of the IntroscopeAgent.log file. The filename is relative to the directory that contains the agent profile. 

Default: IntroscopeAgent.log

Example: log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/IntroscopeAgent.log

Notes: System properties (Java command-line -D options) are expanded as part of the file name.

For example, if Java is started with -Dmy.property=Server1, then log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../
logs/Introscope-${my.property}.log is expanded to: log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/
Introscope-Server1.log.

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent.inheritance

This property specifies log level and destination for log messages about classes that require instrumentation.

Values: To configure logging of classes that have not been instrumented because they extend a supertype or interface, set this
property to: INFO, pbdlog 

Default: None

Example: log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent.inheritance=INFO,pbdlog

log4j.appender.pbdlog.File

This property specifies a log file for messages about classes that require instrumentation.

Values: To configure logging of classes that have not been instrumented because they extend a supertype or interface set
to: pbdupdate.log 

Default: None

Example: log4j.appender.pbdlog.File=../../pbdupdate.log

log4j.appender.pbdlog

This property specifies a package for logging messages about classes that require instrumentation.

Values: To configure logging of classes that have not been instrumented because they extend a supertype or interface,
set log4j.appender.pbdlog to com.wily.introscope.agent.AutoNamingRollingFileAppender 

Default: None

Example: log4j.appender.pbdlog=com.wily.introscope.agent.AutoNamingRollingFileAppender

log4j.appender.pbdlog.layout

This property specifies rules for logging messages about classes that require instrumentation.

Values: To configure logging of classes that have not been instrumented because they extend a supertype or interface,
set log4j.appender.pbdlog.layout to com.wily.org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout 

Default: None

Example: log4j.appender.pbdlog.layout=com.wily.org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout

log4j.appender.pbdlog.layout.ConversionPattern

This property specifies rules for logging messages about classes that require instrumentation.

Values: To configure logging of classes that have not been instrumented because they extend a supertype or interface,
set log4j.appender.pbdlog.layout.ConversionPattern to %d{M/dd/yy hh:mm:ss a z} [%-3p] [%c] %m%n

Default: None
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Example: log4j.appender.pbdlog.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{M/dd/yy hh:mm:ss a z} [%-3p] [%c] %m%n

log4j.additivity.IntroscopeAgent.inheritance

This property specifies if the directives for multiple-level inheritance must be logged only in the pbdupdate.log file.

To configure the logging of multiple level inheritance directives in only the pbdupdate.log,
add log4j.additivity.IntroscopeAgent.inheritance to the agent profile and set to false.

Values: True or false

Default: True

Example: log4j.additivity.IntroscopeAgent.inheritance=true

Metric Count Property
introscope.ext.agent.metric.count

This property controls where you see the Metric Count metric in the Metric Browser. By default, the Metric Count displays
under the Custom Metric Agent node. If you want to see the Metric Count metric under the Agent Stats node, add this
property to the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

Values: true or false

Default: not present in the IntroscopeAgent.profile ; false

Example: introscope.ext.agent.metric.count=true

Multiple Inheritance Properties
introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.enabled

This property enables instrumentation of classes that extend a supertype or interface.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.enabled=true

Note: Valid for agents that run on JDK 1.5 at a minimum using AutoProbe and dynamic ProbeBuilding.

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.runOnceOnly

Use this property when you have enabled instrumentation of classes that extend a supertype or interface. This property controls
whether the utility that enables multiple inheritance runs only once or at a specified interval.

Change this property to true if you only need detection on a periodic basis.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.runOnceOnly=false

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.pollIntervalMinutes

This property specifies the frequency in minutes of the polling interval when the agent determines the classes that could not be
instrumented due to multiple inheritance. Generally the agent makes the determination only once; however, we recommend a
conservative value to account for application server initialization.

Default: 5

Example: introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.pollIntervalMinutes=5

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.executionCount

This property specifies the exact number of times the polling interval is run.
Configure introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.executionCount to run the polling interval
a finite number of times instead of running only once or periodically.

Using this property overrides the run once only setting.

Values: A positive integer
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Default: 3

Example: introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.executionCount=3

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.disableLogging

This property specifies if the classes being detected must be logged or not. Only uncomment this property if
dynamic instrumentation is enabled.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: #introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.disableLogging=true

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.disableDirectivesChange

This property specifies to log the changes and disable the triggering of dynamic instrumentation.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.autoprobe.hierarchysupport.disableDirectivesChange=true

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Platform Monitoring Property
introscope.agent.platform.monitor.system

This property specifies name of operating system to load for the platform monitor.

Default: Varies by platform.

Example: introscope.agent.platform.monitor.system=LinuxIntelAmd64

Notes:

• This property is commented out by default.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Remote Configuration Properties

The properties in this section allow remote configuration of the Java agent.

introscope.agent.remoteagentconfiguration.enabled

This property enables or disables remote configuration of the agent.

Values:s

True or False

Default

True

Example

introscope.agent.remoteagentconfiguration.enabled=true

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.remoteagentconfiguration.allowedFiles

This property lists the exact list of files that are allowed to be remotely transferred to this agent.

Values:s

domainconfig.xml
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Default

domainconfig.xml

Example

introscope.agent.remoteagentconfiguration.allowedFiles=domainconfig.xml

Note: No managed application restart needed

Security Property

The property in this section configures security of HTTP headers being sent to CA CEM:

introscope.agent.decorator.security

This property determines the format of decorated HTTP response headers, which are sent to CA CEM.

Values:

• Clear: clear text encoding
• Encrypted: header data is encrypted.

Default: Encrypted

Example

introscope.agent.decorator.security=encrypted

Servlet Header Decorator Property

The property in this section enables correlation of transactions between CA CEM and Introscope.

introscope.agent.decorator.enabled

This property specifies if the agent must add extra performance monitoring information to HTTP response headers.
The ServletHeaderDecorator attaches the GUID to each transaction and inserts the GUID into an HTTP header, for
example: x-wily-info.

If the value is true, then additional information is included.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.decorator.enabled=false

Smart Instrumentation Properties

If appropriate for your environment, you can vary the depth and scope of smart instrumentation visibility. You can consider
the overhead impact and your monitoring environment. For example, you can experiment with higher overhead in a test or QA
environment, but not in production.

Note:

Note: To see deep visibility components, both of these properties must be set to true:

• introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled
• introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled

introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled

This property enables and disables the agent ability to automatically instrument deep visibility components without PBD
configuration to provide smart instrumentation.

Values: true or false

Default: true
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Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=true

Notes:

• The introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled property must be enabled for the introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled
property to function.

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled

This property enables and disables the agent ability to collect deep visibility components and send the data to the Enterprise
Manager.

Values: true or false

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled=true

Notes:

• No managed application restart needed
• The introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled property must be enabled for the introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled

property to function.
When introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=true and introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled=true,
the agent automatically instruments deep visibility components. Also, DX APM sends deep visibility component data to the
Enterprise Manager.
When introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=true and introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled=false, the agent
automatically instruments deep visibility components. However no deep visibility component data is sent to the Enterprise
Manager or displayed.
When introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=false and introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled=true,
the agent does not instrument deep visibility components. Therefore no deep visibility components are discovered, sent to
the Enterprise Manager, or displayed.
 

Note:  Both

introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled

and

introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled

must be set to true for the following properties to function.

introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level

This property sets the instrumentation level. This property determines the amount of managed application code that the agent
instruments to discover deep-visibility methods.

Warning:  Setting the level to high causes the most overhead.

When the instrumentation level is changed, classes are reloaded in batches. The duration of the level change depends on the
number of classes, and the batch size and interval. When a level change is in progress and another change is made, the first
change completes before the second change starts. View the Current Instrumentation Level supportability metric for level
status.

Values:

• Low: To balance visibility with minimal impact to application resources.
• Medium: To provide deeper visibility with more impact to application resources.
• High: To provide greatest visibility with higher impact to application resources than the medium and low settings.

Default: low
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Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level=low

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level.batch.size

 

Warning:  The batch size default value is optimized for typical production environments. A value greater than the
default can increase the performance overhead in environments with a high transaction load.

When the introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level property is changed, classes are reloaded in batches. This property
specifies the number of classes that are reloaded per batch.

Values: Integer > 0. If <=0, automatically reset to the default.

Default: 5

Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level.batch.size=5

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level.batch.interval

When the introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level property is changed, classes are reloaded in batches. This property
specifies the time interval in minutes between batches.

Values: Integer >= 1. If <1, automatically reset to the default.

Default: 2

Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.level.batch.interval=2

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.errorsnapshot.enable

This property enables and disables visibility of deep visibility components in error snapshots. Stack View in Live Error Viewer
and Historical Event Viewer display the detailed error snapshot information.

Values: True or false

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.deep.errorsnapshot.enable=true

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.stallsnapshot.enabled

This property enables and disables visibility of deep visibility components for stalls in error snapshots. Stack View in Live
Error Viewer and Historical Event Viewer display the detailed stall information.

Values: True or false

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.deep.stallsnapshot.enabled=true

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.max.methods

Limits the number of methods that the agent can automatically instrument without PBD instrumentation.

Values: Integer > 0 <= 10000

Default: 10000

Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.max.methods=10000

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.components

Limits the maximum number of deep visibility components an agent can collect in a transaction trace.

Values: Integer > 0 <= 1000
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Default: 1000

Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.components =1000

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.consecutive.components

Limits the maximum number of consecutive deep visibility components in a transaction trace. Sets the number of deep
visibility components that are discovered and displayed between PBD-instrumented methods.

Values: Integer > 0

Default: 15

Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.consecutive.components=15

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.custom.prefixes

This property specifies the Java packages that DX APM makes low priority to be instrumented by smart instrumentation.

Values: Any string consisting of valid Java package prefix characters. One or multiple prefix segments are allowed. Use
commas to separate multiple strings. No wildcards are allowed.

Default: java

Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.custom.prefixes=java,org.apache

In this example, DX APM considers the methods that call the APIs defined in Java and org.apache as low priority to
be instrumented by smart instrumentation.

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.enabled

This property enables and disables DX APM to collect automatically transaction traces.

Values: True or false

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.enabled=true

Notes: 

• This property does not apply to transaction-trace sampling.
• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.clamp

Limits the number of automatic transaction traces that DX APM collects per 1-minute interval.

Values: Integer > 0 <= 10 If <= 0, DX APM does not collect automatic transaction traces. If > 10, due to http protocol header
limitations, can result in not seeing cross-process transactions in automatic transaction traces. 

Default: 10

Example: introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.clamp=10

Notes: 

• This property does not apply to transaction-trace sampling.
• No managed application restart needed 

introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.crossprocess.enabled

This property enables and disables cross-process support for automatic transaction traces.

Note:

Note: To see cross-process transactions in automatic transaction traces, these properties must also be set to true:

• introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled
• introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled
• introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.enabled

Values: True or false
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Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.deep.automatic.trace.crossprocess.enabled=true

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.enabled

This property enables and disables the agent ability to detect entry points.

Values: True or false

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.enabled=true

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.skip.pkgs

This property specifies the Java package prefixes for classes that the agent skips and does not consider for entry points. These
prefixes are in addition to skipped flags and classes in existing default or custom PBDs.

Values: Any value consisting of valid Java package prefix characters. Use commas to separate multiple strings. No wildcards
allowed.

Default: <blank>

Example: introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.skip.pkgs=com.abc

In this example, the agent skips all the classes with the prefix com.abc. The agent does not consider these classes as possible
entry points.

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.autopersist.instrumentation.count.max

Limits the maximum number of entry points and automatic backends that can be persisted in AutoPersist.pbd.

Values: Integer > 0 <= 250

Default: 60

Example: introscope.agent.autopersist.instrumentation.count.max=60

Notes: 

• No managed application restart needed
• The introscope.agent.autopersist.instrumentation.count.max property replaces

the introscope.agent.deep.entrypoint.count.max property, which is deprecated.

introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.enabled

This property enables and disables the agent ability to detect automatic backends.

Values: True or false

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.enabled=true

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.skip.pkgs

This property specifies the Java package prefixes for classes that the agent skips and does not consider for automatic backends.
These prefixes are in addition to skipped flags and classes in the existing default or custom PBDs.

Values: Any consisting of valid Java package prefix characters. Use commas to separate multiple strings. No wildcards
allowed.

Default: <blank>

Example: introscope.agent.automatic.backend.detection.skip.pkgs=com.abc,com.xyz

In this example, the agent skips all the classes with the prefixes com.abc and com.xzy. The agent does not consider these
classes as possible automatic backends.

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.
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Socket Metrics Properties

You can restrict the generation of I/O socket metrics using these properties.

com.wily.introscope.agent.sockets.clamp.level

This property specifies the total number of sockets that the agent monitors. The list of sockets depends upon a unique
combination [port]:[<host>|<ip>].

Default: 100

Example: com.wily.introscope.agent.sockets.clamp.level=100

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.
• If the client and server socket are on the same JVM, they are counted as two sockets for the clamp.
• Increasing the value of the default setting causes significant memory overhead.
• For optimal performance, the summary metric for NIO Datagram Concurrent Readers is not clamped.

introscope.agent.sockets.reportRateMetrics

This property enables reporting of individual socket input/output (I/O) bandwidth rate metrics.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.sockets.reportRateMetrics=false

Notes:

• Only functions when ManagedSocketTracing is enabled and SocketTracing is disabled. See Backwards
compatibility for more information.

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.io.socket.client.hosts

This property restricts socket client connections that are instrumented to connections with specified remote hosts.

Values: A comma-separate list of values.

Example: introscope.agent.io.socket.client.hosts=

Notes:

• If any individual value is invalid, it is ignored.
• If any parameter is not defined, or after exclusion of any invalid values is an empty list, no restrictions apply to that

parameter.
• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.io.socket.client.ports

This property restricts socket client connections that are instrumented to connections with specified remote ports.

Values: A comma-separate list of values.

Example: introscope.agent.io.socket.client.ports=

Notes:

• If any individual value is invalid, it is ignored.
• If any parameter is not defined, or after exclusion of any invalid values is an empty list, no restrictions apply to that

parameter.
• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.io.socket.server.ports

This property restricts socket client connections that are instrumented to connections using specified local ports.

Values: A comma-separate list of values.

Example: introscope.agent.io.socket.server.ports=

Notes:

• If any individual value is invalid, it is ignored.
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• If any parameter is not defined, or after exclusion of any invalid values is an empty list, no restrictions apply to that
parameter.

• No managed application restart needed

SQL Agent Properties

You can configure aspects of the SQL Agent.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.statement.clamp

This property specifies the number of SQL metrics that the SQL agent can report for unique normalized SQL statements.

When the metrics limit value is reached, the SQL agent reports all further unique SQL metrics under the SQL | Default node.

Default: 100 unique normalized SQL statement metrics

Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.statement.clamp=100

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension

This property specifies the name of the SQL normalizer extension that is used to override the preconfigured normalization
scheme.

To make custom normalization extension work, the value of its manifest attribute com-wily-Extension-Plugin-
{pluginName}-Name must match the value that is given in this property.

If you specify a comma-separated list of names, the Agent uses the default normalizer extension.

For example, with the following setting RegexSqlNormalizer is used for normalization:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension=RegexSqlNormalizer

This property limits how much of a SQL statement appears in the Metric Browser tree for SQL Agent metrics, in bytes.

Values: The name of the SQL normalizer extension that is used to override the preconfigured normalization scheme.

Default: RegexSqlNormalizer

Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension=RegexSqlNormalizer

Notes:

• If you use the default setting, you also must configure the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer properties:

•  introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.matchFallThrough 
•  introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.keys 
•  introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.pattern 
•  introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceAll 
•  introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceFormat 
•  introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.caseSensitive 

• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension.runPredefinedScheme

This property allows the default normalizer to run first before executing the regular expression SQL statement normalizer.

Values: True or False

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension.runPredefinedScheme=true

Visibility: This property is not included in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file. Add this property manually if you want to change
the default setting to FALSE.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.matchFallThrough

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer and works with
the introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property.
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When introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.matchFallThrough is set to true, the SQL agent
evaluates SQL strings against all regex key groups.

The implementation is chained.
For example, if SQL matches multiple key groups, the normalized SQL output from group1 is fed as input to group2.

When the property is set to false, as soon as a key group matches, the normalized SQL output from that group is returned.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.matchFallThrough=false

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.keys

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer and works with
introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property. This property specifies the regex group keys. They are evaluated in
order.

Default: key1

Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.keys=key1

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.pattern

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer and works with
introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property. This property specifies the regex pattern that is used to match against
the SQL.

Values: All valid regex entries that the java.util.Regex package allows can be used here.

Default: .*call(.*\)\.FOO(.*\)

Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.pattern=.*call(.*\)\.FOO(.*\)

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceAll

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer and
works with introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property. When set to
false, introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceAll replaces the first occurrence of
the matching pattern in the SQL query with the replacement string. If set to true, it replaces all occurrences of the matching
pattern in the SQL query with replacement the string.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceAll=false

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceFormat

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer and works with
introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property. This property specifies the replacement string format.

Values: All valid regex entries that the java.util.Regex package allows and java.util.regex.Matcher class can
be used here.

Default: $1

Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceFormat=$1

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.caseSensitive

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer with
introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property. This property specifies whether the pattern match is sensitive to case.

Values: true or false
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Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.caseSensitive=false

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.artonly

This property specifies if the agent must create and send only the Average Response Time metric. All SQL agent metrics
under backends are affected. When the value is true, performance can improve when the SQL agent both reports metrics and
collects transaction traces.

Setting introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.turnoffmetrics to true overrides this property.

Default: false

Notes:

• This property does not control custom metrics.
• The following tracer parameter must be set for this property to work:

SetTracerParameter: StatementToConnectionMappingTracer
 agentcomponent "SQL Agent"

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.rawsql

This property specifies if the agent must add unnormalized SQL as a parameter for SQL components in transaction traces.
When the value for this property is true, performance of the agent for SQL metrics and transaction traces can improve.

Default:false

Warning:  Warning! Enabling this property can result in passwords and sensitive information being presented in
transaction traces.

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.turnoffmetrics

This property specifies that the SQL statement metrics can be turned off. This values results in the agent sending fewer metrics
to the Enterprise Manager. When the value for this property is true, performance of the agent for SQL metrics and transaction
traces can improve.

Default: false

Notes:

• This property overrides the introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.artonly property.
• The following tracer parameter must be set for this property setting to work:

SetTracerParameter: StatementToConnectionMappingTracer
 agentcomponent "SQL Agent"

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.turnofftrace

This property controls whether the agent creates and sends transaction trace components to the Enterprise Manager for SQL
statements under back-ends. When the value for this property is true, performance of the agent for SQL metrics and transaction
traces can improve.

Default: false

Notes:
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• The following tracer parameter must be set for this property setting to work:

SetTracerParameter: StatementToConnectionMappingTracer
 agentcomponent "SQL Agent"

• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

SSL Communication Properties

The agent can connect to the Enterprise Manager over SSL. Use the following properties configure the SSL communication.

agentManager.url.1

This property specifies the following settings:

• The host name of the computer running the Enterprise Manager that the agent connects to by default
• The port number on the computer that hosts the Enterprise Manager that listens for connections from the agent
• SSL as the communication channel

Default: localhost
When you are using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol, the default port that listens for agent connections is 5443.

Example:

agentManager.url.1=ssl://localhost:5443

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

agentManager.trustStore.1

Location of a trustStore containing trusted Enterprise Manager certificates. If no trustStore is specified, the agent trusts all
certificates.

Values: Either an absolute path or a path relative to the agent working directory.

Example:

agentManager.trustStore.1=/var/trustedcerts

Note: On Windows, backslashes must be escaped. For example: C:\\keystore.

agentManager.trustStorePassword.1

The password for the trustStore.

Example:

agentManager.trustStorePassword.1=

agentManager.keyStore.1

Location of a keystore containing the agent certificate. A keystore is needed when the Enterprise Manager requires client
authentication.

Values: Either an absolute path or a path relative to the agent working directory.
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Example:

agentManager.keyStore.1=c:\\keystore

Note: On Windows, backslashes must be escaped. For example: C:\\keystore.

agentManager.keyStorePassword.1

The password for the keystore.

Example:

agentManager.keyStorePassword.1=MyPassword768

agentManager.cipherSuites.1

Set the enabled cipher suites.

Values: A comma-separated list of cipher suites.

Example:

agentManager.cipherSuites.1=SSL_DH_anon_WITH_RC4_128_MD5

Note: If not specified, use the default enabled cipher suites.

Stall Metrics Properties
introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds

This property specifies the number of seconds that an executing process can take before it is considered a stalled process. To
ensure an accurate Stall Count metric, set the stall threshold to 15 seconds or more. This setting allows time for the Enterprise
Manager to complete its harvest cycle.

Default: 30 seconds

Example: introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds=30

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds

This property specifies how frequently the agent looks for stalls. To ensure an accurate Stall Count metric, do not set the stall
resolution to less than 10 seconds. This setting allows time for the Enterprise Manager to complete its harvest cycle.

Default: 10 seconds

Example: introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds=10

Note: No managed application restart needed

Thread Dump Properties

The Thread Dump properties enable and configure agent aspects of DX APM thread dump functionality.

Note: The total number of lines that are allowed for the thread dump size is 100000 (maximum limit).

introscope.agent.threaddump.enable

This property enables thread dumps to be collected on an agent JVM. The property also allows users to view the Thread
Dumps tab.

Values: true or false

Default: true
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Example: introscope.agent.threaddump.enable=true

Notes:

• This property works together with the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file
introscope.enterprisemanager.threaddump.enable property. When set to true, this property enables the Enterprise Manager
thread dump functionality.

• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.threaddump.deadlockpoller.enable

This property enables the Deadlock Count metric to display the current number of agent JVM deadlocks.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.threaddump.deadlockpoller.enable=true

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.threaddump.deadlockpollerinterval

This property specifies the frequency in milliseconds at which DX APM polls the agent JVM for deadlocked threads.

Values: Integer greater than 0

Default: 15000 (milliseconds)

Example: introscope.agent.threaddump.deadlockpollerinterval=15000

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Transaction Tracing Properties

The properties in this section are for transaction tracing and sampling.

introscope.autoprobe.includeSourceFile

Enables or disables collecting the Java source file instrumented method name and line number for a transaction trace. Enables
or disables displaying the Source Line transaction trace property.

Values: true or false

Default: true

introscope.autoprobe.removeLineNumbers

Enables or disables removing the instrumented Java method name and Java source file line number from Java agent
instrumentation.

Values: true or false

Default: false

introscope.agent.bizdef.turnOff.nonIdentifying.txn

Enable or disable tracing of nonidentifying transactions.

Traces for nonidentifying transactions are generated when this property is set to false in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

By default traces for nonidentifying transactions are not generated even if nonidentifying transactions are enabled in the CEM
UI.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.bizdef.turnOff.nonIdentifying.txn=false

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.headers

This property specifies (in comma-separated list) HTTP request header data to capture. Use a comma-separated list.

Default: User-Agent

Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.headers=User-Agent

Notes: This property is commented out by default.
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introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.parameters

This property specifies (in a comma-separated list) HTTP request parameter data to capture.

Default: generic parameters.

Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.parameters=parameter1,parameter2

Note: This property is commented out by default.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httpsession.attributes

This property specifies (in a comma-separated list) HTTP session attribute data to capture.

Default: generic parameters.

Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httpsession.attributes=attribute1,attribute2

Note: This property is commented out by default.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.key

This property specifies the User-defined key string.

Default: generic parameters.

Example: #introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httpsession.attributes=attribute1,attribute2

Notes:

• Optionally supply the values, if in your environment, user IDs are accessed
using HttpServletRequest.getHeader or HttpServletRequest.getValue.

• This property is commented out by default.
• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method

This property specifies the method that returns User IDs.

Values:

•  HttpServletRequest.getRemoteUser 
•  HttpServletRequest.getHeader 
•  HttpServletRequest.getValue 

Default: A commented-out property definition for each of the three allowable values. You can uncomment the property that
you want to use.

Example:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpServletRequest.getRemoteUser#introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpServletRequest.getHeader#introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpSession.getValue

Notes: 

• This property is commented out by default.
• No managed application restart needed 

introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp

Limits the number of components that are allowed in a transaction trace.

Default: 5000

Warning:

Important! If the clamp size is increased, the memory requirements are higher. In extreme cases, you can need to adjust
the agent maximum heap size. If the heap size is not adjusted, the managed application can run out of memory.

Example: introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp=5000

Notes:

• Any transaction trace exceeding the clamp is discarded at the agent. A warning message is logged in the agent log file.
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• When the set limit is reached, warnings appear in the log, and the trace stops.
• Zero is not a valid value. Do not set introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp=0.
• No managed application restart needed 

introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression

This property reduces the size of cross process transaction tracing data.

Values: lzma, gzip, none

Default: lzma

Example: introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression=lzma

Notes:

• This option increases agent CPU overhead, but reduces the size of interprocess headers.
•   lzma  compression is more efficient than gzip, but might use more CPU.
• .NET agents do not support the gzip option. When you require interoperability, do not use gzip.
• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression.minlimit

This property specifies the minimum length of cross-process parameter data length for which to apply compression.

Values: 0 to twice the total maximum limit, set in the introscope.agent.crossprocess.correlationid.maxlimit.

If set below the default of 1500, the compression both runs more frequently and consumes more CPU overhead. The default
setting of 1500 usually results in no impact to CPU overhead in normal conditions.

Default: 1500

Example: introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression.minlimit=1500

Notes:

• Used with the introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression property.
• No managed application restart needed 

introscope.agent.crossprocess.correlationid.maxlimit

This property specifies the maximum size of the cross-process parameter data allowed.

If the total size of the cross-process parameter data exceeds this limit even after applying compression, two problems occur.
Some data are dropped and some cross-process correlation functionality does not work properly.

However, this setting protects user transactions from failing in network transmission due to too large header size.

Default: 4096

Example: introscope.agent.crossprocess.correlationid.maxlimit=4096

Notes:

• Used with
the introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression and introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression.minlimit properties.

• No managed application restart needed 

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled

This property enables or disables transaction tracer sampling.

Note:  Transaction tracer sampling cannot be disabled through the Enterprise Manager properties file.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled=false

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count

This property specifies the number of transactions to trace during the interval that you specify.
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This property disables
the introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count configuration in the Enterprise
Manager if this property is configured in the agent.

Default: 1

Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count=1

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds

This property specifies the length of time to trace the number of transactions you specify.

This property disables
the introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds configuration in the Enterprise
Manager if this property is configured in the agent.

Default: 120

Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds=120

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.transactiontrace.headFilterClamp

This property specifies the maximum depth of components that are allowed in head filtering. Head filtering is the process of
examining the start of a transaction to potentially collecting the entire transaction. Head filtering checks each component until
the first blamed component exits. For transaction with deep call stacks, this check can be a problem if no clamping is applied.
The clamp value forces the agent to look only to a fixed depth. This situation limits the memory and CPU utilization impact.

Default: 30

Warning:

Important! If the clamp size is increased, the requirement on memory is higher. Garbage collection behavior
is affected, which has an application-wide performance impact.

Example: introscope.agent.transactiontrace.headFilterClamp=30

Notes:

• Any transaction trace whose depth exceeds the clamp is only examined for possible collection when some other mechanism
is active. For example, when sampling or user-initiated transaction tracing are active to select the transaction for collection.

• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.ttClamp

Limits the number of transactions that the agent reports per reporting cycle.

Values: integers.

Default: 50

Example: introscope.agent.ttClamp=50

Notes:

• If the property is not set (left blank), the value defaults to 50.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.tailfilterPropagate.enable

This property controls whether the presence of a tail filter triggers automatic collection of traces from downstream agents or
not. This property does not affect collection of automatic downstream traces due to passing of head filters.

Enabling this property and running long transaction trace sessions with tail filters can cause unwanted effects. Large numbers
of unwanted traces can be sent to the Enterprise Manager.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.tailfilterPropagate.enable=false

Note: No managed application restart needed
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introscope.agent.weblogic.crossjvm

This property configures cross-process tracing in a WebLogic server.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.weblogic.crossjvm=false

Note: This property is commented out by default.

URL Group Properties

The properties in this section are for configuring URL groups for frontend metrics.

introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys

This property specifies configuration settings for frontend naming.

Default: default

Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=default

Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.charEncoding

This property specifies character encoding for the URL group that you are defining.

Set this property for CEM business transaction query and post parameter matching when a request does not include character
encoding.

Default: Null

Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.charEncoding=ISO-8859-1

Notes:

• When the introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.charEncoding property has no value, the agent
uses the value of the hidden property introscope.agent.charEncoding. You can examine the agent profile to see
if introscope.agent.charEncoding has been added and configured.

The introscope.agent.charEncoding property applies globally to all the agent character encoding defined in DX
APM. The introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.charEncoding property applies only as a local
setting for each URL group.

An agent can use character encoding when matching requests, and various sources can provide character encoding. An
agent evaluates and uses character encoding in this order:

1. Character encoding the request provides
2. Value of the introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.charEncoding property 
3. Value of the introscope.agent.charEncoding property
4. Character encoding is UTF-8.

• No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format

This property specifies configuration settings for frontend naming.
When

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}

, introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=default, and introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*,
the default URL grouping provides Java URL groups with two segments after the port in the URL path.

Default: Two segments after the port in the URL path.

Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}

Note: No managed application restart needed
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introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix

This property specifies configuration settings for frontend naming.

Default: * 

Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*

introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp

This property limits the number of unique frontend URL group metrics that the Java agent creates. When the number of new
URL groups reaches the set value, metrics for new URL groups display under the Metric Browse Frontends|Apps|URLs|
Default node. This property helps to prevent metric explosions.

Default: 5

Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp=5

introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.resources.list

Frontends URL groups can contain specific file extensions, for example, png in <filename>.png, We name these extensions
as resources. This property specifies the file extension types. 

When frontends URLs contain the resources that are listed
in introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.resources.list, the resources display under the Frontends|
Apps|URLs|Resources node.
The Resources URL group prevents invalid URLs from creating unique, one-time metrics and using large amounts of
Enterprise Manager memory. Common invalid URLs are those that generate 404 errors,

Default: tif,tiff,jpg,jpeg,gif,png,bmp,bmpf,ico,cur,xbm,svg,img,css,woff,nil

Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.resources.list=tif,tiff,jpg,jpeg,gif,png,bmp,bmpf,ico,cur,xbm,svg,img,css,woff,nil

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.key

Path groups are groupings of web service HTTP client requests that are defined in terms of a backend URL path prefix.

You can diagnose performance problems by examining path group metrics to determine the number
of requests that are invoked from a backend.

By default, all backend URL paths are assigned to the default group. The backend path group key defines a list of the backend
URL groups metrics to display in the Metric Browser. Other properties that declare a path group attribute also reference the
path group key.

You can define path groups so that some paths fall into multiple groups. In this configuration, the order in which you list the
keys for the path groups in the property is important. Be sure that the path group with the narrower membership precedes the
path group with broader membership.

This property works with
the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix and introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format properties.

Default: default

Example: introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=default

More information: Configure Backend Path Groups. 

Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require restarting the managed application.

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix

This property specifies a pattern against which the path prefix is matched, defining which requests fall within the path group.

Default: * 

Example: introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*

More information: Configure Backend Path Groups. 

Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require restarting the managed application.

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format

This property specifies configuration settings for backend naming.
 When introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}, introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.key=default, and introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*,
the default backend path grouping provides Java backend paths with two segments after the port in the URL path.
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Default: Two segments after the port in the URL path.

Default: default

Example: introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}

More information: Configure Backend Path Groups. 

Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require restarting the managed application. 

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.backend.url.clamp

This property limits the number of unique backend path group metrics that the Java agent creates. When the number of new
URL groups reaches the set value, metrics for new URL groups display under the Metric Browser Backends|WebService at
{protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths|Default node. This property helps to prevent metric explosions.

Default: 5 

Example: introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.backend.url.clamp=5

WebSphere PMI Properties
introscope.agent.pmi.enable

This property enables collection of data from WebSphere PMI.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable=true

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.alarmManagerModule

This property enables collection of PMI alarm manager data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.alarmManagerModule=false

Note:

• The alarm manager data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.beanModule

This property enables collection of PMI bean data.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.beanModule=false

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.cacheModule

This property enables collection of PMI cache data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.cacheModule=false

Note:

• The cache data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.connectionPoolModule

This property enables collection of PMI connectionPool data.

Values: true or false
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Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.connectionPoolModule=true

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.hamanagerModule

This property enables collection of PMI manager data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.hamanagerModule=false

Note:

• The manager data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.j2cModule

 This property enables collection of PMI J2C data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.j2cModule=true

Notes:

• The J2C data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.jvmpiModule

This property enables collection of PMI JVM PI data.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.jvmpiModule=false

Note: For data to be provided to this module, JVMPI must be turned on in WebSphere.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.jvmRuntimeModule

This property enables collection of PMI JVM runtime data.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.jvmRuntimeModule=false

Notes:

• For data to be provided to this module, JVMPI must be turned on in WebSphere.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.objectPoolModule

This property enables collection of PMI object pool data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.objectPoolModule=false

Notes:

• The object pool data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.orbPerfModule

This property enables collection of PMI orbPerf data when set to true.
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Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.orbPerfModule=false

Notes:

• The orbPerf data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.schedulerModule

This property enables collection of PMI scheduler data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.schedulerModule=false

Notes:

• The scheduler data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.servletSessionsModule

This property enables collection of PMI servletSessions data.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.servletSessionsModule=true

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.systemModule

This property enables collection of PMI system data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.systemModule=false

Notes:

• The system data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.threadPoolModule

This property enables collection of PMI thread pool data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.threadPoolModule=true

Notes:

• The thread pool data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.transactionModule

This property enables collection of PMI transaction data.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.transactionModule=false

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.
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introscope.agent.pmi.enable.webAppModule

This property enables collection of PMI webApp data.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.webAppModule=false 

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.webServicesModule

This property enables collection of PMI web services data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.webServicesModule=false 

Notes:

• The web services data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.wlmModule

This property enables collection of PMI WLM data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.wlmModule=false 

Notes:

• The WLM data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.enable.wsgwModule

This property enables collection of PMI WSGW data when set to true.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.enable.wsgwModule=false 

Notes:

• The WSGW data category must be turned on in WebSphere to be visible as DX APM data.
• Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

introscope.agent.pmi.filter.objrefModule

This property controls for hard-coded filters.

The objref filter filters out names ending with @xxxxx. xxxxx represents a numeric string.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: introscope.agent.pmi.filter.objrefModule=false 

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

WLDF Metrics Property
introscope.agent.wldf.enable

This property enables the collection of WLDF metrics.

Values: true or false

Default: false
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Example: introscope.agent.wldf.enable=false

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Overhead Management Property
introscope.agent.overhead.level

This property controls agent monitoring of the application server. If you stop agent monitoring, you remove the existing agent
instrumentation of the application server, and you free resources that the agent uses. When you stop monitoring, the agent
redefines the classes at runtime. Class redefinition occurs in batches and the redefinition process requires several minutes
to complete. You may see increased CPU usage during this activity.

When you enable monitoring, the agent operates at full capacity.

When you set the property to none, the agent removes all instrumentation from the application server.

Values: none and normal 

Default: normal 

Example: introscope.agent.overhead.level=Normal 

Note:

 You can remove agent monitoring at runtime, but you must restart the application if you add agent monitoring.

For information about the sustainability metric for this property, see Agent Sustainability Metrics.

 Restricting Java NIO Metrics

To restrict the Java NIO metrics, configure the following properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file for the Java
Agent. The IntroscopeAgent.profile file is present in the location, <wily_home>core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile .

introscope.agent.nio.socket.client.hosts

Restricts metric reporting to 'client' TCP "connections" with specified host(s).
Values: Comma separated list of hosts.
Default: undefined (no value)
Example: introscope.agent.nio.socket.client.hosts=hostA, hostB

Note:

• If the list is empty, no host restriction is applied.
• Hosts may be specified by name or textual representation of IP address (in either IPv4 or IPv6 forms).
• Invalid host names are reported in the agent log and ignored.
• This property is dynamic. You can change the configuration of this property during run time and the change is picked up

automatically.

introscope.agent.nio.socket.client.ports

Lists the ports that report NIO metrics. Only 'client' socket metrics for specified ports are generated.
Values: Comma separated list of port numbers. Port is the remote port to/from which datagrams are sent/received.
Default: undefined (no value)
Example: introscope.agent.nio.socket.client.ports=123,456,789

Note:

• If list is empty, no port restriction will apply.
• Invalid port numbers are reported in the agent log and ignored.
• This property is dynamic. You can change the configuration of this property during run time and the change will be picked

up automatically.

 Microsoft .NET Agent
 
The .NET agent is an application management solution for .NET application. The .NET agent monitors
mission-critical .NET applications running in a Microsoft Common Language Runtime (CLR)
environment. The agent, provides visibility to the component level.
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.NET Agent Overview

In a DX APM deployment, an agent collects application and environment metrics and relays them to the Enterprise Manager.
An application that reports metrics to an agent is referred to as an instrumented application. After you install and configure
the .NET agent, the applications that run on your system are instrumented at startup.

The following illustration shows a simple DX APM deployment in which .NET applications connect to SQL Server databases.
Each application server hosts a .NET and a SQL agent. The agents monitor the application activity and report metrics to the
Enterprise Manager. Larger, more complex deployments can have more agents and multiple Enterprise Managers. You view
metrics using Team Center, WebView, and Workstation.

Figure 7: NET Agent Monitoring Environment

By default, only ASP.NET/ASP.NET Core applications that are deployed using Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS)
and active on a system are instrumented. You can also instrument standalone .NET executables or instrument only a subset of
applications.

The instrumentation process, performed by tracers, is defined in ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) files. The directives in PBD
files identify the application components to monitor. Tracers identify the metrics that an agent collects for those components as
they run in the CLR. The .NET agent then sends this metric information to the Enterprise Manager.

The Enterprise Manager stores the metrics that multiple agents report. You can use Team Center, WebView, or Workstation to
monitor application activity, investigate performance issue sources, and diagnose problems.

ASP.NET/ASP.NET Core Monitoring track the health and performance of Model View Controller (MVC) and Web API web
applications, ADO.NET components, and http backends. 

Model View Controller (MVC) Support

The .NET agent supports monitoring of MVC-framework applications, allowing you to perform these tasks:

• Use standard URL groups, and business transaction recording and decoding functionality
• Monitor the performance of individual MVC controllers and actions
• View MVC controllers as generic frontends in Team Center, WebView, and Workstation

Metrics display under MVC | Controllers | <controller_name> in WebView and Workstation. 
• Receive an alert set on the aggregated metrics under each controllerThe metric grouping and alerts are:

• MVC Controller Errors
• MVC Controller Response Time
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• View the MVC\|Controllers\|[^|]+:Average Response Time \(ms\) differential analysis metric 
• Business Transactions matching for MVC

ASP.NET/ASP.NET Core MVC provides these components:

• View engines, which are.templates for using varied web application presentation-layer syntaxes. The .NET agent monitors
various ASP.NET/ASP.NET Core Razor view-engine templates, providing Razor view engine performance metrics.
Notes:

• MVC action metrics reporting is disabled by default. You can enable the metrics reporting.
• Razor view engine performance metrics reporting is disabled by default. You can enable the metrics reporting.

• MVC application Areas, which organize web projects by creating workable sections. The .NET agent monitors MVC Areas
performance.

•  Note: MVC Areas performance metrics reporting is disabled by default. You can enable the metrics reporting.

MVC-framework application metrics display in Team Center, as shown in the graphic.

 

Web API Support

The .NET agent supports monitoring of Web API-based application transactions to help you determine which tier is the
bottleneck for a problematic transaction. You can perform these tasks:

• Use standard URL groups, and business transaction recording and decoding functionality
• Monitor the performance of individual Web API controllers and actions
• View Web API controllers as generic frontends in Team Center, WebView, and Workstation Metrics display under

WebAPI | Controllers | <controller_name> in WebView and Workstation. 
• Receive an alert set on the aggregated metrics under each controllerThe new metric grouping and alerts are:

• WebAPI Controller Errors
• WebAPI Controller Response Time

• View the WebAPI\|Controllers\|[^|]+:Average Response Time \(ms\) differential analysis metric
• Business Transaction matching support for Web API

Web API metrics display in Team Center, as shown in the graphic.
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.NET Agent Monitoring in Your Application Environment

In your deployment, you install the .NET agent on each computer that runs an application you want to monitor. After the
installation, the Microsoft Internet Information Service (IIS) controls the .NET agent. Until IIS receives a user request for an
application, the .NET agent is not active. When the application code (.aspx, .asmx, for example) is exercised, the .NET agent
starts and the Native Profiler instruments the code.

How IIS Controls the .NET Agent

By default, the .NET agent only monitors applications that IIS manages and applications that are running under the IIS worker
process. The following steps summarize how IIS controls the .NET agent and the instrumentation process when a .NET
application starts.

1. IIS receives a user request for an application.
2. IIS starts the .NET worker process.
3. The requested .NET application starts.
4. The Common Language Runtime (CLR) starts the Native Profiler.
5. The Native Profiler loads the .NET agent from the Global Assembly Cache (GAC).
6. The .NET agent reads the IntroscopeAgent.profile to determine the PBL and PBD files to use for instrumentation.
7. TheNativeProfiler uses the information in the PBL and PBD files to insert probes into the bytecode. The probes collect the

appropriate metrics from application components. The application is instrumented.
8. The instrumented application starts reporting metrics to the .NET agent.

As long as the IIS worker process is running, the agent collects metrics and reports them to the Enterprise Manager. If the
instrumented application stops experiencing user activity for a timeframe, the IIS worker process stops the application
process. If IIS stops the application process, it effectively stops the .NET agent until user activity resumes.

Standalone applications that do not use ASP.NET/ASP.NET Core can also be instrumented when the .NET agent is configured
to do so. The IIS process for controlling the .NET agent is similar for standalone applications. However, steps 1 and 2 are
skipped because the Windows operating system can bootstrap standalone applications.

.NET Agent Instantiation and the IIS Worker Process

You install a .NET agent on each system that hosts the managed .NET applications you want to monitor. At .NET agent
startup, one agent instance is created for the CLR default domain. In addition, one .NET agent instance is created for each
application running in the CLR.

This illustration shows a managed ASP.NET/ASP.NET Core application. The application has one IIS worker process in each
domain in which one .NET agent has been started:
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Figure 8: Managed ASP .NET application example

This illustration shows the situation where multiple .NET applications are grouped in an IIS application pool. The application
pool shares a single worker process. The default domain has one .NET agent. Each application in the application pool also has
a NET agent.
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Figure 9: Multiple .NET applications grouped in IIS application pool

For scalability reasons, some organizations can assign multiple worker processes to a single application. Therefore, one .NET
agent instance is created for the default domain. More domains are created for each worker process that is associated with the
application. The following illustration shows the most common configuration.
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Figure 10: NET Agent with multiple worker processes assigned to single application

When there are multiple worker processes, multiple .NET agents are associated with a single managed application. In this
situation, configure those agents as a virtual agent. The configuration enables metrics from multiple physical .NET agents to be
aggregated.

.NET Agent Instance in the Default Domain

A .NET Agent is always created for the CLR default domain. By default, the .NET Agent for the default domain does not
connect to the Enterprise Manager. Therefore, the .NET agent does not appear as a node in the Investigator tree in Workstation
or WebView. However, you can configure the .NET Agent for the default domain to connect to the Enterprise Manager if
necessary. 

 Install the .NET Agent for DX APM SaaS

The .NET Agent allows enterprises running .NET applications to identify and resolve performance issues. 

After you get access to DX APM SaaS, you download and extract the .NET agent. You install the .NET agent interactively by
starting the .NET agent installer program and responding to the prompts displayed. For information about downloading this
agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS.

 Install .NET Agent in Silent Mode

Before installation, you download the .NET Agent. This download contains the .NET Agent that you can deploy to provide
data about your .NET components.

Follow these high-level steps:

Download the .NET Agent Software
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The Infrastructure Agent software is available on Digital Experience Insights.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. On the Agent Selection page, select Windows as your operating system.
4. On the Agent Selection page, select Applications as your environment.
5.  Click .NET as the agent.
6. Click Next.
7. Click the Download Agent button.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the NET_V<number>.zip file to your computer. For example, NET_v1.zip

Prepare the Sample Response File

This section explains the procedure to prepare the sample response file for .NET agent installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Extract the content of the zip file to a temporary directory.
2. Change the value of the following properties in the SampleResponseFile_DotnetAgent<bitmode>.iss file:

Note:

Do not edit any other content in the SampleResponseFile_DotnetAgent_<bitmode>.iss file other than the
following properties.

szDir
Specifies the directory where you intend to install the .NET Agent
For Example: C:\Program Files\DX APM\Introscope
EmHost
Specifies the host name or IP address of the Enterprise Manager Server
For Example: localhost
EmPort
Specifies the port on which the Enterprise Manager process is listening
Default: 5001
EnableChangeDetector
Specifies whether to enable ChangeDetector or not
For Example: true or false
changeDetectorID
Specifies the ChangeDetector agent ID. Required only if EnableChangeDetector property is set to true.
Default: SampleApplicationNameFor Example: <property>=<default_value>
EnableSPP
Specifies whether to enable SharePoint monitor or not
For Example: true or false
InstallSPMonitor
Specifies whether to install SharePoint monitor or not
For Example: true or false
PerfmonServiceMode
Specifies the mode of starting the DX APM PerfMon Collector service.
For Example: automatic or manual
SharePointServiceMode
Specifies the mode of starting the SharePoint service. Required if InstallSPMonitor property is set to true.
For Example: automatic or manual
SharePointMonitorUserName
Specifies user name of the user with access to sharepoint server. Required if InstallSPMonitor property is set to true.
Syntax of UserName: <domain>\<username>
SharePointMonitorPassword
Specifies the SharePoint password. Required if InstallSPMonitor property is set to true.
For Example: dotnetagent123

3. Save the file.

Install the .NET Agent in Silent Mode

This section explains the procedure to install Net Agent in silent mode.
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1. (Optional) Create a script that invokes the installer with the appropriate settings. Run the script as a scheduled task or to run
remotely on additional computers.

2. Open a Command Prompt window.
3. Run the [dotnet_file] /s /f1<absolute_path_to_SampleResponseFile/

SampleResponseFile_DotnetAgent_<bitmode>.iss> command.
4. Restart the IIS Admin Service to complete the installation.

Note:

Installing the .NET agent adds the following system environment variables to the operating system:
com.wily.introscope.agentProfile, Cor_Enable_Profiling, COR_PROFILER. Restarting IIS or rebooting the local computer
is required to inform IIS that system environment variables have changed.

Uninstall the .NET Agent in Silent Mode

You can remove the .NET agent and associated files in silent mode.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) Create a script that invokes the installer with the appropriate settings. Run the script as a scheduled task or to run
remotely on additional computers.

2. Stop the IIS service to stop all instrumented applications.
3. Run the following command at the command prompt:

IntroscopeDotNetAgentInstall<xxbit> /s /removeonly /
f1<absolute_path_to_SampleResponseFile/
SampleResponseFile_uninstall.iss_file>

The .NET agent is uninstalled.

 Install the DX APM .NET Agent for Microsoft Azure App Services for DX APM SaaS

The .NET Agent for Microsoft Azure App Services allows enterprises running .NET applications in Microsoft Azure to
identify and resolve performance issues. The .NET Agent for Microsoft Azure App Services integrates performance metrics
into DX APM for Intelligent analytics, alerting, and visibility on a single dashboard. 

Here are the steps to install and configure the DX APM .NET Agent for Microsoft Azure App Services:

     

Install the .NET Agent Site Extension

You install the DX APM .NET Site Extension from the Microsoft Azure Extension Gallery.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Microsoft Azure, navigate to App Services, and select your App Service.
2. Select the Extensions blade for the selected App Service.
3. Click + Add.
4. Select APM .NET Agent for Azure App Services from the list of available extensions.
5. Click OK to accept the license terms.
6. Click OK to install the extension. 

Configure the .NET Agent

You can configure the .NET agent in the Microsoft Azure Application settings blade.

1. Select the Application Settings blade to configure your app service properties.
2. Configure the agent connection details.

You get the agentManager.url.1 and agentManager.credential values from APM SaaS.

1.1 Log in to your APM SaaS tenant.
2.1 Click on the Agents menu in the left toolbar.
3.1 Click the Show Agent Connection Details button.
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4.1 Copy the Manager Url.
5.1 In Azure, add the agent manager URL into the agentManager.url.1 key. 
6.1 In APM SaaS, Show Agent Connection Details, copy the Manager Token.
7.1 In Azure, add the token string into the agentManager.credential key. 

3. Configure browser agent automatic snippet injection.

1.1 Create an application on the App Experience Analytics instance and associate it with the Application Performance
Management instance you are using. To complete this step and the next step, use the information here. 

2.1 Copy the snippet from the App Experience Analytics instance that is associated with the Application Performance
Management instance you are using.

3.1 In Azure, add the snippet content into the introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString key.
4.1 Add the key

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjectionEnabled

with a value of true.
5.1 Add the key introscope.agent.browseragent.responseCookieEnabled with a value of true.

4. Select the Overview blade and click Restart.

Log Files

The .NET agent log files are located in the D:/home/LogFiles/SiteExtensions/APM/<Agent_Home>
directory. Typically <Agent_Home> directory is named wily.

 Directory Structure and Permissions for .NET Agent

Learn about the .NET agent directories, files, and user permissions.

.NET Agent Directory Structure

After you install the .NET agent, the following <Agent_Home> directory structure is created in the root installation
directory:

• wily
Contains the IntroscopeAgent.profile, ProbeBuilder Directive files (.pbd), and ProbeBuilder List files (.pbl) files that
control agent operations, metric data collection, and the instrumentation process. The IntroscopeAgent.profile properties
that are deployed and referenced in the agent depend on choices you make during and after installation.
Within the <Agent_Home> directory, subdirectories provide the libraries and extension files that enable various features
of the .NET agent.

• bin
Contains the core .NET agent libraries.

• dynamic
Contains the PBD files for dynamic instrumentation.

• examples
Contains folders and files for optional agent extensions, such as DX APM for SOA platform extensions. If an extension
was not enabled at installation, use the files in this directory to configure and enable the extension.

• ext
Contains the files for enabled agent extensions or features. For example, the directory contains files for LeakHunter.

• hotdeploy
This directory is empty by default. You can place PBD files in this directory to deploy new directives without editing the
IntroscopeAgent.profile or restarting applications. However, use caution before placing files in this directory. If custom
PBDs contain invalid syntax or too many metrics, instrumentation can fail or application performance can suffer.

• logs
Stores the .NET agent log files.

• readme
This directory is only created if you enabled extensions during the installation. If the directory exists, it contains Readme
information for the extensions enabled.

• tools
Contains the Network Interface integration utility and the Tagscript tools files: TagScript.jar, TagScript.bat,
and TagScript.sh command-line scripts

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/19-1/configuring/collect-data-from-your-web-application.html
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• version
Contains the version information for optional agent extensions, whether you enable them or not.

User Permissions to the <Agent_Home> Directory

By default, the installer program grants read access to everyone on the <Agent_Home> directory as follows:

• Read permission to <Agent_Home>
• Read and execute permissions to <Agent_Home>\bin and <Agent_Home>\ext
• Read and write permissions to <Agent_Home>\logs and <Agent_Home>\dynamic

You can restrict access to this directory by modifying the default permissions. Configure the permissions to allow only the user
accounts that run the IIS worker process to access the <Agent_Home> directory.  If no user is specified, the utility detects the
default IIS user for the application and grant permissions to that user.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the  <Agent_Home>  directory.
2. Run wilypermissions.exe from a command line as shown in the example. The process name must include the file

extension. If the process name is not specified, the IIS worker process name is the default.

wilypermissions.exe <Agent_Home> [process name]

The utility executes, granting permission to the  <Agent_Home>  directory to the user, and giving access to
Performance Monitor counters.

 Verify the IIS Worker Process User Permissions

Typically, .NET web applications run in an IIS worker process. By default, the IIS worker process name
is w3wp.exe or aspnet_wp.exe. The default account that runs the worker process is NETWORK SERVICE. When you
install the .NET agent, the installer creates the root installation directory. The root directory is given the appropriate
permissions that allow access to the .NET <Agent_Home> directory. By default, the .NET <Agent_Home> directory is
named the wily directory. The installer also creates the bin, ext, and log subdirectories and the Performance Monitor counters.

You can, however, configure other accounts to run the IIS worker process at the application pool level.
Follow these steps:  

1.  Determine which user account run applications. 
2.  Verify User Permissions for the <Agent_Home> Directory 
3.  Set user permissions for the account that runs the Performance Monitor Collection Agent to allow access to Performance

Monitor counters.

 Determine the User Running the Application

In some organizations, accounts other than the NETWORK SERVICE run the IIS worker process. To ensure you can monitor
applications that run under other accounts, determine the user name that is associated with the IIS worker process. Determine
the user name across all of the applications you want to monitor. For each user name you identify, you should verify that the
user has permission to access the <Agent_Home> directory and Performance Monitor counters. 

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the application is running.
2. Right-click in the Task Bar and select Task Manager to open the Windows Task Manager.
3. Click the Processes tab.
4. Scroll to locate the entry for the w3wp.exe or aspnet_wp.exe process in the Image Name column.
5. Check the User Name column to determine the user account running the process. 

For example, the default user for the w3wp.exe worker process is NETWORK SERVICE . 
6. (Optional) When you use another user account to run the IIS worker process, note the account name. Verify that the

account name has the appropriate permissions.

 Verify User Permissions for the <Agent_Home> Directory
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The user account that runs the IIS worker process must have the correct user permissions for the files in
the <Agent_Home> directory. The user account must also have access to Performance Monitor counters for the .NET agent
to function properly. By default, the installer grants read access to Everyone on the <Agent_Home> directory. When you
want to restrict access to this directory, modify the default permissions. Allow only the user accounts that run the IIS worker
process to access the <Agent_Home> directory. 

Follow these steps:

1. In Windows Explorer, right-click on the root .NET agent folder and select Properties.
2. Click the Security tab.
3. Click Add.

The Select Users or Groups dialog is displayed.
4. Type all or part of the user name in Enter the object names to select .
5. Click Check Names to search for one or more matching user names.
6. Select the appropriate user account, then click OK.

The Permission Entry dialog displays.
7. Underneath Full Control, verify that the user has selected Allow. 

Enabling Full Control provides the user with permissions to Modify, Read & Execute, List Folder Contents, Read, and
Write.

8. Click Advanced.
The Advanced Security Settings dialog is displayed.

9. Select Replace permission entries on all child objects with entries shown here that apply to child objects to propagate
permissions to the child directories. Click OK.

 Set User Permissions for Performance Monitor Metrics

To view Performance Monitor metrics in the Investigator, the user account that runs the IIS worker process must have the
correct permissions. If you have used the wilypermissions utility, these permissions have been automatically defined. If
you did not use the wilypermissions utility, you must manually set the permissions for the user account that runs the IIS
worker process. 

Follow these steps:

1. From the Start menu, navigate to Settings, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Local Security Policy, Local
Policies, User Rights Assignment.

2. Right-click Profile Single Process, and select Properties.
3. Click Add User or Group.
4. Add the user account that runs the IIS worker process to the list of users, then click OK.
5. Right-click Profile System Performance, and select Properties.
6. Click Add User or Group.
7. Add the user account that runs the IIS worker process to the list of users, then click OK.

 Configure the .NET Agent

In a DX APM deployment, the agent collects web application and environmental metrics and relays them to the Enterprise
Manager. You can configure various aspects of.NET agent communications, monitoring, and permissions.

 Configure the .NET Agent Connection to the Enterprise Manager for DX APM SaaS

To report metrics, the agent must connect to an Enterprise Manager. 

     

Connect to the Enterprise Manager with HTTP Tunneling

We support the capability to configure .NET agents to connect to an Enterprise Manager over HTTP. This configuration allows
communication to pass through firewalls that only permit HTTP traffic.

Configure a Proxy Server for HTTP Tunneling

You can configure the HTTP tunneled agent to connect through a proxy server to the Enterprise Manager. This configuration
is necessary for a forwarding proxy server. You make this configuration when  the agent is running behind a firewall that only
allows outbound HTTP traffic routing through the proxy server.

The proxy server configuration properties apply only if the agent is configured to tunnel over HTTP. The proxy server
configuration applies to any configured HTTP tunneled connection on the agent, not to a single connection. This configuration
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is especially important to consider when configuring failover between multiple Enterprise Managers, where the connection to
each Enterprise Manager is over HTTP.

Warning:

• HTTP/1.1 is required to enable agent HTTP tunneling. In addition, the proxy server must support HTTP Post.
• If the proxy is not reachable, the agent bypasses the proxy and the agent makes a direct connection with the

Enterprise Manager. If the proxy is reachable but its authentication fails, the agent keeps retrying to connect to the
Enterprise Manager through the proxy.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home> directory and open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
2. Set the  agentManager.httpProxy.host property to the host name or IP address of the proxy server.
3. Set the agentManager.httpProxy.port property to the port number of the proxy server.
4. (Optional) If the proxy server requires user credentials for authentication, carry out one of the following options.

• To use clear text authentication, set the following properties:

agentManager.httpProxy.username=<user_name>agentManager.httpProxy.password=<user_password>

• To encrypt the password, follow these steps:

1.1 Access the encryption tool from wily\tools\PropertiesUtil.jar.
2.1 Run the tool using the following command

java -jar <directory path>\wily\tools\PropertiesUtil.jar encrypt
<user_password>
The encrypted password is provided. 

3.1 In the IntroscopeAgent.profile file, set the following properties:

agentManager.httpProxy.username=<user_name>agentManager.httpProxy.password=<encrypted_password>

5. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

Connect to the Enterprise Manager with HTTPS Tunneling

We support the capability to configure .NET agents to connect to an Enterprise Manage using HTTP over Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL).

 Configure .NET Agent Log Files

The .NET agent log files are located in the <Agent_Home> directory. Typically the <Agent_Home> directory is named wily.

You can configure the logging-related properties. 
Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home> directory and open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
2. Configure the following logging-related properties as required.

After you after install the .NET agent, add the following properties to the agent profile and uncomment as required.

• introscope.agent.logfile
Provides the log file where the agent logs information about transaction traces and agent services.
Default: logs/IntroscopeAgent.logValues: Path to log file and log file nameMonitored application restart required:
Yes

• introscope.agent.log.level
Sets the log level of the agent log.
Default: INFO
Values: INFO, DEBUG
Monitored application restart required: Yes

• introscope.agent.log.max.file.size
The maximum size of the log file before output gets rolled into a backup file.
Default: 200 MB
Monitored application restart required: Yes
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• introscope.agent.log.max.roll.backups
The maximum number of backup log files to keep before the oldest file is deleted.
Default: 4 
Monitored application restart required: Yes

3. Save the file.
4. Restart the monitored .NET application.

 Asynchronous Transaction Support

The .NET agent can capture data about asynchronous .NET application transactions. Asynchronous operations can execute
sequentially and in parallel. Asynchronous events that happen in a series are the result callback of the first operation. The result
callback starts the next asynchronous operation. Asynchronous events have a parent-child relationship when an asynchronous
operation invokes another operation to complete. 

Different events are important for tracing asynchronous operations:

• Operation Start
This event is measured from the start of invoking an asynchronous API call and marks the transaction component start
time.

• Operation Done
This event is measured from the beginning of the operation result callback and marks the transaction component end time.
This event also tracks if the next asynchronous operation start is in a series with a previous operation or in parallel.

The .NET framework uses multiple programming models to provide asynchronous transaction within applications. The .NET
agent can monitor a transaction as it travels between different involved threads. Here are two recent .NET  asynchronous
programming models:

• async/await keywords
The compiler generates the state machine behind the scene.

• Task-based Asynchronous Pattern (TAP)
Standard backends such as database backends and HTTP backends use this model.

async/await asynchronous Programming Model

.NET provides an async/await asynchronous programming model that is backed by a compiler-generated state machine model.

The async/await model implements some Model View Controller (MVC) controllers that contain MVC Actions. The MVC
Actions are automatically detected.

Out-of-the-box, the .NET agent supports monitoring only MVC controllers that are supported for the async/await model.
However, .NET asynchronous transaction monitoring can support any other classes and methods that use the async/await
pattern.

You must restart the process after the application is exercised. The .NET Agent discovers the asynchronous state machine and
persists the corresponding instrumentation in <Agent_Home>/persistedprobes/StateMachineAsync.pbd.

TAP Model

The TAP model is supported out-of-the-box for HTTP asynchronous calls from the API HttpClient.

Look for the MVCAsyncTracing PBD entries in the MVC.pbd to learn how you can use the model for async/await APIs
other than MVC.

The TAP model response time metric is the total time that is taken to return the response for the HTTP request. In the TAP
model, transaction traces are processed and sent by a different thread, not from the calling thread.

Note:

More information: Task-based Asynchronous Pattern Model

 

Extending Asynchronous Instrumentation

For any other asynchronous API, you must configure a PBD to get the asynchronous calls working for classes other than MVC
and HTTP backends.
Here is an example async/await PBD.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/standard/asynchronous-programming-patterns/task-based-asynchronous-pattern-tap
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SetTracerClassMapping: AsyncBlamePointTracer
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.async.hc2.AsyncStateMachineBlamePointTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidatorSetTracerParameter:
 AsyncBlamePointTracer nameformatter
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.async.hc2.AsyncStateMachineNameFormatterSetTracerParameter:
 AsyncBlamePointTracer computemetrics false SetTracerClassMapping:
 FrontendMarkerAsync
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.async.hc2.AsyncStateMachineFrontendTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidatorSetTracerParameter:
 FrontendMarkerAsync nameformatter
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.async.hc2.AsyncStateMachineNameFormatterSetTracerParameter:
 FrontendMarkerAsync isTransactionContextOwner true# Use the
 isTransactionContextOwner for BlameTracer if you are not using
 frontend in the below instrumentation.SetTracerParameter:
 FrontendMarkerAsync computemetrics falseSetTracerOrdering:
 FrontendMarkerAsync -100  SetFlag: MVCAsyncExtendedTracingTurnOn:
 MVCAsyncExtendedTracing##### Following tracer enables the
 state machine push for persistenceSetTracerClassMapping:
 AsyncStateMachineEnablingTracerV2
 com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.async.hc2.AsyncStateMachineEnablingTracer
 com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidatorSetTracerParameter:
 AsyncStateMachineEnablingTracerV2 nameformatterSetTracerParameter:
 AsyncStateMachineEnablingTracerV2 formattingKeys
 "{namespaceandclassname},{method}"SetTracerParameter:
 AsyncStateMachineEnablingTracerV2 tracerGroup
 MVCAsyncExtendedTracing  IdentifyClassAs:  <Your
 class name> MVCAsyncExtendedTracing// You can
 use IdentifyMatchingClassesAs for more classes to
 capture...  TraceAnnotatedMethodsIfFlagged: MVCAsyncTracing
 [mscorlib]System.Runtime.CompilerServices.AsyncStateMachineAttribute
 AsyncStateMachineEnablingTracerV2 "NOT
 USED"TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: MVCAsyncExtendedTracing
 MoveNext AsyncBlamePointTracer "AsyncAPIS|{namespaceandclassname}|
{method}"

 

 

 

 Configure .NET Agent Connection Metrics

By default, Introscope generates metrics on the connection status of agents connected to an Enterprise Manager, which you can
monitor. You can monitor agent connection metrics to determine the current state of the connection between an agent and the
Enterprise Manager.

Agent connection metrics appear in the browser tree under the Enterprise Manager process (the custom metric host):

Custom Metric Host (Virtual) \ Custom Metric Process(Virtual) \ Custom Metric Agent (Virtual) (*SuperDomain*) \ Agents \ <HostName> \ <Agent Process Name> \ <Agent Name> \ ConnectionStatus

Connection metrics have these values:

• 0 -- No data about the agent is available
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• 1 -- agent is connected
• 2 -- agent is slow to report
• 3 -- agent is disconnected

An agent disconnecting also generates a What’s Interesting event. As with other events, users can query for agent disconnects
using the historical query interface. Agent disconnect events are part of the data that is used in assessing application health.
The health data display in the Workstation and WebView Overview tab.

Once an agent disconnects from the Enterprise Manager, Introscope continues to generate disconnected state metrics until
the agent is timed out. When an agent times out, no additional connection metrics are generated or reported to the Enterprise
Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. On the computer that the Enterprise Manager is installed on, open the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file in the
<EM_Home>/config directory.

2. Modify this property:

introscope.enterprisemanager.agentconnection.metrics.agentTimeoutInMinutes

The time increment is in minutes.
3. Save the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file.

Restricting Socket Metric Collection

Socket metric collection is enabled by default. Monitored applications or services that create many transient sockets might
generate a larger than usual increase in memory. The increase is due to the socket information that DX APM collects.
Processor or I/O time might also increase in managed and NIO sockets and regular sockets.

You can turn off socket metrics collection to prevent memory overhead issues, or to target more relevant information.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home> directory and open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
2. Locate the Agent Socket Rate Metrics section.
3. Set the introscope.agent.sockets.reportRateMetrics property to false. For example:

introscope.agent.sockets.reportRateMetrics=false

4. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

Note:  You can also control metric collection by turning tracer groups on or off.

 Configure the SQL Agent for .NET
 

The SQL agent is an agent extension that collects detailed database performance data by monitoring SQL statements. The SQL
agent tracks the interaction between your managed application and database to provide individual SQL statement performance
visibility.

  

SQL Agent Overview

To provide meaningful performance measurements down to the individual SQL statement level, the SQL agent summarizes
performance data. The SQL agent strips out transaction-specific data and converts the original SQL statements into Introscope-
specific normalized statements. Because normalized statements do not include sensitive information, such as credit card
numbers, this process protects your data security.
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For example, the SQL agent converts this SQL query:

SELECT * FROM BOOKS WHERE AUTHOR = 'Atwood'

To this normalized statement:

SELECT * FROM BOOKS WHERE AUTHOR = ?

Similarly, SQL agent converts this SQL update statement:

INSERT INTO BOOKS (AUTHOR, TITLE) VALUES ('Atwood', 'The Robber
 Bride')

To this normalized statement:

INSERT INTO BOOKS (AUTHOR, TITLE) VALUES (?, ?)

Only text within quotation marks ('xyz') is normalized.

Metrics for normalized statements are aggregated and can be viewed in the JDBC node of the Workstation Investigator.

SQL Agent Files

The SQL agent is included in all agent installations. The files providing SQL agent functionality are:

•  <Aguent_Home>/ext/wily.SQLAgent.ext.dll
•  <Aguent_Home>/sqlagent.pbd

By default, agent extensions like the wily.SQLAgent.ext.dll file are installed in the <Agent_Home>/ext directory. You can
change the location of the agent extension directory using the introscope.agent.extensions.directory property
in the agent profile. If you change the location of the /ext directory, be sure to move the contents of the /ext directory too. 

SQL Statement Normalization

Some applications may generate an extremely large number of unique SQL statements. If technologies like Hibernate are in
use, the likelihood of long unique SQL statements increases. Long SQL statements can contribute to a metric explosion in the
agent, leading to poor performance and other system problems.

How Poorly Written SQL Statements Create Metric Explosions

In general, the number of SQL agent metrics should approximate the number of unique SQL statements. Your SQL agent can
show a large and increasing number of unique SQL metrics even though your application uses a small set of SQL statements.
In this situation, the problem could be in how the SQL statement is written.

The following examples are several common situations in which SQL statements can cause metric explosions.

Example Comments in SQL Statements

One common reason for metric explosion is caused by how comments are used in SQL statements. For example, you have a
SQL statement similar to this statement:

"/* John Doe, user ID=?, txn=? */ select * from table..."

http://www.hibernate.org/
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The SQL agent creates a metric with the comment as part of the metric name:

"/* John Doe, user ID=?, txn=? */ select * from table..."

The comment that is embedded in the SQL statement is useful for the database administrator. The administrator can determine
who is executing what query that the database executing the query is ignoring. The SQL agent, however, does not parse the
comment string when it captures the SQL statement. Therefore, for each unique user ID, the SQL agent creates a unique
metric, potentially causing a metric explosion.

This problem can be avoided by putting the SQL comment in single quotes. For example:

"/*' John Doe, user ID=?, txn=? '*/ select * from table..."

The SQL agent then creates the following metric where the comment no longer causes a unique metric name:

"/* ? */ select * from table..."

Example Temporary Tables or Automatically Generated Table Names

Another potential cause of metric explosion can be the result of applications that reference temporary tables or tables that
have automatically generated names in SQL statements. For example, if you open the Investigator to view the metrics
under Backends|{backendName}|SQL|{sqlType}|sql, you might see a metric similar to this example:

SELECT * FROM TMP_123981398210381920912 WHERE ROW_ID = ?

This SQL statement is accessing a temporary table that has a unique identifier that is appended to the table name. The
additional digits that are appended to the  TMP_  table name create a unique metric name each time the statement is
executed. The large number of unique metric names being generated is causing a metric explosion.

Example Statements that Generate Lists of Values or Insert Values

Another common cause of metric explosion are SQL statements that generate lists of values or do mass modification of values.
For example, assume that you have been alerted to a potential metric explosion and your investigation brings you to a review
of this SQL statement:

#1 INSERT INTO COMMENTS (COMMENT_ID, CARD_ID, CMMT_TYPE_ID,
 CMMT_STATUS_ID,CMMT_CATEGORY_ID, LOCATION_ID, CMMT_LIST_ID,
 COMMENTS_DSC, USER_ID,LAST_UPDATE_TS) VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?,
 "CHANGE CITY FROM CARROLTON,TO CAROLTON, _ ", ?, CURRENT)

In studying the code, you notice that "CHANGE CITY FROM CARROLTON, TO CAROLTON, _ " generates an array of cities.

Similarly, if you are investigating a potential metric explosion, you might review a SQL statement similar to this example:

CHANGE COUNTRY FROM US TO CA _ CHANGE EMAIL ADDRESS FROM TO BRIGGIN @
 COM _ "
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In studying the code, you notice CHANGE COUNTRY results in a long list of countries. In addition, the placement of the
quotes for countries results in e-mail addresses getting inserted into SQL statements, creating unique metrics that could be the
source of the metric explosion.

SQL statement normalization options

To address long SQL statements, the SQL agent includes the following normalizers for use:

•  Default SQL statement normalizer 
•  Custom SQL statement normalizer 

Default SQL statement normalizer

The standard SQL statement normalizer is on by default in the SQL agent. The SQL statement normalizer normalizes text
within single quotation marks ('xyz'). For example, the SQL agent converts this SQL query:

SELECT * FROM BOOKS WHERE AUTHOR = 'Atwood'

To this normalized statement:

SELECT * FROM BOOKS WHERE AUTHOR = ?

Metrics for normalized statements are aggregated and can be viewed in the Workstation Investigator.

Custom SQL statement normalizer

The SQL agent allows users to add extensions for performing custom normalization. To do so, you create a DLL file
containing a normalization scheme that is implemented by the SQL agent.

 To apply a SQL statement normalizer extension: 

1. Create an extension DLL file.
The entry point class for the SQL normalizer extension file has to implement
com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.ISqlNormalizer interface.
Making a DLL extension file involves creating a manifest file that contains specific keys for the SQL normalizer
extension. This procedure is detailed in step 2. However, for your extension to work, other general keys are required.
These keys are the type that you would use to construct any extension file. The extension file that you create relates to
database SQL statement text normalization, for example, metrics under the Backends|{backendName}|SQL|{sqlType}|
{actualSQLStatement} node. The {actualSQLStatement} is normalized by the SQL normalizer.

2. Place the following keys in the manifest of the created extension:
The value of this first key can be anything. In this instance, testNormalizer1 is used as an example. Whatever you
specify as the value of this key, use it in the following keys too.

com-wily-Extension-Plugins-List:testNormalizer1
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The key in the next example should contain the unique name of your normalizer, for example, normalizer1.

com-wily-Extension-Plugin-testNormalizer1-Type: sqlnormalizercom-
wily-Extension-Plugin-testNormalizer1-Version: 1com-wily-Extension-
Plugin-testNormalizer1-Name: normalizer1

com-wily-Extension-Plugin-testNormalizer1-Entry-Point-Class:
 <Thefully-qualified classname of your implementation of
 ISQLNormalizer>

3. Place the extension file that you created in the <Agent_Home>\ext directory.
Note: The introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension.runPredefinedScheme property
allows the default normalizer to run first before executing the regular expression SQL statement normalizer. This property
is not included in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file; add it manually if you want to change the default setting to false.

4. In the IntroscopeAgent.profile, locate and set the following property:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension

Set the property to the com-wily-Extension-Plugin-{plugin}-Name from your created extension manifest file.
The value of this property is not case-sensitive. For example:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension=normalizer1

The introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property is hot. Changes to the extension name
result in re-registration of the extension.

5. In the IntroscopeAgent.profile, you can optionally add the following property to set the error throttle count:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension.errorCount

If the errors that are thrown by the custom normalizer extension exceed the error throttle count, the extension is disabled.
For more information about errors and exceptions, see Exceptions.

6. Save the IntroscopeAgent.profile.
7. Restart your application.

Exceptions

If the extension you created throws an exception for one query, the default SQL statement normalizer uses the default
normalization scheme for that query. In this situation, two messages are logged. An error message states that an exception
was thrown by the extension, and a debug message contains stack trace information. However, after five such exceptions are
thrown, the default SQL statement normalizer disables your created extension. The default SQL statement normalizer also
stops attempting to use the created extension for future queries until the normalizer is changed.

Null or empty strings

If the extension you created returns a null string or empty string for a query, the StatementNormalizer uses the default
normalization scheme for that query. The StatementNormalizer also logs an INFO message stating that the extension returned
a null value. However, after five such null or empty strings have been returned, the StatementNormalizer stops logging
messages, but attempts to continue to use the extension.
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 Configure .NET Agent SQL Parameter Monitoring

You can extend .NET agent SQL monitoring to provide SQL parameter information in transaction traces. 

SQL Parameter monitoring tracks Execution statements and records parameters to transaction trace components and counts
processed parameters.

SQL Parameter monitoring is disabled by default.

Warning:

 Variables in SQL statements frequently represent confidential or secure data. For example, an account number or a
social security number. SQL Parameter monitoring makes all parameters visible in transaction traces.

Configure SQL Parameter Monitoring

You configure the SQL Parameter monitoring properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

 Follow these steps:  

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home> directory and open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
2. Enable SQL Parameter monitoring

1.1  Set introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.params=true.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.params

Type: Boolean

Description: Sends execute statement parameters to transaction traces.

Default: false 

Restart Monitored Application: Yes

 
2.1 Set introscope.agent.sqlagent.rawsql=true.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.rawsql

Type: Boolean

Description: Enables transaction traces to display full SQL queries. This property reports the SQL at Initial Prepare, SQL
Resolved, and SQL with Variables parameters.

Default: false

Restart Monitored Application: Yes
3. Configure the following properties as required.

 introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.params.count 

 Type: integer

 Description: Sets the number of parameters with a name and values to trace.

 Default: 5

 Restart monitored application: Yes

 introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.params.value.maxlimit Type: integer

 Description: Maximum SQL query length. Any string longer than this value is truncated with a suffix of ... three
periods.

 Default: 256

 Restart monitored application: Yes
4. Save the file.
5. Restart the managed application.

 Configure .NET Agent HTTP Client Correlation and HTTP Backend URL Path Naming

Path groups are named groupings of web service HTTP client requests that you define in terms of an HTTP backend URL path
prefix.

HTTP Client Correlation
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.NET agent client correlation starts with a page request from server to server. An instrumented server makes a client call to
another server or an agent or a public web service. Therefore, the calling server is known as the client, although technically the
server is not actually a client. The server is instrumented to see outgoing request calls. When a call goes to another server that
is also instrumented by an agent, then the call can be correlated.

These three .NET libraries are used in .NET agent HTTP client correlation framework:

• System.Net.HttpWebRequest
• System.Web.WebClient
• System.Net.Http.HttpClient

HTTP Backend Path Group Naming

You can configure a set of .NET HTTP Backend path group properties to monitor the performance of outgoing HTTP queries
that your  .NET applications make. The HTTP backends data displays as standard BlamePoint metrics under the Backends|
WebService at {protocol}_//{host}:{port} Investigator node. Together these properties capture the HTTP method and the
query parameters being used in transaction traces. You can configure error snapshots to be generated whenever an HTTP 4XX
or 5XX response code is received.

These introscopeAgent.profile HTTP backend path group properties work together:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=default
introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*
introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5} 

With this configuration, the default HTTP backend paths display in an HTTP backend path group. Typically HTTP
backend paths display under the Metric Browser Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths node. 

To capture and group more path details for the various URLs, configure the URL path groups in the agent profile.

Using HTTP Backend Path Groups

The metrics for each path group are aggregated under the Backends|WebService at <protocol>_//<host>_<port>|Paths node
in the Investigator metric browser tree. By default, all HTTP backend URL paths are assigned to the Default group. With
path groups, you can determine how many requests are invoked from the HTTP backend. You can then diagnose performance
problems.

The following example shows three HTTP backend URL paths as they would display in the metric browser tree:

Backends|WebService at http_//host_port|Paths|
alphaHTTPClientPostBackends|WebService at http_//host_port|Paths|
betaHTTPClientGetBackends|WebService at http_//host_port|Paths|Default

This example shows how three path groups are defined in the agent profile:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=alphaHTTPClientPost,betaHTTPClientGet,defaultintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alphaHTTPClientPost.pathprefix=/
testWar/helloWorld/
alphaHTTPClientPostintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alphaHTTPClientPost.format=alphaHTTPClientPostintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.betaHTTPClientGet.pathprefix=/
testWar/helloWorld/
betaHTTPClientGetintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.betaHTTPClientGet.format=betaHTTPClientGetintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format=Default

Define Keys for Path Groups
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The introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys Delimiter characters in the agent profile define a list of the keys
of all the path groups. The key for a path group is referenced in other property definitions that declare an attribute of the path
group.

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=alpha,beta,default

Each entry has two properties that are used to define the path and match output results as follows:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.
[Key].pathprefixintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.[Key].format

The [Key] entries are used to locate the named property. The [Key] value corresponds with
the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys property as shown:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=key_one,key_two,key_three
introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_one.pathprefixintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_one.formatintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_two.pathprefixintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_two.formatintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_three.pathprefixintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.key_three.format

You can define path groups so some paths fall into multiple groups. In this situation, the order in which you list the keys for
the path groups in the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys property is important. Be sure that the path
group with the narrower membership precedes the path group with broader membership.

Define Membership of Each Path Group

The introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix property specifies a pattern against
which the path prefix of a path is matched. The matching defines which requests fall within the path group.

Example: Map a Group Key to a Path Prefix

This property definition assigns all requests in which the path portion of the path starts with /testWar to the path group
whose key is alphaHTTPClientPost:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alphaHTTPClientPost.pathprefix=/
testWar

Requests that match the specified pathprefix include:

http://backend.ca.com:1234/testWar/example/post.htm

You can use the asterisk symbol (*) as a wildcard in pathprefix properties.

Define the Name for a Path Group

The introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.<key>.format property determines the names under
which response time metrics for a path group are generated.
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Typically, the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.<key>.format property is used to assign a text
string as the name for a path. The following example causes metrics for the path group with key alpha to appear in the metric
browser tree under the name Alpha Group:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format=Alpha Group

(Optional) Advanced Naming Techniques for Path Groups

You can derive a path group name from request elements such as the protocol,
or from a substring of the request path. This section describes advanced forms of
the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.<key>.format property.

Use a Substring of the Request Path as a Path Group Name

You can organize statistics for a path group under names that reflect a substring of the path portion of request paths.
Define introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.<key>.format as shown:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_substring:m:n}

Where m is the index of the first character, and n is one greater than the index of the last character. String selection operates
like the java.lang.String.substring() method. For example, for the following setting:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_substring:0:3}

With this URL:

http://www.buyitall.com/userid,sessionid/pageid

Statistics would appear under: /us.

The path grouping works only on the path part of the URL. In the previous example it is: /testWar/helloWorld/
alphaHTTPClientPost.

Use a Delimited Portion of the Request Path as a Path Group Name

To organize statistics for a path group under names that reflect a character-delimited portion request path, define
the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format property as shown:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_delimited:delim_char:m:n}

The delim_char character delimits the segments in the path. The m value is the index of the first segment to select, and
the n value is one greater than the index of the last segment to select. For example, given this setting:
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introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_delimited:/:2:4}

Statistics for the requests of this form:

http://www.buyitall.com/userid,sessionid/pageid

Appear under the metric node /pageid .

Follow these rules:

• Delimiter characters count as a segment. In the previous example, the delimiter characters is the forward slash (/).
• Segment counts start at 0.
• Path grouping works only on the path part of the URL. In the previous example, the path part of the URL is /

userid,sessionid/pageid .

The segments as delimited by the slash character in the path example are:

0=/, 1=userid,sessionid, 2=/, and 3=pageid

You can specify multiple delimiters as necessary. For example, given this setting:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.alpha.format={path_delimited:/,:3:4}

Statistics for requests of the form that is shown in the previous example appear under the sessionid node. The segments as
delimited by the slash and the comma in the path example are:

0=/, 1=userid, 2=„, 3=sessionid, 4=/, and 5=pageid

Limit the Number of Unique Backend Path URL Group Metrics

You can use the introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp property to to limit the number of unique
backend path group URL metrics that the .NET agent creates. When the number of new backend path groups reaches the
set value, metrics for new backend path group URLs display in the Metric Browser. They display under the Backends|
WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths| Default node. This property helps to prevent metric explosions.

To collect meaningful metrics from the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths node, set up backend path
groups that are relevant to your deployment.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in the <Agent_Home> directory in a text editor.
2. Go to the URL Grouping Configuration section.
3. Configure the introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp property.

The default is 5 backend path group URLs.
4. Save and close the file.

No managed application restart is needed.

Backend Path Group Naming

These backend path group properties work together when all are set to their default introscopeAgent.profile settings as shown:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=defaultintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5} introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp=5

With this configuration, the default backend paths display in a backend path group. The group is named for and located two
segments after the protocol in the backend path. 
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For example, typically backend paths are listed under the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|
Paths node. When the number of backend path groups that are created across all the .NET applications reaches
the introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp setting, any new backend paths display under
the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths| Default node. 

 Configure Model View Controller Support

The .NET agent monitors these Model View Controller (MVC) framework applications:

• Various ASP.NET Razor view-engine templates, providing Razor view engine performance metrics
• MVC action metrics
• MVC application Areas performance

You can enable MVC framework applications performance metrics reporting.
Follow these steps:

1. In <Agent_Home>, open the MVC.pbd file in a text editor.
2. Enable the MVC View Engines and Razor metrics as appropriate for your environment.

1.1 Go to the ###### MVC (Razor) View Tracing ###### section.
2.1 To enable View Engine metrics support, uncomment the #TurnOn: McvViewEngines line as shown in this

example.

TurnOn: MvcViewEngines

3.1 To enable Razor metrics support, uncomment the #TurnOn: MvcViewRazor line as shown in this example.

TurnOn: MvcViewRazor

3. Save and close the MVC.pbd file.
4. Enable MVC action metrics.

1.1 In the <Agent_Home> directory, open the agent profile in a text editor.
2.1 Set the introscope.agent.dotnet.mvc.actionmetrics.enabled property to true.
3.1 Save and close the file.

 

 Application-Specific Configuration

The .NET Framework permits configuration of application-specific parameters using an optional XML format file with a
.config extension. 

Add Properties for Configuration

For ASP.NET applications, web.config is the main file for application-specific settings and configuration. This file is stored in
the application root directory.

For other .NET executables, the configuration file is named the same as the application appended with a .config extension. The
file is stored in the same directory as the application executable. For example, for testapp.exe, the optional configuration file
would be testapp.exe.config.

You can add Introscope-specific configurations to the .config file. For example, you can set parameters that enable individual
applications to reference their own instance of the IntroscopeAgent.profile file. This configuration permits different
applications to have different agent configurations. The configuration also enables cross-process transaction correlation for
web services.
Configuration files are not required for .NET agent installation.

Note:

We recommend that you use the full path to access the agent profile.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the application configuration file.
2. Add a sectionGroup and section to your application configuration file as shown:

<configuration>
   <configSections>
      <sectionGroup>
         <sectionGroup name="com.wily.introscope.agent">
         <section name="env.parameters"type="System.Configuration.NameValueSectionHandler" /
>
      </sectionGroup>

3. Add new properties to the env.parameters section. For example:

<com.wily.introscope.agent>
   <env.parameters>
      <add key="com.wily.introscope.agentProfile" value="e:\
\junkyard\\dotnettest\\Agent.profile" />
   </env.parameters>
</com.wily.introscope.agent>

For an example, see <Agent_Home>/sample.exe.config.

 Configure .NET Agent Properties

Most agent operations are configured using properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file. This section describes the most
common agent properties to set. More properties might be appropriate for your environment. For information about extra
properties, see Properties Reference .NET Agent. Different versions of the agent might have different properties available or
different default values.

Configure Backup Enterprise Managers and Failover Properties

When you install the agent, you specify the Enterprise Manager host name and port number that the agent connect to by
default. Optionally, you can also specify one or more backup Enterprise Managers. If the agent loses the connection to its
primary Enterprise Manager, it can then attempt to connect to a backup Enterprise Manager.

To enable an agent to connect to a backup Enterprise Manager, you specify the communication properties for the Enterprise
Managers in the agent profile. If the primary Enterprise Manager is not available, the agent tries to connect to the next
Enterprise Manager on its list of allowed connections. If the agent does not connect with its first backup Enterprise Manager,
it tries the next Enterprise Manager in the list. The process continues trying to connect to each Enterprise Managers in the list,
in order, until it succeeds in connecting. If the agent is unable to connect to any of its Enterprise Managers, it waits 10 seconds
before retrying.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Introscope.Agent.profile file in a text editor.
2. Specify one or more alternative Enterprise Manager communication channels.

Add the following properties to the agent profile for each backup Enterprise Manager:

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.NAME
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introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.NAME

Introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.NAME

Replace NAME with an identifier for the new Enterprise Manager channel. Do not use DEFAULT or the name of an
existing channel when creating a channel. For example, to create two backup Enterprise Managers:

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.BackupEM1=paris
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.BackupEM1=5001
Introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.BackupEM1=com.custom.postofficehub.link.net.DefaultSocketFactory
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.BackupEM2=voyager
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.BackupEM2=5002
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.BackupEM2=com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.DefaultSocketFactory

3. Locate the introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder property. Set it to a comma-
separated list of identifiers for the primary and backup Enterprise Managers. The order in which you list the identifiers
defines the order in which they are contacted. For example:

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder=DEFAULT,BackupEM1,BackupEM2

4. Save the changes and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
5. Restart the application.

Specify an Agent Profile for an Application

By default, .NET agents that monitor web applications are automatically assigned a name based on the application virtual
directory or context path. Agents that monitor non-web-based applications are assigned a name-based on the application
domain name. We recommend using automatic agent naming whenever possible. However if needed, you can explicitly assign
a name to an agent. For example, if you have multiple instances of the .NET agent, you can manage the instances separately
and you can manually assign the names.

To assign agent names manually, perform the following tasks:

• create a separate agent profile for each agent instance and application.
• define the process and agent name properties in each profile.
• set the agent profile location for a specific application and agent instance.

Note: Introscope edits the information that is used to construct the agent name according to the following rules:

• Characters, such as pipes, colons, or percentage signs, are replaced with underscores
• Names beginning with any character other than a letter are prepended with the letter "A"
• Empty names are replaced with "UnnamedAgent" to distinguish them from the "UnknownAgent" condition

For example:

Original Name Display Name

" leading or trailing spaces " "no spaces"

"44 Agent Name" "A44 Agent Name"

""" "UnmanagedAgent"

"agent name-123" "agent name-123"

Create separate profiles for each application
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You might want to explicitly assign a name to an agent instance monitoring a specific .NET application. In this case, you must
create a separate IntroscopeAgent.profile for each application. Using a separate profile for each agent instance and application
allows you to control the process and agent name and customize other properties, as needed.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the existing IntroscopeAgent.profile file in the <Agent_Home> directory.
2. Paste the copied profile into a new directory.
3. (Optional) Rename the profile to identify it as an agent instance profile. For example,

IntroscopeAgentCalc1.profile.

Define an agent name

Using a custom process and agent name helps you identify agent instances that monitor specific applications. You can also
modify other properties for the instance, as needed.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile you created for the agent instance and application in a text editor. For example, if you
created a custom profile that is named IntroscopeAgentCalc1.profile in the C:\NetApps\wily directory, open that file in a
text editor

2. Locate the Custom Process Name section.
3. Specify a custom process name to be displayed using the introscope.agent.customProcessName property. For

example:

introscope.agent.customProcessName=ArcadeCaclcProcess

4. Disable automatic agent naming using the introscope.agent.AutoNamingEnabled property. For example:

introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled=false

5. Specify a custom agent name to be displayed using the  introscope.agent.agentName  property. For example:

introscope.agent.agentName=ArcadeCalcAgent

6. Save and close the updated custom profile.

Set the agent profile location for a specific application and agent instance

By default, the IntroscopeAgent.profile file is installed in the <Agent_Home> directory. For example, the default location
is C:\Program Files\DX APM\Introscope<version>\wily. When you create separate profiles for agent instances that monitor
specific applications, you must create a configuration file that specifies the location of the profile for that application and agent
instance.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the <Agent_Home>\Sample.exe.config file in a text editor.
2. Copy all the sample <configSections> and <com.wily.introscope.agent> sections from the Sample.exe.config file.
3. Open the web.config file for the .NET application or the standalone configuration file for non-IIS application executables.

For more information about creating a configuration file for application executables, see Application-Specific
Configuration.

4. In the  <env.parameters>  section, modify the agent profile location. For example:
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<env.parameters>
   <add key="com.wily.introscope.agentProfile" value="C:\\NETApps\
\wily\\IntroscopeAgentCalc1.profile" />
</env.parameters>

5. Save the web.config or standalone configuration file.
6. Restart the managed application.

Collect and Customize Performance Monitor Data

By default, the .NET agent deploys a separate Windows service, the Performance Monitor Collection Agent. This agent
collects metrics from all Windows Performance Monitor objects, counters, and instances. The Windows service reports this
information for all agent instances and processes running on the IIS server. During installation, you specify whether this
service starts automatically or must be started manually. After installation, you can use the Services Control Panel to manage
the service. For example, you can use the Service Control Panel to change the startup type or pause and resume the collection
of Performance Monitor counters.

You can customize the data that are collected by the Performance Monitor Collection Agent by modifying properties in the
agent profile. For example, you can:

• Use regular expressions to filter the specific metrics collected.
• Control the total number of Performance Monitor metrics returned.
• Control how frequently Performance Monitor counters are checked.
• Control how frequently the Performance Monitor Collection Agent checks for new Performance Monitor objects.
• Prevent the Performance Monitor Collection Agent from checking for new Performance Monitor objects.

Note:  Accounts that run the Performance Monitor Collection Agent must have permission to access Performance Monitor
counters for the data to be available in the Investigator. By default, the Performance Monitor Collection Agent service runs
using the Local System account, which has access to Performance Monitor counters. However, you can use the Services
Control Panel to identify a different user account and password that the service runs under. For information about setting the
appropriate permissions, see Set the user permissions for the IIS worker process.

Use regular expressions to filter metric collection

The .NET agent perfmon.metric.filterPattern property specifies the Performance Monitor counters the agent
reads. The default setting is:

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.filterPattern=|Processor|
*|*,|.NET Data Provider*|*|*,|.NET CLR*|{osprocessname}|
*,|.NET CLR Data|*|*,|Process|{osprocessname}|*,|ASP.NET|*

The filter follows the format |Object|Instance|Counter or |Object|Counter (if there is no instance) where:

• Object identifies a performance monitor category, such as Memory, Processor, or Process.
• Instance identifies a specific instance of the specified object. Some objects, such as Memory, do not have instances.
• Counter identifies the specific type of metric for the Object|Instance to be collected. For example, the .NET CLR Memory

Performance Monitor object has counters such as # Bytes in all heaps, Gen 0 heap size, # GC handles, and % time in GC.

The default filter also includes the {osprocessname} placeholder. In the Investigator, the {osprocessname}
placeholder is replaced to identify the instances of the standalone applications that are monitored or the application pool name
for the IIS worker process, for example, w3wp(BusinessServiceAppPool).

Warning:  Using the filter |*|* is equal to asking Performance Monitor to enumerate all counters as instance-less,
which can break certain counters.

You can tailor the Performance Monitor data the .NET agent collects by modifying the value of the
introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.filterPattern property. For example, you can expand or decrease the data reported by
modifying the default filter. You can also include custom Performance Monitor counters if you have defined them for your
applications.
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Some Performance Monitor metrics have been reserved for future implementation by Microsoft. These metrics are tagged
NotDisplayed when seen in Performance Monitor. When these metrics are viewed in the Introscope Investigator, the
placeholder tag is displayed.

Set a limit on the total number of metrics

By default, the Performance Monitor Collection Agent collects Performance Monitor data for all Performance Monitor objects,
instances, and counters available. You can limit the overall scope of data from setting an upper limit on the total number
of Performance Monitor metrics reported. Setting a maximum number of Performance Monitor metrics helps to reduce the
overhead of the Performance Monitor Collection Agent on the monitored server.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
2. Locate the perfmon.metric.limit property and set it to the maximum number of Performance Monitor metrics you

want to allow in each interval. For example:

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.limit=100

3. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

Control how frequently Performance Monitor data is collected

By default, the Performance Monitor Collection Agent checks for metric values from all Performance Monitor objects,
instances, and counters every 15 seconds. This polling interval ensures that current data is reported for the Performance
Monitor objects previously discovered. The Performance Monitor Collection Agent also periodically checks for new
Performance Monitor objects from which it collects data. By default, this browsing interval is every 10 minutes to ensure that
available objects are discovered and obsolete objects are removed without incurring overhead. You can modify either or both
of these intervals in the agent profile.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
2. Locate the introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.pollIntervalInSeconds property and configure

the polling interval of the Performance Monitor Collection Agent. The value that is set controls how frequently the
Performance Monitor Collection Agent checks for metric values. For example:

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.pollingIntervalInSeconds=20

3. Locate the introscope.agent.perfmon.category.browseIntervalInSeconds property and configure
the browsing interval of the Performance Monitor Collection Agent. The value that is set controls how frequently the
Performance Monitor Collection Agent checks for new or obsolete Performance Monitor objects. For example:

introscope.agent.perfmon.category.browseIntervalInSeconds=900

4. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

Prevent browsing of Performance Monitor objects

The Performance Monitor Collection Agent queries Performance Monitor objects periodically to ensure that all available
services are accounted for. This action allows the agent to discover new counters, or eliminate obsolete counters, if needed.
This functionality is enabled by default, with the default interval between queries are set to 600 seconds (10 minutes).

To reduce overhead on your system, you can prevent the Performance Monitor Collection Agent from checking for new and
obsolete counters.

Follow these steps:
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1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
2. Locate the introscope.agent.perfmon.category.browseEnabled property and set it to false. For

example:

introscope.agent.perfmon.category.browseEnabled=false

3. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

Start the Collection of Performance Monitor Data

The .NET agent deploys an external service, DX APM PerfMon Collector Service, to collect and report Performance Monitor
metrics. This service lets you collect metrics at the computer level, instead of collecting metrics for each .NET agent. Only this
instance of the .NET agent uses PerfMon system resources.

Note:  Run this service after the .NET agent is deployed on the application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as the administrator to the Windows Management Console.
2. Navigate to the DX APM PerfMon Collector Service.
3. Right-click the service, and then click Start.

Stop the Collection of Performance Monitor Data

You can stop the collection of all Performance Monitor counters from collecting Performance Monitor data that is not required
for managing .NET applications.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Services Control Panel.
2. Locate the Performance Monitor Collector Service in the list of service names.
3. Select the Performance Monitor Collector Service, right-click, then select Properties.
4. Click Stop.
5. Select Manual or Disabled as the Startup type.
6. Click OK.

Control Startup Time

Many organizations that use IIS periodically restart the IIS services to recycle .NET application pools for each application
domain. Any time IIS restarts, the .NET agent is also invoked to instrument the applications in each application pool. The
initial startup time can vary depending on these conditions:

• Number of applications and classes that you monitor
• agent profile configuration
• whether custom PBDs exist

The default settings for an agent instrumented using NativeProfiler allow the agent and application server to start within a
reasonable amount of time. To improve startup performance, you can perform some options steps.

If you want to improve the startup time of the .NET agent, perform these tasks:

• Change the value of the introscope.nativeprofiler.directivematching.cache.max.size property in the agent profile.
By default, the agent creates an in-memory cache of the directive groups it has previously found, which contain monitored
classes. When you start IIS, the agent creates a cache of the classes previously discovered. The cache increases over time as
the application code monitors new classes. By default, the in-memory cache stores up to 5000 class names. If the cache size
reaches this limit, the agent records an entry in the NativeProfiler log file indicating that the cache is saturated.
You can use the introscope.nativeprofiler.directivematching.cache.max.size property in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file to
increase or decrease the size of the cache. Increasing the value can improve the startup time when the cache stores more
than 5000 class names. However, increasing the value increases the memory overhead of the agent. Decreasing the property
value reduces agent memory overhead. Decreasing the value is appropriate when you monitor fewer than 5000 classes or
when you stop monitoring large directive groups.

• Check how you have identified classes and directives in custom PBD files.
If you use IdentifyInheritedAs directives for classes in the same group, you can enable the agent to use the inheritance
hierarchy most effectively.
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Configure Agent Load Balancing

In clusters where the workload is primarily metrics that are reported by agents, you can optimize the overall cluster capacity by
configuring MOM agent load balancing.

Configure Detection of Synthetic Transactions

Configuration settings for synthetic transaction monitoring are done using the
introscope.agent.synthetic.header.names parameter.

The introscope.agent.synthetic.header.names parameter value lists the HTTP header parameters that are used
to determine whether a monitored HTTP request is part of a synthetic transaction. Commas separate the Individual parameter
names. If this parameter is undefined or the value is empty, synthetic transactions are not detected. If multiple HTTP header
parameter names are defined, they are examined in the specified order. The first HTTP parameter with a value is used to define
the synthetic transaction.

The node under which synthetic transactions are reported depends on the specific HTTP header parameter that is used to detect
each transaction as follows:

• If the parameter value is anything other than x-wtg-info, the HTTP parameter value itself is used as the node name.
Appropriate modification is done to ensure that a valid node name is used.

• If the parameter value is x-wtg-info, the HTTP header parameter value is assumed to contains a sequence of name and
value pairs. The ampersand symbol separates the pairs from each other. An equal sign separates the attribute name and
value within each pair. The values of group ,  name ,  ipaddress , and request_id with a | node separator form the
synthetic transaction node names.

For example, given the parameter:

introscope.agent.synthetic.header.names=Synthetic_Transaction,x-wtg-
info

The following x-wtg-info header results in metrics being reported under node SampleGroup|sample|172.24.36.107|start:

clear synthetic=true&instance=ewing&name=sample&group=SampleGroup&version=4.1.0&ipaddress=172.24.36.107&sequencenumber=1&request_id=start&executiontime=1226455047

Any attributes that are not defined in the x-wtg-info HTTP header parameter value have default values that are supplied as
follows:

• group=unknownGroup
• name=unknownScript
• ipaddress=0.0.0.0
• request_id=Action

If introscope.agent.synthetic.header.names is undefined, the following configuration parameters are ignored.

introscope.agent.synthetic.node.name=Synthetic Users

The node under which transactions recognized as synthetic are reported. This node is located under Frontends|Apps|
<WebAppName> where <WebAppName> is the web application name. This value defaults to Synthetic Users.
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introscope.agent.non.synthetic.node.name=Real Users

The node under which transactions not recognized as synthetic are reported. This node is located under Frontends|
Apps|<WebAppName> where <WebAppName> is the web application name. If undefined, no additional node under
<WebAppName> is created.

introscope.agent.synthetic.user.name=Synthetic_Trace_By_Vuser

The name of the HTTP header parameter whose value is used as the synthetic user name. The synthetic user name is used to
separate different synthetic transactions. A node for each synthetic user name is created below the Synthetic User node. If
this configuration parameter is defined and an HTTP header parameter of this name exists, synthetic transaction metrics are
reported. The node under which the transactions are reported is <Synthetic Users>|<Synthetic User> where:

• The introscope.agent.synthetic.node.name property determines the <Synthetic Users> node name.
• The HTTP header parameter value determines the <Synthetic User> node name.

Note:  Changes to these properties take effect immediately and do not require you to restart the managed application.

Using the TagScript Utility

You can use the CA TagScript utility with HP Vugen to specify extraction of synthetic user information.

To use the TagScript utility

1. Open the TagScript utility.
For Windows:

<Agent_Home>\tools\TagScript.bat

For UNIX:

<Agent_Home>/tools/TagScript.sh

You are asked which environment you want to modify scripts for.
2. Click one of the following options:

• Performance Testing - for HP LoadRunner scripts
• Production - for HP Business Process Monitor or Sitescope scripts
• Un-tag - to reverse the tagging process

3. Navigate to the directory where your HP Vugen scripts are located. Double-click each .c script to open them.
The HP Vugen script.c files are all backed up and replaced by modified versions.

4. If HP Vugen is open and the utility is executed, you are prompted to reload the modified scripts. When prompted click Yes
to All.

5. You can either close the TagScript utility or click the Cancel button in the file selection dialog. You are not required to
close the TagScript utility and many users do not close the utility while in HP Vugen. If a script is modified or any new
scripts are created, not closing the utility simplifies the process.

6. Verify that your scripts have been tagged in the following locations:

• The new paragraphs of HP Vugen code are inserted at the beginning of each script.
• Tags appear before all lr_start_transaction, lr_end_transaction, and at the end of the script.
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7. (Optional) You can track each virtual user in an HP LoadRunner performance test with an individual set of blame stacks.
To track each user, uncomment the following line at the beginning of the script in the declaration paragraph:

web_add_auto_header(“Synthetic_Trace_By_Vuser”,vuserOverview)

Note:  When this option is uncommented for a Production-tagged script, the .NET agent creates an individual set of blame
stacks for each point of presence or synthetic generator.

Disable or Adjust Differential Analysis

Differential Analysis is active by default for WebAPI and MVC Controllers. However, as an administrator you can:

• Disable Differential Analysis
• Limit the number of transactions per interval.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
2. Locate the following properties:

# Enabled the DA trigger feature.

#introscope.agent.da.trace.enabled=true

# Limit the number of transactions that are analyzed per 15-second interval

#introscope.agent.da.trace.maxTransactionsAnalyzedPerInterval=4
3. Uncomment the property that you want to configure and specify a value.

• Disable Differential Analysis:

introscope.agent.da.trace.enabled=false

Values: true/false

Default: true
• Limit the number of transactions per interval:

introscope.agent.da.trace.maxTransactionsAnalyzedPerInterval=3

Values: A non-negative integer

Default: 4
4. Save and close the file.

 Configure .NET Application Idle Time

In your Introscope deployment, you install the .NET agent on each system that runs an application you want to monitor. After
it is installed, the Microsoft Internet Information Service (IIS) controls the .NET agent. If an instrumented application stops
experiencing user activity, IIS stops the application process. If IIS stops the application process due to inactivity, the node for
the .NET agent in the Investigator becomes unavailable.

You can configure the amount of time an application can be idle before it becomes unavailable using Internet Information
Services (IIS) Manager. Configuring the idle time allows you to control how long application metrics are available in the
Introscope Investigator. 

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Start, All Programs, Administrative Tools, Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Right-click the application that you want to configure, then select Properties.
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3. Click the Virtual Directory tab.
4. Click Configuration in the Application settings portion of the tab.
5. Click the Options tab.
6. Verify the Enable session state option.
7. Set the idle time in minutes, then click OK to close the Application Configuration dialog.
8. Click OK to close the Properties dialog.

 Transaction Tracer Options
 

You can configure the Transaction Tracer to trace only the transactions that meet criteria you specify. You can filter by user ID
data or by HTTP request and session properties.

  

Warning:  You can filter by user ID or by HTTP attributes, but not both. Do not configure both types of filters -- bad
metrics can result from this configuration.

 To control which transactions are traced: 

1. Enable the .NET agent to report filter parameters.
2. Configure filtering either by user ID or HTTP request data:

•  Filter transaction traces by user ID 
•  Filter transaction traces by HTTP request data.

Controlling Transaction Trace Sampling

By default, agents trace each normalized unique URL in an application once per hour, to provide a sampling of transaction
behavior. This sampling enables historical analysis of potentially problematic transaction types without explicitly running
transaction traces.

Transaction trace sampling is enabled by default. You can disable the behavior by uncommenting the following property in the
agent profile, IntroscopeAgent.profile:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled

Uncomment and set to false to disable transaction trace sampling.

You can configure the number of transactions that are sampled per interval and the interval period by uncommenting the
following properties in the agent profile.

Warning:  These configurations are typically performed in the Enterprise Manager. Configuring the following
properties in the agent profile overrides any configuration that is made in the Enterprise Manager.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count

Uncomment and set the number of transactions that are sampled per interval. The default is 1.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds

Uncomment and set how long the sample interval is in seconds. The default is 120 seconds.

Transaction Trace component clamp

A clamp property (set by default to 5,000 components) limits the size of traces. When this limit is reached, warnings appear in
the log, and the trace stops.
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The clamp allows you to limit a component-heavy transaction the grows beyond expected component counts. For example,
when a component executes hundreds of object interactions and backend SQL calls. Without the clamp, Transaction Tracer
views the interactions and SQL calls as one transaction, continuing infinitely. Without a clamp in place in certain extreme
situations, the CLR can run out of memory before the trace completes.

The property for clamping transactions is located in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file:

introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp=5000

Traces exceeding the introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp are marked with an asterisk and have a tooltip
that is associated with them.

If the clamp is set too low, you may encounter Performance Monitoring (PerfMon) or LeakHunter exceptions when your
applications start. If you encounter this, your managed .NET applications must be restarted.

Transaction Tracer Options

You can configure the Transaction Tracer to trace only the transactions that meet criteria you specify. You can filter by user ID
data or by HTTP request and session properties.

Warning:  You can filter by user ID or by HTTP attributes, but not both. Do not configure both types of filters -- bad
metrics can result from this configuration.

 To control which transactions are traced: 

1. Enable the .NET agent to report filter parameters.
2. Configure filtering either by user ID or HTTP request data:

•  Filter transaction traces by user ID 
•  Filter transaction traces by HTTP request data.

 Enable Filter Parameter Collection

By default, the .NET agent reports only the URL for transactions it traces. Reporting of individual HTTP properties is
restricted to minimize the impact of transaction tracing on system overhead. To enable filtering you must first enable collection
of HTTP properties, by adding the following line to the agent profile:

introscope.agent.asp.disableHttpProperties=false

The introscope.agent.asp.disableHttpProperties property enables the .NET agent to collect this data:

• Application Name
• Session ID
• Context Path
• Server Name
• URL
• Context Path
• Normalized URL
• HTTP headers
• HTTP parameters
• HTTP attributes

Add this line to the agent profile to collect more properties:

introscope.agent.asp.optionalProperties=true

This enables collection of:

• Scheme
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• URL Referrer
• Method

 Filter Transaction Traces By User ID

To configure the .NET agent to filter transaction traces by user IDs in frontend components, determine how your application
specifies user IDs. The application architect who developed the application can provide this information.

Note:

 The .NET agent does not support using PageInfoTracer to process user IDs on ASP.NET MVC 5 applications.

The Transaction Tracer can identify user IDs that are accessed through one of these methods:

• HTTP Context identity
• HTTP request header
• URL user information
• An attribute of the HTTP session

Warning:  Perform only the configuration process that applies to the method of specifying user IDs in your
application.

Filter by context identity

If the user ID is accessed through the HTTP Context identity, uncomment this property in the agent profile:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpContext.User.Identity.Name

Filter by URL user

If the user ID is accessed through the URL user information, uncomment the property in the agent profile:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpContext.Request.Uri.UserInfo

Filter by request header

If the user ID is determined from the HTTP request header, uncomment the following pair of properties in the agent profile,
and define a key string for the second property:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpRequest.Headers.Getintroscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.key=<application
 defined key string>

Filter by session attribute

If the user ID is an attribute in the HTTP Session, uncomment the following pair of properties in the agent profile. Define a key
string for the second property:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpContext.Session.Contentsintroscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.key=<application
 defined key string>

 Filter Transaction Traces By HTTP Request Data

You can filter for transaction traces by HTTP request properties, including:

• Request headers
• Request parameters
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• Session attributes

You can filter using multiple properties, for instance by request parameter and by session attribute.

Warning:  Do not configure filtering by HTTP property if you have configured filtering by user ID.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
2. Locate the Transaction Tracer properties under the Transaction Tracer Configuration heading.
3. To collect specific HTTP request headers, uncomment the following property and specify the HTTP request headers to

track, in a comma-separated list:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.headers=User-
Agent

4. To collect HTTP request parameters data, uncomment this property and specify the HTTP request parameters to track, in a
comma-separated list:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.parameters=parameter1,parameter2

5. To collect HTTP session attributes data, uncomment this property and specify the HTTP session attributes to track, in a
comma-separated list, for example:

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httpsession.attributes=attribute1,attribute2

6. Save your changes to the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
7. Restart the application.

Configuring Component Stall Reporting

An application performance management stall happens when there is no response from probed components for a defined
period. By default, the agents detect this condition and report stall metrics.

Each time the agent checks for stalls, all the topmost instrumented components on the method stack are checked. When a
component is stalled, a stalled metric and a stall snapshot are created. A stall metric is also created for each component that
subscribes to downstream monitoring.

The stall metrics are created first for the topmost instrumented components on the method stack. These metrics are created for
the components that take longer than the introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds value.

Downstream Subscriber Component Stalls

A component that subscribes to downstream monitoring is stalled when it calls a stalled downstream component.

By default, the following components subscribe to downstream stall monitoring:

• FrontendTracer probed Components
• BackendTracer probed Components
• WebServiceBlamepointTracer@Servicelevel probed components
• WebServiceBlamepointTracer@Opertationlevel probed components

 Example 

A frontend component calls a Web service, which calls a backend component that is stalled.

Frontend--> Web service-->Backend

The stall metrics are created for the backend, the web service, and the Frontend components because all of them subscribe to
downstream monitoring by default.
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Upstream Inherited Component Stalls

The stall checker first examines the top member of the component stack to see if it is stalled. If the top component is not
stalled, the stall checker looks for stalled parent components. When a parent is stalled, a stall metric is created for that
component and each upstream parent in the stack.

If a component M1() calls multiple components M2() that each take only a few seconds, a stall metric could be reported for
M1().

 Example:  

The stall threshold is set at 15 seconds. Method M1() calls method M2() in a loop 100 times. M2() never stalls because it takes
only 2 seconds to respond each time. However, M1() is eventually stalled.

Disable the Capture of Stalls as Events

By default, the agent captures transaction stalls as events in the Transaction Event database, and generates stall metrics from
the detected events. Stall metrics are generated for the first and last method in the transaction. Users can view stall events and
associated metrics in the Historical Event Viewer.

Note:  Generated stall metrics are always available, but stall events are only visible when ErrorDetector is installed. Stalls
are stored as ordinary errors, and are visible in the Errors Tab View and in the Live Error Viewer. Stalls are also visible in
the historical query viewer by querying for “type:errorsnapshot.” Stalled transactions are reported as Errors in the Live Error
Viewer and under the Errors tab. Stalled transactions are not reported as Errors in the transaction Trace window when traced
using "Errors matching *" criteria because this behavior is the designed behavior.

To disable the capture of stalls as events, change the stall threshold, or change the frequency with which the .NET agent checks
for stalls, use the following properties:

• introscope.agent.stalls.enable -- Controls whether the agent checks for stalls and creates events for detected stalls.
• introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds -- Specifies the minimum threshold response time when a transaction is considered

stalled.
• introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds -- Specifies the frequency that the agent checks for stalls.

Warning:  Support for stall tracers in PBDs is deprecated when you disable the capture of stalls as events.

 Microsoft .NET Core

The .NET Core Agent has tracers for MVC, HTTP, SQL, and the Entity Framework. The .NET Core Agent uses the
application entry point name as the agent name. For example, the dotnet.exe ContosoUniversity.dll entry point uses
ContosoUniversity as the agent name.

Windows and Linux support .NET Core 2.0. For Windows, the .NET Core Agent is included with the .NET agent, which
detects and monitors .NET and .NET Core applications. For Linux, you must download and install the .NET Core Agent for
Linux.

Prerequisite

Monitoring .NET Core applications requires the .NET agent that includes .NET Core Agent. Determine if you must install
the .NET agent that includes .NET Core Agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the <Agent_Home>/bin/netcore/ directory and look for the wily.NetCore2Compat.dll file.
2. If you find the wily.NetCore2Compat.dll file, the .NET Core Agent is installed and is monitoring your applications.
3. If you do not find the wily.NetCore2Compat.dll file, install and configure the .NET agent.

Install the .NET Core Agent for Linux

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management, you download and extract
the .NET agent. You install the .NET agent interactively by starting the .NET agent installer program and responding to the
prompts displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure and download the .NET Core Agent package.
2. Copy the package to a target system.
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3. Extract the contents of the package tarball into a location using the tar extraction utility. For example:

$ tar -xvf .NET_v1.tar

4. Export these environment variables:

export CORECLR_ENABLE_PROFILING=1

'export CORECLR_PROFILER={5F048FC6-251C-4684-8CCA-76047B02AC98}'
 'export CORECLR_PROFILER_PATH_64=AGENT_HOME/wily/bin/
wily.NativeProfiler.so' 'export APMENV_AGENT_PROFILE=AGENT_HOME/
wily/IntroscopeAgent.profile' r

5. Restart your .NET Core application

Configure the Sample .NET Core MVC Application on Linux

1. Run this command to create and build a sample MVC web app.

dotnet new mvc && dotnet build

ASP.NET creates an MVC project in the current directory, and uses the directory name as the project name.
2. Configure the .NET Core Agent and ASP.NET Core environment variables.

1.1 Run this command:

export CORECLR_ENABLE_PROFILING=1

2.1 Run this command: 

export CORECLR_PROFILER={5F048FC6-251C-4684-8CCA-76047B02AC98}

3.1 Run this command: 

export CORECLR_PROFILER_PATH_64=/home/agent/wily/bin/
wily.NativeProfiler.so

4.1 Run this command: 
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export APMENV_AGENT_PROFILE=/home/agent/wily/
IntroscopeAgent.profile

5.1 Run this command, which is an example for this sample application only. You might not need to perform this step for
your application.

export ASPNETCORE_URLS=http://+:80

3. Configure the IntroscopeAgent.profile which is located in the <Agent_Home> directory.
Configure the .NET Core Agent to run in your environment.

4. Type this command at a command prompt run the web application. This command is an example for this sample
application only. You do not need to perform this step for your application.

dotnet bin/Debug/netcoreapp2.0/mvc.dll

The .NET Core Agent logs in to the console. 

Log Files

The .NET Core Agent log files are located in <Agent_Home>/logs directory.

Troubleshooting

Symptom

The .NET Core Agent is not enabled; the agent is not providing data about the monitored .NET Core application. You cannot
find any associated logs.

Solution

Install and examine the .NET Core diagnostic logs to help determine why the .NET Core Agent is not functioning.

The .NET Core Agent provides diagnostic logs that use simple IO modules and dump statistics. The logs can help you debug
issues when the agent does not load fully.
Follow these steps:

1. Run this command at a command prompt to install the .NET Core Agent diagnostic logs.

export APM_DIAGNOSTICS_ENABLED=1

2. Navigate to <Agent_Home>/logs.
3. Examine the .NET Core Agent log to determine why the .NET Core Agent did not start.

 Configure the Browser Agent for .NET

You configure the Browser Agent properties for monitoring and metric collection.

Follow these steps: 

1. Create an application on the App Experience Analytics instance and associate it with the Application Performance
Management instance you are using. To complete this step and the next step, use the information here.

2. Navigate to <.NET_Agent_Home > and open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/19-1/configuring/collect-data-from-your-web-application.html
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3. Enable auto snippet injection: introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjectionEnabled=true 
4. Enable response cookie decoration: introscope.agent.browseragent.responseCookieEnabled=true 
5. Configure the introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString property.

1.1 Copy the snippet from the App Experience Analytics instance that is associated with the Application Performance
Management instance you are using. To complete this step, use the information here.

2.1 In the IntroscopeAgent.profile, paste the snippet as the value for
the introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString property. For example:

introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString=<script type="text/
javascript" id="ca_eum_ba" src="<protocol>://<dxc-host>:<dxc-
port>/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:default-tenant/urn:ca:appId:default-
app/bajs?agent=browser" data-profileUrl="<protocol>://
<dxc-host>:<dxc-port>/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:default-tenant/
urn:ca:appId:default-app/profile?agent=browser" data-
tenantID="default-tenant" data-appID="default-app" data-
appKey="b0361800-4736-11e6-b8e5-bddc75280658"></script>

6. Save and close the file.
7. Perform extra optional configuration:

Configure Browser Agent automatic snippet injection for .NET. 

Note:

 More information: Browser Agent Properties for .NET. Find this topic in the CA Experience Collector.

 Configure Browser Agent Automatic Snippet Injection for .NET

The .NET automatic snippet injection properties configure the Browser Agent use of the automatic snippet Injection. The
default snippet file is brtmsnippet.js, and is located in the <.NET_Agent_Home> directory.

The properties that are listed in the .NET IntroscopeAgent.profile are the only supported properties. No other properties from
the Java IntroscopeAgent.profile are supported.

When the content encoding type is gzip, auto injection stops and the response header is not edited.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to  the <Agent_Home> directory on the server for the application you want to monitor.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. Go to this section:

# Browser Agent Business Transaction Monitoring properties

4. Modify any of the following properties as required:

• introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjectionEnabled Turns Browser Agent automatic JavaScript snippet injection
on and off. Default: false (disabled)

• introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetLocation This property specifies the
path to the JavaScript snippet file value. The agent ignores this property when
the introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString property is set. Default: None

• introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString This property specifies the value of the JavaScript snippet. This
value takes precedence over the introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetLocation value when both
properties are set.

Default: An empty string 

Modify these properties to enable automatic snippet injection to work with a configured Digital Experience Collector.
• introscope.agent.browseragent.dxchost This property specifies the CA Experience Collector host that is used in the

snippet file. The property completes the URL for downloading the JavaScript file and sending performance data to the
CA Experience Collector. Default: localhost

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/19-1/configuring/collect-data-from-your-web-application.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-experience-collector/2-4.html
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• introscope.agent.browseragent.dxcport This property specifies the CA Experience Collector port that is used in
the snippet file to complete the URL. The Browser Agent uses the URL to download the JavaScript file and to send
performance data to the CA Experience Collector.
Default: 80

• introscope.agent.browseragent.ssl.enable This property specifies whether SSL should be enabled during JavaScript
file downloading and sending performance data to the CA Experience Collector.

Default: false Modify these properties, which work together, to enable automatic snippet injection to match specific
URLs:  Use a comma-separated set of keys to specify regular expressions for matching URLs. URLs that  match the
regular expressions are injected with the Browser Agent JavaScript snippet.

• introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.appID This property specifies the group keys for Browser Agent
automatic JavaScript snippet injection.

Default: default
• introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.default.includeURLsRegex 
• This property specifies the RegEx pattern that is used to match against the request URL for adding the Browser Agent

response cookie.

Default: .* Example: Use two keys to match two different pages.

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.appID=key1, key
 2introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.key1.includeURLsRegex=.*<example_page_1>introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjection.key2.includeURLsRegex=.*<example_page_2>

5. Save and close the IntroscopeAgent.profile file. No managed application restart is needed. 

Note:

 More information: Browser Agent Properties for .NET. Find this topic in the CA Experience Collector.

 Configure Browser Agent Response Cookie Decoration for .NET
 

You can modify the default Browser agent monitoring to achieve the balance of visibility and performance of that you
require into .NET mobile applications. As an administrator, understand the Browser Agent cookies and perform the optional
configuration tasks.

The properties listed in the Browser Agent IntroscopeAgent.profile are the only supported properties. No other properties from
the Java IntroscopeAgent.profile are supported.

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to <Agent_Home> directory on the server for the .NET application you want to monitor.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3. Go to this section:

# External Business Transaction Monitoring properties

4. Modify any of the following properties as required:

• introscope.agent.browseragent.responseCookieEnabled This property controls the response decoration and insertion
of cookies. The Browser Agent transaction trace is correlated only when the corresponding transaction trace from
the .NET agent is already qualified.

The last part of the URL is used as a key for the placeholder <page url> in the cookie that is named x-apm-brtm-
response-bt-page-<page url>.

Values: True/False

Default: False

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application server.
• introscope.agent.decorator.userid.cookie.nameThis property value identifies the userID in the request cookie. The

property encrypts and sends this information in the response cookie:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-experience-collector/2-4.html
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• UserId
• Host name
• Process name
• Agent name

Values: True/False

Default: False

Configuration Type: This agent-specific property does not require you to restart the application or application serve 

Note:

 More information: Browser Agent Properties for .NET. Find this topic in the CA Experience Collector.

 Properties Reference .NET Agent
 

The .Net agent properties file is named the IntroscopeAgent.profile (agent profile), and is located in the <.NET_Home>
directory.

Note:

 All the .NET agent properties apply to on-premise DX APM, and only some properties apply to CA Digital Experience
Insights Application Performance Management.

The .NET agent profile uses the com.wily.introscope.agentProfile environment variable to communicate the
agent profile location to the agent.

The three important .NET environment variables are:

•  com.wily.introscope.agentProfile=%{INSTALL_DIRECTORY}%\wily\IntroscopeAgent.profile
This variable specifies the .NET agent profile location.

•  Cor_Enable_Profiling=0x1
This variable enables COR profiling.

•  COR_PROFILER={5F048FC6-251C-4684-8CCA-76047B02AC98}
This variable specifies the GUID of the native COM profiler DLL. The CLR EE uses the registry to look up the profiler.

     

.NET Agent to Enterprise Manager Connection

This property controls how the agent connects to the Enterprise Manager using SSL.

agentManager.url.1

This property specifies the following settings:

• The host name of the computer running the Enterprise Manager that the agent connects to by default
• The port number on the computer that hosts the Enterprise Manager that listens for connections from the agent
• SSL as the communication channel

 Default: localhost
When you are using Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol, the default port that listens for agent connections is 5443.

 Example: 

agentManager.url.1=ssl://localhost:5443

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Failover

If the agent loses connection with its primary Enterprise Manager, the following properties specify the backup Enterprise
Managers to which the agent tries to connect. Also, how often the agent tries to reconnect to its primary Enterprise Manager.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/ca-experience-collector/2-4.html
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This property specifies the connection order of backup Enterprise Managers the agent uses if it is disconnected from its default
Enterprise Manager.

 Property settings 

Names of other Enterprise Managers the agent can connect to.

 Default: The Enterprise Manager that is defined by the DEFAULT host name, port number, and socket factory properties.

 Example: 

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder=DEFAULT

 Notes: 

• Use a comma separated list.
• You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.failbackRetryIntervalInSeconds

This property specifies the number of seconds between attempts by a denied agent to reconnect to these Enterprise Managers:

• Enterprise Managers that are based on the order that is configured in the agent
profile introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder property value.

• Any Enterprise Manager allowed based on loadbalancing.xml configuration.

If an agent cannot connect to an Enterprise Manager, it handles connections in these ways:

• Tries to connect to the next allowed Enterprise Manager.
• Does not connect to any Enterprise Manager on which it is disallowed.

Note:   For information about configuring loadbalancing.xml and agent to Enterprise Manager connections, see Configure
MOM Agent Load Balancing.

 Default 

The default interval is 120 seconds.

 Example 

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.failbackRetryIntervalInSeconds=120

 Notes 

Restart the managed application so that changes to this property take effect.

This property is commented out by default.

This property is useful for environments where an agent is allowed to connect across the following DX APM components:

• Clusters.
• Collectors and Standalone Enterprise Managers.
• Any combination of clusters, Collectors, and Standalone Enterprise Managers.

Imagine an agent can connect to Enterprise Managers in different clusters. When this property is not set, the following example
shows what occurs:

1. An agent that is connected to an Enterprise Manager in Cluster 1 disconnects.
2. The agent connects to an Enterprise Manager in Cluster 2 in disallowed mode.
3. The agent does not know when the allowed Enterprise Manager in Cluster 1 becomes available.

This property enforces the agent to keep trying to connect to its allowed Enterprise Managers until an Enterprise Manager is
available for connection.

Agent Metric Aging Properties
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Agent metric aging periodically removes dead metrics from the agent memory cache. A dead metric is a metric that has no new
data reported in a configured amount of time. Removing old metrics helps to improve agent performance and avoid potential
metric explosions.

Note:   A metric explosion happens when an agent is inadvertently configured to report more metrics than the system can
handle. When too many metrics are reported, the agent can affect the performance of the application server. In extreme cases,
the agent can prevent the server from functioning.

Metrics that are in a group are removed only if all metrics in the group are considered candidates for removal. Currently, only
BlamePointTracer and MetricRecordingAdministrator metrics are removed as a group. Other metrics are removed individually.

The MetricRecordingAdministrator has the following interfaces for creating, retrieving, or removing a metric group:

• getAgent().IAgent_getMetricRecordingAdministrator.addMetricGroup
String component, collection metrics. The component name is the metric resource name of the metric group.
The metrics must be under the same metric node to qualify as a group. The metrics are a collection of
com.wily.introscope.spec.metric.AgentMetric data structures. You can only add AgentMetric data structures to this
collection.

• getAgent().IAgent_getMetricRecordingAdministrator.getMetricGroup
String component. Based on the component name which is the metric resource name, you can get the Collection of metrics.

• getAgent().IAgent_getMetricRecordingAdministrator.removeMetricGroup
String component. The metric group is removed based on the component which is the metric resource name.

• getAgent().IAgent_getDataAccumulatorFactory.isRemoved
Checks if the metric is removed. You use this interface if you keep an instance of an accumulator in your extension. If the
accumulator is removed because of metric aging, you use this interface to prevent holding onto a dead reference.

Warning:   If you create an extension that uses a MetricRecordingAdministrator interface (for example, for use
with other CA Technologies products), be sure to delete your own instance of an accumulator. If a metric is aged out
because it has not been invoked, and data later become available for the metric, the old accumulator instance does
not create new metric data points. To avoid this situation, do not delete your own instance of an accumulator and use
instead the getDataAccumulatorFactory interface.

Configuring agent metric aging

Agent metric aging is on by default. You can turn off this capability using the property introscope.agent.metricAging.turnOn.
If you remove this property from the IntroscopeAgent.profile, agent metric aging is turned off by default.

Agent metric aging runs on a heartbeat in the agent. The heartbeat is configured using the property
introscope.agent.metricAging.heartbeatInterval. Be sure to keep the frequency of the heartbeat low. A higher heartbeat impacts
the performance of the agent and Introscope.

During each heartbeat, a certain set of metrics are checked. Configure the set of metrics using the property
introscope.agent.metricAging.dataChunk. Keep this value low because a higher value impacts performance. The default
value is 500 metrics to be checked per heartbeat. Each of the 500 metrics is checked to see if it is a candidate for removal. For
example, you set this property to check chunks of 500 metrics per heartbeat, and you have a total of 10,000 metrics in the agent
memory. It takes longer with lower impact on performance to check all 10,000 metrics. However, if you set this property to a
higher number, all 10,000 metrics get checked faster, but with possibly high overhead.

A metric is a candidate for removal if the metric has not received new data after certain timeframe. You can configure this
timeframe using the property introscope.agent.metricAging.numberTimeslices. This property is set to 180000 by default.
When a metric meets the condition for removal, then a check is performed to see if all the metrics in its group are candidates
for metric removal. If this requirement is been met, then the metric is removed.

introscope.agent.metricAging.turnOn

Turns on or off agent metric aging.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.turnOn=true

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

introscope.agent.metricAging.heartbeatInterval

This property specifies the time interval when metrics are checked for removal, in seconds.

 Default: 1800

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.heartbeatInterval=1800
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 Note: You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.agent.metricAging.dataChunk

This property specifies the number of metrics that are checked during each interval.

 Default: 500

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.dataChunk=500

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

introscope.agent.metricAging.numberTimeslices

Specifies the number of intervals to check without any new data before making it a candidate for removal.

 Default: 180000

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.numberTimeslices=180000

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require restarting the managed application.

introscope.agent.metricAging.metricExclude.ignore.0

Excludes specified metrics from being removed. To exclude one or more metrics from aging, add the metric name or a metric
filter to the list.

 Values: Comma separated list of metrics. You can use an asterisk (*) as a wildcard in metric names.

 Default: metric names beginning with Threads (Threads*).

 Example: introscope.agent.metricAging.metricExclude.ignore.0=Threads*

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

Agent Metric Clamp Property

You can configure the agent to clamp approximately the number of metrics that are sent to the Enterprise Manager. If the
number of metrics that are generated exceeds the value of the property, the agent stops collecting and sending new metrics.

introscope.agent.metricClamp

This property configures the agent to clamp approximately the number of metrics that are sent to the Enterprise Manager.

 Default 

5000

 Example 

introscope.agent.metricClamp=5000

 Notes 

• When the property is not set, by default the agent clamps at 50000 metrics and new metrics are not reported.
• Restart the managed application to put property changes into effect.
• This clamp property works with the introscope.enterprisemanager.agent.metrics.limit property that is located in the apm-

events-thresholds-config.xml file.

If introscope.enterprisemanager.agent.metrics.limit clamp value is triggered before the introscope.agent.metricClamp value,
then the Enterprise Manager reads agent metrics but does not report them in the Investigator metric browser tree.
If the introscope.agent.metricClamp clamp value is triggered before the introscope.enterprisemanager.agent.metrics.limit
clamp value, the agent stops sending metrics to the Enterprise Manager

introscope.agent.simpleInstanceCounter.referenceTrackingLimit

The SimpleInstanceCounter metric tracks the number of instances that are created for each class. Large numbers of instances
can cause significant overhead for the .NET agent. Use this property to limit the number of tracked instances for each class.

 Values
Integers

 Default
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25000

 Example 

introscope.agent.simpleInstanceCounter.referenceTrackingLimit=25000

 Notes
Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require a restart of the managed application.

Agent Memory Overhead Property

Significant agent memory overhead only occurs in certain extreme cases. The typical trade-off for lowering memory
consumption is a potential increase in response time. However, each application is unique and the trade-off between memory
usage and response time can vary depending on the application itself.

introscope.agent.reduceAgentMemoryOverhead

This property specifies the agent configuration to use. Uncomment if you want to reduce the agent memory overhead.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.reduceAgentMemoryOverhead=false

 Note: Restart the managed application for the changes to this property take effect.

Agent Naming

You can control automatic agent and log file naming and naming-related operations.

introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled

This property specifies whether agent autonaming is used to obtain the .NET Agent name 

 Values: True or False

 Default: True

 Example 

introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled=true

 Notes 

• No managed application restart need before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingMaximumConnectionDelayInSeconds

This property specifies the maximum number of seconds the agent waits to obtain naming information before connecting to the
Enterprise Manager.

 Property settings  

Positive integer that represents the number of seconds in the delay.

 Default
120 seconds.

 Example 

introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingMaximumConnectionDelayInSeconds=120

 Notes
You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.
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introscope.agent.agentAutoRenamingIntervalInMinutes

This property specifies how frequently the agent checks to see if it has been renamed. At each interval you specify, the agent
check to see if its name has changed.

 Property settings 

Positive integer that represents the number of minutes in the interval.

 Default 

Every 10 minutes.

 Example 

introscope.agent.agentAutoRenamingIntervalInMinutes=10

 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.agent.disableLogFileAutoNaming

This property specifies whether you want to disable automatic naming of an agent’s log files. By default, if an agent is
configured to use automatic naming, its log files are also automatically named using the agent name or a timestamp. Setting
this property to true disables the default behavior.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 

False

 Example 

introscope.agent.disableLogFileAutoNaming=false

 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.agent.agentName

This property specifies the name to use for the agent if all other agent naming methods fail. If the value of this property is
invalid or the property is deleted from the profile, the default agent name is Unknown Agent. This property is commented out
by default. You can uncomment this property to provide a default agent name if other agent naming methods fail.

 Property settings 

Text string to use as the agent name if the agent name cannot be determined in any other way.

 Default 

AgentName

 Example 

introscope.agent.agentName=AgentName

 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.agent.clonedAgent
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This property enables you to run identical copies of an application on the same machine. Set this property to true if you have
identical copies of an application running on the same machine.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.clonedAgent=false

 Note: You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.agent.display.hostName.as.fqdn

This property specifies whether the agent name is displayed as a fully qualified domain name (fqdn). To enable the fully
qualified domain name, set this property value to 'true.' By default, the agent displays the host name.

 Property settings: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.display.hostName.as.fqdn=false

 Notes:  

• You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.
• For the Catalyst integration, set this property to 'true'.

introscope.agent dotnet.appnaming.sitename.enabled

This property specifies whether the application name is the website name only when the .NET agent cannot evaluate a good
application name. When .NET applications are deployed at their root context, the application domain name is evaluated as the
site name, not the root context. 

 Property settings: true or false

 Default: true

introscope.agent.dotnet.naming.sitename.enabled

This property enables the agent name to be the same as a website name. When the agent cannot evaluate a good name for itself,
the agent uses the website name irrespective this property value.

 Property settings: true or false

 Default: false

Agent Recording (Business Recording) Property

You can control how the agent handles business transaction recording.

introscope.agent.bizRecording.enabled

This property enables or disables business transaction recording for the agent.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: introscope.agent.bizRecording.enabled=true

 Note: You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

Agent Thread Priority

You can control the priority of agent threads.

introscope.agent.thread.all.priority

This property specifies the priority of agent threads.

 Property settings 

Values vary from 0 (low) to 4 (high).

 Default 

2
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 Example 

introscope.agent.thread.all.priority=2

AutoProbe

You can control how the agent interacts with AutoProbe.

Warning:   The following properties are required parameters. If AutoProbe properties are not set or the values are
invalid, Introscope does not function.

introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile

This property specifies the ProbeBuilder Directive (.pbd) and ProbeBuilder List (.pbl) files that you want to deploy. The files
that are listed for this property determine the components instrumented. This property is required.

 Property settings 

A single entry, or a comma-separated list of entries. The list may include any combination of:

• ProbeBuilder Directive (.pbd) file names
• ProbeBuilder List (.pbl) file names
• The hotdeploy directory name (.pbd files placed in the hotdeploy directory are loaded automatically, without editing the

agent profile)

You can specify the absolute paths to the file names you list or can specify file names using a path relative to the location of
the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

 Default 

The default entries depend on selections you make when you install the agent.

 Example 

introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=default-full.pbl,hotdeploy

 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.autoprobe.enable

When this property is set to false, the following conditions exist:

• AutoProbe is disabled
• The .NET agent does not connect to the Enterprise Manager
• The .NET agent does not appear in the Investigator
• The .NET agent does not report metrics

 Property settings 

 Values
true or false

 Default
true

 Example 

introscope.autoprobe.enable=true

 Note: Restart of the agent is required for any change to take effect.
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introscope.autoprobe.logfile

Name and location of the instrumentation log file. Set this property to move the location of the log file to something other than
the default.

 Property settings 

Absolute or relative path to the instrumentation log file.

 Default 

The default location is logs\AutoProbe.log relative to the <Agent_Home> directory.

 Example 

introscope.autoprobe.logfile=logs/AutoProbe.log

To disable logging, comment out the log file as follows:

introscope.autoprobe.logfile=logs/AutoProbe.log

 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

ChangeDetector Configuration Properties

You can control how the local agent works with ChangeDetector.

introscope.changeDetector.enable

This property specifies whether ChangeDetector is enabled or disabled. Set the property to true to enable ChangeDetector. It is
commented out and set to false by default. If you enable ChangeDetector, you should also set the additional ChangeDetector-
related properties.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 

False

 Example 

introscope.changeDetector.enable=false

 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.changeDetector.agentID

This property specifies the text string used by ChangeDetector to identify the local agent. This property is commented out by
default. If you enable ChangeDetector, you should uncomment this property and set it to an appropriate value.

 Default 

The default value is SampleApplicationName.
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 Example 

introscope.changeDetector.agentID=SampleApplicationName

introscope.changeDetector.rootDir

This property specifies the root directory for ChangeDetector files. The root directory is the folder where ChangeDetector
creates its local cache files.

 Property settings 

Full path to the root directory for ChangeDetector files as a text string.

 Default 

The default path is c:\\sw\\AppServer\\<Agent_Home>\\change_detector.

 Example 

introscope.changeDetector.rootDir=c:\\sw\\AppServer\\<Agent_Home>\
\change_detector

 Notes 

Use a backslash to escape the backslash character, as in the example.

introscope.changeDetector.isengardStartupWaitTimeInSec

This property specifies the number of seconds to wait after the agent starts before ChangeDetector tries to connect to the
Enterprise Manager. This property is commented out by default.

 Default 

The default is 15 seconds.

 Example 

introscope.changeDetector.isengardStartupWaitTimeInSec=15

introscope.changeDetector.waitTimeBetweenReconnectInSec

This property specifies the number of seconds ChangeDetector waits before retrying a connection to the Enterprise Manager.
This property is commented out by default.

 Default 

The default is 10 seconds.

 Example 

introscope.changeDetector.waitTimeBetweenReconnectInSec=10

introscope.changeDetector.profile

This property specifies the absolute or relative path to the ChangeDetector datasources configuration file. This property is
commented out by default.

 Default 

The default is ChangeDetector-config.xml.
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 Example 

introscope.changeDetector.profile=CDConfig\\ChangeDetector-config.xml

 Notes 

Use a backslash to escape the backslash character, as in the example.

introscope.changeDetector.profileDir

This property specifies the absolute or relative path to the directory that contains datasource configuration files. If
this property is set, all the datasource configuration files in this directory are used in addition to any file specified by
the introscope.changeDetector.profile property. This property is commented out by default.

 Default 

The default is changeDetector_profiles.

 Example 

introscope.changeDetector.profileDir=c:\\CDconfig\
\changeDetector_profiles

 Notes 

Use a backslash to escape the backslash character.

Cross-process Transaction Trace

You can enable automatic collection of downstream traces due to tail filter. Enabling this property and running long periods of
Transaction Trace session with tail filters can cause large numbers of unwanted traces to be sent to the Enterprise Manager.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.tailfilterPropagate.enable

Controls whether the presence of a tail filter triggers automatic collection of traces from downstream agents or not. This
property does not affect collection of automatic downstream traces due to passing of head filters. Enabling this property and
running long periods of transaction trace session with tail filters can cause large numbers of unwanted traces to be sent to the
Enterprise Manager.

 Note: For more information about this property, see TEC1219994.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.tailfilterPropagate.enable=false

 Note: Restart the managed application for the changes to this property to take effect.

Default Domain Configuration

You can controls how the default domain connects to the Enterprise Manager.

introscope.agent.dotnet.enableDefaultDomain

This property determines if the agent connected to the default domain connects to the Enterprise Manager.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 

False

https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support/ca-support-online/knowledge-base-articles.tec1219994.html
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 Example 

introscope.agent.dotnet.enableDefaultDomain=false

 Notes 

You must add this property to the IntroscopeAgent.profile to enable it.

When this property is set to true, the agent monitoring the default domain also gets reported in the Investigator.

Differential Analysis

Differential Analysis is active by default for Web API and MVC controllers. As an administrator you can:

• Disable differential analysis
• Limit the number of transaction per interval.

introscope.agent.da.trace.enabled

This property enables or disables differential analysis.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 

True

 Example 

introscope.agent.da.trace.enabled=false

introscope.agent.da.trace.maxTransactionsAnalyzedPerInterval

Limits the number of transactions that are analyzed per 15-second interval.

 Property settings 

A non-negative integer

 Default 

4

 Example 

introscope.agent.da.trace.maxTransactionsAnalyzedPerInterval=3

Dynamic Instrumentation Properties

You can enable classes and methods to be instrumented dynamically without writing custom PBDs, restarting the application
server, or restarting the agent.

introscope.agent.remoteagentdynamicinstrumentation.enabled

This property enables or disables remote management of dynamic instrumentation.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 

True
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 Example 

introscope.agent.remoteagentdynamicinstrumentation.enabled=true

 Notes 

• Restart managed applications for changes to take effect.
• Dynamic instrumentation is a CPU-intensive operation. Use the configurations that minimize the classes that are being

instrumented.

ErrorDetector Properties

ErrorDetector is installed by default with the agent. You can control how the agent interacts with ErrorDetector. 

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.enable

This property enables the agent to capture transaction details about serious errors. This property must be set to true for error
snapshots to be available for viewing.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Note: You  do not need to restart the managed application.

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle

This property specifies the maximum number of error snapshots that the agent can send in a 15-second period.

 Default: 10

 Example: introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle=10

 Note: You  do not need to restart the managed application.

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.<index>

This property specifies one or more error message filters. You can specify as many filters as you need using the index
identifier that is appended to the property name (for example, .0, .1, .2 ...). You can use wildcards (*) Error messages matching
the criteria that you specify are ignored. When errors match the filters that you define, the agent does not generate error
snapshots and does not send error events to the Enterprise Manager.

Warning:

 You cannot use this property to filter SOAP error messages.

 Default: The IntroscopeAgent.profile provides example values.

 Example: 

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0=*com.company.HarmlessException*
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.1=*HTTP Error Code: 404*
Note: You  do not need to restart the managed application.

Extensions Properties

You can configure the location of agent extensions.

introscope.agent.extensions.directory

This property specifies the location of all extensions to be loaded by the agent. You can specify an absolute or relative
path to the directory. If you do not specify an absolute path, the value you specify is resolved relative to the location of the
IntroscopeAgent.profiles file.

 Default: ext directory in the <Agent_Home>/ext directory.

 Example: introscope.agent.extensions.directory=../ext

 Note: You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

Filtered Parameters

You can enable filtered parameter collection.
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introscope.agent.asp.disableHttpProperties

By default, the .NET agent reports only the URL for transactions it traces. Reporting of individual HTTP properties is
restricted to minimize the impacts of transaction tracing on system overhead.

To enable filtering you must first enable collection of HTTP properties, by setting this property to false.

This property enables collection of: Application Name, Session ID, Context Path, Server Name, URL, Context Path,
Normalized URL, HTTP headers, HTTP parameters, HTTP attributes

 Property settings 

 Values
True or False

 Default
False

 Example 

#introscope.agent.asp.disableHttpProperties=false

 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

HTTP Backend Path Group Properties

The properties in this section are for configuring HTTP backend path group for backend metrics.

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys

Path groups are groupings of web service HTTP client requests that are defined in terms of an HTTP backend URL path prefix.

You can diagnose performance problems by examining path group metrics to determine the number
of requests that are invoked from an HTTP backend.

By default, all HTTP backend URL paths are assigned to the Default group. The HTTP backend path group key defines a list
of the HTTP backend URL groups metrics to display in the Metric Browser. Other properties that declare a path group attribute
also reference the path group key.

You can define path groups so that some paths fall into multiple groups. In this configuration, the order in which you list the
keys for the path groups in the property is important. Be sure that the path group with the narrower membership precedes the
path group with broader membership.

This property works with
the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix and introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format properties.

 Default: default

 Example: introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=default

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require restarting the managed application.

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix

This property specifies a pattern against which the path prefix is matched. The matching defines which requests fall within the
path group.

 Default:  * 

 Example: introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require restarting the managed application.

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format

This property determines the names under which response time metrics for a path group are generated. Typically,
the introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format property is used to assign a text string as
the name for a path. 

 Default: default
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 Example: introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format=Default

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require restarting the managed application.

Logging
introscope.agent.log.config.path

This property points to the Log4Net configuration file.

 Property settings 

 Default 

logging.config.xml

 Example 

introscope.agent.log.config.path=logging.config.xml

 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

NativeProfiler

You can set the following properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile to control NativeProfiler operations. These properties
control monitoring for applications created using Native Image Generator, the size of the in-memory cache for class names,
and the location and content of the NativeProfiler log file.

introscope.nativeprofiler.clrv4.transparency.checks.disabled

The .NET 4 CLR makes checks on transparent assemblies which may invalidate instrumented code by profiler. To suppress
these checks, set the value of this property to “true”.

 Property settings 
true or false

 Default 
true

 Example 

#introscope.nativeprofiler.clrv4.transparency.checks.disable=true

Note:   You must reset IIS for this value to take effect.

introscope.nativeprofiler.logfile

Sets the path to the log file that records information about the directives NativeProfiler reads and the methods it instruments.

 Property settings 

Absolute or relative path to file location.

 Default 

logs/nativeprofiler.log

 Example 

introscope.nativeprofiler.logfile=logs/nativeprofiler.log
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 Notes 

NativeProfiler logs information about all the directives that are active in the PBDs and PBLs it is configured to read and
records the specific methods that are instrumented for your reference.

introscope.nativeprofiler.logBytecode

Determines whether NativeProfiler lists the instrumented bytecode. If set to true, the NativeProfiler log file lists the
instrumented bytecode. This property is set to false and commented out by default.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 

False

 Example 

#introscope.nativeprofiler.logBytecode=false

 Notes 

This property is commented out by default.

introscope.nativeprofiler.logAllMethodsNoticed

Logs all methods that NativeProfiler notices, including the methods that are not instrumented, if this property is enabled.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 

False

 Example 

introscope.nativeprofiler.logAllMethodsNoticed=false

 Notes 

Disabled by default.

introscope.nativeprofiler.directivematching.cache.max.size

This property specifies the maximum number of class names that are stored in the in-memory cache for the agent. By default,
the agent creates an in-memory cache of the directive groups it has previously found that contain classes to be monitored. Each
time that you start IIS, the agent creates a cache of the classes previously discovered. The cache increases over time as new
classes to be monitored are used by application code. By default, the in-memory cache stores up to 5000 class names.

Increasing the value of this property can improve the startup time if the cache must store more than 5000 class names.
However, increasing the value increases the memory overhead that is required for the agent. Decreasing the property value
reduces the agent’s memory overhead. Decreasing the value can be appropriate if you monitor fewer than 5000 classes.

Note:   The cache does not store class objects.

 Default 

By default, the cache is enabled to store up to 5000 class names.

 Example 

introscope.nativeprofiler.directivematching.cache.max.size=5000
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 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.nativeprofiler.generic.agent.trigger.enabled

This property lets you start the .NET agent using a generic trigger. If you enable this property, the agent is started using a
generic trigger after the first user code executes. This action starts a default domain probing, which can be restricted. When
disabled, the agent is started using the main method or start-up method while IIS is running.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 

False

 Example 

introscope.nativeprofiler.generic.agent.trigger.enabled=true

 Notes 

• You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.
• In ProcSxS, the agent names appear as follows:

<ProcessName>_<ApplicationDomainName>

Performance Monitor Data Collection

You can configure properties to control the collection of data from Performance Monitor counters.

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.filterPattern

This property specifies a simple string that matches the Performance Monitor counters that you want to monitor.

 Property settings 

A text string for matching Performance Monitor counter names. To add new counters, such as process-specific thread metrics,
add the new string to the end of the list, which is separated by a comma. The only wildcard that is allowed is an asterisk *. For
example: ...,|Thread|{osprocessname}*|* 

 Default 

The default filter monitors Processor, .NET Data Provider, .NET CLR, and ASP.NET Performance Monitor counters, objects,
and instances.

 Example 

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.filterPattern=|Processor|*|*,|.NET
 Data Provider*|*|*,|.NET CLR*|{osprocessname}|*,|.NET CLR Data|*|*,|
Process|{osprocessname}|*,|ASP.NET|*

 Notes 

Using filter |*|* is equal to asking Performance Monitor to enumerate all counters as instance-less. This setting is not valid for
certain counters.

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.filterPattern.average

This property specifies Performance counter name pattern for the Performance Monitor metrics using the LongAverage metric
type instead of the default LongCounter metric type.
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Performance Monitor metrics are reported as LongCounter and when aggregated over time, the highest value of a period
is used as the aggregated value. This behavior is unintuitive for some Performance Monitor metrics such as “Processor:
% Processor Time.” You can specify these metrics to be aggregated as an average value by using the agent property
introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.filterPattern.average in the IntroscopeAgent.profile.

 Property settings 

A text string expression for matching Performance counter names. This property specifies that Performance counter name
expressions of those Performance Monitor metrics to be reported as average values. A wildcard is only supported at beginning
or end. For example, */sec matches all Performance counter names that end with "/sec". To add new Performance counter
names, such as those for process-specific thread metrics, add the new expression to the end of the list, which is separated by a
comma. For example: ...,|Thread|{osprocessname}*|*

 Default 

The default property value specifies name expressions for some Performance Monitor counters expected to have average
values for their corresponding metrics, such as counters with “Avg” in their names. This property is disabled by default.

 Example 

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.filterPattern.average=*/sec,Avg*,
%*,*Length,Connections*,*Connections,*Rate,*Time,*Current
 Bandwidth,*Free Megabytes,*Running

 Notes 

Using filter |*|* is equal to asking Performance Monitor to enumerate all counters as instance-less. This setting is not valid for
certain counters.

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.limit

This property specifies the maximum number of Performance Monitor metrics that can be reported in each interval.

 Default 

The default is 1000 metrics.

 Example 

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.limit=1000

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.pollIntervalInSeconds

This property specifies how frequently the Performance Monitor Collection Agent check Performance Monitor objects,
counters, and instances for new metric values. The default polling interval checks all metric values every 15 seconds.

 Default 

The default interval is 15 seconds.

 Example 

introscope.agent.perfmon.metric.pollIntervalInSeconds=15

introscope.agent.perfmon.category.browseEnabled

This property enables or disables the discovery of new Performance Monitor counters.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 
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True (enabled)

 Example 

introscope.agent.perfmon.category.browseEnabled=true

Note:  w3wp.exe is an exception for this property.

introscope.agent.perfmon.category.browseIntervalInSeconds

Determines how frequently the Performance Monitor Collection Agent checks for new Performance Monitor objects to be
discovered.

 Property settings 

Positive integer representing the number of seconds in the interval.

 Default 

The default interval is 600 seconds (10 minutes).

 Example 

introscope.agent.perfmon.category.browseIntervalInSeconds=600

Process Name

You can configure properties to define the process name.

introscope.agent.customProcessName

This property specifies the process name as it appears in the Enterprise Manager and Workstation. Uncomment this property
and define the process name to have the custom name appear in the Enterprise Manager and Workstation.

 Default
CustomProcessName

 Example 

#introscope.agent.customProcessName=CustomProcessName

 Notes 

This property is commented out by default.

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.agent.defaultProcessName

The default process name is used if no custom process name has been defined and the agent is unable to determine the name of
the main application class.

 Default
.NET Process

 Example 

introscope.agent.defaultProcessName=.NET Process

 Notes
You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.
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Restricting Instrumentation Configuration

You can configure instrumentation for targeted sets of processes or executables.

introscope.agent.dotnet.monitorApplications

This property specifies processes and applications to instrument.

 Options
Fully qualified paths are not supported. Use only the process image names of the application executables. The names are case
sensitive and must exactly match the names being reported to the Windows process management.

 Default 

w3wp.exe,aspnet_wp.exe

 Example 

introscope.agent.dotnet.monitorApplications=w3wp.exe,aspnet_wp.exe,dllhost.exe

introscope.agent.dotnet.monitorAppPools

This property specifies application pools to be instrumented.

 Options
Uncomment this property and specify IIS application pools to be instrumented.

 Default
"NULL","DefaultAppPool","AppPool1","AppPool2"

 Example 

#introscope.agent.dotnet.monitorAppPools=
 "NULL","DefaultAppPool","AppPool1","AppPool2"

 Notes 

• Application pool names must be in quotes. Use "NULL" to specify applications not running in any application pool.
• Leave commented to instrument all application pools, or uncomment and list only the application pools you want

instrumented.

Socket Metrics

The following properties control the generation of socket metrics.

introscope.agent.sockets.reportRateMetrics

This property enables the reporting of Input/Output bandwidth rate metrics for individual sockets.

 Property settings 

True or False

 Default 

True

 Example 

introscope.agent.sockets.reportRateMetrics=true
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 Notes 

You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

SQL Agent

The following properties are for the SQL agent.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.maxlength

Limits the size in bytes of the SQL statements that are displayed in the Investigator tree for SQL agent metrics.

 Default 

The default limit is 990 bytes.

 Example 

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.maxlength=990

 Notes 

This property does not appear in IntroscopeAgent.profile by default. To change the value, add the property to the agent profile.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension

This property specifies the name of the SQL normalizer extension that is used to override the preconfigured normalization
scheme.

To make custom normalization extension work, the value of its manifest attribute com-wily-Extension-Plugin-{pluginName}-
Name must match the value given in this property.

If you specify a comma-separated list of names, the Agent uses the default normalizer extension.

For example, with the following setting RegexSqlNormalizer is used for normalization:

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension=RegexSqlNormalizer

This property limits how much of a SQL statement appears in the Investigator tree for SQL Agent metrics, in bytes.

 Values: The name of the SQL normalizer extension that is used to override the preconfigured normalization scheme.

 Default: RegexSqlNormalizer

 Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension=RegexSqlNormalizer

 Note: 

• If you use the default setting, you also must configure the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer properties:

• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.matchFallThrough
• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.keys
• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.pattern
• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceAll
• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceFormat
• introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.caseSensitive

• Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require that you restart the managed application.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension.runPredefinedScheme

This property allows the default normalizer to run first before executing the regular expression SQL statement normalizer.

 Values: TRUE/FALSE

 Default: TRUE

 Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension.runPredefinedScheme=TRUE
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 Visibility: This property is not included in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file; add it manually if you want to change the default
setting to FALSE.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.keys

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer with introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension
property. This property specifies the regex group keys. They are evaluated in order.

 Default: key1

 Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.keys=key1

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.pattern

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer with introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension
property. This property specifies the regex pattern that is used to match against the SQL.

 Values: All valid regex entries that are allowed by java.util.Regex package can be used here.

 Default: .*call(.*\)\.FOO(.*\)

 Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.pattern=.*call(.*\)\.FOO(.*\)

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceAll

Sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer in conjunction with introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension
property. When this property is set to false, it replaces the first occurrence of the matching pattern in the SQL query with the
replacement string. If set to true, it replaces all occurrences of the matching pattern in the SQL query with replacement the
string.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceAll=false

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceFormat

Sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer with introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property. This
property specifies the replacement string format.

 Values: All valid regex entries that are allowed by the java.util.Regex package and java.util.regex.Matcher class can be used
here.

 Default: $1

 Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.replaceFormat=$1

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.caseSensitive

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer
with introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property. This property specifies whether the pattern match is sensitive to
case.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.key1.caseSensitive=false

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.matchFallThrough

This property sets the regular expressions SQL statement normalizer in conjunction with
the introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.extension property. When this property is set to true, it
evaluates SQL strings against all regex key groups.
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The implementation is chained. For example, if SQL matches multiple key groups, the normalized SQL output from group1 is
fed as input to group2, and so on.

If the property is set to false, as soon as a key group matches, the normalized SQL output from that group is returned.

 Values: true or false

 Default: false

 Example: introscope.agent.sqlagent.normalizer.regex.matchFallThrough=false

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.artonly

This property specifies if the agent must create and send only the Average Response Time metric. All SQL agent metrics under
back-ends are affected. When the value for this property is true, performance of the agent for SQL metrics and transaction
traces can improve.

Setting introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.turnoffmetrics to true overrides this property.

 Default: false

 Note: 

• This property does not control custom metrics, such as the connection count.
• Changes to this property take effect immediately and can be made using the Management interface.
• The following tracer parameter must be set for this property setting to work:

SetTracerParameter: StatementToConnectionMappingTracer
 agentcomponent "SQL Agent"

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.rawsql

This property specifies if the agent must add unnormalized SQL as a parameter for SQL components in transaction trace.
When the value for this property is true, performance of the agent for SQL metrics and transaction traces can improve.

 Default:false

 Note: 

• Changes to this property take effect after you restart the managed application.
• Enabling this property can result in passwords and sensitive information being presented in transaction trace.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.turnoffmetrics

This property specifies that the SQL statement metrics can be turned off to send fewer metrics from the agent to the Enterprise
Manager. When the value for this property is true, performance of the agent for SQL metrics and transaction traces can
improve.

 Default: false

 Note: 

• This property overrides the introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.artonly property.
• Changes to this property take effect immediately and can be changed using the Management user interface.
• The following tracer parameter must be set for this property setting to work:

SetTracerParameter: StatementToConnectionMappingTracer
 agentcomponent "SQL Agent"

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.turnofftrace

Controls whether the agent creates and sends transaction trace components to the Enterprise Manager for SQL statements
under back-ends. When the value for this property is true, performance of the agent for SQL metrics and transaction traces can
improve.
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 Default: false

 Note: 

• Changes to this property take effect immediately and can be changed using the Management user interface.
• The following tracer parameter must be set for this property setting to work:

SetTracerParameter: StatementToConnectionMappingTracer
 agentcomponent "SQL Agent"

Stall Metrics

The following sections define the properties that are related to the stall metrics.

introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds

This property specifies the number of seconds that an executing process can take before it is considered a stalled process. To
ensure an accurate Stall Count metric, set the stall threshold to 15 seconds or more. This setting allows time for the Enterprise
Manager to complete its harvest cycle.

 Default: 30 seconds

 Example: introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds=30

 Note: This property is dynamic. You can change the configuration of this property during run time and the change is picked
up automatically.

introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds

This property specifies the frequency that the agent checks for stalls. To ensure an accurate Stall Count metric, do not set the
stall resolution to less than 10 seconds. This setting allows time for the Enterprise Manager to complete its harvest cycle.

 Default: 10 seconds

 Example: introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds=10

 Note: This property is dynamic. You can change the configuration of this property during run time and the change is picked
up automatically.

Transaction Tracing

The following properties are for Transaction Tracing.

introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression

Reduces the size of cross process transaction tracing data.

 Values: lzma, gzip, none

 Default: lzma

 Example: introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression=lzma

 Note: 

• This option will increase agent CPU overhead, but will reduce the size of interprocess headers.
•  lzma compression is more efficient than gzip, but may use more CPU.
• .NET agents do not support the gzip option, so if interoperability is required, do not use gzip.
• This property is dynamic. You can change the configuration of this property during run time and the change will be picked

up automatically.

introscope.agent.crossprocess.correlationid.maxlimit

This property specifies the maximum size of cross process parameter data allowed.

If the total size of cross process parameter data is more than this limit, even after applying compression, some data will be
dropped and some cross process correlation functionality will not work properly.

However, this setting protects user transactions from failing in network transmission due to too large header size.

 Default: 4096
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 Example: introscope.agent.crossprocess.correlationid.maxlimit=4096

 Note: 

• Used with the introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression and introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression.minlimit
properties.

• This property is dynamic. You can change the configuration of this property during run time and the change is picked up
automatically.

introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression.minlimit

This property specifies the minimum length of cross process parameter data length for which to apply compression.

 Values: 0 to twice the total maximum limit, set in the introscope.agent.crossprocess.correlationid.maxlimit.

If set below the default of 1500, the compression will run more frequently and will consume more CPU overhead. The default
setting of 1500 usually results in no impact to CPU overhead in normal conditions.

 Default: 1500

 Example: introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression.minlimit=1500

 Note: 

• Used with the introscope.agent.crossprocess.compression property.
• This property is dynamic. You can change the configuration of this property during run time and the change is picked up

automatically.

introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp

Limits the number of components that are allowed in a Transaction Trace.

 Default: 5000

 Important! If the clamp size is increased, the requirements on memory are higher.

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp=5000

 Note:  

• Any transaction trace exceeding the clamp is discarded at the agent and a warning message is logged in the agent log file.
• This property is dynamic. You can change the configuration of this property during run time and the change is picked up

automatically.
• When the set limit is reached, warnings appear in the log, and the trace stops.
• Zero is not a valid value. Do not set introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp=0.

introscope.agent.transactiontrace.headFilterClamp

This property specifies the maximum depth of components that are allowed in head filtering. Head filtering is the process of
examining the start of a transaction for potentially collecting the entire transaction. Head filtering checks each component until
the first blamed component exits. For transaction with very deep call stacks, the extreme depth of the components can be a
problem if no clamping is applied. The clamp value limits the memory and CPU utilization impact of this behavior by forcing
the agent to look up to a fixed depth.

 Default: 30

 Warning! If the clamp size is increased, the requirement on memory is higher. Garbage collection behavior is affected, which
has an application-wide performance impact.

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontrace.headFilterClamp=30

 Note:  

• Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.
• Any transaction trace whose depth exceeds the clamp is only examined for possible collection when some other mechanism

is active to select the transaction for collection. Other mechanisms include sampling or user-initiated transaction tracing.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.headers

This property specifies (in comma-separated list) HTTP request header data to capture. Use a comma separated list.

 Default: commented out; User-Agent

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.headers=User-Agent
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introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.parameters

This property specifies (in comma-separated list) HTTP request parameter data to capture.

 Default: commented out; generic parameters.

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httprequest.parameters=parameter1,parameter2

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httpsession.attributes

This property specifies (in comma-separated list) HTTP session attribute data to capture.

 Default: commented out; generic parameters.

 Example: 

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httpsession.attributes=attribute1,attribute2

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled

This property enables or disables transaction tracer Sampling.

 Values: true or false

 Default: true

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled=false

 Note: Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require the managed application to be restarted.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count

This property specifies the number of transactions to trace, during the interval you specify.

This property disables the introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count configuration in the Enterprise
Manager if this property is configured in the agent.

 Default: 1

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count=1

 Note: You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds

This property specifies the length of time to trace the number of transactions you specify.

This property disables the introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds configuration in the Enterprise
Manager if this property is configured in the agent.

 Default: 120

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds=120

 Note: You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

Configure the Session ID Collection

The introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.capture.sessionid property enables or disables the collection of the Session
ID in the TransactionTracer Data. By default, this property is enabled and recorded in the TransactionTracer Data. When you
disable this property, data is not available for use in filters.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
Locate the following lines:

# Uncomment the following property to disable
 sessionid capture in TransactionTracer data.# By
 default, it is enabled and recorded in the TT Data.#
 introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.capture.sessionid=true
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2. Follow the instructions to enable or disable the property by commenting or uncommenting the line:

#
 introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.capture.sessionid=true

3. Save and close the file, and restart the agent.
The agent configuration is set to use the value you specified for collecting the session ID.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.key

This property specifies the user-defined key string.

 Default: commented out; generic parameters.

 Example: #introscope.agent.transactiontracer.parameter.httpsession.attributes=attribute1,attribute2

 Note: When user IDs are accessed
using HttpServletRequest.getHeader or HttpServletRequest.getValue in your environment, it is optional
to supply the values.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method

This property specifies the method that returns User IDs.

 Values: 

• HttpContext.User.Identity.Name
• HttpContext.Request.Uri.UserInfo
• HttpRequest.Headers.Get
• HttpContext.Session.Contents

 Default: commented out.

 Example:  

The IntroscopeAgent.profile includes a commented out property definition for each of the allowable values. You can
uncomment the property that you want to use.

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpContext.User.Identity.Name#introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpContext.Request.Uri.UserInfo#introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpRequest.Headers.Get#introscope.agent.transactiontracer.userid.method=HttpContext.Session.Contents

URL Grouping

These properties are for configuring URL Groups for frontend metrics.

introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys

This property specifies configuration settings for Frontend naming.

 Default: default

 Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=default

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix

This property specifies configuration settings for frontend naming.

 Default:  * 

 Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format

This property specifies configuration settings for Frontend naming.

 Default: default

 Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format=default
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 PHP Agent
The DX APM PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) Agent lets you monitor your PHP applications by providing
continuous visibility and management into how each application performs. You can view metrics about
how fast an application responds, and can analyze and pinpoint application issues. The agent collects and
reports detailed performance information about transactions in both your PHP applications and the system
environment where the PHP applications runs. The PHP Agent provides the following features:

• Deep transaction trace visibility
• Automatic frontend detection and monitoring, including frontend URL group metrics

• Displays frontend URL group HTTP GET request metrics, which also display in transaction traces.
• MySQL metrics

Supported for these clients: MySQL (original), MySQLi (both object-oriented and procedural interfaces), and PHP Data
Objects (PDO) interface

• Oracle database metrics
Supported client: OCI8

• Custom instrumentation of the FrontendMarker, BlamePointTracer, and BackendMarker

The PHP Agent process consists of:

•  Probe Agent – a PHP Extension module that monitors PHP applications and forwards data about the monitored
applications to the Infrastructure Agent for processing. The data includes as method start and end events, timing data,
metrics, and transaction trace snapshots.
The Probe Agent is loaded through the PHP configuration on the web server and provides metrics to the agent which is
collecting the data. You can run the PHP Agent on the same host or a remote host, depending on the resources on the PHP-
enabled web server.

•  Infrastructure Agent – a standalone Java process that collects, processes, and aggregates the data that the PHP Agent
sends and transmits, then sends the data to an Enterprise Manager. The Infrastructure Agent installation includes a local
installation of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE).

The following diagram illustrates this process in an on-premise setup:

Figure 11: APM PHP Agent Architecture

 Install the PHP Agent for DX APM SaaS
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After you get access to DX APM SaaS, you download and extract the PHP agent.

  

Install the PHP Agent

Note:  Before you install the PHP Agent, disable SELINUX on the platforms - CentOS and RHEL.

Follow these steps to install the APM PHP Agent after you downloaded the Infrastructure Agent. For more information about
downloading the Infrastructure Agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS.

1. Navigate to the apmia directory of Infrastructure Agent.
2. Run ./installer.sh -appname <your_php_app_name> to install the PHP Agent. The installer script

automatically discovers the PHP installation and installs the PHP agent.
3. Restart the web server process or php-fpm process to see the PHP Application performance metrics.

Supported Server Environments and PHP Modes

This table shows the PHP implementation types that we support for several types of web servers.

Web Server Type Apache (Prefork Mode) Apache (Worker
MPM Mode)

Other Web Server

 PHP Implementation
Type 

mod_php  Yes No No

mod_fastcgid with
php-fpm (FastCGI)
(PHP-FPM (FastCGI
Process Manager) 

 Yes  Yes  Yes 

mod_fcgid with php-
cgi

 Yes  Yes No

For PHP Probe Agent with Zend Thread Safety (ZTS) support, contact CA Support.

 

 Configure the PHP Agent for DX APM SaaS

You can view PHP metrics and can define more metrics that are specific to your needs.

The PHP Agent uses transaction traces to mark all top-level PHP scripts as frontends, and captures metrics for these
components. The transaction traces are shallow, consisting only of the top-level frontend script that wraps the transaction.

Logs are created by default. The logging level is set to INFO and written to the default log directory, /opt/CA/APM/apm-
phpagent/probe/logs.

You can configure more metrics, such as BlamePoint tracers and custom backend and frontend markers.

You configure transaction traces and logging during installation process or on an as needed basis. 

  

 Configure Tracers and Markers (DX APM SaaS)

You can configure the following files and properties during or after installation to tune the PHP Agent behavior. 

  

PHP Agent Configuration Files

Tracer directives identify the metrics and components to monitor in the application. These directives can also identify the
frontends and backends of your application.

The AutoProbe directives property is located in the following file: 

${INSTALL_DIR}/apmia/core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile

https://support.ca.com
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The AutoProbe directives property is as shown:

introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=php-typical.pbl,hotdeploy

The php-typical.pbl file includes these.pbd files:

File Name Description

php-toggles-typical.pbd The file contains the following tracer flags that you can
switch by commenting out lines:

•  PhpScriptFrontendTracing - activates the
capture of frontend URL group metrics for all top-level
PHP scripts. Default: On

•  PhpSqlTracing - activates the capture of SQL
database metrics. Default: On  

•  PhpClassDeepTracing - includes all the PHP
classes and methods in the transaction trace. Default: Off

•  PhpScriptDeepTracing - includes in transaction
traces all the scripts that the frontend scripts call. Default:
Off

•  SamplePhpTracing – provides an example flag for
custom backend tracing. Default: Off

php-common.pbd The file contains common tracer configurations for frontends,
backends, and BlamePoint metrics. In addition, it contains a
list of PHP methods and classes that, by default, are skipped
from processing.

php-sample.pbd The file contains an example configuration showing how a
backend marker can be placed on a class, such as

MySQLDB

.

The default PHP Agent skips many low-level uninformative internal PHP methods such as PHP system calls and string
length functions. When these methods trigger numerous transaction traces, the traces can exceed the transaction trace
component limit, clamping traces. In this case, interesting components such as database backends do not display. The php-
common.pbd file, which is located in ${INSTALL_DIR}/apmia/extensions/PHPExtension/directives, contains a default list of
PHP skip directives. These directives are PHP methods and classes that are skipped from processing. You can edit the list of
skipped methods in the php-common.pbd file.

Configure Common Tracers and Markers

The PHP Agent currently supports PhpBlamePointTracer, PhpBackendMarker, and PhpFrontendMarker tracer
types. These tracers create the five standard five BlamePoint metrics similar to Java and .NET agents.

Note:

 More information: Directives to Fine-Tune Traces (DX APM SaaS) 

Configure the BlamePoint Tracers  

You can mark any script, class, or method with PhpBlamePointTracer to get the standard BlamePoint metrics for this
component. Once configured, the agent collects and reports on these metrics in the Investigator Tree. 

The BlamePointTracer provides a standard set of metrics for a blamed component, and is the most commonly used
tracer.  This tracer generates five separate metrics for associated methods or classes:

• Average Response Time (ms)
• Concurrent Invocations
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• Errors Per Interval
• Responses Per Interval
• Stall Count

In the following example, a BlamePointTracer is set for the search method in the Catalog class. The BlamePoint
metrics for this method and class display under the Investigator Catalog|search node.

TraceOneMethodOfClass: Catalog search BlamePointTracer "Catalog|
search"

Note:

 More information:  Directives to Fine-Tune Traces (DX APM SaaS) 

Configure Backend Markers

Configure the PHP Agent to display your application backends by performing one of the following tasks:

• Update your directives in the php-sample.php file and verify that SamplePhpTracing is turned on in the php-toggles-
typical.pbd configuration file.

 OR 

• Add your directives to a custom PBD file and, at runtime, copy the PBD file to this directory:

<Installation_Directory>/apmia/core/config/hotdeploy

The PhpBackendMarker accepts the following substitution variables in the resource name:

{programname} - Process name where the data is extracted. For example, /usr/bin/httpd.

{classname} - PHP class name that implements the backend or global root-level functions.

{method} - PHP class method or root level function.

{filename} - File name of a script that is running or the script that defined a class or a method.

For example, you can add the following directives to the php-sample.pbd file or add to a custom PBD file:

IdentifyClassAs: MySQLDB SamplePhpTracing TraceAllMethodsIfFlagged: SamplePhpTracing
 PhpBackendMarker Backends|{classname}

Notice that the MySQLDB class is identified as a backend component. The corresponding backend metrics are created in the
format:

Backends|{classname}

Configure Frontend Markers

In addition to the frontend markers that are enabled out of the box, you can create custom frontends by setting
the PhpFrontendMarker tracer type to custom class, method, or script. The directive syntax and structure is similar
to the backend metric configuration. The exception being that the tracer that is used is PhpFrontendMarker instead
of PhpBackendMarker.
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Add your directives to a custom PBD file and, at runtime, copy the PBD file to:

<Installation_Directory>/apmia/core/config/hotdeploy

The PhpFrontendMarker accepts the following substitution variables in the resource name:

{programname} - Process name where the data is extracted. For example, /usr/bin/httpd.

{filename} - File name of a script that is running or the script that defined a class or a method. 

For example, you can add the following directives to the php-sample.pbd file or add to a custom PBD file:

IdentifyClassAs: MyHomePage ScriptInit PhpScriptFrontendTracing TraceAllMethodsIfFlagged:
 PhpScriptFrontendTracing PhpFrontendMarker Frontends|{filename}"

 Capture PHP Deep Visibility Components (DX APM SaaS)

By default, the PHP Agent only traces top-level PHP scripts and marks them as frontends. These transaction traces discover the
top-level frontend script that wraps the transaction. Discovery of deep visibility components is disabled.

You can configure ProbeBuilder Directives to perform PHP deep instrumentation that allows the PHP agent to discover deep
visibility components. Viewing the call stack helps you identify backends, more frontends, and interesting methods and
classes. You can place markers on these components, which allows the capture of their BlamePoint metrics. Enabling PHP
deep instrumentation deploys a low-overhead tracer that displays discovered components in transaction traces, but collects no
metrics. 

To minimize agent overhead, enable PHP deep instrumentation only to identify PHP components for transaction tracing or
diagnosing application performance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the php-toggles-typical.pbd configuration file in a text editor.
2. Uncomment the following lines:

TurnOn: PhpClassDeepTracing
TurnOn: PhpScriptDeepTracing 

3. Save and close the file.
4. If you shut down the Infrastructure Agent before making the PBD changes, restart the Infrastructure Agent and Web Server

or PHP-FPM process. These restarts apply the PBD changes.

 Configure PHP Agent Logging (DX APM SaaS)

You can modify logging options in the Infrastructure Agent and in the Probe Agent.

  

Configure Infrastructure Agent Logging 

To configure Infrastructure Agent logging, use the log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent property in
the  <Installation_Directory>/apmia/core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile.

 Property Name: log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent

This property specifies both the logging level and the output location for log information.

 Values: 

These values configure the detail level:

• INFO
• DEBUG

These values configure the log information destination:

• Console
• Logfile
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• Both console and logfile

 Default: 

INFO, logfile

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, logfile

 Examples: 

• To increase the logging level, set the property as shown:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=DEBUG#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel, console, logfile

• To send output to the console only, set the property as shown:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, console

• To send output to the logfile only, set the property as shown:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, logfile

• To disable agent logging, remove the options from this property as follows:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=

Note:   Property updates take effect immediately and do not require managed application or Infrastructure Agent restart.

Configure Probe Agent Logging

You configure Probe Agent logging in the wily_php_agent.ini file in the <Installation_Directory  >/
apmia/probe directory, then run the PHP Agent installer script. If the PHP Agent is already installed, modify
the wily_php_agent.ini file present in the apmia/extensions/PhpExtension/PHPAgent/probe directory
of your PHP installation.

The Probe Agent logger logs in two sets of files:

• The Apache child process activity gets logged in the wily_php_agent-
<parent_processid>_<child_processid>_<log#>.log files. For example,

wily_php_agent_06918-06990_0.log  wily_php_agent_06918-07215_0.log 
 wily_php_agent_06918-07243_0.log
wily_php_agent_06918-06985_0.log  wily_php_agent_06918-06991_0.log 
 wily_php_agent_06918-07235_0.log

These files are rolled over according to the settings configured in the php_agent.ini file. 
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• The Apache root process activity gets logged in the wily_php_agent_<parent_processid>.log file. For
example, 

wily_php_agent_06918.log

This file does not roll over automatically. Manually trim the wily_php_agent_<parent_processid>.log file
regularly. We recommend including the wily_php_agent_<parent_processid>.log file in your custom log file
rotation solution.

The ini configuration file uses the extension=wily_php_agent.so file that contains the following logging properties:

•  wily_php_agent.disableLogging 
•  wily_php_agent.logLevel 
•  wily_php_agent.logdir

 Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that the Probe Agent log directory has sufficient capacity to accommodate increasing file sizes over time.The size of
the log files written to the Probe Agent log directory increases over time. The size is based on the log level enabled in the
Probe Agent configuration.  

2. Modify the <Installation_Directory>/apmia/probe/wily_php_agent.ini configuration file to enable logging, set the trace
level, and specify the logging directory as needed.

3. Restart the web server using the following command:

• •  Zend Server: zendctl.sh restart 

• •  Other server: service httpd restart 

 Configure PHP Frontend URL Groups (DX APM SaaS)

Frontend URL groups are named groupings of transactions that you define in terms of a URL path prefix. Introscope
aggregates metrics for each URL group. The PHP metrics display under the Frontends|Apps|<ApplicationName>|URLs node
of the metric browser tree. The path prefix is the portion of the URL that follows the hostname. For example, in this URL
the path prefix is /testWar:

http://burger1.com/testWar/burgerServlet?
ViewItem&category=11776&item=5550662630&rd=1

You can define a frontend URL group for any category of requests that can be derived from a URL path prefix. For example,
depending on the form of your PHP URLs, you could define URL groups in several ways. For example, groups for each
customer your application supports, or for each major or sub application. With this flexibility, you can monitor performance in
the context of committed service levels, or for critical portions of your application.

You can configure PHP frontend URL group properties to provide metrics that are most relevant to your deployment.
Configuring PHP frontend URL groups is the same as configuring Java frontend URL groups. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the IntroscopeAgent.profile file located in the <Installation_Directory>/apmia/core/config/ directory.
2. Open the file in a text editor, then find the # URL Grouping Configuration section.
3. Configure these properties to set up PHP frontend URL groups. These properties work in conjunction.

introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=defaultintroscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format=Default 

Use the information in the Java Agent article, Configure Frontend URL Groups, to perform the configuration. You do not
need to restart the application server after the configuration.

4. Save and close the file.

 Configure PHP Database Backend Monitoring (DX APM SaaS)
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You can configure the PHP Agent for database backend monitoring.

    

Disable PHP Agent Database Backend Metrics Collection

You can disable the PHP Agent from collecting database backend data.
Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the PHP Agent wily_php_agent.ini file located in the php extensions ini file directory.
2. Open the file in a text editor.
3. Configure the wily_php_agent.enable.db.backend.support property

To disable the property, set the value to 1.

wily_php_agent.enable.db.backend.support=1

To enable the property, set the value to 0.
4. Save and close the file.

(Optional) Disable PHP Agent SQL Monitoring

Typically you do not want to disable SQL backend metrics because you would lose insights into the health and performance of
your .NET application SQL backends.
However, you might disable the monitoring in these situations:

    

• When the .NET agent reports too many SQL metrics 
• You are interested only in SQL frontend metrics and not SQL backend metrics

Depending on how many different types of agents monitor your environment, you chose a method of disabling .NET SQL
backend metrics collection. Disabling for environments with and without other types of agents are monitoring SQL backends.

Disable PHP Agent SQL Monitoring (Only PHP Probe Agent Monitors the Environment)

This method disables all SQL monitoring. Use this when your environment only uses the PHP Probe Agent for metrics
collection.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the IntroscopeAgent.profile file located in the <Installation_Directory>/apmia/core/config/ directory.
2. Open the file in a text editor, then find the # # SQL Agent Configuration section.
3. Set the introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.turnofftrace property to false to disable transaction tracing for

individual SQL statements.

introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.turnofftrace=false

4. Restart the Infrastructure Agent so that the configuration takes effect.

Disable PHP Agent SQL Monitoring (Multiple Probe Agents Monitor the Environment)

This method disables only the PHP Probe Agent SQL monitoring without affecting other types of Probe Agents monitoring
your environment. For example, the  Node.js Probe Agent.

1. Navigate to the PHP Agent php-toggles.pbd file located in the <Installation_Directory>/apmia/extensions/PHPExtension/
directives directory.

2. Open the file in a text editor.
3. Comment out this line:

TurnOn: PhpSqlTracing

4. Save and close the file.
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 Monitor PHP Applications with DX APM SaaS

You can define specific error handling, metrics, transaction traces, and directives to monitor your PHP application. 

 

 

 Error Handling and Exceptions (DX APM SaaS)

ErrorDetector allows you to detect and diagnose the cause of serious application errors that can prevent web transactions from
completing. These application availability issues typically result in the user receiving standard error messages, such as 404
Page Not Found. However, the standard error message lacks specific information that is required to isolate the problem root
cause. ErrorDetector improves transaction integrity by enabling root cause analysis of serious application errors. ErrorDetector
captures transaction details about serious errors and enables recording of error count metrics.

  

PHP Application Errors

ErrorDetector detects these types of PHP application errors:

•  PHP exceptions 
•  Trigger Error built in function 
•  Aborting through die() or exit() built in functions 

Exception Errors

PHP exception mechanics provides flexible error handling. You can extend the standard Exception class to create your own
exception hierarchies to catch and process errors at specific levels. 

The default PHP agent monitors uncaught exceptions thrown from all frontend scripts.

Trigger Errors

PHP has a built-in trigger_error()  function that allows Application Developers to notify the system of various levels
of errors. Error levels, such as E_ERROR or E_USER_ERROR are considered fatal and the script is aborted. If you use
the Notice or Warning level, a log entry is created. 

The PHP Agent catches all fatal errors, triggers error snapshots, and updates the error metrics.

Aborting Through die() or exit() as an Error

In many older PHP applications, a common way to abort a script on error was to use the die() built-in function with error
message that sends the message to the user browser and the aborted script execution. The PHP agent is designed to detect the
calls to the die() method, and generate error metrics and snapshots. This usage of die() is indistinguishable from the usage
of another build-in method exit(), that is sometimes used to terminate application scripts under normal circumstances. For
example, in some PHP applications, redirection involves terminating the redirecting script with exit(). In such applications, it is
not advisable to treat such script terminations as errors. Set the instroscope.agent.php.error.on.abort property
to false to avoid false positive error metrics and snapshots.

The introscope.agent.php.error.on.abort property configures the following actions:

• When set to true, each time the PHP script exits through die() or exit(), an error metric is incremented for the
frontend and a snapshot generated. 

• When set to false (default), exit though die() or exit() is considered to be normal and does not increment the error
metric or generate a snapshot.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
2. Locate the introscope.agent.php.error.on.abort  property and enable or disable the property.  

introscope.agent.php.error.on.abort=false

3. Save the file.
Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require managed application restart.
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The PHP Agent displays these types of script aborts similar to PHP exceptions and triggered errors, except that the PHP Agent
is not able to catch any messages that are passed to die() or exit code that is passed to exit(). The displayed message is a
generic abort notice.

Customize Error Detection Coverage 

The default PHP agent detects errors only on frontend scripts. Therefore, uncaught exceptions must pass all the way through
to the frontend script to be detected. You can customize error detection and can add it to other scripts, functions, or class
methods using PhpExceptionErrorReporter tracer mapping. For example, to detect an exception that is thrown from
the MyPhpClass class, even if they are handled in the calling script, the following line could be added to a custom pbd file:

TraceAllMethodsOfClass: MyPhpClass PhpExceptionErrorReporter"!BRIDGE!{programname}|
{classname}|{method}:Errors Per Interval"

 In addition, you can disable error detection on frontends by commenting out following line in the php-common.pbd:

TraceAllMethodsIfFlagged: PhpScriptFrontendTracing
 PhpExceptionErrorReporter"!BRIDGE!{programname}|Frontends|
{filename}:Errors Per Interval"

Maximum Number of Error Snapshots

Enabling the default options in ErrorDetector captures error data without incurring much overhead. The default
configuration is 10 errors per 15 seconds. To capture more errors during a 15-second time period, increase
the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle proptery value. Keep in mind that increasing this value
incurs more overhead.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
2. Locate the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle property and set a value for the maximum number

of error snapshots in a 15-second period.

 introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle=10 

3. Save the file.
Changes to this property take effect immediately and do not require managed application restart.

Filter Error Messages

Use the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore property to configure the agent to ignore errors you do not
want to track. The information that you specify can be an exact error message, or any portion of a message, with the wildcard
asterisk character.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
2. Locate the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore property and specify as many filters as needed using

the index identifier that is appended to the property name. For example: .0, .1, .2.
In this example, the introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore property ignores any errors that
include IOException found anywhere within them.

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0=*IOException*
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To ignore more errors, add more ignore properties sequentially. In this example two types of errors are configured to be
ignored:

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0=*IOException*
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.1=*HTTP Error Code *500*

3. Save the file.
Changes take effect immediately and do not require managed application restart.
No error snapshots are generated for errors matching the defined filters. The agent does not send error events to the
Enterprise Manager.

Stall Event Metrics

Agents record stalls when there is no response from probed components for a defined period. By default, agents detect this
condition and report Stall metrics.

Each time the agent checks for stalls, all topmost instrumented components on the method stack are checked. When
a component is stalled, a stalled metric and an error snapshot for a stall are created. A stall metric is also created
for each component that subscribes to downstream monitoring. The stall metrics are created first for the topmost
instrumented components on the method stack. These metrics are created for the components that require longer than
the introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds  value. 

Introscope captures transaction stalls as events in the Transaction Event database and generates stall metrics from the detected
events. The stall metrics are generated for the first and last method in the transaction. You can view stall Events and associated
metrics in the Workstation Historical Event Viewer. Stalls are stored as ordinary errors. You can view errors in the Errors tab
or in the Historical Query Viewer by querying for type:errorsnapshot.

Modify Stall Threshold or Frequency of Stall Checking

You can configure the following stall properties:

•  introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds 
This property specifies the minimum threshold response time at which a transaction is considered stalled. To ensure
an accurate Stall Count metric, set the stall threshold to 15 seconds or more. This setting allows time for the Enterprise
Manager to complete its harvest cycle. The default is 30 seconds

•  introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds 
This property specifies the frequency that the agent checks for stalls. To ensure an accurate Stall Count metric, do not set
the stall resolution to less than 10 seconds. This setting allows time for the Enterprise Manager to complete its harvest
cycle. The default is 10 seconds.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
2. Locate the introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds property and specify the minimum threshold

response time at which a transaction is considered stalled. 

introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds=30

3. Locate the introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds  property and specify the minimum threshold
response time at which a transaction is considered stalled. 

  introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds=10

4. Save the file.
Changes to these properties take effect immediately and do not require managed application restart.

 Transaction Traces (DX APM SaaS)

You can use or configure the transaction tracing defaults to monitor your PHP applications. 
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The PHP Agent automatically collects a transaction trace when:

• An error occurs

• API triggers an automatic transaction traces based on custom criteria. For additional information, contact DX
APM Implementation Services.

Highly optimized low overhead tracers collect automatic transaction traces. Automatic transaction traces incur much less
performance overhead than manual, sample, and other transaction traces that use agent filtering. Automatic transaction traces
do not display all component detail properties that the other types of transaction traces display.

Configure Transaction Trace Sampling

Transaction trace sampling enables historical analysis of potentially problematic transaction types without explicitly running
transaction traces. Sample transaction traces display errors, stalls, and deep visibility components. Introscope provides two
types of sampling:

•  Transaction Trace – based on your URL groupings (default)
•  Configurable Transaction Trace – gathers servlet trace information regardless of URL groupings on inbound HTTP

traffic.

You can configure transaction trace sampling to specify the number of transactions to trace during a specific interval. For
example, Introscope captures three transaction trace samples at the beginning of each two-minute interval.

Before increasing the defaults for the sampling.perinterval and sampling.interval properties, consider the
potential for increased Enterprise Manager load. You can also set these properties in the Enterprise Manager properties file.
Any modification in the Enterprise Manager affects all agents that are connected to it.

Configuring these properties in the agent overwrites the configuration set by the Enterprise Manager for an individual agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
2. Set the following properties.

• Set

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled

to enable a transaction trace sampling. 
• Set

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count

to specify the number of transactions to trace during the specified interval. 
• Set

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds

to specify the length of time to trace the sample transaction traces
3. Restart the managed application.

Note:

 More Information:  Directives to Fine-Tune Traces (DX APM SaaS) 

 Directives to Fine-Tune Traces (DX APM SaaS)

You can define the metric collection level for your PHP application. You create custom PBD files or directive traces to
track application-specific measurements. PBD files define probes that identify the metrics that an agent gathers from web
applications and virtual machines at runtime. By default, the PHP Agent uses the default PBD which results in the collection of
a moderate number of metrics.

http://www.ca.com/us/collateral/service-offering/ca-apm-implementation-services.html
http://www.ca.com/us/collateral/service-offering/ca-apm-implementation-services.html
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The metric collection level is changed by modifying the IntroscopeAgent.profile file located in
the  <PHP_Agent_Home>/apmia/core/config directory.

  

 Custom Directives 

Creating custom directives requires you to use specific syntax and keywords. You define the following information when you
create a custom directive:

• Directive type that indicates generically how many classes or methods to trace
• Specific classes or methods to trace
• Type of information to trace, such as a time, rate, or count
• Fully qualified metric name, including the resource path, under which to present this information

Custom PBDs are stored in the <PHP_Agent_Home>/apmia/core/config/
hotdeploy directory. PBDs added to this directory are implemented without needing to update or modify
the introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile property in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file. If you have enabled
dynamic ProbeBuilding, the PBDs in the hotdeploy directory are added live from the folder. No reboot is required. Once a
custom PBD is created, Introscope treats the PBD as a default PBD. You can set alerts on the created metrics, save the metrics
to SmartStor, and use the metrics to create custom dashboards.

Directive Names and Arguments Used in Tracer Syntax

In addition to simple keywords that associate tracers into groups or enable/disable groups, PBD files contain tracer definitions.
For Introscope to recognize and process tracers, use specific syntax when constructing custom tracers. A tracer is composed of
a directive and information about the method or class to trace, in the following format:

<directive>: [arguments]

where [arguments] is a list, and is directive-specific.

Depending on the directive that is used, only a subset of the parameters is required.

Commonly Used Directives

The following three types of directives are the most commonly used. 

 Trace All* and TraceOne* 

The TraceAll* directives instrument every method of the specified classes. Using these directives can lead to unnecessary
overhead in the application. The overhead can result in transaction traces that exceed the default 5,000 component limit.
The TraceOne* directives only apply instrumentation to the methods that you specify.

The TraceOne* directives only apply instrumentation to the methods that you specify. 

•  TraceOneMethodOfClass – traces a specified method in the specified class.
•  TraceAllMethodsOfClass – traces all methods in the specified class.
•  TraceOneMethodIfFlagged – traces one method if the specified class is included in a tracer group that has been

enabled with the TurnOn keyword.
•  TraceAllMethodsIfFlagged – traces all methods except for constructors and static initializers when the specified

class is included in a tracer group that has been enabled with the TurnOn  keyword.

Syntax for Trace Directives

The expected syntax for trace directives usually consists of the following arguments:

•   <Tracer-Group> –  
This argument specifies the group to which the tracer is associated

•   <class> –  
This argument specifies the fully qualified class or interface name to trace or:

• Global – used for functions defined in a global scope
• ScriptInit – used for frontend script execution
• ScriptRun – used for included script execution

•   <method> –  
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This argument specifies the function or method name. In the ScriptInit or ScriptRun class, the script name is
passed in place of the method with non-alphanumeric characters replaced by ‘_’. 

•   <Tracer-name> –  
This argument specifies the tracer type to be used. For example, the BlamePointTracer type.

•   <metric-name> –  
This argument controls how the collected data displays in the Workstation. The metric name and location display at
different levels of the Investigator tree. For example, metric-name displays inside the agent node, resource:metric-
name displays inside one resource or folder below the agent node and resource|sub-resource|sub-sub-resource:metric-
name displays more than one resource or folder level below the agent node. 

Quotation Marks in Custom Tracer Definitions

Custom tracers can contain metric names with spaces in them. We recommend adding quotation marks ("") when using spaces
in your custom metric names.

Adhere to these requirements: 

• Do not place quotation marks around class names. This syntax causes the custom tracers to malfunction. Here is an
example of a correctly defined class name:

IdentifyClassAs: MyClass MyTracers

• If you create a metric name that contains a class name, use quotation marks around the complete metric name. Metric
names can have spaces. All spaces in metric names must be contained within quotation marks. For example, represent the
metric name "{classname}|Test One Node"as shown:

TraceOneMethodIfFlagged: MyTracers AMethod BlamePointTracer "{classname}|Test One Node

Advanced Single-Metric Tracers

Directives and tracers track methods, classes, and sets of classes. A single-metric tracer reports a specific metric for a specific
method that is the smallest unit that Introscope can track. You can create single-metric tracers several ways, such as through
method-signature differentiation, by substituting keywords, or manipulating metric name parameters.

Metric Name Keyword-Based Substitution

Keyword-based substitution allows runtime substitution of values into the metric name.

The parameters in the tracer metric name are substituted at runtime for the actual values into the metric name. This feature can
be used with any directive.

•  {method} – Name of the method being traced
•  {classname} – Runtime class name of the class being traced
•  {processname} – Process name of the PHP executable
•  {filename} – File name of the script being currently executed

 Keyword-Based Substitution Examples 

  Example 1 

Here is the metric name for a tracer in the pbd file:

"{filename}|{classname}|{method}:Response Time (ms)"
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When the tracer is applied to method myMethod with a runtime class of myClass that is in script myScript, here is the
resulting metric name:

"myScript|myClass|myMethod:Response Time (ms)"

 Example 2 

Here is a tracer with a metric name in the .pbd file:

"{processname}|{method}:Response Time (ms)"

When the tracer is applied to method myMethod, here is the resulting metric name:

"/usr/bin/httpd|myMethod:Response Time(ms)"

Configure Multiple Tracers

You can use multiple tracers that affect the same metric, in effect combining them. Combining multiple tracers is most
commonly used with incrementors and decrementors.

In this example, two tracers with a class named cart  and methods that are named buyBook and buyCD are used to create a
metric named Total Purchases.

TraceOneMethodOfClass cart buyBook BlamePointTracer "Total Purchases"
TraceOneMethodOfClass cart buyCD BlamePointTracer "Total Purchases"

This increments the Total Purchases metric when merchandise is purchased.

Configure Dynamic ProbeBuilding

Dynamic ProbeBuilding allows you to use PBDs and PBLs to define the level of metric collection for your PHP application.
Based on the directives list, the PHP agent inserts probes into the application bytecode and reports the metrics to
Introscope. The default PBD and PBL files included with the PHP agent provide a basic level of metric collection.

You can modify PBD and PBL default settings to insert probes for the metrics you want to collect in your application and
environment. Once updated and saved, the dynamic ProbeBuilding implements the updates. All changes are permanent until
you manually update or change the files again.

Note:

 More information: ProbeBuilder Directive Reference 

 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file in a text editor.
2. Verify the introscope.autoprobe.enable property is set to true.
3. Save and close the file.

Default PHP Directives

These directives implement support for common PHP constructs and work with the Introscope default files. 

•  SetFlag: PhpScriptFrontendTracing – used to trace top-level scripts that start the HTTP request execution. This
directive is configured to produce frontend metrics and transaction trace components.

•  SetFlag: PhpClassDeepTracing – used to do deep tracing for classes and methods

•  SetFlag: PhpScriptDeepTracing – used for deep tracing on included PHP scripts called from the frontend.
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Skip Directives

Specific scripts, classes, or methods that the Dynamic ProbeBuilder can skip by using skip directives. By default, specific
fundamental PHP functions are skipped.You can use the SkipMethodForClass andSkipClassForFlag directives
to limit functions and methods. For additional information about the specific PHP functions that the agent skips, examine the
php-common._pbd file in the <Installation_Directory>/apmia/core/config directory.

 PHP Agent Naming (DX APM SaaS)

Every PHP agent running in your Introscope environment has a name. You can assign a name explicitly or a nameless
agent gets a name when you start the PHP agent. The name is key to the process of associating monitoring logic with target
applications.

The PHP agent logically consists of a separate Infrastructure Agent and one or more probes. The probes instrument-specific
PHP processes, such as the Apache server. Due to this distributed architecture, the PHP Agent actually creates at least two
nodes in the Investigator tree. One node is for the monitored PHP process tied to PHP metrics and transaction data. The other
node is for the Infrastructure Agent itself providing metrics about the PHP Agent health and status.

Specify Infrastructure Agent Name

The Infrastructure Agent uses the following sequence to determine a name:

• The Infrastructure Agent determines the agent name using the  introscope.agent.agentName property.
• The Infrastructure Agent determines its process name using the name specified in

the introscope.agent.defaultProcessName property. The process name node is directly above the agent name
in the Investigator tree. By default the Infrastructure Agent names itself host|Common|Agent.

• If the Infrastructure Agent does not determine a name using any method, it names itself UnnamedAgent.

Resolve Agent Naming Conflicts

The fully qualified agent name is typically unique to each agent in an Introscope environment. The name consists of the host
name, process name, and agent name. Agents with the same agent name usually have a unique, fully qualified agent name.
The agents are differentiated because their host and process names are likely to be different. Multiple agents have the same
fully qualified agent name only when residing on the same host, monitoring the same process, and having the same agent
name. This situation is rare with currently supported PHP Agent configurations. However, if it happens, here is how the
Enterprise Manager handles situation:

• An agent can try to connect to an Enterprise Manager to which an agent with the same fully qualified agent name is already
connected. In this case, the Enterprise Manager appends a unique identifier to the name of the newly connecting agent. The
identifier consists of a percent (%) character and a digit. This identifier ensures that multiple agents using the same fully
qualified name are uniquely identified during the connection. The Enterprise Manager renames the first duplicate agent to
connect by appending %1 to its agent name, such as PodAgent%1, PodAgent%2 

• When a renamed agent disconnects, the suffix it was assigned can be reused. For example, if PodAgent%1 disconnects
while PodAgent remains connected, the next agent with the fully qualified name hostPA|processNIM|
PodAgent to connect is renamed PodAgent%1.

The Enterprise Manager can reuse the suffix identifier to assign the same suffix to a specific agent name from connection
to connection. However, on subsequent connections, it is as likely that the specific agent is renamed differently. Having
an agent name vary from connection to connection is problematic when querying historical data. We recommend that
you configure a naming strategy that avoids the Enterprise Manager renaming agents.

Specify Probe Agent Name 

By default, the agent node that is associated with the probe is named host|php|<process name> . For example, if the
Apache server is running from /usr/local/bin/httpd, here is the default name of probe node:

host|php-probes|PHPAgent(/usr/bin/httpd)

You can specify different agent name associated your probe. This method overrides other agent naming methods. 

Each probe instance connection to Infrastructure Agent is mapped to the virtual agent at the Enterprise Manager. 

These three replacement variables are allowed in the configured name:

 {type} - Probe type. Currently the only supported type is php.

 {program} - Name of the program, such as /usr/bin/httpd, where the probe is attached.
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 {collector} - Name of Infrastructure Agent. The Agent naming properties are below.

These properties are not hot and require Infrastructure Agent restart to take effect.

• Default value for the probe process name is {type} 

introscope.remoteagent.probe.process.name = {type}

• Default value for the probe agent name is {program}  

introscope.remoteagent.probe.agent.name = {program}

For example, if the Infrastructure Agent naming property is set as shown:

introscope.agent.agentName = PHPAgent

 And the properties for the probe agent naming are set as shown:

introscope.remoteagent.probe.process.name = {type}-probes
introscope.remoteagent.probe.agent.name = {collector}({program}

Then the probe running on the Apache server from /usr/bin/httpd is named as shown:

host|php-probes|PHPAgent(/usr/bin/httpd)

 Monitor PHP Agent Health (DX APM SaaS)

You can monitor the health of your PHP Agent as follows:

  

Monitor Connections Between Introscope and the PHP Agent

You can monitor the PHP Agent health and activity in the Agents view of the DX APM SaaS user interface.

Increase Log File to Debug

For troubleshooting purposes, run the PHP Agent in Debug mode to record higher levels of data to the agent
log. The log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent property controls both the logging level and the output location.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
2. Modify the Log4j.Logger.IntroscopeAgent property by replacing the existing INFO with DEBUG:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=DEBUG
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3. To send output to the console only, set the property as shown:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=console

4. To send output to the logfile only, set the property as shown:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=logfile

5. Save the file.
Changes take effect within one minute and do not require managed application restart.

Generate Java Metrics in the PHP Infrastructure Agent 

You can enable metrics for the Java version, Virtual Machine, and GC Heap:.*. By default, the PHP Infrastructure Agent does
not collect these Java metrics. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
2. Modify the introscope.agent.environment.java.metrics.enabled property by setting it to true. 

introscope.agent.environment.java.metrics.enabled=true

3. Save the file.
4. Restart the application. The file does not update dynamically.

Override ProbeBuilder Log File Location

You can override the command-line ProbeBuilder log file location. You determine the location by where you specify PHP
classes with the Command-Line ProbeBuilder. For a directory, the log file is located inside the destination directory. For a file,
the log file is located next to the destination file.

The ProbeBuilder log file is configured as shown:

<original-directory-or-original-file>.probebuilder.log

 <original-directory> or <original-file> is the PHP location that you specify with the Command-Line ProbeBuilder. Only the
most recent log is kept. Previous log files are overwritten.

 PHP Agent Properties (DX APM SaaS)

You can configure PHP properties in these files:

  

 IntroscopeAgent.profile Properties (DX APM SaaS)
 

You can configure the PHP Agent using the properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file. The PHP Agent uses
these properties for its standard connection and naming. During installation, the PHP Agent profile is installed in
the <Installation_Directory>/apmia/core/config directory unless you specify a different location. 

You can configure the following properties:

    

Agent Name
introscope.agent.agentName
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Uncomment this property to provide a default PHP Agent name if the other naming methods fail.

 Example: introscope.agent.agentName=Agent

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Extensions Directory
introscope.agent.extensions.directory

This property specifies the location of all extensions that the PHP Agent loads. Non-absolute names are resolved relative to the
location of this properties file.

 Example: introscope.agent.extensions.directory=../../core/ext

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Metric Clamp
introscope.agent.metricClamp

This property configures the PHP Agent to clamp approximately the number of metrics sent to the Enterprise Manager. When
the property is not set, by default, the PHP Agent clamps at 50000 metrics. New metrics are not reported, however
existing metrics still report values.

 Default: 50000

 Example: introscope.agent.metricClamp=50000

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Remote Probe
Remote Probe Port
introscope.remoteagent.collector.tcp.port

This property specifies the port where Introscope listens to connections to collect events from remote probes. These probes
include PHP, Ruby, and .NET.

 Values: 1 to 65535

 Default: 5005

 Example: introscope.remoteagent.collector.tcp.port = 5005

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Remote Probe Filter
introscope.remoteagent.collector.probeid.filtering.enabled

This property optimizes the remote PHP probe to filter out unnecessary events before sending them to the Enterprise Manager.
This property is only beneficial when a PHP probe supports filtering. When filtering is not supported, setting this property can
result in extra overhead. This property only takes effect for new PHP probe connections.

 Values: True or false

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.remoteagent.collector.probeid.filtering.enabled = true

AutoProbe Properties
Enable AutoProbe
introscope.autoprobe.enable

This property enables and disables AutoProbe.

 Values: True or false

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.enable=true

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

AutoProbe Custom Log File Location
introscope.autoprobe.logfile
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This property specifies a custom log file location. AutoProbe always attempts to log the changes it makes.  Set this property to
move the location of the log file from the default. Non-absolute names are resolved relative to the location of this properties
file.

 Values: Custom location

 Default: ../../logs/AutoProbe.log

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.logfile=../../logs/AutoProbe.log

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Directive Files
introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile

This property specifies all the directives files that determine how AutoProbe performs instrumentation. Specify a single entry
or a comma-delimited list of entries. The list can include any combination of:

• Directives (.pbd) files
• Directives list (.pbl) files
• Directories that are scanned about once per minute for pbd files

Directive files that are placed in a listed directory load automatically without the need to edit the IntroscopeAgent.profile
file. When dynamic instrumentation is enabled, the directives take effect immediately with no managed application restart
needed.

Non-absolute names are resolved relative to the location of this properties file.

Note:

This parameter is required and must be set to a valid value. 

•  When the property is not specified or the values are invalid
The PHP agent does not run.

•  When the property is set to include a directory and invalid directives files are placed in the directory
AutoProbe metrics are no longer reported.

•  When the property is set to include a directory and loaded directives files are removed from the directory
AutoProbe metrics are no longer reported

Example: introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=php-typical.pbl,hotdeploy

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect. However, when the property includes one
or more directories and dynamic instrumentation is enabled, no managed application restart is needed. The PHP Agent loads
directives files from the specified directories.

Default Process Name
introscope.agent.defaultProcessName

This property specifies the default process name in a specific situation: When no custom process name is provided and the
PHP Agent cannot determine the main application class name. The configured default process name displays in the Enterprise
Manager and Workstation.

 Example: introscope.agent.defaultProcessName=Collector

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect. 

Dynamic Instrumentation Settings
Enable Dynamic Instrumentation
introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled

This property specifies the changes to PBDs to take effect without restarting the application server or the PHP Agent
process. This operation is very CPU intensive. We highly recommend that you use configuration to minimize the classes that
are being redefined. PBD editing is all that is required to trigger this process. 

This property enables the dynamic instrumentation functionality. Dynamic instrumentation allows updates pbd files, while
collector and PHP applications are running.

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled=true

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Polling Interval to Poll for PBD Changes
introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.pollIntervalMinutes
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This property specifies the polling interval in minutes to poll for PBD changes.

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.pollIntervalMinutes=1

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect. 

Enterprise Manager Connection Order
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder

This property specifies the Enterprise Manager connection order list the PHP Agent uses when disconnected from its
Enterprise Manager.

 Default: Default

 Example: introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder=DEFAULT

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Enterprise Manager Locations and Names
Host and Port Combinations

The names that are defined in this section are only used in
the introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder property.

These properties specify the settings that the PHP agent uses to find the Enterprise Manager. They also specific the names that
are given to host and port combinations.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.DEFAULT=orionphpcoda03>

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.DEFAULT=5001

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.DEFAULT=http://
com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net/"
scope="external">com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.DefaultSocketFactory

Note: Restart the managed application for changes to these properties to take effect.

Enable HTTP Tunneling

The following connection properties enable the PHP agent to tunnel communication to the Enterprise Manager over HTTP. 

Warning:

HTTP tunneling impacts the PHP agent and Enterprise Manager performance. Only use HTTP tunneling when a direct
socket connection to the Enterprise Manager is not feasible. For example, when the PHP agent is isolated from the
Enterprise Manager with a firewall blocking all but HTTP traffic.

When enabling the HTTP tunneling for the PHP Agent, uncomment the following host, port, and socket factory properties. Set
the host name and port for the Enterprise Manager web server. Comment out any other connection properties that are assigned
to the DEFAULT channel. Confirm that the DEFAULT channel is assigned as a value for the

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder

property.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.DEFAULT=localhost introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.DEFAULT=8081 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.DEFAULT=com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.HttpTunnelingSocketFactory

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to these properties to take effect.

Connect to the Enterprise Manager Using a Proxy Server

Sometimes the PHP agent tunnels over HTTP and must connect to the Enterprise Manager through a proxy server. Use the
following properties only in this situation. Here are two examples:

 When the PHP agent cannot reach the proxy server at the specified host and port 

The PHP agent tries a direct HTTP tunneled connection to the Enterprise Manager before failing the connection attempt.

 When the PHP agent can reach the proxy server at the configured host and port but the authentication fails 

 The PHP agent keeps trying to make a connection to the Enterprise Manager through the proxy server.

Uncomment and set the appropriate proxy host and port values.
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introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.host introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.port

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to these properties to take effect.

Proxy Server Authentication

The following properties are used only when the proxy server requires authentication. Uncomment and set the user name and
password properties.

For NT LAN Manager (NTLM) credentials, separate domain name from the user name using an escaped backslash. For
example:mydomain.com\\jack01

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.username introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.password

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Connect to the Enterprise Manager Using HTTPS

To connect to the Enterprise Manager using HTTPS, uncomment these properties. Set the host and port to the Enterprise
Manager secure https listener host and port.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.DEFAULT=localhost introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.DEFAULT=8444 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.DEFAULT=com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.HttpsTunnelingSocketFactory 
Connect to the Enterprise Manager Using SSL

To connect to the Enterprise Manager using SSL, uncomment these properties. Set the host and port to the Enterprise
Manager SSL server socket host and port.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.DEFAULT=localhost introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.DEFAULT=5443 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.DEFAULT=com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.SSLSocketFactory 
More Properties for Connecting to the Enterprise Manager Using SSL
Location of a Truststore Containing Trusted Enterprise Manager Certificates
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.truststore.DEFAULT

If no truststore is specified, the PHP agent trusts all certificates. Provide either an absolute path or a path relative to the PHP
agent working directory. On Windows, escape the backslashes. For example: C:\\keystore.

 Truststore Password 
 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.trustpassword.DEFAULT
Keystore Location That Contains the PHP Agent Certificate
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.keystore.DEFAULT

A keystore is needed when the Enterprise Manager requires client authentication. Provide either an absolute path or a path
relative to the PHP agent working directory. On Windows, escape the backslashes. For example: C:\\keystore.

 Keystore Password 
 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.keypassword.DEFAULT
Set the Enabled Cipher Suites
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.ciphersuites.DEFAULT

A comma-separated list of cipher suites.whennot specified, use the default enabled cipher suites.

ErrorDetector Configuration
Enable Error Snapshots
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.enable

This property enables error snapshots to capture transaction details about serious errors and enables recording of the error
count metrics. 

 Values: True = enabled, false = disabled

 Default: True

 Examples: introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.enable=true

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Maximum Number of Error Snapshots
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle

This property specifies the maximum number of error snapshots that the PHP agent can send in a 15-second period.
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 Example: introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle=10

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Ignore Specific Error Messages
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0

This property specifies which error messages to ignore. Error snapshots are not generated or sent for errors with messages
matching these filters.  You can specify any number using 0, 1, 2 and wildcards (*). 

 Examples: 

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0=*com.company.HarmlessException*

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.1=*HTTP Error Code: 404* 

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Treat PHP Script Aborting Through die() or exit() as an Error
introscope.agent.php.error.on.abort

Treat PHP script aborting through die() or exit() as error.

 Values: True = enabled, false = disabled

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.agent.php.error.on.abort=true

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Stall Events
Minimum Threshold for Stall Event Duration
introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds

This property specifies the minimum threshold for stall event duration.

 Example: introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds=30

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Frequency That the PHP Agent Checks for Stall Events
introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds

This property specifies the frequency that the PHP agent checks for stall events.

 Example: introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds=10

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Logging Configuration
log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent

Controls both the logging level and the output location.

 Values: INFO, console, logfile

 Examples: 

• To increase the logging level, set the property to:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel, console, logfile

• To send output to the console only, set the property to:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, console
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• To send output to the logfile only, set the property to:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, logfile        

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Log File Location

Warning:

Do not modify the following properties for normal use.

• log4j.additivity.IntroscopeAgent=false
• log4j.appender.console=com.wily.org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender
• log4j.appender.console.layout= com.wily.org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
• log4j.appender.console.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{M/dd/yy hh:mm:ss a z} [%-3p] [%c] %m%n
• log4j.appender.console.target=System.err
• log4j.appender.logfile=com.wily.introscope.agent.AutoNamingRollingFileAppender
• log4j.appender.logfile.layout=com.wily.org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
• log4j.appender.logfile.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{M/dd/yy hh:mm:ss a z} [%-3p] [%c] %m%n
• log4j.appender.logfile.MaxBackupIndex=4
• log4j.appender.logfile.MaxFileSize=2MB

log4j.appender.logfile.File

If logfile is specified in log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent, the location of the log file is configured using
the log4j.appender.logfile.File property. System properties, such as the Java command line -D options, are
expanded as part of the file name.

 Examples:

• log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/IntroscopeAgent.log
 

• When Java is started using -Dmy.property=Server1, then log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/
Introscope-${my.property}.log is expanded as shown:
 

log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/Introscope-Server1.log

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Transaction Trace Configuration
Maximum Components Allowed in a Transaction Trace
introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp

Uncomment this property to specify the maximum number of components allowed in a Transaction Trace.  By default, the
clamp is set at 5000. Any transaction trace exceeding the clamp value is discarded at the PHP agent. A warning message is
logged in the PHP agent log file.

Warning:

 When you increase this clamp size, the memory requirement is higher. Therefore, the maximum JVM heap size might
need to be adjusted, otherwise the managed application might run out of memory.

 Default: 5000

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp=5000

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Depth of Components Allowed in Head Filtering
introscope.agent.transactiontrace.headFilterClamp
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Head filtering is the process of examining the start of a transaction for potentially collecting the entire transaction. Head
filtering checks until the first blamed component exits, which can be a problem on deep call stacks without clamps. This clamp
value forces the PHP agent to look to a fixed depth, limiting the memory and CPU utilization impact. 

Uncomment this property to specify the maximum depth of components that are allowed in head filtering.

Any transaction trace depth that exceeds the clamp value is no longer examined for possible collection aside from one
exception. When another mechanism, such as sampling or user-initiated transaction tracing, is active to select the transaction
for collection.

Warning:

When this clamp size is increased, the memory requirement is higher and, garbage collection behavior might be
affected. This situation has an application-wide performance impact.

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontrace.headFilterClamp=30

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Transaction Trace Sampling
Disable Transaction Tracer Sampling
introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled

Uncomment this property to disable Transaction Tracer Sampling.

 Values: False = enabled, true = disabled

 Default: False

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled=false

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Limit the Number of Transactions Reported by PHP Agent Per Reporting Cycle
introscope.agent.ttClamp

Limits the number of transactions reported by the PHP agent per reporting cycle. 

 Default: 200

 Example: introscope.agent.ttClamp=50

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Configure Transaction Trace Sampling

These properties are typically configured in the Enterprise Manager. Configuring sampling in the PHP agent disables
configuring in the Enterprise Manager. 

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count=1
introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds=120

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to these properties to take effect.

Deep Instrumentation
introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled

This property enables deep instrumentation. When false, deep instrumentation is  turned off.

 Values: True = enabled, false = disabled

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=true

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Deep Instrumentation Components
introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled

This property enables the PHP agent to collect deep instrumentation components and send them to the Enterprise
Manager. When false, then PHP agent does not collect any deep instrumentation data. 

 Values: True, false

 Default: True
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 Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled=true

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Deep Component Visibility into Error Snapshots
introscope.agent.deep.errorsnapshot.enable

This property enables and disables deep component visibility into error snapshots.

 Values: True = enable, false = disable

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.agent.deep.errorsnapshot.enable=true

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Deep Trace of Component Limits
introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.components

Limits the maximum number of deep trace components in a transaction trace.

 Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.components=5000

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Deep Trace of Consecutive Component Limits
introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.consecutive.components

Limits the maximum number of consecutive deep trace components in a transaction trace.

 Default: 15

 Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.consecutive.components=15

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Sustainability Metrics

Sustainability metrics are generated to provide information about the PHP agent health and internal status.
Substantial overhead is associated with these metrics.

introscope.agent.environment.java.metrics.enabled

This property enables or disables the Java version, Virtual Machine, and GC Heap:* metrics in the Infrastructure Agent.

 Values: True= enabled, false = disabled 

 Default: True 

 Example: introscope.agent.environment.java.metrics.enabled=true

 wily_php_agent.ini Properties (DX APM SaaS)

You can configure the PHP Agent using the properties in the wily_php_agent.ini file. The ini file is located in the
  <Installation_Directory>/apmia/probe directory unless you specify a different location.

  

Data Queue Configuration Settings

These settings specify the number of entries in the data queue. These properties helps manage memory usage. The values are
specified in the number of entries.

wily_php_agent.dataQueueInitialCapacity

 Example: wily_php_agent.dataQueueInitialCapacity="100000"

wily_php_agent.dataQueueCapacityIncrement

 Example: wily_php_agent.dataQueueCapacityIncrement="100000"

wily_php_agent.dataQueueMaxCapacity

 Example: wily_php_agent.dataQueueMaxCapacity="700001"

Internal PHP Function Tracing
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The wily_php_agent.traceInternalFunctions property enables deep tracing. This property adds tracing of native PHP functions,
PHP-defined functions, and functions defined in PHP extensions, such as MySQL calls. Use with deep tracing mode on the
Infrastructure Agent.

By default, the APM PHP monitor only traces user-defined php functions and scripts.  

When this mode is activated, the following message displays in the main log file: Deep-tracing mode is enabled. 

wily_php_agent.traceInternalFunctions

 Values: 0 = disabled, 1 = enabled

 Default: 0

 Example: wily_php_agent.traceInternalFunctions=0

 Note: Restart the Probe Agent for changes to take effect.

Log Settings
wily_php_agent.disableLogging

This property enables and disables logging, and is read at process initialization.

 Values: 0 = disable, 1 = enable

 Default: 0

 Example:  wily_php_agent.disableLogging=0

Log Level
wily_php_agent.logLevel

This property specifies the logging level.

 Values: 0 = trace, 1 = debug, 2 = info, 3 = warning, 4 = error, 5 = fatal

 Default: 3

 Example: wily_php_agent.logLevel=3

Infrastructure Agent Log Directory
wily_php_agent.logdir

This property specifies the Infrastructure Agent log directory. The directory must exist and be writable.

 Example: wily_php_agent.logdir="/opt/CA/APM/apm-phpagent/logs"

Infrastructure Agent Host
wily_php_agent.collectorHost

The hostname/IP address of the machine on which DX APM Infrastructure agent is running. Use this property when
infrastructure agent is running on a remote machine. The default value is 127.0.0.1.

 Default: 127.0.0.1

 Example: wily_php_agent.collectorHost=127.0.0.1

Infrastructure Agent Port
wily_php_agent.collectorPort

This property specifies the port that the monitor uses to connect to the Infrastructure Agent. The port must be identical to the
port the Infrastructure Agent is configured to listen. When the entry is missing or invalid, the default port 5005 is used.

 Values: 1 to 65535

 Default: 5005

 Example: wily_php_agent.collectorPort="5005"

SQL Transaction Tracing
wily_php_agent.enable.db.backend.support

This property allows transaction tracing of database (MySQL and Oracle) backend queries. Use this property in conjunction
with the introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.turnofftrace property in the PHP Agent IntroscopeAgent.profile
directory.
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 Values: 0 (enable) 1 (disable)

 Default: 1

 Example: wily_php_agent.enable.db.backend.support=1

Monitored Application Name
wily_php_agent.application.name

This property defines the name of the application being monitored. The application name defined in this property will be used
as the PHP monitor frontend application name.

 Default: PHP App

 Example: wily_php_agent.application.name="My Website"

Browser Agent Settings
wily_php_agent.enable.browseragent.snippet.autoInjection

This property enables and disables automatic Browser Agent JavaScript snippet injection into a web page using the PHP
Agent.

 Values: 0 = disabled, 1 = enabled

 Default: 0

 Example: wily_php_agent.enable.browseragent.snippet.autoInjection=0

 Note: You must restart the managed application before changes to this property take effect.

wily_php_agent.browseragent.autoInjection.snippetString

The value of this property is the actual JavaScript snippet you want to inject into the web page. The snippet string must be
placed between single quotes.

 Values: Valid JavaScript code

 Example: wily_php_agent.browseragent.autoInjection.snippetString='<script type="text/javascript" id="ca_eum_ba"
src="{protocol}://{host}:{port}/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:default-tenant/urn:ca:appId:default-app/bajs?agent=browser" data-
profileUrl="{protocol}://{host}:{port}/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:default-tenant/urn:ca:appId:default-app/profile?agent=browser"
data-tenantID="default-tenant" data-appID="default-app" data-appKey="b0361800-4736-11e6-b8e5-bddc75280658"></
script>'

 Note: The property is commented out by default. Remove the leading semicolon to enable it.

wily_php_agent.browseragent.autoInjection.excludeURLsRegex

This property lets you specify a regular expression pattern to exclude certain URLs from automatic snippet injection.

 Example: wily_php_agent.browseragent.autoInjection.excludeURLsRegex=.*/my.php

 Note: The PHP Probe uses the Boost Regex library to parse and match the regular expression defined in this properties file.
Exclude URL regex takes precedence over include URL regex. The property is commented out by default. Remove the leading
semicolon to enable it.

wily_php_agent.browseragent.autoInjection.includeURLsRegex

This property lets you specify a regular expression pattern to limit automatic snippet injection to certain URLs.

 Default: .* 

 Example: wily_php_agent.browseragent.autoInjection.includeURLsRegex=.*/my.php

 Note: The PHP Probe uses the Boost Regex library to parse and match the regular expression defined in this properties file.
Exclude URL regex takes precedence over include URL regex. The property is commented out by default. Remove the leading
semicolon to enable it.

wily_php_agent.enable.browseragent.autoInjection.snippet.maxSearchingLength

This property specifies the maximum response content length, in number of characters, for searching
the <head> or <body> html tag.

 Values: 100 - 30000

 Default: 3000
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 Example: wily_php_agent.enable.browseragent.autoInjection.snippet.maxSearchingLength=3000

 Note: Any value defined outside the accepted range is reset to the default value.

 

 Deploy and Monitor a PHP Application on Cloud Foundry

Deploying a PHP application on Cloud Foundry and instrumenting it with the DX APM PHP Agent consists of the following
high-level steps:

Prerequisites

Before deploying a PHP application to Cloud Foundry, ensure that you meet the following prerequisites:

• PHP application ready to deploy to Cloud Foundry
• Cloud Foundry Command Line Interface
• Cloud Foundry Buildpack for PHP, version 4.3.42 or higher

Note:  More information:  Cloud Foundry supported application buildpacks

 

Push the Application to Cloud Foundry

Deploy your PHP application to Cloud Foundry. Once uploaded, the buildpack detects that your application is a PHP
application, and the buildpack is executed. It examines your application to determine what dependencies to download and how
to configure the application to communicate with bound services.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Cloud Foundry CLI.
2. Run this command to push the application to Cloud Foundry:

$ cf push <php_application_name>

3. Your application is accessible at the default route. Use the following command to view the URL of your new application:

$ cf app <php_application_name> 

Install the Infrastructure Agent (CA Digital Experience Insights)

On CA Digital Experience Insights, you must download and install the Infrastructure Agent before instrumenting the PHP
application on Cloud Foundry. Follow these steps to install the Infrastructure Agent:

1. Click Download Agent in the top bar.

Note:   If you already connected one agent, you can only access the Download Agent button by clicking Agents in the left
pane, under Settings.

2. Select Unix/Linux as your operating system.
3. Select the PHP Agent and download the tarball.
4. Untar the downloaded tarball: tar -xf <downloaded_tarball.tar>
5. Open the apmia directory
6. Run ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install to install the Infrastructure Agent.

The caapm service you create as described in the next section must point to this Infrastructure Agent. The PHP Agent is
installed automatically by the Cloud Foundry buildpack. 

Create a caapm Service

After installing the PHP application on Cloud Foundry, you must create a DX APM PHP service and bind the application to
this service. The service name must start with the character string caapm, and you need to provide it with the parameters that
are required to install the PHP agent:

https://www.cloudfoundry.org/
https://docs.pivotal.io/pivotalcf/1-7/buildpacks/
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$ cf cups caapm-demophp -p collhost,collport,appname

Provide the values for the specified parameters interactively on the command line:

• • collhost
The IP address of the host on which the Infrastructure Agent resides

• collport
The port at which the Infrastructure Agent is listening. If not specified, the default port 5005 is used.

• appname
The name of your PHP application. If not specified, the service uses the name you defined when you pushed the
application to Cloud Foundry.

Bind the PHP application to the service

In Cloud Foundry, bind the service to the PHP application:

$ cf bs <php_application_name> <service_name>

Restage the Application

After creating the caapm service and binding your PHP application to it, you must restage the application for the change to
take effect. The buildpack updates any configurations that are made to the deployed application after the last restage. Once you
restage the application, you have deployed the application on Cloud Foundry.

$ cf restage <php_application_name>

The application finds the service and executes the PHP agent installation script. The DX APM PHP Agent is automatically
downloaded and installed. The PHP application is deployed on Cloud Foundry, and is instrumented.

View the Application Metrics

Generate traffic to the application. Access the application with a browser, and run DX APM to view the application metrics.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate some traffic to the application.
For example, repeatedly add some input data into the PHP application, and have the application perform some actions. 

2. Using a browser, go to the <Application_Name>.cfapps.io URL to access the PHP application.
3. Open Team Center, WebView, or Workstation to view the application metrics.

Troubleshooting

Symptom

The application deployment fails. The Cloud Foundry CLI displays a message stating that the deployment has failed. The
application on Cloud Foundry is not instrumented.

Solution

Review the Cloud Foundry logs. Run this command at a command prompt to access the logs: 

$ cf logs <Application_Name> --recent

Note:  More information Pivotal Cloud Foundry documentation

https://docs.pivotal.io/pivotalcf/installing/pcf-docs.html
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 Browser Agent Snippet Injection Using the PHP Agent

On DX APM SaaS, the Browser Agent is available as part of CA App Experience Analytics. The Browser Agent lets you
monitor your web applications and collect customer experience analytics.

To collect data from application web pages, you insert a JavaScript snippet into them.The snippet is provided in the Web App
Integration Instructions for your app in CA App Experience Analytics. You pass the snippet to the PHP Agent, which injects
it into your web app pages automatically. In cases in which automatic injection is not possible, PHP can call the probe method
manually.

See Collect Data From Your Web Application for detailed information about integrating your web application with CA App
Experience Analytics.

  

Get the Browser Agent Snippet

To pass the Browser Agent Snippet to the PHP Agent, you must first copy and paste it to the clipboard.

 Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DX APM SaaS.
2. Click Open on the App Experience Analytics box.

The App Experience Analytics home page appears.
3. In the left-hand pane, click Manage Apps.
4. Select the app that you want to monitor.
5. Select Web App.
6. Select the code snippet that appears as part of Step 1 of the Web App Integration Instructions, and copy it to the

clipboard (Ctrl+c).
7. Log out from CA App Experience Analytics.

Configure the PHP Agent to Add the Browser Agent Snippet Automatically

The following procedure describes how to configure the PHP Agent to add the Browser Agent JavaScript snippet automatically
to web pages it monitors.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Installation_Directory>/apmia/probe directory and open the wily_php_agent.ini file in a text
editor.

2. Look for the wily_php_agent.enable.browseragent.snippet.autoInjection property and set its value
to 1.

3. Look for the wily_php_agent.browseragent.autoInjection.snippetString property. As its value,
insert the JavaScript code snippet you previously saved to the clipboard (Ctrl+v).

4. (optional) Review the remaining properties in the 'Browser Agent Business Transaction Monitoring properties' section in
the ini file and configure them according to your requirements.

5. Save the ini file.
6. Restart the web application.

Note:

More information:

•  wily_php_agent.ini Properties (CA Digital Experience Insights) (Browser Agent Settings section)

Add the PHP Probe Method Call Manually

In scenarios in which the PHP Probe is unable to insert the Browser Agent snippet, you can manually call the PHP probe API.
For example, PHP provides a way to compress the response output to reduce the size of the data transferred to the browser
(using gzip). In such a case, you can manually add the PHP Probe

wily_php_agent_get_browser_snippet()

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/app-experience-analytics/19-1/configuring/collect-data-from-your-web-application.html
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method call:

<?php    ob_start('ob_gzhandler');    print "<html>\n";    if
 (extension_loaded('wily_php_agent')) { // to ensure PHP Probe agent
 is available        echo wily_php_agent_get_browser_snippet();    } 
   print "<body>\n";    print "My compressed reponse body\n";    print
 "<\body>\n";    print "<\html>\n";    ob_end_flush();?>

 Infrastructure Agent
The DX APM Infrastructure Agent (Infrastructure Agent) is a master package of bundled DX APM agents and monitors. 

The Infrastructure Agent supports these broad categories of monitors:

• Standalone agents that report metrics, and can display transaction traces and Team Center nodes
For example, Docker Monitor

• EPAgent plug-ins that provide scripts and Java classes through XML streaming
• Multi-process Probe Agents

For example, Node.js and PHP

On DX Application Performance Management on premise, the Infrastructure Agent contains scripts and wrappers to run a
standalone JVM process. On DX Application Performance Management for CA Digital Experience Insights, the Infrastructure
Agent runs as a UNIX Daemon process or a Windows service. In either case, the process or service contains a core standalone
agent and can load existing and new EPAgent plug-ins. Agent monitors can run on the same JVM or service in parallel with
each other. For example, Host Monitoring and Web Server Monitoring.

Note:   DX APM for CA Digital Experience Insights uses a public domain Java Service Wrapper from Tanuki Software to
enable the Infrastructure Agent to run as a Windows Service or UNIX Daemon process. For information about the Tanuki
wrapper, see the Configuration Property Overview.

The Infrastructure Agent deploys monitor bundles, which you can also download from the APM Command Center. 

For some agents, such as the Node.js Agent, there are two agent components that work together to provide application
performance data. These two components are the Probe Agent and the Infrastructure Agent.

• The Probe Agent collects the application data in the form of metrics and sends the data to the Infrastructure Agent.
• The Infrastructure Agent receives the Probe Agent data and sends the data to the Enterprise Manager for processing. 

The Infrastructure Agent includes and uses a local installation of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). A single Infrastructure
Agent can handle multiple Probe Agents, for example, Node.js and PHP.

You can deploy the Infrastructure Agent on Windows, Linux, and Macintosh platforms.
The Infrastructure Agent installer contains the following main components:

• Infrastructure Agent installation script
• Infrastructure Agent

Some agents and monitors use the Infrastructure Agent to collect application performance data and send the data to the
Enterprise Manager. The Infrastructure Agent collects the application data in the form of metrics and sends the data to the
Enterprise Manager for processing.

• Monitor packages
For example, DX APM Host Monitoring

• (CA Digital Experience Insights) Java Service Wrapper files

After you install the Infrastructure Agent, you can examine the directory structure and deploy any or all the bundled monitors.

Infrastructure Agent Files

The Infrastructure Agent and monitors use these files:

•  IntroscopeAgent.profile
The Infrastructure Agent profile is located in the <APM_IA>/Infrastructure_Agent-<version>/core/
config directory.

•  Extensions.profile 

http://wrapper.tanukisoftware.org
https://wrapper.tanukisoftware.com/doc/english/properties.html
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The Extensions.profile file is located in the <apmia>/extensions directory. You configure
the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.load property for each monitor you want to deploy. 

•  bundle.properties
The bundle.properties file is located in the <apmia>/extensions/<Monitor_Name> directory. For example,
<apmia>/extensions/<HostMonitor>.
The properties in the bundle.properties file can contain monitor-specific properties.
The bundles.properties file can contain both dynamic (hot) and controlled (cold) properties. The controlled
properties require application restart to take effect.

Log Files

You can review the Infrastructure Agent log files in these locations:

• Infrastructure Agent installation log: apmia/APMIA_install.log 
• Infrastructure Agent installed with Host Monitoring, you can view the SystemEDGE installation log:

apmia\SystemEDGE\sysedge_install.log

• When you install the Infrastructure Agent without Host Monitoring, the agent does not create the SystemEDGE installation
log.

• Infrastructure Agent Console log: apmia/logs/APMIAgentConsole.log 

 Install the Infrastructure Agent on DX APM SaaS
 

The Infrastructure Agent download package allows you to deploy multiple infrastructure monitoring extensions at a time. The
download contains the Infrastructure Agent and the extensions that you can deploy to provide data about your infrastructure
components.

Note:

 Enable the netstat utility in the UNIX platform to install the Infrastructure Agent.

APM Infrastructure Agent

DX APM Infrastructure Agent (DX APM IA) is based on Java Service wrapper namely, Tanuki. The wrapper facilitates the
installation of APM IA as a Linux daemon process with the following users having corresponding privileges:

Sudo User - You can install DX APM IA for a sudo user. Represents a user with root privileges.

Non-root User - You can run the DX APM IA service as a non-root user. To equip the non-root user with the privileges to
perform all functionalities that a root access user performs, you need to provide the ownership of apmia directory to the non-
root user.

Note:

 You can run the DX APM IA without the need to install DX APM IA with the user access privileges of a root, sudo, or Non-
root user.

DX APM IA with a Root User Access

The DX APM IA automatically detects the Operating System (OS) and performs the necessary tasks to install and create a
service.

• The user with the root access privileges can create a service of DX APM IA, which is based on available Service Manager.
• The user with the root access privileges can grant permissions to access the directory /etc, which is required to create the

service files.
• The Service Manager is based on the OS version such as systemd, upstart, or init.d.
• All users can access the following possible directory location of a particular OS:

•  /etc 
•  /etc/systemd/system 
•  /etc/init 
•  /etc/init.d 

In addition to providing the root access to a user, DX APM IA enables you to perform the following tasks:
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• DX APM IA uses the Service Manager of a particular system to create a service namely, apmia.
• DX APM IA runs as a detached process, which means DX APM IA continues to run even after you close the console.
• DX APM IA starts on a reboot or a restart, which means DX APM IA auto-starts whenever the system boots up after you

restart or reboot.

Commands to Use DX APM IA with Installation
Install DX APM IA

Use the following command to install DX APM IA:

sudo ./APMIACtrl.sh install

Use Other Operations of DX APM IA

Use the following command to view the other operations that you can perform using DX APM IA:

./APMIACtrl.sh help

DX APM IA with Non-root User Access

Owing to the security policies, you can install DX APM IA service such that the processes run under the ownership of a Non-
root user. However, only root users or users with access privileges of a sudo user can install and control the service state.

Note:

 You can install or uninstall DX APM IA only from the root access and use only a sudo command.

Pre-requisites to Install DX APM IA with Non-root User Access

The pre-requisites to install DX APM IA with the non-root user access is as follows:

• The existing user is a non-root user. For example, the existing user name is iauser 
• Download the DX APM IA folder in the /home directory of iauser and it should not be /root location.

Note:

 We recommend that you install the APM Infrastructure Agent from other than /root location. For example, /home.

Provide Ownership of apmia Directory

• Navigate to the parent directory of your apmia directory
• Ensure that the iauser owns apmia directory and files.
• Run the following command to pass the ownership of the apmia directory to the user, iauser:  

sudo chown -R iauser apmia

• Run the following command to install DX APM IA:

sudo ./APMIACtrl.sh install user=iauser

After installing DX APM IA, you can perform the following tasks using DX APM IA:

• DX APM IA uses the Service Manager of a particular system to create a service namely, apmia.
• The service process namely, apmia  runs as a non-root user, iauser 
• DX APM IA runs as a detached process, which means DX APM IA continues to run even after you close the console.
• DX APM IA starts on a reboot or a restart, which means DX APM IA auto-starts whenever the system boots up after you

restart or reboot.
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Run the following command to install DX APM IA:

sudo ./ APMIACtrl.sh install user=iauser

DX APM IA without Installation

You can use the DX APM IA without installing DX APM IA for a user with the access privileges of a root, non-root,
or sudo user. After starting DX APM IA using the force_start command, you can perform the following tasks that DX
APM IA supports:

• DX APM IA does not run in the background, which means DX APM IA stops whenever you close the console.
•  Non-root users can use the force_start command to run DX APM IA.
• DX APM IA does not start on a reboot or a restart, which means DX APM IA does not start whenever the system boots up

after you restart or reboot.
• If DX APM IA runs in the background, use kill command to stop DX APM IA.

Commands to Use DX APM IA without Installation
Start DX APM IA

Use the following command to start DX APM IA without installation:

./APMIACtrl.sh force_start

Stop DX APM IA

Use the following command to stop DX APM IA:

ctrl+c

Consider that DX APM IA is running as nohup. Then, identify the process ID and kill the process with the identified process
ID.

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

The Infrastructure installation includes and uses a local installation of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). For more
information, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS.

Infrastructure Agent Commands

Once the Infrastructure Agent is installed, the following additional commands are available:

•  Check the Infrastructure Agent Status

•  UNIX:  ./APMIACtrl.sh status 
•  Windows: APMIACtrl.bat status 
•  Mac: ./APMIACtrl.sh status 
•  AIX:

./APMIACtrl.sh status

•  Solaris SPARC: 

./APMIACtrl.sh status
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•  Stop the Infrastructure Agent

•  UNIX:  ./APMIACtrl.sh stop 
•  Windows: APMIACtrl.bat stop 
•  Mac: ./APMIACtrl.sh stop 
•  AIX:

./APMIACtrl.sh stop

•  Solaris SPARC: ./APMIACtrl.sh stop 

•  Start the Infrastructure Agent

•  UNIX:  ./APMIACtrl.sh start 
•  Windows: APMIACtrl.bat start 
•  Mac: ./APMIACtrl.sh start  
•  AIX:

 ./APMIACtrl.sh start

•  Solaris SPARC: ./APMIACtrl.sh start 
•  Restart the Infrastructure Agent 

•  UNIX:  ./APMIACtrl.sh restart 
•  Windows: APMIACtrl.bat restart 
•  Mac: ./APMIACtrl.sh restart 
•  AIX:

./APMIACtrl.sh restart

•  Solaris SPARC: ./APMIACtrl.sh restart 

•  Uninstall the Infrastructure Agent and SystemEdge

•  UNIX:  ./APMIACtrl.sh uninstall 
•  Windows: APMIACtrl.bat uninstall 
•  Mac: ./APMIACtrl.sh uninstall 
•  AIX:

./APMIACtrl.sh uninstall

•  Solaris SPARC: ./APMIACtrl.sh uninstall 

•  Perform a Clean Uninstallation of the Infrastructure Agent
This command uninstalls the Infrastructure Agent and SystemEDGE, and removes Infrastructure Agent directories when a
directory name is apmia.

•  UNIX:  ./APMIACtrl.sh clean_uninstall 
•  Windows: APMIACtrl.bat clean_uninstall 
•  Mac: ./APMIACtrl.sh clean_uninstall 
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•  AIX:

./APMIACtrl.sh clean_uninstall

•  Solaris SPARC: ./APMIACtrl.sh clean_uninstall 

•  Force-Start the Infrastructure Agent The

force_start

command runs the Infrastructure Agent without installing it. Non-root users can use

force_start

to run the Infrastructure Agent. When the Infrastructure Agent is started using

force_start

, it does not restart after reboot. The

force_start

command does nothing if the APMIA service is already running. On Windows, the Infrastructure Agent does not start Host
Monitoring when using the

force_start

command. On UNIX,

force_start

starts Host Monitoring.

•  UNIX:  ./APMIACtrl.sh force_start
•  Windows: APMIACtrl.bat force_start
•  Mac: ./APMIACtrl.sh force_start
•  AIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh force_start
•  Solaris SPARC: ./APMIACtrl.sh force_start

•  Force-Stop the Infrastructure Agent On Windows, the

force_stop
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command stops an Infrastructure Agent instance that was initiated by

force_start

. On UNIX, use Ctrl+c to stop an Infrastructure Agent instance that was initiated by force_start. On Mac , use the

stop

command to stop an Infrastructure Agent instance that was initiated by

force_start

.

• • UNIX:  Ctrl+ C
• Windows: APMIACtrl.bat force_stop    
• Mac: ./APMIACtrl.sh stop
• AIX: Ctrl + C
• Solaris SPARC: Ctrl + C

•  Get Installer Script Usage Information
This command shows the usage for the Infrastructure Agent installer script.

•  UNIX:  ./APMIACtrl.sh help
•  Windows:  ./APMIACtrl.bat help
•  Mac:  ./APMIACtrl.sh help
•  AIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh help
•  Solaris SPARC: ./APMIACtrl.sh help

Configure and Troubleshoot Extensions

You configure properties for individual extensions using their respective bundle.properties file that is located in
the <apmia>/extensions/<extension_name> directory. See the individual agents and extensions for specific
configuration and troubleshooting instructions.

Troubleshoot the APM Infrastructure Agent Installation Issue

Symptom:
(Only UNIX) An APM Infrastructure Agent (APMIA) installation fails due to the existing corrupted service file of the APMIA
installation.

 Solution: 

Perform the following tasks to troubleshoot the Infrastructure Agent Installation issue.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Find the service for APMIA, and stop the service using the following command:

ps -elf | grep com.wily.introscope.agent.uma.UnifiedMonitoringAgent

2. Delete the service file that is based on any of the following installation modes:
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• If you have installed the APMIA using a systemd, delete the service file from the following location:

/etc/systemd/system/apmia.service

• If you have installed APMIA using upstart, delete the service file from the following location:

/etc/init/apmia.conf.

• If you have installed APMIA using SRC, delete the apmia.conf file from the following location:

/etc/apmia.conf

3. Reinstall the APMIA.

Upgrading the Infrastructure Agent using Tanuki

Note:

• DX APM Infrastructure Agent upgrade is supported for cron based platforms.
• AIX is not a cron based platform, upgrade is not supported in AIX.
• Solaris SPARC is not a cron based platform, upgrade is not supported in Solaris SPARC.

Install Java Service Wrapper based Infrastructure Agent with the existing cron-based Infrastructure Agent installation wizard.
Then, the Infrastructure Agent prompts you with the following message:

./APMIACtrl.sh installCron based APM IA installation found on
 location /root/jack/cronia/apmia/Please uninstall/remove cron based
 APM IA to proceed.

When you force_start exist on the host, the Infrastructure Agent prompts you with the following message:

./APMIACtrl.sh installAPM Infrastructure Agent is running using
 force_start option for user 'root' of cron based IA on location /
root/jack/cronia/apmia/Please stop/kill APM IA to proceed
 installation.

The Infrastructure Agent is not installed in the above cases. The Infrastructure Agent prompts you to remove the old version
before you upgrade to the new version and does not let you use the force_start option to run the Infrastructure Agent. 

 More information: 

•  Amazon Web Services Monitoring 
•  Azure Monitoring 
•  CA API Gateway 
•  Cloud Foundry Monitoring 
•  F5 LTM Monitoring 
•  Host Monitoring 
•  Node.js Agent 
•  PHP Agent 
•  Python Agent 

http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/api-gateway/9-4.html
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•  Web Server Monitoring 

 Deploy the Infrastructure Agent Using Ansible

 Ansible is an open source software automation platform that lets you deploy, manage, and operate applications remotely and
agentlessly using industry-standard SSH or PowerShell connections. You can use Ansible to deploy the Infrastructure Agent
and to automate Infrastructure Agent-related tasks on multiple hosts simultaneously. The following tasks are supported:

• The standard Infrastructure Agent commands (install, uninstall, start, stop, restart, status, clean_uninstall, force_start,
force_stop, restart)

• Configure Infrastructure Agent properties
• Configure the Infrastructure Agent extensions property
• Install and configure Host Monitoring
• Generate a report for the performed operations

This documentation covers the following topics. For in-depth information about Ansible, see the Ansible Documentation.

  

Install Ansible
Ansible Server (Control Machine)

The Ansible server must be installed on a UNIX system. Supported distros include Red Hat, Debian, CentOS, and OS X.
Windows operating systems are not supported for the control machine. Python is also required. For full details about the
installation requirements, see the Ansible Documentation.

Use your customary installation method. For example, on Red Hat:

yum install ansible

If the client computer you want to orchestrate runs a Windows operating system, you must also install
the pip and winpyrm packages on the control machine. For example:

yum install python-pip
pip install winpyrm

Client Computer

No action is required on UNIX client computers. For Windows clients, you must meet the setup requirements detailed
at Setting Up a Windows Host in the Ansible Documentation.

Prepare a Host List

You provide the list of hosts you want to operate from the Control Machine in the form of a comma-separated-value (.csv) list,
or by editing the apmia_ansible/host_vars/apmia_hosts file directly.

 Use a CSV file:
Review the sample CSV file entries for UNIX and Windows in the HostFile.csv.sample file at apmia_ansible/
host_vars, and use them as a reference to build your own. Each entry contains the following parameters:

•  host
Hostname

•  ansible_user
root or sudo user 

•  ansible_password
Host password 

•  ansible_sudo_pass
(Linux) To log in with sudo, provide the sudo password. 

•  ansible_port
22 for Linux (default SSH port), 5986 for the WinRM module 

•  ansible_winrm_server_cert_validation

https://www.ansible.com/
https://docs.ansible.com/
https://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/installation_guide/intro_installation.html
https://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/user_guide/windows_setup.html
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(Windows) Set this parameter to yes to validate the server-client base authentication certificate. The default value is no. 
•  install_only

Possible values are: yes, no, or blank. When set to yes, the installation
commands install and install_sysedge install the APMIA and sysedge services, respectively, without starting the
service. When set to no or left blank, Ansible installs and starts the services.

•  need_IA_backup
Possible values are: yes, no, or blank. When set to yes, a backup file is created inside the config folder (/apmia/
core/config). When set to no or left blank, no backup file is created.

•  need_extension_backup
Possible values are: yes, no, or blank. When set to yes, a backup file is created inside the extension folder (/apmia/
core/extensions). When set to no or left blank, no backup file is created.

 Editapmia_ansible/host_vars/apmia_hosts:

•  To specify the list of hosts on UNIX, use the following format: As root:

hostname ansible_user=root ansible_password=password install_only=no need_IA_backup=no
 need_extension_backup=no

 As a sudo user:

hostname ansible_user=sudo_user ansible_password=password ansible_sudo_pass=sudo_password
 install_only=no need_IA_backup=no need_extension_backup=no

•  To specify the list of hosts on Windows, use the following format:

hostname ansible_user=administrator ansible_password=password ansible_port=5986
 ansible_connection=winrm ansible_winrm_server_cert_validation=ignore install_only=no
 need_IA_backup=no need_extension_backup=yes

Note:   For Windows remote machines, in the apmia_hosts file you must define ansible_port=5986
ansible_connection=winrm ansible_winrm_server_cert_validation=ignore .
If you use a CSV file, the ansible_port , ansible_connection ,
and ansible_winrm_server_cert_validation parameters must be set to 5986 , winrm and ignore ,
respectively.

Download and Extract the Infrastructure Agent with Ansible Package

The Infrastructure installation includes and uses a local installation of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Click Download Agent at the top of any page. 

Note:   If you already connected one agent, you can only access the Download Agent button by clicking Agents in the left
pane, under Settings.

4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select your operating system.
5. Under the the Infrastructure category, click Infrastructure Ansible as the agent.
6. Hover over the 
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 icon next to each extension to obtain details about the functionality of the extension.
7. Select the monitoring extensions that you want to install.
8. Click Download and Install, and follow the installer instructions.

Run the Playbook

An Ansible playbook is a configuration and deployment file that contains the steps or policies you want to manage on
the remote system. To deploy and operate the Infrastructure Agent with Ansible, you run the apmia.yml playbook in
the apmia_ansible folder.

 Follow these steps:

Copy the apmia_ansible folder to your Ansible server.
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Place your APMIA bundle .zip or .tar.gz file in the

 apmia_ansible/roles/apmia_role/files/Windows_apmia_zip/

or

apmia_ansible/roles/apmia_role/files/Unix_apmia_tar/

directory, respectively.

Navigate to the apmia_ansible folder, for example: cd apmia_ansible 

  Run the playbook:

ansible-playbook apmia.yml

The playbook checks for the CSV file and converts the host entries to a host list in the Ansible inventory file
(apmia_ansible/host_vars/apmia_hosts). Ansible then installs the dependency on each client.

Run Infrastructure Agent Commands

After installing the dependency, you are ready to execute Infrastructure Agent and Host Monitoring (sysedge)-specific
commands on the host. The following commands are available:

Infrastructure Agent Commands

•  install
Use this command to install the Infrastructure Agent. 

•  uninstall
Use this command to uninstall the Infrastructure Agent.

•  clean_uninstall
Use this command to uninstall the Infrastructure Agent, directories of the Infrastructure Agent, and Systemedge.

•  status
Use this command to check the status of the Infrastructure Agent.

•  start
Use this command to start the Infrastructure Agent.

•  stop
Use this command to stop the Infrastructure Agent.

•  force_start
Use this command to run the Infrastructure Agent in a non-service manner, without installing the Infrastructure Agent.

•  force_stop
Use this command to stop an instance of the Infrastructure Agent that was initiated by force_start.

•  restart
Use this command to restart the Infrastructure Agent.

For information about these commands, see Install the Infrastructure Agent on CA Digital Experience Insights.

Infrastructure Agent Properties Configuration Commands

•  config_apmia_propertyConfigure properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file 
•  config_extension_propertyEnable/disable extensions in the Extensions.profile file 

Host Monitoring Commands

•  install_sysedge
Install the Host Monitoring extension (SysEdge) 

•  config_sysedge
Configure the Host Monitoring configuration file (sysedge.cf)
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Ansible Configuration Reference

Ansible is configured through properties in the apmia_ansible/ansible.cfg file. You can modify the default values if
needed.

1.  inventory
Default: host_vars/apmia_hosts
Description: The path to the Ansible inventory. For more information about the inventory, see Working with Inventory in
the Ansible documentation.

2.  forksDefault: 100
Description: Specifies how many hosts are configured by Ansible in parallel.

3.  callback_pluginsDefault: plugins/callback
Description: The path to the callback plug-ins script folder.

4.  stdout_callback
Default: apmia_console_handler.py
Description: The path to the stdout_callback script. The script handles console display and log management.

5.  host_key_checking
Default: False
Description: If a host is reinstalled and has a different key in the known_hosts list, this results in an error message
until it is corrected. If a host is not initially in the known_hosts list, you are prompted for confirmation of the key.
When running Ansible from cron, for example, this interactive procedure might be impractical.

6.  transport
Default: smart
Description: The default transport option, ‘smart’, uses ‘ssh’ (OpenSSH based) if the local operating system is new
enough to support ControlPersist technology. Otherwise it uses ‘paramiko’. Other transport options include ‘local’,
‘chroot’, and ‘jail'.

7.  log_path
Default: apmia_ansible.log
Description: Enables logging and sets the path to the log file. By default, apmia_ansible.log is created in the current
directory.

8.  system_warnings
Default: True
Description: By default, system-related warnings from the playbook are displayed on the console.

9.  fact_caching
Default: memory
Description: When a fact cache is enabled and there is valid data for a host, Ansible will use that rather than running an
implicit setup job on a remote host. The value of this option should be the name of a cache plug-in. Current versions of
Ansible include 'redis' and 'jsonfile'.

10.  retry_files_enabled
Default: False
Description: Specifies whether a failed Ansible playbook should create a .retry file.

11.  timeout
Default: 10
Description: Specifies the SSH timeout in seconds.

 Deploy the Tanuki-Based Infrastructure Agent Using Ansible
 

 Ansible is an open source software automation platform that lets you deploy, manage, and operate applications remotely
and agentlessly using industry-standard SSH or PowerShell connections. You can use Ansible to deploy the Tanuki-based
Infrastructure Agent and to automate Infrastructure Agent-related tasks on multiple hosts simultaneously. The following tasks
are supported:

• The standard Infrastructure Agent commands (install, uninstall, start, stop, restart, status, clean_uninstall, force_start,
force_stop, restart, install_sysedge)

• Configure Sysedge with the backup of the configuration file
• Configure property of the Infrastructure Agent
• Enable or Disable Extensions

This documentation covers the following topics. For in-depth information about Ansible, see the Ansible Documentation.

  

https://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/user_guide/intro_inventory.html
https://www.ansible.com/
https://docs.ansible.com/
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Install Ansible
Ansible Server (Control Machine)

The Ansible server must be installed on a UNIX system. Supported distros include Red Hat, Debian, CentOS, and OS X.
Windows operating systems are not supported for the control machine. Python is also required. For full details about the
installation requirements, see the Ansible Documentation.

Use your customary installation method. For example, on Red Hat:

yum install ansible

Consider that the client computer you want to orchestrate runs a Windows operating system. Then, you must also install
the pip and winpyrm packages on the control machine. For example:

yum install python-pip
pip install winpyrm

Client Computer

No action is required on UNIX client computers. For Windows clients, you must meet the setup requirements that are detailed
at Setting Up a Windows Host in the Ansible Documentation.

Prepare a Host List

You can provide the list of hosts you want to operate from the Control Machine in one of the following ways:

• Provide a comma-separated-value (.csv) list
• Edit the apmia_ansible/host_vars/apmia_hosts file directly

 Use a CSV file:
Review the sample CSV file entries for UNIX and Windows in the HostFile.csv.sample file at apmia_ansible/
host_vars, and use them as a reference to build your own. Each entry contains the following parameters:

• host
Hostname

• ansible_user
root or sudo user

• ansible_password
Host password

• ansible_sudo_pass
(Linux) To log in with sudo, provide the sudo password.

• ansible_port
 22 for Linux (default SSH port), 5986 for the WinRM module

• ansible_winrm_server_cert_validation 
(Windows) Set this parameter to yes to validate the server-client base authentication certificate. The default value is no.

• install_only
Possible values are: yes, no, or blank. When set to yes, the installation
commands install and install_sysedge install the APMIA and sysedge services, respectively, without starting the
service. When set to no or left blank, Ansible installs and starts the services.

• need_IA_backup
Possible values are: yes, no, or blank. . When set to yes, a backup file is created inside the config folder (/apmia/
core/config). When set to no or left blank, no backup file is created.

• need_extension_backup
Possible values are: yes, no, or blank. . When set to yes, a backup file is created inside the extension folder (/apmia/
core/extensions). When set to no or left blank, no backup file is created.

 Edit apmia_ansible/host_vars/apmia_hosts: 

• To specify the list of hosts on UNIX, use the following format:

https://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/installation_guide/intro_installation.html
https://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/user_guide/windows_setup.html
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As root:

hostname ansible_user=root ansible_password=password install_only=no need_IA_backup=no
 need_extension_backup=no

As a sudo user:

hostname ansible_user=sudo_user ansible_password=password ansible_sudo_pass=sudo_password
 install_only=no need_IA_backup=no need_extension_backup=no

• To specify the list of hosts on Windows, use the following format:

hostname ansible_user=administrator ansible_password=password ansible_port=5986
 ansible_connection=winrm ansible_winrm_server_cert_validation=ignore install_only=no
 need_IA_backup=no need_extension_backup=yes

Note:   For Windows remote machines, in the apmia_hosts file you must define ansible_port=5986
ansible_connection=winrm ansible_winrm_server_cert_validation=ignore .
If you use a CSV file, the ansible_port , ansible_connection ,
and ansible_winrm_server_cert_validation parameters must be set to 5986 , winrm and ignore ,
respectively.

Download and Extract the Infrastructure Agent with Ansible Package

The Infrastructure installation includes and uses a local installation of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE).

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Click Download Agent at the top of any page. 

Note:   If you already connected one agent, you can only access the Download Agent button by clicking Agents in the left
pane, under Settings.

4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select your operating system.
5. Under the the Infrastructure category, click Infrastructure Ansible as the agent.
6.

Hover over the  icon next to each extension to obtain details about the functionality of the extension.
7. Select the monitoring extensions that you want to install.
8. Click Download and Install, and follow the installer instructions.

Run the Playbook

An Ansible playbook is a configuration and deployment file that contains the steps or policies you want to manage on
the remote system. To deploy and operate the Infrastructure Agent with Ansible, you run the apmia.yml playbook in
the apmia_ansible folder.

Follow these steps:

Copy the apmia_ansible folder to your Ansible server.
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Place your APMIA bundle .zip or .tar.gz file in the

 apmia_ansible/roles/apmia_role/files/windows/

or

apmia_ansible/roles/apmia_role/files/unix/

directory, respectively.

Navigate to the apmia_ansible folder, for example: cd apmia_ansible 

Run the playbook:

ansible-playbook apmia.yml

The playbook checks for the CSV file and converts the host entries to a host list in the Ansible inventory file
(apmia_ansible/host_vars/apmia_hosts). Ansible then installs the dependency on each client.

Run Infrastructure Agent Commands

After installing the dependency, you are ready to execute Infrastructure Agent and Host Monitoring (sysedge)-specific
commands on the host. The following commands are available:

Infrastructure Agent Commands

The Tanuki-based Infrastructure Agent using Ansible auto-generates a performance report for the following commands:

• install
Use this command to install the Infrastructure Agent. The command provides you with the option to configure the
parameters of the Infrastructure Agent and the Host Monitoring agents.

• uninstall
Use this command to uninstall the Infrastructure Agent.

• clean_uninstall
Use this command to uninstall the Infrastructure Agent, directories of the Infrastructure Agent, and Systemedge.

• status
Use this command to check the status of the Infrastructure Agent.

• start
Use this command to start the Infrastructure Agent.

• stop
Use this command to stop the Infrastructure Agent.

• force_start
Use this command to run the Infrastructure Agent in a non-service manner, without installing the Infrastructure Agent.

• force_stop
Use this command to stop an instance of the Infrastructure Agent that was initiated by force_start.

• restart
Use this command to restart the Infrastructure Agent.

• exit
Use this command to exit from the Play.

Infrastructure Agent Properties Configuration Commands

• config_apmia_property
Use this command to configure the Introscope properties and other properties.

• enable_disable_extension
Use this command to enable or disable extensions. 

Host Monitoring Commands
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• install_sysedge
Use this command to install Sysedge only. 

• configure_sysedge
Configure the Host Monitoring configuration file (sysedge.cf)

Ansible Configuration Reference

Ansible is configured through properties in the apmia_ansible/ansible.cfg file. You can modify the default values if
needed.

1. inventory
Default: host_vars/apmia_hosts
Description: The path to the Ansible inventory. For more information about the inventory, see Working with Inventory in
the Ansible documentation.

2. forks
Default: 100
Description: Specifies how many hosts are configured by Ansible in parallel.

3. callback_plugins
Default: plugins/callback
Description: The path to the callback plug-ins script folder.

4. stdout_callback
Default: apmia_console_handler.py
Description: The path to the stdout_callback script. The script handles console display and log management.

5. host_key_checking
Default: False
Description: If a host is reinstalled and has a different key in the known_hosts list, this results in an error message
until it is corrected. If a host is not initially in the known_hosts list, you are prompted for confirmation of the key.
When running Ansible from cron, for example, this interactive procedure might be impractical.

6. transport
Default: smart
Description: The default transport option, ‘smart’, uses ‘ssh’ (OpenSSH based) if the local operating system is new
enough to support ControlPersist technology. Otherwise it uses ‘paramiko’. Other transport options include ‘local’,
‘chroot’, and ‘jail'.

7. log_path
Default: apmia_ansible.log
Description: Enables logging and sets the path to the log file. By default, apmia_ansible.log is created in the current
directory.

8. system_warnings
Default: True
Description: By default, system-related warnings from the playbook are displayed on the console.

9. fact_caching
Default: memory
Description: Consider that a fact cache is enabled and there is valid data for a host. Then, Ansible uses that rather than
running an implicit setup job on a remote host. The value of this option should be the name of a cache plug-in. Current
versions of Ansible include 'redis' and 'jsonfile'.

10. retry_files_enabled
Default: False
Description: Specifies whether a failed Ansible playbook should create a .retry file.

11. timeout
Default: 10
Description: Specifies the SSH timeout in seconds.

 Amazon Web Services Monitoring

Amazon Web Services (AWS) monitoring allows enterprises running applications on Amazon to identify performance issues.
AWS monitoring integrates performance metrics into DX APM for Intelligent analytics, alerting, and visibility on a single
dashboard. You must install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent to install AWS monitoring.

AWS provides a decentralized IT infrastructure to multiple organizations. You can create an account on the AWS cloud
and can use its services according to your IT infrastructure requirements. The various capabilities of AWS include storage,
web-scale computing, database access, and messaging. AWS monitoring remotely monitors the health and performance of
available services over an AWS cloud. You can monitor your AWS user account and can retrieve all the service data from
AWS CloudWatch. Amazon Web Services Monitoring Metrics:

https://docs.ansible.com/ansible/latest/user_guide/intro_inventory.html
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• Elastic Compute Cloud (AWS EC2): The AWS service provides a flexible web-scale computing interface. AWS
monitoring generates alert messages that are based on the performance of various EC2 instances.

• Amazon Simple Storage Service (AWS S3): The AWS service provides an interface to retrieve and store monitoring
data at any time instance. AWS monitoring generates alert messages that are based on the time that is consumed in these
operations.

• Relational Database Service (AWS RDS): The AWS service is a distributed relational database service that Amazon Web
Services provide.

• Amazon Simple Notification Service (AWS SNS): The AWS service is a notification service that Amazon Web Services
provide.

• Amazon Elastic Container Service (AWS ECS): The AWS service is a highly scalable, high-performance container
orchestration service that supports Docker containers and allows you to easily run and scale containerized applications on
AWS.

• Lambda Service: The AWS service runs code automatically when triggered by an event.
• DynamoDB Service: The AWS service provides a NoSQL database service.
• Amazon Elastic Block Store (AWS EBS): The AWS service provides persistent block storage volumes for use with

Amazon EC2 instances in the AWS Cloud.
• Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (AWS EC2): The AWS service forms a central part of the Amazon Web Services, by

letting you to rent virtual computers on which you want to run your own computer applications. 
• Amazon ElastiCache (AWS ElastiCache): The AWS service is a fully managed in-memory data store and cache service

that Amazon Web Services provide.
• AWS Classic Load Balancer: The AWS service lets you automatically distribute the incoming traffic across multiple

targets.
• AWS Lambda: The AWS service is an event-driven, server-less computing platform that Amazon Web Services provide.
• AWS SQS: The AWS service is a distributed message queuing service.
• AWS Kinesis Data Streams: The AWS service is a massively scalable and durable real-time data streaming service.

Warning:

Amazon charges the AWS account that AWS monitoring uses to monitor various AWS services. We recommend that
you consider the billing costs while configuring AWS monitoring.

 Deploy AWS Monitoring on a Docker-based Infrastructure Agent

In a Docker environment, you can deploy the Amazon Web Services Monitoring extension through a Docker-based image of
the Infrastructure Agent. The image allows you to easily deploy the extension, along with other monitoring extensions, on any
Docker-based orchestration system, like OpenShift, Swarm, or Kubernetes.

To install and configure the Infrastructure Agent Docker image and configure it for Amazon Web Services Monitoring, follow
these steps:

1. Copy and paste the content of the apmia.yml file that comes included with the installation instructions on your CA
Digital Experience Insights instance. Use the file that corresponds to your orchestration platform.

2. (optional) In addition to the environment variables already provided in the YML file, you can use any of the properties in
the Infrastructure Agent profile to further configure your environment. For more information about the Infrastructure Agent
properties, see the Infrastructure Agent Properties Reference.
To pass an Infrastructure Agent property as an environment variable through the apmia.yml file, append it to the end of
the environment section. The YML format does not allow to use the "." separator in property names. You must replace
the periods in the property names with underscores. In addition, you must prefix each property with apmenv_ (upper or
lower-case).
For example, to configure the agent name and a proxy server for Docker Swarm, you would use
the introscope.agent.agentName and 
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.host properties (optional values in
bold) as follows:

version: "3"services:  apmia:    image : caapm/apmia:latest   
 environment:      - APMENV_AGENTMANAGER_URL_1=<AGENTMANAGER_URL> 
     - APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_EXTENSIONS_BUNDLES_LOAD=AWSExtension
      - APMENV_COM_CA_APM_AGENT_AWS_ACCESSKEY=<accesskey>      -
 APMENV_COM_CA_APM_AGENT_AWS_SECRETKEY=<secretkey>
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      -
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AGENTNAME=example_agent_name
     
 - APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_ENTERPRISEMANAGER_TRANSPORT_HTTP_PROXY_HOST=example_proxy_server.com
    deploy:      resources:        limits:         cpus: '0.7'      
   memory: 700M

For OpenShift (optional property values in bold):

apiVersion: v1kind: DeploymentConfigmetadata:  name: apmia-
aws  labels:    tier: monitoring    app: caagent_apmia   
 version: v1 spec:  replicas: 1  template:    metadata:     
 labels:        app: caagent_apmia    spec:      containers:
        - resources:           env:            - name:
 APMENV_AGENTMANAGER_URL_1              value: <AGENTMANAGER_URL>
            - name: APMENV_COM_CA_APM_AGENT_AWS_ACCESSKEY
              value: <ACCESSKEY>            -
 name: APMENV_COM_CA_APM_AGENT_AWS_SECRETKEY    
          value: <SECRETKEY>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_EXTENSIONS_BUNDLES_LOAD  
            value: AWSExtension             - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AGENTNAME
              value:
 example_agent_name
            -
 name: APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_ENTERPRISEMANAGER_TRANSPORT_HTTP_PROXY_HOST            
  value: example_proxy_server.com

          name: apmia          image: caapm/apmia:latest         
 imagePullPolicy: Always          resources:           limits:      
      cpu: "0.7"            memory: 700MB

For Kubernetes (optional property values in bold):

apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1kind: Deploymentmetadata:
  name: apmia-aws  labels:    tier: monitoring    app:
 caagent_apmia    version: v1 spec:  template:    metadata:   
   labels:        app: caagent_apmia    spec:      containers:
        - resources:           env:            - name:
 APMENV_AGENTMANAGER_URL_1              value: <AGENTMANAGER_URL>
            - name: APMENV_COM_CA_APM_AGENT_AWS_ACCESSKEY
              value: <ACCESSKEY>            -
 name: APMENV_COM_CA_APM_AGENT_AWS_SECRETKEY    
          value: <SECRETKEY>            - name:
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 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_EXTENSIONS_BUNDLES_LOAD  
            value: AWSExtension             - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AGENTNAME
              value:
 example_agent_name
            -
 name: APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_ENTERPRISEMANAGER_TRANSPORT_HTTP_PROXY_HOST            
  value:
 example_proxy_server.com
        
          name: apmia          image: caapm/apmia:latest         
 imagePullPolicy: Always          resources:           limits:      
      cpu: "0.7"            memory: 700MB

3. (optional) Similarly, you can configure the heap size of the Docker-based Infrastructure Agent. For example:  

       - APMENV_MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB=256
       - APMENV_MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB=512

4. To install the Infrastructure Agent with Amazon Web Services Monitoring, run the command that corresponds to your
platform:

• Docker:

docker-compose -f apmia.yml up -d

• Swarm:

docker stack deploy -c apmia.yml dockermonitor --with-registry-auth

 
• OpenShift:

oc create -f apmia.yml

• Kubernetes:

kubectl create -f apmia.yml

Note:

More information:

• Infrastructure Agent
• Amazon Web Services Monitoring

 Install and Use Amazon Web Services Monitoring
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Here are the steps to install and use AWS monitoring:

  

Download and Extract the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights, you download and extract AWS monitoring. First, you must download
the Infrastructure Agent. For more information about downloading the agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package
for CA Digital Experience Insights.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install AWS monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh install
Windows: APMIACtrl.bat install 

Log Files

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

You can review the AWS monitoring installation log in the apmia/extensions/AWSMonitorExtension directory. 

Monitor AWS Health

You view the AWS EC2 instance and S3 Storage Bucket data using the Components view and other views in Application
Performance Management.

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

Application Performance Management home page appears
3. In the left navigation pane, click the Map icon.
4. View the AWS infrastructure data.

1.1 Click Application Layer in the far left drop-box.
2.1 Click AWS Overview in the right drop-box
3.1 Find the AWS entity using either of these methods:

• on the map, click the AWS server icon, which shows a box within a cloud.
• in the Perspectives drop-down list, select AWS Overview.

This perspective groups AWS entities by AWS region and availability zone.

The Components  View opens to the right of the map.
4.1 Click the AWS EC2 Instance tab to view the relevant attributes and metrics.

For AWS entities with instrumented applications, use Application and DX APM at the top center of the UI to gather
correlated data about multiple layers.

5. (Optional) View AWS applications data.

1.1 Click Application Layer in upper-left corner drop-down.
The AWS Overview perspective groups application nodes by EC2 instances.

6. View S3 cloud storage infrastructure data.
In DX APM, AWS S3 is backend for inferred cloud storage.

1.1 Click Infrastructure Layer in upper-left corner drop-down.
2.1 On the map, click the S3 cloud storage icon, which is a six-node wheel within a square.
3.1 The Components  View opens to the right of the map.
4.1 Click the AWS S3 tab to view AWS-S3 correlated attributes and metrics from the infrastructure layer.
5.1 Click the Inferred Cloud Storage tab to view corresponding backend information from the application layer.

7. Scroll down the data to examine the AWS metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor performance. 

 Creating a Policy
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You can create a Role policy to define the level of access for the resources that you want to add. The resources are added to the
policy list that the DX APM uses to monitor Amazon Web Services.
Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to IAM Service, Policies
2. Click the Create policy.
3. Select the JSON tab
4. Add the pre-defined policy in the JSON tab as follows: 

{  "Version": "2012-10-17",  "Statement": [           {     
        "Effect": "Allow",             "Action": [          
              "autoscaling:Describe*",                       
 "dynamodb:ListTables",                        "rds:List*",    
                    "cloudwatch:Describe*",                    
    "elasticbeanstalk:DescribeEnvironmentResources",           
             "sns:Get*",                        "rds:Describe*",
                        "elasticbeanstalk:DescribeEnvironments",
                        "dynamodb:DescribeTable",        
                "elasticache:List*",                      
  "elasticloadbalancing:Describe*",                       
 "cloudwatch:Get*",                        "ecs:List*",          
              "cloudformation:ListStackResources",               
         "sqs:ListQueues",                        "lambda:List*",
                        "ecs:Describe*",                       
 "cloudwatch:List*",                        "lambda:Get*",      
                  "elasticache:Describe*",                       
 "sns:List*",                        "ec2:Describe*",               
         "s3:ListAllMyBuckets",                        "sns:Check*",
                        "sts:GetCallerIdentity"                     
   ],            "Resource": "*"           }               ]}

5. DX APM supports the list of services that you mention in the code snippet for AWS. You can either restrict or expand the
access to number of resources (such as S3, SNS, ElasticCache) based on your requirement. To restrict or expand an access,
you need to edit the Role Policy file or the code snippet.

6. Click the Review policy.
7. In the Review policy page, provide the following details:

1.1 Enter the Name as caapm-monitoring-policy.
2.1 Enter the Description as caapm policy to read metrics.
3.1 Click the Create policy.

Configure Amazon Web Services Monitoring to set the AWS tenant account access key and secret key. These keys allow DX
APM to establish a connection with your AWS account and with the AWS extension to start gathering metrics.

Note:

Next: To configure the AWS account details and enable the AWS Services in DX APM AWS agent, see Configure Amazon
Web Services Monitoring.

 Configure Amazon Web Services Monitoring

You can enable the AWS monitoring using DX APM seamlessly.

Use Key-Based Approach

You can monitor your AWS environment using DX APM with the key based approach.

Follow these steps:
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1. If you do not have an existing user with Access Key and Secret key, create a user. For more information, see Creating IAM
Users (Console).

2. Create a policy to grant access on your resources to the user that you have created in Step 1. For more information,
see Creating a Policy.

3. After you create the policy, attach the policy to the user by following the navigation path: IAM > Users > Permissions >
Add permissions > Attach Existing Policies. 

4. Select the policy that you have created in Step 2, Click Next : Review > Add permissions.
5. Enable the monitoring of your AWS resources with your own Access Key and Secret Key. For more information about

how to get your own keys, see Where’s My Secret Access Key?.
6. After getting the keys, set the following properties by un-commenting the following properties in the apmia/

extensions/AWSExtension/bundle.properties file:

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.accessKey(Mandatory) This property provides the access key of the AWS tenant account to be
monitored.
Default: No default value

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.secretKey(Mandatory) This property provides the secret key of the AWS tenant account to be
monitored.
Default: No default value

Encrypt the Secret Key

You encrypt the secret key by performing the following tasks:

1. Navigate to the apmia/lib directory.
2. Run this command:

$ java -cp agent.jar com.wily.util.properties.PropertiesUtils
 encrypt <value of AWS clear-text secret key>

3. Use the output of the encryption command as the value for the com.ca.apm.agent.aws.secretKey property.
You restart the Infrastructure Agent to reflect the changes in the user interface.

Role-Based Approach

In the Role-based approach, you do not have to provide your own Access key and Secret key. You use Role-based approach to
authorize DX APM to monitor your AWS resources by performing the following tasks.

Create a Role

In the Role-based approach, you need to create a role.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to AWS Console
2. Navigate to IAM Service, Roles
3. Click the Create role
4. In the Create role page, select the type of trusted entity as Another AWS account.
5. Enter the value of the Account ID as 985221739302
6. Click the Next: Permissions
7. Click the Next: Tags
8. Click the Next: Review
9. In the Create role page, enter the Role name as CAAPMRole
10. In the Create role page, enter the Role description as Role to grant cross account read access.
11. Click the Create role

A role is created.

Attach Permission to a Role

You can attach permissions to a Role.
Follow these steps:

1. After you create a role, navigate to Roles, CAAPMRole (or the customized Role name that you have created in the Step 9
of Create a Role section)

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_users_create.html#id_users_create_console
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_users_create.html#id_users_create_console
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/wheres-my-secret-access-key/
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2. Click the Permissions tab.
3. Click the Attach policies. For more information, see Creating a Policy.
4. Add the filter as caapm and select caapm-monitoring-policy
5. Click the Attach policy button.
6. After you have created role and attached the policy, provide your Account Number to be monitored in the apmia/

extensions/AWSExtension/bundle.properties file. 

com.ca.apm.agent.aws.acc.1=<Account Number> 

Monitoring Multiple Accounts

If you have multiple accounts to be monitored, append the Account Numbers in the in apmia/extensions/
AWSExtension/bundle.properties as follows:

com.ca.apm.agent.aws.acc.2=<Account
 Number> com.ca.apm.agent.aws.acc.3=<Account
 Number> com.ca.apm.agent.aws.acc.4=<Account Number>

Note:

For a customized Role Name, which is not CAAPMRole, provide the account details in the
following format in apmia/extensions/AWSExtension/bundle.properties:
com.ca.apm.agent.aws.acc.5=Account_Number:Role_Name

You restart the IA Agent to take it to effect.

Cross Account Access

In the Cross Account Access approach, monitor AWS Resources using DX APM for multiple AWS accounts using your own
keys.

Follow these steps:

1. If you do not have an existing user with Access Key and Secret key, create a user. For more information, see Creating IAM
Users (Console).

2. Create a policy to grant access on your resources to the user that you have created in Step 1.  For more information, see
Creating a Policy.

3. After you create the policy, attach the policy to the user by following the navigation path: IAM > Users > Permissions >
Add permissions > Attach Existing Policies. 

4. Select the policy that you have created in Step 2, Click Next : Review > Add permissions.
5. Enable the monitoring of your AWS resources with your own Access Key and Secret Key. For more information about

how to get your own keys, see Where’s My Secret Access Key?.

Provide a Cross Account Access for Other Account

1. Log in to AWS Console using the account which has to be monitored in addition
2. Navigate to IAM Service, Roles
3. Click the Create role
4. In the Create role page, select the type of trusted entity as Another AWS account.
5. Enter the Account ID that you have created a user in Create a User section.
6. Click the Next: Permissions
7. Click the Next: Tags
8. Click the Next: Review
9. In the Create role page, enter the Role name as CAAPMRole
10. In the Create role page, enter the Role description as Role to grant cross account read access.
11. Click the Create role

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_users_create.html#id_users_create_console
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_users_create.html#id_users_create_console
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/wheres-my-secret-access-key/
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12. After you create a role, navigate to Roles,   CAAPMRole (or the customized Role name that you have created in the Step
9 of Create a Role section)

13. Click the Permissions tab.
14. Create a Policy. For more information, see Creating a Policy.
15. Add the filter as caapm and select caapm-monitoring-policy
16. Click the Attach policy
17. After attaching the corresponding policy, set the following properties by un-commenting the following properties in

the apmia/extensions/AWSExtension/bundle.properties file:

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.accessKey(Mandatory) This property provides the access key of the AWS tenant account to be
monitored.
Default: No default value

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.secretKey(Mandatory) This property provides the secret key of the AWS tenant account to be
monitored.
Default: No default value

Encrypt the Secret Key

You encrypt the secret key by performing the following tasks:

1. Navigate to the apmia/lib directory.
2. Run this command:

$ java -cp agent.jar com.wily.util.properties.PropertiesUtils
 encrypt <value of AWS clear-text secret key>

3. Use the output of the encryption command as the value for the com.ca.apm.agent.aws.secretKey property.
You restart the Infrastructure Agent to reflect the changes in the user interface.

Monitoring Multiple Accounts

If you have multiple accounts to be monitored, append the Account Numbers in the apmia/extensions/
AWSExtension/bundle.properties as follows:

com.ca.apm.agent.aws.acc.2=<Account
 Number> com.ca.apm.agent.aws.acc.3=<Account
 Number> com.ca.apm.agent.aws.acc.4=<Account Number>

Note:

For a customized Role Name, which is not CAAPMRole, provide the account details in the
following format in apmia/extensions/AWSExtension/bundle.properties:
com.ca.apm.agent.aws.acc.2=Account_Number:Role_Name

You restart the IA Agent to take it to affect.

 Configure Services Monitoring of AWS

Service-specific properties allow you to configure the monitoring behavior for the different Amazon Web Services.

AWS Elastic Block Store (EBS)

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.ebs.periodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects EBS data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.ebs.pollingInterval
Defines the EBS polling interval in minutes.
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Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.ebs.enableService
Enables and disables AWS EBS monitoring.
Values: true and false
Default: True

AWS Elastic Container Service (ECS)

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.ecs.periodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects ECS data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.ecs.pollingInterval
Defines the ECS polling interval in minutes.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.ecs.enableService
Enables and disables AWS ECS monitoring. Values: true and falseDefault: True

Elastic Cache

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.elasticache.periodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects Elastic Cache data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.elasticache.pollingInterval
Defines the Elastic Cache polling interval in minutes.Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.elasticache.enableService
Enables and disables Elastic Cache monitoring. Values: true and falseDefault: True

Elastic Load Balancing (ELB)

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.clb.periodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects ELB data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.clb.pollingInterval
Defines the ELB polling interval in minutes.Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.clb.enableService
Enables and disables AWS ELB monitoring. Values: true and falseDefault: True

EC2 Service Properties

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.ec2.periodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects EC2 data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.ec2.pollingIntervalDefines the EC2 polling interval in minutes. 
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.ec2.enableService
Enables and disables AWS EC2 monitoring. 
Values: true and false
Default: True

S3 Service Properties

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.s3.dailyStorageMetricsPeriodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects S3 Daily Storage data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440Default: 720

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.s3.requestMetricsPeriodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects S3 Request data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1
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• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.s3.pollingInterval
Defines the S3 polling interval in minutes. 
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.s3.enableService
Enables and disables AWS S3 monitoring.
Values: true and false
Default: True

DynamoDB Service Properties

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.dynamoDB.periodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects DynamoDB data to present as a metric value.

• Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.dynamoDB.pollingInterval
Defines the DynamoDB polling interval in minutes. 
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.dynamoDB.enableService
Enables and disables AWS DynamoDB monitoring. 
Values: true and false
Default: True

RDS Service Properties

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.rds.periodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects RDS data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.rds.pollingInterval
Defines the RDS polling interval in minutes. 
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.rds.enableService
Enables and disables AWS RDS monitoring.
Values: true and false
Default: True

SNS Service Properties

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.sns.periodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects SNS data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.sns.pollingInterval
Defines the SNS polling interval in minutes. 
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.sns.enableService
Enables and disables AWS SNS monitoring.
Values: true and false
Default: True

Lambda Service Properties

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.lambda.periodInMinutes
Defines the period, in minutes, that AWS Monitoring collects Lambda data to present as a metric value.
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.lambda.pollingInterval
Defines the Lambda polling interval in minutes. 
Values: Any integer from 1 through 1440
Default: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.lambda.enableService
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Enables and disables AWS Lambda monitoring. 
Values: true and false
Default: True

After you set the properties, restart the Infrastructure Agent:
UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh restart
Windows: APMIACtrl.bat restart

AWS Kinesis Data Streams Properties

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.kinesis.data.stream.periodInMinutes
The property is the length of time (in minutes) that is associated with a specific Amazon CloudWatch statistics.
The CloudWatch aggregates the metrics data that is collected for a specified timeframe. Must be an integer value in
[1,1440].
Default Value: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.kinesis.data.stream.pollingInterval
The property is the length of time (in minutes) after which AWS extension polls CloudWatch to collect metric data. Must
be an integer value in [1,1440].
Default Value: 1

• com.ca.apm.agent.aws.kinesis.data.stream.enableService
The key is used to enable or disable AWS Kinesis Data Streams monitoring.
Default Value: True

Next steps:

• Use the AWS attributes to create AWS perspectives
• Configure Identities for AWS Monitoring to control which services you monitor

 Amazon Web Services Correlation

You can view the AWS Correlation where the Application Layer is correlated with the Infrastructure Layer in the DX
Application Performance Management application.

Enable Amazon Web Services Correlation

To enable the Amazon Web Services correlation with DX APM, enable the corresponding service properties:

Relational Database Service (RDS)

You can enable the Amazon Web Services Correlation by enabling the Amazon Web Services Monitoring. For more
information, see the RDS Service Properties section in the Configure Amazon Web Services Monitoring page. Under RDS
correlation, you can view the correlation between the application layer and the Infrastructure layer for the following databases:

• Aurora DB
• Oracle RDS correlation
• Postgres DB

ECS and EC2 Correlation

To enable the ECS to EC2 Correlation, you need to enable both ECS and EC2. For more information, see the EC2 Service
Properties section in the Configure Amazon Web Services Monitoring page.

Amazon Web Services Metrics

You can view the Amazon Web Services metrics of the respective service properties in the Amazon Web Services Monitoring
Metrics page.

Amazon Web Services Metric Alerts

You can view the Amazon Web Services metric alerts of the respective service properties in the Amazon Web Services Metric
Alerts page.

 Amazon Web Services Monitoring Metrics

The article describes the DX APM Amazon Web Services (AWS) Monitoring metrics.

     

AWS EBS Metrics

•  Volume Read Bytes (Bytes)
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Information about the I/O operations in a specified period of time
•  Volume Write Bytes (Bytes)

Information about the I/O operations in a specified period of time
•  Volume Read Ops (Count)

The total number of I/O operations in a specified period of time
•  Volume Write Ops (Count)

The total number of I/O operations in a specified period of time
•  Volume Total Read Time (Seconds)

The total number of seconds spent by all operations that completed in a specified period of time
•  Volume Total Write Time (Seconds)

The total number of seconds spent by all operations that completed in a specified period of time
•  Volume Idle Time (Seconds)

The total number of seconds in a specified period of time when no read or write operations were submitted
•  Volume Queue Length (Count)

The number of read and write operation requests waiting to be completed in a specified period of time
•  Volume Throughput Percentage (Percent)

The percentage of I/O operations per second (IOPS) delivered of the total IOPS provisioned for an Amazon EBS volume
•  Volume Consumed Read Write Ops (Percent)

The total amount of read and write operations (normalized to 256K capacity units) consumed in a specified period of time
For more information, see Amazon EBS Metrics and Dimensions in the AWS Documentation.

AWS ECS Metrics

•  CPU Utilization (Percent)
Percentage of CPU units that are used in the cluster or service. The Service CPU utilization metrics are used for tasks using
both the Fargate and the EC2 launch type.

•  CPU Reservation (Percent)
Percentage of CPU units that are reserved by running tasks in the cluster. This metric is not a service level metric.

•  Memory Utilization (Percent)
Percentage of memory that is used in the cluster or service. Service memory utilization metrics are used for tasks using
both the Fargate and the EC2 launch type.

•  Memory Reservation (Percent)
Percentage of memory that is reserved by running tasks in the cluster. This metric is not a service level metric.

•  Total Running Tasks
Specifies the total number of tasks that are currently running in a cluster.

•  Total Pending Tasks
Specifies the total number of pending tasks in a cluster.

•  Total Container Instances
Specifies the total number of the container instances in a cluster.

•  Total Services
Specifies the total number of services in a cluster.

•  Service Health
Represents the service health status of a cluster. When the desired tasks is similar to the running tasks, the service health
status is 0. Else, the service health status is 1.

•  Desired Task
Represents the desired task of a service.

•  Running Task
Specifies the total number of tasks that are running in a service.

•  Drained Container Count
Specifies the total number of drained container instance in a cluster.

For more information, see Amazon ECS Metrics and Dimensions in the AWS Documentation.

AWS EC2 Metrics

•  Status Value (Count)
Shows the operational status of the EC2 instance. Each number is assigned a status value, as follows:

• 0: Instance has terminated
• 1: Instance has stopped
• 2: Instance is shutting down
• 3: Instance is stopping

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/ebs-metricscollected.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/ecs-metricscollected.html
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• 4: Instance is pending
• 5: Instance is running

•  CPU Utilization (Percent)
Percentage of allocated EC2 computes units that are currently in use on the instance. You can use the information to
identify the processing power that is required to execute an application on the selected instance.

•  Disk Read Bytes (Bytes)
Number of bytes read from all ephemeral disks available to the instance. You can use the information to determine the
volume of data that the application reads from the hard disk of the instance.

•  Disk Read Ops (Count)
Number of completed read operations from all ephemeral disks available to the instance. You can use the information to
identify the rate at which an application reads from a disk.

•  Disk Write Bytes (Bytes)
Number of bytes written to all ephemeral disks available to the instance. You can use the information to determine the
volume of data that the application writes to the hard disk of the instance.

•  Disk Write Ops (Count)
Number of completed write operations to all small disks available to the instance. You can use the information to identify
the rate at which an application writes to a disk.

•  Network In Bytes (Bytes)
Number of bytes received on all network interfaces by the instance. You can use the information to identify the volume of
incoming network traffic to an application on the instance.

•  Network Out Bytes (Bytes)
Number of bytes sent on all network interfaces by the instance. You can use the information to identify the volume of
outgoing network traffic from an application on the instance.
For more information, see Amazon EC2 Metrics and Dimensions in the AWS Documentation.

AWS ElastiCache Metrics

•  Bytes Used For Cache (Bytes)
Number of bytes that Redis allocates

•  Bytes Used For Cache Items (Bytes)
Number of bytes used to store cache items 

•  Cache Hits (Count)
Number of successful key lookups 

•  Cache Misses (Count)
Number of unsuccessful key lookups 

•  CPU Utilization (Percent)
Percentage of CPU utilization

•  Curr Connections (Count)
Number of connections that are connected to the cache at an instant in time

•  CurrItems (Count)
Number of items that are currently stored in the cache

•  Evictions (Count)
Number of non-expired items the cache evicted to allow space for new writes

•  Freeable Memory (Bytes)
Amount of available random access memory

•  Get Hits (Count)
Number of get requests the cache has received where the key requested was found

•  Get Misses (Count)
Number of get requests the cache has received where the key requested was not found

•  HyperLog Log BasedCmds (Count)
Total number of HyperLogLog based commands 

•  Network Bytes In (Bytes)
Number of bytes received on all network interfaces by the instance

•  Network Bytes Out (Bytes)
Number of bytes sent on all network interfaces by the instance

•  New Connections (Count)
Number of new connections the cache has received

•  Reclaimed (Count)
Number of expired items the cache evicted to allow space for new writes

•  Replication Bytes (Bytes)

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/ec2-metricscollected.html
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For primaries with attached replicas, reports the number of bytes that the primary is sending to all of its replicas. 
•  Replication Lag (Seconds)

Represents how far behind the replica is in applying changes from the primary node. 
•  Swap Usage (Bytes)

Amount of swap space that is used on the DB Instance
•  Unused Memory (Bytes)

Amount of memory that is not used by data
For more information, see Dimensions for ElastiCache Metrics in the AWS Documentation.

AWS Classic Load Balancer Metrics

• Healthy Host Count (Count)
Number of healthy instances that are registered with your load balancer 

• UnHealthy Host Count (Count
Number of unhealthy instances that are registered with your load balancer 

• Request Count (Count)
Number of requests that are completed or connections that are made during the specified interval (1 or 5 minutes) 

• Latency (Seconds)
[HTTP listener] The total time that is elapsed from the time the load balancer sent the request to a registered instance
until the instance started to send the response headers[TCP listener] The total time that is elapsed for the load balancer to
successfully establish a connection to a registered instance

• HTTPCode_ELB_4XX (Count)
[HTTP listener] The number of HTTP 4XX client error codes that are generated by the load balancer 

• HTTPCode_ELB_5XX (Count)
[HTTP listener] The number of HTTP 5XX server error codes that are generated by the load balancer

• HTTPCode_Backend_2XX (Count)
[HTTP listener] The number of HTTP response codes that are generated by registered instances 

• HTTPCode_Backend_3XX (Count)
[HTTP listener] The number of HTTP response codes that are generated by registered instances 

• HTTPCode_Backend_4XX (Count)
[HTTP listener] The number of HTTP response codes that are generated by registered instances 

• HTTPCode_Backend_5XX (Count)
[HTTP listener] The number of HTTP response codes that are generated by registered instances 

• Backend Connection Errors (Count)
Number of connections that were not successfully established between the load balancer and the registered instances 

• SurgeQueue Length (Count)
Total number of requests (HTTP listener) or connections (TCP listener) that are pending routing to a healthy instance. The
maximum size of the queue is 1024. 

• Spillover Count (Count)
Total number of requests that were rejected because the surge queue is full
For more information, see CloudWatch Metrics for Your Classic Load Balancer in the AWS Documentation.

AWS S3 Metrics

•  All Requests (Count)
Total number of HTTP requests made to an Amazon S3 bucket, regardless of type

•  Bucket Size Bytes (Bytes)
Amount of data that is stored in a bucket

•  Bytes Downloaded (Bytes)
Number of bytes downloaded for requests that are made to an Amazon S3 bucket

•  Number Of Objects (Count)
Total number of objects that are stored in a bucket

•  4xx Errors (Count)
Number of HTTP 4xx client error status code requests made to an Amazon S3 bucket

•  5xx Errors (Count)
Number of HTTP 5xx server error status code requests made to an Amazon S3 bucket
For more information, see Amazon RDS Metrics and Dimensions in the AWS Documentation.

AWS RDS Metrics

•  BinLog Disk Usage (Bytes)
Amount of disk space that is occupied by binary logs, on the master. Applies to MySQL read replicas.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/CacheMetrics.DimensionsAndSets.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticloadbalancing/latest/classic/elb-cloudwatch-metrics.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/rds-metricscollected.html
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•  CPU Utilization (Percent)
Percentage of CPU utilization

•  Database Connections (Count)
Number of database connections in use 

•  Disk Queue Depth (Count)
Number of outstanding IOs (read/write requests) waiting to access the disk

•  Freeable Memory (Bytes)
Amount of available random access memory 

•  Free Storage Space (Bytes)
Amount of available storage space

•  Network Receive Throughput (Bytes)
Incoming (receive) network traffic on the database instance. The metric includes both customer database traffic and
Amazon RDS traffic that is used for monitoring and replication.

•  Network Transmit Throughput (Bytes)
Outgoing (transmit) network traffic on the database instance. The metric includes both customer database traffic and
Amazon RDS traffic that is used for monitoring and replication.

•  Read IOPS (Count/Second)
Average number of disk read I/O operations per second

•  Read Latency (Seconds)
Average amount of time that is taken per disk read I/O operation

•  Read Throughput (Bytes/Second)
Average number of bytes read from disk per second  

•  Replica Lag (Seconds)
Time for which a Read Replica DB instance lags behind the Source DB instance. Replica lag occurs due to slow execution
of data manipulation queries and is seen in MySQL database only.

•  Swap Usage (Bytes)
Amount of swap space that is used on the DB Instance

•  Write IOPS (Count/Second)
Average number of disks write I/O operations per second

•  Write Latency (Seconds)
Average amount of time that is taken per disk writes I/O operation

•  Write Throughput (Bytes/Second)
Average number of bytes written to disk per second

•  Status Value
Shows the operational status of the RDS instance. Each number is assigned a status value, as follows:

• 1: Instance has stopped
• 3: Instance is stopping
• 5: Instance is available

For more information, see Amazon RDS Metrics and Dimensions in the AWS Documentation.

AWS SNS Metrics

•  Number Of Messages Published (Count)
Number of messages published

•  Number Of Notifications Delivered (Count)
Number of messages successfully delivered

•  Number Of Notifications Failed (Count)
Number of messages that SNS failed to deliver

•  Publish Size (Bytes)
Size of messages published
For more information, see Amazon Simple Notification Service Metrics and Dimensions in the AWS Documentation.

AWS Lambda Metrics

•  Dead Letter Errors (Count)
Number of times when AWS Lambda is unable to write the failed event payload to the configured Dead Letter Queues

•  Duration (Milliseconds)
Elapsed wall clock time from when the function code starts executing as a result of an invocation to when it stops executing

•  Errors (Count)
Number of invocations that failed due to errors in the function (response code 4XX)

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/rds-metricscollected.html
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/sns-metricscollected.html
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•  Invocations (Count)
Number of times a function is invoked in response to an event or invocation API call

•  Iterator Age (Milliseconds)
Age of the last record for each batch of records that are processed by AWS Lambda

•  Throttles (Count)
Number of invocation attempts of a function that are throttled as the invocation rates exceed the configured limit of
concurrent requests (error code 429)
For more information, see AWS Lambda Metrics and Dimensions in the AWS Documentation.

AWS DynamoDB Metrics
DynamoDB Table

•  Conditional Check Failed Requests (Count)
Number of failed attempts to perform conditional writes

•  Consumed Read Capacity Units (Count)
Number of read capacity units of index that is consumed over the specified time period

•  Consumed Write Capacity Units (Count)
Number of write capacity units of index that is consumed over the specified time period

•  Online Index Consumed Write Capacity (Count)
Number of write capacity units of index that is consumed when adding a new global secondary index to a table

•  Online Index Percentage Progress (Count)
Percentage of completion when a new global secondary index is being added to a table

•  Online Index Throttle Events (Count)
Number of write throttle events that occur when adding a new global secondary index to a table

•  Provisioned Read Capacity Units (Count)
Number of provisioned read capacity units for a table or a global secondary index

•  Provisioned Write Capacity Units (Count)
Number of provisioned write capacity units for a table or a global secondary index

•  Read Throttle Events (Count)
Number of read events that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the specified time period

•  Write Throttle Events (Count)
Number of write events that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the specified time period

•  Scan Returned Item Count (Count)
Number of items that are returned by a Scan operation

•  Query Returned Item Count (Count)
Number of items that are returned by a Query operation

•  Put Item Successful Request Latency (Milliseconds)
Elapsed time for successful 'Put Item' requests during the specified time period

•  Delete Item Successful Request Latency (Milliseconds)
Elapsed time for successful 'Delete Item' requests during the specified time period

•  Update Item Successful Request Latency (Milliseconds)
Elapsed time for successful 'Update Item' requests during the specified time period

•  Get Item Successful Request Latency (Milliseconds)
Elapsed time for successful 'Get Item' requests during the specified time period

•  Batch Get Item Successful Request Latency (Milliseconds)
Elapsed time for successful 'Batch Get Item' requests during the specified time period

•  Scan Successful Request Latency (Milliseconds)
Elapsed time for successful Scan requests during the specified time period

•  Query Successful Request Latency (Milliseconds)
Elapsed time for successful Query requests during the specified time period

•  Batch Write Item Successful Request Latency (Milliseconds)
Elapsed time for successful 'Batch Write Item' requests during the specified time period

•  Get Records Successful Request Latency (Milliseconds)
Elapsed time for successful 'Get Records' requests during the specified time period

•  System Errors (Count)
Number of requests generating a 500 status code (likely indicating a server error) response in the specified time period

•  Put Item Throttled Requests (Count)
Number of user requests for a 'Put Item' operation that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the specified
time period

•  Delete Item Throttled Requests (Count)

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/lam-metricscollected.html
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Number of user requests for a 'Delete Item' operation that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the specified
time period

•  Update Item Throttled Requests (Count)
Number of user requests for a 'Update Item' operation that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the
specified time period

•  Get Item Throttled Requests (Count)
Number of user requests for a 'Batch Get Item' operation that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the
specified time period

•  Batch Get Item Throttled Requests (Count)
Number of user requests for a Scan operation that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the specified time
period

•  Scan Throttled Requests (Count)
Number of user requests for a Query operation that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the specified time
period

•  Query Throttled Requests (Count)
Number of user requests for a 'Batch Write Item' operation that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the
specified time period

•  Batch Write Item Throttled Requests (Count)
Number of user requests for a 'Get Records' operation that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the
specified time period

•  Get Records Throttled Requests (Count)
Number of write events that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the specified time period

DynamoDB Index

•  Consumed Read Capacity Units (Count)
Number of read capacity units of index that is consumed over the specified time period

•  Consumed Write Capacity Units (Count)
Number of write capacity units of index that is consumed over the specified time period

•  Online Index Consumed Write Capacity (Count)
Number of write capacity units of index that is consumed when adding a new global secondary index to a table

•  Online Index Percentage Progress (Count)
Percentage of completion when a new global secondary index is being added to a table

•  Online Index Throttle Events (Count)
Number of write throttle events that occur when adding a new global secondary index to a table

•  Provisioned Read Capacity Units (Count)
Number of provisioned read capacity units for a table or a global secondary index

•  Provisioned Write Capacity Units (Count)
Number of provisioned write capacity units for a table or a global secondary index

•  Read Throttle Events (Count)
Number of read events that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the specified time period

•  Write Throttle Events (Count)
Number of write events that exceeded the preset provisioned throughput limits in the specified time period
For more information, see Amazon DynamoDB Metrics and Dimensions in the AWS Documentation.

AWS SQS Service

•  Approximate Age Of Oldest Message (Count)
Approximate age of the oldest non-deleted message in the queue 

•  Approximate Number Of Messages Delayed (Count)
Number of messages in the queue that are delayed and not available for reading immediately

•  Approximate Number Of Messages NotVisible  (Count)
Number of messages that are "in flight" (sent but not yet deleted)

•  Approximate Number Of Messages Visible (Count)
Number of messages available for retrieval from the queue 

•  Number Of Empty Receives  (Count)
Number of ReceiveMessage API calls that did not return a message

•  Number Of Messages Deleted  (Count)
Number of messages that are deleted from the queue

•  Number Of Messages Received (Count)
Number of messages that are returned by calls to the ReceiveMessage action

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/dynamo-metricscollected.html
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•  Number Of Messages Sent (Count)
Number of messages added to a queue

•  Sent Message Size (Bytes)
Size of messages added to a queue
For more information, see Amazon SQS Metrics and Dimensions in the AWS Documentation.

AWS Kinesis Data Streams Metrics

In the Metric View, under a stream node, the metrics related to streams appear. A stream node includes a number of shards.
Under a shard node, the metrics related to shards appear.

Note:

 All stream-related metrics appear only when the stream is in use.

The shards have shards-related metrics, also known as Enhanced metrics. The shards-related metrics are not enabled by
default. You need to enable the shards-related metrics while adding a shards to a stream by selecting the metric-specific
checkbox. 

In the Metric View, you can view the metrics at the stream level and at the shard level as follows:

     

Stream Level Metrics

•  GetRecords.Bytes (Bytes)
The metric is the number of bytes that you retrieve from the Kinesis stream, which is measured during a specified period of
time.

•  GetRecords.IteratorAgeMilliseconds (Milliseconds)
The metric is the age of the latest record in all GetRecords calls made for a Kinesis stream, which is measured during a
specified period of time. The age is the difference between the current time and when the latest record of the GetRecords
call is written to the stream.

•  GetRecords.Latency (Milliseconds)
The time that is taken for each GetRecords operation, which is measured during a specified period of time.

•  GetRecords.Records (Count)
The number of records that are retrieved from a shard, which is measured during a specified period of time.

•  GetRecords.Success (Count)
The number of successful GetRecords operations per stream, which is measured during a specified period of time.

•  IncomingBytes (Bytes)
The number of bytes that are successfully inserted into a Kinesis stream during a specified period of time. The metric
contains bytes from the PutRecord and PutRecords operations.

•  IncomingRecords (Count)
The number of records that are successfully inserted into a Kinesis stream during a specified period of time. The metric
contains record counts from the PutRecord and PutRecords operations.

•  PutRecord.Bytes (Bytes)
The number of bytes that are successfully inserted into a Kinesis stream by using the PutRecord operation during a
specified period of time.

•  PutRecord.Latency (Milliseconds)
The metric specifies the time that each PutRecord operation takes, which is measured during a specified period of time.

•  PutRecord.Success (Count)
The metric specifies the number of successful PutRecord operations for each Kinesis stream, which is measured during a
specified period of time.

•  PutRecords.Bytes (Bytes)
The number of bytes that are inserted into a Kinesis stream by using the PutRecords operation during a specified period of
time.

•  PutRecords.Latency (Milliseconds)
The metric specifies the time that each PutRecords operation takes, which is measured during a specified period of time.

•  PutRecords.Records (Count)
The metric specifies the number of successful records in a PutRecords operation for each Kinesis stream, which is
measured during a specified period of time.

•  PutRecords.Success (Count)
The number of PutRecords operations where at least one record has succeeded for each Kinesis stream, which is measured
during a specified period of time.

•  ReadProvisionedThroughputExceeded (Count)
The number of GetRecords calls that are throttled for a stream during a specified period of time.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/sqs-metricscollected.html
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•  SubscribeToShard.RateExceeded
The metric is emitted when a new subscription attempt fails as an active subscription by the same consumer exist or when
you exceed the number of calls for each second that is allowed for this operation.

•  SubscribeToShard.Success
The metric records whether the subscription of SubscribeToShard is successfully established. The subscription only lives
for at most 5 minutes. Therefore, this metric gets emitted at least once every 5 minutes.

•  SubscribeToShardEvent.Bytes (Bytes)
The number of bytes that are received from the shard which is measured during a specified time period.

•  SubscribeToShardEvent.MillisBehindLatest (Milliseconds)
The difference between the current time and the time when the latest record of the SubscribeToShard event is written to the
stream.

•  SubscribeToShardEvent.Records (Count)
The number of records that are received from the shard, which is measured over a specified period of time.

•  SubscribeToShardEvent.Success (Count)
The metric is emitted whenever an event is published successfully. The metric is emitted only when a subscription is active.

•  WriteProvisionedThroughputExceeded (Count)
The number of records that are rejected as a result of throttling for the stream during a specified period of time. The metric
contains throttling from the PutRecord and PutRecords operations.

Shard Level Metrics

•  IncomingBytes (Bytes)
The number of bytes that are successfully inserted into a shard during a specified period of time. The metric contains bytes
from the PutRecord and PutRecords operations.

•  IncomingRecords (Count)
The number of records that are successfully inserted into a shard during a specified time period. The metric contains record
counts from the PutRecord and PutRecords operations.

•  IteratorAgeMilliseconds (Milliseconds)
The age of the latest record in all GetRecords calls that are made for a shard, which is measured over a specified period of
time. The age is the difference between the current time and when the latest record of the GetRecords call is written to the
stream.

•  OutgoingBytes (Bytes)
The number of bytes that are retrieved from a shard, which is measured during a specified period of time.

•  OutgoingRecords (Count)
The number of records that are retrieved from a shard, which is measured during a specified period of time.

•  ReadProvisionedThroughputExceeded (Count)
The number of GetRecords calls that are throttled for a shard during a specified period of time. The limit of all dimensions
that the exception covers is as follows: 5 reads per shard per second or 2 MB per second per shard.

•  WriteProvisionedThroughputExceeded (Count)
The number of records that are rejected as a result of throttling for a shard during a specified period of time. The metric
contains throttling from the PutRecord and PutRecords operations. The limit of all dimensions that the metric covers is as
follows: 1,000 records per second per shard or 1 MB per second per shard.

 Amazon Web Services Metric Alerts

You can view the Amazon Web Services metric alerts of the respective service properties as follows:

AWS Elastic Block Store (EBS)

The metric alerts for the AWS Elastic Block Store service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description

EBS VolumeThroughputPercentage< = 98% AWS EBS Volume
Throughput
Percentage (%)

2 AWS EBS
guarantees 99.99%
of the throughput.

AWS ECS

The metric alerts for the Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS) services is as follows:
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Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description

ECS CPUReservation > 75% AWS ECS CPU
Reservation (%)

2 The alert is
triggered when
the percentage
of CPU units
that the running
tasks reserves in
a cluster exceeds
75%.

ECS CPUUtilization > 80% AWS ECS CPU
Utilization (%)

2 This alert is
triggered when the
percentage of CPU
units that is used in
a cluster or service
exceeds 80%.

ECS MemoryUtilization > 75% WS ECS Memory
Utilization (%)

2 The alert is
triggered when
the percentage of
memory that is
used in a cluster
or service exceeds
75%.

ECS MemoryReservation > 75% Memory
Reservation (%) -
Increasing

2 The alert is
triggered when
the percentage
of memory that
the running tasks
reserves in a
cluster exceeds
75% so that you
can remove a
container instance
from your Auto
Scaling group.

ECS MemoryReservation < 25% AWS ECS
Memory
Reservation (%) -
Decreasing

2 The alert is
triggered when
the percentage
of memory that
the running tasks
reserves in a
cluster is less
than 25% so that
you can remove a
container instance
from your Auto
Scaling group.

ECS Service Health > 0 AWS ECS Service
Health

The alert is
triggered when
the value of the
Service Health
metric is greater
than zero(>0). The
alert signifies that
the Service Health
is not ok and the
existing running
task are less than
the desired.
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AWS ElastiCache

The metric alerts for the AWS ElasticCache service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description

Elastic Cache CPUUtilization > 80% AWS Elastic
Cache
CPUUtilization
(%)

2 If the metric
exceeds the alert
threshold value,
scale your cache
cluster up by using
a larger cache node
type, or scale out
by adding more
cache nodes.

Elastic
Cache(Memcached)

SwapUsage 50 MB AWS Elastic
Cache Swap Usage
- Memcached

2 Ensure that the
metric does not
exceed 50 MB. If
the metric value
exceeds 50 MB,
AWS recommends
you to increase the
parameter value of
ConnectionOverhead.

Elastic
Cache(Redis)

SwapUsage 50 MB AWS Elastic
Cache Swap Usage
- Redis

2 Ensure that the
metric does not
exceed 50 MB. If
the metric value
exceeds 50 MB,
AWS recommends
you to increase the
parameter value of
ConnectionOverhead.

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2)

The metric alerts for the Amazon EC2 service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description

EC2 CPU Utilization > 80% CPU Utilization 4 Alert is triggered
whenever the
metric value
exceeds 80.

EC2 Status Value < 2 AWS Status Value 1 Alert is triggered
whenever the
instance is not in
the Running state.

AWS Elastic Load Balancing

The metric alerts for the AWS Elastic Load Balancing service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description
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Elastic Load
Balancing

UnHealthyHostCount>= 1 AWS CLB
UnHealthy Host
Count

2 The metric gives
the number
of unhealthy
instances
registered with
your load balance.
An alert is
triggered when the
count exceeds the
threshold value of
1.

Elastic Load
Balancing

HTTPCode_ELB_4XX> 1 AWS CLB
HTTPCode_ELB_4XX

2 The number of
HTTP 4XX client
error codes that
the load balancer
generates. The
client errors
are generated
when a request
is malformed
or incomplete.
The most useful
statistic is Sum.

Note:

The value of
the Minimum,
Maximum, and
Average is 1.

Elastic Load
Balancing

HTTPCode_ELB_5XX> 1 AWS CLB
HTTPCode_ELB_5XX

2 The number of
HTTP 5XX server
error codes that
the load balancer
generates. The
most useful
statistic is Sum.

Note:

The value of
the Minimum,
Maximum, and
Average is 1.

Elastic Load
Balancing

HTTPCode_Backend_2XX> 1 AWS CLB
HTTPCode_Backend_2XX

2 The number of
HTTP response
codes that
the registered
instances generate.
The most useful
statistic is Sum.

Note:

The value of
the Minimum,
Maximum, and
Average is 1.
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Elastic Load
Balancing

HTTPCode_Backend_3XX> 1 AWS CLB
HTTPCode_Backend_3XX

2 The number of
HTTP response
codes that
the registered
instances generate.
The most useful
statistic is Sum.

Note:

The value of
the Minimum,
Maximum, and
Average is 1.

Elastic Load
Balancing

HTTPCode_Backend_4XX> 1 AWS CLB
HTTPCode_Backend_4XX

2 The number of
HTTP response
codes that
the registered
instances generate.
The most useful
statistic is Sum.

Note:

The value of
the Minimum,
Maximum, and
Average is 1.

Elastic Load
Balancing

HTTPCode_Backend_5XX> 1 AWS CLB
HTTPCode_Backend_5XX

2 The number of
HTTP response
codes that
the registered
instances generate.
The most useful
statistic is Sum.

Note:

The value of
the Minimum,
Maximum, and
Average is 1.

Elastic Load
Balancing

SurgeQueueLength > 1000 AWS CLB
SurgeQueue
Length

2 The total number
of requests
(HTTP listener) or
connections (TCP
listener) that are
pending routing to
a healthy instance.
The maximum
size of the queue is
1,024.

AWS Simple Storage Service (AWS S3)

The metric alerts for the AWS Simple Storage service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description
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S3 4xx Errors > 100 AWS S3 4xx
Errors

1 Alert is triggered
when the count of
4xx errors exceeds
100.

Relational Database Service (RDS)

The metric alerts for the Relational Database service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description

RDS CPUUtilization > 80% AWS RDS
CPUUtilization
(%)

2 The alert is
triggered when the
threshold value is
reached for at least
two minutes

RDS Status Value < 2 Status Value The alert is
triggered when
the value of the
Status Value
metric is less than
2 (< 2). The alert
signifies that the
RDS instance
is in stopped or
terminated state.

AWS Simple Notification Service (AWS SNS)

The metric alerts for the AWS Simple Notification Service service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description

SNS NumberOfNotificationsFailed>= 1 AWS SNS Number
Of Notifications
Failed

2 The alert is
triggered whenever
Amazon SNS
stops attempting
message deliveries
of one message.

AWS Lambda

The metric alerts for the AWS Lambda service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description

Lambda Errors >= 1 AWS Lambda
Errors

2 The alert measures
the number of
invocations that
have failed due to
the errors in the
function (response
code 4XX).

AWS DynamoDB

The metric alerts for the AWS DynamoDB service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description
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DynamoDB ConditionalCheckFailedRequests>= 1 AWS DynamoDB
Tables Conditional
Check Failed
Requests

2 The number of
failed attempts
to perform the
conditional
writes. A failed
conditional write
results in an HTTP
400 error (Bad
Request).

DynamoDB DynamoDB
SystemErrors

>= 1 AWS DynamoDB
System Errors

2 The count of the
number of requests
to DynamoDB
Streams that
generate an
HTTP 500 status
code during a
specified time
period. An HTTP
500 indicates an
internal service
error.

AWS Simple Queue Service (AWS SQS)

The metric alerts for the AWS Simple Queue service is as follows:

Service Metric Name Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over
Threshold

Description

SQS NumberOfEmptyReceives>= 1 AWS SQS Number
Of Empty Receives

2 The number of
ReceiveMessage
API calls that
did not return a
message.

AWS Kinesis Data Streams

The metric alerts for the AWS Kinesis Data Streams service is as follows:

Metric Name Description Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over Threshold

PutRecord.Success The metric defines the
success rate. When
the metric threshold
is less than 99%, an
alert is raised. The
metric provides the
number of successful
PutRecord operations
per Kinesis stream,
which is measured
during a specified
period of time.

< 99% AWS Kinesis Data
Streams PutRecord
Success

2
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PutRecords.Success The metric defines the
success rate. When
the metric threshold
is less than 99%, an
alert is raised. The
metric provides the
number of successful
PutRecords operations
where at least one
record succeeds, per
Kinesis stream, which
is measured during
a specified period of
time.

<99% AWS Kinesis Data
Streams PutRecords
Success

2

ReadProvisionedThroughputExceededThe metric provides the
number of GetRecords
calls throttled for
a particular stream
during a specified
period of time. An alert
is triggered when the
metric value is greater
than 0, which indicates
that all records are
throttled for the stream
during a specified
period of time.

1 AWS Kinesis
Data Streams
Read Provisioned
Throughput Exceeded

2

WriteProvisionedThroughputExceededThe metric provides
the number of records
that are rejected as
a result of throttling
for the stream during
a specified period
of time. An alert is
triggered when the
metric value is greater
than 0, which indicates
that the records are
throttled for the stream
during a specified
period of time.

1 AWS Kinesis
Data Streams
Write Provisioned
Throughput Exceeded

2

 Amazon Web Services Sustainability Metrics

This sustainability metric is available for Amazon Web Services:

<host>|Infrastructure|Agent|Agent Stats|Sustainability|Extensions|AWS

• API Requests Per Interval
Number of AWS API calls made per one-minute interval. 

 Amazon Web Services Attributes

The following attributes are based on the configuration and settings of your Amazon Web Services (AWS) and S3 projects.
Use the attributes to create your own AWS environment perspective. 

Common Services Attributes

• AWS_Region
The region in which the service instance is located.

• AWS_Account
The account ID of the AWS

• agent
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The Infrastructure Agent name
• layer

The layer is Infrastructure
• TTPlugin.sourceID

The AWS Monitor agent
• AWS_Tag_<Tag key>

The key value pair of the custom tags

AWS Lambda Service Attributes

• AWS_Lambda_Function
The name of the Lambda function being monitored

AWS SNS Service Attributes

• AWS_SNS_Topic
Name of the SNS topic.

AWS SQS Service Attributes

• AWS_SQS_QueueName
Name of the SQS queue.

AWS DynamoDB Service Attributes

• AWS_DynamoDB_Table
The name of the table

• AWS_DynamoDB_Table_Index
The name of the global secondary index

AWS ElastiCache Service Attributes

• AWS_Availability_Zone
The name of the Availability Zone in which the cluster is located. The attribute value is "Multiple" for the cache nodes that
are located in different Availability Zones.

• AWS_subnetId
The name of the cache subnet group that is associated with the cluster.

• AWS_Cache_Cluster_Id
The user-supplied unique identifier of the cluster

• AWS_CacheClusterStatus
Cache Node Type-Specific Parameters for Redis.

• AWS_EngineType
The name of the cache engine (memcached or redis) to be used for this cluster.

• AWS_CacheNodeType
The name of the compute and memory capacity node type for the cluster.

• AWS_CacheNodeInfo
The cache node numeric identifier

• AWS_ReplicationGroupId
The replication group to which this cluster belongs. If this field is empty, the cluster is not associated with any replication
group.

AWS ECS Service Attributes

• AWS_ECS_CLUSTER_NAME
A user-generated string that is used to identify your cluster.

• AWS_ECS_SERVICE_NAME
The name of your service

• AWS_ECS_SERVICE_LAUNCH_TYPE
Represents the launch type of the service. Accepted values are FARGATE or EC2.

• AWS_ECS_SERVICE_TASK
Represents the IDs of the tasks under the service.

• AWS_ECS_SERVICE_TASK_STATUS
State of the tasks that is listed against the AWS_ECS_SERVICE_TASK attribute.

• ECS_Container_Instances
The list of attached EC2 instances in the cluster
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AWS CLB Service Attributes

• AWS_Availability_Zone
The Availability Zones for the load balancer

• AWS_Canonical_Hosted_ZoneName
The DNS name of the load balancer

• AWS_Vpc
The ID of the VPC for the load balancer

• AWS_Subnet
The IDs of the subnets for the load balancer

• AWS_EC2_Instance
The EC2 instance IDs

• AWS_Public_DNS_Name
The DNS name of the load balancer

AWS RDS Service Attributes

• AWS_Availability_Zone
Specifies the name of the Availability Zone the DB instance is located in.

• AWS_RDS_InstanceId
Contains a user-supplied database identifier. This identifier is the unique key that identifies a DB instance.

• AWS_RDS_Port
Specifies the port that the database engine is listening on.

• AWS_RDS_Instance_Class
Contains the name of the compute and memory capacity class of the DB instance.

• AWS_RDS_Instance_Status
Specifies the current state of this database.

• AWS_RDS_DB_Type
Provides the name of the database engine to be used for this DB instance.

• databasename
Complete information of the database instance such as IP address, port, database name, and database engine.

• AWS_RDS_Deleting
If the attribute value is 1, then the instance is in deleting state, which means instance is being deleted.

• AWS_RDS_Backing-UP
If the attribute value is 1, then the instance is in backed up stage. It means back up process is taking place over the instance.

• AWS_RDS_Maintenance
If the attribute value is 1, then the instance is in maintenance state and RDS applies maintenance update on the instance.

• AWS_RDS_Storage-Full
If the attribute value is 1, then the instance has reached its maximum allocated storage. Immediate action is required.

AWS EC2 Service Attributes

• agent
Infrastructure Agent name

• AWS_EC2_Alarm_Status
The status of the CloudWatch alarms that monitor metrics for the current instance.

• AWS_Availability_Zone
The availability zone in which the instance is located. Availability zones are distinct locations within a region. These
locations are engineered to be insulated from failures in other availability zones.

• AWS_EC2_InstanceId
The unique EC2 Instance ID

• AWS_EC2_Instance_State
The state of the instance. For example, running, pending, or terminated

• AWS_EC2_Instance_Type
The instance type determines the instance CPU capacity, memory, and storage. For example, m1.small or c1.xlarge. For
specifications and pricing, see the Amazon EC2 product page.

• AWS_Public_DNS_Name
The AWS public DNS name

• AWS_Region
The AWS EC2 region

• AWS_Subnet
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The ID of the subnet that the instance was launched into, if applicable. A subnet is a range of IP addresses in a virtual
private cloud (VPC). A VPC is an isolated portion of the AWS cloud.

• AWS_Tag_<Name>
The custom tag value for <Name>

• AWS_Vpc
The VCP ID into which the instance was launched, if applicable. 

• Hostname
The private, internal instance host name, which resolves to the instance private IP address.

• ipAddress
The array of the EC2 private IP Address and EC2 public IP Address

• layer
The AWS_EC2 layer

• Name
The instance name. When this value is not set (empty), Application Performance Management uses the EC2 instance ID as
the name attribute. 

• Source cluster
The Source cluster name

• type
AWS_EC2

AWS S3 Service Attributes

• agent
Infrastructure Agent name

• AWS_S3_Bucket
The bucket name

• AWS_Region
The AWS S3 location

• AWS_Tag_<Name>
The custom tag value for <Name>

• cor.aws_s3.contains.to
The bucket name

• layer
The S3_EC2 layer

• Name
AWS S3 Bucket Name

• Source cluster
The Source cluster name

• type
AWS_S3

AWS Kinesis Data Streams Attributes

The list of the attributes that is common for both stream and shard is as follows:

• AWS_Region
The region of the AWS Kinesis Data Streams

• AWS_Account
The account ID of the AWS

• agent
The Infrastructure Agent name

• name
The name of the Kinesis Data Streams or the shard ID

• type
The type is either AWS_KINESIS_DATA_STREAM or AWS_KINESIS_DATA_STREAM_SHARD

• layer
The layer is INFRASTRUCTURE

• TTPlugin.sourceID
The AWS Monitor agent

Stream Attributes

The list of the attributes for a stream is as follows:
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• AWS_Kinesis_Data_Stream_Name
The name of the Kinesis Data Streams

• Retenion Period Hours
The duration (in hours) for which the Kinesis Data Streams store the records.

• Stream Status
The current status of the stream. The status can be:

• CREATING
• DELETING
• ACTIVE
• UPDATING

• Number of shards
The total number of shards that is associated with the stream.

• Consumers
The name of the registered consumer

• AWS_Tag_<Tag key>
The key value pair of the custom tags

Shard Attributes

The list of the attributes for a shard is as follows:

• AWS_Data_Stream_Shard_Id
The unique identifier of the shard within the stream

• Parent_Stream_Name
The name of the parent stream

• Parent_Shard_Id
The shard ID of the parent of the shard

• Adjacent_Parent_Shard_Id
The shard ID of the shard that is next to the parent of the shard.

• Hash_Key_Range
The range of possible hash key values for the shard, which is a set of ordered contiguous positive integers.

• Sequence_Number_Range
The range of possible sequence numbers for the shard

 AWS Kinesis Data Streams Monitoring

Amazon Kinesis Data Streams provides real-time data streaming services which enable you to collect and process large
streams of data records. The Kinesis Data Streams helps you to capture gigabytes of data per second from the innumerable
sources. The innumerable sources can be click streams from a website, streams from the database events, financial
transactions, and so on.

After the Kinesis Data Streams collects the data, the data that is collected is ready for use in milliseconds for real-time
processing. Further, the data that is collected is turned over to the real-time analytics processing tools. The real-time analytics
presents the data in the form of dashboards and anomaly detection in real-time and more.

Each AWS Kinesis Data Stream consists of multiple shards. The amount of data that each Kinesis Data Stream can process is
directly proportional to the number of shards included in each AWS Kinesis Data Stream.

Install and Use Amazon Web Services Monitoring

You need to install and use the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Monitoring extension. For more information, see Install and Use
Amazon Web Services Monitoring.

Deploy AWS Monitoring on a Docker-based Infrastructure Agent

You need to deploy the Amazon Web Services Monitoring on a Docker-based Infrastructure Agent. For more information,
see Deploy AWS Monitoring on a Docker-based Infrastructure Agent.

Configure Amazon Web Services Monitoring

You configure AWS monitoring by opening the apmia/extensions/AWSExtension/bundle.properties file in a
text editor and setting the appropriate properties. For more information, see Configure Amazon Web Services Monitoring.

Enable AWS Kinesis Data Streams Monitoring

To enable the AWS Kinesis Data Streams Monitoring, navigate to the following location:
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\apmia\extensions\AWSExtension\bundle.properties

You can customize the values for the properties in the bundle.properties file as follows:

Property Name Description Default Value

com.ca.apm.agent.aws.kinesis.data.stream.periodInMinutesThe property is the length of time
(in minutes) that is associated with a
specific Amazon CloudWatch statistics.
The CloudWatch aggregates the metrics
data that is collected for a specified
period of time. Must be an integer value
in [1,1440]

1

com.ca.apm.agent.aws.kinesis.data.stream.pollingIntervalThe property is the length of time (in
minutes) after which AWS extension
polls Cloudwatch to collect metric data.
Must be an integer value in [1,1440]

1

com.ca.apm.agent.aws.kinesis.data.stream.enableServiceThe key is used to enable or disable
AWS Kinesis Data Streams monitoring.

True

Sample:

com.ca.apm.agent.aws.kinesis.data.stream.periodInMinutes=1com.ca.apm.agent.aws.kinesis.data.stream.pollingInterval=1com.ca.apm.agent.aws.kinesis.data.stream.enableService=true

AWS Kinesis Data Streams Metrics

In the Metric View, under a stream node, the metrics related to streams appear. A stream node includes a number of shards.
Under a shard node, the metrics related to shards appear.

Note:

All stream-related metrics appear only when the stream is in use.

The shards have shards-related metrics, also known as Enhanced metrics. The shards-related metrics are not enabled by
default. You need to enable the shards-related metrics while adding a shards to a stream by selecting the metric-specific
checkbox. 

In the Metric View, you can view the metrics at the stream level and at the shard level as follows:

Stream Level Metrics

Metric Name Units Metric Description

GetRecords.Bytes Bytes The metric is the number of bytes that
you retrieve from the Kinesis stream,
which is measured during a specified
period of time.

GetRecords.IteratorAgeMilliseconds Milliseconds The metric is the age of the latest record
in all GetRecords calls made for a
Kinesis stream, which is measured
during a specified period of time.

The age is the difference between the
current time and when the latest record
of the GetRecords call is written to the
stream.

GetRecords.Latency Milliseconds The time that is taken for each
GetRecords operation, which is
measured during a specified period of
time.
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GetRecords.Records Count The number of records that are retrieved
from a shard, which is measured during
a specified period of time.

GetRecords.Success Count The number of successful GetRecords
operations per stream, which is
measured during a specified period of
time.

IncomingBytes Bytes The number of bytes that are
successfully inserted into a Kinesis
stream during a specified period of time.
The metric contains bytes from the
PutRecord and PutRecords operations.

IncomingRecords Count The number of records that are
successfully inserted into a Kinesis
stream during a specified period of
time. The metric contains record counts
from the PutRecord and PutRecords
operations.

PutRecord.Bytes Bytes The number of bytes that are
successfully inserted into a Kinesis
stream by using the PutRecord
operation during a specified period of
time.

PutRecord.Latency Milliseconds The metric specifies the time that each
PutRecord operation takes, which is
measured during a specified period of
time.

PutRecord.Success Count The metric specifies the number of
successful PutRecord operations for
each Kinesis stream, which is measured
during a specified period of time.

PutRecords.Bytes Bytes The number of bytes that are inserted
into a Kinesis stream by using the
PutRecords operation during a specified
period of time.

PutRecords.Latency Milliseconds The metric specifies the time that each
PutRecords operation takes, which is
measured during a specified period of
time.

PutRecords.Records Count The metric specifies the number of
successful records in a PutRecords
operation for each Kinesis stream,
which is measured during a specified
period of time.

PutRecords.Success Count The number of PutRecords operations
where at least one record has succeeded
for each Kinesis stream, which is
measured during a specified period of
time.

ReadProvisionedThroughputExceeded Count The number of GetRecords calls that are
throttled for a stream during a specified
period of time.
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SubscribeToShard.RateExceeded N.A. The metric is emitted when a new
subscription attempt fails as an active
subscription by the same consumer exist
or when you exceed the number of calls
for each second that is allowed for this
operation.

SubscribeToShard.Success N.A. The metric records whether the
subscription of SubscribeToShard
is successfully established. The
subscription only lives for at most 5
minutes. Therefore, this metric gets
emitted at least once every 5 minutes.

SubscribeToShardEvent.Bytes Bytes The number of bytes that are received
from the shard which is measured
during a specified time period.

SubscribeToShardEvent.MillisBehindLatestMilliseconds The difference between the current time
and the time when the latest record of
the SubscribeToShard event is written to
the stream.

SubscribeToShardEvent.Records Count The number of records that are received
from the shard, which is measured over
a specified period of time.

SubscribeToShardEvent.Success Count The metric is emitted whenever an event
is published successfully. The metric
is emitted only when a subscription is
active.

WriteProvisionedThroughputExceeded Count The number of records that are rejected
as a result of throttling for the stream
during a specified period of time. The
metric contains throttling from the
PutRecord and PutRecords operations.

Shard Level Metrics

Metric Name Unit Metric Description

IncomingBytes Bytes The number of bytes that are
successfully inserted into a shard during
a specified period of time. The metric
contains bytes from the PutRecord and
PutRecords operations.

IncomingRecords Count The number of records that are
successfully inserted into a shard
during a specified time period. The
metric contains record counts from the
PutRecord and PutRecords operations.

IteratorAgeMilliseconds Milliseconds The age of the latest record in all
GetRecords calls that are made for
a shard, which is measured over a
specified period of time. The age is the
difference between the current time and
when the latest record of the GetRecords
call is written to the stream.

OutgoingBytes Bytes The number of bytes that are retrieved
from a shard, which is measured during
a specified period of time.
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OutgoingRecords Count The number of records that are retrieved
from a shard, which is measured during
a specified period of time.

ReadProvisionedThroughputExceeded Count The number of GetRecords calls
that are throttled for a shard during a
specified period of time. The limit of all
dimensions that the exception covers is
as follows: 5 reads per shard per second
or 2 MB per second per shard.

WriteProvisionedThroughputExceeded Count The number of records that are rejected
as a result of throttling for a shard
during a specified period of time. The
metric contains throttling from the
PutRecord and PutRecords operations.
The limit of all dimensions that the
metric covers is as follows: 1,000
records per second per shard or 1 MB
per second per shard.

AWS Kinesis Data Streams Metric Alerts

In the Map View, under the Infrastructure Layer,  you can view the connection between a stream and a shard node by using the
edges (dotted line). Also, you can view the following metric alerts under the Component View tab:

Metric Name Description Alert Threshold Alert Name Period Over Threshold

PutRecord.Success The metric defines the
success rate. When
the metric threshold
is less than 99%, an
alert is raised. The
metric provides the
number of successful
PutRecord operations
per Kinesis stream,
which is measured
during a specified
period of time.

< 99% AWS Kinesis Data
Streams PutRecord
Success

2

PutRecords.Success The metric defines the
success rate. When
the metric threshold
is less than 99%, an
alert is raised. The
metric provides the
number of successful
PutRecords operations
where at least one
record succeeds, per
Kinesis stream, which
is measured during
a specified period of
time.

<99% AWS Kinesis Data
Streams PutRecords
Success

2
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ReadProvisionedThroughputExceededThe metric provides the
number of GetRecords
calls throttled for
a particular stream
during a specified
period of time. An alert
is triggered when the
metric value is greater
than 0, which indicates
that all records are
throttled for the stream
during a specified
period of time.

1 AWS Kinesis
Data Streams
Read Provisioned
Throughput Exceeded

2

WriteProvisionedThroughputExceededThe metric provides
the number of records
that are rejected as
a result of throttling
for the stream during
a specified period
of time. An alert is
triggered when the
metric value is greater
than 0, which indicates
that the records are
throttled for the stream
during a specified
period of time.

1 AWS Kinesis
Data Streams
Write Provisioned
Throughput Exceeded

2

AWS Kinesis Data Streams Attributes

The AWS Kinesis Data Streams attributes includes the following attributes:

The list of the attributes that is common for both Stream and Shard is as follows:

Attribute Name Description

AWS_Region The region of the AWS Kinesis Data Streams.

AWS_Account The account ID of the AWS.

agent The Infrastructure Agent name.

name The name of the Kinesis Data Streams or the Shard ID

type The type is
either AWS_KINESIS_DATA_STREAM or AWS_KINESIS_DATA_STREAM_SHARD

layer The layer is INFRASTRUCTURE

TTPlugin.sourceID The AWS Monitor agent.

Stream Attributes

The list of the attributes for a stream is as follows:

Attribute Name Description

AWS_Kinesis_Data_Stream_Name The name of the Kinesis Data Streams.

Retenion Period Hours The duration (in hours) for which the Kinesis Data Streams
store the records.
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Stream Status The current status of the stream. The status can be:

• CREATING
• DELETING
• ACTIVE
• UPDATING

Number of shards The total number of shards that is associated with the stream.

Consumers The name of the registered consumer.

AWS_Tag_<Tag key> The key value pair of the custom tags.

Shard Attributes

The list of the attributes for a shard is as follows:

Attribute Name Description

AWS_Data_Stream_Shard_Id The unique identifier of the shard within the stream.

Parent_Stream_Name The name of the parent stream.

Parent_Shard_Id The shard ID of the parent of the shard.

Adjacent_Parent_Shard_Id The shard ID of the shard that is adjacent to the parent of the
shard.

Hash_Key_Range The range of possible hash key values for the shard, which is
a set of ordered contiguous positive integers.

Sequence_Number_Range The range of possible sequence numbers for the shard.

 Apache Flume Monitoring
Apache Flume is a distributed, reliable, and available system, which efficiently collects, aggregates, and
moves the large amounts of log data from various different sources to a single centralized data store.

Apache Flume is a distributed, reliable, and available system, which efficiently collects, aggregates, and moves the large
amounts of log data from various different sources to a single centralized data store.

DX APM provides the Apache Flume Monitoring extension which provides the performance metrics pertaining to each of
the main components of a running flume process. Each flume process comprises of three main components namely, Source,
Channel, and Sink. The metrics are displayed in the Metric View and the topology of the Apache Flume agent components is
displayed in the Map View.

    

In the Infrastructure Agent, the agent extension exists in the following location: apmia\extensions\ApacheFlume
Apache Flume Monitoring for DX APM SaaS

You install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent before you configure and use the extension.

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX APM SaaS. You download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing Apache Flume
Monitoring. 

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to DX APM SaaS.
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box. The Application Performance Management home page

appears.
3. Click the Agent icon in the lower section of the left navigation pane.
4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
5. Under the Infrastructure category, select Apache Flume Monitoring as the agent.
6. (Optional) Configure the agent options according to the needs of your environment.
7. Click the Download and Install button. DX APM SaaS downloads the package to your computer.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install Apache Flume Monitoring. 
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent: 

UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh install 

Windows: APMIACtrl.bat install 

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory. These log files
are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

Enable Apache Flume Monitoring

Enable in Apache Flume Server

To enable the Apache Flume monitoring, perform the following tasks:

1. Open the Apache Flume startup script
2. In the Apache Flume startup script, add the following java options:

Dflume.monitoring.type = http Dflume.monitoring.port = <The port used to start the Apache Flume Monitoring>
3. To ensure that the Apache Flume agent components are connected and displayed in the Map View, perform the following

tasks:

1. Navigate to <agent>\apmia\extensions\ApacheFlume\lib\topology 
2. Copy the apache-flume-topology.jar file to the $FLUME_HOME/lib/ folder.
3. Navigate to the $FLUME_HOME/conf folder.
4. Open the Flume Agent configuration file and add the following properties:

 <FLUME_AGENT_NAME>.sources = <existing sources> FlumeTopologySource

<FLUME_AGENT_NAME>.sources.FlumeTopologySource.type =
com.ca.apm.extensions.flume.topology.FlumeTopologySource

<FLUME_AGENT_NAME>.sources.FlumeTopologySource.channels = <any_existing_channel> 
5. Start the Apache Flume agent. Now, you have successfully completed the configuration at the Apache Flume Agent side.

Enable Apache Flume Extension in DX APM Infrastructure Agent

You can enable the Apache Flume extension in the DX APM Infrastructure Agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location to open the Extensions.profile file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>
\extensions\

2. When you start the DX APM Infrastructure Agent, the Extensions.profile file populates the extension name as the value of
the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load property.

If you do not find the extension name as the value, you need to manually enter the extension name as follows:

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load=ApacheFlume
3. Navigate to the following location to open the bundle.properties file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>

\extensions\ApacheFlume

4. In the bundle.properties file, define the following properties:

Property Name with Description Sample Values

introscope.agent.restmon.profile.list Specifies the list of the
Apache Flume agent names that the Apache Flume monitors. 

flume_agent1
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Property Name with Description Sample Values

{flume_agent#}.name Specifies the name of the Apache
Flume agent that Infrastructure Agent monitors.

When you use this property to define the Apache
Flume agent name as "flume_agent1.name". Then,
ensure that you add the same Apache Flume agent
name NGINX instance in the following property
as: introscope.agent.restmon.profile.list=flume_agent1

{flume_agent#}.url Specifies the URL of the Apache Flume
Agent to be monitored. Specify the URL in the format: http://
< hostname>:<port>. Here, the <port> specifies the port on
which the Apache Flume Monitoring is enabled in Step 2.

flume_agent1.urlhttp://ca-flume1:41414

{flume_agent#}.interval (Optional) Specifies the polling
interval in seconds.

Default Value: 30

Note:   You can customize the default value of the polling
interval. For example, flume_agent1.interval=15.

{flume_agent#}.monitored.groups (Optional) Metrics being
monitored are grouped into the multiple monitored groups
to control the metrics which are reported for an Apache
Flume Agent. Use this property to define the groups to be
monitored. Each of the group type to be monitored should be
given against monitored.groups property that is separated by
comma.

For more information, see the Values for the Monitored
Groups.

Default Value: Channels, Sink, Source

Note:   You can customize the default
value of the monitored groups. For
example, flume_agent1.monitored.groups=Channels, Sink,
Source

Values of the Apache Flume Agent Components

The values of the Apache Flume Agent Components ({flume_agent#}.monitored.groups) are as follows:

• Channel: Provides the metrics pertaining to a Channel.
• Sink: Provides the metrics pertaining to a Sink.
• Source: Provides the metrics pertaining to a Source.

Apache Flume Metrics

This section lists all the metrics of the respective Components that you can collect using Apache Flume in the Metric View:

• Channel Metrics
• Sink Metrics
• Source Metrics

Channel Metrics

In the Metric View, the Channel-related information of a particular Apache Flume Agent is displayed under the
folder, APACHEFLUME|{hostname}|Channel as follows:

Metric Name Description Sample Value

Status Represents whether a channel is
operational or not.

• 1 - Indicates that a channel is up and
running

• 0 - Indicates that a channel is down
or stopped

Alert is generated if the channel is down
for a period of time.

0/1
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Metric Name Description Sample Value

Event Take Failure Count This metric is derived from the
following events: Event Take Attempt
Count and Event Take Success Count.

This metric represents the number
of failed events when the sinks try
to poll the data from a channel in an
interval. This means, when a sink tries
to read the data from a channel in the
interval, data does not exist in a channel
to be sent to the sink.

Consider a scenario where a metric
value is high for the Event Take Success
Count. A high metric value indicates
that the sources are writing data slower
than the accepted reading rate of sinks.
In this scenario, check the metrics of the
sinks that are connected to a channel.
The sink metrics help you identify the
sink that is falsely polling for the data
from a channel and synchronize the
appropriate source with a sink.

You can set an alert to get notified for
this scenario.

3

Event Put Failure Count This metric is derived from the
following events: Event Put Attempt
Count and Event Put Success
Count Represents the number of failed
events when the sources try to put the
data to this channel in a given interval.
Consider a scenario where a metric
value is high indicating that the sources
are failing to write events to a channel.
Then, you need to reduce the number of
sources to be connected to a channel or
increase the number of channels.

You can set an alert to get notified for
this scenario.

2

Channel Fill Percentage Represents the percentage of the filled
data in a channel.

Consider that you configure a channel
with a capacity to hold a maximum
of 100 events at a given time and the
channel has 5 events. Then, the Channel
Fill Percentage is 5.

This metric with high value indicates
that, based on the current channel
capacity, the channel is unable to hold
the events effectively and you need to
increase the channel capacity.

DX APM generates an alert if the fill
percentage is higher than the pre-defined
value that you have set for a period of
time.

5
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Metric Name Description Sample Value

Event Put Attempt Count Represents the number of events that
the sources, which are connected to a
channel, have attempted to write to the
channel in an interval.

5

Event Put Success Count Represents the number of events that the
sources have successfully written and
committed to a channel in an interval.

3

Event Take Attempt Count Represents the number of times that the
sinks, which are connected to a channel,
have attempted to read the events from
the channel in an interval.

10

Event Take Success Count Represents the number of events that the
sinks, which are connected to a channel,
successfully read from a channel in an
interval.

7

Channel Size Represents the total number of events
that currently exist in a channel.

50

Channel Capacity Represents the channel capacity that
is configured in the Flume Agent
Configuration file. Channel capacity
refers to the maximum number of events
that a channel is configured to hold.

1000

Stop Time Indicates the timestamp when the
channel has stopped. If the channel is
still running, the metric value is 0.

0.0

Start Time Indicates the timestamp when the
channel has started.

Fri, 08 Feb 2019 06_54_08 GMT

Sink Metrics

In the Metric View, the Sink-related metrics of a particular Apache Flume Agent are displayed under the
folder, APACHEFLUME|{hostname}|Sink as follows:

Metric Name Description Sample Value

Status Represents whether the sink is
operational or not.

• 1 - Indicates that the sink is up and
running

• 0 - Indicates that the sink is down or
stopped

Alert is generated if the sink is down for
a period of time

0/1
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Metric Name Description Sample Value

Connection Failed Count Represents the number of failed
connection requests from the Apache
Flume Sink to the next hop or the
storage system in an interval.

A high metric value indicates that
the Apache Flume Sink cannot connect
and send data to the destination store.

You can set an alert with a custom
value.

1

Event Drain Failure Count This metric is derived from the
following events: Event Drain Attempt
Count and Event Drain Success
Count The metric represents the number
of failed events that the sink tries to
write to a storage system in an interval.

Consider a scenario where this metric
value is high, which indicates that the
sink is failing to write events to the
destination.

Then, verify the following details:

• If the connection failure count has
increased, check the connection
issues of the Apache Flume Agent
with the intended destination.

• If the connection failure count has
not increased, increase the number
of sinks that are connected to the
intended destination.

1

Batch Empty Count Represents the number of batches that
reached the sink with no events in an
interval.

Consider a scenario where this metric
value is high, which indicates that the
rate at which the sources are writing
data to the channel is extremely slow
and alarming when compared to the
rate at which sinks are clearing the data.
Then, decrease the number of sinks that
are connected to that source or increase
the number of sources to map with rate
of the sinks accordingly.

5

Batch Underflow Count Represents the number of batches
that reached the sink with the lesser
number of events than the maximum
batch size that a sink is configured to
use in an interval.

This metric with high value
indicates that the rate at which the
sources write data to a channel is slower
than the rate at which the sink is reading
the data from the channel.

2
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Metric Name Description Sample Value

Connection Closed Count Represents the number of existing
connections that the sink has closed with
the next hop or storage system in an
interval.

2

Event Drain Attempt Count Represents the number of events that
the sink tries to writes to a storage in an
interval.

4

Event Drain Success Count Represents the number of events that the
sink successfully writes to a storage in
an interval.

3

Connection Created Count Represents the number of connections
that the sink has created with the next
hop or the storage system in an interval.

4

Batch Complete Count Represents the number of batches that
came with the batch size equal to the
the maximum batch size that a sink is
configured to use in an interval.

1

Stop Time Indicates the timestamp when the sink
has stopped. If the sink is still running,
the metric value is 0.

0.0

Start Time Indicates the timestamp when the sink
has started.

Fri, 08 Feb 2019 06_54_08 GMT

Source Metrics

In the Metric View, the Source-related metrics of a particular Apache Flume Agent are displayed under the
folder, APACHEFLUME|{hostname}|Source as follows:

Table 3:    

Metric Name Description Sample Value

Status Represents whether the source is
operational or not. Metric value is 1 if
the source is running fine, 0 if down/
stopped Alert is generated if the source
is down for a period of time

Represents whether the source is
operational or not.

• 1 - Indicates that the source is up and
running

• 0 - Indicates that the source is down
or stopped

Alert is generated if the source is down
for a period of time.

0/1
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Metric Name Description Sample Value

Event Accepted Count Represents the number of events that a
source has successfully written out to
the channels in an interval.

Consider a scenario where this metric
value is low when compared to the
Event Received Count. Then, a low
metric value represents that the source
is not able to forward the events that
it receives. You need to connect this
source with a new different channel.

10

Event Received Count Represents the number of events that the
source has received from the data source
until now in an interval.

13

Append Accepted Count Represents the number of events
that the source receives from the data
source with only one event per batch.
The received event is successfully
committed to the channel in an interval.

3

Append Received Count Represents the number of events
that the source receives from the data
source with only one event per batch in
an interval.

This metric with high value indicates
that most of the events are coming
with only one event per batch from the
source. Therefore, the batching is not
effective in this case and you can reduce
the batch size.

5

Append Batch Accepted Count Represents the number of batches that
are successfully committed to a channel
in an interval.

This metric with low value
when compared to Append Batch
Received Count indicates that you need
to connect the source to a different
channel or increase the channel capacity.

2

Append Batch Received Count Represents the number of batches of
events that source receives from the data
source in an interval.

3

Open Connection Count Represents the number of connections
that are currently open between the
Apache Flume Agent and the data
source. Currently, only an Avro Source
exposes this metric. For the other source
types, the metric value is 0.

1

Stop Time Indicates the timestamp when the
source has stopped. If the source is still
running, the metric value is 0.

0.0

Start Time Indicates the timestamp when the source
has started.

Thu, 07 Feb 2019 20_03_59 GMT

Alerts Description
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In the Map view, select the Apache Flume vertex to view the corresponding alerts. The alerts available are for the following
metrics - ChannelFillPercentage for the vertex of the type CHANNEL and Status for all 3 types of vertex. Also, you can
configure the caution and the danger based on your requirement.

The descriptions for alerts are as follows:

Alert Name Description Default Caution Value Default Danger Value

Flume Agent
Component is down

The alert is triggered when
the component of the flume
agent is in the Stop state for
more than one minute.

0 0

Flume Channel Fill
Percentage is high

The alert is triggered
when the flume channel
capacity is getting
exhausted and the
channel fill percentage is
more than the threshold
value for more than one
minute

80 9

 

 Azure Monitoring

DX APM Azure monitoring allows enterprises running applications on Microsoft Azure to monitor the health and performance
of the Azure infrastructure and services. Azure monitoring correlates transactions from application layer to the infrastructure
layer for Azure web sites, databases, VMs, and storage components.

You must install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent to install Azure monitoring.

Azure provides a decentralized IT infrastructure to multiple organizations. You can create an account on the Azure cloud
and can use its services according to your IT infrastructure requirements. The various capabilities of Azure include storage,
web-scale computing, database access, and messaging. Azure monitoring remotely monitors the health and performance of
available services over an Azure cloud. You can monitor your Azure user account and can retrieve all the service data from
Azure. Application Performance Management can issue availability status and other alerts for Azure services.

 Install Azure Monitoring for DX APM SaaS

Here are the steps to install Azure monitoring:

     

Create an Azure Service Principal

The Azure monitor requires an Azure service principal to access Azure resources that are used for Azure security. Create a
service principal using any of these methods:

•  Use the Azure Portal to Create a Service Principal 
•  Use the Azure PowerShell to Create a Service Principal 
•  Use the Azure CLI to Create a Service Principal 

Download and Extract the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX APM SaaS, you download and extract Azure monitoring. For more information, see Configure and
Download an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS. 

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install Azure monitoring. Complete installation instructions are provided in the
agent package that you download and in DX APM SaaS.

Log Files

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-create-service-principal-portal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/resource-group-authenticate-service-principal
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/cli/azure/create-an-azure-service-principal-azure-cli?toc=%2fazure%2fazure-resource-manager%2ftoc.json&view=azure-cli-latest
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These log files are in the logs directory:

• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

You can review the Azure monitoring installation information in the apmia/APMIA_install.log file. 

Configure Azure Monitoring

You configure Azure monitoring with your Azure tenant details so that DX APM can provide Azure metrics. You can
configure more properties to fine-tune your Azure monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia/extensions/ directory.
2. Go to the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/extensions/AzureMonitor directory.
3. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
4. Change the property to replace the previously configured service principal details. 

1.1 Have the following information: subscription ID, tenant ID, client ID, and client secret. 
2.1 Use the information to update

the introscope.agent.azure.monitor.resource.login.json property. For example:

introscope.agent.azure.monitor.resource.login.json =
 {"RESOURCELOGIN":
[{"RESOURCELOGIN_NAME":"<resource_login_name>","RESOURCELOGIN_SUBSCRIPTION_ID":"<subscription
 id>","RESOURCELOGIN_ACTIVEDIRECTORY_TENANT_ID":"<tenant
 id>","RESOURCELOGIN_CLIENT_ID":"<client
 id>","RESOURCELOGIN_CLIENTSECRET":"<client secret>"}]}

5.  Configure more properties as needed for your environment.
6. Restart the Infrastructure Agent.

•  UNIX:  ./apmia-ca-installer.sh restart
•  Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat restart

Monitor Azure Health

You view the Azure data using the Components view and other views in Application Performance Management.

1. Log in to DX APM SaaS. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

Application Performance Management home page appears
3. In the left navigation pane, click the Map icon.
4. Click Infrastructure Layer in upper-left corner drop-down.
5. Create the Azure Overview perspective.

1.1 Click the upper-right corner drop-down and click Create a Perspective.
2.1 Use these values to fill in the Create a Perspective attributes:

Perspective name: Azure Overview
Select a layer: Infrastructure
Hierarchy of grouping:
azure_resourceType
azure_StorageType

3.1 Select the Perspective is public box.
4.1 Click Save.

The Azure Overview perspective displays in the map.

Note:

 More information: Organize Components Using Perspectives.
6. View the Azure cloud storage infrastructure data.

In DX APM, Azure is a backend for inferred cloud storage.

1.1 Click Infrastructure Layer in upper-left corner drop-down.
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2.1 On the map, click any Azure node.
The Azure Node icon is a gear within a cloud.

3.1 The Components  View opens to the right of the map.
4.1 Click an Azure-related tab to view Azure correlated attributes and metrics from the infrastructure layer.
5.1 Click the Inferred Cloud Storage tab to view corresponding backend information from the application layer.

7. Scroll down the data to examine the Azure metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor performance.

 Deploy Azure Monitoring on a Docker-based Infrastructure Agent

In a Docker environment, you can deploy the Azure Monitoring extension through a Docker-based image of the Infrastructure
Agent. The image allows you to easily deploy the extension, along with other monitoring extensions, on any Docker-based
orchestration system, like OpenShift, Swarm, or Kubernetes.

To install and configure the Infrastructure Agent Docker image and configure it for Azure Monitoring, follow these steps:

1. Copy and paste the content of the apmia.yml file that comes included with the installation instructions on your CA
Digital Experience Insights instance. Use the file that corresponds to your orchestration platform.

2. (optional) In addition to the environment variables already provided in the YML file, you can use any of the properties in
the Infrastructure Agent profile to further configure your environment. For more information about the Infrastructure Agent
properties, see the Infrastructure Agent Properties Reference.
To pass an Infrastructure Agent property as an environment variable through the apmia.yml file, append it to the end of
the environment section. The YML format does not allow to use the "." separator in property names. You must replace
the periods in the property names with underscores. In addition, you must prefix each property with apmenv_ (upper or
lower-case).
For example, to configure the agent name and a proxy server for Docker Swarm, you would use
the introscope.agent.agentName and 
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.host properties as  follows (optional
properties in bold):

version: "3"services:  apmia:    image : caapm/
apmia:latest    environment:      -
 APMENV_AGENTMANAGER_URL_1=<AGENTMANAGER_URL>      -
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_EXTENSIONS_BUNDLES_LOAD=AzureMonitor      -
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGIN_JSON=<jsondata>      -
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_USERNAME=<value>      -
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_SUBSCRIPTIONID=<value>      -
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_CLIENTID=<value>      -
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_TENANTID=<value>      -
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_CLIENTSECRET=<value>
      - APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AGENTNAME=example_agent_name
     
 - APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_ENTERPRISEMANAGER_TRANSPORT_HTTP_PROXY_HOST=example_proxy_server.com
    deploy:      resources:
        limits:
         cpu: "0.7"
         memory: 700MB

For OpenShift (optional property values in bold):

apiVersion: v1kind: DeploymentConfigmetadata:  name: apmia-
azure  labels:    tier: monitoring    app: caagent_apmia    version:
 v1   spec:  replicas: 1
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  template:    metadata:      labels:        app:
 caagent_apmia    spec:      containers:        -
 resources:             env:            - name:
 APMENV_AGENTMANAGER_URL_1              value:
 <AGENTMANAGER_URL>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGIN_JSON              value:
 <jsondata>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_EXTENSIONS_BUNDLES_LOAD              value:
 AzureMonitor            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_USERNAME              value:
 <value>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_SUBSCRIPTIONID              value:
 <value>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_CLIENTID              value:
 <value>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_TENANTID              value:
 <value>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_CLIENTSECRET              value:
 <value>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AGENTNAME
              value:
 example_agent_name
            -
 name: APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_ENTERPRISEMANAGER_TRANSPORT_HTTP_PROXY_HOST            
  value:
 example_proxy_server.com
          
          name: apmia          image: caapm/
apmia:latest          imagePullPolicy: Always
          resources:
           limits:
            cpu: "0.7"
                memory: 700MB

For Kubernetes (optional property values in bold):

apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1kind: Deploymentmetadata:  name:
 apmia  labels:    tier: monitoring    app:
 caagent_apmia    version:
 v1   spec:  template:    metadata:      labels:        app:
 caagent_apmia    spec:      containers:        -
 resources:             env:            - name:
 APMENV_AGENTMANAGER_URL_1              value:
 <AGENTMANAGER_URL>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGIN_JSON              value:
 <jsondata>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_EXTENSIONS_BUNDLES_LOAD              value:
 AzureMonitor            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_USERNAME              value:
 <value>            - name:
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 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_SUBSCRIPTIONID              value:
 <value>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_CLIENTID              value:
 <value>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_TENANTID              value:
 <value>            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AZURE_MONITOR_RESOURCE_LOGINS_DEFAULT_CLIENTSECRET              value:
 <value>
            - name:
 APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_AGENTNAME
              value:
 example_agent_name
            -
 name: APMENV_INTROSCOPE_AGENT_ENTERPRISEMANAGER_TRANSPORT_HTTP_PROXY_HOST            
  value:
 example_proxy_server.com
          name: apmia
          image: caapm/apmia:latest          imagePullPolicy: Always
          resources:
           limits:
            cpu: "0.7"
            memory: 700MB

3. To install the Infrastructure Agent with Azure Monitoring, run the command that corresponds to your platform:

• Docker:

docker-compose -f apmia.yml up -d

• Swarm:

docker stack deploy -c apmia.yml dockermonitor --with-registry-auth

• OpenShift:

oc create -f apmia.yml

• Kubernetes:

kubectl create -f apmia.yml

Note:

More information:

• Infrastructure Agent
• Azure Monitoring

 Configure Azure Monitoring
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You can configure Azure monitoring to fine-tune your data collection.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia/extensions/ directory.
2. Go to the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/extensions/AzureMonitor directory.
3. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
4. Configure these properties as appropriate.

 introscope.agent.azure.monitor.resource.logins
This property lists the comma-separated sub-key for the login properties.
Values:
Default: default
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.resource.logins.default.subscriptionid
This property provides the Azure subscription ID for the default login.
Values:
Default: No default
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.resource.logins.default.clientid
This property provides the client for the default login.
Values:
Default: No Default

 introscope.agent.azure.monitor.resource.logins.default.tenantid
This property provides the Azure Active Directory tenant Id for the default login.
Values:
Default: No default
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.resource.logins.default.clientsecret
This property provides the client secret for the default login.
Values:
Default: No default
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.metric.timeoffset
This property provides the offset from the current time to the metric availability in pipeline.
Values:
Default: 120 (seconds)

 introscope.agent.azure.monitor.website.polling.interval
This property provides the Polling Azure App Services performance data.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for web sites is turned off. When
the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
Default: 60 (seconds)

 introscope.agent.azure.monitor.resource.polling.interval
This property provides the Azure Resource polling details.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for Azure resources is turned off.
When the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
Default: 60 (seconds)
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.servicebus.polling.interval
This property provides the Azure Service Bus polling performance data.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for Azure Service Bus is turned
off. When the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
Default: 60 (seconds)
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.sqlserver.polling.interval
This property provides the Azure SQL Server polling performance data.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for Azure SQL Server is turned
off. When the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
Default: 60 (seconds)
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.storage.polling.interval
This property provides the Azure Storage polling performance data.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for Azure Storage is turned off.
When the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
Default: 60 (seconds)

 introscope.agent.azure.monitor.classicstorage.polling.interval
This property provides the Azure Classic Storage polling performance data.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for Azure Classic Storage is turned
off. When the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
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Default: 60 (seconds)
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.eventhub.polling.interval
This property provides the Azure Event Hub polling performance data.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for Azure Event Hub is turned off.
When the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
Default: 60 (seconds)

 introscope.agent.azure.monitor.vmscaleset.polling.interval
This property provides the Azure Virtual Machine Scale Sets polling performance data.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for Azure Virtual Machine Scale
Sets is turned off. When the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
Default: 60 (seconds)
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.classicvm.polling.interval
This property provides the Azure Classic Virtual Machines polling performance data.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for Azure Classic Virtual
Machines is turned off. When the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
Default: 60 (seconds)
introscope.agent.azure.monitor.vm.polling.interval
This property provides the Azure Virtual Machines polling performance data.
Values: The minimum value is 60 seconds. When the value is 0 or negative, the polling for Azure Virtual Machines is
turned off. When the value is from 1 through 60, the value is set to 60 seconds.
Default: 60 (seconds)

 introscope.agent.azure.monitor.sustainability.enabled
This property enables these sustainability metrics, which show the number of times that the Azure REST API has
succeeded and failed.

• Failed API GETs Per Interval
• Successful API GETs Per Interval

 Values: true, false
Default: true

5. Save and close the file.
6. Restart the Infrastructure Agent.

•  UNIX:  ./apmia-ca-installer.sh restart
•  Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat restart

 Azure Metrics

Azure monitoring provides these Azure metrics:

• Event Hub
• Resource
• Scale Set VM
• Scale Set VM CPU
• Scale Set VM Disks
• Scale Set VM Network
• Service Bus
• Service Bus Queue
• Service Bus Topic
• Service Bus Topic Subscription
• SQL Database
• SQL Elastic Pool
• Storage
• Classic Storage
• Storage State
• VM
• VM CPU
• VM Disk
• VM Memory
• VM Network
• Classic VM CPU
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• Classic VM Disk
• Classic VM Memory
• Classic VM Network
• VM Scale Sets Summary
• VM System
• VM Web Service
• Website

Data Services Health Status Metrics

Azure monitoring collects the health status for Azure services by region. Azure monitoring provides a map displaying the
region name and the corresponding service names with status.

Event Hub Metrics

 

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Archive Backlog
Messages

Count This metric is the total count of archive
backlog messages for this event hub.

Archive Message
Throughput  

Bytes/second This metric is the total throughput of
archive messages for this event hub.

Archive Messages Count This metric is the total count of archive
messages for this event hub.

Failed Requests Count This metric is the count of failed
requests for this event hub.

Incoming Bytes Bytes/second This metric is the total count of
incoming bytes for this event hub.

Incoming
Messages

Count This metric is the total count of
incoming messages for this event hub.

Incoming Requests Count This metric is the total count of
incoming requests for this event hub.

Internal Server
Errors

Count This metric is the count of internal
server errors for this event hub.

Other Errors Count This metric is the count of other errors
for this event hub.

Outgoing Bytes Bytes/second This metric is the total count of
outgoing bytes for this event hub.

Outgoing
Messages

Count This metric is the total count of
outgoing messages for this event hub.

Server Busy Errors Count This metric is the count of server busy
errors for this event hub.

Successful
Requests

Count This metric is the count of successful
requests for this event hub

Resource Metrics

Azure monitoring provides these metrics and information about Resource Groups that are present in a subscription.

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Blob Storage
Services Count

Count This metric is the current total of all
blob storage services under the Azure
subscription.

File Storage
Services Count

Count This metric is the current total of all
file storage services under the Azure
subscription.
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Offline VM Count Count This metric is the current number of
virtual machines that are powered off
under the Azure subscription.

Online VM Count Count This metric is the current number of
virtual machines that are powered on
under the Azure subscription.

Premium Storage
Accounts Count

Count This metric is the current total of all
premium storage accounts under the
Azure subscription.

Queue Storage
Services Count

Count This metric is the current total of all
queue storage services under the Azure
subscription.

Resource Response
Time

Milliseconds  This metric is the duration time in
milliseconds of the last resource
collection cycle by Azure monitoring.

 SQL Server Count Count  This metric is the current total of all
Microsoft SQL Servers under the Azure
subscription.

 Standard Storage
Accounts Count

Count  This metric is the current total of all
standard storage accounts under the
Azure subscription.

 Storage Accounts
Count

 Count  This metric is the current total of
all storage accounts under the Azure
subscription.

 Storage Services
Count

 Count This metric is the current total of
all storage services under the Azure
subscription. 

 Table Storage
Services Count

 Count  This metric is the current total of all
table storage services under the Azure
subscription.

VM Count Count This metric is the current total of all
virtual machines under the Azure
subscription.

Web Apps Count Count This metric is the current total of all
Web Apps under the Azure subscription.

Scale Set Virtual Machine Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Instance State State This metric is the current state of the
virtual machine. The values indicating
the state are: 0-Started, 1-Starting, 2-
Stopping, 3-Stopped, 4-Unknown

Power State State This metric is the current power state
of the virtual machine. The values
indicating the state are: 0-Started, 1-
Starting, 2-Stopping, 3-Stopped, 4-
Unknown

Scale Set Virtual Machine CPU Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 
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Percentage CPU
Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage of
elapsed time that the processor spends to
execute non-idle threads for the virtual
machine during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Scale Set Virtual Machine Disk Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Read Bytes Bytes This metric is the average disk read
bytes per minute for the disk partition
on the virtual machine during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Disk Read
Operations/sec

Operations/second This metric is the average disk read
operations per second for the disk
partition on the virtual machine during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval.

Disk Write Bytes Bytes This metric is the average disk write
bytes per minute for the disk partition
on the virtual machine during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Disk Write
Operations/sec

Operations/second This metric is the average disk write
operations per second for the disk
partition on the virtual machine during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval.

Service Bus Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Percentage CPU
Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of CPU usage for this service bus
namespace during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Percentage
Memory Usage 

Percent Percent This metric is the average
percentage of memory usage for this
service bus namespace during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Service Bus Topic Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Active Messages Percent This metric is the count of active
messages in this topic.

Availability Status State This metric is the current availability
status of this topic.

Dead Letter
Messages

Count This metric is the count of dead-lettered
messages in this topic.

Maximum Size Megabytes This metric is the maximum size of the
topic in megabytes.

Size Bytes This metric is the current size of the
topic in bytes.
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Status State This metric is the status of this topic.

Subscriptions Count This metric is the count of subscriptions
for this topic.

Transfer Dead
Letter Messages

Count This metric is the count of messages that
are transferred into dead letters for this
topic.

Transfer Messages Count This metric is the count of messages that
are transferred from this topic to another
queue, topic, or subscription.

Used Percent This metric is the percent of available
space that is used by this

Service Bus Topic Subscription Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Active Messages Count This metric is the count of active
messages in this topic.

Availability Status State This metric is the current availability
status of this topic.

Dead Letter
Messages

Count This metric is the count of dead-lettered
messages in this topic.

Messages Count This metric is the count of messages in
this topic.

Status State This metric is the status of this topic.

Subscriptions Count This metric is the count of subscriptions
for this topic.

Transfer Dead
Letter Messages

Count This metric is the count of messages that
are transferred into dead letters for this
topic.

Transfer Messages Count This metric is the count of messages that
are transferred from this topic to another
queue, topic, or subscription.

Used Percent This metric is the percent of available
space that is used by this

Service Bus Queue Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Active Messages Count This metric is the count of active
messages in this queue.

Availability Status State This metric is the current availability
status of this queue.

Dead Letter
Messages

Count This metric is the count of dead-lettered
messages in this queue.

Maximum Size Megabytes This metric is the maximum size of the
queue in megabytes.

Messages Count This metric is the count of messages in
this queue.

Size Bytes This metric is the current size of the
queue in bytes.

Status State This metric is the status of this queue.
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Transfer Dead
Letter Messages

Count This metric is the count of messages that
are transferred into dead letters for this
queue.

Transfer Messages Count This metric is the count of messages
that are transferred from this queue to
another queue, queue, or subscription.

Used Percent This metric is the percent of available
space that is used by this queue

SQL Database Metrics 

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Blocked
Connections     

 Count This metric is the average number of
firewall blocked connections that are
established per minute for this SQL
database during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

CPU
Percentage             

  Percent This metric is the average percent CPU
used for the SQL database during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Data IO
Percentage        

  Percent This metric is the average percentage
of data IO used for the SQL database
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

 Database Percent  Percent  This metric is the average percentage
of storage that is used for the SQL
database during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Deadlocks Count This metric is the average number
of deadlocks that are established per
minute for this SQL database during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

DTU Limit Count This metric is the average database
throughput limit in units per minute for
the SQL database during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval.

DTU Percentage Percent This metric is the average percentage
of database throughput units that are
used for the SQL database during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

DTU Used Count This metric is the average database
throughput units per minute used for the
SQL database during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval.

Failed Connections Count This metric is the average number of
failed connections that are established
per minute for this SQL database during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval.
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Log IO Percentage Percent This metric is the average percentage of
log IO used for the SQL database during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval 

Sessions
Percentage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of available sessions that are used for
the SQL database during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval

Successful
Connections

Count This metric is the average number
of successful connections that are
established per minute for this SQL
database during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval

Total Database
Size

Megabytes This metric is the average for the total
database size for the SQL database
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval

Workers
Percentage

Percent This metric is the average percentage of
available workers that are used for the
SQL database during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval

SQL Elastic Pool Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

CPU Percentage Percent This metric is the average percent CPU
used for the SQL elastic pool

Data IO Percentage Percent This metric is the percentage of data IO
used by the SQL elastic pool.

eDTU Limit Count This metric is the database throughput
units limit for the SQL elastic pool.

eDTU Percentage Percent This metric is the percent of the elastic
pool database throughput units that are
used by this SQL elastic pool.

eDTU Used Count This metric is the database throughput
units that are used by the SQL elastic
pool.

Log IO Percentage Percent This metric is the percentage log IO
used by the SQL elastic pool.

Sessions
Percentage

Percent This metric is the percentage of
available sessions that are used by the
SQL elastic pool.

Storage Percentage Percent This metric is the percentage of
available storage for the SQL elastic
pool.

Total Storage
Limit

Megabytes This metric is the total set storage size
limit for the SQL elastic pool.

Total Storage Used Megabytes This metric is the total used storage for
the SQL elastic pool.

Workers
Percentage

Percent This metric is the percentage of
available workers that are used by the
SQL elastic pool.
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Storage Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Anonymous
Authorization
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
server errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Anonymous Client
Other Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
client errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous Client
Timeout Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of client
timeout errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous
Network Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of
network errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous Server
Other Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
server errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous Server
Timeout Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of server
timeout errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous
Success Count

Count This metric is the total count of
successful anonymous requests for the
storage account during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval.

Anonymous
Throttling Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of
throttling errors of anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Authorization
Error Count

Count Authorization Error Count

Average End To
End Latency

Milliseconds This metric is the average end to end
latency in milliseconds for the storage
account during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Average Server
Latency

Milliseconds This metric is the average server latency
in milliseconds for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Client Other Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
client errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.
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Client Timeout
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of client
timeout errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Network Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of
network errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Percent
Authorization
Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
authorization errors for the storage
account during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Percent Client
Other Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
client-side other errors for the storage
account during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Percent Network
Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
network errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Percent Server
Other Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
other errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Percent Throttling
Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
throttling errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Percent Timeout
Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
timeout errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

SAS Authorization
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of
request SAS token authentication errors
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Client Other
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
client errors for requests with an SAS
token for the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Client
Timeout Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of client
timeout errors for requests with an SAS
token for the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Network
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of
network errors for requests with SAS
tokens for the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.
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SAS Server Other
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
server errors for requests with SAS
token for the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Server
Timeout Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of server
timeout errors for requests with an SAS
token the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Success
Count

Count This metric is the total count of
successful requests with a SAS token
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Throttling
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of
throttling errors of requests with a
SAS token for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Server Other Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
server errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Server Timeout
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of server
timeout errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Storage
Availability

Percent  This metric is the average percentage
of availability of the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Storage Success
Count

Count  This metric is the total count of
successful requests for the storage
account during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Storage Success
Percentage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
storage success for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Throttling Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of
throttling errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Total Billable
Requests

Count This metric is the total billable data
requests to the storage account during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval.

Total Egress Bytes  This metric is the total bytes retrieved
from the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

 Total Ingress Bytes This metric is the total bytes stored
from to the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.
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Total Requests Count This metric is the total data requests
to the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Classic Storage Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Anonymous
Authorization
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
server errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Anonymous Client
Other Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
client errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous Client
Timeout Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of client
timeout errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous
Network Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of
network errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous Server
Other Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
server errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous Server
Timeout Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of server
timeout errors for anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Anonymous
Success Count

Count This metric is the total count of
successful anonymous requests for the
storage account during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval.

Anonymous
Throttling Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of
throttling errors of anonymous requests
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Authorization
Error Count

Count Authorization Error Count

Average End To
End Latency

Milliseconds This metric is the average end to end
latency in milliseconds for the storage
account during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.
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Average Server
Latency

Milliseconds This metric is the average server latency
in milliseconds for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Client Other Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
client errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Client Timeout
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of client
timeout errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Network Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of
network errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Percent
Authorization
Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
authorization errors for the storage
account during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Percent Client
Other Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
client-side other errors for the storage
account during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Percent Network
Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
network errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Percent Server
Other Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
other errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Percent Throttling
Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
throttling errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Percent Timeout
Error

Percent This metric is the average percentage
timeout errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

SAS Authorization
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of
request SAS token authentication errors
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Client Other
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
client errors for requests with an SAS
token for the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Client
Timeout Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of client
timeout errors for requests with an SAS
token for the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.
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SAS Network
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of
network errors for requests with SAS
tokens for the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Server Other
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
server errors for requests with SAS
token for the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Server
Timeout Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of server
timeout errors for requests with an SAS
token the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Success
Count

Count This metric is the total count of
successful requests with a SAS token
for the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

SAS Throttling
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of
throttling errors of requests with a
SAS token for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Server Other Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of other
server errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Server Timeout
Error Count

Count This metric is the total number of server
timeout errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Storage
Availability

Percent  This metric is the average percentage
of availability of the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Storage Success
Count

Count  This metric is the total count of
successful requests for the storage
account during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Storage Success
Percentage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
storage success for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Throttling Error
Count

Count This metric is the total number of
throttling errors for the storage account
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Total Billable
Requests

Count This metric is the total billable data
requests to the storage account during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval.
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Total Egress Bytes  This metric is the total bytes retrieved
from the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

 Total Ingress Bytes This metric is the total bytes stored
from to the storage account during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Total Requests Count This metric is the total data requests
to the storage account during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Virtual Machine CPU, Disk, Memory, and Network Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Instance State State This metric is the current state of the
virtual machine. The values indicating
the state are: 0-Started, 1-Starting, 2-
Stopping, 3-Stopped, 4-Unknown

Power State State This metric is the current power state
of the virtual machine. The values
indicating the state are: 0-Started, 1-
Starting, 2-Stopping, 3-Stopped, 4-
Unknown

Interrupt Time
CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time servicing hardware
interrupts for the virtual machine during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval.

Linux DPC Time
CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time servicing deferred
procedure call interrupts for the virtual
machine during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.
The metric is only available for virtual
machines with Linux guest operating
systems.

Linux IO Wait
Time CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time that is used by IO
wait for the virtual machine during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval. The metric is
only available for virtual machines with
Linux guest operating systems.

Linux Percent
Processor Time

Percent This metric is the average percentage of
elapsed time that the processor spends
to execute non-idle threads for the Linux
guest OS during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.
The metric is only available for virtual
machines with Linux guest operating
systems.
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Nice Time CPU
Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time that is used by nice
for the virtual machine during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Percentage CPU
Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage of
elapsed time that the processor spends to
execute non-idle threads for the virtual
machine during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Privileged Time
CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time that is used executing
code in privileged mode for the virtual
machine during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

User Time CPU
Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage of
processor time that is spent in the user
mode for the virtual machine during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Windows CPU
Parking Status

Percent This metric is the average number of
CPU cores in parked status for the
Windows virtual machine during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval. The metric is only
available for virtual machines with
Windows guest operating systems.

Windows Guest
OS CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time that is used by the
Windows guest OS for the virtual
machine during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.
The metric is only available for virtual
machines with Windows guest operating
systems.

Windows
Processor
Frequency

Count This metric is the average processor
frequency in megahertz for the
Windows virtual machine during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval. The metric is only
available for virtual machines with
Windows guest operating systems

Windows
Processor Percent
Performance

Percent This metric is the average performance
of the processor while it is executing
instructions, as a percentage of the
nominal performance of the processor.
The metric is averaged over the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval. On some processors,
the metric can exceed 100percent. The
metric is only available for virtual
machines with Windows guest operating
systems.

Classic Virtual Machine CPU, Disk, Memory, and Network Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 
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Instance State State This metric is the current state of the
virtual machine. The values indicating
the state are: 0-Started, 1-Starting, 2-
Stopping, 3-Stopped, 4-Unknown

Power State State This metric is the current power state
of the virtual machine. The values
indicating the state are: 0-Started, 1-
Starting, 2-Stopping, 3-Stopped, 4-
Unknown

Interrupt Time
CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time servicing hardware
interrupts for the virtual machine during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval.

Linux DPC Time
CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time servicing deferred
procedure call interrupts for the virtual
machine during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.
The metric is only available for virtual
machines with Linux guest operating
systems.

Linux IO Wait
Time CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time that is used by IO
wait for the virtual machine during
the time period that is specified as the
data collection interval. The metric is
only available for virtual machines with
Linux guest operating systems.

Linux Percent
Processor Time

Percent This metric is the average percentage of
elapsed time that the processor spends
to execute non-idle threads for the Linux
guest OS during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.
The metric is only available for virtual
machines with Linux guest operating
systems.

Nice Time CPU
Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time that is used by nice
for the virtual machine during the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Percentage CPU
Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage of
elapsed time that the processor spends to
execute non-idle threads for the virtual
machine during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

Privileged Time
CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time that is used executing
code in privileged mode for the virtual
machine during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.

User Time CPU
Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage of
processor time that is spent in the user
mode for the virtual machine during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.
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Windows CPU
Parking Status

Percent This metric is the average number of
CPU cores in parked status for the
Windows virtual machine during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval. The metric is only
available for virtual machines with
Windows guest operating systems.

Windows Guest
OS CPU Usage

Percent This metric is the average percentage
of processor time that is used by the
Windows guest OS for the virtual
machine during the time period that is
specified as the data collection interval.
The metric is only available for virtual
machines with Windows guest operating
systems.

Windows
Processor
Frequency

Count This metric is the average processor
frequency in megahertz for the
Windows virtual machine during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval. The metric is only
available for virtual machines with
Windows guest operating systems

Windows
Processor Percent
Performance

Percent This metric is the average performance
of the processor while it is executing
instructions, as a percentage of the
nominal performance of the processor.
The metric is averaged over the time
period that is specified as the data
collection interval. On some processors,
the metric can exceed 100percent. The
metric is only available for virtual
machines with Windows guest operating
systems.

Website Metrics

 Metric Name     Units  Description 

Average Memory
Working Set

Byte This metric is the average memory
working set size in bytes for the website
during the time period that is specified
as the data collection interval.

Average Response
Time  

 Milliseconds This metric is the average response time
in seconds for the website during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

 CPU Time  Milliseconds This metric is the total CPU time that
is consumed by the website during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Data In       Byte This metric is the total bytes of data that
are received by the website during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

Data Out               Byte This metric is the total bytes of data
that are sent by the website during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.
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HTTP Errors      Count This metric is the total number of HTTP
4XX server responses that are generated
by the website during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval.

HTTP Redirects Count This metric is the total number of HTTP
3XX server responses that are generated
by the website during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval.

HTTP Server
Errors

Count This metric is the total number of HTTP
5XX server responses that are generated
by the website during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval.

HTTP Successes Count This metric is the total number of HTTP
2XX server responses that are generated
by the website during the time period
that is specified as the data collection
interval.

Memory Working
Set

Bytes This metric is the memory working set
size in bytes for the website during the
time period that is specified as the data
collection interval.

State State This metric is the current online/offline
state for the website where 0 (zero) is
online and 1 (one) is offline.

 Azure Attributes

Use these attributes to create your own Azure environment perspective. 

     

App Services

• azure_resourcegroup
Value: Provided during runtime 

• azure_resourceType
Type of Azure Resource
Value: App Service

• azure_subscriptionid Value: Provided during runtime
• azure_WebSiteName

App Service Name or application website name
Value: Provided during runtime 

• name
Name of the website or app service
Value: Provided during runtime 

• type
Type for the DX APM user-interface node
Value: AzureAppService

Azure Storage

• azure_resourcegroup
Resource Group name
Value: Provided during runtime

• azure_resourceType
Type of Azure Resource
Value: Storage 

• azure_StorageName
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Azure Storage account name
Value: Provided during runtime

• azure_Storage_Tier
Storage tier
Value: Provided during runtime

• azure_StorageType
File, queue, table, or blob.
Value: Provided during runtime 

• azure_subscriptionid
Subscription ID
Value: Provided during runtime 

• type
Type for the DX APM user-interface node
Value: AzureStorage

Classic Storage

• azure_ClassicStorageName
Value: Provided during runtime 

• azure_resourcegroup
Resource Group name
Value: Provided during runtime 

• azure_resourceType
Type of Azure Resource
Value: Storage 

• azure_Storage_Tier
Storage tier
Value: Provided during runtime 

• azure_StorageType
Azure Storage account name
Value: Provided during runtime. File, queue, table, or blob.

• azure_subscriptionid
Subscription ID
Value: Provided during runtime

• type
Type for the DX APM user-interface node
Value: AzureStorage

Event Hubs

• azure_EventHubName
Azure Event Hub name
Value: Azure Event Hub name

• azure_resourcegroup
Resource Group name
Value: Provided during runtime   

• azure_resourceType
Event Hub
Value: Event Hub

• azure_subscriptionid
Subscription ID
Value: Provided during runtime 

• type
Type for the DX APM user-interface node
Value: AzureEventHub

Service Bus

• azure_resourcegroup
Resource Group name
Value: Provided during runtime 

• azure_resourceType 
Type of Azure Resource
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Value: Service Bus 
• azure_ServiceBusName

Value: Provided during runtime 
• azure_ServiceBusQueueName / azure_ServiceBusTopicName

Value: When the Service Bus message entity is a queue, the Azure extension populates the queue name key value. When
the entity is a topic, the Azure extension populates the topic key and value. 

• azure_subscriptionid
Subscription ID
Value: Provided during runtime 

• name
Topic name or queue name
Value: Provided during runtime 

• type
Type for the DX APM user-interface node
Value: AzureServiceBus

SQL Server

• azure_Location
Database location
Value: Provided during runtime 

• azure_resourcegroup
Resource Group nameValue: Provided during runtime 

• azure_resourceType 
Type of Azure Resource
Value: Database

• azure_SqlServerNameSQL Server name
Value: Provided during runtime

• azure_subscriptionidSubscription ID
Value: Provided during runtime 

• databasenameDatabase name
Value: Provided during runtime 

• name
Database name
Value: Provided during runtime  

•  SqlServerFQDN SQL Server FQDN
Value: Provided during runtime 

• type
Type for the DX APM user-interface node
Value: AzureDB

Virtual Machines

• azure_resourcegroup
Resource Group name
Value: Provided during runtime 

• azure_resourceType
Type of Azure Resource
Value: Virtual Machine

• azure_subscriptionidSubscription ID
Value: Provided during runtime  

• azure_vmName
Virtual machine name
Value: Provided during runtime

• name
Virtual machine name
Value: Provided during runtime 

• type Type for the DX APM user-interface node
Value: AzureVM

 Cloud Foundry Monitoring
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Cloud Foundry Monitoring tracks the health and performance of your Cloud Foundry infrastructure. This extension reports
metrics and provides alerts that allow you to respond quickly to performance issues such as high CPU utilization and disk
usage. The Infrastructure Agent reports the metrics to the Enterprise Manager.

 Install Cloud Foundry for DX APM SaaS

Follow these steps to install Cloud Foundry for DX APM SaaS:

 

Prerequisite

You must have access to the Cloud Foundry Loggregator Firehose.
You must configure these Cloud Foundry User Account and Authentication (UAA) Server properties values in the deployment
manifest file:

•  authorized-grant-types: authorization_code,client_credentials,refresh_token 
•  scope: openid,oauth.approvals,doppler.firehose 
•  authorities: oauth.login,doppler.firehose 

For example:

properties:  ...  uaa:  ...    clients:    ...      example-nozzle:
        authorized-grant-types: client_credentials        scope:
 openid,oauth.approvals,doppler.firehose        authorities:
 oauth.login,doppler.firehose

Note:

 More information: Cloud Foundry Nozzle Tutorial 

Install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent and Cloud Foundry Monitoring 

The DX APM Infrastructure Agent (Infrastructure Agent) is a master package containing DX APM extensions and a JRE. You
must install the Infrastructure Agent before you install Cloud Foundry Monitoring.

Download the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX APM SaaS, you download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing Cloud Foundry Monitor.
For information on downloading the agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS.

Install the Infrastructure Agent and Cloud Foundry Monitoring

1. Extract the contents of the Infrastructure_Agent package file to the desired installation location. Use your operating system
command to extract the file.

•  UNIX:

tar xf Infrastructure-Agent-<version>-unix.tar.gz

•  Windows: Unzip Infrastructure-Agent-<version>-windows.zip
2. Deploy the Cloud Foundry Monitoring.

1.1 Navigate to the apmia/Extensions directory
2.1 Open the Extensions.profile file using a text editor.
3.1 Examine the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.load property. If the Cloud Foundry Monitoring

name is not listed in the Extensions.profile, add it as shown:

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.load=CFMonitorExtension

https://docs.cloudfoundry.org/loggregator/architecture.html#firehose
https://docs.cloudfoundry.org/loggregator/nozzle-tutorial.html
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Use commas to separate multiple entries.
4.1 Save the file.

3. Start the Infrastructure Agent.

•  UNIX:

./apmia-ca-installer.sh install

•  Windows:

apmia-ca-installer.bat install

4. (Optional) Use more Infrastructure Agent-related commands. For more information, see Install the Infrastructure Agent.
5. Configure the default settings in the bundle.properties file.

1.1 While the Infrastructure Agent is running, navigate to the apmia/Extensions/CFMonitorExtension directory.
2.1 Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
3.1 Set the

introscope.CFagent.cloudFoundry.collector.password

property value.
4.1 Set the introscope.agent.cloudFoundry.collector.hostName property value.
5.1 (Optional) If desired, configure more bundle.properties file properties to change the default values.
6.1 Save and close the file.
7.1 Restart the Infrastructure Agent.

•  UNIX:  ./apmia-ca-installer.sh restart
•  Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat restart

6. (Optional) Review the installation log.

1.1 Navigate to apmia/APMIA_install.log.
2.1 Review the log for error messages or troubleshooting help.

Monitor Cloud Foundry Applications Health in Application Performance Management

You view the applications metrics using the Components view and other views in Application Performance Management.

1. Log in to DX APM SaaS. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

Application Performance Management home page appears
3. In the left navigation pane, click the Map icon.
4. View the application metrics.

1.1 In the upper-left corner drop-down list, select Infrastructure Layer.
2.1 In the right-hand drop-down list, select CF ApplicationOverview.
3.1 Click a Cloud Foundry component.

The Cloud Foundry icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
The Components  View opens to the right of the map.

4.1 Click the Cf Container tab to view the metrics. 
5. View Cloud Foundry cell metrics.

1.1 In the upper-left corner drop-down list, select Infrastructure Layer.
2.1 In the right-hand drop-down list, select CF ApplicationOverview.
3.1 Click a Cloud Foundry component.

The Cloud Foundry icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
4.1 The Components  View opens to the right of the map.
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5.1 Click the Cf Cell tab to view the Cell metrics.
The tabs display the metrics.

6. Scroll down the data to examine the Cloud Foundry Monitoring metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor
performance. 

Monitor Cloud Foundry Applications Health in Metric View

You view the applications metrics Metric View.

1. Log in to DX APM SaaS. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

Application Performance Management home page appears
3. In the left navigation pane, click the Metrics icon.
4. View Cloud Foundry metrics.

1.1 Click the Application radio button in the top center of the page.
2.1 Click the Cloud Foundry icon for the computer or node on which Cloud Foundry is running.

The Cloud Foundry icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
3.1 Select the metric of interest for the monitored application instance in your organization.

Example 1

• Cloud Foundry | <Cell Number> | Metric Name
Cloud Foundry | Cell-0 | Total Container Capacity
Example 2

• Orgs | <Organization Name> | Spaces | <Space Name> | Application | <Application Name> | <Instance-number |
<metric name>Orgs | MyDev.org | Spaces | testspace | Application | spring-music | Instance-0 | CPU Percentage

5. Scroll down the data to examine the Cloud Foundry Monitoring metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor
performance. 

Note:

 More information: Learn more about Cloud Foundry Monitoring on these pages:

•  Configure Cloud Foundry Monitoring 
•  Cloud Foundry Monitoring Metrics 

 Configure Cloud Foundry Monitoring
 

You can configure Cloud Foundry monitoring to fine-tune your data collection.

Configure the bundle.properties File

Define the Cloud Foundry host name, user and password credentials, and other properties.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia/extensions directory.
2. Go to the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/extensions/CFMonitorExtension directory.
3. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor. 
4. Configure these properties as appropriate for your environment:

 introscope.agent.cloudFoundry.collector.hostName
The Cloud Foundry host name or Cloud Foundry target URL that is used for connect
with cloud environment. Also known as the Cloud Foundry API End point. For
example, introscope.agent.cloudFoundry.collector.hostname=api.local.pcfdev.io .
Default: No default

Note:

Changes to this property require Infrastructure Agent restart.

 introscope.CFagent.cloudFoundry.collector.user
This property provides the user name to log into the Cloud Foundry environment.
Default: admin

Note:

Changes to this property require Infrastructure Agent restart.

http://MyDev.org
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 introscope.CFagent.cloudFoundry.collector.password
This property provides the password to log into the Cloud Foundry environment.
Default: No default

Note:

Changes to this property require Infrastructure Agent restart.
5. Restart the Infrastructure Agent using the appropriate command:

UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh restart
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat restart

 Monitor Cloud Foundry Health

The Cloud Foundry Monitoring extension is a powerful tool to monitor the health and performance of your Cloud Foundry
infrastructure. You can correlate the Cloud Foundry performance metrics with other DX APM monitored application
performance metrics. This correlation helps you quickly determine whether poor Cloud Foundry performance is the source of
application performance issues.

In Team Center, the Components View presents alerts, metrics, and attributes information about tabs that vary dynamically
depending on the nature of the node that you select. Another term for the Component View tabs vertices. One tab is a vertex. 

Within the Components View, various vertices display data. Instrumented applications display the metrics that the agent
collects on the Agent tab. BlamePoint metrics about the application display on the Application tab. Cloud Foundry Cell
metrics display in the cf Cell  tab. Cloud Foundry Container metrics display in the cf Container  tab.

Your Cloud Foundry environment has different layers across applications and the Cloud Foundry infrastructure. As a result,
there are several layers of abstraction inside an application infrastructure adding to an already complex environment. In these
environments, it is important to monitor the performance at all these different layers and to correlate the performance across
the layers. So when your application is experiencing a slowdown, you can see the correlation impact upon the layers.
APM provides this correlation automatically. Some of the collected Cloud Foundry data is correlated between the
Infrastructure and Application layers.

Your Java applications can run inside a Cloud Foundry Container that the Java agent monitors. In this situation, the
applications in the Applications layer are correlated with the Cloud Foundry Container in the Infrastructure layer. Another
correlation occurs when the Team Center map Infrastructure layer displays the Diego Cell and Container for the applications
that Cloud Foundry hosts. 

When application routing is enabled through the network policy, the defined source and destination applications are connected
as an edge within the CF CONTAINER vertex. The AppMap refreshes every two hours to show the change (addition/ deletion)
of an edge.

Note:

The source and destination application must be within the same organization to create network policy.

You view the applications metrics using the Components view and other views in Application Performance Management.

Follow these steps:

1. In the left navigation pane, click the Map icon.
2. View the application metrics.

1.1 In the upper-left corner drop-down list, select Infrastructure Layer.
2.1 In the right-hand drop-down list, select CF ApplicationOverview.
3.1 Click a Cloud Foundry component. 

The Cloud Foundry icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
The Components  View opens to the right of the map.

4.1 Click the CF_CONTAINER type to view the Cloud Foundry Container metrics.
3. View Cloud Foundry Cell metrics.

1.1 In the upper-left corner drop-down list, select Infrastructure Layer.
2.1 Click a Cloud Foundry component. 

The Cloud Foundry icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
3.1 The Components  View opens to the right of the map.
4.1 Click the CF_CELL type to view the Cloud Foundry Cell metrics. 

The tabs display the metrics.
4. View Cloud Foundry Component metrics.

1.1 In the upper-left corner drop-down list, select Infrastructure Layer.
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2.1 In the right-hand drop-down list, select CloudFoundry Overview.
3.1 Click a Cloud Foundry component. 

The Cloud Foundry icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
The Components  View opens to the right of the map.

4.1 Click the CF_COMPONENTS type to view the following Cloud Foundry Components metrics: CF_Firehose,
CF_Gorouter, and Diego Components.
The tab displays the following Components metrics:

Types   Group Name Sub-Component 1 Sub-Component 2

CF_COMPONENTS CF_Firehose

CF_Gorouter

Diego Components Database Components CF_BBS

CF_Locket

Brain Components CF_Auctioneer

CF_RouterEmitter

5. View Cloud Foundry VM metrics.

1.1 In the upper-left corner drop-down list, select Infrastructure Layer.
2.1 In the right-hand drop-down list, select CloudFoundry Overview.
3.1 Click a Cloud Foundry component. 

The Cloud Foundry icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
The Components  View opens to the right of the map.

4.1 Click the CF_VM type to view the Cloud Foundry Components metrics.
The tabs display the metrics.

6. Scroll down the data to examine the Cloud Foundry Monitoring Metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor
performance.

Monitor Cloud Foundry Applications Health in Metric View

You view the applications metrics Metric View.

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

Application Performance Management home page appears
3. In the left navigation pane, click the Metrics icon.
4. View Cloud Foundry metrics.

1.1 Click the Application radio button in the top center of the page.
2.1 Click the Cloud Foundry icon for the computer or node on which Cloud Foundry is running. 

The Cloud Foundry icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
3.1 Select the metric of interest for the monitored application instance in your organization.

Example 1

Cloud Foundry | <Cell Number> : Metric Name

Cloud Foundry | Cell-0 : Total Container Capacity

Example 2

Orgs | <Organization Name> | Spaces | <Space Name> | Application | <Application Name> | <Instance-number |
<metric name>

Orgs | MyDev.org | Spaces | testspace | Application | spring-music | Instance-0 | CPU Percentage
5. Scroll down the data to examine the Cloud Foundry Monitoring Metrics  to determine if any of the values indicate poor

performance.

 Cloud Foundry Monitoring Metrics

You can monitor the performance and health of Cloud Foundry deployments using the metrics described in this section. All
metric values are calculated on a per-interval basis.

Application Instance Group Metrics

http://mydev.org/
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• CPU Percentage
Percent CPU that the container application instance is using

• Disk Bytes
Amount of disk space (in MB) that the container application instance is using

• Disk Bytes Quota
Amount of disk space (in MB) available for the container application instance

• Memory Bytes
Amount of memory (in MB) that the container application instance is using

• Memory Bytes Quota
Amount disk space (in MB) available for the container application instance

• Memory Usage Percentage
Percent memory that the container application instance is using

• Disk Usage Percent
Percent disk space that the container application instance is using

Diego Group Metrics
Diego Auctioneer Group Metrics

• App Instance Placement Failures
Number of Long Running Process (LRP) instances that the auctioneer failed to place on Diego cells. This metric displays
the delta value per interval of the auctioneer job.

• App Instance Started
Number of LRP instances that the auctioneer successfully placed on Diego cells. This metric displays the delta value per
interval of the auctioneer job.

• Task Placement Failures
Number of tasks that the auctioneer failed to place on Diego cells. This metric displays the delta value per interval of the
auctioneer job.

Diego BBS Group Metrics

• Time to Run LRP Convergence(ns)
Time in nanoseconds that the BBS took to run its LRP convergence pass. Emitted every 30 seconds when LRP
convergence runs.

• Time to Handle Requests(ns)
Time in nanoseconds that the BBS took to handle requests to its API endpoints. Emitted when the BBS API handles
requests.

• Cloud Controller and Diego in Sync
Indicates whether the ‘cf-apps’ domain is up-to-date, so that CF apps from Cloud Controller have been synchronized with
DesiredLRPs for Diego to run. 1 means the domain is up-to-date, no data means it is not. Emitted every 30 seconds.

• Extra App Instances
Total number of LRP instances that are no longer desired but still have a BBS record. Emitted every 30 seconds.

• Crashed App Instances
Total number of LRP instances that have crashed. Emitted every 30 seconds.

• Missing App Instances
Total number of LRP instances that are desired but have no record in the BBS. Emitted every 30 seconds.

Diego Locket Group Metrics

• Active Locks
Total count of how many locks the system components are holding.

• Active Presences
Total count of active presences. Presences are defined as the registration records that the cells maintain to advertise
themselves to the platform.

Diego Route Emitter Group Metrics

• Sync Time(ns)
Time in nanosecondss that the active route-emitter took to perform its synchronization pass.

• Route Registration Message Received
Lifetime number of route registration messages sent by the Route Emitter component. The metric is emitted for each Route
Emitter.

Firehose Group Metrics
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• Throughput
Total number of messages received across all Doppler listeners: UDP, TCP, TLS, and GRPC. This metric displays the delta
value per interval.

• Dropped Messages
Lifetime total number of messages intentionally dropped by Doppler due to back pressure.This metric displays the delta
value per interval.

• Loss Rate
Firehose loss rate, or the messages dropped as a percentage of the message throughput. Messages include the combined
stream of logs from all apps and the metrics data from Cloud Foundry components. This metric displays the delta value per
interval.

Gorouter Group Metrics

• File Descriptors
Number of file descriptors currently used by the Gorouter job

• Last Route Register Received Time(ms)
Time in milliseconds since the last route register was received. Emitted per Gorouter instance.

• 502 Bad Gateway Count
Lifetime number of bad gateways, or 502 responses from Gorouter itself. This metric is calculated on a per-interval
basis.Emitted every 5 seconds.

• Routes Registered
Current total number of routes registered with the Gorouter, on a per-interval basis, emitted per Gorouter instance.

• Router Handling Latency(ms)
Time in milliseconds that the Gorouter took to handle requests to its application endpoints. Emitted per router request.

• Router Throughput
Lifetime number of requests completed by the Gorouter VM. Emitted per Gorouter instance.

• Exhausted Connections
Number of requests that have been rejected due to the limit on number of connections per backend having been reached for
all backends tried. This metric is calculated on a per-interval basis. Emitted every 5 seconds.

• Server Error Count
Number of requests completed by the Gorouter VM for HTTP status family 5xx, server errors. This metric is calculated on
a per-interval basis. Emitted per Gorouter instance.

• Route Registration Message Sent
Reports the number of route registration messages received by the Gorouter. This metric is calculated on a per-interval
basis. The metric is emitted for each Gorouter instance.

Cell Group Metrics

• Total Container Capacity
Number of containers that this cell can host

• Remaining Container Capacity
Remaining number of containers that this cell can host

• Remaining Memory Capacity
Remaining memory available for this cell to allocate to containers

• Remaining Disk Capacity
Remaining disk space (in MB) available for this cell to allocate to containers

• Active Container Count
Number of containers that are hosted on the cell.

• Total Disk Capacity
Disk space (in MB) available for this cell to allocate to containers

• Total Memory Capacity
Memory (in MB) available for this cell to allocate to containers

• Total Memory Usage Percentage
Percent memory available for this cell to allocate to containers

• Total Disk Usage Percentage
Percent disk space available for this cell to allocate to containers

• Cell Rep Time to Sync(ns)
Time in nanoseconds that the Diego Cell Rep took to sync the ActualLRPs that it claimed with its actual garden containers

• Unhealthy Cell
Health status of Diego cells checked against the garden backend. Possible values are 0 (healthy) and 1 (unhealthy).

BOSH (VM) Group Metrics
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• Health
Health of the VM. Possible values are 1 (healthy) and 0 (not healthy).

• Memory Used Percentage
Percentage of memory used on the VM

• Disk Used Percentage
Percentage of the system disk used on the VM

• Ephemeral Disk Used Percentage
Percentage of the ephemeral disk used on the VM

• Persistent Disk Used Percentage
Percentage of persistent disk used on the VM

• CPU Utilization
Percentage of CPU spent in user processes

 Couchbase Monitoring

Couchbase is an open-source, NoSQL document-oriented database model that is based on JSON format. The
Couchbase monitoring is provided as an extension in the Infrastructure Agent.

The Infrastructure Agent queries the statistics API to retrieve the performance metrics of Couchbase. In the Infrastructure
Agent, the agent extension exists in the following location: apmia\extensions\Couchbase. 

      

Couchbase Monitoring for CA Digital Experience Insights

You install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent before you configure and use the extension.

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights, download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing DX APM
Couchbase Monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Click the Agent icon in the lower section of the navigation pane.
4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
5. Under the Infrastructure category, select Couchbase Monitoring as the agent.
6. (Optional) Configure the agent options according to the needs of your environment.
7. Click the Download and Install button.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the package to your computer.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install Couchbase Monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh install
Windows: APMIACtrl.bat install

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.
These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

Enable Couchbase Monitoring

When you use a Couchbase agent to monitor a cluster, you need to specify the URL of any one node in a cluster.

You can enable the Couchbase extension in the DX APM Infrastructure Agent.

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Navigate to <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/extensions/Extensions.profile file.
2. When you start the DX APM Infrastructure Agent, the Extensions.profile file populates the extension name as the value of

the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load property.

If you do not find the extension name as the value, you need to manually enter the extension name as follows:

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load=Couchbase

3. Navigate to the following location to open the bundle.properties file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home> \extensions
\Couchbase 

4. In the bundle.properties file, define the following properties:

Property Name with Description Sample Values

 introscope.agent.restmon.profile.list

Specifies the list of the Couchbase server instances names
that the Couchbase monitors.

 introscope.agent.restmon.profile.list=xyz,
couchbase_profile1 

 {couchbase_profile#}.name

Specifies the name of the profile, which is used to identify an
Couchbase cluster that Infrastructure Agent monitors. 

When you use this property to define the profile name as
“couchbase_profile1.name". Then, ensure that you add the
same profile name as a Couchbase instance in the following
property as:
introscope.agent.restmon.profile.list=couchbase_profile1 

 {couchbase_profile#}.interval

(Optional) Specifies the polling interval in seconds.

 couchbase_profile1.interval=30 

The default value is 30 seconds. 

Note:

 You can customize the default value of the polling interval.

{couchbase_profile#}.url
Specifies the URL of any one Couchbase node in a cluster to
be monitored.

Note:

To monitor a cluster, URL of any one node in the cluster is
enough to collect the metrics that are related to all nodes in
the cluster.

 couchbase_profile1.url=http://ca-couchbase1:8091 

 {couchbase_profile#}.username
Specifies the username that the Infrastructure Agent uses to
authenticate the Couchbase server.

 {couchbase_profile#}.password
Specifies the password that the Infrastructure Agent uses to
authenticate the Couchbase server.

{couchbase_profile#}.monitored.groups

(Optional) Specifies the monitoring groups that are defined
in a schema file. For more information, see the Values for the
Monitored Groups.

 couchbase_profile1.monitored.groups=Cluster
Details,Connections,Bucket Details 

The default value is Cluster Details,Connections,Bucket
Details . 

Note:

 You can customize the default value of the monitored
groups.

Values for the Monitored Groups

The values for the monitored groups ({couchbase_profile#}.monitored.groups) are as follows:

•  Cluster Details
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Provides metrics to show the overall status of the cluster.
•  Bucket Details

Provides the metrics pertaining to each Bucket. A Bucket is similar to a Namespace.
•  Bucket CAS Details

Provides the advanced metrics pertaining to each Bucket. The metrics include information pertaining to Compare and
Swap details.

•  Bucket Node Details
Buckets are scattered across the nodes that are present in a cluster set-up. Provides the metrics with the node details for
each Bucket.

•  EP Details
Provides the metrics pertaining to the Eventually Persistent.

•  Connections
Provides the status of the different URLs that the Infrastructure Agent calls to fetch the metrics.

Note:

 The Connections group is mandatory to use the following groups: Bucket Details, Bucket CAS Details, Bucket Node
Details, and EP Details. The suggested groups are as follows: Cluster Details, Connections, and Bucket Details.

Couchbase Metrics

The performance metrics of Couchbase are displayed in the Metric View which provides a comprehensive view of the
performance of cluster(s) in a given environment.

This section lists all the metrics for the respective Monitored Groups that you can collect using Couchbase:

     

Cluster Details

You can get the Cluster details by using the URL: /pools/default. In the Metric View, the following Cluster level metrics are
displayed with the specific Cluster name under the folder, Couchbase|Cluster|[clustername]: 

Parent Group Monitor Name Units Description

CPU Disk Memory/ Data Stored on Disk MB The data that are stored on
the disk.

Data Used MB The data that is used on the
disk.

Free Space on Disk MB The free space available on
the disk.

Total Disk Size MB The total size on the disk.

Total Memory Quota Per
Node

MB The hard disk quota per node.

Total Memory Quota MB The total memory quota on
the disk.

Total Memory MB The total memory on the disk.

Total Quota on Disk MB The total quota on the disk.

Used Disk Size MB The used space size on the
disk.

Used Memory Quota Per
Node

MB The used memory quota per
node.

Used Memory Quota MB The used memory quota.

Used Memory MB The used memory on the
disk.
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Nodes/[NodeName]/ Cluster Membership String The cluster membership
details of the node display
one of the following values:

• active - This node is an
active part of the cluster.

• inactiveFailed - This node
was a failed-over node.

• inactiveAdded - This
node is newly added. The
next upcoming re-balance
would make the node
active and would move
the data into the node.

Recovery Type String The recovery type of the node
displays one of the following
values:

• delta - Indicates that delta
recovery is requested for a
node.

• full - Indicates that full
recovery is requested for a
node.

• none - Indicates that the
node does not require any
recovery.

Status Number Indicates the status of
the primary shards. The
following values and color
code indicates the status:

• green: 1 - The cluster is at
100% allocation and all
primary and replica shards
are allocated.

• yellow: 2 - The primary
shards are allocated but
at least one replica is
missing. There is no loss
of data.

• red: 3 - At least one
primary shard is missing
and all of the replicas.
There is data loss.

• Default: 0

Nodes/[NodeName]/CPU
Disk Memory/

CPU Utilization Rate % CPU Utilization rate of a
node.

Free Memory MB The free memory on a hard
disk of a node.

Free Swap MB The free swap on a hard disk
of a node.

Memory Utilization Rate % Memory utilization rate of a
hard disk of a node.

Swap Utilization Rate % Swap utilization rate of the
hard disk of a node.
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Total Memory MB The total memory on the hard
disk of a node.

Total Swap Size MB The total swap size on a hard
disk of a node.

Used Memory MB The used memory on a hard
disk of a node.

Used Swap Size MB The used swap size on a hard
disk of a node.

Nodes/[NodeName]/Couch/ Docs Actual Disk Size MB The actual disk size of the
docs.

Docs Data Size MB The data size of the docs.

Spatial Data Size MB The size of the spatial data.

Spatial Disk Size MB The size of the spatial disk.

Views Actual Disk Size MB The actual disk size of the
views.

Views Data Size MB The data size of the views.

Nodes/[NodeName]/
Operations/

Compare and Swap Gets Count The number of compare and
swap Gets in the operations.

Current Items Count The number of current items
in the operations.

No. of Get Hits Count The number of Get hits in the
operations.

Operations Per Second Count The number of operations
performed in one second.

Total Current Items Count The total number of current
items in the operations at the
node level.

Nodes/[NodeName]/Virtual
Bucket/

Active/No. of Non Resident
Items

Count The number of active non-
resident items in a virtual
bucket.

Replica/No. of In Memory
Items

Count The number of replica
memory items in a virtual
bucket.

Bucket Details

You can get the Bucket details by using the URL: /pools/default/buckets. In the Metric View, the following metrics that are
related to a specific index are displayed under the folder, Couchbase|Cluster|[Clustername]|Buckets|[Bucketname]: 

Monitor Name Units Description

Current Connections Count The number of current connections of
the bucket.

Rest Requests Count The number of REST requests of the
bucket.

Average/Active Timestamp Drift(s) Sec The average active timestamp drifts of
the bucket.

Average/Background Wait Time ms The average background wait time of
the bucket.

Average/Disk Commit Time Sec The average disk commit time of the
bucket.
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Average/Disk Update Time ms The average disk update time of the
bucket.

Average/Replica Timestamp Drift Sec The average replica timestamp drifts of
the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Actual Free
Memory

MB The actual free memory size of the CPU
disk memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Actual Used
Memory

MB The actual used memory size of the
CPU disk memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Bytes Read Bytes The number of bytes read from the CPU
disk memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Bytes Written Bytes The number of bytes written to the CPU
disk memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/CPU Utilization
Rate

% The CPU utilization rate of the CPU
disk memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Disk Commit Count Count The number of the disk commits of the
CPU disk memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Disk Update Count Count The number of the disk updates of the
CPU disk memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Disk Write Queue Count The depth of the disk writes queue.

CPU Disk Memory/Free Memory MB The free memory size of the CPU disk
memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Idle CPU ms The idle time of the CPU of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Local CPU ms The local CPU time of the CPU disk
memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Mem Utilization
Rate

% The ratio of the memory utilization of
the CPU disk memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/System Used
Memory

MB The size of the system used memory of
the CPU disk memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Total Disk Commit ms The time that is taken for the total disk
commits of the CPU disk memory of the
bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Total Disk Updates Count The number of the total disk updates
that is displayed as operation.

CPU Disk Memory/Total Memory MB The total memory size of the CPU disk
memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Total Swap MB The total swap size of the CPU disk
memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Used Memory MB The used memory size of the CPU disk
memory of the bucket.

CPU Disk Memory/Used Swap Memory MB The used swap size of the CPU disk
memory of the bucket.

Couch/Docs Actual Size MB The total size of the Couch docs on the
disk.

Couch/Docs Data Size MB The data size of the Couch docs.

Couch/Docs Disk Size MB The total size of the Couch docs.

Couch/Docs Fragmentation % The fragmentation of the Couch docs.

Couch/Spatial Data Size MB The object data size for spatial views.

Couch/Spatial Disk Size MB The amount of the disk space that the
spacial views occupy.
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Couch/Spatial Operations Per Second Count The number of spatial operations that
are performed in one second.

Couch/Total Disk Size MB The total disk size of a Couch.

Couch/Views Actual Disk Size MB The actual disk size that the views
occupy.

Couch/Views Data Size MB The size of the object data for views.

Couch/Views Disk Size MB The amount of disk space that the views
occupy.

Couch/Views Fragmentation % The fragmentation of the views.

Couch/Views Operations Per Second Count The number of view operations
performed in one second.

Virtual Bucket/Average Active Queue
Age

Sec In the active item queue, the average age
of the active items.

Virtual Bucket/Average Pending Queue
Age

Sec In the pending item queue, the average
age of the pending items.

Virtual Bucket/Average Replica Queue
Age

Sec In the replica item queue, the average
age of the replica items.

Virtual Bucket/Average Total Queue
Age

Sec The total average age of the items in the
queue.

Virtual Bucket/Total Queue Age Sec The sum of the age of the disk queue
item.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Create
Operations Per Second

Count The number new items per second
that are inserted into the active virtual
buckets in this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Data Cached In
RAM

Count
The number of active item metadata that
consumes RAM in this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Eject Count The number of items per second that the
active virtual buckets ejects to the disk.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Items Count The number of active user data that is
cached in RAM in this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Metadata
Consuming RAM

Count The number of active item metadata that
consumes RAM in this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Non Resident
Items

Count The number of the non resident virtual
buckets that are in the active state for
this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Queue Age ms The sum of the age of the active item in
the disk queue.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Queue Drain Count The total number of active items that are
drained in the queue.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Queue Fill Count The number of active items per second
that are inserted in the active item disk
queue.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Queue Size Count The number of active items that exists in
the queue.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Resident Items
Ratio

% The ratio of the number of resident
items.

Virtual Bucket/Active/Update
Operations Per Second

Count
The number of items that is updated on
the active virtual buckets per second for
this bucket.
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Virtual Bucket/Pending/Create
Operations Per Second

Count
The new items per second that is
inserted into the active virtual buckets in
this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Current Items Count The number of pending current items in
the virtual bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Data Cached In
RAM

Count The number of user data cached that is
pending in RAM in this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Eject Count The number of items per second that is
ejected to disk from the pending virtual
buckets.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Items Count The number of pending items.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Metadata
Consuming RAM

Count The number of pending item metadata
that consumes RAM in this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Non Resident
Items

Count The number of the non resident virtual
buckets that are in the pending state for
this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Queue Age ms The sum of age of the pending item in
the queue of the disk.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Queue Drain Count The total number of the pending items
that are drained in the queue.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Queue Fill Count The total number of enqueued pending
items on the disk queue.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Queue Size Count The number items that are pending in
the queue.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Resident Items
Ratio

% The number of resident items that are
pending.

Virtual Bucket/Pending/Update
Operations Per Second

Count The number of items that are updated on
the pending virtual bucket per second
for this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Create
Operations Per Second

Count The number of create operations that are
pending.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Current Items Count The number of in memory items that
exist.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Data Cached In
RAM

Count The number of replica user data that is
cached in RAM in this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Eject Count The number of items per second that
is ejected to the disk from the replica
virtual buckets.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Items Count The number of replica virtual buckets.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Metadata
Consuming RAM

Count The number of replica item metadata
that consumes RAM in this bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Non Resident
Items

Count The number of the non-resident virtual
buckets in the replica state for this
bucket.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Queue Age ms The sum of the age of the disk replica
queue item.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Queue Drain Count The total number of the replica items in
the queue.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Queue Fill Count The total number of enqueued replica
items on the disk queue.
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Virtual Bucket/Replica/Queue Size Count The number of replica items in the disk
queue.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Resident Items
Ratio

% The number of resident replica items.

Virtual Bucket/Replica/Update
Operations Per Second

Count The number of items that are updated on
the replica virtual bucket per second for
this bucket.

Bucket CAS Details

You can get the Bucket details by using the URL: /pools/default/buckets. In the Metric View, the following metrics that are
related to a specific node name are displayed under the folder, Couchbase|Cluster|[Clustername]|Buckets|[BucketName]
and Couchbase|Cluster|[Clustername]|Buckets|[BucketName]|Nodes|[NodeName]:

Parent Group Monitor Name Units Description

 [BucketName]/Compare and
Swap/

Incorrect CAS ID Count The number of IDs of the bad
values of the compare and
swap in the bucket.

Compare and Swap Misses Count The number of compare and
swap misses in the bucket.

Compare and Swap Hits Count The number of compare and
swap hits in the bucket.

 [BucketName]/Nodes/
[NodeName]/Compare and
Swap/

Compare and Swap Hits Count The number of compare and
swap hits in the node.

Compare and Swap Misses Count The number of compare and
swap misses in the node.

Incorrect CAS ID Count The number of IDs of the bad
values of the compare and
swap in the node.

Bucket Node Details

You can get the Bucket details by using the URL: /pools/default/buckets/[bucketname]/nodes. In the Metric View, the
following metrics that are related to the node index details of all indices are displayed under the folder, Couchbase|Cluster|
[Clustername]|Buckets|[BucketName]|Nodes/[NodeName]: 

Parent Group Monitor Name Units Description

 [BucketName]|Nodes/
[NodeName]/ 

Current Connections Count The number of current
connections of the node.

Rest Requests Count The number of REST
requests of the node.

 [BucketName]|Nodes/
[NodeName]/Average/

Active Timestamp Drift Sec The average active timestamp
drifts of the node.

Background Wait Time ms The average background wait
time of the node.

Disk Commit Time Sec The average disk commit
time of the node.

Disk Update Time ms The average disk update time
of the node.

Replica Timestamp Drift Sec The average replica
timestamp drifts of the node.

Nodes/[NodeName]/CPU
Disk Memory/

Actual Free Memory MB The actual free memory size
of the CPU disk memory of
the node.
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Actual Used Memory MB The actual used memory size
of the CPU disk memory of
the node.

Bytes Read Bytes The number of bytes read
from the CPU disk memory
of the node.

Bytes Written Bytes The number of bytes written
to the CPU disk memory of
the node.

CPU Utilization Rate % The CPU utilization rate of
the CPU disk memory of the
node.

Disk Commit Count Count The number of the disk
commits of the CPU disk
memory of the node.

Disk Update Count Count The number of the disk
updates of the CPU disk
memory of the node.

Disk Write Queue Count The depth of the disk writes
queue.

Free Memory MB The free memory size of the
CPU disk memory of the
node.

Idle CPU ms The idle time of the CPU of
the node.

Local CPU ms The local CPU time of the
CPU disk memory of the
node.

Total Disk Commits ms The time taken for the total
disk commits of the CPU disk
memory of the node.

Total Disk Updates Count The total number of disk
updates of the node.

Total Memory MB The total memory size of
the CPU disk memory of the
node.

Total Swap Memory MB The total swap size of the
CPU disk memory of the
node.

Used Memory MB The used memory size of
the CPU disk memory of the
node.

Used Swap Memory MB The used swap size of the
CPU disk memory of the
node.

Used System Memory MB The size of the used system
memory of the CPU disk
memory of the node.

Nodes/[NodeName]/Couch/ Docs Actual Disk Size MB The total size of the docs on
the disk.

Docs Data Size MB The data size of the docs.

Docs Disk Size MB The size of the docs on the
disk.
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Docs Fragmentation % The fragmentation of the
docs.

Spatial Data Size MB The size of the Spatial Data.

Spatial Disk Size MB The size of the Spatial Disk.

Spatial Operations Per
Second

Count The number of spatial
operations that are performed
in one second.

Total Disk Size MB The total disk size.

Views Actual Disk Size MB The total size of the views on
the disk.

Views Data Size MB The data size of the views on
the disk.

Views Disk Size MB The disk size of the views.

Views Fragmentation % The fragmentation of the
views.

Views Operations Per Second Count The number of Couch views
operations that are performed
in one second.

Nodes/[NodeName]/
Operations/

Background Wait Count Count The background wait time of
the operations.

Compare and Swap Gets Count The number of the compare
and swap Gets in the
operations.

Compare and Swap Sets Count The number of the compare
and swap Sets in the
operations.

Current Items Count The number of current items
in the operations.

Decrement Hits Count The number of decrement hits
in the operations.

Decrement Misses Count The number of decrement
misses in the operations.

Delete Hits Count The number of delete hits in
the operations.

Delete Misses Count The number of delete misses
in the operations

Evictions Count The number of evictions in
the operations.

Get Misses Count The number of Get misses in
the operations.

Get Requests Count The number of Get requests
in the operations.

Hit Ratio % The hit ratio in the
operations.

Increment Hits Count The number of the increment
hits in the operations.

Increment Misses Count The number of the increment
misses in the operations.

Misses Count The number of misses in the
operations.
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Operations Per Second Count The number operations
performed in one second in
the node.

Requests Hibernated Count The number of requests
hibernated in the operations.

Total Background Wait Count The total background wait
time of the node in the
operations.

Total Current Items Count The number of total current
items in the operations.

Waked Hibernate Requests Count The number of waked
hibernates requests in the
operations.

XDC Operations Per Second Count The number XDC operations
that are performed in one
second in the node.

Nodes/[NodeName]/Virtual
Bucket/

Average Active Queue Age Sec In the active item queue, the
average age of the active
items.

Average Pending Queue Age Sec In the pending item queue,
the average age of the
pending items.

Average Replica Queue Age Sec In the replica item queue, the
average age of the replica
items.

Average Total Queue Age Sec The total average age of the
items in the queue.

Total Queue Age Sec The sum of the age of the
disk queue item.

Nodes/[NodeName]/Virtual
Bucket/Active/

Create Operations Per Second Count The number new items per
second that are inserted into
the active virtual buckets in
this node.

Data Cached In RAM MB The amount of active user
data that is cached in RAM in
this node.

Eject Count The number of items per
second that the active virtual
buckets eject to the disk.

Items Count The number of active user
data that is cached in RAM in
this node.

Non Resident Items Count The number of the non
resident virtual buckets that
are in the active state for this
node.

Queue Age Count The sum of the age of the
active item in the disk queue.

Queue Drain Count The total number of active
items that are drained in the
queue.
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Queue Fill Count The number of active items
per second that are inserted in
the active item disk queue.

Queue Size Count The number of active items
that exists in the queue.

Resident Items Ratio % The ratio of the number of
resident items.

Update Operations Per
Second

Count The number of items that is
updated on the active virtual
buckets per second for this
node.

Nodes/[NodeName]/Virtual
Bucket/Active/Meta/

Metadata Consuming RAM Item The number of active item
metadata that consumes RAM
in this node.

Nodes/[NodeName]/Virtual
Bucket/Pending/

Create Operations Per Second Count The number new items per
second that are inserted into
the pending virtual buckets in
this node.

Current Items Count The number of current items
that are pending.

Data Cached In RAM MB The number of pending user
data that is cached in RAM in
this node.

Eject Count The number of items per
second that the pending
virtual buckets eject to the
disk.

Items Count The number of pending user
data that is cached in RAM in
this node

Metadata Consuming RAM Item The number of pending item
metadata that consumes RAM
in this node.

Non Resident Items Count The number of the non
resident virtual buckets that
are in the pending state for
this node.

Queue Age ms The sum of the age of the
pending item in the disk
queue.

Queue Drain Count The total number of pending
items that are drained in the
queue.

Queue Fill Count The number of pending items
per second that are inserted in
the active item disk queue.

Queue Size Count The number of pending items
that exists in the queue.

Resident Item Ratio % The ratio of the number of
resident items.

Update Operations Per
Second

Count The number of items that
is updated on the pending
virtual buckets per second for
this node.
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Nodes/[NodeName]/Virtual
Bucket/Replica/

Create Operations Per Second Count The number new items per
second that are inserted into
the replica virtual buckets in
this node.

Current Items Count The number of Current
Replica Items.

Data Cached In RAM MB The number of replica user
data that is cached in RAM in
this node.

Eject Count The number of items per
second that the replica virtual
buckets eject to the disk.

Items Count The number of replica user
data that is cached in RAM in
this node.

Metadata Consuming RAM Item The number of replica item
metadata that consumes RAM
in this node.

Non Resident Items Count The number of the non
resident virtual buckets that
are in the replica state for this
node.

Queue Age ms The sum of the age of the
replica item in the disk queue.

Queue Drain Count The total number of replica
items that are drained in the
queue.

Queue Fill Count The number of replica items
per second that are inserted in
the active item disk queue.

Queue Size Count The number of replica items
that exists in the queue.

Resident Item Ratio % The ratio of the number of
resident items.

Update Operations Per
Second

Count The number of items that is
updated on the replica virtual
buckets per second for this
node.

EP Details 

You can view the Eventually Persistent details using the URLs: /pools/default/buckets/[bucketname]/stats and /pools/default/
buckets/employees/nodes/[otherNode]/stats. In the Metric View, the following metrics that are related to a specific node name
are displayed under the folders:

•  Couchbase | Cluster |[ClusterName] | Buckets|[BucketName] 
•   Couchbase | Cluster |[ClusterName] | Buckets| BucketName]| Nodes |[NodeName] 
•  Couchbase | Cluster |[ClusterName] | Nodes |[NodeName] 

Parent Group Monitor Name Units Description

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/

Background Fetch Count The number of disk reads per
second.

Cache Miss Rate Count The cache miss rate.
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Clock CAS Drift Threshold
Exceeded

Count The number of times the
clock CAS drift threshold
exceeded.

Commit Items Failed Count The number of times a
transaction fails to commit
due to the storage errors.

Create Operations Count The number of create
operations.

Extra Memory By Transient
Data

MB The extra memory by the
transient data.

Items Ejected From Memory
To Disk

Count The number of items that are
ejected from the memory to
the disk.

KV Size MB The memory that is used to
store the item metadata, keys
and values, irrespective of the
state of the bucket.

Max Size MB The maximum amount of
memory this bucket can use
in megabytes.

Memory Usage Low
Watermark

MB The memory usage low water
mark for the auto-evictions in
megabytes.

Memory Usage High
Watermark

MB The memory usage high
water mark for the auto-
evictions in megabytes.

No. of Resident Items Count The number of resident items.

Non Recoverable OOMs Count The number of times
unrecoverable OOMs
happened while processing
operations.

Non Resident Items Count The number of non-resident
items.

Queue Size Count The number of items that is
queued for storage.

Recoverable OOMs Count The number of times
recoverable OOMs happened
while processing operations.

Todo Flusher Count The number of items that is
currently being written.

Total Virtual Buckets Count The total number of virtual
buckets.

Update Operations Count The number of update
operations that are performed.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Active

Ahead Exceptions Count The number of active ahead
exceptions.

Hybrid Logical Clock Drift Count The number of active hybrid
logical clock drift.

Hybrid Logical Clock Drift
Count

Count The number of active hybrid
logical clock drift count.
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Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Database Change
Protocol/2i/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
indexes DCP connections.

Count Count The number of indexes DCP
connections that is displayed
as the count of connections.

Producer Count Count The number of indexes
producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of indexes items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of indexes items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The total number of
megabytes per second that
is sent for indexes DCP
connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Database Change
Protocol/FTS/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
the FTS DCP connections.

Count Count The number of the FTS DCP
connections.

Producer Count Count The number of FTS
producers count.

Remaining Items Count The number of FTS items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of FTS items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total Backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number of megabytes per
second that is sent for FTS
DCP connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Database Change
Protocol/Other/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
other DCP connections.

Count Count The number of other DCP
connections that is displayed
as a count of connections.

Producer Count Count The number of other
producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of other items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of other items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number megabytes per
second that is sent for other
DCP connections.
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Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Database Change
Protocol/Replica/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
replica DCP connections.

Count Count The number of replica DCP
connections that is displayed
as a count of connections.

Producer Count Count The number of replica
producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of replica items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of replica items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number of megabytes per
second that is sent for replica
DCP connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Database Change
Protocol/Views and Indexes/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
views and indexes of DCP
connections.

Count Count The number of views and
indexes of DCP connections
that are displayed as count of
connections.

Producer Count Count The number of views and
indexes producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of views and
indexes items remaining to be
sent.

Sent Items Count The number of views and
indexes items sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number megabytes
per second that is sent for
views and indexes of DCP
connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Database Change
Protocol/XDCR/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
XDCR DCP connections.

Count Count The number of XDCR DCP
connections
that is displayed as count of
connections.

Producer Count Count The number of XDCR
producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of XDCR items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of XDCR items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.
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Total Bytes Count The number megabytes per
second that is sent for XDCR
DCP connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Diskqueue/

Drain Count The total drained items on the
disk queue that is displayed
as item.

Fill Count The total enqueued items on
the disk queue.

Items Count The total number of items
waiting to be written to the
disk.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Meta/

DelRetMeta Operations Per
Second

Count The number of delRetMeta
operations per second for this
bucket.

Delete Operations Per Second Count The number of delete
operations per second for this
bucket.

Memory Consumed By
Metadata

MB The total amount of item
metadata consuming RAM in
this bucket.

Read Operations Per Second Count The number of read
operations per second for this
bucket.

Set Operations Per Second Count The number of set operations
per second for this bucket.

SetRetMeta Operations Per
Second

Count The number of setRetMeta
operations per second for this
bucket.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Eventually
Persistent/Replica/

Ahead Exceptions Count The number of replica ahead
exceptions.

Hybrid Logical Clock Drift Count The number of replica hybrid
logical clock drift.

Hybrid Logical Clock Drift
Count

Count The number of replica hybrid
logical clock drift counts.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/

Background Fetch Count The number of disk reads per
second.

Cache Miss Rate Count The number of caches miss
rate.

Clock CAS Drift Threshold
Exceeded

Count The number of times the
clock CAS drift threshold
exceeded.

Commit Items Failed Count The number of times a
transaction fails to commit
due to the storage errors.

Create Operations Count The number of Create
Operations.

Extra Memory By Transient
Data

MB The extra memory by the
transient data.

Items Ejected From Memory
To Disk

Count The number of items that are
ejected from the memory to
the disk.
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KV Size MB The total amount of the user
data that is cached in RAM in
this bucket in megabytes.

Max Size MB The maximum amount of
memory this bucket can use
in megabytes.

Memory Usage High
Watermark

MB The memory usage high
water mark for the auto-
evictions in megabytes.

Memory Usage Low
Watermark

MB The memory usage low water
mark for the auto-evictions in
megabytes.

Non Recoverable OOMs Count The number of times
unrecoverable OOMs
happened while processing
operations.

Non Resident Items Count The number of non-resident
items.

Queue Size Count The number of items that is
queued for storage.

Recoverable OOMs Count The number of times
recoverable OOMs happened
while processing operations.

Resident Items Rate Count The number of resident items
rate.

Todo Flusher Count The number of items that is
currently being written.

Total Virtual Buckets Count The total number of virtual
buckets.

Update Operations Count The number of update
operations that are performed.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/Active/

Ahead Exceptions Count The number of active ahead
exceptions.

Hybrid Logical Clock Drift Count The number of active hybrid
logical clock drift.

Hybrid Logical Clock Drift
Count

Count The number of active hybrid
logical clock drift counts.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/
Database Change Protocol/2i/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
indexes DCP connections.

Count Count The number of indexes DCP
connections that is displayed
as the count of connections.

Producer Count Count The number of indexes
producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of indexes items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of indexes items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.
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Total Bytes Count The total number of
megabytes per second that
is sent for indexes DCP
connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/
Database Change Protocol/
FTS/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
the FTS DCP connections.

Count Count The number of the FTS DCP
connections.

Producer Count Count The number of FTS
producers count.

Remaining Items Count The number of FTS items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of FTS items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total Backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number of megabytes per
second that is sent for FTS
DCP connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/
Database Change Protocol/
Other/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
other DCP connections.

Count Count The number of other DCP
connections that is displayed
as a count of connections.

Producer Count Count The number of other
producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of other items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of other items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number megabytes per
second that is sent for other
DCP connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/
Database Change Protocol/
Replica/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
replica DCP connections.

Count Count The number of replica DCP
connections that is displayed
as a count of connections.

Producer Count Count The number of replica
producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of replica items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of replica items
sent.
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Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number of megabytes per
second that is sent for replica
DCP connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/
Database Change Protocol/
Views/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
views DCP connections.

Count Count The number of views DCP
connections that is displayed
as count of connections.

Producer Count Count The number of views
producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of views items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of views items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number megabytes per
second that is sent for views
DCP connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/
Database Change Protocol/
Views and Indexes/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
views and indexes of DCP
connections.

Count Count The number of views and
indexes of DCP connections
that are displayed as count of
connections.

Producer Count Count The number of views and
indexes producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of views and
indexes items remaining to be
sent.

Sent Items Count The number of views and
indexes items sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number megabytes
per second that is sent for
views and indexes of DCP
connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/
Database Change Protocol/
XDCR/

Backoff Count The number of backoffs for
XDCR DCP connections.

Count Count The number of XDCR DCP
connections

that is displayed as count of
connections.
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Producer Count Count The number of XDCR
producers.

Remaining Items Count The number of XDCR items
remaining to be sent.

Sent Items Count The number of XDCR items
sent.

Total Backlog Size MB The total backlog size.

Total Bytes Count The number megabytes per
second that is sent for XDCR
DCP connections.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/
Diskqueue/

Drain Count The total drained items on the
disk queue that is displayed
as item.

Fill Count The total enqueued items on
the disk queue.

Items Count The total number of items
waiting to be written to the
disk.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/Meta/

DelRetMeta Operations Per
Second

Count The number of delRetMeta
operations per second for this
node.

Delete Operations Per Second Count The number of delete
operations per second for this
node.

Memory Consumed By
Metadata

MB The total amount of item
metadata consuming RAM in
this node.

Read Operations Per Second Count The number of read
operations per second for this
node.

Set Operations Per Second Count The number of set operations
per second for this node .

SetRetMeta Operations Per
Second

Count The number of setRetMeta
operations per second for this
node.

Buckets/
[BucketName]/Nodes/[NodeName]/
Eventually Persistent/Replica/

Ahead Exceptions Count The number of replica ahead
exceptions.

Hybrid Logical Clock Drift Count The number of replica hybrid
logical clock drift.

Hybrid Logical Clock Drift
Count

Count The number of replica hybrid
logical clock drift counts.

Nodes/[NodeName]/Eventually
Persistent/

Background Fetch Count The number of disk reads per
second.

Connections Details

In the Connection Group, all URLs are monitored. In the Metric View, the following metrics that are related to the stats of the
URLs are captured under the path : Couchbase | Urls|[Connection Details]. For example,  Couchbase | Urls | [Couchbase1
bucketdetails] 

Alerts Description
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In the Map view, select the Couchbase vertex to view the corresponding alerts. The alerts available are for the following
metrics: Nodename:Status and CPU Disk Memory:Memory  Utilization Rate (%) .

Also, you can configure the caution and the danger based on your requirement. The descriptions for alerts are as follows:

Alert Name Description Default Caution Value Default Danger Value

Couchbase|Clusters|
ClusterName|Nodes|
Nodename:Status

The alert is triggered when
the node status is in a state
that corresponds to the
selected caution value or
danger value for more than
one minute.

2 3

Couchbase|Clusters|
ClusterName|Nodes|
Nodename|CPU Disk
Memory:Memory Utilization
Rate (%)

The alert is triggered when
the node Memory Utilization
is in a state that corresponds
to the selected caution value
or danger value for more than
one minute.

90 95

 Docker Monitor

Docker is an open platform for developers and system administrators to build, ship, and run distributed applications inside
software containers. Docker Monitor monitors these containers and collects key performance metrics from the Docker
Remote API over https. Docker Monitor then posts these metrics to DX APM and correlates them to the overall application
performance.

With Docker Monitor, you gain deep, actionable insight into your Docker environments, and the services running on
containers, so that your staff can spot and address issues faster. Use the Docker Monitor to optimize resource utilization,
performance, and capacity planning.

Tip:
Key Highlights

• Autodiscovery of Containers

• Automatically discover all the containers and container flow
• Use automatic Docker attributes and Docker perspectives

• Monitor Container Health

• Monitor health and performance of containers
• Obtain predictive insights and alerting on container performance

• Monitor Host Performance

• Obtain performance metrics at the host level (SystemEdge)
• Ensure ongoing monitoring and optimization of all your host servers

• Triage and Diagnose

• Automatically detect and isolate problems to right application tiers
• Perform faster root cause analysis with APM Assisted Triage

You can use the Docker Monitor to capture performance metrics from standalone Docker containers and from swarm
deployments or deployments on Apache Mesos. The Docker Monitor comes with several out-of-the-box dashboards that
facilitate the monitoring task.

Installing and deploying the Docker Monitor takes only minutes. Once deployed, you are ready to:

• Monitor the health and status of each container
• Visualize metric data from different perspectives

The Container Flow Map component is responsible for graphically representing network relationships between Docker
containers in any of the Docker Team Center perspectives. Use it to automatically detect container interdependencies.

Learn more about Docker Monitoring on the following pages:

 Docker Monitor Prerequisites and Dependencies

You do not need to make any changes on your Docker environment.

https://www.docker.com
http://mesos.apache.org/
https://www.ca.com/us/products/docker-monitoring.html
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Ensure that there isn't any container named dockermonitor running on any node. You can verify this using the following
command:

docker ps | grep dockermonitor

To run the Docker Monitor, the following dependencies must be met:

• DX APM 10.7 Enterprise Manager
• Docker Server API v1.19 or higher
• docker-compose 1.16 or higher
• docker-engine 1.13 or higher

 Install and Configure Docker Monitor
 

Install Docker Monitor in your Docker environment. You need one Docker Monitor per standalone setup, or one Docker
Monitor for each Docker Universal Control Plane (UCP) setup. You can install the monitor on a separate computer as long as
the computer has access to the UCP setup master node. You can also use alias agent properties for certain settings.

  

Install and Configure

Install and configure Docker Monitor for your environment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the image:

docker pull caapm/dockermonitor:latest

2. Download the YML file that corresponds to your platform to the location of your choice.

• If you are using DX Application Performance Management (APM) on premise, use the
following install.yml file:#unique_328 

• If you are using CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management, use the install.yml file
that is included with the installation instructions on your CA Digital Experience Insights instance.

3. (DX APM on premise) Replace the following variable with your setup details, and save the YML file.

•  [AGENT_MANAGER_URL]
Agent/EM Connection details - similar to the connection details provided in IntroscopeAgent.profile.

4. (Optional) In addition to the environment variables provided in the YML file, you can use the properties in the
Infrastructure Agent profile to configure your environment. For more information about the Infrastructure Agent properties,
see the Infrastructure Agent Properties Reference.
To pass an Infrastructure Agent property as an environment variable through the install.yml file,
append the variable to the end of the environment section. The YML format does not allow
you to use the "." separator in property names. You must replace the periods in the property
names with underscores. For example, to configure the agent name and a proxy server, you use
the introscope.agent.agentName and introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.host properties
as  follows:

environment:
      - agentManager_url_1=[AGENT_MANAGER_URL]
      - containerflow=enabled
      - interval=90
      - type=Docker
      - introscope_agent_agentName=example_agent_name
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      -
 introscope_agent_enterprisemanager_transport_http_proxy_host=example_proxy_server.com 

5. (Optional) When you install Host Monitor, host-related information in the Component View includes
the StorageName metric. On UNIX/Linux systems, you can set storage filters to configure the mount points that appear
associated to this metric. Use the following environment variables to set storage filters:

•  storage_mount_filter
A variable to specify mount points that you want to remove from consideration for the StorageName metric. You can
specify either one mount point per line, or multiple mount points, which are separated by commas, on one line.

•  storage_outofbox_filter_enabled
An out-of-the-box filter that, when enabled, filters out the following mount points:

•  devicemapper/mnt 
•  docker/containers 
•  docker/devicemapper 
•  docker/ 
•  kubelet/pods 
•  openshift.local.volumes 

This filter is enabled by default. To disable it, set its value to no.

 Example
You can hide the /host/home mount point but include all the mount points listed for
the storage_outofbox_filter_enabled filter. To do so, add the environment variables to the environment variables section
in the YML file:

environment:      - agentManager_url_1=[AGENT_MANAGER_URL]
      - containerflow=enabled      - interval=90      -
 type=Docker      - storage_mount_filter=/host/home      -
 storage_outofbox_filter_enabled=no

   
6. (Optional) You can configure the xms and xmx parameters of the JVM in which the Infrastructure Agent runs using the

following environment variables:

• • MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB
Default:  256 

• MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB
Default:  512 

You can use the YML file to update the Java heap values. For example:

environment:      - agentManager_url_1=[AGENT_MANAGER_URL]      -
 containerflow=enabled      - interval=90      - type=Docker      -
 MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB=335      - MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB=670

7. Run the file using one of the following commands:

• To install Docker Monitor on each node of a Swarm/UCP setup, run this command on the Swarm manager only. The
Swarm manager pushes the Docker Monitor to each node in the Docker cluster.

docker stack deploy -c install.yml dockermonitor --with-registry-auth
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• To install Docker Monitor in a standalone setup, run this command:

docker-compose -f install.yml up -d

Uninstall Docker Monitor

UiInstall Docker Monitor in your Docker environment. Use one of the two following commands depending on your Docker
Monitor setup: Standalone or UCP.

Uninstall in Swarm or UCP Setup

Use the following command for a Swarm/UCP setup:

docker stack deploy -c uninstall.yml uninstall-apm

Uninstall in Standalone Setup

Use the following command for a standalone setup:

docker-compose -f uninstall.yml up -d

The content of the uninstall.yml file appears as follows:

version: "3"services: dockermonitor: image : caapm/
dockermonitor:latest command: ["sh","uninstall.sh"] deploy:  mode:
 global volumes: - /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock - /dev:/
host/dev:ro - /sys:/host/sys:ro - /boot:/host/boot:ro - /home:/host/
home:ro - /run:/host/run:ro - /var:/host/var:ro - /proc:/host/proc:ro

Use Agent Properties

Certain agent properties have aliases that you can use to configure the agent. The functions of the properties that are listed in
the same row of the following table are the same. Any properties in the same row can be used interchangeably.

Alias Properties Property Description Default Value

 docker.interval.seconds 

 interval 

 com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.polling.interval 

Sets the Data Collection Report interval. 120 seconds

 type 

 monitoring.type 

 com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.type 

Indicates the monitoring type. DockerMonitor

 containerflow 

 com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.containerflow 

Indicates whether the Containerflow
module is enabled or disabled.

enabled
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 docker.skip.stopped.container 

 com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.skip.stopped.container 

Skips the monitoring for the Stopped
container.

false

com.ca.apm.docker.swarm.task.max.default.instance

Sets the maximum number of Swarm
Tasks or Docker Project Service
instances that show in the Metrics Tree.
Any Instances over the set maximum
appear under the TaskDefault node in
the Metrics Tree.

default: 5

 Install and Configure Docker EE 2.x / UCP 3.x Monitoring

With Docker EE 2.x/UCP 3.x, you can deploy swarm services on the Swarm orchestration engine and deploy pods on
Kubernetes. Use Docker Monitor to monitor the containers running on Swarm nodes. Use Kubernetes Monitor to monitor the
pods running on Kubernetes nodes.

Monitor Swarm Nodes

To start monitoring swarm nodes with Docker Monitor, perform the following configuration steps.

Install on the Swarm Nodes

You must first install the swarm nodes.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the following YML content into a file called install.yml. 

version: "3.2"
services:
  dockermonitor:
    image : caapm/dockermonitor:latest
    environment:
      - agentManager_url_1=[AGENTMANAGER_URL]
      - agentManager_[AGENTMANAGER_CREDENTIAL]
      - containerflow=enabled
      - interval=60
      - type=Docker
      - image=caapm/dockermonitor:latest
      - introscope_agent_agentName=DockerMonitor
    pid: host
    command: ["bash","install.sh","--memory=512m","--cpus=0.5"]
    deploy:  
      mode: global  
      placement:  
        constraints: [node.labels.com.docker.ucp.orchestrator.swarm
 == true]
      resources:
        limits:
          cpus: '0.5'
          memory: 700MB
    volumes:
    - type: bind
      source: /var/run/docker.sock
      target: /var/run/docker.sock
      read_only: true
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    - type: bind
      source: /proc
      target: /host/proc
      read_only: true
     bind:
       propagation: rslave

2. Run the following command:

docker stack deploy -c install.yml dockermonitor --with-registry-
auth 

Uninstall from the Swarm Nodes

To uninstall the Docker Monitor from the swarm nodes, you must first copy content into the YML file.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the following YML content and create an uninstall.yml file.

version: "3"services:  dockermonitor:    image : caapm/
dockermonitor:latest    command: ["bash","uninstall.sh"]    deploy: 
      mode: global    volumes:      - /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/
docker.sock      - /proc:/host/proc:ro

2. Run the following command to uninstall Docker Monitor from the Swarm nodes:

docker stack deploy -c uninstall.yml uninstall-apm

Monitor Kubernetes Nodes

To start monitoring Kubernetes nodes with Kubernetes Monitor, perform the following configuration steps.

Configure the Kubernetes Nodes

First you must  configure the Kubernetes nodes.

Follow these steps:

1. Add the following label on the node where you want to install this deployment. Use only one deployment per cluster:

kubectl label nodes <node-name> ca.apm.cluster.monitoring.agent=true
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2. Verify that you set the node label correctly by running the following command:

kubectl get nodes --show-labels | grep
 ca.apm.cluster.monitoring.agent

3. Download the client bundle from the UCP website and extract the bundle.
4. Copy the full path of the kube.yml file. Copy and add the full path from the UCP client bundle in the

install.yml file and save the file.
5. This path must point to the kube.yml file on the node selector machine.

For optional configuration settings, see Monitor Docker EE 2.x and UCP 3.x.

Install on the Kubernetes Nodes

After you complete the configuration steps, proceed with the installation steps.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the following YML content into a file called install.yml.

apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1
kind: DaemonSetmetadata:  name: caagent  labels:
    tier: monitoring    app: caagent    version:
 v1
spec:  template:    metadata:      labels:       
 app: caagent  spec:    hostPID: true    hostIPC:
 true    hostNetwork: true    containers:      -
 resources:        securityContext:          privileged:
 true
        env:          - name: containerflow            value:
 enabled          - name: agentManager_url_1            value:
 [AGENTMANAGER_URL]          - name: agentManager_credential       
     value: AGENTMANAGER_CREDENTIAL          - name: type           
 value: Kubernetes          - name: interval            value: "60" 
         - name: KUEBRNETES_NODE_MONITORING            value: "true"
          - name: introscope_agent_agentName            value:
 KubernetesNodeMonitor
        name: podmonitor        image: caapm/
kubernetesmonitor:latest        imagePullPolicy: Always       
 volumeMounts:          - name: dockersock            mountPath: /
var/run/docker.sock
            readOnly: true          - name: proc   
         mountPath: /host/proc            readOnly:
 true
    volumes:      - name: dockersock        hostPath:         
 path: /var/run/docker.sock      - name: proc        hostPath:
          path: /proc    ---apiVersion: extensions/v1beta1kind:
 Deploymentmetadata:  name: caagent-deployment  labels:  
  tier: monitoring    app: caagent_monitoring    version:
 v1
spec:  template:    metadata:      labels:       
 app: caagent_v2    spec:      nodeSelector:       
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 ca.apm.cluster.monitoring.agent: "true"      containers:      
  - resources:          securityContext:            privileged:
 true
          env:            - name: agentManager_url_1
              value: [AGENTMANAGER_URL]           
 - name: agentManager_credential              value:
 [AGENTMANAGER_CREDENTIAL]            - name: APMENV_MONITORING_TYPE
              value: Kubernetes            - name:
 HostMonitoring              value: disabled            -
 name: KUEBRNETES_CLUSTER_MONITORING              value:
 "true"            - name: introscope_agent_hostName        
      value: "[INTRSCOPE_AGENT_HOSTNAME]"            - name:
 APMENV_AGENTNAME              value: "Kubernetes Cluster Monitor"
            - name: SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL              value:
 full
          name: kubemetainfo          image: caapm/
kubernetesmonitor:latest          imagePullPolicy: Always    
      volumeMounts:            - name: kubeconfig            
  mountPath: /root/.kube/config      volumes:          - name:
 kubeconfig            hostPath:            path: [~replace/with/
path/to/kube.yml]

2. Run the following command:

 kubectl create -f install.yml

Uninstall the Kubernetes Monitor

To uninstall Kubernetes Monitor from the Kubernetes nodes, run the following command:

kubectl delete -f install.yml

Mixed Nodes

Mixed nodes provision both Swarm services and Kubernetes pods. To monitor the Swarm containers running on mixed
nodes, deploy Docker Monitor using the Swarm node installation steps. To monitor the pods running on mixed nodes, deploy
Kubernetes Monitor using the Kubernetes installation steps. You must avoid duplicating the Host Monitor installation which
is part of both the Swarm and Kubernetes Monitor. Use the following environment variable HostMonitoring=disabled in the
YML file for Docker Monitor:

environment:      - HostMonitoring=disabled

 Monitor Docker EE 2.x and UCP 3.x
The Docker Universal Control Plane (UCP) 3.x and Docker Enterprise 2.x provides multi-architecture
orchestration for Kubernetes and Swarm workloads. The default Docker Enterprise installation includes
both Kubernetes and Swarm components across the cluster. Every newly joined worker node is ready
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to schedule Kubernetes, Swarm, or both workloads (mixed mode). Use Docker Monitor to monitor the
containers running on Swarm nodes. Use Kubernetes Monitor to monitor the pods running on Kubernetes
nodes.

Monitor Containers on Swarm Nodes

Install Docker Monitor to monitor the performance and health of a container that is installed in Swarm mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the installation instructions from Install and Configure Docker EE 2.x / UCP 3.x Monitoring.
2. (Optional) In addition to the environment variables provided in the YML file, use the properties in the Infrastructure

Agent profile to configure your environment. For more information about the Infrastructure Agent properties, see
the Infrastructure Agent Properties Reference.
To pass an Infrastructure Agent property as an environment variable through the install.yml file, append
the variable to the end of the environment section. The YML format does not allow you to use the "."
separator in property names. You must replace the periods in the property names with underscores. For
example, to configure the agent name and a proxy server, you use the introscope.agent.agentName
and introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.host properties as follows:

environment:
  - agentManager_url_1=[AGENT_MANAGER_URL]
  - containerflow=enabled
  - interval=90
  - type=Docker
  - introscope_agent_agentName=example_agent_name
  -
 introscope_agent_enterprisemanager_transport_http_proxy_host=example_proxy_server.com

3. (Optional) When you install Host Monitor, the host-related information in the Component View includes the StorageName
metric. On UNIX/Linux systems, you can set storage filters to configure the mount points that appear associated to this
metric. Use the following environment variables to set storage filters:

• storage_mount_filter
A variable to specify mount points that you want to remove from consideration for the StorageName metric. You can
specify either one mount point per line, or multiple mount points, which are separated by commas, on one line.

• storage_outofbox_filter_enabled
An out-of-the-box filter that, when enabled, filters out the following mount points:

• devicemapper/mnt
• docker/containers
• docker/devicemapper
• docker/
• kubelet/pods
• openshift.local.volumes

This filter is enabled by default. To disable it, set its value to no.

Example: You can hide the /host/home mount point but can include all the mount points listed for the
storage_outofbox_filter_enabled filter. To do so, add the environment variables to the environment variables
section in the YML file:

environment:
  - agentManager_url_1=[AGENT_MANAGER_URL]
  - containerflow=enabled
  - interval=90
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  - type=Docker
  - storage_mount_filter=/host/home
  - storage_outofbox_filter_enabled=no

4. (Optional) You can configure the xms and xmx parameters of the JVM in which the Infrastructure Agent runs using the
following environment variables:

• • MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB
Default:  256

• MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB
Default:  512

Example: Use the YML file to update the Java heap values.

environment:
  - agentManager_url_1=[AGENT_MANAGER_URL]
  - containerflow=enabled
  - interval=90
  - type=Docker
  - MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB=335
  - MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB=670

Use Agent Properties for Docker Monitoring

Certain agent properties have aliases that you can use to configure the agent. The functions of the properties that are listed in
the same row of the following table are the same. You can use any properties in the same row interchangeably. You can pass
these properties as environment variables during the installation.

Alias Properties Property Description Default Value

docker.interval.seconds

interval

com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.polling.interval

Sets the Data Collection Report interval. 120 seconds

type

monitoring.type

com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.type

Indicates the monitoring type. DockerMonitor

containerflow

com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.containerflow

Indicates whether the Containerflow
module is enabled or disabled.

enabled

docker.skip.stopped.container

com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.skip.stopped.container

Skips the monitoring for the Stopped
container.

false

com.ca.apm.docker.swarm.task.max.default.instance

Sets the maximum number of Swarm
Tasks or Docker Project Service
instances that show in the Metrics Tree.
Any Instances over the set maximum
appear under the TaskDefault node in
the Metrics Tree.

default: 5

Monitor Containers on Kubernetes Nodes

Install Kubernetes Monitoring to monitor the performance and health of pods that are installed in Kubernetes mode.

Follow these steps:
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1. Follow the installation instructions from Install and Configure Docker EE 2.x / UCP 3.x Monitoring.
2. Ensure that you download the client bundle from the UCP website and extract the bundle.
3. Copy the full path of the kube.yml file onto the node that is specified in the configuration command.
4. Add the full path of the UCP client bundle as the path property into the install.yml file, and save the file.

Note:

This path must point to the kube.yml file on the node selector.
5. (Optional) In addition to the environment variables provided in the YML file, use the properties in the Infrastructure

Agent profile to configure your environment. For more information about the Infrastructure Agent properties, see
the Infrastructure Agent Properties Reference.
To pass an Infrastructure Agent property as an environment variable through the install.yml file,
append the property to the end of the environment section. The YML format does not allow
you to use the "." separator in property names. You must replace the periods in the property
names with underscores. For example, to configure the agent name and a proxy server, you use
the introscope.agent.agentName and  introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.host properties
as  follows:

env:
  - name: containerflow
    value: enabled 
  - name: agentManager_url_1 
    value: [AGENT_MANAGER_URL] 
  - name: agentManager_credential 
    value: [AGENTMANAGER_CREDENTIAL]
  - name: type 
    value: Kubernetes 
  - name: interval 
    value: "30" 
  - name: KUEBRNETES_NODE_MONITORING 
    value: "true" 
  - name: introscope_agent_agentName 
    value: KubernetesNodeMonitor

6. (Optional) When you install the Host Monitor, host-related information in the Component View includes
the StorageName metric. On UNIX/Linux systems, you can set storage filters to configure the mount points that appear
associated to this metric. Use the following environment variables to set storage filters:

• storage_mount_filter
A variable to specify mount points that you want to remove from consideration for the StorageName metric. You can
specify either one mount point per line, or multiple mount points, which are separated by commas, on one line.

• storage_outofbox_filter_enabled
An out-of-the-box filter that, when enabled, filters out the following mount points:

• devicemapper/mnt
• docker/containers
• docker/devicemapper
• docker/
• kubelet/pods
• openshift.local.volumes

This filter is enabled by default. To disable it, set its value to no.
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Example: Hide the  /host/home mount point but include all the mount points listed for
the storage_outofbox_filter_enabled filter and disable the out-of-the-box filter. To do this task, add the
environment variables to the first environment variables section in the YML file as follows:

env:
  - name: containerflow
    value: enabled
  - name: agentManager_url_1
    value: [AGENTMANAGER_URL]
  - name: type
    value: Kubernetes
  - name: interval
    value: "120"
  - name: storage_mount_filter
    value: "/host/home"
  - name: storage_outofbox_filter_enabled
    value: "no"

7. (Optional) You can configure the xms and xmx parameters of the JVM in which the Infrastructure Agent runs using the
following environment variables:

• • MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB   Default:  256
• MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB   Default: 512

Example: You can use the YML file to update the Java heap values.

env:
  - name: containerflow
    value: enabled
  - name: agentManager_url_1
    value: [AGENTMANAGER_URL]
  - name: type
    value: Kubernetes
  - name: HostMonitoring
    value: disabled
  - name: interval
    value: "120"
  - name: MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB
    value: "335"
  - name: MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB
    value: "670"

Use Agent Properties for Kubernetes Monitoring

Certain agent properties have aliases that you can use to configure the agent. The functions of the properties that are listed in
the same row of the following table are the same. You can use any properties in the same row interchangeably. You can pass
these properties as environment variables during the installation.
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Alias Properties Description Default Value

docker.interval.seconds
interval
com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.polling.interval

Sets the Data Collection report interval.

120 seconds

type
monitoring.type
com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.type

Sets the monitoring type. DockerMonitor

containerflow
com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.containerflow

Indicates whether Containerflow module
is enabled or disabled.

enabled

connectionurl
KUBERNETES_CONNECTION_URL
com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.connection.url

Shows the connection URL for
Kubernetes Client.

empty string value

apitoken
com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.api.token

Shows the API Token need for
connecting the Kubernetes cluster.

empty string value

k8s_username
com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.username

Shows the Kubernetes username for
cluster access.

empty string value

SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL
com.ca.apm.show.metrics.level

Shows the metric level for Kubernetes
monitoring.
Possible values: full or minimum minimum

DEFAULT_MAX_POD_INSTANCE

Sets the maximum number of Instances
that show in the Metric Tree. Any
Instances over the set maximum appear
under the InstanceDefault node in the
Metrics Tree.

Default: 5

Note:

• If the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full or the ReadyState to 1, the following metrics display:
ClusterMonitor, Container State, Containers Per Pod, and Total Containers Ready.

• If the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full or Deployment Health is set to 1, the following metrics display:
ReadyState, Available Replicas, Desired Replicas, and UptoDate Replicas.
For more information about these metrics, see Kubernetes Monitoring Metrics.

Monitor Containers on Mixed Nodes

Install both Docker Monitoring and Kubernetes when you configure the nodes in mixed mode. Install the Docker Monitor to
measure the performance of the container running in a Swarm setup. Install Kubernetes Monitor to measure the performance
of the pods running on Kubernetes. To avoid duplicate installation of the host monitoring solution, pass an extra environment
variable with Docker Monitor. Adding an environment variable ensures that you are not installing the host monitor as part of
the Docker Monitor installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the installation instructions from Install and Configure Docker EE 2.x / UCP 3.x Monitoring.
2. Under the env heading for the Docker Monitor YML file, add the following variable:

  - HostMonitoring=disabled
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This variable ensures that you do not duplicate the installation.

Note:

More Information:

• Docker Monitor and Container Flow Map Sustainability Metrics
• Kubernetes Sustainability Metrics

 Uninstall Docker Monitor

To uninstall Docker Monitor, follow these steps:

1. Download the uninstall.yml file:

uninstall.yml

2. Run the file using one of the following commands:

• To uninstall Docker Monitor from each node of a Swarm/UCP setup, run this command:

docker stack deploy -c uninstall.yml uninstall-apm

• To uninstall Docker Monitor in a standalone setup, run this command:

docker-compose -f uninstall.yml up -d

 OOTB Docker Perspectives

The Docker Monitor comes with two out-of-the-box perspectives in Team Center Dashboard and Map:

• Docker Overview
Offers a topological view of a container and its state.

• Docker Application
Shows the Docker applications and the services that are associated with them. This view is similar to the Applications view
of the UCP console.

To access these perspectives, select them in the Perspectives drop-down box. To customize the levels and attributes of a
perspective, click on the Edit icon next to the perspective’s name in the drop-down box.

 Docker Attributes

The following attributes are available in a Docker Swarm setup.

• agent
Agent ID

• cluster name
Name of the  cluster

• docker_container_application
Docker compose project name

• docker_container_service
Docker compose service name

• docker_container_swarmservice
Docker swarm service name

• docker_gateway
Gateway IP address of the network

• docker_host
Node name on which the container resides

• docker_id
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Container ID of the Docker container
• docker_image

Image name of the Docker container
• docker_ipaddress

IP address of the Docker container
• docker_name

Name of the Dockere Container
• docker_networkmode

Network mode of the Docker container
• docker_node

Node name on which the container resides
• docker_state

Current state of the Docker container

In the case of a deployment on top of Apache Mesos, the following additional attributes are available:

• marathon_app_docker_image
Marathon application Docker image name

• marathon_app_id
Marathon application ID

• marathon_app_resource_cpus
Marathon application CPU resource allocation

• marathon_app_resource_disk
Marathon application disk resource allocation

• marathon_app_resource_gpus
Marathon application GPU resource allocation

• marathon_app_resource_mem
Marathon application memory resource allocation

• marathon_app_version
Marathon application version

• mesos_container_name
Mesos container name

• mesos_task_id
Mesos task ID

 Configure Docker Custom Attributes

Select a vertex in the Map to view relevant information about that vertex in the Component View that opens on the right. At
the container level, you configure the attributes that are listed in the Custom Attributes section to meet your reporting needs for
each container.

Container-level custom attributes in Component View are based on metrics that are generated by the Docker Monitor. These
custom attributes are also based on the object labels for the node or host that the container belongs to. Container-level custom
attributes are also based on the object labels of the container itself. Select which attributes that you want to display by editing
the attributes.json file in a text editor.

•  Attributes based on metrics 
The Docker Monitor fetches the metric value of the metric specified, and presents the value as a custom attribute with the
prefix docker_.
ExampleIn the metrics section of the attributes.json file, the line Name: name means that the value of the
metric Name presents as the attribute docker_name.

•  Attributes based on labels 
After you decide which host, node, and container-related labels that you want to display as attributes, include them in
the labels section of the attributes.json file. In the Component View, the host, node, and container attributes
are prefixed with docker_host_, docker_node_, and docker_container_, respectively. You use the the
following attribute to display all container labels that do not appear in the attributes.json file:

CONTAINER_LABELS_TO_ATTRIBUTES
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These attributes appear in the following form:

docker_container_label_<label-name>

 Default: enabled
•  Attributes based on environment  variables

After you decide which environment variables of a container that you want to publish as attributes, include them in
the environments section of the attributes.json file. In the Component View, these attributes are prefixed
with MARATHON_APP_ and MESOS_. You use the following property to display all environment variable attributes that
do not appear in the attributes.json file.

CONTAINER_ENVVARS_TO_ATTRIBUTES

These attributes appear in the following form:

docker_container_env_<env-name>

 Default: disabled

Retrieve container labels using the docker inspect <container_id> command.

 Example
The output of the docker inspect command is as follows (showing the Labels section only): 

"Labels": {
                "com.docker.swarm.node.id": "7w3gfuxdn0i89vjeycds5fl4j",
                "com.docker.swarm.service.id": "b6iephnbkrvc43vzcy3vz0vzx",
                "com.docker.swarm.service.name": "tomcat",
                "com.docker.swarm.task": "loadbalancing",
                "com.docker.swarm.task.id": "do0git69dxjpoddhvgvnwk1eh",
                "com.docker.swarm.task.name": "tomcat.5",
                "com.docker.ucp.access.owner": "root"
            }

To capture the value of com.docker.swarm.task and display it as an attribute in APM, add the following line in
the Container section of the attributes.json file:

"com.docker.swarm.task":”swarmtask”

This line creates an attribute that is called docker_container_swarmtask.

Note:  We do not recommend changing any existing container settings in the attributes.json file.

 Docker Monitoring

The Docker Monitoring extension monitors the health and performance of your Docker containers and the services that are
running on them. Correlate the Docker container performance metrics with other DX Application Performance Management
(DX APM) performance metrics. This correlation helps you determine whether poor container performance is the source of
application performance issues. Use the Application Infrastructure Overview Perspective to visualize application performance
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in the context of your Docker infrastructure. The Infrastructure Overview Perspective visualizes the application infrastructure
from a Docker infrastructure perspective.

Monitor Docker Container Health

View Docker container health and performance data using Component View and other views in DX APM.

1. Log in to DX APM and click the Map icon.
2. (Optional) View application components and the associated infrastructure components, for example, Docker containers,

hosts, and server instances.

1.1 Select Application Layer in the top drop-down list.
2.1 Click the Docker container component using either of these methods: 

• On the Map, find the box for the Docker application.
• In the Perspectives drop-down list, select Application Infrastructure Overview.

3. (Optional) View all infrastructure components and application components for a specific Docker container. View, for
example, Docker containers from the same host, associated server instances, hosts, and deployed applications.

4. 1.1 Select Infrastructure Layer in the top left drop-down list.
2.1 Click the Docker container component using either of these methods: 

• On the map, find the box for the Docker application.
• In the Perspectives drop-down list, select Infrastructure Overview.

The Component  View opens next to the Map.
5. In the Component View, click the Docker tab.

The Metrics Overview section displays the Docker container data.
6. Scroll down the Docker container data to examine the Docker Monitoring Metrics and determine if any of the values

indicate poor container performance. For more information, see Docker Monitoring Metrics.

Note:  In the Component View, the alerts, metrics, and attributes information is presented on tabs that vary dynamically
depending on the nature of the selected node. If an application is already instrumented by an APM agent, the metrics that
the agent collects are displayed in the Agent tab. BlamePoint metrics collected by an application are displayed in the
Application tab. Docker container health metrics collected by the Docker Monitor are displayed in the Docker tab. Host-
related information will be collected in the Host tab.

 Docker Monitoring Metrics

  

Node-level Metrics

The following monitoring metrics are available at the node level:

•  API Version
Docker API version

•  Architecture
Dockere in-built architecture type

•  Backing Filesystem
Backing filesytem name

•  Base Device Size (GB)
Base driver size in GB

•  Data Space Available (GB)
Available data space in GB

•  Data Space Available Total (GB)
Total data space in GB

•  Data Space Used (GB)
Used data space in GB

•  Data file
Data file name

•  Data loop 
Data loop file name

•  Deferred Deleted Device Count
Number of Deferred Deleted Devices

•  Deferred Deletion Enabled
Specifies whether deferred deletion is enabled. Possible values are true or false.
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•  Deferred Removal EnabledSpecifies whether deferred removal is enabled. Possible values are true or false.
•  ID

Node ID
•  Kernel Version

Kernel version
•  Metadata Space Available

Available space for metadata in GB
•  Metadata Space Total

Total space for metadata in GB
•  Metadata Space Used

Used space for metadata in MB
•  Metadata file

Metadata file name
•  Metadata loop file

Metadata loop file name
•  Name

Node name
•  Native Overlay Diff

The status of OVERLAY_FS_REDIRECT_DIR, whether off or on.
•  Number of CPU

Number of CPUs in the node
•  Operating System

Operating system used by the node
•  Paused Containers

Number of containers which are in paused state
•  Pool Blocksize (kB)

Pool blocksize in KB
•  Pool Name

Pool name
•  Running Containers

Number of containers that are in running state. See the State metric in the Container Metrics section.
•  Server VersionServer version number
•  Stopped Containers

Number of containers that are in stopped state. See the State metric in the Container Metrics section.
•  Supports d_typeShows whether the d_type is supported by the host/node or not. New Docker versions require d_type

support to be enabled in the filesystem.

• 0 is not supported 
• 1 is supported  

•  Thin Pool Minimum Free Space (GB)
Minimum thin pool free space size in GB

•  Total Containers
Total number of containers

•  Total Images
Total number of images

•  Total Memory
Total memory of the node

•  Udev Sync Supported
Specifies whether udev sync is supported. Possible values are true or false.

•  Version
Docker version

Container Metrics

You can monitor the performance and health of your Docker environment with the following container metrics:

•  CPU % and CPU % (rounded)
Reports on the CPU utilization by the container over time.

Note:   The value is normalized to one core, so that it will allow the configuration of alerts and never exceed 100%. For
example, if on a 16-core machine the CPU utilization is 335% according to docker stats, the Docker Monitor metric
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will report a CPU utilization of 21% (335/16). With 6,000 millicore allocated at container configuration level, the CPU
utilization metric for that level would be 335/6=56%.

•  CPU Count (millicores)
The number of CPU millicores assigned to the container.

•  Disk Read and Disk Write Utilization
Shows the data amount that the container reads or shows the data amount written by block devices on the host.

•  Dropped Packets during Receive and Dropped Packets during Send
Shows any packets received or dropped during network communication between containers in the pod. Metrics are visible
only if the value is not zero or the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full.

•  Network Errors Sent and Network Errors Received
Shows errors that occurred during network communication between containers in the pod. These metrics are visible only if
the value is not zero or the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full.

•  Gateway
Contains the IP address of the container’s network gateway.

•  Hostname and ID 
The hostname and the ID of the container. Unless specified differently, the first 12 digits of the container ID generated
during Docker setup are used as the container name.

•  IPAdress
The internal IP address of the container.

•  Image 
Contains the name of the image from which the container was built.

•  Memory % and Memory % (rounded) 
Reports on the memory utilization by the container over time. Equals ‘Memory Usage’ divided by ‘Memory Limit’.

•  Memory Limit
The current memory capacity assigned to the container. By default, all available system memory is used.

•  Memory RSS % (rounded)
Shows the percentage of memory occupied by the Docker container that is held in the main memory (RAM).

•  Memory Swap % (rounded)
Shows the percentage of memory occupied by the Docker container that is held in the swap.

•  Memory Swap Usage
The size of swap memory in use.

•  Memory Usage
Informs of the current memory usage by the container.

•  Name Displays the container name.
•  Network Mode

Displays the Docker network mode. Possible values are:

• default          == bridge
• none             
• bridge          
• host
• [custom network]

If no network was specified, default will be displayed, which is equal to bridge. See the Docker documentation for more
details about container networks.

•  NodeName
Displays the name of the node the container belongs to.

•  Packets Sent and Packets Received
Shows the number of packets received and sent during network communication between containers in the pod.

•  Restart Count
Indicates the number of times the container was restarted.

•  Online CPU Count
Shows the number of CPUs that are currently available or online.

•  State 
• The state of the Docker container. Possible values are:

• created
• restarting
• running
• paused

https://docs.docker.com/engine/userguide/networking/
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• exited
• dead

See the Docker documentation for details about these states.
•  Status

The status of the container as shown under ‘Status’ in the ‘docker ps’ output (up n days, exited n days ago, etc.)
•  Status Value

An internal status mapped to both Status and State and provided with a number value. Possible values are:

• Exited. Returns 1.
• Dead. Returns 2.
• Paused. Returns 3.
• Pending or Restarting. Returns 4.
• Created. Returns 5.
• Removal in progress. Returns 6.
• Up or Healthy. Returns 7.
• Any other state. Returns 10.

•  Throttling Active Periods
The number of periods with throttling active.

•  Throttling Limit Hit Periods
Number of periods in which the container hit its throttling limit.

•  Throttling Time (ns)Aggregate time the container was throttled for, in nanoseconds.

Note:   The full array of metrics is only available for containers that are in running state. For containers that are not
in running state, only generic high-level metrics are shown.

 Navigate the Docker Monitoring Metrics Tree

With Docker Monitoring, you access Docker-related metrics from the Metrics View in DX Application Performance
Management (APM). In a setup with a standalone node, node-level metrics display under the node, and container-level metrics
display under each container. In a swarm setup, these metrics display under two nodes: Projects and SwarmService. The
Projects node shows project names, and service instances. The SwarmService node shows service names, tasks, and task
metrics. By default, both nodes show only the first five service and task metrics. All other service and task metrics display
under the fifth service or task, labelled either InstanceDefault or TaskDefault. The following screenshot shows a typical swarm
metrics structure:

 

https://www.ca.com/us/products/docker-monitoring.html
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Select a node to display the typeviewer for that node in the right pane. Select a container to display the typeviewer for that
container. Typeviewers offer a quick overview of relevant metric information for that particular node or container.

 Docker Monitor and Container Flow Map Sustainability Metrics

You can gain insights into the performance and health of your Docker environment by checking the following sustainability
metrics:

• Docker Monitor: Agent Stats|Sustainability|Extensions|DockerMonitor

• Harvest Duration CreateMetrics (in milliseconds)
Time that is taken in milliseconds to create metrics in the Docker environment. Intervals over 5000 ms indicate an
unstable system.

• Harvest Duration DataPoller (in milliseconds)
Time that is taken in milliseconds by the Docker API to extract Docker metadata information. Intervals over 5000 ms
indicate an unstable system.

• Size of Data Accumulator
Total number of various data accumulators that are used to store the metric data. In a dynamic environment, this value
fluctuates, but should not constantly increase.

• Size of Metric Data Table
Total number of unique containers in the system, including dead ones. In a dynamic environment, this value fluctuates,
but should not constantly increase.

• Total Metrics
Total Number of active metrics reported.

• API Connection Status
Docker API connection status. Connected status is indicated with a value of 0 and disconnected status is indicated with
a value of 1.

• Connection Status to Docker Daemon 
Docker daemon connection status. Connected status is indicated with value 0 and disconnected status is indicated with a
value of 1.

• Number of Active Containers
The count of active containers.

• Number of Container Return Null Stats
The number of containers that return null stats.

• Number of Docker Daemon Fails
The count of failing Docker daemons.

• Total Data Accumulator
Total number of metric data accumulators.

• Total Default Pod Instances
Total number of pods under each Default Instance.

• Total Errors
Total number of connection errors.

• Total Metrics in Map
Total number of metrics in the Map.

• Total Number of Containers
Total number of containers reported.

• Total Vertices
Total number of vertices reported.

• Total Vertices in Map
Total number of vertices in the internal Map.

• Container Flow: Agent Stats|Sustainability|Extensions|ContainerFlow

• Graph Data Size
Size of JSON data sent to the Enterprise Manager.

• Total Applications
Total number of applications that are scanned by the ContainerFlow Agent

• Total Edges
Total number of edges that are found at any given time.

• Total Processing Time (in seconds)
Time that is spent by the agent to analyze and process the network traffic.
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• EdgeInfo: Agent|Agent Stats|Sustainability|Extensions|ContainerFlow|Maps
Size of the map which stores the information of number of edges.

 Docker Monitor Troubleshooting and FAQ

This section includes important troubleshooting information and Frequently Asked Questions about Docker Monitoring.

  

Troubleshoot Docker Monitor

To troubleshoot any problem, use the following resources:

• Check the Docker Monitor and Container Flow Map sustainability metrics:
Agent Stats|Sustainability|DockerMonitor
Agent Stats|Sustainability|ContainerFlow 

Note:   More information: Docker Monitor and Container Flow Map Sustainability Metrics 
• Collect logs that allow you to identify errors:

docker logs dockermonitor > dockermonitor.log 2>&1

• Contact CA Support.
• For Docker-specific issues or questions, contact Docker Technical Support.

 

Frequently Asked Questions

Here is a list of Frequently Asked Questions related to Docker Monitor.

How do I know if my installation was successful?

Docker Monitor was successfully installed if each node in the Docker setup has the following containers running:

•  dockermonitor 
•  dockermonitor_dockermonitor_1 

Check the correct image name of these instances. You can validate this information by invoking the following command on
each node of the cluster:

docker ps | grep dockermonitor

How do I know if my uninstallation was successful?

You uninstalled the Docker Monitor correctly if there is no longer any container
named dockermonitor or dockermonitor_dockermonitor_1 running on any node of the Docker cluster.

You can validate this by invoking the following command on each node of the cluster:

docker ps | grep dockermonitor

How can I change the Agent log level?

To change the log level, follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the dockermonitor container:

docker exec -it dockermonitor bash

http://support.ca.com
https://success.docker.com/support
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2. Open ./core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile.
3. Change the log level as explained in the Agent documentation.

There is no need to restart the container.

How can I publish my custom container labels as an attribute?

To publish your custom container labels as an attribute, follow these steps:

1. Get the current attributes.json from Docker:

docker cp dockermonitor:/usr/local/openshift/APM_IA/extensions/DockerMonitor/config/
attributes.json

2. Make changes to attributes.json as explained under Configure Docker Custom Attributes.
3. Copy the modified file to the container:

docker cp attributes.json dockermonitor:/usr/local/openshift/APM_IA/extensions/DockerMonitor/
config/attributes.json

4. Restart Docker Monitor:

docker restart dockermonitor

I customized the Agent configuration. How can I re-create the image and use it for another install base?

You can create an image based on your custom files by creating a new image from the base image. Follow these steps:

1. Using a text editor, create a Dockerfile with the following content. This example assumes that the file you have modified is
attributes.json.

# Create image from a Base Image
FROM caapm/dockermonitor:latest
# Copy the modified file to the exact same location
COPY attributes.json dockermonitor:/usr/local/openshift/APM_IA/extensions/DockerMonitor/config/
attributes.json

2. Build the container:

docker build -t caapm/dockermonitor:latest

How do I know if my Container Flow Map is working and that it is generating edges?

To verify if the Container Flow Map is working properly and generating edges, follow these steps:

1. Check the Container Flow Map sustainability metrics:

Agent Stats|Sustainability|ContainerFlow
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2. For more detailed logs, enable the DEBUG log for the following
module: log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent.NsEnterOutputProcessor=DEBUG, console, logfile.
Enabling the DEBUG level creates an edge information item under ContainerFlow sustainability metrics.

My Docker environment does not have internet access to download an image from Docker Hub. How can
I install Docker Monitor with my internal registry?

To install Docker Monitor using your internal registry, follow these steps:

1. Create a Dockerfile with the following content and run it on a machine that has access to Dockerhub:

FROM caapm/dockermonitor:latestRUN sed -i 's#docker.io/caapm/
dockermonitor:latest#<internal image copy>:latest#g' install.sh

2. Build and tag the image:

docker build -t <internal image copy>:latest

3. Push this image to the registry.
4. In the YML file, edit the image section as follows, and run the YML file as explained under Install and Configure Docker

Monitor.

 

version: "3"services:  dockermonitor:    image :<internal image
 copy>:latest    environment:

How Can I Limit the CPU and Memory Used by a Container?

By default, a container has no resource constraints and can use as much of a given resource as the kernel scheduler of the host
allows. You can limit the number of CPUs and the amount of memory a running container can access. For detailed information
about how to control the resources a Docker container can use, see this section of the Docker documentation.

 Follow these steps:

1. Copy and paste the following snippet into a file and name it install.sh.

docker rm -f dockermonitor
env_vars=( `printenv | grep "storage_mount_filter\|agentName\|processName\|HostMonitoring\|interval
\|containerflow\|type\|introscope_.*\|agentManager_.*\|log4j_.*"` )
env_vars_as_string=""
for i in "${env_vars[@]}"
do
        env_vars_as_string+=" -e $i "
done
if [[ -z "${image}" ]] ; then
  IMAGE_NAME="caapm/dockermonitor:latest"
else
  IMAGE_NAME="$image"
fi

https://docs.docker.com/config/containers/resource_constraints/
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docker run -d --cpus="1" --memory="1G" --net=host --name=dockermonitor --pid="host"
 --privileged=true --volume=/var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock --volume=/:/host
 $env_vars_as_string ${IMAGE_NAME}

while true; do
    sleep 100
done

2. Use this shell script to provide suitable docker parameters as explained in the Docker documentation (see the link included
above). For example, if you want to limit the container resources to one CPU and 1 GB of memory, use:

docker run -d --cpus="1" --memory="1G" --net=host --name=dockermonitor --pid="host"
 --privileged=true --volume=/var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock --volume=/:/host
 $env_vars_as_string ${IMAGE_NAME}

3. Make the script executable:

~$ chmod +x install.sh

4. Create a Dockerfile with the following content:

FROM caapm/dockermonitor:latestCOPY install.sh /usr/local/openshift/
apmia/install.sh

5. Build the image and push it to the Registry with same name:

docker build -t caapm/dockermonitor:latest

6. Uninstall the existing DockerMonitor and install the new DockerMonitor.

 

 Elasticsearch Monitoring

Elasticsearch is an open source search engine that is built on Apache Lucene. Elasticsearch is RESTful and a distributed, multi-
tenant-capable full text search and analytics engine. Elasticsearch monitoring is provided as an extension in the Infrastructure
Agent.

The Infrastructure Agent queries the statistics API to retrieve the performance metrics of Elasticsearch. In the Infrastructure
Agent, the agent extension exists in the following location: apmia\extensions\Elasticsearch 

     

Elasticsearch Monitoring for CA Digital Experience Insights

You install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent before you configure and use the extension.

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights. You download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing DX
APM Elasticsearch Monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
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2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.
The Application Performance Management home page appears.

3. Click the Agent icon in the lower section of the navigation pane.
4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
5. Under the Infrastructure category, select Elasticsearch Monitoring as the agent.
6. (Optional) Configure the agent options according to the needs of your environment.
7. Click the Download and Install button.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the package to your computer.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install Elasticsearch Monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh install
Windows: APMIACtrl.bat install

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.
These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

Enable Elasticsearch Monitoring

You can enable the Elasticsearch extension in the DX APM Infrastructure Agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/extensions/Extensions.profile file.
2. When you start the DX APM Infrastructure Agent, the Extensions.profile file populates the extension name as the value of

the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load property.

If you do not find the extension name as the value, you need to manually enter the extension name as follows:

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load=Elasticsearch

3. Navigate to the following location to open the bundle.properties file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home> \extensions
\Elasticsearch 

4. In the bundle.properties file, define the following properties:

Property Name with Description Sample Values

 introscope.agent.restmon.profile.list

Specifies the list of the Elasticsearch instance names that the
Elasticsearch monitors.

 introscope.agent.restmon.profile.list=xyz, elastic_cluster1 

 {elastic_profile#}.name

Specifies the name of the profile, which is used to identify an
Elasticsearch cluster that Infrastructure Agent monitors. 

When you use this property to define the profile name as
“elastic_cluster1.name”. Then, ensure that you add the same
profile name as an Elasticsearch instance in the following
property as:

 elastic_cluster1.name=ClusterA 

 {elastic_profile#}.interval

(Optional) Specifies the polling interval in seconds.

 elastic_cluster1.interval=30  

The default value is 30 seconds.

Note:

 You can customize the default value of the polling interval.
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 {elastic_profile#}.url
Specifies the URL of any one Elasticsearch node in a cluster
to be monitored.

Note:

To monitor a cluster, URL of any one node in the cluster is
enough to collect metrics that are related to all nodes in the
cluster.

 elastic_cluster1.url=http://ca-elastic1:9200/ 

 {elastic_profile#}.monitored.groups
(Optional) Metrics being monitored are grouped into the
multiple monitored groups to control the metrics which are
reported for a cluster. Use this property to define the groups
to be monitored.

For more information, see the Values for the Monitored
Groups.

 elastic_cluster1.monitored.groups=Cluster
Information,Index Summary,Node Index Details 

The default value is Cluster Information,Index
Summary,Node Index Details. 

Note:

 You can customize the default value of the monitored
groups.

Values for the Monitored Groups

The values for the monitored groups ({elastic_profile#}.monitored.groups) are as follows:

•  Cluster Information
Provides metrics to show the overall status of the cluster.

•  Index Details
Provides the metrics pertaining to each index.

•  Index Summary
Provides the summary of all indices that exist.

•  Node Summary
Provides the summary of all nodes in a cluster.

•  Node Index Details
Provides the metrics with the index details for each node.

•  Node Details
Provides the metrics pertaining to each node.

•  Connections
Provides the status of the URLs that is used for monitoring

Elasticsearch Metrics

The performance metrics of Elasticsearch are displayed in the Metric View which provides a comprehensive view of the
performance of cluster(s) in a given environment.

This section lists all the metrics for the respective Monitored Groups that you can collect using Elasticsearch:

     

Cluster Information

In the Metric View, the following Cluster level metrics are displayed with the specific Cluster name under the
folder, Elasticsearch|Cluster|{clustername}: 

Monitor Name Units Description
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Status State Indicates the status of the primary
shards. The following values and color
code indicates the status:

• green: 1 - The cluster is at 100%
allocation and all primary and
replica shards are allocated.

• yellow: 2 - The primary shards are
allocated but at least one replica is
missing. There is no loss of data.

• red: 3 - At least one primary shard is
missing and all of the replicas. There
is data loss.

• Default: 0

Number of Nodes Count Number of nodes in the cluster.

Number of Data Nodes Count Number of data nodes that hold the
data and perform the data-related
operations, such as CRUD, search, and
aggregations.

Active Primary Shards Count The total number of primary shards in
your cluster.

Active Shards Count The total number of shards across
indices including the replica shards.

Relocating Shards Count Total number of shards that are moving
from one node to another.

Initializing Shards Count The shards that are newly created or the
shards that are in the initializing state.

Unassigned Shards Count The shards that exist in the cluster but
cannot be located in the cluster.

Delayed Unassigned Shards Count The number of shards whose allocation
has been delayed.

Number of Pending Tasks Count The total number of tasks that are
pending.

Number of In Flight Fetch Count The number of ongoing shard info
requests, during shard allocation
process.

Task Max Waiting in Queue ms The time for which each task must wait
before execution.

Active Shards Percent % The Percentage of the active primary
shards in the cluster.

Index Summary

In the Metric View, the following indexing-related information for all indices is displayed under the folder, Elasticsearch|
Cluster|{Clustername}|Indices: 

Monitor Name Units Description

Count Count The total number of indices in the
cluster.

Shards Total Count The total number of shards in the index.

Shards Replication Count The total number of replica shards in the
index.

Shards Primaries Count The total number of primary shards in
the index.
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Shards Primaries Avg Count The average number of primary shards
in the index.

Shards Primaries Max Count The maximum number of primary
shards in the index.

Shards Primaries Min Count The minimum number of primary shards
in the index.

Shards Replication Min Count The minimum number of replica shards
in the index.

Shards Replication Max Count The maximum number of replica shards
in the index.

Shards Replication Avg Count The average number of replica shards in
the index.

Shards Shards Min Count The minimum number of shards in the
index.

Shards Shards Max Count The maximum number of shards in the
index.

Shards Shards Avg Count The average number of shards in the
index.

Docs Count Count The number of documents across
indexes.

Docs Deleted Count The number of deleted documents (docs
that are not yet merged out) across
indexes.

Store Size Giga Bytes The store size of primary and replica
shards for all indexes.

Store Throttle Time ms The total time store waited due to
throttling.

Field Data Memory Size Bytes The size of the field data memory across
indexes.

Field Data Evictions Count The total number of evictions from the
field data across indexes.

Query Cache Memory Size Bytes The memory size that is used by the
query cache.

Query Cache Total Count The number of query caches.

Query Cache Hit Count Count The number of query cache hits.

Query Cache Miss Count Count The number of query cache misses.

Query Cache Cache Size MB The size of query cache.

Query Cache Cache Count Count The number of query caches.

Query Cache Evictions Count The number of query cache evictions.

Completion Suggester Size Giga Bytes Size of Completion Suggester.

Segments Count Count Total number of segments in index
shards.

Segments Memory Bytes The memory that is used by index
segments.

Segments Terms Memory Bytes The memory that is used by terms.

Segments Stored Fields Memory Bytes The memory that is used by stored
fields.

Segments Term Vectors Memory Bytes The memory that is used by term
vectors.
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Segments Norms Terms Memory Bytes The memory that is used by norms.

Segments Points Memory Bytes The memory that is used by points.

Segments Docs Values Memory Bytes The memory that is used by doc values.

Segments Index Writer Memory Bytes The memory that is used by the index
writer.

Segments Version Map Memory Bytes The memory that is used by the segment
version map.

Segments Fixed Bit Set Memory Bytes The memory that is used by fixed bit
set.

Segments Max Unsafe AutoID
Timestamp

Bytes The maximum timestamp that is used
to de-optimize documents with auto-
generated IDs in the engine.

Index Details

In the Metric View, the following metrics that are related to a specific index are displayed under the folder, Elasticsearch|
Cluster|{Clustername}|Indices|{Indexname}: 

Monitor Name Units Description

Status State Indicates the status of the primary
shards in a specific index. The following
values and color code indicates the
status:

• green: 1 - The cluster is at 100%
allocation and all primary and
replica shards are allocated.

• yellow: 2 - The primary shards are
allocated but at least one replica is
missing. There is no loss of data.

• red: 3 - At least oneprimary shard is
missing and all of the replicas. There
is data loss.

• Default: 0

Document Count Count The number of documents in a specific
index in the cluster.

Number of Replicas Count The total number of replica shards in a
specific index.

Number of Shards Count The total number of shards in a specific
index. 

Active Primary Shards Count The total number of shards of a specific
index including the replica shards.

Active Shards Count The total number of primary shards of a
specific index.

Relocating Shards Count Total number of shards that are moving
from one node to another of a specific
index.

Initializing Shards Count The shards that are newly created or the
shards that are in the initializing state of
a specific index.

Unassigned Shards Count The shards that exist in the cluster but
cannot be located in the cluster.

Size Giga Bytes The store size of primary and replica
shards in the specific index.
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Node Summary

In the Metric View, the following metrics that are related to the node summary are displayed under the folder, Elasticsearch|
Cluster|{Clustername}|Nodes:

Monitor Name Units Description

Versions Count The versions of the Elasticsearch used.

Count Total Count The total number of nodes in the cluster.

Count Data Count The number of data nodes in the cluster.

Count Coordinating Only Count The number of coordinating nodes in the
cluster.

Count Master Count The number of master nodes in the
cluster.

Count Ingest Count The number of ingest nodes in the
cluster.

OS Available Processors Count The number of available processors in
the cluster.

OS Allocated Processors Count The number of allocated processors in
the cluster.

OS Memory Total Giga Bytes The total available memory for the
nodes in the cluster.

OS Memory Free Giga Bytes The free memory available for the nodes
in the cluster.

OS Memory Used Giga Bytes The memory that is used by the nodes in
the cluster.

OS Memory Free Percent Percentage The free memory available for the nodes
in Percentage.

OS Memory Used Percent Percentage The memory that is used by the nodes in
Percentage.

Process CPU Percent Percentage The CPU processes running on the
nodes in Percentage.

Network Types HTTP Types Count The number of HTTP network types.

Min Process Open File Descriptors Count The minimum number of open file
descriptors across the cluster.

Max Process Open File Descriptors Count The maximum number of open file
descriptors that are associated with a
process.

Avg Open File Descriptors Count The average number of open file
descriptors that are associated with a
process.

JVM Threads Count The number of threads that are run by
JVM.

JVM Memory Heap Used Giga Bytes The amount of memory in giga bytes
currently used by the JVM heap.

JVM Memory Heap Max Giga Bytes The maximum amount of memory that
can be used by the JVM heap.

File System Total Giga Bytes The total giga bytes contained by the
file system.

File System Free Giga Bytes The amount of free giga bytes available
on the file system.
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File System Available Giga Bytes The amount of giga bytes available on
the file system.

Network Types Transport Types Count The total number of network types for
each transport type.

Node Details

In the Metric View, the following metrics that are related to a specific node name are displayed under the folder, Elasticsearch|
Cluster|{Clustername}|Nodes|{NodeName}:

Monitor Name Units Description

OS CPU Percent Percent Recent CPU usage for the whole
system, or -1 if not supported

OS Memory Total Giga Bytes Total amount of physical memory in
gigabytes.

OS Memory Free Giga Bytes Amount of free physical memory in
gigabytes.

OS Memory Used Giga Bytes Amount of used physical memory in
gigabytes.

OS Memory Free Percent Percent Percentage of free memory.

OS Memory Used Percent Percent Percentage of used memory.

OS Swap Total Giga Bytes Total amount of swap space in
gigabytes.

OS Swap Free Giga Bytes Amount of free swap space in gigabytes.

OS Swap Used Giga Bytes Amount of used swap space in
gigabytes.

Process Open File Descriptors Count Number of opened file descriptors that
are associated with the current process,
or -1 if not supported.

Process Max File Descriptors Count Maximum number of file descriptors
that are allowed on the system, or -1 if
not supported.

Process CPU Percent Percent CPU usage in Percent, or -1 if not
known at the time the stats are
computed.

Process CPU Total ms CPU time (in ms) used by the process
on which the Java virtual machine is
running, or -1 if not supported.

Process Memory Total Virtual Giga Bytes Size in bytes of virtual memory that is
guaranteed to be available to the running
process.

Script Compilations Count Total script compilations.

Script Cache Evictions Count Total compiled scripts that are evicted
from cache.

File System Data Free Giga Bytes Total number of unallocated gigabytes
in all file stores.

File System Data Total Giga Bytes Total size (in gigabytes) of the file store.

File System Data Available Giga Bytes Total number of gigabytes available to
this Java virtual machine on this file
store.

File System Total Giga Bytes Total size (in gigabytes) of all file stores
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File System Total Available Giga Bytes Total number of gigabytes available
to this Java virtual machine on all file
stores.

File System Data Total Free Giga Bytes Total number of unallocated gigabytes
in the file store.

Transport Server Open Count The number of connections that are
opened for cluster communication.

Transport RX Count Count The total number of packets that are
received in cluster communication.

Transport RX Size Bytes The total size of data that is received in
cluster communication.

Transport TX Count Count The total number of packets that are sent
in cluster communication.

Transport TX Size Bytes The total size of data that is sent in
cluster communication.

HTTP Current Open Count The current number of open HTTPS
connections.

HTTP Total Opened Count The total number of open HTTPS
connections.

BreakersRequest Limit Size Giga Bytes The estimated request limit size in
gigabytes of the field data circuit
breaker.

Breakers Request Estimated Size Giga Bytes The estimated size in gigabytes of the
request circuit breaker.

Breakers Request Overhead Count The constant multiplier for byte
estimations of the request circuit
breaker.

Breakers Request Tripped Count The number of times the request circuit
breaker has tripped.

Breakers Fielddata Limit Size Giga Bytes The estimated limit size in gigabytes of
the field data circuit breaker.

Breakers Fielddata Estimated Size Giga Bytes The estimated size in gigabytes of the
field data circuit breaker.

Breakers Fielddata Overhead Count The constant multiplier for byte
estimations of the field data circuit
breaker.

Breakers Fielddata Tripped Count The number of times the field data
circuit breaker has tripped.

Breakers In Flight Requests Limit Size Giga Bytes The estimated limit size in gigabytes of
the inflight circuit breaker.

Breakers In Flight Requests Estimated
Size

Giga Bytes The estimated size in gigabytes of the
inflight circuit breaker.

Breakers In Flight Requests Overhead Count The constant multiplier for byte
estimations of the inflight circuit
breaker.

Breakers In Flight Requests Tripped Count The number of times the inflight circuit
breaker has tripped.

Breakers Parent Limit Size Giga Bytes The estimated limit size in gigabytes of
the request circuit breaker.

Breakers Parent Estimated Size Giga Bytes The estimated size in gigabytes of the
request circuit breaker.
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Breakers Parent Overhead Count The constant multiplier for byte
estimations of the parent circuit breaker.

Breakers Parent Tripped Count The number of times the parent circuit
breaker has tripped.

Script Compilations Count Total script compilations.

Script Cache Evictions Count Total compiled scripts that are evicted
from cache.

Discovery Cluster State Queue Total Count Total number of cluster states, that is,
pending and committed states.

Discovery Cluster State Queue Pending Count Total number of cluster states waiting to
be processed.

Discovery Cluster State Queue
Committed

Count Total number of cluster states that have
been committed.

Ingest Total Count Count The total number of documents that are
ingested during the lifetime of this node.

Ingest Total Time ms The total time that is spent on ingest
preprocessing documents during the
lifetime of this node.

Ingest Total Current Count The total number of documents
currently being ingested.

Ingest Total Failed Count The total number ingest pre-processing
operations that fail during the lifetime of
this node.

Ingest Total Count Count The number of X-pack monitoring
exporters that are associated with the
nodes in the cluster.

Ingest Total Time ms The time that it takes for the X-pack
monitoring exporter to route the data to
the cluster.

Ingest Total Current Count The current number of X-pack
monitoring exporters that are associated
with the nodes in the cluster.

Ingest Total Failed Count The number of X-pack monitoring
exporters attempts failed while sending
the data to the cluster.

Node Index Details

In the Metric View, the following metrics that are related to the node index details of all indices are displayed under the
folder, Elasticsearch|Cluster|{Clustername}|Nodes|{NodeName}|Indices: 

Monitor Name Units Description

Docs Count Count The number of documents across
indices in the cluster.

Docs Deleted Count The number of documents that are
deleted across indices in the cluster.

Indexing Index Total Count The total number of documents that are
indexed to an index.

Indexing Index Time ms The total time spent indexing documents
to an index.

Indexing Index Current Count The number of documents currently
being indexed to an index.
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Indexing Index Failed Count The number of failed indexing
operations.

Indexing Delete Total Count The total number of documents that are
deleted from an index.

Indexing Delete Time ms The total time spent deleting documents
from an index.

Indexing Delete Current Count The number of documents currently
being deleted from an index.

Indexing Noop Update Total Count The number of Noop update operations
on indexes for a node.

Indexing Throttle Time ms The total time indexing waited due to
throttling.

Get Total Count The total number of get requests on the
node.

Get Time ms The total time that is spent on get
requests on the node.

Get Exists Total Count The total number of get requests on the
node where the document existed.

Get Exists Time ms The total time that is spent on get
requests on the node where the
document existed.

Get Missing Total Count The total number of get requests on the
node where the document was missing.

Get Missing Time ms The total time that is spent on get
requests on the node where the
document was missing.

Get Current Count The number of get requests currently
running on the node.

Merges Current Count The number of currently active segment
merges.

Merges Current Docs Count The number of documents across
segments currently being merged.

Merges Current Size Giga Bytes The size of the segments currently being
merged.

Merges Total Count The total number of segment merges.

Merges Total Time ms The total time that is spent on segment
merging.

Merges Total Docs Count The total number of documents across
all merged segments.

Merges Total Size Giga Bytes The total size of all merged segments.

Merges Total Stopped Time ms The time for which the merge operations
stopped in an index.

Merges Total Throttled Time ms The time for which the merge operations
waited during throttling.

Merges Total Auto Throttle Giga Bytes The time for which auto merge
operations that wait during throttling.

Refresh Total Count The total number of indexes refreshes
for the node.

Refresh Total Time ms The total time that is spent on index
refreshes for the node.
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Flush Average Flush Time Seconds The average time that is spent on
flushing the index.

Flush Total Count The number of threads in the flush
queue.

Flush Total Time ms The time that is spent in flushing the
queue.

Warmer Current Count The number of current threads in the
warmer queue.

Warmer Total Count The total number of threads in the
warmer queue.

Warmer Total Time ms The total time that is taken by the
threads in the warmer queue.

Query Cache Memory Size Bytes The memory that is used by the query
cache.

Query Cache Total Count Count The number of query caches.

Query Cache Hit Count Count The number of query cache hits.

Query Cache Miss Count Count The number of query cache misses.

Query Cache Size Count The size of the query cache.

Query Cache Count Count The total number of query cache
lookups.

Query Cache Evictions Count The number of query cache evictions.

Field Data Memory Size Bytes The estimated size in Bytes of the field
data.

Field Data Evictions Count The number of field data evictions.

Completion Suggester Size Giga Bytes Size of Completion Suggester.

Segments Count Count The number of segments in an index
shard.

Segments Memory Bytes The memory that is used by index
segments.

Segments Terms Memory Bytes The memory that is used by terms.

Segments Stored Fields Memory Bytes The memory that is used by stored
fields.

Segments Term Vectors Memory Bytes The memory that is used by term
vectors.

Segments Norms Memory Bytes The memory that is used by norms.

Segments Points Memory Bytes The memory that is used by points.

Segments Docs Values Memory Bytes The memory that is used by doc values.

Segments Index Writer Memory Bytes The memory that is used by the index
writer.

Segments Version Map Memory Bytes The memory that is used by the segment
version map.

Segments Fixed Bit Set Memory Bytes The memory that is used by fixed bit
set.

Segments Max Unsafe Auto ID
Timestamp

Count The maximum timestamp that is used
to de-optimize documents with auto-
generated IDs in the engine.

Translog Operations Count The number of operations in the
transaction log.
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Translog Size Giga Bytes The size of the transaction log.

Request Cache Memory Size Giga Bytes The estimated size in Bytes of the
request cache memory.

Request Cache Evictions Count The number of request cache evictions.

Request Cache Hit Count Count The number of request cache hits.

Request Cache Miss Count Count The number of request cache misses.

Recovery Current as Source Count The number of ongoing recoveries for
which a shard serves as a source.

Recovery Current as Target Count The number of ongoing recoveries for
which a shard serves as a target.

Recovery Throttle Time ms The total time recoveries waited due to
throttling.

Search Average Fetch Time Seconds The total time that is spent on query
fetches on the index.

Search Open Contexts Count The total number of open context
queries on the node.

Search Query Total Count The total number of queries on the node.

Search Query Time ms The total time that is spent on the
queries on the node.

Search Query Current Count The number of currently active queries
on the node.

Search Fetch Total Count The total number of query fetches on the
node.

Search Fetch Time ms The total time that is spent on query
fetches for the node.

Search Fetch Current Count The number of query fetches currently
running on the node.

Search Scroll Total Count The number of scroll searches running
on the node.

Search Scroll Time ms The amount of time that is taken by the
scroll searches running on the node.

Search Scroll Current Count The number of scroll searches currently
running on the node.

Search Suggest Total Count The number of suggested searches
currently running on the node.

Search Suggest Time ms The amount of time that is taken by the
suggested searches running on the node.

Search Suggest Current Count The number of suggested searches
currently running on the node.

Search Average Query Time Seconds The average time that is spent on
queries on the index.

Refresh Average Refresh Time Seconds The average time that is spent on
refreshing the index.

Alerts Description

In the Map view, select the Elasticsearch vertex to view the corresponding alerts. The alerts available are for the following
metrics: ClusterName:Status and ClusterName:Failed Nodes.

Also, you can configure the caution and the danger based on your requirement. The descriptions for alerts are as follows:
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Alert Name Description Default Caution Value Default Danger Value

Elasticsearch|Cluster|
ClusterName:Status

The alert is triggered when
the cluster status is in a
state that corresponds to the
selected caution value or
danger value for more than
one minute.

2 3

Elasticsearch|Cluster|
ClusterName:Failed Nodes

The alert is triggered when
the cluster failed nodes are
in a state that corresponds to
the selected caution value or
danger value for more than
one minute.

30 60

 EPAgent Plug-ins

The Environment Performance Agent (EPAgent) collects custom metric data and uses plug-ins to send the data to the
Enterprise Manager. You can easily integrate any data into the Enterprise Manager by registering stateful or stateless script
plug-ins. For example, stateful log-readings scripts, or stateless scripts, such as CPU or OS statistics.

EPAgent functionality is included with the Infrastructure Agent (IA). After you install the Infrastructure Agent, you can create
and use EPAgent plug-ins without requiring running a separate EPA agent.

You can still deploy the pre-10.7 EPA agent. Starting with DX APM 10.7, the former EPAgent is renamed as the Standalone
EPAgent. We recommend that you convert Standalone EPAgent scripts and plug-ins to run using the EPAgent plug-ins using
the Infrastructure Agent. However, you can continue to use the Standalone EPAgent scripts and plug-ins as is after some
configuration.

If you are creating EPAgent plug-ins for the first time, install and use the EPAgent plug-ins using the Infrastructure Agent.

  

EPAgent Plug-in Implementation

The Infrastructure Agent uses the JVM facility to invoke a sub-process and receive STDOUT and STDERR communication
channel output streams. The sub-process is any type of script or executable that you can invoke on a command line. For
example, a compiled program written in C or Perl script.

By executing a simple PRINT function in the IA EPAgent plug-in format, the application or script in the subprocess
communicates with the Infrastructure Agent. Applications or scripts communicate metric data to the Infrastructure Agent by
printing to STDOUT as shown in this diagram:

Figure 12: EPAgent Plug-ins Implementation

The Infrastructure Agent expects the text that it receives using STDOUT to conform to the IA EPAgent plug-in format. The
format can be either a simple name/value pair or XML. The application or script sending data to Infrastructure Agent is
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referred to as an IA EPAgent plug-in. We include a sample plug-in and several default plug-ins that provide detailed metric
data. You can also create custom plug-ins.

Errors can be logged through the plug-in standard error channel. This logging allows the Infrastructure Agent to log error
output as it would any other errors.

Scripting Environments

The Infrastructure Agent can receive text from any executable entity, including compiled applications. In a sub-process, the
most flexible approach is to use a scripting environment, such as Perl, KornShell, or rexx. Interpretative scripting environments
provide ease of implementation and often supply libraries or interfaces to real-world data sources. For example, interpretative
scripting environments can be relational databases and third-party products. The environments can also be OS subsystems
consisting of a process table and file system.

Scripts gather information from a wide variety of sources, such as:

• Calling a library function or system utility to check the existence of a critical application, such as a database.
• Scanning and parsing application logfiles to detect application errors.

The flexibility of a scripting environment allows the IA EPAgent plug-ins to gather performance and management information
from virtually any source. This diagram shows an example information flow.

Figure 13: EPAgent Plug-ins in Scripting Environment

We provide sample IA EPAgent plug-ins, which use Perl. Various platforms provide Perl interpreters and have wide support
for data APIs to operating systems, middleware, and third-party products. The sample plug-in includes a set of sample Perl
scripts to perform various functions. For example, functions for checking for process availability, obtaining disk performance
statistics, and reading HTTP logs. You can extend these scripts to perform other functions. For support with customizations to
PBDs, EPAgent scripts, or JavaScript calculators, contact DX APM Implementation Services.

Input from Network Sources

You can use an external entity to send EPAgent-plug-in-format data to the Infrastructure Agent. In this case, you can configure
one EPAgent plug-on to listen to a network port for metric data from arbitrary remote systems. For example, in an environment
where the agent and scripts footprint is expensive. Another example is when it is inconvenient to install an entire Infrastructure
Agent for data collection. To improve these situations, you can configure two ports. One port listens for XML-formatted metric
data. The other port listens for data that HTTP requests send, for example, HTTP GET or RESTful requests.

HTTP GET Requests

Requests often sent from common programs, such as wget or curl , at the command prompt. HTTP GET requests are
used for single-metric submissions, and are less efficient than the newer RESTful interface. You can quickly use a browser
to illustrate sending metrics. 

RESTful Requests

The Enable the EPAgent Plug-ins RESTful Interface allows metrics to be submitted in batches over a more efficient
RESTful PUT operation. 

http://www.ca.com/us/collateral/service-offering/ca-apm-implementation-services.html
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A RESTful XML format provides maximum flexibility, but is slightly more complex than using HTTP GET requests. RESTful
requests require manually managing the socket. An example process is a C++ backend system that provides monitoring
information using a network port. Another example is a process that periodically posts data to a web URL.

Supported Plug-ins

The Infrastructure Agent supports both stateful and stateless plug-ins. 

Here are the available plug-in types:

•  Stateful
These plug-ins are expected to be long-running scripts (daemons). The scripts are to be started when the Infrastructure
Agent starts and to run indefinitely. These stateful plug-ins can feed data back to the Enterprise Manager. They can send
the data at any time through the standard plug-in output channel. When a stateful plug-in terminates, the Infrastructure
Agent restarts the plug-in.

•  Stateless
These plug-ins are designed to run on a recurring schedule and frequency, which is specified as delay between runs.
Stateless plug-ins are expected to be short-running scripts that are intended to collect data. The plug-ins send the data to the
Infrastructure Agent through the standard output channel, and terminate. The Infrastructure Agent does not perform special
error-checking to ensure that only one stateless plug-in instance is running at a time. You must design your stateless plug-
ins to run and complete in a reasonably short time frame.

 Configure EPAgent Network Ports

Use these topics to enable remote network access to EPAgent interfaces in the Infrastructure Agent.

 

 Enable the EPAgent Plug-ins RESTful Interface
 

You can configure the EPAgent plug-in HTTP RESTful interface to submit metrics that are gathered from your application or
environment. The HTTP RESTful Interface can operate with your existing EPAgent plug-in metric gathering solutions. The
solutions include stateful and stateless plug-ins and a network socket listener. The solutions also include HTTP methods using
GET with query parameters.

The REST interface receives metric data using HTTP POST calls with payloads of metric data in JSON syntax. In addition, the
EPAgent plug-in REST Interface can process GZIP compressed JSON metric data.

    

Enable the HTTP RESTful Interface

Enable the REST interface to your Infrastructure Agent.

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>/core/config directory and open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
2. Configure the introscope.epagent.config.httpServerPort property.
3. Save the file.
4. Restart the Infrastructure Agent.

RESTful Metric Feed Interface
Types
Metric

{"type" : "<a supported metric type>","name"  : "<a unique metric name
 (including path but excluding host|process|agent)>","value" : "<the
 metric value>"}}

Valid Metric Data Types

Be sure that the metrics type attribute of a metric is one of the following attributes:

PerIntervalCounter
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The value is a rate per interval. The metrics are aggregated over time by adding up the values. The sum of values is kept by a
counter. At the end of the 15-second interval, the value of the counter is reported. After that, the counter is reset to zero.

Use this data type whenever you report on the rate at which something is occurring. For example, the rate of errors per interval.

IntCounter/LongCounter

Reports the integer or long value that is sent to the metric. This attribute keeps reporting the same value over every subsequent
15-second interval, until a new value is supplied.

This data type can be useful in the context of reporting queue depth, threads available, or similar gauge-like, tally metrics.

IntAverage/LongAverage

This attribute calculates and reports the averages (integer or long) for the timings you supply to the metric. As the IntAverage/
LongAverage receives your measurements, it keeps a running count and a running average of your results. At the end of
each 15-second interval, the attribute reports information about measurements. IntAverage/LongAverage reports the count of
measurements, the mean of all measurements, the fastest measurement, and the slowest measurement.

Use this data type to calculate response times, like “average latency time in milliseconds”.

IntRate

The value is a per-second integer rate. IntRate divides one or more values you supply by 15. This attribute assumes a per
second rate when looking at live data. For a 15-second interval, the remainder (14 or fewer) are truncated. When aggregated
over multiple time periods, the weighted average is used as the aggregated value.

Use this data type in the context of queries per second, for example.

StringEvent

Reports string values, like a process ID or a startup command line. This metric data type introduces a considerable overhead in
terms of memory and bandwidth, so use it sparingly. Reporting log entries as string events is not recommended.

Timestamp

This data type generates successively increasing timestamps. The value is the number of milliseconds that have elapsed
because January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC (UNIX Epoch Time).

Reporting timestamps is unnecessary, because the performance metrics are all automatically timestamped when the Enterprise
Manager receives them.

 

Metric Feed

{"host"    : "<agent hostname>",     (Optional.  If set, it must
 match that in IntroscopeAgent.properties) "process" : "<agent
 process name>", (Optional.  If set, it must match that in
 IntroscopeAgent.properties) "agent"   : "<agent name>",        
 (Optional.  If set, it must match that in IntroscopeAgent.properties)
 "metrics" : [{"type" : "<type>", "name" : "<name>", "value" :
 "<value>"},              {"type" : "<type>", "name" : "<name>",
 "value" : "<value>"},              {"type" : "<type>", "name" :
 "<name>", "value" : "<value>"}

 MetricFeedResponse 

{"errorCode"  : (Only included when errors processing metric feed
 bundle occur)"errorMessage" : "One or more metric specifications
 were invalid", (Only included when errors processing metric feed
 bundle occur)"invalidCount" : 2,  (Only included when count >
 0)"validCount"   : 1"metricErrors" : [{"metricName" : "<metric
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 name>", "metricErrorCode" : "<error code>", "metricErrorMsg" :
 "<error message>", "metricErrorIndex" : <the index of the erroneous
 metric in the submitted metric list>},{"metricName" : "<metric
 name>", "metricErrorCode" : "<error code>", "metricErrorMsg" :
 "<error message>", "metricErrorIndex" : <the index of the erroneous
 metric in the submitted metric list>}]  (metricErrors only included
 when there are errors processing one or more metrics)}

 

URIs
Metric Feed URI

 URL: http://<EPA Host>:<EPA HTTP Port>/apm/metricFeed

 Method: POST

 Header : "Content-Type:application/json"

 

 HTTP Success Response Code:  200 (OK)

        {"validMetricCount" : <number of successfully submitted metrics>}

GZIP Compression

To enable GZIP compression, you gzip the entire HTTP payload and include the following HTTP header:

             Header : "Content-Encoding:gzip"

Error Codes
Payload Errors

Code Message Notes

1000 Invalid Request.  A valid request must
have a Content-Type header.  The only
supported value is application/json. 

A valid request must have a valid json
payload containing a MetricFeed object. 

A valid request may have a Content-
Encoding header.  Supported encodings
are gzip, x-gzip, and identity. 

A valid request may specify a charset in
the Content-Type header.  The specified
charset must be supported by the
installed java implementation.

 

1001 Invalid JSON Input is not parse-able as JSON

1010 One or more metric specifications were
invalid

Response contains per-metric errors for
each of the invalid metrics,

limited to the first 100.

Per Metric Errors

Code Message Notes
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1011 Invalid metric name Name = (MetricName) |
(ResourceSegments “:” MetricName)

Where:

ResourceSegments = (ResourceName) |
(ResourceSegments “|” ResourceName)

MetricName = Sequence of any
Unicode character other than “|” or “:”,
without trailing spaces

ResourceName = Sequence of any
Unicode character other than “|” or “:”

1012 Invalid metric type Valid types are: LongAverage,
IntAverage, LongCounter, IntCounter,
IntRate, StringEvent, TimeStamp,
PerIntervalCounter

1013 Invalid metric value Typically seen when a value does not
match the specified type, such as "hello
world" as value for an IntCounter.

1014 Metric clamp exceeded Metric could not be created because
the default metric clamp of 5000 was
reached. You can override this default
value by adding the

introscope.agent.metricClamp=

property to the Infrastructure Agent

IntroscopeAgent.properties

file and configuring a custom clamp
value. Processing more metrics results
in a higher resources usage by the
EPAgent plug-in process.

HTTP Response Codes

Code Message Notes

200 Success Output includes the number of valid
metric submitted

400 Invalid request Maps to error codes 1000 and 1001 and
greater

409 Partial success Maps to error code 1010 and greater
with individual metric errors for each
erroneous metric submitted (up to the
clamping limit)

415 Invalid encoding When a Content-Encoding header other
than gzip or Identity is submitted with
the metric bundle

Examples
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Sample HTTP POST calls using cURL:

curl -i -H "Content-type: application/json" -X POST http://
my-host-name:8080/apm/metricFeed -d '{ metrics : [{type :
 "PerIntervalCounter", name : "MyTest|RESTFul|PerIntervalCounter|
Test1:Count", value : "123"}] }'curl -i -H "Content-type: application/
json" -X POSThttp://my-host-name:8080/apm/metricFeed -d '{ metrics :
 [{type : "LongCounter", name : "MyTest|RESTFul|LongCounter|
Test2:Count", value : "456"}] }

 Configure EPAgent Plug-ins for Network Data Sources

You can configure EPAgent plug-ins to accept data from simple or XML network input.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the apmia/core/config directory.
2. Open the Infrastructure Agent IntroscopeAgent.Profile file.
3. To enable the EPAgent plug-ins to accept data over the network, uncomment this line:

introscope.epagent.config.networkDataPort=8000

4. Save and close the file.
5. (Optional) Define EPAgent custom plug-in interfaces.

 Configure Jetty for EPAgent Plug-in RESTful Interface Custom Load Requirements
 

The Infrastructure Agent uses an internal Jetty server to implement EPAgent plug-in RESTful interfaces. The out-of-the box
Jetty server configuration should serve most environments. However in some instances, you might need to fine-tune some
properties. 

  

Configure Jetty for EPAgent Plug-in Connections

Configure EPAgent plug-in connection properties for Jetty monitoring.
Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>/core/config directory and open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
2. Add the properties to configure to the IntroscopeAgent.profile.
3. Configure the properties as required.

•  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxIdleTime
Description: The time in milliseconds that the connection can be idle before it is closed.
Default: 1000
Restart monitored application: Yes

•  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.acceptQueueSize Description: The pending connection backlog sizeThe
exact interpretation is JVM- and operating-system-specific and you can ignore it. Higher values allow more connections
to wait pending an acceptor thread. The exact interpretation is deployment-dependent. Keep this value as the default
unless there is a specific connection issue for a specific OS to address.Default: 50Restart monitored application: Yes

4. Save the file.
5. Restart the managed application.

Configure the Jetty Thread Pool

Limiting the Jetty task queue is important. By default, the queue is unbounded. As a result, Jetty keeps many requests in
the queue when it is under high load. This load can be more than the processing power of the web app. Even after the load
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has stopped, Jetty appears to have stopped responding to new requests. The lack of response is because Jetty still has many
requests in the queue to handle.

For a high reliability system, Jetty should reject the excess requests immediately (fail fast) by using a queue with
a bounded capability. Calculate the capability, which is the maximum queue length, according to the tolerable
"no-response" time. For example, a web application can handle 100 requests per second. You can allow the
web application one minute to recover from excessive high load. Therefore you can set the queue capability
property, introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxQueuedCount, to 60*100=6000. When you
set introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxQueuedCount too low, Jetty rejects the web application
requests too soon and cannot handle a normal load spike.

When the Jetty server starts rejecting requests because the queue is full, the server starts Infrastructure Agent logging messages
similar to this message:

2018-02-22 06:43:48.639:WARN:oeji.nio:Dispatched Failed!
 SCEP@200d65c6{l(/0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1:41308)<-
>r(/0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1:9080),s=-1,open=true,ishut=false,oshut=false,rb=false,wb=false,w=true,i=1r}-
{AsyncHttpConnection@19fd1c54,g=HttpGenerator{s=0,h=-1,b=-1,c=-1},p=HttpParser{s=-14,l=0,c=-3},r=32470}
 toorg.eclipse.jetty.server.nio.SelectChannelConnector$ConnectorSelectorManager@1a43b86b

Configure the following properties to optimize the Jetty thread pool.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Agent_Home>/core/config directory and open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
2. Add the properties to configure to the IntroscopeAgent.profile.
3. Configure these properties as required. 
4. •  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.minThreadCount

Description: Sets the minimum number of threads that are delegated to the named or anonymous pool.
Default: 2
Restart monitored application: Yes

•  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxThreadCount Description: Sets the maximum number of threads that are
delegated to the named or anonymous pool.Default: 20Restart monitored application: Yes

5. •  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxQueuedCount Description: Sets the maximum job queue
size.Default: 50Restart monitored application: Yes

6. •  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxIdleTimeMS
Description: Sets the maximum thread idle time. Threads that are idle for longer than this period may be stopped.
Default: 1800000
Restart monitored application: Yes

7. Save the file.
8. Restart the managed application.

 Sample EPAgent Plug-in Extensions
 

The sample EPAgent plug-in provides sample scripts that you can further configure. 

     

Configure a sample script to monitor stateful or stateless processes.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the sample script file for your environment.
Windows: #unique_353
Linux: #unique_354 

2. Copy the file to the ampia/extensions/deploy directory.
3. Restart the Infrastructure Agent.

Windows: The sample plug-in is deployed into the ampia/extensions/EPAgent-plugins-win directory.
Linux: The sample plug-in is deployed into the apmia/extensions/EPAgent-plugins-unix directory.

4. Configure the scripts.

1.1 Navigate to the ampia/extensions/<file_name>/bin directory.
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Windows: Go to the ampia/extensions/EPAgent-plugins-win/bin directory.
Linux: Go to the apmia/extensions/EPAgent-plugins-unix/bin directory.

2.1 Correct the scripts for your purposes according to the table. For example, log reader information such as file paths.

Sample EPAgent Plug-in Scripts

The sample extension includes a library of plug-in scripts for use with minimal configuration. This table lists the function of
each plug-in and the supported operating systems.

 Plug-in  Function  Supported  

Process availability check Searches for a running process with a
given name.

Linux, Windows

OS-level disk statistics Reports reads/writes, transaction times,
% time waiting, disk capacity, and so on

Windows

Apache log reader Reports number of HTTP errors, number
of transactions, average transaction size.

Linux, Windows

WebLogic log reader Reports error count, warning count Linux, Windows

WebSphere log reader Reports error count, warning count Linux, Windows

IIS log reader Reports number of errors by type,
number of pages that are served, number
of users by IP address.

Windows

HTTP Service Availability

HTTPS Service Availability

Reports connection success/failure,
connection round-trip time, average
throughput/bandwidth.

Linux, Windows

All sample plug-ins require Perl version 5.00503 or later. 

Sample IA EPAgent Plug-in Descriptions

The following sections provide specific information about each plug-in that the Sample EPAgent Plug-ins provide.

windows processAvailability.pl AND linux processAvailability.pl 

This plug-in returns a metric with a value equal to the number of process names that match the passed in argument value. The
type of metric returned is 'IntCounter'.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by both of the /bin/processAvailability.pl plug-ins are detailed in Process Availability metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

Each of these plug-ins takes five optional command-line arguments:

 match 

Regular Perl expression to search for

 resource 

Resource part of the metric name

 subResource 

Sub-resource part of the metric name

 metric 

Main part of the metric name

 distinctMatch 

This argument has no value and determines whether to keep and report counts for each regular expression match separately.
This option overrides the value of the subResource argument if it is specified.

http://processAvailability.pl
http://processAvailability.pl
http://processAvailability.pl
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The following example reports the number of processes that begin with the characters 'sh':

perl processAvailability.pl -match ^sh

windows diskStats.pl 

This plug-in reports disk usage and capacity statistics that are based on the statistics available from the Windows Performance
Monitor.

For this plug-in to report all statistics properly, you must issue the diskperf -y command. You must then restart your
computer to activate the new settings.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by the /bin/diskStats.pl plug-in are detailed in Disk Stats (Windows) metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

This plug-in takes disk names as command-line arguments. If no disk names are specified, information about all disks is
reported.

• For example, the following command reports metrics on all local disks:

perl diskStats.pl

• The following command reports metrics on only the disks c: and d:

perl diskStats.pl c: d:

Note:   You might want to use this argument to narrow your results.

 apacheLogReader.pl, weblogicLogReader.pl, and websphereLogReader.pl 

These plug-ins report metrics that are based on the metrics that are configured in the <webserver>LogReader.cfg file.

Each web server application logfile parser has its own configuration file. The file contains these default values: sleep delay,
subresource name, resource name, logfile directory, and logfile name pattern.

The plug-ins do not begin reporting to the Enterprise Manager until a new entry is added to the log file.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by these plug-ins are detailed in following ones:

•  Apache log metrics 
•  WebSphere log metrics 
•  WebLogic log metrics 

Command-Line Arguments

Each of these plug-ins takes four optional command-line arguments:

 logfileDir 

Directory in which the logfiles are located.

 sleepTime 

Number of seconds to delay between each check of the logfile for new messages

 logfile 

Regular expression that corresponds to the name of the logfiles generated

 subResource 

http://diskStats.pl
http://diskStats.pl
http://apacheLogReader.pl
http://weblogicLogReader.pl
http://websphereLogReader.pl
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Sub-resource part of the metric name

 Example:

perl apacheLogReader.pl -sleepTime 30 -logfileDir "c:/Apache/logs"

 httpSvcAvailability.pl 

This plug-in reports metrics that are based on the availability and performance of the HTTP service that is at the specified
URL.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by the httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in are detailed in HTTP/HTTPS service availability metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

This plug-in takes three optional command-line arguments:

 url 

A comma-delimited set of URLs with optional port numbers. The URLs can include port numbers, when the numbers are
different from the samples. The URLs can also include http: or https.

 get 

This argument requests a comma-delimited list (no spaces) of HTTP requests to issue to the server.

Some web sites may not allow HEAD requests or some application servers may not support GET.

This argument must specify at least one of: GET, HEAD

When you specify both GET and HEAD, then the plug-in executes HEAD.

first, followed by GET.

 sample: -request HEAD

 metric 

A comma-delimited listing of metrics to return

• av = Availability / Can Connect (0=no, 1=yes)
• rt = Round-trip Response Time (for connect)
• tp = Throughput (kbytes. #Kbytes returned / round-trip response)
• all = all statistics

 sample: all

 Example:

perl bin/httpSvcAvailability.pl -url https://secure.server.com,http:8080//IIS.server.com

Perl Support Issues

For httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in (HTTP):

The httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in (HTTP) requires the Perl library, libwww-perl (v5.65+), to be installed for basic http service
checking. www.activestate.com provides Perl v5.6.1 which includes libwww-perl as part of the installation.

For httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in (HTTPS):

• For https service checking on Windows, install Crypt-SSLeay (v0.17.1+).
• For https service checking on Linux, install Net-SSLeay (v1.05+).

Use the ppm Package Manager tool included with the ActiveState Perl for easiest installation.

 iisLogReader.pl 

http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
http://www.activestate.com
http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
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This plug-in reports metrics that are based on the configuration in the iisLogReader.cfg file. The IA EPAgent plug-in does not
begin reporting to the Enterprise Manager until a new entry is added to the log file.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by the iisLogReader.pl plug-in are detailed in IIS log reader metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

This plug-in takes four optional command-line arguments:

 logfileDir 

Directory in which the logfiles are located.

 sleepTime 

Number of seconds to delay between each check of the logfile for new messages

 logfile 

Regular expression that corresponds to the name of the logfiles generated

 subResource 

Sub-resource part of the metric name

 Example:

perl iisLogReader.pl -sleepTime 30 -logfileDir "c:/Program Files/iis/logs"

iisLogReader.cfg Configuration File

The iisLogReader.cfg file contains values for the command-line arguments in the iisLogReader.pl file.

Each web server application logfile parser has its own configuration file. The file contains sample values for sleep delay,
sub-resource name, resource name, logfile directory, and logfile name pattern. The configuration file also contains a list of
metrics to match and report on. Each metric configuration has a match (regular expression), metricType, metricName, and
metricValue.

LOGFILEDIR

Full directory pathname that contains the logfiles for the associated web server.

 Note: Forward slashes are valid path separators for Windows paths (back slashes are acceptable too).

 Default 

C:/WINNT/system32/LogFiles/W3SVC1

LOGFILE

Name of the logfile to read. This name should be a regular expression if it changes over time (for example, rotating logfiles).
The match is case-insensitive.

This value must match the entire name of the file (without path).

The default is set up to match logfile names when IIS is configured for W3C Extended Log File Format. This log file format is
the only supported format by the iisLogReader.pl plug-in.

 Default 

ex(tend)?\d+\.log

SLEEPTIME

Number of seconds to delay between each check of the logfile for new messages.

Because counter metrics are defined as "per interval", generally, set SLEEPTIME equal to or greater than the Enterprise
Manager 15-second time slice. Otherwise the counter metrics are incorrect.

 Default 

15

http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
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RESOURCE

Resource part of the metric name. This value corresponds to the first node underneath the Agent node in the Metric tree.

 Default 

IISWebServer

SUBRESOURCE

Sub-resource part of the metric name. This value corresponds to the sub-nodes underneath the Resource node specified.

 Default 

<empty>

LINE_FORMAT

This value defines the exact line format that is logged by the IIS Web Server.

Subproperties for line format are described in the LINE_FORMAT Sub-properties table.

 Default 

n/a

LINE_FORMAT Sub-Properties

The following table describes the property, LINE_FORMAT, and all its subproperties.

The following properties for LINE_FORMAT must exactly match the fields that are logged to the logfile by the IIS Web
Server. If the properties do not match, the iisLogReader.pl plug-in fails to report some or all metrics.

The exact fields for the IIS Web Server are configured within the IIS Admin Tool (or web page in older versions of IIS). You
can configure logging fields for the IIS Web Server logging in IIS4.0 and IIS5.0.

By default, IIS Web Server logs only the following fields:

• Time
• ClientIPAddress
• Method
• URIStem
• ProtocolStatus

To match, the default iisLogReader.cfg file also enables only these five LINE_FORMAT subproperties.

Out-of-the-box, the iisLogReader.pl plug-in expects a default IIS Web Server logging configuration. The plug-in can report all
metrics except Bytes Transferred. Byte Transferred requires that the IIS Web Server logs the BytesSent data field and that the
iisLogReader.cfg subproperty, BytesSent, is uncommented/enabled. If the user fails to enable BytesSent in IIS Web Server and
in the iisLogReader.cfg, the Bytes Transferred metric is not reported to CA Introscope.

When a subproperty line is uncommented, the iisLogReader.pl plug-in expects to find that field in the IIS Web Server logfile.
The field is specified by the LOGFILEDIR and LOGFILE properties. Conversely, when the sub-property line is commented,
the iisLogReader.pl plug-in does not expect to find the field in the logfile. When the fields are enabled in IIS Web Server, the
sub-property line order matches the left-to-right order in which the IIS Web Server logs the data. Do not change the order.

DELIMITER

Continuous whitespace (spaces, tabs)

 Default 

\s+

FIELDS

n/a

 Default 

n/a

FIELDS->Date

The date on which the activity occurred. YYYY-MM-DD.

 Default 

http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
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\d\d\d\d-\d\d-\d\d

FIELDS->Time

Enabled by default.

The time the activity occurred. 24HH:MM:SS GMT.

 Default 

\d\d\d\d-\d\d-\d\d

FIELDS->ClientIPAddress

Enabled by default.

The IP address of the client that accessed your server. Four numbers, which are separated by periods.

 Default 

\d+\.\d+\.\d+\.\d+

FIELDS->UserName

The name of the user who accessed your server. Any combination of -, backslash, and alphanumeric characters.

 Default 

[-\\\w]+

FIELDS->ServiceName

The internet service that was running on the client computer. Any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Default 

\w+

FIELDS->ServerName

The name of the server on which the log entry was generated. Any combination of period, hyphens, alphanumeric characters.

 Default 

[.-\w]+

FIELDS->ServerIPAddress

The IP address of the server on which the log entry was generated. Four numbers, which are separated by periods.

 Default 

\d+\.\d+\.\d+\.\d+

FIELDS->ServerPort

The port number the client is connected to. One or more digits.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->Method

Enabled by default.

The action the client was trying to perform (for example, a GET command).

 Default 

GET|HEAD|PUT|POST|DELETE

FIELDS->URIStem

Enabled by default.

The resource that is accessed; for example, an HTML page, a CGI program, or a script. A sequence of non-spaces.

 Default 

\S+
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FIELDS->URIQuery

The query, if any, the client was trying to perform; that is, one or more search strings for which the client was seeking a match.
A sequence of non-spaces.

 Default 

\S+

FIELDS->ProtocolStatus

Enabled by default.

The status of the action, in HTTP terms.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->Win32Status

The status of the action, in terms used by Windows. One or more digits.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->BytesSent

The number of bytes sent by the server. One or more digits.

Note:   This field is not enabled by default in IIS. The field must be turned on in to collect the "Bytes Transferred" metric.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->BytesReceived

The number of bytes received by the server. One or more digits.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->TimeTaken

The length of time the action took in milliseconds. One or more digits.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->ProtocolVersion

The protocol (HTTP, FTP) version used by the client. For HTTP, this version is either HTTP 1.0 or HTTP 1.1. A sequence of
alphanumeric characters, forward slash, and periods.

 Default 

[\w/.]+

FIELDS->Host

The host of the client. A sequence of alphanumeric characters, period, colons.

 Default 

[\w.:]+

FIELDS->UserAgent

The browser that is used on the client. A sequence of non-spaces.

 Default 

\S+

FIELDS->Cookie
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The content of the sent or received cookie, if any. A sequence of non-spaces.

 Default 

\S+

FIELDS->Referer

The site that directed the user to the current site. A sequence of non-spaces.

 Default 

\S+

Configuring IIS Web Server logging in IIS4.0 and IIS5.0

Start Internet Services Manager.

On the left side, expand the tree node for your computer.

You should see three nodes:

• FTP Site
• Web Site
• SMTP Virtual Server

Right-click the Web Site node and select Properties.

The Properties dialog appears.
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Select the Web Site tab and ensure that the following items are selected:

• the Enable Logging checkbox is selected
• W3C Extended Log File Format is selected in the Active log format drop-down list.

Click Properties.

The Extended Logging Properties dialog appears.
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In the General Properties tab, the LogFile Directory is specified and must match the LOGFILEDIR property in the
iisLogReader.cfg file.

In the Extended Properties tab, the following fields are required/mandatory for the iisLogReader.pl plug-in to report all its
metrics:

• Time
• Client IP Address
• Method
• URIStem
• Protocol Status
• Bytes Sent (required to see Bytes Transferred)

All fields that are enabled must match the enabled (uncommented) fields in the iisLogReader.cfg file, under the
LINE_FORMAT->FIELDS section. This part of the iisLogReader.cfg file tells the iisLogReader.pl plug-in what line format to
expect in the logfile. If there is a mismatch, the iisLogReader.pl plug-in fails to report metrics or incorrect metrics.

 EPAgent Custom Plug-in Interface Definition

You can define metric-parsing interfaces for EPAgent custom plug-ins using Simple or XML formats.

Metric Data Format

http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
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The EPAgent plug-in can parse metric data that is provided by two sources. The sources are plug-ins or other metric-producing
programs that are plugged into the EPAgent plug-in using either Simple or XML formats.

Simple Format for Metric Data

Specify one metric name and value per line using this format:

<metric_name>=<value>

For example:

diskWrites=37

You can also include a reference to a resource segment. For example:

<resource_segment>:<metric_name>=<value>

For example, all one line:

Resource Usage|File IO:diskWrites=37
Apache Errors:LastErrorString=ERROR: Apache shutdown unexpectedly

Simple format guidelines:

• The metric name cannot contain an equal sign (=). When the name requires an equal sign, use the XML format.
• The value might contain an equal sign (string). The EPAgent always parses all characters up to the first equal sign (left to

right) as the metric name. The EPAgent parses all characters after the first equal sign as the value.
• The EPAgent plug-in interprets any value that is composed of numeric digits as numeric data, and reports the value as an

IntCounter type.
• The EPAgent plug-in interprets any value that is composed of anything other than numeric digits as string data. The

EPAgent plug-in reports the value as an Introscope; string event type

XML Format for Metric Data

Where the simple format limits the metric types, XML style format allows the plug-in to report additional information. For
example, the metric name, metric type, and value. For example:

<metric type="LongCounter" name="Resource Usage|File IO:diskWrites" value="37" />
<metric type="StringEvent" name="Apache Errors:LastErrorString" value="ERROR: Apache shutdown
 unexpectedly" />

XML format Guidelines

• XML format allows full support of data types and using the equal sign (=) in metric names and values.
• The metric type attribute must be one of these values:

• PerIntervalCounter -- the value is a rate per interval where the interval can change. These metrics are aggregated over
time by summing the values. For example, in a transaction 10 method invocations occur per 15 seconds, followed by 15
method invocations per 15 seconds. Aggregating the metrics over 30 seconds results in 25 method invocations
per 30 seconds.

• IntCounter -- int values can go up and down
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• IntAverage -- int value that is averaged over time
• IntRate -- this value is a per-second rate. These metrics are aggregated over time by taking the average of the values.
• LongCounter -- long values can go up and down
• LongAverage -- long value that is averaged over time
• StringEvent -- represents a type which periodically generates Strings. This recorder does not have a notion of current

value; it reports events in the order in which it receives reported events.
• Timestamp -- a type that generates successively increasing timestamps.

• The comparison is case-insensitive to make it easy for the plug-in writer.
When you supply a numeric type and the value is non-numeric, nothing is reported to the Enterprise Manager. The
EPAgent plug-in logs an error.

Precautions For Either Type of Custom Plug-in Format

Consider these precautions when you use either custom plug-in format:

• Supporting both formats causes an interaction where the system does not recognize metric names that start with the less-
than sign.

• With both formats, when the format is unparseable, such as garbage or incorrect syntax, the EPAgent plug-in ignores the
line. The EPAgent plug-in also logs an error.

• When the plug-in returns multiple lines, parsing continues with the next line.
• For each metric name, you can only specify one metric type. When you specify more than one type, this error occurs:

mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss PM PDT [ERROR] [EPAgent] Metric name from plugin 'Plugin <plugin_name>'
 is invalid: "<metric_name>" is already in use by another DataRecorder of a different type

Error or Event Data Format

The EPAgent can use these two formats to parse error or event data that the plug-ins provide:

• Simple
• XML

Simple Format for Error or Event Data

In general, Simple format scripts start with this fixed string:

event:

Use these guidelines for the text after the colon:

• The text is part of a name=value pair, with each pair separated by the ampersand character (&).
• The text can be an optional parameter to the event.

This example shows the output of a hypothetical script that monitors the Firefox browser process and sends a notification when
the browser exits.

event:type=processWentAway&processName=firefox

Simple XML Format for Error or Event Data

You can also specify events in XML format, which gives the full expressive power of events in the agent. The simplest XML
format event gives the name of a resource that generated the event. For example, a resource that is named Connection Pool
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or Java Virtual Machine. This example provides a notification that some event happened in a resource that is named Some
Resource:

<event resource="Some Resource"/>

The timestamp is the time that the event was created, and the duration of the event is zero.

XML Format for Error or Event Data With Parameters and Time Data

You can configure event notification with an explicit timestamp and an explicit duration. The timestamp format is any Java-
parsable format. The duration is in milliseconds. This example is an event with a duration of one minute (60,000 milliseconds):

<event resource="Some Resource" startTime="123003000" duration="60000">
     <param name="urgent" value="true"/>
</event>

Create an Error Snapshot in XML Format

An error snapshot must indicate its type as an error snapshot in the parameters. For example:

<event resource="Some Resource" startTime="123003000" duration="60000">
     <param name="Trace Type" value="ErrorSnapshot"/>
</event>

Nested Components

This example shows an event with nested sub-components. An event can have from zero to an infinite number of sub-
components. Each of the sub-components can also have from zero to an infinite number of sub-components. In practice, the
level of nesting tends to be small or zero.

<event resource="Some Resource">
     <calledComponent resource="Another Resource">
          <param name="isCorrelated" value="uncertain"/>
          <calledComponent resource="A Third Resource"/>
          <calledComponent resource="A Fourth Resource"/>
     </calledComponent>
</event>

EPAgent Plug-in Events and Transaction Traces

You can view EPAgent plug-in events as transaction traces in the Event Viewer by selecting the Trace View tab.

Trace views are easier to understand when time information is contained within the event that that the EPAgent plug-in sends.
To include time information, use the startTime and offset attributes on the <event> and <calledComponent>
tags.

The startTime attribute is absolute time. Its format is anything that java.util.Date.parse() can parse. Specifying
startTime in the <event> element is not required. When startTime is absent, it defaults to the value of the current
time, as specified by the Java methods System.currentTimeMillis() or new Date().getTime(). Omitting
startTime from a <calledComponent> element makes the time default to the time of the containing element.
Therefore, when no startTime attribute is specified anywhere, everything defaults to the current time.
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The offset attribute is an integer value that is interpreted as time in milliseconds. The offset attribute is added to
the startTime attribute whether startTime is default or explicit. The addition of these two attributes produces the actual
time reported that the EPAgent reports for the <event> or <calledComponent>.

Example 1

<event resource="Customized Web Server" startTime="123456789" duration="500">
<calledComponent resource="Web Server Module" offset="300" duration="100"/>
</event>

The event trace view displays a resource that is named Customized Web Server starting at 123456789. The trace view also
displays resource that is named Web Server Module starting at 123457089 (123456789 + 300). Specifying a duration in each
element produces a useful trace view showing these transaction activities:

• Customized Web Server running 300 milliseconds
• Customized Web Server calling Web Server Module, which is running for 100 milliseconds
• Customized Web Serverrunning for another 100 milliseconds after "Web Server Module" returns

Example 2

<event resource="Customized Web Server" duration="500">
<calledComponent resource="Web Server Module" offset="300" duration="100"/>
</event>

This example is similar to Example 1 except that Customized Web Server starts at the current time, and Web Server
Module starts 300 milliseconds later. Notice that no part of this example requires the EPAgent plug-in script to know the
current time.

Example 3

<event resource="Customized Web Server" startTime="123000000" offset="1000" duration="5000">
<calledComponent resource="Web Server Module" startTime="123003000" duration="200"/>
</event>

Here Customized Web Server starts at 123001000 (123000000 + 1000) and Web Server Module starts at 123003000.

Notice again how specifying durations promotes readability and usability. Use care in specifying startTimes, offsets,
and durations. Incorrectly specifying startTimes, offsets, and, durations can make trace views hard to read. The start
time is computed by adding startTime and the offset of a <calledComponent> element. Ensure that the start
time occurs after the start time of its containing <event> or <calledComponent>. Ensure the (start time +
duration) of a <calledComponent> is always less than the (start time + duration) of its containing <event> or
<calledComponent>.

XML Schema for Error or Event Data

Here is the formal XSD schema that the EPAgent plug-in supports:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified"
 attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
   <xs:element name="event" type="eventElement">
      <xs:annotation>
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         <xs:documentation>The root element for events. This element is nearly equivalent to the
 calledComponent element, except that the event element must occur only once, at the outermost level.</
xs:documentation>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>
   <xs:element name="param">
      <xs:complexType>
         <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
         <xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
      </xs:complexType>
   </xs:element>
   <xs:element name="calledComponent" type="eventElement">
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:documentation>A component called by the containing element.  This element is nearly
 equivalent to the event element, except that this element cannot occur at the outermost level.
         </xs:documentation>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>
   <xs:complexType name="eventElement">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element ref="param" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
         <xs:element ref="calledComponent" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="startTime" type="xs:dateTime" use="optional"/>
      <xs:attribute name="offset" type="xs:integer" use="optional" default="0"/>
      <xs:attribute name="duration" type="xs:dateTime" use="optional" default="0"/>
   </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

 Sample EPAgent Plug-in Metrics

This section describes the metrics that the plug-ins included with the EPAgent plug-in produce. All metrics are calculated
using the time that your system clock sets. When the system clock is reset during a transaction, the elapsed time that a plug-in
reports for that transaction can be misleading.

Invalid Character Replacement

All resource, sub-resource, and metric names are checked for invalid characters that are not allowed in metric names.
Specifically, the pipe character (|) and colon (:) are reserved characters. The plug-ins automatically replace user or system-
generated names that contain the characters that are described in this table:

Original Character Replaced By DescriptiOns

| _ Pipe characters are replaced by
underscores.

: ^ Colons are replaced by caret symbols.

IIS Log Reader Metrics

 The  iisLogReader.pl  plug-in generates the IIS Log Reader metrics, which provide per interval data about the log file. You
can view these metrics here in the Metric Browser: IISWebServer <Sub-Resource>.

Total Page Hits

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

http://iislogreader.pl/
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Total Visitors Count

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

Page Hits For <URL>

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

Bytes Transferred

Introscope Data Type:

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (MB)

Default: On

ErrorCount_400_BadRequest

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_401_Unauthorized

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_403_Forbidden

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_404_ServerCOnfiguratiOn

I ntroscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_500_InternalServerError

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorMessage_400_BadRequest

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_401_Unauthorized

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off
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ErrorMessage_403_Forbidden

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_404_PageNotFound

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_500_InternalServerError

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

HTTP/HTTPS Service Availability Metrics

The httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in generates the HTTP/HTTPS Service Availability Metrics, which you can view here in the
Metric Browser: Remote Machine <hostnameOrlPAddr>|Service|HTTP<Sub-Resource> metrics.

Available

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 0-1

Default: On

Response time

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: Seconds

Default: On

Average Throughput

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: KB/msec

Default: On

Process Availability Metrics

The  processAvailability.pl  plug-in produces the Process Availability metrics, which you can view here in the Metric Browser:
RunningProcesses <Sub-Resource>.

Count

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (process)

Default: On

Disk Stats (Windows) Metrics

The /windows/diskStats.pl plug-in generates the Disk Stats (Windows) metrics,
 which you can view here in the Metric Browser: RunningProcesses <Sub-Resource>.

Disk Reads/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (count)

Default: On

http://httpsvcavailability.pl/
http://processAvailability.pl
http://diskstats.pl/
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Disk Writes/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (count)

Default: On

Disk Read Bytes/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

Disk Write Bytes/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

Current Disk Queue Length

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (request)

Default: On

Average Disk Read Time (ms)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (ms)

Default: On

Average Disk Write Time (ms)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (ms)

Default: On

Average Disk Bytes/Read

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

Average Disk Bytes/Write

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

Free Disk Space (mb)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (mb)

Default: On

Free Disk Space (%)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (process)

Default: On
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Apache Log Metrics

The  apacheLogReader.pl  plug-in generates the Apache Log metrics, which you can view here in the Metric Browser:
ApacheWebServer <Sub-Resource>.

PageHitCount

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

ErrorCount_400_BadRequest

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_401_Unauthorized

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_403_Forbidden

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_404_PageNotFound

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_500_ServerCOnfiguration

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorMessage_400_BadRequest

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorMessage_401_Unauthorized

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorMessage_403_Forbidden

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_404_PageNotFound

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

http://apacheLogReader.pl
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Unit: 1 (error)

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_500_ServerCOnfiguration

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: Off

WebSphere Log Metrics

The  websphereLogReader.pl  plug-in generates the WebSphere Log metrics, which you can view here in the Metric
Browser: WebSphereApplicationServer <Sub-Resource>.

MessageCount_Audit

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageCount_Warning

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageCount_EventDebug

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageCount_Error

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageCount_Fatal

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageText_Audit

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageText_Warning

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageText_EventDebug

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

http://websphereLogReader.pl
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MessageText_Error

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageText_Fatal

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

WebLogic Log Metrics

The  weblogicLogReader.pl  plug-in generates the WebLogic Log metrics, which you can view here in the Metric Browser:
WebLogicApplicationServer <Sub-Resource>.

ServerVersion

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: On

MessageCount_Warning

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Error

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Notice

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Critical

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Alert

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Emergency

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageText_Warning

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

http://weblogicLogReader.pl
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Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

MessageText_Error

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

MessageText_Notice

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: On

MessageText_Critical

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

MessageText_Alert

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

MessageText_Emergency

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

 Standalone EPAgent

The Standalone EPAgent uses the same plug-ins and plug-in capabilities as the Infrastructure Agent EPAgent plug-ins. 
Refer to these topics to use the Standalone EPAgent and to convert Standalone EPAgent plug-ins to Infrastructure Agent
EPAgent plug-ins:

 Install and Configure the Standalone EPAgent

The Standalone Environment Performance Agent (EPAgent) is a standalone Java application with many features for
collecting data to send to the Enterprise Manager. You can easily integrate any data into Enterprise Manager by registering
stateful or stateless script plug-ins. For example, log reading, or stateless ones, such as CPU or OS statistics.

If this is a new DX APM deployment, install and use the EPAgent plug-in using the Infrastructure Agent. Manually installing
and configuring the Standalone EPAgent can be time consuming, can lead to errors, and be difficult to upgrade.

If this an existing DX APM deployment in which you have created EPAgent scripts or plug-ins, we recommend that you
convert the scripts and plug-ins to run using the EPAgent plug-in. However, you can continue to use the scripts and plug-ins as
is after some configuration.

Standalone EPAgent Installation Methods

You can use any of these methods to install the Standalone EPAgent:

• Manually 
• Interactive wizard
•  As a UINIX Daemon 
•  As a Windows Service Application 

Install the EPAgent Using Standalone Installers

You can install the Standalone EPAgent using either a manual or interactive wizard method.
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Standalone Agent Installer – Manual Installation

You can install the Standalone EPAgent using one of the following Standalone agent installers.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Find the installer appropriate for your environment from the software download area on CA Support.

• EPAgent<version>windows.zip
• EPAgent<version>ebcdic.tar
• EPAgent<version>unix.tar

2. Extract the EPAgent installer.
The EPAgent is installed in the <EPAgent_Home> directory. The following files are installed in
the <EPAgent_Home>/epagentdirectory:

• IntroscopeEPAgent.properties
• lib/EPAgent.jar
• ext
• epaplugins/ (top-level directory for plug-ins)

• epaplugins/apache/apacheLogReader.pl 
• epaplugins/iis/iisLogReader.pl 
• epaplugins/solaris/diskStats.pl
• epaplugins/solaris/kstat.pl
• epaplugins/solaris/httpSvcAvailability.pl 
• epaplugins/solaris/processAvailability.pl
• epaplugins/weblogic/weblogicLogReader.pl
• epaplugins/websphere/websphereLogReader.pl
• epaplugins/windows/diskStats.pl 
• epaplugins/windows/httpSvcAvailability.pl
• epaplugins/windows/processAvailability.pl

The Standalone EPAgent contains service wrapper support. A bin folder is added to the folders.

Standalone Agent Installer – Interactive Installation

Use the Standalone Agent installer to install the Java-based EPAgent.

You can install the Standalone EPAgent using one of the following Standalone agent installers. Find the installer appropriate
for your environment from the software download area on CA Support.

• IntroscopeStandaloneAgentPPInstaller<version>windows.zip
• IntroscopeStandaloneAgentPPInstaller<version>unix.tar

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and specify it in the system environment. Verify that the appropriate JVM is
specified in your PATH (UNIX) or CLASSPATH (Windows) environment variable.

2. Start the Standalone agent installer. 
3. Click Next for Windows installation or press Enter for Unix Console Mode installation
4. Click Next (for Windows) or press Enter (for Unix Console Mode) to accept the default installation directory.

Click Browse (for Windows) to specify a different location. The DX APM Standalone Agents window opens (for
Windows).

5. Select the Environment Performance (EP) Agent and click Next. Or select 1 in Unix Console Mode and press Enter.
6. (Windows Only) Specify whether to configure EPAgent as a Windows Service during installation process.

1.1 Enter a Unique Service Name for the service.
2.1 Enter the Display Name for the service.

7. Enter Network Port to listen for HTTP GET commands.
8. Specify the Enterprise Manager Host address and Enterprise Manager Port number. Click Next or press Enter (Console

Mode).
9. Review the summary of your installation settings. 
10. Click Done or press Enter (for Unix Console Mode) to continue. Next you might want to configure your Standalone

EPAgent.

Configure Standalone EPAgent Properties

http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.ca.com/support
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The properties that the Standalone EPAgent uses are the same as the properties that the Java agent uses. 

Verify your property settings. The Standalone EPAgent fails to start automatically when it encounters errors in the property file
settings. For example, an invalid filename path. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Configure the Standalone EPAgent settings in the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file. The file is located in the
<EPAgent_Home>/epagent directory.
The settings for the Standalone EPAgent are the same type as found in the Introscope; Agent profile. 

2. To change the name or location of the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file, use the following property.
This property must follow java in the command line. When the property is placed later in the command line,
the command cannot be carried out. For example if you place the property after -jar , the command cannot be carried out.

-Dcom.wily.introscope.epagent.properties=filename

More Standalone EPAgent Configurations

You can perform these configurations:

•  Configure Standalone EPAgent to Enterprise Manager Connections 
•  Configure the Standalone EPAgent for Network Data Sources 
•  Configure the Standalone EPAgent for Jetty 
•  Configure the Standalone EPAgent RESTful Interface 

Logging Options

By default, the Standalone EPAgent sends message and error output to the command console. You can configure the
Standalone EPAgent to send message and error output to a log file also.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the file <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/IntroscopeEPAgent.properties.
2. Modify the properties.

Debug the Standalone EPAgent  

You can debug the Standalone EPAgent by running it in verbose mode to record details to the log. The property that controls
verbose mode also controls the placement of the output log file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.
2. Comment out the property log4j.logger.EPAgent, for example:

#log4j.logger.EPAgent=INFO, console

3. Uncomment the property log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent and replace INFO with
VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel, and console with logfile to send the output to a log file instead of
the console. For example, if you want the Standalone EPAgent to report in verbose mode to a logfile, the property would
look like the following example:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel,logfile 

4. Save the changes and close the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file. 

Note:   After you save the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file, the Standalone EPAgent logs are still displayed in the
command console until the properties file is read and implemented. After the properties file has been implemented, the log
is written into the log file.

 Standalone EPAgent as a UNIX Daemon
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Install the Standalone EPAgent as a UNIX Daemon

You can install the Standalone EPAgent as a UNIX daemon using either a 32-bit or 64-bit Java Virtual Machine (JVM). 

The Standalone EPAgent deliverable file contains the bin/EPACtrl.sh and conf/EPAService.conf files. 

Follow these steps:

1. Extract the StandaloneEPAgent deliverable tar file using a suitable tool.
2. Navigate to the <EPAHome>/conf directory and open the EPAService.conf file as root in a text editor.
3. Set the JAVA_HOME variable.

1.1 Look for the line that sets the JAVA_HOME variable. 
2.1 Obtained the JAVA_HOME variable by running this command at a command line:

echo $JAVA_HOME

3.1 Edit the line to point to your JAVA_HOME and uncomment the line. For example:

set.JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-amd64

4.1 Save the file.
4. Navigate to the <EPAHome>/bin directory and execute the following command to install and launch the EPAgent as a

daemon.

./EPACtrl.sh install

Once installed, the EPAgent daemon starts automatically every time the system boots.
5. Use ./EPACtrl.sh without arguments to obtain help about other supported commands.

Choice of JVM

By default, the JVM that is used is derived from the value of the JAVA_HOME environment variable. The EPAgent can run in
either a 32-bit or a 64-bit JVM. Ensure the JAVA_HOME points to a valid Java installation path of the version required (32-bit
or 64-bit). You must set this variable in the computer system environment to be accessible by the process and a JVM running
in the service context.

Warning:  Do not use quotation marks before and after the JAVA_HOME path. When quotation marks are used, it is
likely that the JVM fails to launch because the wrapper adds more quotation marks.

Correct example:

set JAVA_HOME=/usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-amd64

Incorrect example:

set JAVA_HOME="/usr/lib/jvm/java-1.8.0-openjdk-amd64"

The Java service wrapper uses the platform-appropriate wrapper binary, and for a 64-bit platform either a 64-bit or 32-bit JVM
can be used.

Configure EPAgent Wrapper Properties

You can change or add several properties that are defined in the wrapper configuration. The EPAService.conf properties
include:

• wrapper.java.command=%JAVA_HOME%/bin/java
Java Binary location
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• wrapper.app.parameter.1=../lib/EPAgent.jar
EPAgent.jar being passed as a wrapper parameter

• wrapper.java.additional.1=-Dcom.wily.introscope.epagent.properties="../IntroscopeEPAgent.properties"
IntroscopeEPAgent.properties is getting passed as a JVM argument

• wrapper.logfile=../logs/EPAgentService.log
Log file location

You can set properties such as the JVM heap size values, in wrapper.java.additional.* properties. We provide commented
examples in the .conf file.

 Standalone EPAgent as a Windows Service Application
Install the Standalone EPAgent

You can install the Standalone EPAgent as a Windows Service Application using either a 32-bit or 64-bit Java Virtual Machine
(JVM). 

The EPAgent deliverable file contains the bin\EPACtrl.bat and conf\EPAService.conf files. 

Follow these steps:

1. Extract the EPAgent deliverable zip file using a suitable tool.
2. Locate the <EPAHome>\bin directory.
3. Execute the following command to launch the EPAgent. This example shows the EPAgent configured to run as a process in

the current console window:

EPACtrl.bat console

4. Install the EPAgent as a Windows service using the following command:

EPACtrl.bat register

The EPACtrl.bat file supports several commands, such as:

• console
Starts EPAgent in current console.

• status
Returns EPAgent status.

• start
Starts the EPAgent. The EPAgent must have already been registered as a Windows service.

• stop
Stops the EPAgent.

• register
Registers the EPAgent as a Windows service

• unregister
Stops the EPAgent and remove the Windows service registration.

• restart
Stops and starts the EPAgent.

• help
Displays the Help information.

Choice of JVM

By default, the JVM that is used is derived from the value of the JAVA_HOME environment variable. The EPAgent can run in
either a 32-bit or a 64-bit JVM. Ensure the JAVA_HOME points to a valid Java installation path of the version required (32-bit
or 64-bit). You must set the variable in the computer system environment to be accessible by the Windows service and a JVM
running in the service context. If executed in console mode, this variable can be in the current user environment.
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Warning:  Do not put quotation marks around the JAVA_HOME path. If quotation marks are used, it is likely that the
JVM fails to launch because the wrapper adds more quotation marks.

Correct example:

set JAVA_HOME=c:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_60

Incorrect example:

set JAVA_HOME="c:\Program Files (x86)\Java\jre1.8.0_60"

The Windows service wrapper registers the platform-appropriate wrapper binary, so it is possible for a 64-bit service to call a
32-bit JVM.

Configure EPAgent Wrapper Configuration Properties

You can change several properties that are defined in the wrapper configuration. Here are the EPAService.conf properties:

• wrapper.java.command=%JAVA_HOME%\bin\java
Java Binary location

• wrapper.app.parameter.1=..\lib\EPAgent.jar
EPAgent.jar being passed as a wrapper parameter

• wrapper.java.additional.1=-Dcom.wily.introscope.epagent.properties="..\IntroscopeEPAgent.properties"
IntroscopeEPAgent.properties is getting passed as a JVM argument

• wrapper.logfile=..\logs\EPAgentService.log
Log file location

• wrapper.java.initmemory=128
Specifies the initial amount of memory to be allocated by the JVM.

• wrapper.java.maxmemory=512
Specifies the maximum amount of memory to be allocated by the JVM.

 Configure Standalone EPAgent to Enterprise Manager Connections
 

To report metrics, the agent must connect to an Enterprise Manager. The default communication settings enable an agent to
connect to a local Enterprise Manager using port 5001. However, the agent and the Enterprise Manager do not typically reside
on the same system. You can modify the default settings when you install the agent, or after installing the agent by modifying
the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.

Depending on your requirements, you can configure the communication between the agent and Enterprise Manager to use:

• Direct socket connections
• HTTP tunneling connections
• HTTP tunneling through a proxy server
• HTTP over Secure Sockets Layer connections (HTTPS)
• Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections

The default location for the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file is in the <EPAgent_Home>/epagent directory. To change
property settings, open the properties file in a text editor, change the settings as required, and save the file.

Connect to the Enterprise Manager Using a Direct Socket Connection

The most common way for the agent to connect to the Enterprise Manager is through a direct socket connection. We
recommend using a direct socket connection to the Enterprise Manager when possible. Use the following system properties to
supply the URL of the Enterprise Manager, Collector, or MOM to which the agent should connect:

 System property name: agentManager.url.1
Abbreviated name: agentManager

The fully qualified system property name takes precedence over the abbreviated name. The system property name is specified
on the Java command line or in the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file. The abbreviated name is an alias for the first connection
entry agentManager.url.1 . The abbreviated form should only be used on the JVM command line. The property value is
a URL.

The serverHostOrIP value can be either an IP address (IPv4 or IPv6), a host name, or a fully qualified domain name.
Provide the optimal value for your environment. In all cases, the port must be specified as part of the property because no
default is inferred.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file in a text editor.
2. Locate the agentManager.url.1 property. Specify the host name or IP address and the Enterprise

Manager default listening port to which the agent connects. For example:

agentManager.url.1=sfcollect01:5001

If you use a cluster with more than one Enterprise Manager, be sure to specify the MOM. The MOM then assigns the agent
to a Collector.

3. (Optional) Specify one or more backup Enterprise Managers for the agent to connect to in case the primary Enterprise
Manager connection is lost.

4. Save and close the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.

Direct TCP connection

To use a direct TCP connection, specify either of the following formats.
The agentManager=serverHostOrIP:Port format assumes the tcp:// prefix for the namespace.

agentManager=serverHostOrIP:PortagentManager=tcp://serverHostOrIP:Port

Connect to the Enterprise Manager with HTTP Tunneling

If a direct socket connection to the Enterprise Manager is not feasible, you can configure agents to connect to an Enterprise
Manager over HTTP. This configuration allows communication to pass through firewalls that only permit HTTP traffic.

You can configure agents to send information using tunneling technology, enabling agents to connect to an Enterprise Manager
remotely. In this case, you must configure the agent to connect to the Enterprise Manager embedded web server, where the
HTTP tunneling web service is hosted.

HTTP tunneling imposes more CPU and memory overhead on the application server and Enterprise Manager than a direct
socket connection.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file in a text editor.
2. Set the agentManager.url.1 property to the host name or the IP address of the Enterprise Manager to which the

agent connects by default. Follow the host name or IP address with a colon and the HTTP listening port of the Enterprise
Manager embedded web server. For example:

agentManager.url.1=http://webhost:8081

Ensure that the port number matches the introscope.enterprisemanager.webserver.port property value in
 the <EM_Home>/config/IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file. The default port value is 8081.

3. (Optional) Specify one or more backup Enterprise Managers for the agent to connect to in case the connection to the
primary Enterprise Manager is lost.

4. Save and close the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.

Configure a Proxy Server for HTTP Tunneling

You can configure the HTTP tunneled agent to connect through a proxy server to the Enterprise Manager. This configuration
is necessary for a forwarding proxy server. You make this configuration when  the agent is running behind a firewall that only
allows outbound HTTP traffic routing through the proxy server.

The proxy server configuration properties apply only if the agent is configured to tunnel over HTTP. The proxy server
configuration applies to any configured HTTP tunneled connection on the agent, not to a single connection. This configuration
is especially important to consider when configuring failover between multiple Enterprise Managers, where the connection to
each Enterprise Manager is over HTTP.
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Warning:

• HTTP/1.1 is required to enable agent HTTP tunneling. In addition, the proxy server must support HTTP Post.
• If the proxy is not reachable, the agent bypasses the proxy and the agent makes a direct connection with the

Enterprise Manager. If the proxy is reachable but its authentication fails, the agent keeps retrying to connect to the
Enterprise Manager through the proxy.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file in a text editor.
2. Set the  agentManager.httpProxy.host property to the host name or IP address of the proxy server.
3. Set the agentManager.httpProxy.port property to the port number of the proxy server.
4. (Optional) If the proxy server requires user credentials for authentication, carry out one of the following options.

• To use clear text authentication, set the following properties:

agentManager.httpProxy.username=<user_name>agentManager.httpProxy.password=<user_password>

• To encrypt the password, follow these steps:

1.1 Access the encryption tool from wily\tools\PropertiesUtil.jar.
2.1 Run the tool using the following command

java -jar <directory path>\wily\tools\PropertiesUtil.jar encrypt
<user_password>
The encrypted password is provided. 

3.1 In the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file, set the following properties:

agentManager.httpProxy.username=<user_name>agentManager.httpProxy.password=<encrypted_password>

5. Save and close the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.

Connect to the Enterprise Manager with HTTPS Tunneling

The agent can connect to the Enterprise Manager using HTTP over Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) by configuring properties in
the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file in a text editor.
2. Set the agentManager.url.1 property to the either of these settings: Specify the host name or the IP address of the

target Enterprise Manager. Follow the host name or IP address with a colon and the Enterprise Manager embedded web
server HTTPS listening port. For example: 

agentManager.url.1=https://172.31.255.255:8444

3. (Optional) Specify one or more backup Enterprise Managers for the agent to connect to in case the connection to the
primary Enterprise Manager is lost.

4. Save and close the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.

Connect to the Enterprise Manager over SSL

If you are using direct Secure Socket Layer (SSL) connections, you can configure the agent communication with the
Enterprise Manager using SSL without HTTP tunneling.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file in a text editor.
2. Configure the agent to connect to the Enterprise Manager SSL listening port using an SSL socket factory.
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3. Set the agentManager.url.1 property to the host name or IP address of the target Enterprise Manager. Follow the
host name or IP address with a colon and the Enterprise Manager SSL listening port. For example:

agentManager.url.1=ssl://172.31.255.255:8444

4. Configure the agent to authenticate the Enterprise Manager.

1.1 Uncomment the agentManager.trustStore.1  property. 
2.1 Set agentManager.trustStore.1 to the trustStore location containing the Enterprise Manager certificate.

If you do not specify a trustStore, the agent trusts all certificates. You can specify an absolute path or a path relative
to the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file. For example:

agentManager.trustStore.1=/certs

5. When needed, set the agentManager.trustStorePassword.1 property to specify the trustStore password.
6. If the Enterprise Manager requires client authentication, set the agentManager.keyStore.1 property to the

location of a keyStore containing the agent certificate. You can specify an absolute path or a path relative to the
IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file. On Windows, backslashes must be escaped. For example:

agentManager.keyStore.1=C:\\keystore

7. Set the agentManager.keyStorePassword.1 property to the keyStore password, if needed.
8. Set the agentManager.cipherSuites.1 property.

You can define other allowed cipher suites by adding a property with an increased suffix number. For example,
 agentManager.cipherSuites.2 and so on.
If you do not specify a value for this property, the default cipher suites are used.

9. (Optional) Specify one or more backup Enterprise Managers for the agent to connect to, in case the connection to the
primary Enterprise Manager is lost.

10. Save and close the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.

 Configure the Standalone EPAgent for Network Data Sources

You can configure the Standalone EPAgent to accept data from the following network sources.

• Simple or XML network input
• HTTP GET input

Configure the EPAgent for Simple or XML Network Input

To enable the Standalone EPAgent to accept data over the network, uncomment the following line in the EPAgent properties
file:

introscope.epagent.config.networkDataPort=8000

Configure the EPAgent for HTTP GET Input

You can create a simple HTTP server in the Standalone EPAgent that listens to HTTP GET requests. The HTTP GET request
determines what metrics are sent to the Enterprise Manager. Configure the Standalone EPAgent for HTTP GET Input.

HTTP GET requests use the following syntax:
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http://epaHost:epaPort/?metricType=type&metricName=name&metricValue= value

To enable and test the simple HTTP server:

1. Enable the simple HTTP server by uncommenting the following property in the EPAgent properties file.

introscope.epagent.config.httpServerPort=8080

Warning:

Using port 8080 for the introscope.epagent.config.httpServerPort property value causes a port conflict when port
8080 is being used by another web server or application server.

In particular, when installing the Standalone EPAgent on the same server as the Enterprise Manager when
WebView is running on its default port 8080. In this situation, a conflict occurs.

2. Restart the Standalone EPAgent for the changes to take effect.
3. Test the HTTP GET request through a browser. For example:

http://localhost:8080/?metricType=IntCounter&metricName= MyHTTPMetric|
Test:MyCounter&metricValue=15

After 15 seconds, the MyHTTPMetric|Test:MyCounter metric appears under your Standalone EPAgent.
4. To update the metric, the Standalone EPAgent must receive a new HTTP GET request. The simple HTTP server

functionality is intended to be used with a tool that can issue multiple HTTP GET requests. For example, you can use the
open source tool Wget to issue multiple Wget commands to create multiple HTTP GET requests.

Note:

More information: http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/wget.html

 Configure the Standalone EPAgent RESTful Interface

You can configure the Standalone EPAgent HTTP RESTful interface to submit metrics gathered from your application or
environment. The HTTP RESTful Interface can operate in conjunction with your existing Standalonen EPAgent metric
gathering solutions, including stateful and stateless plugins, network socket listener, and the HTTP method using GET with
query parameters.

To enable the REST interface to your Standalone EPAgent, configure introscope.epagent.config.httpServerPort in the
IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file. The REST interface receives metric data using HTTP POST calls with payloads of metric
data in JSON syntax. In addition, the Standalone EPAgent REST Interface can process GZIP compressed JSON metric data.

Types
Metric

{"type" : "<a supported metric type>",
"name"  : "<a unique metric name (including path but excluding host|
process|agent)>",
"value" : "<the metric value>"}
}

http://epaHostepaPort
http://localhost:8080/?metricType=IntCounter&metricName=
http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/wget.html
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Valid Metric Data Types

The type attribute of a metric must be one of the following:

PerIntervalCounter

The value is a rate per interval. The metrics are aggregated over time by adding up the values. The sum of values is kept by a
counter. At the end of the 15-second interval, the value of the counter is reported. After that, the counter is reset to zero.

Use this data type whenever you need to report on the rate at which something is occurring, like for example “errors per
interval”.

IntCounter/LongCounter

Reports the integer or long value sent to the metric, and keeps reporting that value over every subsequent 15-second interval,
until a new value is supplied.

This data type can be useful in the context of reporting queue depth, threads available, or similar gauge-like, tally metrics.

IntAverage/LongAverage

Calculates and reports the averages (integer or long) for the timings you supply to the metric. As the IntAverage/LongAverage
receives your measurements, it keeps a running count and a running average of your results. At the end of each 15-second
interval, it reports the count of measurements, the mean of all measurements, the fastest measurement, and the slowest
measurement.

Use this data type to calculate response times, like “average latency time in milliseconds”.

IntRate

The value is a per-second integer rate. IntRate divides the value(s) you supply by 15. It assumes a per second rate when
looking at live data. For a 15 second interval, the remainder (14 or less) will be truncated. When aggregated over multiple time
periods, the weighted average is used as the aggregated value.

Use this data type in the context of “queries per second”, for example.

StringEvent

Reports string values, like a process ID or a startup command line. This metric data type introduces a considerable overhead in
terms of memory and bandwidth, so use it sparingly. Reporting log entries as string events is not recommended.

Timestamp

This data type generates successively increasing timestamps. The value is the number of milliseconds that have elapsed since
January 1, 1970 00:00:00 UTC (Unix Epoch Time).

Note that reporting timestamps is generally unnecessary, as performance metrics are all automatically timestamped on receipt
to APM.

 

Metric Feed

{"host"    : "<agent hostname>",     (Optional.  If set, it must match
 that in IntroscopeEPAgent.properties)
 "process" : "<agent process name>", (Optional.  If set, it must match
 that in IntroscopeEPAgent.properties)
 "agent"   : "<agent name>",         (Optional.  If set, it must match
 that in IntroscopeEPAgent.properties)
 "metrics" : [{"type" : "<type>", "name" : "<name>", "value" :
 "<value>"},
              {"type" : "<type>", "name" : "<name>", "value" :
 "<value>"},
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              {"type" : "<type>", "name" : "<name>", "value" :
 "<value>"}

MetricFeedResponse

{"errorCode"  : (Only included when errors processing metric feed
 bundle occur)
"errorMessage" : "One or more metric specifications were invalid",
 (Only included when errors processing metric feed bundle occur)
"invalidCount" : 2,  (Only included when count > 0)
"validCount"   : 1
"metricErrors" : [
{"metricName" : "<metric name>", "metricErrorCode" : "<error code>",
 "metricErrorMsg" : "<error message>", "metricErrorIndex" : <the index
 of the erroneous metric in the submitted metric list>},
{"metricName" : "<metric name>", "metricErrorCode" : "<error code>",
 "metricErrorMsg" : "<error message>", "metricErrorIndex" : <the index
 of the erroneous metric in the submitted metric list>}
]  (metricErrors only included when there are errors processing one or
 more metrics)
}

 

URIs
Metric Feed URI

URL: http://<EPA Host>:<EPA HTTP Port>/apm/metricFeed

Method: POST

Header : "Content-Type:application/json"

 

HTTP Success Response Code:  200 (OK)

        {"validMetricCount" : <number of successfully submitted metrics>}

GZIP Compression

To enable GZIP compression, you gzip the entire HTTP payload and include the following HTTP header:

            Header : "Content-Encoding:gzip"

Error Codes
Payload Errors

Code Message Notes
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1000 Invalid Request.  A valid request must
have a Content-Type header.  The only
supported value is application/json. 

A valid request must have a valid json
payload containing a MetricFeed object. 

A valid request may have a Content-
Encoding header.  Supported encodings
are gzip, x-gzip, and identity. 

A valid request may specify a charset in
the Content-Type header.  The specified
charset must be supported by the
installed java implementation.

 

1001 Invalid JSON Input is not parse-able as JSON

1010 One or more metric specifications were
invalid

Response will contain per-metric errors
for each of the invalid metrics,

limited to the first 100.

Per Metric Errors

Code Message Notes

1011 Invalid metric name Name = (MetricName) |
(ResourceSegments “:” MetricName)

Where:

ResourceSegments = (ResourceName) |
(ResourceSegments “|” ResourceName)

MetricName = Sequence of any
Unicode character other than “|” or “:”,
without trailing spaces

ResourceName = Sequence of any
Unicode character other than “|” or “:”

1012 Invalid metric type Valid types are: LongAverage,
IntAverage, LongCounter, IntCounter,
IntRate, StringEvent, TimeStamp,
PerIntervalCounter

1013 Invalid metric value Typically seen when a value does not
match the specified type, such as "hello
world" as value for an IntCounter.
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1014 Metric clamp exceeded Metric could not be created because
the default metric clamp of 5000 was
reached. You can override this default
value by adding the

introscope.agent.metricClamp=

property to the

IntroscopeEPAgent.properties

file and configuring a custom clamp
value. Note that processing more
metrics will result in a higher resources
usage by the EPAgent process.

HTTP Response Codes

Code Message Notes

200 Success Output includes the number of valid
metric submitted

400 Invalid request Maps to error codes 1000 and 1001
above

409 Partial success Maps to error code 1010 above with
individual metric errors for each
erroneous metric submitted (up to
clamping limit)

415 Invalid encoding When a Content-Encoding header other
than gzip or Identity is submitted with
the metric bundle

 

Examples

Sample HTTP POST calls using cURL:

curl -i -H "Content-type: application/json" -X POST http://
my-host-name:8080/apm/metricFeed  -d '{ metrics : [{type :
 "PerIntervalCounter", name : "MyTest|RESTFul|PerIntervalCounter|
Test1:Count", value : "123"}] }'curl -i -H "Content-type: application/
json" -X POST http://my-host-name:8080/apm/metricFeed  -d '{ metrics :
 [{type : "LongCounter", name : "MyTest|RESTFul|LongCounter|
Test2:Count", value : "456"}] }

 Add and Configure Standalone EPAgent Plug-ins
 

To run the Standalone EPAgent with the default plug-ins, uncomment certain properties in the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties
file.
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You can change the configuration of the plug-ins. For example, you can remove default plug-ins, or can add new plug-ins.

EPAgent plug-ins are separated into two sections in the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file, stateful, and stateless.

  

Add Stateful Plug-ins

Plug-ins that are used by the Standalone EPAgent are configured in the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.
2. Uncomment the property introscope.epagent.plugins.stateful.names, and add the stateful plug-in

names that are separated by commas. For example:

introscope.epagent.plugins.stateful.names=APACHE,WEBLOGIC,WEBSPHERE,IIS

3. For each stateful plug-in name added in Step 2, add a line that specifies the full command that is required to launch the
plug-in. Note: Include any command-line arguments. 

4. Save the file, and restart the Standalone EPAgent.

Use the default properties in the file by uncommenting them. Include the full command line that is required to launch the plug-
in. For example, the stateful names property example from Step 2 requires four lines:

introscope.epagent.stateful.APACHE.command=/usr/
bin/perl <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/epaplugins/apache/
apacheLogReader.plintroscope.epagent.stateful.WEBLOGIC.command=/
usr/bin/perl <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/epaplugins/weblogic/
weblogicLogReader.plintroscope.epagent.stateful.WEBSPHERE.command=/
usr/bin/perl <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/epaplugins/websphere/
websphereLogReader.plintroscope.epagent.stateful.IIS.command=/usr/bin/
perl <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/epaplugins/iis/iisLogReader.pl

 When adding the path in Windows, use the following format:

introscope.epagent.stateful.TEST.command=perl c:\\mydirectory\
\myscript.pl

Add Stateless Plug-ins

You can add stateless plug-ins.

Follow these steps: 

1. Open the file <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/IntroscopeEPAgent.properties.
2. In the property introscope.epagent.plugins.stateless.names, uncomment the property. Add the logical names for the

stateless plug-ins, and separate the names by commas. For example:

introscope.epagent.plugins.stateless.names=DISK,ORACLE,HTTP,KSTAT

3. For each stateless plug-in name added in the previous step, add two more lines specifying:
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• The full command line that is required to launch the stateless plug-in. Include any command-line arguments with the
following syntax: For more information, see Standalone EPAgent Default Plug-ins.

introscope.epagent.plugins.stateless.<pluginname>.command=
 <command>

• The frequency that the Standalone EPAgent runs the plug-in, as a delay in seconds, with the following syntax:

introscope.epagent.stateless.<pluginname>.delayInSeconds=<value in
 seconds>

For example:

introscope.epagent.stateless.DISK.command=/usr/
bin/perl <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/epaplugins/solaris/
diskStats.plintroscope.epagent.stateless.DISK.delayInSeconds=900 introscope.epagent.stateless.ORACLE.command=/
usr/bin/perl <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/solaris/
processAvailability.plintroscope.epagent.stateless.ORACLE.delayInSeconds=900 introscope.epagent.stateless.HTTP.command=/
usr/bin/perl <EPAgent_Home>/epaplugins/solaris/
httpSvcAvailability.plintroscope.epagent.stateless.HTTP.delayInSeconds=900 introscope.epagent.stateless.KSTAT.command=/
usr/bin/perl <EPAgent_Home>/epaplugins/solaris/
kstat.plintroscope.epagent.stateless.KSTAT.delayInSeconds=900

4. Save changes and restart the Standalone EPAgent.

Remove Stateful and Stateless Plug-ins

You can remove plug-ins.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.
2. Delete the names of plug-ins to remove

in the introscope.epagent.plugins.stateful.names and introscope.epagent.plugins.stateless.names properties.
3. Either comment out or delete any command lines that are associated with the plug-ins you are removing.
4. Save changes and restart the Standalone EPAgent.

Configure Java Class Plug-ins

To configure a plug-in that is a Java class that is executed within the Standalone EPAgent JVM, configure these properties in
the EPAgent properties file:

introscope.epagent.stateful.JAVA-CLASS.class=my.package.path.Class
 arg1 arg2 arg3

 Supply the fully qualified class name followed by any optional arguments. For example:

introscope.epagent.plugins.stateful.names=add introscope.epagent.stateful.add.class=com.wily.math.Add
 1 2
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 Configure the Standalone EPAgent for Jetty
 

For optimal performance of the Standalone EPAgent with a Jetty server, consider the following configuration tasks.

  

Standalone EPAgent Connectors for Jetty Monitoring

Configure the following properties to fine-tune the Standalone EPAgent connections for Jetty monitoring:

•  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxIdleTime
The time in milliseconds that the connection can be idle before it is closed.

•  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.acceptQueueSize
The size of the pending connection backlog. The exact interpretation is JVM and operating system specific and you can
ignore it. Higher values allow more connections to wait pending an acceptor thread. Because the exact interpretation is
deployment-dependent, it is best to keep this value as the default unless there is a specific connection issue for a specific
OS that you need to address.

Configure the Jetty Thread Pool

It is very important to limit the Jetty task queue. By default, the queue is unbounded. As a result, Jetty keeps a lot of requests in
the queue when it is under high load, in excess of the processing power of the web app. Even after the load has stopped, Jetty
will appear to have stopped responding to new requests as it still has lots of requests in the queue to handle.

For a high reliability system, Jetty should reject the excess requests immediately (fail fast) by using a queue with a bounded
capability. The capability (maximum queue length) should be calculated according to the tolerable "no-response" time. For
example, if the web app can handle 100 requests per second, and if you can allow it one minute to recover from excessive high
load, you can set the queue capability (introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxQueuedCount) to 60*100=6000. If it is set
too low, it will reject requests too soon and cannot handle normal load spike.

When the Jetty server starts rejecting requests because the queue is full, the server starts logging messages similar to the
following to epagent/logs/introscopeEPA.log:

2016-10-22 06:43:48.639:WARN:oeji.nio:Dispatched Failed!
 SCEP@200d65c6{l(/0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1:41308)<-
>r(/0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1:9080),s=-1,open=true,ishut=false,oshut=false,rb=false,wb=false,w=true,i=1r}-
{AsyncHttpConnection@19fd1c54,g=HttpGenerator{s=0,h=-1,b=-1,c=-1},p=HttpParser{s=-14,l=0,c=-3},r=32470}
 to org.eclipse.jetty.server.nio.SelectChannelConnector$ConnectorSelectorManager@1a43b86b

 

Configure the following properties to optimize the Jetty thread pool. The values indicated here are the default values.

•  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.minThreadCount=2
Set the minimum number of threads. Delegated to the named or anonymous pool.

•  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxThreadCount=20
Set the maximum number of threads. Delegated to the named or anonymous pool.

•  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxQueuedCount=50
Maximum job queue size

•  introscope.epagent.config.HttpServer.maxIdleTimeMS=1800000
Maximum thread idle time. Threads that are idle for longer than this period may be stopped.

 Run the Standalone EPAgent

You can run the Standalone EPAgent as either a standalone .jar file, or a Java application.

To run the Standalone EPAgent as a standalone .jar file:
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Run a Java command-line with the appropriate -jar flag, as in the following example:

java -Dcom.wily.introscope.epagent.properties="<EPAgent_Home>/epagent/
IntroscopeEPAgent.properties" -jar <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/lib/EPAgent.jar

 

To run the Standalone EPAgent as a Java application:

Add the Standalone EPAgent files to the appropriate classpath as in the following example:

java -classpath "<EPAgent_Home>/epagent/lib/EPAgent.jar" -
Dcom.wily.introscope.epagent.properties="<EPAgent_Home>/epagent/IntroscopeEPAgent.properties"
 com.wily.introscope.api.IntroscopeEPAgent

Run the Standalone EPAgent on UNIX

You can use a control script (shell script) to run the Standalone EPAgent on a UNIX operating system.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt.
2. Navigate to the directory that has the control script. For example:

cd Introscope<version_number>/bin

3. Run the command that corresponds to the action you want:

• EPACtrl.sh start
Starts the EPAgent.

• EPACtrl.sh status
Shows the status of EPAgent process whether it is running or stopped.

• EPACtrl.sh stop
Stops the EPAgent process

• EPACtrl.sh help
Displays the help menu.

 Standalone EPAgent Custom Plug-in Interface Definition
 

     

You can create custom plug-ins with the Standalone EPAgent to collect more metrics specific to your application.

 Follow these steps:   

1. Verify the output of the custom plug-ins can be parsed by the Standalone EPAgent. For additional information, see Metric
data format and Error or event data format.

2. Add the custom plug-ins in the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file as described in Add and Configure Standalone EPAgent
Plug-ins.

Metric Data Format

The Standalone EPAgent can parse metric data that is provided by two sources. The sources are plug-ins or other metric-
producing programs that are plugged into the Standalone EPAgent using either Simple or XML formats.

Simple Format for Metric Data
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Specify one metric name and value per line using the format:

<metric_name>=<value>

For example:

diskWrites=37

You can also include a reference to a resource segment:

<resource_segment>:<metric_name>=<value>

For example, all one line:

Resource Usage|File IO:diskWrites=37
Apache Errors:LastErrorString=ERROR: Apache shutdown unexpectedly

Simple format guidelines:

• In the simple format, the metric name should not contain an equal sign (=). When the name requires an equal sign, use the
XML format.

• The value might contain an equal sign (string), and the EPAgent always parses all characters up to the first equal sign (left
to right) as the metric name. The EPAgent parses all characters after the first equal sign as the value.

• Any value that is composed of numeric digits is interpreted as numeric data and reported as an "IntCounter" type.
• Any value that is composed of anything other than numeric digits are interpreted as string data and reported as

an Introscope; "string event" type.

XML Format for Metric Data

Where the simple format limits the metric types, XML style format allows the plug-in to report additional information. For
example, the metric name, metric type, and value, as in the following example:

<metric type="LongCounter" name="Resource Usage|File IO:diskWrites" value="37" />
<metric type="StringEvent" name="Apache Errors:LastErrorString" value="ERROR: Apache shutdown
 unexpectedly" />

XML format guidelines:

• This format allows full support of data types and the equal sign in metric names and values.
• The type attribute of a metric must be one of the following values:

• PerIntervalCounter -- the value is a rate per interval where the interval can change. These metrics are aggregated over
time by summing the values. For example, there are 10 method invocations per 15 seconds followed by 15 method
invocations per 15 seconds. Aggregating the metrics over 30 seconds results in "25 method invocations per 30 seconds".

• IntCounter -- int values can go up and down
• IntAverage -- int value that is averaged over time
• IntRate -- this value is a per-second rate. These metrics are aggregated over time by taking the average of the values.
• LongCounter -- long values can go up and down
• LongAverage -- long value that is averaged over time
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• StringEvent -- represents a type which periodically generates Strings. This recorder does not have a notion of current
value; it merely reports events in the order in which they are reported to it.

• Timestamp -- a type which generates successively increasing timestamps.
• The comparison is case-insensitive (to make it easy for the plug-in writer). If a numeric type is supplied, but the value is

non-numeric, nothing is reported to Introscope and the Standalone EPAgent logs an error.

Precautions For Either Type of Custom Plug-in Format

Consider the following precautions when you use either type of custom plug-in format:

• Supporting both formats causes an interaction where the system does not recognize metric names that start with the less-
than sign.

• With both formats, if the format is unparseable, such as garbage or incorrect syntax, the Standalone EPAgent ignores the
line. The Standalone EPAgent also logs an error.

• If the plug-in returns multiple lines, parsing continues with the next line.
• For each metric name, only one metric type can be specified. If more than one type is specified, the following error occurs:

mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss PM PDT [ERROR] [EPAgent] Metric name from plugin 'Plugin <plugin_name>'
 is invalid: "<metric_name>" is already in use by another DataRecorder of a different type

Error or Event Data Format

The EPAgent can parse error or event data that is provided by plug-ins in two different formats:

• Simple
• XML

Simple Format for Error or Event Data

In general, simple format scripts start with the following fixed string:

event:

Text after the colon:

• is part of a "name=value" pair, with each pair separated by the ampersand character (&).
• is an optional parameter to the event.

The following example shows the output of a hypothetical script that monitors the Firefox browser process and sends a
notification when the browser exits.

event:type=processWentAway&processName=firefox

Simple XML Format for Error or Event Data

Events can also be specified in an XML format, which gives the full expressive power of events in the Agent. The simplest
XML format event gives the name of a resource that generated the event (an example might be "Connection Pool" or "Java
Virtual Machine"). The following example provides a notification that some event happened in Some Resource.

<event resource="Some Resource"/>

The timestamp is the time that the event was created, and the duration of the event is zero.

XML Format for Error or Event Data With Parameters and Time Data
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You can configure event notification with an explicit timestamp and an explicit duration. The timestamp format is any Java-
parsable format. The duration is in milliseconds. The following example is an event with a duration of one minute (60,000
milliseconds):

<event resource="Some Resource" startTime="123003000" duration="60000">
     <param name="urgent" value="true"/>
</event>

Create an Error Snapshot in XML Format

An error snapshot must indicate its type as an error snapshot in the parameters:

<event resource="Some Resource" startTime="123003000" duration="60000">
     <param name="Trace Type" value="ErrorSnapshot"/>
</event>

Nested Components

The following example shows an event with nested subcomponents. An event can have from zero to an infinite number of sub-
components. Each of the sub-components can also have from zero to an infinite number of sub-components. In practice, the
level of nesting tends to be small or zero.

<event resource="Some Resource">
     <calledComponent resource="Another Resource">
          <param name="isCorrelated" value="uncertain"/>
          <calledComponent resource="A Third Resource"/>
          <calledComponent resource="A Fourth Resource"/>
     </calledComponent>
</event>

Standalone EPAgent Events and Transaction Traces

You can view Standalone EPAgent events in the Event Viewer as transaction traces by selecting the Trace View tab.

Trace views are easier to understand when time information is contained in the event that is sent by the Standalone EPAgent.
To include time information, use the startTime and offset attributes on the <event> and <calledComponent> tags.

The startTime attribute is absolute time. Its format is anything that java.util.Date.parse() can parse. Specifying startTime in the
<event> element is not required. When the startTime is absent, it defaults to the value of the current time, as specified by the
Java methods System.currentTimeMillis() or new Date().getTime(). Omitting startTime from a <calledComponent> element
makes the time default to the time of the containing element. Therefore when no startTime attribute is specified anywhere,
everything defaults to the current time.

The offset attribute is an integer value that is interpreted as time in milliseconds. The offset attribute is added to the startTime
attribute whether startTime is default or explicit. The addition of these two attributes produces the actual time reported for the
<event> or <calledComponent>.

 Example 1 

<event resource="Customized Web Server" startTime="123456789" duration="500">
<calledComponent resource="Web Server Module" offset="300" duration="100"/>
</event>
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The trace view of this event has "Customized Web Server" starting at 123456789 and "Web Server Module" starting
at 123457089 (123456789 + 300). Specifying a duration in each element produces a useful trace view showing:

• "Customized Web Server" running 300 milliseconds
• "Web Server Module" called by "Customized Web Server" and running for 100 milliseconds
• "Customized Web Server" running for another 100 milliseconds after "Web Server Module" returns

 Example 2 

<event resource="Customized Web Server" duration="500">
<calledComponent resource="Web Server Module" offset="300" duration="100"/>
</event>

This example is similar to Example 1 except that "Customized Web Server" starts at the current time, and "Web Server
Module" starts 300 milliseconds later. Note how no part of this example requires the Standalone EPAgent script to know the
current time.

 Example 3 

<event resource="Customized Web Server" startTime="123000000" offset="1000" duration="5000">
<calledComponent resource="Web Server Module" startTime="123003000" duration="200"/>
</event>

Here "Customized Web Server" starts at 123001000 (123000000 + 1000) and "Web Server Module" starts at 123003000.

Notice again how specifying durations promotes readability and usability. Use care in specifying startTime, offsets, and
durations. Incorrectly specifying startTimes, offsets, and, durations can make trace views hard to read. The start time is
computed by adding startTime and the offset of a <calledComponent> element. Ensure that the start time occurs after the start
time of its containing <event> or <calledComponent>. The (start time + duration) of a <calledComponent> should always be
less than the (start time + duration) of its containing <event> or <calledComponent>.

XML Schema for Error or Event Data

The formal XSD schema that is supported is:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xs:schema xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" elementFormDefault="qualified"
 attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
   <xs:element name="event" type="eventElement">
      <xs:annotation>
         <xs:documentation>The root element for events. This element is nearly equivalent to the
 calledComponent element, except that the event element must occur only once, at the outermost level.</
xs:documentation>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>
   <xs:element name="param">
      <xs:complexType>
         <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
         <xs:attribute name="value" type="xs:string" use="required"/>
      </xs:complexType>
   </xs:element>
   <xs:element name="calledComponent" type="eventElement">
      <xs:annotation>
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         <xs:documentation>A component called by the containing element.  This element is nearly
 equivalent to the event element, except that this element cannot occur at the outermost level.
         </xs:documentation>
      </xs:annotation>
   </xs:element>
   <xs:complexType name="eventElement">
      <xs:sequence>
         <xs:element ref="param" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
         <xs:element ref="calledComponent" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
      </xs:sequence>
      <xs:attribute name="startTime" type="xs:dateTime" use="optional"/>
      <xs:attribute name="offset" type="xs:integer" use="optional" default="0"/>
      <xs:attribute name="duration" type="xs:dateTime" use="optional" default="0"/>
   </xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

 Standalone EPAgent Default Plug-ins

The Standalone EPAgent provides default plug-ins and has optional command-line arguments.

     

solaris/diskStats.pl 

This plug-in returns metrics containing information about the system hard disks.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by the /solaris/diskStats.pl plug-in are detailed in Solaris kernel statistics (kstat) metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

This plug-in takes disk names as command-line arguments. If no disk names are specified, the information about all disks is
reported.

• For example, the following command reports metrics on all local disks:

perl diskStats.pl

• The following command reports metrics on only the disks '/' and '/usr':

perl diskStats.pl / /usr

Note:   You may want to use this argument to narrow your results.

windows/processAvailability.pl AND solaris/processAvailability.pl 

This plug-in returns a metric with a value equal to the number of process names that match the passed in argument value. The
type of metric returned is 'IntCounter'.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by the /windows/processAvailability.pl and solaris/processAvailability.pl plug-in are detailed in
Process availability metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

Each of these plug-ins takes five optional command-line arguments:

 match 

http://diskStats.pl
http://diskStats.pl
http://processAvailability.pl
http://processAvailability.pl
http://processAvailability.pl
http://processAvailability.pl
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Regular Perl expression to search for

 resource 

Resource part of the metric name

 subResource 

Sub-resource part of the metric name

 metric 

Main part of the metric name

 distinctMatch 

This argument has no value and determines whether to keep and report counts for each regular expression match separately.
This option overrides the value of the subResource argument if it is specified.

The following example reports the number of processes that begin with the characters 'sh':

perl processAvailability.pl -match ^sh

windows/diskStats.pl 

This plug-in reports disk usage and capacity statistics that are based on the statistics available from the Windows Performance
Monitor.

For this plug-in to report all statistics properly, you must issue the diskperf -y command. You must then restart your
computer to activate the new settings.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by the /windows/diskStats.pl plug-in are detailed in Disk Stats (Windows) metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

This plug-in takes disk names as command-line arguments. If no disk names are specified, information about all disks is
reported.

• For example, the following command reports metrics on all local disks:

perl diskStats.pl

• The following command reports metrics on only the disks c: and d:

perl diskStats.pl c: d:

Note:   You may want to use this argument to narrow your results.

 apacheLogReader.pl, weblogicLogReader.pl, and websphereLogReader.pl 

These plug-ins report metrics that are based on the metrics that are configured in the <webserver>LogReader.cfg file.

Each web server application logfile parser has its own configuration file. The file contains these default values: sleep delay,
subresource name, resource name, logfile directory, and logfile name pattern.

When tthe EPAgent uses these plug-ins, it does not begin reporting to the Enterprise Manager until a new entry is added to the
log file.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by these plug-ins are detailed in following ones:

• Apache log metrics

http://diskStats.pl
http://diskStats.pl
http://apacheLogReader.pl
http://weblogicLogReader.pl
http://websphereLogReader.pl
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• WebSphere log metrics
• WebLogic log metrics

Command-Line Arguments

Each of these plug-ins takes four optional command-line arguments:

 logfileDir 

Directory in which the logfiles are located.

 sleepTime 

Number of seconds to delay between each check of the logfile for new messages

 logfile 

Regular expression that corresponds to the name of the logfiles generated

 subResource 

Sub-resource part of the metric name

 Example:

perl apacheLogReader.pl -sleepTime 30 -logfileDir "c:/Apache/logs"

 httpSvcAvailability.pl 

This plug-in reports metrics that are based on the availability and performance of the HTTP service that is located at the
specified URL.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by the httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in are detailed in HTTP/HTTPS service availability metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

This plug-in takes three optional command-line arguments:

 url 

A comma-delimited set of URLs with optional port numbers. The URLs can include port numbers, when the numbers are
different from the defaults. The URLs can also include http: or https.

 get 

This argument requests a comma-delimited list (no spaces) of HTTP requests to issue to the server.

Some web sites may not allow HEAD requests or some application servers may not support GET.

This argument must specify at least one of: GET, HEAD

When you specify both GET and HEAD, then the plug-in executes HEAD.

first, followed by GET.

 Default: -request HEAD

 metric 

A comma-delimited listing of metrics to return

• av = Availability / Can Connect (0=no, 1=yes)
• rt = Round-trip Response Time (for connect)
• tp = Throughput (kbytes. #Kbytes returned / round-trip response)
• all = all statistics

 Default: all

http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
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 Example:

perl epaplugins/solaris/httpSvcAvailability.pl -url https://secure.server.com,http:8080//IIS.server.com

Perl Support Issues

For httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in (HTTP):

The httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in (HTTP) requires the Perl library, libwww-perl (v5.65+), to be installed for basic http service
checking. www.activestate.com provides Perl v5.6.1 which includes libwww-perl as part of the installation.

For httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in (HTTPS):

• For https service checking on Windows, install Crypt-SSLeay (v0.17.1+).
• For https service checking on Solaris, install Net-SSLeay (v1.05+).

Use the ppm Package Manager tool included with the ActiveState Perl for easiest installation.

 kstat.pl 

This plug-in reports metrics that are based on the kernel statistics available from the Solaris kstat utility.

Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by the kstat.pl plug-in are detailed in Solaris kernel statistics (kstat) metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

This plug-in takes four command-line arguments:

 class 

Regular expression that matches a kstat class

 module 

Regular expression that matches a kstat module

 name 

Regular expression that matches a kstat name

 statistic 

Regular expression that matches a kstat statistic

 Note: You may want to use these arguments to narrow your results. If no command-line switches are specified, the plug-in
returns all Solaris kernel information for class, module, name, and statistics.

 Example:

perl epaplugins/solaris/kstat.pl -class vm -module unix -name segmap -statistic '^free'

The Introscope metric would create node VM, then resource UNIX, then segmap, then see "free", then value.

 Note: If kstat reports a null value for a resource name, no metric is generated.

Perl Support Issues

For best performance, we recommend that you run the kstat.pl plug-in with the Solaris-supplied Perl. You typically find
this Perl in /usr/bin/perl with Perl libraries that are installed in /usr/perl5). This location supports a direct interface to the
Solaris kernel subsystem using an included Perl library. When you run the kstat.pl plug-in with a different Perl installation,
the kstat.pl command-line utility is used, which might incur slightly higher overhead.

 iisLogReader.pl 

This plug-in reports metrics that are based on the configuration in the iisLogReader.cfg file. When using this plug-in, the
EPAgent does not begin reporting to the Enterprise Manager until a new entry is added to the log file.

http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
http://www.activestate.com
http://httpSvcAvailability.pl
http://kstat.pl
http://kstat.pl
http://kstat.pl
http://kstat.pl
http://kstat.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
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Metrics Produced

Metrics that are produced by the iisLogReader.pl plug-in are detailed in IIS log reader metrics.

Command-Line Arguments

This plug-in takes four optional command-line arguments:

 logfileDir 

Directory in which the logfiles are located.

 sleepTime 

Number of seconds to delay between each check of the logfile for new messages

 logfile 

Regular expression that corresponds to the name of the logfiles generated

 subResource 

Sub-resource part of the metric name

 Example:

perl iisLogReader.pl -sleepTime 30 -logfileDir "c:/Program Files/iis/logs"

iisLogReader.cfg Configuration File

The iisLogReader.cfg file contains values for the command-line arguments in the iisLogReader.pl file.

Each web server application logfile parser has its own configuration file. The file contains default values for sleep delay,
subresource name, resource name, logfile directory, and logfile name pattern. The config file also contains a list of metrics to
match and report on. Each metric configuration has a match (regular expression), metricType, metricName, and metricValue.

LOGFILEDIR

Full directory pathname that contains the logfiles for the associated web server.

 Note: Forward slashes are valid path separators for Windows paths (back slashes are acceptable too).

 Default 

C:/WINNT/system32/LogFiles/W3SVC1

LOGFILE

Name of the logfile to read. This name should be a regular expression if it changes over time (for example, rotating logfiles).
The match is case-insensitive.

This value must match the entire name of the file (without path).

The default is set up to match logfile names when IIS is configured for W3C Extended Log File Format. This log file format is
the only supported format by the iisLogReader.pl plug-in.

 Default 

ex(tend)?\d+\.log

SLEEPTIME

Number of seconds to delay between each check of the logfile for new messages.

Because counter metrics are defined as "per interval", generally, set SLEEPTIME equal to or greater than the Enterprise
Manager 15-second time slice. Otherwise the counter metrics are incorrect.

 Default 

15

RESOURCE

Resource part of the metric name. This value corresponds to the first node underneath the Agent node in the Metric tree.

http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
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 Default 

IISWebServer

SUBRESOURCE

Sub-resource part of the metric name. This value corresponds to the sub-nodes underneath the Resource node specified.

 Default 

<empty>

LINE_FORMAT

This value defines the exact line format that is logged by the IIS Web Server.

Subproperties for line format are described in the LINE_FORMAT Sub-properties table.

 Default 

n/a

LINE_FORMAT Sub-Properties

The following table describes the property, LINE_FORMAT, and all its subproperties.

The following properties for LINE_FORMAT must exactly match the fields that are logged to the logfile by the IIS Web
Server. If the properties do not match, the iisLogReader.pl plug-in fails to report some or all metrics.

The exact fields for the IIS Web Server are configured within the IIS Admin Tool (or web page in older versions of IIS). You
can configure logging fields for the IIS Web Server logging in IIS4.0 and IIS5.0.

By default, IIS Web Server logs only the following fields:

• Time
• ClientIPAddress
• Method
• URIStem
• ProtocolStatus

To match, the default iisLogReader.cfg file also enables only these five LINE_FORMAT subproperties.

Out-of-the-box, the iisLogReader.pl plug-in expects a default IIS Web Server logging configuration. The plug-in can report all
metrics except Bytes Transferred. Byte Transferred requires that the IIS Web Server logs the BytesSent data field and that the
iisLogReader.cfg subproperty, BytesSent, is uncommented/enabled. If the user fails to enable BytesSent in IIS Web Server and
in the iisLogReader.cfg, the Bytes Transferred metric is not reported to CA Introscope.

When a subproperty line is uncommented, the iisLogReader.pl plug-in expects to find that field in the IIS Web Server logfile.
The field is specified by the LOGFILEDIR and LOGFILE properties. Conversely, when the sub-property line is commented,
the iisLogReader.pl plug-in does not expect to find the field in the logfile. When the fields are enabled in IIS Web Server, the
sub-property line order matches the left-to-right order in which the IIS Web Server logs the data. Do not change the order.

DELIMITER

Continuous whitespace (spaces, tabs)

 Default 

\s+

FIELDS

n/a

 Default 

n/a

FIELDS->Date

The date on which the activity occurred. YYYY-MM-DD.

 Default 

\d\d\d\d-\d\d-\d\d

FIELDS->Time

http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
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Enabled by default.

The time the activity occurred. 24HH:MM:SS GMT.

 Default 

\d\d\d\d-\d\d-\d\d

FIELDS->ClientIPAddress

Enabled by default.

The IP address of the client that accessed your server. Four numbers, which are separated by periods.

 Default 

\d+\.\d+\.\d+\.\d+

FIELDS->UserName

The name of the user who accessed your server. Any combination of -, backslash, and alphanumeric characters.

 Default 

[-\\\w]+

FIELDS->ServiceName

The internet service that was running on the client computer. Any combination of alphanumeric characters.

 Default 

\w+

FIELDS->ServerName

The name of the server on which the log entry was generated. Any combination of period, hyphens, alphanumeric characters.

 Default 

[.-\w]+

FIELDS->ServerIPAddress

The IP address of the server on which the log entry was generated. Four numbers, which are separated by periods.

 Default 

\d+\.\d+\.\d+\.\d+

FIELDS->ServerPort

The port number the client is connected to. One or more digits.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->Method

Enabled by default.

The action the client was trying to perform (for example, a GET command).

 Default 

GET|HEAD|PUT|POST|DELETE

FIELDS->URIStem

Enabled by default.

The resource that is accessed; for example, an HTML page, a CGI program, or a script. A sequence of non-spaces.

 Default 

\S+

FIELDS->URIQuery
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The query, if any, the client was trying to perform; that is, one or more search strings for which the client was seeking a match.
A sequence of non-spaces.

 Default 

\S+

FIELDS->ProtocolStatus

Enabled by default.

The status of the action, in HTTP terms.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->Win32Status

The status of the action, in terms used by Windows. One or more digits.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->BytesSent

The number of bytes sent by the server. One or more digits.

Note:   This field is not enabled by default in IIS. The field must be turned on in to collect the "Bytes Transferred" metric.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->BytesReceived

The number of bytes received by the server. One or more digits.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->TimeTaken

The length of time the action took in milliseconds. One or more digits.

 Default 

\d+

FIELDS->ProtocolVersion

The protocol (HTTP, FTP) version used by the client. For HTTP, this version is either HTTP 1.0 or HTTP 1.1. A sequence of
alphanumeric characters, forward slash, and periods.

 Default 

[\w/.]+

FIELDS->Host

The host of the client. A sequence of alphanumeric characters, period, colons.

 Default 

[\w.:]+

FIELDS->UserAgent

The browser that is used on the client. A sequence of non-spaces.

 Default 

\S+

FIELDS->Cookie

The content of the cookie sent or received, if any. A sequence of non-spaces.
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 Default 

\S+

FIELDS->Referer

The site that directed the user to the current site. A sequence of non-spaces.

 Default 

\S+

Configuring IIS Web Server logging in IIS4.0 and IIS5.0

Start Internet Services Manager.

On the left side, expand the tree node for your computer.

You should see three nodes:

• FTP Site
• Web Site
• SMTP Virtual Server

Right-click the Web Site node and select Properties.

The Properties dialog appears.
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Select the Web Site tab and ensure that the following items are selected:

• the Enable Logging checkbox is selected
• W3C Extended Log File Format is selected in the Active log format drop-down list.

Click Properties.

The Extended Logging Properties dialog appears.
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In the General Properties tab, the LogFile Directory is specified and must match the LOGFILEDIR property in the
iisLogReader.cfg file.

In the Extended Properties tab, the following fields are required/mandatory for the iisLogReader.pl plug-in to report all its
metrics:

• Time
• Client IP Address
• Method
• URIStem
• Protocol Status
• Bytes Sent (required to see Bytes Transferred)

All fields that are enabled must match the enabled (uncommented) fields in the iisLogReader.cfg file, under the
LINE_FORMAT->FIELDS section. This part of the iisLogReader.cfg file tells the iisLogReader.pl plug-in what line format to
expect in the logfile. If there is a mismatch, the iisLogReader.pl plug-in fails to report metrics or incorrect metrics.

 Standalone EPAgent Default Plug-in Metrics

This section describes the metrics that the plug-ins included with the EPAgent plug-in produce. All metrics are calculated
using the time that your system clock sets. When the system clock is reset during a transaction, the elapsed time that a plug-in
reports for that transaction can be misleading.

http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
http://iisLogReader.pl
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Invalid Character Replacement

All resource, sub-resource, and metric names are checked for invalid characters that are not allowed in metric names.
Specifically, the pipe character (|) and colon (:) are reserved characters. The plug-ins automatically replace user or system-
generated names that contain the characters that are described in this table:

Original Character Replaced By DescriptiOns

| _ Pipe characters are replaced by
underscores.

: ^ Colons are replaced by caret symbols.

IIS Log Reader Metrics

The  iisLogReader.pl  plug-in generates the IIS Log Reader metrics, which provide per interval data about the log file. You can
view these metrics here in the Metric Browser: IISWebServer <Sub-Resource>.

Total Page Hits

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

Total Visitors Count

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

Page Hits For <URL>

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

Bytes Transferred

Introscope Data Type:

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (MB)

Default: On

ErrorCount_400_BadRequest

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_401_Unauthorized

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_403_Forbidden

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_404_ServerCOnfiguratiOn

http://iislogreader.pl/
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I ntroscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_500_InternalServerError

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorMessage_400_BadRequest

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_401_Unauthorized

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_403_Forbidden

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_404_PageNotFound

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_500_InternalServerError

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

HTTP/HTTPS Service Availability Metrics

The httpSvcAvailability.pl plug-in generates the HTTP/HTTPS Service Availability Metrics, which you can view here in the
Metric Browser: Remote Machine <hostnameOrlPAddr>|Service|HTTP<Sub-Resource> metrics.

Available

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 0-1

Default: On

Response time

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: Seconds

Default: On

Average Throughput

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: KB/msec

http://httpsvcavailability.pl/
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Default: On

Solaris Kernel Statistics (kstat) Metrics

The  kstat.pl  plug-in generates the Solaris Kernel Statistics (kstat) metrics, which you can view here in the Metric
Browser: Solaris Kernel <class>|<module>|<name>.

The metric names that the kstat plug-in produces vary depending on three factors. The metric names depend on the Solaris
system being monitored, Solaris naming concepts, and the EPAgent command-line invocation of the  kstat.pl  plug-in. You can
configure the invocation in the IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file that is located in the <EPAgent_Home>/epagent directory.

<stat>

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: Varies

Default: On

Process Availability Metric

The  processAvailability.pl  plug-in produces the Process Availability metric, which you can view here in the Metric Browser:
RunningProcesses <Sub-Resource>.

Count

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (process)

Default: On

Disk Stats (Windows) Metrics

The /windows/diskStats.pl plug-in generates the Disk Stats (Windows) metrics, which you can view here in the Metric
Browser: RunningProcesses <Sub-Resource>.

Disk Reads/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (count)

Default: On

Disk Writes/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (count)

Default: On

Disk Read Bytes/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

Disk Write Bytes/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

Current Disk Queue Length

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (request)

Default: On

Average Disk Read Time (ms)

http://kstat.pl/
http://kstat.pl
http://processavailability.pl/
http://diskstats.pl/
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Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (ms)

Default: On

Average Disk Write Time (ms)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (ms)

Default: On

Average Disk Bytes/Read

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

Average Disk Bytes/Write

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

Free Disk Space (mb)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (mb)

Default: On

Free Disk Space (%)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (process)

Default: On

Disk Stats (Solaris) Metrics

The <EPAgent_Home>/epagent/epaplugins/solaris/diskStats.pl plug-in generates the Disk Stats (Solaris) metrics, which you
can view here in the Metric Browser: Disk <Sub-Resource>.

Disk Time (%)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (percent)

Default: On

Transaction Waiting Time (%)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (percent)

Default: On

Average Transaction Active

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (transaction)

Default: On

Average Transaction Waiting

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (transaction)

http://diskstats.pl/
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Default: On

Disk Reads/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (count)

Default: On

Disk Writes/sec

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (count)

Default: On

KB Read per Second

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

KB Written per Second

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (byte)

Default: On

Average Service Time in Waiting Queue (ms)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (ms)

Default: On

Average Service Time for Active Transactions (ms)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (ms)

Default: On

Free Disk Space (mb)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (mb)

Default: On

Free Disk Space (%)

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (percent)

Default: On

Apache Log Metrics

The  apacheLogReader.pl  plug-in generates the Apache Log metrics, which you can view here in the Metric Browser:
ApacheWebServer <Sub-Resource>.

PageHitCount

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

ErrorCount_400_BadRequest

http://apachelogreader.pl/
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Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_401_Unauthorized

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_403_Forbidden

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_404_PageNotFound

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorCount_500_ServerCOnfiguration

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorMessage_400_BadRequest

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorMessage_401_Unauthorized

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: On

ErrorMessage_403_Forbidden

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_404_PageNotFound

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: Off

ErrorMessage_500_ServerConfiguration

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: 1 (error)

Default: Off

WebSphere Log Metrics
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The  websphereLogReader.pl  plug-in generates the WebSphere Log metrics, which you can view here in the Metric
Browser: WebSphereApplicationServer <Sub-Resource>.

MessageCount_Audit

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageCount_Warning

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageCount_EventDebug

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageCount_Error

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageCount_Fatal

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageText_Audit

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageText_Warning

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageText_EventDebug

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageText_Error

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

Default: On

MessageText_Fatal

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (hit)

http://webspherelogreader.pl/
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Default: On

WebLogic Log Metrics

The  weblogicLogReader.pl  plug-in generates the WebLogic Log metrics, which you can view here in the Metric Browser:
WebLogicApplicationServer <Sub-Resource>.

ServerVersion

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: On

MessageCount_Warning

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Error

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Notice

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Critical

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Alert

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageCount_Emergency

Introscope Data Type: IntCounter

Unit: 1 (message)

Default: On

MessageText_Warning

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

MessageText_Error

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

MessageText_Notice

http://weblogiclogreader.pl/
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Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: On

MessageText_Critical

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

MessageText_Alert

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

MessageText_Emergency

Introscope Data Type: StringEvent

Unit: Not applicable

Default: Off

 Convert a Standalone EPAgent Script to Run On the Infrastructure Agent

The Infrastructure Agent can run custom script plug-ins that are built for pre-10.7 versions of the EPAgent. You do not need to
modify the scripts. The same properties work for the EPAgent and the Infrastructure agent, provided the file paths match.

Configure a EPAgent scripts from pre-10.7 releases to an Infrastructure Agent installation script.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate one or more previously created custom plug-in scripts.

• If the file system location is visible to Infrastructure Agent, you can use previously created custom plug-in scripts from
the current location.

• If the previously created custom plug-in scripts are not visible, copy the scripts and all of their dependencies. For
example, epaplugins\lib\perl\Wily module. Place the scripts with dependencies to a file system directory that the
infrastructure Agent can read.

2. Locate the stateless and stateful plug-in properties in the pre-10.7 epagent/IntroscopeEPAgent.properties file.
The properties that you must copy have an Introscope.epagent.plugins prefix, as shown in this example:

introscope.epagent.plugins.stateful.names=APACHEintroscope.epagent.stateful.APACHE.command=perl
 c:\epagent\epagentplugins
\apacheLogReader.plintroscope.epagent.plugins.stateless.names=DISKintroscope.epagent.stateless.DISK.command=perl
 c:\epagent\epagentplugins
\diskStats.plintroscope.epagent.stateless.DISK.delayInSeconds=900

3. Copy the pre-10.7 properties to the apmia/core/config/IntroscopeAgent.properties file.
4. If necessary, adjust the file paths in command properties to match the location, where scripts are, or were copied.
5. Restart  the Infrastructure Agent.

 F5 LTM Monitoring

F5 Local Traffic Manager (LTM) gives you a depth of understanding about your network application traffic and control over
how it is handled. F5 LTM monitoring transforms the chaotic volume of network traffic into logically assembled streams of
data.

F5 LTM (Local Traffic Manager) monitoring reports F5 LTM-related metrics. Invoke the REST API resolved by F5 to collect
the metrics. The returned data is displayed on the APM Team Center.
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Limitations

• Global Traffic Manager (GTM) is not monitored
• One to one mapping of request and response to the request is not done

More Information:

 F5 LTM Monitoring for DX APM SaaS

You install DX APM F5 LTM Monitoring before you configure and use the extension.

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX APM SaaS. You download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing DX APM F5 LTM
Monitoring. For information about downloading the agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install F5 LTM Monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat install

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

 Next Step: Configure F5 LTM Monitoring 

Note:

 More information: F5 LTM Attributes and Metrics 

 Configure F5 LTM Monitoring

This section describes the procedure to configure F5 LTM Monitoring. The extension supports all F5 devices. This F5 LTM
monitor is currently limited to one F5 per Infrastructure agent. If you are only using it to monitor F5 devices, then the CPU
load is low. The monitoring depends on the available RAM. The heap size for the IA is configured by default to a max 512Mb.

Note:

We do not recommend running agents on collector machines.

Prerequisites

• APM – IA Agent, EM, and, WebView instance should be running
• F5 LTM instance should be running
• User executing F5 API should have admin privileges

Configuration

1. Set the following properties in the /wily/extensions/F5LTMExtension/bundle.properties file:

• introscope.agent.f5.host= {IP address of the server on which F5 is running}
• introscope.agent.f5.port= {port number through which F5 instance is reachable on IP address}
• introscope.agent.f5.user= {F5 user name, this user should have access to the F5 REST API}
• introscope.agent.f5.password={Password of above user}
• introscope.agent.f5.update.interval={time interval for invoking the F5 API} 

Note:

Plain text password that is entered above is encrypted once the extension loads.
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2. Set the virtual server host, introscope.agent.f5. virtualServer.hosts={IP addresses of virtual servers that are created in F5
LTM instance}
Use comma as delimiter for entering multiple virtual servers

3. (Optional) Set this property with the components (if any) to avoid monitoring

• introscope.agent.f5. skipMonitorOn=HTTP,TCP,Network Interfaces,Pools,Pool Members,Logical Disks,Hosts,PER
CPU,Virtual Servers,Rules,Server SSL,Client SSL

4. (Optional) Set the property to avoid the metric explosion due to large number of iRules.
These rules are monitored only if the property is specified, else all the rules are monitored.

• introscope.agent.f5. monitoredRules=_sys_auth_ldap,_sys_auth_radius

Note:

: We recommend you to set this rule to avoid flooding of metrics from all rules.

Create an iRule

iRules let you manage any IP application traffic. iRules use a scripting syntax and enables you to customize how you intercept,
inspect, transform, and direct inbound or outbound application traffic.

Note:

If you do not specify the iRule the Investigator shows the metrics but without correlation on the APM Team Center Map .

Follow these steps:

1. On the Main tab, expand Local Traffic, and click iRules.
The iRules screen opens.

2. In the upper right corner, click Create.
3. In Name, type a 1-character to 31-character name.
4. In Definition, type the syntax for your iRule.

when HTTP_REQUEST {
  if {[HTTP::header exists X-Forwarded-For]}{
      HTTP::header replace X-Forwarded-For "[HTTP::header X-Forwarded-For],
 [IP::client_addr],<virtual server address>"
  } else {
     HTTP::header insert X-Forwarded-For "[IP::client_addr], <virtual server address>"
  }
  
  if {[HTTP::header exists X-Forwarded-Host]}{
      HTTP::header replace X-Forwarded-Host "[HTTP::header X-Forwarded-Host],
 [IP::client_addr],<virtual server ip:port>"
  } else {
     HTTP::header insert X-Forwarded-Host "[IP::client_addr], <virtual server ip:port>"
  }
}

 For Example:

when HTTP_REQUEST { if {[HTTP::header exists X-Forwarded-For]}{
 HTTP::header replace X-Forwarded-For "[HTTP::header X-Forwarded-
For], [IP::client_addr],123.10.98.132" } else { HTTP::header
 insert X-Forwarded-For "[IP::client_addr], 123.10.98.132"
 }  if {[HTTP::header exists X-Forwarded-Host]}{ HTTP::header
 replace X-Forwarded-Host "[HTTP::header X-Forwarded-Host],
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 [IP::client_addr],123.10.98.132:7080" } else { HTTP::header insert
 X-Forwarded-Host "[IP::client_addr], 123.10.98.132:7080" }}

Where 123.10.98.132 is the IP of the F5 virtual server and 7080 is the port number of F5 virtual server.
5. Click Finish.

Apply the iRule

Go to Local Traffic, Virtual Servers, <Name>, iRules, and select the iRule you have created.

Note:

Stop and start the infrastructure agent using ./apmia-ca-installer.sh stop and ./apmia-ca-
installer.sh start

Skip Rules

To exclude iRules from being monitored, add Rules as value for the introscope.agent.f5.
skipMonitorOn property.

Known Issues

• Monitoring GTM – LTM is only monitored with this Extension
• Reporting is not available per request
• Information is provided according to the number of requests and different type of responses
• ATC Mapping is done for HTTP request flow

 F5 LTM Attributes and Metrics

F5 LTM monitoring collects metrics about the following components:

     

F5 LTM Attributes

The following are the attributes of the F5 LTM:

• Name
• Type
• Agent
• Hostname
• TTPlugin.correlation.proxy.<number>.source.ip
• TTPlugin.correlation.proxy.<number>.source.port
• TTPlugin.correlation.proxy.<number>.source.host

Note:

 In case the host is mapped to multiple IPs then the Transaction Trace attribute is listed for every IP.

Metrics and Alerts Mapping to Node

Each virtual server that is configured for F5 LTM monitoring is represented as a node on the DX Application Performance
Management map. The flow of the requests through the virtual server with other agent vertices are correlated.

The following metrics and alerts are mapped to the node corresponding to the F5 LTM monitoring virtual server:

     

Metrics Mapping to Node

The following metrics are displayed in the component view of the APM map when the vertex corresponding to F5 LTM virtual
server is selected.

• # HTTP.TotalRequests
• # HTTP.Total2xxResponse
• # HTTP.Total4xxResponse
• # Rules.MaxCycles
• # Pools.CurrentConnections
• # ServerSSLProfile.HandshakeFailures
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• # ClientSSLProfile.HandshakeFailures

Alerts Mapping to Node

When the metric threshold is reached, an alarm is triggered and the user is notified about the reaching the threshold. The values
that are used for caution and danger parameters can change based on the requirement, through Management Module interface
in the On-Prem environment. For CA Digital Experince Insights, contact CA Support.

HTTP Total 4xx Response

• CautionTargetValue = 7000
• DangerTargetValue = 10000

Rule Failures

The following property value shows the number of rules that failed and needs user action.

• CautionTargetValue = 70
• DangerTargetValue = 100

Metrics Reported

The metric data is collected in response from an F5 LTM monitoring invocation. The following data is available from DX
APM Investigator, MetricTree, APM Map (component view).

HTTP

Metric Name Metric Description

Total GET Requests Total number of HTTP GET requests

Total POST Requests Total number of HTTP POST requests

Total Requests Total number of HTTP requests

Total 2xx Response Number of server-side responses in range of 200 to 206 -
request successful

Total 3xx Response Number of server-side responses in range of 300 to 307 -
request redirected

Total 4xx Response Number of server-side responses in range of 400 to 417 -
indicates client-side errors

Total 5xx Response Number of server-side responses in range of 500 to 505 -
indicates server-side errors

TCP

Metric Name Metric Description

Connects Current connections that have been accepted

Connects Failed Number of connection failures

Network Interfaces

Metric Name Metric Description

Incoming Bytes Total number of bytes in

Outgoing Bytes Total number of bytes out

Packets Dropped Total number of dropped packets

Errors Total number of errors

Pools / Pool Members

Metric Name Metric Description

Active Members (applicable only to pool) Current number of active members in the given pool

https:casupport.broadcom.com
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Current Sessions Current number of sessions

Current Connections Current number of Connections

Max Connections Maximum number of connections

Total Connections Total number of connections

Total Requests Total number of requests

Incoming Bytes Total number of bytes in

Outgoing Bytes Total number of bytes out

Logical Disks

• Size Bytes
• VG Free Bytes
• VG In use Bytes
• VG Reserved Bytes

Hosts

Metric Name Metric Description

CPU Active Count The total number of cores active

CPU Total Count The total number of cores 

Memory Total The total memory in bytes

Memory Used The total used memory in bytes

Virtual Servers

Metric Name Metric Description

ClientSide - Slow Killed Number of slow connections that are killed through the
client-side of the object

ClientSide - Mean Connection Duration (ms) Average duration of connection from the client-side of the
object

ClientSide - Min Connection Duration (ms) Minimum duration of connection from the client-side of the
object

ClientSide - Max Connection Duration (ms) Maximum duration of connection from the client-side of the
object

ClientSide- Total Connections Total number of connections from the client-side of the
object 

ClientSide - Max Connections Maximum number of connections from the client-side of the
object

ClientSide - Evicted Connections Number of connections that are evicted from the client-side
of the object

ClientSide - Current Connections Current number of connections from the client-side of the
object

ClientSide - Incoming Bytes Total number of bytes in from the client-side of the object

ClientSide - Outgoing Bytes Total number of bytes out from the client-side of the object

Ephemeral - Slow Killed Number of slow connections that are killed through the
ephemeral port

Ephemeral - Max Connections Maximum number of connections through the ephemeral port

Ephemeral - Evicted Connections Connections that are evicted through the ephemeral port 

Ephemeral - Current Connections Current number of connections through the ephemeral port

Ephemeral - Incoming Bytes Total number of bytes in through the ephemeral port
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Ephemeral - Outgoing Bytes Total number of bytes out through the ephemeral port 

iRules

Metric Name Metric Description

Aborts Number of rule aborts due to TCL errors

Avg Cycles The average number of cycles that are spent during an
execution of this rule event

Max Cycles The maximum number of cycles that are spent during an
execution of this rule event

Min Cycles The minimum number of cycles that are spent during an
execution of this rule event

Failures Number of rule failures

Total Executions Number of rule event executions

Server SSL/ Client SSL

Metric Name Metric Description

Current Connections Current open connections

Fatal Alerts Total fatal alerts

Secure Handshakes Total number of handshakes, including mid-stream
renegotiations, performed with peers supporting SSL secure
renegotiation

Handshake Failures Total handshake failures

Insecure Handshake Accepts Total number of handshakes, including mid-stream
renegotiations, performed with peers not supporting SSL
secure renegotiation

Insecure Handshake Rejects Total number of rejected initial handshakes with peers not
supporting SSL secure renegotiation|

Insecure Renegotiation Rejects Total number of rejected renegotiation attempts by peers not
supporting SSL secure renegotiation

Max Connections Maximum simultaneous connections

Protocol Uses - DTLSv1 Total connections for DTLSv1 protocol

Protocol Uses - SSLv2 Total connections for SSLv2 protocol

Protocol Uses - SSLv3 Total connections for SSLv3 protocol

Protocol Uses - TLSv1 Total connections for TLSv1 protocol

Protocol Uses - TLSv1.1 Total connections for TLSv1.1 protocol

Protocol Uses - TLSv1.2 Total connections for TLSv1.2 protocol

REST URLs

F5 LTM monitoring collects the metric from the following components by invoking the REST APIs:

Component REST URL

HTTP /mgmt/tm/ltm/profile/http/stats 

TCP /mgmt/tm/ltm/profile/tcp/stats

Network Interfaces /mgmt/tm/net/interface/stats 

Pools /mgmt/tm/ltm/pool/stats

Pool Members /mgmt/tm/ltm/pool/<POOL\_NAME\>/members/stats 
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Logical Disks /mgmt/tm/sys/disk/logical-disk 

Hosts /mgmt/tm/sys/hostInfo

Virtual Servers /mgmt/tm/ltm/virtual/stats

iRules /mgmt/tm/ltm/rule/stats 

Server SSL /mgmt/tm/ltm/profile/server-ssl/stats 

Client SSL /mgmt/tm/ltm/profile/client-ssl/stats 

 Host Monitoring

Host Monitoring provides powerful systems management through the industry-standard SNMP. Host Monitoring provides
health metrics such as server, Percentage CPU utilization, memory, operating system, network disk, and storage statistics.
Correlate the host infrastructure performance metrics with other DX APM monitored application performance metrics. This
correlation helps you quickly determine whether poor host performance is the source of application performance issues.

This section covers the following topics:

 Host Monitoring for DX APM SaaS

DX APM Host Monitoring (Host Monitoring) is an extension that provides powerful systems management through the
industry-standard SNMP. Host Monitoring provides health metrics such as server % CPU utilization and memory, and network
disk and storage statistics. Correlate the host infrastructure performance metrics with other DX APM monitored application
performance metrics. This correlation helps you quickly determine whether poor host performance is the source of application
performance issues.

Host Monitoring uses an SNMP-based Collector Agent to receive host performance metrics from the Host Monitoring Probe
Agent. The Collector Agent reports the metrics to the Enterprise Manager.

Here are the steps to install and use Host Monitoring:

    

Download and Extract the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX APM SaaS, you download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing DX APM Host
Monitoring. For information about downloading the agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install Host Monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat install

Configure Host Monitoring

When Host Monitoring uses a port other than 1691, configure the port number.

 Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) Host Monitoring is automatically as part of the Infrastructure Agent installation. If Host Monitoring is installed
on a port other than 1691, after you run the Infrastructure Agent, configure the port number.

1.1 Navigate to the apmia/extensions/HostMonitor directory.
2.1 Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor. 
3.1 Configure the snmpcollector.localhost.port property value.

snmpcollector.localhost.port=<Host monitoring port>

4.1 Save and close the file.
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5.1 Restart the Infrastructure Agent using the appropriate command:
UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh restart
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat restart

Log Files

You can review the Infrastructure Agent installation logs in the apmia/APMIA_install.log directory.

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log 
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

You can review the Host Monitoring installation log, which is located one of two directories depending on where Host
Monitoring is installed. The log is in either the apmia/SystemEDGE/config/port1691 or the apmia/SystemEDGE/config/
port1791 directory.

We provide the APMIAConsole_ForceStart.log for Windows environments in which you start the Infrastructure Agent
using force start.

Monitor Host Health

You view host health and performance data using the Components view and other views in Application Performance
Management.

1. Log in to DX APM SaaS. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

Application Performance Management home page appears
3. In the left navigation pane, click the Map icon.
4. (Optional) View the host application data.

1.1 Select Application Layer from the top-left drop-down box.
2.1 Find the Host component using either of these methods

• on the map find the box for HOST - server name or ID 
• in Perspectives drop-down select Host-<Host_Application_Name> from the drop-down list.

The Components View opens to the right of the map.
5. (Optional) View the host infrastructure data.

1.1 Select Infrastructure Layer from the top-left drop-down box.
2.1 Click the host component displaying in the map.

The Component  View opens to the right of the map.
6. In the Component View, click the Host tab.

The Metrics Overview section displays the host data.
7. Scroll down the host data to examine the Host Monitoring metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor host

performance.

Note:

 CPU Steal time is the percentage of time that the VM waits to get a real CPU while the Hypervisor is servicing a processor
of another VM. CPU Steal metric value is zero if there is no CPU Steal.

 Host Monitoring Metrics
 

You can monitor the performance and health of host servers with the following host monitoring metrics:

     

CPU Metrics

Metric Name Description

 CPU|Core<Id>|UtilPercent The percentage of time over the sample period that the CPU
of the system is utilized.
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 CPU|Core<Id>|IdlePercent The percentage of time over the sample period that the CPU
of the system is idle.

 CPU|Core<Id>|SysPercent The percentage of time over the sample period that the CPU
of the system is executing the kernel or operating system.

 CPU|Core<Id>|UserPercent The percentage of time over the sample period that the CPU
of the system is executing in user mode.

 CPU|TotalIdlePercent The percentage of time over the sample period that the
system CPUs were idle

 CPU|TotalSystemPercent The percentage of time over the sample period that the
system CPUs were executing the kernel or operating system

 CPU|TotalUserPercent The percentage of time over the sample period that the
system CPUs were executing in user mode

 (Linux Only) CPU|Core<Id>|StealPercent The percentage of time a virtual system CPU waits for a
real CPU while the hypervisor is servicing another virtual
processor.

 (Linux Only) CPU|TotalStealPercent The percentage of time a virtual system CPU waits for a
real CPU while the hypervisor is servicing another virtual
processor.

 CPU|TotalUtilPercent The percentage of time (over a sample period) that the CPUs
of a system are utilized.

 CPU|Processor Count The number of CPUs contained within this host.

 (AIX, Solaris) CPU|TotalWaitPercent The percentage of time over the sample period that the CPU
of the system is waiting.

 (AIX Only) CPU|LPAR Physical CPU Utilization The percentage of entitled capacity consumed (ec) by the
whole LPAR.

 (AIX Only) CPU|LPAR Entitled CPU Utilization Number of physical processors consumed (pc) by the whole
LPAR. The value reported is pc multiplied by 100. For
example, the value 80 represents pc of 0.8.

 (Solaris Only) CPU|IO Wait The total number of 'ticks' spent by all CPUs in Wait mode.
Wait mode is that time spent waiting on I/O or swap. It may
wrap a 32-bit counter.

Storage Metrics

Metric Name Description

 StorageName A description of the type and instance of the storage. On
UNIX/Linux systems, you can enable storage filters to
configure the mount points that are taken into account and
displayed for this metric.

 Storage|StorageName|Size(Blocks) The storage size in blocks as reported by operating system.
Usually the block size is 1 KB. The memory is shown in
blocks.

 Storage|StorageName|Used(Blocks) The amount of the storage that is represented by this node
that is allocated. The memory is shown in blocks.

 Storage|StorageName|BlockSize(Bytes) The size, in bytes, of the data objects allocated from this
pool. If this node is monitoring sectors, blocks, buffers, or
packets, for example, typically, this number is greater than
one. Otherwise, typically, this number is one.

 (Linux) Storage|StorageName|PercentUsed The percentage of used blocks, obtained by dividing Used
(Blocks) by Size (Blocks).

 (AIX, Linux, Solaris) Storage|StorageName|PercentUsed The percentage of used blocks, obtained by dividing Used
(Blocks) by Size (Blocks).
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 (AIX, Linux, Solaris) Storage|StorageName|Percent
Available 

The percentage of available storage represented by this entry.

 (AIX, Linux, Solaris) Storage|StorageName|Available
(Blocks) 

The amount of the storage represented by this entry that is
available. The memory is shown in blocks.

System Load Metrics

Metric Name Description

 (Linux Only) SystemLoad|LoadAverage1Min The load average over the last 1 minute. The load average
represents the average number of jobs in the run queue over
the specified time range. The value that is reported is the load
average that is multiplied by 100. For example, if the value
50 represents a load average of 0.50.

 (Linux Only) SystemLoad|LoadAverage5Min The load average over the last 5 minutes. The load average
represents the average number of jobs in the run queue over
the specified time range. The value that is reported is the load
average that is multiplied by 100. For example, if the value
50 represents a load average of 0.50.

 (Linux Only) SystemLoad|LoadAverage15Min The load average over the last 15 minutes. The load average
represents the average number of jobs in the run queue over
the specified time range. The value that is reported is the load
average that is multiplied by 100. For example, if the value
50 represents a load average of 0.50.

 (AIX, Linux, Solaris) SystemLoad|User Count The number of count of the user in a system..

Process Metrics

Metric Name Description

 Process|Process Count The number of process running on the host.

 (Linux, Solaris) Process|Waiting Process Count The number of processes waiting for resources.

Memory Metrics

Metric Name Description

 Memory|MemInUsePercent The percentage of system memory that is in use. You can get
the approximate value of this object by dividing the memory
in use by total memory that system has. Convert the result to
a percentage. Do not use this value alone to judge how loaded
a system is, also monitor the SwapInUsePercent metric.

 Memory|SwapInUsePercent The percentage of total swap that the host is using. This
metric is included for convenient polling, monitoring, and
history sampling. This object is an aggregate value over all
the swap partitions and areas. To compute the object value,
divide the amount of system swap space in use by the total
system swap space. Multiply the result by 100.

 Memory|Active Memory (KBytes) The total active real memory (KBytes) sampled over a fixed
period of time. The sampling interval is system dependent.

 Memory|Free Memory (KBytes) The total amount of unallocated virtual memory. (in kBytes)

 Memory|Pages Paged In The total number of pages that have been paged in since
the kernel was last initialized. Page-in is an operation that
is performed by the virtual memory system in which the
contents of a page are read from secondary storage. A high
rate of change may indicate an overloaded system.
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 Memory|Pages Paged Out The total number of pages that have been paged out since
the kernel was last initialized. Page-out is an operation that
is performed by the virtual memory system in which the
contents of a page are written to secondary storage. A high
rate of change may indicate an overloaded system.

 Memory|Pages Swapped In The total number of pages that have been swapped in since
the kernel was last initialized. Page swapping occurs when
a process is swapped to and from secondary storage. A high
rate of page swap activity can indicate an overloaded system.

 Memory|Pages Swapped Out The total number of pages that have been swapped out since
the kernel was last initialized. Page swapping occurs when
a process is swapped to and from secondary storage. A high
rate of page swap activity can indicate an overloaded system.

 Memory|Total Memory (KBytes) The total amount of virtual memory available on the system.
(in kBytes)

 Memory|Total Swap (KBytes) The amount of swap space (KBytes) currently in use by the
system. Swap space is used when memory is in short supply.
Typically, entire processes are swapped out to secondary
storage.

 Memory|Used Memory (KBytes) The total number of kBytes of virtual memory in use.

 Memory|Used Swap (KBytes) Total system swap space in KBytes. Swap is a region on
secondary storage (primarily disks) that is used for swapping
and paging. Swapping is a memory management policy in
which entire processes are written to secondary storage when
memory is in short supply. When a process begins, all its
pages are in virtual memory; only those pages actively being
used are brought in from disk or swap.

 (Solaris Only) Memory|Scan Rate (pages/sec) The frequency with which the kernel checks for free memory
pages.

 (Linux, Solaris) Memory|Swap Space Available (KBytes) The total system swap space available in KBytes.

 (Linux, Solaris) Memory|Swap Space Percent Available The percentage of the system's available swap.

 (Linux, Solaris) Memory|Page Fault (pages/sec) The page fault rate gives the the faults per second. Samples
are collected for every 30 seconds.

 (Solaris Only) Memory|Shared Memory Utilization Shared memory is memory that may be simultaneously
accessed by multiple programs with an intent to provide
communication among them or avoid redundant copies.

DISK IO Metrics

Metric Name Description

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Average Operations Wait Queue The average number of operations waiting in the disk's
service queue over the last measurement period.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Average Service Time The average service time in milliseconds for operations
served on this disk over the last measurement period. This
could be expressed as disk-busy-time / number-of-transfers.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Percentage Utilization Rate The utilization rate (percentage utilization) for this disk over
the last measurement period. This could also be expressed as:
(disk-busy-time / elapsed-time) * 100.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|KBytes Transferred The number of KBytes transferred to/from this disk.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Transfer Operations The number of transfer operations to/from this disk.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Read Operations The number of read operations from this disk.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Write Operations The number of write operations to this disk.
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 DiskIO|DeviceName|Last Update The time (in hundredths of a second since the agent was
started) of the last update of this diskStatsTable entry.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Average Bytes Read The average number of bytes transferred from the disk during
read operations.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Average Bytes Write The average number of bytes transferred from the disk during
write operations.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Read Bytes Per Second The rate at which bytes are transferred from the disk during
read operations.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Write Bytes Per Second The rate at which bytes are transferred to the disk during
write operations.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Average Wait Time avwait- Average time in milliseconds that transfer requests
waited idly on the queue for the device.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Bytes Transferred Per Second blks/s - Number of bytes transferred (in 512-byte units) from
and to the device.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Read Write Per Second r+w/s - Number of data transfers per second (read and writes)
from and to the device.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Device Storage Capacity The total size (in KBytes) for this device.

 DiskIO|DeviceName|Device Description A textual description of this device, including the device's
manufacturer and revision, and optionally, its serial number.

Operating System Metrics

Metric Name Description

 OperatingSystem|Bit Mode The CPU type of the system that the agent is running on

 OperatingSystem|Host Name The name of the system that the agent is running on as given
by the login prompt.

 OperatingSystem|Kernel Name The underlying system (hardware/OS) type in the number.

 OperatingSystem|Kernel Release The operating system release of the system that the agent
resides.

 (Linux Only) OperatingSystem|Kernel Version The kernel version; This description string is compiled
into the kernel at kernel build time and is generally used to
convey information about its functionality, patch level, or
administrative domain.

 OperatingSystem|System Uptime The time since the network management portion of the
system was last re-initialized.

Netstat Metrics

Metric Name Description

 (AIX, Linux, Solaris) Network|PORT 22 State of PORT 22: 1 if open, 0 if closed. 

 Interfaces Metrics 

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|InDiscards The number of inbound packets that Host Monitoring chooses
to discard, although the agent has not detected any errors.
Discarding prevents the packets from being delivered to
a higher-layer protocol. One possible reason for a packet
discard is to free up buffer space. Counter value disparities
might occur at management system re-initialization and
during other times. 

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|InOctets The total number of octets that are received on the interface,
including framing characters. 

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|OutOctets The total number of octets that are transmitted out of the
interface, including framing characters.
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 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|OutDiscards The number of outbound packets that the Host Monitor
chooses to discard, although no errors have been detected to
prevent their transmission. One possible reason for discarding
such a packet could be to free up buffer space.

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|InErrors For packet-oriented interfaces, the number of inbound
packets that contained errors, which prevents the packets
from being a deliverable to a higher-layer protocol.

For character-oriented or fixed-length interfaces, the number
of inbound transmission units that contained errors, which
prevents the packets from being a deliverable to a higher-
layer protocol.

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|OutErrors For packet-oriented interfaces, the number of outbound
packets that could not be transmitted because of errors. For
character-oriented or fixed-length interfaces, the number of
outbound transmission units that could not be transmitted
because of errors.

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|QueueLength The length of the output packet queue in number of packets.

 Network|Interfaces|Interfaces Count  The number of network interfaces (regardless of their current
state) present on this system.

 Network|Interfaces|Requests Sent Out The total number of IP datagrams which local IP user-
protocols (including ICMP) supplied to IP in requests for
transmission.

 Network|Interfaces|Total Packets Received The total number of input datagrams received from interfaces,
including those received in error.

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|Input Error The number of input errors. These errors usually indicate
faulty hardware, which can range from another computer that
is generating bad packets to a bad connector or terminator.

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|Input Packets The number of input packets transferred on the interface.

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|Output Packets The number of output packets transferred on the interface.

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|Traffic Incoming The number of input packets per second for the interface
card.

 Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|Traffic Outgoing The number of output packets per second for the interface
card.

 (Solaris only) Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|
Bandwidth Utilization 

Network utilization is the amount of traffic on the network.

 (Solaris only) Network|Interfaces|<IP Address>|Byte
Rate (KB/sec) 

The speed at which data is transferred.

 TCP Metrics 

 Network|TCP|AttemptFailures The number of times that Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) connections make a direct transition to the CLOSED
state The value includes transitions from either the SYN-
SENT state or the SYN-RCVD state. Added to the value
are the number of times that TCP connections have made a
direct transition to the LISTEN state from the SYN-RCVD
state. This metric is represented as a count of incidents during
the last 15-sec collection interval.

 Network|TCP|EstablishedConnections The number of TCP connections for which the current state is
either ESTABLISHED or CLOSE-WAIT.

 Network|TCP|ResetConnections The number of times that TCP connections have made
a direct transition to the CLOSED state from either the
ESTABLISHED state or the CLOSE-WAIT state. This
metric is represented as a count of the incidents during last
15-sec collection interval.
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 Network|TCP|Maximum Connections The limit on the total number of TCP connections the entity
can support. In entities where the maximum number of
connections is dynamic, this object should contain the value
-1.

 Network|TCP|Minimum Retransmission Timeout The minimum value permitted by a TCP implementation
for the retransmission timeout, measured in milliseconds.
More refined semantics for objects of this type depends on
the algorithm used to determine the transmission timeout; in
particular, the IETF standard algorithm rfc2988(5) provides
minimum value.

 Network|TCP|Maximum Retransmission Timeout The maximum value permitted by a TCP implementation for
the retransmission timeout, measured in milliseconds. More
refined semantics for objects of this type depends on the
algorithm used to determine the retransmission timeout; in
particular, the IETF standard algorithm rfc2988(5) provides
an upper bound (as part of an adaptive backoff algorithm).

 Network|TCP|Active Opens The number of times that TCP connections have made a
direct transition to the SYN-SENT state from the CLOSED
state. Discontinuities in the value of this counter are indicated
via discontinuities in the value of system uptime.

 Network|TCP|Passive Opens The number of times TCP connections have made a direct
transition to the SYN-RCVD state from the LISTEN state.
Discontinuities in the value of this counter are indicated via
discontinuities in the value of system uptime.

 Network|TCP|Resets Sent The number of TCP segments sent containing the reset flag.
Discontinuities in the value of this counter are indicated via
discontinuities in the value of system uptime.

 Network|TCP|Segments Receive Error The total number of segments received in error (e.g., bad TCP
checksums). Discontinuities in the value of this counter are
indicated via discontinuities in the value of system uptime.

 Network|TCP|Segments Received The total number of segments received, including those
received in error. This count includes segments received on
currently established connections. Discontinuities in the value
of this counter are indicated via discontinuities in the value of
system uptime.

 Network|TCP|Segments Retransmitted The total number of segments retransmitted; that is, the
number of TCP segments transmitted containing one or more
previously transmitted octets. Discontinuities in the value of
this counter are indicated via discontinuities in the value of
system uptime.

 Network|TCP|Segments Sent The total number of segments sent, including those on
current connections but excluding those containing only
retransmitted octets. Discontinuities in the value of this
counter are indicated via discontinuities in the value of
system uptime.

 UDP Metrics 

 Network|UDP|Datagrams Receive Error The number of received UDP datagrams that could not be
delivered for reasons other than the lack of an application at
the destination port.

 Network|UDP|Datagrams Received The total number of UDP datagrams delivered to UDP users.

 Network|UDP|Datagrams Sent The total number of UDP datagrams sent from this entity.

 Network|UDP|Unknown Port The total number of received UDP datagrams for which there
was no application at the destination port.

 Host Monitoring Attributes
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The following Host Monitoring attributes are available.

• agent
Infrastructure Agent name

• Hostname
A name that is assigned administratively to this managed node. By default, it is the fully qualified domain name of the
node.

• ipAddress
The IPv4 address to which the addressing information of this node pertains

• Name
A name that is assigned administratively to this managed node. By default, it is the fully qualified domain name of the
node.

• networkinterfaces
A text string that contains information about the interface. This string includes the name of the manufacturer, the product
name, and the version of the interface hardware/software.

• numberOfCPU
The number of CPUs on the monitored host

• os
The operating system release of the system on which the agent resides

• storage
A description of the storage type and instance represented by this node

• systemCPU
The CPU type of the system that the agent is running on

• systemMemory
The amount of memory available on the system, in 1024-byte units

• Type
By default, it is the fully qualified domain name of the node. By default, it is the fully qualified domain name of the node.

 Host Monitoring Troubleshooting

This section includes important troubleshooting information about Host Monitoring.

Host Monitoring Metrics and Vertices Not Shown in Team Center

Symptom:

Upon system restart, Host Monitoring metrics and vertices sometimes fail to appear in APM Team Center. This failure
happens even though metrics and nodes do appear for other extensions. In addition, the df -h command might cause the
system to hang. This situation typically occurs when Host Monitoring is deployed through a Docker image on an RHEL
system in an Amazon Web Services EC2 environment.

Solution:

This known issue could be caused by a race condition in systemd. This condition results in automount requests not being
serviced and processes that use them hanging, causing denial of service (CVE-2018-1049). As a workaround, reinstall the
monitoring solution after a system restart, and follow the guidelines that are provided at https://access.redhat.com/errata/
RHSA-2018:0260.

Received Null OID in Binding Error Message in Infrastructure Agent Log

Symptom:

I see this error message repeatedly for different OID keys in the Infrastructure Agent IntroscopeAgent.log. What does the
message mean?

[ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.SnmpCollector] Received null OID in binding
 for ..

Solution:

https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2018:0260
https://access.redhat.com/errata/RHSA-2018:0260
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In this known issue, the error message indicates that Host Monitoring is not working correctly. Uninstall and reinstall the
Infrastructure Agent, which includes Host monitoring.

PercentUsed Metric Returns Received Null Error Message

Symptom:

On Windows, the Storage|StorageName|PercentUsed metric returns an error message similar to the following one:

4/12/18 04:57:07 PM IST [ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.SnmpCollector]
 Received Null while fetching OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1.8.3
4/12/18 04:57:07 PM IST [ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.SnmpCollector]
 Received Null while fetching OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1.8.2
4/12/18 04:57:07 PM IST [ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.SnmpCollector]
 Received Null while fetching OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1.8.1
4/12/18 04:57:22 PM IST [ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.SnmpCollector]
 Received Null while fetching OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1.8.15
4/12/18 04:57:22 PM IST [ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.SnmpCollector]
 Received Null while fetching OID 1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1.8.13

Solution:

The Storage|StorageName|PercentUsed metric is available on Linux only.

 IBM Integration Bus Monitoring

IBM Integration Bus v10 (IIB), previously known as WebSphere Message Broker, belongs to the WebSphere product family.
This family allows business information to flow between disparate applications across multiple hardware and software
platforms. You can apply rules to the data flowing through the message broker to route and transform the information. IIB
is an Enterprise Service Bus supplying a communication channel between applications and services in a service-oriented
architecture. IIB Monitoring is an Infrastructure Agent extension that lets you monitor the IIB performance. The extension
provides metrics that you can use to monitor the health and availability of IIB-connected applications and corresponding
message flows.

    

WebSphere MQ Prerequisites

Carry out these prerequisites before downloading the Infrastructure Agent. 

Follow these steps:

1. Create WebSphere MQ Queue Manager JMS Queues
2. Navigate to the <APMIA Installation Folder>/Extensions/iib-ia-<xxx>/config directory
3. Open the file, MBMonitorJMSQueues.mqsc. The file contains a series of MQSC commands.
4. Execute the following command on your WebSphere MQ host, where <QMGR Name> is the name of the Queue Manager

you identified in an earlier step.

runmqsc <QMGR NAME> < MBMonitorJMSQueues.mqsc

Set Security Requirements to Monitor an MQ objectThe following MQ permissions are required to monitor MQ objects. The
User should be part of the host where MQ is running.

Note: <QMName>is the Queue Manager and <User> is the name of the user.

setmqaut -m <QMName> -t qmgr -p <User> +connectsetmqaut -m <QMName> -t qmgr -p <User> +allsetmqaut
 -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.COMMAND.QUEUE -t q -p <User> +browse +put +dsp +inq setmqaut
 -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.PERFM.EVENT -t q -p <User> +get +browse +dsp +inqsetmqaut -
m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.QMGR.EVENT -t q -p <User> +get +browse +dsp +inqsetmqaut -m
 <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.CHANNEL.EVENT -t q -p <User> +get +browse +dsp +inqsetmqaut -m
 <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE -t q -p <User> +get +inq +dspsetmqaut -m <QMName> -n
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 SYSTEM.DEAD.LETTER.QUEUE -t q -p <User> +get +inq +dsp +browsesetmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t channel
 -p <User> +dspsetmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t q -p <User> +dsp +chgsetmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t namelist -p
 <User> +dspsetmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t clntconn -p <User> +dspsetmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t topic -p <User>
 +dsp +pub +subsetmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE -t queue -p <User> +allsetmqaut -
m <QMName> -t qmgr -p <User> +connect +dsp +inqsetmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.BROKER.ADMIN.QUEUE
 -t queue -p <User> +allmqisetmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.BROKER.ADMIN.REPLYTODM -t
 queue -p <User> +allmqisetmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.BROKER.ADMIN.STREAM -t queue -p
 <User> +allmqisetmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.BROKER.CONTROL.QUEUE -t queue -p <User>
 +allmqisetmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.BROKER.DEPLOY.REPLY -t queue -p <User> +allmqisetmqaut
 -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.BROKER.DEPLOY.QUEUE -t queue -p <User> +allmqisetmqaut -m
 <QMName> -n SYSTEM.BROKER.DEPLOY.QUEUE -t queue -p <User> +allmqisetmqaut -m <QMName> -n
 SYSTEM.BROKER.DEFAULT.STREAM -t queue -p <User> +allmqi

Turn on Statistics to monitor Message Flows and ResourcesUse the following command to trigger statistics reports for brokers
for which the Message Flow statistics must be displayed:

mqsichangeflowstats <BROKER1> -s -e <ExecutionGroup> -j -c active -o xml -n basic

Use the following command to trigger statistics reports for brokers for which the Resource statistics must be displayed:

mqsichangeresourcestats <BROKER1> -c active -e <ExecutionGroup>

Install and configure the DX APM Infrastructure Agent The DX APM Infrastructure Agent (Infrastructure Agent) is a master
package containing extensions and a JRE.

Download the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights, you download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing IIB
Monitor. For information on downloading the agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX SaaS.

Install the Infrastructure Agent and Configure IIB Monitoring Extension

1. Extract the contents of the Infrastructure_Agent package file to the desired installation location. Use your operating system
command to extract the file.

• UNIX: tar xf <infrastructure-agent-version-unix>.tar.gz
• Windows: Unzip <infrastructure-agent-version-windows>.zip

2. Copy the below IIB dependent jars from IIB installation location to apmia\lib directory, override, if already exists.

• IntegrationAPI.jar
• websocket-api.jar
• websocket-client.jar
• websocket-common.jar
• jetty-io.jar
• jetty-util.jar
• com.ibm.mq.commonservices.jar
• com.ibm.mq.headers.jar
• com.ibm.mq.jar
• com.ibm.mq.jmqi.jar
• com.ibm.mq.pcf.jar
• com.ibm.mqjms.jar
• connector.jar
• dhbcore.jar
• ibmjsseprovider2.jar
• j2ee.jar
• org.eclipse.paho.client.mqttv3-1.0.0.jar

3. Start the Infrastructure Agent.

• UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh install
• Windows: APMIACtrl.bat install

4. (Optional) Use more Infrastructure Agent-related commands. For more information, see Install the Infrastructure Agent.
5. If properties are not configured during downloading of Infrastructure Agent, please configure the below properties in the

bundle.properties file. While the Infrastructure Agent is running, navigate to the apmia/Extensions/iib-ia-<xxx> directory.

1. 1.1 Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
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Property Name with Description Sample Values

introscope.agent.iib.profiles Specifies the list of unique
identifiers for each broker to be monitored. It need not be
the actual broker name.

introscope.agent.iib.profiles=default, broker1,
broker2 Default: default

introscope.agent.iib.profiles.default.broker.host 
Specifies the Broker host name.

introscope.agent.iib.profiles.default.broker.host=localhost Default: default

introscope.agent.iib.profiles.default.broker.port Specifies
the Broker port.

introscope.agent.iib.profiles.default.broker.port
=4414 Default: default

introscope.agent.iib.profiles.default.host Specifies the
MQ Host Name

introscope.agent.iib.profiles.default.host
=localhost Default: default

introscope.agent.iib.profiles.default.port Specifies the
Queue manager port

introscope.agent.iib.profiles.default.port
=1414 Default: default

2.1 Save and Close the file.
3.1 Restart the Infrastructure Agent.

• UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh restart
• Windows: APMIACtrl.bat restartsdfd

4.1 (Optional) Review the installation log.

1. 1.1 Navigate to apmia/APMIA_install.log.
2. 1.1 Review the log for error messages or troubleshooting help.

IIB Metrics You can view the IIB metrics in the Team Center Metric view. Integration Node (Message Broker) Metrics The
ATC Metric View displays metrics of the Integration Node (Message Broker) in a tree with various nodes. For each Message
Broker that you configure to send metrics to ATC Metric View, you can view the following:

• Broker properties
• Metrics for each execution group (Integration Server)
• Aggregate metrics and "traffic lights" are based on calculations done by the Enterprise Manager, which uses a default

interval. This value is almost always 15 seconds.
• Message Flow metrics are based on reports from WebSphere Message Broker and use the default interval (20 seconds) of

the Message Broker.

Note: The intervals that are used by the Message Broker metrics can vary.Broker Properties and Aggregate TotalsUnder
Hostname, it displays aggregated metrics for all Brokers that are on the Host.

Metric Name Type Description

Backouts Total Number Aggregate total of messages backed out
for all Execution Groups configured on
this broker.

Errors Total Number Aggregate total of errors across all
Execution Groups configured on this
broker.

Timeouts Number Total Number Number of timeouts.

Broker Properties and Aggregate Totals Under the IBM Integration Node, the Investigator displays a node for the broker. This
node displays broker properties and aggregate metrics for all Execution Groups that are managed by the broker.The totals are
calculated and have a 15-second interval, and everything else comes from the CMP basic topology.

Metric Name Type Description

Backouts Total Number Aggregate total of messages backed out
for all Execution Groups configured on
this broker.

Component Runstate String Whether the broker is RUNNING or
STOPPED.
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Metric Name Type Description

Errors Total Number Aggregate total of errors across all
Execution Groups configured on this
broker.

Number of Subcomponents Number The count of subcomponents that are
owned by the broker.

Timeouts Total Number Number of timeouts

UUID String Unique identifier for this Broker.

Integration Server (Execution Groups) Metrics The Integration Servers are logical groupings of message flows within a
broker.The metrics that are shown under the Execution Groups node are aggregated across all Execution Groups on the broker.

Metric Name Type Description

BackoutsTotal Number Aggregate total of messages backed out
across all Execution Groups under this
node.

Errors Total Number Aggregate total of errors reported across
all Execution Groups under this node.

Timeouts Total Number Aggregate total of timeouts across all
Execution Groups across all Execution
Groups under this node.

Each Execution Group contains one or more Message Flows. Above the Message Flows node are several metrics which report:

• Execution Group properties
• Aggregate metrics for the Message Flows under that Execution Group

Execution Group Properties and Aggregate MetricsThe calculated metrics roll up data from the message flows in that
execution group.

Metric Name Type Description

Backouts Total Number Aggregate total of messages backed
out across all Message Flows in this
Execution Group.

Component Runstate String Indicates whether the Execution Group
is RUNNING or STOPPED.

Errors Total Number Aggregate total of errors reported across
all Message Flows in this Execution
Group.

Number of Subcomponents Number The count of sub-components under the
Execution Group.

Timeouts Total Number Aggregate total of timeouts across all
Message Flows in this Execution Group.

UUID String Unique identifier for the Execution
Group

Message Flow Statistics A Message Flow contains two or more Message Nodes.Each of the Message Flows under an
Execution Group reports the following statistics:

• Message Flow properties and aggregate metrics covering all Message Nodes under the Message Flow
• Errors -- Error statistics for the Message Flow
• Message Flow Invocations -- Total number of invocations during the interval being monitored.
• Message Statistics -- Statistics regarding count and size of messages during the interval being monitored.
• Performance -- Performance statistics for the Message Flow
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IntervalsMessage flow metrics use a 20-second interval, except for calculated aggregates, which run on the Enterprise Manager
and use a 15-second interval.Aggregate Metrics Across All Message FlowsAt the top of the Message Flows tree, you can see
aggregate metrics for all Message Flows.

Metric Name Type Monitoring Level Description

Backouts Total Number M Total number of backouts
occurring across all Message
Flows

Errors Total Number M Total number of errors
occurring across all Message
Flows, calculated by adding:

• MQ Errors Total
• Messages With Errors

Total
• Processing Errors Total

Timeouts Total Number M Total number of timeouts
occurring across all Message
Flows

Properties and Aggregate Metrics for Each Message FlowUnder each individual Message Flow, you can see several metrics
that are mixed:

• Message Flow properties (for example, Message Flow State)
• Aggregate metrics for all nodes under the Message Flow

Metric Name Type Description

Backouts Total Number Total number of backouts across all
nodes under this Message Flow.

CPU Time Total Number Total CPU time (milliseconds) spent
processing input messages by all nodes
under this Message Flow.

Component Runstate String Indicates whether the Execution Group
is RUNNING or STOPPED.

Elapsed Time Total Number Time spent waiting for messages,
aggregated for all nodes under this
Message Flow.

Errors Total Number Total number of errors, aggregated for
all nodes under this Message Flow.

Invocations Total Number Total number of Message Flow
invocations.

Message Count Total Number Total number of messages processed by
this node.

Message Flow Coordinated
Transactions Allowed

Number Whether coordinated transactions are
allowed for this Message Flow. One of:

• TRUE -- Coordinated transactions
are allowed.

• FALSE -- Coordinated transactions
are not allowed.

Message Flow Deploy Time String Date and time this Message flow was
deployed.

Message Flow UUID String Unique identifier for this Message Flow.
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Metric Name Type Description

Message Flow User Trace String Defines the type of user trace configured
for this message flow. One of:

• debug -- Defines debug user trace.
• none -- States that user trace is not

running.
• normal -- Defines normal user trace.
• unknown -- Defines an unknown

user trace setting.

Name String Name of the Message Flow.

Statistics Reported String Whether statistics are being reported for
this Message Flow. One of:

• TRUE -- Statistics are reported for
this Message Flow.

• FALSE -- Statistics are not reported
for this Message Flow.

Timeouts Total Number Number of timeouts that occurred on
this Message Flow while processing a
message, aggregated for all nodes under
this Message Flow.

Total Broker Threads for Message Flow Number The number of additional threads
that the broker can use to service the
message flow.

Errors

Metric Name Type Monitoring Level Description

MQErrors Total Number M Number of MQGET errors
(MQInput node) or Web
services errors (HTTPInput
node) during the most recent
20-second interval.

Messages With Errors Total Number M Number of messages that
contain errors during the most
recent 20-second interval.

Processing Errors Total Number M Number of errors processing
a message during the most
recent 20-second interval.

Thread Count In Pool Total Number R Number of threads in pool.

Thread Maximum Reached
Total

Number M Number of times the
maximum number of threads
was reached during the most
recent 20-second interval.

Timeouts Total Number M Number of timeouts
processing a message
(AggregateReply node only)
during the most recent 20-
second interval.

Message Flow Invocations
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Metric Name Type In Description

Message Flow Backouts
Total

Number M Number of transaction
backouts aggregated
from all nodes of this
message flow during the
most recent 20-second
interval.

Message Flow Commits
Total

Number M Number of transaction
commits aggregated
from all nodes of this
message flow during the
most recent 20-second
interval.

Message Flow
Invocations Total

Number M Total number of
invocations, that is,
sum of Message Flow
Backouts Total and
Message Flow Commits
Total.

Message Statistics

Metric Name Type Monitoring Level Description

Message Count Total Number M Total number of messages
processed during the most
recent 20-second interval.

Message Size Average Number M Average size of input
messages (bytes) during
the most recent 20-second
interval.

Message Size Maximum Number M Maximum input message size
(bytes) during the most recent
20-second interval.

Message Size Minimum Number M Minimum message input size
(bytes) during the most recent
20-second interval.

Message Size Total Number M Total size of input messages
(bytes) during the most recent
20-second interval.

Performance

Metric Name Type Monitoring Level Description

CPU Time Number R Total CPU time spent
processing input messages.

CPU Time Average Number F Average CPU time spent
processing input messages (in
milliseconds)

CPU Time Maximum Number M Maximum CPU time spent
processing an input message
(in milliseconds)
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Metric Name Type Monitoring Level Description

CPU Time Minimum Number M Minimum CPU time spent
processing an input message
(in milliseconds)

Elapsed Time Average Number R Average elapsed time spent
processing input messages (in
milliseconds)

Elapsed Time Maximum Number M Maximum elapsed time spent
processing an input message
(in milliseconds)

Elapsed Time Minimum Number F Minimum elapsed time spent
processing an input message
(in milliseconds)

Elapsed Time Number M Total elapsed time spent
processing input messages (in
milliseconds)

 IBM WebSphere MQ Infrastructure Monitoring

The extension for IBM® WebSphere® MQ Connectors and Messaging System allows administrators to monitor the health and
performance of IBM® WebSphere® Message Queue (WebSphere MQ). DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ for Java agent
(IBM WebSphere MQ Java Extension) monitors the WebSphere MQ classes (both MQ Java Connector and JMS).

Java applications can use either JMS or Connector classes (or a combination of both) to communicate with WebSphere MQ.
The MQ Java Extension instruments the metrics of communication of any Java application with IBM WebSphere MQ and
displays the metrics data in the ATC Metric View tree under the Frontends and Backends node. The metrics data pertain to the
correlation between the PUT and GET operations of any Java application that pushes (PUSH) into and reads (READ) from a
queue that the Queue Manager manages.

DX APM organizes the messages that the Java application pushes (PUSH) as Backends and the messages that Java application
receives (GET) synchronously/asynchronously as Frontends. The JMS node is added in ATC for JMS receive/OnMessage or
MQ GET operation. You can view the metrics for other operations like connect, disconnect,rollback etc under WebSphereMQ
node in ATC Metric View. The extension is supported for IBM WebSphere MQ 7.x,8.x and 9.x.

Note: This extension is bundled with the Java agent and does not require separate installation.

 

 Set Security Requirements to Monitor an IBM WebSphere MQ Object
The following MQ permissions are required for APM Infrastructure agent to monitor MQ objects, when
MQ server is running on a different machine. You need not be part of the mqm group.

The following MQ permissions are required for APM Infrastructure agent to monitor MQ objects, when MQ server is running
on a different machine. You need not be part of the mqm group.

Note:

 <QMName>is the Queue Manager and <GroupName> is the usergroup name.

 setmqaut -m <QMName> -t qmgr -g <GroupName> +connect +dsp +inq
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE -t q -g
 <GroupName> +get +browse +dsp
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.COMMAND.QUEUE -t q -g
 <GroupName> +browse +put +dsp +inq
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.PERFM.EVENT -t q -g
 <GroupName> +get +browse +dsp +inq
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   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.QMGR.EVENT -t q -g <GroupName>
 +get +browse +dsp +inq
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.CHANNEL.EVENT -t q -g
 <GroupName> +get +browse +dsp +inq
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE -t q -g
 <GroupName> +get +inq +dsp
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.DEAD.LETTER.QUEUE -t q -g
 <GroupName> +get +inq +dsp +browse
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t channel -g <GroupName> +dsp
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t q -g <GroupName> +dsp +chg
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t namelist -g <GroupName> +dsp
   setmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t clntconn -g <GroupName> +dsp
        

 Install Infrastructure Agent and Configure IBM Websphere MQ Infrastructure Monitor 
The DX APM Infrastructure Agent (Infrastructure Agent) is a master package containing DX
APM extensions and a JRE.

The DX APM Infrastructure Agent (Infrastructure Agent) is a master package containing DX APM extensions and a JRE.

Download the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX SaaS, you download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing IBM Websphere MQ Monitor.
For information on downloading the agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX SaaS. 

Install Infrastructure Agent and Configure IBM MQ Monitoring Extension

1. Extract the contents of the Infrastructure_Agent package file to the desired installation location. Use your operating
system command to extract the file.

• UNIX: tar xf Infrastructure-Agent-<version>-unix.tar.gz 
• Windows: Unzip Infrastructure-Agent-<version>-windows.zip 

2. Copy the below MQ dependent jars from IBM Websphere MQ installation location to “apmia\lib" directory, override, if
already exists.

• com.ibm.mq.jar
• com.ibm.mqjms.jar
• com.ibm.mq.commonservices.jar
• com.ibm.mq.headers.jar
• com.ibm.mq.jmqi.jar
• com.ibm.mq.pcf-6.1 (Download this JAR file from the www.ibm.com support and downloads section)
• jars only for MQ 7.x versions

• connector.jar
• dhbcore.jar

3. Start the Infrastructure Agent.

• UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh install 
• Windows: APMIACtrl.bat install 

4. (Optional) Use more Infrastructure Agent-related commands. For more information, see Install the Infrastructure Agent. 
5. While the Infrastructure Agent is running, navigate to the apmia/Extensions/ ibm-mq-ia-<xxx> directory. 
6. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor.
7. While the Infrastructure Agent is running, navigate to the apmia/Extensions/ibm-mq-ia-<xxx> directory, open

the bundle.properties file in a text editor.

Property Name with Description Sample Values

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles 

Represents the list of all MQ Queue Manager Instances
that APM has to monitor.

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles=default

https://www.ibm.com/in-en
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/implementing-agents/infrastructure-agent/install-the-infrastructure-agent.html
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introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.default.host

Represents the IP address or Hostname of the Queue
Manager that APM needs to monitor.

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.default.host =
10.80.51.199

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.default.port

Represents the port of the given Queue Manager that APM
needs to monitor.

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.default.port = 1414

8. Save and close the file.
9. Restart the Infrastructure Agent.

• UNIX:./APMIACtrl.sh restart
• Windows:APMIACtrl.bat restart

10. (Optional) Review the installation log.

• Navigate to apmia/APMIA_install.log
• Review the log for error messages or troubleshooting help.

Note:  Depending on what you want to monitor, configure other properties in the bundle.properties file of the
Infrastructure Agent. For more information, see Configuring Additional Properties of IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent.

 Configure SSL for IBM WebSphere MQ Monitoring
You can perform additional tasks such as configuring SSL and creating JMS queues. 

You can perform additional tasks such as configuring SSL and creating JMS queues.

• Generate Certificates for Client-Server Communication using SSL
• Configure the Server
• Configure the Client
• Generate Personal Certificates
• Download and Configure IBM WebSphere MQ JRE

When Infrastructure Agent is monitoring MQ, you can choose to use SSL for communication. Before you begin the SSL
configuration, note the following details:

• The Server mentioned in this procedure is the IBM MQ Queue Manager and the Client is Infrastructure Agent.
• The procedure assumes the usage of IBM Key Management Utility (IKEYMAN) tool for setting up the SSL repositories

and creation or addition of certificates. For more information about Certificates, see Generate Personal Certificates.
• The SSL Key repository is termed as keystore (based on the client usage) and truststore.

Warning:  Important! To enable monitoring of Queue Managers over SSL, use IBM WebSphere MQ JRE instead
of Oracle JRE. For more information, see Download and Configure IBM WebSphere MQ JRE.

Generate Certificates for Client-Server Communication using SSL

1. Create self-signed certificate on the server with key database type as "CMS".
2. Generate personal certificates. You can either generate a self-signed certificate using the IKEYMAN tool or any personal

certificate.
3. Set up truststore on the client with the Key database type as "JKS". For example : truststore.jks
4. Add the Server certificate to the trust store. You get the Server Certificate from Step 2.
5. Set up keystore on the client (if the server needs client authentication) with the Key database type as "JKS" and create self-

signed certificate for the client. The client requires the keystore password (Note the password) during SSL communication
with the server. For example : keystore.jks

6. Generate any of the following certificates and add it to the keystore:

1.1 Self-signed Certificate using IKEYMAN tool 
2.1 Any personal Certificate  

Configure the Server 

1. Set up the SSL key repository . For example: On Windows, the Queue Managers SSL key repository is at <WebSphere MQ
home>\qmgrs\<Queue Manager Name>\ssl and the SSL key repository name is key.kdb. 

2. Extract and add the Client certificate (if client authentication is needed) to the server SSL key repository.

Note:  Client Certificate is obtained from step 6 of the section, Generate Certificates for Client-Server Communication
using SSL.
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3. Set the SSL CipherSpec on the server connection channel. Note this value because you provide this information in the
bundle.properties file of Infrastructure Agent.

Configure the Client

1. If Queue Manager is SSL-enabled, indicate the same by enabling the property. For example:

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.<Default Profile Name>.ssl=enable
2. Provide the channel name on which the ciphersec is enabled. For example here CHL.SVR is configured with SSL ciphersec

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.default.channelname = CHL.SVR

Note:  The IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent uses SYSTEM.AUTO.SVRCONN as the default server connection channel to
connect to the WebSphere MQ Queue Manager. If the connection is unsuccessful using the SYSTEM.AUTO.SVRCONN
channel, then it uses SYSTEM.DEF.SVRCONN as the alternative channel.If channel name is not configured then set
ciphersec on these channels and use the same ciphersec in IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent.

3. Provide the CipherSpec with which the server connection channel on the Queue Manager is configured. For example:

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.<Default Profile Name>.channel.ssl.cipherspec =TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA

TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA is the name of the CipherSpec that is configured on the Queue Manager channel. 
4. Place certificates of all the Queue Managers in the truststore and provide the trustore location as follows, for example:

Note:  On UNIX systems, use the forward slash in the path as the separator. You can use the forward slash on Windows
also. However, if the backward slash is used on Windows, escape it.

introscope.agent.mq.truststore.path=<Location of truststore.jks>
5. The personal certificate of the client is placed in keystore.
6. Provide the keystore location and its password as follows, for example:

introscope.agent.mq.keystore.path= <Location of keystore.jks>
introscope.agent.mq.keystore.password= <Password>

General Personal Certificates

For generating self-signed certificates and extracting it, WebSphere MQ client installation is a prerequisite. You can obtain the
personal certificates for Queue Manager in the following ways:

• Create self-signed certificates.
• Have an in-house certification authority.
• Request a certificate from a certification authority.

Download and Configure IBM WebSphere MQ JRE

You can download and configure IBM WebSphere MQ JRE.

 Follow these steps:

1. Download the IBM WebSphere MQ JRE from the IBM Website
2. In the system where you have installed the Infrastructure Agent, navigate to the path, <Infrastructure Agent Installation

Folder>/conf/wrapper.conf.
3. In the wrapper.conf file, provide the path for the property as follows:

wrapper.java.command=<IBM MQ WebSphere Installation Folder>\java\jre\bin 

 Configuring Additional Properties of IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent

You can configure additional properties of IBM WebSphere MQ Infrastructure Agent.

Note:  If you change any property in the bundle.properties file of Infrastructure Agent, you need to restart the Infrastructure
Agent. Refer Restart the Infrastructure agent section in Install and configure the DX APM Infrastructure Agent

Contents:

   

MQ Data Properties

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.channelname

https://developer.ibm.com/messaging/mq-downloads/
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Specifies the Server Connection Channel that is used to connect to the Queue Manager instance being monitored.

Default:

• SYSTEM.AUTO.SVRCONN
• SYSTEM.DEF.SVRCONN (used if the default channel fails)

Example: introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.channelname=SYSTEM.AUTO.SVRCONN

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.character.set

Specifies the character set ID that the Queue Manager uses.

Default: 819

Example: introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.character.set=819

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.modelqueue

This property specifies the custom model queue rather than the default system model queue to be used for monitoring the
Queue Manager. MQ Monitor uses the default model queue name when the custom model queue name fails.

Default: SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE

Example: introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.modelqueue=SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.delaytime

Specifies the delay time (in seconds) between each query for WebSphere MQ data.

Default: 30 seconds

Example: introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.delaytime=30

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.ssl

Specifies whether SSL is enabled or disabled for communicating with the Queue Manager instance.

Default: disable

Example: To enable SSL for communication with Queue Manager instance QM1, set:
introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.ssl=enable

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.channel.ssl.cipherspec

Specifies the CipherSpec used to communicate with the specific Queue Manager instance over SSL. IBM MQ
INFRASTRUCTURE AGENT uses this property value only when the SSL property is enabled.

Default: None

Example: introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.channel.ssl.cipherspec=NULL_MD5

introscope.agent.mq.truststore.path

Specifies the location of a truststore containing certificates for authentication of the WebSphere MQ Queue Manager
(WebSphere MQ server). Provide either an absolute path or a path relative to the properties directory of the IBM MQ
infrastructure agent. On Windows, escape the backslashes.

Default: None

Example: introscope.agent.mq.truststore.path=C:\\Certs\\key\\truststore.jks

introscope.agent.mq.keystore.path

Specifies the location of the keystore containing certificates for authentication of the IBM MQ INFRASTRUCTURE AGENT.
If you require client authentication, set this property.

Default: None

Example: introscope.agent.mq.keystore.path=C:\\Certs\\key\\keyststore.jks

introscope.agent.mq.keystore.password

Specifies the keystore password.

Default: None

Example: introscope.agent.mq.keystore.password=<password>

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.report.static.freq
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Specifies the frequency of metric collection for static metrics. This value is used as the denominator of a fraction, 1/n, where n
is the number that is set for the property.

Default: 20

Example: If introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.report.static.freq=20, it means that the IBM MQ
infrastructure agent reports the results of only 1 out of every 20 queries.

MQ Events Properties

Use this section to configure the IBM MQ infrastructure agent to receive WebSphere MQ Event messages. Specify the queue
names that receive the MQ Event messages on the WebSphere MQ Queue Manager. MQ Events include the following types:

• Queue manager events
• Authority
• Inhibit
• Local
• Remote
• Start
• Stop
• Channel and bridge events
• Channel
• SSL
• Channel auto-definition
• Performance events
• Queue depth
• Queue service interval

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.performance.event.queue

Specifies the queue name of the Performance Event Queue of a given Queue Manager.

Default: SYSTEM.ADMIN.PERFM.EVENT

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.qmgr.event.queue

Specifies the queue name of the Queue Manager Event Queue of a given Queue Manager.

Default: SYSTEM.ADMIN.QMGR.EVENT

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.channel.event.queue

Specifies the queue name of the Channel Event Queue of a given Queue Manager.

Default: SYSTEM.ADMIN.CHANNEL.EVENT

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.event.destructive.get

Specifies whether the event messages are removed from the Event queues after the IBM MQ infrastructure agent reads them.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: To remove the event messages from the Event queues, set the property as follows:
introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.event.destructive.get=true

Special Settings Properties

Use this section to set the limit on the number of metrics to be displayed in the ATC Metric View tree. You can specify the
display level for the WebSphere MQ components using the following properties:

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.monitor.manager

Switch to set the monitoring level of the metrics of a given Queue Manager.

Default: full

Example: introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.monitor.manager = full

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.monitor.queue

Switch to set the monitoring level of the Queues of a given Queue Manager.

Default: full
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Example: introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.default.monitor.queue = full

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.monitor.channel

Switch to set the monitoring level of the Channels of a given Queue Manager.

Default: recommended

Example:introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.default.monitor.channel = recommended

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.monitor.log

To set the display level for a component, refer to the component using its monitor.list name provided, and then specify the
display level.

For example, to set the display level to full for queues that belong to the default profile name, set the property as follows: 

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.monitor.queue=full

Advanced Settings

Use this section to redefine the recommended metric set. By redefining the recommended set, you have both the minimum set
and the metrics that are included in the recommended set. You can redefine the recommended metric set using the following
properties:

introscope.agent.mq.recommended.metrics.manager

The property is used to display a list of Queue Manager component metric names to show for those queue managers whose
manager component monitoring switch is set to recommended.

Default Minimum Metrics:

These metrics are always displayed . You cannot control the display options using the recommended.metrics.manager
parameter.

All platforms:

Alteration Date, Alteration Time, Channel Initiator Status, Cluster Queue Manager Suspend, Command Server Status,
Connection Count, Queue Manager Status

Default List of Recommended Metrics:

Channel Name, Cluster Queue Manager Type, CLWL Channel Priority, CLWL Channel Rank, CLWL Channel Weight,
Command Level, Default Transmission Queue, Description, Max Handles, Max Message Length, Maximum Outbound Cluster
Channels, Maximum Uncommitted Messages, Performance Events, Platform, Queue Manager Name, Start And Stop Events

Default List of Full Metrics:

Authority Events, Auto CLUSSDR Monitoring, Auto CLUSSDR Statistics, Auto Definition Events Generated, Channel Auto
Definition Exit, Cluster Name, CLWL Use Queue, Coded Character Set ID, Command Input Queue, Current Log Extent
Name, Dead Letter Queue, Distribution Lists, Inhibit Events, Local Events, Log Path, Max Priority, Media Recovery Log
Extent Name, QMID, Receiver Server-Connection Channels Auto-Defined, Remote Events, Repository Name, Repository
Name List, Restart Recovery Log Extent Name, Sync Point, Trigger Interval

Default Usage: Uses the default hard-coded list provided with the product. For example,
introscope.agent.mq.recommended.metrics.manager = Queue Manager Name, Description, Platform, QMID.

introscope.agent.mq.recommended.metrics.queue

The list of queue component metric names to show for those queue managers whose queue component monitoring switch is set
to recommended.

Default Minimum Metrics:

These metrics will always show and their visibility cannot be controlled using
the introscope.agent.mq.recommended.metrics.queue parameter.

All platforms:

Alteration Date, Alteration Time, Base Queue, Cluster Queue Type, Current Queue Depth, Current Queue Depth Percentage
(% Queue Full), Get Messages, Last Get Date, Last Get Time, Last Put Date, Last Put Time, Oldest Message Age (sec), Open
Input Count, Open Output Count, Put Messages, Queue Time (Long Term Avg.), Queue Time (Short Term Avg.), Queue
Type, Remote Queue, Remote Queue Manager, Uncommited Messages

Default List of Recommended Metrics (not including enqueue and dequeue metrics):
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Back Out Threshold, Cluster Queue Manager, Definition Type, Description, Max Message Length, Max Queue Depth, Oldest
Message Age Per 6 Hours (sec), Oldest Message Age Per Day (sec), Oldest Message Age Per Hour (sec), Queue Name,
Transmission Queue

Default List of Recommended Metrics which use PCF command 'Reset Queue Statistics':

(Only a single MQ infrastructure agent pointing at the same QM can use these metrics) Dequeue Count, Dequeue Count Per 6
Hours, Dequeue Count Per Day, Dequeue Count Per Hour, Dequeue Count Per Minute, Enqueue Count, Enqueue Count Per 6
Hours, Enqueue Count Per Day, Enqueue Count Per Hour, Enqueue Count Per Minute 

Note: To get enqueue count and dequeue count, the user need to change permission on queues, as it is required for using
'Reset Queue Statistics'.

Default List of Full Metrics:

Back Out Requeue Queue, Cluster Name, Cluster Name List, Creation Date, Creation Time, Default Bind Type, Default
Priority, Distribution Lists, Harden Get Back Out, Initiation Queue, Media Recovery Log Extent Name, Message Delivery
Sequence, Persistence, Process Name, QMID, Queue Default Input Open Option, Queue Depth High Events, Queue Depth
High Limit, Queue Depth Low Events, Queue Depth Low Limit, Queue Full Events Generated, Queue Monitoring, Queue
Service Interval, Queue Service Interval Events, Retention Interval, Scope, Shareability, Trigger Control, Trigger Data, Trigger
Depth, Trigger Message Priority, Trigger Type

Default Usage:

Use the default hard-coded list provided with the product. To redefine the recommended metric set, list the metrics using
component names and metric names. Separate individual metrics with commas. In this example, the recommended list is
redefined with only three members. However, you get both the minimum set of metrics and the three metrics defined in the
recommended list. For example, introscope.agent.mq.recommended.metrics.queue = Queue Name, Queue Type, Cluster Queue
Type

introscope.agent.mq.recommended.metrics.channel

The list of channel component metric names to show for those queue managers whose channel component monitoring switch is
set to recommended

Default Minimum Metrics:

These metrics will always show and their visibility cannot be controlled using the
introscope.agent.mq.recommended.metrics.channel parameter.

All platforms:

Batch Size, Batches, Buffers Received, Buffers Sent, Bytes Received, Bytes Sent, Channel Start Date, Channel Start Time,
Current Messages, Indoubt Status, Last Message Date, Last Message Time, Long Retries Left, MCA Status, Messages, Overall
Channel Status, Short Retries Left, Stop Requested

Default List of Recommended Metrics:

Alteration Date, Alteration Time, Channel Name, Channel Type, CLWL Channel Priority, CLWL Channel Rank, CLWL
Channel Weight, Connection Name, Max Message Length, Queue Manager Name, Remote Queue Manager

Default List of Full Metrics:

Channel Disposition, Channel Instance Type, Cluster Name, Cluster Namelist, Current Logical Unit Work ID, Current
Sequence Number, Heartbeat Interval, Keep Alive Interval, Last Logical Unit Work ID, Last Sequence Number, MCA Job
Name, Non Persistent Message Speed, SSL Certificate UserID, Transmission Queue Name

Default Usage:

Use the default hard-coded list provided with the product. For example, introscope.agent.mq.recommended.metrics.channel
= Channel Name, Channel TypeFilters PropertiesUse this section for more metric filtering. For example, you can exclude all
system queue metrics in favor of user-defined queue metrics.

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.filter.exclude.static

Specifies if static metrics must be included or excluded while monitoring a given Queue Manager. Set the value to true to
exclude static metrics and report only dynamic metrics in the ATC Metric View tree.

Values: true or false

Default: false

Example: To report both static and dynamic metrics of Queue Manager QM1, set the property:
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introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.filter.exclude.static=false

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.queue.filter.exclude.system

Specifies if system queues must be included or excluded while monitoring the queues of a given Queue Manager. Set the value
to true to exclude system queues in the ATC Metric View tree. Does not filter the Dead Letter Queue

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.queue.filter.exclude.system=true

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.queue.filter.exclude.dynamic

Specifies if dynamic queues must be included or excluded while monitoring the queues of a given Queue Manager. Set the
value to true to exclude dynamic queues in the ATC Metric View tree.

Values: true or false

Default: true

Example: introscope.agent.mq.monitor.profiles.<Default ProfileName>.queue.filter.exclude.dynamic=true

<QM ProfileName>.queue.filter.includeonly.regex

Specifies the regular expression that the queue manager uses to filter the queues.

Default: * (no filtering)

Example: <QM ProfileName>.queue.filter.includeonly.regex=<WILY_QM1_*>

<QM ProfileName>.channel.filter.includeonly.regex

Specifies the regular expression that the queue manager uses to filter the channels.

Default: * (no filtering)

Example: To show only those channels that start with test: <QM ProfileName>.channel.filter.includeonly.regex=test.*

<QM Profile>.log.filter.includeonly.regex

Specifies the regular expression that the queue manager uses to filter the logs.

Default: * (no filtering)

Example: <QM Profile>.log.filter.includeonly.regex=*

MQ Trace Properties

IBM MQ provides the ability to generate trace files containing information about its internal processing. These traces can
capture problems reported by the operating system or the network, report on application activity, and pinpoint the root cause
of unexpected or unwanted behavior. Configure the following properties only after you define the cross-process transaction
tracing in WebSphere MQ for Java to trace, and interpret the trace data. For more information about cross-process transaction
tracing, see View and Configure Transaction Tracing.

introscope.agent.mq.trace.polling.enabled

Sets the trace.polling.enabled (true/false) for polling to be enabled for destination queues.

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.mq.trace.polling.enabled=true

introscope.agent.mq.trace.dlq.activity.enabled

Set the trace.dlq.activity.enabled (true/false) for reading the dead letter queues.

Default: True

Example: introscope.agent.mq.trace.dlq.activity.enabled=true

introscope.agent.mq.trace.polling.interval

Sets the trace.polling.interval (milliseconds) for polling of destination queues.

Default: 1000

Example: introscope.agent.mq.trace.polling.interval=1000
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introscope.agent.mq.trace.polling.retry.count

Sets the trace.polling.retry.count for polling retrials per message of destination queues.

Default: 3

Example: introscope.agent.mq.trace.polling.retry.count=3

introscope.agent.mq.trace.dlq.flag.time

Set the trace.dlq.flag.time (seconds) to show static time to flag that the message in dead letter queue.

Default: 30 seconds

Example: introscope.agent.mq.trace.dlq.flag.time=30

introscope.agent.mq.trace.hold.maxduration

Set the trace.hold.maxduration (seconds) to hold and wait for all the traces to be received for the message flow (particular
message).

Default: 30 seconds

Example: introscope.agent.mq.trace.hold.maxduration=30 

 IBM WebSphere MQ Metrics Reference
Each metric is expressed as one of three types: • String • Number • Mapped value

General Metric Characteristics

Each metric is expressed as one of three types:

• String

• Number

• Mapped value -- a numeric expression of a metric that is also expressed as a string.

The following table shows an example:

Metric Name String Mapped Value

 Channel Type Queue Managers|
Queue manager hostname|
Queue Manager name|Channels|
SYSTEM.DEF.SVRCONN|
Configuration Properties:Channel Type = MQCHT_SVRCONN

7

 

The tables in this appendix give numeric equivalents for all mapped values.

• Interval Count -- a numeric value, expressed as the number of incidents over the last interval.

Metric Display Sets

 

DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ uses a configuration setting for each group of IBM MQ infrastructure agent metrics,
assigning it to one of the following sets:

• M -- Minimum Contains the minimum metrics.
• R -- Recommended Contains all the metrics in the Minimum set and some more metrics. You can redefine the

Recommended metrics that are set by editing the Advanced Settings section of the MQ infrastructure agent properties file.
The Advanced Settings section lists the WebSphere MQ component members.

• F -- Full Contains all the metrics.

Each metric is set to membership in one of these sets, which determine whether the ATC Metric View displays the metric for
each WebSphere MQ component. To change the metric set for a given metric, see the Special Settings section of the IBM MQ
infrastructure agent properties file. You can view the following metrics of the Enterprise Manager using DX APM for IBM
WebSphere MQ:

Note:  Time measurements that appear in the Enterprise Manager is in milliseconds (thousandths of a second). When
WebSphere MQ provides metrics in microseconds, Enterprise Manager converts this time measurement to milliseconds.
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Turn On Queue Monitoring

Turn on Queue Monitoring for each individual queue in MQ Explorer to see the following Oldest Message Age and Queue
Time metrics:

• Oldest Message Age (sec), Oldest Message Age Per Hour (sec), Oldest Message Age Per 6 Hours (sec), Oldest Message
Age Per Day (sec).

• Last Get Date, Last Put Date, Last Put Time, Last Get Time, Queue Time (Long Term Avg.), Queue Time (Short Term
Avg.).

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Queue Properties, Statistics page.
2. Set Queue Monitoring to High, Medium, or Low.
3. Set Queue Statistics to On or Queue Manager. You can also use the MQSC commands to Turn On Queue Monitoring.

Queue Manager Cluster Metrics

In the Queue Manager Clusters node, the ATC Metric View displays cluster queues, cluster receiver channels, and cluster
sender channels with their associated Queue Managers and arranges them by whether they are full or partial repositories. Each
cluster Queue Manager under a cluster tree reports more cluster related attributes and metric data of child objects that are
compared to the normal tree objects.

Cluster workload balance metrics show work that is distributed over multiple instances of same-named queues. The ATC
Metric View displays workload balance metrics on this cluster queue.

Top Level Repository Trees

For each of the Queue Manager Clusters, the ATC Metric View displays:

• Aggregate properties for all Queue Manager and queues in the cluster
• Metrics arranged according to three nodes:

• Full Repositories
• Partial Repositories
• Workload Balance

For each of the two repository nodes, the ATC Metric View displays the followed by the host name:

• Queue Manager names
• For each Queue Manager:

• Metrics for clustered Queue Managers arranged according to:

• Cluster Queues
• Cluster-Receiver Channels
• Cluster-Sender Channels

• Configuration Properties
• Status metrics

Cluster Queue Metrics

Under the Cluster Queues node, the ATC Metric View displays:

• Each clustered queue on this Queue Manager, and for each one:

• Configuration Properties
• Status metrics

Configuration Properties

For each cluster queue on this Queue Manager, the ATC Metric View displays the following configuration properties:

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Base Queue String M Queue name to which
the alias resolves.

Cluster Name String F Name of the cluster.
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Cluster Queue Manager String R Name of the Queue Manager
managing this queue.

Cluster Queue Type Mapped Value M One of: 1 =
MQCQT_LOCAL_Q

-- local 2 =
MQCQT_ALIAS_Q -- alias
3 = MQCQT_REMOTE_Q

-- remote 4 =
MQCQT_Q_MGR_ALIAS

-- Queue Manager alias

Default Bind Type Mapped Value F Default binding. One of: 0 =
MQBND_BIND_ON_OPEN

- binding fixed by
MQOPEN call. 1 =

MQBND_BIND_NOT_FIXED
- binding not fixed
by MQOPEN call.

Default Priority Number F Default priority.

Description String R Description or label for
this Queue Manager.

Get Messages Mapped Value M Get operations allowed
or inhibited. 0 =

MQQA_GET_ALLOWED
-- Get operations
are allowed. 1 =

MQQA_GET_INHIBITED --
Get operations are inhibited.

Max Message Length Number R Maximum message length.

Persistence Mapped Value F Default persistence
of messages on the
queue. One of: 1=

MQPER_PERSISTENT
-- The message survives

system failures and Queue
Manager restarts. 0=

MQPER_NOT_PERSISTENT
-- The message does not
normally survive system

failures or Queue Manager
restarts. Both persistent and
nonpersistent messages can

exist on the same queue.

Put Messages Mapped Value M Put operations allowed
or inhibited. 0 =

MQQA_PUT_ALLOWED
-- Put operations
are allowed. 1 =

MQQA_PUT_INHIBITED --
Put operations are inhibited.

QMID String F Queue Manager name.

Queue Depth High Events Mapped Value F Enables Queue Depth
High events. 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Queue Depth High Limit Number F High limit for queue depth.
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Queue Depth Low Events Mapped Value F Enables Queue Depth
Low events. One of: 0 =
MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Queue Depth Low Limit Number F Low limit for queue depth.

Queue Name String R Queue name.

Queue Type Mapped Value M Queue Type. 1 =
MQQT_LOCAL -- Local

queue. 2 = MQQT_MODEL
Model queue definition.

3 = MQQT_ALIAS Alias
queue definition. 6 =

MQQT_REMOTE Local
definition of a remote queue.

7 = MQQT_CLUSTER
Cluster queue definition.

Remote Queue String M Name of the remote queue
as known locally on the
remote Queue Manager.

Remote Queue Manager String M Name of the remote
Queue Manager.

Status Metrics

For each cluster queue on this Queue Manager, the ATC Metric View displays the following status metrics.

To see data for the Oldest Message Age and Queue Time metrics, Queue Monitoring must be enabled in WebSphere MQ.

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Alteration Date String Dynamic M Date when properties
were last altered.

Alteration Time String Dynamic M Time when properties
were last altered.

Current Queue Depth Number Dynamic M Number of messages
currently on the queue.

Current Queue Depth
Percentage (% Queue Full)

Number Dynamic M Percentage of
fullness of the queue.

Dequeue Count Interval Count R Number of messages
removed from the queue.

Dequeue Count Per 6 Hours Number R Running count of the
number of message dequeues

in the last six hours.

Dequeue Count Per Day Number R Running count of the
number of message

dequeues in the last day.

Dequeue Count Per Hour Number R Running count of the
number of message

dequeues in the last hour.

Dequeue Count Per Minute Number R Running count of the
number of message

dequeues in the last minute.
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Enqueue Count Interval Count R Number of messages added
to the queue, including

messages that have been
put to the queue, but have
not yet been committed.

Enqueue Count Per 6 Hours Number R Running count of the
number of message enqueues

in the last six hours.

Enqueue Count Per Day Number R Running count of the
number of message

enqueues in the last day.

Enqueue Count Per Hour Number R Running count of the
number of message

enqueues in the last hour.

Enqueue Count Per Minute Number R Running count of the
number of message

enqueues in the last minute.

Last Get Date String M Date of last Get command.

Last Get Time String M Time of last Get command.

Last Put Date String String M Date of last Put command.

Last Put Time String M Time of last Put command.

Oldest Message Age (sec) Number M Age of the oldest message
on the queue, in seconds.

Oldest Message Age
Per 6 Hours (sec)

Number M Running maximum
oldest message age

over the last six hours.

Oldest Message
Age Per Day (sec)

Number M Running maximum
oldest message age
over the last day.

Oldest Message
Age Per Hour (sec)

Number Dynamic M Running maximum
oldest message age
over the last hour.

Open Input Count Number Dynamic M The number of handles
that are currently open
for input for the queue.

Open Output Count Number Dynamic M The number of handles
that are currently open

for output for the queue.
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Queue Monitoring Mapped Value Dynamic F Queue monitoring level.
Possible values: -3 =

MQMON_Q_MGR --
Collect monitoring data
according to the setting
of the QueueMonitoring

Queue Manager attribute.
This is the default value. 0
= MQMON_OFF -- Online
monitoring data collection
is turned off for this queue.

17 = MQMON_LOW
-- If the value of the

QueueMonitoring Queue
Manager attribute is not

MQMON_NONE, online
monitoring data collection is
turned on, with a low rate of
data collection for this queue.

33 = MQMON_MEDIUM
-- If the value of the

QueueMonitoring Queue
Manager attribute is not

MQMON_NONE, online
monitoring data collection is
turned on, with a moderate

rate of data collection for this
queue. 65 = MQMON_HIGH

-- If the value of the
QueueMonitoring Queue
Manager attribute is not

MQMON_NONE, online
monitoring data collection is
turned on, with a high rate of
data collection for this queue.

Queue Time
(Long Term Avg.)

Number Dynamic M Average time, in
milliseconds, that a message

spent on the queue, based
on activity over a longer

period. Compare with Queue
Time (Short Term Avg.)

Queue Time
(Short Term Avg.)

Number Dynamic M Average time, in
milliseconds, that a message

spent on the queue, based
on activity over a shorter

period. Compare with Queue
Time (Long Term Avg.)

Uncommitted Messages Number Dynamic M Number of
uncommitted messages.

Cluster-Receiver Channel and Cluster-Sender Channel Metrics

IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent reports metrics for Cluster-Receiver and Cluster-Sender Channels on separate nodes of the ATC
Metric View tree. For each channel, ATC Metric View displays:

• Configuration properties
• Status metrics

On the Cluster-Receiver Channel node of the tree, the ATC Metric View displays configuration properties and status for each
channel.
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Channel definitions have the same Queue Manager name as the cluster Queue Manager, whereas the instances have nodes
that are named after the Remote Queue Manager with which they communicate. These channels may be missing some of the
following metrics because they are not applicable to that type of channel.

Configuration Properties

The same set of Configuration properties can appear under the Cluster-Receiver Channel node and the Cluster-Sender Channel
node.

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

CLWL Channel Priority Number R Cluster workload
channel priority.

CLWL Channel Rank Number R Cluster workload
channel rank.

CLWL Channel
Weight Number

Number R Cluster workload
channel weight.

Channel Name String F Name of the channel
definition to be changed,
created, tested, reset or
deleted. The maximum
length of the string is

MQ_CHANNEL_NAME_LENGTH.
This parameter is required

on all types of channel;
on a CLUSSDR it can
be different from on

the other channel types.

Channel Type Mapped Value R Specifies the channel type,
one of the following: 8 =
MQCHT_CLUSRCVR --
Cluster receiver channel
9 = MQCHT_CLUSSDR
-- Cluster sender channel

Cluster Name String F Name of the cluster to
which the queue belongs.

Cluster Namelist String F Identifies a namelist
object that contains the

names of clusters to
which this queue belongs.

Queue Manager Name String R Name of the Queue Manager.

Remote Queue Manager String R The remote Queue Manager
this channel connects to.

Transmission Queue Name String F Name of the
transmission queue.

Status Metrics

The same set of status metrics can appear under the Cluster-Receiver Channel node and the Cluster-Sender Channel node.

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Batches Number Number M Number of
completed batches.

Buffers Received Number M Number of buffers received.

Buffers Sent Number M Number of buffers sent.

Bytes Received Number M Number of bytes received.

Bytes Sent Number M Number of bytes sent.
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Current Messages Number M Number of messages
in the current batch.

Indoubt Status Mapped Value M Indicates whether the
channel is currently in

doubt. Possible values: 0 =
MQCHIDS_NOT_INDOUBT

-- Channel is not in doubt.
1 = MQCHIDS_INDOUBT

-- Channel is in doubt.

Long Retries Left Number M Number of long retry
attempts remaining.

MCA Status Mapped Value M MCA (message channel
agent) status. One of: 0

= MQMCAS_STOPPED
-- Message channel
agent stopped. 3 =

MQMCAS_RUNNING
-- Message channel

agent running.

Channel Instance Counts Mapped Value Dynamic M Number of instances of
channels present currently.

Messages Number M Number of messages.

Overall Channel Status Mapped Value M Status of the channel. One
of: 0 = MQCHS_INACTIVE

-- Channel is not active.
1 = MQCHS_BINDING
-- Channel is negotiating

with the partner. 2 =
MQCHS_STARTING
-- Channel is waiting
to become active. 3 =

MQCHS_RUNNING --
Channel is transferring or
waiting for messages. 4
= MQCHS_STOPPING
-- Channel is in process

of stopping. 5 =
MQCHS_RETRYING --
Channel is reattempting

to establish connection. 6
= MQCHS_STOPPED --
Channel is stopped. 7 =

MQCHS_REQUESTING
-- Requester channel is
requesting connection 8
= MQCHS_PAUSED --
Channel is paused. 13 =

MQCHS_INITIALIZING
-- Channel is initializing.

Short Retries Left Number M Number of short retry
attempts remaining.
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Stop Requested
Mapped Value

Mapped Value M Whether a stop has been
requested. One of: 0 =

MQCHSR_STOP_NOT_REQUESTED
-- User stop request has
not been received. 1 =

MQCHSR_STOP_REQUESTED
-- User stop request
has been received.

Configuration Properties

The Configuration Properties node displays properties for the Queue Manager.

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Auto CLUSSDR Monitoring Mapped Value F Setting for online monitoring
for automatically defined

cluster-sender channels. One
of: -3 = MQMON_Q_MGR

-- Collection of online
monitoring data is

inherited from the setting
of the Queue Manager's

ChannelMonitoring
parameter. 0 =

MQMON_OFF -- Monitoring
for the channel is switched
off. 17 = MQMON_LOW

-- Specifies a low rate
of data collection with
a minimal impact on

system performance unless
ChannelMonitoring for
the Queue Manager is
MQMON_NONE. The

data collected is not likely
to be the most current. 33
= MQMON_MEDIUM
-- Specifies a moderate
rate of data collection
with limited impact on

system performance unless
ChannelMonitoring for
the Queue Manager is

MQMON_NONE. 65 =
MQMON_HIGH -- Specifies
a high rate of data collection

with a likely impact on
system performance

unless ChannelMonitoring
for the Queue Manager
is MQMON_NONE.

The data collected is the
most current available.
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Auto CLUSSDR Statistics Mapped Value F Indicates whether
statistics data is to be

collected for auto-defined
cluster-sender channels
(parameter identifier:

MQIA_STATISTICS_AUTO_CLUSSDR).
One of: -3 =

QMON_Q_MGR --
Collection of statistics data
is inherited from the setting

of the Queue Manager's
ChannelStatistics parameter.

0 = MQMON_OFF --
Statistics data collection

for the channel is switched
off. 17 = MQMON_LOW

-- Specifies a low rate
of data collection with
a minimal impact on

system performance. 33
= MQMON_MEDIUM
-- Specifies a moderate
rate of data collection.

65 = MQMON_HIGH --
Specifies a high rate of data

collection. This metric is
valid only on AIX, Linux,

Solaris, and Windows.

CLWL Channel Priority Number R Cluster workload
channel priority.

CLWL Channel Rank Number R Cluster workload
channel rank.

CLWL Channel Weight Number R Cluster workload
channel weight.

CLWL Use Queue Mapped Value F Specifies whether a Cluster
Queue Manager is to use

remote puts to other queues.
These queues are defined in

other Queue Managers within
the cluster during workload
management. One of: 0 =

MQCLWL_USEQ_LOCAL
-- Do not use remote queues.
1 = MQCLWL_USEQ_ANY

-- Use remote queues.

Channel Auto Definition Exit String F Channel auto-definition exit
name. This exit is invoked
when an inbound request

for an undefined channel is
received, if: 1. The channel

is a cluster-sender, or 2.
Channel auto-definition is
enabled. This exit is also
invoked when a cluster-

receiver channel is started.

Channel Name String R The name of the channel used
to establish communication

with this cluster.
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Cluster Name String R Name of the Cluster
this Queue Manager

is a member of.

Cluster Queue Manager Type Mapped Value R The type of Queue Manager
for this cluster. One of: 0 =
Normal -- A normal Queue

Manager. 1 = Repository -- A
repository Queue Manager.

Dead Letter Queue String F Name of the local queue
that is to be used for

undelivered messages.

Description String R Description of the
Queue Manager.

Max Handles Number R Maximum number of handles
that are currently open
for input for the queue.

Max Message Length Number R Maximum message length.

Max Priority Number F Maximum message
priority supported by
the Queue Manager.

Maximum Outbound
Cluster Channels

Number R Maximum number of active
outbound cluster channels.

Platform Mapped Value R Platform on which the Queue
Manager resides. One of: 1
= MQPL_ZOS -- z/OS 3 =
MQPL_AIX -- AIX (same
value as MQPL_UNIX).

3= MQPL_UNIX -- UNIX
systems. 4 = MQPL_OS400
-- i5/OS. 12 = MQPL_VMS

-- HP OpenVMS. 11 =
MQPL_WINDOWS_NT --

Windows. 13 = MQPL_NSK
-- Compaq NonStop Kernel.

QMID String F Unique identifier of
the Queue Manager.

Queue Manager Name String R Name of the Queue Manager.

Repository Name List String F Name of the list of clusters
for which the Queue
Manager is providing
a repository service.

Status Metrics

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Alteration Date String M Date when properties
were last altered.

Alteration Time String M Time when properties
were last altered.

Cluster Queue
Manager Suspend

Mapped Value Dynamic M Indicates whether the Queue
Manager is suspended. One
of: 0 = No -- not suspended.

1 = Yes -- suspended.
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Queue Manager Status Mapped Value Dynamic M One of: 2 =
MQQMSTA_RUNNING

-- Running. 0 =
Unknown -- Unknown.

Metrics under the Status node show Queue Manager status.

Workload Balance Metrics

Workload Balance metrics provide information about queues which have multiple instances within a cluster, residing on more
than one Queue Manager.

The Workload Balance tree is organized according to the following hierarchy:

Workload BalanceMulti-instance Queue AhostQueue Manager 01Configuration
PropertiesStatusQueue Manager 02Multi-instance Queue BhostQueue Manager 03

Queue Metrics

For each of the Queue Managers on which an instance of the queue resides, the ATC Metric View displays the following:

• Configuration Properties
• Status

Configuration Properties

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Base Queue String M Queue name to which
the alias resolves.

Cluster Name String F Name of the cluster.

Cluster Queue Manager String R Name of the Queue Manager
managing this queue.

Cluster Queue Type Mapped Value M One of: 1 =
MQCQT_LOCAL_Q

-- local 2 =
MQCQT_ALIAS_Q -- alias
3 = MQCQT_REMOTE_Q

-- remote 4 =
MQCQT_Q_MGR_ALIAS

-- Queue Manager alias

Default Bind Type Mapped Value F Default binding. One of: 0 =
MQBND_BIND_ON_OPEN

- binding fixed by
MQOPEN call. 1 =

MQBND_BIND_NOT_FIXED
- binding not fixed
by MQOPEN call.

Default Priority Number F Default priority.

Description String R Description or label for
this Queue Manager.

Get Messages Mapped Value M Get operations allowed
or inhibited. 0 =

MQQA_GET_ALLOWED --
Get operations are allowed. 1
= MQQA_GET_INHIBITED

-- Get operations
are not allowed.

Max Message Length Number R Maximum message length.
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Persistence Mapped Value F Default persistence
of messages on the
queue. One of: 1 =

MQPER_PERSISTENT
-- The message survives

system failures and Queue
Manager restarts. 0 =

MQPER_NOT_PERSISTENT
-- The message does not
normally survive system

failures or Queue Manager
restarts. Both persistent and
nonpersistent messages can

exist on the same queue.

Put Messages Mapped Value M Put operations allowed
or inhibited. 0 =

MQQA_PUT_ALLOWED
-- Put operations
are allowed. 1 =

MQQA_PUT_INHIBITED --
Put operations are inhibited.

QMID String F Queue Manager name.

Queue Depth High Events Mapped Value F Enables Queue Depth
High events. 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Queue Depth High Limit Number F High limit for queue depth.

Queue Depth Low Events Mapped Value F Enables Queue Depth
Low events. One of: 0 =
MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Queue Depth Low Limit Number F Low limit for queue depth.

Queue Name String R Queue name.

Queue Type Mapped Value M Queue type. One of: 1 =
MQQT_LOCAL -- Local

queue. 2 = MQQT_MODEL
Model queue definition.

3 = MQQT_ALIAS Alias
queue definition. 6 =

MQQT_REMOTE Local
definition of a remote queue.

7 = MQQT_CLUSTER
Cluster queue definition.

Remote Queue String M Name of the remote queue
as known locally on the
remote Queue Manager.

Remote Queue Manager String M Name of the remote
Queue Manager.

Status

To see data for the Oldest Message Age and Queue Time metrics, enable Queue Monitoring in WebSphere MQ.

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description
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Alteration Date String M Date when the properties
for this Queue Manager

were last altered.

Alteration Time String M Time when the properties
for this Queue Manager

were last altered.

Current Queue Depth Number Dynamic M Number of messages
currently on the queue

on this Queue Manager.

Current Queue Depth
Percentage (% Queue Full)

Number Dynamic M Percentage of
fullness of the queue.

Dequeue Count Interval Count R Number of messages
removed from the queue.

Dequeue Count Per 6 Hours Number R Running count of the
number of message dequeues

in the last six hours.

Dequeue Count Per Day Number R Running count of the
number of message

dequeues in the last day.

Dequeue Count Per Hour Number R Running count of the
number of message

dequeues in the last hour.

Dequeue Count Per Minute Number R Running count of the
number of message

dequeues in the last minute.

Enqueue Count Interval Count R Number of messages added
to the queue, including

messages that have been
put to the queue, but have
not yet been committed.

Enqueue Count Per 6 Hours Number R Running count of the
number of message enqueues

in the last six hours.

Enqueue Count Per Day Number R Running count of the
number of message

enqueues in the last day.

Enqueue Count Per Hour Number R Running count of the
number of message

enqueues in the last hour.

Enqueue Count Per Minute Number R Running count of the
number of message

enqueues in the last minute.

Last Get Date String M Date of last Get command.

Last Get Time String M Time of last Get command.

Last Put Date String M Date of last Put command.

Last Put Time String M Time of last Put command.

Oldest Message Age (sec) Number Dynamic M Age of the oldest message
on the queue, in seconds.

Oldest Message Age
Per 6 Hours (sec)

Number M Running maximum
oldest message age

over the last six hours.
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Oldest Message
Age Per Day (sec)

Number Dynamic M Running maximum
oldest message age
over the last day.

Oldest Message
Age Per Hour (sec)

Number Dynamic M Running maximum
oldest message age
over the last hour.

Open Input Count Number Dynamic M The number of handles
that are currently open
for input for the queue

on this Queue Manager.

Open Output Count Number Dynamic M The number of handles
that are currently open
for output for the queue
on this Queue Manager.

Queue Monitoring Mapped Value F Queue monitoring level.
Possible values: -3 =

MQMON_Q_MGR --
Collect monitoring data
according to the setting
of the QueueMonitoring

Queue Manager attribute.
This is the default value. 0
= MQMON_OFF -- Online
monitoring data collection
is turned off for this queue.

17 = MQMON_LOW
-- If the value of the

QueueMonitoring Queue
Manager attribute is not

MQMON_NONE, online
monitoring data collection is
turned on, with a low rate of
data collection for this queue.

33 = MQMON_MEDIUM
-- If the value of the

QueueMonitoring Queue
Manager attribute is not

MQMON_NONE, online
monitoring data collection is
turned on, with a moderate

rate of data collection for this
queue. 65 = MQMON_HIGH

-- If the value of the
QueueMonitoring Queue
Manager attribute is not

MQMON_NONE, online
monitoring data collection is
turned on, with a high rate of
data collection for this queue.

% Queue Depth Variation Number M Shows the deviation
of the Queue Depth
from a calculated

average. See Percent
Queue Depth Variation.
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Queue Time
(Long Term Avg.)

Number M Average time, in
milliseconds, that a message

spent on the queue, based
on activity over a longer

period. Compare with Queue
Time (Short Term Avg.)

Queue Time
(Short Term Avg.)

Number M Average time, in
milliseconds, that a message

spent on the queue, based
on activity over a shorter

period. Compare with Queue
Time (Long Term Avg.)

Uncommitted Messages Number M Number of
uncommitted messages.

Percent Queue Depth Variation

The percentage Queue Depth Variation metric shows the deviation of the Queue Depth from a calculated average. The
calculation of the variation is based on the following two numbers:

• curreqdepth -- Current Queue Depth for a specific Queue Manager.
• aveqdepth -- Average Queue Depth across all Queue Managers on which the cluster queue resides.

The metric is calculated using this formula:

% Variation = ((curreqdepth - aveqdepth) / aveqdepth) * 100

When the current queue depth is lesser than the average, the Queue Depth Variance is a negative number. For example: a
multi-instance cluster queue runs on three Queue Managers -- QM1, QM2, and QM3 -- with the following current queue
depths:

• QM1 = 100
• QM2 = 140
• QM3 = 0

The average queue depth for all three Queue Managers would be calculated:

((100 + 140 + 0) / 3)= 80

% Queue Depth Variance for QM1:

((100  -  80) / 80) * 100 = 25

% Queue Depth Variance for QM2:

((140  -  80) / 80) * 100 = 75

% Queue Depth Variance for QM3:

((0  -  80) / 80) * 100 = -100

So QM1 deviation is only 25 percent from the average, while QM3 is -100 percent (negative 100 percent), correctly indicating
a problem with QM3.

Queue Manager Metrics

The ATC Metric View displays Queue Manager metrics in a tree.The tree has the following high-level structure:

Queue ManagersHost nameQueue Manager nameChannelsConfiguration PropertiesDead
Letter QueueLast CheckQueuesStatusTransmission Queue
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Channel Metrics

For each of the channels configured by an administrator on a Queue Manager, the metrics are divided into the following
groups:

• Configuration Properties
• Status

Configuration Properties

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Channel Name String R Name of the channel.

Channel Type Mapped Value R Specifies the channel type,
one of the following: 1
= MQCHT_SENDER
-- Sender channel 2 =
MQCHT_SERVER

-- Server channel 3 =
MQCHT_RECEIVER
-- Receiver channel 4 =
MQCHT_REQUESTER
-- Requester channel 5 =
MQCHT_ALL -- All the

channel types are selected.
6 = MQCHT_CLNTCONN
-- Client connection channel
7 = MQCHT_SVRCONN --
Server connection channel
8 = MQCHT_CLUSRCVR
-- Cluster receiver channel
9 = MQCHT_CLUSSDR
-- Cluster sender channel

Cluster Name String Dynamic F Name of the cluster to
which the channel belongs.

Cluster Namelist String Dynamic F Identifies a namelist
object that contains the

names of clusters to which
this channel belongs.

Connection Name String R Internet address of a
live connection; if not

live, the contents of the
ConnectionName field

in the channel definition.

Heartbeat Interval Number F The time, in seconds,
between heartbeat flows
passed from the sending

MCA when there are
no messages on the
transmission queue.

Max Message Length Number R Maximum permitted
message length.

MCA User ID String R Indicates to the server who
the client is connecting
as (at program runtime).
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Non Persistent
Message Speed

Mapped Value F Speed of nonpersistent
messages. One of: 1 =
MQNPMS_NORMAL

-- Normal speed. 2
= MQNPMS_FAST

-- Fast speed.

Queue Manager Name String R Name of the Queue Manager.

SSL Certificate
User ID (z/OS only)

String F User ID associated with
the remote SSL certificate.

Transmission Queue Name String F Name of the Transmission
Queue. Note: This metric

is available only for
cluster-sender channel

SSL Client Authentication Integer R Indicates whether the
SSL server requires the
SSL client to send its
digital certificate for

authentication. The value can
be: MQSCA_REQUIRED -

Client authentication required
MQSCA_OPTIONAL
- Client authentication

is optional

SSL Cipher Spec String R The CipherSpec for
the channel to use.

SSLCIPH parameter is
mandatory if you want

your channel to use SSL.

SSL Peer Name String R The Distinguished Name
patterns that WebSphere
MQ uses to decide the

entities from which
messages are accepted.
The SSLPEER pattern

filters the Distinguished
Names of the entities.

SSL Short Peer Name String String F The Distinguished
Name (DN) of the
remote certificate.

SSL Certificate
Issuer Name String

String R Represents the full
Distinguished Name (DN)
of the remote certificate

issuer. The #issuer# is the
Certification Authority (CA)

that issued the certificate.

Status Metrics

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Alteration Date String M Date when properties
were last altered.

Alteration Time String M Time when properties
were last altered.

Batch Size Number M Maximum number of
messages sent within a batch.
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Batches Number Dynamic M Number of completed
batches. Note: This

metric is available only
for cluster channels.

Buffers Received Number Dynamic M Number of buffers received.

Buffers Sent Number Dynamic M Number of buffers sent.

Bytes Received Number Dynamic M Number of bytes received.

Bytes Sent Number Dynamic M Number of bytes sent.

Channel Instance Counts Mapped Value Dynamic M Number of instances of
channels present currently.

Current Messages Number Dynamic M Number of messages
in the current batch.

Indoubt Status Mapped Value Dynamic M Indicates whether the
channel is currently in doubt.

Applies only to a sending
channel. Possible values: 0 =

MQCHIDS_NOT_INDOUBT
-- Channel is not in doubt.

1 = MQCHIDS_INDOUBT
-- Channel is in doubt.

Last Message Date String Dynamic M Date on which the
last message was sent.

Last Message Time String Dynamic M Time at which the last
message was sent.

MCA Status Mapped Value Dynamic M MCA (message channel
agent) status. One of: 0

= MQMCAS_STOPPED
-- Message channel
agent stopped. 3 =

MQMCAS_RUNNING
-- Message channel

agent running.

Messages Number Dynamic M Number of messages.
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Overall Channel Status Mapped Value Dynamic M Status of the channel. One
of: 0 = MQCHS_INACTIVE

-- Channel is not active.
1 = MQCHS_BINDING
-- Channel is negotiating

with the partner. 2 =
MQCHS_STARTING
-- Channel is waiting
to become active. 3 =

MQCHS_RUNNING --
Channel is transferring or
waiting for messages. 4
= MQCHS_STOPPING
-- Channel is in process

of stopping. 5 =
MQCHS_RETRYING --
Channel is reattempting

to establish connection. 6
= MQCHS_STOPPED --
Channel is stopped. 7 =

MQCHS_REQUESTING
-- Requester channel is
requesting connection 8
= MQCHS_PAUSED --
Channel is paused. 13 =

MQCHS_INITIALIZING
-- Channel is initializing.

SSL Key Resets Long Counter Dynamic R Displays the number of
SSL key resets successfully
performed for this channel
instance. The count of SSL
key resets is reset when the
channel instance is ended.

SSL Key Reset Date String Dynamic R Displays the date when the
last SSL secret key reset

was successfully issued for
this channel instance. The
date of the last SSL secret
key reset is reset when the
channel instance is ended.

SSL Key Reset Time String Dynamic R Displays the time when the
last SSL secret key reset

was successfully issued for
this channel instance. The
time of the last SSL secret
key reset is reset when the
channel instance is ended.

Configuration Properties Metrics

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description
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Activity Recording Mapped Value Dynamic M Indicates whether
activity reports can be
generated. One of: 0 =

MQRECORDING_DISABLED
-- Activity reports

cannot be generated. 1
= MQRECORDING_Q
-- Activity reports can

be generated and sent to
SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE.

2 = MQRECORDING_MSG
-- Activity reports can

be generated and sent to
the destination specified
by the originator of the

message causing the report.

Authority Events Mapped Value F Indicates Authorization
Event enabled. 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Auto Definition
Events Generated

Mapped Value F Indicates Auto Definition
Event enabled. 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Channel Auto Definition Exit String F Channel automatic
definition exit name.

Coded Character Set ID Number F Coded character set identifier.

Command Input Queue String F Command input queue name.
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Command Level Mapped Value R Command level supported
by the Queue Manager. The

Command Level refers to the
system of control commands

supported by WebSphere
MQ. Possible values: 100 =

MQCMDL_LEVEL_1 101 =
MQCMDL_LEVEL_101 110
= MQCMDL_LEVEL_110

200 =
MQCMDL_LEVEL_200 201
= MQCMDL_LEVEL_201

210 =
MQCMDL_LEVEL_210 220
= MQCMDL_LEVEL_220

221 =
MQCMDL_LEVEL_221 320
= MQCMDL_LEVEL_320

420 =
MQCMDL_LEVEL_420 500
= MQCMDL_LEVEL_500

-- System for
MQSeries v5.0 510 =

MQCMDL_LEVEL_510
-- System for MQSeries

v.5 release 1 520 =
MQCMDL_LEVEL_520
-- System for MQSeries

v.5 release 2 530 =
MQCMDL_LEVEL_530
-- System for WebSphere
MQ v.5 release 3 531 =

MQCMDL_LEVEL_531 600
= MQCMDL_LEVEL_600
-- System for WebSphere

MQ v6 700 =
MQCMDL_LEVEL_700

-- System for
WebSphere MQ v7

Dead Letter Queue String F Indicates the Dead Letter
Queue of the Queue Manager.

Default Transmission Queue String R Indicates the default
transmission queue of
the Queue Manager.

Description String R Description of the
Queue Manager.

Distribution Lists Mapped Value F Indicates Distribution
List enabled. 0 =

MQDL_NOT_SUPPORTED
-- Distribution lists
not supported. 1 =

MQDL_SUPPORTED --
Distribution lists supported.

Inhibit Events Mapped Value F Indicates Inhibit
Event enabled. 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.
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Local Events Mapped Value F Indicates Local Error
Event enabled. 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Max Handles Number R Specifies the maximum
number of handles that
any one job can have

open at the same time.

Max Message Length Number R Maximum permitted
message length.

Max Priority Number F Maximum priority supported.

Maximum
Uncommitted Messages

Number R Maximum number of
uncommitted messages
within a unit of work.

Calculated as: The number
of messages that can be

retrieved + The number of
messages that can be put
on a queue + Any trigger

messages generated within
this unit of work under
any one syncpoint. This
limit does not apply to

messages that are retrieved
or put outside syncpoint.

Performance Events Mapped Value R Whether or not Performance
Events are enabled. 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.

No queue reached
maximum queue depth. 1
= MQEVR_ENABLED --
Event reporting enabled. 2

= MQEVR_EXCEPTION --
Performance event exception.

Platform Mapped Value R Platform on which the Queue
Manager resides. One of: 1
= MQPL_ZOS -- z/OS 3 =
MQPL_AIX -- AIX (same
value as MQPL_UNIX).

3= MQPL_UNIX -- UNIX
systems. 4 = MQPL_OS400
-- i5/OS. 12 = MQPL_VMS

-- HP OpenVMS. 11 =
MQPL_WINDOWS_NT --

Windows. 13 = MQPL_NSK
-- Compaq NonStop Kernel.

QMID String F Unique Queue
Manager Identifier.

Queue Manager Name String R Name of the Queue Manager.

Receiver Server-Connection
Channels Auto-Defined

Mapped Value F Indicates CHAD enabled. 0
= MQCHAD_DISABLED
-- Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQCHAD_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.
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Remote Events Mapped Value F Indicates Remote Error
Event enabled. 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Repository Name String F The name of a cluster
for which this Queue
Manager is to provide
a repository service.

Repository Name List String F The name of a list of
clusters for which this
Queue Manager is to

provide a repository service.

SSL Event Mapped Value R Indicates whether or not
SSL Events are enabled. 1
= MQEVR_ENABLED 0
= MQEVR_DISABLED

SSL Key Repository String R Sets a Queue Manager
attribute, SSLKeyRepository,

which holds the name of
the SSL key repository.

SSL CRL Name List String F Sets a Queue Manager
attribute that holds the

namelist of authentication
information objects.

SSL Crypto Hardware String F Sets a Queue
Manager attribute,

SSLCryptoHardware,
which holds the name of the
parameter string required to
configure the cryptographic

hardware present on the
system. This parameter

applies only to Windows
and UNIX Queue Managers.

SSL Reset Count Long Counter R Sets a numeric Queue
Manager attribute called

SSLKeyResetCount, the total
number of unencrypted bytes

that are sent and received
within an SSL conversation

before the secret key is
renegotiated. The number
of bytes includes control
information sent by the
message channel agent.

SSL FIPS Required Integer F The value can be: 0 =
MQSSL_FIPS_NO - Any

supported CipherSpec
can be used. 1 =

MQSSL_FIPS_YES - Only
FIPS-certified cryptographic

algorithms must be used.

Start And Stop Events Mapped Value R Indicates whether or not Start
and Stop Events are enabled.

1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
0 = MQEVR_DISABLED
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Sync Point Mapped Value F Indicates whether
Syncpoint is available. 0 =

MQSP_NOT_AVAILABLE
-- Units of work and

syncpointing not available.
1 = MQSP_AVAILABLE

-- Units of work and
syncpointing available.

Trigger Interval Number F Trigger interval, expressed
in milliseconds, for

use only with queues
where TriggerType has a
value of MQTT_FIRST.

Transmission Queue Metrics

The Transmission Queue node can contain all the metrics that appear under a regular queue.

Last Check Metrics

The Last Check metrics contain information about the last time the Queue Manager was queried.

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Description String F Queue Manager description.

Queue Manager Name String M Queue Manager name.

Agent-MQ Connection Status String M Indicates whether CA APM
for IBM WebSphere MQ
can successfully connect
to the Queue Managers.
0 or green = successful
1 or red = unsuccessful

Timestamp String M Indicates the system
timestamp of Agent-

MQ Connection Status.

Queue Metrics

Configuration Properties Metrics

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Back Out Requeue Queue String F Name of the queue used
for re-queueing messages

that were backed out.

Back Out Threshold Number R The number of times a
message can be backed out

before it is transferred to the
backout queue specified in

MQCA_BACKOUT_REQ_Q_NAME.

Base Queue String M Queue name to which
the alias resolves. Note:
This metric is available
only for alias queues.

Cluster Name String F Name of the cluster to
which the queue belongs.

Cluster Namelist String F Identifies a namelist
object that contains the

names of clusters to
which this queue belongs.

Creation Date String F Queue creation date.
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Creation Time String F Queue creation time.

Default Bind Type Mapped Value F Describes binding
mechanism. One of: 0 =

MQBND_BIND_ON_OPEN
-- Binding fixed by
MQOPEN call. 1 =

MQBND_BIND_NOT_FIXED
-- Binding not fixed
by MQOPEN call.

Default Priority Number F Default priorities for
messages on the queue. Can

be any number from 0 to
MQIA_MAX_PRIORITY.

Definition Type Mapped Value R Queue definition type. 1 =
MQQDT_PREDEFINED

-- Predefined
permanent queue. 2 =

MQQDT_PERMANENT_DYNAMIC
-- Dynamically defined
permanent queue. 3 =

MQQDT_TEMPORARY_DYNAMIC
-- Dynamically defined
temporary queue. 4 =

MQQDT_SHARED_DYNAMIC

Description String R Description of the queue.

Distribution Lists Mapped Value F 0 =
MQDL_NOT_SUPPORTED

-- Distribution lists
not supported. 1 =

MQDL_SUPPORTED --
Distribution lists supported.

Get Messages Mapped Value F Get operations allowed
or inhibited. 0 =

MQQA_GET_ALLOWED
-- Get operations
are allowed. 1 =

MQQA_GET_INHIBITED --
Get operations are inhibited.

Harden Get Backout Mapped Value F Indicates whether backout
count is tracked. 0 =

MQQA_BACKOUT_NOT_HARDENED
-- Backout count may

not be remembered. 1 =
MQQA_BACKOUT_HARDENED

-- Backout count
remembered.

Initiation Queue String F Name of the initiation queue.

Max Message Length Number R Maximum message length.

Max Queue Depth Number Dynamic M Maximum number of
messages allowed on queue.

Message Delivery Sequence Mapped Value F Message delivery sequence.
0 = MQMDS_PRIORITY

-- if priority is relevant
1 = MQMDS_FIFO
-- first-in, first-out
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Persistence Mapped Value Mapped Value F Default persistence
of messages on the
queue. One of: 1 =

MQPER_PERSISTENT
-- The message survives

system failures and Queue
Manager restarts. 0 =

MQPER_NOT_PERSISTENT
-- The message does not
normally survive system

failures or Queue Manager
restarts. Both persistent and
nonpersistent messages can

exist on the same queue.

Process Name String F Name of the process.

Put Messages Mapped Value M Put operations allowed
or inhibited. 0 =

MQQA_PUT_ALLOWED
-- Put operations
are allowed. 1 =

MQQA_PUT_INHIBITED --
Put operations are inhibited.

Queue Default
Input Open Option

Mapped Value F Default input open option
for defining whether queues
can be shared. One of: 2 =

MQOO_INPUT_SHARED -
Open queue to get messages

with shared access. 4 =
MQOO_INPUT_EXCLUSIVE
- Open queue to get messages

with exclusive access.

Queue Depth High Events Mapped Value F Enables Queue Depth
High events. 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Queue Depth High Limit Number F Threshold against which the
queue depth is compared

to generate a Queue Depth
High event, expressed
as a percentage of the

maximum queue depth.

Queue Depth Low Events Mapped Value F Enables Queue Depth
Low events. One of: 0 =
MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Queue Depth Low Limit Number F Threshold against which the
queue depth is compared

to generate a Queue Depth
Low event, expressed
as a percentage of the

maximum queue depth.
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Queue Full Events Generated Mapped Value F Enables Queue Full
events. One of: 0 =

MQEVR_DISABLED --
Event reporting disabled.
1 = MQEVR_ENABLED
-- Event reporting enabled.

Queue Name String R Name of the queue.

Queue Service Interval Number F Target queue service
interval. The service interval

used for comparison to
generate Queue Service
Interval High and Queue

Service Interval OK events.

Queue Service
Interval Events

Mapped Value F Indicates whether
queue service interval
events are enabled. 0 =
MQQSIE_NONE -- No

queue service interval events
enabled. 1 = MQQSIE_HIGH

-- Queue Service Interval
High events enabled.
2 = MQQSIE_OK --

Queue Service Interval
OK events enabled.

Queue Type Mapped Value M Queue Type. 1 =
MQQT_LOCAL -- local

queue. 2 = MQQT_MODEL
-- model queue definition

3 = MQQT_ALIAS --
alias queue definition 7
= MQQT_CLUSTER --

cluster queue definition 6 =
MQQT_REMOTE -- local

definition of a remote queue.

Remote Queue String M Name of the remote queue
as known locally on the
remote Queue Manager.

Remote Queue Manager String M Name of the remote
Queue Manager.

Retention Interval Number F Period of time (in hours,
beginning from creation

time of the queue) to retain
the queue, after which the

queue is eligible for deletion.

Scope Mapped Value F Scope of the queue definition.
1 = MQSCO_Q_MGR --
Queue-manager scope.

2 = MQSCO_CELL
-- Cell scope.

Shareability Mapped Value F Indicates whether queue
can be shared or is opened

for exclusive use. 0 =
MQQA_NOT_SHAREABLE

-- Queue is not shareable. 1
= MQQA_SHAREABLE

-- Queue is shareable.

Transmission Queue String R Transmission queue name.
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Trigger Control Mapped Value F Trigger control. 0 =
MQTC_OFF 1 = MQTC_ON

Trigger Data String F Data or message which the
Queue Manager inserts into
a trigger message when a
message arriving on this
queue causes a trigger
message to be written
to the initiation queue.

Trigger Depth Number F Number of messages
of a certain priority

(TriggerMsgPriority) or
greater which must be on
the queue before a trigger
message can be written.

Must be 1 or greater.

Trigger Message Priority Number F Trigger threshold based
on message priority.

Trigger Type Mapped Value F Trigger type. 0 =
MQTT_NONE -- No trigger
messages. 1 = MQTT_FIRST

-- Trigger message when
queue depth goes from 0 to
1. 2 = MQTT_EVERY --
Trigger message for every

message. 3 = MQTT_DEPTH
-- Trigger message when
depth threshold exceeded.

Usage Mapped Value M 0 = MQUS_NORMAL
-- Normal usage. 1 =

MQUS_TRANSMISSION
-- Transmission queue.

Status Metrics

To see data for the Oldest Message Age and Queue Time metrics, Queue Monitoring must be enabled in WebSphere MQ.

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Alteration Date String Dynamic M Date when properties
were last altered.

Alteration Time String Dynamic M Time when properties
were last altered.

Current Queue Depth Number Dynamic M Number of
messages on queue.

Current Queue Depth
Percentage (% Queue Full)

Number Dynamic M Percentage of
fullness of the queue.

Rate of Queuing Number Dynamic M The rate of queuing
is calculated using

the ((Enqueue Count
- Dequeue Count)/

Enqueue Count) formula.

Dequeue Count Interval Count Dynamic R Number of messages
removed from the queue.

Dequeue Count Per 6 Hours Number Dynamic R Running count of the
number of message dequeues

in the last six hours.
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Dequeue Count Per Day Number Dynamic R Running count of the
number of message

dequeues in the last day.

Dequeue Count Per Hour Number Dynamic R Running count of the
number of message

dequeues in the last hour.

Dequeue Count Per Minute Number Dynamic R Running count of the
number of message

dequeues in the last minute.

Enqueue Count Interval Count Dynamic R Number of messages added
to the queue, including

messages that have been
put to the queue, but have
not yet been committed.

Enqueue Count Per 6 Hours Number Dynamic R Running count of the
number of message enqueues

in the last six hours.

Enqueue Count Per Day Number Dynamic R Running count of the
number of message

enqueues in the last day.

MCA Status Mapped Value Dynamic M MCA (message channel
agent) status. One of: 0

= MQMCAS_STOPPED
-- Message channel
agent stopped. 3 =

MQMCAS_RUNNING
-- Message channel

agent running.

Enqueue Count Per Hour Number Dynamic R Running count of the
number of message

enqueues in the last hour.

Enqueue Count Per Minute Number Dynamic R Running count of the
number of message

enqueues in the last minute.

Last Get Date String Dynamic M Date of last Get command.

Last Get Time String Dynamic M Time of last Get command.

Last Put Date String Dynamic M Date of last Put command.

Last Put Time String Dynamic M Time of last Put command.

Media Recovery
Log Extent Name

String Dynamic F Name of the earliest
log extent required to

perform media recovery.

Oldest Message Age (sec) Number Dynamic M Age of the oldest message
on the queue, in seconds.

Oldest Message Age
Per 6 Hours (sec)

Number Dynamic M Running maximum
oldest message age

over the last six hours.

Oldest Message
Age Per Day (sec)

Number Dynamic M Running maximum
oldest message age
over the last day.

Oldest Message
Age Per Hour (sec)

Number Dynamic M Running maximum
oldest message age
over the last hour.
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Open Input Count Number Dynamic M Number of handles that are
currently valid for removing

messages from the queue.

Open Output Count Number Dynamic M Number of handles that are
currently valid for adding

messages to the queue.

Queue Monitoring Mapped Value Dynamic F Queue monitoring level.
Possible values: -3 =

MQMON_Q_MGR --
Collect monitoring data
according to the setting
of the QueueMonitoring

Queue Manager attribute.
This is the default value. 0
= MQMON_OFF -- Online
monitoring data collection
is turned off for this queue.

17 = MQMON_LOW
-- If the value of the

QueueMonitoring Queue
Manager attribute is not

MQMON_NONE, online
monitoring data collection is
turned on, with a low rate of
data collection for this queue.

33 = MQMON_MEDIUM
-- If the value of the

QueueMonitoring Queue
Manager attribute is not

MQMON_NONE, online
monitoring data collection is
turned on, with a moderate

rate of data collection for this
queue. 65 = MQMON_HIGH

-- If the value of the
QueueMonitoring Queue
Manager attribute is not

MQMON_NONE, online
monitoring data collection is
turned on, with a high rate of
data collection for this queue.

Queue Time
(Long Term Avg.)

Number M Average time, in
milliseconds, that a message

spent on the queue, based
on activity over a longer

period. Compare with Queue
Time (Short Term Avg.)

Queue Time
(Short Term Avg.)

Number M Average time, in
milliseconds, that a message

spent on the queue, based
on activity over a shorter

period. Compare with Queue
Time (Long Term Avg.)

Uncommitted Messages Number Dynamic M Number of
uncommitted messages.

Usage Metrics

Under the Usage node, you can see two sub-nodes:
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• Buffer Pools For each of the buffer pools configured by an administrator on a Queue Manager, the metrics are divided into
two groups:

• Configuration Properties
• Status

• Page Sets For each of the page sets configured by an administrator on a Queue Manager, the metrics are divided as follows:

• one aggregated metric for all page set instances
• Configuration Properties
• Status

Configuration Properties Metrics

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Buffer Pool ID Number R Buffer pool identifier.

Page Set Expand Count Number R The number of times the page
set has been dynamically
expanded since restart.

Page Set Expand Type Mapped Value R How the Queue Manager
expands a page set when

it becomes nearly full, and
further pages are required

within it. One of: 1 =
MQUSAGE_EXPAND_USER

-- The secondary extent size
that was specified when

the page set was defined is
used. If no secondary extent
size was specified, or it was

specified as zero, then no
dynamic page set expansion

can take place. At restart,
if a previously used page

set has been replaced with a
data set that is smaller, it is

expanded until it reaches the
size of the previously used
data set. Only one extent is

required to reach this size. 2 =
MQUSAGE_EXPAND_SYSTEM

-- A secondary extent size
that is approximately 10
per cent of the current

size of the page set. 3 =
MQUSAGE_EXPAND_NONE

-- No further page set
expansion is to take place.

Page Set ID Number R Page set identifier; a two
digit number from 00 to 99.

Queue Manager Name String R The name of the
Queue Manager that
generates responses.
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Usage Type Mapped Value R The type of information
to be returned. One of:

MQIACF_USAGE_PAGESET
-- Return page set and

buffer pool information.
MQIACF_USAGE_DATA_SET

-- Return data set
information for log data sets.

MQIACF_USAGE_ALL
-- Return page set and
data set information.

Status Metrics

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Page Set Status Mapped Value Dynamic M Current status of the
page set. One of: 0 =

MQUSAGE_PS_AVAILABLE
-- The page set
is available. 1 =

MQUSAGE_PS_DEFINED
-- The page set has

been defined but has
never been used. 2 =

MQUSAGE_PS_OFFLINE
-- The page set is currently
not accessible by the Queue

Manager, for example
because the page set has
not been defined to the
Queue Manager. 3 =

MQUSAGE_PS_NOT_DEFINED
-- The command was

issued for a specific page
set that is not defined

to the Queue Manager.

Pages Holding Non
Persistent Data

Number Dynamic M The number of pages holding
non-persistent message data.

Pages Holding
Persistent Data

Number Dynamic M The number of pages used
to store object definitions

and persistent message data.

Total Pages Number Dynamic M The total number of 4KB
pages in the page set.

Unused Pages Number Dynamic M The number of pages that are
not used and hence available.

Queue Manager Status Metrics

Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Alteration Date String Dynamic M Date when properties were
last altered.

Alteration Time String Dynamic M Time when properties were
last altered.
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Metric name Type Monitoring Level Description

Channel Initiator Status Mapped Value Dynamic M 0 =
MQSVC_STATUS_STOPPED
or unknown --
Channel Initiator
stopped/unknown. 1 =
MQSVC_STATUS_STARTING
-- Channel Initiator
starting up. 2 =
MQSVC_STATUS_RUNNING
-- Channel Initiator
running. 3 =
MQSVC_STATUS_STOPPING
-- Channel Initiator
shutting down. 4 =
MQSVC_STATUS_RETRYING
-- Channel Initiator retrying.

Queue Manager Status Mapped Value Dynamic M The current status of the
Queue Manager. One
of: 0 = Unknown 2 =
MQQMSTA_RUNNING

 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) on IBM WebSphere MQ Infrastructure Agent
Here are some frequently asked questions about installation, metrics, transaction tracing, alerts, and
dashboards in DX APM for IBM WebSphere MQ.

Here are some Frequently Asked Questions about installation, metrics, transaction tracing, alerts, and dashboards in DX
APM for IBM WebSphere MQ.

    

Unexpected Increase in Queue Depth

Symptom: The queue is increasing in depth. What should I do? 

Solution: Frequently, the first sign of a problem with a queue is steadily increasing queue depth. Abnormal increases in queue
depths can be common during scheduled batch processes, but unexpected increases are cause for investigation.

1. Verify that the application can access the queues.
2. Review the Connection metrics. See if there are any exceptions raised when the application attempts to connect to the

queue.
3. Review whether the application is able to read and deliver messages to the queues.

1.1 The message depth can indicate that the messages are being put on the queue. However, the messages can still be
unavailable by the application when they are uncommitted, so review metrics on commits/backouts.

2.1 Review gets/puts for any abnormalities.
3.1 Review queue residency times (Avg/Max) for abnormalities.

4. Review performance metrics relating to message processing to/through the queues.
5. Review the message size (Avg/Max) for any abnormalities.
6. Review the status of the dead letter queues. Numerous messages in the dead letter queue can adversely affect application

performance.
7. Check the state of the channel -- whether it is running, stopped, in doubt, retry, or any other state.
8. Check whether the channel is moving messages fast enough.

1.1 Investigate throughput by comparing:

• Buffers Sent compared to Buffers Received.
• Bytes Sent compared to Bytes Received, or Messages Sent compared to Messages Received.

2.1 Check the status of the MCAs (Message Channel Agents) that link to the channel.
3.1 Check the status of the transmission queues (a channel is always linked to a transmission queue). If a receiver channel

is down, the sender channel might try to move the messages, a few times. Such messages do not appear in a Dead
Letter Queue immediately.
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Installation

Symptom: 

How can I know the version of the connector JAR file that my application uses? 

Solution: 

To determine the version of Connector JAR files, locate and open the com.ibm.mq.jar file, and see the version of the connector
in the manifest.mf file.

Metrics

Symptom: 

How do I interpret Enqueue Count and Dequeue Count metrics? How is the metric related to the Queue Depth metric? 

Solution: 

The Enqueue Depth metric gives the number of messages that are added to a queue after the last polling cycle of the IBM MQ
Infrastructure Agent. The metric includes uncommitted messages. The Dequeue Count metric gives the number of messages
that were removed from the queue since the last polling cycle of the IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent. The Current Queue Depth
can be confirmed as follows:

Current Queue Depth = [Queue Depth at the previous polling cycle] + [Enqueue Count] - [Dequeue Count]

Symptom: 

What is the difference between Message metrics and Current Messages metrics for Channels?

Solution: 

The Message metrics indicate the number of messages that were sent or received (or, for server-connection channels, the
number of MQI calls handled) since the channel was started. The metric is applicable to Sender, Receiver, Cluster-sender,
Cluster-receiver, Server, Requester, Server-connection channel types. The Current Messages metric indicates the number of
messages sent/received in the current batch. The metric is not applicable to Server Connection channels but applicable to all
other channel types.

Queues

Symptom: 

Even after adding a new queue, I do not see it in the ATC Metric View immediately. 

Solution: 

IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent loads the new queue during the next polling cycle. The polling frequency depends upon the
following bundle.properties file of Infrastructure Agent:

• introscope.agent.mq.monitor.<default>.delaytime
• introscope.agent.mq.monitor.<default>.report.static.freq

Access and Permissions

Question: 

What minimum permissions are required for QMGR object when using MQ Monitor Agent? 

 Environment: 

APM environment with DX APM MQ Monitor Agent enabled. 

 Answer: 

The following minimum permissions are required on QMGR:

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -t qmgr -g <GroupName> +connect +dsp +inq

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.DEFAULT.MODEL.QUEUE -t q -g <GroupName> +get +browse
+dsp

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.COMMAND.QUEUE -t q -g <GroupName> +browse +put
+dsp +inq

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.PERFM.EVENT -t q -g <GroupName> +get +browse
+dsp +inq

http://com.ibm.mq/
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  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.QMGR.EVENT -t q -g <GroupName> +get +browse
+dsp +inq

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.CHANNEL.EVENT -t q -g <GroupName> +get +browse
+dsp +inq

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.ADMIN.ACTIVITY.QUEUE -t q -g <GroupName> +get +inq
+dsp

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n SYSTEM.DEAD.LETTER.QUEUE -t q -g <GroupName> +get +inq +dsp
+browse

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t channel -g <GroupName> +dsp

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t q -g <GroupName> +dsp +chg

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t namelist -g <GroupName> +dsp

  setmqaut -m <QMName> -n ** -t clntconn -g <GroupName> +dsp

 Create permission (+crt) is not required.

Question: 

I upgraded to DX APM Version 10.0, I see an error: AMQ8077: Entity 'CAAPMMQGROUP' has insufficient authority to
access object XXXXXXXXX. What went wrong and how to fix it?

Environment: 

DX APM Version 10.0 and higher.

Answer: 

Give chg permission in MQ for the agent. In previous version of the MQ Agent, the Enqueue/Dequeue metrics were included
in the Minimum metric set in the bundle.properties file of Infrastructure Agent. Now the agent Enqueue/Dequeue metrics are
included in the Recommended metric set.

Question: 

Both the IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent and Queue Manager are running constantly. Why does the Agent - MQ Connection
Status metric fluctuates between Zero and One?

Review: 

The different monitoring levels are never, minimum, recommended, and full. The metric indicates the connection status
between the IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent and the Queue Manager. The possible values are:

0 or green = successful

1 or red = unsuccessful

This metric can become unstable when there are permission issues. The diagnostic results should indicate where the permission
issue resides. Review the monitoring levels for different parts of MQ. The main areas are the manager itself, queue monitoring,
and channel monitoring. Monitoring is set at recommended levels for all components by default. The bundle.properties file of
Infrastructure Agent gives a list of metrics available for each monitoring level.

Answer: 

Verify if you see the problem when monitoring at minimum level, by setting these permission levels:

introscope.agent.mq.monitor.<default>.monitor.manager = minimum
introscope.agent.mq.monitor.<default>..monitor.queue = minimum
introscope.agent.mq.monitor.<default>.monitor.channel = minimum

If the issue continues at the minimum level, set the level to never. Review the required minimum permissions for the user
running IBM MQ Infrastructure Agent. Check the bundle.properties file of Infrastructure Agent.

 Troubleshooting on IBM WebSphere MQ Infrastructure Agent

The following list describes errors, the probable causes of the errors, and the troubleshooting steps.

Errors and Troubleshooting Steps
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The following list describes errors, the probable causes of the errors, and the troubleshooting steps:

[ERROR] [com.ca.apm.agent.extension.webspheremq.mqmonitor]: For configuration instance,
introscope.agent.mq.monitor.default@localhost and the drivers(manager, manager) an error occurred in sending a
query to MQ. The target MQ (localhost:19100) is down. Reason code 2035 MQRC_NOT_AUTHORIZED

Reason:

 The user running the IBM MQ infrastructure agent does not have adequate permissions to run the IBM MQ
INFRASTRUCTURE AGENT and connect to the Queue Manager.

Action:

Do one of the following:

• If the server connection channel used by the IBM MQ infrastructure agent is CLIENT.WILY and the MCA user ID is set
to a user Wily, then the user "Wily" must be made member of mqm group, so that the IBM MQ infrastructure agent can
connect to the Queue Manager without any problem.

• Leave the MCA user ID blank so that the user ID is set to a default value of MQADMIN by the PCF APIs, and hence
becomes part of the mqm group.

[ERROR] TraceManager.startUp ClassNotFoundException: Activity report parsing classes are not available. Ensure
to have PCF JAR file from latest MS0B support pack.

Reason:

Incorrect version of PCF JAR file was used.

Action: 

Verify that you use the com.ibm.mq.pcf-6.1.jar file in the ms0b.zip file. For more information, see Obtain third-party libraries.

 [ERROR]sun.io.MalformedInputException at sun.io.ByteToCharUTF8.convert(ByteToCharUTF8.java(Compiled
Code))  

Reason: 

Locale-specific environment variable contains suffix ".UTF-8" 

Action: 

Perform the following steps on all UNIX-flavored operating systems:

1. Check for locale-specific environment variables such as LANG, LC_ALL. You can retrieve these details by running the
"locale" command.

2. Remove the suffix .UTF-8 from the locale-specific environment variables, if this suffix exists.
3. For example, change LANG=en_US.UTF-8 to LANG=en_US
4. Start the IBM MQ infrastructure agent.

[ERROR] [com.ca.apm.agent.extension.webspheremq.mqmonitor] MQMonitor: An error occurred sending or
processing an MQ PCF command. java.io.UnsupportedEncodingException: IBM-932 (CCSID) 

Reason: 

JRE version being used does not support IBM-932 encoding. 

Action: 

Ensure that you use a JRE version that supports IBM-932 encoding. 

[ERROR] [com.ca.apm.agent.extension.webspheremq.mqmonitor] MQMonitor: For configuration instance,
introscope.agent.mq.monitor.default@localhost and the drivers(namelist,cluster) an error occurred in sending query to
MQ. The target MQ (10.131.172.101:8002) may be down. Reason code 2059 MQRC_Q_MGR_NOT_AVAILABLE 

Reason: 

You have provided incorrect or improper values for host, port, channelname, and CCSID for queue manager instances in
bundle.properties file. 

Action: 

Provide correct or proper values for host, port, channelname, and CCSID for the queue manager instances in bundle.properties
file. If you are using non-english character set, provide appropriate CCSID. Access <IBM WebSphereMQ Install Directory>/
conv/table/ccsid.tbl and try out all the CCSID‘s listed in it under the appropriate language section. For example: If IBM
WebSphere MQ is in Japanese language, go to the Japanese section in the ccsid.tbl file and try all CCSID's listed in this
section.
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[ERROR] [com.ca.apm.agent.extension.webspheremq.mqmonitor] MQMonitor: For configuration instance
ABCQFLD001 and the drivers(namelist,cluster) an error occured in sending query to MQ. The target MQ
(abcqfld001.thrivent.com:5102) may be down. Reason code 2033 

Reason: 

This error informs you that the agent cannot communicate with the Queue Manager. 

Action: 

To ensure proper server connection, verify the following:

• A WebSphere MQ command server that is defined and running on the Queue Manager.
• A Server Connection channel that is defined on the Queue Manager.

Note:  Note: Contact your WebSphere MQ specialist for details about configuring the Queue Manager.

• Network access through firewalls, for the MQ Monitor Agent.
• Work with the MQ Administrator to ensure that the Command Server is running correctly.

 Kafka Monitoring
 

Kafka monitoring provides visibility into Apache Kafka brokers that interact with various applications and frameworks in your
environment. Kafka monitoring collects remote JMX metrics from Kafka brokers that are connected to Apache Zookeeper
servers. Application Performance Management displays the Kafka metrics, and displays Kafka nodes in the map Infrastructure
Layer.

You can correlate the Kafka nodes to the host node in the same map layer. Correlation can take place when you enable
the Kafka host extension on the same as the Kafka broker. You can also correlate Kafka with other performance data. For
example, correlate Kafka performance with container performance, AWS performance, and Azure performance. In this article,
we use correlating Kafka Monitoring with Host Monitoring as an example.

Here are the steps to install and use Kafka monitoring:

     

Download and Extract the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights, you download and extract Kafka monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Select Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Download the Infrastructure Agent package that contains Kafka monitoring.

1.1 Click the Agent icon in the lower section of the navigation pane.
2.1 On the Agent Selection page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
3.1 Select Infrastructure for the environment.
4.1 Select Kafka Monitoring as the agent.
5.1 (Optional) Configure the appropriate property now. You can also configure the property later in the Infrastructure

Agent bundle.properties file.
introscope.agent.kafka.zookeeper.server.list
Zookeeper host:port values for the Kafka agent to monitor the available Kafka brokers. Separate multiple values using
commas.
introscope.agent.jmx.server.list
Remote JMX servers or Kafka brokers host:port values the Kafka agent monitors. Separate multiple values using
commas.

6.1 (Optional) To correlate Kafka monitoring with Host monitoring, in the Agent Components List, select Host
Monitor.
Host monitoring is included in the Kafka monitoring package download.

4. Select Download and Install.
CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the package to your computer.

5. Verify that the Infrastructure Agent download file contains the Kafka monitoring file.
UNIX: Kafka_Monitoring_v<number>>.tar For example, Kafka_Monitoring_v1.tar.
Windows: Kafka_Monitoring_v<number>>.zip For example, Kafka_Monitoring_v1.zip.
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If you cannot find the file, repeat steps 4 and 5.
6.  Extract the downloaded Infrastructure Agent file.

UNIX: Run this command: tar -xf Kafka_Monitoring_v<number>.tar. For example, tar -xf Kafka_Monitoring_v1.tar.
Windows: Unzip the file.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install Kafka monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat install

Log Files

You can review the Infrastructure Agent and Kafka Monitoring logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

Configure Kafka Broker Monitoring

You can configure Kafka monitoring two ways. Kafka monitoring can connect to Zookeeper broker instances and
automatically discover associated broker instances. Alternatively, Kafka monitoring can monitor specific broker instances.

 Provide Zookeeper Instances that Automatically Discover Kafka Brokers 

Use this option when you have Kafka cluster environments where Kafka broker instances are added and removed. The Kafka
monitoring agent connects to each configured Zookeeper instance and discovers associated Kafka broker instances. Kafka
monitoring then starts monitoring the discovered Kafka broker instances.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia/extensions/KafkaExtension directory.
2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor. 
3. Set the introscope.agent.kafka.zookeeper.server.list property as shown in this example:

introscope.agent.kafka.zookeeper.server.list=zk-clusterX-
id1:2181,zk-clusterX-id2:2181,zk-clusterX-id3:2181,zk-clusterY-
id1:2181

4. Restart the Infrastructure Agent using the appropriate command:
UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh restart
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat restart

5. (Optional) Use the Kafka attributes to create Kafka perspectives. 

Provide Kafka Broker Instances 

Use this option when you want to monitor a specific set of Kafka broker instances.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia/extensions/KafkaExtension directory.
2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor. 
3. Set the introscope.agent.jmx.server.list property as shown in this example:

introscope.agent.jmx.server.list=kafka-broker1:1099,kafka-
broker5:1099
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4. Restart the Infrastructure Agent using the appropriate command:
UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh restart
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat restart

5. (Optional) Use the Kafka attributes to create Kafka perspectives. 

Configure Host Monitoring and Kafka Monitoring Correlation

Host Monitoring provides disk, CPU, memory, and network metrics. You can see Host monitoring that is correlated with
Kafka monitoring.

This procedure assumes that you haved downloaded and configured Host Monitoring with Kafka Monitoring. Follow these
steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia/extensions/KafkaExtension directory.
2. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor. 
3. Set the introscope.agent.jmx.server.list property as shown in this example:

introscope.agent.jmx.server.list=localhost:1099

4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the Infrastructure Agent using the appropriate command:

UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh restart
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat restart

Kafka Monitoring Properties

You configure Kafka Monitoring properties to enable metrics collection.

 introscope.agent.kafka.zookeeper.server.list
This property provides Zookeeper host:port values for the Kafka agent to monitor the available Kafka brokers.
Default: Not applicable
Notes:

• Separate multiple values using commas.
• Requires Infrastructure Agent restart.

introscope.agent.jmx.server.list
This property provides Kafka brokers host:port values that the Kafka agent monitors. All of the brokers should expose the
remote JMX port to be accessible by the client.
Default: Not applicable
Notes: 

• Separate multiple values using commas.
• Requires Infrastructure Agent restart.

Monitor Kafka Health

You view the Kafka instance data using the Components view and other views in Application Performance Management.

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Select Open on the Application Performance Management box.

Application Performance Management home page appears
3. In the left navigation pane, select the Map icon.
4. View the Kafka infrastructure layer data.

1.1 Select Infrastructure Layer in upper-left corner drop-down.
2.1 Select Infrastructure Overview in the right drop-box
3.1 The Kafka node displays in the map.
4.1 Select the Kafka node to open Components  View opens to the right of the map.
5.1 Select the Kafka Broker tab to view the attributes and metrics from the infrastructure layer.

Host Monitoring and Kafka Monitoring can run on the same computer as the Kafka broker. In this situation, you can
see correlated data for Host Monitoring and Kafka Monitoring.

5. Scroll down the data to examine the Kafka metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor performance. 

 Kafka Metrics
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This article describes the Kafka Monitoring metrics.

Metric Name and Location Description MBean Alert Configuration

BytesIn Per Interval

<infrastructure-
agent>|Kafka|<broker-
hostport>|kafka.server|
BrokerTopicMetrics:BytesIn
Per Interval

Rate of incoming message
payload in bytes per interval

kafka.server:type=BrokerTopicMetrics,name=BytesInPerSecNot Applicable

BytesOut Per Interval

<infrastructure-
agent>|Kafka|<broker-
hostport>|kafka.server|
BrokerTopicMetrics:BytesOut
Per Interval

Rate of outgoing message
payload in bytes per interval

kafka.server:type=BrokerTopicMetrics,name=BytesOutPerSecNot Applicable

MessagesIn Per Interval

<infrastructure-
agent>|Kafka|<broker-
hostport>|kafka.server|
BrokerTopicMetrics:MessagesIn
Per Interval

Rate of incoming messages kafka.server:type=BrokerTopicMetrics,name=MessagesInPerSecNot Applicable

IsrShrinksPerSec

<infrastructure-
agent>|Kafka|<broker-
hostport>|kafka.server|
ReplicaManager:IsrShrinksPerSec

In-sync replicas shrink rate.

When a broker dies, the
number of in-sync replicas for
some of the partitions drops.
This metric reports the rate
per second of the shrink
activity. A non-zero value
without an increase in
the IsrExpandsPerSec metric
value is a cause of concern.

kafka.server:type=ReplicaManager,name=IsrShrinksPerSecNot Applicable

IsrExpandsPerSec

<infrastructure-
agent>|Kafka|<broker-
hostport>|kafka.server|
ReplicaManager:IsrExpandsPerSec

In-sync replicas expand rate.

When a broker is running
again after a shutdown, the
in-sync replicas expand once
the replicas are fully caught
up. Otherwise, the expected
value for both in-sync replica
expansion rate is 0.

kafka.server:type=ReplicaManager,name=IsrExpandsPerSecNot Applicable
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UnderReplicatedPartitions

<infrastructure-
agent>|Kafka|<broker-
hostport>|kafka.server|
ReplicaManager:UnderReplicatedPartitions

Number of under-replicated
partitions.

A non-zero value means that
data is not being replicated
to enough brokers. This
situation increases the
probability of data loss if the
replicas fail or die.

In a healthy Kafka cluster, a
partition is replicated based
on the replication factor. The
associated metric value is
zero.
A metric value exceeding
zero over an extended
period means that there are
replication issues in the Kafka
cluster. Investigate this issue.

kafka.server:type=ReplicaManager,name=UnderReplicatedPartitionsDanger Alert - 1 observable
period with value > 0

Caution Alert - 4 observable
periods with value > 0

OfflinePartitionsCount

<infrastructure-agent>|
Kafka|<broker-hostport>|
kafka.controller|
KafkaController:OfflinePartitionsCount

All read and write operations
are only performed on
partition leaders.The number
of partitions without an active
leader. These partitions are
not readable and writeable.
Consumers and producers of
these partitions are blocked
until a leader becomes
available.

Set an alert for non-zero
metric values to prevent
service interruptions.

kafka.controller:type=KafkaController,name=OfflinePartitionsCountDanger Alert - 1 observable
period with value > 0

Caution Alert - 1 observable
period with value > 0

LeaderElectionRateAndTimeMs

<infrastructure-agent>|
Kafka|<broker-hostport>|
kafka.controller|
ControllerStats:LeaderElectionRateAndTimeMs

When the partition leader
broker dies, the Kafka cluster
controller node selects a new
leader.
This metric shows the rate
at witch the controller node
elects new leaders.
A non-zero value hints that
one or more brokers are not
alive.

kafka.controller:type=ControllerStats,name=LeaderElectionRateAndTimeMsNot Applicable
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UncleanLeaderElections
Per Interval

<infrastructure-agent>|
Kafka|<broker-hostport>|
kafka.controller|
ControllerStats:UncleanLeaderElections
Per Interval

Unclean leader election rate.

Each partition has a broker
that is the leader. When the
leader broker goes offline, a
new Kafka cluster controller
elects a new node leader from
the set of in-sync replicas for
the partition.
However, when the Kafka
controller cannot find an
In-sync replica to become
the partition leader for the
partition, it selects a leader
from out-of-sync replicas.
This situation might result in
data loss.
This metric shows how
many such elections were
conducted per interval.

kafka.controller:type=ControllerStats,name=UncleanLeaderElectionsPerSecDanger Alert - 1 observable
period with value > 0

Caution Alert - 1 observable
period with value > 0

LeaderCount

<infrastructure-
agent>|Kafka|<broker-
hostport>|kafka.server|
ReplicaManager:LeaderCount

Number of partitions in which
this broker is in the leader
role.

This value is typically even
across brokers.

kafka.server:type=ReplicaManager,name=LeaderCountNot Applicable

PartitionCount

<infrastructure-
agent>|Kafka|<broker-
hostport>|kafka.server|
ReplicaManager:PartitionCount

The number of different
partitions that are replicated
on this broker.

This value is typically even
across brokers.

kafka.server:type=ReplicaManager,name=PartitionCountNot Applicable

ActiveControllerCount

<infrastructure-agent>|
Kafka|<broker-hostport>|
kafka.controller|
KafkaController:ActiveControllerCount

This metric value is 1 when
the given broker is the
controller broker.

The value is 0 for a non-
controller broker. Only one
broker in the Kafka cluster
should report 1.

kafka.controller:type=KafkaController,name=ActiveControllerCountNot Applicable

 Kafka Attributes

The following attributes are based on the configuration and settings of your Kafka environment. Use the attributes to create
your own Kafka perspectives. 

• agent
This attribute provides the full agent triplet.

• hostname
This attribute provides the host name. This attribute is required for host-based correlation.

• kafka_endpoint This attribute provides the host and JMX port of the Kafka broker.
• layer

This attribute specifies the environment layer in which the Kafka node displays in the Application Performance
Management map. For example, the Infrastructure layer.

• type This attribute provides the Kafka node type. This attribute set by the system
• zookeeper_host

This attribute provides the host name of the Zookeeper to which this Kafka broker is connected.

 Kubernetes Monitoring
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DX APM Kubernetes Monitoring is an extension that provides full monitoring insights into the application pods that you
deploy, scale and manage with the Kubernetes Service. Use the extension to monitor the availability and performance of your
containerized applications, processes, and cloud instances. Manage dependencies between your hosts and applications in
Docker and Kubernetes container clusters in real time, and use the collected metrics data to streamline up or down-scaling of
your environment. This section is also applicable for Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS), and IBM Cloud
Private (ICP).

Supported Versions

The following versions are supported:

• Docker Remote API v1.23 and later
• Docker Server version 1.11.x and later
• Kubernetes 1.6 - 1.11 

 Install and Configure Kubernetes Monitoring
 

You install and configure Kubernetes Monitoring from within your Kubernetes cluster environment. The YML code that is
provided in this section contains a deployment and a daemonset. Your pod containers must run in privileged mode. Before
you proceed, ensure that your Kubernetes administrator gave you the role that is required for running pod containers in the
privileged mode. For more information about Kubernetes components, see Kubernetes. 

  

Installation and Configuration

Install and configure the Kubernetes Monitoring extension for your environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Download, tag, and push the image to the internal registery:

docker pull caapm/kubernetesmonitor:latest docker tag caapm/kubernetesmonitor:latest
 <registery_name>/caapm/kubernetesmonitor:latest docker push <registry_name>/caapm/
kubernetesmonitor:latest

2. Download the YML file that corresponds to your platform to the location of your choice.

• For DX Application Performance Management (APM) on premise, use the
following kubernetesmonitor_install.yml file:
#unique_396 

• For CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management, use
the kubernetesmonitor_install.yml file that is included with the installation instructions on your CA Digital
Experience Insights instance.

3. Replace the following variables with your setup details:

• [AGENTMANAGER_URL]
Agent or Enterprise Manager connection URL details - similar to the connection details provided
in IntroscopeAgent.profile. 

• (DX APM DXI only) [AGENTMANAGER_CREDENTIAL]
Agent or Enterprise Manager credential details - similar to the connection details provided
in IntroscopeAgent.profile.   

• [KUBERNETES_CONNECTION_URL]
Kubernetes connection details. You can obtain these details by running kubectl config view.

• [APITOKEN]
API Token for the connection URL. You can obtain this token by creating a service account with cluster-reader role in
the default workspace. See Obtain the API Token for more information.

4. (Optional) In addition to the environment variables provided in the YML file, use the properties in the Infrastructure
Agent profile to configure your environment. For more information about the Infrastructure Agent properties, see
the Infrastructure Agent Properties Reference.
To pass an Infrastructure Agent property as an environment variable through
the kubernetesmonitor_install.yml file, append it to the end of the environment section. The

https://kubernetes.io/
https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/pods/pod/#privileged-mode-for-pod-containers
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YML format does not allow you to use the "." separator in property names. You must replace the periods in
the property names with underscores. For example, to configure the agent name and a proxy server, you use
the introscope.agent.agentName and introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.host properties
as  follows:

          env:            - name: agentManager_url_1             
 value: [AGENTMANAGER_URL]            - name: connectionurl        
      value: [KUBERNETES_CONNECTION_URL]            - name: apitoken
              value: [APITOKEN]            - name: type          
    value: Kubernetes            - name: HostMonitoring          
    value: disabled            - name: introscope_agent_agentName
              value: example_agent_name            - name:
 introscope_agent_enterprisemanager_transport_http_proxy_host       
       value: example_proxy_server.com

5. (Optional) When you install the Host Monitor, host-related information in the Component View includes
the StorageName metric. On UNIX/Linux systems, you can set storage filters to configure the mount points that appear
associated to this metric. Use the following environment variables to set storage filters:

• storage_mount_filter
A variable to specify mount points that you want to remove from consideration for the StorageName metric. You can
specify either one mount point per line, or multiple mount points, which are separated by commas, on one line.

• storage_outofbox_filter_enabled
An out-of-the-box filter that, when enabled, filters out the following mount points:

• devicemapper/mnt 
• docker/containers 
• docker/devicemapper 
• docker/ 
• kubelet/pods 
• openshift.local.volumes 

This filter is enabled by default. To disable it, set its value to no.

Example
Hide the /host/home mount point but include all the mount points listed for the storage_outofbox_filter_enabled filter
and disable the out-of-the-box filter. To do this, add the environment variables to the first environment variables section in
the YML file as follows:

          env:            - name: containerflow              value:
 enabled            - name: agentManager_url_1              value:
 [AGENTMANAGER_URL]            - name: type              value:
 Kubernetes            - name: interval              value: "120" 
           - name: storage_mount_filter              value: "/host/
home"            - name: storage_outofbox_filter_enabled            
  value: "no"

6. (Optional) You can configure the xms and xmx parameters of the JVM in which the Infrastructure Agent runs using the
following environment variables:

•  MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB  Default:  256 
•  MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB  Default: 512
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You can use the YML file to update the Java heap values. For example:  

          env:            - name: containerflow              value:
 enabled            - name: agentManager_url_1              value:
 [AGENTMANAGER_URL]            - name: type              value:
 Kubernetes            - name: interval              value: "120"   
         - name: MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB              value: "335"       
     - name: MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB              value: "670"

7. Save the kubernetesmonitor_install.yml file.
8. Ensure that the Kuberentes Cluster connects through kubectl. Run the following command:

kubectl create -f kubernetesmonitor_install.yml

Uninstall

To uninstall the Kubernetes Monitoring, ensure that the Kuberentes Cluster connects through kubectl. Run the following
command:

kubectl delete -f kubernetesmonitor_install.yml

Obtain the API Token

An API token is the unique identifier of an application requesting access to a service. In the YML file, you must include
the API token that is generated by Kubernetes to authenticate the connection URL. Obtain the API token that is required
for kubernetesmonitor_install.yml. 

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Service Account in the

default

namespace:

kubectl create sa caapm

2. Add the cluster-reader role:

kubectl create clusterrolebinding cluster-read --
serviceaccount=default:caapm --clusterrole=cluster-admin

3. Get the token. 

Note:
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 This command is used in UNIX only.

kubectl get secrets|grep caapm-token| cut -f1 -d " "|xargs kubectl describe secret | grep token

Use Agent Properties

Some agent properties have aliases that you can use to configure the agent. The functions of the properties that are listed in the
same row of the following table are the same. You can use these properties can interchangeably.

Alias Properties Description Default Value

 docker.interval.seconds
interval
com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.polling.interval 

Sets the Data Collection report interval.

120 seconds

 type
monitoring.type
com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.type 

Sets the monitoring type.  DockerMonitor 

 containerflow
com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.containerflow 

Indicates whether Containerflow module
is enabled or disabled.

enabled

 connectionurl
KUBERNETES_CONNECTION_URL
com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.connection.url 

Shows the connection URL for
Kubernetes Client.

empty string value

 apitoken
com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.api.token 

Shows the API Token need for
connecting the Kubernetes cluster.

empty string value

 k8s_username
com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.username 

Shows the Kubernetes username for
cluster access.

empty string value

 SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL
com.ca.apm.show.metrics.level 

Shows the metric level for Kubernetes
monitoring.
Possible values: full or minimum minimum

DEFAULT_MAX_POD_INSTANCE

Sets the maximum number of Instances
that show in the Metric Tree. Any
Instances over the set maximum appear
under the InstanceDefault node in the
Metrics Tree.

 Default: 5 

Note:

• If the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set tofull or the ReadyState is set to 1, the following metrics
display: ClusterMonitor, Container State, Containers Per Pod, and Total Containers Ready.

• If the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full or Deployment Health is set to 1, the following metrics
display: ReadyState, Available Replicas, Desired Replicas, and UptoDate Replicas.

 For more information about these metrics, see Kubernetes Monitoring Metrics.

 Navigate the Kubernetes Monitoring Metrics Tree

With Kubernetes Monitoring, you access Docker-related metrics from the Metrics View in DX Application Performance
Management (APM). In a setup with a standalone node, node-level metrics display under the node, and container-level metrics
display under each container. In a cluster setup, these metrics display under two nodes: Deployments and Services. 
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By default, the Deployments node shows only the Deployment Health and Replicas metrics if the deployment is functioning
properly. If the desired replicas do not match the available replicas in a deployment, more metrics appear: 

• Available Replicas
• Deployment Health
• Desired Replicas
• Replicas
• UpToDate Replicas

The Services node shows the available Instances that are running. By default, five Instances appear. Any additional Instances
appear under the last Instance labeled InstanceDefault.

Each Instance shows the following metrics in addition to other container information:

• Pod Name
• Pod Status

 

 

Select a node to display the typeviewer for that node in the right pane. Select a container to display the typeviewer for that
container. Typeviewers offer a quick overview of relevant metric information for that particular node or container.

 Kubernetes Monitoring Metrics

You can monitor the performance and health of your Kubernetes environment with these pod and container metrics. 

  

Docker-based Pod-specific Metrics
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The Kubernetes monitoring reports the following Docker-based pod-specific metrics:

•  CPU % and CPU % (rounded)
Reports on the CPU utilization by the containers in the pod over time.

Note:   The value is normalized to one core, so that it allows the configuration of alerts and never exceeds 100%. For
example, on a 16-core computer, according to docker stats the CPU utilization is 335%. The Docker Monitor metric
reports a CPU utilization of 21% (335/16). With 6,000 millicore that are allocated at the container configuration level, the
CPU utilization metric for that level is 335/6=56%.

•  CPU Count (millicores)
Shows the number of CPU millicores assigned to the container. By default, all available CPUs on the host machine are
used.

•  Disk Read and Disk Write Utilization
Shows the data amount that the container reads or shows the data amount written by block devices on the host.

•  Dropped Packets during Receive and Dropped Packets during Send
Shows any packets received or dropped during network communication between containers in the pod. Metrics are visible
only if the value is not zero or the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full.

•  Ephemeral-storage Allocatable
The size of ephemeral storage that is available to be allocated to pods. 

•  Ephemeral-storage Capacity
The total capacity of ephemeral storage. 

•  Network Errors Sent and Network Errors Received
Shows errors that occurred during network communication between containers in the pod. These metrics are visible only if
the value is not zero or the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full.

•  Hugepages-1Gi Allocatable
The Hugepage-1Gi size that can be allocated to a pod.

•  Hugepages-1Gi Capacity
The Hugepage-1Gi Capacity size that is available.

•  Hugepages-2Mi Allocatable
The Hugepage-2Mi size that can be allocated to a pod.

•  Hugepages-2Mi Capacity
The Hugepage-2Mi Capacity size that is available.

•  Memory % and Memory % (rounded)
Reports on the memory utilization by the containers in the pod over time. This percentage is Memory Usage divided
by Memory Limit.

•  Memory Limit
Shows the current memory capacity assigned to containers in the pod. By default, all available system memory is used.

•  Memory Swap Usage
The size of swap memory in use.

•  Memory Swap % (rounded)
Shows the percentage of memory occupied by the Docker container that is held in the swap.

•  Memory Usage
Shows the current memory usage by the containers in the pod.

•  Memory RSS (resident set size)
Shows the portion of memory occupied by the Docker container that is held in the main memory (RAM).

•  Packets Received and Packets Sent
Shows the packets sent or received during network communication between containers in a pod.

•   Online CPU count
Shows the number of CPUs that are currently available or online.

•  Restart count
Indicates the number of times the container was restarted.

•  Throttling Active Periods 
• Shows the number of periods with throttling active.
•  Throttling Limit Hit Periods

Shows the number of periods in which the container hits its throttling limit.
•  Throttling Time (ns)Shows the aggregate time the container was throttled for in nanoseconds.

Pod-specific Metrics

The following pod-related metrics are available:

•  Pod Status
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Shows the current status of a pod. The value is 0 when the pod runs, completes, or succeeds. Otherwise, the value is 1.
•  Containers Per Pod

Shows the total number of containers in a pod, including containers that are not ready.
•  Total Containers Ready

Shows the number of containers in a pod that are currently running.
•  ReadyState

Shows the current state of the containers inside of a pod. The value is 0 when all the containers inside the pod run.
Otherwise, the value is 1.

•  Container State
Shows the current state of the container.

Project-level Metrics

The following metrics provide insight into the state of each project:

•  Total Namespaces
Shows the number of namespaces present in the cluster.

•  Total Nodes
Shows the number of nodes in the cluster.

•  Total Deployments
Shows the number of deployment pods present in a given namespace.

•  Total Pods
Shows the total number of pods present in a given namespace.

•  Total Services
Shows the total number of services present in a given namespace.

•  Cluster Name
Name of the cluster.
Default: Sandbox 

•  API Server Connection Status
The status of the kube-apiserver installed on the master node. A 1 indicates that the kube-apiserver is up and
runs. A 0 indicates that the server is down.

Deployment Metrics

The following metrics provide insight into the state of your deployment:

•  Available Replicas 
Shows the number of available replicas of the given deployment pods.

•  Deployment Health
Shows the current state of the deployment pod. A healthy deployment pod value is 0.

•  Desired Replicas
Shows the number of expected replicas of the given deployment pods.

•  Replicas 
Shows the number of current replicas of the given deployment pods.

•  UptoDate Replicas
Shows the number of up-to-date replicas of the given deployment pods.

Node-level Metrics

The following monitoring metrics are available at the node level:

•  API Version
Docker API version

•  Architecture
Dockere in-built architecture type

•  Backing Filesystem
Backing filesytem name

•  ID
Node ID

•  Kernel Version
Kernel version

•  Metadata Space Available 
• Available space for metadata in GB.
•  Metadata Space Total
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Total space for metadata in GB.
•  Metadata Space Used

Used space for metadata in MB.
•  Metadata file Metadata file name.
•  Metadata loop fileMetadata loop file name
•  Node Name

Node name
•  Number of CPU 
• Number of CPUs in the node.
•  Operating System

Operating system used by the node.
•  Paused Containers

Number of containers which are in a paused state.
•  Pool Blocksize (kB)

Pool blocksize in KB.
•  Pool Name

Pool name.
•  Running Containers

Number of containers that are in running state. See the State metric in the Container Metrics section.
•  Server VersionServer version number.
•  Stopped Containers

Number of containers that are in stopped state. See the State metric in the Container Metrics section.
•  Online CPU Count and Restart Count

Number of CPUs that are currently online in the pod and the number of times it has been restarted.
•  Thin Pool Minimum Free Space (GB)

Minimum thin pool free space size in GB.
•  Total Containers

Total number of containers.
•  Total Images

Total number of images.
•  Total Memory

Total memory of the node.
•  Udev Sync Supported

Specifies whether udev sync is supported. Possible values are true or false.
•  VersionVersion
•  Cpu Allocatable (mCore)

Shows the total available CPUs for the given node.
•  Cpu Capacity (mCore)

Shows the total CPUs for the given node.
•  DiskPressure

Indicates True if the disk capacity is low; otherwise, the indicator is False. 
•  Hostname 
• Shows the hostname of the node.
•  InternalIP

Shows the internal IP address of the given node.
•  Memory Allocatable

Shows the total available memory capacity for the given node.
•  Memory Capacity

Shows the total memory capacity for the given node.
•  MemoryPressure

Indicates True if the node memory is low; otherwise, the indicator is False.
•  Name

Shows the node name.
•  OutOfDisk

Indicates True if insufficient free space is available on the node to add new pods; otherwise, the indicator is False.
•  PIDPressure

If pressure exists on the processes this metric is marked as true. Otherwise, false.
•  Pods Allocatable 
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• Indicates the total number of pods that are allocatable inside the node.
•  Pods Capacity

Indicates the maximum capacity on the number of pods that can be allocated by the node.
•  Ready

Indicates True if the node is healthy and ready to accept pods. The indicator is False if the node is not healthy and not
accepting pods. The indicator is Unknown if the node controller does not hear from the node during the last node-monitor
grace period.
Default: 40 seconds

•  UId
Shows the universal node identifier.

Node-level Metrics not in the Kubernetes EKS or ICP Setup

The following metrics do not appear in the Kuberentes EKS or ICP setup.

•  Base Device Size (GB)
Base driver size in GB.

•  Data Space Available (GB)
Available data space in GB.

•  Data Space Available Total (GB)
Total data space in GB.

•  Data Space Used (GB)
Used data space in GB.

•  Data file 
• Data file name
•  Data loop Data loop file name
•  Deferred Deleted Device Count

Number of Deferred Deleted Devices
•  Deferred Deletion Enabled

Specifies whether deferred deletion is enabled. Possible values are true or false.
•  Deferred Removal Enabled

Specifies whether deferred removal is enabled. Possible values are true or false.
•  ExternalIP

Shows the external IP address that is assigned to the given node.
•  Native Overlay Diff

The status of OVERLAY_FS_REDIRECT_DIR, whether off or on. 
•  Pod Name

The name of the Pod. 
•  Supports d_type 

Shows whether the d_type is supported by the host/node or not. New Docker versions require d_type support to be enabled
in the filesystem.

• 0 is not supported 
• 1 is supported  

HAProxy Router Metrics

The HAProxy Router metrics are as follows:

•  Active Servers
Represents the number of active servers of the backend server

•  Average Response Time (ms)
Represents the average response time in ms over the last 1024 requests (0 for TCP)

•  Average Total Session Time (ms)
Represents the average total session time in ms over the last 1024 requests

•  Backup Servers
Represents the number of backup servers of backend servers

•  Bytes In
Represents the number of bytes in on frontend or backend servers

•  Bytes Out
Represents the number of bytes out on frontend or backend servers

•  Check Code
Represents the layer5-7 code
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•  Checks Failed
Represents the number of failed checks when the server is up.

•  Check Status
Represents the status of one of last health check of backend servers:

Metric Value Description

0 Unknown Error

1 Server is initializing

2 Socket Error

3 Check passed only on the transport layer

4 Specifies that the physical layer to the transport layer has
timed out

5 Specifies that the connection problem exist from the
physical layer to the transport layer

6 Check passed only on the Presentation Layer

7 Presentation Layer timeout (SSL)

8 Presentation Layer Invalid Response

9 Check passed only on the Application Layer

10 Check conditionally passed on the Presentation Layer

11 Presentation Layer (HTTP/SMTP) Timeout

12 Presentation Layer Invalid Response

13 Specifies a Presentation Layer Response Error

•  Client Aborts
Represents the number of data transfers aborted by the client

•  Connection Errors
Represents the number of requests that encountered an error trying to connect to a backend server.

•  Connection Retries
Represents the number of times a connection to a backend server was retried.

•  Current Sessions
Represents the number of active current sessions of the frontend and backend servers

•  Denied Requests
Represents the number of requests denied due to security concerns.

•  Denied Responses
Represents the number of responses denied due to security concerns.

•  Error Requests
Represents the number of request errors by the client.

•  Failed Health Checks
Represents the number of failed health checks of backend server

•  Last Transition (s)
Represents the number of seconds since the last up to down or down to up backend server transition

•  Max HTTP Requests Per Second
Represents the number of HTTP requests per second over the last elapsed second of the frontend server

•  Max Queued Requests
Represents the maximum value of the current Queued Requests for the backend server.

•  Max Sessions
Represents the max sessions of the frontend or backend servers.

•  Number of Transitions
Represents the number of UP->DOWN transitions of the backend server.

•  Queued Requests
Represents the number of current queued requests of the backend server

•  Rate (s)
Represents the number of frontend or backend sessions created per second

•  Rate Limit (s)
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Represents the number of configured limit on new frontend sessions per second
•  Rate Max (s)

Represents the number of maximum sessions created per second of the frontend and backend servers.
•  Request Total

Represents the number of total HTTP requests received by the frontend and backend servers.
•  Response Errors

Represents the number of response errors given by backend server.
•  Server Aborts

Represents the number of data transfers aborts by the backend server
•  Server Weight

Represents the total weight of the backend server
•  Session Limit

Represents the configured session limit of the frontend or backend servers.
•  Status

Represents the status (UP/DOWN/NOLB/MAINT) of frontend or backend server. The metric value, 1 represents UP or
OPEN. The metric value, 0 represents DOWN.

•  Throttle Percentage
Represents the current throttle percentage for the backend server

•  Total 1xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 1xx code

•  Total 2xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 2xx code

•  Total 3xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 3xx code

•  Total 4xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 4xx code

•  Total 5xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 5xx code

•  Total Other Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with other codes

•  Total Downtime (s)
Represents the total downtime in seconds for the backend server.

•  Total Number of Times Server Selected
Represents the total number of times a backend server is selected

•  Total Session
Represents the cumulative number of sessions of the frontend or backend servers

•  Tracked
Represents the ID of the proxy or server if tracking is enabled.

•  Type
Represents the type of server. The metric value value represents the server type as shown in this list:

• 0 - Frontend server
• 1 - Backend server
• 2 - Server
• 3 - Socket or Listener server

 Kubernetes Sustainability Metrics

In addition to the Docker Monitor and Container Flow Map Sustainability Metrics, the following Kubernetes-specific
sustainability metrics are available: 

Kubernetes: Agent Stats|Sustainability|Extensions|Kubernetesmonitor

• Data Harvest Time
Time taken by Kubernetes Monitor to collect the cluster information, in seconds.

• Data Polling Time
Polling time for data collection, in seconds

• Map Data Size

Size of global map data
• metricMap

Size of the metric data accumulator map
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• serviceMap
Total services stored in the map

• vertexMap
Total vertices stored in the map

• /apm/appmap/ats/graph/store 
Size of the metric data sent by the extension to the /apm/appmap/ats/graph/store endpoint. A response code of
200 indicates an OK status.  

• /apm/appmap/ats/extension/configure
Size of the metric data sent by the extension to the /apm/appmap/ats/extension/configure endpoint. A
response code of 409 indicates a conflict.

• Metric Info List Size
Size of the Metric Info data.                 

• Path Instance List Size
Size of the Metric Path Instance data table.

• Processing Time for APM Data (ms)
Time taken to process APM data in milliseconds.

• Total Default Pod Instances
Total number of default pod instances.

• Total Number of Instances
Number of total instances.

 Kubernetes Attributes

The following attributes are based on the configuration and settings of your Kubernetes projects. You can use them to create
your own perspective on your Kubernetes environments. 

  

Application-level attributes

•  agent
Agent ID

•  hostname
The application host

•  name
The application name

•  cluster name
Name of the cluster

Deployment-level attributes

•  ose_deployment-config.latest-version
The deployment version of the pod. The number increases by one each time the pod is re-deployed. 

•  ose_deployment-phase ose_label_app The phase of the current deployment. Possible values
are New, Complete, and Failed.

•  ose_deploymentdeployer-pod.name
The deployed pod name.

Label attributes

•  ose_label_app
Shows the value of the label "app" that is defined for the currently selected application.

Pod-level attributes

•  agent
This attribute shows a list of the host names where the agent runs.

•  ose_pod_container_id
The container ID of the pod. If the pod has more than one container, this attribute becomes expandable, showing an ID for
each container.

•  ose_pod_container_image
The location of the container image.

•  ose_pod_container_imageid
The container image ID of the pod.

•  ose_pod_container_name
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The container name inside the pod.
•  ose_pod_creationtimestamp

Time and date at which the pod was created.
•  ose_pod_dnspolicy

Network DNS Policy of the pod.  
•  ose_pod_hostIP

IP address of the host on which the pod is deployed. 
•  ose_pod_name

The pod name in the Kubernetes project.
•  ose_pod_nodename

The name of the Kubernetes node on which the pod is running.
•  ose_pod_phase

The status of the pod. Possible values are Running, Pending, Succeeded, Failed, and Unknown.
•  ose_pod_podIP

IP address of the pod.  
•  ose_pod_selflink

Selflink of the pod.  
•  ose_pod_uuid

The UUID of the pod.  

Project attributes

•  ose_project
The Kubernetes project the currently selected app belongs to.

Service-level attributes

•  ose_selector_app
Shows the selectors that are defined for the service.

•  ose_selector_deploymentconfig
Deployment config used to deploy the pod/service.

•  ose_service
Service name of the pod. 

•  ose_service_clusterip
Service IP address.  

•  ose_service_creationtimestamp
Service creation time.

•  ose_service_name
The name of the service.  

•  ose_service_serviceport
The service port number of the service that is associated with the pod.  

•  ose_service_targetport
The target port number of the service that is associated with the pod.

•  ose_service_uuid
The UUID of the service.

 Kubernetes Monitoring Troubleshooting and FAQ

This section includes important troubleshooting information and Frequently Asked Questions about Kubernetes Monitoring.

Troubleshoot Kubernetes Monitoring

To troubleshoot any problem, use the following resources:

• Check the Docker Monitor, Container Flow Map, and Kubernetes sustainability metrics:
Agent Stats|Sustainability|DockerMonitor
Agent Stats|Sustainability|ContainerFlow Agent Stats|Sustainability|
Kubernetesmonitor

Note:  More information

• Docker Monitor and Container Flow Map Sustainability Metrics
• Kubernetes Sustainability Metrics
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• Collect logs that allow you to identify errors:

kubectl logs <caagent_pod> kubernetesmonitor.log 2>&1

• Contact CA Support.

APITOKEN Login Not Working on AWS

Symptoms:

• No Kubernetes infrastructure data is found by the deployment pod.
• The pod log file shows the following error message:

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.KubernetesClientException: Failure
 executing: GET at: [AWS console URL] Message: Unauthorized!
 Configured service account doesn't have access.
Service account may have been revoked.. 
at
 io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.dsl.base.OperationSupport.requestFailure(OperationSupport.java:315)

Solution:

Check if you have provided cluster-read access to the API token, see the section "Obtain the APITOKEN" under Install and
Configure Kubernetes Monitoring.

Alternatively, you can pass the Kubernetes username and password, which have read access to the entire cluster metadata. You
can provide these credentials in three different ways:

• Method 1
Replace the APITOKEN environment variable with plain text credentials. In the caagent-
kubernetesmonitor.yml file, delete

            - name: apitoken
              value: [APITOKEN]

and replace it with

            - name: k8s_username
              value: [USERNAME]
            - name: k8s_password
              value: [PASSWORD]

Replace [USERNAME] and [PASSWORD] with your actual user name and password.

• Method 2
Replace the APITOKEN environment variable with the plain text k8s_username and the k8s_password from secret. In
the caagent-kubernetesmonitor.yml file, delete

http://support.ca.com/
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            - name: apitoken
              value: [APITOKEN]

and replace it with

            - name: k8s_username              value: admin          
  - name: k8s_password              valueFrom: 
                name: [MYSECRET]
                key: password

Replace [MYSECRET] with your actual secret name.
• Method 3

Use the encrypted agent password. Follow these steps:

1. 1.1 Navigate to the APM_IA/apmia/lib directory.
2.1 Run the following command and copy its output  to the clipboard:

java -cp EPAgent.jar com.wily.util.properties.PropertiesUtils encrypt MySecretPassword

3.1 In the caagent-kubernetesmonitor.yml file, delete

            - name: apitoken
              value: [APITOKEN]

and replace it with

            - name: k8s_username              value:
 admin            - name: k8s_password             
 value: [THE_VALUE_RETURNED_BY_THE_ENCRYPTION_COMMAND]            
    

Replace [THE_VALUE_RETURNED_BY_THE_ENCRYPTION_COMMAND] with the actual value obtained in
the previous step.

Note:  Regardless of the method used, check the Kubernetes documentation to ensure that whitespace is properly formatted.

Frequently Asked Questions
How do I know if my installation was successful?

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/configuration/secret/
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Kubernetes Monitoring was successfully installed if each node in the Kubernetes cluster has a pod running with a name similar
to:

• caagent-xxxxx

One node should have one additional pod that contains the metadata information of the host. This pod is named along the lines
of:

• caagent-deployment-xxxxx

Check the correct pod name of these instances. You can validate this information by invoking the following commands on
each node of the cluster:

kubectl get pods | grep caagent

or

kubectl get pods | grep caagent-deployment

How do I know if my uninstallation was successful?

You uninstalled the Kubernetes Monitor correctly if there is no longer any pod named caagent running on any node of the
cluster.

You can validate this by invoking the following command on each node of the cluster. The output of the command should be
blank.

kubectl get pods | grep caagent

How can I change the Agent log level?

To change the log level, follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the caagent pod:

kubectl exec -it <caagent pod name> bash

2. Open ./core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile.
3. Change the log level as explained in the Agent documentation.

There is no need to restart the pod or the containers.

How can I publish my custom container labels as an attribute?

To publish your custom container labels as an attribute, follow these steps:

1. Identify the container:

docker ps | grep caagent
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2. Get the current attributes.json from Docker:

docker cp <caagent_container>:/usr/local/openshift/APM_IA/extensions/OpenshiftMonitor/config/
attributes.json

3. Make changes to attributes.json as explained under Configure Docker Custom Attributes.
4. Copy the modified file to the container:

docker cp attributes.json <caagent_container>:/usr/local/openshift/APM_IA/extensions/
OpenshiftMonitor/config/attributes.json

5. Restart the container:

docker restart <caagent_container>

How do I know if my Container Flow Map is working and that it is generating edges?

To verify if the Container Flow Map is working properly and generating edges, follow these steps:

1. Check the sustainability metrics located under List of Sustainability metrics.

Agent Stats|Sustainability|ContainerFlow

2. For more details logs, enable the DEBUG log for the following
module: log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent.NsEnterOutputProcessor=DEBUG, console,
logfile. Enabling the DEBUG level creates an edge information item under ContainerFlow sustainability metrics.

If no pods are deployed on a node, why is the deployer pod getting projects from this node in the metric
view?

Kubernetes Monitoring has two ways of monitoring: from the inside to the outside (pod monitoring) and from the outside to
the inside, where Kubernetes cluster metadata is collected. Kubernetes Monitoring uses this information to show the cluster
details under the metric view. For this reason, you can also see projects from nodes on which no pods are deployed.

How do I monitor a specific project in my cluster?

If you want to capture data from Project 1 and Project 2 only, you must pass this additional enviroment variable during
deployment on both the DaemonSet and Deployment configurations:

- name: KUBERNETES_NAMESPACE_MONITOR_LIST  value: project1, project2

 Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes
The Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes (UMA for Kubernetes) acts as single deployment that
automatically discovers and monitors cloud and container infrastructures and containerized application
processes. UMA for Kubernetes discovers and monitors all the containers on a host. This capability
allows, for example, for monitoring of Kubernetes clusters, namespaces, pods, and containers. 

The Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes (UMA for Kubernetes) acts as single deployment that automatically discovers
and monitors cloud and container infrastructures and containerized application processes. UMA for Kubernetes discovers and
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monitors all the containers on a host. This capability allows, for example, for monitoring of Kubernetes clusters, namespaces,
pods, and containers. UMA for Kubernetes deploys two deployment pods in each cluster.

• One deployment pod monitors various Kubernetes services through Prometheus exporters such as coreDNS and HAProxy.
• The second deployment pod monitors the Kubernetes cluster health and deployments.

UMA for Kubernetes deploys one DaemonSet pod on each node in a cluster.

• Each DaemonSet pod is responsible for discovering and monitoring these components:

• Various Java applications
• Health and performance of various pods, containers, and nodes

• Each DaemonSet pod provides these capabilities:

• Host Monitoring using the Infrastructure Agent.
• Kubernetes pod and container monitoring through Prometheus cAdvisor and Node exporters.
• An auto-attach extension that discovers Java contanerized applications and attach a Java Agent optimized to use a

microservices profile. The auto-attach extension can also use your existing Java Agent with agent profile and PBD
configurations.

• JMX monitoring of remote components, which automatically discovers and monitors Java applications exposing JMX
metrics 

So, for example, if you have a ten-node cluster, UMA for Kubernetes deploys two deployment pods and ten
DaemonSet pods.UMA for Kubernetes auto-attach extension does not require Java application container image modifications
or application and container restarts. Attachment is hot-deploy.You can deploy UMA for Kubernetes in one of the following
two ways:

• Helm Chart values.yml file, or
• UMA for Kubernetes YAML file.

Helm helps you manage Kubernetes applications. Helm Charts help you define, install, and upgrade Kubernetes
applications. You can download the Helm install script and the UMA for Kubernetes YAML file from the Application
Performance Management (DXI) UI Agent Download Dialog (ADD). The Helm Chart values.yml file and the UMA
for Kubernetes YAML file enable and disable the agents and monitoring services within UMA for Kubernetes. This agent
enabling and disabling allows you to configure the container and application monitoring appropriate for your environment. For
example, display Prometheus metrics, JMX metrics, or HAProxy load balancing data.

Note:

 More information:
 
Install and Configure the Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes.
 
Kubernetes Application Monitoring
 
Kubernetes Container Monitoring
 
Kubernetes Cluster Monitoring

 Install and Configure the Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes
You can download and configure the Universal Monitoring Agent (UMA) for Kubernetes using one of
two methods. You can install and configure through the Helm Chart or YAML file.

You can download and configure the Universal Monitoring Agent (UMA) for Kubernetes using one of two methods. You can
install and configure through the Helm Chart or YAML file.

Download and Install the UMA for Kubernetes
You download the Universal Monitoring Agent (UMA) for Kubernetes using the Digital Experience Insights Application
Performance Management (DXI) UI.

1. Log into DXI.
2. In the side bar, select Agents. The Settings screen opens.
3. Select Download Agent. The Select Agent to Download screen opens.
4. In the Unix/Linux section, select Universal Monitoring Agent and follow the installation instructions. 

You can install the UMA using a Helm Chart installation script or an application YAML file.

 

https://coredns.io/
https://prometheus.io/docs/instrumenting/exporters/
https://helm.sh/docs/developing_charts/#charts
https://helm.sh
https://www.haproxy.com/
https://helm.sh/docs/developing_charts/#charts
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Configure the UMA through the Helm Chart
Helm helps you manage Kubernetes applications. Helm Charts help you define, install, and upgrade Kubernetes
applications. You configure the UMA using the Helm chart values.yaml file located under helm-chart/uma directory.

Prerequisites:

• Ensure that Helm is installed and configured in your Kubernetes setup.
• Ensure that the Helm tiller has RBAC policies defined as the tilles must have access to create ClusterRole,

ClusterRoleBinding, ConfigMap, Deployment, DaemonSet, and ServiceAccount, as required by the UMA template files.
For more information about RBAC, see Helm RBAC.

Follow these steps: 

1. Go to the helm-chart/uma directory and open the values.yaml file in a text editor.
2. Configure UMA using the properties in the values.yaml properties File:

•  agentManager_url_1

The agent and Enterprise Manager connection details.
• agentManager_credential

The login credentials.
• cluster_name

The name of the Kubernetes cluster.
• autoattach_enabled

Indicates whether the deep application monitoring Auto-attach extension is turned on or off. Change this property to
false if you want to disable this extension.

Default: true 
• autoattach_filter_type

This property controls the operation mode for the Auto-attach extension.

The values are whitelist or blacklist.

• Whitelist only attaches to processes marked with the environment
variable CA_APM_MONITORING_ENABLED=true.

• Blacklist attaches to all processes except those processes that are marked with the environment
variable CA_APM_MONITORING_ENABLED=false.

Default: whitelist
• autoattach_agent_extra_properties

A comma-separated list of IntroscopeAgentMicro.profile file properties that you want to send as part of the
Auto-attach extension configuration. These properties are passed to the attached container as Java system properties.
When configuring the agent, the environment variables take precedence, followed by the Java system properties, and
lastly, the default agent profile properties are applied.

• kubernetes_remote_jmx_enabled

Indicates whether the Kubernetes Remote JMX Agent monitoring is turned on or not. Change the value to false if you
want to disable Remote JMX Agent monitoring

Default:  true
• kubernetes_monitor_enabled

Indicates whether Kubernetes node and cluster monitoring is turned on or off. This monitoring does not require any
software to be pre-installed in the Kubernetes cluster. Change this property to false if you want to disable Kubernetes
node and cluster monitoring.

Note:

 If you set this property to true, the value that is entered
for kubernetes_monitor_node_container_prometheus_exporters_enabled is overridden.

 Default:  true 
• kubernetes_monitor_node_container_prometheus_exporters_enabled

Indicates whether Kubernetes node and container monitoring through Prometheus exporters is turned on or off. To use
this property, you must have the cAdvisor and the Node Prometheus exporters installed. Set the value to true for the
Kubernetes node and container monitoring to occur through the Prometheus exporters only.

https://helm.sh/
https://helm.sh/docs/developing_charts/#charts
https://helm.sh/docs/using_helm/#tiller-and-role-based-access-control
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Note:

 Before enabling this property, ensure that kubernetes_monitor_enabled is set to false.

 Default:  false 
• kubernetes_monitor_cluster_prometheus_exporters_enabled

Indicates whether the Kubernetes Service Monitor through Prometheus exporters is turned on or off. To use this
monitoring, you must have the Prometheus haproxy, coredns, or kube-state-metrics exporters installed.

Default:  true
• type

The type of the Kubernetes deployment. For OpenShift, change this property to Openshift.

Default: Kubernetes
3. Save and close the file.
4. Install the UMA as a Helm Chart with one of three methods:

•

helm install ./helm-chart/uma --name uma --namespace caapm

• You can pass the values through Helm command line.  The following command installs UMA Helm Chart after setting
the agentManager_url_1 and agentManager_credential properties through command line as below:

helm install ./helm-chart/uma --name uma
 --set agentManager_url_1=YOUR_URL --set
 agentManager_credential=YOUR_TOKEN --namespace caapm

• You can upgrade the release of the existing UMA chart (if it is already installed) as follows:

helm upgrade --set autoattach_enabled=true uma ./helm-chart/uma

5. Verify your results. Results appear as follows:

# helm ls NAME    REVISION       UPDATED                     STATUS
     CHART                                    APP VERSION    
 NAMESPACE uma     1              Thu Jul 11 18:01:34 2019   
 DEPLOYED   Universal Monitoring Agent (uma)-1.0.0              
     caapm# kubectl get all -n caapmNAME                         
                  READY  STATUS   RESTARTS  AGEpod/app-container-
monitor-5mmd9                1/1    Running  0         11hpod/app-
container-monitor-fmjd7                1/1    Running  0        
 11hpod/app-container-monitor-ndmx9                1/1    Running 
 0         11hpod/cluster-service-monitor-784696d7ff-xkm77   1/1  
  Running  0         11hpod/clusterinfo-67bf678cc-hnbn5           
     1/1    Running  0         11hNAME                            
               TYPE           CLUSTER-IP    EXTERNAL-IP   PORT(S) 
   AGEservice/clusterinfo                            ClusterIP    
  10.99.0.25    <none>        8080/TCP   11hNAME                  
                         DESIRED   CURRENT    READY    UP-TO-DATE 
   AVAILABLE    NODE SELECTOR     AGEdaemonset.apps/app-container-
monitor           3         3          3        3             3   
         <none>            11hNAME                                
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           READY     UP-TO-DATE    AVAILABLE    AGEdeployment.apps/
cluster-service-monitor        1/1       1             1          
  11hdeployment.apps/clusterinfo                    1/1       1    
         1            11hNAME                                      
               DESIRED     CURRENT    READY     AGEreplicaset.apps/
cluster-service-monitor-784696d7ff       1           1          1   
       11hreplicaset.apps/clusterinfo-67bf678cc 1 1 1 11h

Uninstall the UMA through the Helm Chart
Use the following command to uninstall the UMA through the Helm Chart:

helm delete uma --purge

Install the Agent through the YAML File
If you do not have Helm installed in your Kuberentes setup, you can install the agent though the YAML file. The UMA for
Kubernetes YAML file contains a central configuration section (ConfigMap) where you specify the agent property values.

Follow these steps:

1. Log into DXI.
2. In the side bar, select Agents.

The Settings screen opens.
3. Select Download Agent.

The Select Agent to Download screen opens.
4. In the Unix/Linux section, select Universal Monitoring Agent. 
5. Download the YAML file.
6. Open to the application YAML file and open the file in a text editor.
7. Configure the following properties in the caaiops-config-common ConfigMap section based on your setup:

•  agentManager_url_1The agent and Enterprise Management connection details. 
•  agentManager_credential The login credentials.
•  cluster_nameThe name of the Kubernetes cluster.

8. Create a namespace called caapm. 
9. Install using the following command in the Kubernetes Cluster:

kubectl apply -f ca-uma-agent.yaml-n caapm

Uninstall the Agent through the YAML File
If you installed the agent through the YAML file, you can uninstall the agent using the following command:

kubectl delete -f ca-uma-agent.yaml-n caapm

 Kubernetes Application Monitoring
The Universal Monitoring Agent (UMA) can auto-inject the Java Agent and Browser Agent for deep
monitoring of applications running in a Kubernetes pod. The UMA can also monitor JMX applications
running remotely from the Kubernetes pod.

Kubernetes Java Deep Application Monitoring
Kubernetes deep application monitoring uses the Auto-attach extension. This extension allows agents, such as the Java Agent
and Browser Agent, to monitor applications running in Kubernetes pods. The Auto-attach extension is an Infrastructure
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Agent extension. The extension injects agents into qualified JVMs already running inside containers, and includes Docker run-
time injection.

The Auto-attach extension uses some rules to identify and qualify a JVM for monitoring. For the UMA, the Auto-attach
extension identifies every Docker container and filters out any JVM with introscope in the process listing. The Auto-attach
extension qualifies a JVM based on the amount of unused memory that is available within the container.

Enable the Auto-attach Extension
The Auto-attach extension must be enabled for UMA to provide deep application monitoring. The Auto-attach extension is
enabled by default.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the helm-chart/uma directory and open the values.yaml file in a text editor.
2. Enable or disable the Auto-attach extension.

1.1 To enable the extension, set the autoattach_enabled property to true.
2.1 To disable the extension, set the autoattach_enabled property to false. 

3. Save and close the file.
4. Upgrade the UMA Helm chart with the configured values.yaml file by running this command:

helm upgrade --set autoattach_enabled=true uma ./helm-chart/uma

Configure the Auto-attach Extension
You configure the Auto-attach extension in the values.yaml file.

  Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the ./helm-chart/uma/ directory and open the values.yaml file in a text editor.
2. Set the Auto-attach extension operation mode using the autoattach_filter_type property. Configure this property to white

list and blacklist Java agent processes injection into container namespaces and pods; and Java applications. The default
is whitelist.

1.1 Set autoattach_filter_type=whitelist to enable deep application monitoring of Java processes at the container level
with the environment variable set to CA_APM_MONITORING_ENABLED=true.

2.1 Set autoattach_filter_type=blacklist to enable deep application monitoring of all Java processes except processes at the
container level with the environment variable set to CA_APM_MONITORING_ENABLED=false.

3. (Optional) Provide agent properties for the Auto-attach extension to configure for the Java Agent to use when performing
deep application monitoring.

1.1 Set the autoattach_agent_extra_properties property using a comma-separated list of IntroscopeAgentMicro.profile file
properties. The IntroscopeAgentMicro.profile file is in your Docker image profile and the full agent directory, which
are bundled inside the UMA image. We have also provided the file here.

Here is an example property setting:

autoattach_agent_extra_properties:
 introscope.agent.defaultProcessName=tomcat,introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled=false

4. Save and close the file.
5. Upgrade the UMA Helm chart with the configured values.yaml file by running this command:

helm upgrade --set autoattach_enabled=true uma ./helm-chart/uma

Kubernetes Java Deep Application Monitoring Troubleshooting

Symptom: I do not see any Java application metrics. The auto-attach extension, which must be enabled to see the metrics, is
enabled. For example, the autoattach_enabled property in the uma/values.yaml file is set to true (enabled).
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Solution: You probably have system properties that are defined for a CA APM Agent in your application startup command.
The Auto-attach extension ignores the processes that are associated with the system properties because an agent might already
have loaded the process during startup. Convert those system properties into environment variables. Here are examples of
some properties that can cause the issue:

-Dcom.wily.introscope.agent.agentName=YourAgentName-
Dintroscope.agent.hostName=YourAgentProcessSolution

 
Instead of defining any agent properties inside the application YAML file, you must use environment variables. For example:

- apmenv_com_wily_introscope_agent_agentName=YourAgentName-
 apmenv_introscope_agent_hostName=YourAgentProcess

Kubernetes Browser Agent Deep Application Monitoring
You can configure the UMA to inject the Browser Agent into a running JVM on Linux across user-space boundaries. Use one
of these options to configure e Browser agent injection:

• Configure the values.yaml file
Use this option when you do not want to configure the application YAML files.

• Configure the application YAML file
 
Use this option when you do not want to update the agent properties using Helm.

Configure the values.yaml File
Use this option when you do not want to configure the application YAML files.

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the helm-chart/uma/ directory and open the values.yaml file in a text editor.
2. Add these Browser Agent agent properties to the autoattach_agent_extra_properties section of the values.yaml file:

introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjectionEnabled=true,introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString=<YOUR_SNIPPET_STRING>

Here is an example in which the Browser Agent extra properties are in bold:

autoattach_agent_extra_properties:
 introscope.agent.defaultProcessName=MyAgentProcess,com.wily.introscope.agent.agentName=MyAgent,introscope.agent.hostName=MyAgentHost,introscope.agent.agentAutoNamingEnabled=false,introscope.agent.external.biz.enabled=true,introscope.agent.browseragent.autoInjectionEnabled=true,introscope.agent.browseragent.snippetString=<script
 type="text/javascript" id="ca_eum_ba" src="https://dxc.dxi-na2.cloud.ca.com/api/1/
urn:ca:tenantId:xxxx/urn:ca:appId:MyAgent/bajs?agent=browser" data-profileUrl="https://dxc.dxi-
na2.cloud.ca.com/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:xxxxx-xxxurn:ca:appId:MyAgent/profile?agent=browser"
 data-tenantID="xxxxx" data-appID="MyAgent" data-appKey="xxxxx" async ></script>

3. Save and close the file.
4. Upgrade the UMA Helm chart with the configured values.yaml file by running this command:

helm upgrade --set autoattach_enabled=true uma ./helm-chart/uma

Configure the Application YAML File

1. Use this option when you do not want to update the agent properties using Helm.

https://helm.sh/docs/
https://helm.sh/docs/
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2. Navigate to the application YAML file location.
3. Open the application YAML file in a text editor.
4. Add these Browser Agent properties: 

env: - name: CA_APM_MONITORING_ENABLED   value: "true" - name:
 apmenv_introscope_agent_hostName   value: "MyAgentHost" - name:
 apmenv_com_wily_introscope_agent_agentName   value: "MyAgent" -
 name: apmenv_introscope_agent_browseragent_autoInjectionEnabled  
 value: "true" - name:
 apmenv_introscope_agent_browseragent_snippetString   value:
 '<script type="text/javascript" id="ca_eum_ba" src="https://
dxc.dxi-na2.cloud.ca.com/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:xxxx/
urn:ca:appId:MyAgent/bajs?agent=browser" data-profileUrl="https://
dxc.dxi-na2.cloud.ca.com/api/1/urn:ca:tenantId:xxxxx-
xxxurn:ca:appId:MyAgent/profile?agent=browser" data-tenantID="xxxxx"
 data-appID="MyAgent" data-appKey="xxxxx" async ></script>'

5. Save and close the file.
6. Run this command to apply the application YAML file changes. Running this command restarts the UMA with the

Browser Agent enabled.

kubectl apply -f ca-uma-agent.yaml-n caapm

Kubernetes Application Monitoring Using JMX
Java Management Extensions (JMX) is a Java technology. JMX supplies tools for managing and monitoring applications,
system objects, devices, and service-oriented networks. Those resources are represented by objects that are named Managed
Beans (MBeans).

Through the UMA, you can retrieve the JMX data remotely. In the Kubernetes platform, you cannot configure a fixed JMX
endpoint because the remote JMX endpoint is dynamic. The remote data collector agent for Kubernetes discovers the dynamic
JMX endpoints according to the annotations defined on the application pod. The remote collector agent then retrieves the JMX
information from the JVM.

In the UMA installation, ensure that the kubernetes_remote_jmx_enabled is set to true and add the following annotations
as defined in the next section. For more information about the installation and configuration of the UMA, see Install and
Configure the Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes. The metrics are visible under <HostName>|<ClusterName>|
Kubernetes Agent|Kubernetes|Namespaces|<Namespace_Name>|Pods|<Pod_Name>|Containers|<Container_Name>.

Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that the Java application that runs in the container opens the Remote JMX port.
 
Example: Exposing the JMX port by the application

java \$JAVA_OPTS \-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.port=2222
 \-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.rmi.port=2222 \-
Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.local.only=false \-
Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.authenticate=false \-
Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.ssl=false \Application.jar
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2. Ensure that the following Java system property is set to false: 

-Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote.local.only=false

3. Add the following annotations at the pod level:

Property Name Description Default Value Mandatory

ca.broadcom.com/
<container_name>.monitoring.types:

This value is always jmx.
The <container_name> is the
name of the container.

none yes

ca.broadcom.com/
<container_name>.jmx.port:

The port of the JNDI registry
server for fetching JMX
connector information.
If you read from an
environment variable, pass
the variable name under
curly braces {}.

1099 no

ca.broadcom.com/
<container_name>.jmx.mbeanPatternsWhiteList:

Semi-colon separated list of
MBean object names that
are to be white listed. The
agent reports JMX metrics
for matching beans.

*:*

no

ca.broadcom.com/
<container_name>.jmx.mbeanPatternsBlackList:

Semi-colon separated list
of managed bean object
names that are to be black-
listed. The agent reports
JMX metrics for matching
beans.

<blank_string>

no

ca.broadcom.com/
<container_name>.jmx.authentication.username:

Username for file-based
JMX authentication.

<blank_string>

no

ca.broadcom.com/
<container_name>.jmx.authentication.password:

Password for file-based JMX
authentication.

<blank_string>

no

 
Example: A sample pod that was changed.  The annotations in a running pod are indicated in bold.  

apiVersion: apps/v1kind: Deploymentmetadata:  name:
 sample-jmx  namespace: jmxsample  labels:    app: sample-
jmxspec:  replicas: 2  template:    metadata:      name:
 sample-jmx      labels:        app: sample-jmx           
  annotations:ca.broadcom.com/jmxcontainer1.monitoring.types:
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 "jmx"ca.broadcom.com/jmxcontainer1.jmx.port: "1234"ca.broadcom.com/
jmxcontainer1.jmx.mbeanPatternsWhiteList: "*:*"ca.broadcom.com/
jmxcontainer1.jmx.mbeanPatternsBlackList: ""ca.broadcom.com/
jmxcontainer1.jmx.authentication.username: ""ca.broadcom.com/
jmxcontainer1.jmx.authentication.password: ""ca.broadcom.com/
jmxcontainer2.monitoring.types: "jmx"ca.broadcom.com/
jmxcontainer2.jmx.port: "{JMX_PORT}"    spec:      containers: 
     - name: jmxcontainer1        image: bhaab01/jmxsample:v1  
      env:        - name: JMX_PORT          value: "4000"       
 imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent      - name: jmxcontainer2       
 image: bhaab01/jmxsample:v1        imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
        env:        - name: JMX_PORT          value: "4001"     
 restartPolicy: Always  selector:    matchLabels:      app: sample-
jmx

 Kubernetes Container Monitoring
You can perform Kubernetes Container Monitoring using two methods. Monitor the health and
performance of pods and nodes using the Docker Stats API or by using Prometheus Exporters.

You can perform Kubernetes Container Monitoring using two methods. Monitor the health and performance of pods and nodes
using the Docker Stats API or by using Prometheus Exporters.  

Monitor the Container through the Docker Stats API
You can use the Docker Stats API to extract pod and container CPU, memory, and network performance data. You can use the
Host Monitor extension to extract the performance data from the node. You do not need to install any prerequisite software on
the Kubernetes cluster.

Ensure that kubernetes_monitor_enabled property in the values.yaml file is set to true. For more information about the
installation and configuration of the UMA, see Install and Configure the Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes.

The UMA reports pod-level performance metrics here in the Metrics Tree: <Node_name>|<ClusterName>|
Kubernetes Agent|Kubernetes|Namespaces.

The UMA reports host-level performance metrics here in the Metrics Tree:<Node_name>|<ClusterName>|
Kubernetes Agent|SystemEdge.

For the Docker-based pod and node metrics, see Kubernetes Monitoring Metrics. For the host metrics, see Host Monitoring
Metrics.

Monitor the Container through the Prometheus Exporters
You can use the Prometheus cAdvisor and Node Exporters to extract the raw metrics from the Kubernetes cluster. You must
ensure that you first installed the cAdvisor and Node Exporters on the system. The agent discovers the endpoints of the
installed cAdvisor and Node Exporters and scraps the data directly from these exporters. The agent then sends the data to
APM.

To enable this container monitoring, ensure that the following requirements are met:

1. You installed the Prometheus cAdvisor and Node Exporters on the system. 
2. The Prometheus Exporters must have the following annotations that are defined in the pod or service level of the exporter:

Note:

 

•  prometheus.io/scrape: Indicates whether Prometheus data scrapping is turned on or off. Set this annotation
to false to turn data scrapping off.
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•  prometheus.io/port: The port number on which Prometheus Exporter exposes the data.

annotations:  prometheus.io/scrape: "true"  prometheus.io/port:
 "8080"

3. During UMA installation, ensure that kubernetes_monitor_enabled is set
to false and kubernetes_monitor_node_container_prometheus_exporters_enabled is set
to true. 

For more information about the installation and configuration of the UMA, see Install and Configure the Universal Monitoring
Agent for Kubernetes..

Node and cAdvisor Metrics
The following tables show the cAdvisor and Node metrics.

cAdvisor
You can view host-level performance metrics here in the Metrics Tree: <Node_name>|<ClusterName>|Kubernetes
Agent|Prometheus.
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 Metric Name  Metric Path 

container_cpu_usage_seconds_total Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_spec_cpu_quota Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_spec_cpu_period Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_cpu_usage_seconds_total Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_cpu_cfs_throttled_seconds_total Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_memory_working_set_bytes Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_memory_max_usage_bytes Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_memory_failcnt Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_fs_writes_bytes_total Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_fs_reads_bytes_total Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_network_receive_bytes_total Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_network_transmit_bytes_total Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_network_receive_packets_dropped_total Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)

container_network_transmit_packets_dropped_total Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) | Pods |
 (Pod), Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 Pods | (Pod) | Containers | (Container)
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Node
You can view pod-level performance metrics here in the Metrics Tree: <Node_name>|<ClusterName>|Kubernetes
Agent. 
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 Metric Name  Metric Path 

total_(mode)_node_cpu_seconds_total Prometheus|(node_name)|CPU

(mode)_node_cpu_seconds_total Prometheus|(node_name)|CPU|Core(aiops_cpu)

node_load1 Prometheus|(node_name)|CPU

node_memory_MemAvailable_bytes Prometheus|(node_name)|Memory

node_memory_MemTotal_bytes Prometheus|(node_name)|Memory

node_disk_written_bytes_total Prometheus|(node_name)|Storage

node_disk_read_bytes_total Prometheus|(node_name)|Storage

(device)_node_filesystem_free_bytes Prometheus|(node_name)|Storage

node_filesystem_free_bytes Prometheus|(node_name)|Storage|(aiops_device)|
(mountpoint)

(device)_node_filesystem_size_bytes Prometheus|(node_name)|Storage

node_filesystem_size_bytes Prometheus|(node_name)|Storage|(aiops_device)|
(mountpoint)

node_network_receive_bytes_total Prometheus|(node_name)|Network, Prometheus|
(node_name)|Network|(aiops_device)

node_network_transmit_bytes_total Prometheus|(node_name)|Network, Prometheus|
(node_name)|Network|(aiops_device)

node_network_receive_drop_total Prometheus|(node_name)|Network, Prometheus|
(node_name)|Network|(aiops_device)

node_network_transmit_drop_total Prometheus|(node_name)|Network, Prometheus|
(node_name)|Network|(aiops_device)

node_network_transmit_errs_total Prometheus|(node_name)|Network, Prometheus|
(node_name)|Network|(aiops_device)

node_network_receive_errs_total Prometheus|(node_name)|Network, Prometheus|
(node_name)|Network|(aiops_device)
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 Kubernetes Cluster Monitoring
You can monitor the Kubernetes cluster services through the Prometheus Exporters. You can also
monitor the health and performance of the cluster. 

Cluster Deployment Monitoring
You can monitor the health and performance of the cluster through the deployment agent that is installed as part of the
UMA for Kubernetes. Ensure that kubernetes_monitor_enabled is set to true. For more information about UMA
installation and configuration, see Install and Configure the Universal Monitoring Agent for Kubernetes.

Agent data reports under the following metric path: <cluster_name>|ClusterDeploymentMonitoring|
Infrastructure Agent

This agent also collects the metadata and attributes of the underlining pod.

For more information about metrics, refer to the Pod-specific, Project-level, and Deployment metrics in Kubernetes
Monitoring Metrics.

 
Cluster Service Monitoring
You can monitor the Kubernetes cluster services through the Prometheus Exporters. Use the Prometheus Haproxy, Kube-state-
metric, and CoreDNS Exporters to extract the raw metrics from the Kubernetes cluster. You must ensure that you first installed
these exporters on the system. The agent discovers the endpoints of the installed Haproxy, Kube-state-metric, and CoreDNS
Exporters and scraps the data directly from these exporters. The agent then sends the data to APM. The configuration to
monitor these metrics is available if you define the required annotations at the Kubernetes service or pod level. You can
also extend the monitoring solution to capture any metrics that are generated from any Prometheus Exporters. For more
information, contact CA Support.

Install this solution through the Universal Monitoring Agent (UMA) installation.

To enable this feature, ensure that the following parameters are met:

1. You installed the Prometheus Haproxy, Kube-state-metric, and CoreDNS Exporters on the system. 
2. The Prometheus Exporters must have the following annotations that are defined in the pod or service level of the exporter:

Note:

 

•  prometheus.io/scrape: Indicates whether Prometheus data scraping is turned on or off. Set this annotation
to false to turn data scraping off.

•  prometheus.io/port: The port number on which Prometheus Exporter exposes the data.

annotations:  prometheus.io/scrape: "true"  prometheus.io/port:
 "8080"

3. During UMA installation, ensure
that kubernetes_monitor_cluster_prometheus_exporters_enabled=true. 

For more information about UMA installation and configuration, see Install and Configure the Universal Monitoring Agent for
Kubernetes.
 
kube-state

https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support.html
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 Metric Name  Metric Path 

kube_node_status_condition_(condition)_(status) Kubernetes | Nodes, Kubernetes | Nodes| (Node)

kube_pod_status_phase_(phase) Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace)

kube_node_spec_unschedulable Kubernetes | Nodes, Kubernetes | Nodes | (Node)

kube_pod_container_status_running Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace)

kube_pod_container_status_terminated Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace)

kube_pod_container_status_waiting Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace)

kube_pod_container_status_waiting_reason
 (reason)

Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 kube_pod_container_status_waiting_reason:
(reason)

kube_node_status_allocatable_cpu_cores Kubernetes | Nodes, Kubernetes | Nodes | (Node)

kube_node_status_capacity_cpu_cores Kubernetes | Nodes, Kubernetes | Nodes | (Node)

kube_node_status_allocatable_memory_bytes Kubernetes | Nodes, Kubernetes | Nodes | (Node)

kube_node_status_capacity_memory_bytes Kubernetes | Nodes, Kubernetes | Nodes | (Node)

kube_node_status_allocatable_pods Kubernetes | Nodes, Kubernetes | Nodes | (Node)

kube_node_status_capacity_pods Kubernetes | Nodes, Kubernetes | Nodes | (Node)

kube_daemonset_status_number_unavailable Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace),
 Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 kube_daemonset | (Daemonset)

kube_daemonset_status_desired_number_scheduled Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace),
 Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 kube_daemonset | (Daemonset)

kube_daemonset_status_number_available Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace),
 Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 kube_daemonset | (Daemonset)

kube_daemonset_updated_number_scheduled Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace),
 Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 kube_daemonset | (Daemonset)

kube_daemonset_status_number_misscheduled Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace), Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace) | kube_daemonset |
 (Daemonset)

kube_daemonset_status_current_number_scheduled Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace), Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace) | kube_daemonset |
 (Daemonset)

kube_daemonset_status_number_ready Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace), Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace) | kube_daemonset |
 (Daemonset)

kube_deployment_status_replicas Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace), Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace) | kube_deployment |
 (Deployment)

kube_deployment_status_replicas_available Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace), Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace) | kube_deployment |
 (Deployment)

kube_deployment_status_replicas_unavailable Kubernetes | Namespaces, Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace), Kubernetes |
 Namespaces | (Namespace) | kube_deployment |
 (Deployment)

kube_deployment_status_replicas_updated Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace),
 Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 kube_deployment | (Deployment)

kube_deployment_status_observed_generation Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace),
 Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 kube_deployment | (Deployment)

kube_deployment_spec_replicas Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace),
 Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 kube_deployment | (Deployment)

kube_deployment_spec_paused Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace),
 Kubernetes | Namespaces | (Namespace) |
 kube_deployment | (Deployment)
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coreDNS

 Metric Name  Metric Path 

coredns_build_info Kubernetes|Coredns|Build_info|(build_info)|
Revision|(revision_number)|Version|(version)

coredns_panic_count_total Kubernetes|Coredns

coredns_cache_misses_total Kubernetes|Coredns|Cache|Server|(Server)

coredns_forward_sockets_open Kubernetes|Coredns|Forward|Destination_IP|
(destination_ip)

coredns_forward_healthcheck_failure_count_total Kubernetes|Coredns|Forward|Destination_IP|
(destination_ip)

coredns_dns_request_count_total Kubernetes|Coredns|Request|Family|(family_type)|
Server|(server)|zone-(zone)

coredns_dns_request_type_count_total Kubernetes|Coredns|Request|Server|(server) |
Query_type|(query_type)|Zone-(zone)

coredns_dns_response_rcode_count_total Kubernetes|Coredns|Response|(response)|Server|
(server)|Zone-(zone)

haproxy
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 Metric Name  Metric Path 

haproxy_backend_connections_total Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Backends|(backend)

haproxy_backend_current_queue Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Backends|(backend)

haproxy_backend_up Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Backends|(backend)

haproxy_frontend_bytes_in_total Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Frontends|(frontend)

haproxy_frontend_max_sessions Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Frontends|(frontend)

haproxy_server_bytes_out_total Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_check_failures_total Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_connection_errors_total Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_connections_total Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_current_queue Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_current_session_rate Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_current_sessions Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_downtime_seconds_total Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_http_average_response_latency_millisecondsKubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_http_responses_total Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_max_session_rate Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_up Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)

haproxy_server_response_errors_total Kubernetes|HAProxyRouter|Projects|(namespace)|
Services|(service)|Pods|(pod)
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 Log Monitoring
 

Log Monitoring is a solution which enables you to use logs to retrieve metrics pertaining to an application or a system
performance. The metrics specific to an application is retrieved from the logs of the corresponding application. The metrics
specific to the system performance is retrieved from the system log files. The metrics of the applications and the systems are
updated in real time.

You need to define the log file and the log patterns in a configuration file. Defining the log file and the log pattern enables you
to derive the performance-related insights of applications or systems.

Each metric node that is defined in the configuration file is represented in ATC. The metric node is represented as a node of
type Logmonitor in ATC under Infrastructure Layer. You can see the metrics corresponding to node under Contextual Metric
Browser.

You install Log Monitoring before you configure and use the extension.

  

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management. You download and extract the
Infrastructure Agent containing DX APM Log Monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Click Download Agent at the top of any page.

Note:    If you already connected one agent, you can only access the Download Agent button by clicking Agents in the left
pane, under Settings.

4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
5. Under the Infrastructure category, select Log Monitoring as the agent.
6. (Optional) Configure the agent options according to the needs of your environment.
7. Click the Download and Install button.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the package to your computer.
8. Verify that the Infrastructure Agent download file contains the Log Monitoring file.

UNIX: Log_Monitoring_v<number>.tar For example, Log_Monitoring_v1.tar.
Windows: Log_Monitoring_v<number>.zip For example, Log_Monitoring_v1.zip.
If you cannot find the file, repeat steps 4 and 5.

9. Extract the downloaded Infrastructure Agent file.
UNIX: Run this command: tar -xf Log_Monitoring_v<number>.tar. For example, tar -xf Log_Monitoring_v1.tar.
Windows: Unzip the file.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install Log Monitoring.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat install

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

Log Monitoring File Configuration
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 In the bundle.properties file, provide the absolute path of the config.xml file in the following field:

introscope.agent.logMonitor.configFile.path=<path to config file>

Note:

The value of the "path to config file" should be similar to the path of the configuration file of the log monitor. (Here, log
monitor file example is logmonitor-config.xml file).

The Log Monitoring file contains the following properties:

Log Configuration

Consider the logmonitor-config.xml file (the log monitor file name that you provide in the bundle.properties file as mentioned
above). In the log monitor elements, you can specify all log files and the corresponding log-specific configurations that you
want to monitor. 

Monitor Types

The different log monitor types and attributes that are associated with the logs are as follows:

     

Simple Match Count

Specifies the basic log monitor for logs. The logs contain the rows of data where you can match a specific text strings and can
count the number of rows containing that specific text strings. You can define multiple text strings and the associated metrics.

For example, you can use an error log file to count the number of occurrences of java.io IOException". Further, you can
generate a metric that is known as "IOException: Errors Per Interval" to keep track of the number of occurrences.

<Logmonitor type="SimpleMatchCount" sourceFile="master_event.log"
 metricNode="Errors">   <MatchList>      <MatchItem
 pattern="java.io.IOException" metric="IOException: Errors Per
 Interval"/>      <MatchItem pattern="ErrNo: 0" metric="Error 0 -
 Debug Msg"/>      <MatchItem pattern="ErrNo: 29511" metric="Error
 29511"/>      <MatchItem pattern="ErrNo: 4" metric="Error 4"/>   </
MatchList></Logmonitor>

The LogMonitor provides the following primary attributes:

•  sourceFile (required): Specifies the path of the log file that you want to process. Specify the value of sourceFile as
"command" to use the command attribute to run a shell command.

Note:

For the application to use the log file on a remote host, application uses an SSH connection.

•  command (optional): If the value of sourceFile is "command", then the application uses this value to run a shell command
and use the output as the source for the LogMonitor (for example, vmstat).
 

•  metricNode (required): Specifies the root node for the metrics that appears from a log file (from the example,
"Errors"). The name of the root node is appended to the LogMonitor element.
If you need a remote connection either to read a file or run a command on a remote machine, add the following details to
the LogMonitor element:

<RemoteConnection host="machine-name" user="root" port="22"
 pass="password" />

For additional parameters for the log monitor, provide the following parameters as reader parameters:
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•  cmdDelay: Specifies the time delay in seconds to wait, if the command is not responsive due to some reasons.
•  multiMatch: Specify the value of this parameter as true to match the lines against all patterns that are defined in the

configuration file. 
•  startAtTop: (Default = False) Indicates whether to start processing at the top of the log file. By default, if this parameter

is not specified the log monitor initially reads till the end of the log file and waits for more rows to be added. Further, the
log monitor processes the newly added rows as it gets added.

<ReaderParameters>   <ReaderParameter name="startAtTop" value="true"/>
   <ReaderParameter name="cmdDelay" value="30"/></ReaderParameters>

A SimpleMatchCount LogMonitor must include one <MatchList> element with one or more <MatchItem> child elements.
Each <MatchItem> element includes the following two attributes:

•  pattern: Specifies the string that is used to match. This is an exact match against the rows in a log file. Each row that
matches the pattern adds 1 to the count.

•  metric: Specifies the name that is assigned to the metric that you monitor using the corresponding pattern string. Each
metric is automatically of the type, Counter.

For example, in the LogMonitor if the pattern = "ErrNo: 4". For a line "ErrNo: 4", the corresponding metric would be "Error
4" and the value would be the number of occurrences of "ErrNo: 4" as follows:

      <MatchItem pattern="ErrNo: 4" metric="Error 4"/>   </
MatchList></LogMonitor>

RegexMatchCount

Specifies an advanced version of the Simple Match Count where you can match the specific text strings using a regex pattern
instead of a simple string match. Also, you can generate the metric names dynamically by using the regex pattern in the metric
name.

For example, a common use case is that an error code in a line is a variable and LogMonitor automatically generates different
metrics.

<Logmonitor type="RegexMatchCount" sourceFile="master_event.log"
 metricNode="Errors">   <MatchList>      <MatchItem pattern=".*\|
 ErrNo: (\d+) \|.*" metric="Error {1} Per Interval Count"/>     
 <MatchItem pattern=".*(Connection Status): (\d+).*" metric="{1}"
 valueGroup="2" valueMap="ConnStatus" />   </MatchList></Logmonitor>

The LogMonitor provides the following primary attributes:

•  sourceFile (required): Specifies the path of the log file that you want to process. Specify the value of sourceFile as
"command" to use the command attribute to run a shell command.

Note:

For the application to use the log file on a remote host, application uses an SSH connection.

•  command (optional): If the value of sourceFile is "command", then the application uses this value to run a shell command
and use the output as the source for the LogMonitor (for example, vmstat).
 

•  metricNode (required): Specifies the root node for the metrics that appears from a log file (from the example,
"Errors"). The name of this node is appended to the LogMonitor element.
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If you need a remote connection either to read a file or run a command on a remote machine, add the following elements to the
LogMonitor element.

<RemoteConnection host="machine-name" user="root" port="22"
 pass="password" />

For additional parameters for the log monitor, provide the following parameters as reader parameters:

•  cmdDelay: Specifies the time delay in seconds to wait, if the command is not responsive due to some reasons.
•  multiMatch: Specify the value of this parameter as true to match the lines against all patterns that are defined in the

configuration file. 
•  startAtTop: (Default = False) Indicates whether to start processing at the top of the log file. By default, if this parameter

is not specified the log monitor initially reads till the end of the log file and waits for more rows to be added, processing the
newly added rows as it gets added. 

<ReaderParameters>   <ReaderParameter name="startAtTop" value="true"/>
   <ReaderParameter name="cmdDelay" value="30"/></ReaderParameters>

RegexMatchCount log monitor includes one <MatchList> element with one or more <MatchItem> child elements.
Each <MatchItem> element includes two following attributes:

•  pattern: Specifies the pattern to be matched, instead of a simple match. For any row that matches the regular expression,
the application calculates the corresponding metric value and the metric name.
 

•  type(optional):  Specifies the metric type of a metric in the log file. Default value is counter.
 

•  metric:  Specifies the metric name of a pattern string. Typically, metric is a simple text which also supports one special
construct. Each occurrence of {n} in the metric name is replaced with the value of "capturing group" "n" from the pattern.
This enables you to define a dynamic metric name based on the data from the matched string from the log file.

For example, in the LogMonitor if the pattern = ".*(Number of Active Sessions): (\d+).*" and metric="{1}". For a
line "Number of Active Sessions: 222", the corresponding metric would be "Number of Active Sessions" and the "value would
be 222" as follows:

      <MatchItem pattern=".*(Number of Active Sessions): (\d+).*"
 metric="{1}" valueGroup="2"/>   </MatchList></LogMonitor>

•  valueGroup(optional): Specifies the metric value that is derived based on the value present in the line of the log file,
instead of considering the value of a typical counter that is incremented by 1. 

For example, in the LogMonitor if the pattern = ".*(Number of Active Sessions): (\d+).*" and metric="{1}". In RegexMatch,
the "\d" sign denotes match any digit, "+" sign denotes match one or more occurrences. Therefore, "\d+" denotes match a
string of one or more occurrences of a digit. As a result, RegexMatch matches the following patterns: 1, 12, 234, 527, and so
on.

      <MatchItem pattern=".*(Number of Active Sessions): (\d+).*"
 metric="{1}" valueGroup="2"/>   </MatchList></LogMonitor>

The parentheses is a grouping symbol that is used to match the strings between the parentheses. Here, the string of digits
comprises of one group. The metric name {1} is replaced with the "capturing group 1". The "capturing group 1" represents the
result of the string which is matched between the first set of parentheses in the matched pattern string.
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In the example above, consider the first capturing group as (Number of Active Sessions). Now, consider the pattern
= ".*(Number of Active Sessions): (\d+).*" and metric="{1}". For a line "Number of Active Sessions: 222", the corresponding
metric would be "Number of Active Sessions". 

Consider the second capturing group, (\d+), which represents a variable numeric data (here 222). The valueGroup defines the
group (group 2 in below case) that is used to derive the value for metrics. So, the metric value of 222 is reported for the metric
as "Number of Active Sessions".

Note:

You can use the ValueMap field to derive the numeric value corresponding to a text in a log file. To use the ValueMap field,
define the field under the LogmonitorConfig tag. Ensure that the name tag for the valuemap is same as the value of the
valuemap in the metricitem. You need to define the mappings for different values as MapEntry which consists of input and
output attributes.

For example, you can define the value map to represent the connection status with the number for metrics as follows:

<ValueMap name="ConnStatus">   <MapEntry input="ONLINE" output="1"/
>   <MapEntry input="INITIALIZING" output="2"/>   <MapEntry
 input="HANDSHAKE" output="3"/>   <MapEntry input="CLOSING"
 output="4"/>   <MapEntry input="OFFLINE" output="5"/></ValueMap>

Also, based on the value of the connection status on the log file or the command, you can get a numeric representation on
investigator as follows:

<MatchItem pattern=".*(Connection Status): (\s+).*" metric="{1}"
 valueMap= ConnStatus valueGroup="2"/>

Columndata

This is a basic log monitor for logs that contain columnar data where each column in the log file represents a separate metric.
An example of this type would be the output from the vmstat command.

<Logmonitor type="ColumnData" sourceFile="command" command="vmstat
 2" metricNode="VMStat">   <ReaderParameters>      <ReaderParameter
 name="splitCharacter" value="\s+"/>      <ReaderParameter
 name="startAtTop" value="true"/>   </ReaderParameters> 
  <RemoteConnection host="hostname" user="user" port="22"
 pass="password"/>      <ColumnGroup metricNode="CPU">        
 <ColumnData column="11" type="Average" metric="Interrupts Per
 Second"/>      </ColumnGroup>      <ColumnGroup metricNode="Memory">
         <ColumnData column="3" type="Average" metric="Virtual Memory
 Used"/>      </ColumnGroup>      <ColumnGroup metricNode="I/O">     
    <ColumnData column="9" type="Average" metric="Blocks In"/>      </
ColumnGroup></Logmonitor>

For a ColumnData log monitor, each row is represented by one or more "column groups" represented by the <ColumnGroup>
XML attribute. The <ColumnGroup> XML attribute takes one parameter, "metricNode". All metrics in this column group
appear under the "metricNode" parameter in the Investigator.
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The construct of the attribute and parameter allows categorization of different data into groups as follows:

<Logmonitor type="ColumnData" sourceFile="columnlog"
 metricNode="VMStat">   <ReaderParameters>      <ReaderParameter
 name="splitCharacter" value="\s+"/>      <ReaderParameter
 name="startAtTop" value="true"/>   </ReaderParameters>   <ColumnGroup
 metricNode="CPU">      <ColumnData column="11" type="Average"
 metric="Interrupts Per Second"/>   </ColumnGroup>   <ColumnGroup
 metricNode="Memory">      <ColumnData column="3" type="Average"
 metric="Virtual Memory Used"/>   </ColumnGroup>   <ColumnGroup
 metricNode="I/O">      <ColumnData column="9" type="Average"
 metric="Blocks In"/>   </ColumnGroup></Logmonitor>

The LogMonitor provides the following primary attributes:

•  sourceFile (required): Specifies the path of the log file that you want to process. Specify the value of sourceFile as
"command" to use the command attribute to run a shell command.

Note:

For the application to use the log file on a remote host, application uses an SSH connection.

•  command (optional): If the value of sourceFile is "command", then the application uses this value to run a shell command
and use the output as the source for the LogMonitor (for example, vmstat).
 

•  metricNode (required): Specifies the root node for the metrics that appears from a log file (from the example,
"Errors"). The name of this node is appended to the LogMonitor element.

If you need a remote connection either to read a file or run a command on a remote machine, add the following elements to the
LogMonitor element.

<RemoteConnection host="machine-name" user="root" port="22"
 pass="password" />

For additional parameters for the log monitor, provide the following parameters as reader parameters:

•  cmdDelay: Specifies the time delay in seconds to wait, if the command is not responsive due to some reasons. 
•  startAtTop: (Default = False) Indicates whether to start processing at the top of the log file. By default, if this parameter

is not specified the log monitor initially reads till the end of the log file and waits for more rows to be added. Further, the
log monitor processes the newly added rows as it gets added. 

<ReaderParameters>   <ReaderParameter name="startAtTop" value="true"/>
   <ReaderParameter name="cmdDelay" value="30"/></ReaderParameters>

•  splitCharacter: Represents the characters that are used to delimit the columns in the log file.

<ReaderParameters>   <ReaderParameter name="splitCharacter"
 value=" \s+"/>   <ReaderParameter name="cmdDelay" value="30"/>  
 <ReaderParameter name="startAtTop" value="true"/></ReaderParameters>

Each <ColumnData> element defines one column in the log file. The attributes of the <ColumnData> are as follows:

•  column: Represents the column number. The first column is Column 1.
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•  type: Represents the metric type for this column. The possible values are the same as for any Infrastructure Agent.

 
•  metric: Represents the metric name for this column.

      <ColumnGroup metricNode="CPU">   <ColumnData column="11"
 type="IntAverage" metric="Interrupts Per Second"/></ColumnGroup>

HashColumn

Represents a special mixed case of a row-based and a column-based log file. In the log file, each row contains the name value
pairs or "hashes". One column contains strings which represent the metric names and another column contains values of the
strings.

<Logmonitor type="HashColumn" sourceFile="HashColumn.log"
 metricNode="HashColumn">   <ReaderParameters>      <ReaderParameter
 name="splitCharacter" value=" \\s+"/>      <ReaderParameter
 name=" metricValueColumn " value="3"/>      <ReaderParameter
 name=" metricNameColumn " value="2"/>   </ReaderParameters> 
  </Logmonitor>   <ValueMap name="ConnStatus">      <MapEntry
 input="ONLINE" output="1"/>      <MapEntry input="INITIALIZING"
 output="2"/>      <MapEntry input="HANDSHAKE" output="3"/>     
 <MapEntry input="CLOSING" output="4"/>      <MapEntry input="OFFLINE"
 output="5"/>   </ValueMap></LogmonitorConfig>

The LogMonitor provides the following primary attributes:

•  sourceFile (required): Specifies the path of the log file that you want to process. Specify the value of sourceFile as
"command" to use the command attribute to run a shell command.

Note:

For the application to use the log file on a remote host, application uses an SSH connection.

•  command (optional): If the value of sourceFile is "command", then the application uses this value to run a shell command
and use the output as the source for the LogMonitor (for example, vmstat).
 

•  metricNode (required): Specifies the root node for the metrics that appears from a log file (from the example,
"Errors"). The name of this node is appended to the LogMonitor element.

If you need a remote connection either to read a file or run a command on a remote machine, add the following elements to the
LogMonitor element:

<RemoteConnection host="machine-name" user="root" port="22"
 pass="password" />

This is used where a column in tabular data represents the name of metric and another column represented the value of metric.
For example, if we have following columns in the log file:

10101 Errors 410102 Requests 100
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The HashColumn is defined with the following Readerparameters:

<ReaderParameters>   <ReaderParameter name="splitCharacter"
 value=" \\s+"/>   <ReaderParameter name="metricValueColumn"
 value="3"/>   <ReaderParameter name="metricNameColumn" value="2"/></
ReaderParameters>

Further, the application populates Errors and Requests metrics in the Investigator tab.

For additional parameters for the log monitor, provide the following parameters as reader parameters:

•  cmdDelay: Specifies the time delay in seconds to wait, if the command is not responsive due to some reasons. 
•  startAtTop: (Default = False) Indicates whether to start processing at the top of the log file. By default, if this parameter

is not specified the log monitor initially reads till the end of the log file and waits for more rows to be added. Further, the
log monitor processes the newly added rows as it gets added.

Type

Ensure that the type attribute of a metric is one of the following types:

•  Counter: Use this data type to report the rate at which tasks occur in an application. For example, “errors per interval”.
The value is a rate per interval. The metrics are aggregated over time by adding up the values. The sum of values is kept by
a counter. At the end of the 15-second interval, the value of the counter is reported. After that, the counter is reset to zero.

•  FluctuatingCounter: Represents a numeric value that fluctuates, but stays at the last known value until new data is
available. When aggregated over multiple time periods, the highest value is used as the aggregated value. The count is the
total number of increments and decrements to the value that occurred during that time interval. Example Metrics: Stall
Count, Concurrent Invocation (IntCounter)

•  Average: Represents a numeric value representing duration of time. When aggregated over multiple time periods, the
weighted average is used as the aggregated value. The count is the number of completions (responses) during the time
interval, which is used as the denominator to calculate the value (average). Example Metric: Average Response Time (ms).

LogMonitor on ATC

Each metric node that you define in the configuration file is represented as a node of type, LogMonitor in ATC under
Infrastructure Layer. You can view the metrics pertaining to the node under the Metric Browser.

 Install the CA API Gateway for DX APM SaaS

You install DX APM CA API Gateway before you configure and use the extension.

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX APM SaaS. You download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing DX APM CA API
Gateway. For instructions on downloading the Infrastructure Agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX
APM SaaS.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install CA API Gateway.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat install

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

 MySQL Database Monitoring
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An extension of Introscope, DX APM for MySQL Databases provides visibility into the performance and availability
of MySQL databases. You can proactively detect and isolate database-related performance problems and effectively
communicate with database administrators for fast problem resolution.

In the Infrastructure Agent, the agent extension exists in the following location:
apmia\extensions\MySQL 

     

Features and Benefits

DX APM for MySQL Databases enables you to:

• Monitor the performance of MySQL databases
• Correlate MySQL database to application activity
• Verify the application use of MySQL database activity capacity
• Share critical performance and availability information with DBAs

DX APM for MySQL Databases provides real-time visibility into critical database resources such as bytes that are sent and
received, connections that are attempted, aborted, or failed, Innodb insights, database operations, resource utilization, file-per-
table spaces, redo and undo logs, and transaction insights. You can see immediate time to value in the performance-triggered
alerts.

DX APM for MySQL Databases equips the application support personnel with the information to determine whether
application performance issues are related to the database. By providing critical performance data, the MySQL extension
facilitates collaboration with database administrators and eliminates finger-pointing. You can quickly detect, isolate, and
eliminate the problems. As this product uses the Introscope platform, you can visualize, analyze, and query all the information
that the MySQL extension gathers.

DX APM for MySQL Databases monitors the following database resources:

• Availability
• Bytes Sent and Received
• Connections Attempted, Aborted, and Failed
• Innodb Insights
• Database Operations
• Resource Utilization
• File-per-table Spaces
• Redo and Undo Logs
• Transaction Insights

DX APM for MySQL Databases offers you the following benefits:

• Seamless integration with Introscope, provides direct visibility into the MySQL database from within Introscope
• Deeper visibility into back-end systems that affect the application availability and performance
• Captures most important metrics, directly from MySQL performance metrics
• Application administrators do not need to learn different tools to monitor MySQL databases
• Constructive communication between application administrators and database administrators; an application administrator

can relay critical MySQL database information in the language that the database administrator understands.

Usage Scenarios

Introscope and application administrators can use DX APM for MySQL Databases to diagnose the following problems:

•  Problem root cause isolation: You can effectively triage problems, showing whether the problem is with your
application, the application server, or the MySQL database.

•  MySQL Database instance availability: When applications are running slowly or returning errors, the extension reports
availability of all monitored MySQL database instances. Administrators can rapidly determine which MySQL databases are
unavailable.

•  Slow response times: The extension shows data to determine the database resources that are causing performance
slowdown.

Functionality

DX APM for MySQL Databases is a standalone Java application that you can install on a separate host, which is different from
the host on which MySQL resides.
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DX APM for MySQL Databases queries MySQL through JDBC for its health statistics, converts the data to Introscope
metrics, and sends the information to the Enterprise Manager. You can view the information using the Metric browser.

One installation of DX APM for MySQL Databases can monitor multiple MySQL databases on multiple hosts.

MySQL Monitoring for CA Digital Experience Insights

You install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent before you configure and use the extension.

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management. You download and extract the
Infrastructure Agent containing DX APM MySQL Monitoring.
Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights.
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Click the Agent icon in the lower section of the navigation pane.
4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
5. Under the Infrastructure category, select MySQL Monitoring as the agent.
6. (Optional) Configure the agent options according to the needs of your environment.
7. Click the Download and Install button.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the package to your computer.

Prerequisites to Install the Infrastructure Agent

You need to download an MYSQL jar file before you install the Infrastructure Agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the following MySQL jar file of version 5.1.47 from a repository (such as Maven): mysql-connector-
java.jar

2. After downloading the mysql-connector-java.jar file, place the file in the Installation_Folder/apmia/
lib folder.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install MySQL Monitoring.
Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh install
Windows: APMIACtrl.bat install

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.
These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

Enable in DX APM Infrastructure Agent

You can enable the MySQL extension in the DX APM Infrastructure Agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the following location to open the Extensions.profile file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>\extensions\ 
2. When you start the DX APM Infrastructure Agent, the Extensions.profile file populates the extension name as the value of

the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load property.

If you do not find the extension name as the value, you need to manually enter the extension name as follows:

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load=MySQL

3. Navigate to the following location to open the bundle.properties file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home> \extensions\MySQL 
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4. In the bundle.properties file, define the following properties:

Property Name Description

 introscope.agent.dbmonitor.profile.list Specifies the list of the MySQL server instance names that
the MySQL monitors or Infrastructure Agent monitors.

 Sample Value: 

 When you use this property to define the profile name as
“ MySQL_Server1 ”. Then, ensure that you add the same
profile name in the property as follows: 

introscope.agent.restmon.profile.list=MySQL_Server1, MySQL_Server2 

Note:

Here, MySQL_profile that is mentioned in the following
property names represents "MySQL_Server1” that you
define in the profile list.

 {MySQL_profile#}.instanceName Specifies the name of the MySQL instance that Infrastructure
Agent monitors.

 {MySQL_profile#}.hostName Specifies the name of the host on which MySQL is installed
that Infrastructure Agent monitors.

Note:

 Ensure that the hostname that is specified in the
Infrastructure Agent is same as the hostname that is specified
in the application that uses MySQL database.

This ensures that the correlation of MySQL database to
application occurs successfully.

 Sample Values: 

 MySQL_Server1.hostName=host1
MySQL_Server2.hostName=host2

 {MySQL_profile#}.port Specifies the <port> which MySQL is running that
Infrastructure Agent monitors.

 Sample Values:  

 uat_db1.port=80 

 {MySQL_profile#}.userName Specifies the username that is used to access MySQL.

 {MySQL_profile#}.password Specifies the password of the username credentials that is
used to access MySQL.

DX APM supports the password encryption and the password
is encrypted when the Infrastructure Agent starts.

Configure MySQL Database Permissions

To monitor MySQL database, ensure that you have the following access privileges on all databases: "SELECT", "PROCESS",
and "SHOW DATABASES". If you do not have a suitable existing user, use the following command to create a user, where
“host” is the host name or IP address of the machine which runs the database monitoring and “password” is a suitably secure
password:

GRANT SELECT,PROCESS,SHOW DATABASES on *.* to 'monitoruser'@'host'
 identified by 'password';FLUSH privileges;

MySQL Metrics
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This section lists all the metrics for the respective Monitored Groups that you can collect using MySQL in the Metric View. In
the Metric View, the MySQL server instance is displayed under the folder, *SuperDomain*|<DX APM Installation>|
Infrastructure|Agent|MySQL Databases|<Host Name>|<Schema Name> as follows:

Metric Name Description

Availability Represents the availability of the database. The following
values represent the availability status:

• 0 - Database is down
• 1 - Database is up

DB Size in MB The size of MySQL database in MB

OS Operation system on which MySQL database server is
running

Version The version of MySQL database server.

Bytes Between Client-Server: Received The number of bytes that the database server receives from
all clients.

Bytes Between Client-Server: Sent The number of bytes that the database server sends to all
clients.

Connections: Total Aborted The number of connections that are aborted because the client
died without closing the connection properly.

Connections: Total Attempts The total number of connection attempts that the client
makes, including both successful or unsuccessful attempts, to
the MySQL server.

Connections: Total Failed The number of failed attempts that the client makes to
connect to the MySQL server.

Efficiency|Cache|Key Cache: Read Hits The cache miss rate.

Efficiency|Cache|Key Cache: Write Hits The ratio of number of physical writes of a key block from
the MyISAM key cache to disk to the number of requests to
write a key block to the MyISAM key cache.

Efficiency|Index: Joins The ratio of number of joins that perform table scans over all
join query operations.

Efficiency|Index: Single Table The number of joins that has used ranges on the first table
to the number of joins that have performed a full scan of the
first table.

Efficiency|InnoDB|Row Locks: Row Lock Time The total time that is spent in acquiring row locks for InnoDB
tables.

Efficiency|InnoDB|Row Locks: Waiting Number of operations on InnoDB tables that are currently
waiting for row locks.

Efficiency|Query: Slow The percentage of the queries that are slow.

Efficiency|Table Locks: Waited The ratio of the number of times a request for a table lock
could not be granted immediately and a wait is needed
compared to the number of times a request for a table lock
could be granted immediately.

InnoDB: Bytes Read The amount of data that the database server reads in bytes.

InnoDB: Bytes Written The amount of data that the database server writes in bytes.

InnoDB: File Synchronization The number of fsync() operations so far. The setting of
the innodb_flush_method configuration option influences the
frequency of fsync() calls.

InnoDB: Rows Deleted The number of rows that the database server deletes from
InnoDB tables.
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InnoDB: Rows Inserted The number of rows that the database server inserts into
InnoDB tables.

InnoDB: Rows Queried The number of rows that the database server reads from
InnoDB tables.

InnoDB: Rows Updated The number of rows that the database server updates in
InnoDB tables.

Operations: Total Deletes The number of Delete statements that the database server
executes.

Operations: Total Inserts The number of Insert statements that the database server
executes.

Operations: Total Queries The number of Select statements that the database server
executes.

Operations: Total Requests The number of statements that the database server executes.
This includes only statements that the clients send to the
database server and not statements that are executed within
stored programs.

Operations: Total Updates The number of update statements that the database server
executes.

Resource Utilization: Connections Used (%) The percentage of maximum client connections that the
database server utilizes.

Resource Utilization: InnoDB Buffer Pool Free The number of free pages in the InnoDB buffer pool.

Resource Utilization: InnoDB Buffer Pool Total The total size of the InnoDB buffer pool

Resource Utilization: InnoDB Buffer Pool Used (%) The percentage of InnoDB Buffer Pool that the database
server uses.

Resource Utilization: Key Cache Total The size of the buffer that is used for index blocks.

Resource Utilization: Key Cache Unused The size of blocks in the key cache in bytes.

Resource Utilization: Key Cache Used (%) The percentage of the Key Cache that the database server
uses.

Resource Utilization: Max Used Connections The maximum number of connections that the database
server uses simultaneously.

Resource Utilization: Open Tables The number of tables that are open.

Resource Utilization: Opened Files The number of files that have been opened with my_open() (a
mysys library function).

Resource Utilization: Slow Queries The number of queries that have taken more than
'long_query_time' seconds.

Resource Utilization: Total Active Threads The number of threads that are not sleeping.

Resource Utilization: Total Cached Threads The number of threads in the thread cache.

Resource Utilization: Total Connected Threads The number of currently open connections.

Tables: Opened The number of tables that have been opened. If
Opened_tables is big, your 'table_open_cache' value is
probably too small. 

The number of tables that have been opened. If the metric
value is huge, your table_open_cache value is probably too
small.  

Tables: Temp Created The number of internal on-disk temporary tables that the
database server creates while executing statements.

Tablespaces|File-Per-Table Tablespaces: Enabled When innodb_file_per_table is enabled, tables are created in
file-per-table tablespaces. When disabled, tables are created
in the system tablespace. 
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Tablespaces|Redo Log: Bytes Written The number of bytes that the database server writes to the
InnoDB redo log files.

Tablespaces|Redo Log: Number of Pending fsync()
Operations

The number of pending fsync() operations for the InnoDB
redo log files the database server performs.

Tablespaces|Redo Log: Number of Physical Writes The number of physical writes to the InnoDB redo log file the
database server performs.

Tablespaces|Redo Log: Number of Write Requests The number of write requests for the InnoDB redo log the
database server performs.

Tablespaces|Redo Log: Number of fsync() Writes The number of fsync() writes to the InnoDB redo log files the
database server performs.

Tablespaces|Redo Log: Pending Writes The number of pending writes to the InnoDB redo log files
the database server performs.

Tablespaces|System Tablespace: InnoDB Data File Path Defines the name of the InnoDB Data File path.

Tablespaces|Undo Tablespaces: Directory The path where InnoDB creates undo tablespaces.

Tablespaces|Undo Tablespaces: Number of InnoDB Undo
Segments

Defines the number of undo tablespaces that InnoDB uses.

Tablespaces|Undo Tablespaces: Number of Rollback
Segments

Defines the number of rollback segments that are allocated to
each undo tablespace and the global temporary tablespace for
transactions that generate undo records.

Transactions: Committed The number of committed transactions the database server
performs.

Transactions: Rolled Back The number of rolled back transactions the database server
performs.

Transactions: Total The total number of transactions that are both committed and
rolled back.

 NGINX Monitoring

NGINX is a high-performance web server. You can use NGINX as a reverse proxy server, load balancer, mail proxy server,
or an HTTP cache. The NGINX monitoring is provided as an extension in the Infrastructure Agent. The extension provides
both the NGINX Infrastructure monitoring and performance of services that are hosted on the NGINX server. The NGINX
monitoring consists of following two modules: NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring and NGINX Hosted Services Monitoring.

NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring

NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring module enables you to monitor the health status of connections and upstream servers. 

NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring for CA Digital Experience Insights

You install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent before you configure and use the extension.

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX Application Performance Management. You download and extract the Infrastructure Agent
containing NGINX Monitoring.
Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights.
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Click the Agent icon in the lower section of the navigation pane.
4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
5. Under the Infrastructure category, select NGINX Monitoring as the agent.
6. (Optional) Configure the agent options according to the needs of your environment.
7. Click the Download and Install button.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the package to your computer.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent
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Before you install NGINX Monitoring, you perform the following tasks.
Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh install
Windows: APMIACtrl.bat install

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.
These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

DX APM NGINX Infrastructure monitor reports metrics for the following two versions of NGINX: NGINX-Plus version and
NGINX Community version (free edition).

Enable NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring

In the Infrastructure Agent, the agent extension exists in the following location:
apmia\extensions\NGINX 

Enable NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring in NGINX-Plus Version

To enable the NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring in the NGINX-Plus version, navigate to the nginx.conf file in the
location: <NGINX_Home>/nginx.conf .

In the nginx.conf file, add the sever block inside the HTTP block as follows:

server {    server_name <hostname>;    location /api {        api
 write=off;    }}

Here, <hostname> should be the hostname of the system on which the NGINX instance is running. 

If the nginx.conf file includes a server block with server_name as the hostname of the machine on which the NGINX instance
is running. Then add the ‘location/api’ block inside the server block.

Property Name Description Default Value

api write Enables the Endpoints, which DX APM
uses to fetch the NGINX Infrastructure
Monitoring metrics for NGINX-Plus
version.

off

Enable NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring in NGINX Community Version

To enable the NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring in the NGINX Community version, navigate to the nginx.conf file in the
location: <NGINX_Home>/nginx.conf.

In the nginx.conf file, add the sever block inside the HTTP block as follows:

server {    server_name <hostname>;    location /stub_status {       
 stub_status on;    }}

Here, <hostname> should be the hostname of the system on which the NGINX instance is running. 

If the nginx.conf file includes a server block with server_name as the hostname of the machine on which the NGINX instance
is running. Then add the ‘/stub_status’ block inside the server block.

Property Name Description Default Value
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stub_status Enables the Endpoints, which DX APM
uses to fetch the NGINX Infrastructure
Monitoring metrics for NGINX
Community version.

on

Enable in DX APM Infrastructure Agent

You can enable the NGINX extension in the DX APM Infrastructure Agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the following location to open the Extensions.profile file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>\extensions\ 
2. When you start the DX APM Infrastructure Agent, the Extensions.profile file populates the extension name as the value of

the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load property.

If you do not find the extension name as the value, you need to manually enter the extension name as follows:

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load=NGINX

3. Navigate to the following location to open the bundle.properties file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home> \extensions\NGINX 
4. In the bundle.properties file, define the following properties:

Property Name with Description Sample Values NGINX-Plus/NGINX Community
Version

 introscope.agent.nginx.profiles
Specifies the list of the NGINX server
instance names that the NGINX
monitors. 

 nginx_server1, nginx_server2 Applicable for versions: NGINX-Plus
and NGINX Community 

 introscope.agent.nginx.profiles.
{nginx_profile#}.name 
Specifies the name of the profile, which
is used to identify an NGINX cluster
that Infrastructure Agent monitors.

When you use this property to define the
profile name as “nginx_server1.name”.
Then, ensure that you add the same
profile name as an NGINX instance in
the following property as:

introscope.agent.nginx.profile.list=nginx_server1 

Applicable for versions: NGINX-Plus
and NGINX Community 

 introscope.agent.nginx.profiles.
{nginx_profile#}.url
Specifies the URL of the NGINX
instance to be monitored. Specify
the URL in the format: http://<
hostname>:<port>. Here, the <port>
specifies the port on which NGINX is
running.

Note:

 Ensure that the hostname that is
specified in the URL is same as the
hostname that is specified for the
server_name in the server block. For
more information, see “Enable in
NGINX Server” section.

 nginx_server1.url=http://ca-nginx1:80 Applicable for versions: NGINX-Plus
and NGINX Community

 introscope.agent.nginx.profiles.
{nginx_profile#}.interval 
(Optional) Specifies the polling interval
in seconds.

 Default Value: 30

Note:

 You can customize the default value
of the polling interval. For example,
nginx_server1.interval=15.

Applicable for NGINX-Plus Version
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 introscope.agent.nginx.profiles.
{nginx_profile#}.monitored.groups 
(Optional) Metrics being monitored are
grouped into the multiple monitored
groups to control the metrics which are
reported for an NGINX server instance.
Use this property to define the groups
to be monitored. Each of the group
type to be monitored should be given
against monitored.groups property that
is separated by comma.

For more information, see the Values
for the Monitored Groups.

 Default Value: Connections, SSL,
Zone, Upstream 

Note:

 You can customize the default
value of the monitored groups. For
example, nginx_server1.monitored.groups=Connections,
SSL, Upstream 

Applicable for NGINX-Plus Version

In the Map View, Infrastructure Layer, the extension displays the vertex, which is specific to an NGINX server instance.
The vertex name represents the hostname where the NGINX instance is running.

Values for the Monitored Groups

The values for the monitored groups ({nginx_profile#}.monitored.groups) are as follows:

•  SSL
Provides the metrics pertaining to SSL.

•  Zone
Provides the metrics pertaining to each status zone in an NGINX instance.

•  Upstream
Provides the metrics pertaining to each server in an HTTP upstream group(s).

•  Connections
Provides the connection metrics of the client with the NGINX instance.

NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring Metrics for NGINX-Plus Version

This section lists all the metrics for the respective Monitored Groups that you can collect using NGINX in the Metric View:

SSL

In the Metric View, the SSL-related information for a particular NGINX server instance is displayed under the folder, NGINX|
{hostname}|SSL as follows:

Metric Name Units Description Sample Value

nginx|{hostname}|
SSL:Handshakes per Interval

Count The number of successful
SSL handshake requests
between the client and an
NGINX instance in one
interval.

26

nginx|{hostname}|
SSL:Handshakes failed per
Interval

Count The number of failed SSL
handshakes in one interval.

12

nginx|{hostname}|
SSL:Session Reuses per
Interval

Count The number of sessions that
are reused during an SSL
handshake in one interval.

1

Zone

In the Metric View, the zone-related metrics of a particular NGINX server instance are displayed under the folder, NGINX|
{hostname}|Server Zone|{zonename} as follows:

Metric Name Units Description Sample Value

nginx|{hostname}|Server
Zone|{Zone Name}:Requests
per Interval

Count The number of client requests
that the servers in a particular
server zone receive in one
interval.

22
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nginx|{hostname}|
Server Zone|{Zone
Name}:Responses per
Interval

Count The total number of responses
that the server zone sends to
the client in one interval. 

21

nginx|{hostname}|
Server Zone|{Zone
Name}:Discarded per Interval

Count The number of requests that
the server zone completes
without sending a response in
one interval.

0

nginx|{hostname}|
Server Zone|{Zone
Name}:Processing per
Interval

Count The number of client requests
that the server zone processes
in one interval.

1

nginx|{hostname}|Server
Zone|{Zone Name}:Sent
Bytes per Interval

Count The total number of bytes that
the server zone sends to the
clients in one interval.

15116

nginx|{hostname}|Server
Zone|{Zone Name}:Received
Bytes per Interval

Count The total number of bytes that
the server zone receives from
the clients in one interval.

4413

nginx|{hostname}|Server
Zone|{Zone Name}|
Responses:1xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 1xx status codes in one
interval.

1

nginx|{hostname}|Server
Zone|{Zone Name}|
Responses:2xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 2xx status codes in one
interval.

15

nginx|{hostname}|Server
Zone|{Zone Name}|
Responses:3xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 3xx status codes in one
interval.

4

nginx|{hostname}|Server
Zone|{Zone Name}|
Responses:4xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 4xx status codes in one
interval.

0

nginx|{hostname}|Server
Zone|{Zone Name}|
Responses:5xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 5xx status codes in one
interval.

1

Upstream

 Upstream is a pool of servers to which NGINX proxies the request to. Each upstream pool comprises of a number of upstream
servers, one of which responds to the incoming requests based on the weight of the upstream server and the number of requests
that the upstream server currently processes.

In the Metric View, the upstream-related metrics of a particular NGINX server instance are displayed under the
folder, NGINX|{hostname}|Upstreams|{upstream pool name}|{upstream server name} as follows:

Metric Name Units Description Sample Value
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nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}: State

Count The metric indicates the
current state of a server in
a particular upstream pool.
The current state of a server is
represented using one of the
following numbers:

• down: 0 
• up: 1 
• draining: 2 
• unavail: 3 
• checking: 4 
• unhealthy: 5  

 Default Value: 6 

1

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}:Backup

Boolean The metric indicates the
server type. The value 1
indicates that the server is a
backup server.

0/1

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}:Weight

Count The metric indicates the
weight of the server in an
upstream pool.

5

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}:Active
Connections

Count The current number of active
connections for a server in an
upstream pool.

2

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}:Sent Bytes
per Interval

Count The number of bytes sent to a
server in an upstream pool in
one interval.

8734

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}:Received
Bytes per Interval

Count The number of bytes that the
server in an upstream pool
receives in one interval.

2846

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}:Requests per
Interval

Count The number of client requests
that are forwarded to a server
in an upstream pool in one
interval.

13

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}:Failures per
Interval

Count The number of unsuccessful
attempts to communicate with
a server in an upstream pool
in one interval.

5

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}:Unavailables
per Interval

Count The number of times a
server in an upstream pool
is unavailable (with server
state as unavail) for the client
requests in one interval.

0

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}|Health
Checks:Checks per Interval

Count The number of health_check
requests that the NGINX
instance makes on a server
in an upstream pool in one
interval.

2

nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}|Health
Checks:Failures per Interval

Count The number of failed
health_check requests that the
NGINX instance makes on a
server in an upstream pool in
one interval.

1
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nginx|{hostname}|Upstreams|
{Upstream Group Name}|
{Server Name}|Health
Checks:Unhealthy per
Interval

Count The number of times the
server is unhealthy with the
server state as unhealthy in
one interval.

0

nginx|{hostname}|
Upstreams|{Upstream Group
Name}|{Server Name}|
Responses:1xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 1xx status codes in one
interval.

1

nginx|{hostname}|
Upstreams|{Upstream Group
Name}|{Server Name}|
Responses:2xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 2xx status codes in one
interval.

4

nginx|{hostname}|
Upstreams|{Upstream Group
Name}|{Server Name}|
Responses:3xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 3xx status codes in one
interval.

1

nginx|{hostname}|
Upstreams|{Upstream Group
Name}|{Server Name}|
Responses:4xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 4xx status codes in one
interval.

5

nginx|{hostname}|
Upstreams|{Upstream Group
Name}|{Server Name}|
Responses:5xx per Interval

Count The number of responses
with 5xx status codes in one
interval.

2

Connections

In the Metric View, the connection-specific metrics of a particular NGINX server instance are displayed under the
folder, NGINX|{hostname}|Connections as follows:

Metric Name Units Description Sample Value

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Active

Count The number of client
connections that are in active
state.

3

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Dropped
Connections

Count The number of client
connections that are dropped
in one interval.

1

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Handled
Connections

Count The number of client
connections that the NGINX
instance accepts in one
interval.

1337

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Idle

Count The number of client
connections that are in wait
state.

6

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Dropped
Connections (%)

% [Dropped Connections /
(Dropped Connections+
Handled Connections)] * 100

5

Alerts Description

In the Map view, select the NGINX vertex to view the corresponding alerts. The alerts available are for the following metrics -
State of the Upstream Server and Dropped Connections (%).

Also, you can configure the caution and the danger based on your requirement. The descriptions for alerts are as follows:

Alert Name Description Default Caution Value Default Danger Value
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NGINX Upstream Server is
not healthy

The alert is triggered when
the upstream server is in a
state that corresponds to the
selected caution value or
danger value for more than
one minute.

5 3

NGINX Dropped Connection
Percentage

The alert is triggered when
the percentage of the dropped
connections exceeds the
selected threshold value for
more than one minute.

15 25

NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring Metrics for NGINX Community Version

Metrics for non Nginx-Plus version (Stub Status API)

Note:  For the profile which belongs to the NGINX Community Version, you can ignore the following error in
the IntroscopeAgent.log file:

[ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.RESTMon] Exception: failed processing profile configuration
<Profile Name>~~stub_status

java.nio.file. NoSuchFileException: <Infrastructure agent location>\apmia\core\config
\.. \..\extensions\NGINX\config\ stub_status_schema.json 

 

Metric Name Units Description Sample Value

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Accepted

Count The total number of
connections for which the
server has accepted to serve a
request to the NGINX server
in an interval.

4

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Handled

Count The total number of
connections for which the
server is sending the response
for requests made to the
NGINX server in an interval.

3

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Requests

Count The total number of requests
to an NGINX server in an
interval.

4

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Reading

Count The current number of
connections where NGINX
server is reading the request
header.

1

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Writing

Count The current number of
connections where NGINX
server is writing the response
to the client request.

3

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Idle

Count The current number of idle
client connections waiting for
a request in NGINX server.

1
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nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Active

Count Specifies the current number
of active client connections
which is an aggregate value
of the following three
metrics:

• nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Reading, 

• nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Writing

• nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Idle

5

nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Dropped

Count Specifies the number of client
connections that the NGINX
server drops in an interval.
In other words, it the value
derived from the following
metric equation:
nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Accepted
- nginx|{hostname}|
Connections:Handled

1

NGINX Hosted Services Monitoring

The NGINX Hosted Services Monitoring module provides a plug-in that is dynamically loaded into NGINX runtime and is
used to provide metrics and transaction traces for the NGINX instance that DX APM monitors.

The monitoring solution provides Transaction Traces for each request to the NGINX server, which is correlated with the
Transaction Traces of the caller and the receiver, only when DX APM monitors the caller and receiver services.

For each unique URI that is requested to an NGINX instance, the module creates a vertex in ATC map, which displays the
correlation of the upstream and downstream services. The ATC map also displays Application to Infrastructure correlation
with the node that the NGINX Infrastructure Monitoring module provides.

Prerequisites to Use NGINX Hosted Services Monitoring

Consider that you want to monitor an NGINX instance that is compiled using a customized NGINX source code. Then, to
import the dynamic modules into NGINX at run time, NGINX mandates you to compile the customized code using the
following option: –with-compat 

NGINX Hosted Services Monitoring for CA Digital Experience Insights

You install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent before you configure and use the extension. For more information, see the
following sections:

1.  Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent 
2.  Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent 

Enable in NGINX Server

1. In the Infrastructure Agent, the agent extension exists in the following location:
 apmia\extensions\NGINX 

2. Copy NGINX plugin and configuration files to the machine where your NGINX instance is running at locations that are
specified in the following commands.
For example, if the NGINX version is 1.14.2, then the configuration steps are as follows:

cd <installation-dir>/apmia/extensions/NginxExtension/lib/plugins/
nginx-monitor/cp configuration/APMAgent.config /etc/nginx/cp
 configuration/libWilyAPMSDK.so /usr/lib64/cp nginx-1.14.2/
ngx_http_ca_apm_agent_module.so /etc/nginx/modules/

3. Navigate to the directory location: /etc/nginx/
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4. In the nginx.conf file, add the following code lines at the beginning of the file :

load_module modules/ngx_http_ca_apm_agent_module.so;

5. Navigate to the following directory location: /etc/nginx/
6. Open the file, APMAgent.config with text editor and edit the following property if the APMIA and the NGINX server exist

in different systems:

host = <IP Address of machine where APMIA is installed>

7. Restart NGINX.

Enable in DX APM Infrastructure Agent

1. Navigate to the following folder location: <DX APM Infrastructure Agent Installation Location>/apmia/extensions
2. Open the file, Extensions.profile with text editor and verify whether CPPExtension is enabled under the

property, introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load  
3. Restart APMIA

cd <DX APM Infrastructure Agent Installation Location>/apmia
UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh restart
Windows: ./APMIACtrl.bat restart

NGINX Hosted Services Monitoring Metrics

We get following metrics for each service in NGINX server under the following metric path: <Nginx hostname>|cpp-probes|
NGINX Agent|Frontends|Apps|NGINX|URLs: 

Metric Name Units Description Sample Value

Average Response Time ms Specifies the average
response time of all requests
that are completed in an
interval.

387

Concurrent Invocations Count Specifies the requests that are
being handled by the NGINX
server at a given time.

2

Errors Per Interval Count Specifies the count of errors
that are reported in an
interval.

1

Responses Per Interval Count Specifies the count of
requests that is completed in
an interval.

25

Stall Count Count Specifies the requests have
not completed within a
specified time threshold. (The
default stall threshold is 30
seconds.) 

0

1xx Responses Per Interval Count Specifies the count of
responses that are received
with response code in
category 1xx in an interval.

5

2xx Responses Per Interval Count Specifies the count of
responses that are received
with response code in
category 2xx in an interval.

7
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3xx Responses Per Interval Count Specifies the count of
responses that are received
with response code in
category 3xx in an interval.

3

4xx Responses Per Interval Count Specifies the count of
responses that are received
with response code in
category 4xx in an interval.

2

5xx Responses Per Interval Count Specifies the count of
responses that are received
with response code in
category 5xx in an interval.

8

Note:

 You can view the aggregated metrics for the NGINX instance under the following metric path: <Nginx hostname>|cpp-
probes|NGINX Agent|Frontends|Apps|NGINX 

 OpenShift Monitoring

OpenShift Monitoring is an extension that provides full monitoring insights into the hosts and applications that you deploy
with OpenShift. Use the extension to monitor the availability and performance of your containerized applications, processes,
and cloud instances. Manage dependencies between your hosts and applications in Docker and Kubernetes container clusters in
real time. Use the collected metrics data to streamline up or down-scaling of your environment. Use the Openshift Monitoring
extension to get the Openshift HAProxy Router frontend and backend server metrics in your environment.

Supported Versions

The DX APM OpenShift Monitoring extension supports OpenShift v3.x. The extension has been successfully tested with
OpenShift Dedicated and OpenShift Origin.

 Install and Configure OpenShift Monitoring
 

You install and configure OpenShift Monitoring from within your Docker environment. The YML code that is provided in
this section contains a Deployment and a Daemon set. When using OpenShift Monitoring in a cluster installation, each node
in the cluster has one agent that is deployed with DaemonSet. One node in the cluster has an extra agent that monitors the
deployment and health of the entire cluster. You deploy all agents using the same command. Your containers must run in
privileged mode. Before you proceed, ensure that your OpenShift administrator gave you the role that is required for running
containers in privileged mode. For more information, see the OpenShift documentation.

  

Installation and Configuration

Install and configure OpenShift Monitoring for your environment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in as an OpenShift user who has permission to:

• create Daemonset pods
• run containers in privileged mode

2. Create a project called caapm: 

oc new-project caapm

3. Download the image stream:

https://www.openshift.com/
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.4/admin_guide/manage_authorization_policy.html#admin-guide-granting-users-daemonset-permissions
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•  CentOS:

oc import-image my-ca/apm-openshiftmonitor --from=docker.io/caapm/openshiftmonitor:latest --
confirm

•  RHEL:

oc import-image my-ca/apm-openshiftmonitor --from=registry.connect.redhat.com/ca/apm-
openshiftmonitor --confirm

Note:   This image requires registry authentication. For information about how to use this image with OpenShift,
see https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.7/dev_guide/managing_images.html#allowing-pods-to-reference-
images-from-other-secured-registries.

4. Download the YML file that corresponds to your platform to the location of your choice.

• If you use DX Application Performance Management on premise, use the caagent-
openshiftmonitor.yml file in the CA_APM_Openshift_Monitoring_YML_file.zip:
#unique_414 

• If you use CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management, use the caagent-
openshiftmonitor.yml file. This file comes included with the installation instructions on your CA Digital
Experience Insights instance.

5. Replace the following variables with your setup details:

• (DX APM on premise) [AGENTMANAGER_URL]
Agent or Enterprise Manager connection details - similar to the connection details provided
in IntroscopeAgent.profile 

• (CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management) [AGENTMANAGER_CREDENTIAL]
Agent Manager credentials that are needed to connect any SaaS instance

•  [OPENSHIFT_CONNECTION_URL]
OpenShift connection details. Obtain these details by running oc config view.

•  [APITOKEN]
API Token for the connection URL. Obtain this token by creating a service account with cluster-reader role in the
default workspace. For more information, see Obtain the APITOKEN.

•  registry_url: OpenShift registry URL. For more information, see Obtain the Registry Details.
•  [haproxyrouter_monitoring]

Enables or disables the HAProxy Router metrics. If you enable this variable, you can view the HAProxy Router
metrics in the Metric View of DX APM. Else, you cannot view the HAProxy Router metrics in the Metric
View of DX APM. The default value is disabled.

•  [haproxyrouter_ssl_enabled]
Specify true to monitor the SSL Enabled Openshift HAProxy Router. Specify false to monitor the SSL Disabled
Openshift HAProxy Router. The default value is false.

•  [haproxyrouter_monitoring_projects]
(Optional) Use this variable to add a list of projects that HAProxy need to monitor. Add a list of projects as a comma
separated value. You need not specify exact project names. If you do not use this variable, the Openshift HAProxy
Router gets the metrics for all projects in an environment.

•  [haproxyrouter_monitoring_services](Optional) Use this variable to add a list of services that HAProxy need to
monitor. Add a list of services as a comma separated value. You need not specify exact service names. If you do not
use this variable, the Openshift HAProxy Router gets the metrics for all services in an environment.

Note:

For this variable, you must assign the value as FRONTEND to retrieve the Openshift HAProxy Router front-end
metrics.

Note:

Consider that you specify both projects and services to be monitored using the following
variables:[haproxyrouter_monitoring_projects] and [haproxyrouter_monitoring_services].

https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.7/dev_guide/managing_images.html#allowing-pods-to-reference-images-from-other-secured-registries
https://docs.openshift.com/container-platform/3.7/dev_guide/managing_images.html#allowing-pods-to-reference-images-from-other-secured-registries
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Then, the Openshift Monitoring extension reports the metrics that is common to both projects and services in
the Metric View of DX APM.

6. You need to delete the following environment variable from the router deployment configuration file to get the Openshift
HAProxy Router metrics.

$ oc edit dc router   - name: ROUTER_METRICS_TYPE     value:
 haproxy

7. (Optional) In addition to the environment variables in the YML file, use the properties in the Infrastructure Agent profile
to configure your environment. For more information about the Infrastructure Agent properties, see the Infrastructure
Agent Properties Reference.

8. To pass an Infrastructure Agent property as an environment variable through the caagent-
install.yml file, append the variable to the end of the second env section. The YML format
does not allow you to use the "." separator in property names. You must replace the periods in the
property names with underscores. For example, to configure the agent name and a proxy server, you use
the introscope.agent.agentName and introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.host properties
as  follows:

          env:            - name: agentManager_url_1             
 value: [AGENTMANAGER_URL]            - name: connectionurl        
      value: [OPENSHIFT_CONNECTION_URL]            - name: apitoken
              value: [APITOKEN]            - name: type         
     value: Openshift            - name: HostMonitoring          
    value: disabled            - name: introscope_agent_agentName
              value: example_agent_name            - name:
 introscope_agent_enterprisemanager_transport_http_proxy_host      
        value: example_proxy_server.com

9. (Optional) When the Host Monitor is installed, host-related information in the Component View includes
the StorageName metric. On UNIX/Linux systems, you can set storage filters to configure the mount points that appear
associated to this metric. Use the following environment variables to set storage filters:

•  storage_mount_filter
A variable to specify mount points that you want to remove from consideration for the StorageName metric. You can
specify either one mount point per line, or multiple mount points, which are separated by commas, on one line.

•  storage_outofbox_filter_enabled
An out-of-the-box filter that, when enabled, filters out the following mount points:

•  devicemapper/mnt 
•  docker/containers 
•  docker/devicemapper 
•  docker/ 
•  kubelet/pods 
•  openshift.local.volumes 

This filter is enabled by default. To disable it, set its value to no.

 Example
Hide the /host/home mount point but include all the mount points listed for
the storage_outofbox_filter_enabled filter and disable the out-of-the-box filter. To do this, add the environment
variables to the first environment variables section in the YML file as follows:

         env:            - name: containerflow              value:
 enabled            - name: agentManager_url_1              value:
 [AGENTMANAGER_URL]            - name: type              value:
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 Openshift            - name: interval              value: "120"  
          - name: storage_mount_filter              value: "/host/
home"            - name: storage_outofbox_filter_enabled           
   value: "no"  

10. (Optional) You can configure the xms and xmx parameters of the JVM in which the Infrastructure Agent runs using the
following environment variables:

• • MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB
Default: 256

• MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB
Default: 512

You can use the YML file to update the java heap values. For example:

          env:            - name: containerflow              value:
 enabled            - name: agentManager_url_1              value:
 [AGENTMANAGER_URL]            - name: type              value:
 Openshift            - name: interval              value: "120"   
         - name: MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB              value: "335"      
      - name: MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB              value: "670"

11. Save the caagent-openshiftmonitor.yml file.
12. Run the file:

oc create -f caagent-openshiftmonitor.yml

Note:

 This file deploys all agents in the cluster.
13. Add a policy so that users can run containers in privileged mode:

oc adm policy add-scc-to-user privileged -z default

Uninstall

To uninstall the OpenShift Monitoring extension, run the following command:

oc delete -f caagent-openshiftmonitor.yml

Obtain the API Token

An API token is the unique identifier of an application requesting access to a service. In the YML file, include the API token
that is generated by OpenShift to authenticate the connection URL. Obtain the API Token that is required for caagent-
openshiftmonitor.yml. 

 Follow these steps: 
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1. Create a Service Account in the

default

namespace:

oc login -u system:adminoc project defaultoc create sa caapm

2. Add the cluster-reader role:

oc adm policy add-cluster-role-to-user cluster-reader system:serviceaccount:default:caapm

3. Get the token:

oc sa get-token -n default caapm

Obtain the Registry Details

To provide the registry URL in the YML file, you must obtain the docker-registry details.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Identify the docker-registry service:

oc login -u system:admin
oc get svc -n default

2. Here is a sample output:

NAME              CLUSTER-IP       EXTERNAL-IP   PORT(S)                   AGE
docker-registry   172.30.1.1       <none>        5000/TCP                  9d

3. In this example, the registry_url value is 172.30.1.1:5000 

Use Agent Properties

Some agent properties have aliases that you can use to configure the agent. The functions of the properties that are listed in the
same row of the following table are the same. You can use these properties interchangeably.

Alias Properties Description Default Value

 docker.interval.seconds
interval
 com.ca.apm.openshift.monitor.polling.interval  

Sets the Data Collection report interval.

120 seconds

http://com.ca
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 type
monitoring.type
 com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.type 

Sets the monitoring type.  DockerMonitor 

 containerflow
 com.ca.apm.docker.monitor.containerflow 

Indicates whether Containerflow module
is enabled or disabled.

enabled

 connectionurl
KUBERNETES_CONNECTION_URL
 com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.connection.url 

Shows the connection URL for
Kubernetes Client.

empty string value

 apitoken
 com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.api.token 

Shows the API Token need for
connecting the Kubernetes cluster.

empty string value

 k8s_username
 com.ca.apm.kubernetes.monitor.username 

Shows the Kubernetes username for
cluster access.

empty string value

 SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL
 com.ca.apm.show.metrics.level 

Shows the metric level for Kubernetes
monitoring.
Possible values: full or minimum minimum

DEFAULT_MAX_POD_INSTANCE

Sets the maximum number of Instances
that show in the Metric Tree. Any
Instances over the set maximum appear
under the InstanceDefault node in the
Metrics Tree.

 Default: 5 

Note:

• If the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full or the ReadyState to 1, the following metrics
display: ClusterMonitor, Container State, Containers Per Pod, and Total Containers Ready.

• If the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full or Deployment Health is set to 1, the following metrics
display: ReadyState, Available Replicas, Desired Replicas, and UptoDate Replicas.
For more information about these metrics, see OpenShift Monitoring Metrics.

 OpenShift Attributes

The following attributes are based on the configuration and settings of your OpenShift projects. You can use them to create
your own perspective of your OpenShift environments.   

Application-level attributes

• agent
Agent ID

• hostname
The application host

• name
The application name

• cluster name
Name of the cluster

Deployment-level attributes

• ose_deployment-config.latest-version
The deployment version of the pod. The number increases by one each time the pod is re-deployed.

• ose_deployment-phase
The phase of the current deployment. Possible values are New, Complete, and Failed.

• ose_deploymentdeployer-pod.name The deployer pod name.

Label attributes
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• ose_label_appShows the value of the label "app" that is defined for the currently selected application.

Pod-level attributes

• agent
This attribute shows a list of the host names where the agent runs.

• ose_pod_container_id
The container ID of the pod. If the pod has more than one container, this attribute becomes expandable, showing an ID for
each container.

• ose_pod_container_image
The location of the container image.

• ose_pod_container_imageid
The container image ID of the pod.

• ose_pod_container_name
The container name inside the pod.

• ose_pod_creationtimestamp
Time and date on which the pod was created.

• ose_pod_dnspolicy
Network DNS Policy of the pod. 

• ose_pod_hostIP
IP address of the host on which the pod is deployed.

• ose_pod_name
The pod name in the OpenShift project.

• ose_pod_nodename
The name of the OpenShift node on which the pod is running.

• ose_pod_phase
The status of the pod. Possible values are Running, Pending, Succeeded, Failed, and Unknown

• ose_pod_podIP
IP address of the pod.

• ose_pod_selflink
Selflink of the pod.

• ose_pod_uuid
The UUID of the pod.

Project attributes

• ose_project
The OpenShift project the currently selected app belongs to.

Service-level attributes

• ose_selector_app
Shows the selectors that are defined for the service.

• ose_selector_deploymentconfig
Deployment config used to deploy the pod/service.

• ose_service
Service name of the pod.

• ose_service_clusterip
Service IP address. 

• ose_service_creationtimestamp
Service creation time.

• ose_service_name
The name of the service.

• ose_service_serviceport
The service port number of the service that is associated with the pod. 

• ose_service_targetport
The target port number of the service that is associated with the pod.

• ose_service_uuid
The UUID of the service.

 Navigate the OpenShift Monitoring Metrics Tree
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With OpenShift Monitoring, you access Docker-related metrics from the Metrics View in DX Application Performance
Management (APM). In a setup with a standalone node, node-level metrics display under the node, and container-level metrics
display under each container. In a swarm setup, these metrics display under two nodes: Deployments and Services.

By default, the Deployments node shows only the Deployment Health and Replicas metrics if the deployment is functioning
properly. If the desired replicas do not match the available replicas in a deployment, more metrics appear: 

• Available Replicas
• Deployment Health
• Desired Replicas
• Replicas
• UpToDate Replicas

The Services node shows the available Instances that are running. By default, five Instances appear. Any additional Instances
appear under the last Instance labeled InstanceDefault.

Each Instance shows the following metrics in addition to other container information:

• Pod Name
• Pod Status
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Select a node to display the typeviewer for that node in the right pane. Select a container to display the typeviewer for that
container. Typeviewers offer a quick overview of relevant metric information for that particular node or container.

The HAProxyRouter node shows the Openshift HAProxy Router frontend and backend metrics.
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Select a node to display the type viewer for the selected node in the right pane. Select a project or service to display the type
viewer for the selected project or service.

 OpenShift Monitoring Metrics

You can monitor the health and performance of your OpenShift deployments against the node, pod, and container metrics
listed in this section.

  

Docker-based Pod-specific Metrics

The Kubernetes monitoring reports the following Docker-based pod-specific metrics:

• CPU % and CPU % (rounded)
Reports on the CPU utilization by the containers in the pod over time.

Note:   The value is normalized to one core, so that it allows the configuration of alerts and never exceeds 100%. For
example, if on a 16-core computer, the CPU utilization is 335% according to docker stats , the Docker Monitor
metric reports a CPU utilization of 21% (335/16). With 6,000 millicore that are allocated at the container configuration
level, the CPU utilization metric for that level is 335/6=56%.

• CPU Count (millicores)
Shows the number of CPU millicores assigned to the container. By default, all available CPUs on the host machine are
used.

• Disk Read and Disk Write Utilization
Shows the data amount that the container reads or shows the data amount written by block devices on the host.

• Dropped Packets during Receive and Dropped Packets during Send
Shows any packets received or dropped during network communication between containers in the pod. Metrics are visible
only if the value is not zero or the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full.

• Ephemeral-storage Allocatable
The size of ephemeral storage that is available to be allocated to pods. 
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• Ephemeral-storage Capacity
The total capacity of ephemeral storage. 

• Network Errors Sent and Network Errors Received
Shows errors that occurred during network communication between containers in the pod. These metrics are visible only if
the value is not zero or the SHOW_METRICS_LEVEL is set to full.

• Hugepages-1Gi Allocatable
The Hugepage-1Gi size that can be allocated to a pod.

• Hugepages-1Gi Capacity
The Hugepage-1Gi Capacity size that is available.

• Hugepages-2Mi Allocatable
The Hugepage-2Mi size that can be allocated to a pod.

• Hugepages-2Mi Capacity
The Hugepage-2Mi Capacity size that is available.

• Memory % and Memory % (rounded)
Reports on the memory utilization by the containers in the pod over time. This percentage is Memory Usage divided
by Memory Limit.

• Memory Limit
Shows the current memory capacity assigned to containers in the pod. By default, all available system memory is used.

• Memory Usage
Shows the current memory usage by the containers in the pod.

• Memory Swap Usage
The size of swap memory in use.

• Memory Swap % (rounded)
Shows the percentage of memory occupied by the Docker container that is held in the swap.

• Memory RSS (resident set size) 
• Shows the portion of memory occupied by the Docker container that is held in the main memory (RAM).
• Packets Received and Packets Sent

Shows the packets sent or received during network communication between containers in a pod.
• Online CPU count

Shows the number of CPUs that are currently available or online.
• Restart count

Indicates the number of times the container was restarted.
• Throttling Active Periods

Shows the number of periods with throttling active. 
• Throttling Limit Hit Periods

Shows the number of periods in which the container hits its throttling limit.
• Throttling Time (ns)Shows the aggregate time the container was throttled for in nanoseconds.

Pod-specific Metrics

The following pod-related metrics are available:

• Pod Status
Shows the current status of a pod. The value is 0 when the pod runs, completes, or succeeds. Otherwise, the value is 1.

• Containers Per Pod
Shows the total number of containers in a pod, including containers that are not ready.

• Total Containers Ready
Shows the number of containers in a pod that are currently running.

•  ReadyState
Shows the current state of the containers inside of a pod. The value is 0 when all the containers inside the pod run.
Otherwise, the value is 1.

• Container State
Shows the current state of the container.

Project-level Metrics

The following metrics provide insight into the state of each project:

• Total Namespaces
Shows the number of namespaces present in the cluster.

• Total Nodes
Shows the number of nodes in the cluster.
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• Total Deployments
Shows the number of deployment pods present in a given namespace.

• Total Pods
Shows the total number of pods present in a given namespace.

• Total Services
Shows the total number of services present in a given namespace.

• Cluster Name
Name of the cluster.
Default: Sandbox 

• API Server Connection Status
The status of the kube-apiserver installed on the master node. A 1 indicates that the kube-apiserver is up and
runs. A 0 indicates that the server is down.

Deployment Metrics

The following metrics provide insight into the state of your deployment:

• Available Replicas
Shows the number of available replicas of the given deployment pods.

• Deployment Health
Shows the current state of the deployment pod. A healthy deployment pod value is 0.

• Desired Replicas
Shows the number of expected replicas of the given deployment pods.

• Replicas
Shows the number of current replicas of the given deployment pods.

• UptoDate Replicas
Shows the number of up-to-date replicas of the given deployment pods.

Node-level Metrics

The following monitoring metrics are available at the node level:

• API Version
Docker API version

• Architecture
Dockere in-built architecture type

• Backing Filesystem
Backing filesytem name

• Base Device Size (GB)
Base driver size in GB.

• Data Space Available (GB)
Available data space in GB.

• Data Space Available Total (GB)
Total data space in GB.

•  Data Space Used (GB)
Used data space in GB.

•  Data file 
• Data file name
• Data loop

Data loop file name
• Deferred Deleted Device Count

Number of Deferred Deleted Devices
• Deferred Deletion Enabled

Specifies whether deferred deletion is enabled. Possible values are true or false.
• Deferred Removal Enabled

Specifies whether deferred removal is enabled. Possible values are true or false.
•  ID

Node ID
• Kernel Version

Kernel version
• Metadata Space Available 
• Available space for metadata in GB.
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• Metadata Space Total
Total space for metadata in GB.

•  Metadata Space Used
Used space for metadata in MB.

• Metadata file 
Metadata file name.

• Metadata loop file
Metadata loop file name

• Node Name
Node name

• Pod Name
The name of the Pod.

• Native Overlay Diff
The status of OVERLAY_FS_REDIRECT_DIR, whether off or on.

•  Number of CPU
Number of CPUs in the node.

• Operating System
Operating system used by the node.

• Paused Containers
Number of containers which are in a paused state.

• Pool Blocksize (kB)
Pool blocksize in KB.

• Pool Name
Pool name.

• Running Containers
Number of containers that are in running state. See the State metric in the Container Metrics section.

• Server Version
Server version number.

• Stopped Containers
Number of containers that are in stopped state. See the State metric in the Container Metrics section.

• Supports d_type
Shows whether the d_type is supported by the host/node or not. New Docker versions require d_type support to be enabled
in the filesystem.

• 0 is not supported 
• 1 is supported  

• Online CPU Count and Restart Count
Number of CPUs that are currently online in the pod and the number of times it has been restarted.

• Thin Pool Minimum Free Space (GB)
Minimum thin pool free space size in GB.

• Total Containers
Total number of containers.

• Total Images
Total number of images.

• Total Memory
Total memory of the node.

• Udev Sync Supported
Specifies whether udev sync is supported. Possible values are true or false.

• VersionVersion
• Cpu Allocatable (mCore)

Shows the total available CPUs for the given node.
• Cpu Capacity (mCore)

Shows the total CPUs for the given node.
• DiskPressure

Indicates True if the disk capacity is low; otherwise, the indicator is False. 
• ExternalIP

Shows the external IP address that is assigned to the given node.
• Hostname

Shows the hostname of the node.
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• InternalIP
Shows the internal IP address of the given node.

• Memory Allocatable
Shows the total available memory capacity for the given node.

• Memory Capacity
Shows the total memory capacity for the given node.

• MemoryPressure
Indicates True if the node memory is low; otherwise, the indicator is False.

• Name
Shows the node name.

• OutOfDisk
Indicates True if insufficient free space is available on the node to add new pods; otherwise, the indicator is False.

• PIDPressure
If pressure exists on the processes this metric is marked as true. Otherwise, false.

• Pods Allocatable 
• Indicates the total number of pods that are allocatable inside the node.
• Pods Capacity

Indicates the maximum capacity on the number of pods that can be allocated by the node.
• ReadyIndicates True if the node is healthy and ready to accept pods. The indicator is False if the node is not healthy

and not accepting pods. The indicator is Unknown if the node controller does not hear from the node during the last node-
monitor grace period.
Default: 40 seconds

• UIdShows the universal node identifier.

HAProxy Router Metrics

The HAProxy Router metrics are as follows:

• Active Servers
Represents the number of active servers of the backend server

• Average Response Time (ms)
Represents the average response time in ms over the last 1024 requests (0 for TCP)

• Average Total Session Time (ms)
Represents the average total session time in ms over the last 1024 requests

• Backup Servers
Represents the number of backup servers of backend servers

• Bytes In
Represents the number of bytes in on frontend or backend servers

• Bytes Out
Represents the number of bytes out on frontend or backend servers

• Check Code
Represents the layer5-7 code

• Checks Failed
Represents the number of failed checks when the server is up.

• Check Status
Represents the status of one of last health check of backend servers:

Metric Value Description

0 Unknown Error

1 Server is initializing

2 Socket Error

3 Check passed only on the transport layer

4 Specifies that the physical layer to the transport layer has
timed out

5 Specifies that the connection problem exist from the
physical layer to the transport layer

6 Check passed only on the Presentation Layer
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7 Presentation Layer timeout (SSL)

8 Presentation Layer Invalid Response

9 Check passed only on the Application Layer

10 Check conditionally passed on the Presentation Layer

11 Presentation Layer (HTTP/SMTP) Timeout

12 Presentation Layer Invalid Response

13 Specifies a Presentation Layer Response Error

• Client Aborts
Represents the number of data transfers aborted by the client

• Connection Errors
Represents the number of requests that encountered an error trying to connect to a backend server.

• Connection Retries
Represents the number of times a connection to a backend server was retried.

• Current Sessions
Represents the number of active current sessions of the frontend and backend servers

• Denied Requests
Represents the number of requests denied due to security concerns.

• Denied Responses
Represents the number of responses denied due to security concerns.

• Error Requests
Represents the number of request errors by the client.

•  Failed Health Checks
Represents the number of failed health checks of backend server

• Last Transition (s)
Represents the number of seconds since the last up to down or down to up backend server transition

• Max HTTP Requests Per Second
Represents the number of HTTP requests per second over the last elapsed second of the frontend server

•  Max Queued Requests
Represents the maximum value of the current Queued Requests for the backend server.

•  Max Sessions
Represents the max sessions of the frontend or backend servers.

• Number of Transitions
Represents the number of UP->DOWN transitions of the backend server.

• Queued Requests
Represents the number of current queued requests of the backend server

• Rate (s)
Represents the number of frontend or backend sessions created per second

• Rate Limit (s)
Represents the number of configured limit on new frontend sessions per second

• Rate Max (s)
Represents the number of maximum sessions created per second of the frontend and backend servers.

• Request Total
Represents the number of total HTTP requests received by the frontend and backend servers.

• Response Errors
Represents the number of response errors given by backend server.

• Server Aborts
Represents the number of data transfers aborts by the backend server

• Server Weight
Represents the total weight of the backend server

• Session Limit
Represents the configured session limit of the frontend or backend servers.

• Status
Represents the status (UP/DOWN/NOLB/MAINT) of frontend or backend server. The metric value, 1 represents UP or
OPEN. The metric value, 0 represents DOWN.

• Throttle Percentage
Represents the current throttle percentage for the backend server
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• Total 1xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 1xx code

•  Total 2xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 2xx code

• Total 3xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 3xx code

• Total 4xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 4xx code

• Total 5xx Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with 5xx code

• Total Other Response
Represents the frontend or backend server’s HTTP responses with other codes

• Total Downtime (s)
Represents the total downtime in seconds for the backend server.

• Total Number of Times Server Selected
Represents the total number of times a backend server is selected

• Total Session
Represents the cumulative number of sessions of the frontend or backend servers

• Tracked
Represents the ID of the proxy or server if tracking is enabled.

• Type
Represents the type of server. Metric value

• 0 - Frontend server
• 1 - Backend server
• 2 - Server
• 3 - Socket or Listener server

 OpenShift Sustainability Metrics

In addition to the Docker Monitor and Container Flow Map Sustainability Metrics, the following OpenShift-specific
sustainability metrics are available:

Openshift: Agent Stats|Sustainability|Extensions|Openshiftmonitor 

• Data Harvest Time
Time that is taken by Kubernetes Monitor to collect the cluster information, in seconds.

• Data Polling Time
Polling time for data collection, in seconds

• Map Data Size

Size of global map data
• metricMap

Size of the metric data accumulator map
• serviceMap

Total services that are stored in the map
• vertexMap

Total vertices that are stored in the map
• /apm/appmap/ats/graph/store 

Size of the metric data that are sent by the extension to the /apm/appmap/ats/graph/store endpoint. A response
code of 200 indicates an OK status.  

• /apm/appmap/ats/extension/configureSize of the metric data that are sent by the extension to the /apm/appmap/ats/
extension/configure endpoint. A response code of 409 indicates a conflict.

• Metric Info List SizeSize of the Metric Info data.                 
• Path Instance List SizeSize of the Metric Path Instance data table.
• Processing Time for APM Data (ms)Time that is taken to process APM data in milliseconds.
• Total Default Pod Instances

Total number of default pod instances.     
• Total Number of Instances

Number of total instances.

 OpenShift Monitoring Troubleshooting and FAQ
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This section includes important troubleshooting information and Frequently Asked Questions about OpenShift Monitoring.

Troubleshoot OpenShift Monitoring

To troubleshoot any problem, use the following resources:

• Check the Docker Monitor, Container Flow Map, and Kubernetes sustainability metrics:
Agent Stats|Sustainability|DockerMonitor
Agent Stats|Sustainability|ContainerFlow Agent Stats|Sustainability|
KubernetesMonitor

Note:  More information

• Docker Monitor and Container Flow Map Sustainability Metrics
• Kubernetes Sustainability Metrics

• Collect logs that allow you to identify errors:

oc logs <caagent_pod> kubernetesmonitor.log 2>&1

• Contact CA Support.

APITOKEN Login Not Working on AWS

Symptoms:

• No OpenShift/Kubernetes infrastructure data is found by the deployer pod.
• The pod log file shows the following error message:

io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.KubernetesClientException: Failure
 executing: GET at: [AWS console URL] Message: Unauthorized!
 Configured service account doesn't have access.
Service account may have been revoked.. 
at
 io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.dsl.base.OperationSupport.requestFailure(OperationSupport.java:315)

Solution:

Check if you have provided cluster-read access to the API token, see the section "Obtain the APITOKEN" under Install and
Configure OpenShift Monitoring.

Alternatively, you can pass the Kubernetes username and password, which have read access to the entire cluster metadata. You
can provide these credentials in three different ways:

• Method 1
Replace the APITOKEN environment variable with plain text credentials. In the caagent-
openshiftmonitor.yml file, delete

            - name: apitoken
              value: [APITOKEN]

http://support.ca.com/
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and replace it with

            - name: k8s_username
              value: [USERNAME]
            - name: k8s_password
              value: [PASSWORD]

Replace [USERNAME] and [PASSWORD] with your actual user name and password.

• Method 2
Replace the APITOKEN environment variable with the plain text k8s_username and the k8s_password from secret. In
the caagent-openshiftmonitor.yml file, delete

            - name: apitoken
              value: [APITOKEN]

and replace it with

            - name: k8s_username              value: admin          
  - name: k8s_password              valueFrom: 
                name: [MYSECRET]
                key: password

Replace [MYSECRET] with your actual secret name.

• Method 3
Use the encrypted agent password. Follow these steps:

1. 1.1 Navigate to the APM_IA/apmia/lib directory.
2.1 Run the following command and copy its output  to the clipboard:

java -cp EPAgent.jar com.wily.util.properties.PropertiesUtils encrypt MySecretPassword

3.1 In the caagent-openshiftmonitor.yml file, delete

            - name: apitoken
              value: [APITOKEN]
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and replace it with

            - name: k8s_username              value:
 admin            - name: k8s_password             
 value: [THE_VALUE_RETURNED_BY_THE_ENCRYPTION_COMMAND]            
    

Replace [THE_VALUE_RETURNED_BY_THE_ENCRYPTION_COMMAND] with the actual value obtained in
the previous step.

Note:  Regardless of the method used, check the Kubernetes documentation to ensure that whitespace is properly formatted.

"latest" Tag Error

Symptoms:

When trying to pull the image from Docker Hub, you get the following error message:

error: the tag "latest" points to "registry.connect.redhat.com/ca/apm-openshiftmonitor" - use the 'tag'
 command if you want to change the source to "docker.io/caapm/openshiftmonitor:latest"

Solution:

The error indicates that an image stream with the same name and tag, but from a different external registry, is already present.
To fix this issue, you must change the tag name or delete the image stream. For example, to delete the image stream, follow
these steps:

1. Get the image stream name:

$ oc get is

NAME                   DOCKER REPO                                  
    TAGS      UPDATED

apm-openshiftmonitor   172.30.216.104:5000/caapm/apm-
openshiftmonitor   latest

2. Delete the image stream:

$ oc delete is apm-openshiftmonitor

https://kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/configuration/secret/
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3. Reimport the image:

$ oc import-image my-ca/apm-openshiftmonitor --from=docker.io/caapm/openshiftmonitor:latest --
confirm

Frequently Asked Questions
How do I know if my installation was successful?

OpenShift Monitoring was successfully installed if each node in the OpenShift cluster has a pod running with a name similar
to:

• caagent-xxxxx

One node should have one additional pod that contains the metadata information of the host. This pod is named along the lines
of:

• caagent-deployment-xxxxx

Check the correct pod name of these instances. You can validate this information by invoking the following commands on
each node of the cluster:

oc get pods | grep caagent

or

oc get pods | grep caagent-deployment

How do I know if my uninstallation was successful?

You uninstalled the OpenShift Monitor correctly if there is no longer any pod named caagent running on any node of the
cluster.

You can validate this by invoking the following command on each node of the cluster. The output of the command should be
blank.

oc get pods | grep caagent

How can I change the Agent log level?

To change the log level, follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the caagent pod:

oc exec -it <caagent pod name> bash

2. Open ./core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile.
3. Change the log level as explained in the Agent documentation.

There is no need to restart the pod or the containers.

How can I publish my custom container labels as an attribute?

To publish your custom container labels as an attribute, follow these steps:
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1. Identify the container:

docker ps | grep caagent

2. Get the current attributes.json from Docker:

docker cp <caagent_container>:/usr/local/openshift/APM_IA/extensions/OpenshiftMonitor/config/
attributes.json

3. Make changes to attributes.json as explained under Configure Docker Custom Attributes.
4. Copy the modified file to the container:

docker cp attributes.json <caagent_container>:/usr/local/openshift/APM_IA/extensions/
OpenshiftMonitor/config/attributes.json

5. Restart the container:

docker restart <caagent_container>

How do I know if my Container Flow Map is working and that it is generating edges?

To verify if the Container Flow Map is working properly and generating edges, follow these steps:

1. Check the sustainability metrics located under List of Sustainability metrics.

Agent Stats|Sustainability|ContainerFlow

2. For more details logs, enable the DEBUG log for the following
module: log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent.NsEnterOutputProcessor=DEBUG, console,
logfile. Enabling the DEBUG level creates an edge information item under ContainerFlow sustainability metrics.

How can I deploy OpenShift Monitoring to nodes with a specific label?

For example, you want to deploy OpenShift Monitoring only on nodes that have the label region=Infrastructure.

1. Re-create the caagent-openshiftmonitor.yml file as explained under Install and Configure OpenShift Monitoring. In the
spec section, add a nodeSelector key as follows:

     spec: 
  # oc adm policy add-scc-to-user privileged -z default 
  template: 
    metadata: 
      labels: 
        app: caagent 
    spec: 
      hostPID: true 
      hostIPC: true 
      hostNetwork: true 
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      nodeSelector:
        region: Infrastructure
      containers:        - resources: 
          securityContext: 
          privileged: true

2. Run the following command:

oc edit namespace caapm

Add the following annotations:

openshift.io/node-selector: “region= Infrastructure "

openshift.io/description: ""

3. Reinstall Openshift Monitor with these changes.

If no pods are deployed on a node, why is the deployer pod getting projects from this node in the metric
view?

OpenShift Monitoring has two ways of monitoring: from the inside to the outside (pod monitoring) and from the outside to the
inside, where OpenShift cluster metadata is collected. OpenShift Monitoring uses this information to show the cluster details
under the metric view. For this reason, you can also see projects from nodes on which no pods are deployed.

How do I monitor a specific project in my cluster?

If you want to capture data from Project 1 and Project 2 only, you must pass this additional enviroment variable during
deployment on both the DaemonSet and Deployment configurations:

- name: KUBERNETES_NAMESPACE_MONITOR_LIST value: project1, project2

 Oracle Database Monitoring

An extension of Introscope, the web application management solution, DX APM for Oracle Databases provides visibility into
the performance and availability of Oracle databases. With this extension, you can better ensure the health and availability
of Oracle-connected web applications. You can proactively detect and isolate database-related performance problems and
effectively communicate with database administrators for fast problem resolution.

    

Features and Benefits

DX APM for Oracle Databases enables you to:

• Monitor the performance of Oracle databases from a web application perspective
• Correlate Oracle database-to-web application activity
• Verify the application use of Oracle database activity capacity
• Share critical performance and availability information with DBAs
• Compare current database activity with historical database activity

DX APM for Oracle Databases provides real-time visibility into critical database resources such as deadlocks, full table
scans, redo log files, rollback segments and more. You can see immediate time to value in preconfigured dashboards and
performance-triggered alerts that pro-actively notify you of potential SLA violations, before end users are affected. DX

http://openshift.io/node-selector
http://openshift.io/description
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APM for Oracle Databases arms application support personnel with the information to determine whether web application
performance issues are related to the database. By providing critical performance data, it facilitates collaboration with database
administrators and eliminates finger-pointing so that problems can be detected, isolated, and eliminated quickly. As this
product uses the Introscope platform, all the information gathered can be visualized, analyzed and queried as with any other
Introscope data.

DX APM for Oracle Databases monitors the following database resources:

• Availability
• Number of deadlocks
• Number of full Table Scans
• Redo Log Files wait and switch counts
• Rollback Segments get/wait counts and ratios
• System Global Area (SGA) buffer size
• Sorts disk/memory ratio
• Table Spaces read/write count

DX APM for Oracle Databases offers you the following benefits:

• Seamless integration with Introscope, provides direct visibility into the Oracle database from within Introscope
• Prebuilt Dashboards and Alerts give instant information
• Deeper visibility into back-end systems that affect the application availability and performance
• Captures most important metrics, directly from Oracle performance metrics
• Application administrators do not need to learn different tools to monitor Oracle databases
• Constructive communication between application administrators and database administrators; an application administrator

can relay critical Oracle database information in the language that the database administrator understands.

Usage Scenarios

Introscope and application administrators can use DX APM for Oracle Databases to diagnose the following problems:

•  Problem root cause isolation: You can effectively triage problems, showing whether the problem is with your
application, the application server, or the Oracle database.

•  Oracle Database instance availability: When web applications are running slowly or returning errors, the extension
reports availability of all monitored Oracle database instances. Administrators can rapidly determine which Oracle
databases are unavailable.

•  Slow response times: The extension shows data to determine the database resources that are causing performance
slowdown.

Functionality

DX APM for Oracle Databases is a standalone Java application that can be installed on a separate host from the one on which
Oracle resides.

DX APM for Oracle Databases queries Oracle through JDBC for its health statistics, converts the data to Introscope metrics
and sends the information to the Enterprise Manager. You can view the information using the Workstation.

One installation of DX APM for Oracle Databases can monitor multiple Oracle databases on multiple hosts.

 

 

 

 Install and Configure Oracle Databases for DX APM SaaS

You install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent before you configure and use the extension.

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX APM SaaS. You download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing DX APM Oracle
Monitoring.
Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to DX APM SaaS.
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Click the Agent icon in the lower section of the navigation pane.
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4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
5. Under the Infrastructure category, select Oracle Monitoring as the agent.
6. (Optional) Configure the agent options according to the needs of your environment.
7. Click the Download and Install button.

DX APM SaaS downloads the package to your computer.

Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent

You install the Infrastructure Agent before you install Oracle Monitoring.
Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia directory.
2. Run the appropriate command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./APMIACtrl.sh install
Windows: APMIACtrl.bat install

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.
These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

Enable in DX APM Infrastructure Agent

You can enable the Oracle extension in the DX APM Infrastructure Agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the following location to open the Extensions.profile file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>\extensions\ 
2. When you start the DX APM Infrastructure Agent, the Extensions.profile file populates the extension name as the value of

the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load property.

If you do not find the extension name as the value, you need to manually enter the extension name as follows:

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.boot.load=oracledb

3. Navigate to the following location to open the bundle.properties file: <Infrastructure_Agent_Home> \extensions\oracledb 
4. In the bundle.properties file, define the following properties:

Property Name Description

 introscope.agent.dbmonitor.profile.list Specifies the list of the Oracle server instance names that the
Oracle monitors or Infrastructure Agent monitors.

 Sample Value: 

 When you use this property to define the profile name as
“ Oracle_Server1 ”. Then, ensure that you add the same
profile name in the property as follows: 

introscope.agent.restmon.profile.list=Oracle_Server1, Oracle_Server2 

Note:

Here, Oracle_profile that is mentioned in the following
property names represents "Oracle_Server1” that you define
in the profile list.

 {Oracle_profile#}.instanceName Specifies the name of the Oracle instance that Infrastructure
Agent monitors.
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 {Oracle_profile#}.hostName Specifies the name of the host on which Oracle is installed
that Infrastructure Agent monitors.

Note:

 Ensure that the hostname that is specified in the
Infrastructure Agent is same as the hostname that is specified
in the application that uses Oracle database.

This ensures that the correlation of Oracle database to
application occurs successfully.

 Sample Values: 

 Oracle_Server1.hostName=host1
Oracle_Server2.hostName=host2

 {Oracle_profile#}.port Specifies the <port> which Oracle is running that
Infrastructure Agent monitors.

 Sample Values:  

 uat_db1.port=1521 

 {Oracle_profile#}.userName Specifies the username that is used to access Oracle.

 {Oracle_profile#}.password Specifies the password of the username credentials that is
used to access Oracle.

DX APM supports the password encryption and the password
is encrypted when the Infrastructure Agent starts.

Configure Oracle Database Permissions

To monitor Oracle database, ensure that the configured user has the access privileges on all the following database tables: 

• v$... tables
• dba_data_files
• DBA_TABLESPACE_USAGE_METRICS

 APM for Oracle Databases Metrics

All the following DX APM for Oracle Databases metrics appears in the Investigator tree under the Oracle Databases node.

    

Oracle Database Metrics

The DX APM for Oracle Databases reports its metrics as a separate process from agents.

The fully qualified metric name is:

<processname>|<agentname>|<hostname>|<oraclesid>|<componentname>:
[metric name]

For example:

Oracle Databases|OracleAgent|awora01.acme.com|ora1|Redo Log Files:Wait
 Count

General Metrics

Start Time 
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Database instance start time is an informational text string.

Version 

Database instance version is an informational text string.

Availability 

Availability of Connection to Database instance.

SGA Metrics

Database Buffers 

Size in bytes.

Fixed Size 

Size in bytes.

Redo Buffers 

Size in bytes.

Variable Size 

Size in bytes.

Total SGA 

Size in bytes of the SGA, includes the sum of database buffers, redo buffers fixed size and variable size.

SGA Log Buffer Metrics

Space Waits Count 

Indicates if there are waits for space in the log buffer. The session is writing data into the log buffer faster than LGWR can
write it out. Solution is to make the Log Buffer space larger or move log files to faster disks. This value is as of the instance
startup.

Redo Allocation Retries 

Redo Buffer Allocation Retries indicates the number of times a user process waits for space in the redo log buffer. The
expected value is near 0. Processes try to copy new entries over old entries. The value for Redo Buffer Allocation Retries
increments consistently when the processes have had to wait for space in the buffer.

Allocation Retries Ratio 

An acceptable ratio of Redo Buffer Allocation Retries to Redo Entries is less than 1 percent. Look at increasing the log buffer
size, by increasing LOG_BUFFER. Also look into improving the checkpoint or archiving process.

SGA Shared Pool Library Cache Metrics

Hit Ratio 

This ratio determines the percentage of parse calls that find a cursor to share (GETHITS/GETS). This expected ratio is in the
high 90 percentile in an OLTP environment.

Reload Ratio 

This metric indicates the reloads-to-pins ratio. If the value is greater than 1 percent, increase the SHARED_POOL_SIZE
parameter.

Shareable Mem Per User 

Memory that is allocated to the Library Cache, per user.

Shareable Mem per SQL Stmts 

Memory that is allocated to the Library Cache, per SQL statement.

Shareable Mem per Stored Obj 

Memory that is allocated to the Library Cache, per Stored Object.

SGA Shared Pool Dictionary Cache Metrics

Cache Miss Ratio 
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The ratio of dictionary cache requests resulting in cache-misses. If the ratio is greater than 15 percent, increase the
SHARED_POOL_SIZE parameter.

SGA Shared Pool UGA Metrics

Total Memory 

Total memory that is allocated to the User Global Area, which is a memory region in the large pool and is used for user
sessions.

Buffer Cache Metrics

Hit Ratio 

The hit ratio for the buffer cache. For OLTP systems, the acceptable cache hit ratio is greater than 90 percent. Hit ratio can be
improved by increasing the DB_BLOCK_BUFFERS.

Free Buffer Inspected 

Number of buffers skipped to find a free buffer. Buffers are skipped because they are dirty or pinned. Increase the buffer cache
size if there are high or increasing values for Free Buffer Inspected.

Free Buffer Waits 

Indicates that a server process is unable to find a free buffer. Posts the database writer to make free buffers by writing
out dirty buffers. Examine ways to speed up the write process with DBWRs by increasing the number of DBWRs
(DB_WRITER_PROCESSES). Also look into increasing the size of the buffer cache.

Buffer Busy Waits 

This wait indicates that there are some buffers in the buffer cache that multiple processes are attempting to access concurrently.
Common buffer classes that have buffer busy waits include:

• Data block
• Segment header
• Undo header
• Undo block

Sorts Metrics

Disk 

Indicates the number of sorts that were sent to disk. Disk sorts cause swapping and paging.

Memory 

Indicates the number of sorts that are done in memory.

Ratio 

The acceptable ratio of sorts (disk) to sorts (memory) is less than FIVE percent. If the ratio indicates a high number of sorts
going to disk, increase the value of SORT_AREA_SIZE.

Full Table Scans Metrics

Large Table Count 

If the value of table scans (long tables) is high, then a large percentage of the tables accessed were not indexed. Tables are
tuned by adding indexes. Also increasing DB_FILE_MULTIBLOCK_READ_COUNT can reduce the number of I/O calls
required for a full table scan.

Rollback Segments Metrics

Get Count 

Indicates the number of successful gets of the rollback segments as of the instance startup.

Wait Count 

Indicates the number of waits for a rollback segment as of the instance startup. A non-zero value indicates contention in the
rollback segments.

Ratio 

The ratio of the waits to the gets. This acceptable ratio is less than one percent. If needed, create more rollback segments.
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Redo Log File Metrics

Wait Count 

Indicates the number of waits for parallel writes to the event log file as of instance startup. A large and increasing number of
wait count indicates a possible I/O problem with the log files.

Log File Switch Completion Count 

The log file switch waits that result from log switches as of instance startup. Possibly due to disk I/O contention on the redo
log files. Be sure that the redo log files are stored on separate, fast devices. Increase the size of redo log files.

Log file Switch | Checkpoint Incomplete Count 

The log file switch waits that result from incomplete checkpoints as of instance startup. This count increases when the DBWR
has not completed checkpointing and the log file and the LGWR needs the file again. LGWR has to wait. Set the appropriate
values for LOG_CHECKPOINT_INTERVAL and LOG_CHECKPOINT_TIMEOUT. Also adjust the size and number of redo
log groups.

Log file Switch | Archiving Needed Count 

The occurrences as of instance startup where the archiver cannot write to the archive redo log files or cannot achieve the
archive process fast enough. There, it prevents the LGWR from writing. Confirm that the archive device is not full and add
redo log groups.

Tablespaces Metrics

Physical Reads 

Number of physical reads that are done on the datafile.

Physical Writes 

Number of physical writes that are done on the datafile.

Deadlock Metrics

Enqueue Deadlock Count 

Indicates the number of times that an enqueue deadlock has been detected as of instance startup. A high and increasing count
of Enqueue Deadlocks is a result of resource contention across multiple transactions. Query the Oracle V$LOCK and V
$SESSION tables for more details about involved users, SQL statements, and so forth.

Efficiency Metrics

Database CPU Time Ratio
Indicates the percentage of time that is used by CPU against total database time

Database Wait Time Ratio
Indicates the percentage of the wait time due to reasons other than processing by CPU against database time. Examples of non-
CPU time are I/O time, Copying/Moving/Transferring/Downloading files, Collecting application/OS/data Snapshots.

Execute Without Parse Ratio
Indicates the percentage of parsed SQL query against all executed SQL query

Memory Sorts Ratio
Indicates the percentage of sort operations that were done in RAM as opposed to disk

Response Time Per Txn
Indicates the response time per transaction

SQL Service Response Time
Indicates the response time of SQL service

Soft Parse Ratio
Indicates the ratio of soft parses to hard parses

Resource Utilization Metrics

Number of Sessions
Indicates the number of sessions

Percent of Max open cursors
Indicates the maximum number of open cursors in a session using the database parameter open_cursors

Percent of max sessions
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Indicates the percentage of Open sessions against total DB parameter sessions

Shared Pool Free %
Indicates the percentage of free space in the shared pool

Temp Space used
Indicates the amount of temporary tablespace used

Total PGA Allocated
Indicates the amount of RAM used for sorts, hashes, and so on

Wait Class Breakdown Metrics

Administrative
Specifies the waits resulting from DBA commands that cause users to wait (for example, an index rebuild)

Application
Specifies the waits resulting from user application code (for example, lock waits caused by row level locking or explicit lock
commands)

CPU
Specifies the waits due to slow processing by the CPU

Cluster
Specifies the waits related to Real Application Clusters resources (for example, global cache resources such as 'gc cr block
busy')

Commit
Specifies the wait time to redo log write confirmation after a commit (that is, 'log file sync')

Concurrency
Specifies the waits for internal database resources (for example, latches)

Configuration
Specifies the waits caused by inadequate configuration of database or instance resources (for example, undersized log file
sizes, shared pool size)

Network
Specifies the waits related to network messaging (for example, 'SQL*Net more data to dblink')

Other
Specifies the waits which should not typically occur on a system (for example, 'wait for EMON to spawn')

System I/O
Specifies the waits for background process I/O (for example, DBWR wait for 'DB file parallel write')

User I/O
Specifies the waits for user I/O (for example, 'db file sequential read')

Activity Metrics

Active user Sessions
Indicates the number of active sessions when taking the snapshot

Average Active Sessions
Indicates the average number of active sessions within the last 60 seconds

Average Active Sessions per logical CPU
Indicates the average load that the database imposes on each logical CPU

Current OS Load
Indicates the load of Host CPU

DB Block Changes per Sec
Indicates the number of database blocks that changed in the buffer cache per Second

DB Block Changes Per Txn
Indicates the number of database blocks that changed in the buffer cache per SQL transaction

DB Block Gets Per Sec
Indicates the number of database blocks that are read from the buffer cache per Second

DB Block Gets Per Txn
Indicates the database blocks that are read from the buffer cache per SQL transaction
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Executions Per Sec
Indicates the SQL executions per Second

Executions Per Txn
Indicates the SQL executions per SQL transaction

I/O Megabytes per Second
Indicates the total I/O throughput of the database for both reads and writes in megabytes per second

Logical Reads Per Sec
Indicates the total of database block of logical reads from the buffer cache and the physical reads from disk per Second

Physical Read Total Bytes Per Sec
Indicates the physical reads from disk per Second in Bytes

Physical Reads Per Sec
Indicates the database blocks that are read from disk per Second

Physical write Total Bytes per sec
Indicates the physical writes to disk per Second in Bytes

 Web Server Monitoring
 

Web Server Monitoring provides information about the availability and performance of web servers, such as Apache,
Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS), IBM HTTP Server, and the Oracle HTTP Server web server. Using the Web
Server Monitoring, web server administrators can detect and resolve web server availability and performance problems.

Install the Web Server Monitoring on any host behind a firewall. Configure the monitored web servers to publish the
performance statistics to a URL on that web server. The Web Server Monitoring periodically connects remotely using HTTP or
HTTPS to the web server, collects the statistics, and reports the statistics to Introscope. Configure the Web Server Monitoring
to discover and monitor any new web server that appears on the specified subnet or subnets.

Only applications that are monitored by Java agents are correlated with web server nodes in DX APM Team Center.

To assist web server administrators to find and fix problems, the Web Server Monitoring provides the following information:

• Alerts that indicate the availability of each web server.
• Performance statistics that track the web server load, throughput, cache usage, and the number of threads or processes that

are idle or in use.
• Details about the time you spend on various tasks for each web server.
• Predefined dashboards that enable quick diagnosis of the most common web server issues.
• Web server node that appear as a component on the APM Map. Calls to and from the Web server that originate from or are

going to other monitored applications are correlated with the Web server.

The Web Server Monitoring provides the following capabilities:

•  Minimal Setup

• Auto-discovery finds all web servers on your network
• Auto-configuration tunes Web Server Monitoring settings for each individual web server
• Agentless design that eliminates the need to install anything on each web server.

•  Dynamic Reconfiguration

• Auto-discovery detects changes to web servers and adjust web server monitoring settings without user intervention.
•  Improved Web Server Support

The following web servers are supported:

• Customized and new versions of the Apache web server
• Apache-based web servers
• New releases of Microsoft IIS

Troubleshooting

 Issue 1 

 Symptom 

 I am not able to view the Web Server metrics.

 Solution 
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Each webserver exposes URL to APM for gathering performance metrics. Ensure Web Server infrastructure agent is able to
access the Web Server. 

 Issue 2 

 Symptom 

ATC map is not visible

 Solution 

Make sure x-Forwarded-For and x-Forwarded-Host headers are enabled and transactions are going through Web Server.

 More Information: 

  

 Install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent and Web Server Monitor for DX APM SaaS

Installing and configuring Web Server Monitor on Windows involves the following steps:

  

The DX APM Infrastructure Agent (Infrastructure Agent) is a master package containing DX APM extensions and a JRE. You
install the Infrastructure Agent before you install DX APM Web Server Monitor.

Download the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to Application Performance Management for DX APM SaaS, you download and extract the Infrastructure
Agent containing DX APM Web Server Monitoring. For information on downloading the agent, see Configure and Download
an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS.

Install the Infrastructure Agent - Windows

This section describes the procedure to Install the Infrastructure Agent on a Windows platform.

Follow these steps: 

1. Extract the downloaded package.
2. Navigate to the master install script apmia-ca-installer.bat 
3. Run apmia-ca-installer.bat install to install APM IA. Run apmia-ca-installer.bat help to list

the options available. 

Install the Infrastructure Agent - Linux

This section describes the procedure to Install the Infrastructure Agent on a Linux platform.

Follow these steps: 

1.  Run this command at a command line to extract the downloaded Infrastructure Agent file:

tar -xf <downloaded_Infrastructure Agent + WebserverMonitor
 file>.tar

2. Navigate to the apmia directory.
3. Run this command to install the Infrastructure Agent:

./APMIAgent.sh install

4. Run this command to start the APM Infrastructure Agent:

./APMIAgent.sh start

Log Files
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You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

 Configure Web Server Monitoring
 

 Contents: 

  

Define Web Servers to Monitor

These two methods to let the Web Server Monitor know about the web servers that you want to monitor:

•  Configure Web Server Monitor to auto-discover web servers 
•  Manually configure the web servers to monitor in the WebServerConfig.xml file 

(Optional) Configure Web Server Auto-discovery

To let Web Server Monitor discover any web servers automatically, add the subnets to scan in the DiscoveryConfig.xml file
and specify a scanning frequency. Web Server Monitor scans the subnets at the specified frequency for web servers. Web
Server Monitor then adds the web servers to the list in the WebServerConfig.xml file. Web Server Monitor also adds them to
the Discovered Servers node list in the Investigator tree of the Introscope WebView.

Note:   A web server that is discovered is not monitored automatically. To monitor the web servers that are automatically
discovered, specify so in the bundle.properties file.

Auto-discovery and Auto-monitoring

Consider a case where you configure discovery over a particular subnet. If you introduce a new web server later in this subnet,
auto-discovery takes care of discovering the new web server dynamically without user intervention; provided the web server is
supported and its port is already included in the subnets to scan in DiscoveryConfig.xml.

Auto-monitoring specifies the ability of the product to monitor the discovered web servers automatically and report the
availability and information metrics to Introscope.

Once a web server is discovered, Web Server Monitor only reports statistics such as IP address and port. For more
performance metrics, configure the web server to publish statistics. See Configure web servers to publish statistics.

Note:   For auto-discovery and auto-monitoring to work, set agent.webserver.discovery=true in bundle.properties file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the config\DiscoveryConfig.xml file.
2. Under the Add your subnets here section, define the subnets to scan for web servers.

Note:   If you are upgrading from version 1.0 or version 1.0.1.0, you have already added the subnet information as part of
upgrade. Perform this step only if you want to change any subnet information.

Each subnet can be mentioned as an IP/mask pair or a Range of IP. Enclose the subnet information within the
tags <SubNet> and </SubNet>.
For example,

<SubNet>2002:4567::155.35.13.175-2002:4567::155.35.13.190</SubNet>

Various formats use subnets that you can mention depending on whether the IP addresses to scan are IPv4 or IPv6. Specify
the subnet either as a range of IP addresses, subnet in Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) notation, or IP/subnetmask
in dotted-mask notation which is valid only for IPv4 addresses. Refer to the examples for the supported subnet formats.
Examples of how subnets can be listed are outlined in the following section.

• Range of IPv6 addresses presented in expanded format
Example: <SubNet>2002:4567:cfd:aef:cdb:abc:ff:e0-2002:4567:cfd:aef:cdb:abc:ff:f0</SubNet>

• Range of IPv6 addresses in compressed form
Example: <SubNet>2002:4567:defc:abcd::cebc-2002:4567:defc:abcd::cecf</SubNet>
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• Range of IPv4 addresses
Example: <SubNet>155.35.88.56-155.35.88.80</SubNet>

• Range of IPv6 addresses represented using an IPv4-ended-IPv6 notation
Example: <SubNet>2002:4567::172.34.67.34-2002:4567::172.34.67.90</SubNet>

• CIDR notation of IPv4 addresses
Example: <SubNet>172.34.67.34/24</SubNet>

• CIDR notation of IPv6 addressesIPv6 address can be an expanded or compressed one apart from the IPv4-ended one
specified
Example: <SubNet>2002:4567::155.35.14.0/126</SubNet>

• Traditional IPv4 format of specifying a subnet in dotted-mask notation
Example: <SubNet>172.34.67.34/255.255.255.0</SubNet>

Warning:  Depending on the number of hosts to scan, Discovery can run for a long time. The number of hosts in
IPv6 address space can go up to 2^64.

3. Define the ports to scan for under the Add your ports here section.

Note:  If you are upgrading from version 1.0 or version 1.0.1.0, you have the PortNumber and Type information as part
of the upgrade. However, you must explicitly add the <FingerPrintMatcher> tags for the appropriate web servers, as shown
in the example.

For the discovery to occur over HTTP, specify the Port Number, Type, and Web Servers. For example,

<Port Number="80" Type="TCP" ><FingerPrintMatcher>Apache</
FingerPrintMatcher><FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:IBM_HTTP_SERVER</
FingerPrintMatcher><FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:Oracle-HTTP-
Server</FingerPrintMatcher><FingerPrintMatcher>Microsoft-
IIS</FingerPrintMatcher><FingerPrintMatcher>Sun-ONE</
FingerPrintMatcher><FingerPrintMatcher>Sun-ONE:Netscape-Enterprise</
FingerPrintMatcher></Port>

4. For the discovery to occur over HTTPS, specify the Port Number, Type, Protocol, Mode, and Web Servers. Protocol must
either be SSL or TLS. Mode must be either Permissive or Non-Permissive.

Note:   If you are upgrading from version 1.0 or version 1.0.1.0, you have the Port Number and Type information
as part of the upgrade. However, you must explicitly add information for Protocol, Mode, and
the <FingerPrintMatcher> tags for the appropriate web servers, as shown in the example.

 For example: 

<Port Number="443" Type="TCP" Protocol="SSL" Mode="Non-
Permissive"> <FingerPrintMatcher>Apache</FingerPrintMatcher>
 <FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:IBM_HTTP_SERVER</FingerPrintMatcher>
 <FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:Oracle-HTTP-Server</
FingerPrintMatcher> <FingerPrintMatcher>Microsoft-IIS</
FingerPrintMatcher> <FingerPrintMatcher>Sun-ONE</FingerPrintMatcher>
 <FingerPrintMatcher>Sun-ONE:Netscape-Enterprise</
FingerPrintMatcher> </Port>

Note:   If you use Non-Permissive mode to connect to the web servers over HTTPS, then specify trustStore properties by
running the AgentConfigTool.bat file. If you do not do so, auto-discovery and auto-monitoring of web servers fails.

5. Specify the scanning frequency in the <Schedule> </Schedule> element. The default scanning frequency is 30
minutes.

6. Specify the concurrency value in the <Concurrency> </Concurrency> element. The default concurrency value is
10 threads. Increase the value to enable faster network scans.
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7. If you want the discovered web servers reported to the Enterprise Manager, set the <ReportToEM> element to true.

<ReportToEM> true <ReportToEM>

8. Save changes to the DiscoveryConfig.xml file.

 Manually Configure Web Server Monitor

Let Web Server Monitor auto-discover web servers on your subnet. This process adds web server details to the list in the
WebServerConfig.xml file. However, you can also define web servers manually in the WebServerConfig.xml file. You can
also edit discovered web server details in this file. Web Server Monitor polls this file every 60 seconds, so that the changes are
picked up quickly.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the WebServerConfig.xml file.
2. Under the Add your web servers here section, add a line for each web server to monitor, filling in the web servers details:

Note:   If you are upgrading from version 1.0 or version 1.0.1.0, you have already added the web servers information as
part of the upgrade. Perform this step only if you want to change any web servers information.

 WebServer Type—Base and its variant for each web server type that is found in the WebServerConfig.xml file
Enabled—whether monitoring is enabled. Valid values are true or false. If set to true, monitoring is enabled
Protocol—specify the protocol that is used to communicate with the web server. The protocol is either SSL (Secure
Sockets Layer) or TLS (Transport Layer Security). The default Protocol is SSL
Mode—specify the mode that Web Server Monitor uses to communicate with the web server using the HTTPS protocol.
Default value is Non-Permissive
ServerURL—URL of the web server being monitored
DisplayName—Display name of the web server in the Introscope Investigator tree
RefreshFrequencyInSeconds—how often Web Server Monitor fetches statistics from a web server. The default is 15
seconds
MetricsURL—specify the customized stats page location in the Metrics URL. When a web server is configured to publish
its metrics in a customized stats page, specify the customized stats page location in the Metrics URL
HTTP Header—specify the hostname and the value of the hostname to retrieve the metrics using the  HTTP header.
For example, the following lines would monitor an Oracle HTTP Server that is based on Apache. The server also uses an
HTTPS protocol in a non-permissive mode with a 30-second refresh frequency:

<WebServer Type="Apache:Oracle-HTTP-Server" Enabled="true"
 Protocol="SSL" Mode="Non-Permissive" ServerURL="https://xyzabc:443"
 DisplayName="xyzabc-Apache" RefreshFrequencyInSeconds="30"/>

Note:   Ensure no ":" and "|" characters are included in the DisplayName property, because those characters cause
incorrect Metric name formatting.

To monitor a web server running in an IPv6 environment, specify its URL with IPv6 address. In accordance with the
standard convention, enclose the IPv6 address in square brackets. The following code monitors an Apache web server, that
uses HTTP protocol, running in IPv6 environment with a 30-second refresh frequency:

<WebServer Type="Apache" Enabled="true" ServerURL="http://
[2002:4567:defc:abcd::cebc]:80" DisplayName="IPv6-Apache"
 RefreshFrequencyInSeconds="30"/>

Note:   You might need to specify the URL of a web server running in an IPv6 environment. In this situation use the URL
name instead of its IPv6 address, do not enclose the name in square brackets.
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For example, you can retrieve the metrics using the HTTP Header by mentioning the name of the host and assigning the
value of the host name as follows:

<WebServer Type="Apache" Enabled="true" ServerURL="https://wily-
apache" DisplayName="Example" RefreshFrequencyInSeconds="30"/>  
 <HttpHeaders>      <HttpHeader name="HOST" value= "example.com"/>  
 </HttpHeaders></Webserver>

3. Save changes to the WebServerConfig.xml file.

 Configure the bundle.properties File

You can find the bundle.properties file in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/WebserverMonitor directory. It contains the
configuration of the Web server Monitor Infrastructure Agent. When your web server uses HTTPS in nonpermissive mode,
set the trustStore path and trustStore password for the valid certificates. These certificates are used to establish communication
with the web server. To set the trustStore settings, use bundle.properties file.

trustStore Configuration

Specifies the absolute file path of the trustStore file or relative file path from <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/core/extensions/
WebserverMonitor/config folder to validate the identity of the HTTPS server against a list of trusted certificates. The trustStore
must be in Java KeyStore (.jks) format

webserver.truststore.path=mytruststore

trustStore Password

Specifies the trustStore password to unlock the trustStore file. An example configuration is:

webserver.truststore.password=changeit

Warning:   If your web server functions in permissive mode, you do not have set trustStore properties.A web server
that is discovered is monitored automatically. A web server that is discovered is monitored automatically.

(Optional) Customize ApacheCustomMetrics.xml file

Customize the ApacheCustomMetrics.xml file only if you have Apache or Apache-based web servers for which you have
changed the metric name or metric units.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the ApacheCustomMetrics.xml file.
2. In the <CustomMetrics> element, add entries for metrics that have been customized for Apache and Apache-based web

servers. The Web Server Monitor can better display the correct data for the metrics.

Note:  You can use divisor and multiplier integer values.

For example, if you have customized the Total Accesses metrics to display as Total kHits, enter the following lines in the
file:

<Metric name="Total Accesses"><Alias name="Total kHits"
 multiplier="1000"/></Metric>

Note:   Multiply Total kHits by 1000 to display the correct data.
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If you have customized the Total kBytes metrics to be displayed as Total Bytes, enter the following lines in the file:

<Metric name="Total kBytes"><Alias name="Total Bytes"
 divisor="1024"/></Metric>

Similarly, if you have customized IdleWorkers as IdleLabours, add the following lines in the file:

<Metric name="IdleWorkers"><Alias name="IdleLabours"/></Metric>

3. Save and close the file.

Configure the Web Server Monitor to communicate over HTTPS

You can configure the Web Server Monitor to discover and monitor the web servers that are configured to communicate over
HTTPS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. If you want to auto-discover and auto-monitor web servers that implement HTTPS, see Auto-discovery and Auto-
monitoring above to configure the DiscoveryConfig.xml file.

2. If you want to start without auto-discovering and only monitor web servers, see Manually configuring the Web Servers
Monitor to configure the WebServerConfig.xml file.

3. If you use Non-Permissive mode, you must:

1.1 Copy the certificates from web server host to the host where the DX APM for Web Servers agent is installed.
2.1 Import the certificates to truststore. At the command prompt, type the following command and press ENTER.

keytool  - import  - alias <alias name to the certificate>  - file
 <path of the certificate>  - keystore <name of truststore file> 
 - storepass <password>

This command imports the certificate that is defined with the -file option in the truststore that is defined with -
keystore option. In case multiple web servers have been configured for discovery or monitoring over HTTPS, web
server certificates from each of the web server must be imported into the truststore file.
The truststore password that is specified while configuring the truststore settings for the DX APM for Web Servers
must match the password specified with the -storepass option in the keytool command.

Note:   Keytool is a key and certificate management utility that comes with Sun JRE.
3.1 Specify TrustStore properties, else the monitoring and auto discovery fails. See the Configure the bundle.properties

File section.

Improved Support for Web Servers

DX APM for Web Servers supports Oracle HTTP Server and all new base versions of Apache and Microsoft IIS with their
variants.

Also, this feature supports the plug-and-play web servers that are not supported out of the box. The feature is available for
discovery and monitoring. You can also configure the discovery and monitoring the following web servers:

• A new web server that is based on the Apache web server
• To configure a new web server for discovering, the FingerPrintMatcher element has now changed.

The FingerPrintMatcher element must contain information about the web server to discover in the base:variant format.
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Here the base defines the base web server over which the variant is built. Specify the FingerPrintMatcher element in the
following format in the DiscoveryConfig.xml file:

<Port Number="443" Type="TCP" Protocol="SSL"Mode="Non-
Permissive"><FingerPrintMatcher>Apache</
FingerPrintMatcher><FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:IBM_HTTP_SERVER</
FingerPrintMatcher><FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:Oracle-HTTP-Server</
FingerPrintMatcher></Port>

The web server type must be specified in the following format in the WebServerConfig.xml file:

<WebServer Type="base:variant">

 variant is a part of server response header returned by the web server. Base defines the base web server over which the variant
is built.

For example, Oracle-HTTP-Server is a variant of Apache base web server. Define the WebServerConfig.xml file as follows:

<WebServer Type="Apache:Oracle-HTTP-Server">

In the Investigator tree, under the Discovered Servers node, you see an expandable node for the base server type. Under this
node, you see all the base server variants.

Note:   The server version, such as Apache 1.3 web servers, is not displayed in the investigator tree; but you can always get the
version information under Info metrics of the web server.

The DX APM for Web Servers also supports customized metrics for Apache and Apache supported web servers.

Changing Per Second Metrics to Per Interval

The metrics for various web servers are reported on a per-interval basis rather than per second basis.

If per-second metrics data is a fraction, the data displays as zero value, which is misleading. You can configure all per-second
metrics to per-interval metrics to avoid this situation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Manually add the attribute RefreshFrequencyInSeconds to <WebServer> tag and set it to the required value
in WebServerConfig.xml.
For example, for an Apache web server with reporting interval of 60 seconds, the entry in the WebServerConfig.xml file
looks as follows:
<WebServer Type="Apache" ServerURL="http://W-Apache" DisplayName="W-Apache-60sec"
RefreshFrequencyInSeconds="60"/>

Note:   The RefreshFrequencyInSeconds attribute is specific to each web server. For web servers where this attribute is not
mentioned, the default is 15 seconds.

2. See the Reporting Interval metric under the Info node for all monitored web servers. The metric value corresponds to
the RefreshFrequencyInSeconds attribute value that is specified for each web server.

Configure the Statistics Page Location

You can configure the location of the HTML file that is used to publish web server statistics for any supported web server.

By default, DX APM for Web Servers looks for the web server statistics at the following locations: server-status for Apache
and iisperfstats for Microsoft IIS.

 Follow these steps: 

1. If the web server has been configured to publish its statistics at a location different from the default, use the
attribute MetricsURL in the WebServerConfig.xml to specify the new location. Configure this attribute for each web server
separately. The path is relative to the root path.

Note:   The discovery process does not detect the statistics page location. If a web server is configured to publish
its statistics at a non-default location, DX APM for Web Server discovers the web server, the web server is added to
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the WebServerConfig.xml file without the MetricsURL attribute. For this web server, specify the correct MetricsURL to
obtain the performance metrics.

For example, you are running Apache server W-Apache that is configured to publish its metrics in a page that is
named apachestats. Add the MetricsURL attribute corresponding to this server entry in WebServerConfig.xml as follows:

<WebServer Type="Apache" ServerURL="http://W-Apache" DisplayName="W-
Apache" MetricsURL="apachestats"/>

2. For IIS: The virtual directory name that you create in IIS is customizable and must be mentioned in
the MetricsURL attribute.
For example, you have an HTTPS-enabled IIS server running on port 445 with the virtual directory customized to
'ssliisstats'. The corresponding entry in WebServerConfig.xml must be as follows:

<WebServer Type="Microsoft-IIS" ServerURL="https://X-IIS:445"
 Protocol="ssl" Mode="permissive" DisplayName="X-IIS"
 MetricsURL="ssliisstats"/>

 Configure Web Servers to Publish Statistics
 

You can configure the web server in Introscope to view the performance statistics of Apache and Its derivatives, and IIS.

To publish performance statistics, enable and configure the Apache server_status module (mod_status).

 Follow these steps: 

1. Stop the web server.
2. Open the httpd.conf file present in Apache or its derivative installation directory.
3. Enable the mod_status directive by uncommenting the directive line. The directive is similar to the following line:

#LoadModule status_module modules/mod_status.so

Note:   Perform this step only if mod_status is not already compiled into the web server. Else, module status_module is
built in and cannot be loaded error message appears. Use httpd -l command to find out the modules which are already
compiled into the web server.

4. Enable server status reports by uncommenting the lines of the Location configuration directives:

<Location /server-status>SetHandler server-statusOrder
 deny,allowDeny from allAllow from .your_domain.com</Location>

Note:   If you are unable to find this block, manually add it.
5. To restrict access to the server-status output, define access to only the host where you are running Web Server Monitor.

In the line Allow from .your_domain.com, replace .your_domain.com  with the name of the host running Web Server
Monitor. For example:

Allow from jbacyzf-dt.wilytech.com
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6. Uncomment the ExtendedStatus directive and ensure that the property value is On:

ExtendedStatus On

Note:   If you are unable to find this line, manually add it. When you enable extended status, more metrics are obtained.
See the Apache/IHS/OHS metrics on the Web Server Monitoring Metrics.

7. Save the httpd.conf file and restart the web server.
8. To test, start up a Web browser on a host allowed access to your server-status and point it at the following URL:

http://<server-name>/server-status

Note:   The above URL is not hard-coded.

Publish Statistics for IIS

Configure publishing statistics for Web Server Internet Information Services (IIS).
Follow these steps: 

1. (Optional) For Web Server version IIS 7 and higher, be sure that the IIS 6 Management Compatibility role is installed.
See microsoft.com for version-specific installation instructions.

2. Open the IIS/VBScript.bat file and update the file with the absolute path for the IIS/PublishIISStats.vbs file and the
absolute path to publish stats page.
For example,
cscript /nologo "D:\PPWebServers\IIS\PublishIISStats.vbs" /output:"C:\InetPub\wily
\iis-stats.html" /frequency:15 

3. Double-click the RegisterVBScriptService.bat file to register the VBScript as windows service.

Note:  Refer to the VBscript.log file for any problems you encountered while starting or stopping the IIS web server
VBScript Service.

4. Create a new virtual directory named IISPerfStats. Set the default page for this virtual directory to the HTML page iis-
stats.html in the example. Give only read permission to this virtual directory to ensure that it is secure.

Note:   The virtual directory is not hard-coded.
5. Click Start, Run.
6. Type Services.msc in the Open text box.
7. Click OK.
8. Right-click IIS web server VBScript Service and click Start.

Web Server Monitor starts picking up the required data for metrics from the stats page that you specified in the
VBScript.bat file.

9. Right-click IIS web server VBScript Service and click Stop to stop the VB script from executing. Web Server Monitor
also stops picking the required data for metrics.

To unregister the VBScript as Windows Service, double-click the DeregisterVBScriptService.bat file.

 Use Web Server Monitoring

Web server administrators can use the monitor to diagnose the following issues:

• Web server availability - When users report that certain web applications are unavailable, the monitor reports availability
of all web servers. Administrators are able to determine web servers availability.

• Slow response times - When users report slow page download times, the monitor shows the servers that are experiencing
the highest load and the highest response time

• Domain Name System (DNS) issues  – The monitor shows the web servers that are performing excessive DNS lookups.
• Load balancing issues - The monitor shows the relative amount of load for each web server and highlights over-loaded

and under-loaded web servers.
• Web server configuration issues – When administrators want to verify web server configuration issues, the monitor

highlights worker processes or thread issues, cache misses, and so on

This section describes how to use the web server monitor:

http://microsoft.com/
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HTTPS support

The web server monitor lets you discover and monitor web servers over HTTPS protocol.

Note:  Also, supports server-to-client certificate authentication; however, it does not support client-side certificate
authentication.

Supported SSL: v3.0 and TLS v1.0, 1.1, 1.2

Unsupported SSL:  v2.0 and PCT v1.0.

The web server monitor can be configured to work in Permissive or Non-Permissive modes.

In the permissive mode, the web server monitor acts as a permissive client that accepts all kinds of web server certificates.
These certificates include unsigned, self-signed, trusted, and expired certificates.

In the non-permissive mode, the web server monitor accepts only the unexpired and trusted certificates. To configure non-
permissive mode, import the web server certificate to a trust store file on the server where the web server monitor is installed.
If the web server monitor is configured to discover or monitor multiple web servers over HTTPS in this mode, the web server
certificates from all these web servers must be imported into a trust store file.

The web server monitor can be configured to communicate with the web server over SSL v3.0 or TLS v1.0, 1.1, 1.2 in both
modes. The protocol must be chosen depending upon the web server configuration.

The following attributes are to configure the web server monitor to work in HTTPS:

• Protocol - Defines the protocol over which the web server monitor tries to communicate with the web server. Default is
SSLv3.0.

• Mode - Defines the mode in which the web server monitor communicates with the web server. Supported modes are
Permissive and Non-Permissive. Default mode is Non-Permissive. If the default mode is used, truststore settings must be
provided in the AgentConfig.properties file using AgentConfigTool.bat file.

Note:  In Non-Permissive mode, web servers with expired certificates are not monitored; even if the certificate is added to the
truststore file.

Warning:  Only the cipher suites that are supported by Sun JRE 1.4.x and above are supported by the web server
monitor. See CipherSuites Supported by Web Server Monitoring for details. This web server monitor supports only
X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate formats.

 Web Server Monitoring Metrics

This section describes the metrics reported by the Web Server Monitor.

Web Server Monitor Metrics

All metrics appear in the Introscope Investigator tree under the web servers node. The two top-level nodes under the web
servers node are Discovered Servers and Monitored Servers.

Web Server Monitor provides metrics specific to many web servers.

• Availability
Whether a web server is available or not

• Apache and IIS Worker Status
The number of busy or idle worker threads, idle pool threads, logging, DNS lookup

• Response Time
Amount of time the web server takes to process a request

• Microsoft IIS
Asynchronous I/O, caching, connections, errors, I/O, requests, and user data

Common Metrics to all Web Servers

Discovered Servers, Availability, and Info metrics are available for all monitored web servers.

Discovered Servers Metrics

If a web server is discovered but not configured to be monitored, only the following metrics are available under the Discovered
Servers node:

• IP Address
The current IP address of the discovered web server

• Port
The port number that handles web service requests on the discovered web server
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Availability Metrics

If you are monitoring a discovered web server, but not publishing its statistics, only Availability and Info metrics are
published. The following metric is published for each monitored web server under the Availability node:

• Availability Status
Specifies the web server availability. Values are up = 1, and down = 0

Info Metrics

If you are monitoring a discovered web server, but not publishing its statistics, only Availability and Info metrics are
published. The following metrics are published for each monitored web server under the Info node:

• ServerURL
URL of the web server

• ServerVersion
Web server type and version

• Reporting Interval (s)
Specifies how often the Web Server Monitor fetches statistics from the web server. The value is in seconds.

• Mode
Specifies the mode that the Web Server Monitor uses to communicate with the web server using the HTTPS protocol.
Mode can either be Permissive or Non-Permissive. Available only for web servers using HTTPS.

Apache, IBM HTTP Server, and Oracle HTTP Server Metrics

The following metrics are published for Apache, IBM HTTP Server, and Oracle HTTP Server web servers when the web
server is configured to publish metrics.

For more information about Apache-based metrics, see Apache Module mod_status.

Apache-based Performance Metrics

The following performance metrics are available for Apache, IBM HTTP Server, and Oracle HTTP Server web servers:

• Bytes Transferred Per Interval
Total number of bytes the workers (server) serve per interval. Available only if ExtendedStatus is enabled

• Current Number of Busy Workers
The number of workers serving requests

• Current Number of Idle Workers
The number of idle workers

• Current Percentage CPU Load
The current percentage CPU used in total by all workers in the web server. Available only if ExtendedStatus is enabled.
Available only for Apache servers on UNIX machines

• Requests Per Interval
Number of requests the workers (server) serve per interval. Available only if ExtendedStatus is enabled

Current Status of Worker Processes/Threads (%)

The following metrics are available for Current Status of Worker Processes/Threads (%):

• Closing connection
Percentage of workers closing a connection that is already created

• DNS Lookup
Percentage of workers performing a DNS lookup for the IP address to host name resolution

• Gracefully finishing
Percentage of workers performing a graceful finish operation before actually the connection

• Idle cleanup of worker
Percentage of workers performing an idle cleanup

• Keepalive (read)
Percentage of workers keeping some of the existing connections alive before timing out and closing the connection

• Logging
Percentage of workers that are involved in logging the activities to log files or custom log listeners

• Open slot with no current process
Percentage of free slots for workers which can be filled up with a process due to incoming requests

• Reading Request
Percentage of workers reading a request in their process

• Sending Reply

http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.0/mod/mod_status.html
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Percentage of workers sending a reply in their process
• Starting up

Percentage of workers starting up in a new process to serve a request
• Waiting for Connection

Percentage of workers that started and are waiting for a connection so that request processing can begin

Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS) Metrics

The following metrics are published for the Microsoft IIS web servers when the web server is configured to publish metrics.
For information about configuring a web server to publish IIS metrics, see Publishing statistics for IIS.

Note:

More Information

• http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wmisdk/wmi/
win32_perfformatteddata_inetinfo_internetinformationservicesglobal.asp

• http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wmisdk/wmi/
win32_perfformatteddata_w3svc_webservice.asp

IIS Performance Metrics

Performance metrics for Microsoft IIS are organized into the following subnodes of metrics:

User metrics

The following metrics for measuring Microsoft IIS performance are available under the User node.

• AnonymousUsers Per Interval
Number of users making anonymous connections to the web server per interval

• CurrentAnonymousUsers
Number of users who currently have an anonymous connection with the web server

• NonAnonymousUsers
Number of users who currently have a non-anonymous connection with the web server

• LogonAttempts Per Interval
Number of attempted logons to the web server per interval

• MaximumAnonymousUsers
Maximum number of users who establish concurrent anonymous connections with the web server. This metric is counted
after server startup

• MaximumNonAnonymousUsers
Maximum number of users who establish concurrent known connections with the web server. This metric is counted after
server startup

• NonAnonymousUsers Per Interval
Number of users who make know connections to the web server per interval

I/O Metrics

The following metrics for measuring Microsoft IIS performance are available under the I/O node:

• BytesReceived Per Interval
Bytes per interval that the web server received

• BytesSent Per Interval
Bytes per interval that the web server sent

• BytesTransfered Per Interval
Sum of BytesSent Per Interval and BytesReceived Per Interval. This value is the total number of bytes per interval that the
web server transferred.

• FilesTransfered Per Interval
Files per interval that the web server sent and received

• FilesReceived Per Interval
Files per interval that the web server received

• FilesSent Per Interval
Files per interval that the web server sent

Connections

The following metrics for measuring Microsoft IIS performance are available under the Connections node:

• ConnectionAttemptsallinstances Per Interval

http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wmisdk/wmi/win32_perfformatteddata_inetinfo_internetinformationservicesglobal.asp
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wmisdk/wmi/win32_perfformatteddata_inetinfo_internetinformationservicesglobal.asp
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wmisdk/wmi/win32_perfformatteddata_w3svc_webservice.asp
http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/default.asp?url=/library/en-us/wmisdk/wmi/win32_perfformatteddata_w3svc_webservice.asp
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Connection attempts made to the Web Server per interval
• CurrentConnections

Current number of connections that are established with the Web Server
• MaximumConnections

Maximum number of simultaneous connections that are established with the Web Server to date

Requests

The following metrics for measuring Microsoft IIS performance are available under the Requests node:

• CopyRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests made per interval to the web server using the COPY method. COPY requests are used for
copying files and directories.

• CurrentISAPIExtensionRequests
Current number of ISAPI extension requests that the web server is simultaneously processing

• DeleteRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests made per interval to the web server using the DELETE method. DELETE requests are used to
remove files.

• CGIRequests Per Interval
Number of CGI requests per interval that the web server processes

• CurrentCGIRequests
Current number of CGI requests that the web server simultaneously processes

• GetRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests made per interval to the web server using the GET method. GET requests are used to retrieve
files or image maps, though they can be used with forms.

• HeadRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests made per interval using the HEAD method. HEAD requests generally indicate that clients are
querying the state of documents they already process to determine if they must be refreshed.

• ISAPIExtensionRequests Per Interval
Number of ISAPI extension requests per interval that the web server processes

• LockRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests made per interval to the web server using the LOCK method. LOCK requests are used to lock
files.

• MaximumCGIRequests
Maximum number of simultaneous CGI requests that the web server processed

• MaximumISAPIExtensionRequests
Maximum number of simultaneous ISAPI extension requests that the web server processed

• MkcolRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests that are made per interval to the web server using the MKCOL method. MKCOL requests are
used to create directories on the server.

• MoveRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests that are made per interval to the web server using the MOVE method. MOVE requests are used
for moving files and directories.

• OptionsRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests that are made per interval using the OPTIONS method

• OtherRequestMethods Per Interval
Rate of HTTP requests that do not use the following methods: OPTIONS, GET, HEAD, POST, PUT, DELETE, TRACE,
MOVE, COPY, MKCOL, PROPFIND, PROPPATCH, MS-SEARCH, LOCK, or UNLOCK. These requests can include
LINK or other methods that gateway applications support.

• PostRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests that are made per interval to the web server using the POST method. POST requests are used for
forms or gateway requests.

• PropfindRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests that are made per interval to the web server using the PROPFIND method. PROPFIND requests
retrieve property values on files and directories.

• ProppatchRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests that are made per interval to the web server using the PROPPATCH method. PROPPATCH
requests set property values on files and directories.

• PutRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests made per interval to the web server using the PUT method.

• SearchRequests Per Interval
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Number of HTTP requests that are made per interval to the web server using the MS-SEARCH method. MS-SEARCH
requests query the server to find resources that match a set of client-provided conditions.

• TraceRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests that are made per interval to the web server using the TRACE method. TRACE requests allow
the client to see what is being received at the end of the request chain. The information is used for diagnostic purposes.

• UnlockRequests Per Interval
Number of HTTP requests that are made per interval to the web server using the UNLOCK method. UNLOCK requests are
used to remove locks from files.

Errors

The following metrics for measuring Microsoft IIS performance are available under the Errors node:

• LockedErrors Per Interval
Number per interval of errors the web server reported due to requests that the server cannot satisfy because the requested
document was locked. These errors are reported as an HTTP 423 error code to the client.

• NotFoundErrors Per Interval
Number per interval of errors the web server reported due to requests that failed because the requested document was not
found. These errors are reported as an HTTP 404 error code to the client.

Caching

The following metrics for measuring Microsoft IIS performance are available under the BLOB Cache, File Cache, and URI
Cache nodes.

BLOB Cache metrics

The following metrics for measuring Microsoft IIS performance are available under the BLOB Cache node:

• BLOBCacheFlushes
BLOB cache flushes after server startup

• BLOBCacheHits
Total number of successful lookups in the BLOB cache

• BLOBCacheHits Percent
Ratio of BLOB cache hits to total cache requests

• BLOBCacheMisses
Total number of unsuccessful lookups in the BLOB cache

• CurrentBLOBsCached
BLOB information blocks currently in the cache for Internet and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) services

File Cache Metrics

The following metrics for measuring Microsoft IIS performance are available under the File Cache node:

• CurrentFileCacheMemoryUsage
Current number of bytes used for file cache

• CurrentFilesCached
Current number of files whose content is in the cache for Internet and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) services

• FileCacheFlushes
File cache flushes after server startup

• FileCacheHits
Total number of successful lookups in the file cache

• FileCacheHitsPercent
Ratio of file cache hits to total cache requests

• FileCacheMisses
Total number of unsuccessful lookups in the file cache

• MaximumFileCacheMemoryUsage
Maximum number of bytes used for file cache

URI Cache metrics

The following metrics for measuring Microsoft IIS performance are available under the URI Cache node:

• CurrentURIsCached
URI information blocks currently in the cache for Internet and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) services

• URICacheFlushes
URI cache flushes after server startup
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• URICacheHits
Total number of successful lookups in the URI cache

• URICacheHitsPercent
Ratio of URI cache hits to total cache requests

• URICacheMisses
Total number of unsuccessful lookups in the URI cache

Asynchronous I/O

Asynchronous I/O metrics measure IIS performance. They consist of these metrics:

• CurrentBlockedAsyncIORequests
Current requests temporarily blocked due to bandwidth throttling settings

• MeasuredAsyncIOBandwidthUsage
Measured bandwidth of asynchronous I/O averaged over a minute

 Web Servers on DX APM Map

To display Web servers on APM Map, Web servers must enable the HTTP headers X-Forwarded-For and X-Forwarded-Host.

Apache Web Server and Its Derivatives

Apache enables HTTP headers X-Forwarded-For and X-Forwarded-Host headers with default configuration.

• Ensure that you enable the below two properties in the <apache>/conf/httpd.conf file to achieve correlation
between web server and other processes
LoadModule proxy_module modules/mod_proxy.so
LoadModule proxy_http_module modules/mod_proxy_http.so

• Using  IBM WebSphere plugin as proxy, enable the following property in the <apache>/conf/httpd.conf file to achieve
correlation between web server and other processes
LoadModule headers_module modules/mod_headers.so

• Ensure that transactions are going through web server

Apache Web Server Attributes

The following are the Basic attributes of the Apache web server:

agent
Specifies the name of the agent
Hostname
Specifies the agent host name
Name
Specifies the agent type and the host name of the agent
ServerName
Specifies the name of the server to which the agent is associated
ServerType
Specifies the type of server to which the agent is associated. The possible values are Apache (or)
Apache:IBM_HTTP_SERVER (or) Apache:Oracle-HTTP-Server (or) Microsoft-IIS
Source cluster
Specifies the name of the cluster to which the agent is associated
Type
Specifies the type of agent

The following are the Custom attributes of the Apache web server:

• Location
• Owner
• Region
• Tier

Example of Apache Web Server

In case Apache is running in 192.168.101.73:80 and brtmtestapp app is running in
http://192.168.101.73:8383/brtmtestapp/
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You add the following proxy configuration in the httpd.conf file:

ProxyPass /brtmtestapp http://192.168.101.73:8383/
brtmtestappProxyPassReverse /brtmtestapp http://192.168.101.73:8383/
brtmtestapp

When accessing the web server URL using the http://192.168.101.73/brtmtestapp, the URL redirects to
application server http://192.168.101.73:8383/brtmtestapp

You add the following proxy configuration in the httpd.conf file using IBM WebSphere plugin as proxy:

RequestHeader append X-Forwarded-For
 <webserver_IPaddress>RequestHeader append X-Forwarded-Host
 <webserver_host>:<webserver_port>

Apache Web Server Metrics

The following metrics are displayed when Apache Web server is selected on the APM Map.

• Availability Status
• Bytes Transferred Per Interval
• Current Number Of Busy Workers
• Current Number Of Idle Workers
• Current Percentage CPU Load
• Requests Per Interval

Apache Web server Alerts

The following alerts are displayed when you select Apache Web server on the APM Map.

• All Web Server Availability Status
• Apache availability Status
• Apache Current Number Of Idle Workers
• Apache Requests Per Interval

IIS Web Server

IIS must use the URL_rewrite module and Application Request Routing to display the Web servers on DX APM map.
Hence, you must install URL_rewrite and Application Request Routing manually. Set the server variable
name HTTP_X-Forwarded-Host to <servername>:<port> to add X-Forwarded-Host server variable.

Configure Request Routing

1. Download and Install the URL_rewrite module and Application Request Routing.
The links point to the download page and has install instructions.
Two new options Module and URL Rewrite are created in IIS , for <your_web_site>.

2. Click Modules and ensure ApplicationRequestRouting is listed as one of the module.
3. Open URL Rewrite, click Add Rule(s), select Reverse Proxy from the Inbound and Outbound Rules section.

Note:

For details on how to create the appropriate rule for your environment, see URL Rewrite Module Configuration Reference.

Example of IIS Web Server

In case IIS is running in 192.168.101.73:80 and brtmtestapp is running in http://192.168.101.73:8383/
brtmtestapp/

You create a new Rule as below:

https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/download/details.aspx?id=7435
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=47333
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/iis/extensions/url-rewrite-module/url-rewrite-module-configuration-reference
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• Match URL: matches the pattern = (.*)
• Condition : {REQUEST_URI} ; matches the pattern ; /brtmtestapp
• Server variables : HTTP_X-Forwarded-Host = 192.168.101.73:80
• Action = Rewrite ;  http://192.168.101.73:8383/{R:1} ; Enable Append query string

When accessing the Web server URL using the http://192.168.101.73/brtmtestapp, the URL redirects to
application server http://192.168.101.73:8383/brtmtestapp

IIS Web Server Alerts

The following alerts are displayed when you select IIS Web server on the APM Map.

• Microsoft IIS Availability Status
• Microsoft IIS GET Requests Per Interval
• Microsoft IIS Locked Errors Per Interval
• Microsoft IIS POST Requests Per Interval
• Microsoft IIS Total Bytes Transferred Per Interval

 CipherSuites Supported by Web Server Monitoring

DX APM supports the use of various CipherSuites for Java 1.8. CipherSuites support for various Agents varies depending
on the Agent JRE version, policy, and settings. For Web Servers, SHA2 is supported. With a default JRE policy, only
SHA-256 is supported. SHA-256 ciphers are restricted and not enabled by default in JRE. For more information,
see SunJSSEPRovider. After installation of an unlimited JCE policy, SHA-384 is also supported. 

Web server monitoring supports these CipherSuites:

• SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_MD5
• SSL_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA
• TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
• TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
• TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
• SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
• SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
• SSL_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
• SSL_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA
• SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA
• SSL_DHE_DSS_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA
• SSL_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5
• SSL_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA
• SSL_DHE_RSA_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA
• SSL_DHE_DSS_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA
• SSL_RSA_WITH_NULL_MD5
• SSL_RSA_WITH_NULL_SHA
• SSL_DH_anon_WITH_RC4_128_MD5
• TLS_DH_anon_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA
• SSL_DH_anon_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
• SSL_DH_anon_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA
• SSL_DH_anon_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5
• SSL_DH_anon_EXPORT_WITH_DES40_CBC_SHA
• TLS_KRB5_WITH_RC4_128_SHA
• TLS_KRB5_WITH_RC4_128_MD5
• TLS_DH_anon_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
• TLS_KRB5_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA
• TLS_KRB5_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_MD5
• TLS_KRB5_WITH_DES_CBC_SHA
• TLS_KRB5_WITH_DES_CBC_MD5
• TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
• TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
• TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_CBC_SHA
• TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_SHA

https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/technotes/guides/security/SunProviders.html#SunJSSEProvider
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• TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_RC4_40_MD5
• TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_DES_CBC_40_SHA
• TLS_KRB5_EXPORT_WITH_DES_CBC_40_MD5

 Web Server Monitoring Sizing Recommendations

We recommend the following sizing limits to monitor multiple web servers using Web Server Monitor.

Metric Limits

The following table gives the maximum number of metrics that are reported for a web server by Web Server Monitor.

Web Server Number of Metrics Reported

Apache/IBM HTTP Server (IHS)/Oracle HTTP Server (OHS) 19

Microsoft IIS 63

Note:  If a web server is monitored over HTTPS, an extra HTTP monitoring metric is reported under the Info|Mode node.
See Common metrics to all web servers for details. If Apache, IBM HTTP Server, or Oracle HTTP Server is monitored and is
installed on UNIX or Linux, an extra metric under Performance|Current Percentage CPU Load node is reported for each web
server. See Apache/IHS/OHS metrics for details.

To compute the total number of metrics that Web Server Monitor reports to the Enterprise Manager, use the following formula:

metric count = 19a + 20b + 20c + 21d + 63e + 64f + 31g + 32h

Where

• a is the number of Apache-based web servers that are monitored in HTTP mode
• b is the number of Apache-based web servers that are monitored in HTTPS mode
• c is the number of Apache-based web servers that are monitored in HTTP mode
• d is the number of Apache-based web servers that are monitored in HTTPS mode
• e is the number of IIS web servers that are monitored in HTTP mode
• f is the number of IIS web servers that are monitored in HTTPS mode

Note:  In the formula, Apache-based web server represents Apache, IBM HTTP Server, or Oracle HTTP Server installed on
Windows-based platform.

To report all the metrics for each of the monitored web servers, configure the following properties in apm-events-
thresholds-config.xml and WebServerAgent.profile files while configuring the Enterprise Manager and the Web
Server Monitor:

• In the  apm-events-thresholds-config.xml  file that is located in the <EM_Home>/config director, specify
values for the following properties:

• introscope.enterprisemanager.agent.metrics.limit

• introscope.enterprisemanager.metrics.live.limit

• In the  WebServerAgent.profile  file that is shipped with the Web Server Monitor, specify a value for the
following property:
introscope.agent.metricClamp

Note:  For more information about the introscope.agent.metricClamp property, see  Java Agent .

Warning:  The values for the properties must be specified as integers and must be greater than the value of metric
count in the formula.

Heap Sizing

By default the maximum Java heap size is specified as 256 MB for Web Server Monitor for Infrastructure Agents. Adjust the
Java heap size if it is not sufficient for the number of web servers that are configured for Web Server Monitor monitoring.
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Follow these steps:

1.  Modify    file and edit the following properties:

1.1 To set the minimum heap size, uncomment the property
wrapper.java.initmemory=16
and specify the required value in MB for maximum heap size instead of 16.

2.1 To change the maximum heap size, edit the property
wrapper.java.maxmemory=256
and specify the required value in MB for maximum heap size instead of 256.

2. Save the file.
3. Restart the Infrastructure Agent.

 Web Server Monitoring FAQs
 

Here is a list of frequently asked questions about Web Server monitor.

  

Upgrading the Web Server Monitor FAQs

 Q. Why can I not update the old version of the WebServerConfig.xml file? 

A. The WebServerConfig.xml file has comments and instructions about the attributes. To preserve the comments,
copy the web server definitions from the old file to the new file, and then update it.

Monitoring Web Servers

 Q. What are the requirements for monitoring and getting performance metrics of a new web server based on standard
base types of Apache and Microsoft IIS? 

A. For Apache-based web servers, the mod_status module must be available.

 Q. I am trying to monitor a web server configured to communicate over HTTPS. I modified the ServerURL attribute
in WebServerConfig.xml to have https instead of http. However, I do not see the server getting monitored. What could
be wrong? 

A. When monitoring a web server over HTTPS, Web Server Monitor defaults to the non-permissive mode. Also, the
monitor uses SSL v3.0 protocol. To monitor the web server in non-permissive mode, import the web server certificate in a
trust store file and give that file as an input to the Web Server Monitor. If you do not want to provide the web server certificate,
set Mode=Permissive in the WebServerConfig.xml file.

 Q. I have defined some web servers in the WebServerConfig.xml file with non-permissive mode. However, none of the
web servers are getting monitored. What could be wrong? 

A. Ensure that you have imported all the web server certificates in a TrustStore file. Give that TrustStore file as an input to
Web Server Monitor. Set the TrustStore settings using the bundle.properties file. Ensure that the TrustStore file is in
Java KeyStore (.jks) format.

 Q. I have deployed the Web Server Monitor and configured to monitor a web server. The Availability metrics show the
status as zero in the Investigator tree even though the web server is running. What could be wrong? 

A. This situation indicates that the Web Server Monitor is unable to establish a connection with the web server. Ensure that the
port on which the web server is running is not blocked. If the monitoring is happening over HTTPS, configure the web server
to communicate over SSL v3.0 or TLS v1.0 protocols.

 Q. Does Web Server Monitor support all formats for Public Key Certificate? 

A. No, Web Server Monitor supports only X.509 Public Key Infrastructure Certificate formats.

 Q. How can I know whether WMI classes are available in the IIS web server host or not? 

A. Copy the IIS files to the web server host and extract it. Modify the VBScript.bat manually to provide valid locations
of PublishIISStats.vbs and stats page. Open a command prompt and navigate to the directory where the IIS
archive has been extracted. Run  VBScript.bat  from the command prompt. If the batch file exits with an error such
as, <Location of PublishIISStats.vbs>(51, 2) (null): 0x80041010 , then the WMI classes are
unavailable in the host and no performance metrics for that server are available.

 Q. I have a new web server that is not yet available for access to anyone but the Web Server Monitor agent. I enabled
performance metrics and for metrics such as Requests per Interval, or NotFoundErrors, I see some constant values. Is
this behavior normal? 
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A. Yes, getting constant values for metrics within a defined frequency is normal. To get the performance metrics from a web
server, establish a connection with the server at a defined frequency. This results in the display of a few metrics with values.

 Q. Can I specify which web server metrics I want to monitor? 

A. No, you cannot. We only report certain useful metrics with no flexibility of explicitly mentioning metric names.

 Q. I have an IIS web server with Windows Integrated Authentication turned ON. Can the Web Server Monitor
monitor this server? 

A. No, the Web Server Monitor cannot monitor an authenticated web server. Web Server Monitor does not provide an option
to specify the username and password to connect to the web server. To monitor these web servers, the stats page can be
selectively given anonymous access to the Web Server Monitor. Right-click the IISPERFSTATS virtual directory and go to
Properties > Directory Security. Then go to Authentication and access the control panel, and edit the configuration to permit
anonymous access. You can also go to the IP address and domain name restrictions, and configure the server to permit only the
client IP address to access this page. Client IP is the IP of the host on which the Web Server Monitor is installed.

 Q. My IIS web server is running over PCT 1.0 protocol. I am trying to monitor it with the Web Server Monitor and it
is showing Availability as zero. What could be wrong? 

A. The Web Server Monitor supports only SSL v3.0 and TLS v1.0 protocols. You cannot monitor the IIS web server running
over PCT 1.0 or SSL v2.0 protocol.

 Note: For more information about TLS support, see, Does the APM Websphere Agent support TLS 1.1/1.2 if configured on
the WAS server.

 Q. Can the Web Server Monitor monitor a web server through a proxy server? 

A. No.

 Q. Do I have to restart the Web Server Monitor after I change the Protocol of a web server in WebServerConfig.xml? 

A. No. Protocol, Mode, DisplayName, Server-URL, and RefreshFrequencyInSeconds
attributes are dynamic. They do not require a restart of the Web Server Monitor. Web Server Monitor selects these values
in the next monitoring cycle. The monitoring cycle runs every minute.

 Q. I see a metric named Mode under Info node in Investigator. What does this metric signify? 

A. Mode metric is seen only for web servers running over HTTPS. This metric represents the mode in which Web Server
Monitor monitors a particular web server. Possible values of the Mode metric are Permissive and Non-Permissive. The
Permissive mode does not require any web server certificate while the Non-Permissive mode needs it.

 Q. With the Web Server Monitor v1.x, I see the Apache web server under its version node in Investigator tree. But in
this release I see it under Apache node. Is this behavior expected? 

A. Yes. With this release, you see the monitored web servers under their parent name. For example, IBM HTTP Server, Oracle
HTTP Server, and Apache web servers are under Apache Web Servers node because they are derived from Apache.

 Q. I have specified the RefreshFrequencyInSeconds attribute in the WebServerConfig.xml but have not specified its
value. Why am I seeing a parsing error "Error parsing configuration file. Will retry after 1 minute(s)."? 

A. If you have
given RefreshFrequencyInSeconds in WebServerConfig.xml as RefreshFrequencyInSeconds= without
a value, this parsing error occurs. Specify a value for the attribute or remove the attribute from the file. If the attribute is not
included, the default value of 15 seconds is taken for RefreshFrequencyInSeconds.

Discovery of Web Servers

 Q. Is discovery valid for an IPv6 subnet? 

A. Yes, discovery is valid. The monitor takes more time to discover the hosts, when many hosts are in a subnet. We
recommend a range of IPv6 addresses with considerably fewer number of hosts to scan than a single IPv6 subnet.

 Q. Can I increase the value of the Concurrency attribute in DiscoveryConfig.xml? 

A. Yes, you can. This concurrency defines the number of threads for each subnet configured. Increasing the value increases
the total number of threads running for this process, which consumes more CPU cycles. Do not alter the default value for this
attribute.

 Q. I have a subnet where some web servers are configured over HTTP and some over HTTPS. I would like to discover
both classes of Web Servers. How do I specify this behavior in the DiscoveryConfig.xml? 

A. Provide the subnet details, such as range, and the ports on which the different web servers are listening for HTTP and
HTTPS connections. Identify the HTTP and HTTPS ports and segregate them. The HTTP ports can be directly specified. For

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/does-the-apm-websphere-agent-support-tls-1112-if-configured-on-the-was-server/kb000014705
https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/does-the-apm-websphere-agent-support-tls-1112-if-configured-on-the-was-server/kb000014705
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the HTTPS ports, specify the Protocol attribute. Web Server Monitor then knows that these ports are listening for HTTPS
connections. Also the Protocol attribute value specifies the protocol (SSL or TLS) over which Web Server Monitor tries to
establish a connection with the web server. See the example. Discovery at Port 80 occurs over HTTP protocol. Discovery at
Port 443 occurs over HTTPS, because of the specification of Protocol attribute.

// HTTP Port<Port Number="80" Type="TCP" >   
 <FingerPrintMatcher>Apache</FingerPrintMatcher>   
 <FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:IBM_HTTP_SERVER</FingerPrintMatcher>
    <FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:Oracle-HTTP-Server   </
FingerPrintMatcher>    <FingerPrintMatcher>Microsoft-
IIS</FingerPrintMatcher>    <FingerPrintMatcher>Sun-ONE</
FingerPrintMatcher>    <FingerPrintMatcher>Sun-ONE:Netscape-
Enterprise   </FingerPrintMatcher>   </Port>// HTTPS Port  
 <Port Number="443" Type="TCP" Protocol="SSL" Mode="Permissive">
    <FingerPrintMatcher>Apache</FingerPrintMatcher>   
 <FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:IBM_HTTP_SERVER</FingerPrintMatcher>   
 <FingerPrintMatcher>Apache:Oracle-HTTP-Server   </FingerPrintMatcher>
    <FingerPrintMatcher>Microsoft-IIS</FingerPrintMatcher>
    <FingerPrintMatcher>Sun-ONE</FingerPrintMatcher>  
  <FingerPrintMatcher>Sun-ONE:Netscape-Enterprise   </
FingerPrintMatcher>   </Port>

Improved Web Server Support

 Q. Should I include a base and variant for a new Web Server that is based on Apache? 

A. Yes you must. The Web Server is discovered based on the base type, such as Apache or IIS, and the variant
type. For example, if you have a look at the DiscoveryConfig.xml, the IBM HTTP Server is mentioned as
Apache:IBM_HTTP_SERVER. Here Apache is the base type and IBM_HTTP_SERVER is the variant type.

 Q. What would happen if I put the correct variant with a wrong base type name? 

A. You are able to discover the Web Server, but you are not able to get the performance metrics. Also you can end up getting
the variant node under a different family in the Introscope Investigator. Ensure that the variant is based on the base type before
giving the variant in the configuration files. For example, Oracle HTTP Server is based on Apache server. So the node is
displayed as Apache:Oracle-HTTP-Server and not Microsoft-IIS:Oracle-HTTP-Server.

 Q. How do I find the variant name of a new Apache based Web Server that I want to monitor? 

A. The Web Server Monitor archive contains a tool named ServerVersionFinder that can be used to find the Server
Header of an HTTP or HTTPS URL.

 Q. Is there any restriction while specifying the values of all the attributes/tags in the configuration files, for
WebServerConfig.xml and DiscoveryConfig.xml? 

A. Yes. You cannot use XML special characters like ", ', <, >, and & directly as values or inputs in
the WebServerConfig.xml and DiscoveryConfig.xml configuration files. Instead, use the XML equivalents
such as &quot;, &apos;, &lt;, &gt;, and &amp;. For example, for the MetricsURL attribute to hold a value
"perf&data", mention it with "perf&amp;data" in the WebServerConfig.xml file.

 Q. Is it necessary to give a multiplier or a divisor in ApacheCustomMetrics.xml file along with a custom metric name? 

A. No. If not mentioned, the default value of 1 is taken for both the multiplier and divisor.

 Q. I have changed the TrustStore settings using AgentConfigTool.bat but Web Server Monitor does not take the new
values. Why could this be happening? 

A. Restart your Web Server Monitor after changing TrustStore setting.

General

 Q. Why are the Webserver metrics not visible?
A. Each Web Server exposes the URL to APM for gathering performance metrics, Ensure the Web Server infrastructure agent
is able to access the Web Server.
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 Q. Why is the ATC map not visible? 

A. Ensure x-Forwarded-For and x-Forwarded-Host headers are enabled and transactions are going through webserver.

 Q. Does the Web Server Monitor ship a private JRE? If not, how do I identify the version of JRE that Web Server
Monitor currently uses? 

A. The Web Server Monitor Infrastructure Agent ships a private JRE. Web Server Monitor uses the JRE.

 Q. Can I set up an Alert based on the Availability metric? 

A. Yes. Alerts can be set on all the metrics that Web Server Monitor reports.

 Q. Can the Web Server Monitor help me identify load on a Web Server? 

A. Yes. The Web Server Monitor dashboard helps you identify the heavily loaded web servers.

 Q. Does Web Server Monitor work in an IPv6 environment? 

A. IPv6 support on the agent depends on IPv6 support in the environment (JVM, operating system, hardware stack, web
server) in which the agent is running.

For assistance, contact CA Support.

 Connect to Enterprise Manager on IPV6 for Web Server Monitoring
 

The Web Server Monitor is IPv6 certified. To display the IPv6 IP address in the Metric Browser in a pure IPv6 Java
environment, configure the agent java.net.preferIPv6Addresses property.

 Follow these steps: 

•  On Windows: Update the  java.net.preferIPv6Addresses property in the Java Additional Parameters section
of the wrapper.conf file in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Hom>\conf directory as follows:

wrapper.java.additional.1=-Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true

•  On UNIX: Update jJava.net.preferIPv6Address property in <Infrastructure_Agent_Home/bin/
APMIAgent.sh 

JavaCmd="${JAVA_HOME}/bin/java -server -Xms${MIN_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB}m
 -Xmx${MAX_HEAP_VAL_IN_MB}m -XX:ErrorFile=${JVMERRORFILE} -jar lib/
UnifiedMonitoringAgent.jar"-Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true

Note:   When you set -

Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true

, the Metric Browser displays the full IPv6 IP address under *

SuperDomain* |<AgentName> | Web Servers| Web Servers (*SuperDomain*)| Host | IP Address.

The Investigator displays 0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1, if the IPv6 address is not mentioned in the host file of the host where the agent is
running.

 vCenter Monitoring
 

http://casupport.broadcom.com
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The vCenter Monitoring extension is a powerful tool to monitor the health and performance of your vCenter infrastructure.
You can correlate the vCenter performance metrics with other DX APM monitored application performance metrics. This
correlation helps you quickly determine whether poor vCenter performance is the source of application performance issues.

You can use the vCenter Monitoring extension to report the metrics for the Hosts (ESXs) and Virtual Machines (VMs) that
exist in a vCenter environment in Application Team Center (ATC).

The vCenter Monitoring extension comprises of the following two components:

•  vCenter Datacollector
This component retrieves the metrics and displays the complete hierarchy of the ESXs and VMs in the vCenter
environment. The vCenter Datacollector uses the VMware SDKs to display the vCenter hierarchy. The vCenter hierarchy
that is displayed begins with the Root node as a Root Folder, which contains a child node as a Datacenter. The Datacenter
contains child nodes as Cluster, which contains the child nodes as Hosts.
The Host contains the child nodes as VMs. The VMs are displayed in the following two hierarchy formats:

Figure 14: vCenter Hierarchy

Note:

 In the Hierarchy Format 2, the ComputeResource name is similar to the ESX name.
•  vCenter Extension

The vCenter Extension consist of the services that are used to start and stop the Infrastructure Agent. The vCenter
Extension controls the way that the data is displayed in ATC. The vCenter Extension uses the vCenter datacollector to
retrieve the required data of the vCenter hierarchy.

Follow these steps to install vCenter Monitoring:

  

Prerequisite

Before you install the vCenter Monitoring Extension, ensure that you have access to the vCenter environment that you want to
monitor.

Install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent and vCenter Monitoring Extension

The DX APM Infrastructure Agent is a master package containing DX APM extensions and a JRE.

Download the Infrastructure Agent

After you log in to CA Digital Experience Insights, you download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing vCenter
Monitor.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
Now you download the Infrastructure Agent package that contains vCenter monitoring.

3. At the top center of the Application Performance Management page, click the Download Agent button.
4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
5. Click vCenter Monitor under the Infrastructure category.
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CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the package to your computer.
6.  Extract the contents of the package file to the desired installation location. Use your operating system command to extract

the file.

•  UNIX: tar xf VCenter_Monitor_v<number>.tar, for example,

tar xf VCenter_Monitor_v1.tar

.
•  Windows: Unzip the zip file.

Install the Infrastructure Agent and vCenter Monitoring Extension

1. Extract the contents of the Infrastructure_Agent package file to the desired installation location. Use your operating system
command to extract the file.

•  UNIX:

tar xf Infrastructure-Agent-<version>-unix.tar.gz

•  Windows: Unzip Infrastructure-Agent-<version>-windows.zip
2. Deploy the vCenter Monitoring Extension.

1.1 Navigate to the apmia/Extensions directory
2.1 Open the Extensions.profile file using a text editor.
3.1 Examine the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.load property. If the vCenter Monitoring name is

not listed in the Extensions.profile, add it as shown:

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.load=VCenterExtension

Use commas to separate multiple entries.
4.1 Save the file.

3. Start the Infrastructure Agent.

•  UNIX:

./apmia-ca-installer.sh install

•  Windows:

apmia-ca-installer.bat install

4. (Optional) Use more Infrastructure Agent-related commands. For more information, see Install the Infrastructure Agent.
5. Configure the default settings in the bundle.properties file. For more information, see Configure the bundle.properties File.

Configure the bundle.properties File

You can configure vCenter Monitoring to fine-tune your data collection. Define the vCenter host name, user and password
credentials, and other properties.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia/extensions directory.
2. Go to the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/extensions/VCenterExtension directory.

http://#ConfigurethebundlepropertiesFile
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3. Open the bundle.properties file in a text editor. 

Note:

: After you change the properties in the bundle.properties file, restart the Infrastructure Agent to reflect the changes. Ensure
that the user has at least read-only access of a particular vCenter that the user needs to monitor.

1.1 Set the vCenter Name using the following property:

Note:

 Escape a backslash character with a double backslash character for any property in the bundle.properties file.

Property Name with Description Default Value

  introscope.agent.vcenter.collector.hostName 

The vCenter host name that is used to connect with
vCenter environment.

No Default

  introscope.agent.vcenter.collector.user

This property provides the user name to log into the
vCenter environment.

No Default

  introscope.agent.vcenter.collector.password
This property provides the password to log into the
vCenter environment.

No Default

 introscope.agent.vcenter.collector.esxHosts Typically,
a vCenter environment comprises of many ESX Hosts.
This property enables you to filter the desired ESX Hosts
(as a comma separated value), the details of which you
want to view in the Metric View and Map View. 

All

2.1 Save and close the file.
3.1 Restart the Infrastructure Agent.

•  UNIX:

./apmia-ca-installer.sh restart

•  Windows:

apmia-ca-installer.bat restart

4. (Optional) Review the installation log.

1.1 Navigate to apmia/APMIA_install.log directory.
2.1 Review the log for error messages or troubleshooting help.

Monitor vCenter Health in Map View

In Team Center, the Component View presents alerts, metrics, and attributes information about tabs that vary dynamically
depending on the nature of the node that you select. Another term for the Component View tabs vertices. One tab is a vertex
(Esx or Vm). 

Within the Components View, various vertices display data. Instrumented applications display the metrics that the agent
collects in the Agent tab. Consider an application that runs on a VM, which is part of the vCenter environment that DX
APM monitors. Further, the VM contains the Host Monitor extension that is enabled on it, then DX APM correlates the data
from the application layer to the data in the infrastructure layer. vCenter VM metrics display in the Vm tab. vCenter Host
(ESX) metrics display in the Esx  tab.

Your vCenter environment has different layers across applications and the vCenter infrastructure. As a result, there are several
layers of abstraction inside an application infrastructure adding to an already complex environment. In these environments, it
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is important to monitor the performance at all these different layers and to correlate the performance across the layers. So when
your application is experiencing a slowdown, you can see the correlation impact upon the layers.
APM provides this correlation automatically. Some of the collected vCenter data is correlated between the Infrastructure and
Application layers.

Your Java applications can run inside a vCenter VM that the Java agent monitors. In this situation, the applications in the
Applications layer are correlated with the vCenter VM in the Infrastructure layer.

You view the applications metrics using the Component view and other views in Application Performance Management.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the left navigation pane, click the Map icon.
2. View the ESX metrics.

1.1 In the upper-left corner drop-down list, select Infrastructure Layer.
2.1 In the right-hand drop-down list, select vCenter Overview.
3.1 Click a vCenter component.

The vCenter icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
The Component  View opens to the right of the map.

4.1 Click the ESX node to view the vCenter ESX metrics.
3. View VM metrics.

1.1 In the upper-left corner drop-down list, select Infrastructure Layer.
2.1 Click a vCenter component.

The vCenter icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
3.1 The Component  View opens to the right of the map.
4.1 Click the VM node to view the vCenter VM metrics.

The tabs display the metrics.
4. Scroll down the data to examine the vCenter Monitoring Metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor

performance.

Note:

 VMware DRS (Distributed Resource Scheduler) is a utility that balances computing workloads with the available
resources in a virtual environment due to which the VM keeps migrating between different ESX and eventually the
connection is created.

Ideally, the connection between the VM and its running host is displayed in the ATC Map view. With DRS enabled for
a Datacenter, as the ATC Map refresh for every two hours, you would see multiple connections from an ESX server to a
particular VM that is migrated.

Monitor vCenter Applications Health in Metric View

You view the applications metrics Metric View.

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

Application Performance Management home page appears
3. In the left navigation pane, click the Metrics icon.
4. View vCenter metrics.

1.1 Click the Application radio button in the top center of the page.
2.1 Click the vCenter icon for the computer or node on which vCenter is running.

The vCenter icon is a gray oblong box with a white square and white vertical line inside.
3.1 Select the metric of interest for the monitored application instance in your organization.

Example 1
VCenter |<datacenter> |<cluster> |<esx>: <Metric Name>
VCenter |<datacenter> |<cluster> |<esx>:  Distributed CPU Fairness

 Example 2
VCenter |<datacenter> |<cluster> |<esx>|VM|<vm>: <Metric Name>
VCenter |<datacenter> |<cluster> |<esx>|VM|<vm>: Compressed Memory

5. Scroll down the data to examine the vCenter Monitoring Metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor
performance.

vCenter Monitoring Metrics
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The vCenter Monitoring extension retrieves the metrics of the Hosts (ESXs) and VMs using the VMware SDKs, which are a
part of the vCenter Datacollector component.

After you get the vCenter components in the vCenter hierarchy, you can track the metrics of the vCenter components (ESXs
and VMs). The application displays the metrics in the Map View and Metric View. Also, you can receive error-specific alerts
against the metrics of the vCenter components.

You can monitor the performance and health of the vCenter environment using the metrics that are described in this section.
All metric values are calculated on a per-interval basis.

VM Metrics

You can monitor the performance of the VM using the following metrics:

•  Ballooned Memory
Specifies the size of the balloon driver in the VM in MB. The host inflates the balloon driver to reclaim the physical
memory from the VM, which signifies that the memory pressure exists on the host. 

•  Compressed Memory
Specifies the amount of the compressed memory that currently the VM consumes in KB. 

•  Consumed Overhead Memory
Specifies the amount of the consumed overhead memory of a VM in MB. 

•  Distributed CPU Entitlement
Specifies the amount of the CPU resource that is entitled to a VM in MHz, based on the calculation of a Distributed
Resource Scheduler (DRS). This metric is valid only for the VMs that DRS manages. 

•  Distributed Memory Entitlement
Specifies the size of memory that is entitled to a VM in MB, based on the calculation of a DRS. This metric is valid only
for the VMs that DRS manages. 

•  Guest Memory Usage
This metric is not displayed in the Metric View. This metric is used to calculate the MemoryUsage (%). Specifies the guest
memory utilization statistics in MB. This metric is valid while the VM is running in the vCenter setup. 

•  Host Memory Usage
Specifies the host memory utilization statistics in MB. This metric is valid while the VM is running in the vCenter setup.
This metric includes the overhead memory of the VM. 

•  Memory Usage (%)
Specifies the memory utilization percentage of the virtual machine. This metric is calculated using the following formula:

(guestMemoryUsage/memorySizeMB) * 100

•   Memory SizeMB
Specifies the memory size of the virtual machine, in megabytes.

•  Num CPU
Specifies the number of processors in the virtual machine. 

•  Overall CPU Demand
Specifies the basic CPU performance statistics in MHz. This metric is valid while the VM is running in the vCenter setup. 

•  Overall CPU Usage
Specifies the basic CPU performance statistics in MHz. This metric is valid while the VM is running in the vCenter setup.

•  Private Memory
Specifies the part of the memory in MB that is granted to a VM from non-shared host memory. 

•  Shared Memory
Specifies the part of the memory in MB that is granted to a VM from the host memory, which is shared between VMs.  

•  Static CPU Entitlement
Specifies the static CPU resource entitlement for a VM. This value is calculated based on this VM's resource reservations,
shares and limit, and does not take into account current usage. This is the worst case CPU allocation for this VM, that is,
the amount of CPU resource this VM would receive if all VMs running in the cluster went to maximum consumption. Units
are MHz. 

•  Static Memory Entitlement
Specifies the static memory resource entitlement of a VM. This value is calculated based on the resource reservations,
shares and limit, and does not take into account current usage this VM. This is the worst case memory allocation for
this VM, that is, the amount of memory this VM would receive if all VMs running in the cluster went to maximum
consumption. Units are MB. 

•  Swapped Memory
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Specifies the part of the memory in MB that is granted to this VM from the swap space of the host. This metric signifies
that the memory pressure exists on the host. 

•  Uptime Seconds
Specifies the system uptime of the VM in seconds.

•  VM Availability
Specifies the current power state of the VM.

Note:

For the following two states, in vCenter environment, the VM Availability Metric only is displayed: suspended (0) or
poweredoff (1)

• 0 - suspended 
The virtual machine is currently suspended.

• 1 - poweredOff
The virtual machine is currently powered off.

• 2 - poweredOn
The virtual machine is currently powered on.

ESX Metrics

You can monitor the performance of the host (ESX) using the following metrics:

•  Distributed CPU Fairness
Specifies the fairness of the distributed CPU resource allocation on the host.

•  Distributed Memory Fairness
Specifies the fairness of the distributed memory resource allocation on the host.

•  Overall CPU Usage (%)
This metric is displayed as a percentage in the Metric View as overallCpuUsage (%) using the following formula:

overallCpuUsage = (OverallCpuUsage / (NumCpuPkgs * NumCPUCores *
 CpuMhz ))* 100

This metric is only available if the host is actively connected in a vCenter environment.
•  Overall CPU Usage

Specifies the aggregated CPU usage across all the cores on the host in MHz.
•  Num CPU Packages

Specifies the number of physical CPU packages in a host. The physical CPU packages are chips containing one or more
processors. The processors are also known as CPU cores. For example, one dual-core package comprises of one chip. The
chip contains two CPU cores.

•  CPU Mhz
Specifies the speed of the CPU cores. This metric is represented as an average value for multiple speeds. The product of
cpuMhz and numCpuCores is approximately equal to the sum of the MHz for all individual cores in the host.

• Overall Memory Usage (%)
This metric is displayed as a percentage in the Metric View as overallMemoryUsage (%) using the following formula:

overallMemoryUsage= (OverallMemoryUsage*1024*1024/MemorySize) * 100

This metric is only available if the host is actively connected in a vCenter environment.
•  Uptime

Specifies the system uptime of the host in seconds. 
•  Num CPU Cores

Specifies the number of physical CPU cores in the host. A CPU package contains the processors in the form of physical
CPU cores.

•  Memory Size
Specifies the physical memory size in bytes.
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 Infrastructure Agent Properties Reference
 
You can configure the Infrastructure Agent using the properties in the IntroscopeAgent.profile file. The
Infrastructure Agent uses these properties for its standard connection and naming. During installation, the
Infrastructure Agent profile is installed in the <Agent_Home>/core/config directory unless you specify a
different location.

You can configure the following properties:

    

Agent Name
introscope.agent.agentName

Uncomment this property to provide a default Infrastructure Agent name if the other naming methods fail.

 Example: introscope.agent.agentName=Agent

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Extensions Directory
introscope.agent.extensions.directory

This property specifies the location of all extensions that the Infrastructure Agent loads. Non-absolute names are resolved
relative to the location of this properties file.

 Example: introscope.agent.extensions.directory=../../core/ext

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Metric Clamp
introscope.agent.metricClamp

This property configures the Infrastructure Agent to clamp approximately the number of metrics sent to the Enterprise
Manager. When the property is not set, by default, the Infrastructure Agent clamps at 50000 metrics. New metrics are not
reported, however existing metrics still report values.

 Default: 50000

 Example: introscope.agent.metricClamp=50000

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Agent Remote Probe
Remote Probe Port
introscope.remoteagent.collector.tcp.port

This property specifies the port where Introscope listens to connections to collect events from remote probes. These probes
include Infrastructure, Ruby, and .NET.

 Values: 1 to 65535

 Default: 5005

 Example: introscope.remoteagent.collector.tcp.port=5005

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Remote Probe Filter
introscope.remoteagent.collector.probeid.filtering.enabled

This property optimizes the remote agent probe to filter out unnecessary events before sending them to the Enterprise Manager.
This property is only beneficial when an agent probe supports filtering. When filtering is not supported, setting this property
can result in extra overhead. This property only takes effect for new agent probe connections.

 Values: True or false

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.remoteagent.collector.probeid.filtering.enabled=true

AutoProbe Properties
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Enable AutoProbe
introscope.autoprobe.enable

This property enables and disables AutoProbe.

 Values: True or false

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.enable=true

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

AutoProbe Custom Log File Location
introscope.autoprobe.logfile

This property specifies a custom log file location. AutoProbe always attempts to log the changes it makes.  Set this property to
move the location of the log file from the default. Non-absolute names are resolved relative to the location of this properties
file.

 Values: Custom location

 Default: ../../logs/AutoProbe.log

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.logfile=../../logs/AutoProbe.log

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Directive Files
introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile

This property specifies all the directives files that determine how AutoProbe performs instrumentation. Specify a single entry
or a comma-delimited list of entries. The list can include any combination of:

• Directives (.pbd) files
• Directives list (.pbl) files
• Directories that are scanned about once per minute for pbd files

Directive files that are placed in a listed directory load automatically without the need to edit
the IntroscopeCollectorAgent.profile file. When dynamic instrumentation is enabled, the directives take effect
immediately with no managed application restart needed.

Non-absolute names are resolved relative to the location of this properties file.

Note:

This parameter is required and must be set to a valid value. 

•  When the property is not specified or the values are invalid
The Infrastructure agent does not run.

•  When the property is set to include a directory and invalid directives files are placed in the directory
AutoProbe metrics are no longer reported.

•  When the property is set to include a directory and loaded directives files are removed from the directory
AutoProbe metrics are no longer reported

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.directivesFile=php-typical.pbl,hotdeploy

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect. However, when the property includes one or
more directories and dynamic instrumentation is enabled, no managed application restart is needed. The Infrastructure Agent
loads directives files from the specified directories.

Default Process Name
introscope.agent.defaultProcessName

This property specifies the default process name in a specific situation: When no custom process name is provided and the
Infrastructure Agent cannot determine the main application class name. The configured default process name displays in the
Enterprise Manager and Workstation.

 Example: introscope.agent.defaultProcessName=Collector

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect. 

Dynamic Instrumentation Settings
Enable Dynamic Instrumentation
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introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled

This property specifies the changes to PBDs to take effect without restarting the application server or the Infrastructure Agent
process. This operation is very CPU intensive. We highly recommend that you use configuration to minimize the classes that
are being redefined. PBD editing is all that is required to trigger this process. 

This property enables the dynamic instrumentation functionality. Dynamic instrumentation allows updates pbd files, while
collector and Infrastructure applications are running.

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled=true

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Polling Interval to Poll for PBD Changes
introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.pollIntervalMinutes

This property specifies the polling interval in minutes to poll for PBD changes.

 Example: introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.pollIntervalMinutes=1

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect. 

Enterprise Manager Connection Order
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder

This property specifies the Enterprise Manager connection order list the Infrastructure Agent uses when disconnected from its
Enterprise Manager.

 Default: Default

 Example: introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder=DEFAULT

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Enterprise Manager Locations and Names
Host and Port Combinations

The names that are defined in this section are only used in
the introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder property.

These properties specify the settings that the Infrastructure agent uses to find the Enterprise Manager. They also specific the
names that are given to host and port combinations.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.DEFAULT=orionphpcoda03 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.DEFAULT=5001 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.DEFAULT=com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.DefaultSocketFactory

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to these properties to take effect.

Enable HTTP Tunneling

The following connection properties enable the Infrastructure agent to tunnel communication to the Enterprise Manager over
HTTP. 

Warning:

HTTP tunneling impacts the Infrastructure agent and Enterprise Manager performance. Only use HTTP tunneling
when a direct socket connection to the Enterprise Manager is not feasible. For example, when the Infrastructure agent
is isolated from the Enterprise Manager with a firewall blocking all but HTTP traffic.

When enabling the HTTP tunneling for the Infrastructure Agent, uncomment the following host, port, and socket factory
properties. Set the host name and port for the Enterprise Manager web server. Comment out any other connection properties
that are assigned to the DEFAULT channel. Confirm that the DEFAULT channel is assigned as a value for the

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.connectionorder

property.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.DEFAULT=localhost introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.DEFAULT=8081 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.DEFAULT=com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.HttpTunnelingSocketFactory

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to these properties to take effect.

Connect to the Enterprise Manager Using a Proxy Server
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Sometimes the Infrastructure agent tunnels over HTTP and must connect to the Enterprise Manager through a proxy server.
Use the following properties only in this situation. Here are two examples:

 When the Infrastructure agent cannot reach the proxy server at the specified host and port 

The Infrastructure agent tries a direct HTTP tunneled connection to the Enterprise Manager before failing the
connection attempt.

 When the Infrastructure agent can reach the proxy server at the configured host and port but the authentication fails 

The Infrastructure agent keeps trying to make a connection to the Enterprise Manager through the proxy server.

Uncomment and set the appropriate proxy host and port values.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.host introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.port

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to these properties to take effect.

Proxy Server Authentication

The following properties are used only when the proxy server requires authentication. Uncomment and set the user name and
password properties.

For NT LAN Manager (NTLM) credentials, separate domain name from the user name using an escaped backslash. For
example: mydomain.com\\jack01

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.username introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.http.proxy.password

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Connect to the Enterprise Manager Using HTTPS

To connect to the Enterprise Manager using HTTPS, uncomment these properties. Set the host and port to the Enterprise
Manager secure https listener host and port.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.DEFAULT=localhost introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.DEFAULT=8444 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.DEFAULT=com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.HttpsTunnelingSocketFactory 
Connect to the Enterprise Manager Using SSL

To connect to the Enterprise Manager using SSL, uncomment these properties. Set the host and port to the Enterprise
Manager SSL server socket host and port.

introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.host.DEFAULT=localhost introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.port.DEFAULT=5443 introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.socketfactory.DEFAULT=com.wily.isengard.postofficehub.link.net.SSLSocketFactory 
More Properties for Connecting to the Enterprise Manager Using SSL
Location of a Truststore Containing Trusted Enterprise Manager Certificates
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.truststore.DEFAULT

If no truststore is specified, the Infrastructure agent trusts all certificates. Provide either an absolute path or a path relative to
the Infrastructure agent working directory. On Windows, escape the backslashes. For example: C:\\keystore.

Truststore Password
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.trustpassword.DEFAULT
Keystore Location That Contains the Infrastructure Agent Certificate
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.keystore.DEFAULT

A keystore is needed when the Enterprise Manager requires client authentication. Provide either an absolute path or a path
relative to the Infrastructure agent working directory. On Windows, escape the backslashes. For example: C:\\keystore.

Keystore Password
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.keypassword.DEFAULT
Set the Enabled Cipher Suites
introscope.agent.enterprisemanager.transport.tcp.ciphersuites.DEFAULT

A comma-separated list of cipher suites.whennot specified, use the default enabled cipher suites.

ErrorDetector Configuration
Enable Error Snapshots
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.enable

This property enables error snapshots to capture transaction details about serious errors and enables recording of the error
count metrics. 

http://mydomain.com/
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 Values: True = enabled, false = disabled

 Default: True

 Examples: introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.enable=true

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Maximum Number of Error Snapshots
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle

This property specifies the maximum number of error snapshots that the Infrastructure agent can send in a 15-second period.

 Example: introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.throttle=10

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Ignore Specific Error Messages
introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0

This property specifies which error messages to ignore. Error snapshots are not generated or sent for errors with messages
matching these filters.  You can specify any number using 0, 1, 2 and wildcards (*). 

 Examples: 

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.0=*com.company.HarmlessException*

introscope.agent.errorsnapshots.ignore.1=*HTTP Error Code: 404* 

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Treat PHP Script Aborting Through die() or exit() as an Error
introscope.agent.php.error.on.abort

Treat PHP script aborting through die() or exit() as error.

 Values: True = enabled, false = disabled

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.agent.php.error.on.abort=true

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Stall Events
Minimum Threshold for Stall Event Duration
introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds

This property specifies the minimum threshold for stall event duration.

 Example: introscope.agent.stalls.thresholdseconds=30

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Frequency That the Infrastructure Agent Checks for Stall Events
introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds

This property specifies the frequency that the Infrastructure agent checks for stall events.

 Example: introscope.agent.stalls.resolutionseconds=10

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Logging Configuration
log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent

Controls both the logging level and the output location.

 Values: INFO, console, logfile

 Examples: 
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• To increase the logging level, set the property to:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=VERBOSE#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel, console, logfile

• To send output to the console only, set the property to:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, console

• To send output to the logfile only, set the property to:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, logfile        

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Log File Location

Warning:

Do not modify the following properties for normal use.

• log4j.additivity.IntroscopeAgent=false
• log4j.appender.console=com.wily.org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender
• log4j.appender.console.layout=com.wily.org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
• log4j.appender.console.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{M/dd/yy hh:mm:ss a z} [%-3p] [%c] %m%n
• log4j.appender.console.target=System.err
• log4j.appender.logfile=com.wily.introscope.agent.AutoNamingRollingFileAppender
• log4j.appender.logfile.layout=com.wily.org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout
• log4j.appender.logfile.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{M/dd/yy hh:mm:ss a z} [%-3p] [%c] %m%n
• log4j.appender.logfile.MaxBackupIndex=4
• log4j.appender.logfile.MaxFileSize=2MB

log4j.appender.logfile.File

If logfile is specified in log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent, the location of the log file is configured using
the log4j.appender.logfile.File property. System properties, such as the Java command line -D options, are
expanded as part of the file name.

 Examples:

• log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/IntroscopeAgent.log
 

• When Java is started using -Dmy.property=Server1, then log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/
Introscope-${my.property}.log is expanded as shown:
 

log4j.appender.logfile.File=../../logs/Introscope-Server1.log

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Transaction Trace Configuration
Maximum Components Allowed in a Transaction Trace
introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp
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Uncomment this property to specify the maximum number of components allowed in a Transaction Trace.  By default, the
clamp is set at 5000. Any transaction trace exceeding the clamp value is discarded at the Infrastructure agent. A warning
message is logged in the Infrastructure agent log file.

Warning:

 When you increase this clamp size, the memory requirement is higher. Therefore, the maximum JVM heap size might
need to be adjusted, otherwise the managed application might run out of memory.

 Default: 5000

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp=5000

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Depth of Components Allowed in Head Filtering
introscope.agent.transactiontrace.headFilterClamp

Head filtering is the process of examining the start of a transaction for potentially collecting the
entire transaction. Head filtering checks until the first blamed component exits, which can be a problem on deep call stacks
without clamps. This clamp value forces the Infrastructure agent to look to a fixed depth, limiting the memory and CPU
utilization impact. 

Uncomment this property to specify the maximum depth of components that are allowed in head filtering.

Any transaction trace depth that exceeds the clamp value is no longer examined for possible collection aside from one
exception. When another mechanism, such as sampling or user-initiated transaction tracing, is active to select the transaction
for collection.

Warning:

When this clamp size is increased, the memory requirement is higher and, garbage collection behavior might be
affected. This situation has an application-wide performance impact.

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontrace.headFilterClamp=30

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Transaction Trace Sampling
Disable Transaction Tracer Sampling
introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled

Uncomment this property to disable Transaction Tracer Sampling.

 Values: False = enabled, true = disabled

 Default: False

 Example: introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.enabled=false

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Limit the Number of Transactions Reported by Infrastructure Agent Per Reporting Cycle
introscope.agent.ttClamp

Limits the number of transactions reported by the Infrastructure agent per reporting cycle. 

 Default: 200

 Example: introscope.agent.ttClamp=50

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Configure Transaction Trace Sampling

These properties are typically configured in the Enterprise Manager. Configuring sampling in the Infrastructure agent disables
configuring in the Enterprise Manager. 

introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.perinterval.count=1 introscope.agent.transactiontracer.sampling.interval.seconds=120

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to these properties to take effect.

Deep Instrumentation
introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled
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This property enables deep instrumentation. When false, deep instrumentation is  turned off.

 Values: True = enabled, false = disabled

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.enabled=true

 Note: Restart the managed application for changes to this property to take effect.

Deep Instrumentation Components
introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled

This property enables the PHP agent to collect deep instrumentation components and send them to the Enterprise
Manager. When false, then PHP agent does not collect any deep instrumentation data. 

 Values: True, false

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.enabled=true

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Deep Component Visibility into Error Snapshots
introscope.agent.deep.errorsnapshot.enable

This property enables and disables deep component visibility into error snapshots.

 Values: True = enable, false = disable

 Default: True

 Example: introscope.agent.deep.errorsnapshot.enable=true

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Deep Trace of Component Limits
introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.components

Limits the maximum number of deep trace components in a transaction trace.

 Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.components=5000

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Deep Trace of Consecutive Component Limits
introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.consecutive.components

Limits the maximum number of consecutive deep trace components in a transaction trace.

 Default: 15

 Example: introscope.agent.deep.trace.max.consecutive.components=15

 Note: No managed application restart needed

Sustainability Metrics

Sustainability metrics are generated to provide information about the Infrastructure agent health and internal
status. Substantial overhead is associated with these metrics.

introscope.agent.environment.java.metrics.enabled

This property enables or disables the Java version, Virtual Machine, and GC Heap:* metrics in the Infrastructure Agent.

 Values: True= enabled, false = disabled 

 Default: True 

 Example: introscope.agent.environment.java.metrics.enabled=true

URL Group Properties

These properties are for configuring URL groups for frontend metrics 

introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys
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Specifies configuration settings for frontend naming.

 Default: default

 Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=default

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format

This property specifies configuration settings for frontend naming.
When

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}

, introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=default, and introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*,
the default URL grouping provides Java URL groups with two segments after the port in the URL path.

 Default: Two segments after the port in the URL path.

 Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}

 Note: No managed application restart needed

introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix

This property specifies configuration settings for frontend naming.

 Default:  * 

 Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*

introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp

This property limits the number of unique frontend URL group metrics that the Java agent creates. When the number of new
URL groups reaches the set value, metrics for new URL groups display under the Metric Browse Frontends|Apps|URLs|
Default node. This property helps to prevent metric explosions.

 Default: 5 

 Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp=5

introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.resources.list

Frontends URL groups can contain specific file extensions, for example, png in  <filename>.png, We name these extensions
as resources. This property specifies the file extension types. 

When frontends URLs contain the resources that are listed
in introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.resources.list, the resources display under the Frontends|
Apps|URLs|Resources node.
The Resources URL group prevents invalid URLs from creating unique, one-time metrics and using large amounts of
Enterprise Manager memory. Common invalid URLs are those that generate 404 errors,

 Default: tif,tiff,jpg,jpeg,gif,png,bmp,bmpf,ico,cur,xbm,svg,img,css,woff,nil

 Example: introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.resources.list=tif,tiff,jpg,jpeg,gif,png,bmp,bmpf,ico,cur,xbm,svg,img,css,woff,nil

 Node.js Agent
DX APM for Node.js allows enterprises running Node.js applications to identify and resolve performance issues. DX APM for
Node.js integrates performance metrics into DX APM for Intelligent analytics, alerting, and visibility on a single dashboard.
APM for Node.js provides the following functionality:

•  Problem Detection: Monitors and detects performance problems in the critical components of Node.js applications.
APM for Node.js also monitors the overall health and performance of the Node.js process. This monitoring helps identify
performance problems quickly before they start impacting end users.

•  Problem Triage and Diagnosis: Correlates performance of Node.js applications to the performance of the rest of the
application tiers. Using Intelligent analytics and alerting, you can quickly triage and diagnose problems. You can determine
if the performance bottleneck is inside the Node.js tier or in different tier.
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•  Problem Root Cause Analysis: Automatically collects deep dive diagnostic snapshots of transactions when performance
problems occur. This analysis helps you to determine the root cause of the performance issues quickly.

•  Easy to Install and Deploy: DX APM for Node.js is easy to install and deploy and does not require any modifications to
the Node.js application source code.

DX APM for Node.js is based on a multiprocess agent architecture that consists of three components: a Node.js Probe Agent,
the Infrastructure Agent, and the Node.js Monitor. This setup provides the following benefits:

- Lightweight probes are dedicated solely to raw data collection.
- The Infrastructure Agent manages configuration, data collection, and processing outside of the monitored application to
reduce overhead.

How APM for Node.js Works

DX APM for Node.js consists of a Node.js Probe Agent, the Infrastructure Agent, and the Node.js Monitor.

• The Node.js Probe Agent is the component that runs inside the Node.js application process. The Node.js Probe Agent
is written in JavaScript and instrumented into the Node.js application at startup. This simple agent only interacts with
the Infrastructure Agent and reports events to it. You deploy the Node.js Probe Agent using the Node Package Manager
(NPM). By default, the agent provides probes for:
- MySQL--an open source relational database management system (RDBMS)
- MongoDB--a cross-platform document-oriented database
- HTTP--an application protocol
- Express--a Node.js web application server framework

• The Infrastructure Agent is a standalone Java process that collects data from the Node.js Probe Agent and transmits the
data to the Enterprise Manager. The Infrastructure receives method start and end events from the Node.js Probe Agent. The
Infrastructure Agent gathers timing data, and creates and sends metrics and transaction trace snapshots to the Enterprise
Manager. The performance data appears in the user interface.

• The Node.js Monitor is packaged in and deployed from the Infrastructure Agent, and uses properties files to configure
specific Node.js Agent capabilities.

The following diagram illustrates this process:

Figure 15: Architecture When Agent Deployed from Infrastructure Agent

 Install the Node.js Probe Agent for DX APM SaaS
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The Node.js Probe Agent allows enterprises running Node.js applications to identify and resolve performance issues. The
Node.js Probe Agent integrates performance metrics into DX APM for Intelligent analytics, alerting, and visibility on a single
dashboard. You must install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent to install the Node.js Probe Agent.

Here are the steps to install the Node.js Probe Agent:

    

Download and Install the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to DX APM SaaS, you download and extract the Node.js Probe Agent. For information about
downloading the agent, see Configure and Download an Agent Package for DX APM SaaS.

Download and Install the Node.js Probe Agent

The Node Package Manager (NPM) is a package manager for JavaScript, and is the default package manager for Node.js. The
NPM package manager comes bundled with all recent releases of Node.js. You use NPM to download the Node.js Probe Agent
software.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Go to https://www.npmjs.com/ and search for ca-apm-probe.
2. In the results list, click the ca-apm-probe link.

The ca-apm-probe page appears.
3. Follow the installation and configuration instructions on the ca-apm-probe page.

Note:

Ignore the instructions regarding the Collector Agent, which are not used in DX APM SaaS.

Log Files

You can review the Node.js Probe Agent logs in the <Node_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• AutoProbe.log
• IntroscopeAgent.log
• UMAgentConsole.log

 Next step: Node.js Agent 

 Configure APM for Node.js

As an administrator, use the following procedures to perform these optional configuration tasks. 

Note:

 All of the procedures and properties apply to on-premise DX APM. Only some procedures and properties apply to CA Digital
Experience Insights Application Performance Management.

 

Configure the Node.js Probe Agent Name

The Node.js Probe Agent finds its name automatically using the Node.js application settings. These settings do not require
Node.js Probe Agent configuration. 

You might want a specific Node.js Probe Agent name to display in Team Center, WebView, and Workstation. You can
configure the Node.js Probe Agent to find or provide its name several different ways.

Automatic Ways the Node.js Probe Agent Determines Its Name

The DX APM Node.js Probe Agent automatically looks for its name in the following order. If the agent does not find its name
in one step, it automatically goes to the next step.

1. The name property that is located in the Node.js application package.json file.The package.json file is located in
the root directory of the Node.js application.

2. The Node.js application startup script name, unless the script name is index.js.
3. The Node.js application root directory name
4. The default Node.js Probe Agent name is NodeApplication.

Ways to Configure a Custom Name for the Node.js Probe Agent

https://www.npmjs.com/
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You can provide a custom name for Node.js Probe Agent. For example, to distinguish the metrics when you are running two
instances of an application that have the same name. Having different agent names shows you which application instance is
having performance problems.
The method that you use to name the Probe Agent is based on these factors:

• Your requirements
• The way that you start your Node.js application

The Node.js Probe Agent seeks its name in the following priority order, which corresponds to the configurable agent naming
methods.  If the agent does not find its name in one step, it automatically goes to the next step. 

Tip:

 Best Practice: Configure the Node.js Probe Agent name using only one method. If the name is configured in multiple
ways, it can cause confusion. For example, if you have two APM Administrators, one might think that the name is set in
the config.json file. The second has set the name as an environment variable. The first Admin could be confused about
the agent when looking at the Investigator tree.

1. The CA_APM_PROBENAME environment variable

Set the Node.js Probe Agent probe name to nondefault value that is based on execution context.

Follow these steps:

• Use your operating system commands to set the CA_APM_PROBENAME environment variable.

export CA_APM_PROBENAME=<probe-name>

 Example: 

export CA_APM_PROBENAME=hello-world-app

2. The probNameEnvKey environment key that is specified in the config.json file property. The environment key
variable available for the Node.js application, can also be used as a variable elsewhere. For example, you can use the
variable in a script. The Node.js Probe Agent can use the environment key variable to name the Probe Agent.

Follow these steps:

1.1 Navigate to the <Node.js_Home>/ca-apm-probe directory.
2.1 Open the config.json file in a text editor.
3.1 Locate the following environment key. Provide an agent name that you want to display in Team Center, WebView,

and Workstation.

"probeNameEnvKey": "<env-key>",

 Example:

You have set environment variable NODE_APP_ID=hello-world-app for your application. You want to see hello-
world-app as the probe agent name. You update the config.json file as shown:

"probeNameEnvKey": "NODE_APP_ID",

4.1 Save and close the file.
3. The Node.js Probe Agent name is set using a require statement in the Node.js application startup script.In this method,

you manually add a string or variable name to the Node.js Probe Agent name.

Follow these steps:
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1.1 Add the following first line to your Node.js application startup script to configure the Node.js Probe Agent. The
host address, port, and probe name are all required when you use this method. 

var probe = require('ca-apm-probe').start(<infrastructure-agent-host>, <infrastructure-agent-port>,
 <probe-name>);

Where:

• <infrastructure-agent-host> is the host address of the Infrastructure Agent, usually this address is
localhost.

• <infrastructure-agent-port> is the port of the Infrastructure Agent.
• <probe-name> is the name of the probe under which the metrics are reported.

 Example: 

Warning:

 Place the ca-apm-probe  require statement as the first require statement in the code, for example

var probe = require('ca-apm-probe').start('system1.example.com', 5005, 'hello-world-app');
……
var express = require('express');
var mongoose = require('mongoose');

2.1 Save and close the script file.
4. Configure the probeName property in the config.json file.In this method, you provide a name that is a static value.

Follow these steps:

1.1 Navigate to the <Node.js_Home>/ca-apm-probe directory.
2.1 Open the config.json file in a text editor.
3.1 Locate the following property. Specify the Node.js Probe Agent name that you want to display in the user interface.

"probeName": "MyApplication",

4.1 Save and close the file.
5. Restart the managed application.

Configure the Node.js Probe Agent Host Name

By default, the Infrastructure Agent automatically determines the Node.js Probe Agent host name. When the host name
does not get resolved, then the Infrastructure Agent uses the Node.js Probe Agent IP address. However, you might consider
configuring the host name in these situations:

• In Docker environments, standard host naming methods do not resolve the host name.
When multiple agents monitor a Node.js application, the metrics from all the Node.js Probe Agents are aggregated. The
aggregation is based on the Docker container IP address. Docker container IP address conflicts occur when the same local
network IP range exists in different Docker host environments. The conflicts cause metrics and transaction traces for
specific Node.js application instances to display under a single Node.js Probe Agent host node. The metrics aggregation
makes it difficult for triagers to determine the source of application performance problems.

• You want to use a logical host name to group a set of Node.js Agent Probes

Use the Node.js Probe Agent version 1.10.31 or later.

You can configure the Node.js Probe Agent host name by using one of two methods.

• Set the CA_APM_HOSTNAME environment variable.
• Set the host name in the ca-apm-probe/config.json file.

When the host name is set using both options, the Node.js Probe Agent uses the environment variable.

Set the CA_APM_HOSTNAME Environment Variable
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Configure the Node.js Probe Agent host name using the environment variable when you do not want to configure the ca-apm-
probe/config.json file.

To set the CA_APM_HOSTNAME environment variable, use your operating system commands.

For example:

export CA_APM_HOSTNAME=Host1

Configure the Host Name in the ca-apm-probe/config.json File

 Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the <Node.js_Home>/ca-apm-probe directory.
2. Open the config.json file in a text editor.
3. Locate the hostName property.
4. Specify a valid value for the Node.js Probe Agent name to display in Team Center, WebView, and Workstation.Use the

following format:

<optional_text>${environment_variable}<optional_text>

You can include as many environment variables in the value as you want.
In this example, Host is the optional text and INSTANCE_ID is the environment variable on the computer running the
Node.js application. 

"hostName": "Host${INSTANCE_ID}"

5. Save and close the file.
6. Restart the managed application.The Node.js Probe Agent resolves the host name that is displayed in Team Center,

WebView, and Workstation.

Example: Configure the Node.js Probe Agent Host Name to Include the Docker Container ID

You can configure the Node.js Probe Agent to use the Docker container ID in the host name.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Node.js_Home>/ca-apm-probe directory.
2. Open the config.json file in a text editor.
3. Locate the hostName property and specify "docker-container-${HOSTNAME}" as follows:

"hostName": "docker-container-${HOSTNAME}"

4. Run the docker run image command to start the Docker container.

By default, the Docker container ID is the Docker container host name. For example, when the Docker container
ID is aed84ee21bd, the Node.js Probe Agent automatically resolves the host name as docker-container-
aed84ee21bde. 

Configure Node.js Probe Agent Properties Using the config.json File

You can configure the properties for a Node.js Probe Agent by editing the config.json file.
Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the <Node.js_Home>/ca-apm-probe directory.
2. Open the config.json file in a text editor.
3. Specify the values for the properties you want to configure:
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•  probeName
This property specifies the name of the Node.js Probe Agent to display in the user interface..

•  probeNameEnvKey
This property specifies a probe name value for your environment variable.

•  port
This property specifies the port number for the Infrastructure Agent.
Default value: 5005

•  logFilez
This property specifies the log file location. If the path is relative, logs are created in the <Node.js_Home>/
ca_apm-nodejs-probe directory. ${probeName} enables auto-naming. If there are multiple probes running,
then each probe with a different probe name has its own log file. ${probeName} only applies for the name of the log
file and not to the path or folder name.
Default value:

../logs/Probe-${probeName}.log 
•  logLevel

This property specifies the log level: debug, error, info, warn, disabled. The disabled value disables logging
completely. If the log file does not have write permissions, the log files are logged to the console. The path of the log
file is always logged to the console for reference. The maximum number of log files that can be created is five. The
maximum size of each file is 5 MB. The time that is logged in the log file is the local time with a UTC time offset.
Default value: info
The following property values are required for the Node.js Probe Agent to work properly. Do not change these default
values:

•  infrastructureAgent host
This property specifies the host name of the Infrastructure Agent.
Default value: localhost

•  interval
This property specifies the time interval in milliseconds for harvesting metrics.
Default value: 15000

•  configReloadInterval
This property specifies the interval in milliseconds to poll for configuration changes.
Default value: 60000

•  virtualStackPollPeriod
This property specifies the period or interval for polling.
Default value: 10000

•  maxTrxMapSize
This property specifies the maximum size of the map that is used to store transactions.
Default value: 5000

•  httpReqDecEnabled
This property enables and disables the insertion of special HTTP header for outgoing HTTP requests. This value must
be true for correlation to work.
Default value: True

•  maxPingDelay
Messages are exchanged between the Node.js Probe Agent and the Infrastructure Agent.
This property specifies the period of delay between communication (keep-alive)
Default value: 15000

4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the managed application.

Example: Configure the Node.js Probe Agent Logging

You can configure the logging for the Node.js Probe Agent by editing the log properties. 

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Go to the <Node.js_Home>/ca-apm-probe directory. 
2. Open the config.json file in a text editor.
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3. Locate the following property and provide the relative or full path of for the probe log location:

"logFile": "../logs/Probe-<ProbeName>.log",

 Example: 

"logFile": "../MyDirectory/Probe-<ProbeName>.log",

4. Locate the following property and provide one of the following values: debug|error|info|warn|disabled

"logLevel": "info"

5. Save and close the file.
6. Restart the managed application.

(Optional) Configure Node.js Probe Agent Custom Attributes Using the config.json File

flexibility to configure custom attributes for the probe agent using the config.json file. the custom attributes can be decorated
as a vertex custom attributes in ATC. 

1. Navigate to the <Node.js_Home>/ca-apm-probe directory.
2. Open the config.json file in a text editor.
3. Under the "attribute.decoration" section, specify the values for the following custom properties:

•  enable.extension
Use this property to enable the extension of the Node.js probe agent. To enable the extension, assign the value as true.
Default value: False

•  "env" :[]Use this property to define the node environment variable names (NODEENV), as comma separated values,
to be sent as agent attributes for that particular probe agent to the EM. The environment variable values are prefixed
with 'env' in the format `env.<ENV_VARIABLE>' with the run time value in the EM.

•  "static": { }Use this property to add the key-value pairs to be sent as an agent static attributes for that particular probe
agent with a prefix, 'usr' in the format `usr.<attribute_name>` 

•  "ext" : { }Use this property to add a filepath of external .json file with the key-value pairs to be sent as an
agent static attributes using an external JSON file. The agent static attributes are sent with a prefix, 'ext' in the
format `ext.<attribute_name>`  

4. Save the config.json file.

Note:

 When there is any change to the config.json file in terms of attribute addition or deletion, the probe agent notifies the change
to the Infrastructure Agent, which further notifies the EM.

Example: Configure Node.js Probe Agent Custom Attributes Using the config.json File

You can configure the Node.js Probe Agent Custom Attributes by using the config.json file as follows:

"attribute.decoration" : {    "enable.extension" : true,   
 "reporting.interval" : 3600000,    "env":["ENV"],    "static":{   
    "attribute1" : "value1",       "attribute2" : "value2"      },  
 "ext":{     "filepath":"C:\\Work\\Demo\\node_external_conf.json"     
 } }

Configure Infrastructure Agent Logging 
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To configure Infrastructure Agent logging, use the log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent property in the apmia/ core/
config/IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

 Property Name: log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent

This property specifies both the logging level and the output location for log information.

 Values: 

These values configure the detail level:

• INFO
• DEBUG

These values configure the log information destination:

• Console
• Logfile
• Both console and logfile

 Default: 

INFO, logfile

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, logfile

 Examples: 

• To increase the logging level, set the property as shown:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=DEBUG#com.wily.util.feedback.Log4JSeverityLevel, console, logfile

• To send output to the console only, set the property as shown:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, console

• To send output to the logfile only, set the property as shown:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=INFO, logfile

• To disable agent logging, remove the options from this property as follows:

log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent=

Note:

 Property updates take effect immediately and do not require managed application or Infrastructure Agent restart.

Configure Node.js Monitoring Using ProbeBuilder Directives

The metrics that appear in WebView and Team Center are a function of the ProbeBuilder Directives (PBDs). The PBDs
instrument the application, and the run-time activity of the application. You can configure PBDs to monitor Node.js.

The nodejs-typical.pbl file includes the following file names:

File Name Description
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nodejs-toggles-typical .pbd This file provides the TurnOn switches to determine the
honoring of other directives in subsequent *.pbd files.
This file contains the following tracer flags:

Note:

 By default, these tracer flags are ON.

•  HttpFrontendTracing 
•  FileBackendTracing 
•  NodeClassDeepTracing 
•  HttpURLConnectionBackend 
•  FragmentTracing 
•  SqlTracing 
•  ExpressTracing 
•  MongoDBTracing 

 nodejs-common.pbd This file provides directives that implement support for
various common Node.js constructs. Use this file with the
Introscope default files.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Go to <Node.js_Home>/core/config.
2. Open the nodejs-toggles-typical.pbd file in a text editor.
3. Follow the instructions in the file and configure the PBDs.

• Comment or uncomment the TurnOn directives to change the set of Node.js components that is traced.
Example: Disable deep tracing to minimize agent overhead when identifying components for tracing or diagnosing
application performance is not required. Comment out this property:

#TurnOn: NodeClassDeepTracing

4. Save and close the file.

Configure Node.js Frontend URL Groups

 Frontend URL groups are named groupings of transactions that you define in terms of a URL path prefix. Introscope
aggregates metrics for each URL group. The Node.js metrics display under the Frontends|Apps|<ApplicationName>|URLs
node of the metric browser tree. The path prefix is the portion of the URL that follows the hostname. For example, in this URL
the path prefix is /testWar:

http://burger1.com/testWar/burgerServlet?ViewItem&category=11776&item=5550662630&rd=1

You can define a frontend URL group for any category of requests that can be derived from a URL path prefix. For example,
depending on the form of your Node.js URLs, you could define URL groups in several ways. For example, groups for each
customer your application supports, or for each major or sub application. With this flexibility, you can monitor performance in
the context of committed service levels, or for critical portions of your application.

You can configure Node.js frontend URL group properties to provide metrics that are most relevant to your deployment.
Configuring Node.js frontend URL groups is the same as configuring Java frontend URL groups.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to apmia/core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile. 
2. Open the file in a text editor, then find the # URL Grouping Configuration section.
3. Configure Node.js URL group properties.

Use the information in the Java Agent article, Configure Frontend URL Groups to perform the  following configurations.

http://burger1.com/testWar/burgerServlet?ViewItem&category=11776&item=5550662630&rd=1
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1.1 Set up Node.js frontend URL groups. These properties work together.

introscope.agent.urlgroup.keys=defaultintroscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*introscope.agent.urlgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}introscope.agent.urlgroup.frontend.url.clamp=5

2.1 Limit the number of unique frontend URL group metrics.
3.1 Understand the frontend Resources URL group

You do not need to restart the application server after the configuration.

Backend Path Group Naming

These backend path group properties work together when all are set to their default introscopeAgent.profile settings:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=defaultintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp=5

With this configuration, the default backend paths display in a backend path group. The group is named for and located two
segments after the protocol in the backend path. 

For example, typically backend paths are listed under the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths node.

The number of backend path groups that are created across all the Java applications can reach
the introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp setting. After the clamp is triggered, any new backend
paths display under the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths| Default node.

Note:

 More Information: 

The Infrastructure Agent has a subset of Java properties that are optimized for APM for Node.js. For more information about
the properties and tracer types, see: 

 Configure Monitoring. 

Configure Node.js Backend Path Groups

Configure Node.js backend path group properties.
Follow these steps: 

Use the information in the Java Agent article, Configure Backend Path Groups to perform the  following configurations.

1. Open the apmia/core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
2. Set up Node.js backend groups. These properties work together:

introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.keys=defaultintroscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.pathprefix=*introscope.agent.backendpathgroup.group.default.format={path_delimited:/:0:5}introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp=5

3. Save and close the file.
Restart the infrastructure agent.

Limit the Number of Unique Backend Path URL Group Metrics

You can use the introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp property to to limit the number of unique
backend path group URL metrics that the Node.js agent creates. The number of new backend path groups can reach the
set value.

After the clamp is triggered, metrics for new backend path group URLs display under the Metric Browser under the Backends|
WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths| Default node. This property helps to prevent metric explosions.

To collect meaningful metrics from the Backends|WebService at {protocol}_//{host}_{port}|Paths node, set up backend path
groups that are relevant to your deployment.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to apmia/core/config/IntroscopeAgent.profile.
2. Open the file in a text editor, then find the # URL Grouping Configuration section.
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3. Configure the introscope.agent.urlgroup.backend.url.clamp property.
The default is 5 backend path group URLs.

4. Save and close the file.
No managed application restart is needed.

 Troubleshoot the Node.js Agent

Use this information to troubleshoot the APM for Node.js Agent: 

 Backends not Correlated to Frontends or Incorrectly Correlated to Frontends

Symptoms:

One or more of the following symptoms appear:

• Frontend and backend metrics appear, but called backend metrics under frontend URLs are incorrect or missing.
• Transaction traces do not show frontends and backends together in single or correlated traces. Instead, backends appear in

trace fragments with no context or in an incorrect correlation context. You also see metrics for fragments with a NoContext
name.

Solution:

One or more of the following items exist:

• An unsupported Node.js framework
• An asynchronous construct that does not let the Probe Agent pass transaction context from the frontend component to the

backend components.

To fix this problem, extend the Node.js probe to cover the unsupported Node.js framework.

 ca-apm-probe Gyp Build Installation Error
 

 Valid for: Node.js version 4.x

 Symptoms: 

The ca-apm-probe system health monitoring module installation fails due to a build error.

The following errors appear in the console log:

/root/.node-gyp/4.3.1/include/node/v8.h:336: error: expected
 unqualified-id before ‘using’/root/.node-gyp/4.3.1/include/node/
v8.h: In constructor ‘v8::MaybeLocal<T>::MaybeLocal()’:..gyp
 ERR! build errorgyp ERR! stack Error: `make` failed with
 exit code: 2gyp ERR! stack at ChildProcess.onExit (/
opt/automation/deployed/nodejsRole_nodejs-4.3.1-linux-
x64/lib/node_modules/npm/node_modules/node-gyp/lib/
build.js:270:23)gyp ERR! stack at emitTwo (events.js:87:13)gyp
 ERR! stack at ChildProcess.emit (events.js:172:7)gyp
 ERR! stack at Process.ChildProcess._handle.onexit
 (internal/child_process.js:200:12)gyp ERR! System Linux
 2.6.32-504.8.1.el6.x86_64gyp ERR! command "/opt/automation/deployed/
nodejsRole_nodejs-4.3.1-linux-x64/bin/node" "/opt/automation/deployed/
nodejsRole_nodejs-4.3.1-linux-x64/lib/node_modules/npm/node_modules/
node-gyp/bin/node-gyp.js" "rebuild"gyp ERR! cwd /opt/automation/
deployed/installers/node_modules/ca-apm-probegyp ERR! node -v
 v4.3.1gyp ERR! node-gyp -v v3.0.3gyp ERR! not ok
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This message appears during the post-installation verification.

[DX APM PROBE] Post install verification - system health monitoring
 module is not installed correctly. Metrics will not appear under
 the 'nodejs-probes|<Agent>|Node.js Runtime' folder in APM WebView.
 However, node application monitoring should work as expected.

Note:

 More information: Configure Node.js Probe Agent Logging 

 Solution: 

Upgrade the compilers.
Follow these steps:

1. Upgrade the gcc and g++ compilers on your computer to version 4.8.2 or later.
2. Reinstall the ca-apm-probe using the following command:

npm install ca-apm-probe

The ca-apm-probe installation completes. No installation errors are logged in the console log.

 ca-apm-probe System Health Monitoring Module Installation Error

Valid for: Node.js versions 0.10x, 0.12x, 4.x

Symptom:

During ca-apm-probe installation, the following message appears in the log:

[DX APM PROBE] Post install verification - system health monitoring module is not installed correctly.
 Metrics will not appear under the 'nodejs-probes|<Agent>|Node.js Runtime' folder in APM WebView.

Solution:

The native module fails for some reason, for example, Python or C++ configuration issues. If you do not need to monitor
health metrics, for example, GC Heap Used and Event Loop, disregard the message. However, Node.js application monitoring
works as expected.

Verify that your environment meets the Node.js Agent prerequisites so that it is up-to-date and compatible with the APM
agents.

 

 

 Node.js Probe Agent Installation Gyp Errors

Valid for: Node.js versions 0.10x, 0.12x, 4.x

Symptom:

During Node.js Probe Agent installation, these gyp errors appear:

gyp WARN install got an error, rolling back install
gyp ERR! configure error
gyp ERR! stack Error: read ECONNRESET
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...

Solution:

Verify that your Node Package Manager (NPM) bundle includes the following Python version:

UNIX: 2.7

Mac OS X: 2.7

Windows: 2.7

 Transaction Fragments Are Reported Incorrectly
Symptom

For certain unsupported Node.js modules, parallel operation sequences (transaction fragments) may be incorrectly reported in
transaction Trace View.

Solution

Add instrumentation to the Node.js Probe Agent to support the framework.

 Node.js Application Monitoring

Node.js transactions are asynchronous. Asynchronous operations execute in two ways:

 Sequentially–Asynchronous events that occur in series are displayed as sequential components on same level and identified
as the same lane. Asynchronous events that have a parent-child relationship are displayed on as called components on the next
level. One child event in any given time continues in the same lane.

 Parallel–If the Node.js Probe Agent detects two or more parallel asynchronous operations, the agent creates a separate lane
for each parallel operation sequence (transaction fragment).

Different events are important for tracing asynchronous operations:

•  Operation Start–This event is measured from the start of invoking an asynchronous API call and marks the transaction
component start time.

•  Operation Done--This event is measured from the beginning of the operation result callback and marks the transaction
component end time. This event also tracks if the next asynchronous operation start is in a series with a previous operation
or in parallel.

Asynchronous events that happen in a series are the result callback of the first operation, starts next asynchronous operation.
Asynchronous events have a parent-child relationship when an asynchronous operation invokes another operation to complete.

APM for Node.js captures error objects that are part of callback arguments in the Node.js probe Agents. APM for Node.js does
not capture exceptions. 

APM for Node.js lets you monitor performance data.

 Follow these steps: 

1.  Monitor Performance Using Experience View.
2. View the Node.js runtime health.

The Node.js Probe Agent monitors applications dynamically when a program is running or being executed. The Node.js
runtime metrics help you monitor the health of the Node.js process.

1.1 Investigate the Node.js Runtime node:

nodejs-probes | <Agent> | Node.js Runtime | Metrics

Here are the runtime health metrics:
CPU System Percent
CPU time that is spent inside the kernel on behalf of the process. This metric is expressed as a percentage of wall
clock time. This value can exceed 100 percent on multi-core systems. CPU time is the elapsed wall clock time when
the CPU is executing instructions on behalf of the process. Such as when the process or its corresponding kernel
thread is actually running.

 CPU User Percent
User CPU time. CPU time is directly attributable to the execution of the user space process. This time is expressed as
a percentage of wall clock time. Can exceed 100 percent on multi-core systems.

 Event Loop
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The number of event loop ticks, and the minimum, maximum, and average tick time in milliseconds.

 GC Heap Used
The part of the V8 heap that remains in use after a minor or major garbage collector cycle, expressed in bytes. The V8
heap stores JavaScript objects and values, excluding integers in the range of -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647. The
exact range depends on the processor architecture.

 HTTP Connection Count
The number of new HTTP connections in the last interval.

HTTP Connections/sec
The number of new HTTP connections per second.

 Heap Total
The total size of the V8 heap, expressed in bytes.

 Used
The part of the V8 heap that is in use, expressed in bytes.

 CPU Total Percent
Sum of user and system time, expressed as a percentage of wall clock time. This value can exceed 100 percent on
multi-core systems.

2.1 Click a metric and view performance information.
3. View the Node.js application metrics.

You can view metrics for your Node.js application. For example, you can view metrics for frontend frameworks such
as Express and LoopBack and backend frameworks such as MongoDB, MySQL, and Redis.

1.1 In Team Center, select an item of interest such as an individual metric from the details panel.
The metric appears for the monitored Node.js process.
Example:
nodejs-probes | <Agent> | Frontends | Apps | <Probe_Name> |
The agent shows Frontend metrics in multiple levels for each:
1 - Application
2 - URL in an application
3 - Backend system that the URL requested

2.1 The route of the node application is a combination of a URI, an HTTP request method (GET, POST, and so on).
3.1 Navigate the nodes to investigate the Blame metrics.
4.1 Select a metric and view performance information.

4. Use attributes to create your own perspective. The set of attributes that the Node.js agent reports are the common attributes,
which exist for most components.

 Prerequisites and Download the NPM Software
Prerequisites to Install APM for Node.js

Before installing the APM for Node.js components:

• Verify the system requirements.
• Verify that your implementation includes a code editor/compiler for the Probe Agent:

 Windows: Microsoft Visual Studio C++ 2017 for Windows Desktop, Visual Studio Express, or the NPM Command as
follows:

npm install  – global windows-build-tools

 Mac OS: Xcode
Linux: GNU Compiler Collection (gcc), g++, or Make

Typically, Linux systems include a preinstalled GNU compiler.
• Understand how APM for Node.js detects Probe Agent names. Consider how the Node.js Probe Agent names and metrics

are to appear in the Metric Browser before selecting an installation method.

Download the Node.js Probe Agent Software
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The Node Package Manager (NPM) is a package manager for JavaScript, and is the default package manager for Node.js. The
NPM package manager comes bundled with all recent releases of Node.js. You use NPM to download the Node.js Probe Agent
software.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure the NPM bundle includes the required Python version.

1.1 At a command prompt, type this command to see the Python version:

python -V

2.1 Verify that your NPM bundle includes the required Python version:

• 2.7 for UNIX and Mac OS X
• 2.7.3 for Windows

When the NPM bundle does not include the required Python version, you can experience Node.js Probe Agent
installation gyp errors.

2. Go to https://www.npmjs.com/ and search for ca-apm-probe.
3. In the results list, select the ca-apm-probe link.

The ca-apm-probe page appears. If you do not have access, install the Node.js Probe Agent to an offline production system.

 Python Agent
 

DX APM for Python allows enterprises running Python applications to identify and resolve performance issues. APM for
Python integrates performance metrics into DX APM for Intelligent analytics, alerting, and visibility on a single dashboard.

DX APM for Python is based on a multi-process agent architecture that consists of two components: the Python Agent and the
Infrastructure Agent.
The Python Agent is a lightweight probe that collects the required data from your Python applications. The probe sends
the data to the Infrastructure Agent for processing and analysis. You view the processed and analyzed data in Application
Performance Management. This architecture helps DX APM to have little effect on your Python application performance.

This architecture provides these benefits:

• Lightweight probes are dedicated solely to raw data collection.
• The Infrastructure Agent manages configuration, data collection, and processing outside of the monitored application to

reduce overhead.

You must install the Infrastructure Agent before you install the Python Agent. You can configure the installation so that the
Infrastructure Agent and the Python Agent are not installed on the same host.

Supportability Requirement and Information

The Python Agent requires Python 2.7.
The Python Agent is only supported on Linux.  

Here are the supported frameworks and databases:

• Web frameworks

•  WSGI

•  Django 
•  Gunicorn 

• Databases

•  DB-API 2.0

• Django, with this Django configuration

•  SQLite sqlite3 module 
•  Firebird 
•  MySQL / MariaDB 
•  PostgreSQL 

https://www.npmjs.com/
https://wsgi.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://www.djangoproject.com/
http://gunicorn.org/
https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0249/
https://docs.djangoproject.com/en/1.11/ref/databases/
https://docs.python.org/2/library/sqlite3.html
https://firebirdsql.org/
https://www.mysql.com/
https://mariadb.org/
https://www.postgresql.org/
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•  Oracle 
•  SAP SQLAnywhere 
•  Microsoft SQL Server 
•  DB2 is supported through Microsoft ODBC 

Install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent and Python Agent

The DX APM Infrastructure Agent (Infrastructure Agent) is a master package containing DX APM extensions and a JRE.
You must install the Infrastructure Agent before you install the Python agent. The Python Agent has two main components: an
Infrastructure agent extension, which provides data to the Infrastructure Agent and the Python probe, which collects the data.

Download the Infrastructure Agent Software

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights, you download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing
the Python agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

You now download the agent package containing the Python Probe Agent.
3. Click the Agent icon in the lower section of the navigation pane.
4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select UNIX/Linux as your operating system.
5. Click on Python under the Applications category.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the python_v<number>.tar file to your Linux computer.

Install the Infrastructure Agent

1. Run this command to extract the contents of the Infrastructure-Agent-<version>-<OS> package file to the desired
installation location:

tar xf python_v<number>.tar

2. Run this command to start the Infrastructure Agent:

 ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install

3. (Optional) Use more Infrastructure Agent-related commands.
4. (Optional) Review the installation log.

1.1 Navigate to apmia/apmia_install.log.
2.1 Review the log for error messages or troubleshooting help.

Log Files

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

You can review the Python agent installation log in the apmia/apmia_install.log directory.

You can review the Python agent logs in the ca_apm_logs/python_agent.log. You can configure the log file location.

Install the Python Agent

You use the Python pip installation tool to download and install the DX APM Python agent software from the Python Package
Index (PyPI) repository.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional): If you already have pip, ensure that the installed pip version works with the Python interpreter that runs your
Python application. 

https://www.oracle.com/database/index.html
https://www.sap.com/products/sql-anywhere.html
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/sql-server
https://www.ibm.com/analytics/db2
https://github.com/lionheart/django-pyodbc/
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/ca-apm-agent
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/ca-apm-agent
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2. A typical Linux operating system uses at least two Python interpreters to run the system and applications. 

1.1  If you run a Python interpreter version that is not 2.7, you can encounter problems. If you are not sure which
Python interpreter version to which your pip is mapped, uninstall pip. Perform the uninstall process using the same
application that you used to install pip.

2.1 Run the following commands to download and install pip using the appropriate Python 2.7.x interpreter:

wget https://bootstrap.pypa.io/get-pip.py
<python interpreter> get-pip.py

3. Run the following command to Install the Python agent:
Some Linux distributions and versions do not put the binaries that the Python Agent provides in PATH locations. Using
the sudo command ensures that the binaries are installed into a globally available PATH location.

sudo pip install ca-apm-agent

4. (Optional) When you manage multiple Python projects and packages using virtualenv, you can install the Python agent
using these installation instructions. 

Configure the Python Agent

Follow these steps:

1. Run this command to find the ca-apm-agent installation directory:

pip show ca-apm-agent

2. Navigate to the installation directory.
3. Find the directives subdirectory, which contains the agent.profile and instrument.pbd files.
4. Open the agent.profile in a text editor.
5. Specify the values for the properties you want to configure:

host
This property specifies the host name of the Python Infrastructure Agent. Default value: '127.0.0.1'
Note: Requires managed application restart.

port
This property specifies the port number for the Python Infrastructure Agent.
Default value: 5005
Note: Requires managed application restart.
app_name
This property specifies the name of the Python application as you want it to appear in Application Performance
Management.
Default value: defaultNote: Requires managed application restart.

log.handlers.file.filename
This property specifies the log file name that the Python Agent creates. The agent creates the file in the directory from
which you run the command to for the Python agent to start the Python application. Relative paths are allowed. Providing
an absolute path overrides a relative path. The property assumes that it has the necessary permissions to create intermediary
folders that do not exist.
Default value: ca_apm_logs/python_agent.log
Note: Requires managed application restart.

log.loggers.python_agent.level
This property specifies the level at which Python Agent information is logged in the log file. Change to DEBUG for
detailed logs if necessary.Default value: INFONote: Requires managed application restart.

6. Save and close the file.
7. Restart the managed application

https://packaging.python.org/guides/installing-using-pip-and-virtualenv/
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Start the Python Agent

Using gunicorn as an example, if you currently start your Python application using this command:

gunicorn -w 2 -b :8000 myproject.wsgi 

You start the application with the Python Agent using this command:

ca-apm-runpy gunicorn -w 2 -b :8000 myproject.wsgi 

Monitor Python Agent Metrics in Map View

You view the applications metrics using the Components view and other views in Application Performance Management.

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

Application Performance Management home page appears
3. In the left navigation pane, click the Map icon.
4. Select Application Layer and Default Overview from the drop-down list on the left side of the screen.
5. Examine the monitored Python components.
6. View the Python agent Python Metrics.

1.1 On the map, click a component.
The Components  View opens to the right of the map.

2.1 Click the Generic Frontend or Agent tab to view the data.
The tabs display the metrics.

3.1 Scroll down the data to examine the Python agent metrics to determine if any of the values indicate poor
performance. 

Monitor Python Performance

Follow these steps:

1.  Monitor performance using the Experience View.
2. View the Python metrics.

1.1 In Application Performance Management, click an item of interest such as an individual metric from the details panel.
The metric appears for the monitored Python process.

2.1 Navigate the nodes to investigate the BlamePoint metrics.
3.1 Click a metric and view the performance information.

Troubleshooting
setuptools Package Results in CA PAM Installation Failure

Problem:
Consider that you are trying to install DX APM on a Linux platform with the "setuptools" package, which is used to package
building and distribution of build. The "setuptools" package with version 0.1.x results in DX APM installation failure.

Workaround:
You can solve the problem by performing any one of the following tasks before you install DX APM:

• Upgrade the package setuptools package to the latest version
• Delete the "setuptools" package from the system

 Monitor a Python Application on Cloud Foundry

Monitoring a Python application on Cloud Foundry consists of the following high-level steps:

  

https://www.cloudfoundry.org/
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Review Prerequisites

Before deploying a Python application to Cloud Foundry, ensure that you meet the following prerequisites:

•  Understand Python Agent monitoring 
•  A Python application that is deployed on Cloud Foundry 
• Cloud Foundry Command-Line Interface

Note:   More information:  Cloud Foundry supported application buildpacks 

Install and Configure the Infrastructure Agent (CA Digital Experience Insights)

On CA Digital Experience Insights, you must download and install the Infrastructure Agent before instrumenting the
Python application on Cloud Foundry.  You must install the Infrastructure Agent outside of Cloud Foundry. The Python
application running on Cloud Foundry must be able to send data to the Infrastructure Agent.
Follow these steps: 

1. Click Download Agent in the top bar.

Note:   If you already connected one agent, you can only access the Download Agent button by clicking Agents in the left
pane, under Settings.

2. Select Unix/Linux as your operating system.
3. Select the Python Agent and download the tarball.
4. Untar the downloaded tarball: tar -xf <downloaded_tarball.tar> 
5. Open the apmia directory
6. Run ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install to install the Infrastructure Agent.
7. Configure the Infrastructure Agent IntroscopeAgent.profile file.

1.1 Navigate to the <apmia>/Infrastructure_Agent-<version>/core/config directory. 
2.1 Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile in a text editor.
3.1 Set the introscope.remoteagent.collector.tcp.local.only property to false.
4.1 Save and close the file.

Configure Python Agent Monitoring

You configure the requirements.txt and manifest.yml files. You add the agent.profile file, which the Python agent uses, to your
Python application root folder. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the requirements.txt file, which is located in the Python application root directory.
2. Add this line to the requirements.txt file and save the file.

ca-apm-agent>=1.0.0

3. Download this agent.profile to the Python application root folder.
4. Configure the agent.profile properties.

1.1 Make the host property value the IP address of your Infrastructure Agent installation. For example:

host=127.0.0.1

2.1 (Optional) Provide the

port

property value of your Infrastructure Agent installation.

https://www.cloudfoundry.org/
https://docs.cloudfoundry.org/buildpacks/python/index.html
https://docs.pivotal.io/pivotalcf/1-7/buildpacks/
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If you did not change the default host port for the Infrastructure Agent, ignore this step. If you changed the
Infrastructure Agent port value, change the port value.

port=<Infrastructure agent port number>

3.1 Make the app_name property value the name of your Python application.

app_name='Default'

4.1 Save the file.
5. Edit the manifest.yml file to change the start command.

You might have a complex start command involving multiple commands sequenced using && or other shell operators. 

1.1 Change only the command that starts the application server. 

Using gunicorn as an example, here is a start command:

gunicorn -w 2 -b :8000 myproject.wsgi

Here is the start command that is edited to enable the Python Agent:

ca-apm-runpy -a agent.profile gunicorn -w 2 -b :8000 myproject.wsgi 
2.1 (Optional) If you did not place the agent.profile in the Python application root folder, provide the relative path to the

file. For example:

ca-apm-runpy -a ./xyz/agent.profile gunicorn -w 2 -b :8000
 myproject.wsgi

Redeploy the Python Application to Cloud Foundry

After you redeploy the Python application, you generate traffic to the application. Then run DX APM to view the application
metrics.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Run this command at a command line to redeploy the Python application to Cloud Foundry.

cf push 
2. Generate some traffic to the application by navigating to some Python application web pages.
3. Open Team Center, WebView, or Workstation to view the application metrics.

Troubleshooting

 Symptom 

I do not see Python application metrics in Application Performance Management.

 Solution 

Review the application logs and the Python Agent logs. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Run this command at a command prompt to access the Python Agent logs:

cf ssh <application name> 
2. Navigate to the ca_apm_logs directory within the Python application root folder.

Note:  More information:
Pivotal Cloud Foundry documentation 

 Python Metrics

https://docs.pivotal.io/pivotalcf/installing/pcf-docs.html
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The Python Agent provides the standard BlamePoint metrics for the following application issues.

Timing Metrics
These metrics provide the amount of time that instrumented method took to execute. 

HTTP Metrics
These metrics provide the URL, host, port, type of request, and more info from the http request/connection going through the
web server.

Database Metrics
These metrics provide the database connection information, the query string, and other related information about the database.

Error Metrics
These metrics provide application error information including error causes and error snapshots. 

HTTP Error Metrics
The Python probe parses the HTTP response status code. When the status code is greater than 399, the Python agent generates
an exception message appropriate for the status code and causes and triggers an error snapshot. 

 C++ Agent
The DX APM C++ Agent (C++ Agent) provides monitoring visibility into your C and C++ applications.
The C++ Agent collects and reports detailed information about the C++ process functions and APIs.

     

The C++ Agent is an SDK that gets compiled with your C++ application to perform native application performance
monitoring. The C++ Agent includes an SDK that exposes an API that is integrated into your C and C++ applications. The C+
+ Agent SDK provides application performance metrics that display in Application Performance Management.

The C++ Agent includes examples about how to use the APIs and SDK. The examples are located in the apmia\APMCPPSDK
\public\examples directory.

DX APM for C++ is based on a multi-process agent architecture that consists of two components: the C++ Agent and the
Infrastructure Agent. This setup provides these benefits:

• Lightweight probes are dedicated solely to raw data collection.
• The Infrastructure Agent manages configuration, data collection, and processing outside of the monitored application to

reduce overhead.

C++ Agent Supportability

The DX APM C++ Agent is supported on RHEL 7.2 and CentOS 7.2.

The C++ Agent only supports monitoring of processes that have thread pooling enabled.

Install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent and C++ Agent

The DX APM Infrastructure Agent (Infrastructure Agent) is a master package containing DX APM extensions and a JRE. You
must install the Infrastructure Agent before you install the C++ agent.

Download the Infrastructure Agent Software

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights, you download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing the C++
agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.
2. The Application Performance Management home page appears.

You now download the agent package containing the C++ Probe Agent.
3. Click Download Agent at the top of any page.

Note:   If you already connected one agent, you can only access the Download Agent button by clicking Agents in the left
pane, under Settings.

4. On the Select Agent to Download page, select UNIX/Linux as your operating system.
5. Click on C++ under the Applications category.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the C++-apmia-<date>_v1.tar file to your Linux computer.

Install the Infrastructure Agent
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1. Run this command to extract the contents of the package file to the desired installation location:

tar -xf C++-apmia-<date>_v1.tar

2. Run this command to start the Infrastructure Agent:

 ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install

3. (Optional) Use more Infrastructure Agent-related commands.
4. (Optional) Review the installation log.

1.1 Navigate to apmia/apmia_install.log.
2.1 Review the log for error messages or troubleshooting help.

Log Files

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

• IntroscopeAgent.log
• APMIAgentConsole.log

Install the C++ Agent

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the apmia/APMCPPSDK directory, which contains header files and a shared library. 
2. Include the SDK in your code.

• To use the APIs, include the APM_SDK.h header file that is located in the apmia/APMCPPSDK/public/include
directory.

• To use the SDK, set the library path in LD_LIBRARY_PATH before executing your executable.

Configure the C++ Agent

You configure the C++ Agent properties using the APMAgent.config file. You can also configure the PATH location of
the APMAgent.config file using the environmental variable.
The C++ Agent uses seeks and uses specific values in specific locations and files in the following order:

1. Environment variable
The C++ Agent SDK always seeks the environmental value first, whether present in the APMAgent.config file or not.

2. APMAgent.config file value
3. Default value

When a value is not present either as an environment variable or in the APMAgent.config file, the C++ Agent SDK uses
the default value.

 Follow these steps to configure the C++ agent: 

1. Set the directory containing the APMAgent.config file using the APMAGENT_CONFIGFILEPATH environmental
variable. This configuration allows the C++ Agent to load the APMAgent.config file while loading
the APMAGENT_CONFIGFILEPATH environmental value. The default is the current working directory.

1.1 To set the APMAGENT_CONFIGFILEPATH environment variable, run this command:

export APMAGENT_CONFIGFILEPATH=<path to the directory containing
 the APMAgent.config file>

2. Configure the APMAgent.config file.

1.1 Navigate to the directory containing the APMAgent.config file.
2.1 Open the APMAgent.config in a text editor.
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3.1 Specify the values for the properties you want to configure. These properties are required:

 host
This property specifies the host name of the C++ Infrastructure Agent. Default value: 127.0.0.1

 port
This property specifies the port number for the C++ Infrastructure Agent.
Default value: 5005
appname
This property specifies the C++ Agent name that appears in Application Performance Management.
Default value: Cpp App
loggingDisabled 
When set to true, this property disables logging.Default value: false (logging is on)

 logLevel
This property specifies the level of detail the logger captures.
Values are: TRACE=0, DEBUG=1, INFO=2, WARNING=3, ERROR=4, FATAL=5
Default value: TRACE

 initCapacity
This property specifies the initial size of message buffer in bytes.
Default value: 100000
capacityInc
This property specifies the message buffer increments.
Default value: 700001
maxCapacity
This property specifies the maximum message buffer size in bytes.
Default value: 700001

4.1 Save and close the file.
5.1 Restart the application.

 You can learn about the C++ Agent APIs. 

 C++ Agent APIs

The C++ Agent includes these APIs, which are case-sensitive. 

     

bool apm_sdk_init
This API initializes the SDK. Call this API before using any other DX APM APIs.

 Format
bool apmbool apm_sdk_init();_sdk_init();

 Parameters
None

APM_FRONTEND_BEGIN

This API begins collecting a transaction trace for the frontend.

Format

APM_FRONTEND_BEGIN(const char* url, const char* hostname, const char* port, const char* correlation_id);ation_id);

Parameters 

• url
URL to name the frontend. For example, /path/path.

• hostname
Name of server receiving the message

• port
Port on which messages are received

APM_FRONTEND_END
This API ends collecting the frontend transaction trace.
  
Format 
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APM_FRONTEND_END;

Parameters
None

APM_BACKEND_BEGIN
This API begins collecting a transaction trace for the backend.

Format

 APM_BACKEND_BEGIN(const char* funcName);

Parameters 

•  funcName
The function class name and method in this format: classname.method.

APM_BACKEND_END
This API ends collecting the backend transaction trace.

Format
APM_BACKEND_END;

ParametersNone

APM_FUNCTION_BEGIN

This API begins collecting a transaction trace for the function.

Format

 APM_FUNCTION_BEGIN (const char *funcName);

Parameters 

•  funcName
The function class name and method in this format: classname.method.

APM_FUNCTION_END

This API ends collecting the function transaction trace.

Format
APM_FUNCTION_END;

Parameters
None

APM_SQLBACKEND_BEGIN

This API begins collecting a transaction trace for the SQL backend.

Format

 APM_SQLBACKEND_BEGIN(funcName, connection_string, query_string);

Parameters 

•  funcName
The function class name and method in this format:

classname.method

.
• connection string

The database connection string
• query

The database query string

 
APM_SQLBACKEND_END
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This API ends collecting the SQL backend transaction trace.

Format
APM_SQLBACKEND_END;

Parameters
None

apm_get_correlation_id

This API sets the current correlation ID.

Format
char* apm_get_correlation_id(void);

Parameters 

• @param[out]
Pointer to the correlation ID.

apm_set_correlation_id
This API sets the correlation ID for the current transaction. This correlation ID overrides the default
current correlation ID or the correlation ID for the previous transaction. This correlation ID is valid for
the current transaction.

Format
bool apm_set_correlation_id(const char *coreid);

Parameters 

• @param[in] coreid
Pointer to the correlation ID.

• @param[out]
True or false. True means that the given correlation ID has been set for the current transaction. False means that the given
correlation ID has not been set for the current transaction.

 

 Go Agent
 

The DX APM Go Agent (Go Agent) provides monitoring visibility into your applications that are written in Go language. The
Go Agent is an extension of an Infrastructure Agent. The Go Agent is a package that gets compiled with your Go application to
perform native application performance monitoring. The Go Agent includes an SDK that exposes an API that is integrated into
your Go applications. The Go Agent SDK provides application performance metrics that are displayed in DX APM.

The Go Probe Agent records the client function entry or exit calls. Further, the Go Probe forwards the data collected to DXI.

DX APM Go Agent is based on a multi-process agent architecture that consists of two components: the Go Agent and the
Infrastructure Agent. This setup provides the following benefits:

• Lightweight probes are dedicated solely to collect the raw data.
• The Infrastructure Agent manages configuration, data collection, and processing outside of the monitored application to

reduce overhead.
• The DX APM user interface displays the dynamic metrics of the Go processes such as goroutines.

To install, configure, and use the Go agent, perform the following tasks:

     

Prerequisites

Before your install the Go Agent, ensure that Go Language is installed on the server where you intend to install the agent.
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The Go Agent depends on a third-party package to generate a unique number. The Go Agent uses the unique number to
identify a transaction of an application. You can download the third-party package from GitHub using the following command:

go get github.com/satori/go.uuid

Install the DX APM Infrastructure Agent and Go Agent Extension

The DX APM Infrastructure Agent is a master package containing DX APM extensions and a JRE.

Download the Infrastructure Agent

After you log in to CA Digital Experience Insights, you download and extract the Infrastructure Agent containing the GO
Agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log into CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Click Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Now you download the Infrastructure Agent package that contains GO.
4. At the top center of the Application Performance Management page, click Download Agent.
5. On the Select Agent to Download page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
6. Click GO under the Application category.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the package to your computer.

Install the Infrastructure Agent and Go Agent Extension

1. Extract the contents of the Infrastructure_Agent  package file to the desired installation location. Use your
operating system command to extract the file as follows:

•  UNIX: tar -xf Go-v<number>.tar 
•  Windows:

Unzip Go-v<number>.zip

2. Deploy the Go Agent extension.

1.1 Navigate to the apmia/Extensions directory
2.1 Open the Extensions.profile file using a text editor.
3.1 Examine the introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.load property. If the GoExtension is not listed in

the  Extensions.profile , add it as shown:

introscope.agent.extensions.bundles.load=GoExtension

Use commas to separate multiple entries.
4.1 Save the file.

3. Start the Infrastructure Agent.

•  UNIX:

./apmia-ca-installer.sh install
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•  Windows:

apmia-ca-installer.bat install

4. (Optional) Use more Infrastructure Agent-related commands. For more information, see Install the Infrastructure Agent.
5. Configure the default settings in the bundle.properties file. For more information, see Configure the bundle.properties File.

Install the Go Agent

You can install the Go Agent using one of the following ways: Binary Installation and Source Installation

 Binary Installation 

Binary Installation is available for only Linux and Windows (64 bit) operating system.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to apmia/GOSDK directory
2. Copy the contents of the src folder to the $GOPATH location
3. Copy the contents of pkg folder to the $GOPATH location

The Go Agent installs successfully.

 Source Installation 

Source Installation is available for other operating systems such as Darwin and Solaris.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Ensure that you can access GitHub to download the goprobe package from the GitHub repository. Use one of the following
commands to download the goprobe package:

go get github.gwd.broadcom.net/ESD/goprobegit clone
 git@github.gwd.broadcom.net:ESD/goprobe.git

The Go Agent installs successfully.

Configure the Go Agent

You configure the Go Agent properties using the config.json file available in the github.gwd.broadcom.net\ESD
\goprobe directory.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the config.json in a text editor.
2. Modify the application properties in the following code:

{"appName": "goProbe","hostName": "localhost","hostPort":
 5005,"logPath": "C:\\Logs\\error.log","debugEnabled":
 false,"interval": 120}

3. Specify the values for the properties that you want to configure.
The following properties are required:
appname
This property specifies the Go Agent name that appears in the Map View.Default Value: goprobehostnameThis property
specifies the host name of the Go Infrastructure Agent.hostportThis property specifies the port number for the Go
Infrastructure Agent.
logpath
This property specifies the default absolute path of the log file. Ensure that you include the file name.
debugEnabled
This property specifies whether debugging is enabled or not.
Default Value: falseinterval

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/implementing-agents/deploy-agent-packages-using-apm-command-center/add-custom-bundles.html
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This property specifies the interval (in seconds) in which the metrics are captured.
Default Value: 120

4. Save and close the file.
5. Restart the application.

After you configure the Go agent, use the Go Agent APIs in your application interface.

Go Agent APIs

Use the Go Agent APIs in your application to view the application metrics in DXI. This section includes examples on how to
use the Go Agent APIs, which are case-sensitive.

API Name Description Example

 InitGoProbe This API provides the base interface and
initializes the Go SDK. Call this API
before using any other DX APM APIs.

 

Type: None

 

Result: None

goprobe.InitGoProbe()

 HttpWrapper Use this property for every incoming
HTTP request to establish the
correlation in the transaction traces.

 Type: f http.HandlerFunc
Result: func(w http.ResponseWriter, r
*http.Request)

Before instrumentation, configure the
HttpWrapper API as follows:

myRouter :=
mux.NewRouter().StrictSlash(true)myRouter.HandleFunc("/
home", retrunHomeOnly)

After Instrumentation, configure the
HttpWrapper API as follows:

myRouter :=
mux.NewRouter().StrictSlash(true)myRouter.Handle("/
home",
goprobe.HttpWrapper(http.HandlerFunc(retrunHomeOnly))) 

 StartTransaction This API begins the collection of
the transaction trace of the HTTP
Endpoints.

 Type: StartTransaction(ctx
context.Context, httpUrl string)
Result: Transaction

 EndTransaction This API ends the collection of
the transaction trace of the HTTP
Endpoints.

 Type: None
Result: None

Before instrumentation, configure
the StartTransaction API as follows:

func retrunHomeOnly(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r *http.Request)
{fmt.Fprintf(w,
"home")fmt.Println("Endpoint
Hit: home only")}

After instrumentation, configure
the StartTransaction and
EndTransaction API as follows:

func retrunHomeOnly(w
http.ResponseWriter, r
*http.Request) {txn :=
goprobe.StartTransaction(r.Context(),
"/home")defer
txn.EndTransaction()fmt.Fprintf(w,
"home")fmt.Println("Endpoint
Hit: home only")} 
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 StartSegment This API begins collecting a transaction
trace for the Segment.

Type: StartSegment(ctx
context.Context, name string,
optional ...string)

Result: Segment

Before instrumentation, configure the
StartSegment API as follows:

func TestFunc2(ctx
 context.Context)
 {fmt.Println("TestFunc2")}

EndSegment This API ends collecting a transaction
trace for the Segment.

 

Type: None

 

Result: None

 
After instrumentation, configure the
StartSegment and the EndSegment API
as follows:

func TestFunc2(ctx
context.Context)
{segment :=
probe.StartSegment(ctx,
"TestFunc2")defer
segment.EndSegment()fmt.Println("TestFunc2")} 

Use Go Agent APIs

To use the interfaces of the Go Agent SDK, perform the following tasks.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Import the goprobe package as follows:

import "github.gwd.broadcom.net/ESD/goprobe" 
2. In the entry point of the application, call the base interface that the Go agent SDK provides as follows:

goprobe.InitGoProbe() 
3. Wrap the HTTP calls of the application using the interface, HttpWrapper as follows:

goprobe.HttpWrapper(http.HandlerFunc(retrunHomeOnly)) 
4. Start the instrumentation of the HTTP Endpoints using the following interfaces:

txn := goprobe.StartTransaction(r.Context(), "/home")defer txn.EndTransaction() 
5. A transaction encompasses the following interfaces: start transaction, various segments, and end transaction. You can pass

a context as an argument for the interfaces which plays the key role for the correlation between the transaction and the
segments.
Start the instrumentation of the segments inside the transaction, which can be normal back-ends or DB back-ends with the
following interfaces:

General Backends:seg := goprobe.StartSegment(ctx, "fSegment1")defer
seg.EndSegment()Inputs : request context and function
nameDB Backends:seg := goprobe.StartSegment(ctx, "query",
"Server=lodsxvm58;Database=apm;Port=8080", "Select * from
Booking where UserId = ?")defer seg.EndSegment()Inputs : request
context,constant “query”, database connection URL, actual query
Go Agent Metrics

The Go Agent provides the following metrics:

ProcessID
Represents the Process ID of the running application.
GO Version
Represents the version of the Go language.
Logical CPU Count
Represents the number of Logical CPUs that the current process currently uses.
Host Name
Represents the Host name where the application is running.
Total Heap Allocated
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Represents the cumulative count of heap objects allocated.
Total Heap Free
Represents the cumulative count of heap objects freed.
Bytes In Use
Represents the Bytes of allocated heap objects.
Bytes Total
Represents the cumulative bytes of allocated heap objects.
Routines Total
Represents the number of running Go routines.

Troubleshooting
Hostname Nomenclature Issue

Consider that in the config.json file, you provide the value for the property, hostname as a machine name. The Go Agent fails
to identify the machine and provides the following error: Connection Refused 

 Solution:
Enter the value for the property, hostname as an IP Address.

Logs related to Go Agent Not Recorded

The Go Agent probe fails to write the logs that are related to the Go Agent probe in a log file.

 Solution:
Ensure that you provide an absolute log file path, which contains the file name to which logs have to be written.

GoAgent Not Displayed in ATC

When you install the Go Agent extension, the goprobe is not displayed in the ATC.

 Solution:
Restart the DX APM Infrastructure agent.

 ProbeBuilder Directives Reference
 

ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) files define how the Introscope ProbeBuilder adds probes, such as timers and counters, to
instrument an application. PBD files govern which metrics your agents report to the Introscope Enterprise Manager.

You can use the default PBD files or create custom PBD files to track any classes or methods to obtain specific information
about your applications. ProbeBuilder Directives are defined in two types of files:

•  ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) -- contains directives used by ProbeBuilder to instrument your applications. This file
determines which metrics the agents report to the Enterprise Manager.

•  ProbeBuilder List (PBL) -- contains a list of multiple PBD filenames. Multiple PBL files can refer to the same PBD files.

The complete list of ProbeBuilder Directives supported by the agents is as follows:

ProbeBuilder
Directives

PHP Agent Java Agent .NET Agent Node.js Agent

 ConditionallyTraceOneMethodWithLabelIfInherits no  yes no no

 ConditionallyTraceOneMethodWithLabelOfClass  yes  yes no no

 DoNotSkipMethodForClass yes  yes  yes  yes 

 IdentifyAllClassesAs  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 IdentifyAnnotatedClassAs no  yes  yes no

 IdentifyClassAs  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 IdentifyCorbaAs no  yes no no

 IdentifyDeepInheritedAnnotatedClassAs no  yes no no

 IdentifyDeepInheritedAs no  yes no no

 IdentifyFlagAs  yes  yes no  yes 
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 IdentifyInheritedAnnotatedClassAs no  yes no no

 IdentifyInheritedAs no  yes  yes no

 IdentifyMatchingClassesAs  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 IdentifyTwoFlagIntersectionAsAggregateFlag  yes  yes no  yes 

 IdentifyTwoFlagUnionAsAggregateFlag  yes  yes no  yes 

 InstrumentBootstrapClass no  yes no no

 InstrumentPoint  no  yes no no

 InstrumentTraceClass no  yes no no

 MarkNotToggled  yes  yes no  yes 

 NoticeConstructorCompletionIfFlagged  no  yes no no

 NoticeFieldAssignmentIfFlagged no  yes no no

 NoticeObjectCreationIfFlagged no  yes no no

 NoticeScopedFieldAssignmentIfFlagged no  yes no no

 NoticeScopedObjectCreationIfFlagged no  yes no no

 SetFlag  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 SetTracerClassMapping  yes  yes no  yes 

 SetTracerOrdering  yes  yes no  yes 

 SetTracerParameter  yes  yes no  yes 

 SkipAnnotatedForFlag no  yes no no

 SkipAssembly no no  yes no

 SkipAssemblyForFlag no no  yes no

 SkipAssemblyPrefix no no  yes no

 SkipAssemblyPrefixForFlag no no  yes no

 SkipClass  yes  yes no  yes 

 SkipClassForFlag  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 SkipIfInheritedForFlag no  yes no no

 SkipMatchingClassesForFlag  yes  yes no  yes 

 SkipMatchingMethodsForFlag  yes  yes no  yes 

  SkipMethodForClass   yes  yes  yes  yes 

 SkipMethodForFlag  yes  yes no  yes 

 SkipNamespace no no  yes no

 SkipNamespaceForFlag  no no  yes no

 SkipNamespacePrefix no no  yes no

 SkipNamespacePrefixForFlag no no  yes no

 SkipPackage no  yes  yes no

 SkipPackageForFlag no  yes no no

 SkipPackagePrefix no  yes no no

 SkipPackagePrefixForFlag no  yes no no

 SkipStaticMethodsForFlag no  yes  yes no

 SubstituteClass no  yes no no

 SubstituteClassIfFlagged no  yes no no

 SubstituteResultByNamedProxyIfFlagged no  yes no no
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 SubstituteResultIfFlagged no  yes no no

 SubstituteStaticField no  yes no no

 SubstituteStaticFieldIfFlagged no  yes no no

 SubstituteStaticMethod no  yes no no

 SubstituteStaticMethodIfFlagged no  yes no no

 TraceAllComplexMethodsIfFlagged no  yes no no

 TraceAllComplexMethodsWithThresholdIfFlagged no  yes no no

 TraceAllMethodsIfCorba no  yes no no

 TraceAllMethodsIfFlagged no  yes  yes no

 TraceAllMethodsIfInherits no  yes  yes no

 TraceAllMethodsOfClass no  yes  yes no

 TraceAllMethodsWithThresholdIfFlagged no  yes no no

 TraceAllMethodsWithThresholdOfClass no  yes  yes no

 TraceAnnotatedMethodsIfFlagged no  yes  yes no

 TraceAnnotatedMethodsWithParametersIfFlagged no  yes  yes no

 TraceComplexMethodsIfFlagged no  yes  yes no

 TraceComplexMethodsWithParametersIfFlagged no  yes no no

 TraceComplexMethodsWithThresholdIfFlagged no  yes no no

 TraceMatchingMethodsIfFlagged  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 TraceOneMethodIfCorba no  yes  yes no

 TraceOneMethodIfFlagged  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 TraceOneMethodIfInherits no  yes  yes no

 TraceOneMethodOfClass  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 TraceOneMethodWithLabelIfInherits no  yes no no

 TraceOneMethodWithLabelOfClass  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfCorba no  yes no no

 TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged  yes  yes no  yes 

 TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfInherits no  yes no no

 TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass  yes  yes  yes  yes 

 TraceOneMethodWithThresholdIfFlagged  yes  yes no no

 TraceOneMethodWithThresholdOfClass  yes  yes  yes no

 TraceRemoteMethodsIfCorba no  yes no no

 TraceRemoteMethodsIfFlagged  yes  yes no no

 TraceRemoteMethodsIfInherits no  yes no no

 TraceRemoteMethodsOfClass  yes  yes  yes no

 TurnOff  yes  yes  yes no

 TurnOn  yes  yes  yes no

ConditionallyTraceOneMethodWithLabelIfInherits

Args: 8
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Traces a specific method in all subclasses of the specified class or in all implementations of the specified interface,
conditionally to the fact that the calling method in the calling class is part of the Thread stack. The specified classes or
interfaces names should be the fully qualified.The label parameter assigned to the tracer is used for query by DI API.

The expected syntax is "ConditionallyTraceOneMethodWithLabelIfInherits: <class-name> <method> <label> <Tracer-group>
<Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric> <calling-class> <calling-method>".

ConditionallyTraceOneMethodWithLabelOfClass

Args: 8

This directive traces a specific method of the specified class. The tracing requires the calling method in the calling class is part
of the thread stack.
The tracer is applied on methods and classes with these elements:

• Methods belong to class name given in the class name argument
• Methods belong to any class included in trace group
• Methods are not skipped by the tracer group
• Classes are not skipped by the tracer group.

Use the fully qualified name for the specified class or interface. The dynamic instrumentation API uses the label parameter that
is assigned to the tracer for querying.
The expected syntax is "ConditionallyTraceOneMethodWithLabelOfClass: <class-name> <method> <label> <Tracer-group>
<Tracer-name><Resource-Metric> <calling-class> <calling-method>".

DoNotSkipMethodForClass

Args: 2

Include method in tracing even, if there is a skip directive that matches it. It is used to make exceptions for class or package
based skip directives. The expected syntax is "DoNotSkipMethodForClass: <class-name> <method>".

IdentifyAllClassesAs

Args: 1

Associates all classes inspected by ProbeBuilder to the specified Tracer Group. Do NOT use in production environments.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyAllClassesAs: <Tracer-group>".

IdentifyAnnotatedClassAs

Args: 2

Associates a class to the specified Tracer Group, if it has specified annotation. Annotation name should be fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyAnnotatedClassAs: <annotation-class> <Tracer-group>".

IdentifyClassAs

Args: 2

Associates a specific class to the specified Tracer Group. Class name should be fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyClassAs: <class-name> <Tracer-group>".

IdentifyCorbaAs

Args: 1

Associates all CORBA classes to the specified Tracer Group. CORBA classes are limited to stubs and skeleton classes, and are
identified by matching the patterns "_st_" & "_sk_" in class names.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyCorbaAs: <Tracer-group>".

IdentifyDeepInheritedAnnotatedClassAs

Args: 2

Associates a subclasses of an annotated class or interface to the 2 specified Tracer Group, if it has specified annotation.
Annotation name should be fully qualified. The annotated class or interface is also associated to the Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyDeepInheritedAnnotatedClassAs: <annotation-class> <Tracer-group>".

IdentifyDeepInheritedAs
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Args: 2

Associates all subclasses of the specified class or all implementations of the specified interface to the Tracer Group. The
specified class or interface should be the fully qualified name. The specified class or interface is also associated to the Tracer
Group.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyDeepInheritedAs: <class-name> <Tracer-group>".

IdentifyFlagAs

Args: 2

Assigns the classes associated with the 1st Tracer Group listed to also be associated with the 2nd Tracer Group. In addition,
the 2nd Tracer Group can be activated by turning on either the 1st Tracer Group or the 2nd Tracer Group. See java2.pbd for
examples.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyFlagAs: <Tracer-group> <Tracer-group>".

IdentifyInheritedAnnotatedClassAs

Args: 2

Associates all direct subclasses of an annotated class or all direct implementations of an annotated interface to the specified
Tracer Group. Annotation name should be fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyInheritedAnnotatedClassAs: <annotation¬class> <Tracer-group>".

IdentifyInheritedAs

Args: 2

Associates all direct subclasses of the specified class or all direct implementations of the specified interface to the Tracer
Group. The specified class or interface should be the fully qualified name.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyInheritedAs: <class-name> <Tracer¬group>".

IdentifyMatchingClassesAs

Args: 2

Associates all classes that match the class name expression to the specified Tracer Group. The class name expression must be
surrounded by quotes. The class name expression can only contain one type of wildcard * which matches any number of any
characters. The wildcard may appear as many times as desired. Requires agent be at 6.0 or later. 

The expected syntax is "IdentifyMatchingClassesAs: <class-pattern> <Tracer-group>".

IdentifyTwoFlagIntersectionAsAggregateFlag

Args: 3

Identifies an Aggregate Tracer Group for two member Tracer Groups. When the Aggregate Tracer Group is associated with
tracing Directives, activation is dependent on both member Tracer Groups being turned on with the TurnOn Directive. See
j2ee.pbd for examples.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyTwoFlagIntersectionAsAggregateFlag: <Tracer-group1> <Tracer-group2> <Aggregate-
Tracer-group>".

IdentifyTwoFlagUnionAsAggregateFlag

Args: 3

Identifies an Aggregate Tracer Group for two member Tracer Groups. When the Aggregate Tracer Group is associated with
tracing Directives, activation is dependent on either member Tracer Group being turned on with the TurnOn Directive. Classes
associated with activated member Tracer Groups will be probed with the tracing Directives associated with the Aggregate
Tracer Group. See taglibs.pbd for examples.

The expected syntax is "IdentifyTwoFlagUnionAsAggregateFlag: <Tracer¬group1> <Tracer-group2> <Aggregate-Tracer-
group>".

InstrumentBootstrapClass

Args: 2

Force instrumentation of the class at bootstrap. It overrules any skip directive. If the parameter specified is "true", then the
class is instrumented before the pre-main method returns, i.e. before any code is executed on the monitored application.
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The expected syntax is "InstrumentBootstrapClass: <class-name> <true> <false>".

InstrumentPoint

Args: 1

A toggle for enabling or disabling capturing ThrownException and CaughtException stack traces. Also used to initialize the
starting of the agent when not using JVM AutoProbe (AgentInitialization).

The expected syntax is "InstrumentPoint: <ThrowException|CatchException|AgentInitialization>".

InstrumentTraceClass

Args: 1

Set the name of the class that will trace events generated by the instrumented classes. The class must provide a one static
method for each instrumentation point.

The expected syntax is "InstrumentTraceClass: <class-name>".

MarkNotToggled

Args: 1

Used to define the tracer groups that cannot be toggled on or off

The expected syntax is "MarkNotToggled: <Tracer-group>".

NoticeConstructorCompletionIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

NoticeFieldAssignmentIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

NoticeObjectCreationIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

NoticeScopedFieldAssignmentIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

NoticeScopedObjectCreationIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

SetFlag

Args: 1

Declaration for a new Tracer Group identified by its Flag.

The expected syntax is "SetFlag: <Tracer-group>".

SetTracerClassMapping

Args: 3

Creates a mapping between class that implements a tracer and Tracer-Name. It also specifies resource validator class for tracer.
In most cases validator class is com.wily.introscope.probebuilder.validate.ResourceNameValidator.

The expected syntax is "SetTracerClassMapping: <Tracer-name> <Tracer-class> <Validator-class>".

SetTracerOrdering

Args: 2

Specifies order in which the tracers are run, if multiple tracers are put on single method. The tracers with lower order number
are executed first.

The expected syntax is "SetTracerOrdering: <Tracer-name> <priority>".

SetTracerParameter

Args: 3
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Sets a Tracer parameter. For example, the amount that incrementors add and the amount that decrementors subtract from a
perpetual counter.

The expected syntax is "SetTracerParameter: <Tracer-name> <param¬name> <param-value>".

SkipAnnotatedForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents all classes that are explicitly annotated with specified annotation from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.
Annotation name must be fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "SkipAnnotatedForFlag: <annotation-class> <Tracer-group>".

SkipAssembly

Args: 1

Prevents all classes in the specified assembly from being traced.

The expected syntax is "SkipAssembly: <assembly-name>".

SkipAssemblyForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents all classes in the specified assembly from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipAssemblyForFlag: <assembly-name> <Tracer-group>".

SkipAssemblyPrefixForFlag

Args: 1

Prevents all classes that begin with the specified assembly prefix from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipAssemblyPrefix: <assembly-prefix>".

SkipClass

Args: 1

Prevents the specified class from being traced.

The expected syntax is "SkipClass: <class-name>".

SkipClassForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents the specified class from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipClassForFlag: <class-name> <Tracer-group>".

SkipIfInheritedForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents all direct subclasses of a class from being traced by the specified Tracer Group. Class name must be fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "SkipIfInheritedForFlag: <class-name> <Tracer-group>".

SkipMatchingClassesForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents all classes that match the class name expression from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipMatchingClassesForFlag: <class-pattern> <Tracer-group>".

SkipMatchingMethodsForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents all methods that match the method name expression from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipMatchingMethodsForFlag: <method-pattern> <Tracer-group>".

SkipMethodForClass
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Args: 2

Prevents the specified method in the associated class from being traced. Class name must be fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "SkipMethodForClass: <class-name> <method>".

SkipMethodForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents the specified method(s) from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipMethodForFlag: <Tracer-group> <method>".

SkipNamespace

Args: 1

Prevents all classes in the specified namespace from being traced.

The expected syntax is "SkipNamespace: <namespace>".

SkipNamespaceForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents all classes in the specified namespace from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipNamespaceForFlag: <namespace> <Tracer-group>".

SkipNamespacePrefix

Args: 1

Prevents all classes that begin with the specified namespace prefix from being traced.

The expected syntax is "SkipNamespacePrefix: <namespace-prefix>".

SkipNamespacePrefixForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents all classes that begin with the specified namespace prefix from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipNamespacePrefixForFlag: <package-prefix> <Tracer-group>".

SkipPackage

Args: 1

Prevents all classes in the specified package from being traced.

The expected syntax is "SkipPackage: <package-name>".

SkipPackageForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents all classes in the specified package from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipPackageForFlag: <package-name> <Tracer-group>".

SkipPackagePrefix

Args: 1

Prevents all classes that begin with the specified package prefix from being traced.

The expected syntax is "SkipPackagePrefix: <package-prefix>".

SkipPackagePrefixForFlag

Args: 2

Prevents all classes that begin with the specified package prefix from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipPackagePrefixForFlag: <package-prefix> <Tracer-group>".

SkipStaticMethodsForFlag

Args: 1
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Prevents all static methods from being traced by the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "SkipStaticMethodsForFlag: <Tracer-group>".

SubstituteClass

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

SubstituteClassIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

SubstituteResultByNamedProxyIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

SubstituteResultIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

SubstituteStaticField

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

SubstituteStaticFieldIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

SubstituteStaticMethod

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

SubstituteStaticMethodIfFlagged

Args: 2 This directive is for internal system use only.

TraceAllComplexMethodsIfFlagged

Args: 3

The expected syntax is "TraceAllComplexMethodsIfFlagged: <Tracer¬group> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceAllComplexMethodsWithThresholdIfFlagged

Args: 4

The expected syntax is "TraceAllComplexMethodsWithThresholdIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <Tracer-name> <Resource-
Metric> <threshold>".

TraceAllMethodsIfCorba

Args: 2

Traces all methods except for constructors (<init>) and static initializers (<clinit>) for CORBA-related classes. CORBA
classes are limited to stubs and skeleton classes, and are identified by matching the patterns "_st_" & "_sk_" in class names.
For use with Single-Metric Tracers.

The expected syntax is "TraceAllMethodsIfCorba: <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceAllMethodsIfFlagged

Args: 3

Traces all methods except for constructors (<init>) and static initializers (<clinit>) for classes associated with specified Tracer
Group.

The expected syntax is "TraceAllMethodsIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>". 

TraceAllMethodsIfInherits

Args: 3

Traces all methods except for constructors (<init>) and static initializers (<clinit>) in all direct subclasses of the specified class
or direct implementations of the specified interface. The specified class or interface should be the fully qualified name.

The expected syntax is "TraceAllMethodsIfInherits: <class-name> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceAllMethodsOfClass
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Args: 3

Traces all methods except for constructors (<init>) and static initializers (<clinit>) in the specified class. Class name should be
fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "TraceAllMethodsOfClass: <class-name> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceAllMethodsWithThresholdIfFlagged

Args: 4

Traces all methods that finish before or beyond the threshold specified in milliseconds except for constructors (<init>) and
static initializers (<clinit>) for classes associated with specified Tracer Group. Works with variations of the following Tracers:
StalledMethodTracer, OverThresholdPerIntervalCounter, and UnderThresholdPerIntervalCounter.

The expected syntax is "TraceAllMethodsWithThresholdIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>
<threshold>".

TraceAllMethodsWithThresholdOfClass

Args: 4

Traces all methods that finish before or beyond the threshold specified in milliseconds except for constructors (<init>) and
static initializers (<clinit>) for the specified class. Works with variations of the following Tracers: StalledMethodTracer,
OverThresholdPerIntervalCounter, and UnderThresholdPerIntervalCounter. Class name should be fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "TraceAllMethodsWithThresholdOfClass: <class¬name> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>
<threshold>".

TraceAnnotatedMethodsIfFlagged

Args: 4

Traces all methods that are annotated with specified annotation for classes associated with specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "TraceAnnotatedMethodsIfFlagged: <Tracer¬group> <class> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceAnnotatedMethodsWithParametersIfFlagged

Args: 4

Traces all methods that are annotated with specified annotation for classes associated with specified Tracer Group and reports
metrics separately by value(s) of parameter(s) passed. The Metric name can include strings like "{#}" that are substituted with
the value of the parameter at index # (where 0 is the first parameter, 1 is the second parameter, etc).

The expected syntax is "TraceAnnotatedMethodsWithParametersIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <class> <Tracer-name>
<Resource-Metric>".

TraceComplexMethodsIfFlagged

Args: 3

On Java, traces all public or package-visible non-synthetic methods that call any other method, except constructors (<init>)
and static initializers (<clinit>) for classes associated with specified Tracer Group. On .NET, traces all public non-synthetic
methods that call any other method, except instance constructors (“.ctor”) and class constructors (“.cctor”) for classes
associated with specified Tracer Group. Synthetic methods are ones that do not appear in the source code and are added by the
compiler.

The expected syntax is "TraceComplexMethodsIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

 Note: For more information, see TEC1383568.

TraceComplexMethodsWithParametersIfFlagged

Args: 3

Traces all public or package-visible non-synthetic methods that call any other method, except constructors (<init>) and
static initializers (<clinit>) for classes associated with specified Tracer Group and reports metrics separately by value(s) of
parameter(s) passed. The Metric name can include strings like "{#}" that are substituted with the value of the parameter at
index # (where 0 is the first parameter, 1 is the second parameter, etc). Synthetic methods are ones that do not appear in the
source code and are added by the compiler.

The expected syntax is "TraceComplexMethodsWithParametersIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <Tracer-name> <Resource-
Metric>".

https://ca-broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/external/article?articleId=32410
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TraceComplexMethodsWithThresholdIfFlagged

Args: 4

On Java, traces all public or package-visible non-synthetic methods that call any other method, except constructors
(<init>) and static initializers (<clinit>), which finish before or beyond the threshold specified in milliseconds, for classes
associated with specified Tracer Group. On .NET, traces all public non-synthetic methods that call any other method, except
instance constructors (“.ctor”) and class constructors (“.cctor”), which finish before or beyond the threshold specified
in milliseconds, for classes associated with specified Tracer Group. Synthetic methods are ones that do not appear in
the source code and are added by the compiler. Works with variations of the following Tracers: StalledMethodTracer,
OverThresholdPerIntervalCounter, and UnderThresholdPerIntervalCounter.

The expected syntax is "TraceComplexMethodsWithThresholdIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>
<threshold>".

TraceMatchingMethodsIfFlagged

Args: 4

Traces all methods that match the method name expression for classes associated with specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "TraceMatchingMethodsIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <method-pattern> <Tracer-name> <Resource-
Metric>".

TraceOneMethodIfCorba

Args: 3

Traces a specific method in CORBA classes. CORBA classes are limited to stubs and skeleton classes, and are identified by
matching the patterns "_st_" & "_sk_" in class names.

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodIfCorba: <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceOneMethodIfFlagged

Args: 4

Traces a specific method in all classes associated with the specified Tracer Group.

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceOneMethodIfInherits

Args: 4

Traces a specific method in all direct subclasses of the specified class or in all direct implementations of the specified interface.
The specified class or interface should be the fully qualified name.

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodIfInherits: <class-name> <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceOneMethodOfClass

Args: 4

Traces a specific method in the specified class. Class name should be fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodOfClass: <class-name> <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceOneMethodWithLabelIfInherits

Args: 6

Traces a specific method in all subclasses of the specified class or in all implementations of the specified interface. The
specified class or interface should be the fully qualified name. The label parameter assigned to the tracer is used for query by
DI API.

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodWithLabelIfInherits: <class-name> <method> <label> <Tracer-name> <Tracer-
group> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceOneMethodWithLabelOfClass

Args: 6

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodWithLabelOfClass: <class-name> <method> <label> <Tracer-name> <Tracer-
group> <Resource-Metric>".
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TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfCorba

Args: 3

Traces a specific method in CORBA classes and reports metrics separately by the value of arguments passed. CORBA classes
are limited to stubs and skeleton classes, and are identified by matching the patterns "_st_" & "_sk_" in class names. The
Metric name can include strings like "{#}" that are substituted with the value of the parameter at index # (where 0 is the first
parameter, 1 is the second parameter, etc).

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfCorba: <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged

Args: 4

Traces a specific method in all classes associated with the specified Tracer Group. In addition, records passed argument
values. Primarily used to capture argument values passed in method invocations to display separate Metrics per argument
value or with ErrorDetector-related Tracer Types to display error messages in Error Snapshots. The Metric name can include
strings like “{#}” that are substituted with the value of the parameter at index # (where 0 is the first parameter, 1 is the second
parameter, etc).

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-
Metric>".

TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfInherits

Args: 4

Traces a specific method in all direct subclasses of the specified class or in all direct implementations of the specified interface.
In addition, records passed argument values. Primarily used to capture argument values passed in method invocations to
display separate Metrics per argument value or with ErrorDetector-related Tracer Types to display error messages in Error
Snapshots. The specified class or interface should be the fully qualified name. The Metric name can include strings like “{#}”
that are substituted with the value of the parameter at index # (where 0 is the first parameter, 1 is the second parameter, etc).

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodWithParametersIfInherits: <class-name> <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-
Metric>".

TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass

Args: 4

Traces a specific method in the specified class. In addition, records passed argument values. Primarily used to capture
argument values passed in method invocations to display separate Metrics per argument value or with ErrorDetector-related
Tracer Types to display error messages in Error Snapshots. Class name should be fully qualified. The Metric name can include
strings like “{#}” that are substituted with the value of the parameter at index # (where 0 is the first parameter, 1 is the second
parameter, etc).

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodWithParametersOfClass: <class-name> <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-
Metric>".

TraceOneMethodWithThresholdIfFlagged

Args: 5

Traces a specific method for classes associated with specified Tracer Group and reports metrics for invocations that
finish before or beyond the threshold specified in milliseconds. Works with variations of the following Tracers:
StalledMethodTracer, OverThresholdPerIntervalCounter, and UnderThresholdPerIntervalCounter.

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodWithThresholdIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-
Metric> <threshold>".

TraceOneMethodWithThresholdOfClass

Args: 5

Traces a specific method for a specified class and reports metrics for invocations that finish before or beyond the
threshold specified in milliseconds. Class name should be fully qualified. Works with variations of the following Tracers:
StalledMethodTracer, OverThresholdPerIntervalCounter, and UnderThresholdPerIntervalCounter.

The expected syntax is "TraceOneMethodWithThresholdOfClass: <class-name> <method> <Tracer-name> <Resource-
Metric> <threshold>".

TraceRemoteMethodsIfCorba
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Args: 2

Traces methods exposed via RMI in CORBA classes. CORBA classes are limited to stubs and skeleton classes, and are
identified by matching the patterns "_st_" & "_sk_" in class names. Directive selects methods based on whether or not they
throw an RMIException.

The expected syntax is "TraceRemoteMethodsIfCorba: <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceRemoteMethodsIfFlagged

Args: 3

Traces methods exposed via RMI in classes associated with the specified Tracer Group. Directive selects methods based on
whether or not they throw an RMIException.

The expected syntax is "TraceRemoteMethodsIfFlagged: <Tracer-group> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceRemoteMethodsIfInherits

Args: 3

Traces methods exposed via RMI in all direct subclasses of the specified class or in all direct implementations of the specified
interface. Directive selects methods based on whether or not they throw an RMIException. The specified class or interface
should be the fully qualified name.

The expected syntax is "TraceRemoteMethodsIfInherits: <class-name> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TraceRemoteMethodsOfClass

Args: 3

Traces methods exposed via RMI in the specified class. Directive selects methods based on whether or not they throw an
RMIException. Class name should be fully qualified.

The expected syntax is "TraceRemoteMethodsOfClass: <class-name> <Tracer-name> <Resource-Metric>".

TurnOff

Args: 1

A toggle for deactivating the specified Tracer Group. It overrules the TurnOn directive.

The expected syntax is "TurnOff: <Tracer-group>".

TurnOn

Args: 1

A toggle for activating the specified Tracer Group. 

The expected syntax is "TurnOn: <Tracer-group>".

6 Using

Information and procedures for end users.
Application Performance Management lets you use various methods to monitor the statuses of your
business applications, and investigate and resolve problems.

If you want to... Do this... Read this...

Understand the geography of your
application environment

Go to Experience View and view
your application environment from the
highest level of your universe. Drill
down to specific transactions for fault
finding.

Monitor Performance Using Experience
View

View an overview of agent metric
values

Go to Metric View and navigate the
Metrics Tree to an application server
host. Drill down in the tree and click the
agent node that you want to investigate.

Monitor Agent Metric Values with
Metric View
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View the overall health of the
environment

Go to Dashboard and apply the Agent
View or Experience View. A tile in
Dashboard represents a group of all
components that share an attribute
name and value. Tiles show the most
significant alert statuses of any of the
components in the group.

Monitor the Overall Health of the
Environment with Dashboard

Monitor problems and anomalies Use Assisted Triage to monitor
problems and anomalies. Assisted
Triage identifies affected experiences,
and names the evidence as a problem.
Anomalies are like problems, but with
no user impact. Assisted Triage analyzes
agent data from your monitored
environments, and identifies common
components of a problem so that you are
not flooded with issues.

Assisted Triage and Analysts

Investigate problems Use Analysis Notebook and investigate
problems that Assisted Triage has
identified.

Investigate Problems Using the Analysis
Notebook

Investigate poor transaction
performance

Use the Transaction Trace Viewer to
understand transaction performance and
solve poor performance by identifying
when, where, and why performance
degrades.

Investigate Poor Transaction
Performance

Monitor the health and performance of
agents

Go to Agents View and monitor
the agents that are available in your
environment. Agent cards in the view
show details for one agent or a group of
agents. If agents are grouped in a card,
the metrics information is also grouped.

View Agent Status and Manage Agent
Cards

 Monitor Performance Using Experience View
Application Performance Management lets you understand the geography of your application
environment, which is vital for effective monitoring and problem solving. Application Performance
Management provides an overview of an application environment. The Experience View shows your
monitored applications from the experience point of view.

  

The following roles use the Experience View:

• Administrators see the health state of the environment.
• Level One Analysts monitor problems and warnings in the environment with the Experience View.
• Experienced analysts investigate and resolve problems with Analysis Notebook, Dashboard, and Map.

Understand the Frontend as an Experience

The Experience is the leftmost component of the transaction, the first monitored component of the whole transaction. The
experience node is the first monitored frontend component and contains an attribute that is called Experience. The experience
node is the beginning of the transaction path. An experience can be, for example, a servlet or a generic frontend.

Experience View

Experience View lets you:

• Filter out the nonproblematic parts of the environment to focus on the issues.
• Drill down to lower levels of the Experience View to see sections of the environment in greater detail. Experience Cards

show the status of all components for which you are responsible. The card information shows you the experiences that are
under load. Assisted Triage identifies the most likely problem areas and shows the number of problems and anomalies.
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Transaction types in the Experience View:

• Healthy transactions - Responses per Interval metric values when the experience node has no alert in caution or danger
state

• Stall transactions - Stalls metric values of the experience node
• Error transactions - Errors per interval metric values of the experience node
• Slow transactions - Responses per Interval metric value when the experience node has an alert in caution or danger state on

Average Response Time metric, or on a differential analysis metric
• Alerted transactions - Responses per Interval metric value when the experience node has no alert in caution or danger state

on a metric other than Slow transactions

Use the following graphic and corresponding legend to understand the various features in the Experience View.

 

 

The following legend identifies each map item by number and provides more information:

Number Name More Information

1 The number of experiences

2 Sort by Sorts the cards in Name or My Order
order.

3 Experience Card Experience Cards show summary
information and identify the problem
and the problem origin. Cards are
defined based on a universe. The
maximum number is one universe
within a card.

4 HEALTH The HEALTH score shows the overall
health score of the environment. The
number shows a percentage of healthy
transactions out of the total number
of transactions. The score shows the
volume of healthy and poor transactions.
Poor transaction volume is a sum of all
non-healthy transactions (slow, error,
alerted, stalled).
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5 Problems and Anomalies Shows the number of problems and
anomalies.

A problem indicates a situation where
one or more components in related
transactions triggered alerts. Events
like stalls, errors, and other evidences
negatively impacted the transactions.

An anomaly indicates a situation where
one or more components in related
transactions has triggered alerts. Events
like stalls and errors were noticed but
did not impact transaction performance.

6 Add an experience card Click the plus sign to name and
configure a new experience card.

 Note: For more information about
adding a card, see View Agent Status
and Manage Agent Cards 

7 RESPONSE TIME The RESPONSE TIME histogram
shows the average response time per
seconds for healthy transactions that
completed in:

• 1s less than 1 second
• 2s from 1 through 2 seconds
• 2s+ more than 2 seconds

8 POOR TRANSACTIONS The POOR TRANSACTIONS
histogram shows the number of poor
transactions that occurred during the
period.

• SLOW shows the number of stalled
and slow transactions. These
transactions have alerts for Different
Analysis or alerts for Average
Response Time.

• ERROR shows the number of errors
per interval for the application.

9 Open the Analysis Notebook The Analysis Notebook displays the
business transactions for a specific
Experience Card. The business
transaction count is visible next to the
Analysis Notebook icon.

 Note: By default, you cannot open the
Analysis Notebook if the Experience
Card contains more than 20 business
transactions.

10 Switch graphs Graphs are Aggregated response time,
Average response time, and Transaction
volume.

Monitor Performance Using the Experience View

The Experience View lets you monitor the performance of your environment from the highest level of your universe. You can
drill down to specific transactions for fault finding. 

 Follow these steps: 
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1.  Click an Experience Card.
The aggregated data for groups of related business transactions that are available in your universe appear. You can add
cards, configure, and reorder the cards.

2. Click the chart to cycle through the metrics charts.
3. View the Health Score.

The Health Score shows the overall health score of the environment. The number shows a percentage of healthy
transactions out of the total number of transactions. For example, the health score of the environment that you monitor is
85. This score means that 85 percent of the transactions that you monitor are healthy. The remaining 15 percent are poor
transactions. Poor transactions are the sum of slow and failed transactions. 

4. Expand a card.More details appear in the Assisted Triage panel. The Assisted Triage panel is a pull-out from the right
and shows where problems and anomalies are occurring. The Assisted Triage engine identifies common components of a
problem so that you are not flooded with issues. The Assisted Triage panel is visible in Experience View except for the top-
level page.

5. Expand the story.More details appear. The panel also shows suspect nodes, highlighted by the Assisted Triage engine as
other possible contributors to the situation.

6. Expand Problems and Anomalies.
More details appear.

7. Click the headline of the chart and drill down to the next level of grouping.
8. Click the notebook icon.

The Analysis Notebook for the group of components opens.

Note:

 By default, you cannot open the Analysis Notebook if the Experience Card contains more than 20 business transactions.

Building a Triage Using Experience View

Understand how the Assisted Triage Panel reports problems and anomalies about events in your system.

  

Note:

 More Information: 

 Monitor Assisted Triage Problems and Anomalies 

Example: Monitor and Isolate Issues Using the Experience View

Experience View lets you see the status of all components in the area of the environment that is your responsibility. You can
see experiences under load and can drill down to identify critical components. Assisted Triage assists you to identify the most
likely problem areas.  

This example demonstrates a workflow for an analyst. As an analyst, you are aware of an issue in the environment. Identify
the root cause of the problem and direct resources to fix the problems. The objective of diagnosing issues is to identify Patient
Zero. Patient Zero is the component in the application which first encounters problems and affects other components and the
customer experience.

The following diagram shows the workflow for monitoring an environment and isolating issues:
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Figure 16: Homepage_workflow

1. Monitor the components in your environment.
2. Click an Experience Card to drill down to see more detailed information in the lower levels of the Experience View.

Application Performance Management detects the components that are experiencing problems and detects transactions
that are running slowly or failing. The combination of slow and failed transactions is displayed as the total number of poor
customer experiences. Experiences are prioritized based on the volume of transactions and the volume of poor customer
experiences.

3. Prioritize which issue is the most urgent based on volume. Look at the experiences suffering the greatest health issues.
Correlate the experiences to the problems identified in the Assisted Triage panel. Prioritize which problems to solve based
on business value.
The Assisted Triage engine collects the information and displays the issues in the Assisted Triage panel. The Assisted
Triage engine identifies transactions that share components that are performing poorly. Related components under load are
identified together as a problem in the Assisted Triage panel.

4. Consult the issue with more experienced analysts or a responsible person. Use the information in the panel to identify
owners of components with issues. Share the URL with the person so that they can see the same view.

5. Investigate the problem further in Analysis Notebook, Map, and Dashboard.

 Investigate Problems Using the Analysis Notebook
  

Open the Analysis Notebook

Open the Analysis Notebook from Experience View.

Follow these steps:

1. In Experience View, select the Problems or Anomalies on experience card that you want to investigate. You can also
select Open an Analysis Notebook.
The Analysis Notebook opens for all experiences that belong to the experience card.

2. (Optional) Open an experience card and drill down to a specific experience. Select the Problems or Anomalies on the
experience or select Open an Analysis Notebook.
The Analysis Notebook opens for the selected experience.

Investigate Problems Using the Analysis Notebook

Use the Analysis Notebook to triage and investigate problems and anomalies.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Analysis Notebook.
2. Scroll through the Assisted Triage Panel and read details about a problem or anomaly.
3. Select a problem or anomaly to open the Map and Evidence Timeline.
4. Open a culprit to view its component details.
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5. Open the Evidence timeline to see information about alerts, response times, stalls, and unstable responses for the
component over a selected time period.

Note:

More Information:

•  Monitor Assisted Triage Problems and Anomalies  

Explore the Analysis Notebook

Use the following graphics and corresponding legends to understand the various features in the Analysis Notebook.

Analysis Notebook Overview

The following graphic shows the Analysis Notebook Summary and Assisted Triage panel:

 

 

The following legend identifies each item by number and provides more information:

Number Name More Information

1 HEALTH SCORE The Health Score shows the overall
health score of the environment. The
number shows a percentage of healthy
transactions out of the total number
of transactions. The score shows the
volume of healthy and poor transactions.
Poor transaction volume is a sum of all
non-healthy transactions (slow, error,
alerted, stalled).
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2 Aggregated response time histogram The histogram shows the average
response time per seconds for healthy
and poor transactions.

• 1s
Number of healthy transactions that
are completed in less than 1 second.

• 2s
Number of healthy transactions that
are completed from 1 through 2
seconds.

• 2s+
Number of healthy transactions
that are completed in more than 2
seconds.

• Slow
Number of stalled and slow
transactions. Transactions that
breached the Average Response
Time alert threshold.

• Error
Errors per interval metric values for
the experience node.

Red indicates the number of alerted
transactions that are completed.

3 Time series data - average response time
graph

Time series data provide the overview
of metrics or a particular problematic
time range. You are not limited to only
events guidance. Hover over a peak
in the metric behavior in the graph to
select and zoom into a problematic time
range. The responses per interval and
errors per interval metrics are collected
every 15 seconds.

Average response time graph

• Blue line indicates the actual average
response time.

• Dotted line indicates a prediction of
the average response time.

• Shaded areas indicate a deviation. If
the prediction value is outside the
deviation range, something unusual
is happening. 
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4 Time series data - transaction volume
histogram

Time series data provide the overview
of metrics or a particular problematic
time range. You are not limited to only
events guidance. Hover over a peak
in the metric behavior in the graph to
select and zoom into a problematic time
range. The responses per interval and
errors per interval metrics are collected
every 15 seconds.

Transaction volume histogram

•  Divides the time range into
12 sections and compares the
transaction volume within your
selected time range.

5 Edit Panels Hide or unhide the Timeline, Summary
Status, Problems, Map View, or
Component Overview.

6 Assisted Triage panel The Assisted Triage Panel lists the
Problems and Anomalies for the
selected component.

Components and Evidence

When you select Open on a specific component, the Map and Evidence Timeline appear:

 

 

The following legend identifies each item by number and provides more information:

Number Name More Information
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7 Component status/Culprit Red circle - The component is an actor
in at least one problem or anomaly that
is listed in the Assisted Triage panel.
 All components in a story are treated
as actors.Red circle with flag - The
component is a culprit in at least one
problem or anomaly that is listed in
the Assisted Triage panel. All actors
have evidence, but a culprit is a special
actor. The culprit identifies the root
cause of the problem or anomaly in
the given application or transaction.
This component might be the source
of performance degradation in your
application environment.

Connection lines between nodes
represent the following statuses:

Grey line - No alerts are defined on the
backend component.
Red line - At least one red alert exists
on the backend component.

Dashed gray indicates that no backend
component exists on the connection.

8 Map View Map View indicates the transaction
paths of the selected experiences. This
map gives context for the event that
occurred, especially the WHERE.

9 Map Layer Map layers overlay different types of
components from the environment onto
the map.

10 Perspective A perspective is a list of attributes and
required values that lets you group
components in the map.

11 Experience Node The first monitored front-
end component that contains
the Experience attribute. The experience
node is the beginning of the transaction
path.

Component Overview

When you select Open on a specific culprit, the Component Overview appears:
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The following legend identifies each item by number and provides more information:

Number Name More Information

12 Evidence Timeline This tab displays alerts, response
times, stalls, and unstable responses for
individual components over a selected
time period.

13 Metrics Tree Metrics for the selected component in a
searchable tree structure.

14 Performance Time Comparison Metrics for the selected component in a
table.

15 Components Attributes that are connected to the
selected component.

16 Business Transactions Business Transactions for the selected
component.

 View Agent Status and Manage Agent Cards
Use the Agents View to monitor the health and performance of the agents that are available in your
environment. The Agents View page is an overview with all important agent information in one place.
In the view, Agent cards show details for one agent or a group of agents. If more agents are grouped in a
card, the metrics information is also grouped. You can perform the following actions with the Agent or
Agent card:

View Agent Status

The Agents View lets you determine the agent connectivity status, any problems with overload, or when the agent does not
collect metrics. You can view information in live mode or you can select a historic time range. 

Follow these steps:

1. Click Agents View in the left pane.
An Agent card shows details for one agent or a group of agents. If more agents are grouped in a card, the metrics
information is also grouped. The Agents View shows all agents for the environment and the following metrics: 

• CPU
Shows the percentage of the CPU that is being used. 

• Heap Memory 
Shows the percentage of memory that is being used.
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In the CPU and Heap Memory line chart, mouse over a peak in the metric behavior in the graph. Select and zoom in to a
problematic time range.

• GC Time 
Shows the percentage of time interval that is spent in the garbage collector for the currently selected time range.

• Metrics Collected
Shows the number of metrics that are collected by agents.
If the card only contains information for one agent, more granular attribute details such as hostname or uptime are
shown. If there are more agents in a card, you can see Application count, Agent count, and Collector count.

2. (Optional) Click the card title to show a perspective from which you want to group the agents, for example: Type. The
default perspective is Name.
The available perspectives are based on attribute names so the agents are grouped based on their attributes. 

3. (Optional) Click Isolation View.  A new tab opens the map in the APM Infrastructure Layer. The map shows the
components that share the attribute value as an expanded group. A temporary perspective removes higher levels of
grouping. Isolation view applies a transaction path filter so that the map shows all complete transactions that pass through
the components.

4. Open an Agent card and select one of the following options from the Sorted by drop-down list:

• Health Score 
Shows the overall health of agents. Various alerts on agents are monitoring metrics such as the CPU or the connectivity
of the agent. The health score percentage counts the alerts for the last 24 hours. If any of the monitored alerts are
triggered in the last 24 hours, the Health score percentage goes down. For example, Health score of 100 percent means
that no alerts were triggered in the last 24 hours. Health score of 50 percent means that in the last 24 hours some
alerts were shown for the total duration of 12 hours.

• Connection
Shows how many agents are available in your environment and how many agents are disconnected.

• Highest CPU
Shows cards with the highest CPU usage first.

• Highest Memory
Shows cards with the highest memory usage first.

5. (Optional) Click View as List. A list is an alternative to Agent cards and shows more data on one page, in a concise way.
Click a column name to sort by. Click a line to expand Agent data. 

Add an Agent Card

Agent cards let you divide your agents into meaningful groups based on their attributes. By default, you have one Agent card
with all agents. As an administrator, you can add new Agent cards.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Agents View top page, click the plus sign next to the existing Agent cards.
A new window ADD AGENT CARD opens. 

2. Name the card and follow the instructions in the window. 

• Select a universe
In most Enterprise Environments, the total number of components is too large to visualize efficiently. Universes let the
administrator refine the number and types of components into meaningful groups. This refined group is a Universe. For
security reasons, there is no default assignment to all users. You must be allocated to a Universe to view information. 

• Apply a Filter
Use the entire Universe or apply a filter.

• Include Experience node
Experience is the first monitored front-end component and the beginning of the transaction path. An experience node
contains an extra attribute called Experience. If you check Include experience node, the filtered results include the node
showing where the transaction was initiated.

• Group by
Select Attributes according to which you want to drill down into further levels of the Agent card.  

• Default chart type
CPU / Heap Memory
Number of collected metrics / GC Time
Attributes summary

3. If you want to make the card public, select Make this Agent Card public.

Note:  If you do not select this option, the card is private and only you can see the card. If you select this option, the card is
public and all users that have access to the relevant universe can see the card.

4. Click Save.
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You added an Agent Card.

Edit an Agent Card

You can edit agent cards, for example, if you want to select different attributes as drill-down levels. 

Follow these steps:

1. In the Agents View top page, select the card that you want to edit.
2. Click the settings button on the card.
3. Click Edit Card.

A new window Edit Agent Card opens. 
4. Edit the card.
5. Click Save.

You edited an Agent Card.

Delete an Agent Card

You can delete the agent cards that you no longer want to use.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Agents View top page, select the card that you want to edit.
2. Click the settings button on the card.
3. Click Edit Card.

A new window Edit Agent Card opens. 
4. Click Delete Card.
5. In the deletion confirmation pop-up window, click Delete. 

You deleted an Agent Card.

Share an Agent Card

As an administrator, you can share an Agent card with a user within an existing universe.

Follow these steps:

1. Check that the user has access to the universe.
2. On the Agent card, select Make This Card Public.The card appears in your list of cards.
3. Send the Agent card link to the user.

Note:  You can share a private Agent card with a user from the same universe. The user can temporarily view the private
card.

 Monitor Agent Metric Values with Metric View
As an APM administrator, use Metric View for a clear overview of agent metric values. Investigate
agents to see their metric values for a certain time range.

     

Overview

APM offers two Metric Views:

• Global Metric View
contains all metrics from all agents that are connected to the APM infrastructure.

• Contextual Metric View
shows a subset of metrics that are relevant to the selected components in the map.

Both Metric Views contain a Metrics Tree that lists metrics and other information in a tree format. In CA Digital Experience
Insights, metrics are organized in a Host|Process|Agent hierarchy. DX Application Performance Management on
premise organizes metrics in a Domain|Host|Process|Agent hierarchy.

Understand the Metrics Tree

The highest level in the tree represents application server hosts (CA Digital Experience Insights), or Domains (DX Application
Performance Management on premise). The next level represents processes, followed by agents that are installed on individual
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application server hosts. The tree view of agents, resources, and metrics refreshes every 60 seconds to show current metric
data.

The Metrics Tree shows two types of hosts:

•  Custom Metric Host (Virtual) - This node represents a virtual host that contains metrics that a specific agent did not
report. For example, aggregated metrics appear under this node. This node does not correspond to a physical host computer.

•  Hosts - This node represents a computer that hosts an agent. Each host node contains a process node for the instance of
the monitored application. Process nodes in turn contain agent nodes. Nodes that correspond to application and system
resources and contain metrics are stored in the agent nodes. The application resources in the agent nodes differ based on the
agent type (Java or .NET).The high-level node represents the following components:

• Components of your J2EE or .NET application, such as servlets, EJBs, or ASP pages
• System nodes, including the host running your app server and the host computer running DX APM

The Metrics Tree shows two types of metrics:

•  String metric - the value of the metric is a string. The Metric Chart only shows the current value at the end of the time
range.

•  Numeric metric - the Metric Chart shows the metric values, which include the minimum and maximum values, deviation,
and the associated alert status history.

View an Agent Metric in the Global Metric View

View live data or select a range of time to view historical data. Compare, correlate, and visualize the metric values for a
specific time range.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In APM, click Metric View in the left pane to open the Global Metric View.
The Metrics Tree opens.  

2. Select an application server host.
3. Drill down further in the tree and click the agent node that you want to investigate.
4. Click on a folder in the Metrics Tree to view the Metric Overview. The Metric Overview consists of two tabs: Metric

Charts and Metric Count. The Metric Count tab shows summarized information for the metrics that are in the
individual sub-folders of the selected folder. Click on a metric in the pie chart or table to open the relevant sub-folder.

5. (Optional) Click the magnifying glass to find specific metrics in the Metrics Tree. Select Everywhere to perform a global
search, or select the folder option for a local search.

6. (Optional) To hide metrics that do not report any current data to the agent, right-click the agent node and click Hide
grayed-out metrics.
The metric does not appear in the Metrics Tree.

Note:  The Metrics Tree shows the metric again after the agent starts receiving current data from the metric.
7. Click on a metric, for example, Average Response Time (ms) to view its values in the Metric Chart.

If an alert exists on the metric, the Metric Chart shows the alert status history in color-coded bands, which indicate the
status of the alert at a given time:

•  Green - OK
•  Yellow - Warning
•  Red - Danger
•  No Color - No alerts exist for the selected metric.

Note:

 You can view the alert status history for any given time period that does not exceed 7 days.
8. (Optional) Deselect Differential Analysis to hide the deviation band.

Note:

 If the metric supports Differential Analysis, a band automatically highlights deviation within the metric trend
9. (Optional) Click Min/Max Display.

The minimum and maximum values show in the chart. 
10. (Optional) Select multiple metrics from the Metrics Tree for comparison in the Metric Chart. 

1.1 Click the metric name outside the checkbox to make a new selection.
2.1 Click Combine to view the metric data in one chart.
3.1 Click Clear Selection to select a different set of metrics.

Note:
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 You can select up to 10 metrics for comparison in the Metric Chart.
11. Use the Timeline to select a specific time range.
12. Drag the pointer over the chart to zoom in to a shorter time frame. 

Note:   The Timeline shows ranges within a minimum of 8 minutes and a maximum of 1 year. 
13. Select a resolution period from the Resolution drop-down list (15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 6 hours, or 12

hours) to see values for the time frame. The possible time range values are 15 seconds, 30 seconds, 1 minute, 2 minutes, 5
minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 2 hours, 6 hours, 12 hours, 1 day, 7 days, 14 days. 

Note:

The time range values in the Resolution drop-down list appear based on the selected time range on the Timeline.
14. Select Time Range Comparison option to view the metrics details for a time range in the past.

When you select the option, you can view an additional chart on the left that displays the metric details in the past time
range. By default, you can view the metric details of up to one hour in the past. However, to change the past time range,
click the calendar icon above the left chart, and select the end time.

15. (Optional) Share the URL with your colleagues so they can see the same view of the particular metric in the tree.

Open the Contextual Metric View

Open the Contextual Metric View from the Map or Analysis Notebook to view a subset of metrics for a specific node in the
map.

To open the Contextual Metric View from the Map, follow these steps:

1. In APM, click Map in the left pane.
2. In the map, select a node that you want to see the agent metrics for.

Note:   If you select more than one node, the Metrics Tree shows a union of metrics that are relevant to the selected nodes.
3. Click the Metric Browser panel to open the Metrics Tree.

To open the Contextual Metric View from the Analysis Notebook, follow these steps:

1. In APM, click Experience View in the left pane.
2. Find an Experience Card that you want to view metrics for and click Open an Analysis Notebook.

The Analysis Notebook appears.
3.  Open a problem or anomaly to see the corresponding Map View.

Note:

 If the Analysis Notebook displays only one problem or one anomaly, the corresponding Map View is displayed by default.
4. In the map, select a node that you want to see the agent metrics for.

Note:   If you select more than one node, the Metrics Tree shows a union of metrics that are relevant to the selected nodes.
5. Click the Metrics Tree panel to open the Metrics Tree.

 Use Timeline and Highlighting
Timeline lets you move from the live mode into the past to see which status events occurred historically. Highlighting lets you
identify components in your Map that share one or more attributes. 

Use Timeline

Timeline helps you investigate where a problem started. Use the timeline slider to see the status of selected components at
times in the past. Switch events to see change events for the selected time range.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Timeline.
The timeline appears. By default, the timeline is in live mode and shows the aggregated alert summary for the last 8
minutes. The time range is locked and refreshes every 30 seconds.

2. To enable Historical mode, select LIVE, then disable Live Updates. Select Apply.
The light blue section of the timeline shows the active period. The map displays the status and the environment at the end
of the time range. Status bars on nodes show aggregated results for that period.

3. Change the time period by dragging and sliding the active period in the timeline.
4. Change the scale of the timeline by using the mouse wheel or touch gesture.
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5. Select a specific time by clicking the top of the timeline.

Note:  Clicking the top of the timeline changes the end time but keeps the time range.

Status events are shown as icons on the timeline. The Notebook view filters events based on the problem or anomaly that
you select. Alert summaries display aggregated results for the period up to the time you select.

Tip:

At any stage, use the START TIME or END TIME time pickers to select a specific time.
6. Click a node to see events for that node in the selected time frame.
7. Select Status, Topological, or Attribute to include these change events on the timeline.

Note:

The change event selection resets when you open the Analysis Notebook.

1.1 Click an event icon or event group icon to see details of the change event. Ensure that you have the correct node that
is selected on the map.
Nodes that are not affected by the selected changes appear greyed out on the map.

2.1 Click on a node.
3.1 Click the change event icon.

Details of the event or a chronological list of the events of the group appear in the right-hand panel.

Note:

The timeline automatically detects new components that are loaded to APM. Select Status, Topological, or Attribute to
view change events for the new components in the timeline.

8. Zoom in and out on the timeline to change the scale.

1.1 Drag the start and end sliders to set the required time range.
2.1 Drag the active time range to earlier or later periods.
3.1 Drag the inactive (gray) timeline to move the visible range.

If the active time range is not visible, click the time value. The active time range end marker moves to the time you
selected. Set specific dates and times using the time pickers on the left.

9. Click an individual event to see the affected nodes in the map. The nodes that are not affected are greyed out.
Node state bars show aggregated state for the time period selected. The map shows the environment for the selected period.

Use Highlighting

Use highlighting to identify components in your map that share one or more attributes. A list shows the attributes that are
available for highlighting based on the attributes of the components in the current map view.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Map icon, and then click Highlight.
A Highlight bar expands.

2. Click the plus icon and select the attribute that you want to highlight.
3. (Optional) Click the selected attribute to sort or filter further.

The map shows the environment including any applied filters. The map is shown from the chosen perspective. The chosen
attribute value appears in yellow.

 Use Attributes in DX APM
Attributes are tags or labels that agents collect from components in your application environment. Use these attributes to view
the map from different perspectives, filter out components, and highlight components. Attributes make it easier to differentiate
components and identify their relationships to other components.  Each attribute has a name and a value.

Application Performance Management (DX APM) gathers basic attributes for each component. Administrators can create
custom attributes by defining attribute rules. For more information about creating custom attributes, see Shape How You
Monitor Your Environment with Attribute Rules.

Note:

 All the attributes apply to CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management, and only some attributes
apply to on premise DX APM.
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Overview

Every component in the map contains a set of attributes. DX APM distinguishes the following attribute types:

• Common attributes are gathered automatically by DX APM and exist for most components. 
• Custom attributes let you define and collect additional information using attribute rules.
• Agent attributes provide information about specific components that the installed agents monitor. 
• Extension attributes provide extra information that the agent extensions collect.

Attributes that are available for use in filters and perspectives appear in the attributes drop-down list.

Note:

More Information:

•  Organize Components Using Perspectives 
•  Identify Areas of Concern Using Filters 
•  Monitor the Overall Health of the Environment with Dashboard 

Common Attributes

DX APM gathers the following common attributes:

•

name

Defines the name of the component. This attribute is derived from one or more other attributes. 
•

type

(Vertex)
Indicates the type of the vertex component.

•   Source cluster Defines the APM cluster that the component reports to.
•

agent

Defines the (hostname|process|agentName) agent identifier. This attribute shows the origin of the vertex.
•

hostname

Defines the host or container name that the component is runs on.
•

agentDomain

Defines the domain of the agent.
•

processedBy

Indicates the class name that processed and created this component. This attribute typically originates from a transaction
trace.

•

applicationName
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Defines the name of the application. Find the applicationName in the deployment description of the web application
or look in the Frontends|Apps|<applicationName> metric path of the agent.

•

containerId

(Docker)Indicates the ID of the Docker Container. The containerID is visible in the Application Layer.

Note:

This ID is present only if the Java, Node JS, PHP, or Python agent runs inside the container.
•

remotePort

Indicates the remote port that the component calls.
•

backendNode

Shows as true if the vertex is back-end component in an application.
•

remoteName

Indicates the remote host name that the component calls. 
•

localAddress

Defines the local IP address of the component.
•

Experience

Indicates the name of the Experience as shown in Experience View, for example, "Apps|ActivityService|URLs|/api/v1/ on
serv17.ca.com (GENERICFRONTEND)". This attribute exists only if the IsExperience attribute value is true. For
more information about Experiences, see Monitor Performance Using Experience View.

•

IsExperience

Indicates that the vertex is an "Experience", or, the leftmost component in the map. For more information about
Experiences, see Monitor Performance Using Experience View.

•

remoteAddress

Indicates the remote IP address that the component calls.
•

inferredBackendNode

Shows as true if this vertex was inferred from one or more connections to this back-end component.
•

provider
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Indicates the database provider or vendor, for example, "Postgres DB", "Oracle DB" or "Derby DB".
•   port 

Indicates the port that the database or Enterprise Manager (EM) listen on.

Custom Attributes 

Administrators can create custom attributes on components so that users can view perspectives and filter the map according to
components that share an attribute name. You can add a custom attribute to an individual component or with an attribute rule.
Custom attributes let users easily identify and relate to specific components. Analysts then view perspectives and filter the map
according to components that share attribute name. Application Performance Management enables filtering by any attribute
value. Attributes assigned to components from a specific layer in DX APM are also visible across other layers.

Note:

More Information:

•  Shape How You Monitor Your Environment with Attribute Rules 
•  Map Layers 

Agent Attributes

The Java and Node.js agents only collect the common attributes.

Extension Attributes

Infrastructure Agent extensions collect attributes for specific infrastructure components. See the links below for a full list of
available extension attributes.

Note:

More Information:

•  Amazon Web Services Attributes 
•  Azure Attributes 
•  Docker Attributes 
•  Configure Docker Custom Attributes 
•  F5 LTM Attributes and Metrics 
•  Host Monitoring Attributes 
•  Kubernetes Attributes 
•  OpenShift Attributes  

 Organize Components Using Perspectives

Perspectives let you group components on the Map and Dashboard without removing them from the data set. You
can create personal perspectives that are exclusive to your universes. Select one or more shared attributes for grouping
the components. CA Application Performance Management (DX APM) administrators can edit and create more public
perspectives that are available for all users.  The out-of-the-box (OOTB) perspectives visualize application and infrastructure
components for the technology stacks and hosting services within your application environment. 

Overview

The Perspectives drop-down list is located in the Map and Dashboard. The frame shows the current perspective that is
applied. Expand the drop-down list to see defined perspectives.

• Personal perspectives appear above the line.
• Public perspectives, which your administrator defines, appear below the line.
• OOTB perspectives, which show component relationships that exist across layers, appear below the line. The following

perspectives are defined as OOTB:

Map Layer OOTB Perspective

Application
Layer

Type Default Hostname End User,
Application

Location Owner Jenkins Application
Infrastructure
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APM
Infrastructure
Layer

Type

Infrastructure
Layer

Type Default

The last perspective in the drop-down list is always No Perspective, which shows all components separately. Combine a
perspective with filters to remove unwanted components from the Map and Dashboard.

Note:

The Default perspective in the Application Layer does not share the same attributes with the Default perspective in the
Infrastructure Layer.

Use OOTB Perspectives

Use the OOTB perspectives to view application components and their associated infrastructure components.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Map or Dashboard.
2. View infrastructure and application components.

To view infrastructure components for a specific application component:

1.1 Select Application Layer in the top drop-down list.
2.1 Select the Perspectives drop-down list and select Application Infrastructure.

Note:

If your application environment uses Docker containers, select this perspective to see the associated Docker
containers, hosts, and server instances.

3.1 Select an application component in the Map or Dashboard to view the related infrastructure components.
3. View more information about the components in Component View, which opens next to the Map.

You used an OOTB perspective to view component relationships that exist across layers. 

Create a Personal Perspective

Perspectives let you group map components according to a particular attribute. Components that share a value for that attribute
appear on the Map in discrete groups. For example, the Location perspective has three groups:

• All the components with the value London
• All the components with the value Prague
• All the components with the value New York

Individual users create and personalize personal perspective groups.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Perspectives in the left pane.
2. Select Create a Perspective.
3. Name the perspective.
4. Select each Applicable layer where you want the perspective to be visible.
5. In Hierarchy of Grouping, select at least one attribute.

Note:

Attributes are listed under the corresponding layer. You can select attributes from layers that are not selected as the
Applicable layers for a given perspective.

6. (Optional) Create a multilevel perspective group. Select other attributes.
7. (Optional) Select + to add more attributes to the perspective group.
8. (Optional) Select the Public box to enable visibility rights to other users.
9. Select Save.

The perspective appears in the Perspectives drop-down list in the Map when a corresponding layer is selected. 

Personalize a Public Perspective

The Administrator creates public perspective groups. These groups are available to all APM users. You can personalize a
public perspective.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select Perspectives in the left pane.
2. Identify the public perspective that you want to personalize and select Edit.

A pop-up window appears.
3. (Optional) Change the perspective name.
4. (Optional) Select a different layer or add more layers where you want the perspective to be visible.

For more information, see Map Layers.
5. In Hierarchy of Grouping, select at least one attribute.
6. (Optional) Create a multilevel perspective group. Select other attributes.
7. (Optional) Select + to add more attributes to the perspective group.
8. Select Save.

You personalized a public perspective. The new perspective that you created is personal. You can edit or delete the personal
perspective. The perspective appears in the Perspectives drop-down list in the Map. 

Edit a Personal Perspective

Follow these steps:

1. Select Perspectives in the left pane.
2. Select the personal perspective and select Edit.

A pop-up window appears.
3. (Optional) Change the perspective name.
4. (Optional) Select a different layer or add more layers where you want the perspective to be visible.

For more information, see Map Layers.
5. In Hierarchy of Grouping, select at least one attribute.
6. (Optional) Create a multilevel perspective group. Select other attributes.
7. (Optional) Select + to add more attributes to the perspective group.
8. Select Save.

You edited the personal perspective.

Delete a Personal Perspective

Follow these steps:

1. Select Perspectives in the left pane.
2. Identify the personal perspective and select Delete.
3. A confirmation pop-up window appears. Select Yes.

You deleted the personal perspective.

 View Component Relationships in the Map
The map uses components such as nodes, alerts, details panel, and the performance overview. Groups
of components show the aggregated status information for all the components in that group. The map
shows the relationships between individual components within the environment. Patient Zero is the first
component in a series of dependencies that indicates performance issues. This component appears to be
the source of performance degradation in your application environment.

  

Map

The map shows alert status, name, and icon type for each component. Application Performance Management (APM) collects
the information from the Enterprise Manager and shows it on each node.

Various options let you narrow your focus in the map, for example, you can:

• Select different perspectives to view the map.
• Use filters to focus on specific components.
• Use Component View to see alerts, metrics, and attributes for each node in the map. Select the tabs to view information

from other map layers.
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• Use the timeline to compare current and historic information. The timeline shows markers that show when alert, topology,
and attribute changes occurred and you can inspect these changes. The information is calculated over the time period that is
specified in the timeline. In live mode, the aggregation period is 8 minutes.

APM supports Permalink, which holds all the details of the page you view in the URL. You can send the URL of the page to
any other user. That user then sees the same view. You can also bookmark these URLs to return to the same view at a later
session.

Frontend as an Experience

The experience node is the first monitored front-end component and contains an attribute that is called an Experience.
Experience node is the beginning of the transaction path. Experience can be, for example, a servlet or a generic front end.
The Map shows an experience node with an arrow icon. The example shows an experience node Login and an experience
node Login via Chrome.
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Note:   Not every front end is an experience. Most front-end nodes appear in the middle of a transaction and therefore are not
experiences.

Understand the Map

Use the following example workflow to learn about the map. The map refreshes to show new topology every 5 minutes by
default. This feature is configurable. New components are shown with a blue border, removed components are shown with a
dotted blue border.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Application Layer to see components in the Map. The components correspond to the Experience cards in
Experience View.

 
2. Browse the nodes and place the pointer over a node to see more information.

The node is a representation of directly monitored or aggregated software components and business transactions in
topological context. The map supports up to 50,000 nodes. If the number of nodes to be showed on the map is large enough
to cause performance issues, the map groups nodes automatically. The groups do not represent any specific attribute or
perspective. By default, automatic grouping occurs when the number of nodes to show is above 150. Add filters or define
perspectives to reduce the number of nodes for the map to show. The status graphic shows the last status at the end of the
selected interval that is reported for that component or group.

To find out what type of device a node represents, place the pointer over the icon next to the device name.
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In the following example, a group of nodes shares the applicationName attribute.

• The number 13 indicates that the group includes 13 nodes
• 75 tx/min indicates responses per interval
• 324 seconds indicates average response time

3. Identify the connections:
Connections in the map can contain backend components.
APM recognizes the following connections:

•  Solid line - A backend component exists on the connection. Select the connection to see properties of the backend
component in the Component view.

•  Dashed grey line - No backend component exists on the connection. The connection is not clickable.
• (Infrastructure Layer only) Dotted grey line - The line between two nodes signifies that the first node contains the

second node.
• (Infrastructure Layer only) Grey line - The line between two dockers signifies that the first docker relates to the second

docker.

The color of the full line indicates the alert status of the backend component:

•  Grey line - No alerts are defined on the backend component.
•  Green line - All alerts on the backend component are green.
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•  Yellow line - At least one yellow alert and no red alerts exist on the backend component.
•  Red line - At least one red alert exists on the backend component.
•  Orange line - The line signifies a transaction trace.

4. Group components in the selected layer to find performance issues for the shared infrastructure components (cross-layer
components).
The group icon color indicates the alert status of the cross-layer component:

•  Grey  icon - At least one green alert exists for the cross-layer component that groups components from the selected
layer.

•  Red  icon - At least one red alert exists for the cross-layer component that groups components from the selected layer.
•  Yellow icon - At least one yellow alert exists for the cross-layer component that groups components from the selected

layer.

In the following example, the agent groups share a host. Number 13 indicates a host component and 12 agent components.
The orange triangle represents an application in a state of caution:

 
5. Place the pointer over a component to see the transaction trace.

The transactions trace shows all components that one transaction links to up and down stream. Place the pointer over an
Experience node to see that the full transaction path highlighted.

6. Switch between the Map layers.

• Select APM Infrastructure Layer to see Enterprise Managers and Agents in the Map. The view corresponds to the
Agents View. Use this view if you want to see, for example, which Enterprise Managers are running and which agents
are connected. When you drill down from an Agent card into the Isolation view, the Map shows the APM Infrastructure
layer.

• Select Infrastructure Layer to see network infrastructure of your environment including Docker Monitors.

Note:   For more information about Map layers, see Map Layers.
7. Select Metric Browser to open the Metric View. 

Investigate Business Transactions

Map View helps you find components to monitor. In the Business Transactions tab, you can then view related transaction
trace summaries and details. This information helps you understand transaction performance and solve poor performance by
identifying when, where, and why performance degrades.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select either individual nodes or groups of nodes for a maximum of 1000 nodes.
2. Select the Business Transactions tab.

A summary list shows traces that correspond to the component for the range that is selected in the timeline. The traces
show the duration times. The traces are color-coded to indicate any problem that is associated with a transaction, for
example, red indicates an error. You can identify problematic methods by noticing the duration of the trace. Unexpectedly
long traces are likely causes of slow transactions.
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Note: The list refreshes automatically when you use Live mode.
3.  Investigate Poor Transaction Performance.

Note:

 More Information: 

•  Organize Components Using Perspectives 
•  Identify Areas of Concern Using Filters 
•  Monitor Performance Using Experience View 

 Map Layers

As an administrator, you can quickly navigate through the map layers to identify the root cause of performance issues. Switch
between layers in the map to view performance issues that are caused by application components, infrastructure components,
or Application Performance Management (APM) components. Apply more filters to view specific types of components within
the layers. Refine the number and types of components into easy to use groups (Universes).

  

Overview

Map layers overlay different types of components from the environment onto the map. The map shows components and
connections for components that are within the selected layer. Connections between components from different layers are
called cross-layer connections. Components that have cross-layer connections to components within the selected layer are
displayed in the Component View on the right. For example, when you select a servlet component on the map, Component
View shows the servlet properties, together with properties for the agent that monitors the servlet. Cross-layer connections
can also be viewed on the Map by using cross-layer attribute filters. For more information, see Shape How You Monitor Your
Environment with Attribute Rules.

Note:

APM automatically adds cross-layer connections between agents and the application components that the agents monitor.

Use Map Layers

Switch between map layers to view components from a specific layer. Select a component in the map and view the cross-layer
connections in the Component View. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select a map layer from the drop-down list. Choose from the following layers:

•  Application Layer
Shows application components that the APM agents monitor. This layer corresponds to the map components from
previous versions of APM.

•  APM Infrastructure Layer
Shows APM components, such as agents and collectors.

•  Infrastructure Layer
Shows hosts, docker instances, and other physical components. This layer contains information from the Infrastructure
Agents and their extensions. The infrastructure layer also collects information from integrations, for example, Unified
Infrastructure Management (CA UIM).

Note:

On-premise DX APM lets you integrate components from other systems into the infrastructure layer using the REST
API. CA UIM uses that REST API to integrate with On-premise DX APM so that On-premise DX APM shows
hardware components.

2. Select a component on the map to open Component View.
3. Switch between the tabs in Component View to see properties for both the selected component and connected components

from other layers.

Apply Filters in the Map Layers

A filter is a list of attributes and required values that lets you view specific components in the map. Apply a filter to view all
components from the filtering layer that match the filter attributes. If you switch layers, components that have cross-layer
connections to the filtered components remain visible in the map.

To apply a filter to the Map, select a filter attribute from the list of attributes.

Note:
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Attributes are listed under the corresponding layer. You can select attributes from more than one layer.

 Example:The following diagram shows an unfiltered map that contains multiple cross-layer connections:

Figure 17: map layers1

 Action:
On the APM Infrastructure Layer, you set the filter to return agents with ‘ABC’ and ‘XYZ’ in the names. 

 Result:The following diagram shows the filtered results for each map layer:
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Figure 18: maplayers2

Note:

 The APM Infrastructure Layer does not show collectors or EM databases when the filtering layer is the Application Layer.
Collectors and EM databases do not have cross-layer connections to application components. Only agent type components
have cross-layer connections to the Application Layer.

Apply Universes in the Map Layers

After you set a filter to select specific components, you can save the filter as a universe. Authorize users to access all
components in the universe, including components that have cross-layer connections to the selected components. For more
information about configuring universes, see Configure Universes.

The following examples show possible uses of filters in the map layers.

 Example 1: Capture Full Transactions That Pass Through a Specific DomainThis universe contains complete monitored
transactions that pass through a selected domain, including inferred backend components and business transaction nodes. This
universe also contains all agents that are monitoring the application components.
Follow these steps: 

1. Select the Application Layer as the filtering layer.
2. Select Add Filter and select FOLLOW TRANSACTION PATH. 
3. Select agentDomain from the list of attributes.
4. Enter the agentDomain name in the Filter to find transactions for that domain.

 Example 2: Grant Admin Access to All EM Collectors, EM Databases and Agents From a Specific DomainThis
universe contains the required components from the APM Infrastructure Layer, together with application components that
agents monitor within the specified domain. The results do not show inferred backend or business transactions because these
transactions are not monitored by agents.
Follow these steps: 

1. Select the APM Infrastructure Layer as the filtering layer.
2. Select Add Filter and select the agentDomain attribute.
3. Enter the agentDomain name in the Filter. 
4. Select + to add a new filter item and select Add new filter group. 
5. Select Type from the attribute list.
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6. Select all attribute values except AGENT, for example, EM_COLLECTOR, EM_DATABASE, and others.

 Identify Areas of Concern Using Filters
Filters let you narrow down your search for components by attribute name and value. Filters remove information from the
dataset that dashboard and map displays. Use Filters to identify areas of concern while monitoring your environment. Filter out
groups of unaffected components to simplify the dashboard and map for monitoring and triage. Filters are cumulative working
from left to right. You can filter the results of one filter with another. You can build up layers of filters to drill into specific
areas of an environment. Filters are persistent between the dashboard and map.

Application Performance Management has the following filter features:

• Filter by following a transaction path 
• Filter components by any attribute 
• Apply multiple filter groups  
• Include experience node in the filter result
• Drag-and-drop individual filters across the filter groups

Filter Groups and Attribute Filters

A filter group defines the set of attribute names and values that are displayed on the map and dashboard. All other components
are removed from the data set. Within a single filter group, each additional filter condition narrows the resulting set of nodes
displayed. An attribute filter removes all components from the dataset that do not have attribute names and values in the filter
condition. A transaction path filter removes all components from the dataset that do not have transaction path values in the
filter condition.

• Filters within a single filter group are combined with an AND operator. Each filter condition can be an attribute filter or a
transaction path filter. Add a filter group to include a second set of filtered data to the map and dashboard.

• Different filter groups are combined with an OR operator. The map displays all nodes that meet the criteria of filter group 1
and all the nodes that meet the criteria of filter group 2.

You can drag-and-drop filter conditions to edit filter groups. If you drag-and-drop a Transaction Path Filter between filter
groups, the filter becomes an attribute filter. You cannot move transaction path filters between filter groups. You cannot
change an attribute filter into a transaction path filter. Delete the attribute filter and create one as a transaction path filter.

You can change the order of the filters by using drag-and-drop. You can change the order of filters, move them across filter
groups, and into or out of transaction path filters. The only limitation is that you cannot move the transaction path filter as a
whole. If you move the last filter condition out of the transaction path filter frame, the frame disappears.

Note:

More Information:

• Shape How You Monitor Your Environment with Attribute Rules

Set a Transaction Path Filter

Application Performance Management generates map data by sampling transaction traces. A record exists of every transaction
path that passes through any component.

Note:  Identifying all transactions in large environments can lead to generating high numbers of vertices, which can affect
performance. To prevent data explosions in large environments, this feature can be disabled. 

A transaction path filter identifies all components in all transaction paths with attribute values that are specified in the filter
criteria. For example, you want to see on the map all transactions that go through any component that has the Location attribute
Paris. If you set a transaction filter for the location Paris, the map displays all the components for the transactions that pass
through the Paris nodes.

Note:

: Transaction paths are taken from the experience node, which is the first monitored front-end component and the beginning
of the transaction path. An experience node contains an extra attribute called Experience. If a transaction forks at any stage,
the transaction path filters identify all components of that transaction. The transaction path filters also identify forked branches
regardless of where the specified attribute lies within the transaction.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Add filter, add filter criteria, and select FOLLOW TRANSACTION PATH. 
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2. (Optional) Select the Include experience node checkbox.The experience node is the first monitored front-end
component and the beginning of the transaction path. Experience attribute in filters contains the experience node including
all other nodes in the transaction path. If you select Include experience node, you add all experience nodes that use the
filtered nodes. 

Tip:

You can manually remove particular nodes. Assign a custom attribute to the node and then filter that attribute out.

You set a transaction path filter.

Create a Filter Group

Follow these steps:

1. Select the plus icon next to a filter.
A drop-down list of attribute names appears.

2. (Optional) Select FOLLOW TRANSACTION PATH.
3. Select an attribute name to filter by.

Note:

Attributes are listed under the corresponding layer.
4. Select the plus icon again. Select Add new filter group, then select an attribute name to filter by.
5. Select the filter condition drop-down list and clear the attribute values to be removed by the filter.

Status icons next to the filter values indicate the health status of the associated components in live mode only.
6. (Optional) Add further filter criteria. Select the plus icon inside the blue frame and add more attribute names to the

Transaction Path Filter condition.

You created a filter group.

Tip:

If you decide to edit your filter group later, save the URL first. You can use the URL to return to previous filter group settings.

 Monitor the Overall Health of the Environment with
Dashboard
Application Performance Management provides an overview of an application environment. The
Dashboard shows the overall health of the environment. A tile represents a group of all components that
share an attribute name and value. The tiles show the most significant differential analysis and alerts
status of any of the components in the group.

  

Overview

The Dashboard tiles are organized in columns. Each column represents an attribute from the selected perspective. The attribute
name is in the column header. Each tile within a column shows status of all components that have a specific attribute value.
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The following legend identifies each map item by number and provides more information:

Number Name More Information

1 Filter  

2 Time range Click to select a custom or a preset time
range.

3 Timeline mode (Historical or Live)  

4 Expand or collapse the Timeline Select Status, Topological,
or Attribute to view change events on
the Timeline.

Note: By default, the Timeline loads
without a change events selection.

5 Online help link  

6 Navigation panel  

7 Perspectives A perspective logically groups
components and is based on their shared
attributes.

8 Layers Layers show components that
correspond to the Application
Performance Management views, for
example, Agent View and Experience
View.

9 Alert status Alerts show the status of any of the
components in the group. The alert
intensity on the Dashboard reflects
the intensity of alert status. The alert
status is based on additional information
coming from alerting. Factors include
how long the node is affected and by
how much the associated metrics exceed
thresholds. The scale has five degrees
from low to high. When there is no
degree, it means that there is not enough
data to make a conclusion.
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10 Tile Tiles on the dashboard represent groups
of components that share an attribute
name and value. The tile displays the
most significant differential analysis and
alert status results for any components
in the group. The attribute value is
the header of the tile. This header is a
clickable link. Click this link to see this
group on the map.

11 Number of tiles in this group  

View Layers in the Dashboard

Layers let you apply the standard Application Performance Management views to the dashboard, for example, Agent View and
Experience View. Switch between the following layers in the dashboard:

•  Application Layer
Shows components in the map. Components correspond to the Experience cards in Experience View.

•  APM Infrastucture Layer
Shows Enterprise Managers and Agents in the dashboard. This layer corresponds to the Agents View.

•  Infrastructure Layer
Shows the network infrastructure of your environment including Docker Monitors.

View Perspectives in the Dashboard

A perspective is a way of grouping components in the Application Performance Management views that is based on their
shared attributes. Perspectives let you group components in the dashboard without removing them from the data set. For more
information about perspectives, see Organize Components Using Perspectives.

 

 Monitor Assisted Triage Problems and Anomalies
Information about interesting events appears as problems and anomalies (stories) in the Experience View or Analysis
Notebook. Experience is a component in your environment where a transaction starts. Assisted Triage gathers evidence to
detect possible or starting issues in your environment. The gathering evidence can be in an early stage when the evidence does
not point to any affected experience yet. This evidence is named an anomaly. When Assisted Triage has enough information to
identify affected experiences, the evidence is named a problem. Anomalies are like problems, but with no user impact.

The Experience View or Analysis Notebook provide convenient locations for you to monitor your entire system. In your
application, many different events occur continually, but many events might not interest you. Assisted Triage helps you
identify and prioritize problems by reporting significant events in your application system. These significant events appear as
stories with headlines in the Experience View or Analysis Notebook and explain the following aspects:

• What is the likely problem
• Who the problem impacts
• Who the problem might impact (potential)
• What components are involved in the problem
• What kind of events occurred for the components that are involved in the problem
• When did this problem start and when did it end 

Like an actual newspaper page, you can glance at the headlines periodically over the course of the day. The level of interest
for an experience is in direct alignment with the scope of your responsibilities as an analyst. For example, one or more of the
following cases might indicate that a problem or anomaly needs your attention:

• The scope of the customer impact is severe. Often Assisted Triage assesses the impact using the WHO information.
• The scope of the customer impact is unspecified or the experience is otherwise unclear. For example, if the WHERE

information indicates a key application or transaction, you might need to investigate further.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Experience View button.
The Experience View shows individual experience cards. Each card shows a summary. This summary represents the
WHAT and explains the WHY. Red items indicate areas of concern such as failing transactions.
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2. Browse the page and click the Open an Analysis Notebook icon on a card of interest. Problems and Anomalies appear in
the Assisted Triage Panel. The Assisted Triage engine identifies transactions that share components that are performing
poorly.

Note:  When you drill down on an Experience Card from one view to another, Assisted Triage stories can change from
problems to anomalies. A business transaction can show one problem and zero anomalies. When you drill down from an
Experience Card further, a new card can show zero problems and one anomaly.

This behavior occurs because an Assisted Triage story can be a problem for one of the business transactions and an
anomaly for another. One of the business transactions that has a problem hides the other business transactions to show them
as anomalies. When you try to drill down for a single business transaction, the anomaly which was hidden in the previous
view is now visible.

3. Browse the panel and read details about a problem or anomaly of interest. Click the Open button for a problem or anomaly.
The Components and Evidence panel opens. The Map View also appears and indicates the transaction paths of the selected
experiences. This map gives context for the event that occurred, especially the WHERE. APM shows only the subset of the
entire application map where the problem or anomaly lies. For example, details might provide how long the problem lasted
and what components were affected. 

Tip:

Use the Perspective drop-down list and create or select a perspective. You can use perspectives to group components based
on their shared attributes.
The Relationship Flow map narrows the view.

4. In the Components and Evidence panel, expand Duration, Impacted Experiences, or Application Components
and investigate the root cause of the problem. Click Open next to a culprit to open the Component Overview. You can also
select the culprit in the map 

5. Select the Evidence Timeline tab to see alerts, response times, stalls, and unstable responses for the component over a
selected time period.

6. Continue your investigation using the various options in the Analysis Notebook.

 Assisted Triage and Analysts

Assisted Triage is an engine and story generator. Assisted Triage identifies the most meaningful events that occurred in your
busy systems and provides contextualized information (stories) about these events. These stories appear as problems and
anomalies with headlines. The reliable and intelligent nature of the stories that Assisted Triage generates keeps you fully
apprised of the state of your monitoring domain.

  

How Assisted Triage Works

Assisted Triage creates problems and anomalies about events in your system. Assisted Triage reacts to the following types of
events:

• Stalls
• Errors
• Alerts
• Unstable response times

Problems and anomalies explain aspects of one or more events. For example, the aspects include:

• WHAT summarizes the event including any suspected causes (the WHY). This information appears as a headline for a
problem or anomaly in the Experience View and Analysis Notebook.

• WHERE locates an event occurrence, typically information like the host and agent name. WHERE can have more details
when available.

• WHO identifies the transactions that are affected or might be impacted. This aspect also determines how many transactions
are affected.

• WHEN records an event occurrence; typically the start and end of a stall event, an error event, or an instability.
• WHY explains an event occurrence. For example, the following statement explains a high-call ratio problem:

Potential high call ratio from ViewOrders|service to 138.0.0.1_7080|getService 2 in the order of
 214980
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The following diagram and corresponding steps describe how Assisted Triage works:

Figure 19: Assisted Triage Architecture

1. Events in your APM system occur as variance intensity, errors, stalls, APM alerts, and so on. An event contains a possible
suspect for causing the problem.

2. An event generator gathers event data from different sources and sends the data to the event processor.
3. The event contextualizer receives the events from generators across a cluster, processes the events, and gathers any

related events into a context. The context information includes the potential impact of the leftmost component, and all the
transactions that flow through the component.
The contextualizer passes this context information to the editor.

4. The editor tracks different contexts and assigns one reporter per specific event context for further analysis.
5. Reporters know the different types of analysts that are available in the system, and run the context through each

analyst. Analysts analyze the context for event types, patterns, and potential impact, and then each analyst creates a
statement. Analysts work together to record evidence or create stories from the statements, and then store the data in the
APM database. Stories are purged from the database when they are older than 62 days.

6. The stories appear as problems or anomalies on the Experience View and Analysis Notebook.

 Note: The Enterprise Manager generates and collects metrics about the Assisted Triage components. These supportability
metrics are useful in assessing the Enterprise Manager health.

Analysts

Analysts are like medical specialists who know how to diagnose specific classes of illnesses. Assisted Triage uses the
following main types of analysts. Each type of analyst includes other specific analysts.

 Event analysts look for certain event types and create event statements that serve as evidence. Examples of event analysts
include:

• A Differential Analysis analyst checks for variance intensity
• An error analyst checks for error events in contexts
• A resource event analyst monitors alert events on system resources

 Pattern analysts look for certain patterns in the context and create pattern statements. These statements are one part of a story
summary. Examples of pattern analysts include:

• A default analyst determines the deepest component in a context (per the relationship map). The default analyst is also
referred to as the Zone Identifier.

• A High Call Ratio analyst looks for the deepest component in the given context (per the relationship map). This analyst
sees if the component calls any backend type nodes an unusual number of times.

The statements from the analysts form a story summary.

Story Example: Default Analyst (Zone Identifier)

This example explains a default analyst (or Zone Identifier) story. This analyst always works whether other specific analysts
find patterns. The default analyst identifies a probable zone. The zone can be a frontend, a backend, or an internal component
between them. For example, a statement from the default analyst looks like this headline:

Problem isolated to {type} {component}

{type} can be a frontend, business transaction, internal component, or backend.

{component} is the component name involved in the zone.

For example, consider the following components in the system:

• Frontend F
• Backend B
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• Internal Component M

All these components are related through owning a business transaction: F->M->B.

The following sequence of events occurs in the transaction flow:

1. Events occur which are only related to Frontend F.
The default analyst story reports an event that is isolated to Frontend F.

2. An event occurs for Internal Component M.
The default analyst relates these two events because they are in same transaction flow. The analyst states: Problem isolated
to internal component M 

3. An event occurs for Backend B.
The default analyst combines all three events and states: Problem isolated to backend B 

Browse the anomalies and problems on the Experience View and Analysis Notebook for a headline that includes a type and
component, for example:

Problem isolated to internal component AxisServlet|service

This headline describes a Default Analyst story. For example, the details might describe a problem in the zone between the
frontend and backend transactions for ACME app.

Story Example: High Call Ratio

This example explains how Assisted Triage reports a High Call Ratio story. A High Call Ratio story occurs when a client
component issues too many transactions of its own, bogging down the overlying transaction that initiated it. That is, when
the ratio from caller to callee results in a low number for the caller and a high number for the callee, for example, 1:20. This
number shows that one call to the caller results in 20 calls to the callee. The pattern analyst reports High Call Ratio stories for
backend nodes/components such as databases or web services clients.

The following symptoms can indicate a High Call Ratio problem:

• Latency is high "before" a component in the call stack, but the latency for the component is low, indicates a High Call
Ratio use of the component, or before the component.

• Long latency transactions with "bar code" patterns: Component A calls component B numerous times in a short interval.
This behavior typically results in normal latency for B but high latency for A.

Browse the anomalies and problems on the Experience View and Analysis Notebook to identify a High Call Ratio headline.
For example, the anomalies and problems show the following headline:

Potential high call ratio from {culprit.name} to {calledComp.name} in the order of {ratio}

This headline describes a High Call Ratio story. For example, the details might describe a latency problem for a client
connection to a database in New York.

Example: How an Analyst Determines the Deepest Component in a High Call Ratio Story

The following example shows how a pattern analyst looks for the deepest component in a High Call Ratio story:

1. Differential Analysis triggers an alert--a transaction has slowed and it is now part of a story.
2. An event occurred on the call path from the transaction. The analyst searches for the deepest component in the context.
3. One component is a dead end. The component does not call a backend, so the analyst ignores it.
4. One component calls a backend. Using historical data, the analyst compares the numbers of Responses Per Interval at the

calling component to the number of Responses Per Interval for the backend calls. If the ratio is high (for example, > 1:50),
the transaction has an abnormally high-call ratio that could be adversely affecting the performance of the app.
Other components can also have a high ratio of calls to the database. The analyst does not diagnose the high ratio until
there are components on the call path from a frontend. The analyst is not concerned with the entire app, but rather it is a
detective for an identified story.
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Figure 20: Deepest Component Example High Call Ratio Story

Resource Event Analyst Support

Assisted Triage uses a resource event analyst to monitor alerts on resource events like CPU, memory, and so on as follows:

1. An application experiences problems and, or due to, system resources issues.
2. The resource events are listed as suspects for the given problem or anomaly.
3. A resource/infrastructure component is identified as the possible infrastructure culprit.

Resource analysts support agents for DX APM and DX APM Infrastructure Agent. Assisted Triage provides context for the
infrastructure information that is reported by Infrastructure Agent for an application. Alerts that are triggered on infrastructure
components are incorporated in Assisted Triage stories (evidences). For example:

1. A CPU is running high on a server, possibly causing the application to slow down.
2. Infrastructure Agent reports this problem.
3. Assisted Triage associates this resource problem with the impacted application and infrastructure component.
4. The infrastructure component is listed as the possible infrastructure culprit.

Note:

The following prerequisite steps apply to the Resource Event Analyst:

1. Ensure that DX APM Infrastructure Agent monitoring is enabled and alerts are mapped to infrastructure components.
2. In the Map View, select Application Layer to see application components.
3. Click an application component on the Map.

Correlation values should exist including the corresponding infrastructure component.

 More Information: 

 Map Layers 

 Infrastructure Agent 

 Investigate Poor Transaction Performance
Metric data, like the average response time of an important component, can inform you about the experience of customers
using that component. However, this data does not help you understand cases where performance is unusually slow. When
transactions are slow, a transaction trace can be something like an x-ray: showing details that are not visible from the surface,
and letting you see where the transaction spent its time in a fine detail. Application Performance Management (originally Wily
Introscope) pioneered the Transaction Trace approach to gaining deep insight into individual transactions. Transaction tracing
monitors the activity of individual transactions as they flow through agent-monitored applications. While metric data tells you
when there is a bottleneck in traffic, transaction traces can tell you about the experience of a single car: where it was delayed,
for how long, and even why. Transaction traces are stored, so you can view their details hours or days after the transactions
first occurred.
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Find Traces of Slow or Failing Transactions

As an analyst, Experience View helps you find useful transaction traces to investigate. In the Business Transactions tab, you
can then view transaction trace summaries and details. This information helps you understand transaction performance and
solve poor performance by identifying when, where, and why performance degrades.

Follow these steps:

1. In the left pane, click Experience View.
The Experience View shows individual experience cards. Each card shows a summary. Red items indicate slow or failing
transactions. 
Note: For more information about Experience View, see Monitor Performance Using Experience View.

Tip:

You can also start your investigation from the Map. In the left pane, click Map, and skip the next step.
2. Browse the cards and click the Notebook icon on a card of interest.

The Analysis Notebook shows details about the experience.
3. In the PROBLEMS pane, click Open on a problem of interest.

- A red circle indicates that the component is an actor in at least one problem or anomaly. All components in a story are
treated as actors.- A concentric red circle indicates that the component is a culprit in at least one problem or anomaly. All
actors have evidence, but a culprit is a special actor. The culprit identifies the root cause of the problem or anomaly in
the given application or transaction.This component might be the source of performance degradation in your application
environment.
The Relationship Flow shows the transaction paths of the selected experiences. This map gives context for the event that
occurred.

4. Click either individual nodes or groups of nodes for a maximum of 1,000 nodes. Select the Application Layer or the APM
Infrastructure Layer in the map to see all the traces that are collected by host, agent, or application.

The Component Overview chart appears and shows healthy and poor transactions.

Click here for component chart help...

The component chart shows a maximum of 20 nodes. Use component charts to compare live or historic metrics between
arbitrary nodes. The component chart contains more metric information than is available for every component in the map.
Use the switch options (dots) at the bottom of the chart to show the following information.

• RESPONSE TIME histogram: The histogram shows the aggregated average response time per seconds for healthy and
poor transactions. The histogram lets you easily compare data and identify trends, for example, when the number of
traces increased or decreased.

• AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME sparkline: The sparkline shows the general shape of the variation over time of the
BlamePoint metrics for any component. The sparkline shows information for the active time period that is selected in
the timeline. Mouse over any point on the sparkline to see a numeric value.

• TRANSACTION VOLUME chart: The bar chart helps you quickly determine the level of transaction volume. Bars also
provide easier identification of trends in volume.

The component is highlighted in the AFFECTED APPLICATION COMPONENTS pane.
5. Click the Business Transactions tab.

A summary list shows traces that correspond to the component for the range that is selected in the timeline. Traces for
inferred components are listed although these transactions are not monitored by agents. For example, inferred components
can be backends, web services, or sockets. The traces show the duration times and are color-coded. Each color indicates
a characteristic that is associated with a transaction, for example, red indicates an error.. You can identify problematic
methods by noticing the duration of the trace. Unexpectedly long traces are likely causes of slow transactions.

Note: The list refreshes automatically when you use Live mode.

The list shows the following trace information for a maximum of 2,000 traces.

Url--The URL that was invoked to initiate this transaction, or the path to the component that initiated the transaction

Name--The name of the high-level component, for example: Default

Timestamp--The start time, in the system clock of agent host computer, of the invocation of the selected component

Duration--The execution time in milliseconds of the selected component

Trace Type–The type of trace: Other, Error, or Snapshot.

User Id--The ID of the logged-in user that is running the transaction

This information helps you understand the sequence of calls within a time period and evaluate performance.
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Note: Not all the information is available about deep visibility components.
6. Perform one or more actions:

• Click the pop-out button

to open the viewer in a full-view dialog. Press the Esc key to close the dialog.
• Select an option from the Trace Type drop-down list to categorize traces by characteristics. A trace can have more than

one characteristic:

Other: Returns all transaction traces other than the traces with errors or stalls. Light orange 

 indicates that Differential Analysis triggered an alert--a transaction has uncontrolled variance.

Error: Returns transaction traces with an error characteristic. An error is an exception that is reported by JVM or HTTP
error codes. For example, errors include an HTTP error status, an SQL exception, or a Java exception. When the Trace
Type is Normal but an error triggered an automatic transaction trace, the component shows as an error and counts in the
error total.

Transaction traces that have an error message of Stalled Transaction are also returned. A stall is a transaction,
or component of a transaction, that has not completed within a specified time threshold.

Snapshot: Returns all transactions that have snapshots.
• Click a column header.

The list sorts traces by the column type, for example, by User Id. Trace Type is not sortable by clicking the column
header.
Note: User ID is the identification of the logged-in user who is running the transaction (if this field is configured and
the ID is available).

7. Examine individual components and trace data. You can look at call sequence and inside the code to determine the cause of
a problem.

More Information:

 Use Cross-Process Transaction Tracing to Solve Problems

Often transactions travel across multiple JVMs, CLRs or Node.js instances, or application services, depending on the
environment. Processing passes from any combination of JVM, CLR, or Node.js instance, or application server to another.
Collecting the full transaction path requires tracing synchronous and asynchronous calls across JVM, CLR, or Node.js
instance boundaries. Being able to trace transactions across multiple platforms can also require running a supported
agent. Cross-process transaction tracing collects the full transaction path across multiple platforms. This ability lets you view
details when transactions call methods on multiple JVMs or CLRs running on different servers.

Note:  Cross-process transaction tracing Is supported in manually run, sample, and other transaction traces that use agent
filtering. Cross-process transactions in automatic transaction traces are supported only for Java applications.

Transaction Correlation

Distributed applications are complex. Commonly single-user transactions span multiple threads running on separate agent
JVMs or CLRs. Often a single transaction includes both synchronous and asynchronous calls. The agent must also account for
individual transaction calls to present the full transaction path as a logical unit.

Typically transactions consist of a series of calls and responses that are passed from one process to another. Often different
processes in a transaction make calls to different logical or physical servers. The processes might also be distributed to run
on different components or back-end systems. Assembling a full transaction requires an agent to identify all the included
processes and the call order. The agent also requires information about threads and both synchronous and asynchronous calls.

Tracing a full transaction path that includes cross-process calls requires the agent to connect the processes logically. The
agent uses a correlation identifier (correlation ID), which correlates, or creates a connected view, of the processes. The agent
makes the connection by inserting the correlation identifier into the transaction. The correlation identifier can be passed from
one process to another. This process linking allows the agent to identify the frontends and backends that are part of the same
transaction. In the Transaction Trace Viewer Component Details, the correlation id is the Cross Process Data property value.

Assembling a full transaction also requires an agent to determine when one process in a transaction calls another. You can
see the order in which frontends and backends call each other in a transaction. For synchronous transactions, the order can
help identify caller-callee relationships. For asynchronous transactions, the order can help identify a workflow across multiple
processes for complex client and server transaction segments. The combination of correlation identifier and call sequence order
provides a correlated transaction trace or correlated trace.
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Cross-process transaction tracing also supports cross-thread correlation within the same process.

The agent automatically manages the correlation identifier data set and delivers the data to the Enterprise Manager. The
Enterprise Manager constructs the graphical representation of selected transactions that the Transaction Trace Viewer displays.

Use Transaction Tracing to Solve Problems

The following process describes how you can examine transactions in the Transaction Trace Viewer to help find problem root
causes.

1. When the Transaction Trace Viewer displays a graphical stack, the agent has traced related processes in a selected trace
event. Processes that are traced from different agents appear in different shaded areas.

2. You can examine the linked components to see cross-process or cross-JVM transactions.For example, you can see whether
a certain transaction left one process and then the transaction entered a different process. 

3. You can also get insight into the calls that be the source of slow and stalled transactions.

Cross-Process Transaction Tracing Example

This example describes how cross-process transaction tracing can help you identify and assess problems quickly and
effectively.

1. You are reviewing a transaction trace for a problematic transaction and notice a 6-second (6000 ms) execution time.
2. In the graphical stack, you see calls from a client-side method, dataservice.yourcompany.net/invoke , to a

server-side method, thirdparty.mycompany.net/invoke .
3. You notice that the server-side web service is making a large number of calls to a third-party web service. The third-party

web service is uninstrumented, so its processing time is not explicitly displayed in the trace. 
4. The graphical stack shows that the third-party web service backend is servicing repeated requests in rapid

succession. This behavior indicates that programming logic, such as a nested loop, is likely causing repeated calls in
the server-side service. You have determined the server-side invoke operation is responsible for most of the overall
transaction execution time.

5. With this information, you contact the server-side web service Application Owner.
6. The owner requests an investigation into the application logic that calls the third-party web service backend.

 Start a Transaction Trace Session
To run a transaction trace session manually, specify the agents whose transactions you want to trace, and
the data-capture period. After the transaction trace session starts, the transactions that match the filter
criteria appear in the Transaction Trace Viewer. Transaction events include transaction traces and errors. 

After a trace is started for a duration, the session stops at the end of the specified period. You can only start one trace session
for a specified agent in a given duration. If you restart an active trace session, a notification reminds you that the transaction
trace session is active for the agent. The notification shows the time left in the active session. You can start a new trace for
same agent after an active trace session ends.

Follow these steps:

1. In the left pane under SETTINGS, click Agents.
The agents page appears and lists agents.

2. (Optional) Click the Applications arrow.
All applications that the agent monitors are listed.

3. Select one or more agents for which to trace transactions:

• To trace all agents, click Trace All Agents. This option traces supported agents that are currently connected, and any
that connect during the trace session.

• To trace selected agents, click Trace Agent for an agent.

The Transaction Trace Session dialog appears.
4. Specify values for the transaction trace in the dialog fields or accept the defaults and click Start:

• Specify the Minimum Transaction Duration in milliseconds for the transaction trace. The default is 1000
milliseconds. The minimum value is 1 millisecond.

• Specify the Trace Session Duration in minutes. The default is 1 minute with a maximum duration of 5 minutes for a
single trace session.

A pane displays the session status.
5. (Optional) Close the dialog after a trace starts successfully. The trace session continues to run in the background.
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 Examine Individual Components and Trace Data
 

You can examine detailed information about your trace data to find why your transactions are slow or broken. The Transaction
Trace Viewer displays various representations of the data to help you identify components that are performing poorly. 

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the map or Analysis Notebook navigate to the Business Transactions tab.
2. Click the Business Transactions tab.
3. Click a row in the Transaction Trace list.

The Transaction Trace Viewer displays four panes to show information about the transaction trace and components.

•  Transaction traces display in the upper pane. 
• The Transaction Trace Detail displays in the lower left pane.
• The lower right pane is split into two sub-panes:

• The Transaction Information about the selected transaction trace displays in the upper right sub-pane.
• The Component Details display in the lower right sub-pane.

Use the following graphic and corresponding legend to understand the various features in the Transaction Trace Viewer.

 

The following legend identifies each item by number and provides more information:

Number Name More Information

1 Transaction Traces Examine each transaction trace. If
there is more than one, information
about the selected transaction trace
displays in the other panes.

2 Transaction Trace Detail pane This pane shows the graphical stack,
which is the transaction order of the
components from top to bottom.
We can refer to the graphical stack
as the "wedding cake" because the
representation can look like an upside-
down wedding cake.
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3 Transaction Information pane This pane shows information
about the selected transaction
trace. Notice that the path to the
right of the drop-down list is the
transaction trace path selected in
the Transaction Trace pane.You can
choose these views from the drop-
down list: Tree, Summary, Browser
Timing, System Properties,
and Snapshot. 

4 Component Details This pane provides information about
the component that you selected in the
graphical stack. When you have not
selected a component, the information
is about the top component in the
graphical stack.

5 Breadcrumbs The path located above the
Transaction Trace Viewer.

The graphical stack and transaction trace data show information to help you evaluate performance, for example: 

Calling relationships between components The rows for components are displayed from top to bottom
in calling order.

 Note: Call and component are synonyms. When you
select a component, you are selecting a call in the
transaction.

A call can make child calls, which make the stack or depth:

1 row = 1 or more calls = 1 or more components that can
make child calls or invocations

Tree view shows a one-to-one match of the data:

1 row = 1 call = 1 component

Summary view shows aggregated data, not a one-to-one
match:

1 row = path

Path is the label for the call and the level in the stack. For
example, a call "login" was made 5 times at the same stack
level. You see 5 components in the same row. In Tree
view, you see 5 rows. The Summary view count is 5, and
the Total Duration column shows the sum of all 5 call
times.

Errors and Snapshots The red square containing white minus sign

icon indicates a component with an error.

The camera icon  identifies a transaction with a related
error or stall snapshot.
Note: For more information, see Analyze Errors and Stall
Snapshots.

Entry points Entry points typically appear as the first component in a
transaction. If the transaction is a business transaction,
the business transaction appears as the first component
followed by the entry point.
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Transaction sequence The placement of components from left to right indicates
sequence. Relative clock time in milliseconds appears
across the top of the transaction. If the trace time is large
enough, the time shows in seconds, hours, and days.

Cross-process and cross-JVM transaction data A unique identifier, the correlation ID, links traced
frontend and backend transactions. The sequence is
based on the order in which frontends call backends in
a transaction. The correlation ID helps you gain insight
into which calls might be the source of a slow or stalled
transaction. In the Transaction Trace Viewer Component
Details, the correlation id is the Cross Process Data
property value.

Multiple graphical stacks in the viewer show related
processes for the selected trace event. Processes that are
traced from different agents appear in different shaded
areas. Examine the linked components in a transaction
trace to view cross-process or cross-JVM transactions. For
example, see whether a certain transaction left one process
and then the transaction entered a different process. You
can also get insight into which calls could be the source of
slow and stalled transactions.

 Note: For more information about transaction correlation,
see Use Cross-Process Transaction Tracing to Solve
Problems.

Deep visibility components A lightning bolt icon indicates a deep visibility component.
This type of component is a method or component that is
discovered automatically without the use of ProbeBuilder
Directives. Application Performance Management
analyzes methods for their complexity to determine the
calls and components to instrument and display as deep
visibility components.

Run-time gap visibility With run-time gap visibility, agents automatically
instrument and monitor applications based on their run-
time performance.

Note: For more information, see Configure Smart
Instrumentation.

4. (Optional) Perform one or more actions:

• Type a text string for filtering traces in the Search field. The search matches on information in all the transaction
traces and components. The results display in all the views and any of the properties in the Component Details.
Search also returns partial matches. For example, the search criteria is for node1. The Summary view shows traces
for node1, node124, and node1_323.

Both the graphical stack and the views show all the related components. The components that match the search are
highlighted in yellow in the stack. Where applicable in the views, matching text has a yellow background.

• Mouse over the information icon (the blue dot with an i).

A tooltip shows the fully qualified agent name. The information icon and corresponding row represent each individual
agent.

5. Examine the transaction traces from top to bottom to understand the traces that the agent captured.

Note:

If an excessive number of traces were collected, you are informed that the Transaction Trace Viewer cannot render them.
(For example, in Internet Explorer, a popup explains that the JSON file is too large to upload.)

• Mouse over a trace or component to display tooltip shows the summary of the transaction trace information. When
only a part of the component shows, the tooltip is useful.

• Use the navigation functions to adjust your view.

 Click here for navigation help...
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Zoom In (Shift + Equals) changes the scale to show more detail.

Zoom Out (Shift + Minus) changes the scale to show less detail.

Reset (Shift + R) returns the viewer data to its original state.

Center (Shift + C) centers the viewer data.

Pan Left (Shift + Left) moves the focus to the left.

Pan Right (Shift + Right) moves the focus to the right.

Select Next (Down Arrow) selects next row.

Select Previous (Up Arrow) selects previous row.

Use the splitters separating the panes to display more of the pane of interest. Double-click a splitter to minimize or
maximize the top and lower left panes.

Click a Dock Size option to increase or decrease the size of the left and right panes relative to each other.

Notice that a selection in any representation is automatically selected in the other representations when there is
associated information, and conversely. For example, click a row in the graphical stack. The graphical stack,
Transaction Information item, Component Details, and related views show information that match that row.

6. Click a transaction trace of interest.
You can select only one transaction trace at a time. 

7. Examine the graphical stack components from top to bottom to understand the call sequence within a period. An
abnormally long component transaction time can indicate the problem root cause. Notice that the name and first Java
source file line number of the instrumented Java method appears in parentheses. 

Red rows indicate an error conditionLight blue rows indicate that there is no problemThe light orange rows indicate that
differential analysis triggered an alert.The darker orange rows indicate a stall.Yellow rows indicate a search result

Transactions lasting 0 milliseconds display as a dot in a light blue background.
8. Click a component of interest.

In the right lower pane, the Transaction Information and Component Detail panes display detailed information in their
respective sub-panes.

9. In the upper sub-pane, select an option from the SELECT A VIEW drop-down list to show various representations
of the data.The selection behavior varies for each view. For example, the Tree view lists transaction trace paths, while
the Browser Timing shows data for hard pages, and resources associated with soft pages. Therefore the information you
can select for these views is different.

 Tree 

The Tree view lists trace paths in hierarchical call order. Each path includes the names of the classes and methods of a
call. You can view the changes that occurred between a starting point and an ending point of a trace. Path, Timestamp,
Duration, Percent, and Invocations data appear in sortable columns. (Source Line is not sortable.) Some traces for a
component might not have source line information. In this case, N/A (Not Applicable) shows in the Source Line column.
Adjust how much information appears by expanding or collapsing paths. Colored icons indicate the trace type. For

example, light orange  indicates that Differential Analysis triggered an alert--a transaction has uncontrolled variance.
The Tree view lets you step through your data examination and navigate to specific components to identify performance
problems. Data values help you understand how an initial value is affected by a series of intermediate values.

 Summary 

The Summary view displays data in which colors indicate the trace type. (The higher call ratio values are deep shades
because calls render on top of each other.) This visual summary lets you quickly identify problem areas at a glance. After
you identify a problem, you can use the Tree view to investigate the details of that type of call.

The column data shows totals for each row. For example: A component is called 100 times at the level 4 row of a
transaction. The level 4 row-count is 100. Each call is 2 milliseconds, so the total duration is 200 milliseconds (100 x 2).
The total duration value in the breadcrumb can differ from the total duration value in the Summary. This difference can
occur because the breadcrumb value includes all correlated traces from a backend and the Summary view value does not.

 Browser Timing 

Browser Timing shows data for hard pages and their resources and for resources that are associated with soft pages. (The
data for a soft page itself does not appear.)

 Note: For more information about Browser Timing, see Diagnose Resource Load Issues.

 System Properties 
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System Properties provides CPU timing and thread contention monitoring data for transaction traces in the servlet
method.

 Note: For more information about System Properties, see Diagnose System Performance Issues.

 Snapshot
Snapshot provides information about error stall snapshots.

 Note: For more information about error and stall snapshots, see Analyze Error and Stall Snapshots.
10. Examine the Component Details pane.

 Click here for component details...

Note:

 Not all the information about deep visibility components is available.

 Name--The name of the component, for example: Default

 Path--The full resource name of component, for example: Frontends|Apps|AuthenticationService|
URLs|Default
Duration--The execution time in milliseconds of the selected component
Timestamp (relative)--The start time (based on the system clock) of the invocation of the root component
Duration Percent--The percentage of total transaction time

 System Properties--Timing data lets you diagnose method threads for performance issues. Colored boxes identify the
various system properties. A bar chart represents the data values for these system properties. When the values are 0 ms,
the chart shows a black line. Each system property and its value are listed below the chart.
Properties--A list of the component optional properties, including the following property:

• Source Line–The name and first Java source file line number of the instrumented Java method. The Java agent does
not collect the line numbers of code that call the instrumented Java method. Standard exception thread stack dumps in
debuggers and core dumps typically display these line numbers.

Tip:

Click Expand to expand the entire tree. Click Collapse to collapse the entire tree. Click the right-facing arrow next to a
component to show a single sub-component.

Resize any column to show more or less information.

Mouseover a column name or a system properties chart segment to see a tooltip with information about the item.
11. Determine the root cause of the application performance problem. Use the identifying information to gather specific

details about the problem. In general, you are looking for the deepest, longest running components in your trace. For
example:

• A single call to a database
• A flurry of quick calls that together add up to high latency

You can contact operations staff to request a review of the application code. The staff determines if a code issue or an
application dependency issue exists.

Note:

 More Information: Analyze Traces and Collaborate on Problem Analysis. 

 Diagnose Resource Load Issues

To diagnose performance issues on a web page, you must look at the timing of the resources your HTML and JavaScript
are downloading. The Browser Timing view in the Transaction Trace Viewer helps you visualize the resources that
were downloaded in response to HTTP requests associated with a trace. Browser Timing represents data that is generated
cumulatively and sequentially across a transaction trace. You can examine detailed information about your trace data. Data
appears for hard pages and their resources and for resources that are associated with soft pages. (The data for a soft page itself
does not appear.) The resources are gray by default, and then each phase has its own color. This waterfall representation helps
you understand how different factors contribute to a transaction trace. This view works similarly to a waterfall view in the
developer tools of your browser. 

Note:

More information: Examine Individual Components and Trace Data.

Follow these steps:
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1. In the Business Transactions tab, click a transaction trace of interest.
Individual transaction components appear in the Transaction Trace Detail pane graphical stack (wedding cake).

2. Examine the components in the graphical stack from top to bottom to understand the call sequence within a period. An
abnormally long component transaction time can indicate the problem root cause.

3. Click a component of interest.
4. In the Transaction Information pane, Select Browser Timing from the SELECT A VIEW drop-down list.
5. Examine the information that appears in the view to diagnose resource load issues:

The Browser Timing view consists of three parts:

• A summary area that contains information about the component in the trace that triggered the resource download.
• A timeline that lets you narrow the time range to focus on specific resources. The timeline range lets you view all the

resources in context and narrow down the period that is displayed in the grid. You can change the range by dragging the
markers at the end or dragging the entire line in the middle.

• A grid that shows a detail row for each resource.

The grid includes the following types of rows:

• Page Load Rows
When the selected trace represents a hard page load, the page itself is represented in the grid. (A soft page load simply
updates the existing page using JavaScript.) The last column in the grid shows the selected time range, which is divided
into ten equal periods. A gray bar represents the full duration of the page load, and the colored bands represent various
“phases” in the page load. The durations of the phases may not add up to the overall duration of the page load, because the
overall duration includes Browser Timing duration. Browser Timing duration includes network-related timings and browser
context switching. To view the timing breakdown of a trace, mouse over the phase.
Page resource loads can have some or all of the following phases:

• Redirect
• AppCache
• DNS
• TCP
• Request
• Response
• Processing
• Load

• The Browser Agent directly reports most of the phases, but two phases are calculated as shown in the following graphic:
• AppCache: DNS (Domain Lookup) – Fetch
• Processing: Dom Complete – Dom Interactive
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• Resource Load Rows
Resource phases are not displayed in the stack (wedding cake), so you cannot see the raw data of the phases. Each resource
that the page downloads has a row in the Browser Timings grid. As with page load information, you can see more detail for
each resource by hovering over its graphic in the grid.
Resource loads can have some or all of the following phases:

• AppCache
• DNS
• TCP
• Request
• Response
• Callback Execution Time

Resources that the page downloads display the same way as page loads, but the phases are slightly different. The Browser
Agent reports all phases except for AppCache. AppCache is calculated as DNS – Fetch. The following graphic shows
resource load phases:

Resource trace values might not match the timing values for the same traces in the Firefox Network tab. In addition,
the Browser Timing view does not show some resources that appear in the Network tab. The mismatched values occur
for all resources because the Firefox Network tab timing value is the request start to response end. However, the Browser
Timing duration includes network-related timings and browser context switching. The resources that are missing in the
Browser Timing view are filtered out by default (not configurable). These resources include requests by the client for the
profile configuration and for sending the metric responses. Browser Timing does not report page metrics for resources that
are required by the Browser Agent. The total duration value might not match on all browsers because callback execution
time is added to adjust the duration value.

Note:  Timing might be rounded up or down by one millisecond.

 Diagnose System Performance Issues

The Transaction Trace Viewer System Properties view provides CPU timing and thread contention monitoring data for
transaction traces in methods for the Servlet API.

Note:

More information:

Examine Individual Components and Trace Data.
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Methods often run when the user clicks a link, submits a form, or performs another type of action on a website. System
Properties can help you understand the source of a slowdown, hanging server, or unusually high CPU usage, for example:

• APM displays stall metrics, but no transactions show up when running a transaction trace. This situation can happen
because transactions are not completing, and the Enterprise Manager is getting incomplete information about the agent
server hang.

• CPU usage for an application is low, yet there are long response times. This situation can indicate that all threads in an
operation are deadlocked, blocked, or waiting.

• A method is taking a long time to load; one thread can be using a large amount of CPU.

The timing data lets you diagnose method threads for performance issues.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Business Transactions tab, click a transaction trace of interest.
Individual transaction components appear in the Transaction Details pane graphical stack (wedding cake).

2. In the Transaction Information pane, select System Properties from the SELECT A VIEW drop-down list.
3. Examine the information in the grid. Data values show as duration in milliseconds and as the percentage of the total time

that is spent in each method or thread. Look for high values to learn what thread uses high processing power, is waiting, or
is blocked.

Tip:

When you click a row in the grid, the corresponding trace is highlighted in the graphical stack and conversely.

Total CPU Time

The total CPU time for the current thread, for any thread, or for no threads. The value is the total of CPU System Time plus
CPU User Time.

User CPU Time

The time the processor spent running the program code or code in libraries for a transaction when the JVM supports
measuring the CPU time

System CPU Time

The time spent running code in the operating system kernel in a monitored-application transaction when the JVM supports
measuring the CPU time

Wait Time

The approximate elapsed time that a transaction thread has been in WAITING or TIMED_WAITING state when the JVM
supports thread-contention monitoring

Blocked

The approximate elapsed time that a thread has been in the BLOCKED state when the JVM supports thread-contention
monitoring

Other

The approximate elapsed time other than the sum of CPU Time, Blocked Time, and Wait Time

Allocated Memory

The approximate number of bytes allocated to the transaction thread heap memory when the JVM supports measuring the
thread memory allocation

Path

The full resource name of the thread
4. Find details about System Properties in the Component Detail. The time values are in milliseconds. The following

properties apply to System Timing:

Block Time (ms)

The approximate elapsed time that a thread has been in the BLOCKED state when the JVM supports thread-contention
monitoring

CPU System Time (ms)

The time spent running code in the operating system kernel in a monitored-application transaction when the JVM supports
measuring the CPU time
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CPU Time (ms)

The total CPU time for the current thread, for any thread, or for no threads. The value is the total of CPU System Time plus
CPU User Time.

CPU User Time (ms)

The time the processor spent running the program code or code in libraries for a transaction when the JVM supports
measuring the CPU time

Other Time (ms)

The approximate elapsed time other than the sum of CPU Time, Blocked Time, and Wait Time.

Wait Time (ms)

The approximate elapsed time that a transaction thread has been in WAITING or TIMED_WAITING state when the JVM
supports thread-contention monitoring.

 Analyze Error and Stall Snapshots
 

Agents automatically discover and collect detailed information about transaction components to the method level. This data
includes information about application errors and stalls:

• Error
Certain events in an application cause transaction errors, for example:
- an HTTP error status, for example: 404 Not Found
- an exception on a method
- an exception on uninstrumented code, for example, on a Deep Component
- a custom error tracer implementation on Framework or Communication logic

• Stall
A stall is a transaction, or component of a transaction, that has not completed within a specified time threshold.

A snapshot shows transaction trace paths to an error or stall, providing details about what was happening when the event
occurred. 

A transaction can include both errors and stalls, triggering associated snapshots. For example, a transaction has 100 calls. Call
3 starts to run slowly, and triggers a stall snapshot. A few calls later, Call 6 has a problematic error, which triggers an error
snapshot. Call 81 encounters a different error, triggering another error snapshot.
In the Transaction Trace Viewer, the Tree view shows all the calls every possible path in a transaction. The Snapshot view
shows one path through a transaction. This path is the direct call path of a specific stall or error. Therefore in Tree view you
typically see multiple call layers, while in Snapshot view stall and error snapshots are only one layer.

Note:

More information: Examine Individual Components and Trace Data.

Examine Snapshots to Investigate Errors and Stalls

A snapshot helps you perform these tasks:

• Detect and triage the cause of serious errors and stalls as they occur and monitor the related events.

• Determine the frequency and nature of the errors.

• Determine the root cause of a problem.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Business Transactions tab, select Snapshot from the Trace Type drop-down list.
2. Select the trace that you want to investigate.

Individual transaction components appear in the Transaction Details graphical stack (wedding cake).

A red row and a red box with a white minus sign icon identify a trace with an error.
3. In the graphical stack, notice the characteristics of the snapshot by using these identifiers:

 A camera icon  identifies a normal transaction with one or more related snapshots.
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An Error Snapshot prefix before the component name identifies a single transaction with a snapshot. However the
transaction has no related trace paths to an error or stall. A transaction can have no related traces in these cases:

- You are using an agent that is not updated to the current release.

- A problem in the transaction occurs before the correlation information is extracted from the request payload. In this case,
trace information is not included in the event.

- The agent does not report every trace because the agent relies on sampling. By default, agents periodically sample
transaction behavior by tracing each normalized unique URL in an application. An error event that has no transaction trace
can occur for two reasons. The first reason is because of the implementation of the error discovery (agent tracer). The
second reason is because a clamp threshold is reached for traces on the Enterprise Manager or agent.

4. In the Transaction Trace pane, select a trace of interest.
5. In the Transaction Information pane, select Snapshot from the drop-down list. 

The Snapshot view lists the trace paths in hierarchical call order. Consider that a trace in the grid is like a tree with
different branches to leaves. A snapshot is one path through a set of branches to a leaf. You can have multiple snapshots
with each one represented as a "root" in the grid. A snapshot helps you discover errors or stall that occurred on various
branches. The expanded tree is named the snapshot and shows where the problem occurred in the call path. The tree lets
you step through your data examination and navigate to specific components to identify performance problems. Data values
help you understand how an initial value is affected by a series of intermediate values. The Snapshot Type value shows
either Error or Stall.
Depending on the selected trace, the Snapshot value in the drop-down is enabled or disabled. When the selected
trace has related traces, the Snapshot value in the drop-down is Error or Stall. When the selected trace has the Error
Snapshot prefix, the trace is an orphaned snapshot with no related trace path. The Snapshot value in the drop-down is
disabled, therefore empty.

Tip:

When you click a row in the grid, the corresponding trace is highlighted in the graphical stack and conversely.
6. Examine the snapshot to find the problem root cause.
7. Identify the components seemingly to blame for the problem. Operations staff can request a change to the application code

to resolve the problem.

Example: Transaction with a Related Error Snapshot

The following graphic shows a transaction with a related error snapshot. Notice the camera icon on the left side of the
transaction trace and the Error value in the Snapshot column.

 

 

Example: Transaction with a Related Stall Snapshot

The following graphic shows a normal transaction with a related stall snapshot. Notice the camera icon and the Stall value in
the Snapshot column.

 

 

Example: Single Transaction with a Snapshot but with no Related Traces to Errors or Stalls

The following graphic shows a single transaction with a snapshot, but with no related trace path to an error or stall. Notice
the Error Snapshot prefix, but no camera icon.

 

 

 Analyze Traces and Collaborate on Problem Analysis

You can export the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file for one or more transaction traces. Then, use a simple editor and
search in the file for a component or parameters inside a component. Share the file through email or on a shared network drive
to let users collaborate on problem analysis. Another user can upload the exported file to view the same information. This
shared perspective helps you collaborate to identify quickly whether a component is available or the component is having
performance issues. For example, you can both examine whether users can log in, check out, or view their data. You can see
response times for users and the causes of problems when they occur.
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To export or upload trace JSON, you work from the Business Transactions tab. To open the tab, use the Analysis Notebook
and click a problem of interest.

Export Trace JSON

Export your trace data as JSON to analyze or share.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Business Transactions tab.
2. Click a transaction segment or component of interest and click Upload.

The downloaded file name appears at the bottom of the page.
3. (Optional) Open the file and analyze the data:

• Use an editor such as JSON Editor Online.
• Drag the file to Chrome.

Note:

 Snapshot view information is not available in the exported JSON.

Upload Trace JSON

Upload trace data as JSON to view a shared perspective.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Business Transactions tab.
A list shows traces that correspond to the component. 

2. Click the Upload Trace JSON icon 

 to upload the list data or click a transaction segment of interest and click the Upload Trace JSON icon.

https://jsoneditoronline.org/
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3. Browse and select the <name>.json file and click Open.
Note: The maximum JSON file size that is allowed is 52.4288 MB.
The Transaction Detail graphical stack reflects the uploaded JSON data.

 Monitor Browser Performance and Events
Browser Agent lets you monitor web page load performance metrics and errors. You can pinpoint the performance degradation
to the browser, network, or the application server.

As an Application Owner, follow these high-level steps:

1. Use the normal procedures for monitoring performance:

Note:

 Monitor Performance Using the Experience View

 Investigate Poor Transaction Performance

 Diagnose Resource Load Issues
2. Read and use this additional information that is specific to Browser Agent:

  

Monitor Application Performance with Browser Agent

You can monitor browser response time for your managed application and see your applications from perspectives as business
services and their dependencies. A map is automatically generated from the performance and analysis of metrics, errors, and
events.

 Note: Only Page Load metrics appear in the map. Metrics for structural frameworks such as AJAX do not appear in the map.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the left pane, click Experience View.
The Experience View shows individual experience cards. Each card shows a summary. Red items indicate slow or failing
transactions.

2. Browse the cards and click the Notebook icon on a card of interest.
The Analysis Notebook shows details about the experience. The Relationship Flow shows the transaction paths of the
selected experiences. This map gives context for the event that occurred.

3. (Optional) Select Type from the Perspective drop-down list.
4. Analyze the map and identify the first component (the leftmost component) in a series of dependencies that indicates

performance issues. This component might be the source of performance degradation in your application environment.
5. Click a component of interest in the map.

The Metrics tab shows the BlamePoint and W3C metrics.
6. (Optional) On the Metrics tab, click a metric name of interest, for example: Page Hits Per Interval

The Metrics Tree appears and shows the specific metric.
7. Use this information to investigate performance problems.

Analyze Browser Agent Metrics

Applications that have slow performance can affect the end-user experience. You can view live data in the Metrics Tree to help
analyze and solve performance problems. The tree view of agents, resources, and metrics refreshes every 15 seconds to show
current metric data.

All Browser Agent metrics appear in the following path: 

•  DxC Agent, Business Segment node. The metric path descriptions in the following sections show the DxC Agent paths.

Note:  Note: All Browser Agent metric values are rounded down. Add link to Browser Agent Calculations section or add them
individually in each subtopic below to the specific calculations.

Page Load Metrics

Browser Agent reports browser response times and events for web pages. When available, Browser Agent reports its browser
response timings. Some of browsers have limitations:

• For an initial page, there is no associated previous page unload.
• If a page load waits for user input, this time is included in the Average Page Load Time (ms) metric. 
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The following table describes how Page Load metrics are calculated for browsers. The Metric Calculation column denotes the
mathematical calculation that Browser Agent uses to obtain a particular metric. For example, Average Page Render Time (ms)
is obtained by subtracting two event times from the browser: loadEventEnd and domComplete.

Metric Description Metric Calculation

Average Page Render Time (ms) The time to render the content after the
document object model (DOM) has been
processed.

loadEventEnd time - domComplete time

Average Connection Establishment
Time (ms)

The time for the browser to establish the
TCP connection to the server.

connectEnd time - connectStart time

Average Domain Lookup Time (ms) The time for the browser to complete the
name service lookup for the domain of
the current web page.

domainLookupEnd time -
domainLookupStart time

Average DOM Processing Time (ms) The time from navigation start to when
the browser processes the document
object model (DOM).

Note:   Note: This time is not when all
objects in the DOM are retrieved and
loaded.

domComplete time - domLoading time

Average Page Load Time (ms) The time from navigation start to when
the browser loads all components and
the page is complete.

loadEventEnd time - navigationStart
time

Average Previous Page Unload Time
(ms)

The time to unload the previously
displayed page. If there is no page to
unload (for example, when a browser
session is started), no value is available.

unloadEventEnd time -
unloadEventStart time

Average Time to First Byte (ms) The time for the browser to receive the
first byte of the response from the server
or application caches.

responseStart time - requestStart time

Average Time to Last Byte (ms) The time for the browser to receive the
last byte of the response from the server
or application caches.

responseEnd time - requestStart time

JavaScript Errors Per Interval The number of JavaScript error
occurrences on the monitored web page
within a given interval.

Not applicable

Page Hits Per Interval The number of occurrences the
monitored web page was requested
within a given interval.

Not applicable

Average Page Stall Time The time the page request spent waiting
before it could be dispatched.

(connectStart time - domainLookupEnd
time) + (requestStart time - connectEnd
time)

Browser Agent uses thresholds where browser metrics cannot be created and reported. Thresholds for page load, asynchronous,
and JavaScript function metrics have certain default thresholds, which are configurable. The browser timings must meet the
threshold limits for the metrics to be created.

Browser metrics might not be created in the Metrics Tree because they are not reported. In this case, the metrics do not appear
in the Map. For example, if Average Time to First Byte (ms) is not displayed in the Metrics Tree, it does not appear in the
Map.

Browser Agent reports browser response times and events for web pages. When available, Browser Agent uses the W3C
Navigation Timing API to report its browser response timings. The W3C Navigation Timing API is an interface that modern
browsers implement. Some of these browsers have limitations:

• For an initial page, there is no associated previous page unload.
• If a page load waits for user input, this time is included in the Average Page Load Time (ms) metric.

• When a business transaction is not started for the top-level page, the metrics appear at:
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Business Segment | <Page_URL_HOST>/<Page_URL_PORT> | <Page_URL_Path> 
• When a business transaction is started for the top-level page, the metrics appear at:

Business Segment | <Business_Service> | <Business_Transaction> |
<Business_Transaction_Component> | Browser

Note:  Note: When errors occur, Browser Agent increments the Page Errors Per Interval metric under the page metric path.
This metric reflects the total number of JavaScript and AJAX errors on the page.

Soft Page Load Metrics

Single Page Applications make a single page request to retrieve all content for that page at initial page load. Then, the
applications can dynamically obtain resources from the server and update the user interface as a result of user interactions.
Many Single Page Applications use the HTML5 History APIs and URI location hash properties to indicate logical user
navigation on the same single web page. This type of logical user navigation that triggers route change without full page reload
is referred to as soft page navigation. Browser Agent monitors the load time of soft pages and reports the Average Page Load
Time (ms) metric. Browser Agent also monitors the number of occurrences in which the monitored soft page was visited
within a given interval. Browser Agent reports this number as the Page Hits Per Interval metric. This information provides a
more comprehensive insight into end-user experience of Single Page Applications.

The following metrics are available for Single Page Applications and soft page navigation. These metric calculations use the
variables:

• TSPE = Time when soft navigation (route change without page load) starts
• TSPS = Time when soft page finishes loading

Metric Description Metric Calculation

Average Page Load Time (ms) The average time from when soft
navigation (route change without page
load) occurs to when the soft page
finishes loading.

TSPE - TSPS

Page Hits Per Interval The number of occurrences that the
monitored soft page was visited within a
given interval.

Not applicable

When a soft page navigation occurs, its Average Page Load Time (ms) and Page Hits Per Interval metrics show under the Soft
Page Hash node of the top-level page:

Business Segment | <Page_URL_HOST>/<Page_URL_PORT> | <Page_URL_Path> |
<Page_Path> | <Soft_Page_Hash>

When a business transaction is started for the top-level page, the soft page metrics appear at:

Business Segment | <Business_Service> | <Business_Transaction> |
<Business_Transaction_Component> | Browser | <Soft Page_Hash>
AJAX Metrics

For web applications, Browser Agent can provide browser response timings for dynamic web pages in structural frameworks
such as AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML).

Browser Agent does not support:

• Nested AJAX callbacks
• Synchronous AJAX requests
• Callback functions such as XMLHttpRequest.onerror and XMLHttpRequest.ontimeout. (Callback execution

times are supported for XMLHttpRequest.onreadystatechange and XMLHttpRequest.onload.)
Icon

Note:   Note: For more information about support, see the Product Compatibility Matrix.

The following metrics are available for frameworks using AJAX. These metric calculations use the variables:

• TSE = Time when the AJAX send call terminates
• TFB = Time when the browser receives the First Byte of the server response
• TLB = Time when the browser receives the Last Byte of the server response
• TCS = Time when the AJAX callback execution begins
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• TCE = Time when the AJAX callback execution ends

Metric Description Metric Calculation

Average Callback Execution Time (ms) The average time for the

XMLHttpRequest.onreadystatechange

or

XMLHttpRequest.onload

call-back functions to process the server
response.

TCE - TCS

Invocation Count per Interval The total number of times the AJAX
request was made in a given interval.

Not applicable

Average Time to First Byte (ms) The average time from the moment the
AJAX request is issued for an HTTP
resource until the reception of the first
byte of the server response.

TFB - TSE

Average Resource Load Time (ms) The average time from the moment the
AJAX request is issued for an HTTP
resource until the AJAX callback (the
function responsible for receiving and
processing the server data) completes.

TCE - TSE

Average Response Download Time (ms) The average time between the reception
of the first byte and the last byte of the
server response.

TLB - TFB

Note:   Note: For AJAX calls, Average Response Download Time (ms) and Average Callback Execution Time (ms) metrics
are reported independently.

These metrics might not be reported due to limitations of certain AJAX frameworks, in particular, for AJAX calls through
jQuery 1.x.

• Browser Agent might not report Average Callback Execution Time (ms) for the initial AJAX call.
• Browser Agent might not report Average Response Download Time (ms) and Average Time to First Byte (ms).

An AJAX call can occur on the top-level page or on the soft page. The AJAX metrics are categorized into asynchronous
(Async) and synchronous (Sync) requests:

Synchronous AJAX Metrics

When a business transaction is not started for the top-level page, the AJAX metrics appear under the Resources node of the
page.

• Business Segment | <HOST/PORT> | <Page_Path> | Resources | AJAX Call | Sync |
<AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>

• Business Segment | <HOST/PORT> | <Page_Path> | <Soft_Page_Hash> | Resources | AJAX
Call | Sync | <AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>

When a business transaction is started for the top-level page, the AJAX metrics appear at:

• Business Segment | <Business_Service> | <Business_Transaction> |
<Business_Transaction_Component> | Browser | Resources | AJAX Call | Sync |
<AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>

• Business Segment | <Business_Service> | <Business_Transaction> |
<Business_Transaction_Component> | Browser | <Soft_Page_Hash> | Resources | AJAX
Call | Sync | <AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>
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When a business transaction is started for the AJAX call, it takes priority over the business transaction that is started for the
top-level page. The AJAX metrics appear at:

• Business Segment | <Business_Service_AJAX> | <Business_Transaction_AJAX> |
<Business_Transaction_Component_AJAX> | Browser | Resources | AJAX Call | Sync |
<AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>

Asynchronous AJAX Metrics

When a business transaction is not started for the top-level page, the AJAX metrics appear under the Resources node of the
page.

• Business Segment | <HOST/PORT> | <Page_Path> | Resources | AJAX Call | Async |
<AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>

• Business Segment | <HOST/PORT> | <Page_Path> | <Soft_Page_Hash> | Resources | AJAX
Call | Async | <AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>

When a business transaction is started for the top-level page, the AJAX metrics appear at:

• Business Segment | <Business_Service> | <Business_Transaction> |
<Business_Transaction_Component> | Browser | Resources | AJAX Call | Async |
<AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>

• Business Segment | <Business_Service> | <Business_Transaction> |
<Business_Transaction_Component> | Browser | <Soft_Page_Hash> | Resources | AJAX
Call | Async | <AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>

When a business transaction is started for the AJAX call, it takes priority over the business transaction that is started for the
top-level page. The AJAX metrics appear at:

• Business Segment | <Business_Service_AJAX> | <Business_Transaction_AJAX> |
<Business_Transaction_Component_AJAX> | Browser | Resources | AJAX Call | Async |
<AJAX_URL_HOST>/<AJAX_URL_PORT> | <AJAX_URL_Path>

 Note: When an AJAX call has an error, Browser Agent increments the Resource Errors Per Interval metric under the AJAX
metric path.

Web Resource Metrics

Browser Agent reports web resource metrics for all resources on the page such as image, CSS, and JavaScript. Web pages
are built from content that is not displayable from the initial download of the page itself. This content can be in the form of
images, sound, or other media. For example, a web application can use content delivery services to host images and also
include embedded advertisements. These supporting items that the page references and downloads are named resources. As
an analyst, you must understand if poor performance of an application is due to the application or to the web resources, which
might be provided from a third party.

Web Resource Metrics for all other resources on the page appear under the Resources, HTML node of the page:

• Business Segment | <Page_URL_HOST>/<Page_URL_PORT> | <Page_URL_Path> | <Page_Path>
| Resources | HTML | <Resource_URL_HOST>/<Resource_URL_PORT> | <Resource_URL_Path>

• Business Segment | <Page_URL_HOST>/<Page_URL_PORT> | <Page_URL_Path> |
<Soft_Page_Hash> | Resources | HTML | <Resource_URL_HOST>/<Resource_URL_PORT> |
<Resource_URL_Path>

When a business transaction is started for the page, the Web Resource metrics appear at:

• Business Segment | <Business_Service> | <Business_Transaction> |
<Business_Transaction_Component> | Browser | Resources | HTML |
<Resource_URL_HOST>/<Resource_URL_PORT> | <Resource_URL_Path>

• Business Segment | <Business_Service> | <Business_Transaction> |
<Business_Transaction_Component> | Browser | <Soft_Page_Hash> | Resources | HTML |
<Resource_URL_HOST>/<Resource_URL_PORT> | <Resource_URL_Path>

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the left pane, click Metrics.
The Metrics Tree lists metrics and other information in a tree format. The high-level nodes immediately under domain
nodes represent agents that are installed on individual application server hosts or the equivalent. A node is where specific
metric information is gathered and displayed in the agent-centric tree view. When you expand a node, you can view and
search more detailed metric information.

2. Expand DxC Agent, Business Segment node.
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The tree view of agents, resources, and metrics refreshes every 15 seconds to show current metric data.
3. View browser metrics by navigating the nodes.
4. (Optional) Share the URL with your colleagues so they can see the same view of the particular metric in the tree.

Analyze Errors

Web applications use JavaScript for actions such as:

• Accepting user information
• Providing transitional effects
• Rendering and even presenting complex data

A nonfunctional section of a web page likely attributes to a JavaScript or an AJAX error. Browser Agent JavaScript and AJAX
error monitoring provides visibility into those erroneous situations.

JavaScript Errors

JavaScript error handling can be local with try-and-catch blocks, and global with event handlers. Browser Agent uses a global
error handler to capture all uncaught JavaScript errors in the current browser window. Browser Agent can:

• Report the number of JavaScript errors in the Page Errors Per Interval metric. This metric appears under the page metric
path in the appropriate business transaction or URL context.

• Collect information about native and custom JavaScript errors within the browser window, such as line and column
number, timestamp, and stack trace of the error.

• Generate error snapshots per error with error details.

AJAX Errors

AJAX status codes might indicate a problem with your AJAX endpoints. Browser Agent reports all AJAX calls that have the
following response HTTP status codes as AJAX errors:

• 4XX Client error
• 5XX Server error

Browser Agent also captures information about an error response to help you understand problems for each of your AJAX
calls. Browser Agent can:

• Report the total number of AJAX errors on the page in Page Errors Per Interval metric. This metric appears under the page
metric path in the appropriate business transaction or URL context.

• Report Resource Error Per Interval under the AJAX metric path in the appropriate business transaction or URL context.
• Capture information about an error response:

• Response status code, for example: 404
• Response status text, for example: Not Found
• Any custom error messages from jQuery, for example, a JSON parser error message and stack trace

Analyze Errors from the Error Snapshot

Browser Agent creates an individual JavaScript or AJAX error snapshot per error. Each error that occurs on a monitored web
page within an interval contains the following information:

• Browser name
• Browser version
• Web page URL within which the error occurred
• Error description as reported by the browser
• Error line number as reported by the browser
• Error column number as reported by the browser
• Source file name as reported by the browser

View the error snapshot to see more information about the error including the call path and the parameters. Every 15 seconds,
an individual error snapshot shows the JavaScript or AJAX errors that occurred in that interval.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Business Transactions tab.
A summary list shows traces that correspond to the component. The segments show the duration times. The segments are
color-coded to indicate any problem that is associated with a transaction, for example, red indicates an error.

2. Click a transaction trace of interest.
Individual transaction components appear in a graphical stack (wedding cake).
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3. Click a red business segment of interest, for example, for a JavaScript error:
Business Segment | <Page_Path> or <business transaction>/jserrors/
error_SyntaxError.jsp (0 ms) 

4. View Component Details and view the error details.

Note:  Note: Not all browsers can provide a stack trace. For example, Internet Explorer 10, Microsoft Edge, and Safari 9.x
do not provide stack traces.

5. Identify the components that appear to cause the problem, and then follow the issue resolution process for your
organization.

 WebView and Workstation
 

WebView and Workstation are now available for CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management.
Learn about accessing both components, where to find functions that have moved, and which functions are not available.

    

Access WebView and Workstation

WebView 

You can access WebView from APM Team Center. From the left pane, under Integrations, select a WebView link from the
WebView drop-down list. For more information about accessing WebView, see Access WebView.

Workstation 

You can download the Workstation from APM Team Center. For more information about downloading and connecting the
Workstation, see Connect the Workstation.

Understand the New WebView and Workstation

The following table explains which functions are not available in WebView and Workstation in this edition of APM. Use the
More Information column to learn about how you can perform similar tasks in APM Team Center.

Function
(Location)

Description Removed in
WebView

Removed in
Workstation

Available in Team
Center

More Information

Application
Triage Map  

(WebView and
Workstation,
Investigator)

Presents a
graphical view
of your managed
application,
showing
application health
and errors

Yes Yes Yes • View
Component
Relationships
in the Map 

• Monitor
Performance
Using
Experience
View 

User Preferences
> Investigator
tab 

(Workstation, all
views)

Allows you to
enable or disable
the automatic
refresh feature for
the application
triage map display

N/A Yes Yes • Use
Timeline and
Highlighting 

SOA Dependency
Map 

(WebView and
Workstation,
Investigator,
Metric Browser,
Agent leafs)

Provides a visual
representation of
the services you
have deployed
in the SOA
environment and
helps you monitor
and understand
how various
components relate
to one another

Yes Yes No N/A
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Location Map  

(Workstation,
Investigator,
Metric Browser,
Host and Agent
leafs)

Allows you to
view the setup
and monitor the
performance of
your infrastructure

N/A Yes Yes • View
Component
Relationships
in the Map 

• Map Layers 

Shut Down
Enterprise
Manager 

(Workstation,
Management
Module Editor,
Manager)

Allows you to
stop the Enterprise
Manager from the
Workstation and
logs you out of the
Workstation

N/A Yes No N/A

Publish MIB 

(Workstation,
Management
Module Editor,
Manager)

Allows you to
capture the metric
data that is stored
in the SNMP
Collections

N/A Yes No N/A

New Action  

(WebView,
Management,
Elements)

(Workstation,
Management
Module Editor,
Elements)

Allows you to
create:

• New Console
Notification
Action

• New SNMP
Notification
Action

• New Send
SMTP Mail
Action

• New Shell
Command
Action

• New SNMP
Alert Action

Yes Yes  Note: You can
now create an alert
notification action
in DX Platform -
SaaS

• DX Platform -
SaaS

New Transaction
Trace Session  

(WebView, Tools)

(Workstation, all
views)

Traces the activity
of transactions
inside a production
application

Yes Yes Yes • Start a
Transaction
Trace Session 

• View
Component
Relationships
in the Map 

New Live Error
Viewer  

(WebView, Tools)

(Workstation, all
views)

Allows you to
investigate errors
across all agents
that are monitored
by an Enterprise
Manager in live mode

Yes Yes Yes • Investigate
Problems Using
the Analysis
Notebook 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS.html
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Historical Event
Viewer  

(WebView, Tools)

Query Historical
Events  

(Workstation, all
views)

Allows you to
investigate errors
across all agents
that are monitored
by an Enterprise
Manager in historic mode

Yes Yes Yes • Investigate
Problems Using
the Analysis
Notebook 

New APM Status
Console 

(Workstation, all
views)

Allows you to
view important
status and events
for a standalone
or clustered
Enterprise
Manager

N/A Yes  Note: As a master
administrator, you
can use Cluster
Management
to manage the
infrastructure of
your environment.

• DX Platform 

 APM WebView

APM WebView presents the CA Introscope customizable dashboards and Investigator tree views in a browser interface.
WebView allows critical information to be viewed without the aid of the Workstation.

Note:  We recommend that you start your analysis of the environment using Monitor Performance Using Experience View.
Open the Contextual Metric View from the Analysis Notebook and click an individual metric to access WebView.

 Access WebView

In WebView, you monitor application health and performance. You can access WebView from APM Team Center.

Follow these steps:

1. Start your browser on a computer.
2. Open Team Center.
3. Enter the Tenant ID, then your username and password. Click Log In.
4. From the left pane, under Integrations, click a WebView link from the WebView drop-down list.
5. (Optional) Open WebView from the Global or Contextual Metric View by selecting a metric in the Metrics Tree and

clicking Full chart in APM WebView.

Note:  The username and password are authenticated through the Enterprise Manager. The same username and password work
for Team Center, WebView, and Workstation.

Note:

• To use Metric View, see Monitor Agent Metric Values with Metric View.

 Detect and Analyze Errors and Stalls
 

A stall is a transaction, or component of a transaction, that has not completed within a specified time threshold. After you have
determined the location of a stalled transaction or component, you can:

    

How to Analyze Errors and Stalls

When to Use This Scenario 

You use this scenario when you have an application performance problem, as displayed on an APM dashboard or reported to
you in a notification.

Prerequisite 

Isolate the location of the problem before beginning.

Agents collect data about transactions, and send this data to the Enterprise Manager for processing and display in WebView.
This data includes information about application errors and stalls.

 Error An error is an exception reported by JVM or HTTP error codes. For example:

http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-saas/SaaS.html
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• an HTTP error status -- for example, 404, Page Not Found

• a SQL exception

• a Java exception

 Stall A stall is a transaction, or component of a transaction, that has not completed within a specified time threshold.

You can perform these tasks:

• Detect and triage the cause of serious errors and stalls as they occur and monitor the related events.

• Determine the frequency and nature of the errors.

• Determine the root cause of a problem.

The following diagram describes how you analyze errors and stalls to identify the root cause of an application performance
problem.

Figure 21: 9.8 Detect and Analyze Errors and Stalls

 Follow these steps: 

1. Detect errors and stalls in the metric browser.
2. Understand deep visibility trace components.
3. Use viewers to triage errors and stalls.
4. (Optional) View errors in a transaction trace.

Detect Errors and Stalls in the Metric Browser

You can detect and triage the cause of serious errors and stalls as they occur. You can monitor agents and components by
viewing detailed information in the Metric Browser tab.

Note:   DX APM updates the display of error and stall information every 15 seconds.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In APM Team Center, click WebView.
2. Click Investigator.
3. In the Metric Browser, browse to the agent or component you want to monitor and select the Errors tab.

The Errors Tab displays data reported by a one agent about a JVM or .NET CLR. If any errors or stalls are being reported
for the agent or component, a list of errors and stalls appears.

• View the agent location, timestamp, and duration of the error in the status bar.
4. Select the Traces tab.

Errors appear marked by the icon of a white X in a red disc.
5. Click a column header to sort the rows by contents of that column. As new or stalls errors occur, they appear in sort order.

Deep Visibility Trace Components

When smart instrumentation is enabled, agents automatically discover and collect detailed information about transaction
components to the method level. Agents discover and automatically instrument deep visibility components without the use of
ProbeBuilder Directives (PBDs). Deep visibility components that you view in stalled transactions contain only class name,
method name, and duration. Depending on your requirements and environment, you can configure the depth and scope of deep
visibility trace visibility. For example, configure whether the agent automatically discovers and instruments a low, medium, or
high amount of the application code. For more information, see Configure Smart Instrumentation.
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Note:   Smart instrumentation is available only for Java agents, not .NET agents.

Use Viewers to Triage Errors and Stalls

View live and historical errors and stalls as they occur across multiple agents.

Use the Live Error and Historical Event viewers when you want to investigate errors that occur across all agents monitored by
an Enterprise Manager. You can determine if there is a correlation between errors and specific applications. For example, you
can see when an error on a backend component in one application is causing a frontend error on another component.

 Follow these steps: 

1. To see live information about multiple agents in WebView Live Error Viewer:

1.1 Click Tools, Live Error Viewer.
2.1 View the list of errors currently occurring in the Live Errors table. The information is updated every 15 seconds. The

columns provide information including the following:

•  Timestamp Displays the start time (based on the system clock) of the invocation of the root component.
•  Description Identifies the type of component that produced the error. Applies to the first segment of the

component resource name. For standard J2EE Blamed metrics, examples include Servlets, JSP, EJB, JNDI.
For .NET components, examples include Messaging and WebMail.

•  Error Message
Displays the exact error message captured.

3.1 Click a column header to sort the rows by contents of that column. As new errors occur, they appear in sort order.
4.1 Select a row in the table to view more information about the error. The status bar shows the number of events and

the current date and time. An expanded tree below the status bar shows where the error occurred in the call path.
The expanded tree is named the error snapshot. The error message appears in red. When the error is a stall, the error
message is Stalled Transaction.

2. To see historical information in WebView:

1.1 Click Tools, Historical Event Viewer.
2.1 In the Query pane, enter a query and click Go. For example, to see all errors, you could enter:

type:errorsnapshot

3.1 View a list of search results in the Event List.
4.1 Select a row in the table to view more information about the transaction. Depending on the event type, the Stack View

or the Summary, Tree, and Trace Views expands in the lower pane.
3. Examine the error snapshot to find the problem root cause.

Introscope detects errors only when methods are instrumented using PBDs. When Introscope detects an error, the error
snapshot displaysdeep visibility trace components in addition to components instrumented by PBDs. By looking at the
methods branching down the tree in the error snapshot, you can determine the source of the error exception. Example
1 Methods A, B, C, D, and E appear in an error snapshot tree. Methods A and E are instrumented using a PBD. Methods B,
C, and D are instrumented using deep visibility trace visibility.
Method E throws an error exception that is uncaught. The exception travels up the tree to Methods D, C, B, and A, none of
which handle the exception. The error snapshot looks like this tree:
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Figure 22: Methods 01

Example 2 Methods A, B, C, D, and E appear in an error snapshot tree. Methods A and B are instrumented using a PBD.
Methods C, D and E are instrumented using deep visibility trace visibility. Method E throws an error exception that is
uncaught. The exception travels up the tree to Methods D, C, B, and A, none of which handle the exception. The error
snapshot looks like this tree:
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Figure 23: Methods 02

Detect Errors in the Metric Browser

Agents collect data about transactions, and send this data to the Enterprise Manager for processing and display in a data
viewer. This data includes information about application errors. You can detect and triage the cause of errors as they occur.
You can monitor agents and components by viewing detailed information in the Metric Browser tab.

 Note: DX APM updates the display of error information every 15 seconds.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In APM Team Center, click WebView.
2. Click Investigator.
3. In the Metric Browser, browse to the agent or component that you want to monitor.
4. Look for the Errors Per Interval metric. If the value: = 0, there are no current errors. > 0 proceed to Step 4: Select the

Traces tab.
5. Select the Traces tab.
6. Click a column header to sort the rows by contents of that column. As new errors occur, they appear in sort order. Errors

appear marked by the icon of a white X in a red disc.
7. View the error in the transaction trace that Introscope automatically collected. If you do not see automatic transaction

traces, see Automatically Collected Transaction Traces.
8. Select the Errors tab.
9. View the error snapshot in the Errors tab to see more information about the error including the call path and the parameters.

1.1 The Errors Tab displays data reported from a JVM or .NET CLR by one agent. If any errors are being reported for the
agent or component, a list of errors appears. Click a column header to sort the rows by contents of that column. As
new errors occur, they appear in sort order.

2.1 View the agent location, timestamp, and duration of the error in the status bar.Use the Live Error and Historical Event
viewers to triage problems.

View Errors in a Transaction Trace
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You can see error information, including deep visibility components, within a transaction trace. For information about
transaction traces, see Investigate Poor Transaction Performance.

There are two ways to collect transaction traces to view error information:

• Manually run a transaction trace.
• When smart instrumentation is enabled, Introscope automatically collects a transaction trace when an error occurs.

When an error triggers and automatic transaction trace, these component details display: - The component that threw the
exception includes the component properties. - The first component in the transaction trace displays the Auto Trace Trigger
Criteria property as Error.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In APM Team Center, click WebView.
2. Click Tools, Transaction Tracer.
3. Select a transaction trace in the table.
4. Click the Trace View tab in the lower pane.

Note: In Live mode, Traces tab lists transaction trace events from the last 20 minutes. Transaction trace event older than 20
minutes are not displayed in live mode.

5. Select one of the listed errors to view detailed information. A graphical display shows the transaction as a bar on a timeline.
6. Select the right-facing blue triangle to expand the graphical display to show individual components of the transaction.

The following graphic shows an expanded erroneous transaction, which displays in pink, with its individual components
and their relative durations.

 

 The lightning bolt graphic identifies a deep visibility trace component, which is automatically discovered and instrumented
without the use of ProbeBuilder Directives (PBDs). For more information about deep visibility trace components,
see Investigate Poor Transaction Performance.

Note: Smart instrumentation is available only for Java agents, not .NET agents. Standard transaction trace components
(without the lightning bolt graphic) are instrumented using PBDs.

7. Determine the root cause of the application performance problem. Use the identifying information in the available tabs to
gather specific details about the problem. View these fields: timestamp, duration, description, UserID (if any is associated
with the problem), error message, call time, and path. You can:

• Sort the columns to find the calls or methods with the longest/most response time or errors.
• Use the Search tab to filter results.
• Use error messages and other information to understand more about the problem.

After you have identified the components seemingly to blame for the problem, operations staff can request a change the
application code to resolve the issue.

 Monitor Applications with Sample Dashboards

You can monitor application health and performance by using sample dashboards.

  

Monitor Applications with Sample Dashboards

Dashboards are preconfigured graphical views of current or historical performance and available metrics. As an application
owner, you use the Console dashboards in WebView to monitor application health and performance data from the Enterprise

investigate-poor-transaction-performance.dita
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Manager. These dashboards provide high-level status views, quick identification of what is wrong, and drill-down performance
information.

The following illustration shows a typical workflow:

Figure 24: monitor app

1. Monitor system health.
2. Monitor application health and performance from the Overview dashboard.
3. Analyze application performance problems.
4. View and interpret dashboard data.

Monitor System Health

View high-level system status at a glance.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In WebView, on the Console tab, select the following sample dashboard from the drop-down list.

 An Intro to <wisc> (Sample in *SuperDomain*)

The System Overview alert displays one of three status indicators: red, yellow, green. A gray alert is not reporting data.
2. To view the state of your system, double-click the alert.

The Overview dashboard opens and displays the overall status of the environment.
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Monitor Application Health and Performance From the Overview Dashboard

You can monitor the Key Performance Indicators to determine when an application performance problem is present by using
the Overview sample dashboard. Application performance problems can appear as visual notifications. For example, the
dashboard shows a graph with the following information:

• A yellow line indicating a caution threshold at 3000 milliseconds
• A red line indicating a danger threshold at 4000 milliseconds

 Follow these steps: 

1. In WebView, on the Console tab, select the following sample dashboard from the drop-down list.

Overview (Sample in *SuperDomain*)

The dashboard data viewers display data in a visual form.
2. View the Key Performance Indicators. They show the overall health and performance status of the environment. Every Key

Performance Indicator has a matching heuristic metric.
To view the heuristic metric, right-click the alert. The pointer changes to a hand. From the Links drop-down list, navigate
to the corresponding metric in the Management Module Editor. Ensure that the correct threshold values are set.

3. View data at different points in time. The default view of data is Live.
4. View the standard metrics in each graph. The standard metrics show the Average Response Time of monitored

applications, the throughput, the CPU usage, and the connection state of the agents. The Overview dashboard includes
these graphs:

• User Experience
Displays the aggregate Average Response Time of the monitored applications, and their throughput (Responses Per
Interval). An interval is 15 seconds. 45 responses per interval translate to a throughput of 3 hits per second.

• Back Ends
Displays the Average Response Time and throughput of connected backend systems. Backend systems can be anything
that the monitored applications connect to -- databases, LDAP servers, and mail servers, for example.
Introscope automatically identifies connected systems and monitors their performance. Often, poor response time can
be directly traced to one of its backend systems.

• Key Resources
Displays the CPU usage of the .NET and Java processes that Introscope monitors.
This graph does not indicate the overall CPU consumption on the server -- it is the CPU from the .NET or Java process
itself.

• Agents
Displays the connection state of agents. Introscope reports the state of connected agents as metrics whose value is either
1 or 3 as follows:

• 1 indicates that an agent is connected to the Enterprise Manager.
• 3 indicates that an agent has disconnected from the Enterprise Manager.

The graph shows the top ten connected agents. Because disconnected agents have a larger value than connected agents,
disconnected agents are shown first.

Note:   The graphs display a 15-second resolution. The resolution is not configurable.
5. Use trends in Average Response Time; coupled with changes in other metrics to identify performance problems.
6. Review the information and determine if a problem is present.

Analyze Application Performance Problems

You can analyze application performance problems by viewing the alert indicators and underlying metrics in the Problem
Analysis sample dashboard.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In WebView, on the Console tab, select the following sample dashboard from the drop-down list:

Problem Analysis (Sample in *SuperDomain) 
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2. Select a time range option from the Time Window drop-down list.
3. Select Resolution.

You can change the time resolution using this drop-down list. Default is based on the Time range that you select in the
Time Window.

4. View the alert indicators that show the health of the entire environment.
5. View the metrics that appear in the following graphs:

• Application Average Response Time
Displays the aggregate response time of the monitored applications. To identify problems, you can use trends in
Average Response Time; coupled with changes in other metrics.

• Responses per Interval
Displays the throughput of the monitored applications.

• Application Stalls
Shows stalls coming from all components of your application, including backend systems.
Stalls are an important metric that determines the cause of many production application problems. Stalls occur when a
request was made, but the application did not respond within 30 seconds. Most stalls in production environments occur
because a backend system has stopped responding to requests.
Introscope often automatically identifies the backend systems to which the application connects, and monitors those
systems for stalls. When it is unable to find a backend system, the system remains unmonitored.
When an unmonitored backend system stall occurs, secondary stalls within the application could indicate that a stall
is occurring. The system is unable to identify the cause. In this situation, the Top Concurrent Socket Communication
graph determines the cause of a problem.

• Top Concurrent Socket Communications
Shows results of the Socket Concurrency metric.
The two types of socket concurrency metrics are readers and writers. Reader metrics are the number of requests in
the application waiting for a backend system to respond with data through a socket. Writer metrics are the number of
requests in the application waiting for a backend system to accept data through a socket.
If a stall in an application by a backend system occurs that Introscope does not identify, looking at concurrent socket
readers or writers can often identify the offending system.

6. To isolate problems, filter metric data for the agents that are reporting data.
7. Determine the frequency and nature of errors and stalls.
8. Determine the root cause of the problem.
9. Report the problem to developers.

View and Interpret Dashboard Data

You can view and interpret dashboard data in different ways:

• View data at different points in time.
• View standard metrics.
• Interpret average response time trends.

Data Viewer Types

Data Viewers are objects in the Investigator preview pane or in a Console dashboard that show data from a managed
application in a visual form. Data Viewers can display data from a metric, resource, or element (alert). When data is not
present, the viewer displays a label by type, for example, Text Viewer: no data.

 Note: Various widgets that appear in Workstation Console dashboards are not supported in WebView. For example, a gauge,
a line with arrows, or an equalizer widget.

The following table shows the Data Viewer types:

 Data Viewer  Shows  
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Alert Displays one of three indicators corresponding to conditions
defined in the alert:

Green disc -- None of the metrics the alert matches
are breaching caution or danger thresholds, as the alert
configuration specifies.

Yellow diamond -- Caution, an attempt to use the application
or component is likely to yield unsatisfactory results.

Red octagon -- Danger, a problem that requires immediate
attention.

Gray -- Not reporting data.

Graph Graphs plot values over time. In real-time views, the graph
dynamically displays the most recent time period that fits in
the graph. If the graph displays an alert, caution and danger
thresholds appear as yellow and red lines.

Bar chart Show the current data values as horizontal bars. The bar chart
is the default view for Top N Filtered Views.

If a bar chart is showing an alert, the bars are green, yellow,
or red. The bar chart is available for live data viewing only.

Dial Meter Dial meters depict the current values as positions on a half-
round dial. When you select a range of time to view historical
data, the dial converts into a time-series graph. Dial meters
appear in dashboards.

String Viewer String viewers can display a value as a line of text. String
viewers allow some values to display in a relatively small
space. You can also use a String Viewer for simple values
that do not change, such as Launch Time or IP Address.

Text Viewer Text viewers show the text for data when new values are
added to old ones -- for example, a system or exception log.

Note:   The Graphic Equalizer data viewers are not supported. For information about working with data viewers, see Using the
Transaction Trace Viewer.

View Data at Different Points in Time

You can view live data, or you can select a range of time to view data at different points in time. The default view of data is
Live.

You can see whether WebView is in Live mode by looking at the Time Window at the top of the browser.

To view a dashboard at different points in time, you perform these tasks:

• View historical data.
• Define a custom time range.

View Historical Data

As you monitor the application, live data views change continuously to show you the most recent data. Live data is the default
view. You can select a range of time to view historical data and to identify the time that a problem occurred.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In WebView, on the Console tab, select the dashboard for which to view historical data from the Dashboard drop-down list.
2. Select a time range for the historical view from the Time Window drop-down list, for example, 24 hours.

The dashboard shows the data for that range, using the duration that you selected (24 hours, for example). The end time is
set to the current time.

3. Select Resolution.

You can change the time resolution using this drop-down list. Default is based on the Time range that you select in the
Time Window.
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4. Click the forward and back arrows next to the Time Window if you want to change the start time.
5. Click Set End of Window to Current Time if you want to reset the end time of the range to the current time.

Define a Custom Time Range

You can define a custom time range to view data in the Console.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the metric or dashboard for which you want to see historical data.
2. Select Custom Range from the Time Window drop-down list.
3. The Custom Range window opens, showing the current date (Today) highlighted with an outline.
4. Select Resolution.

You can change the time resolution using this drop-down list. Default is based on the Time range that you select in the
Time Window.

5. Use the calendar controls to select start and end dates.
6. Click OK.

The data for the custom range is set.

Find More Information from Dashboards

When you want more information about the data on dashboards, use the following shortcuts:

• Mouseover a dashboard object that has a hyperlink. The pointer changes to a hand. Click the object to follow the link to its
default target.

• Right-click a dashboard object in a data viewer. The pointer changes to a hand. From the Links drop-down list, navigate to
the corresponding object in the Management Module. A data viewer automatically links to the metric grouping it is based
on.

• Mouseover an element to view its status.
• Mouseover an element to open a tooltip. Tooltips identify metric paths and values in the hierarchical trees and viewer panes

found in the metric browser tab. To view the metric within a tree, click the hyperlink within a tooltip.

Overall Status Indicators on Dashboards

The alert indicators on dashboards show the overall state of the environment, and how Key Performance Indicators are
affecting the environment:

 This indicator  Shows 

Overall How is the overall experience to the application user?

Response Time How is the response time for the application?

Errors Are application users experiencing application errors?

Stalls Is the application experiencing stalls?

CPU Is the CPU consumption for the application normal?

Thread Pools Does the application have enough threads available in its
thread pool?

JDBC Pools Does the application have enough JDBC connections in its
connection pool?

Alert Heuristic Metrics

Every key performance alert indicator on the sample dashboards has a matching heuristic metric. The values for heuristic
metrics are 1, 2 or 3:

• A value of 1 indicates that the current state of the Key Performance Indicator appears normal.
For example, the overall response time usually varies between 600 ms and 1000 ms and the current value is 835 ms. The
response-time heuristic metric reports a 1.

• A value of 2 indicates that the current state of Key Performance Indicator is outside of normal.
For example, if the CPU is usually between 30 percent and 60 percent and the current value is 75 percent, the heuristic
value could be 2.

• A value of 3 indicates that the current state of the Key Performance Indicator is outside of normal to a large degree.
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For example, if an application typically has no stalls but the application database stops responding to requests. The number
of stalls could increase to a comparably high number such as ten. In that situation, the stall heuristic for the application
would report a value of 3.

Standard Metrics

WebView displays application performance data that agents collect from remote and local systems as metrics. For monitored
frontend and backend application components, and for many other application components, the following standard metrics
appear:

•  Average Response Time (ms) -- A measure of application response speed.
•  Concurrent Invocations -- The number of requests being handled at a given time.
•  Errors Per Interval -- The number of errors occurring during a specified time slice.
•  Responses Per Interval -- The number of requests that are completed during a specified time slice.
•  Stall Count -- The number of stalls. Stalls are requests that have not completed before a specified time threshold.

Average Response Time Trends

You can use trends in Average Response Time; coupled with changes in other metrics, to identify and diagnose problems. The
following table provides more information:

 Trends in Average Response Time  Definition 

Consistent problems With a low Available Thread Count, consistently high
Average Response Times could indicate the following
problems:

Inefficient code

Overuse of the external system

Slow backend

Too many layers

Consistent problems are always present and do not get any
better or worse.

Periodic problems Periodically high Average Response Times, which
periodically spikes, then returns to normal in a graph.

With a low Available Thread Count, periodically high
Average Response Times could indicate:

Frequent GC leaks

Load-related backend bottleneck

With a low CPU Utilization reading, periodically high
Average Response Times could indicate:

Internal chokepoint

Periodic problems occur and subside at regular intervals.

Progressive problems A steady increase in Average Response Time over a long
period, with a low Responses Per Interval reading, could
indicate:

Memory leak

Progressive problems degrade over time.

 Triage and Diagnose Problems
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Agents collect and report application and environmental performance metrics. These metrics help you identify performance
problems for an application at anytime during its execution. Early detection of a problem helps you to address it before
degraded performance affects customers.

Monitor and Investigate Application and Business Metrics

You can view application-centric or business process-centric metrics for your monitored applications as follows:

• View deployed applications and business-centric metrics, in both live and historical modes.
• Discover dependencies between application layers and constituent pieces of each layer.
• Investigate high-level health indicators for applications and their constituent frontends, backends, and middleware.
• Investigate aggregated health metrics for applications.

Most instrumented components report the standard metrics.

The agent-centric view in the Metric Browser tab displays metrics that are collected from the single host where the agent is
configured.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Investigator.
The Metric Browser tree shows a hierarchical view of your system with the following high-level nodes:

• By Business Service -- A business-centric hierarchy of your business services, processes, and transactions.
• By Frontend -- An application-centric hierarchy of your applications.

A frontend is an instance where an application makes socket-client connections to other elements. These connections
are referred to as backend calls.
Each application has two subnodes:

• Health -- Aggregated metrics across the physical locations.
• Backend Calls -- Metrics for calls to other elements supporting the selected application.

2. Click a node.
Depending on the type of metric or element, data appears that corresponds to the node you selected. The details shows
performance values over time in a graph. In real-time views, the graph dynamically displays the most recent time period
that fits in the graph.

3. Click Team Center. 
4. In the main menu, click Metric View. 

The Metrics Tree appears.
5. Mouse over a graph metric line of interest.

Graph line tooltips show the type of problem that triggered the alert and the threshold value.
This information helps you to investigate performance problems.
For more information about the Team Center Metric View, see Monitor Agent Metric Values with Metric View.

 APM Workstation

The Workstation provides the Investigator and the Console for viewing application health and data. 

Introscope, through the ProbeBuilder, adds Introscope probes to a Java, PHP or .NET application. Using AutoProbe automates
this process, with the ProbeBuilder dynamically adding probes when the application starts. ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) files
tell ProbeBuilder how to add probes, such as timers and counters, to Java, PHP or .NET components to instrument the web
application.

The probes measure specific pieces of information about an application without changing the application business logic. An
Introscope agent is installed on the same computer as the instrumented application. After the probes have been installed in the
bytecode, the Java application is referred to as an instrumented application. When the Java application with probes is running,
it is named a managed application.

Introscope also automatically discovers and instruments additional components without the ProbeBuilder directives being
defined.

As a managed application runs, probes relay collected data to the agent. The agent then collects and summarizes the data and
sends it to the Enterprise Manager.

Data that are collected by the Enterprise Manager can be accessed through one or more Workstations. You can use the
Workstation to view performance data. You can also configure the Enterprise Manager to perform such tasks as collecting
information for later analysis, and creating alerts.
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As a managed application runs, Introscope agents collect performance data in real time, and send the information to the
Enterprise Manager. The Workstation allows you to perform these tasks:

• Configure the Enterprise Manager
• Organize metrics
• Display the information that you choose in a convenient format

Monitor Performance with Workstation Tools

The Workstation tools help you do the following to better monitor application performance:

• Filter and view performance metrics for various elements of the system your application runs on.
• Drill down to uncover the root cause of system performance issues.
• Create graphical displays of metrics.

Access Different Views of Metric Data

You use the Workstation to view metric data in different forms. Authorized users can perform administrative and configuration
functions. The Workstation presents information in these windows:

• Console
Shows data in dashboards, which contain Data Viewers.

• Investigator
Presents tree views of agents, applications, resources, and metrics.

• Management Module Editor
Presents a tree view of Management Modules, allowing you to create and edit Management Modules.

• Dashboard Editor
Enables users with write permission for a Domain (or SuperDomain) to create and edit Data Viewers and other dashboard
objects such as imported images, shapes, lines, and text.

• Data Viewers
Visual presentation of data based on the type.

Connect the Workstation

The Workstation is available for download from the Downloads section in the left pane. By default, the Workstation is
configured to communicate directly with Cloud Gateway. However, organizations that require single channel communication
between the data center and Cloud Gateway can connect the Workstation to Cloud Proxy.

Note:

More Information:

• Connect the Workstation
• Cloud Proxy

About the Workstation Console

The Console is the default view when you start the Workstation, and contains dashboards that show performance data in
graphical views. Dashboards are basic tools for viewing management data in Introscope.

The Default Management Module provides a set of sample dashboards. Authorized users can create custom dashboards using
the Dashboard Editor.

You can have more than one Console window open simultaneously.

To open a new Console window:

• Select Workstation > New Console.

About the Workstation Investigator

You use the Investigator to view metrics on applications and their so called backends in different ways. You can have more
than one Investigator window open simultaneously.

To open a new Investigator window:

• Select Workstation > New Investigator.

The Investigator opens, showing data for your Java or .NET application.

You can also open an Investigator window from the Console by double-clicking on some dashboard elements, depending on
how the element was created. 
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The Metric Browser tab

The Metric Browser tab shows an agent-centric view of your monitored applications. You use it to do the following tasks:

• View applications and metrics organized in a tree hierarchy.
• Monitor detailed metrics for each layer of technology.
• Use transaction tracing and dynamic instrumentation to triage anomalies in application performance.

About the Management Module Editor

You use the Management Module Editor to create or edit a Management Module, which contains a set of Introscope
monitoring configuration information. Management Modules are listed for each domain.

Note: If you have a full DX APM license, you can create, edit, or delete information in the Management Module Editor. If you
do not have a full license, you can only view information here.

The Management Module Editor tree lists the Management Modules deployed to the Enterprise Manager by domain.

The right side of the Management Module Editor presents the current configuration settings for the element that is selected in
the tree.

An authorized user can modify elements in the Management Module Editor.

About the Dashboard Editor

The Dashboard Editor provides tools for creating and laying out Data Viewers, shapes, lines, text boxes, and connectors. Users
with appropriate permissions can create and edit dashboards and dashboard objects such as imported images, shapes, lines, and
text.

About Data Viewers

Data Viewers in the Metric Browser Tab viewer pane or in a dashboard display data from an Introscope-enabled application in
a visual form. Data Viewers can display data from a metric, a resource, or an element, such as an alert.

Note: The time value on data viewers is the clock time on the computer hosting the Enterprise Manager. However, the time
value is adjusted for the time zone where Workstation is running.

Data Viewer Types

Data types have a default data viewer type and alternative viewers.

Data type Default Data Viewer type Can also be viewed as

Metric Graph Dial Meter, Bar Chart, Graphic
Equalizer, String Viewer, Text Viewer

Metric Grouping Graph Bar Chart, String Viewer

Alert Alert indicator Graph, Bar Chart, or String Viewer

Calculator Graph Dial Meter, Bar Chart, Graphic
Equalizer, String Viewer

Depending on the type of metric or element, the Workstation can display the data in a Data Viewer with the view display types
shown here.

Graph

Graphs plot values over time. In real-time views, the Graph dynamically displays the most recent time period that fits in the
graph.

If the graph displays an alert, caution and danger thresholds appear as yellow and red lines, respectively.

You can change the scale of graph charts while viewing live data, to see data in a more readable view.

Bar Chart

Bar charts display current data values as horizontal bars. The bar chart is the default view for Top N Filtered Views.

If a bar chart is showing an alert, the bars will be either green, yellow or red to correspond to alert status.

The bar chart is available for live data viewing only.

Graphic Equalizer
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Graphic equalizers show the current value of the data, as well as recent high levels.

A graphic equalizer can only display data for a single metric.

The Graphic Equalizer viewer type is only seen in a WebView Console dashboard.

Dial Meter

Dial meters depict current data values as positions on a half-round dial.

The dial meter viewer type is only seen in a WebView Console dashboard.

String Viewer

String viewers can display a value as a line of text. String viewers allow some values to display in a relatively small space. You
can also use a String Viewer for simple values that do not change, such as Launch Time or IP Address.

Note: With live metrics from connected agents, most data is valid only for the most recent 15-second time slice. So when an
agent disconnects, string metrics show no value. However, a few constant metrics, such as the Agent's original Launch Time,
remain valid whether or not the Agent is or is not presently connected, and so will always appear until the agent is unmounted.

Text Viewer

Text viewers show the text for data when new values are appended to, for example, a system or exception log.

About Alerts and Alert Indicators

Alert indicators show whether a metric has crossed a threshold:

• Green disc = status normal
• Yellow diamond = caution threshold was crossed
• Red octagon = danger threshold was crossed
• Gray disc = the alert has no data.

Alert indicators can appear as they do above, as an array of three indicators in which the active indicator tells the status. More
often, they appear as a single indicator which changes color and shape when its status changes.

Alert indicators can appear in several modes and locations:

• in dashboards
• in the Overview tab
• as threshold lines on a graph
• as colors in table cells, where the functionality is supported
• in place of tree nodes

Understanding the difference between alerts and alert indicators

It is important to understand exactly what an alert is. Be sure to distinguish between:

• the alert itself, the definition of which includes saved attributes like:

• threshold values
• the metric grouping to which it is linked
• the Management Module to which it belongs

• the alert indicator, which is a graphical display of alert status

 Triage with the Workstation

The Workstation Investigator provides an agent-centric view that allows you to examine metrics and identify potential causes
of problems in your environment.

General Investigator Features
Navigation Tips

To open an Investigator:

• Select Workstation > New Investigator.

To navigate forward and back:

• The Forward and Back arrow buttons are located in the Investigator upper right corner. Use these buttons to move forward
or backward among previously viewed hierarchical tree items.
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• Select from the drop-down lists next to the Forward or Back buttons in the upper right corner of the Investigator.

Investigator Panes

The Investigator is displayed with two panes:

• A tree hierarchy in a narrow pane on the left side
• A large viewer pane on the right side

• The contents of the viewer pane vary, depending on the type of item you select in the hierarchical tree.
• One or more tabs make up the viewer pane. Each tab displays a different view.

Metric graphs are the most common way to view metrics, though not the only way. For metrics, a view of the metric data
appears. Each metric type has a default display in the viewer pane.

Tooltips

Tooltips identify metric paths and values in the hierarchical trees and viewer panes. You access tooltips in the Metric Browser
tab by hovering over the metric name in a Data Viewer legend area.

Workstation displays various information in the tooltip, depending on the Workstation element over which the cursor is
hovering. This information can include the following data:

• Fully qualified metric name, its value and its minimum and maximum values
• A count of how many data points were reported in the selected time slice
• A timestamp of data value nearest the cursor, or a comparison note

• For example, “Value Too High” when the metric value exceeds a defined threshold.

Note:

Tooltips are no longer available from nodes.

Agent-Centric View

An agent is a piece of software that is installed on a host where an application is deployed. The agent collects application
and environmental metrics and relays them to the Enterprise Manager. The Metric Browser tab allows you to browse a
comprehensive list of metrics that a single agent is reporting. Each application whose data an agent is reporting appears in a
hierarchical tree under a node named Frontends.

The agent-centric view of the Investigator contains these sections:

• The agent-centric tree on the left provides information about each host and application that the Enterprise Manager
manages. The metrics that appear in the agent-centric tree are a function of these factors:

• Resources your applications use
• Data that your Introscope agents are configured to report.

• The Viewer pane on the right presents details, often graphical, for the resource or metric in the tree. You can select View
tabs to open different views of data. The tabs that are available vary, depending on the item that is selected in the tree. For
some views, in the bottom section of the Viewer pane, you might have options to control the data that are displayed in the
Viewer.

• A table at the bottom of the viewer pane which displays data in a tabular format. The data that are displayed in the table
depends on what you select in the tree or viewer pane.

Agent Metric Clamp

An agent icon displaying a red ribbon indicates an agent with metric clamping. An agent is clamped when the number of
metrics it produces is greater than the number of metrics the Enterprise Manager can process. Once the agent metrics are
clamped, we do not know which metrics are not being reported. Metrics can be clamped at the agent end or at the Enterprise
Manager end. For an agent-based metric clamp, you see messages in the logs indicating that the clamp was applied and no new
metric values are reported. For an Enterprise Manager-based metric clamp, any metrics which were reported before the clamp
is applied continue to report values but no new metric types appear. The supportability metric of a clamped Agent reports a
value of 1. An agent which is clamped indicates that too much instrumentation is enabled. Adjust the level of instrumentation
in agent configuration.

A clamped agent can also indicate a metric explosion. In this situation, components inside the agents report constantly varying
metrics. For more information about metric explosions, see Metrics explosions.

Super Domain Node

The SuperDomain node contains metrics for all agents that report to the Enterprise Manager to which the Workstation is
connected. Metrics are organized in a Host|Process|Agent hierarchy.
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The nodes immediately under the SuperDomain node are virtual and physical hosts.

• Custom Metric Host (Virtual)
This node does not correspond to a physical host computer. The node is a virtual host that contains metrics other
than those that specific, individual agents report. For example, custom metrics display under the Custom Metric Host node.
The custom metrics can be from calculators that you have configured or from configured aggregated agents.

• Hosts
One node for each computer that hosts an agent. Each host node contains a process node for the instance of the application
being monitored. The process node contains an agent node. The agent node contains nodes that correspond to application
and system resources, which contain metrics.
Note:
The application resources that appear in the agent node differ based on whether the agent type is Java or .NET. 

The SuperDomain is that which includes all user-defined domains and agents. The Enterprise Manager administrator can set up
the Enterprise Manager to display child domains with separate permissions.

The metrics the agent-centric tree displays are a function of these two factors:

• ProbeBuilder Directives used to instrument the application
• Run-time activity of the application itself

A metric only appears in the tree when the agent starts reporting it. The metric remains visible in the tree, even if the agent
stops reporting it.

When metrics have different metric types, in the Investigator the metrics might have the same name and might appear twice.
As with all metrics, inactive metrics in this situation are dimmed.

Tools to Monitor Enterprise Manager Health

Supportability Metrics

Supportability metrics give information about the state of the Enterprise Manager and the computer it runs on. You can view
them under the path SuperDomain|Custom Metric Host|Custom Metric Agent|Enterprise Manager.

Domains Node

The APM Administrator can organize agents that report to the Enterprise Manager into domains. In this case, the agent-
centric tree domain node contains sub-nodes for each domain. Each domain node is structured in the same Host|Process|Agent
hierarchy as the SuperDomain. Each domain node might also contain a Custom Metric Agent for custom metrics.

How User Permissions Affect What You Can View

DX APM administrator assigns permissions for the domains and components that Workstation users can see. The permissions
are available only when an administrator has configured them using .

Contents of the Metric Browser tab are based on user domain permissions:

• Users with SuperDomain permission (at least read permission) see all domains for that Enterprise Manager in the agent-
centric tree.

• Users with permissions for multiple domains see domain information for those domains in the agent-centric tree.
• Users with permissions for only one domain do not see domain information in the agent-centric tree. The users only see the

folders for metrics and management modules.

 The Metric Browser Tab

The metric browser tab lists metrics and other information in a tree format. The high-level nodes immediately under domain
nodes represent agents that are installed on individual application server hosts or the equivalent.

     

Among the various components the high-level nodes represent are:

• Components of your J2EE, PHP or .NET application, such as servlets, EJBs or ASP pages
• System nodes, including the host running your app server and the host computer running DX APM
• Events, defects, leaks and other distinctive occurrences

You can view live data in the Investigator, or select a range of time to view historical data. The default view of data is Live.

Metrics in the Metric Browser Tab

The default metrics which the Workstation displays in the metric browser tab vary depending on the node you select in the
hierarchical tree.
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Standard Metrics

For monitored frontend and backend application components, as well as for many other application components, Introscope
displays the five standard metrics, sometimes called the BlamePoint metrics:

• Average Response Time (ms) -- a measure of application response speed.
• Concurrent Invocations -- the number of requests being handled at a given time.
• Errors Per Interval -- the number of errors occurring during a specified time slice.
• Responses Per Interval -- the number of requests that are completed during a specified time slice.
• Stall Count -- the number of stalls, or uncompleted requests, that have not been completed before a specified time

threshold.

In addition to the five standard metrics, and sometimes instead of them, Introscope collects and displays other metrics relevant
to the node.

Frontends and Backends

By default, Introscope defines a frontend as a .war file or .jsp that first handles an incoming transaction to an application.. In
a .NET application, the equivalent would be an ASP page.

A backend is an external system that a web application relies on for some portion of its processing. Typically this is a
database, but it can be any external system such as a mail server, a transaction processing system (such as IBM CICS or
BEA Tuxedo), or a messaging system (such as MQSeries). Introscope automatically identifies databases as backend systems
by the name of the database. For other external systems, Introscope analyzes the socket activity of the application and names
the backend based on the IP address and port that the application is communicating over.

View Metrics for Backends

The Backends node of the metric browser tree contains a node for each backend, including those automatically detected by
Introscope, or marked explicitly as a backend during ProbeBuilding.

Backends are most commonly a database, but may be any external system such as a mail server, a transaction processing
system (such as IBM CICS or BEA Tuxedo), or a messaging system (such as MQSeries).

 Database backend metrics 

When the backend system is a database, these metrics reflect the activity and performance of the backend across all
applications it serves:

• Average Response Time (ms)
• Concurrent Invocations
• Errors Per Interval
• Connection Count -- The number of connections to the database during a particular interval.
• Responses Per Interval
• Stall Count

 Database backend naming format 

This section explains the Introscope naming convention for database backends.

 Oracle 

The backend name is a concatenation of the Oracle SID string, the database host and port delimited by a hyphen, and the
string (Oracle DB).

For example:

PRODORCL3 sfoprod6.globex.com-1521 (Oracle DB)

 DB/2 

The backend name is a concatenation of the DBName string and the string (DB/2 DB).
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For example:

Inventory4 (DB/2 DB)

 Microsoft SQL Server 

The backend name can be a concatenation of the database name, instance name, the database host and port delimited by a
hyphen, and the string (MS SQL Server DB), depending on the configuration of the database driver.

If the driver has a database name and an instance name, the backend name in Investigator would look like this:

PRODORCL3 (instance Mx22) on prod6.globex.com-1521 (MS SQL Server DB)

If the driver has no database name, the backend name in Investigator would look like this:

SQLServer on prod6.globex.com-1521 (MS SQL Server DB)

If the driver has a database name and no instance name, the backend name in Investigator would look like this:

PRODORCL3 on prod6.globex.com-1521 (MS SQL Server DB)

If the driver has an instance name and no database name, the backend name in Investigator would look like this:

(instance Mx22) on prod6.globex.com-1521 (MS SQL Server DB)

 Defaults and fallbacks 

In cases where the database driver does not support querying for the database name, the name of the database defaults to
the JDBC URL, with colon characters (:) replaced by percent characters (%). In some cases even this fallback value is not
available, so the database name defaults to the class name of the database driver. Exact behavior depends on the vendor and
version of the database driver.

 Other backends metrics 

Each backend system can also be configured to report the following metrics:

• Commits
• Rollbacks
• SQL

Alert metrics in the agent-centric tree

Each alert color has a metric value:

• Gray -- 0, no data is available
• Green -- 1, OK
• Yellow -- 2, Caution
• Red -- 3, Danger

The following table shows how metrics drive alert values in the Overview Tab.

 Metric Type  What a yellow indicator means  What a red indicator means 
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User Frontend errors are abnormal

Frontend response time is abnormal

Frontend stall count is abnormal

Frontend errors are very abnormal

Frontend stall count is very abnormal

VM Aggregate CPU utilization is abnormal
and greater than 30 percent

JDBC connection pool utilization is
abnormal

Aggregate CPU utilization
is very abnormal and greater than 50
percent

JDBC connection pool utilization
is very abnormal

Backend Summary Backend response time is abnormal

Backend error count is abnormal

Backend stalls are abnormal

Backend error count is very abnormal

Backend stalls are very abnormal

You can view the alert metrics by selecting the User, VM, and Backends|BackendName metrics, below the Heuristics node in
the Investigator.

The underlying metrics that drive the alert metrics appear in the User, VM, and Backends|BackendName folders in the tree.

Administering agent connections from the Workstation

You can issue commands directly from the Workstation to unmount or shut off agents or individual metrics.

When an agent is deployed on an application server, it automatically starts when the app server starts, and appears in the
Metric Browser tree under the Enterprise Manager to which it reports metric data. When the agent appears in the tree, it is said
to be mounted. 

When an app server goes down, the agent automatically stops reporting data to the Enterprise Manager. This agent is said to
be disconnected, and will appear in the Metric Browser tree as grey and dimmed rather than colored.

A disconnected agent will still appear mounted in the Metric Browser tree, and you can still browse the metrics it reported
before it disconnected. If you want to remove it from the Metric Browser tree, you must unmount the agent.

 To unmount an agent: 

1. Right-click a disconnected agent.
2. Choose Unmount <Agent_Name>.

The Agent will disappear from the Browse tree.

If you want to view the historical data stored in the SmartStor database for an agent that has been unmounted, you can remount
the agent so it appears again in the Metric Browser tree.

 To remount a disconnected agent: 

1. Choose Manager > Mount Agent.
An Agent Chooser dialog appears.

2. From the list, select an agent to remount.
3. Click OK.

The Metric Browser tree displays the disconnected agents, and you can browse the data stored in the SmartStor database.

In the case where you want the Enterprise Manager to stop storing data from an agent that is still running, you can stop data
collection without stopping the app server by choosing the Shut Off command.
Note: The Shut Off command does not actually shut off the agent; it shuts off the connection between a running agent and the
Enterprise Manager. 

 To shut off the connection to a running agent: 

1. Right-click a connected agent.
2. Choose Shut Off "<Agent_Name>".

The agent continues to run on the app server as long as the app server runs, but the Enterprise Manager no longer is connected
to it and no longer stores metric data for it.

After you shut off the connection to an agent, you can turn on the connection again.
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 To turn on the connection to a shut off agent: 

1. Right-click a shut off agent.
2. Choose Turn On All Agent Components.

The connection between the agent and the Enterprise Manager will be reopened, and the agent will begin reporting data to the
Enterprise Manager. Note that you will have to wait up to 30 to 45 seconds for data to begin appearing in the Workstation.
Note: The Turn On All Agent Components command works only if you have previously shut off the agent connection through
the workstation using the Shut Off "<Agent_Name>" command. 

Views in the Metric Browser Tab

With the metric browser tab selected in the left pane of the Investigator, the views that appear in the right pane vary depending
on the resource or metric selected in the metric browser tab's tree. Depending on the type of node selected, you see tabs for one
or more of these views:

• General tab
• Overview tabs
• Search tab
• Traces tab
• Errors tab
• Metric Count tab
• Thread Dumps tab

General Tab

When you select a metric, the General tab shows a graphic view of the metric -- either for live data, or for a selected historical
period. See Viewing Historical Data in the Metric Browser tab for an explanation of how to select ranges of historical data to
view.

For some nodes in the tree, the General tab shows the path to that node object in the Investigator hierarchy. For example, when
the Frontends node is selected, the General tab shows this path:

*SuperDomain*|HostName|ProcessName|AgentName|Frontends

For some other nodes in the tree, the General tab shows the Slowest 10 view of the selected node. For example, when the EJB
node is selected, the General tab shows the response times of the top ten called components of the selected EJB node.

Ten slowest or worst metrics

When you select certain resources in the Investigator, the General tab of the Viewer pane shows the ten slowest/worst metrics
for the selected resource. Java resources include servlets, JSP, EJBs, and JDBC; for .NET, resources include ASP.NET,
ADO.NET, and serviced components.

These metrics appear in a bar chart in the Investigator viewer pane.

You can also view the response times of the top-ten called components of a selected Servlet, EJB, or JSP for Java, or
ASP.NET, ADO.NET, and serviced components for .NET.

If you see fewer than ten bars in the bar chart, it is because there are fewer than ten monitored components under that resource.
If the metrics don't contain data, you might see the metric names in the viewer pane but no data bars.

Overview tabs

The Investigator summarizes information in an Overview tab for:

• the overall Application -- see Application Overview
• the health of the EM -- see EM overview.
• data from ASP .NET pages -- see ASP. NET overview.
• data from EJBs -- see EJB overview.
• data from application frontends -- see Frontend overviews.
• data from application backend systems -- see Backend overview.
• the garbage collection (GC) heap -- see GC heap overview.
• instance counts of Java classes instantiated on the JVM -- see Instance Counts.
• data from JavaNIO -- see JavaNIO overview.
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• data from JTA components -- see JTA overview.
• data from servlets -- see Servlet overview.
• socket connections -- see Socket overview.
• data from struts -- see Struts overview.
• data on running threads -- see Threads overview.
• data from XML components -- see XML overview.
• data from the Leak Hunter extension -- see Leak Hunter metrics.

Note:

 Overview tabs display the current metric value when viewed in Live Mode. When viewed in Historical Mode, Overview tabs
display aggregated metric values (averaged or summed values, depending on the metric type) for the selected time range. 

Application Overview

The Application Overview is available when you select an agent in the agent-centric tree, and enables application monitoring
and triage. It shows high-level health indicators, and a log of related events and historical metric information.

The Overview shows a row of indicators for each application managed by the currently selected agent. Introscope presents
this data for each application it discovers -- when a servlet executes, Introscope makes a call to getServletContextName() of
the ServletContext interface to determine the name of the application. After the application starts, the Overview tab
automatically updates to display a row of indicators for it.

The illustration below shows the Overview tab for an agent on a WebSphere app server named s36_WAS61: 

 

 

This illustration shows four applications -- one in each row of the table -- managed by this agent. For this application, you can
view alerts showing the state of:

 User: Indicates how satisfactory the end-users’ interactions with the application are likely to be. Satisfaction is a function of
response time, waits, stalls, and errors.

• Green -- normal, satisfactory user interactions with the application.
• Yellow -- an attempt to use the application is likely to yield unsatisfactory results, for instance poor response time or errors.
• Red -- indicates a serious availability issue and that an attempt to use the application will probably fail.

 VM: Indicates the health and availability of server resources, such as resource pools and CPU.

• Green -- normal health of server resources.
• Yellow -- resource limitations or outages
• Red -- serious resource limitations or outages.

 Backend summary: Indicates the worst health and availability across all backends accessed by the application. For example,
if one of three backends has a serious resource limitation or outage, the All Backends indicator is red. The purpose of the All
Backends indicator is to allow the user, with minimal scrolling, to quickly assess whether any of the backends have problems
that require investigation.
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• Green -- normal backend health and availability across all backends accessed by the application.
• Yellow -- at least one backend accessed by the application is experiencing errors or stalls, or poorer than expected response

times.
• Red -- at least one backend accessed by the application is experiencing serious resource limitations or outages.

 Backends: Any indicators to the right of the Backend Summary indicator correspond to the individual backends.

• Green -- normal backend health and availability.
• Yellow -- backend errors or stalls, or poorer than expected response times.
• Red -- serious backend resource limitations or outages.

The indicators refresh every 15 seconds. The rows are sorted first by color -- rows with red indicators precede those with
yellow, which precede rows with all green -- to reduce scrolling needed to identify potential problems. Within a color category,
rows are alphabetized by application name.

 Using alerts to drill down for more data 

You can double-click an alert from the overview tab to display the underlying data for that application tier. For example, if you
double-click the User alert, the Workstation will display the URLs node for that agent.

 Application overview metrics in historical mode 

Over a historical range, an alert color reflects the worst-case value of the heuristic at any point in the historical range. For
example, if at any time during a historical range the User heuristic for an agent was yellow, but never red, the Overview tab for
that historical range is yellow.

 Application overview metrics for a virtual agent 

For Virtual Agents, heuristics are evaluated on the basis of Virtual Agent metrics. For this reason, the Overview tab for a
Virtual Agent might indicate a different value than for the physical agents in the Virtual Agent.

For example, the Overview tab for a Virtual Agent could display a green User alert, even though the Overview tab for one of
the agents in that Virtual Agent shows a yellow User alert.

Heuristic metrics are only generated if the metrics they analyze exist. So, for example, if the Virtual Agent is configured not to
include CPU, JMX, or WebSphere PMI metrics, there is no VM folder and the VM alert remains gray.

EM overview

You can view a variety of metrics on the Enterprise Manager itself by selecting the EM node under Custom Metric Agent.

ASP. NET overview

In environments where Introscope is monitoring a .NET application, an ASP .NET node on the agent-centric tree allows you to
monitor metrics for application components.

EJB overview

The EJB (Enterprise Java Beans) overview shows statistics for Entity beans, Session beans, and Message Driven beans.

Frontend overviews

Overviews for Frontend nodes show graphed application metrics, and statistics related to transactions in the application:

The programs which the Investigator displays under the Frontends node represent the components of an application that first
handle an incoming transaction.

Backend overview

Overviews for Backend nodes show graph views of database metrics and a table view of SQL below the node.

GC heap overview

The garbage collection (GC) heap overview shows heap use.

GC Monitor Overview tab

Clicking the GC Monitor node in the Metric Browser tree causes the GC Monitor Overview tab to be displayed in the viewer
pane. The Overview tab displays three panes:

• Top: an alert indicator on the Percentage of Java Heap Used metric for the JVM.
• Middle: a tabular view of garbage collectors on the JVM
• Bottom: a tabular view of memory pools on the JVM
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 NOTE: The alert indicator in the top pane of the Overview tab, and colored shading that appears in table cells in the middle
and bottom panes, are based on preset caution and danger thresholds. Users cannot reset these thresholds.

When you select any of the individual Garbage Collector or Memory Pool nodes, graphs display the same metrics shown in the
Overview tab.

For more information:

• Understand how to use the GC Monitor metrics to tune your JVM's memory allocation

Enable/Disable GC Monitor

GC Monitor metrics are enabled by default.

 To disable GC Monitor metrics: 

1. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile file.
2. Edit the value of the property introscope.agent.gcmonitor.enable from true to false.
3. Save and close the file.

NOTE: This is a hot-configurable property; changes do not require restarting the Enterprise Manager. 

For more information about editing IntroscopeAgent.profile, see Java Agent.

Instance Counts

The Instance Counts overview tab shows the classes instantiated on the JVM.

JavaNIO overview

The NIO overview shows tables for datagrams and channels, including client and server metrics. With the JavaNIO node
selected, the Overview tab displays general information about the selected node, including all ports with NIO activity.

NIO Channels overview

The Channels node Overview tab displays server and client information for datagrams and sockets.

NIO Sockets overview

The Sockets node Overview tab displays graphs for input and output bandwidth data and concurrent readers and writers data,
as well as server and client information for sockets

NIO Datagrams overview

The Datagrams node Overview tab displays graphs for input and output bandwidth data and concurrent readers and writers
data, as well as server and client information for datagrams.

JTA overview

The JTA Overview tab displays data about JTA components.

Servlet overview

The Servlet overview shows a table of servlets in the node. When you select a servlet, the Investigator shows its statistics in a
graph.

Select an individual servlet to see its Overview summary tab.

Socket overview

The sockets overview (not to be confused with the NIO Sockets overview) shows tables for client and server sockets, and
socket information for each port. With the Socket node selected in the agent-centric tree, the viewer pane on the right side
displays all the ports with active sockets. Selecting a port in the Server table at the top of the viewer pane displays that server's
client ports in the Client table at the bottom. Selecting a port in the agent-centric tree displays metric graphs about events and
load.

Struts overview

The Struts Overview tab shows an overview of Struts components, with a display of the average response time for all
components.

Selecting one of the component nodes shows an overview of the metrics for that node.

Threads overview

The Threads overview shows all active threads being processed through an agent.
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XML overview

The Overview tab for the XML node displays metrics for XML components.

Other tabs

In addition to the Overview tabs, other tabs include the Search, Traces, Errors and Metric Count tabs.

Search tab

The Search tab is available when you select a node in the agent-centric tree that contains metrics. It enables you to quickly find
metrics.

The illustration below shows how the Search tab appears in the viewer pane.

 

 

Things to notice:

• The node selected in the agent-centric tree sets the scope of a search. For example, if you select Frontends in the tree,
search will search only the resources under that node.

• You can enter either a string or a regular expression in the Search field.
• If you enter a regular expression, check the Use Regular Expression box.

Note: Regular expressions cannot filter by agent, so it is not possible to search for agent name, host name, or process
name. 

The right pane lists the resources with metrics that match the search argument, and the value for each. To display Min, Max,
and Count columns, click Show Min, Max and Count.

If you click a metric in the list, a view appears in the bottom of the right pane.

If you click on a different node that contains metrics, the search argument used in the previous search remains active, and is
applied to the newly selected node.

For information on how to use Search, see Using search.

Traces Tab

The Traces tab, available when a resource or component is selected in the agent-centric tree, is similar to the Transaction
Tracer (see Using the Transaction Tracer). The Traces tab lists the recorded Transaction Trace events for the selected resource
or component.
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Note: The default time range for traces in live mode is 20 minutes. Traces older than 20 minutes are not displayed in live
mode; they will be aged out (not shown) after they are more than 20 minutes old. 

Setting the Duration Unit

By default, the Traces tab shows the duration of transactions and transaction components in milliseconds (ms), thousandths of
a second.

You can change this unit to:

• seconds
• microseconds (ms)

To change the unit for the Duration column in the Traces tab:

1. Right-click the Duration (ms) column heading.
2. From the drop-down menu, select one of:

• seconds
• milliseconds (default)
• microseconds

The Traces tab displays the new unit in the column heading, and renders the duration using the new unit in all transaction
views (including in the Transaction Trace Viewer -- see Using the Transaction Trace Viewer).

Errors Tab

The Errors tab, available when a resource or component is selected in the agent-centric tree, lists errors and error details for
the selected item. The Errors tab allows support personnel to detect and diagnose the cause of serious errors as they occur,
determine the frequency and nature of the errors which can prevent end users from completing web transactions, and deliver
specific information about the root cause to developers.
Note: You must have ErrorDetector enabled to see the Errors tab. For information about enabling ErrorDetector, see Configure
ErrorDetector.

The top half of the Errors tab lists the time, description, and type of each error. The lower half of the tab shows detailed
information for each component involved in the error selected in the list above.

Metric Count tab

Many of the nodes in the agent-centric tree have a Metric Count tab, which displays a pie chart of the metric distribution for
the node.

The illustration below shows the pie chart, with a table display of the same data beneath it.

The pie chart displays a maximum of 50 slices. When there are more than 50 resources in the selected node:

• The pie displays the resources reporting the 50 highest values.
• In addition to the slices representing the 50 highest values, an additional slice will be labeled "All Other Metrics" to show

the proportion of metrics with data outside the top 50 reported.
• The status bar displays the message "Displaying the top 50 resources. Remaining resources grouped in "All Other

Metrics"."
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Hovering over an area of the pie chart displays a tooltip with count and percentage.

Long labels will be truncated, but when you select a slice of the chart, the fully qualified name of the resource will appear in
the table beneath the chart.

The Metric Count tab is available in both live and historical modes.

Resources Tab View

The Resources tab shows graphs of the Resource metrics. The Resources tab is viewable in the Metric Browser tree, when the
agent is selected.

Note:

• Though graphs for all of the Resource metrics will appear in the Resources tab view, graphs will display no data when
those metric classes are unavailable for the agent.

• The original source of the metric that appears in the Threads in Use and JDBC Connections in Use graphs will vary from
agent to agent, depending on the agent’s type (WebLogic, Tomcat, .NET, or others) and on your mapping, specified in the
ResourceMetricMap.properties file.

In the Metric Browser tree they appear under the agent node as follows:
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Figure 25: agent name

Thread Dumps tab

Each agent node on the metric browser tree has a Thread Dumps tab. This tab allows you to collect Java thread dumps (thread
dumps) and display current and historical thread dump data. A thread dump provides information about all the threads running
inside a JVM at one point in time. For each thread, a thread dump provides the thread name and ID; state; and a stack trace,
which lists all the methods called.

The Thread Dumps tab includes these parts:

• The header displays the time of the thread dump.
• The thread dump summary bar displays the total number of threads and number of threads that are waiting, blocked, and

running.
• The search pane allows you to search for a specific string within all the thread dump information. The results display in the

thread information table.
• The threads state drop-down list filters the thread information table by thread state. When you select a state, the thread

information table updates.
• The thread information table displays a list of all threads. For each thread, it provides the thread ID, name, state, and the

last method called by the thread immediately before the thread dump.
• The thread stack trace table displays all the methods in the order called.
• The % Threads by State pie chart displays the threads in these states: deadlocked, blocked, running, or waiting.

• Hovering over an area displays a tooltip with the number and percent of threads in each state.

The Thread Dumps tab is viewable in the metric browser tree when you have selected an agent node.
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 Note: If you are triaging agent issues, view the <Agent name> | Threads | Deadlock Count metric in the metric browser tree.
This metric indicates whether there are deadlocked threads affecting the agent. Introscope configuration is required to enable
the Deadlock Count metric. For more information, see Java Agent 

You can click the:

• Collect New button to collect a thread dump.
• Save as Text button to save current thread dump to a text file.
• Load Previous button to load a single previously collected thread dump, and to see the time stamp and the associated data.

No thread dump data displays until a thread dump is collected or after an Enterprise Manager restart.

The Thread Dumps tab is available in live mode; no historical thread dump data displays in Historical mode.

LeakHunter Metrics

DX APM shows LeakHunter metrics under a LeakHunter resource in the metric browser tree. The LeakHunter overview
shows statistics graphically and in a table. Leak tabs appear for nodes under LeakHunter, and show details of the leak and a
graph of the number of collections over time.

LeakHunter produces these metrics:

• LeakHunter:Potential Leak Count
• LeakHunter:Tracked Collection Allocated Rate -- Number of new collections allocated per second. This metric is reported

to the Enterprise Manager at every 15-second interval.
• LeakHunter:Tracked Collection Count -- Number of collections examined in your instrumented application from when

LeakHunter starts running until the timeout period expires. After the timeout period expires, LeakHunter stops looking for
potential leaks in newly allocated collections, but continues to monitor collections previously identified as potential leaks.

A resource is created for every potential leak, where <CollectionID> is the assigned unique ID.

Under this resource, these metrics are reported if they are available:

• LeakHunter|<CollectionID>:Allocation Method
• LeakHunter|<CollectionID>:Field Name
• LeakHunter|<CollectionID>:Field Name #<sequential number>

Note: If there are multiple Field Name Metrics, each one is named sequentially. For example, Field Name #2, Field Name
#3. 

• LeakHunter|<CollectionID>:Collection Class
• LeakHunter|<CollectionID>:Allocation Time
• LeakHunter|<CollectionID>:Size
• LeakHunter|<CollectionID>:Currently Leaking
• LeakHunter|<CollectionID>:Allocation Stack Trace

Note: The Allocation Stack Trace Metric is only provided if
the introscope.agent.leakhunter.collectAllocationStackTraces property in the IntroscopeAgent.profile is set to true. 

Use Tooltips to View Metric Names and Values in a Data Viewer

In a Data Viewer, you can hover your cursor over a point on a graph to open a tooltip.

To open a tooltip:

• Mouse over any element in the Workstation metrics tree or in a Data Viewer, such as a point on a graph.

A particular data point in the graph shows:

• Metric name
• Exact value of the metric
• Min/max values for the metric across the period represented by the data point. Instead of rounding to a value using K for

thousand or M for million, tooltips show exact values.
This is discussed in the topic How time range affects data points, below.

• The count of 15-second intervals represented by the data point.
• The date and time for the data point in the graph.

Pressing F2 while a tooltip is active allows you to click on the hyperlinked text. When you do this, an Investigator window
opens with the tree expanded to the metric shown in the tooltip.

How Time Range Affects Data Points
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Each data point on a graph represents an equal division of the time covered by the graph. If the time range is set to Live (as in
the illustration above), each data point represents a 15-second interval.

If the time range is set to another value, the interval represented by each data point will be different. If the time range is set to
two hours, for instance:

• Each data point represents a two-minute interval, or eight 15-second intervals.
• Since there are eight 15-second intervals in two minutes, the count of each data point is 8.

 Use the Transaction Tracer
 

Workstation users with appropriate permissions use the transaction tracer to trace the activity of transactions inside a
production application. Transactions are traced as they flow through a Java Virtual Machine or a Common Language Runtime
(CLR) in a .NET environment.

The transaction tracer allows the capture of transactions that meet certain criteria. Then transaction tracer examines the
calls that are made throughout the system for that transaction. The graphical user interface allows you to triage application
faults and performance issues easily.

     

The two ways to collect transaction traces are these methods:

• Use the transaction tracer.

To run a transaction trace session, you specify the agents whose transactions you want to trace, and the data-capture period.
You can specify filter options to limit tracing to transactions. You can filter for transactions that exceed the threshold execution
time, match parameter values, or contain errors.
After transaction trace session starts, the transactions that match the filter criteria appear in the transaction table. Transaction
events include transaction traces and errors.

• Introscope automatically collects transaction traces.

When smart instrumentation is enabled, Introscope automatically collects a transaction trace in several situations.

Transaction tracer can trace synchronous transactions that cross boundaries in the homogeneous application server
environments that support this capability:

• WebLogic Server 8.0 and later
• WebSphere 6.x

In other environments, transactions can be traced within the boundaries of a single Virtual Machine (VM) or CLR.

You view the results of a cross-process transaction trace query in the Trace View tab of the Transaction Trace Viewer.

Introscope saves transaction trace session data in the Transaction Events Database for a specified amount of time. The data
periodically ages out to reduce overhead.

You can configure the Introscope agent to capture transaction trace data based on the values of servlet or ASP.NET variables.
The variables include HTTP request headers, request parameters, session attributes, session ID, username, URLs, and URL
Query strings. In addition, by default Introscope agents sample transactions.

Note:   Metric Shutoff state does not affect transaction trace data. When a managed agent is shut off, that agent does not report
transaction trace data. An agent can be shut off during a transaction trace session. In this situation, the agent reports the data
that are collected before the shutoff request.

Transaction Trace Sampling

By default, Introscope agents sample transaction behavior by tracing each normalized unique URL in an application once per
hour. You can view and analyze sampled traces from a selected historical time range:

• in the Introscope Workstation and WebView
• in the Traces tab in the Investigator

You can also configure transaction trace sampling even if no URL groups are configured. You specify the number of
transactions to sample during a time interval. The default value is one transaction every 2 minutes.

Transaction trace sampling is enabled by default. You can disable the behavior, change the sampling period, or de-randomize
the timing of sampling as appropriate.

Note:

More information:  Configure Transaction Trace Options (Java agent) or Transaction Tracer Options (.NET agent).
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Transaction Trace Overhead

A transaction trace session affects overhead from the start time until all transactions in process complete at the session end.
You can specify the execution threshold at the millisecond level, but doing so increases the load on the system.

These Transaction Tracer features reduce the likelihood of trace sessions imposing unacceptable overhead:

• Transaction Trace Session Timeout -- 
A transaction trace session times out after a user-defined period so that the Admin user cannot accidentally leave the
Transaction Tracer on and negatively affect performance for a sustained period. At the end of the timeout period, the agent
stops tracing new transactions and completes tracing for transactions in progress.

• Anti-Flooding Logic -- 
To prevent excessive overhead, agent anti-flooding logic limits the number of transactions that are traced per 15-second
interval to 200. After this limit is exceeded, the agent logs that the anti-flood threshold was exceeded. The agent does not
report transaction trace data to the Enterprise Manager until that 15-second period has expired. After the 15-second period
expires, the anti-flooding logic resumes reporting.

Automatically Collected Transaction Traces

When smart instrumentation is enabled, Introscope automatically collects a transaction trace when:

• An error occurs
• Differential Analysis detects application instability and the auto-trace clamp limit per interval is not exceeded.

Note: Automatic transaction tracing based on differential analysis requires the 10.0 agent at a minimum.
• The ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer tracer is deployed and a component response time is exceeded
• An API triggers an automatic transaction traces based on custom criteria. For more information, contact DX

APM Implementation Services.

Highly optimized low overhead tracers collect automatic transaction traces. Automatic traces incur much less performance
overhead than manually run, sample, and other transaction traces. These other types of transaction traces use agent filtering
that adds overhead. Automatic transaction traces do not display all the component detail properties that the other types of
transaction traces display.

Automatic transaction traces have these characteristics:

• Every PBD-instrumented component has an associated metric in the Investigator tree. Deep visibility components do not
have an associated metric.

•  Deep visibility components contain only class name, method name, and duration. For frontends and backends (for
example, servlets, web services, SQL calls), the name is formatted based on the PBD configuration.

• The following properties display In the component details:

• The Trace Type is Normal.
• If an error triggered the transaction trace, the component that threw the exception includes the component properties.
• The first component in the transaction trace displays the Auto Trace Trigger Criteria property.

• Support cross-process transaction tracing. 

Note:

More information: 

•  Configure Smart Instrumentation discusses configuring cross-process transactions in automatic transaction traces.
•  Collect and Analyze Transaction Traces discusses cross-process transactions.

If you do not see automatic transaction traces, it could be for one of these reasons:

• Smart instrumentation is not enabled.

Note:   Smart instrumentation is available only for Java agents, not .NET agents.
• A legacy mode agent is monitoring the JVM. Legacy mode does not support smart instrumentation capabilities.
• Number of automatic transaction traces per interval

( agent.deep.automatic.trace.clamp property) clamp value is exceeded. View the Deep Tracing|Auto
Tracing: Clamped: Clamped Traces supportability metric 

Note:

More information: 

•  Configure Smart Instrumentation 
•  Smart Instrumentation properties 

http://www.ca.com/us/collateral/service-offering/ca-apm-implementation-services.html
http://www.ca.com/us/collateral/service-offering/ca-apm-implementation-services.html
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When you manually run a transaction trace and any manual filters match an automatic trace, Introscope collects only the
manual trace.

Automatic Transaction Traces When Component Response Time Exceeded

You can deploy a PBD to trigger a transaction trace automatically when the component response time has been exceeded.
You create a PBD entry with a tracer to collect this automatic trace. For example, to collect a trace when a specific servlet
response time exceeds 10 seconds. Use the ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer tracer option to configure this
capability. 

Note:

More information: Configure Transaction Trace Options 

When ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer triggers a transaction trace, the first component in the trace includes
the Auto Trace Trigger Criteria component details property. The property displays Response Time <component
name> Threshold Value exceeded <value>. 

Deep Visibility Components

When smart instrumentation is enabled, agents automatically discover and collect detailed information about transaction
components to the method level. Agents discover and automatically instrument deep visibility components without the use of
ProbeBuilder Directives (PBDs). Introscope analyzes methods for their complexity to determine the calls and components to
instrument and display as deep visibility components.

Note:   Smart instrumentation is available only for Java agents, not .NET agents.

Things to know about deep visibility components:

• Deep visibility components do not include links to metrics. No metric data displays in the Investigator tree.
• Contain only class name, method name, and duration.
• The following component details properties display in Trace View:

• The property that is named Is Unmonitored indicates a deep visibility component.
• Instrumentation Level: Smart instrumentation level at which a transaction was discovered.
• Method Score Level: Smart instrumentation level that correlates to the score that the Introscope scoring algorithm

assigns to a deep visibility component method. Introscope can display deep visibility component methods having
varying scores within a transaction trace, error, or stall. For example, a transaction discovered using medium level can
display methods with method score levels of both medium and low.
Use the Instrumentation Level and Method Score Level properties to understand the smart instrumentation visibility
depth of a transaction trace. You can also understand the visibility depth of methods within a trace. For example, you
can compare the number of methods that smart instrumentation discovers at two different instrumentation levels.
You can note the smart instrumentation level at which Introscope scores some specific methods. You can adjust the
monitoring solution for the desired monitoring visibility balancing overhead and visibility.

• The lightning bolt icon that identifies deep visibility components in WebView does not display in Workstation.

Depending on your requirements and environment, you can configure the depth smart instrumentation. For example, configure
whether the agent automatically discovers and instruments a low, medium, or high amount of the application code.

Entry Points

Automatic entry point discovery allows you quickly to monitor and triage Java applications without manually
configuring ProbeBuilder Directives.

When smart instrumentation and entry point detection are enabled, Introscope monitors threads that are involved in client
socket call transactions.  Smart instrumentation and entry point detection are configured as enabled by default. Entry points are
the transaction beginning points. A rules engine within the agent identifies entry point candidates. The agent instruments
and monitors the earliest entry point candidate in the transaction thread. Any entry point that an agent detects and persists is
enabled for monitoring by all agents sharing the installation directory. However, entry point metric reporting requires the same
code or framework classes to exist in the other application server JVMs.

Here are examples of transactions into which entry point detection automatically provides visibility:

• Technology stacks and frameworks that Introscope instrumentation does not already monitor
• Custom or proprietary API calls
• Background threads that consume critical resources and can affect the overall application performance 

Note:

Entry point detection does not support User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
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The agent saves entry points in the AutoPersist.pbd, which is persisted in the <Agent_Home>\core\config
\hotdeploy directory.

Warning:    The system user running the application server requires read/write access to the /hotdeploy
directory. These permissions allow the agent to write data to AutoPersist.pbd.

Entry points differ from frontends. The Java agent automatically discovers entry points, which are near the start of a
transaction call path. Frontends are manually defined in PBDs, and can be anywhere in a transaction call path.

Warning:    Do not make manual changes to AutoPersist.pbd. However, you can copy discovered entry points and can
use them in a different PBD.

Entry points metrics display in the agent-centric tree in the Automatic Entry Points subnode under the agent node.

Note:   Ensure the introscope.autoprobe.dynamicinstrument.enabled property in the IntroscopeAgent.profile is set to true. This
configuration allows the agent to report entry point metrics without requiring an application restart.

The agent reports the five standard BlamePoint metrics for each entry point. Entry points display in transaction traces.
Entry point names are formatted as entry point <class name _ method name>. Introscope reports entry point
supportability metrics.

You can configure entry points collection. For example, a configuration property limits the number of entry points that
AutoPersist.pbd can persist.

Note:

More Information:  Create New PBDs to Convert Entry Points to Frontends 

Automatic Backends

When automatic backend discovery is enabled, the agent automatically discovers and monitors application backends without
manual configuration.

A discovery engine within the agent identifies automatic backend candidates. Any automatic backend that an agent detects and
persists is enabled for monitoring by all agents sharing the installation directory.

Here are examples of backend types that automatic backend detection can find and monitor:

• Backend technology stacks and frameworks that the agent does not already monitor. Examples are NoSQL backends such
as MongoDB and Cassandra.

• Custom or proprietary backends

The agent saves automatic backends in the AutoPersist.pbd, which is persisted in the <Agent_Home>\core\config
\hotdeploy directory.

Warning:

• The system user running the application server requires read/write access to the /hotdeploy directory. These
permissions allow the agent to write data to AutoPersist.pbd.

• Do not make manual changes to AutoPersist.pbd. However, you can copy discovered automatic backends and can
use them in a different PBD.

You can configure automatic backend detection. For example, a configuration property limits the number of automatic
backends that AutoPersist.pbd can persist.

In the Trace View, the remote port and remote server name parameters display in the Component Details. 

 Starting, Stopping, and Restarting a Transaction Trace

Contents

To run a Transaction Trace session, you specify the agents whose transactions you want to trace, and how long to capture the
data. You can specify filter options to limit tracing to transactions that:

• exceed a threshold execution time you define
• match parameter values such as User ID, request headers information, etc.
• have errors, if ErrorDetector is enabled

When the Transaction Trace Session starts, Introscope captures Transaction Trace data that is specified in the agent profile, for
each transaction. The transactions that match the filter criteria appear in the Transaction Trace Viewer window, and are saved
in the Transaction Events database.

Starting a Transaction Trace Session
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To start a Transaction Trace session:

1. Select Workstation > New Transaction Trace Session.
The New Transaction Trace Session window opens.

2. In the Trace transactions section of the window, specify the minimum duration for transactions to be traced. Select
milliseconds or seconds from the drop-down list.
Note: Sub-second durations can have a negative impact on performance. 

3. To specify a transaction filter, select the checkbox to the left of the dimmed drop-down menu reading "User ID" in the
Trace transactions section, and select a type from the list:

• User ID -- enter an operator and a parameter value.
• Session ID -- enter an operator and a parameter value.
• URL, or URL Query -- enter an operator and a parameter value.
• Request Header -- enter a data type name, a condition, and a value.
• Request Parameter -- enter a data type name, an operator, and a parameter value.
• Session Attribute -- enter a data type name, an operator, and a parameter value.

Note: Data is only available for use in filters if the Introscope agent is configured to capture it. See the discussion of
Controlling Automatic Transaction Tracing Behavior in the DX APM Java Agent Implementation Guide and DX APM
.NET Agent Implementation Guide as appropriate for your environment. 

The filter conditions are as follows:

• equals -- Transactions in which the parameter value matches the string specified are traced.
• does not equal -- Transactions in which the parameter value does not match the specified string are traced.

Note: Transactions that do not include the parameter to which the filter applies are also traced. 
• contains -- Transactions in which the parameter value contains the specified string are traced.
• does not contain -- Transactions in which the parameter value does not contain the specified string are traced.

Note: Transactions that do not include the parameter to which the filter applies are also traced. 
• starts with -- Transactions in which the parameter value starts with the specified string are traced.
• ends with -- Transactions in which the parameter value ends with the specified string are traced.
• exists -- Transactions that include the parameter to which the filter applies are traced, regardless of the parameter value.
• does not exist -- Transactions that do not include the parameter to which the filter applies are traced.

4. Enter the trace session duration in minutes.
5. In the Trace Agents section, select one or more agents for which to trace transactions:

• To trace all agents that support Transaction Tracing, select Trace all supported Agents. This option traces supported
agents that are currently connected, and any that connect during the Trace session.

• To trace selected agents, select Trace selected Agent(s) and select agents from the list (CTRL + click to select multiple
agents).

6. Select OK to start the Transaction Trace session.
Transaction Trace results appear in the Transaction Trace Viewer.
In Live mode, transaction trace events from the last 20 minutes are displayed. Transaction trace event older than 20 minutes
are not displayed in live mode. No more than 500 transaction trace events are displayed.

Stopping a Transaction Trace session

To stop a Transaction Trace session:

• Click Stop, or
• Select Trace > Stop Tracing Session.

Restarting a Transaction Trace session

Restarting the Transaction Trace session resets the timeout to the user-defined time period and continues to trace Transactions
in the targeted agents using the same threshold criteria.

You can restart a Transaction Trace session:

• after a session has timed out.
• to restart a session you have stopped.
• to restart an in-progress session.

To restart a Transaction Trace session:

• Click Restart, or
• Select Trace > Restart Tracing Session.
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 Using the Transaction Trace Viewer

The Transaction Trace Viewer shows trace information for transactions that meet the criteria you specified for the trace
session.

     

The table in the top pane of the Transaction Trace viewer lists transactions that were traced during the session. You can sort the
rows by column by clicking on the column header. New transactions are inserted into the table in sorted order.

This table lists the columns in the transaction table:

 Field  Description 

Type The type of information in the trace row, one of:
Transaction Trace (T)
Error (E)
Sampled (R)
A transaction that random sampling chooses.

Stalled (S)
A stalled transaction
Error data only appears if ErrorDetector is enabled.

Asterisk
If an asterisk appears after the type symbol, some of the
components in the transaction were truncated or clamped.
Only transactions of types T and E can be clamped.

The types that are listed here apply to transactions available
in Live mode. When querying historical transactions, other
transaction types are available.

Domain Domain to which the traced agent is mapped.

Host Host on which the traced agent is running.

Process Agent Process name

Agent Agent Name

Timestamp Start time, in the agent computer system clock, of the
invocation of the root component.

Duration Wall clock execution time of the root component

Description The URL that was invoked to initiate this transaction, or
the Introscope path to the component that initiated the
transaction.

UserID The ID of the logged-in user that is running the transaction (if
it is configured and available).

The Transaction Tracer window includes three tabs:

• Summary view
• Trace view
• Tree view

Summary View

The first time that you select a transaction in the transaction table, the Summary View opens. When you select a transaction
that has been opened before, it opens in the most recently selected view.

This information appears for the currently selected transaction in each tab:

• The fully qualified agent name
• Start time, in the agent computer system clock, of the invocation of the root component
• Execution time of the root component in milliseconds
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Summary View shows metrics for the components in the selected transaction. Metrics include the path; number of calls; call
length in milliseconds; and the minimum, average, and maximum call times. Double-click one of the metrics that are listed in
the table view to open the metric in the Browse tree.

At the bottom of the Trace window, the Transaction Trace status bar shows:

• Number of transactions that were collected in the session.
• Filter criteria for the Transaction Trace session.
• Remaining time before the current session times out.

Note:

For correlated transaction components, the Summary View and Tree View tabs display only the scope of the first JVM. The
Trace View tab displays the entire scope of related transaction components. Be aware of this limitation when switching from
Trace View to the other tab views.

Trace View

Trace View shows a selected transaction in a graphical stack display of the components that make up the transaction. When
you select one of the components, you can see component details in the bottom pane of the viewer.

The Trace View shows:

• Each component in the transaction as a bar
• Percentage of total transaction execution time for each component
• Calling relationships between components

The bars for components are displayed from top to bottom in calling order.
• Transaction sequence over time

The placement of components from left to right indicates sequence. Relative wall clock time in milliseconds appears across
the top of the Transaction Snapshot.

• Deep visibility components, which Introscope automatically discovers and instruments using smart instrumentation without
the use of PBDs.

Note:

 Smart Instrumentation is available only for Java agents, not .NET agents.
• Errors within transactions if ErrorDetector is enabled

Red slices in the Transaction Snapshot represent errors within transactions.

Note:

 The default time range for traces in live mode is 20 minutes. Traces older than 20 minutes are not displayed in live mode.
Traces are aged out (not shown) after they are more than 20 minutes old. 

In the Trace View you can perform these actions:

• Hover your mouse pointer over a component to open a tooltip.
• Right-click a component to open the Investigator and view component metrics.
• Right-click a component to instrument, in runtime, one, many or all of the methods the component calls.

This capability is named dynamic instrumentation. 
• Select a component in the Trace View to open the Transaction Component Details pane.

Transaction Component Details

The component details of the Trace View show this information:

• Type
High-level component (for example, EJB, Servlet, JSP in Java, and ASPX in .NET)

• Name
Name of the component.

• Path
Full resource name of component.

• Duration
The execution time of the selected component. Default unit is milliseconds.

• Timestamp (relative)
Start time, in the agent host computer system clock, of the invocation of the selected component.

• % of total transaction time
Percentage of total transaction time that the selected component takes.

• Properties
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Any optional properties reported by the component (for example, URL, URL Query, Dynamic SQL) or defined
for collection in the agent profile (User ID, Request Header, RequestParameter, or Session Attribute).
You can select the text of any field in the Properties details and can copy it using CTRL+C.

 Property  Description 

User ID (Servlet, JSP, ASPX) User ID of the user invoking the HTTP servlet request.

URL (Servlet, JSP, ASPX) URL passed through to the servlet or JSP, not including the
query string (text after the '?' delimiter in the URL

URL Query (Servlet, JSP, ASPX) Portion of the URL that specifies query parameters in the
HTTP request (text after the '?' delimiter in the URL)

Session ID (Servlet, JSP, ASPX) The HTTP session ID associated with the servlet request, if
any.

Dynamic SQL (Dynamic JDBC or ADO.NET Statements,
when SQL Agent is installed).

Generalized dynamic SQL statement, as it would be seen in
the aggregate form in the SQL agent.

Callable SQL (Callable JDBC or ADO.NET statements,
when SQL Agent is installed).

Callable SQL (with the '?' still present).

Prepared SQL (Prepared JDBC or ADO.NET statements,
when SQL Agent is installed).

Prepared SQL (with the '?' still present).

Method (Blamed Tracers; everything but servlets, JSPs and
JDBC statements for Java, ASPX and ADO.NET for .NET)

Name of the traced method

Is Unmonitored Smart instrumentation discovers the name of the traced
component. No metrics are collected for this component.

Trace Truncated Transaction trace is truncated at the last method in the trace.
The truncation is typically due to deep recursive calls.

Auto Trace Trigger Criteria The trigger for Introscope to collect an
automatic transaction trace. For example, an
error or exceeded component response time
when ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer tracer
is deployed.
When ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer is
the trigger, Auto Trace Trigger
Criteria displays Response time of <component
name> exceeds threshold <value>.

 Auto Trace Trigger Criteria displays the
following triggers when agents collect cross-process
transactions in automatic transaction traces:

• When an upstream agent triggers a cross-
process transaction, Auto Trace Trigger
Criteria displays the Introscope trigger. For
example, error or Response time of <component
name> exceeds threshold <value>. 

• When a downstream agent triggers a cross-
process transaction, Auto Trace Trigger
Criteria displays Cross Process Trigger .

Instrumentation Level Smart instrumentation level at which a transaction is
discovered.

Method Level Score The smart instrumentation level that correlates to the
score the Introscope scoring algorithm assigns to a deep
visibility component method. Introscope can display deep
visibility component methods having varying scores within
a transaction trace, error, or stall. For example, a transaction
discovered using medium level can display methods with a
method level scores medium and low.
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Tooltips in the Transaction Trace Viewer

You can hover your cursor over any of the individual components, or layers, of the graphical depiction of a transaction. A
tooltip displays details about the component.

The tooltip displays this information:

• Path
• Duration
• Timestamp (relative)
• % of total transaction time

Sequence View

The Sequence View tab displays transaction components in the order in which a process calls the components.

Clamped Transactions

A clamp property prevents unusual transaction trace results from consuming too many
cycles. The clamp on transaction trace components is set by default at 5000. This
property, introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp, is specified in the
IntroscopeAgent.profile. You can configure Java agent and .NET agent properties.

Transaction trace components that exceed
the introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp limits are marked with an asterisk.

Things to notice:

• The first row of traces is selected.
• The Type symbol is marked with an asterisk. The asterisk signifies some of the components in the transaction were

truncated or clamped.
• A tooltip indicates how many components were truncated. In the example above, 15 of the components in the selected trace

exceeded the number
the introscope.agent.transactiontrace.componentCountClamp property specified.

• The components which were not truncated appear in the Summary View tab at the bottom of the viewer.
• Each agent has an IsClamped heuristic value, with 0=not clamped, and 1=clamped.

 Appearance of Exported XML File When Transactions are Clamped 

When a trace component is clamped, the exported XML file is well-formed, and includes a parameter like:

<Parameter Value="15" Name="Components Not Shown"/>

To see a tooltip with more information about a trace:

1. Select one of the traces in the table.
2. Hover your cursor over the selected trace.

The tooltip displays trace type and number of truncated, or clamped, components.

To sort the traces by type:

• Click the heading of the Type column in the table.

 Searching for Clamped Transactions 

You can search for clamped transactions by issuing a historical event query. Use a string example in your query, as shown in
this example:

componentsNotShown:[1 TO 9999]

Using a string ensures that the query returns traces that had clamped transactions.

Note:

 Because the historical event viewer search uses Lucene syntax, these syntax rules apply to historical event queries:
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• The word TO in the string is case-sensitive.
• The search syntax is lexicographical, not numerical. For this reason, performing historical queries

using componentNotShown as a query filter can return incorrect results.
• Strings beginning with * (asterisk) or ? (question mark) are not allowed.

Viewing Errors with Transaction Tracer

When ErrorDetector is enabled, you can use the transaction tracer to identify and view errors.

About the Tree View in Transaction Tracer

View the transaction components in a hierarchical view of information. You can navigate to the component and can identify
performance problems.

You can view components that are instrumented using PBDs and deep visibility components. Introscope automatically
discovers and instruments deep visibility components without the use of PBDs.

Note:

 Smart instrumentation is available only for Java agents, not .NET agents.

Follow these steps:

1. In WebView, click Tools, Transaction Tracer.
2. Select a transaction trace in the table.
3. Click the Tree View tab in the lower pane.
4. Expand a node in the tree.

Each node in the tree displays the component, name, duration, and percentage of total transaction duration. The color of the
circle icon indicates the duration:

• Red: Component duration > 25 percent of total duration
• Yellow: Component duration > 9 percent < 25 percent of total duration
• Green: Component duration <= 9 percent of total duration

 

 
5. In the graphic, you can follow the red circular indicators down the tree. You see the methods that are involved with most of

the transaction time. For example, the AxisServer::invoke method took 95 percent of the 37 ms it took the transaction
to run.
 
Trace components that do not contribute a significant amount of time to the transaction are color-coded with a green icon.

6. Select a component to view the following information in the Component Details area:

• Component type, name, and path
• Duration, timestamp, and total transaction time

Note:

For correlated transaction components, the Summary View and Tree View tabs display only the scope of the first JVM.
The Trace View tab displays the entire scope of related transaction components. Be aware of this limitation when switching
from Trace View to the other tab views.

Aggregated Data for Multiple Transactions

In the transaction tracer, you can select multiple transactions to see aggregated data for all the components in the traces.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a list of transactions by running a Transaction Trace.
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2. Select multiple transactions using CTRL-click or SHIFT-click.
3. Open the Summary or Tree view to see the transaction data aggregated.

• Transaction Tracer shows the aggregated data in the table.
You might need to scroll down to see all the data.

• The Tree View shows the aggregated data.
In the Tree view, Transaction Tracer adds a node if the selected transactions do not share a common root node. The
node is named Root.

Note:

More Information:

•  Using Dynamic Instrumentation
•  Print, Save, and Export Transaction Trace Information

 Using Dynamic Instrumentation

Contents

  

Instrumenting a method means attaching byte code to the method, thereby enabling Introscope to monitor several aspects of the
method's performance.
Note: By default, dynamic instrumentation is not enabled for agents running on Tomcat. To enable this feature, open
the IntroscopeAgent.profile and set the following property to true as follows: 

introscope.agent.remoteagentdynamicinstrumentation.enabled=true

Instrumenting a method dynamically means inserting the instrumentation during runtime, without the need to restart the
application server.

You can dynamically instrument one, more or all of the methods during a transaction trace session, and subsequently view
metrics returned by the newly instrumented methods. This allows you to do dynamic application performing tuning.
Note: Only users whose administrators have granted them certain (usually administrative) permissions can use this
functionality. Permissions are controlled in the domains.xml file.

When you instrument one or more methods through the Transaction Trace View:

• The instrumentation is temporary, lasting only for the duration of the transaction trace session.
• The instrumentation can be made permanent through a dialog, without the need to manually create a .pbd file.
• The instrumentation provides the five basic metrics, viewable in the Investigator tree under the metric browser tab.

Note to users on the .NET operating environment

Dynamic instrumentation is supported on the.NET operating environment with limited functionality. Each of the topics in this
section contains guidance on the extent to which the functionality outlined in the topic is supported on .NET.

In this section

This section tells you how to do the following tasks:

• Temporarily instrument called methods.
• View and understand traces on instrumented methods.
• View metrics collected on a temporarily instrumented method.
• Convert temporary instrumentation to permanent.
• Remove temporary or permanent instrumentation.
• Export instrumentation.
• Modify the instrumentation level.

Note: After executing one of the instrumentation changes described in this section, the agent may take several seconds
to process the change. During this interim, no additional dynamic instrumentation changes can be made during this
interim until the agent is finished making the changes. You may see an error message if you try to execute additional
instrumentation changes. 

Temporarily Instrumenting One, More or All Called Methods
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Using the Transaction Trace Viewer, you can see the methods called by a selected trace component and temporarily instrument
one or more of them.

To temporarily instrument one or more called methods:

1.  Start a transaction trace.
2. When transactions begin to appear, click the Trace View tab.
3. Select one of the transactions displayed in the transaction table.

When you select one of the transactions, the Transaction Trace Viewer displays the transaction's components in the viewer
pane as a series of stacked bars sometimes referred to as the "upside-down wedding cake."

4. Right-click one of the components.
5. From the menu, select View All Called Methods...

A dialog appears with a list of all the methods called by the selected transaction component.
The dialog shows which methods are already instrumented, and which are Instrumentable, or available for instrumentation.

6. Select method to instrument.
7. Select Add Instrumentation. 

You instrument one method at a time using the View All Called Methods dialog, and repeat the steps to instrument other
methods.

Methods you selected to instrument appear in the existing Transaction Trace as green segments, as long as this Transaction
Trace is running.

The Stop button in the Transaction Trace viewer allows you to stop a trace before its time runs out. When you do this, any
temporary instrumentation will disappear. This happens because, by definition, temporary instrumentation is not saved
anywhere and lasts only for the duration of the trace.

To get information about instrumented methods:

1. Start a transaction trace.
2. When transactions begin to appear, select the Trace View tab.
3. Right-click one of the transactions displayed in the transaction table and select View All Called Methods... 
4. In the View All Called Methods dialog, right-click one of the methods marked Instrumented and select Get Instrumentation

Info...
A new dialog appears with information about the instrumented method.

5. Select the resource listed to get more information about the method.

Note:   You can remove the method from instrumentation by right-clicking on the method and selecting Remove. For more
information about removing instrumentation, see Removing temporary or permanent instrumentation.

Viewing and understanding traces on instrumented methods

Temporarily instrumented methods appear in the Transaction Trace Viewer as green segments, as shown in the illustration
below. Note there are two green segments; the one on the right is brighter green because it has been selected. A user has also
right-clicked the segment to reveal the context menu, providing several actions that can be taken.

 

 

To understand the information they represent, note:

• Each instrumented method will appear only during the duration of the Transaction Trace session. Their instrumentation
expires at the end of the session.
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• Each instrumented method is identifiable by its name.
• You can identify problematic methods by noticing the duration (size) of the segment, as displayed in the Transaction Trace

Viewer. The size of the segment is analogous to the time it took for the method to execute. Unexpectedly large segments
are likely causes of slow transactions.

• You can hover your cursor over any of the methods that appear in the Trace View, and a tooltip will show metrics
information about that method.

Note to .NET users

The option "Add Temporary Instrumentation to All Called Methods" is not available to .NET users.

Once you have identified problematic methods, you can:

• Convert temporary instrumentation on a method to permanent instrumentation.
• View metrics on the method.
• Remove instrumentation from methods. 

Viewing Metrics Collected on a Temporarily Instrumented Method

There are two ways to view metrics on temporarily instrumented methods:

• Hover your cursor over the method in the Trace View or in the View Detailed Instrumentation Info dialog. A tooltip shows
metrics on the method.

• Jump from a segment in the Transaction Trace viewer directly to the Agent tree displayed in the metric browser tab. The
node on the Agent tree will bear the name of the segment.
Note: To name a segment/node, you configure its name in the Make Instrumentation Permanent dialog. See Converting
Temporary Instrumentation to Permanent below.

Note: Metrics are not collected on temporarily instrumented methods on .NET applications.

To view metrics in the metric browser tab:

1. Right-click the segment.
A context menu appears. (You can see an illustration with this menu in the section entitled Viewing and understanding
traces on instrumented methods.

2. Select <Method_Name> in Investigator.
A new Investigator window opens to the metric browser tab, with the node corresponding to the tracer segment highlighted.

Convert Temporary Instrumentation to Permanent

After viewing the metrics from temporarily instrumented methods, you can make instrumentation permanent.

To convert temporary instrumentation to permanent:

1. In a Transaction Trace Viewer showing one or more temporarily instrumented methods (distinguishable by their green
color and by the icon which signifies temporary instrumentation), right-click one of the segments.
The temporary instrumentation icon is shown below:

 

 
2. Click Make Instrumentation Permanent... 
3. In the Make Instrumentation Permanent dialog, enter the following information:

Properties: 

 Property  Description 

Node Name Metrics will appear in the metric
browser tab of the Investigator tree
under this name.

Path (optional) Metric path for the metrics.

To create a new path, type the new
path, like:

Node Name|Subnode Name
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Tracer Type Tracer type to be used. Only the
DynamicBlamePointTracer type is
supported.

Calling Method The name of the method that calls this
class. Non-editable.

Instrumentation applies to all calling
methods (check box)

Select to make permanence apply to all
calling methods.

Narrow instrumentation to this class
only (check box)

You can narrow this action to apply
only to the selected class (i.e., the class
represented by the selected Transaction
Trace component), whose name is
listed next to this option.

The temporary instrumentation will be
removed, and only this class will be
assigned permanent instrumentation.

By default, the "Make Permanent"
action will apply to all classes derived
from the original interface or abstract
class.

Note: When you narrow
instrumentation using this option, you
apply permanent instrumentation to
only one class at a time. To apply to
more than one class, repeat the steps in
this section.

Groupings:

Optionally, you can assign the newly permanent instrumentation to an existing tracer set, or to a new one.

 Property  Description 

New Tracer Group Select this to create a new tracer group,
enter the name of the group, and assign
the instrumentation to this group.

Existing Tracer Group With this option selected, you can
select one of the existing tracer groups
from the drop-down selector.

New Label Type the name of a new label to apply
to the saved instrumentation. This
string will be the basis for a the name
of a new .pbd file.

Existing Label With this option selected, you can
select one of the existing labels from
the drop-down selector. The labels
correspond to existing .pbd files.

4. Click OK.
5. In the confirmation dialog, click OK or Cancel.

The newly created permanent instrumentation appears as follows:

• As a standard segment (still green colored) in the Transaction Trace Viewer without the "temporarily instrumented" icon.
• As metrics in the Investigator tree, in the location you specified.

Note to .NET users

Users on the .NET operating environment must restart their .NET application to see newly created permanent instrumentation
as described.
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Warning:   You should be careful about the level of instrumentation you export and subsequently use. The
"TraceAllMethods" option should never be used in a production environment because of the performance implications;
it is intended to be used in preproduction only, for the purpose of initially creating a custom PBD which is then pared
down. Good practice is to use the search function to filter and pare down instrumentation before you export it from
your sandbox environment to the test environment and certainly before using it in a production environment.

Note: The "Trace All Methods" option mentioned in the paragraph above is not available to .NET users.

Notes about instrumentation that has been made permanent

When you make instrumentation permanent, the instrumentation is saved in a PBD in the Dynamic directory. This directory
will be automatically created if it doesn't exist yet. Existing PBDs are not overwritten.

Only one temporarily instrumented method at a time can be converted to permanent instrumentation.

Removing Temporary or Permanent Instrumentation

After viewing the metrics returned by instrumented methods, you can remove instrumentation from the methods.

Note: In some situations, auto-removal of temporary instrumentation in an agent can take 5 to 6 minutes.

When you remove permanent instrumentation through options in the context menu, the newly created PBD in the Dynamic
directory is deleted if the PBD has no other instrumentation.

Note: The method of removing instrumentation mentioned in the paragraph above is not available to .NET users.

You can remove instrumentation in either of three ways:

• By selecting a component from the graphical "wedding cake" view in the Transaction Trace Viewer.

Note: Only this method is available to .NET users. The two other methods below are not.
• By selecting a row in the View Detailed Instrumentation Info dialog and clicking Remove. 
• By removing labels from instrumented classes and methods, starting from the Investigator tree.

In addition, you can remove temporary instrumentation simply by stopping the Transaction Trace.

Remove instrumentation by selecting a component from the graphical view

1. Identify a segment from which you want to remove instrumentation.
You can select either a permanently instrumented segment (colored green), or a temporarily instrumented segment (green
with an icon which signifies temporary instrumentation).

2. Right-click the segment.
The illustration above shows a green segment which the user has right-clicked.

3. Select Remove Instrumentation... 
4. Click OK.

The removed component or method does not appear in any subsequent traces.

Remove instrumentation by selecting a row from the View All Called Methods dialog

Note:

This method of removing instrumentation is not available to .NET users.

1. Right-click a component, i.e. one of the rows of the table.
2. Select View All Called Methods...

A dialog displays all called methods, indicating those which are already instrumented.
3. Right-click an already instrumented method.
4. Select View instrumentation Info...

A dialog displays the instrumentation for the selected method, including:

• whether the method is dynamic
• whether the instrumentation is currently enabled

5. Right-click one row.
6. Select Remove.

The removed row disappears from the dialog.
7. Select Close to close the dialog.

The removed component or method does not appear in any subsequent traces.

Remove instrumentation by removing labels from classes and methods

Note:  This method of removing instrumentation is not available to .NET users.
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1. In the Investigator tree, right-click an agent node.
2. Select Remove Dynamic Instrumentation.

The Remove Dynamic Instrumentation dialog opens. It lists the labels which have been assigned to classes and methods
which the selected agent monitors. Each label corresponds to a .pbd file which resides in the Dynamic directory.

3. Select one or more labels. Use CTRL-click to multi-select.
4. Click OK to permanently remove the instrumentation represented by the selected labels.
5. In the confirmation dialog, click OK.

The Browse tree will automatically be refreshed to display only metrics which are still instrumented. Subsequent
transaction traces will not display any of the classes or methods whose instrumentation you removed.
Note: This method of removing instrumentation works on permanently instrumented classes only. 

Exporting Instrumentation

Once you have used the dynamic instrumentation features in Workstation to instrument classes or methods, you can save the
instrumentation to a file, then import it to other agents. The result is a .pbd file with the same functionality as one created
through other means.

You can only export permanent instrumentation.
Note to .NET users: This functionality is not supported for .NET. 

From the Browse tree:

1. Right-click the agent icon.
2. Select Export Dynamic Instrumentation. 
3. Select either All Instrumentation or Labeled Items.
4. If you select All Instrumentation, skip to step 7.

Note: If you choose Tagged Changes, you can search using regex. 
5. Select a label.
6. Click OK.
7. In the Save As... dialog, enter a name for the .pbd file.
8. Click OK.

You can use the saved .pbd file to apply the same instrumentation to other agents.

Important: When exporting dynamic instrumentation, you should be careful about the level of instrumentation you export
and subsequently use. The "TraceAllMethods" option should never be used in a production environment because of the
performance implications; it is intended to be used in preproduction only, for the purpose of initially creating a custom PBD
which is then pared down. Good practice is to use the search function to filter and pare down instrumentation before you
export it from your sandbox environment to the test environment and certainly before using it in a production environment.

Modifying Instrumentation Level

Tracer groups are sets of instrumented classes. They are defined in .pbd files, and their main function is to allow you to turn
instrumentation of a tracer group on or off to facilitate performance monitoring and triage. For complete information about
how tracer groups are defined and used, see Java Agent.

Starting from the agent tree in the metric browser tab, you can:

• Dynamically enable or disable tracer group instrumentation.
• Reset tracer group instrumentation to original settings.
• Keep your changes permanent.

Note to .NET users: This functionality is not supported for .NET. 

To dynamically enable or disable tracer groups:

1. In the Metric Browser tree, right-click an agent node.
2. Click Change Instrumentation Level.

The Change Instrumentation Level dialog displays all tracer groups configured on the selected agent, with their current
state.

3. Select one or more (using CRTL-click) tracer groups and:

• To enable a group which is not currently enabled, click Enable.
• To disable a group which is currently enabled, click Disable.

Enabled means instrumentation exists for an individual tracer group.
The dialog will display an asterisk in the rows you have enabled. However, the tracer group's state is not changed until you
click OK.

4. Click OK to activate the changes.
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The agent tree in the metric browser tab updates to reflect the changes.

When you click OK on your changes, it modifies instrumentation on the agent, but your changes are not saved in the .pbd file
in the Dynamic folder.

You can:

• Reset tracer groups to original settings.
• Make your changes permanent.

To reset tracer groups to original settings:

1. In the agent tree in the metric browser tab, right-click an agent node.
2. Click Change Instrumentation Level to open the Change Instrumentation Level dialog.
3. Click Reset All.

When you select Reset All, you return the state of the Tracer Groups to the current permanent state.
4. Click OK.

To make tracer group instrumentation changes permanent:

1. In the Investigator tree, right-click an agent node.
2. Click Make Instrumentation Level Permanent...

The Confirm Instrumentation Change dialog opens. This dialog summarizes the changes you are making permanent.
3. Click OK.

 Query Stored Events

Transaction Trace session results are automatically stored in the Transaction Event Database. Transaction events include
Transaction Traces and errors, including stalls (if you have installed Introscope Error Detector.) The Transaction Event
Database contains Transaction Traces that were automatically sampled by Introscope . The database also contains the results of
Transaction Traces sessions you run yourself.

The Transaction Event database supports these types of queries:

• historical events (basic) -- see Querying historical events
• similar events (to selection)
• correlated events (to selection)

Note: Be sure that you run some Transaction Trace sessions before you use the historical query, so that there is data to
query. 

Query Syntax

The sections below describe how to use the Historical Query facility to query stored errors. The query facility:

• Is case-insensitive -- for query strings or values for query options.
• Supports the asterisk (*) wildcard character -- Enter a fragment of a search term followed by the asterisk. (You may not

start a search term with the asterisk character). For instance, to look for errors associated with a component whose name
includes the string Shopping, use the query string Shopping*.

• Supports Boolean operators -- Search terms can use Boolean logic, such as "AND", "OR", "NOT". and "()" groupings.
• Supports exclusion conditions -- Use "+JDBC -CICS" to look for transactions with JDBC but not CICS.
• Supports query options -- Use the options described in Query options and syntax to limit your query error events that

occurred in a particular timeframe, or are associated with particular users, or elements of the hosting environment (as
identified by domain, agent, host, or process).

Query Historical Events

You can query historical transaction events.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Workstation > Query Historical Events.
The Historical Query Viewer opens.
The Query field will display, in a drop-down, up to twelve previous searches from this session, or previous sessions by the
same Workstation user. This enables you to select one of your saved searches instead of retyping it.

Tip: By default, the field remembers up to twelve searches; you can designate a different number of searches
for the field to remember by editing the introscope.workstation.historical.query.history.limit property in
IntroscopeWorkstation.properties.

2. In the Query field, enter a combination of:
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• the query option type: to include all transaction events that match the specified type.
• a query string -- to search for errors that contain or match a string. If you don't enter a query string, all errors events are

returned.
• query options -- to limit your search based on event parameters, as defined in Query options and syntax.

Tip: As you begin typing in the Query field, the searches displayed in the drop-down will be limited to those that match
what you have typed.

3. Use the Time Range option to filter your query based on a time range, if appropriate -- see Viewing historical data for an
explanation of how to use the Time Range option.
If you don't select a time range, the query uses the default of All and does not apply a filter.

4. Click Go.
Transactions that match the query are displayed in the Historical Query window -- the format is similar to the Transaction
Trace Viewer. For more information see Using the Transaction Trace Viewer.
Note: Only 500 events can be viewed. If more than 500 events match the query, the oldest 500 are shown. 

Query Options and Syntax

Queries use Lucene regular expression syntax to locate and substitute text strings.
Note: For information about Lucene syntax, see the Lucene website (lucene.apache.org) and search for "query syntax." 

 

Field Description Example

agent Limits the search to events reported by a
particular agent.

agent:ControlledRangeAgent

domain Limits search to events related to
component(s) in a given domain.

domain:AcmeWest

fullAgent Limits search to events reported by
specific agent(s), as specified by its full
path:

domain|process|host|agent.

fullAgent:AcmeWest| Custom Metric
Host|

ControlledRange

Agent

host Limits search to events that occurred on
a particular host.

host:Wmiddle01

process Limits search to errors related to
component(s) in a given application.

process:Custom Metric Host

root Limits search to events associated with
specific component(s), as specified by
metric path.

root:servlets|accountServlet

type Specifies the type of event to include in
query results.

errorsnapshot -- Limits search to error
events.

normal -- Returns transaction events
captured in user-initiated Transaction
Traces.

sampled -- Returns transaction
events that were captured as a result
of Introscope's default transaction
sampling.

type:errorsnapshot

type:normal

type:sampled

http://lucene.apache.org
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url Limits search to events associated with
the specified transaction URL path
prefix.

The path prefix is the portion of the
URL that follows the hostname. In the
following URL:

http://burger1.com/bWar/burgerServlet?

ViewItem&category=11776&item=55562630&rd=1

... the path prefix is:

/bWar/burgerServlet

url:/bWar/burgerServlet

urlParams Limits search to events associated
with the specified transaction URL
parameters.

URL parameters follow a question mark
(?) in the URL. In this URL:

http://ubuy.com/ws/shoppingServlet?

category=734&item=3772&tc=photo

the URL parameter portion is:

?category=734&item=3772&tc=photo

Note: urlParams cannot start with a
wildcard character.

urlParams:category=734*

user Limits search to events for transactions
associated with the specified Username.

user:jdoe

duration Limits search by event duration (default
milliseconds).

 

componentsNotShown Limits search to events where a given
component is not shown

 

durationencoded No definition provided  

time Limits search to events before or after a
specified time.

time:[yyyyMMddHH] where y=year,
M=month, d=date, and H=hour of day

traceID Limits search to events with a specified
trace ID.

traceID:1340419311156\:3957

Note: A backslash (\) character is
required before the second colon (:).

If the following special characters are part of your query, Lucene syntax allows you to escape them with a backslash (\)
character:

+ - && || ! ( ) { } [ ] ^ " ~ * ? : \

For example, to search for (1+1):2, use the query:

\(1\+1\)\:2

Note: The * (asterisk) and ? (question mark) characters are not supported at the beginning of a query.
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Query for Similar Events

In Introscope you can query for events that are similar to a selected event. For example, similar events might be events that all
contain the same components (Servlet > EJB > SQL) with varying response times. Introscope considers events similar if 60%
of the strings within them (component names, SQL tables names, and so forth) overlap.
Note: Even if a transaction type event is selected, both transactions and errors might be returned in the results (errors are only
be returned if ErrorDetector is installed). 

Follow these steps:

1. With a window of query results open, select a table row.
2. Select Trace > Similar Events.

Introscope lists similar events in the Historical Query window.

Query for Correlated Events

In Introscope you can query for events that are correlated -- those that are part of the same larger transaction. For example, a
browser response time event is correlated with a servlet transaction event.
Note: Even if a transaction type event is selected, both transactions and errors might be returned in the results. 

Follow these steps:

1. With a window of query results open, select a table row.
2. Select Trace > Correlated Events.

Introscope lists correlated events in the Historical Query window.

 Print, Save, and Export Transaction Trace Information
 

You can perform these activities with transaction trace information:

• Print a transaction trace window. 
• Save transaction trace data as an XML file that can be opened later in a Transaction Trace window. 
• Export Transaction Trace data as a text file for review in a text editor. 

     

Print a Transaction Trace Window

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Workstation > Print Window.
The Page Setup window opens. The print defaults are letter size and portrait orientation.

2. Click OK to proceed, or change options then click OK.
The Print window appears.

3. Select printing options, then click OK.
Note: Printing a page range is not supported (everything prints on one page).

The contents of the entire Transaction Trace window prints, scaled to fit on one page.

Save Transaction Trace Data

Save transaction trace data to an XML file. Later you can open the file in a transaction trace window to reproduce the
transaction trace.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Transaction Trace Viewer, select the Transaction Traces to save:

• CTRL + click to select multiple Transaction Traces.
• Edit > Select All to select all Transaction Traces in the window.

2. Click Save As.
3. Open the file or select a location in which to save the file.
4. If you are saving the file, enter a file name, and click Save.

Opening Saved Transaction Tracer XML Data

You can open and view saved Transaction Trace data in a new Transaction Trace window. You can share the saved files
through e-mail or stored the files on a shared network drive. Sharing the files enables users to collaborate on problem analysis.
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When opening saved Transaction Trace data:

• You cannot restart the Transaction Trace session being viewed.
• Links from Transaction Trace components to their metric paths are unavailable if the metric paths are not live in the

Enterprise Manager to which the Workstation is connected.

 To open saved Transaction Trace data in an XML file: 

1. Select Workstation > Query Historical Events
2. Select Trace > Open Saved Events (XML).
3. Select the XML file from the browser window, and click Open.

The data in the XML file appears in a new Historical Query window.
Note: When you view saved historical events in an XML file, correlated events are displayed, but are not shown as
correlated. To see the correlation for historical events in a Transaction Trace, view an active trace (see Querying for
correlated events). 

Now you can perform these actions:

• Export a Transaction Trace as a text file
• Select Transaction Traces within the data and save them as a new XML file.

Export a Transaction Trace to a Text File

 To export Transaction Traces to a text file: 

1. In the Transaction Trace Viewer, select the Transaction Traces to export:

• CTRL + click to select multiple Transaction Traces
• Edit > Select All to select all Transaction Traces in the window.

2. Select Trace > Export.
3. Select a location to save the file, and name the file (default name is <root component type>_<root component name>.txt.),

and click OK.

Sample Transaction Trace XML File

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
<TransactionTracerSession EndDate="2005-03-15T17:28:13.953-08:00" Version="0.1" Duration="32"
 StartDate="2005-03-15T17:28:13.921-08:00" User="Admin">
    <TransactionTrace Duration="32" Domain="SuperDomain"
 EndDate="2005-03-15T17:28:13.953-08:00" AgentName="WebLogic Agent" Host="rnadimpalli-dt3"
 StartDate="2005-03-15T17:28:13.921-08:00" Process="WebLogic">
        <CalledComponent MetricPath="Servlets|ActionServlet" ComponentName="ActionServlet"
 Duration="32" ComponentType="Servlets" RelativeTimestamp="0">
            <CalledComponents>
                <CalledComponent MetricPath="JSP|__register" ComponentName="__register" Duration="16"
 ComponentType="JSP" RelativeTimestamp="16">
                    <CalledComponents>
                        <CalledComponent MetricPath="JSP TagLib|HtmlTag|doStartTag"
 ComponentName="doStartTag" Duration="0" ComponentType="JSP TagLib"
 RelativeTimestamp="16">
                            <Parameters>
                                <Parameter Value="doStartTag" Name="Method"/>
                            </Parameters>
                        </CalledComponent>
                        <CalledComponent MetricPath="JSP TagLib|BaseTag|doStartTag"
 ComponentName="doStartTag" Duration="0" ComponentType="JSP TagLib"
 RelativeTimestamp="16">
                            <Parameters>
                                <Parameter Value="doStartTag" Name="Method"/>
                            </Parameters>
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                        </CalledComponent>
                        <CalledComponent MetricPath="JSP TagLib|MessageTag|doStartTag"
 ComponentName="doStartTag" Duration="0" ComponentType="JSP TagLib"
 RelativeTimestamp="16">
                            <Parameters>
                                <Parameter Value="doStartTag" Name="Method"/>
                            </Parameters>
                        </CalledComponent>
                        <CalledComponent MetricPath="JSP TagLib|MessageTag|doStartTag"
 ComponentName="doStartTag" Duration="0" ComponentType="JSP TagLib"
 RelativeTimestamp="16">
                            <Parameters>
                                <Parameter Value="doStartTag" Name="Method"/>
                            </Parameters>
                        </CalledComponent>
</TransactionTrace>
</TransactionTracerSession>

 Monitor with Workstation

DX APM power users understand that DX APM is best used not only in investigating application problems, but also to
monitor nominal application performance. Once you understand what nominal performance looks like for your application,
you are better equipped to understand the signs of application performance issues and breakdowns. 

This section contains the following topics:

• Understand Nominal Performance
• Read and Understand Notifications
• Diagnose the Problem with the Metric Browser Tab

 Diagnose the Problem with the Metric Browser Tab

 Contents 

     

The following tools in the metric browser tab help you find more information about an issue:

• Historical metrics
• Search
• Transaction Tracer
• Thread dumps

Using Live and Historical Metrics

By default, the views in Workstation are of live metrics, with the data refreshing every 15 seconds. Data which is not displayed
in a live chart is saved by Enterprise Manager as historical data. To diagnose a problem which may have begun some minutes
or hours ago, you view historical data.

Viewing Historical Data in the Metric Browser Tab

To view historical data, you select a time range -- using a time range can help you quickly identify the time a problem
occurred. For example, if you think the problem occurred within the last hour, you could set the time range to an hour and look
at the data from the current time backward. If you don't see the problem within that hour range, you can use the controls to
move backward or forward to locate the time the problem occurred.

 To view historical data: 

1. Select the metric or dashboard for which you want to see historical data.
2. Select a time range for the historical view from the Time Range drop-down menu.

Introscope shows the data for that range, using the duration that you selected from the Time Range drop-down menu and
setting the end time to the current time.
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Note: When you use the time-range control to view historical data, the range you select is applied to other metrics or
dashboards in the same window, and to any new windows that you open. 

3. To select a resolution to adjust the granularity of the view, increase or decrease the number of data points that appear.
Each pre-defined time range is associated with a default resolution. Typically, you will not need to change this. Changing
the resolution is generally useful when you need to see a greater level of detail or granularity in the data than is displayed
by default.

4. After selecting a time range you can adjust it, using the controls to scroll in increments based on the time range you
selected:

• Drag the slider on the time bar to change the time range.
• Click the arrows to move backward and forward in time.

The single arrows move backward or forward in small increments; the double arrows move backward or forward in
time increments that are about the time of the selected time range.

• Click the Reset icon to reset the end time of the range to the current time.

Using Zoom on Historical Data in Graphs

When you are viewing historical data in a graph, you can zoom in on data.

 To zoom in on data in a chart: 

• Do one of these:

• Click the mouse pointer on a graph position and drag to specify the time range.
• Right-click on the graph and click Zoom to fit data.

Introscope refreshes the data in the viewer based on the new query, and the time range in the viewer shows the new range.

 To zoom back out: 

1. Right-click the zoomed-in chart.
2. Click Zoom Out or Zoom All the Way Out.

The global time range in the window and the Time Range control do not change automatically when you zoom in on data. For
example, if you zoom in on a ten-minute period on a graph with the Time Range set to 1 hour, the graph shows the ten-minute
period but the control remains at 1 hour, and the time bar still shows the hour range.

 To set the global time range and the Time Range control to match the zoomed view: 

• Click the Set Time Range From Zoomed Range button:

 

 

Using Search

The Search tab (see Search tab) is active for every node of the Investigator tree. Using this tab, you search for any of the
metrics under a particular node.

 To find the Search tab: 

1. Select a node in the Introscope tree.
2. Select the Search tab.

 To use plain text search: 

1. Enter a string in the search pane.
2. Press Go or Enter.

The search results are displayed in table format. The results show all resources whose name includes the search string.
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Tip:

 Selecting any of the metrics listed in the table displays a chart showing a live view of the metric.

 To display results including Min, Max and Count for each result: 

• Select Show Min, Max and Count.

Tip:

 You can select Show Min, Max and Count after searching and the results will refresh with the new columns.

 Using regular expressions 

The Search pane accepts any regular expression using Perl 5 regular expressions language.

Tip:

 Perl 5 regular expression language is also used to define metric groupings.

 To use regular expressions in search: 

1. Select Use Regular Expressions. 
2. Enter a regular expression in the Search pane.
3. Press Go or Enter.

The Search tab displays the results.

Using Transaction Trace

The Transaction Tracer is a powerful tool enabling you to trace the activity of transactions as they flow through a Java Virtual
Machine (or a Common Language Runtime [CLR] in a .NET environment) inside a production application.

See Use the Transaction Tracer.

Using thread dumps

Viewing a thread dump can help you identify the source of JVM performance problems.

In these example situations, you can collect and analyze a thread dump. This agent JVM snapshot can help you understand the
source of a slowdown, hanging server, or unusually high CPU usage.

• A Workstation displays stall metrics but no transactions show up when running a Transaction Trace. This situation can
happen because transactions are not getting completed, and the Enterprise Manager is getting incomplete information about
the agent server hang.

• CPU usage for an application is low, yet there are long response times. This situation can indicate that all of the threads in
an operation are deadlocked, blocked, or waiting.

• If a method is taking a long time to load, one thread can be using a large amount of CPU. Meanwhile, all the other threads
wait for the single thread to complete its task before starting their next tasks.

 Note: You must have thread_dump permission to collect a thread dump or load a previous thread dump. For more
information, see the DX APM Security Guide.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select an agent node in the metric browser tree, then click the Thread Dumps tab.
2. Click the Collect New button.

The header displays the thread dump time. The thread dump summary bar displays the total number of number threads and
number of threads that are waiting, blocked, or running.

 Note: Running thread dumps affects DX APM performance. For best performance, pause between thread dumps.
3. To examine information about one thread, select it in the thread information table.

Each thread is associated with a stack trace, which lists all methods in the order called and displays in the thread stack trace
table.

• Click the Hide redundancies check box in the thread stack trace table to hide the redundant methods that are displayed.
If more than one method of the same class is called consecutively in the stack trace, then only the first method is
displayed. If the check box is not selected, then all the methods in the stack trace are listed in the thread stack trace table
When the redundant calls are hidden, the Thread Dumps tab displays the number of additional hidden calls in angle
brackets to the right of the method name.
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For example, if you have selected a thread and these methods display in the stack trace table:

java.net.PlainSockettlmpl.SocketAccept(Native Method)
java.net.PlainSockettlmpl.accept(PlainSockettlmpl.java:457)
java.net.ServerSockettimpl.Accept(ServerSockettimpl.java:473)
java.net.ServerSockettimpl.accept(ServerSocket.java:444)
com.ibm.rmi.transport.ListenerThread.run(ListenerThread.java:166)

... Then, when you select the Hide redundancies checkbox, these methods display:

java.net.PlainSockettlmpl.SocketAccept(Native Method) <1>
java.net.ServerSockettimpl.Accept(ServerSockettimpl.java:473) <1>
com.ibm.rmi.transport.ListenerThread.run(ListenerThread.java:166)

The later calls for the java.net.PlainSockettlmpl.SocketAccept and java.net.ServerSockettimpl.Accept methods are now
hidden in the trace stack. These calls are included in hidden method count of <1>.

4. Use the search pane to search for a specific string within all the thread dump information.
5. List all threads, or threads in a deadlocked, blocked, running, or waiting state.

• Click the Threads State drop-down list (to the right of the search pane) then select the state.
• Use the Threads State drop-down to further filter a search.

6. To save current thread dump to a text file, click the Save as Text button. Save the thread dump text file to the location you
select.
Introscope saves all the thread dump details in the thread information table to a text file. You can send the file to another
person or look at it using a text editor.

 Note: You cannot import the thread dump text file data into the Thread Dumps tab for viewing.
7. View thread dump details for a previous thread dump.

1.1 Click the Load Previous button.
2.1 Select one row in the Load a Previous Thread Dump dialog, then click OK.

The data for the selected thread dump displays in the Thread Dumps tab.
Note: You can select from all previous thread dumps, which Introscope saves to a different location than the saved thread
dump text files. You can view one previous thread dump at a time. 

8. Compare threads from a healthy agent with threads from an agent experiencing problems.

Tip:

 Open an Investigator for each agent, then collect a thread dump for each agent.

 Read and Understand Notifications

Notifications of application performance problems and breakdowns can take different forms.

  

Alert Notifications in Dashboards

The most obvious form is a visual notification on a Console dashboard. The illustration below shows a dashboard with a single
graph which has been configured with a yellow line showing the Caution threshold at 3000 ms and the Danger threshold at
4000 ms.
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The graph shows:

• The Average Response Time crossed the Caution threshold several times in the last several minutes.
• The Average Response Time crossed the Danger threshold once, about two minutes ago.
• According to the most recent measurement, application performance is in a Caution state.

The indicators under the graph show another way of indicating alert status. The way your dashboards appear depends on how
you, or your administrator, have configured them.

When you see a dashboard showing a Caution or Danger condition, the alert indicator is usually rolling up metrics from several
sources. Your task should be to find out what underlying metrics are causing the condition.

Alert Messages

Alert messages are triggered by an action that is associated with an alert status. These alerts appear automatically. You can also
view alert messages by selecting Workstation > Show Alert Messages.

 Understand Nominal Performance

Understanding what normal application performance looks like builds familiarity with your system and Introscope tools and
utilities. This understanding gives you a broader context to understand the inevitable problems. When something goes wrong,
you have the background knowledge to dig in and find the problem.

Three different nodes in the Investigator tree are especially helpful in enabling you to monitor application performance. These
nodes -- GC Heap, Frontends, and Backends -- might be thought of as the vital signs of your application.

Monitor Performance with the GC Heap Metrics

Garbage Collection is the process of freeing memory that is taken up by objects no longer in use; once memory is freed
up it is usable by other objects. The GC Heap (Garbage Collection heap) metrics provide a good tool for monitoring and
understanding application performance.

GC Heap|Bytes In Use

GC Heap|Bytes In Use reports the amount of memory being currently used by objects.

GC Heap|Bytes Total

GC Heap|Bytes Total reports the total amount of memory that is allocated by the JVM.

Allocating either too small or too large an amount of memory to the JVM can lead to performance problems. In brief, you can
use these guidelines:
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• When you allocate too little memory, the GC process runs more frequently, leading to short but frequent performance
degradation problems.

• When you allocate too much memory, when the GC process runs, it takes a relatively long time and causes a performance
degradation during that time.

You can use these metrics to help determine the correct size of the memory heap.

After you determine the correct size, you can watch the GC Head metrics over time to understand what nominal performance
looks like. The Bytes In Use metric should show periodic increases and decreases. Over time the metrics form a repeated
pattern, and show no evidence of a memory leak.

Monitor Performance with the GC Monitor Metrics

GC Monitor provides a set of metrics about the JVM internal workings, including memory allocation and heap growth rate. GC
Monitor helps you allocate the JVM heap by verifying that all garbage collectors and their memory pools are allocated
properly. In this way, you can detect GC issues that are adversely affecting performance.

Supported JVMs

GC Monitor supports only the following JVMs:

• Sun JVM, version 1.5.0 and higher, both 32-and 64-bit
• IBM, version 1.5.0 and higher, both 32-and 64-bit

To use GC Monitor metrics to tune the memory allocation:

1. In the Metric Browser tree, navigate to the agent node on the host whose GC activity you want to monitor. Expand the GC
Monitor node.

2. Monitor the metrics and memory pool use of each garbage collector.
3. Based on the metrics, reallocate the size of memory pools to increase GC efficiency.

If you need guidelines to help you reallocate the size of memory pools, see documentation appropriate for your JVM.

Monitor Performance with Frontends Metrics

You can use the Frontends node in two ways to monitor general application performance: by monitoring the standard metrics,
and by noting the top URLs.

Monitoring standard frontends metrics

Introscope displays the five basic Introscope metrics for each frontend in the Metric Browser tree, under Frontends|
Apps|<Frontend_Name>.

Good performance

An application is performing well when a high volume of requests being handled (Responses Per Interval), corresponds with
low latency (a low Average Response Time). A good rule is approximately one second per transaction.

Problematic performance

Concurrent methods are methods that started during an interval without finishing during the same interval. Because you want
methods to complete quickly, an unusually high number of concurrent invocations is undesirable. You can see temporary
spikes in concurrent invocations, but the metric should return to zero each time. The metric not returning to zero can indicate a
bottleneck of threads, number of database connections, or some other shared resource.

For more information about using Frontends metrics to monitor performance, see the DX APM Sizing and Performance.

Recognizing worst-performing transactions

Another good way to monitor performance is to be aware of which transactions are consistently slow. You can configure a data
viewer to display the slowest transactions as a bar chart.

One of the best ways to display the slowest transactions is to configure URL groups as the base for your metrics grouping.

Monitor Performance with Backend Metrics

The Backends node of the Investigator tree shows the five standard metrics for each connected backend system.

Two different metrics under the Backends node help you recognize nominal performance.

SQL Statement Frequency

Staying aware of which SQL statements are processed most is a good way to familiarize yourself with application
performance.
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To look at SQL statement frequency as a measure of performance:

1. Under the Backends node, open the node for the application you want to monitor.
2. Under the application, open the SQL node.

The Overview tab displays a list of queries and other SQL statements running against the database resource.
3. In the right pane Queries section, click the Responses column heading to sort the table by number of responses.
4. Note the SQL queries that are sent most.

Database Connection Patterns

Stay aware of your application database connection patterns, and be aware when the pattern is broken.

The way your application establishes and maintains database connections depends on the platform.

 Use the Workstation

The Workstation Console displays metric information in dashboards. Dashboards are pre-configured windows that present
graphical views of current or historical performance and availability metrics.

When you open the Console, it shows live performance and availability data. You can view historical data by selecting a time
range.

 Navigating Among Dashboards in the Console

Contents

You can select Console dashboards in several different ways:

• Dashboard drop-down list
• Forward and backward buttons
• History list
• Home button
• Hyperlinks

Dashboard Drop-down List

You can select dashboards from the drop-down list at the top of the Console page. You can type all or part of the dashboard
name, to narrow the selections in the list.

After you have viewed several dashboards, you can navigate among them:

• using forward and back arrows
• using the drop-down list next to the forward arrow and back arrow.
• If you have defined a home dashboard in your user preferences, you can open it by clicking the Home button.

Navigate Using Hyperlinks

You can use hyperlinks to navigate between Introscope dashboards and the Investigator:

• Automatic hyperlinks -- Introscope automatically links a Data Viewer to the metric grouping it is based on. The Links
menu for the viewer contains a link to the underlying metric grouping definition in the Management Module Editor.
Similarly, dashboards that contain Data Viewers based on the same metric grouping are automatically linked, and you can
navigate between them using the Links menu.

• Custom hyperlinks -- You can define custom links for dashboard items, to link to other dashboards or to web pages. You
can define custom links if you have dashboard editing permission.
Note: Some out-of-the-box Console dashboards -- for example, EM Capacity -- do not automatically contain links to
underlying data. Edit these default dashboards or create new dashboards with links.

To see a list of available dashboard links:

1. Right-click a dashboard object.
2. Select Properties > Links.

If no links are available for an object, the Links menu is disabled

To follow dashboard links:

1. Hover your cursor over a dashboard object that has a hyperlink.
The pointer changes to a hand.

2. Double-click the object to follow the link to its default target.
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Creating Dashboard Favorites

To simplify access to dashboards that you use often, you can add them to the Console Favorites menu.

To add a dashboard to your favorites:

1. Navigate to the dashboard.
2. Select Favorites > Add to Favorites.

Note: Favorite links are not retained when you rename or delete a favorite dashboard. Update the link, or delete the old link
and create a new one. 

To delete a dashboard from favorites:

1. In the Console, select Favorites > Organize Favorites.
2. Select a dashboard.
3. Select Delete.

To edit the list of favorites:

1. In the Console, select Favorites > Organize Favorites.
2. Select a dashboard.
3. Select Edit.

Launching Investigator from Console

If you are viewing live data in the Console and launch the Workstation Investigator from this Console, you can view live data
in the Investigator also. However, in the Investigator, the default value for time range is 8 minutes and resolution is 15 seconds.
You do not have the option of entering a custom time range and resolution for the live mode in the Investigator.

If you are viewing historical data in the Console and launch the Workstation Investigator from this Console, you can view
historical data in the Investigator also for the same time range and resolution that you selected for the historical data in the
Console.

Launching Console from Investigator

If you are viewing live data in the Investigator and launch the Workstation Console from this Investigator, you can view live
data in the Console also. However, in the Console, the default value for time range is 8 minutes and resolution is 15 seconds.
You can enter a custom time range and resolution for the live mode in the Console.

If you are viewing historical data in the Investigator and launch the Workstation Console from this Investigator, you can
view historical data in the Console also for the same time range and resolution that you selected for the historical data in the
Investigator.

Find More Information from Dashboards

When you want more information about the data that is presented on dashboards, you can use shortcuts to get more
information.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click a graph or an alert, select Links, and navigate to the corresponding alert in the Management Module or another
dashboard that are associated with the graph or alert.

2. Double-click a metric from the chart displaying the Top N (for example, top 10 or 25 slowest) metric data to view its
details in the Investigator.

Filtering by agent with the Console Lens

You use the Console Lens to filter metric data for the agents that are reporting data. In a dashboard that shows data for more
than one agent, you can use the Console Lens to view data only for selected agents.

When you apply the Console Lens, that filtering remains in effect until you close the Console window, log out from the
Workstation, or use the Clear Lens command.

Applying the Console Lens

To apply the Console Lens:

1. Select the Lens button (or select Dashboard, Lens).
If the Console is in Live mode, the dialog lists the currently connected agents. If you are viewing a time range of historical
data, the dialog box lists agents connected for the selected historical range.

2. In the Select Agent dialog, select a single agent, or select multiple agents (select and drag, or CTRL/click) on which to
filter.
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Note: You can begin typing an agent name, hostname, or process name in the Search field. As you type, the agent list
filters to match what you type.

3. Select Apply or press Enter.
The dashboard refreshes to show only data for the selected agent(s). The arrow on the lens changes from light blue to black
when a lens is applied.

Unsupported Widgets

Some dashboard widgets do not support the lensing feature:

• Graphs powered by calculators
• Graphs based on a Virtual Agent powered by a simple alert. This includes the Top 10 Connected Agents graph on the

Overview dashboard.

Note: When editing a dashboard to add a new simple alert, be aware that when a lens is applied to the dashboard some time
may elapse before the new alert displays any status data. 

Clearing the Console Lens

To clear the Console Lens:

1. Select Lens.
2. Clear the Lens by clicking the Clear button on the Apply Console Lens dialog.

Console Lens and tab views in dashboards

The effect a Console Lens has on an Investigator View in a dashboard depends on the type of tree item with which the view is
associated.

If the Investigator item associated
with the view is:

and... then

a domain a single agent is selected in the lens... ...the item association changes to a
single agent selection. If the view
doesn't support agent selection, an error
message appears.

an agent a single agent is selected in the lens... ...the item association changes to a
single agent selection.

a metric a single agent is selected in the lens... ...the same metric on the selected agent
becomes the current selection. If that
metric does not exist an error message
appears.

a metric path a single agent is selected in the lens... ...the same metric path on the selected
agent becomes the current selection. If
that path doesn't exist, an error message
appears.

another item type an error message appears.

If more than one agent is selected, an error message appears.

If the lensed agent is a Virtual Agent, the view shows data for that agent, if it supports that type of selection. You can
determine what views are supported for a given item type by selecting an item in the tree, and observing the view tabs that are
available.

A Virtual Agent is a group of physical agents that are configured to be a single agent, enabling you to see an aggregated view
of the metrics reported by several agents.

Manipulating the contents of Data Viewers

Data Viewers in the Investigator viewer pane or in a dashboard show data from an instrumented application in a visual form.
Data appears in a Data Viewer based on the type of data -- for example, metrics appear as graphs, and alerts appear as colored
indicators. Data Viewers can display data from a metric, a resource, or an element, such as an alert.

In Data Viewers, you can:

• Display minimum/maximum metric values in a graph
• Show or hide metric data in a graph
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• Change the scale of graphs
• Move metrics to the front or back in graphs
• Export data

Displaying minimum/maximum metric values in a graph

You can configure a graph to show minimum and maximum values.

To show the minimum and maximum values of metrics and metric groupings in a graph:

1. Select the graph in the Console to select it.
2. Show the minimum and maximum values in one of two ways:

• Right-click the Data Viewer and select Show Minimum and Maximum.
• Select Properties menu, and select Show Minimum and Maximum.

Note: This change remains in effect only while you view the current dashboard. If you open a new Console or switch to
a different dashboard, this setting reverts to the default, which does not show minimum and maximum metric values. To
show minimum and maximum metric values by default in a Graph, turn on this option while editing a dashboard with
the Dashboard Editor.

Showing/hiding metric data in a graph

If you are viewing the data from multiple metrics in one graph, you can show or hide individual metric data.

To show or hide a metric in a graph:

1. Display a graph in the dashboard in the Console.
2. You can:

• Show the metric by clicking its check box.
• Hide the metric by unchecking its check box.

Note: Show/hide metric options are not available when you view graphs or bar charts that are displaying sorted or
filtered data. 

Changing the scale of graph charts

You can change the scale of graph charts while viewing live data in Workstation, to provide a more readable view. You change
the scale of a chart by setting a minimum and maximum value for the chart's data axis.

The chart scaling feature is available only for graph charts in Live mode. It is not available for any other viewer type such as
bar chart, top ten, or string viewer.
Note: Scale changes that you make to a chart are temporary -- the settings are not saved with the dashboard. When you select a
new dashboard or close the Console window, Introscope discards the settings and returns to the scale options that were applied
when the dashboard was created. 

To view the scale of a graph chart:

• Click on a chart to select it, and then:
• Select Viewer > Scale Options, or
• Right-click the chart and select Scale Options from the context menu.

The Data Options dialog box opens.

Setting the Auto Scale Minimum and Maximum default values provides a more readable view of charts in Live mode.

To rescale using min and max values:

1. Click on a chart to select it, and then:

• Select Viewer > Scale Options, or
• Right-click the chart and select Scale Options from the context menu.

2. Enter the minimum and maximum values for the data axis of the graph.
3. Select OK.

For example, if the chart data values lie primarily between 350 and 550 but the chart value axis shows 0-1000, it might be
helpful to set the scale Min value to 300 and Max value to 600 for a better view of the relevant data.

To force minimum and maximum values:

1. Click on a chart to select it.
2. Select Viewer > Scale Options.
3. Select Pin at on both the Minimum and Maximum sides of the dialog, and enter a value for the minimum and maximum

points of the data access.
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4. Select OK.

Setting Min and Max values for a chart showing live data is risky, however, if there is a chance the data may exceed the values
you set.

To avoid this problem, use the Auto Scale option to automatically set the graph to change its scale according to the data it
displays.

To rescale using Auto Scale:

1. Click on a chart to select it.
2. Select Viewer > Scale Options.
3. Select AutoScale on both the Minimum and Maximum sides of the dialog.
4. Select OK.

The resulting chart's data axis is reset based on the data in the chart. This often results in sharper valleys and peaks in the graph
display

You can also set the scaling options to Auto Expand. This option uses 0 as the bottom of the data axis and automatically
expands and scales the data axis to display all data for the time range.

To rescale using Auto Expand:

1. Click on a chart to select it.
2. Select Viewer > Scale Options.
3. Choose Auto Expand on both the Minimum and Maximum side of the dialog.
4. Select OK.

Moving metrics to front/back in graph

When a graph contains multiple metrics, it is possible for data points to overlay each other. You can use the Bring to Front or
Send to Back options to choose which metric appears at the top of the list of metrics.
Note: The Bring to Front/Send to Back options are not available when viewing graphs displaying sorted or filtered data. 

To change the overlap order of metrics in a graph:

1. Open the Console and display a graph in a dashboard.
2. Right-click the label of the metric to change, and choose an option from the menu:

• Bring to Front (moves selected metric to the top of the metrics listed)
• Send to Back (moves selected metric to the bottom of the metrics listed)

The metric moves to the chosen position.

Copying a Data Viewer to the clipboard

You can copy a snapshot of the data in a Data Viewer to the clipboard as a bit-mapped image. You can then paste the image
into an email or other document, or any application that accepts bit-mapped images. This is a handy tool if, for example, you
want to show data in a Data Viewer to a colleague, or perhaps use it in a presentation.

To copy a Data Viewer to the clipboard:

1. Open a Console and select a Data Viewer
2. Select Viewer > Copy to Clipboard as Image.

Note: You cannot copy multiple Data Viewers. 

Exporting data from Data Viewers

You can take a snapshot of current data in a Data Viewer and export it to a comma-separated values (.csv) file. You can export
data from all Data Viewer types except the alert.

To export data from a Data Viewer:

1. In the Console, select a Data Viewer.
2. Select Viewer > Export Data.
3. In the Save dialog box, choose a location to save the .csv file and select Save.

 Live and Historical Data in the Workstation Console
 

You can view live data in the Console, or can select a range of time to view historical data. The default view of data is Live.

You can see whether the Workstation is in Live mode by looking at the Time range drop-down list.
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View Live Query Data in the Workstation Console

 Follow these steps: 

• Click Live to enable it and view live data.

The default value for time range is 8 minutes and resolution is 15 seconds. You cannot enter a custom time range and
resolution for the live mode in the Console.

 Note: Click Live to disable it and select a time range and resolution from the drop-down list to view historical data. You can
also enter a custom time range.

 To view live query data and historical data in the Workstation Console: 

• To view live query data for time range greater than 8 minutes, edit the
introscope.enterprisemanager.workstation.extendedLiveQuery property in the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file
in the <EM_Home>\config directory as follows:
 
introscope.enterprisemanager.workstation.extendedLiveQuery=true
 
When this property is set to true, you can use the Time range and Resolution drop-down lists in the Workstation dashboard
in the Live mode. These options let you enter custom time range and resolution for the live mode instead of the default time
range of 8 minutes and resolution of 15 seconds.
 
You can set the time range for a greater period than the default time range of 8 minutes.
 
Note: The maximum time range for which you can view live data is 30 days. If you enter a time range greater than 30 days,
the Time Range is set to 8 minutes by default. The number of data points that are displayed in the dashboard is equal to
(Time Range/Resolution). If (Time Range/Resolution) is less than 2, the resolution is set to 15 seconds by default.

Warning:  Setting the time range to greater than 8 minutes might impact the performance of Enterprise Manager due
to the disk I/O operations needed to fetch data from SmartStor.

Enable and Disable Live Mode

In the Workstation Console, live mode is enabled by default. You can enable or disable live mode by clicking the Live button.

 Note: When the Console is in the live mode and the resolution is 15 seconds, the resolution that is shown in the Console
(toolbar) is used to display the live data. When the Console is in the live mode and the resolution is a number greater than 15
seconds, the resolution from the widget is used to display the live data.

View Historical Data

To view historical data, you select a time range. When you select a time range, Introscope immediately shows the data for that
range, sets the end time to the current time, and bases the duration on your time range selection.

 To switch from live to historical data: 

• Click the Live button.

With live mode disabled, you can:

• Select a time range and resolution from the drop-down lists.
• Enter a custom time range
•  View historical data.

The time range controls can help you identify the time that a problem occurred. For example, you think the problem occurred
within the last hour, so you set the time range to an hour and look at the data from the current time backward. If you do not see
the problem within that hour range, use the controls to move backward or forward to locate the time that the problem occurred.

 To view historical data: 

1. Select the metric or dashboard for which you want to see historical data.
2. Select a time range for the historical view from the Time Range drop-down list.

 
Introscope shows the data for that range, using the duration that you selected from the Time Range drop-down list and
setting the end time to the current time.
 
Note: If your historical time range includes a year, a four-digit year is required. 
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For example, suppose that you select a time range at 4:06:45, with a duration of 8 minutes -- the end time for the range is
therefore set to 4:06:45, and the start time is 3:59:30.
 
Note: When you use the time-range control to view historical data, the range you select is applied to other metrics or
dashboards in the same window, and to any new windows that you open. 

3. Now you can select a resolution to adjust the granularity of the view, by increasing or decreasing the number of data points
that appear.
 
Each predefined time range is associated with a default resolution. You typically do not need to change this setting.
Changing the resolution is useful when you want to see a greater level of detail or granularity in the data than appears by
default.
 
From here, you can:

• Select a predefined time range from the drop-down list, or
• Enter a value into the Resolution field. Enter numeric values, followed by the duration -- seconds, minutes, hours, or

days. For example, "90 Seconds".
4. After you select a time range you can adjust it, using the time range controls.

 Alerts in historical mode do not reflect historical alert state 

Alert values are not captured in any database, so if a dashboard in historical mode displays alerts, those alerts do not reflect the
historical state. If data for the alerts is being reported in the present time, the alerts reflect live, not historical values.

Time Range Controls

You can use time range controls to scroll in increments that are based on the time range you selected.

 Slider 

Drag the slider on the time bar to change the time range.

 Arrows 

 

 

Click the arrows to move backward and forward in time.

The single arrows move backward or forward in small increments; the double arrows move backward or forward in time
increments that are about equal to the time of the selected time range.

 Reset icon 

 

 

Click the Reset icon to reset the end time of the range to the current time.

 Lock Icon 

 

 

Clicking the lock icon maintains your selected resolution as you select different time ranges by zooming in on data.

Define a Custom Time Range

 To define a custom time range to view historical data: 

1. Select the metric or dashboard for which you want to see historical data.
2. Select Custom Range from the Time Range drop-down list.
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The Custom Range window opens, showing the current date (Today) highlighted with an outline.
3. Select dates:

 

1.1 Use the calendar controls to select the start and end dates and times.
2.1 Use the menu controls at the top of the calendar to select the month and year, select the date on the calendar, and type

in the time in the time field at the bottom of the calendar.
3.1 Click OK.

Workstation shows the data for the custom range.

Zoom into Historical Data in Graphs

When you view historical data in a graph, you can zoom in on data by clicking the mouse pointer on a graph position and
dragging, to specify the time range.

Introscope refreshes the data in the viewer based on the new query, and the time range in the viewer shows the new range.

The global time range in the window and the Time Range control do not change automatically when you zoom in on data. For
example, if you zoom in on a 10-minute period on a graph with the Time Range set to 1 hour, the graph shows the 10-minute
period but the control remains at 1 hour, and the time bar still shows the hour range.

You can override the default zoom actions in these ways:

• Set the global time range and the Time Range control to match the zoomed view: select Viewer > Set Time Range From
Zoomed Range, or click the Set Time Range from Zoomed Range icon.

• Lock your selected resolution by clicking the Lock icon.
• Hold down the shift key while you zoom, to constrain zooming to the time axis.

 APM Metrics
 

DX APM displays application performance data that is collected from remote and local systems as metrics.

  

How APM Provides Metrics

DX APM monitors the application performance of individual methods as various application components execute them.

1. Probes that are inserted into application component bytecode report data to the agents.
2. The agents report the data to the Introscope Enterprise Manager. Other subsystems, like JMX and PMI, also report data

which agents collect.
3. The Enterprise Manager compiles this data into metrics -- application performance as measured at many points in the

application subsystems.
Note: The Enterprise Manager records performance time for system events in a performance log file, <EM_Home>/logs/
perflog.txt. As an alternative to the metrics displayed in the Investigator, the perflog.txt file can contain useful information.

4. Metrics display in the user interface.
5. You can export the metrics to an external database.

Common Terms

To understand metrics, learn how DX APM uses some common terms.

More terms are available in the DX APM Glossary . 

 backend 

A backend is an external system, such as a database, a mail server, a transaction processing system (such as CICS or Tuxedo),
or a messaging system (such as WebSphere MQ).

 concurrency and concurrent invocations 

Concurrent methods are methods that started during an interval without finishing during the same interval. Because you want
methods to complete quickly, an unusually high value for concurrent invocations is undesirable.

 errors 

Errors that the application or system being monitored generates.

 events 
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An Introscope event is any action for which agents capture data in addition to metrics. Example events include transaction
traces, errors, and stalls. Introscope records events in specific situations, which include:

• Transaction traces
• Stalls
• Errors - captures throwing/catching exceptions, and traces all locations where exceptions are thrown and caught.

Note: Turn off exception catching in production because it can cause significant performance degradation.

 frontend 

A frontend is the component of an application that first handles an incoming request. The component can be a Servlet, a JSP, a
management DB, an EJB, or some other component.

 harvest 

Harvest is the process in which Introscope gathers data from Collectors.

 interval 

An interval is a user-defined time slice that is used to define and average metrics. In Introscope, this period is usually 7.5
seconds. Some of the monitored systems capture data at a different interval.

 response 

Response always refers to method execution. Response is measured as:

• count--the number of transactions finished during that interval.
• time--the time it took to execute a method, in milliseconds.

Responses Per Interval is the standard Introscope throughput metric.

 response time 

Response time is the period to execute a method that is measured as:

• average response time (ms) -- The average time, in milliseconds, it took to execute the method during the interval.
• response time, minimum, and maximum -- The lowest and highest response times during the interval.

 rate 

Rate is the number of method executions per second or time interval.

 stall 

A stall is an instance where the invocation time for a method has exceeded a threshold that an administrator defined.

Types of Metrics

Types of metrics include:

•  Count metrics 
•  Percentage metrics 
•  String data 

Count Metrics

Count is an integer. For example, count can represent:

• The number of data points which were averaged to compute a metric.
• The number of events since a certain point in time
• The number of threads in use

Examples of count metrics are errors and stall count.

Percentage Metrics

 Percentages are used to measure resource use against the maximum available resources. Examples are:

• CPU utilization
• Percentage of time that is spent in Garbage Collections during the last 15 minutes

String Data

In addition to measurements and status, Introscope collects information that identifies monitored applications and systems.
Examples of this type of data are system component names such as the name of a database, JVM versions, or IP address.
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 BlamePoint Metrics
 

DX APM uses five basic metrics named BlamePoint metrics. BlamePoint metrics provide initial direction for triagers to
identify the system experts who can assist with a problem.

 Note: BlamePoint metrics are also referred to as standard metrics.

APM reports these metrics wherever Java methods are monitored, for example:

• Frontends
• Backends
• SQL
• Servlets
• Web services (including the SOAP fault metric)
• EJB
• JSP
• All custom Java classes/methods

Most instrumented methods report these five metrics:

     

The following illustration shows how APM reports BlamePoint metrics for Java methods:

 

 

Average Response Time (ms)

The Average Response Time metric averages the response times of all requests that were completed during an
interval. Response Time is the period for a request to complete. This time provides a basic measurement of application
response speed, therefore:

• Low response times are desirable.
• High response times suggest a problem.

 Note: The count for Average Response Time is identical to the value of Responses Per Interval.
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The illustration shows an Average Response Time graph for an EJB session, as displayed in the Workstation. Things to notice:

• Mouse over a data point to see a tooltip with more information about the data point.
• In the example:

• The value of the data point, 8919 ms, is the average response time of the requests that are completed during the interval.
• The count, 4, means that four requests were completed during the interval selected.

• In addition to value and count, each data point has Min and Max data.

• Min is the lowest single value of the requests that are represented in the count. in this example, the request that took the
least time to complete.

• Max is the highest single value of the requests that are represented in the count. in this example, the request that took
the most time to complete.

Consider the following information about Average Response Time:

•  Triage Using Average Response Time
Use trends in Average Response Time, which is coupled with changes in other metrics, to identify and diagnose problems.

•  Consistent Problems
When accompanied by a low Available Thread count, consistently high Average Response Times can indicate the
following problems:
- Inefficient code
- Overuse of external system
- Slow backend
- Too many layers

•  Periodic Problems
Periodic spikes in a graph show high Average Response Times, which then return to normal. When accompanied by a low
Available Thread Count, periodically high Average Response Times can indicate:
- Frequent GC leaks
- Load-related backend bottleneck
When accompanied by a low CPU Utilization reading, periodically high Average Response Times can indicate:
- Internal chokepoint

•  Progressive Problems
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A steady increase in Average Response Time over a long period, when accompanied by a low Responses Per Interval
reading, can indicate a memory leak.

Concurrent Invocations

Invocations are requests that the application and its various parts handle. Concurrent invocations are the requests being handled
at a given time.

DX APM calculates the Concurrent Invocations metric by counting the number of requests which were still being handled at
the end of a particular interval.

• A low Concurrent Invocations value is desirable.
• A high Concurrent Invocations value suggests a problem.

Concurrent invocations start during an interval without finishing during the same interval. Because you want methods to
complete quickly, an unusually high number of concurrent invocations is undesirable. Temporary spikes in concurrent
invocations can occur, but the metric should return to zero each time. A metric that does not return to zero can indicate a
bottleneck of threads, number of database connections, or some other shared resource.

 

 

In the illustration, the value of 1 indicates that one request was still being handled at the end of the selected interval. Requests
that were still in flight at the close of the selected interval are likely to complete during subsequent intervals. Those requests
which do not complete before the ends of specified thresholds are named stalls (see Stall Count).

Consider the following information about Concurrent Invocations:

•  Triage Using Concurrent Invocations
Use trends in Concurrent Invocations, which are coupled with changes in other metrics, to identify and diagnose problems.

•  Consistent Problems
Consistently high Concurrent Invocation values can indicate the following problems: Overuse of external system, Slow
backend
When accompanied by a low Responses Per Interval reading, consistently high Concurrent Invocation values can indicate:
- Inefficient code
- Too many layers

• Periodic Problems
Periodically high Concurrent Invocation values are shown in a graph which periodically spikes, and then returns to normal.
This spike can indicate a load-related backend bottleneck.
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When accompanied by a low Available Connections reading, periodically high Concurrent Invocation values can indicate
frequently collected garbage leaks.
When accompanied by a low Available Thread Count reading, periodically high Concurrent Invocation values can indicate
an internal choke point.

•  Progressive Problems
A steady increase in Concurrent Invocations over a long period, especially when accompanied by a low Responses Per
Interval reading, can indicate a thread leak.

Errors Per Interval

Errors are the number of exceptions that JVM and HTTP error codes report. Examples of errors include:

• A 404 Page Not Found status reported by the HTTP server
• An SQL exception
• A Java exception

A low error count is desirable.

 

 

The metric is a simple count of errors that are reported during the interval. The illustration shows one data point selected with
a value of 11, meaning 11 errors were reported during that time slice. Because this metric is a simple count, the value and Max
value are always the same.

The metric path beneath the graph identifies the application reporting the exception. To find more information about the
errors that are shown in a graph, review the logs for that application.

For systems with ErrorDetector enabled, errors also generate error snapshots. Error snapshots provide details about what
was happening when an error occurred. This information is stored in the Transaction Events database. A large number of
errors generates a large amount of documentary information. Preventing this information is another reason to minimize errors.

Responses Per Interval

Responses Per Interval reflects the number of invocations finished in that interval. This metric is a measure of data throughput
and thus of application performance. The metric is a simple count of requests that are completed during an interval.

• The value of the Responses Per Interval metric is always the same as the count for the Average Response Time metric.
• Responses Per Interval is a metric of type IntCounter. This metric is not an average of the number of responses; it is always

the Max value of the number of responses during the interval.

Generally:
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• A high number is desirable.
• A low number is undesirable.
• An unexpected spike in responses could indicate overuse of the external system, such as a denial of service attack on a

website.

 

 

In the illustration, the tooltip shows the value of the selected data point. Because this metric is a simple count, the value and the
Max value of the metric are always the same.

Consider the following information about Responses Per Interval:

•  Triage with Responses Per Interval
Use trends in Responses Per Interval, which is coupled with changes in other metrics, to identify and diagnose problems.

•  Consistent Problems
Consistently high Responses Per Interval values can indicate an over-usage of the external system.

 Stall Count

Stalled requests are those requests which have not completed within a specified time threshold. (The default stall threshold is
30 seconds.) A request that is counted as stalled means that its execution exceeded the stall threshold.

• A low count is desirable.
• A high count is undesirable.

Stalls can represent any of the following cases. There can be other reasons for a stall, but these cases are the most common.

•  A thread in an infinite loop
Programmers sometimes write code in which a loop that should exit normally does not. When a thread enters an infinite
loop, the components calling it have an increase to their Stall Count. Infinite loops have the additional characteristic of
making a CPU core busy. For example, on a quiet system with four cores, if a thread enters an infinite loop, the total CPU
utilization can rise to about 25 percent. If a second thread enters the infinite loop, the CPU would rise to 50 percent, and so
on.

•  A thread waiting for a long time or a thread that will never timeout
When a thread tries to open a resource like a socket to a remote system, the programmer can specify that it stops after
a certain number of seconds. If this period is sufficient, for example, five minutes, the Stall Count rises and stays
incremented for the five minutes. Sometimes, the attempt to connect never times out, in which case the thread stays
occupied and the Stall Count never decreases.
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In many systems, there are threads that block in this fashion for routine reasons. This behavior is why the Stall Count can
sometimes be non-zero for a component even when the system is idle. Pay attention to the “natural” thread count, and take
issue only with abnormal changes.

•  A thread that is involved in a deadlock or livelock
Programmers use locks to ensure that data does not get corrupted. Sometimes the locks can be acquired in the wrong order,
in which case the program can develop what is known as a deadlock. A deadlock means that two or more threads are
stuck waiting for each other to progress. The threads are unable to progress without resources that the other threads have
already checked out. Deadlocks are catastrophic system failures in almost every case. Thread dumps are often the most
useful technique for identifying the broken code. A livelock is a deadlock in which one or more threads busily use CPU.
Deadlocks are distinct from infinite loops in that an infinite loop is only the result of a break condition to a loop, while a
deadlock involves the locking semantics, or “synchronized" code, of the application in which it occurs.

 Note: Information about stall events is stored in the Transaction Events database.

Consider the following information about Stall Count:

•  Stall Count Measurement
A Transaction Trace can show several requests that were not completed during the specified time threshold (stalls), but the
Investigator displays a different number as the Stall Count.
This number occurs because Stall Count is recorded as a point value (at a point in time during an interval) and not as a
range value (for a time period). There could be several stall values representing long transactions that are completed during
an interval, but only the count available during a single moment is used as the data point.

•  Triage with Stall Count
Use trends in Stall Count, coupled with changes in other metrics, to identify and diagnose problems.

•  Consistent Problems
Consistently high Stall Count values can indicate a slow backend system.

•  Periodic Problems
Periodically high Stall Count values can indicate a load-related backend bottleneck.

•  Progressive Problems
A steady increase in Stall Count values over a long period, especially when accompanied by a low Available Threads
count, can indicate a resource leak -- threads.

 JMX Metrics

The following metrics are available in the Investigator tree under the JMX node in the format: JMX\|(.*)\|(Type=)?<MBean
Name>:<Attribute Name>.

• ServerRuntime: OpenSocketsCurrentCount
The current number of sockets open on the server.

• ServerRuntime: SocketsOpenedTotalCount
The total number of sockets that have been opened on the server.

• ExecuteQueueRuntime: ExecuteThreadCurrentIdleCount
The number of idle threads that are assigned to the queue.

• ExecuteQueueRuntime: PendingRequestCurrentCount
The number of waiting requests in the queue.

• ExecuteQueueRuntime: ServicedRequestTotalCount
The number of requests that this queue processes.

• JDBCDataSourceRuntime: ActiveConnectionsCurrentCount
The number of JDBC connections currently in use in this datasource.

• JDBCDataSourceRuntime: ConnectionsTotalCount
The total number of JDBC connections created in this datasource from the time it was deployed.

• JDBCDataSourceRuntime: LeakedConnectionCount
The number of JDBC connections that were leaked.

• JDBCDataSourceRuntime: WaitingForConnectionCurrentCount
The number of connection requests waiting for a JDBC connection.

• JDBCDataSourceRuntime: NumAvailable
The number of JDBC connections that are currently available in this datasource.

• EJBCacheRuntime: ActivationCount
The total number of beans from this EJB Home that have been activated.

• EJBCacheRuntime: CacheAccessCount
The total number of attempts to access a bean from this cache.

• EJBCacheRuntime: CachedBeansCurrentCount
The current number of beans from this EJB Home that are in the EJB cache.
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• EJBCacheRuntime: CacheHitCount
The number of cache access attempts that have succeeded.

• EJBLockingRuntime: TimeoutTotalCount
Total number of threads that have timed out waiting for a lock on a bean.

• EJBPoolRuntime: BeansInUseCount
The number of bean instances from this pool that are currently being used.

• EJBPoolRuntime: IdleBeansCount
The number of bean instances from this pool that are currently free.

• EJBPoolRuntime: TimeoutTotalCount
Total number of threads that have timed out waiting for an available bean from this pool.

• EJBPoolRuntime: WaiterCurrentCount
Provides a count of the number of Threads currently waiting for an available bean instance from the free pool.

• EJBTransactionRuntime: TransactionCommittedTotalCount
The total number of transactions that have been committed for this EJB.

• JMSRuntime: ConnectionsTotalCount
The total number of JMS connections made to this WebLogic Server after the last reset.

• JMSRuntime: JMSServersCurrentCount
The total number of JMS servers that are deployed on this WebLogic Server instance.

• JMSPooledConnectionRuntime: NumAvailable
The number of available JMS sessions in the pool that are not currently being used.

• JMSDestinationRuntime: BytesReceivedCount
The number of bytes received in this destination after the last reset.

• JMSDestinationRuntime: ConsumersTotalCount
The total number of consumers that have accessed this destination after the last reset.

• JMSDestinationRuntime: MessagesReceivedCount
The number of messages received in this destination after the last reset.

• JMSDestinationRuntime: BytesCurrentCount
The current number of bytes stored in the destination.

• JMSDestinationRuntime: ConsumersCurrentCount
The current number of consumers accessing this destination.

• JMSDestinationRuntime: MessagesCurrentCount
The current number of messages in the destination.

• JMSDurableSubscriberRuntime: MessagesReceivedCount
The number of messages that this durable subscriber receives after the last reset.

• JMSDurableSubscriberRuntime: BytesCurrentCount
The number of bytes that this durable subscriber receives.

• JMSDurableSubscriberRuntime: MessagesCurrentCount
The number of messages still available by this durable subscriber.

• JMSServerRuntime: BytesReceivedCount
The total number of bytes that this JMS server receives after the last reset.

• JMSServerRuntime: BytesCurrentCount
The current number of bytes stored on this JMS server.

• JMSConnectionRuntime: SessionsCurrentCount
The current number of sessions for this connection.

• TransactionNameRuntime: TransactionAbandonedTotalCount
The total number of transactions that were abandoned after the last reset.

• TransactionNameRuntime: TransactionCommittedTotalCount
The total number of transactions that were committed after the last reset.

• TransactionNameRuntime: TransactionHeuristicsTotalCount
The total number of transactions that completed with a heuristic status after the last reset.

• TransactionNameRuntime: TransactionRolledBackTotalCount
The total number of transactions that were rolled back after the last reset.

• TransactionNameRuntime: TransactionRolledBackTimeoutTotalCount
The total number of transactions that were rolled back due to a timeout experience after the last reset.

• TransactionNameRuntime: TransactionTotalCount
The total number of transactions processed (committed/rolled back/heuristic) since the last reset.

• TransactionResourceRuntime: TransactionCommittedTotalCount
The total number of transactions that were committed since the last reset.

• TransactionResourceRuntime: TransactionHeuristicsTotalCount
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The total number of transactions that completed with a heuristic status since the last reset.
• TransactionResourceRuntime: TransactionRolledBackTotalCount

The total number of transactions that were rolled back since the last reset.
• TransactionResourceRuntime: TransactionRolledBackTimeoutTotalCount

The total number of transactions that were rolled back due to a timeout experience since the last reset.
• TransactionResourceRuntime: TransactionTotalCount

The total number of transactions processed (committed/rolled back/heuristic) since the last reset.
• JTARuntime: TransactionAbandonedTotalCount

The total number of transactions that were abandoned since the last reset.
• JTARuntime: TransactionCommittedTotalCount

The total number of transactions that were committed since the last reset.
• JTARuntime: TransactionHeuristicsTotalCount

The total number of transactions that completed with a heuristic status since the last reset.
• JTARuntime: TransactionRolledBackTotalCount

The total number of transactions that were rolled back since the last reset.
• JTARuntime: TransactionRolledBackTimeoutTotalCount

The total number of transactions that were rolled back due to a timeout experience since the last reset.
• JTARuntime: TransactionTotalCount

The total number of transactions processed (committed/rolled back/heuristic) since the last reset.
• Server: IdleConnectionTimeout

The current value of the HTTP Session timeout.

JMX Aggregate Metrics

The following metrics are available in the Investigator tree under the WebLogic, JMX Aggregate node:

• Thread Pool: Waiting Request Count
Provides a count of the total number of Threads currently requesting for an available instance from the free pool.

• JDBC Connection Pool: Waiting Thread Count
Provides a count of the total number of Threads currently waiting for an available a connection instance from the free pool.

• EJB Pool: Waiting Thread Count
Provides a count of the total number of Threads currently waiting for an available bean instance from the free pool.

 Transaction Metrics
 

Transaction metrics measure a specific part of a transaction. Depending on your system architecture, the following Java
metrics can appear in the Investigator. Most appear in the Metric tree.

The Java agent also reports the context of your Java application as run-time attributes for Team Center vertices. The set of
attributes that the Java agent reports are the common attributes, which exist for most components. DX APM gathers the
common attributes automatically. You can create your own perspectives using the Java attributes.

Note:   Some of these metrics, such as Database and XML, apply to the NET agent too.

  

EJB

Where Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs) are part of your architecture, they can be of the following types:

• EJB entity bean
• EJB session bean
• EJB message driven bean

For each of these types, the following two metrics appear:

• Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Method Invocations Per Interval

For each EJB class or method that appears as a child node under EJB types, Enterprise Manager reports the five BlamePoint
metrics:

• Average Response Time (ms)
• Concurrent Invocations
• Errors Per Interval
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• Responses Per Interval
• Stall Count

Servlets

The Servlets node commonly displays the five basic BlamePoint metrics for each servlet that the monitored application
invokes:

• Average Response Time (ms)
• Concurrent Invocations
• Errors Per Interval
• Responses Per Interval
• Stall Count

The Servlets node also displays these CPU-related metrics:

• Average Block Time (ms)
The approximate elapsed time in milliseconds that a thread has been in the BLOCKED state when the JVM supports
thread-contention monitoring.

• Average Bytes Allocated
The approximate number of bytes allocated to the transaction thread heap memory when the JVM supports measuring the
thread memory allocation.

Note:

 IBM JVMs do not support this metric.
• Average System CPU Time (ms)

The time spent running code in the operating system kernel in a monitored-application transaction when the JVM supports
measuring the CPU time.

• Average User CPU Time (ms)
Amount of time the processor spent running the program code or code in libraries for a transaction when the JVM supports
measuring the CPU time.

• Average Wait Time (ms)
The approximate elapsed time in milliseconds that a transaction thread has been in WAITING or TIMED_WAITING
state when the JVM supports thread-contention monitoring.

JSP (JavaServer Pages)

 Average Response Time (ms) 

Average response time of the _jspService() methods of all the JSPs executing in the JVM. The response times of all the
individual JSPs are averaged to calculate this value.

 Responses Per Interval 

Number of completed invocations of the _jspService methods of all the JSPs executing in the JVM in the past
15 second time period.

 Average Response Time (ms) by class name 

Average response time in milliseconds of the JSP identified by the class name. Each invocation of
the _jspService() method is timed and averaged to arrive at this value.

 Responses Per Interval 

Number of completed invocations of the _jspService() method of the JSP identified by the class name in the most recent
15 second interval.

 Responses Per Second 

Rate at which the _jspService() methods of all the JSPs executing in the JVM are being completed.

 Responses Per Second by class name 

Rate at which invocations of the _jspService() method of JSP identified by a particular class name are being completed.

 Stalled Methods by class name and by method name 

The number of JSPs that are taking longer than a defined threshold to complete the execution of
the _jspService() method.

 Concurrent Invocations 
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The number of threads executing the _jspService() method.

JSP Tag Libraries (JSP TagLib)

Tag libraries are collections of custom tags that are used in JSP pages to invoke custom actions. The JSP specification provides
six standard actions. A custom action is any action that is not included in the set of six standard actions. Examples of tasks that
custom actions invoke are form control, accessing external systems such as databases and email, and flow control.

The following metrics are available for JSP tag libraries:

• Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Method Invocations Per Interval
• Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name and method name
• Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• Method Invocations Per Interval by class name and method name
• Method Invocations Per Second
• Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• Method Invocations Per Second by class name and method name
• Concurrent Method Invocations
• Concurrent Method Invocations by class name
• Concurrent Method Invocations by class name and method name
• Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• Average Method Invocation Time (ms)

JSP IO TagLibrary

• Warning Count
• Exception Count

RMI (Remote Method Invocations)

Remote method invocations are invocations of methods of distributed Java objects, which are Java objects that can exist on
more than one host.

The following metrics are available for both RMI clients and RMI servers.

• Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Method Invocations Per Interval
• Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• Method Invocations Per Second
• Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• Stalled Methods over 30 seconds
• Concurrent Method Invocations
• Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

Database Metrics (SQL)

Each database backend can be configured to report the following metrics:

• Commits -- Each completed query-and-response transaction is known as a commit. The five standard metrics are collected
and displayed for all the transactions that commit in a given interval. For example, in the screenshot below, the circled
datapoint shows the average response time for all the committed database transactions in that interval.
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• Rollbacks -- A rollback is an unsuccessfully completed query-and-response transaction. The five standard metrics are
collected and displayed for all the rolled back transactions in a given interval.

• SQL:

 

 

For each of the statements that the database processes during an interval, the agent reports these six metrics:

• Average Response Time (ms)
• Concurrent Invocations
• Errors Per Interval
• Active Connection Object Count
• Responses Per Interval
• Stall Count

Things to notice:

• The statements are separated by subnode according to whether they are Prepared or Dynamic.
• Each type of SQL statement, such as GRANT, UPDATE, QUERY, REVOKE, DROP, is listed under a subnode for that

statement type.
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Automatic Backends

Automatic backend metrics have a slightly different metric path than standard backend metrics. 

Backends|<Java Package>|<classname >|<method > 

For example: Backends|com.mysql.jdbc|MysqlIO|sendCommand

Summary Metrics across different backends in the same Java package appear here:

Backends|<Java Package>

For example: Backends|com.mysql.jdbc

Introscope reports automatic backend supportability metrics.

XML (Extensible Markup Language)

XML metrics can be of the following types.

 SAX 

• SAX:Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• SAX:Method Invocations Per Interval
• SAX:Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• SAX:Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• SAX:Method Invocations Per Second
• SAX:Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• SAX:Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• SAX:Concurrent Method Invocations
• SAX:Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

 XSLT 

• XSLT:Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• XSLT:Method Invocations Per Interval
• XSLT:Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• XSLT:Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• XSLT:Method Invocations Per Second
• XSLT:Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• XSLT:Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• XSLT:Concurrent Method Invocations
• XSLT:Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

 JAXM 

• JAXM|Listener:Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• JAXM|Listener:Method Invocations Per Interval
• JAXM|Listener:Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• JAXM|Listener:Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• JAXM|Listener:Method Invocations Per Second
• JAXM|Listener:Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• JAXM|Listener: Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• JAXM|Listener:Concurrent Method Invocations
• JAXM|Listener:Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

J2EE Connector

• Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Method Invocations Per Interval
• Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• Method Invocations Per Interval
• Method Invocations Per Second
• Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• Stalled Method count over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• Concurrent Method Invocations
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• Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

JTA (Java Transaction API)

• Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Method Invocations Per Interval
• Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• Method Invocations Per Second
• Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• Concurrent Method Invocations

JNDI (Java Naming and Directory Interface)

JNDI metrics include:

•  JNDI lookup 
•  JNDI lookupLink 
•  JNDI search 
•  JNDI called metrics 

JNDI Lookup

• Lookup:Context Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Lookup:Context Method Invocations Per Interval
• Lookup:Context Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• Lookup:Context Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• Lookup:Context Method Invocations Per Second
• Lookup:Context Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• Lookup:Context Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• Lookup:Context Concurrent Method Invocations
• Lookup:Context Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

JNDI lookupLink

• lookupLink:Context Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• lookupLink:Context Method Invocations Per Interval
• lookupLink:Context Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• lookupLink:Context Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• lookupLink:Context Method Invocations Per Second
• lookupLink:Context Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• lookupLink:Context Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• lookupLink:Context Concurrent Method Invocations
• lookupLink:Context Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

JNDI Search

• Search:Context Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Search:Context Method Invocations Per Interval
• Search:Context Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• Search:Context Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• Search:Context Method Invocations Per Second
• Search:Context Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• Search:Context Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• Search:Context Concurrent Method Invocations
• Search:Context Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

JNDI Called Metrics

• File system I/O

JMS (Java Messaging Service)
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JMS has four sub-nodes:

• message listener
• message consumer
• topic publisher
• queue sender

The following metrics can appear under any of the sub-nodes:

• Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Method Invocations Per Interval
• Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• Method Invocations Per Second
• Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• Concurrent Method Invocations
• Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

For synchronous JMS receive APIs, the following metrics are reported under the Frontends investigator node:

•  Messages Received Per Interval 
•  Errors Per Interval 
•  Estimated Message Processing Time (ms) 

The {queuename} and {topicname} individual metric values are aggregated in the Queues and Topics node values,
respectively.

Messages Received Per Interval

The Messages Received Per Interval metric increases by one upon each time the receive() method successfully completes
with a not null return value.

Errors Per Interval

The Errors Per Interval metric increases by one if any of the instrumented methods returns an exception. In addition,
ErrorDetector generates an error snapshot.

Note:

When the IBM WebSphere MQ JMS receive() method ends with an MQRC_NO_MSG_AVAILABLE exception, APM
does not report some results. The Errors Per Interval metric does not increase, and the ErrorDetector does not generate an error
snapshot.

Estimated Message Processing Time (ms)

This metric shows the approximate time between the receive() method successful completion with a not-null return value
and the receive() method next invocation start. This metric collects data when the methods are on the same consumer
object and on the same thread. When the agent cannot identify any subsequent receive, the JMS tracer uses the JMS receive
call parent method to calculate the metric value. In this case, the metric value is the time between the end of the current
receive and the parent method completion. Only after the agent identifies the JMS receive parent method and instrumented
successfully with JMSReceiveParentTracer can the agent generate a transaction trace. The trace shows the metric
processing time value. See the following section.

Parent Method Identification and Instrumentation

The parent method of a JMS Receive call is the method that is responsible for processing the message that is received by
calling JMS Receive. Sometimes the tracer cannot find a receive call after the current receive. In this case, identifying
the parent method is essential to providing the metric value and the transaction trace.

The parent method identification works as follows:

1. In a stack trace that is collected in the receive method tracer, classes can be labeled with
the run or call method. The labeled classes implement the interfaces java.lang.Runnable method or
the java.lang.Callable method. Classes that are labeled with the run or call method are identified as parent
methods. When there are more parent methods in the stack trace, the method that is closest to the receive call is marked
as the parent.

Note:
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 Introscope ignores various components when identifying the parent class and method from the stack trace. Introscope
ignores all JDK classes; dynamic lambda methods and classes; and proxy classes.

2. A stack trace might not have any run or call methods that the agent can use to identify the parent method. In this
case, the agent bases the identification on the constant index value. By default, the class at index 7 is identified as the
parent method. When the class at index 7 is a JDK, dynamic lambda, or proxy class, Introscope skips the class. Introscope
considers the class at the next lower index (closer to the receive call) and repeats, until it marks a class as the parent.
You can find the identified parents that are stored in the JMSParentMethodPersist.pbd file in the <Agent_Home>/core/
hotdeploy directory.

Note:

 More information: A Method That Never Exits Is Identified as Parent Method 

Java Mail

Java mail has two sub-nodes:

• Java Mail (Send)
• Java Mail (sendMessage)

The following metrics can appear under either the Send or sendMessage sub-nodes:

• Transport:Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Transport:Method Invocations Per Interval
• Transport:Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• Transport:Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• Transport:Method Invocations Per Second
• Transport:Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• Transport:Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• Transport:Concurrent Method Invocations
• Transport:Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

CORBA

• Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Method Invocations Per Interval
• Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name
• Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• Method Invocations Per Second
• Stalled methods in any class over 30 seconds
• Concurrent Method Invocations
• Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

Struts

• Average Method Invocation Time (ms)
• Method Invocations Per Interval
• Average Method Invocation Time (ms) by class name and method name
• Method Invocations Per Interval by class name
• Method Invocations Per Second
• Method Invocations Per Second by class name
• Stalled Methods over 30 seconds by class name and method name
• Concurrent Method Invocations
• Concurrent Method Invocations by class name

 Agent Sustainability Metrics

Agent sustainability metrics appear under the Agent Stats node. These metrics show information about the internal state of
the agent rather than the application the agent is monitoring. Agent sustainability metrics can provide useful data when you are
investigating agent behavior.

Deep Tracing Sustainability Metrics
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The Deep Tracing subnode is located under the Sustainability subnode. Deep Tracing displays the following metrics about
the agent resources that are used to provide deep transaction trace visibility:

Deep Transaction Trace Visibility and Smart Instrumentation Sustainability Metrics

Analyzed Methods Count

Total number of methods that Introscope analyzed for smart instrumentation. The number includes methods that smart
instrumentation does and does not instrument.

Average Component Array Size

Size of the internal smart instrumentation component array data structure as reported by live transactions.

Average Component Count Per Transaction

Average of the number of deep visibility and blame components per transaction.

Average Deep Component Count Per Transaction

Average number of deep visibility components per transaction.

Classes Processed Per Interval

Number of classes that ProbeBuilder processed for smart instrumentation.

Instrumented Methods Count

Total number of methods that smart instrumentation Is currently instrumenting.

Max Instrumentable Methods Count

Maximum number of methods that Introscope qualifies for instrumentation when the smart instrumentation level is set to high.

ProbeInfo Collection Size

The size of the internal ProbeInfo Collection array list.

Auto Tracing: Cached Transaction Count Per Interval

Number of transactions that are cached in an internal cache per 15-second interval.

Auto Tracing: Clamped Traces

Number of automatic transaction traces that were clamped and not sent to the Enterprise Manager or displayed in the UI.

Auto Tracing: Downstream GUID Count Per Interval

Number of downstream trace identifiers added to an internal cache per 15-second interval.

Auto Tracing: Sent Traces

Number of automatic transaction traces that are sent to the Enterprise Manager and displayed in the UI.

Auto Tracing: Trace Cache Hits

Number of automatic transaction traces that are sent from a downstream agent per 15-second interval.

Auto Tracing: Trace Cache Misses

Number of trace identifiers that do not match any identifiers in an internal cache per 15-second interval.

Auto Tracing: Upstream GUID Count Per Interval

Number of upstream trace identifiers added to an internal cache per 15-second interval.

Instrumentation Level: Number Of Candidate Classes For Reinstrumentation

Total number of potential classes to be reloaded after a smart instrumentation level change. This number does not change when
Introscope is processing a level change. The number becomes zero when processing ends.

Instrumentation Level: Current Instrumentation Level

The current smart instrumentation level. Values: 1=low, 2=medium, 3=high. When Introscope processes a change from level X
to Y, the metric value displays level X until the processing completes.

Entry Point Detection Sustainability Metrics

Entry Point Detection: Analyzed Stack Snapshots

Total number of thread stacks that are analyzed for entry point candidates after the monitored application started.
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Entry Point Detection: Candidates Discarded

Total number of tracked entry point candidates that are discarded as inappropriate before becoming entry points.

Entry Point Detection: Entry Points Discarded

Number of entry points the agent has discarded as inappropriate. These entry points are permanently skipped.

Entry Point Detection: Entry Points Discovered

Number of entry points that this agent has discovered after the monitored application started.

Entry Point Detection: Initial Candidates Current

Current number of entry point candidates that the agent has found, but the rules engine has not yet processed.

Entry Point Detection: Initial Candidates Total

Total number of entry point candidates that the agent has found after the monitored application started.

Entry Point Detection: Stack Snapshot Queue Length

Current number of collected thread stack snapshots waiting to be analyzed for entry point candidates.

Entry Point Detection: Total Entry Points

Total number of entry points in AutoPersist.pbd.

Entry Point Detection: Total Entry Points Discarded

Total number of banned and skipped entry points that are persisted in AutoPersist.pbd.

Entry Point Detection: Tracked Candidates Current

Current number of entry point candidates the agent is tracking for proper performance.

Entry Point Detection: Tracked Candidates Total

Total number of entry point candidates the agent is tracking after the monitored application started.

Entry Point Detection: Tracked Threads

Current number of threads the agent is tracking for possible entry point detection.

Automatic Backend Detection Sustainability Metrics

Automatic Backend Detection: Analyzed Stack Snapshots

Total number of stack snapshots analyzed for backend candidates after the monitored application started.

Automatic Backend Detection: Backends Discovered

Total number of backends that the agent has detected after the monitored application started.

Automatic Backend Detection: Backends Persisted

Total number of backends persisted in AutoPersist.pbd

Extensions Sustainability Metrics

Extensions Sustainability Metrics are located under the Extension Bundles subnode, which is under the
Sustainability subnode. Extensions metrics provide information about the agent extensions. The metrics provide
extension deployment, loading, and unloading data.

Extensions Deployment-Specific Metrics

Deployment|Count|All Cycles:Count
The total number of deployment cycles that have occurred after the agent started. Each cycle starts with acquiring a
deployment lock and ends with the lock release.

Deployment|Count|Failed Cycles:Count
Total number of deployment cycles that have failed after the agent started. Each cycle starts with acquiring a deployment lock
and ends with the lock release. Deployment cycles can fail for multiple reasons. For example, error-prone tar file unzipping, tar
file deletion, or checksum calculation, and so on.

A value greater than zero and growing indicates that the extension deployer is having difficulty unpacking one or more
extensions.

Deployment|Count|Successful Cycles:Count
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Total number of successful deployment cycles after the agent started. Each cycle starts with acquiring a deployment lock and
ends with the lock release. Ideally this value is the same as the All Cycles Count metric value. 

Deployment|Current Cycle|Status

Status of the ExtensionDeployer thread running to deploy and undeploy extensions from their .tar file into the
<Agent_Home>/extensions/deploy/ directory. This metric has two values: 0 indicates that the extension is deployed and 1
means the extension is deploying. Ideally the value is 0, indicating deployed status. When the metric value stays at 1 for longer
than several minutes, the ExtensionDeployer thread is deadlocked. Investigate the thread, then restart the monitored
application.

Deployment|Last Cycle|Time (milliseconds)
Time that is taken in milliseconds to conduct the most recent ExtensionDeployer deployment cycle. This value is the
amount of time that is spent between acquiring and releasing the deployment lock.

Extension Loading Metrics

Failed: Count
Total number of extensions that failed to load. Failure could be due to any combination of defective PBDs, JAR files, or any
other optional extension artifacts.

A value greater than 0 means that an extension has failed to load, likely due to a PBD conflict.

Loaded: Count
Total number of extensions that loaded successfully.

Total: Count
Total number of agent extensions in the <Agent_Home>/extensions directory.

JMX Clamp Sustainability Metrics

The JMX Clamp subnode is located under the Sustainability subnode.

Clamp Status

When the introscope.agent.jmx.clamp property value is at or over the threshold, the value is 1. When the property value is
below the threshold, the value is 0.

Overhead Manager Metrics

The Overhead Manager Metrics are located under the Sustainability subnode. These metrics indicate
whether the agent is collecting monitoring data on the application server. The propery that controls this is
the introscope.agent.overhead.level property. For more information about this property, see Java Agent
Properties. 

Overhead Mode

A value of 1 indicates normal agent monitoring of the application server. A value of 0 indicates no agent monitoring of the
application server.

Smart Instrumentation Run-time Gap Visibility Metrics

The Runtime Visibility subnode is located under the Sustainability subnode.

Gaps Found Per Interval
Number of gaps that run-time gap visibility found during the the interval. The interval is determined by the
introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.visibility.processor.interval property. 

Runtime Components Per Transaction
The average number of run-time gap visibility components per 15 second-transaction.

Methods Instrumented Per Interval
Number methods run-time gap visibility instrumented during the the interval. The interval is determined by the
introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.visibility.processor.interval property. 

Methods UnInstrumented Per Interval
Number methods run-time gap visibility uninstrumented during the the interval. The interval is determined by the
introscope.agent.deep.instrumentation.visibility.processor.interval property. 

Total Methods Instrumented
Number of methods currently instrumented by run-time gap visibility.

SQL Sustainability Metrics
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The SQL subnode is located under the Sustainability subnode.

SQL: SQL Statement Count

Current number of unique SQL statements for which the SQL agent has created metrics.

Sustainability Log Metrics

Sustainability Log Metrics are located under the Configuration subnode, under Sustainability. These metrics provide
warnings and errors counts reported by the agent in the log file.

AutoProbe Errors Count

This metric has two values: 0 indicates that there have not been any AutoProbe failures, 1 indicates that there have been
AutoProbe failures reported.

Error Count

Total number of errors reported by the agent in the IntroscopeAgent.log file since the agent was started.

Errors Per Interval

Total number of errors reported by the agent in the IntroscopeAgent.log file in the current reporting interval.

Warnings Count

Total number of warnings reported by the agent in the IntroscopeAgent.log file since the agent was started.

Warnings Per Interval

Total number of warnings reported by the agent in the IntroscopeAgent.log file in the current reporting interval.

 Memory-Related Metrics
 

Memory-related metrics report on the Garbage Collection (GC) function. 

Note:

• All metrics that are listed apply to CA Digital Experience Insights Application Performance Management, and only some
metrics apply to on-premise DX APM.

• Instance counts are special: these metrics are not reported by default. Instance counts are related to memory (but only count
the number not the size) and report data about transactional objects.

Garbage Collection

Garbage collection (GC) is the automatic reclamation of memory that is devoted to objects that are no longer used by an
application. When the process encounters an object that is unused, the memory is reclaimed. When the process encounters an
object that is still live, it is copied to a later-generation memory pool. As young generation memory pools fill, minor garbage
collection takes place. Live objects are copied to the second survivor space memory pool. When this second survivor space is
not sufficient to hold all objects, live objects are also copied to the tenured memory pool spaces.

Garbage collection could take place often, so that the amount of reclaimed memory is maximized. However, this behavior
would require too much overhead devoted to the process. Conversely, garbage collection that did not occur often enough
would leave too little memory. When the garbage collection process did occur, it would also require significant overhead to
execute. Therefore, garbage collection is most efficient when the right period elapses between minor garbage collections. This
elapsed time balance the number of objects that are cleaned up with the amount of overhead that is required to clean them.

In an efficient garbage collection process, young generation memory pools are the right size. If the memory pools are too
small, automatic garbage collection takes place too often. If the memory pools are too large, too many unused objects
accumulate. This accumulation causes the less-frequent GC process to use too much overhead when it runs. The overhead
would cause a spike in percentage of time that is spent in garbage collection.

•  GC Heap metrics use bytes as a unit of measure. DX APM reports GC Heap metrics by default.
•  GC Monitor metrics provide additional information about memory use. These metrics are not collected or reported until

they are enabled by an administrator.
•  File system, UDP, and Sockets metrics are measures of data throughput.

GC Heap Metrics

These metrics are enabled by default.

• GC Heap|Bytes In Use
GC Heap|Bytes In Use reports the amount of memory being currently used by objects.
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• GC Heap|Bytes Total
GC Heap|Bytes Total reports the total amount of memory that the JVM allocates.
Contrast this metric with the Current Capacity (bytes) metric, which is available when you have the GC Monitor enabled.
  The Current Capacity metric gives information about amount of memory that is committed for all JVM memory
segments. The Bytes Total metric provides the total amount of memory that is committed to the JVM.

GC Monitor Metrics

The GC Monitor metrics report information about garbage collectors and memory pools, helping you detect GC issues which
are adversely affecting performance.

The GC Monitor node appears in the Metric Browser tree directly below the GC Heap node. The GC Monitor metrics are
enabled by default. Some of the metrics have preset thresholds that trigger alert indicators in the GC Monitor Overview tab.

Note:

More information: For more information about GC Monitor limitations and supported JVMs, see the Product Compatibility
Matrix.

Generic Metrics

The Generic metrics are as follows:

• GC Policy
Identifies the JVM garbage names.

• JVM Type
Identifies the JVM being monitored.

• Percentage of Java Heap Used
Identifies the percentage of the available heap memory that is used on the computer where the agent is deployed.

• The Caution threshold is 60 percent.
• The Danger threshold is 80 percent.

By default, the virtual machine grows or shrinks the heap at each collection. This action keeps the proportion of free space
to live objects within a specific range. The target range is set through the parameters as follows:

• -XX:MinHeapFreeRatio=<minimum> 
• -XX:MaxHeapFreeRatio=<maximum>

Total size is based on -Xms and -Xmx.
The default size often is too small.

Warning:  Keep the metric under 60 percent. If the metric goes over 80 percent, adjust the JVM heap size. To
grant sufficient and affordable memory to the virtual machine, adjust the -Xms and -Xmx parameters.

The default values of the target range are 30 percent minimum and 70 percent maximum. Larger applications often
experience problems with the default values. One problem could be slow startup, which occurs when the initial heap is
small and must be resized over many collections. Setting the -Xms and -Xmx parameters to the same value increases
predictability by removing the most important sizing decision from the virtual machine. On the other hand, the virtual
machine cannot compensate if you make a poor choice.
Be sure to increase the memory as you increase the number of processors, because allocation can be parallelized.

Garbage Collector Metrics

The garbage collector metrics are as follows:

• GC Algorithm
Displays the garbage collection algorithm for the corresponding memory manager.

• GC Invocation Per Interval
Displays a Count metric reporting the number of Garbage Collections which occurred in each 15-second interval. The
metric is aggregated and calculated from GC Invocation Total Count by tracking the difference between the current and the
most recent interval.
This metric indicates per-interval collection that is done on the memory pool. If the metric increases over time, there are
frequent collections happening on a memory pool and it is not the right size. Increasing the memory pool size helps reduce
frequent garbage collections.

• GC Invocation Total Count
The total number of Garbage Collections that have occurred since the JVM was started.
This metric indicates number of collections since server startup time. The metric grows slowly at regular intervals.
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The metric spikes indicate frequent collections, affecting overall application throughput. To reduce the GC frequency and
raise throughput, increase the memory pool size.

• GC Time Per Interval (ms)
Displays the amount of time garbage collection took during the 15-second interval. This aggregated metric is calculated
from GC total time by tracking the difference in GC time between the current and the most recent interval.
Under normal behavior, this metric remains steady, or grows slowly as the time taken for garbage collection increases.
The drastic increases indicate slow application execution time by increasing garbage collection pause times. To avoid
this problem, configure maximum memory using the -Xmx flag to an optimal value. The proper adjustment causes GC
pause times to fall and improve GC throughput. If the memory is set too high, the GC frequency falls; and GC throughput/
efficiency improves. However, the application experiences long pause times as the system tries to maintain a too-large heap
space. An optimal heap size ensures low pause times and garbage collection times.

• Percentage of time spent in GC during last 15 mins
Displays an aggregated metric that is calculated using an Enterprise Manager calculator. The percentage of this value is
calculated using this formula:

(total GC time spent/length of time in ms) * 100

Example, 15-minute interval:

45600/(15*60*1000) * 100 = 5 %

A drastic increase in time indicates slow application execution time by increasing garbage collection pause times.
Configure maximum memory using the -Xmx flag to an optimal value.
When the metric is steady and then suddenly spikes, a one-off garbage collection took longer than usual. After this spike,
the metric returns to normal, and no action is required.

• Total GC Time (ms)
Displays the total time for the garbage collection process, in milliseconds.
Under normal behavior, the metric increases gradually.
The drastic increases in time indicate slow application execution time by increasing garbage collection the JVM times. To
avoid this problem, configure maximum memory using the -Xmx flag to an optimal value. The proper adjustment causes
GC pause times to fall and improve GC throughput.

Enable and Use More GC Metrics

Garbage collection and memory management can have a significant effect on application performance. The basic GC
Heap metrics are available by default. You can enable optional metrics to provide more details about garbage collection
processing and memory pool usage. These additional metrics display under the GC Monitor node in the Investigator when
enabled. The GC Monitor metrics report information to help you optimize memory pool allocation and garbage collection
processing. Therefore, these metrics are typically enabled when developing or testing applications or when researching
application performance issues. In most cases, the metrics are not used for real-time application management in a production
environment and are disabled by default.

When the introscope.agent.gcmonitor.enable property is set to true (default), you can view details about the
garbage collectors and memory pools for the JVM you are monitoring.

Memory Pool Metrics

The memory pool metrics are as follows:

• Amount of Space Used (bytes)
Displays the amount of memory space used. The amount includes all objects in the pool including both reachable and
unreachable objects.
Under normal behavior, the metric increases gradually. The metric can fall when the garbage collection is finished and
memory is reclaimed.
A temporary spike that returns to normal could be a warning of memory problems.
In a rapid increase, the metric can reach the maximum memory limit, which produces out of memory exceptions. To avoid
this problem, set the maximum size of the memory pool to a more affordable value.

• Current Capacity (bytes)
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The amount of memory that is committed for this pool; and all JVM memory segments. This amount of memory is
guaranteed for the JVM to use.

Note:  Adding all Current Capacity metrics from individual memory segments approximately equal the Bytes Total metric
(see GC Heap Metrics). If the amount of space reaches the current capacity, it would throw memory exceptions. To avoid
this problem, plan for the need to handle day-to-day operations and unexpected peaks.

• Growth Rate
Average growth rate of used memory, expressed in bytes/second; in a memory pool, in bytes per second over the past
minute. This aggregated metric is calculated as follows:

• By finding the last data point value in bytes (lastValue).
• By finding the first data point value in bytes (firstValue).

Also included is the space in the most recent 1-minute interval. The rate is calculated using this formula:

(lastValue - firstValue) / 60

This metric grows slowly, remain steady, or falls if the unused memory is returned to the pool.
A drastic increase over 15 minutes or more indicates that memory is not being recycled after garbage collection. This
behavior indicates a possible memory leak. Further investigation is called for.

• Maximum Capacity (bytes)
The maximum amount of memory (in bytes) used for Memory Management. This amount of memory is not guaranteed to
be available for Memory Management if it is greater than the Current Capacity (amount of committed memory).
This metric remains steady over time.

• Memory Type
Type of memory; one of:

• Heap
• Non-Heap

• Percentage of Maximum Capacity Currently Used
Displays the percentage representation of the current memory usage (above the maximum-amount). This metric indicates
the percentage of memory that is used over time.
This metric grows slowly, remain steady, or falls if the unused memory is returned to the pool.
If the metric exceeds 70-80 percent, set maximum memory to a higher and optimal value.

File System, Sockets, UDP

Like the Responses Per Interval metric, file system, socket, and UDP metrics are measures of data throughput.

File system

• File output rate (bytes per second)
• File input rate (bytes per second)

UDP (User Datagram Protocol)

• Output bandwidth (bytes per second)
• Input bandwidth (bytes per second)

Sockets (Total and Host/port-specific Metrics)

• Output bandwidth (bytes per second)
• Input bandwidth (bytes per second)

When the agent reports a large number of port-related metrics, you should disable socket rate metrics. This situation is possibly
a metric explosion problem.

Instance Counts

Instance counts metrics measure the number of object instances of a particular class on the heap.

• Approximate Instance Count by package and class name

 Self Log Monitoring
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Self Monitoring enables you to monitor the health of all the CA Digital Experience Insights components. Using Self
Monitoring, you can view the metrics data in form of dashboards and visualizations. For more information, see Self
Monitoring of DX Operational Intelligence.

Note:

 For more information about how to troubleshoot Self Monitoring, see the Troubleshoot Self Monitoring section.

Configure Self Monitoring

To ensure the health of the components in your deployment, you can configure self monitoring after installation. For more
information, see Configure Self Monitoring section.

APM Logging Component and Paths

S.No. Service Container Path NFS Path

Example: /nfs/ca/dxi/

Type

1 at /usr/local/apmservices/
at/logs

/apmservices/at-001

/logs/at.log

apmservices

2 cloudgw /usr/local/apmservices/
cloudgw/logs

/apmservices/cloud

gw-001/logs/cloudg

w.log

apmservices

3 gateway /usr/local/apmservices/
gateway/logs

/apmservices/gatew

ay-001/logs/gatewa

y.log

/gateway-001/logs/a

ccess_log_gateway.

log

apmservices

4 manager /usr/local/apmservices/
manager/logs

/apmservices/
manager-001/logs/
manager.log

apmservices

5 metadata /usr/local/apmservices/
metadata/logs

/apmservices/metad

ata-001/logs/metad

ata.log

apmservices

6 nass /usr/local/apmservices/
nass/logs

/apmservices/nass-001/
logs/nass.log

apmservices

7 states /usr/local/apmservices/
states/logs

/apmservices/states

-001/logs/states.log

apmservices

8 tas /usr/local/apmservices/
tas/logs

/apmservices/tas-001/
logs/tas.log

apmservices

9 tenants-singleton /usr/local/apmservices/
tenants/logs

/apmservices/tenants-
singleton/logs/
tenants.log

apmservices

10 em /home/1010/apm/logs /em/11-634444/001/
logs/
IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.log

em

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/digital-operational-intelligence/1-3-2/using/self-monitoring.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/digital-operational-intelligence/1-3-2/using/self-monitoring.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/digital-operational-intelligence/1-3-2/troubleshooting-consolidated/troubleshoot-self-monitoring.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/digital-operational-intelligence/1-3-2/using/self-monitoring/configure-self-monitoring.html
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11 acc-config /home/1010/
APMCommandCenterServer

(apmccsrv-
<podhostname>.log,
audit-
<podhostname>.YYYY-
MM-DD.log, http-
requests-
<podhostname>.log)

/acc/cs/logs accconfig

12 acc-repository /opt/jfrog/artifactory/

logs (artifactory.log)

/acc/repository/logs accrepo

13 wv /home/1010/apm/logs em/11-634444/
webview/logs

wv

14 apm-logstash /usr/share/logstash/

dxc/logs

em/11-634444}/logs

tash/logs

apmlogstash

Self Monitoring Dashboards

The self monitoring dashboards provide insights into the health of the CA Digital Experience Insights components. To view
these dashboards in Kibana, you must set up the self monitoring of the components during installation. For more information
about how to set up self monitoring, see the Installation section.

Note:

 You must set up Elasticsearch and Kibana on an external system for Self Monitoring dashboards.

The self monitoring dashboards are categorized based on the source of metrics as mentioned in the APM Application
Menu of Services Overview page under the Self Monitoring Dashboards section of CA Digital Operational Intelligence.

7 Troubleshooting

Contains troubleshooting information.

Troubleshooting helps you solve problematic symptoms in your implementation. For a general approach to Application
Performance Management problem solving, see TEC1084537.

  

 Agent Troubleshooting
Agent troubleshooting information provides frequently asked questions or relates symptoms that a user experiences to one or
more solutions.

  

 Cloud Proxy Fails to Forward Agent or Workstation Connection

dxapm111

Symptom

Cloud Proxy fails to forward agent or workstation connection and the following error message appears:

sun.security.validator. ValidatorException: PKIX path building failed:
sun.security.provider. certpath. SunCertPathBuilderException: unable to find valid certification path to requested target

Solution

The DX APM services are deployed with a self-signed or invalid certificate. To allow Cloud Proxy to connect to such systems,
set the apm.server.proxyInsecure configuration option to true in the config/application.yml, as shown below:

apm.server.proxyInsecure: true

https://ca-broadcom.wolkenservicedesk.com/external/article?articleId=33221
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 Agent Does Not Automatically Detect a Known Backend
Symptom

I know that a transaction includes an unmonitored backend, but the agent does not automatically detect that backend. 

The agent INFO level log does not contain messages about detecting backend candidates. I expect to find a message like this
example:

[INFO] [IntroscopeAgent.AutomaticBackendDetection] Backend Candidates: [<my-expected
backend1>,<my-expected backend2>…]

These agent sustainability metrics both show a value of 0:

• Automatic Backend Detection: Analyzed Stack Snapshots
• Automatic Backend Detection: Backends Discovered

Solution

Automatic backend detection requires the agent to first discover and monitor any type of frontend. Verify that the transaction is
monitoring a frontend, entry point, or custom component.

Note:

The agent might need a few minutes to detect and instrument automatically a transaction that includes automatic backends. 

 

 Agent Disconnects from Enterprise Manager when Monitoring TIBCO Business Works
Agent loses connection to Enterprise Manager when monitoring TIBCO Business Works

Symptom

This situation can happen when the agent is monitoring TIBCO Business Works, and is connected to the Enterprise Manager
using an SSL-based transport method (https or wss), Sometimes the agent disconnects from the Enterprise Manager, and an
error message such as this example is logged repeatedly in the IntroscopeAgent.log:

[ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.IsengardMessaging] WebSocket Client caught
io.netty.handler.codec.DecoderException: javax.net.ssl.SSLException: Received fatal
alert: bad_record_mac 

Solution

Connect the agent to the Enterprise Manager using a non-SSL transport method (tcp, http, or ws). When a non-SSL transport
connection is not possible, connect the agent to the Cloud Proxy using non-SSL transport. Use SSL-based transport from the
Cloud Proxy to the Enterprise Manager.

For more information see:

• Connect the Agent to the Enterprise Manager
• Migrate Agents Using Cloud Proxy

 Agent Monitoring a Frontend Does Not Automatically Detect Backend
Symptom

A transaction that I am investigating includes a monitored frontend and then an unmonitored backend. The agent does not
detect the backend. 
Here are the relevant agent supportability metric values:

• Sustainability|Automatic Backend Detection: Analyzed Stack Snapshots is > 0.
• Sustainability|Automatic Backend Detection: Backends Discovered is 0.

Solution

Add custom instrumentation to monitor the backend.

Automatic backend detection might not detect backends in uncommon cases, for example, socket communication calls over
datagram sockets.

 Agent Throws ClassNotFoundException When Loading Dynamic Extensions
Symptom
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When you rapidly remove and then add dynamic extensions to the <Agent_Home>/extensions/deploy directory, the agent
throws a ClassNotFoundException error. The agent log displays an error message similar to this example:

9/30/16 01:41:43 AM PDT [ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.Agent] Unable to create tracer factories for the following class (library
not found): com.wily.introscope.agent.trace.test.tracer.TestTracer3

Solution

1. Unload all dynamic extensions in the <Agent_Home>/extensions/deploy directory that are waiting to be to be loaded for
deployment. 

2. Ensure all the dynamic extensions are unloaded. 
3. Reload the dynamic extensions into the <Agent_Home>/extensions/deploy directory.

 Browser Agent and .NET Agent Transaction Traces Are Not Correlated
Symptom

I cannot see the Browser Agent transaction trace correlated with the .NET agent transaction trace. The reason is that
the .NET agent automatically skips gzip encoding.

Solution

Check the response content type for the unsupported encoding
property: introscope.agent.browseragent.encodings.skip.

 Is the Browser Agent Response Cookie Header for .NET Being Decorated?
Is the Browser Agent Response Cookie Header for .NET Being Decorated?

Symptom:

I am not sure whether my Browser Agent response cookie header for .NET is being decorated.

Solution:

Investigate whether the the .NET Agent sent the response cookie. Press the <F12> key and check in the browser.

 Java Agent Crashes
Symptom

The Java Agent crashes, hangs, or has high overhead or CPU usage.

Solution

Agent problems can be the result of:

• Unsupported configuration
• JVM bug that occurs due to DX APM use of the Java platform instrumentation mechanism for monitoring
• Instrumentation or metric explosion

To troubleshoot these problems, try the following suggestions:

• Has anything been updated recently?
• Is there any custom instrumentation or extensions implemented by CA Professional Services?
• Is the configuration supported?
• Determine if the problem is related to the instrumentation or a JVM bug as follows:

1. Stop the application server.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile and set introscope.autoprobe.enable=false.
3. Start the application server.

If the problem persists, the problem is NOT related to the DX APM instrumentation. Try the following solutions:

• Try switching from -javaagent to -Xbootclasspath.
• Upgrade to the latest JVM version or use an alternate JVM.
• Open a support incident with the JVM vendor.

• To help you identify the cause of the problem, temporarily reduce the amount of instrumentation:

1. Stop the application server.
2. Open the IntroscopeAgent.profile and set introscope.autoprobe.enable=false.
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• Some applications use a high number of unique SQL statement strings, especially when the SQL is constructed
dynamically. This action leads to an explosion in SQLAgent metrics. For testing, disable SQLAgent by removing
the <Agent_Home>/core/ext/SQLAgent.jar out of the AGENT directory. If this action is not possible, set
introscope.agent.sqlagent.sql.maxlength=120 (default value 990).
No limits on the length of the SQL statements other than whatever limits the database itself imposes, maxlength allows
truncating the length of SQL statements. The intention of this action is to prevent a SQL Metric Explosion.

• Disable the Platform monitor. Move the appropriate platform monitor files from the /wily/ext directory to another directory.
• Turn off tracers for network, filesystem, and System File Metrics in toggles.PBD. They are not recommended to be enabled

in Production.

# TurnOn: SocketTracing
# TurnOn: UDPTracing
# TurnOn: FileSystemTracing

• Disable JMX collection. Polling lots of JMX metrics is CPU intensive.
If possible, set for now introscope.agent.jmx.enable=false
Never set the filter string to null, such as: introscope.agent.jmx.name.filter=
A single agent can produce tens of thousands of JMX metrics with no filter set.

• Disable any additional Introscope Agent Add-ons, such as: ErrorDetector, ChangeDetector, Leakhunter, or other
extensions.
Leakhunter is a diagnostic tool, not a 24/7 monitoring tool. Recommendation: Do not enable this tool in a production
environment.
Extensions provide great metrics but generate many metrics that are overhead intensive.

• Disable any additional custom pbd.
Avoid the use of the directives: TraceAllMethodsOfClass and TraceComplexMethodsOfClass.
Choose carefully which methods to monitor.

Collect the following information before you contact Customer Support if the problem persists:

•  <Agent_Home>/logs in a zip file
• IntroscopeAgent.profile
• Generate a series of five thread dumps on the application server when the overhead, out of memory, hang, or high CPU

occurs, spaced 5 - 10 seconds apart.
• For overhead problems, generate a heapdump. For the Sun JVM, add the following JVM switch:

XX:+HeapDumpOnOutOfMemoryError

Restart the agent.
• Enable the GC log. For the Sun JVM, add the following JVM switches:

-Xloggc:<File_Name>.log -XX:+PrintGCDetails 

• Application server log files for upload to CA Support:

• WebSphere: System.out, system.err.native_stdout, native_stderr and server.xml
• WebLogic: log file and application server startup script
• Tomcat: log file and catalina.sh/bat
• JBoss: log file and run.bat/sh

• Full core dump, if applicable

 Java Agent Stack Overflow Error

 Valid for: DX APM 8.x, 9.x 

Symptom
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A transaction fails on a monitored application and a StackOverflowError message is recorded in the application server log. 

Solution

The agent adds instructions to an executing application. When an application with a deep recursive call path has a stack size
close to the maximum, the added agent instructions can exceed the stack size limit.

1. Increase the JVM stack size in the java startup argument –Xss. For example:

-Xss10024k

2. Restart the application server.

 No .NET Metrics After Enabling Browser Agent Automatic Snippet Injection for .NET
Symptom:

I do not see .NET metrics after enabling  Browser Agent automatic snippet injection for .NET.

Solution:

Review the source in your browser. Look for the Browser Agent script tag.

 No Automatic Backend Detection Due to Unexpected Error Loading Extension
Symptom

Automatic Backend detection does not discover automatic backends. An error message similar to this example appears in the
agent log due to a JVM version mismatch:

[ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent.Agent] Unexpected error loading extension
java.lang.UnsupportedClassVersionError: com/wily/introscope/agent/intelligent/
entrypoint/tracers/AbstractDetectionHelperTracer : Unsupported major.minor version
51.0

Solution

Verify that the JVM version is 1.7 or higher.

 Platform Monitor Does Not Work
Symptom

The Platform Monitor does not work.

Solution

• Verify that the configuration is supported.
• Enable the platform monitor feature directly in the IntroscopeAgent.profile platform monitor section. Remove the # for the

specific operating system.

1. Open IntroscopeAgent.profile.
2. Under the Platform Monitor Configuration heading, locate the exact matching value for your operating system and

uncomment the relevant definition of the introscope.agent.platform.monitor.system property.
3. Restart the managed application.

Gather Data Before You Contact CA Support

If you have reviewed the previous suggestions and you are still encountering issues, collect the following data before you
contact CA Support. This information will help CA Support assist you efficiently and effectively.

• Enable DEBUG in the Agent log file and restart the JVM. The exception in the log provides CA Support more information
about the root cause of the issue. Collect the DEBUG log and then turn off the DEBUG setting.

• IntroscopeAgent.profile
• Exact version of the operating system, application server and JVM

 Spike In Metric Counts
Symptom
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The spike values are aggregated and not separate values.

Solution

The Web Timing API reports network time as part of a previous page unload. The Browser Agent (previously BRTM) cannot
exclude these values.

 Troubleshoot Platform Monitoring on Windows
Symptom

On Windows platforms, the following error can appear for the Java agent:

11/28/06 08:29:55 AM PST [ERROR] [IntroscopeAgent] An error occurred polling for platform data

Solution

If the error is infrequent, it is likely caused by a transient error originating from Windows itself, and is harmless.

On platforms other than Windows, or in the case that the error happens all the time, this error indicates something more serious
and you must report to CA Support for Introscope.

 Unable to Instrument an Application with DX APM
Symptom

I am unable to instrument an application with DX APM.

Solution

Verify the following:

• Either the appserver startup script or configuration files contains the two key DX APM entries:

 -javaagent and -Dcom.wily.introscope.agentProfile=

• If there is any log file under <Agent_Home>\logs. If yes, check the Autoprobe.log, if size is 0 or 1 KB, then it is probably
that you are using a custom pbd or you have modified one of the existing ones incorrectly.

Gather Data Before You Contact CA Support

If you have reviewed the previous suggestions and you are still encountering issues, collect the following data before you
contact CA Support. This information will help CA Support assist you efficiently and effectively.

• <Agent_Home>\logs in a zip file
• Application server log file
• Application server startup script or configuration file that contains the DX APM entries

 URL Grouping is not Working
Symptom

URL grouping is not working. 

Solution

Review the Release Notes Known Issues about URL grouping. Test the issue using a simple URL grouping definition.

Collect the following information before you contact Customer Support if the problem persists:

• <EM_Home>/logs/* in a zip file; these files help determine whether the problem is related to performance.
• IntroscopeAgent.profile file
• Screenshot from the Investigator tab sample of the URLs

 Cloud Foundry Java Buildpack Cannot Find Requested Java Agent Version
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Symptom

When deploying a Java application on Cloud Foundry, you update the application manifest to version 10.x by running the
JBP_CONFIG_INTROSCOPE_AGENT: '{ version: 10.x.0_xx} command. You run the cf push command to get the Java
buildpack containing the 10.x Java agent. The Cloud Foundry CLI displays a No version resolvable error message similar to
this example message:

[Buildpack]      ERROR Detect failed with exception #<RuntimeError:
 Introscope Agent error: No version resolvable for '10.7.0_70' in
 10.5.2_15, 10.5.1_6, 10.5.0_20, 10.3.0_15, 10.2.0_27, 10.1.0_15,
 10.0.0_16> Introscope Agent error: No version resolvable for
 '10.7.0_70' in 10.5.2_15, 10.5.1_6, 10.5.0_20, 10.3.0_15, 10.2.0_27,
 10.1.0_15, 10.0.0_16 [meta-buildpack] No other buildpack selected
  [Buildpack]      ERROR Detect failed with exception #<RuntimeError:
 Introscope Agent error: No version resolvable for '10.7.0_70' in
 10.5.2_15, 10.5.1_6, 10.5.0_20, 10.3.0_15, 10.2.0_27, 10.1.0_15,
 10.0.0_16> Introscope Agent error: No version resolvable for
 '10.7.0_70' in 10.5.2_15, 10.5.1_6, 10.5.0_20, 10.3.0_15, 10.2.0_27,
 10.1.0_15, 10.0.0_16Error staging application: An app was not
 successfully detected by any available buildpack

FAILED[root

Solution

You are using an offline Java buildpack. Offline buildpacks package some, but not all, Java agent versions. If you want to use
an earlier or later Java agent version, download and use the appropriate version of the offline buildpack. Download offline Java
buildpacks here: https://github.com/cloudfoundry/java-buildpack/releases.

Alternatively, you can use the online Java buildpack.

Note:

More information: Deploy and Monitor a Java Application on Cloud Foundry

 Application Monitoring Troubleshooting
Application Performance Management troubleshooting information provides frequently asked questions or relates symptoms
that a user experiences to one or more solutions.

 Component Metrics do not Appear
Symptom

Metrics do not appear for a component.

Solution

Name components using a maximum of 250 characters. If a component name exceeds 250 characters, the name is trimmed
to 250 characters. As a result, the associated nodes do not show metrics and associated alerts when the name attribute
is used to calculate the metric, for example, SOCKET, EJBCLIENT, DATABASE, BUSINESSTRANSACTION,
GENERICBACKEND, GENERICFRONTEND.

 No Metric Data in Experience View

https://github.com/cloudfoundry/java-buildpack/releases
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Symptom

Unable to see data in Experience View. The following error appears in the browser:

That's a lot of data. The number of metrics exceeds the display maximum. 

The error message shows when you attempt to display more than 9000 business transactions in live mode or more than
9000 business transactions in historical mode. Experience View limits the number of displayed business transactions for
performance reasons. 

Solution

There are several ways to limit the number of shown business transactions.

• Drill down to other levels of Experience Cards. The next level shows metrics because there are fewer business transactions.
•  Apply filters to the top level of the Experience Cards. 
• Create Universes with fewer business transactions.

 Data Sent by Agents in the Map is Incomplete or Missing
Symptom

After connecting a new agent or deploying a new application, the corresponding topology does not appear in the map or only
partial data appears instantly. Complete data renders after a minute or two.

Solution

Start a transaction trace on the agent to expedite the initial data collection in Map view. When you run a transaction trace on
an agent, you collect a high volume of transaction traces. This action allows the server to reconstruct the Map view quickly.
To run a transaction trace session manually, specify the agents whose transactions you want to trace and the data-capture
period. After the transaction trace session starts, the transactions that match the filter criteria appear in the Transaction Trace
Viewer. Transaction events include transaction traces and errors. 

After a trace is started for a duration, the session stops at the end of the specified period. You can only start one trace session
for a specified agent in a given duration. If you restart an active trace session, a notification reminds you that the transaction
trace session is active for the agent. The notification shows the time left in the active session. You can start a new trace for
same agent after an active trace session ends. 

Follow these steps:

1. In the left pane under SETTINGS, click Agents.
The agents page appears and lists agents.

2. (Optional) Click the Applications arrow.
All applications that the agent monitors are listed.

3. Select one or more agents for which to trace transactions:

• To trace all agents, click Trace All Agents. This option traces supported agents that are currently connected, and any
that connect during the trace session.

• To trace selected agents, click Trace Agent for an agent.

The Transaction Trace Session dialog appears.
4. Specify values for the transaction trace in the dialog fields or accept the defaults and click Start:

• Specify the Minimum Transaction Duratio n in milliseconds for the transaction trace. The default is 1000
milliseconds. The minimum value is 1 millisecond.

• Specify the Trace Session Duration in minutes. The default is 1 minute with a maximum duration of 5 minutes for a
single trace session.

A pane displays the session status.
5. (Optional) Close the dialog after a trace starts successfully.

The trace session continues to run in the background.

Note:

More Information:

• Analyze Traces and Collaborate on Problem Analysis
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 The Map does not Display Agent Information Correctly
Symptom

The Map does not display agent information correctly.

Solution

Synchronize the system clocks for all agents that Application Performance Management monitors for a specific transactional
path.

We recommend that you synchronize your application server clocks with Network Time Protocol.

 The Map Shows Only 50,000 Nodes
Symptom

The Map shows only 50,000 nodes.

Solution

Application Performance Management is configured to display maps with a maximum of 50,000 nodes to maintain
performance. Beyond that limit, data is clamped.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Dashboard.
2. Add filters to reduce the number of nodes being displayed below 50,000.

 Experience Card Attribute Selector Does Not Show Docker-related Attributes
Symptom

When I create or edit an Experience Card, I do not see Docker-related attributes in the drop-down list. 

Solution

In Map view, check Experiences to verify if any Experience contains the attributes that do not appear in the drop-down list.

Note:

More Information:

• KB000115511 APM 10.7 Docker Attributes and Experience Cards
• Configure Experience View

 Transaction Troubleshooting
Transaction troubleshooting information provides frequently asked questions or relates symptoms that a user experiences to
one or more solutions.

 High Volume of Transaction Traces Cause Microservices to Fail

Symptom

Sometimes when the Enterprise Manager ingests a high volume of Transaction Traces, certain microservices fail, causing
APM Team Center to not function properly.

Solution

Administrators can use the Cluster Management component to filter out unwanted Transaction Traces. For more information
about filtering out transaction traces, see Transaction Trace Filtering Configuration.

 A Method That Never Exits Is Identified as Parent Method
Symptom

After identifying the parent method of a JMS Receive call as described under Transaction Metrics, a method that never exits is
identified as the parent.

Solution

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/apm-107-docker-attributes-and-experience-cards/KB000115511
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/dx-platform-on-premise/1-0/using/cluster-management/Configure-Cluster-Settings.html#concept.dita_e766f674-e4f5-4f63-89b2-858404182517_TransactionTraceFilteringConfiguration
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Define the parent method manually using one of the following procedures:

• Open the JMSParentMethodPersist.pbd file in your hotdeploy folder in a text editor and append the parent method tracer
definition at the bottom:

TraceOneMethodOfClass: <class name> <method> JMSReceiveParentTracer
 "JMSParentInstrumentation"

• Change the constant index value (see step 2 above) to the value that belongs to the correct parent method as seen in the
stack trace, by changing the value for the jms.receive.parent.lookupFallback.maximumDepth property in the agent
profile file.

 WebView Troubleshooting
WebView troubleshooting information relates symptoms that a user experiences to one or more solutions.

• WebView Does Not Display Correctly
• WebView Features Display Incorrectly

 WebView Does Not Display Correctly
Symptom

WebView does not display correctly.

Solution

Check the following information:

• Has anything changed in the environment?
• Are you using a supported browser?

• If you are using Internet Explorer, do not use Compatibility Mode.
• If you are using Chrome or Firefox, disable security features that block scripts from running.

• Try clearing the cache in the browser.

Gather Data Before You Contact CA Support

If you have reviewed the previous suggestions and you are still encountering issues, collect the following data before you
contact CA Support. This information helps CA Support assist you efficiently and effectively.

• <EM_Home>/logs/* in a zip file.
• Screenshot of the error message.
• Collect the exact workflow.

 WebView Features Display Incorrectly

 Valid for: Internet Explorer 

Symptom

Internet Explorer has a Compatibility View, a feature that affects how some websites display. If Compatibility View is enabled
for ca.com, some WebView features can display incorrectly.

Solution

1. In Internet Explorer, open the Tools menu at the top and select Compatibility View Settings from the drop-down list.
2. Select ca.com under "Websites you've added to Compatibility View."
3. Click Remove.

 Workstation Troubleshooting
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Workstation troubleshooting information provides frequently asked questions or relates symptoms that a user experiences to
one or more solutions.

• Change Operation Types in Management Module Calculators
• Dashboards Have Empty Panels
• Troubleshoot Automatic Session Timeout in Workstation
• Workstation Times Out when Logging into Enterprise Manager

 Change Operation Types in Management Module Calculators
Symptom

When you edit a calculator in a Management Module, changing the operation type redefines the meaning of the output metric
for the calculator. For example, you changed the operation type from MIN to MAX and keep the calculator output metric
name. The output metric shows the old values in history (for example, the MIN) with the new values (for example, the MAX).
No indication appears of where the alteration in processing occurred.

Solution

Rename the output metric of the calculator when you change the operation type if you are concerned that these values cause
confusion.

 Dashboards Have Empty Panels
Symptom

Dashboards have empty panels.

Solution

You are seeing empty panels because your application does not use those metrics.

The dashboards display a general set of performance metrics by default.

 No Results from Query Historical Events
Symptom

No results display when I query for historical events.

Solution

• Does the problem occur using basic filters, such as type:sampled? This helps to confirm that data is written to the traces
database.

• The problem could be related to the traces index being corrupted. Stop the Enterprise Manager, delete the \traces\index
directory, and run the reindex tool to reindex the traces database.

Gather Data Before You Contact CA Support

If you have reviewed the previous suggestions and you are still encountering issues, collect the following data before you
contact CA Support. This information will help CA Support assist you efficiently and effectively.

• <EM_Home>/logs/* in a zip file
• <Agent_Home>/logs/* and IntroscopeAgent.profile in a zip file
• Screenshot from the Transaction Tracer window and details of the class you are expecting to see

 Troubleshoot Automatic Session Timeout in Workstation
Symptoms

Automatic Session Timeout is broken and shows at least one of the following symptoms:

• Workstation windows do not automatically close after the inactivity period is reached.
• No logout message appears in the login window.

Solution

Only DXI administrators can modify the <EM_Home>/config/IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties
file. Contact your administrator to ensure that the introscope.apmserver.ui.inactivityLogoutTimeout
property value is set to an integer greater than 0 to enable the session timeout.

Solution
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Open either the IntroscopeWorkstation.log file or a separate log file that tracks Workstation events. Confirm that
the following messages are present in the log file:

• Session timeout configured to <x> minute(s)Indicates that the Automatic Session Timeout settings are configured
properly.

• User activity check: there has been no user action for more than several minutes, therefore logging out.Indicates the
session timeout notification.

 Workstation Times Out when Logging into Enterprise Manager
Symptom

The Workstation times out when logging into the Enterprise Manager.

Solution

The default connection timeout for the Workstation is 60 seconds. The Workstation may time out for the following reasons:

• Network latency between the Workstation and the Enterprise Manager
• The Workstation has much data to pull (metrics, management modules), and 60 seconds is not enough time to pull all this

data, even under normal network conditions.

You can increase the client connection timeout by adding the following property to the
IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file:

introscope.enterprisemanager.workstation.timeout=[value in seconds]

Restart the EM for the change to take effect.

 Cross-Layer Attribute Propagation Does Not Work
Symptom

Attribute propagation from Infrastructure Layer to Application Layer does not work. 

Solution

Check Components View to verify that the relative nodes are connected and they share attributes.

Note:

More Information:

• KB000115511 APM 10.7 Docker Attributes and Experience Cards
• Configure Experience View

8 Integrating

Complete instructions to prepare for and integrate the solutions.

Review the following integrations and other cookbooks to understand how to extend DX APM capabilities:

Table 4:  

Product Integrations with DX APM Integration Business Value

https://comm.support.ca.com/kb/apm-107-docker-attributes-and-experience-cards/KB000115511
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CA Precision API Monitoring Use the CA Precision API Monitoring Integration to triage
your CA API Gateway to know the root cause of API
under performance. The integration allows DX APM to get
additional visibility into APIs and helps administrators and
application owners to accelerate the triage and diagnosis of
problems.

Note:  Note: CA Precision API Monitoring is sold separately
from DX APM. 

More information:

• CA Precision API Monitoring
•  Benefits of Integrating with CA APIM

 

CA Single Sign On The integration of CA SSO with DX APM provides the
necessary components to collect periodically the metrics of
CA SSO and send to DX APM. 

More information: DX APM for SSO

CA Unified Infrastructure Management Use the CA Unified Infrastructure Management Integration to
monitor holistically both infrastructure components and the
performance of business transactions and applications.

More information: 

Benefits of Integrating with CA UIM (video)

CA Infrastructure Management Use the Unified End-User Experience Monitoring Integration
between DX APM and CA Infrastructure Management to
gain visibility into application level data that is related to
application usage for an end user. The components that you
select to integrate determine what information is available on
the various consoles and user interfaces. 

More information: APM Integration for CA Infrastructure
Management

The following integration scenarios are available:

• View high-level network performance information on the
CEM console. For more information, see Connect DX
APM to Multi-Port Monitor.

• View infrastructure data on APM WebView. For more
information, see DX APM to Application Delivery
Analysis.

• View DX APM application data on the CA Performance
Center. For more information, see Connect DX APM to
CA Performance Center.

• View DX APM application data on the CA NetQoS
Performance Center. For more information,
see Connect DX APM to NetQoS Performance Center.

Service Operations Insight (SOI) Connectors The DX APM SaaS - CA SOI Connector is a unidirectional
connector. The connector gathers relevant Configuration
Items (CIs), services, and alerts from DX APM SaaS to
CA SOI. This information is used in end-to-end service-
focused triage by the Business Operations Center within the
organization.

More information: Service Operations Insight Connectors

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-api-management/precision-api-monitoring/3-4.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/apm-for-ca-sso/13-2.html
http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/service-operations-insight-connectors/connectors.html
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CA BlazeMeter Use the Blazemeter Integration to run and investigate
load tests through the test metadata. DX APM users can
incorporate CA BlazeMeter test scenarios and their key
performance metrics into their business analysis. This
integration leads to better optimization, faster detection of
issues, and greater abilities to make decisions.

More information: How to Use CA APM CA Blazemeter
Integration

Runscope Runscope ensures that a web service API which runs in a
mobile or a web application is as reliable as the code that runs
in a local environment. You can configure Runscope for both
the environments - test and production to check the quality of
responses from APIs in a timely fashion.

DX APM monitors and records the details of the API
responses while the responses are still handled in the data
center or a cloud environment. You can use Runscope
to learn the root cause which attributes towards the poor
performances of an API and fix the root cause.

More information: Runscope Documentation

Jenkins Plugin Jenkins enables you to automate the continuous delivery
pipelines. Typically, Jenkins is used to run the tests against
the new builds of an application. The DX APM Jenkins plug-
in extension automates the comparison of the performance
of builds. The plug-in provides abstraction to run the plug-
in after any LoadGenerator, define multiple comparison
strategies, and define multiple output handlers.

More information: Jenkins Plugin

 

 Use Public URLs in APM
DX APM provides you with public URLs for ease of use. You can use these URLs to send other users directly to
preconfigured layouts in DX Application Performance Management (APM). You can provide other users with the URLs
for the Map and Metrics View. Also, you can use the public URLs in alerts and email notifications. 

Note:

Users cannot access these links without a username and password for APM.

Full URL parameters can change over time. Use the following parameters to map your public URLs.

For information about parameters for APIs, see API Reference.

Routes

The following table shows how the public route maps to the internal route.

Public route APM internal route

/public/vertex /map

/public/alerts /alert

/public/metrics /metrics

Parameters

Use the following public parameters to designate specific values.

Route Public parameter Required Value Default Value

https://guide.blazemeter.com/hc/en-us/articles/360000075549-BlazeMeter-Integration-with-CA-APM-NTC--BlazeMeter-Integration-with-CA-APM-(NTC)
https://guide.blazemeter.com/hc/en-us/articles/360000075549-BlazeMeter-Integration-with-CA-APM-NTC--BlazeMeter-Integration-with-CA-APM-(NTC)
https://www.runscope.com/docs/
https://plugins.jenkins.io/
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/public/vertex id Yes Vertex ID

endTime No End time in
milliseconds

live mode if endTime
not specified

range No Range in milliseconds 480000

layer No [ATC | APM_INFRASTRUCTURE]ATC

/public/alerts name Yes Alert name

/public/metrics items Yes Array of comma
delimits metrics paths

endTime No End time in
milliseconds

range No Range in milliseconds 480000

Examples

The following examples show how to map the URLs.

http://<host>:<port>/apm/appmap/ApmServer/#/public/vertex?
id=72&endTime=1534752446000&range=86400000&layer=ATC

http://<host>:<port>/apm/appmap/ApmServer/#/public/alerts?name=Azure - Queue Storage - Percent
 Authorization Error

http://<host>:<port>/apm/appmap/ApmServer/#/public/metrics?items=["SuperDomain|Custom
 Metric Host (Virtual)|Custom Metric Process (Virtual)|Custom Metric Agent (Virtual)|APM
 Alert Summaries:Caution Alerts","SuperDomain|Custom Metric Host (Virtual)|Custom Metric
 Process (Virtual)|Custom Metric Agent (Virtual)|APM Alert Summaries:Caution Triage Map
 Alerts"]&endTime=1534752446000&range=86400000

 Integrate with CA Single Sign-On
DX APM for SSO monitors CA Single Sign-On (CA SSO). You configure DX APM for CA SSO to gather performance
information and send the data to the DX APM Infrastructure Agent. You view the CA SSO metrics in the Metric Tree and in
the Map.

Note:

More information: CA SSO 

 

Prerequisite

• CA SSO deployment

Download and Extract the Infrastructure Agent

After you get access to CA Digital Experience Insights, you download and extract the Infrastructure Agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Digital Experience Insights. 
2. Select Open on the Application Performance Management box.

The Application Performance Management home page appears.
3. Download the Infrastructure Agent package.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/apm-for-ca-sso/13-2.html
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1.1 Select Agents in the left pane under Settings, and then select Download Agent.
The Select Agent to Download menu opens. 

2.1 On the Agent Selection page, select the tab corresponding to your operating system.
3.1 Select Infrastructure for the environment.
4.1 Select Download and Install.

CA Digital Experience Insights downloads the package to your computer.
4.  Extract the downloaded Infrastructure Agent file.

UNIX: Run this command: tar -xf Infrastructure_v <number>.tar. For example, tar -
xf Infrastructure_v1.tar.
Windows: Unzip the Infrastructure_v<number>.zip file. For example, Infrastructure_v1.zip.

5. Install and Run the Infrastructure Agent.

1.1 Navigate to the apmia/bin directory.
2.1 Run the appropriate command to install and start the Infrastructure Agent:

UNIX: ./apmia-ca-installer.sh install
Windows: apmia-ca-installer.bat install 

Log Files

You can review the Infrastructure Agent logs in the <Infrastructure_Agent_Home>/logs directory.

These log files are in the logs directory:

•  IntroscopeAgent.log 
•  APMIAgentConsole.log 

Install and Configure DX APM for CA SSO

You install and configure DX APM for CA SSO with an InstallAnywhere installer.

1. Log in with the same user that is used for installing CA SSO.
2. Install the DX APM for SSO on the CA SSO component appropriate for your environment.

Warning:

 Install the APM SaaS Infrastructure Agent to view DX APM for SSO metrics in CA Digital Experience Insights. Do
not install the EPAgent as instructed in the following instructions.
Use the DX APM EPAgent to view CA SSO metrics only in DX APM for CA SSO. 

•  Install and configure on-premise DX APM for CA SSO on CA SSO Policy Server (Linux) 
•  Install and configure on-premise DX APM for CA SSO on CA SSO Policy Server (Windows) 
•  Install and configure on-premise DX APM for CA SSO on CA SSO Web Agent (Linux) 
•  Install and configure on-premise DX APM for CA SSO on CA SSO Web Agent (Windows) 

After DX APM for SSO is installed and configured, DX APM for SSO collects CA SSO performance data. DX APM for SSO
sends the data to the Infrastructure Agent. You can then view the metrics in the Metric Tree and Map.

View CA SSO Metrics

Monitor CA SSO performance using Policy Server metrics and Web Agent metrics.

CA SSO Policy Server Metrics

View Policy Server metrics in the Metric Tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Metric View.
2. Select Agent Machine Name, Infrastructure, Agent (*SuperDomain*), Siteminder, Policy Server, and

<PolicyServerMachineName> node.
3. View the Policy Server metrics to assess the server performance.
4. Expand the Caching, Databases, Health, and Operations sub-nodes under the Policy Server node to view the metrics.

CA SSO Web Agent Metrics

View Web Agent metrics in the Metric Tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Metric View.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/apm-for-ca-sso/13-2/installation-and-configuration/installation-and-configuration-on-policy-server-linux.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/apm-for-ca-sso/13-2/installation-and-configuration/installation-and-configuration-on-policy-server-windows.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/apm-for-ca-sso/13-2/installation-and-configuration/installation-and-configuration-on-web-agent-linux.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/apm-for-ca-sso/13-2/installation-and-configuration/installation-and-configuration-on-web-agent-windows.html
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2. Select Agent Machine Name, Infrastructure, Agent (*SuperDomain*), SiteMinder, WebAgents,
<WebAgentsMachineName> node.

3. View the Web Agent metrics to assess the agent overall performance.
4. Expand the Caching, Cookies, Operations, and URLS sub-nodes under the Web Agents node to view the metrics.

View Transaction Traces

You can view transaction trace information for web server transactions that exceed a specified time limit.

Follow these steps:

1. In the left pane, navigate to Agents under Settings.
2. Select the host on which the Infrastructure Agent is installed, and click the corresponding Trace button.
3. Set the Minimum Transaction Duration in milliseconds and Trace Session Duration in minutes. 
4. Select Start to start the tracing.
5. Navigate to the Map view.
6. Click the SiteMinder component.
7. Click the Business Transactions tab to examine the transaction traces.

View CA SSO Web Agent Alerts

You can view Web Agent alerts in the Map.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Application Layer from the top left drop-down boxes.
2. Navigate to the Map view.
3. Select the SiteMinder component. 
4. Information about the alerts appears in the right-hand Components pane in the Generic Front-end and Agent tabs.

Note:

More information: APM for CA SSO documentation 

 DX Operational Intelligence Plugin (DX OI Plugin) Connector
Guide
Overview

You can use the DX OI Plugin to get a comprehensive insight into the performance of your infrastructure and applications in
your environment. The DX OI Plugin integrates DX Application Performance Management (DX APM) with DX Operational
Intelligence (DX OI). The DX OI Plugin enables you to automatically ingest data from DX APM to DX OI. The ingested data
spans across your performance monitoring tools and any third-party sources into a single extensive data lake.

    

How DX APM interacts with DX OI?

DX OI Plugin helps you push the following details from DX APM to CA JARVIS - metrics, alerts, and inventory data, which
includes information pertaining to vertices. Further, the DX OI Plugin enables DX OI to consume the ingested DX APM data
from CA Jarvis and displays the DX APM ingested data in DX OI user interface. The DX OI user interface displays the
following data: metrics and alerts. DX OI uses the alerts to provide various notifications such as email notifications, service
alarms, and so on. DX OI uses the inventory data for root cause analysis.

Installation and Configuration

To use the DX OI Plugin, you need to perform the following prerequisite tasks.

Configure DX OI Plugin in DX APM SaaS

You can configure the DX OI plugin in DX APM SaaS by performing the following tasks. In the Enterprise Manager of DX
APM SaaS, perform the following tasks:

1. Navigate to the <EM_Home>/config/IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file.
2. Under AO Platform Integration Configuration section, uncomment and edit the details of the following properties:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/apm-for-ca-sso/13-2.html
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1.1 The default value of the following property is the tenantId:

#apm.doi.tenantId=default

For example, DOI99GB-USERSTORE
2.1 Retain the default value as follows:

#apm.doi.jarvis.ingestion.url=http://<apiHost>:<apiPort>/ingestion

3.1 Provide the details of the Jarvis host and port as follows:

4.1 Provide the details of the Elasticsearch host and port as follows:

#apm.doi.jarvis.onboarding.url=http://<apiHost>:<apiPort>/onboarding

For example, http://eaelastic.sales05-osetest-vm07.devfco.com:9200/ 
3. Under APM OI Properties section, edit the details of the following properties:

• (Hot Property) The default value of the following property is true:

introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.enabled=true

• By default, this property is set to true to enable DX OI Plugin to send the zero and non-zero metrics from DX APM to
CA Jarvis. If you set this property to false, the DX OI Plugin does not send the zero value metrics from DX APM to CA
Jarvis.

4. Under OI Alert Configuration section, edit the details of the following hot properties:

• The default value of the following property is true: 

introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.alert.enabled=true

The alerts from DX APM are translated to alarms in DX OI.
5. Under the APM Inventory Properties section, edit the following details:

• (Hot Property) The default value of the following property is true:

introscope.enterprisemanager.doi.inventory.enabled=true

6. Save and Close the IntroscopeEM.Properties file.

Note:

 The metric grouping of the DX APM OI Plugin is pre-configured and provided as a part of the SAAS Management
Module as a jar file, SAASMM.jar. Ensure that the DX APM OI Metric Regex is configured and available as a part of the
SAAS Management Module (SAASMM.jar) in all Collectors and Mangers of Managers (MOM) in your environment.
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Consider that you modify the DX APM DX OI Metric Regex. Then, ensure that you manually modify the same details in
the Management Modules of all Collectors and MOM in your environment.

Troubleshooting DX OI Plugin

Troubleshooting DX OI Plugin section helps you solve problematic symptoms in your implementation.

Document Contains at least One Immense Term in Field

Problem:

If you find the error messages in the Jarvis verifier logs

Issue:Document contains at least one immense term in field, original message: bytes can be at most 32766 in length; got
33303","caused_by":{"type":"max_bytes_length_exceeded_exception","reason":"bytes can be at most 32766 in length; got
33303"}}

Here are the Jarvis verifier logs that represent the issue:

{"error":{"root_cause":[{"type":"illegal_argument_exception","reason":"Document contains at least one
 immense term in field=\"avro_schema\" (whose UTF8 encoding is longer than the max length 32766),
 all of which were skipped. Please correct the analyzer to not produce such terms. The prefix of the first
 immense term is: '[123, 34, 116, 121, 112, 101, 34, 58, 34, 114, 101, 99, 111, 114, 100, 34, 44, 34,
 110, 97, 109, 101, 34, 58, 34, 67, 65, 65, 95, 68]...', original message: bytes can be at most 32766 in
 length; got 33303"}],"type":"illegal_argument_exception","reason":"Document contains at least one
 immense term in field=\"avro_schema\" (whose UTF8 encoding is longer than the max length 32766),
 all of which were skipped. Please correct the analyzer to not produce such terms. The prefix of the first
 immense term is: '[123, 34, 116, 121, 112, 101, 34, 58, 34, 114, 101, 99, 111, 114, 100, 34, 44, 34, 110,
 97, 109, 101, 34, 58, 34, 67, 65, 65, 95, 68]...', original message: bytes can be at most 32766 in length;
 got 33303","caused_by":{"type":"max_bytes_length_exceeded_exception","reason":"bytes can be at
 most 32766 in length; got 33303"}},"status":400}
at org.elasticsearch.client.RestClient$1.completed(RestClient.java:357) ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.elasticsearch.client.RestClient$1.completed(RestClient.java:346) ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.concurrent.BasicFuture.completed(BasicFuture.java:119) ~[verifier.jar:?]
at
 org.apache.http.impl.nio.client.DefaultClientExchangeHandlerImpl.responseCompleted(DefaultClientExchangeHandlerImpl.java:177)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at
 org.apache.http.nio.protocol.HttpAsyncRequestExecutor.processResponse(HttpAsyncRequestExecutor.java:436)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at
 org.apache.http.nio.protocol.HttpAsyncRequestExecutor.inputReady(HttpAsyncRequestExecutor.java:326)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.impl.nio.client.InternalRequestExecutor.inputReady(InternalRequestExecutor.java:83)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at
 org.apache.http.impl.nio.DefaultNHttpClientConnection.consumeInput(DefaultNHttpClientConnection.java:265)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.impl.nio.client.InternalIODispatch.onInputReady(InternalIODispatch.java:81)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.impl.nio.client.InternalIODispatch.onInputReady(InternalIODispatch.java:39)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.impl.nio.reactor.AbstractIODispatch.inputReady(AbstractIODispatch.java:114)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.impl.nio.reactor.BaseIOReactor.readable(BaseIOReactor.java:162) ~[verifier.jar:?]
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at org.apache.http.impl.nio.reactor.AbstractIOReactor.processEvent(AbstractIOReactor.java:337)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.impl.nio.reactor.AbstractIOReactor.processEvents(AbstractIOReactor.java:315)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.impl.nio.reactor.AbstractIOReactor.execute(AbstractIOReactor.java:276)
 ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.impl.nio.reactor.BaseIOReactor.execute(BaseIOReactor.java:104) ~[verifier.jar:?]
at org.apache.http.impl.nio.reactor.AbstractMultiworkerIOReactor
$Worker.run(AbstractMultiworkerIOReactor.java:588) ~[verifier.jar

Workaround:

You need to run the following REST command:

curl -XPUT http://<esHost>/jarvis_metadata/_mapping/md -d '{

"properties": {

"avro_schema": {

"type": "keyword",

"ignore_above": 1000

}

}

}'

Limitation of Total Number Fields in Elasticsearch Index

Problem:

By default, Elasticsearch supports the maximum total number fields in Elasticsearch index as 1000. Typically, when you try to
instrument the DX APM Metrics with DX OI using the DX OI Plugin, where the DX APM Metrics exceeds 1000, then you get
the following error in the Jarvis verifier logs:

[4498]: index [ao_itoa_metrics_apm_1_1], type [data], id [7338db72-ac0f-4e7e-aa6b-
a1ed26d55179], message [java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Limit of total fields [1000] in index
 [ao_itoa_metrics_apm_1_1] has been exceeded

Workaround:

Consider that you want to instrument the DX APM Metrics of count 2000 with DX OI using the DX OI Plugin. In the
Elasticsearch host, run the following REST command:

Note:   In the REST command, <esHost> represents the Elasticsearch Host.

curl -XPUT --header "Content-Type: application/json" 'http://<esHost>/<index_name>/_settings' -d '{

"index.mapping.total_fields.limit": 2000
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}'

 APM Integration for CA Infrastructure Management
This section provides the following information:  

 Unified End-User Experience Monitoring Overview
This section contains the following topics:

 Unified End-User Experience Monitoring
Unified End-User Experience Monitoring is the integration between DX APM and CA Infrastructure
Management. The integration provides visibility into application level data that is related to application
usage for an end user. The components that you choose to integrate determines what information is
available on the various consoles and user interfaces.

Unified End-User Experience Monitoring is the integration between DX APM and CA Infrastructure Management. The
integration provides visibility into application level data that is related to application usage for an end user. The components
that you choose to integrate determines what information is available on the various consoles and user interfaces.

The integration options are: 

DX APM to Multi-Port Monitor

This integration allows you to view high-level network performance information on the CEM console. 

DX APM to CA Performance Center 

This integration allows you to view DX APM application data on the CA Performance Center. 

DX APM to Application Delivery Analysis 

This integration allows you to view infrastructure data on APM WebView.

 Solution Architecture
The Unified End-User Experience Monitoring solution provides many deployment options, depending on
the size and complexity of your network. This section outlines two possible scenarios.

The Unified End-User Experience Monitoring solution provides many deployment options, depending on the size and
complexity of your network. This section outlines two possible scenarios.

In smaller environments where a single Multi-Port Monitor is sufficient, your deployment architecture may look similar to the
following diagram.
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Figure 26: solution architecture

In more complex environments where multiple Multi-Port Monitors are required, you can scale up to:

• Ten Enterprise Manager Collectors
• Five Multi-Port Monitors
• Five standalone TIMs
• Three  Managers, 200 Java or .Net agents

More complex environments typically require a clustered DX APM environment with multiple Multi-Port Monitors. In a
clustered DX APM environment, multiple Enterprise Managers (called Collectors when clustered) collect all agent metrics.
You can subscribe to metrics from all the Enterprise Manager Collectors and the Manager of Managers (MOM) Enterprise
Manager. In addition, the MOM manages cluster functions. For example, the MOM handles all Workstation requests for data
and gathers those requests from the collectors. Your deployment architecture may look similar to the following diagram.
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Figure 27: solution architecture 2

 Deployment Considerations
Before you install or upgrade, carefully plan your deployment.

Before you install or upgrade, carefully plan your deployment. The following list outlines some important steps to consider:

• Evaluate your existing environment and determine how and where you plan to deploy the necessary components.
• Identify the characteristics of the environment you want monitored.
• Understand and consider your SPAN or mirror port options for the converged appliance. The Multi-Port Monitor uses a

SPAN or mirror port to connect to the key switches carrying application traffic to your network.

Note:

 More information: To learn about the mirror port in relation to the converged appliance, see the CA Multi-Port Monitor
User Guide.

• Understand and consider your mirror port options for the standalone TIM. A standalone TIM must be connected to a
mirrored port or a network tap. This configuration ensures that TIM can monitor your network traffic without interfering
with your data transmission.

• Gather server IP addresses and application port numbers. You need the IP addresses and application ports you want
monitored in your enterprise network. You use this information to configure the switch SPAN or mirror sessions.
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• Consider any firewalls that could prevent communications between the collector appliance and  Manager.

Note:

 More information: To learn about the ports and protocols that Multi-Port Monitor uses, see the CA Multi-Port Monitor
User Guide.

• Review APM Installation  to understand the requirements for the following DX APM components:

• APM database
• Enterprise Manager
• CEM console
• Workstation
• Standalone TIM

• Review the DX APM .NET Agent Implementation Guide for .NET agent installation requirements.
• Review the DX APM Java Agent Implementation Guide for Java agent installation requirements.

 Port Considerations
DX APM and CA Infrastructure Management components require certain ports through which
communication takes place. The following diagram shows these components and ports.

DX APM and CA Infrastructure Management components require certain ports through which communication takes place. The
following diagram shows these components and ports.

Figure 28: Port considerations

Note:   When TIM is installed on Multi-Port Monitor, it communicates with the MOM Enterprise Manager through Multi-Port
Monitor on port 80. Port 8080 is used by MOM Enterprise Manager to communicate with Multi-Port Monitor.

http://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/application-performance-management/10-7/installing/apm-installation.html
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 Single Sign-On

Single Sign-On is the authentication scheme used by  (NPC)/CA Performance Center (CAPC) and all supported data sources.
After users are authenticated to NPC/CAPC, they can navigate among the consoles and registered data sources without signing
in a second time. 

By enabling navigation among separate product interfaces, Single Sign-On provides a seamless drill-down experience for
operators. For example, the first time you navigate from CEM console to TIM, you are required to sign on using credentials
configured on  or NPC/CAPC (if  is bound to a NPC/CAPC). After the initial sign-on, you are not required to log on again
when navigating between the two components. 

Note:   Single Sign-On is not supported with DX APM Workstation or WebView. You must sign on using the DX APM
Workstation/WebView credentials each time you navigate to it. 

NPC/CAPC uses a distributed architecture. An instance of the Single Sign-On web site is automatically installed on every
server where a supported data source or NPC/CAPC is installed. If two data source products are installed on the same server,
they use the same instance of the Single Sign-On web site. The distributed architecture lets users log in to individual CA data
source products by logging in to the servers where these products are running.

Note:   For more information about Single Sign-On, see the Single Sign-On User Guide on the CA Performance Center
documentation bookshelf. 

 CA SiteMinder Support

If you have SiteMinder installed on your application servers, then configure TIM to allow for transaction monitoring. If TIM is
not configured properly, it will ignore all transactions originating from those application servers.

Note:   For more information on configuring TIM for transaction monitoring with SiteMinder, see the DX APM Configuration
and Administration Guide.

 More Information
 

You can find the documentation for the following products at http://techdocs.broadcom.com/.

•  CA Multi-Port Monitor Installation
Intended for system administrators. This topic covers information related to installing the Multi-Port Monitor software.

•  CA Multi-Port Monitor Upgrade
Intended for system administrators. This topic covers information related to upgrading the Multi-Port Monitor software.

•  CA Multi-Port Monitor User 
Intended for system administrators and analysts. This topic covers information related to configuring, administering, and
using the Multi-Port Monitor.

•  CA Performance Center Installation 
Intended for system administrators. This topic covers information related to installing the NPC/CAPC software.

•    Administrator and User 
Intended for system administrators and analysts. This topic covers information related to administering and using the NPC/
CAPC.

•    Installation
Intended for system administrators. This topic covers information related to installing the  software.

•    Administrator
Intended for system administrators. This topic covers information related to configuring and administering .

•    User
Intended for analysts. This topic covers information related to using the  user interface.

 Component Overview
This section describes the main components.

 This section describes the main components. 

 Multi-Port Monitor

Multi-Port Monitor is a hardware appliance which includes the following:

• High-performance capture card
• 4-disk RAID array used for the system and database
• 12-disk RAID array used to store packets

http://techdocs.broadcom.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/multi-port-monitor/10-5/installing.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/multi-port-monitor/10-5/upgrading.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/multi-port-monitor/10-5/using.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/performance-management/3-7/installing/install-performance-center.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/performance-management/3-7/administrating.html
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Multi-Port Monitor is a high capacity collector that groups multiple packet collections into one appliance. Multi-Port Monitor
includes both hardware and software components. The hardware component is a 16 disk server that captures and processes
traffic flowing into and out of a switch. The software component is an administrative web interface that allows you to perform
maintenance tasks, check the status of collection on the device, and build custom views.

When TIM is running on the Multi-Port Monitor, the appliance is sometimes called a converged appliance to differentiate
it from Multi-Port Monitor without TIM. The converged appliance supports both ADA and TIM to perform non-intrusive,
passive monitoring of networks, servers, and applications. It is now a collector appliance for both DX APM and ADA. The
converged appliance connects to your switches, collects SPAN traffic, and sends that information to TIM and ADA. These two
engines then send the information to their respective consoles, CEM console and ADA Manager.

Warning:  For the Multi-Port Monitor (without TIM installed), you can SPAN from different points on the network,
each into its own logical port on the Multi-Port Monitor. For the converged appliance, you must choose one logical
port for TIM and SPAN the web traffic from the WAN to it. This traffic is processed for TIM as well as ADA. Use the
other logical ports for other SPANs, ideally from the access-layer switches closest to the servers. The non-TIM logical
ports are processed for ADA only.

Note:   See DX APM to Multi-Port Monitor for more information.

Data Flow in the Converged Appliance

This diagram shows the flow of packets, session data, network data, and TIM defects within the Multi-Port Monitor converged
appliance. Notice that the converged appliance has two RAM disks. One disk is dedicated to storing TCP packets for ADA
processing. The second disk is dedicated to storing HTTP data for TIM processing.

Figure 29: Multi port

 Application Delivery Analysis Manager

CA Application Delivery Analysis is a passive packet collector with a physical server and web-based user interface called the
ADA Manager. It performs the following functions:

• Looks at TCP data and focuses on network-level metrics at the session level
• Pulls collection files from collection devices and imports them into the database
• Classifies data (by evaluating against threshold) into normal, degraded, or excessive and stores the result
• Maintains incident list and observation counts
• Calculates performance metrics at 5 minute intervals and sends them to the ADA Manager
• Defines and associate servers, networks, and applications and pushes the configuration information to the collection device
• Displays collected and processed data on report pages and views

 CA NetQoS Performance Center/CA Performance Center

CA NetQoS Performance Center (NPC) and CA Performance Center (CAPC) are web-based reporting interfaces that display
performance data from products in the Performance Center suite, DX APM, and supported third-party products. NPC and
CAPC reports provide views of performance and device data in various formats to help you effectively manage your networks,
applications, and devices.

When you integrate DX APM with NPC or CAPC, the following application-related information is available in the interface:

• List of applications, business services, and business transactions monitored by DX APM and their health statuses in a
selected time range

• Trend of all the applications, business transactions component (BTC) metrics, and customer experience metrics (shown as
RTTM on the DX APM user interface) for the selected time range

• Details of incidents/defects for the selected business transaction
• Link to the specific client subnet and server associated with a defect for further investigation into the infrastructure

 Workstation Component

You use the Workstation to view metric data in multiple forms. Authorized users can perform administrative and configuration
functions. The Workstation presents information in these windows:

•  Console
Shows data in dashboards, which contain Data Viewers.

•  Investigator
Presents tree views and map views of agents, applications, resources, and metrics.

•  Management Module Editor
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Presents a tree view of Management Modules and elements, allowing you to create and edit Management Modules.
•  Dashboard Editor

Enables users with write permission for a Domain (or SuperDomain) to create and edit Data Viewers and other dashboard
objects such as imported images, shapes, lines, and text.

•  Data Viewers
Visual presentation of data based on the type.

Note:  If you integrate DX APM with ADA, then infrastructure health data is available on the Workstation Investigator and
Console. Additionally, direct access to NPC is available from the Network Status Information dashboard.

Note:   For more information about the Workstation, see the DX APM Workstation User Guide.

 Java Agent Component

The DX APM Java Agent collects performance data from applications running on Java Virtual Machines (JVMs) and the
application server. Java agent also collects performance and availability data from the surrounding computing environment.
The Java agent uses probes in the application byte code to gather this data and sends it to the Enterprise Manager. The
ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) files control which data the probes monitor. You can change the PBD files to suit the
monitoring needs of your environment. Several standard PBDs are included when you install the Java agent, as well as specific
PBDs for your application server. Fine-tuning the tracers and directives in the PBD files delivers the metric information you
want to monitor for your environment.

The Enterprise Manager processes and analyzes the data received from the Java agent. You can access this information from
the DX APM Workstation. Using the Workstation, you can review the information and set up actions and alerts based on the
data received.

 Component .NET Agent

The .NET agent is an application management solution for Managed Enterprise .NET applications that provides visibility to
the component level. The .NET agent monitors mission critical .NET applications running in the Microsoft Common Language
Runtime (CLR) environment.

An agent collects application and environment metrics and relays them to the Enterprise Manager. An application that reports
metrics to an Introscope agent is referred to as instrumented. After you install and configure the .NET agent on a system, the
applications that run there are automatically instrumented at start-up.

By default, only IIS ASP.NET applications active on a system are instrumented. You can instrument any .NET application,
including IIS ASP.NET applications and standalone .NET executables. You can also instrument only a subset of applications
or specific applications.

The instrumentation process is performed using ProbeBuilding technology. This technology uses tracers, which are defined
in ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) files. The tracers identify the metrics that an agent gathers from applications and the CLR at
runtime. The .NET agent then sends this metric information to the Enterprise Manager.

 Note: See the DX APM .NET Agent Guide for more information.

 WebView Component

APM WebView is a web-based alternative to the Workstation, but limited administrative functions. Use APM WebView to
view metric data in different forms. APM WebView presents information in these windows:

•  Console
Shows data in dashboards, which contain Data Viewers.

•  Investigator
Presents tree views and map views of agents, applications, resources, and metrics.

•  Management Module Editor
Presents a tree view of Management Modules and elements, allowing you to create and edit Management Modules.

•  Data Viewers
Visual presentation of data based on the type.

Note:  If you integrate DX APM with CA Application Delivery Analysis, then infrastructure health data is available on
the Investigator and Console. Additionally, direct access to NPC/CAPC is available from the Network Status Information
dashboard. For more information about WebView, see the DX APM Monitoring and Triaging Scenarios.

 Integration Scenarios

This section contains the following topics:
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 Connect DX APM to Multi-Port Monitor

Connecting DX APM to Multi-Port Monitor allows you to view high-level network performance information related to the
application being monitored. For the defect you are viewing, network data from the Multi-Port Monitor database is imported to
the CEM console and saved in the APM database. This data is rendered in the CEM Defect Details page along with the defects
generated by TIM. You can use the defect and network information to identify a potential performance issue and navigate
directly to Multi-Port Monitor.

On the CEM Defects Details page, there can be a short delay (approximately 4 to 5 minutes) between the time a defect is
generated and when the network data is available. For example, if a defect was generated 2 minutes ago and network health
information on the CEM Defect Details page is unavailable, wait a few minutes and refresh the view. The delay is due to the
periodic loading of the network data into the Multi-Port Monitor metrics database.

Prerequisites

Before you begin, verify that you have installed and configured:

• Multi-Port Monitor
• APM database
• Enterprise Manager
• DX APM Workstation (optional)
• DX APM WebView
•  One of the following agents:

• DX APM .NET agent
• DX APM Java agent

TIM on the Multi-Port Monitor

TIM lets System Administrators configure Multi-Port Monitor appliances to function as converged appliances. The converged
appliance lets you collect TCP and HTTP data and passes these packets to TIM and CA Application Delivery Analysis (if you
have this product in your environment). The Multi-Port Monitor converged appliance provides visibility into application and
infrastructure performance metrics related to application usage by end-users.

Warning:   For the Multi-Port Monitor (without TIM installed), you can SPAN from different points on the network,
each into its own logical port on the Multi-Port Monitor. For the converged appliance, you must choose one logical
port for TIM and SPAN the web traffic from the WAN to it. This traffic is processed for TIM as well as ADA. Use the
other logical ports for other SPANs, ideally from the access-layer switches closest to the servers. The non-TIM logical
ports are processed for ADA only.

The following table identifies the differences between TIM installed on the Multi-Port Monitor and standalone TIM.

 TIM on the Multi-Port Monitor  Standalone TIM 

Runs on 64-bit CentOS Linux For information about the supported operating systems, see
the Product Compatibility Matrix. 

Runs in multi-process mode to increase throughput Runs in single-process mode

Reads packets from files written by the Multi-Port Monitor
capture layer

Reads packets directly from the NIC

Time is derived from the packet timestamps. The Napatech
card (using the Napatech clock) time-stamps packets as they
enter the Multi-Port Monitor.

Time is derived from the system time (wall clock)

Napatech or network card not required because the Multi-Port
Monitor has its own Napatech card installed.

Requires a network card.

Uses the following default log-on credentials:

User name: nqadmin

Password: nq

Uses the following default log-on credentials:

User name: cemadmin

Password: quality

Standalone TIM Options

If you have existing standalone TIMs, you have the following options:
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1. Keep the standalone TIMs, upgrade them to version 9.6 or newer, and reconfigure each TIM (including the new TIM on
Multi-Port Monitor) to monitor specific network traffic and load balance the traffic among the TIMs.
Note: Standalone TIMs have less integration with ADA. Data collected by both the standalone TIMs and TIM on Multi-
Port Monitor generate defects shown on the CEM console. However, you can only link to session analysis data from
defects generated by the TIM on Multi-Port Monitor. The Multi-Port Monitor must process the SPAN data for both DX
APM and ADA to enable the integration.

2. Remove your standalone TIMs and move the SPAN for them to the new TIM on Multi-Port Monitor.

Install TIM on the Multi-Port Monitor as New or Upgrade

Install TIM on the Multi-Port Monitor to enable it to collect TCP and HTTP data.

Note:   If you are upgrading the software, back up all data from your current installation.The TIM installation process removes
the existing TIM installation directory. The data is restored after the installation.

Before you start the installation, perform these tasks:

• Verify that Multi-Port Monitor is configured and connected to the network.
• Download the APM Transaction Impact Monitor TIM MTP CentOS package.
• Extract the TIM compressed GENxxxxxxxx.tar file to a designated directory.
• Extract the following Multi-Port Monitor images from the compressed GENxxxxxxxx.tar file:

• machine-settings
• TIM-mtp-requistes
• TIM-mtp-linux

Note:   Access these files from the DX APM software download area on support.

Install TIM on Multi-port Monitor

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the Multi-Port Monitor using your administrator credentials or the following credentials if you have not changed
the default:
Username = nqadmin
Password = nq

2. Click the System Setup tab.
3. Click the Install Software tab.

The Install Software page opens.
4. Install the TIM on Multi-Port Monitor images.

1.1 Click Browse and navigate to the location where you downloaded the image files.
2.1 Click Open.
3.1 Select the first image: machine-settings-mtp 
4.1 Click Upload and Install. 
5.1 Read and accept the License Agreement.

Accept the EULA to continue.
6.1 The software installation log appears. If you see errors, contact .

The third-party software is installed.
7.1 Repeat step 4 until the following images are uploaded and installed:

TIM-mtp-requistes-Linux and TIM-mtp-Linux 
5. (Optional) Click the System Setup tab to see a list of the installed packages or the Administration tab to enable TIM

Monitoring on a Multi-Port Monitor logical port.
6. Reboot the Multi-Port Monitor.

Note:   If you are upgrading the software, stop the TIM and restore the backup of the TIM configuration.

Configure Hardware Filters

For the DX APM to Multi-Port Monitor integration, web traffic monitored by TIM must have full packets. Define full packet
capture by editing the "HTTP-full packets" default filter from the Multi-Port Monitor web UI.

You can create, enable, disable, and modify predefined filters and the filters you create.

 Follow these steps:  

1. Click Administration, Logical Ports in the web interface.
The Logical Ports page opens.

http://www.ca.com/support
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2. Click the Filters link in the Edit Filters column for the logical port you want to filter.
The Logical Ports: Hardware Filters page opens.

3. To create a filter, click New. The Logical Ports: New Hardware Filter page opens.

1.1 Complete the following fields:

•  Filter Enabled. Applies the filter on the logical port whose name is indicated. If selected, the filter is applied after
you restart the nqcapd process.

•  Filter Name. The name of the filter you are creating or editing. The filter name is shown on the Hardware Filters
page for the logical port to which it is applied.

•  Filter Priority. Priority determines which filters take precedence when filter criteria overlap. That precedence is
undefined when two or more overlapping filters have the same priority. Values range from 0 (highest priority) to
62 (lowest priority). The default priority is 10.
Filter priority settings can be used with packet slicing. For example, you want to keep more bytes of each HTTP
packet. You specify a filter for TCP and Port 80, with slicing set to 'TCP headers + 50 bytes' and Priority set to
1. You then specify another filter for TCP, with slicing set to 'TCP headers + 1 byte' and Priority set to 10. In this
scenario, more payload bytes are kept for HTTP traffic than for other TCP traffic.

•  Packet Slicing Mode. Options for capturing only selected parts of each packet. The hardware filters let you
capture packets for protocols other than TCP/IP. However, Multi-Port Monitor collects performance metrics only
for TCP traffic. Volume metrics are collected for all traffic types.
Capture full packet: All information is captured from each packet that passes the filter.
Capture fixed size: Some bytes are captured from every packet. In the Packet Slicing Size field, supply the
number of bytes to capture.
Capture headers plus size: All Layer 2, Layer 3, and Layer 4 headers are captured, plus the fixed number of
payload bytes from the Packet Slicing Size field. Layer 2 headers include Ether II, LLC, SNAP, and Raw headers,
and VLAN, ISL, and MPLS tags. Layer 3 headers include IPv4 (including IPv4 options), IPv6, and IPX headers.
Layer 4 headers include TCP, UDP, and ICMP headers.

•  Include only Protocols. Limits the protocols to capture and process. Only the selected protocols are included in
monitoring. If no check boxes are selected, all protocols are included.

Transport Control Protocol, TCP, is the main protocol that CA Application Delivery Analysis monitors.

User Datagram Protocol, UDP, is used for transport of the data that real-time or streaming applications send.

Internet Control Message Protocol, ICMP, is used for error messaging among servers and for CA Application
Delivery Analysis traceroute investigations.Limits the protocols to capture and process. Only the selected
protocols are included in monitoring. If no check boxes are selected, all protocols are included.

•  VLANs. The identifiers of the virtual local area networks (VLANs) to monitor or exclude from monitoring. List
the identifiers of VLANs whose traffic passes through the indicated logical port. Separate multiple VLANs with
commas and no spaces. Select Exclude to discard traffic from the VLANs you listed.

•  Subnets. The subnets to monitor or exclude from monitoring. Supply a valid IPv4 address and subnet mask, or a
valid IPv6 address and prefix bits. Do not combine IPv4 and IPv6 addresses in the list. Select Exclude to discard
traffic from the subnets you listed.
Use the following format for IPv4 addresses: x.x.x.x/n, where x.x.x.x is the IPv4 subnet address in dotted notation
and n is the number of bits to use for the mask.
Use the following format for IPv6 addresses: x:x:x:x:x/n where x:x:x:x:x is the colon-separated IPv6 subnet
address and n is the number of prefix bits. You can use standard abbreviated IPv6 addresses. For example,
2001:ba0:1a0::/48
Tip: To filter for IPv4 and IPv6 subnets, create one hardware filter for the IPv4 subnets and another hardware
filter for the IPv6 subnets.

•  IP Addresses. The IPv4 or IPv6 addresses, or range of addresses, of individual hosts to monitor or exclude
from monitoring. Separate multiple addresses with commas and no spaces. Separate ranges with a hyphen and no
spaces. Do not combine single addresses and ranges in the list. Do not combine IPv4 and IPv6 addresses in the
same list or range of addresses. Select Exclude to discard traffic from the addresses you listed.
Use dotted notation for IPv4 addresses. For example, 10.9.7.7, or 10.9.8.5-10.9.8.7.
Use colon-separated IPv6 addresses. You can use standard abbreviated IPv6 addresses. For example,
2001:f0d0:1002:51::4
Tip: To filter for IPv4 and IPv6 addresses, create one hardware filter for the IPv4 addresses and another hardware
filter for the IPv6 addresses.

2.1 (Optional) Click Advanced to use regular expressions to create more precise filters.
3.1 Click Save. The new filter appears on the Logical Ports: Hardware Filters page.

4. To modify or enable a filter, click Edit. The Logical Ports: Edit Hardware Filter page opens.

1.1 Complete the fields as described in step 3a.
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2.1 (Optional) Click 'Show Details' to view your selections as a regular expression
3.1 Click Save. The filter appears on the Logical Ports: Hardware Filters page.

5. Restart the nqcapd process if you enabled a filter.

Configure TIM Monitoring on Logical Port

TIM monitors mirrored ports from one logical port. To map multiple physical ports to one logical port, mirror the web traffic
from the WAN to the logical port. This traffic is processed for TIM and CA Application Delivery Analysis (if you have this
product in your environment). Use the other logical ports for other port mirroring, ideally from the access-layer switches
closest to the servers. The non-TIM logical ports on the Multi-Port Monitor are processed for CA Application Delivery
Analysis only.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open a browser window and log in to the Multi-Port Monitor web interface.
The Multi-Port Monitor web interface opens.

2. Click the Administration tab.
The Logical Ports page opens. The default settings for the available ports are shown.

1.1 Click the Filters link in the Edit Filters column to apply to the port.
2.1 Provide the following information:

•  Name
Specifies the name of the logical port you want TIM to monitor.
The name helps to identify the source of the traffic you are monitoring. For example, use the name or location of
the switch you are monitoring.

•  Enabled
Enables the port for monitoring.
Confirm that the check box labeled Enabled is selected.

•  Save Packets to Disk
(Optional) Saves captured data packets on the Multi-Port Monitor hard disk drive. With this option, the data may
be available for export to PCAP on the Analysis page. By default, the Multi-Port Monitor keeps the packet for six
hours.

•  TIM Monitor
Associates with the logical port you are configuring.
Select the check box associated with the logical port you are configuring.

•  Physical Ports
Assigns one or more of the available Physical Ports to the logical port.
The available ports depend on the capture card configuration you purchased from CA Technologies.
Logical port numbering begins at 0. The capture layer performs the mapping of physical ports to logical ports. The
mapping process is transparent to TIM.

3. Click Save.
4. Restart the nqcapd process.

Perform this task on the Multi-Port Monitor Processes page.
5. (Optional) Check the status of the logical ports by viewing the Capture Card Logical Port Status table on the System Status

page.
The Status column shows an Error status if there is a problem with starting the logical port, such as a syntax error in a
hardware filter associated with that port.

TIM in Multi-Process Mode

When TIM is installed on the Multi-Port Monitor, it can utilize the multiple CPUs and load balance the traffic among multiple
processes. Running in multi-process mode increases TIM throughput significantly. Exact throughput numbers vary based on
many factors, such as the traffic being monitored, how you define transactions, and more.

In multi-process mode, TIM splits network traffic among multiple processes called worker processes. For TIM in multi-
process mode to work effectively, do the following:

• Distribute monitored traffic as evenly as possible between worker processes.
• Verify that the same worker process monitors all packets belonging to same business transaction instance.

In different network configurations, these guidelines can be achieved by different means. CA Technologies provides several
flexible ways to distribute traffic between workers. Options are:

•  Client IP address
Network traffic is assigned to worker processes based on the client IP address. This is the default and CA Technologies
recommended option. Consider the other options if your network configuration does not make this option viable. For
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example, if all traffic appears to come from the same client IP address, such as when TIM is positioned behind a proxy
server, then consider the other configuration options. The default configuration for this example is shared=client. Load
balancing on TIM is not possible with this network configuration, so consider using the server IP address option.

•  Sever IP address
Network traffic is assigned to worker processes based on the server IP address, for example shared=server. This option
requires that a single server handles all transactions in a business transaction.

•  Mixed
Traffic can be assigned to worker processes based on a combination of client and server IP addresses. If there is a
discrepancy between the server rule and client rule, then the server rule takes precedence.

Use the Load Balancer Configuration file to define how you want TIM to load balance your clients or servers.

Note:   Standalone TIMs run in single-process mode.

Examples Configuration Options to run in Multi-Process Mode

The following examples show configuration options for setting up TIM in multi-process mode. Make these configuration
changes on the balancer configuration file (balancer.cnf), in /opt/CA/APM/tim/config/ location. Restart TIM to activate these
configuration changes.

 Example 1 

If you have a client with HTTP transactions belonging to the 138.42.123.*/24 subnet, use the following configuration to assign
the worker process 0 to this subnet: client=138.42.123.*/24 worker=0.

 Example 2 

If you have a server in the 138.42 subnet, use the following configuration to assign the worker process 0 to this subnet:
server=138.42.0.0/16 worker=0.

Configure TIM for Multi-Process Mode

Configuring TIM for multi-process mode allows it to utilize the multiple CPUs and load balance the traffic among multiple
processes. This configuration is a two step process.

1.  Edit the load balancer configuration file.
2.  Enable the multi-process mode.

Edit Load Balancer Configuration File

Edit the Load Balancer Configuration file to define how you want TIM to load balance your clients or servers. This is a plain
text file and you must use a text editor to make any changes.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the converged appliance (Multi-Port Monitor running TIM) directly using the attached keyboard and monitor.
You can also log in from a remote system using a secure shell (SSH) client such as PuTTY, which runs on Windows.

1.1 Press Alt+F2 on the initial screen if you are using the attached keyboard and monitor.
The Linux login screen opens.

2.1 Log in with the following credentials:

• User name: netqos
• Password: The password you created when you installed the Multi-Port Monitor software.

The 'netqos' user name and password provide superuser access.
The Linux command line interface opens.

2. Open the balancer.cnf file using a text editor.
The file is in /opt/CA/APM/tim/config/balancer.cnf location
Do not use a Word processor or other programs that add formatting information.

3. Edit the file using the "sudo" prefix. The configuration file can only be edited with superuser access and "sudo" prefix.
For example, use the following command if you are using the vi editor:

 $ sudo vi /opt/CA/APM/tim/config/balancer.cnf

4. Save the file.
5. Restart TIM.

You must restart TIM to apply the edits.
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Enable/Disable Multi-Process Mode

Enable/disable the multi-process mode from the TIM configuration window. The mode is enabled by default.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the Multi-Port Monitor UI, select System Setup.
2. Select Tim x.x.x.x build xx.

The Tim Setup page opens.
3. Select Configure TIM Settings

The Tim Settings page opens.
4. Select Parallel/UseWorkers.
5. Change the New Value field accordingly.

1 means multi-process mode is enabled.
0 means multi-process mode is disabled.

6. Restart TIM.
You must restart TIM to make this change effective.

Associate TIM with an Enterprise Manager

This task is relevant to both the TIM on the Multi-Port Monitor and standalone TIMs (if applicable).

Enable TIMs so that they can monitor transactions. The Enterprise Manager does not receive data from disabled TIM monitors.
If you have clustered Enterprise Managers, then enable the TIMs from the MOM Enterprise Manager.

These are some examples of when you enable TIMs:

• When setting up a TIM and associating it with an Enterprise Manager.
• After upgrading the TIMs and/or Enterprise Manager.
• After a configuration is imported.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open a web browser and enter the address of the server that hosts the Enterprise Manager. If using a clustered environment,
specify the address of the MOM:

http://<IP_Address>:8081

where <IP_Address> is the IP address or DNS name for the MOM or a standalone Enterprise Manager. For example:

http://192.168.1.54:8081
http://cem.company.com:8081

To use a DNS name, your DNS administrator must have configured it.

Note:   The default port is 8081. It is defined in the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file
as introscope.enterprisemanager.webserver.port=8081 and can be changed.

2. Enter the user name and password.
The CEM console appears.

3. Select Setup, Monitors.
4. If the TIM does not appear in the list:

1.1 Click New.
2.1 Enter the name and IP address of the TIM.
3.1 Select the Multi-Port Monitor Enabled check box if TIM is listening on Multi-Port Monitor ports.

This task is only applicable if you are deploying the Multi-Port Monitor.
4.1 Click Save.

5. Select the check box next to each required TIM and click Enable.
Communication between the Enterprise Manager and the TIMs is then enabled. Additional tabs appear in the CA CEM
console.
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(Optional) Configure Web Server Filters

This task is optional. Perform this task if you still see too much network traffic after you have configured hardware filters. In
this case, you need to further restrict the traffic monitored by TIM to specific servers by configuring web server filters. If TIM
gets overloaded, recording might not work.

Multi-Port Monitor uses the web server filter configured for TIM running on the appliance to define what data it forwards to
TIM.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to CEM.
2. Select Setup > Web Server Filters.
3. Click New.
4. Type a Name that describes the network portion for TIM monitoring. For example, WebFarmCorp1.
5. In the Monitor list, select the TIM to assign to monitor this portion of the network.

Each TIM monitors an IP address range by default. If you want to monitor using a specific MAC address instead, go to step
6.

1.1 Fill in the From IP Address field.
Type the IP address of the Web server at the low end of the range. If there is only one server to monitor, type the
specific IP address.

2.1 Fill in the To IP Address field.
Type the IP address of the Web server at the high end of the range. If there is only one server to monitor, type the
specific IP address.

3.1 Fill in the Port field.

• If the TIM is to monitor transactions only on a specific port, type the port number.
• If the TIM is to monitor all transactions on all ports, type 0 (the default).

4.1 In most cases, TIMs should monitor specific servers in the network rather than overlapping servers. However, in
special circumstances, you can allow overlapping IP addresses.
If you want to configure more than one monitor for an IP address or range, select Save without checking for
overlapping IP Addresses.

6. If you want to monitor a specific MAC address instead of by IP address range:

1.1 Click the Address Type of MAC Address.
2.1 Type the specific MAC Address of the device you want to monitor. For example: 12:eb:a0:32:51:4c.

7. Click Save to configure the TIM monitor as specified.

Synchronize Monitors

You synchronize monitors to send the current domain configuration file to all enabled TIMs and agents.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the CEM console.
2. Select Setup > Monitors.
3. If any required monitors are disabled, enable them.
4. Click Synchronize All Monitors.

All the enabled monitors are synchronized and the related icon appears in the upper right. This task sends the updated
transaction definitions to all enabled TIMs on your network. The TIMs immediately start monitoring the transactions you
have defined. Synchronizing all monitors also causes the CEM console to send transaction and tracing information to the
Enterprise Manager.

Verify the Connection

For the defect you are viewing, network data from the Multi-Port Monitor database is imported to the CEM console. This data
is rendered in the CEM Defect Details page along with the defects generated by TIM.

Look for network data on the CEM Defect Details page to confirm the DX APM connection to Multi-Port Monitor.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log onto the CEM console.
2. Select CEM, Incident Management, Defect.
3. Do one of the following:

1.1 Select a defect from the list.
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2.1 Search for a specific defect.
4. Review the network health metrics associated with the selected defect.

Network metrics such as CT Observed, DTT, ENRTT, TCP Conversation Analysis, and more are available. In the TCP
Conversation Analysis field, a link to Multi-Port Monitor is available.
See the Triage Application and Infrastructure Issues Starting from CEM Console scenario for information on these metrics.

 Connect DX APM to Application Delivery Analysis

Connecting DX APM to ADA allows you to view infrastructure data on APM WebView. Enterprise Manager periodically
calls web services on the ADA Manager for these metrics and renders them on APM WebView. Enterprise Manager also
stores these metrics in the SmartStor for historical reporting.

As an administrator, perform the following steps:

1.  Run installer program.
2.  Start the ADA-APM service.
3.  Synchronize time.
4.  Verify the connection.

Prerequisites

Before you begin, verify that you have installed and configured:

• CA Application Delivery Analysis 9.1 or newer
• NPC 6.1/CAPC 2.0
• APM database 9.1 or newer
• Enterprise Manager 9.1 or newer
• DX APM Workstation 9.1 or newer
• DX APM WebView (optional)
•  One of the following:

• DX APM .NET agent 9.0 or newer
• DX APM Java agent 9.0 or newer

Run the Installer Program

The DX APM Integration for ADA installer program contains two installable components, CAPC Integration Pack and
ADA Extension for APM. Instructions in this section show you how to install the ADA Extension for APM. This installable
component enables communication between ADA and DX APM.

Install the installable component on the Enterprise Manager or MOM (if you have a clustered DX APM environment).

You need the following information to complete the installation:

• Enterprise Manager host name
• Enterprise Manager port number
• Host name or IP address of the servers to which the ADA Extension for APM installable component connects

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the DX APM Integration for ADA installer program from the DX APM software download area on support.
2. Navigate to your local version of the Integration Pack installer program and double-click it.

The installer opens.
3. Click Next on the Welcome screen.
4. Read and accept the End User License Agreement.

Accept the agreement to continue.
5. Specify where you want the integration pack files installed and click Next.
6. Select the ADA Extension for APM installable component.
7. Click Next.
8. Specify the Enterprise Manager hostname and port to which this installable component will connect and click Next.
9. Specify the hostname or IP address of all the ADA consoles to which this installable component will connect and click

Next.
10. Specify whether to configure the ADA Extension for APM as a Windows service and click Next.

In a Windows OS environment, the ADA Extension for APM installable component installs the ADA-APM service.
11. Review your settings and click Install.

http://www.ca.com/support
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CA Application Delivery Analysis Property Files

After you install the CA Application Delivery Analysis Extension for APM, the ADAExtensionForAPM folder contains the
ADAConnector files. These files let you verify configuration settings and update default settings if necessary.

The following configuration settings are part of the CA Application Delivery Analysis Extension for APM installable
component, but you can verify and update them using these properties:

•  Enterprise Manager host name 

com.wily.apm.adaconnector.em.host=<EM host name>

•  Enterprise Manager port number 

com.wily.apm.adaconnector.em.port=<EM port>

•  Host names or IP addresses
This information reflects the values of all the ADA Manager to which the CA Application Delivery Analysis Extension for
APM installable component is connected

com.wily.apm.adaconnector.adawssoap_address_source1=<addr>
com.wily.apm.adaconnector.ada_hostName1=<host name>

•  Name of the installer program 

com.wily.apm.adaconnector.ada_processName1=<ADAExtensionforAPM>

The ADAExtensionforAPM value represents the process name as seen on the Workstation.

The ADAConnector files make the following configuration settings available:

•  Enhanced metrics
The queries for these infrastructure metrics are disabled by default. Enable the query if you want to make the following
infrastructure metrics available on the Workstation:

• Data Transfer Time
• Network Round Trip Time
• Retransmission Delay
• Server Response Time

Sample property:

com.wily.apm.adaconnector.ada_enhancedmetrics_enabled2=<true|false>

 <enabled2> is an index of your ADA Manager. The first ADA Manager corresponds to <enabled1>, second Management
console corresponds to <enabled2>, and so on.

• CA Application Delivery Analysis web service query

The wait period between the ADA data time bin and web service query. The default wait time is 5 minutes. The ADA
Manager can connect to several collectors, such as Multi-Port Monitors and single port ADA collectors. To allow for
aggregation of the collected data, ADA time bins are 5-minutes wide and end at 5-minutes boundaries, for example, 7:00,
7:05, and so on. ADA Manager updates its database every 5-minutes. The wait period value in this property shifts the query
from exact 5-minutes boundaries by the specified time frame. For example, defining the wait period as 2-minutes shifts the
ADA time bins to 7:02, 7:07, and so on.
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CA Technologies recommends that you do not change the default value unless instructed by .

Note:   Updating this property does not change the web service call frequency. This frequency is fixed at 5-minutes
intervals.

Sample property (units are in milliseconds):

com.wily.apm.adaconnector.adawebservice.wait=120000

•  SmartStor data feed interval
Data feed interval from ADA to Enterprise Manager.
The default interval is 15 seconds. CA Technologies recommends that you do not change the default value unless instructed
by .
Sample property (units are in milliseconds):

com.wily.apm.adaconnector.smartstorfeed.interval=15000

•  SmartStor data feed wait time 

The wait period between the CA Application Delivery Analysis web service query and Enterprise Manager starting its data
feed.

The default wait time is 10 seconds. CA Technologies recommends that you do not change the default value unless
instructed by .

Sample property (units are in milliseconds):

com.wily.apm.adaconnector.smartstorfeed.wait=10000

Start the ADA-APM Service

After you install the ADA Extension for APM installable component, start the ADA-APM service.

 Windows OS 

Start the ADA-APM service in Windows Services.

This service does not start automatically. You start it manually after the installation.

 Linux/UNIX OS 

Start the ADA Extension for APM using the following command:

<INSTALL_HOME>\ADAExtensionForAPM$./ADAConnector 

Synchronize Time

Synchronize the clocks between the following machines to a common time source:

• CA Application Delivery Analysis
• Enterprise Manager or MOM

Synchronizing the clocks helps to ensure the integrity of DX APM application data on the CA NetQoS Performance Center/
CA Performance Center and infrastructure data on the APM WebView. If this task is not performed, time between the
components can drift, leading to data inaccuracies or loss.

CA Technologies recommends synchronizing your entire network to a Network Time Protocol time source or a time server. If
this is not possible, then at a minimum, you must synchronize the machines discussed.

Verify the Connection
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Look for the out-of-the-box dashboard and certain network metrics to confirm the DX APM to ADA connection.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to either the APM WebView or Introscope Workstation.
2. Look for the Network Status Information dashboard on the Console.
3. Look for the following information for each client subnet and server on the Investigator, Metric Browser tab:

• Network health status
• Server health status
• Data Transfer Time
• Network Round Trip Time
• Retransmission Delay
• Server Response Time

By default, the following metrics are disabled:

• Data Transfer Time
• Network Round Trip Time
• Retransmission Delay
• Server Response Time

To enable these metrics, use the com.wily.apm.adaconnector.ada_enhancedmetrics_enabled1=<true|false> property in
the ADA property file. See the How to Connect DX APM to Application Delivery Analysis scenario for information on this
property file.

From the Network Status Information dashboard, you can navigate directly to NPC/CA Performance Center. In addition to this
out-of-the-box dashboard, the infrastructure metrics are also available for you to create custom dashboards.

 Note: For more information about creating dashboards, see the DX APM Workstation User Guide.

 Connect DX APM to CA Performance Center

Connecting DX APM to CA Performance Center allows you to view DX APM application data in CA Performance Center.
Application data flows from the Enterprise Manager to CA Performance Center. 

DX APM is connected to the CA Performance Center using the CAPC Integration Pack installable component. This installable
component installs the APM-CAPC service and provides DX APM data in a format that CA Performance Center can
understand and display.

  

Prerequisites

Before you begin, verify that you have installed and configured:

• CA Performance Center 2.0.00
• APM database 9.1 or newer
• Enterprise Manager 9.1 or newer
• DX APM Workstation 9.1 or newer
• DX APM WebView (optional)
•  One of the following:

• DX APM .NET agent 9.0 or newer
• DX APM Java agent 9.0 or newer

• Alerts on APM WebView
• Agents to monitor business transactions, business services, and business components

Run the Installer Program

The DX APM Integration for ADA installer program contains two installable components, CA Performance Center Integration
Pack and ADA Extension for APM. Instructions in this section show you how to install the CA Performance Center Integration
Pack. This installable component enables communication between CA Performance Center and DX APM.

Install the installable component on the Enterprise Manager or MOM (if you have a clustered DX APM environment).

You need the following information to complete the installation:

• Enterprise Manager host name
• Enterprise Manager web server port number
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• DX APM Workstation user name
• DX APM Workstation password
• Enterprise Manager services user name and password
• Web server port that the CA Performance Center Integration Pack installable component uses

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the DX APM Integration for ADA installer program from the DX APM software download area on support.
2. Navigate to your local version of the Integration Pack installer program and double-click it.

The installer opens.
3. Click Next on the Welcome screen.
4. Read and accept the End User License Agreement.

Accept the agreement to continue.
5. Specify where you want the integration pack files installed and click Next.
6. Select the CA Performance Center Integration Pack installable component.
7. Click Next.
8. Specify the Enterprise Manager hostname and webserver port and click Next.
9. Specify the CA Introscope and TESS account of the Enterprise Manager and click Next.
10. Specify whether to configure the CA Performance Center Integration Pack as a Windows service and click Next.

In a Windows OS environment, the CA Performance Center Integration Pack installable component installs the APM -
CAPC service. The integration package named DX APM Integration for CA Application Delivery Analysis downloads.
This package has integration scripts for each supported platform. When you execute the installer, you can select an
integration with CA Application Delivery Analysis or CA Performance Center. The integration works with CEM data,
but not with CA Introscope data.

11. Specify the web server port for use by the CA Performance Center Integration Pack and click Next.
12. Review your settings and click Install.

After you install the CA Performance Center Integration Pack installable component, the CAPCIntegrationPack folder
appears in the directory that you specified in Step 5. The folder contains the webapps folder, which provides the extracted
Jetty Web Server and apm-capc-integration folders.

Start the APM-CAPC Service

After you install the CA Performance Center Integration Pack, start the APM-CAPC service.

 Windows OS 

Start the APM-CAPC service in Windows Services.

This service does not start automatically. You start it manually after the installation.

 Linux/UNIX OS 

Start the CA Performance Center Integration Pack using the following command:

<INSTALL_HOME>\CAPCIntegrationPack\bin$./jetty.sh start  

Configure Alerts on APM WebView

Alerts on APM WebView allow you to set thresholds on metrics and to execute actions when metrics cross thresholds. These
alerts reflect the worst-case status of any baseline metrics for those objects.

Create alerts to make application, business service, and business transaction health status indicators available on CA
Performance Center. For more information about configuring alerts, see Configure Alerts.

Import the APM Views into CA NetQoS Performance Center

Copy the integration XML files and import the APM view definitions into the CA Performance Center database.

 Follow these steps: 

http://www.ca.com/support
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1. Navigate to the following location:

<CAPC Integration Pack Home>\CAPCIntegrationPack\CAPC_2_0 

2. Copy the apm directory from the CAPC_2_0 folder to the plugins folder in the following location:

<CAPC-HOME>/PerformanceCenter/SQL/plugins

3. From a command prompt, execute the following command to import the views into the CA Performance Center database:

<CAPC-HOME>/PerformanceCenter/Tools/bin/npcshell.sh dbmigrate  - package
 com.ca.im.plugin.apm  - path <CAPC-HOME>/PerformanceCenter/SQL/plugins/apm

Register APM as a Data Source

CA Performance Center can only receive information from a registered data source.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA Performance Center as a user with administrative privileges.
2. Select Admin, Settings, and click Data Sources.

The Data Source List page appears.
3. Click Add.

The Add Data Source page appears.
4. Select Application Performance Management from the Source Type list.

Note:   The Source Type list shows all CA Technologies products that can be registered as CA Performance Center
data sources, including products not installed in your environment and some third-party integrations. Supported data
sources from other companies are listed only after you complete the required configuration. The Application Performance
Management data source supports definition of a single enabled data source. If you want to add another data source, delete
the existing data source.

5. Enter the Host Name of the data source.
The host name is the IP address or DNS host name of the server where the database for this data source is installed. For the
DX APM data source, enter the IP address of the host where the CA Performance Center Integration Pack installer program
is installed.

6. Select the protocol to use to contact the data source. The default protocol for a DX APM data source is HTTP.
Select https if your network is using SSL for communications. Verify that you have configured the system correctly before
you select the https option.

Note:   If you plan to use SSL for communications between CA Performance Center and the data source products, see
the CA Single Sign-on Guide. Specific to the DX APM data source, if you select the https option here, also enable SSL
communication between the Enterprise Manager and the integration web services.

7. Supply the port to use when contacting the data source. The port depends on the protocol you selected in the previous step.
The default port is 8082 for the Application Performance Manager data source.

Note:   Consult the Single-Sign-On Guide for more information if you plan to use SSL for communications between CA
Performance Center and the data source products.

8. Enter a Display Name for the data source. By default, the data source type and the host name are combined to create the
name of the data source.

Example: <datasourcename>@<hostname>

Note:   Web Console address is not applicable to DX APM.
9. Click Save if you have finished registering data sources.
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CA Performance Center lists the data sources registered in the Data Source List.

Add the APM Menu Items to Application Health

In CA Performance Center, add the following DX APM dashboard menu items to the Application Health menu:

• APM - Applications Summary
• APM - Business Services Summary

Menu items can be added for the default tenant or for any existing tenant. After the menus are set for existing tenants, new
tenants can automatically access the menus without the need for these steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in as an administrator with the Default Tenant or another Tenant administrator account.
2. Select Admin, User Settings, and click Menus.

The Manage Menus page displays the current list of menus.
3. Select Application Health and click Edit.
4. Select the APM - Application Summary and/or the APM - Business Services Summary dashboards in the Available list. To

select multiple dashboards, use Shift + Click.
5. Click the right arrow.
6. The dashboard moves to the Selected list.
7. Click Save.

The menu items are set.

Enable HTTPS Support (Optional)

You can enable the HTTPS protocol for added security using the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), which provides communication
between DX APM and CA Performance Center as follows:

• Obtain a server certificate. Some administrators can also choose to use client certificates for additional security.
Configuring a website in IIS to use SSL, server certificates, and client certificates is outside the scope of this document.
However, the following Microsoft article gives an in-depth discussion of the use of these IIS website security features.
SSL and Certificates (IIS 6.0): http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/
IIS/559bb9d5-0515-4397-83e0-c403c5ed86fe.mspx?mfr=true 

•  Configure the DX APM data source with HTTPS support to enable HTTPS communication between the CA Performance
Center and CAPC Integration Pack.

•  Edit the apm-capc-integration.properities file to enable HTTPS communication between the Enterprise Manager and
CAPC Integration Pack installable component.

Edit apm-capc-integration.properties File

Editing the apm-capc-integration.properties file enables HTTPS communication between the Enterprise Manager and the
CAPC Integration Pack installable component.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the apm-capc-integration.properties file in a text editor from the following location:
<INSTALLATION_HOME>\CAPCIntegrationPack\resources

2. Locate the property: com.apm.npc.em.transport.protocol, and specify the value <https>.
3. Locate the property: javax.net.ssl.keyStore, and specify the value <KEYSTORE LOCATION FOR SSL CONNECTION>.
4. Locate the property: javax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword, and specify the value <KEYSTORE PASSWORD FOR SSL

CONNECTION>.
5. Locate the property: javax.net.ssl.trustStore, and specify the value <TRUSTSTORE LOCATION>.
6. Locate the property: javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword, and specify the value <TRUSTSTORE PASSWORD>.

The properties are set.

Verify the Connection

CA Performance Center displays application health and performance status data in a drill-down fashion for a selected time
period. When DX APM is registered as a data source on CA Performance Center, you can access application data from the
Applications Summary report or Business Services Summary report. From these reports, you can drill down to the incidents
and defects.

Look for data in the out-of-the-box reports to confirm the DX APM connection to CA Performance Center.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log onto the CA Performance Center.

http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/559bb9d5-0515-4397-83e0-c403c5ed86fe.mspx?mfr=true
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/559bb9d5-0515-4397-83e0-c403c5ed86fe.mspx?mfr=true
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2. From the CA Performance Center Reports menu, you see the following DX APM related reports:

• APM--Applications Summary
• APM--Business Services Summary

3. You see the health status of business applications in the Applications Summary report.
4. You see the health status of business services for the selected application in the Business Services Summary report.

 Connect DX APM to NetQoS Performance Center

Connecting DX APM to CA NetQoS Performance Center (NPC) allows you to view DX APM application data on the NPC.

DX APM is connected to the NPC using the CAPC Integration Pack installable component. This installable component installs
the APM-CAPC service and provides DX APM data in a format that NPC can understand and display.

  

Prerequisites

Before you begin, verify that you have installed and configured:

• CA NetQoS Performance Center 6.1 or newer
• APM database 9.1 or newer
• Enterprise Manager 9.1 or newer
• DX APM Workstation 9.1 or newer
• DX APM WebView (optional)
•  One of the following:

• DX APM .NET agent 9.0 or newer
• DX APM Java agent 9.0 or newer

• Alerts on the APM WebView
• Agents to monitor business transactions, business services, and business components

Run the Installer Program

The DX APM Integration for ADA installer program contains two installable components, CA Performance Center Integration
Pack and ADA Extension for APM. Instructions in this section show you how to install the CA Performance Center Integration
Pack. This installable component enables communication between NPC and DX APM.

Install the installable component on the Enterprise Manager or MOM (if you have a clustered DX APM environment).

You need the following information to complete the installation:

• Enterprise Manager host name
• Enterprise Manager web server port number
• DX APM WebView or Workstation user name
• DX APM WebView or Workstation password
• Enterprise Manager services user name and password
• Web server port that the CAPC Integration Pack installable component uses

 Follow these steps: 

1. Download the DX APM Integration for ADA installer program from the DX APM software download area on support.
2. Navigate to your local version of the Integration Pack installer program and double-click it.

The installer opens.
3. Click Next on the Welcome screen.
4. Read and accept the End User License Agreement.

Accept the agreement to continue.
5. Specify where you want the integration pack files installed and click Next.
6. Select the CA Performance Center Integration Pack installable component.
7. Click Next.
8. Specify the Enterprise Manager hostname and webserver port and click Next.
9. Specify the CA Introscope and TESS account of the Enterprise Manager and click Next.
10. Specify whether to configure the CA Performance Center Integration Pack as a Windows service and click Next.

In a Windows OS environment, the CA Performance Center Integration Pack installable component installs the APM-
CAPC service.

11. Specify the web server port for use by the CA Performance Center Integration Pack and click Next.

http://www.ca.com/support
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12. Review your settings and click Install.

After you install the CA Performance Center Integration Pack installable component, the CAPCIntegrationPack folder appears
in the directory specified in step 5. The folder contains the webapps folder, which provides the extracted Jetty Web Server and
apm-capc-integration folders.

Start the APM-CAPC Service

After you install the CA Performance Center Integration Pack, start the APM-CAPC service.

 Windows OS 

Start the APM-CAPC service in Windows Services.

This service does not start automatically. You start it manually after the installation.

 Linux/UNIX OS 

Start the CA Performance Center Integration Pack using the following command:

<INSTALL_HOME>\CAPCIntegrationPack\bin$./jetty.sh start  

Configure Alerts on APM WebView

Alerts on the Workstation allow you to set thresholds on metrics and to execute actions when metrics cross thresholds. These
alerts reflect the worst-case status of any baseline metrics for those objects.

Create alerts to make application, business service, and business transaction health status indicators. For more information
about configuring alerts, see Configure Alerts.

Update the CA NetQoS Performance Center Database

This task updates the CA NetQoS Performance Center database with the apm_integration.sql script. The script adds the DX
APM data source to the list of available data sources. Additionally, it adds other DX APM-specific information to the database
that are necessary for displaying application data on the CA NetQoS Performance Center.

 To run the SQL script: 

1. Copy the apm_integration.sql file from CAPCIntegrationPack folder to the CA NetQoS Performance Center machine.

This folder is created when you installed the DX APM Integration Pack for CA Application Delivery Analysis installer.
2. Open a Windows command prompt.
3. Execute: cd <location of the apm_integration.sql> 
4. Execute: mysql 
5. Execute: source <path>\apm_integration.sql

The CA NetQoS Performance Center database is updated.

Register DX APM as a Data Source

CA NetQoS Performance Center can only receive data from registered data sources.

Note:   For more information about managing data sources and the number of data sources that a single CA NetQoS
Performance Center instance can support, see the CA Performance Center Administrator and User Guide.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to CA NetQoS Performance Center as a user with administrative privileges.
2. Select Admin, CA Settings, and click Data Sources.

The Data Source List page opens.
3. Click New.

The Add New Data Source page opens.
4. Select the type of data source you want to add from the Source Type list.

Note:   The Source Type list shows all CA Technologies products that can be registered as CA NetQoS Performance
Center data sources, including those not installed in your environment and some third-party integrations. Supported data
sources from other companies are listed only after you complete the required configuration. If a data source type is not
listed, check to see whether you have already registered the maximum number of data sources for that type.

5. Enter the Host Name of the data source.
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The host name is the IP address or DNS host name of the server where the database for this data source is installed. For
the DX APM data source, enter the IP address of the host where the CAPC Integration Pack installable component is
installed.

6. Select the protocol to use to contact the data source. The default protocol for a DX APM data source is HTTP.
Select https if your network is using SSL for communications. Verify that you have configured the system correctly
before you select the https option.

Note:   If you plan to use SSL for communications between CA NetQoS Performance Center and the data source
products, see the CA Single Sign-on Guide. Specific to the DX APM data source, if you select the https option, you must
also enable SSL communication between the Enterprise Manager and the integration web services.

7. Supply the port to use when contacting the data source. The port number depends on the protocol you selected in the
previous step. The default DX APM port is 8082.

Note:

 Consult the Single-Sign-On Guide for more information if you plan to use SSL for communications between CA NetQoS
Performance Center and the data source products.

8. Confirm the Web Console address. If it is not the same as the Host Name, clear the Same as above check box and provide
the Web Console information:

9. (Optional) Enter a Display Name for the data source.
By default, the data source type and the host name are combined to create the name of the data source. You can supply
another name here.
Example: Instead of APM@xxx.x.x.xx, you can name the data source APM_SantaFe. 

10. Click Save if you have finished registering data sources.
CA NetQoS Performance Center lists the data sources you have registered in the Data Source List.

Enable HTTPS Support (Optional)

You can enable the HTTPS protocol for added security using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). To use SSL for communication
between DX APM and CA NetQoS Performance Center, do the following:

• Obtain a server certificate. Some administrators may also choose to use client certificates for additional security.
Configuring a website in IIS to use SSL, server certificates, and client certificates is outside the scope of this document.
However, the following Microsoft article gives an in-depth discussion of the use of these IIS website security features.

SSL and Certificates (IIS 6.0): http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/
IIS/559bb9d5-0515-4397-83e0-c403c5ed86fe.mspx?mfr=true 

• Configure the DX APM data source with HTTPS support to enable HTTPS communication between the CA NetQoS
Performance Center and CA NetQoS Performance Center Integration Pack installable component.

•  Edit the apm-capc-integration.properities file to enable HTTPS communication between the Enterprise
Manager and CAPC Integration Pack installable component.

Edit apm-capc-integration.properties File

Editing the apm-capc-integration.properties file enables HTTPS communication between the Enterprise Manager and the
CAPC Integration Pack installable component.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the apm-capc-integration.properties file in a text editor from the following location:
<INSTALLATION_HOME>\CAPCIntegrationPack\resources

2. Locate the property: com.apm.npc.em.transport.protocol, and specify the value <https>.
3. Locate the property: javax.net.ssl.keyStore, and specify the value <KEYSTORE LOCATION FOR SSL CONNECTION>.
4. Locate the property: javax.net.ssl.keyStorePassword, and specify the value <KEYSTORE PASSWORD FOR SSL

CONNECTION>.
5. Locate the property: javax.net.ssl.trustStore, and specify the value <TRUSTSTORE LOCATION>.
6. Locate the property: javax.net.ssl.trustStorePassword, and specify the value <TRUSTSTORE PASSWORD>.

The properties are set.

Verify the Connection

CA NetQoS Performance Center displays application health and performance status data in a drill-down fashion for a selected
time period. When DX APM is registered as a data source on CA NetQoS Performance Center, you can access application data
from the Applications Summary report or Business Services Summary report. From these reports, you can drill down to the
incidents and defects.

Look for data in the out-of-the-box reports to confirm the DX APM connection to CA NetQoS Performance Center.

http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/559bb9d5-0515-4397-83e0-c403c5ed86fe.mspx?mfr=true
http://www.microsoft.com/technet/prodtechnol/WindowsServer2003/Library/IIS/559bb9d5-0515-4397-83e0-c403c5ed86fe.mspx?mfr=true
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Log onto the CA NetQoS Performance Center.
2.  From the CA NetQoS Performance Center Reports menu, you see the following DX APM related report:

• APM--Applications Summary
• APM--Business Services Summary

3. You see the health status of business applications in the Applications Summary report.
4. You see the health status of business services for the selected application in the Business Services Summary report.

 Triaging Scenarios

This section contains the following topics:

 Triage Application and Infrastructure Issues Starting from CEM Console

Network data on the CEM console provides the diagnoser with high-level network performance information related to the
application being monitored. You can then determine if network issues are contributing to the problem being triaged and drill
into the Multi-Port Monitor for session level data. If metrics indicate that the network is not a concern, you can connect to the
APM WebView to investigate and triage the application.

The following diagram shows a possible triaging scenario.

Figure 30: Triage from CEM

As a diagnoser, perform the following steps:
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1.  Determine your Triaging Options.
2.  Continue Triaging from Multi-Port Monitor.
3.  Continue Triaging from APM WebView.

Determine your Triaging Options

When you see infrastructure concerns related to your applications, determine some triaging options to help guide your next
steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log onto the CEM console.
2. Select CEM, Incident Management, Defect.
3. Do one of the following:

1.1 Select a defect from the list.
2.1 Search for a specific defect.

4. Review the network health metrics associated with the selected defect.
For example, if you see high network round-trip time or packet loss, you might choose to connect to the Multi-Port
Monitor. From there, you can investigate the network infrastructure in more detail.
See Network Metrics on the Defect Details Page for information on the network health metrics.

Network Metrics on Defect Details Page

When CEM identifies a defect, it queries Multi-Port Monitor for the session-level TCP information and saves it as part of the
defect details. When you drill into a defect, this TCP information is made available on the CEM console.

Each field displays the average value of all TCP sessions for the application between the web server and client IP for the 15
minutes leading up to the defect time. Use the link on the TCP Conversation Analysis field to see the metrics for the individual
TCP sessions.

The following network information is available on the Defect Details page:

•  NCT Obs 

Connection Time Observations. The number of monitored TCP connections occurring during the selected time interval. A
good indication of usage levels and a gauge of metric significance. For example, many observations can indicate an event that
can affect users.

•  DTT 

Data Transfer Time. Elapsed time between when the server starts responding and when it finishes sending data. Several factors
affect this value, such as response size, available bandwidth, and interaction between the application and the network. Excludes
the initial server response time and includes only NRTT if there is more data to send than fits in the TCP window. This value is
related to the number of network round trips required to deliver all data and the delay per round trip.

•  ENRTT 

Effective Network Round-Trip Time. Includes NRTT and Retransmission Delay, which is the delay that retransmissions cause
for a transaction. Reflects the latency that users actually experience and serves as an indicator of the performance degradation
that retransmissions cause.

•  NCT 

Network Connection Time. The amount of time that it takes the client to confirm the server connection acknowledgment. In
general, network latency causes delay in connection times. NCT serves as a baseline for carrier latency and comparison to
NRTT values.

•  NRTT 

Network Round-Trip Time. The amount of time it takes for a packet to travel to and from the server and clients on a network,
excluding latency from retransmissions. Application and server processing times are excluded from this value. This value is
often useful when compared to the NCT value.

•  NRTT Obs
Network Round Trip Time Observations. The number of round trip between the server and clients on a network during the
selected time interval. A good indication of utilization levels, as well as a gage of metric significance. For example, a large
number of observations indicates that an event might affect many users.

•  Retrans 

Retransmission Delay. The additional delay in the NRTT that retransmission cause. Retransmissions are packets that are
retransmitted after data loss. The data is expressed as an average across all observations, not the actual retransmission time for
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each transaction. The NRTT value increases when Retransmission Delay causes a delay in client acknowledgment. This metric
does not reveal the impact of losses on the DTT because of TCP congestion. This metric reflects only data loss from the server
to the clients, not from clients to the server.

•  SCT 

Server Connection Time. The amount of time from when the server receives the SYN packet from the client until the server
sends the first SYN/ACK.
Opening a TCP connection involves exchanging three packets: SYN, SYN/ACK, and ACK. The TCP header has SYN
(synchronize) and ACK (acknowledge) bits. The first packet has the SYN bit set. The second packet has both bits set. The third
packet has only the ACK bit set. This exchange establishes the initial sequence numbers of the connection.
SCT and NCT comprise the Connection Setup Time metric.

•  SRT 

Server Response Time. The amount of time a server takes to respond to a client request. Server speed, application design, and
volume of requests affect SRT.

•  TCP Bytes 

TCP data volume in bytes. The total number of TCP bytes sent and received during the selected time period by the selected
host or pair of hosts.

•  TCP Bytes From 

TCP data volume in bytes. Total number of Application-Layer bytes that the selected server sent to or received from clients
during the selected time period.

•  TCP Byte Loss Percent 

Data loss, expressed as a percentage of TCP bytes sent and received.

•  TCP Byte Rate
TCP data volume in bytes. The data rate in bytes per second during the selected time period.

•  TCP Byte Rate From 

TCP throughput in bits. The data rate in bits per second (bytes per second x 8) between the selected server and clients during
the selected time period.

•  TCP Byte Rate Retransmtd 

Ratio of retransmitted data to total data, percentage of data that was lost on the monitored network, and loss rate in bits per
second.

•  TCP Conversation Analysis
Link to Multi-Port Monitor TCP Conversation report on the Analysis tab. The client network information on Multi-Port
Monitor corresponds to the client network ID for the session requested by the CEM console. The initial view of the TCP
Conversation report is sorted by Transaction Time. From this report, you can access the Server/Client Pair view to see all
clients belonging to the same subnet as the client IP address that is talking to the given server.

•  Packet Loss Percent 

Data loss, expressed as a percentage of TCP packets that were sent and received.

•  TCP Packet Rate 

TCP throughput in packets. The data rate in packets per second during the selected time period. ADA reports use the term Data
Rate.

•  TCP Packet Rate From 

TCP throughput in packets. The data rate in packets per second from the selected server to clients, or from clients to the server,
during the selected time period.

•  TCP Packet Rate Retransmtd 

Ratio of retransmitted data to total data, percentage of data that was lost on the monitored network, and loss rate in packets per
second.

•  TCP Packets 

TCP data volume in packets. The total number of TCP packets that the selected host (or pair of hosts) sent and received during
the selected time period.

•  TCP Retransmtd Bytes 
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The number of TCP bytes that were retransmitted due to data loss.

•  TCP Retransmtd Packets 

The number of TCP packets that were retransmitted due to data loss.

•  Transaction Time 

The amount of time from the moment a client sends the request (packet-level or transaction-level) to the moment the client
receives the last packet in the response.

•  Transaction Time Observed 

Transaction Time Observations. The number of monitored TCP transactions that occurred during the selected interval. A good
indication of usage levels and a gauge of metric significance. For example, many observations can indicate an event that can
affect many users.

Continue Triaging from Multi-Port Monitor

If the network metrics for the defect show degraded network/server performance (such as high network round-trip time or
packet loss), one option is to connect to the Multi-Port Monitor via the TCP Conversation Analysis link. From the Multi-Port
Monitor, you can investigate the infrastructure in more detail. Do one of the following to access the Multi-Port Monitor.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select the link associated with the TCP Conversation Analysis field from the Defect Details page on CEM.
This link takes you to the TCP Conversation report in the Multi-Port Monitor. The initial view of the TCP Conversation
report is sorted by Transaction Time. From this report, you can access the Server/Client Pair view to see all clients
belonging to the same subnet as the client IP address that is talking to the given server.
See the Multi-Port Monitor User Guide for more information.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to Multi-Port Monitor.
2. Select the Analysis tab.
3. Navigate to the relevant TCP Conversation report.

See the Multi-Port Monitor User Guide for more information.

Continue Triaging from APM WebView

If the network metrics for the defect are within the expected range for your business, one option is to continue triaging the
application from the APM WebView

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the APM WebView.
2. Use the Console or Investigator to triage your issue.

 How to Triage Application and Infrastructure Issues Starting from APM WebView

Infrastructure data on the APM WebView allows support engineers to do the following:

• View high-level client network and server health statuses and determine if immediate in-depth investigation of the
infrastructure is warranted.

• If warranted, you can connect directly to CA NetQoS Performance Center (NPC)/CA Performance Center (CAPC) to
investigate the specific client network or server.

• If the infrastructure data shows acceptable performance but your applications are still showing degraded performance, you
can investigate the application further using the APM WebView

  

The following diagram shows a possible triaging scenario.
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Figure 31: triage app infrastructure

As a diagnoser, perform the following steps:

1.  Determine your Triaging Options.
2.  Continue Triaging from NPC/CAPC.
3.  Continue Triaging from APM WebView.

Determine your Triaging Options

When you see infrastructure concerns related to your applications, determine some triaging options to help guide your next
steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the APM WebView.
2. Navigate to one of the following dashboards or overview pages:

1.1 Select the Network Status Information dashboard from: Console, Dashboard drop-down list.
Use the health statuses of the client subnets and servers to determine your next steps. For example, if a critical client
network or server is not performing well, select the associated More Information button to access the client subnet/
server overview reports in CA NetQoS Performance Center (NPC)/CA Performance Center (CAPC). The More
Information buttons require a one time configuration. Configure the buttons from APM Workstation. See Configure
More Information on Network Status Information Dashboard.
See Network Status Information dashboard for more information on this dashboard.

2.1 Navigate to the overview data for all networks/servers you are monitoring: Investigator, Metric Browser tab,
Networks or Server node, Overview tab.
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Use the health status of each client subnet/server to determine your next steps. For example, if a critical client subnet
or server has a health status of 2 (degraded), then you can log on to NPC/CAPC to get more detailed information.
See Overview - All Networks/Servers for more information on the health statuses.

3.1 Navigate to the overview data for a specific client subnet/server you are monitoring: Investigator, Metric Browser tab,
Networks or Server node, a client subnet or specific server, Overview tab.
Use the health status information or other metrics to determine if a client subnet or server requires further
investigation. For example, if the data shows that the server hosting your troubled applications is performing as
expected, then you may choose to investigate the application in more detail using APM WebView.

By default, the following metrics are disabled:

• Data Transfer Time
• Network Round Trip Time
• Retransmission Delay
• Server Response Time

To enable these metrics, use the com.wily.apm.adaconnector.ada_enhancedmetrics_enabled1=<true|false> property in the
ADA property file. See the How to Connect CA APM to Application Delivery Analysis scenario for information on this
property file.
See Overview - Specific Network/Server for more information on this overview data.

Network Status Information Dashboard

The Network Status Information dashboard is available from the WebView Console. It shows the 10 worst performing client
subnets and servers with the associated health statuses. At a glance, you can see if a critical client network or server is not
performing well and link to CA NetQoS Performance Center (NPC)/CA Performance Center (CAPC) for more information.
After configuring the More Information buttons from APM Workstation, double-clicking them takes you to the client subnet/
server overview reports in NPC/CAPC. Each button requires a one-time configuration.

The Y-axis represents the following:

The health status of each client subnet/server for the specified time frame (default view is for live data) as calculated by CA
Application Delivery Analysis. Enterprise Manager/MOM takes the CA Application Delivery Analysis health status data and
displays corresponding numerical values in the Workstation. Refer to the following table for a data mapping between the two
systems.

 CA Application Delivery Analysis Status  WebView Status Value 

Unavailable 4

Excessive 3

Degraded 2

Normal 1

Unrated 0

None -1 (The corresponding client subnet/server is not reporting
into Enterprise Manager)

Configure More Information on Network Status Information Dashboard

The More Information buttons take you to the CA NetQoS Performance Center (NPC)/CA Performance Center (CAPC),
specifically the Network Overview and Servers Overview reports. Links to these reports require a one-time configuration for
each button. Configure the buttons on the APM Workstation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the APM Workstation
2. On the Workstation Console widow, select Dashboard and Edit Dashboard.

The Editor view of the Network Status Information dashboard appears.
3. Right-click the More Information button and select Ungroup.
4. Right-click the More Information text and select Object Links...

The Object Links window appears.
5. Click Edit.

The Edit Object Link window appears.
6. Verify that the Web Link radio button is selected.
7. In the URL text box, replace<hostname> with the name of your NPC/CAPC server.\
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Note:   The URL defaults to accessing NPC. To access CAPC, change the default so it includes your CAPC port number
(typically 8181) and the new address.

To access additional network information in CAPC, replace:

http://<hostname>/npc/default.aspx?pg=6001&mn=6001

with

http://<hostname>:<port>/pc/desktop/?pg=2000009&mn=3

To access additional server information in CAPC, replace:

http://<hostname>/npc/default.aspx?pg=7006&mn=6003

with

http://<hostname>:<port>/pc/desktop/?pg=2000010&mn=3

8. Click OK on both the Edit Object Link and Object Links windows.
9. Select File, Save on the Editor view of your report.
10. Close the Editor view.

You and all subsequent users of the Network Status Information dashboard can now directly access the associated
overview reports in NPC/CAPC.

Overview - All Networks/Servers

Overview data associated with all the networks/servers being monitored is accessible from: APM WebView, Investigator,
Metric Browser tab, Networks or Server node, Overview tab. The Overview page shows the following information, sorted by
descending order of the Status metric value by default:

• Network/Server Name
Name of the network/server as displayed in the tree hierarchy.

 Status 

CA Application Delivery Analysis Status WebView Status Value

Unavailable 4

Excessive 3

Degraded 2

Normal 1

Unrated 0

None -1 (The corresponding client subnet/server is not reporting
into Enterprise Manager)

Overview - Each Network/Server

This Overview page shows data associated with the client subnet or a specific server. This information is accessible from:
APM WebView, Investigator, Metric Browser tab, Networks or Server node, a client subnet or specific server, Overview tab.

By default, the following metrics are disabled:
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• Data Transfer Time
• Network Round Trip Time
• Retransmission Delay
• Server Response Time

To enable these metrics, use the com.wily.apm.adaconnector.ada_enhancedmetrics_enabled1=<true|false> property in the
ADA property file. See the Connect CA APM to Application Delivery Analysis scenario for information on this property file.

The Overview page shows the following information:

 Status 

CA Application Delivery Analysis Status WebView Status Value

Unavailable 4

Excessive 3

Degraded 2

Normal 1

Unrated 0

None -1 (The corresponding client subnet/server is not reporting
into Enterprise Manager)

 Network Round Trip Time (ms) 

 Network Round Trip Time measures the time that a packet takes to travel between the server and clients on a network,
excluding loss. Application, server, and client processing time are excluded.

 Retransmission Delay (ms) 

 Server Response Time (ms) 

 Server Response Time measures the time it takes for a server to send an initial response to a client request or the initial server
"think time." Increases in the Server Response Time generally indicate a lack of server resources such as CPU, memory, disk,
or I/O, a poorly written application, or a poorly-performing tier in a multi-tier application.

Continue Triaging from APM WebView

If the status or metrics data show healthy networks/servers but the associated application performance is still degraded, one
option is to continue triaging the application from APM WebView.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the APM WebView.
2. Use the Console or Investigator to triage your issue.

Continue Triaging from NPC/CAPC

If the health status or metrics data show degraded networks/servers, one option is to investigate infrastructure issues in more
detail using CA NetQoS Performance Center (NPC)/CA Performance Center (CAPC). Access NPC/CAPC using one of the
following steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Network Status Information dashboard, select the associated More Information button to access the client
subnet/server overview reports in NPC/CAPC.

2. Log on to NPC/CAPC and use the search function to get more information about the network/server.

See the CA NetQoS Administrator and User Guide for information on using NPC/CAPC.

Network Data Time Lag

Network and server data on APM WebView has an approximate 5 minutes time lag from the CA Application Delivery
Analysis Management Console. The Management Console can connect to several collectors, such as Multi-Port Monitors
and single port CA Application Delivery Analysis collectors. To allow for aggregation of the collected data, CA Application
Delivery Analysis time bins are 5 minutes wide and end at 5 minute boundaries, for example 7:00, 7:05, and so on. CA
Application Delivery Analysis Management Console updates its database every 5 minutes. As a result, the web services bridge
between CA Application Delivery Analysis Management Console and DX APM retrieves network health data with a lag of
up to 5 minutes for a 5 minute time range. For example, if the current time is 6:22 PM, then the data request would be for time
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starting at 6:15 PM and time ending at 6:20 PM. Data points on APM WebView between these two times will show the same
result.

The following is a sample log message from the web service:

6/15/11 06:22:00.175 PM IST [INFO] [pool-1-thread-2] [ADAConnector] Calling ADA web service...
6/15/11 06:22:00.175 PM IST [INFO] [pool-1-thread-2] [ADAConnector] utcStartTime:
 2011-06-15T18:15:00.000+0530
6/15/11 06:22:00.175 PM IST [INFO] [pool-1-thread-2] [ADAConnector] utcEndTime:
 2011-06-15T18:20:00.000+0530

Tool Tip Data

Tool tips are available on APM WebView graphs, such as those on the Network Status Information dashboard
and Overview pages. Hover your mouse over the data point on the graph to get more information from the tool tip. Note that
the following tool tip field values correspond to the health status data value on the Y-axis for the selected time slice:

• Value of the metric
• Minimum and maximum values of the metric

CA Application Delivery Analysis collects data at 5 minutes intervals, but the integration bridge between CA Application
Delivery Analysis and DX APM sends only one data point at 15 second intervals. Therefore, the Workstation displays
the same data value until it gets a new one from CA Application Delivery Analysis. This causes the count on the number
of data points reported in the selected time slice to always display 1. When DX APM agents send data, they send more
than one data points at 15 second intervals. This allows APM WebView to average out the data and show different values
for Value, Min and Max on application metrics.

How ADA Calculates Network and Server Health

CA Application Delivery Analysis rates the health of networks/servers by observing its TCP transactions and calculating the
following:

• Network metrics for each client network that communicates with the application. If the 5-minute average for a Network
metric exceeds the threshold, and CA Application Delivery Analysis observed the metric a minimum number of times,
CA Application Delivery Analysis rates the corresponding 5-minute interval for the client network as Degraded or
Excessive and creates a Network incident. Server metrics for each server that hosts the application. If the 5-minute average
for a Server metric exceeds the threshold, and CA Application Delivery Analysis observed the metric a minimum number
of times, CA Application Delivery Analysis rates the corresponding 5-minute interval for the server as Degraded or
Excessive and creates a Server incident.

• To rate performance data, the CA Application Delivery Analysis Management Console must collect 2 full business days of
data. A business day is calculated from GMT midnight to midnight. For example, if the CA Application Delivery Analysis
Management Console begins collecting data for a TCP session between a server port and client network on Monday at
3:30 p.m. EST, CA Application Delivery Analysis cannot rate the performance of the application on that network until
7:00 p.m. EST on Wednesday (midnight GMT). If the CA Application Delivery Analysis Management Console has not
collected 2 full business days of data, CA Application Delivery Analysis classifies the TCP sessions between the server
port and client network as Unrated.

 Triage Application Issues Starting from NPC

Application data on the  (NPC)/CA Performance Center (CAPC) allows diagnosers to do the following from the NPC/CAPC
UI:

• Look at the health statuses of application and business services.
• Drill down to defects and more detailed metrics.
• If the application metrics show the expected performance for your business, you can look at the web server or client

associated with the defect you are triaging.

  

The following illustration describes some options for how, as a diagnoser, you triage application issues starting from NPC/
CAPC.
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Figure 32: Triage from NPC_CAPC

As a diagnoser, perform the following steps (steps 2 and 3 are dependent on the metrics for your application and your triaging
decision):

1.  Determine your Triaging Options.
2.  Continue Triaging from APM WebView.
3.  Continue Triaging from NPC/CAPC.

Determine your Triaging Options

When you see application performance concerns on the NPC/CAPC UI, determine some triaging options to help guide your
next steps.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to NPC/CAPC.
2. Open one of the following dashboards from the Application Health menu: APM - Applications Summary or APM -

Business Services Summary.
Use the health status information in the Status field to determine which application or business service requires further
investigation.
See APM - Applications Summary dashboard for detailed information on this dashboard.
See APM - Business Services Summary dashboard for detailed information on this dashboard.

3. View the APM - Business Transactions Summary report by drilling down from the APM - Applications Summary or APM
- Business Services Summary dashboard.
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The Business Transactions Summary report shows the health status of business transactions for the selected business
service. Use the health status information in the Status field to determine which business transaction requires further
investigation.
See APM - Business Transactions Summary report for detailed information on this report.

4. View the APM - Metrics and Incidents Summary report by drilling down from the APM - Business Transactions Summary
report.
The APM - Metrics and Incidents Summary report shows Business Transaction Component (BTC) metrics and customer
experience metrics (shown as RTTM on the UI) for the selected business transaction.
Use the business transaction metrics component and customer experience metrics (RTTM) to determine how you want to
proceed. For example, if the RTTM and BTC metrics show high average response times, errors per interval, and/or stall
counts, you may choose to investigate the application in more detail by logging on to the Workstation. If the the RTTM
and BTC metrics are within the expected range for your business, you may choose to select the Client IP Address or Web
Server address associated with a defect. This option allows you to investigate network issues related to the defect.
See APM - Metrics and Incidents Summary report for detailed information on this report.

5. View the APM - Defects Summary report by drilling down from the APM - Metrics and Incidents Summary report.
The APM - Defects Summary report shows the last ten defects and their related details for the selected incident.
See APM - Defects Summary report for detailed information on this report.

How NPC/CAPC Displays Application Data

Application data on  (NPC)/CA Performance Center (CAPC) represents application health data that are collected by DX
APM. A web services integration bridge makes the data available to NPC/CAPC. DX APM monitors application health
by measuring the performance of individual methods executed by various application components. Probes inserted into
application component byte code report data to agents, which in turn report data to the Enterprise Manager. Other subsystems,
like JMX and PMI, also report data collected by agents. Enterprise Manager compiles this data into metrics -- application
performance as measured at many points in the application subsystems. DX APM makes associations between applications,
business services, and business transactions based on observed transactions related to the application.

NPC/CAPC displays application health and performance status data in a drill-down fashion for a selected time period.
When DX APM is registered as a data source on NPC/CAPC, you can access application data from the Applications Summary
report or Business Services Summary report. From these reports, you can drill down to the defects.

Application health and performance status data are sectioned into the following categories:

•  Applications 
Indicates the health status of the applications DX APM monitors. Selecting an application shows the business services
being monitored.

•  Business Services
Indicates the health status of the business services for the selected application. Selecting a business service shows the
business transactions DX APM monitors.

•  Business Transactions
Indicates the health status of the business transactions for the selected business service. Selecting a business transaction
displays the customer experience metrics (shown as RTTM on the UI) and Business Transaction Component (BTC)
Metrics and incidents.

•  Incidents
Represents the group of defects that are correlated based on transaction type and defect type. Selecting an incident shows
the last N (where N = 10 max) defects.

•  Defects
Displays information specific to each defect. Selecting the web server IP address or client IP address associated with each
defect takes you to the search result page for the respective server or client address.

Note:   For information about CA Performance Center (NPC) and its UI components, see the CA NetQoS Performance Center
Administrator and User Guide.

APM - Applications Summary Dashboard

The APM - Applications Summary dashboard page shows the health status of business applications. Access this dashboard
from the Application Health menu.

DX APM monitors the performance and health of Java, J2EE, and .NET applications. The front-ends are referred to as
applications.

A business application is a software program that automates a business service. DX APM monitors web transactions, which are
the product of web applications. A business application is part of the transaction hierarchy.

The Application Status view on this dashboard shows the following information:
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•  Applications
Lists the DX APM monitored applications. Only applications with defined business transaction components are displayed
in this report. Select one to see the associated business services.

•  Status
The health status of the application for the specified time range. Use this information to determine which application
requires further investigation. The colors represent:

• White - No data because Enterprise Manager is not responding (no metric value)
• Gray - No data (metric value: 0)
• Green - Good (metric value: 1)
• Yellow - Caution (metric value: 2)
• Red - Danger (metric value: 3)

APM - Business Services Summary Dashboard

The APM - Business Services Summary dashboard page shows the health status of business services for the selected
application. Drill down from an application or navigate directly from the Application Health menu to access this dashboard.

A DX APM business service is a group of business transactions. Measurements are aggregated to this level in the transaction
hierarchy.

The Business Service Status view on this dashboard shows the following information:

•  Business Services
Lists the business services for the selected application. Select one to see the associated business transactions.

•  Status
The health status of the business service for the specified time range. Use this information to determine which business
service requires further investigation. The colors represent:

• White - No data because Enterprise Manager is not responding (no metric value)
• Gray - No data (metric value: 0)
• Green - Good (metric value: 1)
• Yellow - Caution (metric value: 2)
• Red - Danger (metric value: 3)

APM - Business Transactions Summary

The Business Transactions Summary report shows the health status of business transactions for the selected business service.
Drill down from the APM - Applications Summary or APM - Business Services Summary to view this report.

The term business transaction describes a sequence of back-to-back, computer-generated transactions. They do not include
user-generated transactions that can add varying client behavior (think time) to the transaction. A business transaction consists
of an identifying transaction and a number of other related transactions which can be executed in order. Transactions can be
designated as included, cache-able, or both. Business transactions are defined in the CEM console.

Note:   For more information on defining and creating business transactions, see the DX APM Transaction Definition Guide.

The Business Transaction Status view on this report shows the following information:

 Business Transactions 

Lists the business transactions for the selected service. Select one to see the associated customer experience metrics (shown as
RTTM on the UI) and Business Transaction Component (BTC) metrics and incidents.

 Status 

The health status of the business transactions for the specified time range. Use this information to determine which business
transaction requires further investigation. The colors represent:

White - No data because Enterprise Manager is not responding (no metric value)

• Gray - No data (metric value: 0)
• Green - Good (metric value: 1)
• Yellow - Caution (metric value: 2)
• Red - Danger (metric value: 3)

APM - Metrics and Incidents Summary

The APM - Metrics and Incidents Summary report shows Business Transaction Component metrics and customer experience
metrics (shown as RTTM on the UI) for the selected business transaction. DX APM agents report Business Transaction
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Component metrics per business transaction. These metrics are sometimes called BLAME metrics. TIMs collect customer
experience metrics per business transaction and send them to the Enterprise Manager.

See Business Transaction Component metrics for more information.

See Customer Experience metrics for more information.

Business Transaction Component Metrics

DX APM agent reports five Business Transaction Component metrics per business transaction. These five metrics are
sometimes referred to as BLAME metrics. The BTC views include the following metrics:

•  Average Response Time (ms) 

Response Time is the time it takes for a request to complete. This time provides a basic measurement of application response
speed. Therefore:

• Low response times are desirable.
• High response times suggest a problem.

The Average Response Time metric averages the response times of all requests that were completed during an interval.

Note:   The count for Average Response Time is identical to the value of Responses Per Interval.

•  Responses Per Interval 

Responses Per Interval reflects the number of invocations finished in that interval. It is a measure of data throughput and thus
of application performance. Generally:

• A high number is desirable.
• A low number is undesirable.
• An unexpected spike in responses could indicate overuse of the external system, such as a denial of service attack on a

website.
•  Concurrent Invocations 

Invocations are requests handled by the application and its various parts. Concurrent invocations are the requests being handled
at a given time.

DX APM calculates the Concurrent Invocations metric by counting the number of requests which were still being handled at
the end of a particular interval.

• A low Concurrent Invocations value is desirable.
• A high Concurrent Invocations value suggests a problem.

Concurrent invocations start during an interval without finishing during the same interval. Because you want methods to
complete quickly, an unusually high number of concurrent invocations is undesirable. Temporary spikes in concurrent
invocations can occur, but the metric should return to zero each time. If it does not return to zero, the metric can indicate a
bottleneck of threads, number of database connections, or some other shared resource.

•  Errors Per Interval 

Errors are the number of exceptions reported by JVM and HTTP error codes. Examples of errors include:

• a 404 Page Not Found status reported by the HTTP server
• a SQL exception
• a Java exception

A low error count is desirable.

•  Stall Count 

Stalled requests are those which have not completed within a specified time threshold. If a request is counted as stalled, that
does not mean it is hung and will never be completed, but that its execution exceeded the stall threshold.

• A low count is desirable.
• A high count is undesirable.

The default stall threshold is 30 seconds.

Information on stall events is stored in the Transaction Events database.

Customer Experience Metrics
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Note:  TIMs collect customer experience metrics (shown as RTTM on the UI) per business transaction and send them to
the Enterprise Manager. If more than one TIM monitors the same business transaction, these metrics are aggregated on the
Enterprise Manager.

Customer experience includes the following metrics:

•  Average Response Time (ms)
For each interval, the average time it took to execute the business transaction, in milliseconds.

•  Total Defects Per Interval
Number of defects for all defect types for a business transaction, aggregated across TIMs.

•  Total Transactions Per Interval
Total number of transactions for the business transaction, aggregated across TIMs, per interval.

Defect Types

Customer experience metrics (sometimes shown as RTTM on the product UI) are grouped into several defect types. They can
appear under any of these types, which are the default names of defects before users customize them.

Defect metrics will be collected for each defect type associated with the business transaction, including user-named
transactions -- such as "Slow time for <BT_Name>". 

Following are the default values for each defect type, where s = second.

•  Slow Time
Transaction Time > 5.000 s

•  Fast Time
Transaction Time < 0.005 s

•  High Throughput
Throughput > 100.0KB / s

•  Low Throughput
Throughput < 1.0KB/ s

•  Large Size
Transaction Size > 100.0KB

•  Small Size
Transaction Size < 0.1KB

•  Missing Transaction
Component Timeout = 10.000 s

How Customer Experience Metrics are Calculated

Customer experience transaction metrics are calculated using Javascript calculators on the Enterprise Manager

Note:   NOTE: Aggregated metrics are calculated only on a collector Enterprise Manager with a running TIM Collection
Service and BTstats processor. These calculations are not run on a MOM Enterprise Manager.

Defects Summary Report

The APM - Defects Summary report shows the last ten defects and their related details for the selected incident.

A defect is the failure of a transaction to conform to customer expectations and transaction specifications. Defects are
categorized as behavioral and response defects. If a transaction does not meet multiple specifications, then multiple defects are
generated (for example, slow time and missing components).

The Defects Summary report shows the following information:

•  Defect ID
Identification number for each defect

•  Defect Name
Name associated with the defect

•  Business Services
The associated business service for the defect

•  Business Transaction
The associated business transaction for the defect

•  Date and Time
Date and time the defect occurred

•  Value
The baseline value at which if greater than or equal to, DX APM considers the transaction defective. Configure this
baseline throughput value that triggers the defect from the following CEM console page:
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Administration, Business Services, (a business service), (a business transaction), Business Transaction Specifications
•  Business Impact 
• This impact level … Is assigned this weight …

Minimum 1

Very low 2

Low 3

Medium 4

High 5

Critical 6

Trigger immediately 7

The login name of the associated end user for the defect
•  User Group

Name of the affected user group for the defect
In DX APM, a user group allows you to configure settings for a collection of (monitored) users. You do not need to
configure the settings for each individual user separately. User groups can be defined so you can easily identify (monitored)
user populations that are likely be experiencing problems. A user belongs to only one user group.

•  Client IP Address
The client IP address of the end user affected by the defect
Click to access more detailed information about the client. You are directed to the search results page on NPC/CAPC for
this client IP address.

•  Web Server IP Address
The IP address of the requesting web server associated with the defect
Click to access more detailed information about the web server. You are directed to the search results page on NPC/CAPC
for this web server IP address.

•  Web Server MAC Address
The hardware address of the network card for the server associated with the defect

Continue Triaging from APM WebView

If the RTTM and BTC metrics in NPC/CAPC show high average response times, errors per interval, or stall count for your
business, one option is to continue triaging from APM WebView. Use APM WebView to get more information about your
application.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log on to the APM WebView.
2. Use the Console or Investigator to triage your issue.

Continue Triaging from NPC/CAPC

If the RTTM and BTC metrics in NPC and CAPC are within the expected range for you business (but you still see
performance concerns in the Applications or Business Services dashboard), one option is to investigate network issues related
to the defect. You can use NPC/CAPC to perform this investigation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the APM - Defects Summary report, do one of the following:

1.1 Select the Client IP Address link to connect to NPC/CAPC and get more detailed information about the client.
2.1 Select the Web Server IP Address link to connect to NPC/CAPC and get more detailed information about the web

server.
2. Use the detailed Client or Web Server information to triage network issues related to your application.

See the   Administrator and User Guide for information on network metrics.

 Troubleshooting the Integration

This section contains the following topics:

 DX APM Application Data Not Available on CA NetQoS Performance Center

 Symptom: 
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After selecting the application-related reports (Business Services Summary or Applications Summary), I do not see DX
APM data in .

 Solution: 

Verify the following:

• You have installed CA Performance Center Integration Pack on the Enterprise Manager or MOM. For more information,
see the Integrating section.

• You have started the APM-CAPC service.
• You have updated the CA Performance Center database.
• You have registered APM as a data source in .

 DX APM Application Data Not Available on CA Performance Center

 Symptom: 

After selecting the application-related reports (Business Services Summary or Applications Summary), I do not see any DX
APM data in CA Performance Center.

 Solution: 

Verify the following:

• You have installed CA Performance Center Integration Pack on the Enterprise Manager or MOM.
• You have started the APM-CAPC service.
• You have imported the APM views into CA Performance Center.
• You have registered APM as a data source in CA Performance Center.
• You have added the APM dashboards to the Application Health menu in CA Performance Center.

 TIM Stops Working

 Symptom: 

The TIM installed on the Multi-Port Monitor has stopped functioning properly. For example, it has stopped recording and
generating statistics. Additionally, I see "skip old packets" messages in the TIM log. 

 Solution: 

When Tim is installed on Multi-Port Monitor, the NapaTech card on Multi-Port Monitor marks the packet arrival time using
the time on that card. If the system time on the Multi-Port Monitor and the NapaTech card time are significantly different, then
TIM can stop functioning properly.

Two possible use cases exist. Determine which use case applies to your situation. 

1. TIM processing can sometimes lag behind the packet files generated by the Multi-Port Monitor. For example, if TIM is
stopped and restarted or the Multi-Port Monitor is generating packet files faster than TIM can consume. Confirm TIM lag
time by doing the following:

1.1 Confirm that the NapaTech card time synchronizes with your system time on Multi-Port Monitor. 
2.1 Look at the Multi-Port Monitor System Status page and verifying that it does not display a warning message. 

If you have confirmed these two scenarios, then there is likely nothing wrong with TIM. TIM does not process packet files
that are older than 15 minutes (this default value can be changed). After it skips these old packet files, TIM resumes normal
processing. TIM simply needs time to catch up with the Multi-Port Monitor generated files.

2. Compare the NapaTech card time to that of your system time on Multi-Port Monitor. Use the following command from the
terminal to see the NapaTech card time:

/opt/napatech/bin/TimeConfig  -cmd time_get

Use the following command from the terminal to see the system time on Multi-Port Monitor:

date

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/it-operations-management/performance-management/3-7/integrating.html
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If the two times are different and the Multi-Port Monitor System Status page displays a warning message, then look at the
times on the NapaTech card and Network Time Protocol (NTP) server.
Select the time zone at the following website to get NTP time:

http://www.time.gov/

Consider the following scenarios and determine which one applies to your situation.
Scenario 1
Conditions

• The Napatech card time is vastly different from the NTP time (more than 15 minutes)
• The system time on Multi-Port Monitor is minimally different from the NTP time (less than 5 seconds)

Actions

• Synchronize the NapaTech time to the system clock by running the following command:

/opt/NetQoS/scripts/syncNapatechClock

• If the NapaTech time is different from the system time on Multi-Port Monitor by less than 5 minutes, then the
NapaTech driver OS synchronization will gradually adjust the NapaTech clock. If the NapaTech time is different from
the system time on Multi-Port Monitor by more than 5 minutes, then the NapaTech time will synchronize with the
system time on the Multi-Port Monitor immediately. 

Scenario 2
Conditions

• The NapaTech card time is minimally different from the NTP time.
• The system time on Multi-Port Monitor and CEM console time is vastly different from the NTP time.

Actions

• Adjust the CEM console time to synchronize with the NTP time. 
• Wait and verify that the system time on Multi-Port Monitor is set by CEM and is also synchronized with the NTP time.
• Confirm that the ntpd process on Multi-Port Monitor is running. If it is not running, start it.

The ntpd process can stop automatically when the system time on the Multi-Port Monitor is different from the NTP time
by more than 1000 seconds.

Scenario 3
Conditions

• The NapaTech card time is vastly different from the NTP time. 
• The system time on the Multi-Port Monitor and CEM console time are also vastly different from the NTP time.

Actions

• Adjust the CEM console time to synchronize with the NTP time. 
• Wait and verify that the system time on Multi-Port Monitor is set by CEM and is also synchronized with the NTP time.
• Confirm that the ntpd process on Multi-Port Monitor is running. If it is not running, start it.
• Synchronize the NapaTech time to the system clock by running the following command:

/opt/NetQoS/scripts/syncNapatechClock

 Infrastructure Data not Available on CEM Console

 Symptom: 

Looking at defect details in which I know there should be associated network infrastructure information, I do not see this
information.
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 Solution: 

Verify that you have configured the following correctly:

• The Multi-Port Monitor Enabled check-box on the CEM console UI (Monitors, Multi-Port Monitor machine) is enabled to
initiate the web service call to the Multi-Port Monitor for the TCP data.

• The defect was generated more than 5 minutes ago. There can be a delay of up to 5 minutes before the network health data
is available in the Multi-Port Monitor database. If the defect was generated less than 5 minutes ago, wait a few minutes and
then refresh the browser page. 

 More Information Buttons on Workstation Do Not Work

 Symptom: 

I cannot connect directly to  (NPC)/CA Performance Center (CAPC) from the Network Status Information dashboard on DX
APM Workstation/WebView. The More Information buttons on this dashboard do not work.  

 Solution: 

The More Information buttons take you to the NPC/CAPC (specifically the Network Overview and Servers Overview reports).
Links to these reports require a one-time configuration for each button. See Configure More Information on Network Status
Information Dashboard.

9 API Reference

Build applications using web services APIs.

Application Performance Management consists of the following set of web services APIs:

The following users are the intended audience for these APIs:

• Developers and Application Performance Management administrators
• CA Technologies or third-party developers, professional services, or presales engineers
• Each of the Application Performance Management web services APIs provide developers and administrators with the

ability to extend their application management solutions. They can retrieve relevant information from Application
Performance Management and can integrate data into third-party or custom solutions.

 

 DX APM Command Center API
This section provides an overview of RESTful APIs implemented for DX APM Command Center. For each available web
service, the supported HTTP verbs and request parameters are listed. We recommend that you also read the APM Hypermedia
API section for general information about how RESTful API is implemented in DX APM.

DX APM Command Center supports the following public RESTful web services:

  

The URLs of the resources are all in the following format:

https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/<resource name>

The ACC tenant host comprises the name of the Enterprise Manager Pod inside of Kuberentes and the DNS name of the
Kuberentes router. For example: 10-778046.KUBERNETES-ROUTER.The first number is the tenant number. The second
number differs for each tenant. KUBERNETES-ROUTER is the Kubernetes router that is installed.

The following table shows all available DX APM Command Center API resources and the HTTP verbs and parameters they
support.

Resource HTTP
Verbs

Parameters

GET HEAD POST DELETE OPTIONSformat projection page size sort q
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 agent

A list of
managed
agents,
including
their
properties.

Yes Yes No No Yes JSON,
CSV

list Yes Yes Yes Yes

 agentUpdateTask

Ability
to
modify
the log
level
of an
individual
agent.

Yes Yes Yes No Yes JSON No Yes Yes Yes No

 diagnosticReport

A list of
diagnostic
reports,
including
the
ability to
download
the
reports.

Yes Yes No No Yes JSON,
ZIP

list Yes Yes Yes Yes

 diagnosticReportTask

Provides
the
ability to
generate
a new
diagnostic
report
for an
agent.

Yes Yes Yes No Yes JSON No Yes Yes Yes No

 controller

A list of
Agent
Controllers
connected
to the
Configuration
Server.

Yes Yes No No Yes JSON,
CSV

No Yes Yes Yes No
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 agentFileOperationTask

Provides
the
ability to
push (or
delete) a
file to a
directory
on a
remote
system.

Yes Yes Yes No Yes JSON No Yes Yes Yes No

 file

A list
of files
stored
on the
Configuration
Server.

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes JSON No Yes Yes Yes No

 auditRecord

A list
of audit
records
associated
with
operations
that
change
the
environment.

Yes Yes No No Yes JSON list Yes Yes Yes Yes

 package

A list of
created
agent
packages.

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ZIP,
TAR,
archive

list Yes Yes Yes Yes

 agentPackageTask

Ability
to push
agent
bundles
to the
agent
installation
directory.

Yes Yes Yes No Yes JSON No Yes Yes Yes No

 bundle

A list of
available
agent
bundles. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes JSON,
archive

No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note that the parameters format, projection, page, size, sort, q are case sensitive and must be in lower case (for example,
Format=csv will not work).

Authentication
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A security token is a randomly generated text string and is roughly equivalent to a text password. This token gives the API
access to the Command Center's Web Service.

You can generate as many tokens as are required. You may change a token's description or delete a token using the Edit button.
Tokens may be revoked only by deleting them. Any user can delete any token.

You can also see when a token was generated and when it was used for the last time.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the DX APM UI, select the Security tab.
2. Select Generate New Token.
3. Select Public API.
4. (Optional) Select when the token expires.
5. Select Generate Token.
6. Copy the generated token.

Note:   Ensure that the token is immediately securely stored for future use. You cannot display it in the DX APM UI again.
7. Use the token in your request's authorization header. See API Authentication and Authorization for details.

Note:   More Information:

•  General API error codes and messages 
•  Command Center API error messages 

 Agent Resource
 

This web service returns information about DX APM agents registered with DX APM Command Center.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort, q, format, projection 

 GET  

GET https://<ACC tenant HOST>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/agent

Use the following request to get information only about agent with ID 2:

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/agent/2

 HEAD 

The HEAD method returns headers with information on the service, including, for example, allowed search fields.

HEAD https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/agent/

An example response:

Cache-Control # public, no-cache, must-revalidate, max-
age=43,200Expires # Thu, 30 Apr 2015 20:12:13 GMTServer #
 Jetty(8.1.15.v20140411)X-CA-ACC-SEARCH-FIELDS # agentId,
 agentName, processName, version, status, type, build,
 logLevel,emCollectorHost, emCollectorPort, appServerName,
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 appServerVersion, platformName,platformVersion, platformArch, osName,
 osVersion, osArch, serverName, agentProfileX-Frame-Options # DENY

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1

id integer Internal ID of the agent
resource.

1.0

agentName string The 'name' of the agent as
provided by the agent when
it registers with ACC. Forms
part of the agent triple.

1.0

serverName string The server on which the
registered agent resides.
Forms part of the agent triple.

1.0

processName string The agent process name as
known by the agent and EM.
Forms part of the agent triple.

1.0

status enum Indicates if the agent is
considered to be alive - can
be 'ACTIVE' or 'AWAY'. By
default 'ACTIVE' indicates
the agent has been seen in the
last 24 hours.

1.0

type enum The type of agent, as told
to ACC as part of agent
registration. Currently, it is
always 'JavaAgent'.

1.0

version string The version of the agent
as defined in the agent's
manifest (e.g. 9.7.1).

1.0

build string The build of the agent
as defined in the agent's
manifest.

1.0

logLevel enum The current logging level of
the agent (FATAL, ERROR,
WARN, INFO, VERBOSE,
DEBUG, TRACE).

1.0

registrationTimestamp date The time the agent registered
with ACC, represented in
UTC format.

1.0

registrationUnixTimestamp date The time the agent registered
with ACC, represented in
Unix format.

1.0

lastContact date The time the agent last
contacted ACC, represented
in UTC format.

1.0

emCollectorHost string The name of the EM collector
the agent is connected to, as
known by the agent.

1.0
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emCollectorPort integer The port of the EM collector
the agent is connected to, as
known by the agent.

1.0

appServerName string The application server the
agent is running under (where
known) - e.g. "Apache
Tomcat".

1.0

appServerVersion string The version of the application
server the agent is running
under (where known).

1.0

platformName string The platform the agent is
running under (Java runtime)
- e.g. "Oracle Corporation".

1.0

platformVersion string The version of the platform
(Java runtime) the agent is
running under - e.g. 1.7.0.

1.0

platformArch string The architecture of the
platform (Java runtime) the
agent is running under if
detectable.

1.0

osName string The operating system
the agent is running on
(Windows, RedHat, ...).

1.0

osVersion string The version of the operating
system the agent is running
on.

1.0

osArch string The processor architecture of
the OS the agent is running
on, e.g. amd64.

1.0

metricCount integer The number of metrics the
agent believes it is collecting.

1.0

registrationErrors string array Errors returned by plugins
when discovering additional
information about the agent.

1.0

installPath string The fully qualified path to
where the agent is installed.

1.0

agentProfile string The fully qualified path to the
agent's profile.

1.0

platformProperties map Key/Value pairs of the Java
System Properties known to
the agent.

1.0

environmentVariables map Key/Value pairs of the
environment variables known
to the agent process.

1.0

controllerId UUID UUID of the ACC Controller
this agent is connected to.

1.0

 agentUpdateTask Resource
 

The agentUpdateTask web service can be used for updating the agent profile (currently limited to log level change). The
resource can also be used to list all previous requests.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, POST, OPTIONS
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Supported parameters: page, size, sort 

 GET 

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/agentUpdateTask/

 POST 

Using the POST method you can update agent profile.

This example changes the log level of the agent with ID 1 to info:

POST https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/agentUpdateTask{
 "agent": "agent/1", "property" : "log4j.logger.IntroscopeAgent",
 "value": "INFO"}

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1

status enum Status of the operation
(follows task resource
definition).

1.0

creationTimestamp date Time when the resource was
created (in UTC).

1.0

completionTimestamp date Time when the operation was
completed (in UTC).

1.0

expectedDuration integer How long the ongoing
operation is expected to take.

1.0

property string The property in the profile
that is being updated.

1.0

value string The requested value. 1.0

currentValue string The value that the agent is
known to have.

1.0

pendingValue string The value that was last
written to the profile.

1.0

agentId integer Unique identifier of the agent
on which the operation is
performed.

1.0

user string The user who initiated the
operation.

1.0

updateErrors array Array of errors that were
returned during the operation.

1.0

 diagnosticReport Resource

This web service returns information about diagnostic reports. A diagnostic report contains full details about an agent.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort, projection, q
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GET

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/diagnosticReport/

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID 1.1

id integer Internal ID of the
diagnosticReport resource.

1.0

reportName string Display name of the report. 1.0

requestTimestamp date Time when the report was
requested (in UTC).

1.0

completionTimestamp date Time when the report was
completed (in UTC).

1.0

generationDuration integer Total time it took to generate
the report in milliseconds.

1.0

status enum The status of the report
generation.

1.0

commandCenterInfo map Key/value pairs providing
information about the
Configuration Server and
Agent Controller used to
generate the report.

1.0

agentProfile map Key/value pairs providing
information about the profile
used to configure the agent.
Includes a link to the content.

1.0

generationErrors array Array of errors encountered
when generating the report.

1.0

agentProperties map Key/value pairs representing
information about the
agent when the report was
generated (copied from agent
resource).

1.0

environmentVariables map Key/value pairs representing
environment variables known
to the agent at the time the
report was generated (copied
from agent resource).

1.0

platformProperties map Key/value pairs representing
platform properties (Java
system properties) known
to the agent at the time the
report was generated (copied
from agent resource).

1.0

platformParameters string Command line used to launch
the process the agent is
running under.

1.0
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extensionDirectory string Fully qualified path of the
agent extensions directory.

1.0

extensionFiles map Sub-resource containing
details of extension files
running within the agent,
including name, modification
date, size and version.

1.0

logFiles map Sub-resource containing
details of log files from the
agent including name, path,
modification date, size and
link to the content.

1.0

pbdPblFiles map Sub-resource containing
details of PBD files running
within the agent, including
name, modification date, size
and link to the content.

1.0

 diagnosticReportTask Resource

The diagnosticReportTask web service can be used to request a diagnostic report. Creating a diagnosticReportTask
resource starts a report generation. You can monitor the report generation progress by retrieving (polling) the created
diagnosticReportTask resource. The resource can also be used to list all previous requests.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, POST, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort

GET

The following request returns information about diagnostic report job with ID 2:

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/
diagnosticReportTask/2/

POST

Using the POST method you can start generating a diagnostic report for a specified agent.

This is an example of a request that creates a new diagnostic report job for the agent with ID 1:

POST /apm/acc/diagnosticReportTask HTTP/1.1Host:
 localhost:8443Content-Length: 19Accept: application/json,
 text/plain, */*Origin: https://localhost:8443X-Requested-With:
 XMLHttpRequestUser-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64)
 AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/42.0.2311.90
 Safari/537.36 Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8 Referer:
 https://localhost:8443/ Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate Accept-
Language: en-US,en;q=0.8,cs;q=0.6,fr;q=0.4,de;q=0.2,nl;q=0.2
{ "agent" : "agent/1"}

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:
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Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1

id integer Unique identifier for this
resource.

1.0

status enum The status of the operation
(follows task resource
definition).

1.0

creationTimestamp date Time when the resource was
created (in UTC).

1.0

completionTimestamp date Time when the operation was
completed (in UTC).

1.0

expectedDuration integer How long the ongoing
operation is expected to take.

1.0

diagReportId integer Unique identifier of the
creates diagnosticReport
resource.

1.0

agentId integer Unique identifier of the agent
on which the operation is
performed.

1.0

 controller Resource

This web service returns information about the Agent Controllers connected to the Configuration Server.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort 

 GET 

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/controller

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1

id UUID UUID of the controller
resource.

1.0

version string Version of the Agent
Controller, as defined in its
manifest.

1.0

messagingApiVersion integer Maximum version of
the messaging interface
supported by this Controller.

1.0

buildNo string Build number of the
Controller, as defined in its
manifest.

1.0

hostNames string array Array of all known host
names for this Controller.

1.0

ipAddresses string array Array of all known IP
Addresses (v4 & v6) for this
Controller.

1.0
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osArch string The architecture of the
operating system on which
the Controller is running, e.g.
amd64.

1.0

osName string The name of the OS on which
the controller is running, e.g.
"Windows Server 2008 R2".

1.0

osVersion string The version of the operating
system on which the
controller is running, e.g. 6.1.

1.0

registrationTimestamp date The date/time the Controller
registered with the
Configuration Server in UTC
format.

1.0

registrationUnixTimestamp date The date/time the Controller
registered with the
Configuration Server in Unix
format.

1.0

pluginRuntimeVersion integer The maximum version
of the plugin Runtime
supported by this controller
(used to determine script
compatibility).

1.0

pluginsUpdatable Boolean Indicates if the Controller
allows new (versions of)
plugins to be pushed down to
it.

1.0

 agentFileOperationTask Resource

This web service can be used to push files (for example, agent configuration files) to an agent directory on a remote system. It
also enables you to delete a file from a directory. This resource can also be used to get a list of file copy operations performed
against an agent.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, POST, DELETE, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort 

Note:   By default, POST and DELETE methods and pushing files to the API file resource are disabled and result in a Not
Allowed response. To enable this functionality, edit the apmcccsrv.properties file.

 POST 

The following request copies the file with ID 12 to the config directory of the agent with ID 2 as "my-new-app.pbd" file. This
request is sent from the server where the agent is running.

POST https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/
agentFileOperationTask{  "agent" : "agent/2",  "file" : "file/12", 
 "destination" : "core/config/my-new-app.pbd”,  "operation":"COPY"}

The following request deletes the "my-new-app.pbd" configuration file.

POST https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/
agentFileOperationTask{  "agent" : "agent/2",  "destination" : "core/
config/my-new-app.pbd”,  "operation":"DELETE"}
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Note that you can only post files that have been previously pushed to the Configuration Server's file resource (URL https://
<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/file) or files that are part of a diagnostic report.

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1

status enum The status of the operation
(follows task resource
definition).

1.0

creationTimestamp date Time when the resource was
created (in UTC).

1.0

completionTimestamp date Time when the operation was
completed (in UTC).

1.0

expectedDuration integer How long the ongoing
operation is expected to take.

1.0

source string The file you wish to push
to the agent, relative to
the fileUploads dir of the
Configuration Server.

1.0

destination string The location of the file
you want to update or
delete, relative to the agent
installation directory. 

1.0

operation enum Operation you wish to
perform: "COPY" or
"DELETE".

1.0

agentId integer Unique identifier of the agent
on which the operation is
performed.

1.0

user string The user who initiated the
operation.

1.0

updateErrors array Array of errors that were
returned during the operation.

1.0

 File Resource

This web service returns information about files stored on the Configuration Server. The files are mostly related to diagnostic
reports (log files, agent profiles, and PBDs) but this resource is also used as a storage for files that are intended for posting to
remote systems.

Files can be uploaded to this resource using the POST method.

Supported verbs: GET, POST, DELETE, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort

GET

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/file/

POST
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This is an example of a file upload using curl:

curl -k -H "Authorization:Bearer 3f77f1e5-6985-4019-8f49-af1ed04e0119"
     -F name=my-new-app.pbd     -F file=@mylocalFile.pbd     https://
<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/file

You get a response similar to this one:

{   "id": 32,   "name": "my-new-app.pbd",   "size":
 6797,   "createdBy": "user@example.com",   "modified":
 "2015-06-23T09:55:22.096+01:00",   "_links": {     "content": {    
   "href": "https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/file/1/
content"     }   }}

The "id" value is an identifier of the file that you later use in the agentFileOperationTask POST request for the "file" field (for
example, "file" : "file/32").

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property
Name

Type Description API
Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1

id integer Unique identifier for this
resource.

1.1

name string Name of the file. 1.1

size integer Size in bytes of the
uncompressed file.

1.1

createdBy string Username that POSTed
the file, null if part of a
diagnostic report.

1.1

modified date The modification time of the
file. Set to 'current time' if a
user POSTed the file.

1.1

file multipart file Form parameter used in
POST commands to upload
file resource.

1.1

 auditRecord Resource

All operations performed by agentUpdateTask and agentFileOperationTask web services are logged and made available as an
API resource. The auditRecord web service enables you to retrieve this log data.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort, q, projection 
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 GET 

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/auditRecord

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1

id integer Unique identifier for this
resource.

1.0

operation enum The operation being logged,
e.g. "modified profile",
"pushed file".

1.0

target map Details of the target -
typically agentName,
processName, serverName,
but may vary by operation.

1.0

details map Details of the operation.
Varies by type, e.g. for
"modified profile" it is taskId,
oldValue, currentValue,
agentProfile, property.

1.0

userName string The name of the user who
performed the operation.

1.0

timeStamp date The date/time the operation
was performed (in UTC).

1.0

 package Resource

This web service returns information about agent packages available in DX APM Command Center. You can also download
these packages in ZIP or TAR format.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, POST, PATCH, DELETE, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort, q, format, projection 

 GET 

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package

Use the following request to get information about package with ID 1:

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package/1

Use the following request to download the package (ZIP or TAR depending on environment):

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package/1?format=archive
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Use the following request to get the installation instruction (in Markdown format) for the package:

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package/1/installInstructions

Use the following request to get information about bundles that the package contains:

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package/1/bundles

Use the following request to get information about bundles that are required for the package:

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package/1/requiredBundles

Use the following request to get information about all bundles that are compatible with the package, including those that are
already included in the package:

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package/1/compatibleBundles

Use the following request to get information about all packages that are compatible with the specified package:

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package/1/compatiblePackages

 POST 

The following request creates an agent package with the specified properties.

POST https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package{
 "name": "WebSphere Windows Package", "description": "Example
 WebSphere Package", "environment": { "osName": "windows", "process":
 "websphere", "agentVersion": "10.2" }}

 PATCH 

PATCH requests enable you to add or update a bundle property in the package.

The following example updates the patched.via.rest.api and introscope.agent.acc.port properties with the given values:

PATCH https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package/111{
  "bundleOverrides": {  "acc": {  "preamble": null,  "properties": [
      {       "name": "new.via.ui",       "description": null,     
  "type": null,       "value": "yes it is",       "validator": null,
       "hidden": false,       "id": null      },     {      "name" :
 "patched.via.rest.api",      "value" : "from a patch"     },     {   
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   "name" : "introscope.agent.acc.port",      "value" : 55555     }   
 ]   } }}

 DELETE 

The following request deletes the agent package with ID 2:

DELETE https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/package/2

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1

id integer Unique identifier for this
resource.

1.1

name string Name of the package. 1.1

description string Comment for the package
entered by the user.

1.1

version integer Version number of this
package (incremented
after edited package is
downloaded).

1.1

bundles subresource Bundles that the package
contains.

1.1

emHost string Host name or IP address
and port of the Enterprise
Managers to which the agent
connects.

1.1

latest Boolean Indicates which package
version is the current one.

1.1

origin integer ID of the original version the
package.

1.1

draft Boolean Indicates if the package
should be available for use.

1.1

 bundle Resource

This web service returns information about bundles available in DX APM Command Center.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, POST, DELETE, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort, q 

 GET 

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/bundle

 POST 
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This is an example of a bundle upload using curl:

curl -k -H "Authorization:Bearer <TOKEN>" -F
 file=@leakhunter-10.5.tar.gzhttps://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/
apm/acc/bundle

You get a response similar to this one:

{ "id": 26, "name": "leakhunter", "addedBy": null, "author": "Not
 Specified", "displayName": "Leak Hunter", "description": "This
 bundle tracks the size of most default Java Collections.", "version":
 "10.5", "agentVersion": "10.5", "path": "leakhunter-10.5.tar.gz",
 "facets": [ "leakhunter" ], "dependencies": [ "java-agent", "process"
 ], "enhances": [], "excludes": [], "compatibility": { "osName":
 null, "agentVersion": "10.5" }, "specificationVersion": "1", "type":
 "java", "dynamic": null,"_links": { "self": { "href": "https://
<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/bundle/26" }, "profile": {
 "href": "https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/bundle/26/
profile" }, "download": { "href": "https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/
appmap/acc/apm/acc/bundle/26?format=archive"  } }}

 DELETE 

The following request deletes the bundle with ID 21:

DELETE https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/bundle/21

When a bundle is deleted:

• It will no longer be visible when a GET on the resource is performed.
• It will no longer be listed as an available bundle when a new package is created or an existing one edited.
• It will appear in existing packages that use it, but will be marked as a deleted bundle. Once the bundle is removed from a

package, it will not be possible to add it again.

 Note: It is not possible to delete core bundles.

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1

id integer Unique identifier of the
resource.

1.1

name string Internal name of the bundle 1.1

displayName string Name of the bundle in
human-friendly format.

1.1

description string Brief description of the
bundle.

1.1

version string Version of the bundle. 1.1
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agentVersion string Version of the APM agent the
bundle is designed for.

1.1

path string Path to the bundle's archive
file.

1.1

facets array List of facets identifying the
bundle.

1.1

dependencies array List of facets the bundle
depends on.

1.1

enhances array List of facets that the bundle
enhances.

1.1

compatibility subresource Defines bundle's
compatibility constraints
as "osName" and
"agentVersion".

1.1

specificationVersion string Bundle metadata specification
version.

1.1

type string Type of the bundle.
Currently, it is always "java".

1.1

deleted Boolean Determines whether the
bundle is deleted (true) or
active (null or false).

1.1

category string Category of the bundle: core,
environment, feature, custom.

1.1

 agentPackageTask Resource

The agentPackageTask web service can be used to update an agent package with modified or new hot-deployable bundles. This
web service delivers a package with the modifications to the APM agent installation directory.

Supported verbs: GET, HEAD, POST, OPTIONS

Supported parameters: page, size, sort 

 GET 

GET https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/agentPackageTask/

 POST 

The following REST API initiates a push request. Bundles cannot be deployed to agents directly, they must be included in a
package that is pushed to the agent.

Specify the ID of the agent that you want to update and the ID of the package to be delivered.

POST https://<ACC tenant host>/apm/appmap/acc/apm/acc/
agentPackageTask{agent: agent/1,package: package/5}

Resource Properties

The following properties containing information about the resource are available:

Property Name Type Description API Version

tenant integer Tenant ID. 1.1
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agent integer Unique identifier of the agent
on which the operation is
performed.

1.1

package integer Unique identifier of the
package deployed to the
agent.

1.1

status enum The status of the request. 1.1

extStatus string Explains the 'FAILED'
status. As per the REST API
guidelines, a single 'failed'
state is mandated. Expands
on cause of errors, such as
controller not responding,
agent not re-registering in
time.

1.1

creationTimestamp date Time when the resource was
created (in UTC).

1.1

completionTimestamp date Time when the operation was
completed (in UTC).

1.1

expectedDuration integer How long the ongoing
operation is expected to take.

1.1

user string The user who initiated the
operation.

1.1

updateErrors array An array of plugin-related
errors, such as permissions
issues when copying bundles
to the wily directory.

1.1

addedBundles array The list of bundle names
being added (can be empty).

1.1

removedBundles array The list of bundle names
being removed (can be
empty).

1.1

 APM Hypermedia API
DX APM provides several public hypermedia APIs that can be utilized by users. This section covers the basic concepts and
common mechanisms shared across DX APM hypermedia APIs:

  

The HATEOAS (Hypermedia as the Engine of Application State) REST application architecture enables a client to interact
with DX APM through hypermedia. To be able to use hypermedia API you only need to know the base URL - all available
resources and actions are provided dynamically by the application server as you work.

APM RESTful APIs use HTTP as the default protocol and the Hypertext Application Language (HAL) and JSON for
representations.

Note that not all features described in this specification are implemented by every API. For details about each API, see DX
APM API.

You can use several tools to interact with APM Hypermedia APIs. For example:

• Postman Chrome extension
• cURL (command line tool)
• scripting languages (Python)

Response Status Codes

The API returns HTTP status codes together with the response.

http://stateless.co/hal_specification.html
http://json.org/
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In general, HTTP status codes are grouped into a few different categories:

•  1xx codes are informational
•  2xx denote success
•  3xx instruct a redirection
•  4xx denote client errors (the client did something wrong)
•  5xx define server-side errors (the server did something wrong)

The following table shows success status codes according to the method used:

Method Return on Success Accompanied Header Response Body

GET 200 OK varies varies

POST 201 Created Location: points to the
created resource

empty

POST - asynchronous 202 Accepted Location: points to a
Resource that will be created
shortly

empty

POST 200 OK - created resource

PUT (new resource) 201 Created Location: points to the
created resource

empty

PUT (new resource) 200 OK - created resource

PUT (new resource) - async 202 Accepted Location: points to a
Resource that will be created
shortly

empty

PUT (existing resource) 204 No Content - empty

PUT (existing resource) -
async

202 Accepted Location: points to a
Resource that will be updated
shortly

empty

PATCH 204 No Content - empty

PATCH - async 202 Accepted - empty

DELETE 200 OK - -

DELETE - async 202 Accepted - -

 API Authentication and Authorization

APM RESTful APIs authentication is based on bearer tokens which can be created in the user interface of the associated
application. The token provides the API access to the application's web services.

Clients can create tokens associated with their account. They can also update, retrieve and delete (revoke) the tokens they own
or have read/write access to, as long as they are authenticated and authorized.

Creating Bearer Tokens

See the documentation of the specific API for information about how to create a bearer token.

Using Bearer Tokens

The client must send a token with each request. The demonstration of a token is enough for the resource server to authenticate
the client and apply authorization rules to the request.

The bearer token is sent to the resource server in the Authorization request header field. For example:

GET /resource HTTP/1.1Host: server.example.comAuthorization: Bearer
 <token>
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Authentication HTTP Status and Error Codes

If the authentication of the request fails for some reason, the resource server returns a relevant HTTP error code and a response
header with details about the error.

• 401 Unauthorized
• 403 Forbidden

See HTTP status code definitions for more details.

 Accessing Resources
 

Retrieving resources can be implemented with simple HTTP GET requests. By accessing the base URL with your web
browser, you retrieve the root resource which tells you about the available resources and actions. You can request individual
resources or collections of resources, you can control the pagination or sort, filter, and search the resources.

DX APM RESTful APIs support the HAL Internet Media Type and by default a HAL-formatted document is returned. Some
APIs can also support other formats, for example, application/xml, text/csv, text/plain, and so on.

Root Resource

All DX APM public APIs expose a root resource. The root resource contains (HAL) links to all available resources and also
additional information such as metadata, versions, and so on.

The root resource can be retrieved by accessing the base URL of the API.

GET https://<host>:<port>/apm/<service>

For example, use the following request to get the root resource of DX APM Command Center:

GET https://localhost:8443/apm/acc

This is a the root resource received as a response:

{
  "vendor": "CA Technologies",
  "apiVersion": "1.0.1",
  "serverVersion": "10.0.1"
  "serviceProvider": "com.ca.apm.acc",
  "_links": {
    "controller": {
      "href": "https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/controller{?page,size,sort}",
      "templated": true
    },
    .
    .
    .
    }
  }
}

The root resource includes the following information:

• vendor: CA Technologies

http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec10.html
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• apiVersion: the API version
• serverVersion: the version of the application/component that exposes its business logic via this RESTful API.
• serviceProvider: the fully qualified service name
• _links: a list of links to all available resources

Collection of Resources

The client can ask for individual resources or a collection of resources. Collections are represented as arrays (according to the
JSON format) of individual resources.

GET https://<host>:<port>/apm/<service>/resource

An array of individual resources is embedded inside the _embedded property of the resource:

{
    "_links": {
        << list of related links >>
    },
    "_embedded": {
         "<< resource name >>": [ 
            {     
            << resource 1 data >>
            }, 
            {
            << resource 2 data >>
            },
             .....
         ]
     },
     "_page" : {
         <paging information>
     }
 }

When an individual resource is requested, the response contains only the requested resource.

GET https://<host>:<port>/apm/<service>/resource/1

An example response:

{
    "id": 1,
    "serverName": "ACCserver01",
    "agentName": "Tomcat Agent",
    "status": "ACTIVE",
    "processName": "Tomcat",
    "_links": {
        "self": {
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            "href": "/agent/1{?projection}",
            "templated": true
        },
        "reports": {
            "href": "agent/1/report"
        },
        "agentUpdateTasks": {
            "href": "/agent/1/agentUpdateTask"
        }
    }
}

Common Request Parameters

When accessing resource collections, the number of resources can be too large for practical use. Therefore, clients can use the
following properties as HTTP GET query parameters to make the requests more specific:

•  page and size 
•  sort 
•  projection 
•  format 
•  q 

Page and Size

You can control which page is returned or how many results should one page contain. By default, the first 20 results are
returned.

Use the following parameters:

•  page
The number of the page to return (default is 0 = the first page is returned).

•  size
The desirable page size. Size=0 means that all resources are displayed.

 Examples: 

The following request returns the first 50 results:

GET https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?page=0&size=50

The following request returns results 51-60:

GET https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?page=5&size=10

Sort

Collections are sortable by specific resource properties. The clients can use the sort parameter to control sorting.

 Examples: 

The following request sorts the agents by their name:

GET https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?sort=agentName
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The following request retrieves the first (size=1) agent resource of the list sorted by agent name descending and installation
path ascending. Note that the order of parameters is taken into account.

GET https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?
sort=name,DESC&sort=installPath,ASC&size=1

Projection

Projections return a predefined subset of the data. There are two types of projections available:

•  Static Projections
Static projections are predefined subsets of the available properties of the resource. They have a documented name and can
be passed with the HTTP parameter "projection" when requesting either a resource collection or a specific resource.

•  Dynamic Projections
Dynamic projections allow the client to explicitly define which resource properties must be returned. When dynamic
resources are used, the HTTP parameter "fields" defines a comma-separated list of the expected resource fields.

Projections, where available, are documented in the relevant API documentation.

 Example: 

The following request returns a list of agents with basic information:

GET https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?projection=list

An example response:

{  "_links": {   "self": {       "href": "https://localhost:8443/apm/
acc/agent?projection=list{&q,page,size,sort,projection,format}",     
  "templated": true    } }, "_embedded": {     "agent": [         {  
           "id": 1,             "serverName": "ACCLinuxServer01",    
         "status": "ACTIVE",             "processName": "Tomcat",     
        "agentName": "Tomcat Agent",             "_links": {          
       "self": {                      "href": "https://localhost:8443/
apm/acc/agent/1{?projection}",                      "templated": true
                 },                 "controller": {                  
    "href": "https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent/1/controller"      
           },                 "diagnosticReports": {                  
    "href": "https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent/1/diagnosticReports"
                 },                 "agentUpdateTasks": {      
                "href": "https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent/1/
agentUpdateTasks"                 }             }       },       {   
          "id": 2,             "serverName": "ACCWinServer01",       
      "status": "ACTIVE",             "processName": "Tomcat",       
      "agentName": "Tomcat Agent",             "_links": {           
      "self": {                      "href": "https://localhost:8443/
apm/acc/agent/2{?projection}",                      "templated": true
                 },                 "controller": {                  
    "href": "https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent/2/controller"      
           },                 "diagnosticReports": {                  
    "href": "https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent/2/diagnosticReports"
                 },                 "agentUpdateTasks": {      
                "href": "https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent/2/
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agentUpdateTasks"             }         }     }   ] },"page": {   
 "size": 20,    "totalElements": 2,    "totalPages": 1,    "number": 0
 }}

Format

Returns data in the specified format. The format parameter has precedence over the HTTP header "Accept" which is the
default mechanism to request a specific format (for example, Accept: text/csv; q=1.0).

 Example: 

The following request returns information about agents in the CSV format:

GET https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?format=csv

An example response:

"id","agentName","serverName","processName","status","type","version","build","logLevel","registrationTimestamp","heartbeatTimestamp","emCollectorHost","emCollectorPort","appServerName","appServerVersion","platformName","platformVersion","platformArch","osName","osVersion","osArch","metricCount""1","Tomcat
 Agent","ACCLinuxServer01","Tomcat","ACTIVE","JavaAgent","9.7.1","16","INFO","2015-04-29
 05:15:46 +0100","2015-04-30 05:20:45
 +0100","ACCWinServer01","5001","Apache Tomcat","5.5.34.0","Oracle
 Corporation","1.7.0",,"Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server","6.1,
 kernel 2.6.32-131.0.15.el6.x86_64","amd64","59""2","Tomcat
 Agent","ACCWinServer01","Tomcat","ACTIVE","JavaAgent","9.7.1","16","INFO","2015-04-29
 05:16:26 +0100","2015-04-30 05:16:26
 +0100","ACCWinServer01","5001","Apache Tomcat","5.5.34.0","Oracle
 Corporation","1.7.0_51",,"Windows Server 2008 R2","6.1","amd64","66"

q

Search or collection filtering. This option can be used to pass filter or search queries to the resource server.

Time and Date

Dates and time are represented using the ISO 8601 format.

 Searching and Filtering Resources
Searching is a functionality that allows a client to retrieve information from the API. The result is
typically a document containing multiple and diverse resources.

Searching uses an explicit resource (/search) which accepts either GET requests passing the search string as the value of the
"q" HTTP query parameter, or POST requests sending the search string with the request body. The response contains a JSON
document with the results in the form of _embedded resources.

 Filtering is the capability of the API to return a filtered collection of a specific resource.

Filtering is implemented as part of each resource that supports filtering. The resources that support filtering advertise the
filtering capability in the HAL templated links (notice the "q" parameter in the following example):

{    "_links": {        "self": {            "href": "/agent{?
q,page,projection,size,sort}",            "templated": true         } 
   }......}

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_8601
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Clients can use the filtering capabilities of a resource using either a GET request (passing the search string as the value of the
"q" HTTP query parameter) or a POST request (sending the search string with the request body).

 Example: 

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=agentName:Tomcat

Note:   The search resource is not always available in an API, neither is filtering capability always implemented. Users must
read the documentation of the individual APIs to check whether those features are available.

 Lucene syntax is supported for search and filtering. The following paragraphs describe the Query String Syntax that DX
APM RESTful APIs can support.

Terms

A query can consist of a single term or a phrase in double quotes. Multiple terms can be combined together with Boolean
operators to form a more complex query.

Fields

When performing a search you can specify a field. You can search any field by typing the field name followed by a colon and
then the term you are looking for. Use quotes for multi-word phrases. If no field is specified, all fields are searched.

 Example: 

The following query finds all agents named Apache Tomcat:

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=agentName:"Apache Tomcat"

Wildcard Searches

The search supports single and multiple character wildcard searches within single terms (but not within phrase queries):

• To perform a single character wildcard search, use the "?" symbol.
• To perform a multiple character wildcard search, use the "*" symbol.

 Example: 

The following query finds all agents running on a server whose name includes "Linux":

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=serverName:*Linux*

Regular Expression Searches

The search can support regular expression searches matching a pattern between forward slashes "/". The syntax may change
across releases, but the current supported syntax is documented in the RegExp class.

 Example: 

The following query finds reports whose name includes the indicated characters. Both "ACCServerWin01|Tomcat|Tomcat
Agent" and "ACCServerLinux01|Tomcat|Bobcat Agent" strings match this query.

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/diagnosticReport?q=/ACCServer.*01\|
Tomcat\|.*Agent/

Range Searches

http://www.lucenetutorial.com/lucene-query-syntax.html
http://lucene.apache.org/core/5_0_0/core/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton/RegExp.html?is-external=true
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Range queries allow you to match documents whose field values are between the lower and upper bound specified by the range
query. Range queries can be inclusive or exclusive of the upper and lower bounds. Inclusive range queries are denoted by
square brackets, exclusive range queries by curly brackets. Sorting is done lexicographically.

Besides exact dates, you can also use time periods, such as weeks (w), days (d), hours (h), minutes (m), and seconds (s).

 Examples: 

The following query finds all agents whose last contact timestamp is between April 1, 2015 (including) and present:

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=lastContact:[2015-04-01 TO NOW]

This query finds all agent whose last contact timestamp is between April 1 and June 1, 2015 but excluding these days:

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=lastContact:{2015-04-01 TO
 2015-06-01}

This query finds agents whose lastContact timestamp is not older than five days:

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=lastContact:[-5d TO NOW]

The following query finds agents whose lastContact timestamp is two or more days old but not older than five weeks:

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=lastContact:[-5w TO -2d]

Boosting a Term

The search syntax can provide a relevance level of matching documents based on the terms found. To boost a term use the
caret, "^", symbol with a boost factor (a number) at the end of the term you are searching. The higher the boost factor, the more
relevant the term will be.

Boolean Operators

Boolean operators allow terms to be combined through logic operators.

•  OR
The OR operator is the default conjunction operator. This means that if there is no Boolean operator between two terms,
the OR operator is used. The OR operator links two terms and finds a matching document if either of the terms exist in a
document. The symbol || can be used in place of the word OR.

•  AND
The AND operator matches documents where both terms exist anywhere in the text of a single document. The symbol &&
can be used in place of the word AND.

•  +
The "+" or required operator requires that the term after the "+" symbol exists somewhere in the field of a single document.

•  NOT
The NOT operator excludes documents that contain the term after NOT. The symbol "!" can be used in place of the word
NOT.

•  -
The "-" or prohibit operator excludes documents that contain the term after the "-" symbol.

 Examples: 
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The following query finds agents whose name is Tomcat and its logging level is set to debug:

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=agentName:Tomcat AND
 logLevel:debug

The following query finds all active agents that run on a Linux server:

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=osName:Linux NOT status:away

The following query searches for resources that must contain "Linux" and may contain "server":

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=+Linux server

Grouping

The syntax supports using parentheses to group clauses to form sub queries. This can be useful if you want to control the
Boolean logic for a query.

 Example: 

The following query finds agents whose name is Tomcat and are running on the application server version 5.4 or 5.5:

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=(appServerVersion:5.5* OR
 appServerVersion:5.4*) AND agentName:Tomcat

Field Grouping

The syntax supports using parentheses to group multiple clauses to a single field.

 Example: 

The following query finds agents that run on Windows or Linux servers:

https://localhost:8443/apm/acc/agent?q=osName:(Windows OR Linux)

Escaping Special Characters

The syntax supports escaping of special characters: + - && || ! ( ) { } [ ] ^ " ~ * ? : \ /

To escape these characters, use a back slash "\" before the character.

 Creating and Updating Resources

Resources are created using either POST or PUT HTTP requests:

• POST is used when the client does not need to specify the ID of the resource that is generated. The API creates the ID and
returns that to the client.

• PUT is used when the ID is known to the client.

A resource can be updated using either PUT or PATCH:

• PUT requires a full representation of the entity to be provided, but optional fields can be omitted, in which case the
resource server preserves the existing values. The Content-Type field defines the Internet Media Type of the representation.
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• PATCH is interpreted by the resource server as a request to apply a "patch" to an existing resource. The request body
must contain all the required information for the change.

Note:  Not all resources support these methods as some resources are read only. See the documentation of the specific API
before using unsafe requests (create, update, delete).

HTTP Method Cheat Sheet

The following table can help you decide which HTTP verb to use for creating, updating (or deleting) resources. 

Action HTTP Method URL Request Body

Create new resource without
specifying the ID

POST Use the collection URL. e.g.
http://host:port/apm/acc/
agents

Include all non-null
properties of the resource
in the payload. Omitting a
property results in setting its
value to default if allowed,
or in an error if the property
does not have a default value.

Create new resource with a
specific ID

PUT Specify the exact ID in the
URL. For example: http://
host:port/apm/acc/agents/14
to create an agent with ID 14.

Include all non-null
properties of the resource
in the payload. Omitting a
property results in setting its
value to default if allowed,
or in an error if the property
does not have a default value.

Update a resource with a new
one (full update)

PUT Specify the exact ID in the
URL. For example: http://
host:port/apm/acc/agents/14
to create an agent with ID 14.

Include all non-null
properties of the resource
in the payload. Omitting a
property results in setting its
value to default if allowed,
or in an error if the property
does not have a default value.

Partially update a resource PATCH Specify the exact ID in the
URL. For example: http://
host:port/apm/acc/agents/14
to create an agent with ID 14.

Include only the properties
that you want to update.
Omitting a property means
that the server will use the
resource's current value.

Delete a resource DELETE Specify the exact ID in the
URL. For example: http://
host:port/apm/acc/agents/14
to delete an agent with ID 14.

n/a

Examples

For examples of POST, PUT or PATCH method usage, see the documentation of the specific API implementations. 

 Common HTTP Headers
Request Headers

The following table lists HTTP request headers that are typically supported by DX APM RESTful APIs.

HTTP Header Use Case / Purpose

Accept-Language The client requests a specific language to be used when
constructing the representations. The Accept-Language
request-header field is similar to Accept, but restricts the set
of natural languages that are preferred as a response to the
request.

Content-Type Used when the client sends a message body with a POST/
PUT/PATCH request. Describes the Internet Media Type
used to encode the body of the HTTP request.
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Authorization Used when the client wants to authenticate the request. The
client sends the credentials containing the authentication
information.

Accept-Encoding The client asks the server to use compression of responses (if
possible).

Host Mandatory header according to the HTTP protocol. The
host request-header field specifies the Internet host and port
number of the resource being requested, as obtained from the
original URI given by the user or referring resource.

If-None-Match The client uses this header to send the e-tag value of the
cached representation.

If-Match The client wants to process the requested operation
(DELETE, for example) only if an e-tag precondition
matches. The header contains the value of a previous call's e-
tag response. The server should only act if no other client has
modified the resource.

If-Modified-Since The client uses this header to send the Last-Modified date of
the cached resource.

Response Headers

The following table lists HTTP response headers that can be returned by the server.

HTTP Header Use Case / Purpose

Content-Type Describes the Internet Media Type used to encode the body
of the HTTP response.

Content-Encoding If present, the value indicates additional content codings that
have been applied to the entity-body (e.g. gzip compression).

Cache-Control The Cache-Control general-header field is used to specify
directives that must be obeyed by all caching mechanisms
along the request/response chain.

More Information:

See the W3C web site for detailed information about header field definitions.

 Error Codes and Messages

For every operation with an unexpected result, the API returns an error that contains:

• error code
• error message
• timestamp
• a link to documentation with full error description

This is an example error message:

{   "_links": {   "description": {   "href": "http://
wiki.ca.com/.../Errors#ES1001"   }   },   "errorCode": "ES1001", 
  "errorMessage": "Invalid parameter: serverNames",   "timestamp":
 "2015-04-12T18:51:19+01:00"}

Error Code Ranges

The API error codes start with EA followed by four digits. Errors fall into two categories: common errors (for all APIs) and
resource-specific errors. For descriptions of resource-specific errors, see the relevant API documentation.

http://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec14.html
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Error Code Range Resource Provider

1000 - 1014 EPAgent legacy error codes

EA0000 - EA0999 Industry standard errors (HTTP status codes)

EA1000 - EA1999 General DX APM API errors

EA2000 - EA2999 Enterprise Manager REST API errors

EA3000 - EA3999 Command Center REST API errors

EA4000 - EA4999 EPAgent new error codes

Industry Standard Errors

The errors in the range between EA0100 and EA0599 are standard HTTP status codes. For detailed information, see RFC
7231.

General DX APM API Errors

Error Code (Range) Description Usage

EA1001 Bad Search Query Returned when a filter or search request
fails due to a query that does not
conform with the Lucene syntax.

 APM REST API

You use the APM REST API in automated scripts to create, update, and delete vertex attributes. For each available web
service, the supported HTTP methods and request parameters are listed.

Note:

 More information: APM Hypermedia API 

DX APM supports the following public RESTful web services:

    

This API includes new resources that were not previously available. The original root, /vertex/, and /vertex/{id} resources are
supported. We recommend that you migrate to the new interface to take advantage of the new features.

The resource URLs are all in the following formats:

• APM on-premise:

http://{{hostname}}:8081/apm/appmap/

• CA Digital Experience Insights:

https://{{hostname}}/apm/appmap/

The following table shows all available APM REST API resources and the HTTP methods and parameters the resources
support.

Resource Description ETC
Friendly

HTTP
Methods

Parameters Timestamp Filtering

GET POST PATCH PUT DELETE

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#page-49
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#page-49
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/apm/
appmap/attribute/rule 

Represents
a
collection
of
attribute
rules

Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No

apm/
appmap/attribute/rule/{id} 

Represents
a single
attribute
rule

Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No No

/apm/
appmap/universe 

Represents
a
collection
of
universes

Yes Yes No No No No No No No

/apm/
appmap/universe/{id} 

Represents
a single
universe

Yes Yes No No No No No No No

/apm/
appmap/
vertex
(collection)

Represents
a
collection
of
vertices  

No Yes No Yes No No •  /
vertex?
projection=full -
to
retrieve
full
projection

•  /
vertex?
projection=compact -
to
retrieve
compact
projection

Yes Yes

/apm/
appmap/
vertex/
{id}

Represents
an APM
agent

No Yes No Yes No No No Yes No

/apm/
appmap/

Root
resource
for the
API

Yes Yes No No No No No No No
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/apm/
appmap/graph/
vertex 

Represents
a
collection
of
Vertices

Yes Yes Yes* Yes No No •  /
vertex?
timestamp=1970-01-01T00:00:01Z -
retrieves
snapshot
as of a
specific
date.
Default
is
now.

•  /
vertex?
projection=full -
to
retrieve
full
projection

•  /
vertex?
projection=compact -
to
retrieve
compact
projection

•  /
vertex -
payload
specifies
a
query.

 Yes  Yes

/apm/
appmap/graph/
vertex/
{id} 

Represents
single
Vertex

Yes Yes No Yes No No • /
vertex?
timestamp=1970-01-01T00:00:01Z -
retrieves
snapshot
as of a
specific
date.
Default
is
now.

 Yes  No
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/apm/
appmap/graph 

Represents
graph
with
Vertices
and
Edges 

Yes Yes Yes* No No No •  GET /
apm/
appmap/
graph -
returns
vertices,
vertex
statuses,
and
edges
as of
now

• Filtering
in
json
format,
same
as
for /
graph/
vertex

•  /
graph?
timestamp=1970-01-01T00:00:01Z -
retrieves
snapshot
as of a
specific
date.
Default
is
now.
Returns
error
for a
future
date

 Yes  Yes
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/apm/
appmap/graph/
incremental 

Updates
to
Vertices
and
Edges
since the
last call

Yes Yes Yes* No No No •  GET /
apm/
appmap/
graph/
incremental?
sinceVersion=0 -
this initial call returns vertices
and
edges
as of
now.
The
response
includes
lastVersion
for
getting
incremental
updates

•  GET /
apm/
appmap/
graph/
incremental?
sinceVersion=XXXVersion4 -
returns
all
incremental
changes
since
XXXVersion4.
Response
contains
info
on
updated
and
deleted
vertices
and
edges.

 No  Yes
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/apm/
appmap/graph/ vertexstatus/
incremental 

Snapshot
+
Incremental
Updates
to Vertex
Statuses

Yes Yes Yes* No No No •  GET /
apm/
appmap/
vertexstatus/
incremental?
sinceVersion=0 -
this
initial
call
returns
all
statuses
as of
now.
The
response
includes
lastVersion
for
getting
incremental
updates

•  GET /
apm/
appmap/
vertexstatus/
incremental?
sinceVersion=XXXVersion4 -
returns
all
incremental
changes
since
version
XXXVersion4.
Response
contains
info
on
updated
statuses.

 No  No
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/apm/
appmap/apmData/
query

Serves as
the actual
query
interface.
You can
pass SQL
queries
using the
capabilities
that the
schema
table
returned.

Yes No Yes No No No •  POST
http://
<EM
Host>:8081/
apm/
appmap/
apmData/
query  

•  {"query" :
"select
agent_host,
agent_process,
agent_name,
count(metric_path)
from
metrics
where
agent_name
Like
''
group
by
agent_host,
agent_process,
agent_name"} -
returns
a
count
of
metrics
that
are
grouped
by
agent
host.

Yes Yes

/apm/
appmap/apmData/
schema 

Describes
all known
virtual
tables
that the
interface
can
return.

Yes Yes No No No No •  GET
http://
<EM_HOST>:8081/
apm/
appmap/
apmData/
schema -
returns
the
database
schema

Yes Yes

 Notes:

• Parameters are case-sensitive and must be in lowercase.
• POST methods that are marked with an asterisk (For example: Yes*) act the same as GET methods; they only query the

information. Some REST clients do not support the GET method with the combination of the input payload. However, the
POST method combined with the input payload is always supported. 

Authentication

A security token is a randomly generated text string and is roughly equivalent to a text password. This token gives the API
access to the APM Web Service. You can generate as many tokens as are required. You can set an expiration for a token and
also revoke a token. Tokens can be revoked at any time and by any user. However, tokens are permanent and never disappear
from the list in the Security tab. 
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 Follow these steps:

1. In the DX APM Team Center, select Settings, Security.
2. Select the Generate New Token button.
3. Set the expiry and add a label.
4. Select Public API for Type. 
5. Select Generate Token.

Warning:   For security reasons, it is not possible to display a token more than once. The only time that the token
displays is after clicking New Token.

6.  Use the token in your request authorization header.

Note:

 More information:

•  API Authentication and Authorization 
•  General API error codes and messages 

Configuration

Note:   The APM REST API configuration is only available in APM on-premise.

• New endpoints are enabled by default in ETC, MOM, and Standalone configurations (not on Collectors or Providers). 
• Older /vertex endpoints are disabled by default. They can be enabled in MOM configuration by setting

IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties

introscope.public.restapi.enabled=true

User can set the clamp for Public REST API in IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties:

# Maximum number of concurrent requests to handle. REST endpoints will return error 
# if this number is exceeded. If you increase the number please allocate more RAM, 
# CPU and I/O resources to EM process.
introscope.public.restapi.maxConcurrentRequestsClamp=20

 Configure Logging 

You configure logging using the following code:

log4j.logger.Manager.AppMap.PublicApi=INFO,console,logfile

Set the log level to DEBUG to see more details in the log file.

 Attribute Rule

The following guidelines and methods are available for this resource:

Guidelines for Post and Put Methods

Use the following guidelines to create (POST) and update (PUT) attribute rules.

Payload Fields
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The required fields for all payload requests are as follows:

layer existingName customName customValue operator operand

Field Values
Operator

The allowed values for the operator field are as follows:

Note: Values that end with _CI are not case-sensitive.

EQUALS EQUALS_CI NOT_EQUALS NOT_EQUALS_CI

STARTS_WITH STARTS_WITH_CI ENDS_WITH ENDS_WITH_CI

CONTAINS CONTAINS_CI NOT_CONTAINS NOT_CONTAINS_CI

IS_EMPTY IS_NOT_EMPTY REGEX NOT_REGEX

Note: If the operator value equals IS_EMPTY or IS_NOT_EMPTY, the operand must be an empty string:

"operator": "IS_NOT_EMPTY",
"operand": "",

Layer

The allowed values for the layer field are as follows:

ATC APM_INFRASTRUCTURE INFRASTRUCTURE

UniverseId
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If you provide a null value for the UniverseId field or do not specify the UniverseId field at all, the attribute rule is
created in the Enterprise Universe. If the attribute rule already exists, the attribute rule is transferred to the Enterprise Universe.

Enabled

If you do not specify the enabled field, the value sets to false by default. This false value disables visibility of the attribute
rule in the GUI.

Id and _links

The fields id and _links are read only. If you provide values for these fields, the values are ignored.

Methods
GET /apm/appmap/attribute/rule

This method returns the list of attribute rules for all of the universes that a user has access to.

{
    "_embedded": {
        "attributeRule": [
            {
                "existingName": "agent",
                "operator": "NOT_EQUALS",
                "operand": "sampleValue|Tomcat|Tomcat Agent",
                "customName": "sampleAttribute",
                "customValue": "sampleValue",
                "universeId": null,
                "layer": "ATC",
                "enabled": true,
                "_links": {
                    "parent": {
                        "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/attribute/rule"
                    },
                    "self": {
                        "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/attribute/rule/DP165"
                    }
                },
                "id": "DP165"
            },
   {...},
   {...}
  ]
 },
 "_links": {
        "self": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/attribute/rule"
        },
        "parent": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap"
        }
    }
}

GET /apm/appmap/attribute/rule/{id}
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This method uses an attribute rule ID to return a single attribute rule.

{
    "existingName": "agent",
    "operator": "IS_EMPTY",
    "operand": "",
    "customName": "aaaa",
    "customValue": "aaaa",
    "universeId": "UNFWEnterprise Team Center",
    "layer": "APM_INFRASTRUCTURE",
    "enabled": true,
    "_links": {
        "parent": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/attribute/rule"
        },
        "self": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/attribute/rule/DP235"
        }
    },
    "id": "DP235"
}

POST /apm/appmap/attribute/rule

This method creates an attribute rule.

Example of the request payload follows:

{
    "existingName": "agent",
    "operator": "IS_NOT_EMPTY",
    "operand": "",
    "customName": "aaaa",
    "customValue": "aaaa",
    "universeId": null,
    "layer": "APM_INFRASTRUCTURE",
    "enabled": false
}

Example of the response follows:

{
    "existingName": "agent",
    "operator": "IS_NOT_EMPTY",
    "operand": "",
    "customName": "aaaa",
    "customValue": "aaaa",
    "universeId": null,
    "layer": "APM_INFRASTRUCTURE",
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    "enabled": false,
    "_links": {
        "parent": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/attribute/rule"
        },
        "self": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/attribute/rule/DP244"
        }
    },
    "id": "DP244"
}

PUT /apm/appmap/attribute/rule/{id}

This method uses an attribute rule ID to update the attribute rule that matches the provided ID.

Example of the request payload follows: 

{  
   "existingName":"agent",
   "operator":"CONTAINS",
   "operand":"name",
   "customName":"sample"
   "customValue":"2144",
   "universeId":null,
   "layer":"ATC",
   "enabled":true
}

Example of the response follows:

{
    "existingName": "agent",
    "operator": "CONTAINS",
    "operand": "name",
    "customName": "sample",
    "customValue": "2144",
    "universeId": null,
    "layer": "ATC",
    "enabled": true,
    "_links": {
        "parent": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/attribute/rule"
        },
        "self": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/attribute/rule/DP170"
        }
    },
    "id": "DP170"
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}

DELETE /apm/appmap/attribute/rule/{id}

This method uses an attribute rule ID to delete the attribute rule that matches the provided ID.

 Graph

This resource returns a complete graph including Vertices, Vertex statuses and Edges according to specified timestamp and
filtering criteria. You can use your own scripts or a third-party library to traverse the graph and extract information that you
need. For example, upstream Vertices, downstream Vertices, shortest path between two Vertices.

• Joins graphs across all universes that you have access to
• If ETC serves multiple clusters, endpoint merges cross-cluster vertices.
• Allows historical queries as of timestamp. Attributes, alerts, and other fields have history. Default timestamp is now.

You can invoke this endpoint in two ways:

1. Simple GET form if you do not need a filterGET /apm/appmap/graph?timestamp=2016-01-01T00:00:01Z
2. POST option is useful if you need a filter - filter condition is then sent as a POST payload. For more information about

filters, see Graph Vertex.POST /apm/appmap/graph/vertex?timestamp=2016-01-01T00:00:01ZContent-Type: application/
json

{     "includeStartPoint": false,
     "outputLayer":"ATC",
     "attributesToInclude": ["city"] , 
     "orItems":[         {             "andItems":[           
      {                      "itemType" : "attributeFilter",   
                   "attributeName": "city",                    
  "attributeOperator": "IN",                      "values": [ null,
 "Paris", "London" ], 
                      "layer":"ATC"                    }           
  ]         }     ]}

{
  "_embedded": {
    "vertex": [
      {
        "timestamp": "2016-09-13T07:33:01.827Z",
        "attributes": {
          "name1": [ "value1" ],
          "name2": [ "value2" ],
    ...
        },
        "status": {
          "vertexStatus": "OK",
          "alerts": [
            {
              "alertName": "SuperDomain:NowhereBank:Engine - Average Response Time (ms)",
              "state": "OK"
            },
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            {
              "alertName": "SuperDomain:Default:Frontend Stalls",
              "state": "OK"
            },
            {
              "alertName": "SuperDomain:NowhereBank:Engine - Errors Per Interval",
              "state": "OK"
            },
            {
              "alertName": "SuperDomain:Default:Response Time Variance Intensity",
              "state": "OK"
            },
            {
              "alertName": "SuperDomain:Default:Frontend Errors",
              "state": "OK"
            }
          ]
        },
        "_links": {
          "parent": {
            "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph"
          },
          "self": {
            "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex/Enterprise%20Team
%20Center%3A8"
          }
        },
        "id": "Enterprise Team Center:8"
      },
   ...
    ],
    "edge": [
      {
        "sourceId": "Enterprise Team Center:9",
        "targetId": "Enterprise Team Center:8",
        "businessTransactionId": null
      },
      {
        "sourceId": "Enterprise Team Center:8",
        "targetId": "Enterprise Team Center:6",
        "businessTransactionId": null
      },
   ...
    ]
  },
  "_links": {
    "self": {
      "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph"
    },
    "parent": {
      "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap"
    }
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  }
}

 Graph Vertex

This resource returns the list of vertices according to specified filtering criteria and projection.

• Allows historical queries as of timestamp. Attributes, alerts, and other fields have history. Default timestamp is now.
• Supports static projections - 'compact' and 'full'. Default is 'compact'.

You can invoke this endpoint in two ways:

1. Simpler GET form if you do not use a filter.
GET /apm/appmap/graph/vertex?timestamp=2016-01-01T00:00:01Z&projection=full

2. POST option is useful if you use the filter - filter condition is then sent as POST payload.POST /apm/appmap/graph/
vertex?timestamp=2016-01-01T00:00:01Z&projection=fullContent-Type: application/json

{    "includeStartPoint": false,
    "outputLayer":"ATC",
    "attributesToInclude": ["city"] , 
    "orItems":[        {            "andItems":[                {   
                  "itemType" : "attributeFilter",                  
   "attributeName": "city",                     "attributeOperator":
 "IN",                     "values": [ null, "Paris", "London" ],
                     "layer":"ATC"  
                 }            ]        }    ]}

Filter format and capabilities

1. • Supported operations - IN, NOT_IN, MATCHES, NOT_MATCHES

• IN - exact match

// filter for vertices where attribute named "city" is undefined or equals to "Paris" or "London"
{
 "includeStartPoint": false,
 "orItems":[
  {
    "andItems":[
      {
      "itemType" : "attributeFilter",
      "attributeName": "city",
      "attributeOperator": "IN",
      "values": [ null, "Paris", "London" ] //null means undefined
      }
    ]
  }
 ]
}
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NOT_IN - not equals.

// filter for vertices where attribute named "city" is not "Paris" or undefined
{
 "includeStartPoint": false,
 "orItems":[
  {
    "andItems":[
      {
      "itemType" : "attributeFilter",
      "attributeName": "city",
      "attributeOperator": "NOT_IN",
      "values": [ "Paris", null ] //null means undefined
      }
    ]
  }
 ]
}

MATCHES - wildcard match using '*'. An asterix ( * ) in the pattern can match zero or more characters in the value.

// filter for vertices where attribute named "city" matches "P*s" wildcard. 
{
 "includeStartPoint": false,
 "orItems":[
  {
    "andItems":[
      {
      "itemType" : "attributeFilter",
      "attributeName": "city",
      "attributeOperator": "MATCHES",
      "values": [ "P*s"]
      }
    ]
  }
 ]
}

NOT_MATCHES - wildcard does not match.

// filter for vertices where attribute named "city" does not match "P*s" wildcard. The resultset will also
 include vertices where "city" attribute is undefined.
{
 "includeStartPoint": false,
 "orItems":[
  {
    "andItems":[
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      {
      "itemType" : "attributeFilter",
      "attributeName": "city",
      "attributeOperator": "MATCHES",
      "values": [ "P*s"]
      }
    ]
  }
 ]
}

// To exclude vertices where "city" attribute is undefined add corresponding condition to the filter
{
 "includeStartPoint": false,
 "orItems":[
  {
    "andItems":[
      {
      "itemType" : "attributeFilter",
      "attributeName": "city",
      "attributeOperator": "MATCHES",
      "values": [ "P*s"]
      },
      {
      "itemType" : "attributeFilter",
      "attributeName": "city",
      "attributeOperator": "NOT_IN",
      "values": [ null ]
      }
    ]
  }
 ]
}

Filter can combine more than one filtering condition:

 {
        "includeStartPoint": false, //true if Include request start point
  "orItems":[
    {
     "andItems":[
      {
       "itemType" : "attributeFilter", //can be "attributeFilter" or "btCoverage"
       "attributeName": "Attr1", 
       "attributeOperator": "IN", 
       "values": ["value1","value2", null] 
      },
      {
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       "itemType" : "btCoverage",
       "andItemsForBtCoverage": [
        {
         "attributeName": "Attr2",
         "attributeOperator": "IN",
         "values": ["value1","value2"]
        }
       ]
      },
      {
       "itemType" : "attributeFilter",
       "attributeName": "Name",
       "attributeOperator": "NOT_IN",
       "values": ["value1"]
      }
     ]
    },
    {
     "andItems":[
      {
       "itemType" : "btCoverage",
       "andItemsForBtCoverage": [
        {
         "attributeName": "Attr2",
         "attributeOperator": "MATCHES",
         "values": ["val*","us*active"]
        }
       ]
      },
      {
       "itemType" : "btCoverage",
       "andItemsForBtCoverage": [
        {
         "attributeName": "Business Service",
         "attributeOperator": "IN",
         "values": ["value1"]
        },
        {
         "attributeName": "Hostname",
         "attributeOperator": "IN",
         "values": ["value1","value2"]
        }
       ]
      }
     ]
    },
  ]
    } 

As "attributeName" filter supports

• Valid vertex attribute names - For example, "agent" or "hostname"
• "serviceId" - to filter by "Business Service", same as it is visible in UI
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• "transactionId" - to filter by "Business Transaction", same as it is visible in UI

Projections

Compact (default)

 {
  "_embedded": {
    "vertex": [
      {
        "timestamp": "2016-05-12T08:10:55.738Z",
        "attributes": {
          "agent": ["turyu01-win04|NowhereBank|Mediator"],
          "hostname": ["turyu01-win04"],
          "Source cluster": ["Enterprise Team Center"],
          "name": ["Backends|Queue|requestValidation"],
          "agentDomain": ["SuperDomain"],
          "Attr1": ["newValue"],
          "Attr2": ["newValue2"],
          "processedBy": ["BackendVertexIdentifier"],
          "type": ["GENERICBACKEND"],
          "applicationname": ["Mediator"]
        },
        "_links": {
          "parent": {
            "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex"
          },
          "self": {
            "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex/Enterprise%20Team%20Center%3A8"
          }
        },
        "id": "Enterprise Team Center:8"
      },
   {...},
   {...}
    ]
  },
  "_links": {
    "self": {
      "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex"
    },
    "parent": {
      "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap"
    }
  }
}

Full

 {
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  "_embedded": {
    "vertex": [
      {
        "timestamp": "2016-05-12T08:15:42.683Z",
        "attributes": [
          {
            "name": "agentDomain",
            "value": "SuperDomain",
            "type": "GATHERED"
          },
          {
            "name": "Attr2",
            "value": "newValue2",
            "type": "CUSTOM"
          },
    {
        "name": "Attr2",
       "value": "newValue3",
       "type": "DECORATED"
     }
        ],
        "_links": {
          "parent": {
            "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex"
          },
          "self": {
            "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex/Enterprise%20Team%20Center%3A8"
          }
        },
        "id": "Enterprise Team Center:8"
      },
   {...},
   {...}
    ]
  },
  "_links": {
    "self": {
      "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex"
    },
    "parent": {
      "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap"
    }
  }
}

Patch

Updates attribute values for a chosen vertex.

• Attribute names must be unique. Duplicated attributes are discarded.
• Null deletes the attribute.
• If an attribute exists for a given vertex, then it is updated, otherwise PATCH creates a CUSTOM attribute.
• CUSTOM attributes can be created, updated, or deleted. If PATCH creates an attribute, it is always CUSTOM.
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• CUSTOM attributes created by attribute rules can be updated. 
• BASIC attributes cannot be updated or deleted.

Example of the request payload follows:

 { "items" : [
 {
      "id":"Enterprise Team Center:8",
      "attributes": {
          "Attr1":["newValue", "newValue2"],
           "Attr2": null 
        }
    },
 {...},
 {...}
  ]
}

 Graph Incremental

Returns incremental updates to the graph structure. Each response contains lastVersion to be used for next call.

• Joins graphs across all universes that you have access to
• Response does not contain every update. If there is more than one update to the same vertex/edge, only last effective update

is reported.
• In a multi-cluster setup, do cross-cluster correlation on the consumer side - see example.

GET /apm/appmap/graph/incremental?sinceVersion=0
This initial call, returns vertices and edges as of now. The response includes lastVersion for getting incremental updates.
Cache results on the consumer side as an initial snapshot.

{
    "_embedded": {  
   "vertex": [ //all vertices as of right now
      {
       "id": "Enterprise Team Center:8",
          "externalId": "ApplicationService:Mediator" 
    "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z" , 
       "attributes": {
          "name1": ["value1"],
          "name2": ["value2"],
          "name3": ["value3"]
        },
    _links: {
              "self": {
                "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex/Enterprise%20Team
%20Center%3A8"
              }
          }
     },
  ...
   ],
   "removedVertex": [  ], //empty for initial snapshot
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   "edge": [
     {
      "sourceId": "Enterprise Team Center:9",
        "targetId": "Enterprise Team Center:10",
      "businessTransactionId": "Enterprise Team Center:1",
     "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z"
     },
     {
      "sourceId": "Enterprise Team Center:15",
        "targetId": "Enterprise Team Center:16",
      "businessTransactionId": "Enterprise Team Center:1",
     "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z"
     },
  {...}
   ],
   "removedEdge": [],  //empty for initial snapshot
 },
    "_links": {
      "self": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/incremental"
      },
      "parent": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap"
      },
      "next": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/incremental?
sinceVersion=eyJ0eXBlIjoiR1JBUEgiLCJ2ZXJzaW9ucyI6eyJ0YXMtY3otbmVkLmNhLmNvbTo4MDgxIjoxNDczNzUzMzE5NjY2LCJ0YXMtY3otbmMwLmNhLmNvbTo4MDgxIjoxNDczNzUzMzE5NTY2LCJFbnRlcnByaXNlIFRlYW0gQ2VudGVyIjoxNDczNzUzMzE4NTEzfX0="
      }
  },
  "lastVersion":
 "eyJ0eXBlIjoiR1JBUEgiLCJ2ZXJzaW9ucyI6eyJ0YXMtY3otbmVkLmNhLmNvbTo4MDgxIjoxNDczNzUzMzE5NjY2LCJ0YXMtY3otbmMwLmNhLmNvbTo4MDgxIjoxNDczNzUzMzE5NTY2LCJFbnRlcnByaXNlIFRlYW0gQ2VudGVyIjoxNDczNzUzMzE4NTEzfX0=" //"0"
 means reset the cache
}

GET /apm/appmap/graph/incremental?sinceVersion=XXXXYYYYZZZZZ
Returns incremental changes since last call. Last call is identified by lastVersion field in the response.
Response contains info on new/modified vertices, removed vertices, new/modified edges, removed edges. Apply the response
to the snapshot. Keep cached on the consumer side. See example.

{
    "_embedded": {  
   "vertex": [ //vertex inserts and updates
      {
       "id": "Enterprise Team Center:8",
          "externalId": "ApplicationService:Mediator" 
    "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z" ,
       "attributes": {
          "name1": ["value1","val5"],
          "name2": ["value2"],
          "name3": ["value3"]
        },
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    _links: {
              "self": {
                "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex/Enterprise%20Team
%20Center%3A8"
              }
          }
     },
  {...}
   ],
   "removedVertex": [ //vertex deleted since last call. Only changes are included, i.e. if Vertex appeared
 but then went away then it won't be shown here.
  {
   "id": "Enterprise Team Center:12",
   "endTime" : "2015-04-12T10:22:14.556Z"
  },
  {
   "id": "Enterprise Team Center:14",
   "endTime": "2015-04-12T10:23:14.556Z"
  }
   ],
   "edge": [
     {
        "sourceId": "Enterprise Team Center:9",
      "targetId": "Enterprise Team Center:10",
        "businessTransactionId": "Enterprise Team Center:1",
     "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z"  
     },
     {
      "sourceId": "Enterprise Team Center:15",
      "targetId": "Enterprise Team Center:16",
        "businessTransactionId": "Enterprise Team Center:1",
     "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z"
     },
  {...}
   ],
   "removedEdge": [  //Edges deleted since last call. Same as for Vertices.
     {
      "sourceId" : "Enterprise Team Center:10",
      "targetId" : "Enterprise Team Center:11",
        "businessTransactionId" : "Enterprise Team Center:1"
     "endTime": "2015-04-12T10:59:12.221Z"
     },
     {...}
   ]
 },  
    "_links": {
      "self": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/incremental"
      },
      "parent": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap"
      },
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      "next": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/incremental?
sinceVersion=eyJ0eXBlIjoiR1JBUEgiLCJ2ZXJzaW9ucyI6eyJ0YXMtY3otbmVkLmNhLmNvbTo4MDgxIjoxNDczNzUzOTU2MDc0LCJ0YXMtY3otbmMwLmNhLmNvbTo4MDgxIjoxNDczNzUzOTU1OTczLCJFbnRlcnByaXNlIFRlYW0gQ2VudGVyIjoxNDczNzUzOTU0ODgyfX0="
      }
    },
    "lastVersion":
 "eyJ0eXBlIjoiR1JBUEgiLCJ2ZXJzaW9ucyI6eyJ0YXMtY3otbmVkLmNhLmNvbTo4MDgxIjoxNDczNzUzOTU2MDc0LCJ0YXMtY3otbmMwLmNhLmNvbTo4MDgxIjoxNDczNzUzOTU1OTczLCJFbnRlcnByaXNlIFRlYW0gQ2VudGVyIjoxNDczNzUzOTU0ODgyfX0=" //"0"
 means reset the cache
}

 Graph Vertex id

Represents a single vertex identified by Id

 {
  "timestamp": "2016-05-12T08:27:06.851Z",
  "attributes": [
    {
      "name": "agentDomain",
      "value": "SuperDomain",
      "type": "GATHERED"
    },
    {
      "name": "Attr1",
      "value": "newValue3",
      "type": "CUSTOM"
    },
    {
      "name": "Attr2",
      "value": "newValue3",
      "type": "DECORATED"
    }
  ],
  "_links": {
    "parent": {
      "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex"
    },
    "self": {
      "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertex/Enterprise%20Team%20Center%3A8"
    }
  },
  "id": "Enterprise Team Center:8"
}

Patch

Updates attribute values for a chosen vertex.

• Attribute names must be unique. Duplicated attributes are discarded.
• Null deletes attribute
• If an attribute exists for a given vertex, then it is updated, otherwise PATCH creates a CUSTOM attribute.
• CUSTOM attributes can be created, updated, or deleted. If PATCH creates an attribute, it is always CUSTOM.
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• CUSTOM attributes created by attribute rules can be updated.
• BASIC attributes cannot be updated or deleted.

Example of the request payload follows:

{
    "attributes": {
        "Attr1": ["newValue3", "newVal3"],
        "Attr2": null 
    }
}

 Graph Vertexstatus Incremental

Returns incremental updates to vertex statuses. Each response contains lastVersion to be used for next call.

• Joins vertex statuses across all universes that a user has access to
• Response does not contain every update. If there is more than one update to the same status, only the last effective update is

reported.

GET /apm/appmap/graph/vertexstatus/incremental?sinceVersion=0
 This initial call, returns all statuses as of now. The response includes lastVersion for getting incremental updates. Cache this
call on the consumer side as an initial snapshot.

 {
    "_embedded": {  
   "status": {
  "alerts": [
   {
    "vertexId": "Enterprise Team Center:8",
    "alertName":"custom alert #8"
    "state": "OK", 
    "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z"
   },
   {
    "vertexId": "Enterprise Team Center:8",
    "alertName":"custom alert #1",
    "state": "DANGER",
    "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z"
   },
   {...}
    ]
  }
 },
    "_links": {
      "self": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertexstatus/incremental"
      },
      "parent": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap"
      },
      "next": {
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        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertexstatus/incremental?
sinceVersion=eyJ0eXBlIjoiVkVSVEVYU1RBVFVTIiwidmVyc2lvbnMiOnsidGFzLWN6LW5lZC5jYS5jb206ODA4MSI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMzMDQ1MSwidGFzLWN6LW5jMC5jYS5jb206ODA4MSI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMzMDM1MCwiRW50ZXJwcmlzZSBUZWFtIENlbnRlciI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMyOTI3MH19"
      }
    },
    "lastVersion":
 "eyJ0eXBlIjoiVkVSVEVYU1RBVFVTIiwidmVyc2lvbnMiOnsidGFzLWN6LW5lZC5jYS5jb206ODA4MSI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMzMDQ1MSwidGFzLWN6LW5jMC5jYS5jb206ODA4MSI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMzMDM1MCwiRW50ZXJwcmlzZSBUZWFtIENlbnRlciI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMyOTI3MH19" //"0"
 means reset the cache
}  

GET /apm/appmap/graph/incremental?sinceVersion=XXXXYYYYZZZZZ
Returns incremental changes since the last call. Last call is identified bylastVersion field in the response.
Response contains info on new/modified vertices, removed vertices, new/modified edges, removed edges. Apply this response
to the snapshot. Keep cached on the consumer side. See example:

{
    "_embedded": {  
   "status": {
   "alerts": [  //we only have updates here because status does not get deleted, it only goes to
 "UNKNOWN"
                 //only status changes since last call are included - same as we do with Vertices and Edges
     {
     "vertexId": "Enterprise Team Center:8",
     "alertName":"custom alert #8"
     "state": "OK",
     "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z"
     },
    {
     "vertexId": "Enterprise Team Center:8",
     "alertName":"custom alert #1",
     "state": "UNKNOWN",        // "UNKNOWN" means alert went away
     "startTime":"2015-04-12T09:59:12.221Z"
    },
    {...}
     ]
  }
 },
    "_links": {
      "self": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertexstatus/incremental"
      },
      "parent": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap"
      },
      "next": {
        "href": "http://tas-cz-nc6.ca.com:8081/apm/appmap/graph/vertexstatus/incremental?
sinceVersion=eyJ0eXBlIjoiVkVSVEVYU1RBVFVTIiwidmVyc2lvbnMiOnsidGFzLWN6LW5lZC5jYS5jb206ODA4MSI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMzMDQ1MSwidGFzLWN6LW5jMC5jYS5jb206ODA4MSI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMzMDM1MCwiRW50ZXJwcmlzZSBUZWFtIENlbnRlciI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMyOTI3MH19"
      }
    },
 "lastVersion":
 "eyJ0eXBlIjoiVkVSVEVYU1RBVFVTIiwidmVyc2lvbnMiOnsidGFzLWN6LW5lZC5jYS5jb206ODA4MSI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMzMDQ1MSwidGFzLWN6LW5jMC5jYS5jb206ODA4MSI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMzMDM1MCwiRW50ZXJwcmlzZSBUZWFtIENlbnRlciI6MTQ3Mzc1NDMyOTI3MH19" //"0"
 means reset the cache
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}  

Note:

:

• Repeat the calls to get incremental updates as often as required. Every time that you call we serve all the changes with no
clamping or paging. Very large payloads are handled with a streaming response JSON instead of keeping it in memory.

• At any time you can get a fresh snapshot of data. Use GET /apm/appmap/graph/incremental?sinceVersion=0. For
example, this call can be used if your application is restarted. This call gives you a new lastVersion to get incremental
updates.

 

 

 Root Resource

Returns the list of available options for the API together with a general information about the API in question. The resource is
publicly accessible under SSL with no need of an authorization token. The root resource serves as a starting point for exploring
the API as it links all available paths that are reachable. The link to a resource can be a URI template. In that case the resource
contains a templated:true property. If the property is not present or its value is different the resource contains a simple URI.

 GET

Example of the response:

{
  "serviceProvider": "com.ca.apm.appmap",
  "serverVersion": "Release 10.1.0.0 (Build 28)",
  "apiVersion": "1.0.0",
  "vendor": "CA Technologies",
  "_links": {
    "self": {
      "href": "https://test.ca.com:8443/apm/appmap"
    },
    "doc": {
      "href": "https://wiki.ca.com/display/APMDEVOPS101/APM+REST+API"
    },
    "vertex": [
      {
        "href": "https://test.ca.com:8443/apm/appmap/vertex{?timestamp,q,projection}",
        "templated": true
      },
      {
        "href": "https://test.ca.com:8443/apm/appmap/vertex/{id}{?timestamp}",
        "templated": true
      }
    ]
  }
}

Resource properties:

Property Name Type Description API Version
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serviceProvider String Describes the
provider of the service
- com.ca.apm.appmap

1.0.0

serverVersion String Version of the server
providing the API (APM
version)

1.0.0

apiVersion String Version of the API 1.0.0

vendor String Vendor of the service - CA
Technologies

1.0.0

_links Array Lists all available options for
this API

1.0.0

_links.self HAL Link Contains the URL to the root
resource itself

1.0.0

_links.doc HAL Link Contains the URL to the
documentation of the public
API

1.0.0

_links.* For example, vertex. HAL Link Presents all available
endpoints for a given resource

1.0.0

 Universe

This resource returns basic properties for individual universes or all of the universes that a user has access to.

You can invoke this endpoint in two ways:

• GET /apm/appmap/universe
Returns a list of the universes that a user has access to

{
    "_embedded": {
        "universe": [
            {
                "name": "TestUniverse",
                "_links": {
                    "parent": {
                        "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/universe"
                    },
                    "self": {
                        "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/universe/UN172"
                    }
                },
                "id": "UN172"
            },
            {
                "name": "sampleValue components",
                "_links": {
                    "parent": {
                        "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/universe"
                    },
                    "self": {
                        "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/universe/UNFWEnterprise%20Team%20Center"
                    }
                },
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                "id": "UNFWEnterprise Team Center"
            }
        ]
    },
    "_links": {
        "self": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/universe"
        },
        "parent": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap"
        }
    }
}

• GET /apm/appmap/universe/{id}
Returns properties for the individual universe that matches the provided universe ID

{
    "name": "TestUniverse",
    "_links": {
        "parent": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/universe"
        },
        "self": {
            "href": "http://localhost/apm/appmap/universe/UN172"
        }
    },
    "id": "UN172"
}

 Vertex

Returns the list of vertices according to specified filtering criteria and projection 

• Allows historical queries as of timestamp. Attributes, alerts, and other fields have history. Default timestamp is now.
• Supports static projections - 'compact' and 'full'. Default is 'compact'.

Supported Verbs: GET, PATCH

Supported parameters: projection, timestamp, q 

GET

Supported Filtering of Collection

 By timestamp to retrieve a snapshot of the collection as of timestamp. Default is now.

• GET /apm/appmap/vertex?timestamp:1970-01-01T00:00:01Z
• Supports filtering in Lucene syntax - complete syntax description is available at https://lucene.apache.org/core/4_7_0/

queryparser/org/apache/lucene/queryparser/classic/package-summary.html

Filtering examples:

• GET /apm/appmap/vertex?q=id:101filtering by vertex id
• GET /apm/appmap/vertex?q=attributes.city:Paris AND attributes.sky:blue

you can combine filtering expressions using logical operators 
• GET /apm/appmap/vertex?q=(attributes.city:Paris AND attributes.sky:blue ) OR (attributes.city:London AND

attributes.sky:grey)grouping logical expressions using braces 

https://lucene.apache.org/core/4_7_0/queryparser/org/apache/lucene/queryparser/classic/package-summary.html
https://lucene.apache.org/core/4_7_0/queryparser/org/apache/lucene/queryparser/classic/package-summary.html
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• GET /apm/appmap/vertex?q=attributes.sky\ color:deep\ bluespaces and other special characters must be escaped

  /vertex/ supports full and compact projections, default is compact.

Full

 {
    "_links": {
        "self": { "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex"},
        "parent": { "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/"}
    },
"_embedded": {
    "vertex": [
                 {
                     "id": "497",
                     "timestamp": "2015-05-14T09:59:12.221Z",
                     "attributes": [
                                    {
                                        "name": "applicationName",
                                        "value": "AuthenticationService",
                                        "type": "GATHERED"
                                    },
                                    {
                                        "name": "type",
                                        "value": "SERVLET",
                                        "type": "GATHERED"
                                    },
                                    {
                                        "name": "servletClassName",
                                        "value": "DefaultServlet",
                                        "type": "GATHERED"
                                    },
                                    {
                                        "name": "city",
                                        "value": "Paris",
                                        "type": "CUSTOM"
                                    }
                                    ],
                     "_links": {
                         "parent": { "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex" },
                         "self": {"href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex/497"}
                     }
                 },
                 {
                     "id": "480",
                     "timestamp": "2015-05-14T09:59:12.221Z",
                     "attributes": [
                                    {
                                        "name": "name",
                                        "value": "Place Order",
                                        "type": "GATHERED"
                                    },
                                    {
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                                        "name": "type",
                                        "value": "BUSINESSTRANSACTION",
                                        "type": "GATHERED"
                                    },
                                    {
                                        "name": "serviceId",
                                        "value": "Trading Service",
                                        "type": "GATHERED"
                                    },
                                    {
                                        "name": "city",
                                        "value": "Paris",
                                        "type": "CUSTOM"
                                    }
                                    ],
                     "_links": {
                         "parent": {"href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex"},
                         "self": {    "href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex/480"}
                     }
                 }
             ]
    }
}

Compact

  {
    "_links": {
        "self": {"href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex"},
        "parent": {"href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/"}
    },
    "_embedded": {
        "vertex": [
    {
        "id": "516",
        "timestamp": "2015-05-14T10:43:10.163Z",
        "attributes": {
            "name": "WebService|Auth",
            "applicationName": "AuthenticationEngine",
            "hostname": "webserver.ca.com",
            "type": "SERVLET",
            "agent": "tas-cz-n8d|Tomcat|Tomcat Agent",
            "servletClassName": "DefaultServlet",
            "ipAddress": "10.0.0.1"
        },
        "_links": {
            "parent": {"href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex"},
            "self": {"href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex/516"}
        }
    }
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}

PATCH

Updates attribute values for a chosen vertex.

• Attribute names must be unique. Duplicated attributes are discarded.
• If an attribute exists for a given vertex, then it is updated, otherwise PATCH creates a  CUSTOM attribute with a given

name.
• CUSTOM attributes can be created, updated, or deleted. Attributes that are created by PATCH are always CUSTOM
• DECORATED attributes can be updated. If updated, they become CUSTOM.
• Gathered attributes cannot be updated nor deleted.

Example of the request payload follows:

• Supplied attribute names are expected to be unique. PATCH ignores any duplicated attributes.

[{
    "id":"3",
    "attributes": {
        "Attr1":"newValue",
        "Attr2": null // NULL deletes attribute
        }
},
...]

 

Supported parameters

Property Name Type Description

vertex array array of vertices - depends on
projection.

 Vertex id

The resource returns detailed info for a single vertex.

The return structure is the same as in GET /vertex, 

Supported Verbs: all

Supported parameters: id, timestamp, attributes

GET

{
   "id": "497",
  "timestamp": "2015-05-14T09:59:12.221Z",
    "attributes": [
        {
           "name": "applicationName",
            "value": "AuthenticationService",
            "type": "GATHERED"
         },
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        {
            "name": "type",
           "value": "SERVLET",
           "type": "GATHERED"
        },
         {
            "name": "servletClassName",
            "value": "DefaultServlet",
            "type": "GATHERED"
         }
       ],
   "_links": {
         "parent": { "href": ""http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex"},
          "self": {"href": "http://localhost:8081/apm/appmap/vertex/497"}
        }
 

   Extra HTTP Parameters  

• timestamp - retrieves a snapshot of the resource as of timestamp. Default is now.GET /apm/appmap/vertex/123?
timestamp=1970-01-01T00:00:01Z 

  

PATCH

Updates attribute values for a chosen vertex.

• Attribute names must be unique. Duplicated attributes are discarded.
• If an attribute exists for a given vertex, then it is updated, otherwise PATCH creates a CUSTOM attribute with a given

name.
• CUSTOM attributes can be created, updated, or deleted. Attributes that are created by PATCH are always CUSTOM.
• DECORATED attributes can be updated. If updated, they become CUSTOM. 
• Gathered attributes cannot be updated nor deleted

Example of the request payload follows:

• Supplied attribute names are expected to be unique. PATCH ignores any duplicated attributes.

{
    "attributes": {
        "Attr1":"newValue",
        "Attr2": null // NULL deletes attribute
    }
}

 

Supported parameters

Property Name Type Description

id String The ID of the Vertex

timestamp Timestamp  Timestamp of the served snapshot
in 1970-01-01T00:00:01Z format  

attributes Array List of all defined attributes on vertex

attributes.name String Name of the attribute
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attributes.value String Value of the attribute

attributes.type String Type of the attribute.
Currently supported types are
"CUSTOM","DECORATED" and
"GATHERED"

 REST API Java Example for Getting Incremental Updates

The following example shows how you use the public REST API to get incremental updates.

package com.mycompany.app;
import java.net.URI;
import org.apache.http.HttpEntity;
import org.apache.http.HttpHost;
import org.apache.http.HttpResponse;
import org.apache.http.client.methods.HttpGet;
import org.apache.http.impl.client.CloseableHttpClient;
import org.apache.http.impl.client.HttpClients;
import org.apache.http.util.EntityUtils;
import com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.JsonNode;
import com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.ObjectMapper;
public class IncrementalExample {
    public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {
        final CloseableHttpClient httpclient = HttpClients.createDefault();
        // specify the host, protocol, and port
        HttpHost target = new HttpHost("test.ca.com", 8081, "http");
        String lastVersionForGraph = "0";
        String lastVersionForVertexStatus = "0";
        final GraphCache gc = new GraphCache();
        for (;;) {
            try {
                final HttpGet request = new HttpGet();
                request.addHeader("Content-Type", "application/json");
                request.addHeader("Authorization", "Bearer f47ac10b-58cc-4372-a567-0e02b2c3d479");
                request.addHeader("Accept", "application/hal+json");
                if ("0".equals(lastVersionForGraph) || "0".equals(lastVersionForVertexStatus)) {
                    lastVersionForGraph = "0";
                    lastVersionForVertexStatus = "0";
                    // reset cache, REST has decided to send you full snapshot
                    gc.clear();
                }
                {
                    // query graph updates
                    request.setURI(URI.create("/apm/appmap/graph/incremental?sinceVersion="
                        + lastVersionForGraph));
                    // execute the request
                    final HttpResponse httpResponse = httpclient.execute(target, request);
                    if (httpResponse.getStatusLine().getStatusCode() != 200) {
                        throw new IllegalStateException("Error polling graph changes == "
                            + httpResponse.getStatusLine());
                    }
                    final HttpEntity entity = httpResponse.getEntity();
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                    final String result = EntityUtils.toString(entity);
                    // parse the results
                    final ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper();
                    final JsonNode tree = mapper.readTree(result);
                    lastVersionForGraph = tree.get("lastVersion").asText();
                    final long newVertices = tree.get("_embedded").get("vertex").size();
                    final long removedVertices = tree.get("_embedded").get("removedVertex").size();
                    final long newEdges = tree.get("_embedded").get("edge").size();
                    final long removedEdges = tree.get("_embedded").get("removedEdge").size();
                    System.out.println("polled graph changes == [" + newVertices + ", " + newEdges
                        + ", " + removedVertices + ", " + removedEdges + "]");
                    // apply changes to cache
                    gc.applyGraphChanges(tree);
                }
                {
                    // query vertex status updates
                    request.setURI(URI
                        .create("/apm/appmap/graph/vertexstatus/incremental?sinceVersion="
                            + lastVersionForVertexStatus));
                    // execute the request
                    final HttpResponse httpResponse = httpclient.execute(target, request);
                    if (httpResponse.getStatusLine().getStatusCode() != 200) {
                        throw new IllegalStateException("Error polling vertex status changes == "
                            + httpResponse.getStatusLine());
                    }
                    final HttpEntity entity = httpResponse.getEntity();
                    final String result = EntityUtils.toString(entity);
                    // parse the results
                    final ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper();
                    final JsonNode tree = mapper.readTree(result);
                    lastVersionForVertexStatus = tree.get("lastVersion").asText();
                    final long changes = tree.get("_embedded").get("status").get("alerts").size();
                    System.out.println("polled vertex status changes == " + changes);
                    // apply changes to cache
                    gc.applyVertexStatusChanges(tree);
                }
                final GraphCache.Graph g = gc.getGraphForUI();
            } catch (java.net.ConnectException | IllegalStateException e) {
                e.printStackTrace();
                System.out.println("Will try to reretrieve complete graph at next call");
                lastVersionForGraph = "0";
                lastVersionForVertexStatus = "0";
            } catch (Throwable t) {
                System.out.println("Unknown error : " + t);
                t.printStackTrace();
                break;
            }
            if (!"0".equals(lastVersionForGraph)) {
                Thread.sleep(10000);
            }
        }
        httpclient.close();
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    }
}

 
package com.mycompany.app;
import java.util.ArrayList;
import java.util.Collection;
import java.util.HashMap;
import java.util.HashSet;
import java.util.Iterator;
import java.util.List;
import java.util.Locale;
import java.util.Map;
import java.util.Set;
import java.util.Map.Entry;
import com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.JsonNode;
import com.google.common.collect.ArrayListMultimap;
import com.google.common.collect.Multimap;
/**
 * Example of simple cache holder which applies changes in the order they arrive, with no regard to
 * the timestamp of the change.
 * Keeps only latest snapshot, not the historical data
 * Includes all vertices and edges with no filtering them by type
 */
public class GraphCache {
    private Map<String, Vertex> vertices = new HashMap<String, Vertex>();
    private List<Edge> edges = new ArrayList<Edge>();
    private final static String CCC_VERTEX_IDENTIFICATION = "CCC.VertexIdentification"
        .toLowerCase(Locale.US);
    /**
     * resets the cache
     */
    public void clear() {
        vertices.clear();
        edges.clear();
    }
    /**
     * parses output from GET /graph/incremental and applies it
     */
    public void applyGraphChanges(JsonNode jsonTree) throws Exception {
        // added and changed vertices
        for (final JsonNode json : jsonTree.get("_embedded").get("vertex")) {
            // parse Vertex
            final Vertex v = new Vertex();
            v.setVertexId(json.get("id").asText());
            v.setExternalId(json.get("externalId").asText());
            final Iterator<Entry<String, JsonNode>> attributes = json.get("attributes").fields();
            while (attributes.hasNext()) {
                final Map.Entry<String, JsonNode> entry = attributes.next();
                final Iterator<JsonNode> values = entry.getValue().elements();
                while (values.hasNext()) {
                    final JsonNode attrValue = values.next();
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                    v.getAttributes().put(entry.getKey(), attrValue.asText());
                }
            }
            // update graph
            vertices.put(v.getVertexId(), v);
            System.out.println("Added new vertex : '" + v + "'");
        }
        // removed vertices
        for (final JsonNode json : jsonTree.get("_embedded").get("removedVertex")) {
            // parse Vertex
            final String vertexId = json.get("id").asText();
            // update graph
            if (vertices.containsKey(vertexId)) {
                vertices.remove(vertexId);
            } else {
                System.out.println("Ignored delete for missing vertex " + json);
            }
        }
        // added and changed edges
        for (final JsonNode json : jsonTree.get("_embedded").get("edge")) {
            // parse Edge
            final Edge e = new Edge();
            e.setSourceId(json.get("sourceId").asText());
            e.setTargetId(json.get("targetId").asText());
            e.setBusinessTransactionId(json.get("businessTransactionId").asText());
            // update graph
            edges.add(e);
            System.out.println("Added new edge : " + e);
        }
        // removed edges
        for (final JsonNode json : jsonTree.get("_embedded").get("removedEdge")) {
            // parse Edge
            final String sourceId = json.get("sourceId").asText();
            final String targetId = json.get("targetId").asText();
            final String businessTransactionId = json.get("businessTransactionId").asText();
            // update graph
            boolean wasRemoved = false;
            final Iterator<Edge> it = edges.iterator();
            while (it.hasNext()) {
                final Edge e = it.next();
                if (!e.getSourceId().equals(sourceId)) {
                    continue;
                }
                if (!e.getTargetId().equals(targetId)) {
                    continue;
                }
                boolean btEquals =
                    (businessTransactionId == null
                        ? e.getBusinessTransactionId() == null
                        : businessTransactionId.equals(e.getBusinessTransactionId()));
                if (btEquals) {
                    it.remove();
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                    wasRemoved = true;
                }
            }
            if (!wasRemoved) {
                System.out.println("Ignored delete for missing edge " + json);
            }
        }
    }
    /**
     * parses output from GET /graph/vertexstatus/incremental and applies it
     */
    public void applyVertexStatusChanges(JsonNode jsonTree) throws Exception {
        // parse alert updates
        for (final JsonNode json : jsonTree.get("_embedded").get("status").get("alerts")) {
            // parse Edge
            final String vertexId = json.get("vertexId").asText();
            final String alertName = json.get("alertName").asText();
            final String state = json.get("state").asText();
            // update graph
            final Vertex v = vertices.get(vertexId);
            if (v != null) {
                v.getAlerts().put(alertName, state);
                System.out.println("set alert state for vertex '" + vertexId + "' : " + alertName
                    + " --> " + state);
            } else {
                System.out.println("Ignored alert for missing vertex '" + vertexId + "'");
            }
        }
    }
    /**
     * returns current snapshot with vertices correlated by externalId
     */
    public Graph getGraphForUI() throws Exception {
        System.out.println("before CCC : total vertices : " + vertices.size() + " , total edges : "
            + edges.size());
        final Graph ret = new Graph();
        ret.getEdges().addAll(edges);
        ret.getVertices().putAll(vertices);
        correlateByExternalId(ret);
        System.out.println("after CCC : total vertices : " + ret.getVertices().size()
            + " , total edges : " + ret.getEdges().size());
        return ret;
    }
    private static void correlateByExternalId(Graph mergeGraph) {
        Multimap<String, Vertex> verticesByExternalID = ArrayListMultimap.create();
        Map<String, Vertex> removedVertices = new HashMap<String, Vertex>();
        // map vertices by external_id
        for (Vertex v : mergeGraph.getVertices().values()) {
            String externalId = v.getExternalId();
            if (externalId == null) {
                continue;
            }
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            verticesByExternalID.put(externalId, v);
        }
        // create CC vertices by merging original vertices by external_id
        for (Map.Entry<String, Collection<Vertex>> entry : verticesByExternalID.asMap().entrySet()) {
            Collection<Vertex> v2 = entry.getValue();
            if (v2.size() < 2) {
                continue;
            }
            // We have CC vertex. Let's create merged one
            String externalId = entry.getKey();
            Vertex ccVertex = mergeVertices(externalId, v2);
            mergeGraph.getVertices().put(ccVertex.getVertexId(), ccVertex);
            // Collect source vertices to be removed as they are replaced by a CC vertex
            for (Vertex toRemove : v2) {
                removedVertices.put(toRemove.getVertexId(), toRemove);
            }
        }
        // Let's fixup edges
        List<Edge> ccEdges = new ArrayList<Edge>();
        Iterator<Edge> it = mergeGraph.getEdges().iterator();
        for (; it.hasNext();) {
            Edge e = it.next();
            Vertex source = removedVertices.get(e.getSourceId());
            Vertex target = removedVertices.get(e.getTargetId());
            Vertex bt = removedVertices.get(e.getBusinessTransactionId());
            source = source == null ? null : mergeGraph.getVertices().get(source.getExternalId());
            target = target == null ? null : mergeGraph.getVertices().get(target.getExternalId());
            bt = bt == null ? null : mergeGraph.getVertices().get(bt.getExternalId());
            if (source != null || target != null || bt != null) {
                // Cross cluster edge detected
                Edge ccEdge = createCrossClusterEdge(e, source, target, bt);
                ccEdges.add(ccEdge);
                it.remove();
            }
        }
        mergeGraph.getEdges().addAll(ccEdges);
        // Remove source vertices replaced by CC vertices
        for (String vertexIdToRemove : removedVertices.keySet()) {
            mergeGraph.getVertices().remove(vertexIdToRemove);
        }
        // check for CCC "stub" vertices and remove them, remove the corresponding edges as well
        Set<String> stubVertexIds = new HashSet<String>();
        for (Vertex v : mergeGraph.getVertices().values()) {
            if (v.getAttributes().containsKey(CCC_VERTEX_IDENTIFICATION)) {
                stubVertexIds.add(v.getVertexId());
            }
        }
        for (String stubVertexId : stubVertexIds) {
            mergeGraph.getVertices().remove(stubVertexId);
            mergeGraph.getEdges().removeIf(
                e -> e.getSourceId().equals(stubVertexId) || e.getTargetId().equals(stubVertexId));
        }
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    }
    private static Vertex mergeVertices(String externalId, Collection<Vertex> vertices) {
        if (vertices.size() < 2) {
            throw new IllegalArgumentException("vertices size is expected to be at least 2");
        }
        final Vertex ret = new Vertex();
        ret.setVertexId(externalId);
        for (Vertex v : vertices) {
            ret.getAlerts().putAll(v.getAlerts());
            // we want to suppress CCC vertex attributes completely
            if (!v.getAttributes().containsKey(CCC_VERTEX_IDENTIFICATION)) {
                ret.getAttributes().putAll(v.getAttributes());
            }
        }
        return ret;
    }
    private static Edge createCrossClusterEdge(Edge edge, Vertex source, Vertex target, Vertex bt) {
        final Edge ret = new Edge();
        ret.setSourceId(source != null ? source.getVertexId() : edge.getSourceId());
        ret.setTargetId(target != null ? target.getVertexId() : edge.getTargetId());
        ret.setBusinessTransactionId(bt != null ? bt.getVertexId() : edge
            .getBusinessTransactionId());
        return ret;
    }
    /**
     * Vertices and Edges for UI
     */
    public static class Graph {
        private Map<String, Vertex> vertices = new HashMap<String, Vertex>();
        private List<Edge> edges = new ArrayList<Edge>();
        public Map<String, Vertex> getVertices() {
            return vertices;
        }
        public List<Edge> getEdges() {
            return edges;
        }
    }
    /**
     * single vertex
     */
    public static class Vertex {
        private String vertexId;
        private String externalId;
        private Multimap<String, String> attributes = ArrayListMultimap.create();
        private Map<String, String> alerts = new HashMap<>();
        public void setVertexId(String vertexId) {
            this.vertexId = vertexId;
        }
        public String getVertexId() {
            return this.vertexId;
        }
        public void setExternalId(String externalId) {
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            this.externalId = externalId;
        }
        public String getExternalId() {
            return this.externalId;
        }
        public Multimap<String, String> getAttributes() {
            return attributes;
        }
        public Map<String, String> getAlerts() {
            return alerts;
        }
        @Override
        public String toString() {
            StringBuilder sb = new StringBuilder();
            sb.append("Vertex [vertexId=");
            sb.append(vertexId);
            sb.append(", externalId=");
            sb.append(externalId);
            sb.append(", attributes=");
            sb.append(attributes);
            sb.append(", alerts=");
            sb.append(alerts);
            sb.append("]");
            return sb.toString();
        }
    }
    /**
     * single edge
     */
    public static class Edge {
        private String sourceId;
        private String targetId;
        private String businessTransactionId;
        public void setSourceId(String sourceId) {
            this.sourceId = sourceId;
        }
        public String getSourceId() {
            return sourceId;
        }
        public void setTargetId(String targetId) {
            this.targetId = targetId;
        }
        public String getTargetId() {
            return targetId;
        }
        public void setBusinessTransactionId(String businessTransactionId) {
            this.businessTransactionId = businessTransactionId;
        }
        public String getBusinessTransactionId() {
            return businessTransactionId;
        }
        @Override
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        public String toString() {
            StringBuilder builder = new StringBuilder();
            builder.append("Edge [sourceId=");
            builder.append(sourceId);
            builder.append(", targetId=");
            builder.append(targetId);
            builder.append(", businessTransactionId=");
            builder.append(businessTransactionId);
            builder.append("]");
            return builder.toString();
        }
    }
}

 SQL REST API

Use the public SQL REST API to extract raw metric data from APM, and integrate this data with custom tools. Like other
APM REST APIs, the SQL REST API interface uses token-based authentication. This REST API runs on the following
Enterprise Manager (EM) modes:

• Standalone
• Collector
• Manager of Managers (MOM)
• Enterprise Team Center

Note:

• The SQL REST API feature was introduced in the 10.7 Service Pack 1 (SP1).
• This feature does not provide all SQL capabilities such as JOINs and subselects. Use an APMSQL client for advanced

query capabilities.

Connect to the SQL REST API

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log into Team Center and click Security.
2. Click Generate New Token.

A dialog window appears.
3. Enter the Label (name) and select Public API for the Type.
4. Set the expiration date or select Never Expires.
5. Click Generate Token.

The system generates a new token.

Warning:

For security reasons, you only see a token once. Store the token in a safe place before closing this dialog window.
Do not disclose the token to unauthorized parties.

The token now appears among the other tokens in the Security tab.
6. Test the connection with a sample query, for example:

URL               http://<EM Host>:8081/apm/appmap/apmData/
schemaVerb               GETHeader               Accept:
 application/json               Authorization: Bearer <Security
 Token>

You connected to the APMSQL REST API.

SQL REST API Configuration
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Configure the SQL REST API settings in the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Go to <EM_Home>\config directory and open the IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file.
2. Edit the following properties as needed:

•

introscope.enterprisemanager.restapi.sql.rateLimit

Limits the amount of data that is transferred from the SQL REST API. The default value allows for an unlimited
transfer. Set the value to a positive number to limit the data transfer.
Default: -1 (KB/s) 

•

introscope.enterprisemanager.restapi.sql.connectionLimit

Limits the number of parallel connections to the SQL REST API. Set the value to a positive number to limit parallel
connections in a transfer. Otherwise, the number of parallel connections is unlimited.Default: 5 (connections)

•

introscope.enterprisemanager.restapi.sql.groupCountLimit

Limits the number of groups in the SQL REST API memory. Set the value to a positive number to limit the number of
groups. Otherwise, the number of groups that are stored in the memory is unlimited.Default: 100000 (groups)

•

introscope.enterprisemanager.restapi.token.lockTime

Defines the period in seconds, after which the IP address is blocked due to too many failed logins.Default: 5 (minutes)
•

introscope.enterprisemanager.restapi.token.maxFailsPerIp

Defines the number of failed attempts from the IP address before the IP address is blocked.Default: 5 (attempts)

Supportability Metrics

Supportability metrics for the SQL REST API have the Enterprise Manager|Data Store|SQL API prefix in their
names. The following table lists the available supportability metrics:

Supportability Metric Name Description

Average Response Time (ms) Average time to process incoming query

Bytes Sent Per Interval Number of bytes sent as a result in an interval

Responses Per Interval Successful queries in an interval 

Concurrent Invocations Number of parallel connections to a query endpoint

Clamped Connections Per Interval Number of rejected connections due to the clamp limit

Errors Per Interval Number of failed queries in an interval 

APMSQL REST API Resources

The SQL REST API contains the following resources:

•

/apm/appmap/apmData/schema
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Describes all known virtual tables that the interface can return.
•

/apm/appmap/apmData/query

Serves as the actual query interface. You can pass SQL queries using the capabilities that the schema table returned. 

Query Examples

Use the following examples to query the API:

• Example 1: Get count of metrics grouped by agent host
This example uses a POST request on the /apm/appmap/apmData/query resource.

URL            http://<EM Host>:8081/apm/appmap/apmData/queryVerb 
           POSTHeader            Accept: application/json         
   Content-Type: application/json            Authorization: Bearer
 <Security Token>Data            { "query" : "select agent_host,
 agent_process, agent_name, count(metric_path) from metrics where
 agent_name Like '' group by agent_host, agent_process, agent_name"}

•  Example 2: Get schema
This example uses a GET request on the /apm/appmap/apmData/schema resource.

{    "tables": [        {            "name": "metric_data",    
        "columns": [                {                    "name":
 "source_name",                    "type": "string",              
      "whereCapabilities": [                        "=",          
              "<",                        ">",                    
    "<=",                        ">=",                        "<>",
                        "!=",                        "BETWEEN",   
                     "LIKE",                        "LIKE_REGEX"  
                  ]                },                {            
        "name": "agent_host",                    "type": "string",
                    "whereCapabilities": [                       
 "=",                        "<",                        ">",     
                   "<=",                        ">=",             
           "<>",                        "!=",                     
   "BETWEEN",                        "LIKE",                      
  "LIKE_REGEX"                    ]                },             
   {                    "name": "agent_process",                   
 "type": "string",                    "whereCapabilities": [       
                 "=",                        "<",                  
      ">",                        "<=",                        ">=",
                        "<>",                        "!=",         
               "BETWEEN",                        "LIKE",           
             "LIKE_REGEX"                    ]                },   
             {                    "name": "agent_name",            
        "type": "string",                    "whereCapabilities": [
                        "=",                        "<",            
            ">",                        "<=",                       
 ">=",                        "<>",                        "!=",    
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                    "BETWEEN",                        "LIKE",       
                 "LIKE_REGEX"                    ]                },
                {                    "name": "domain_name",         
           "type": "string",                    "whereCapabilities":
 [                        "=",                        "<",      
                  ">",                        "<=",             
           ">=",                        "<>",                    
    "!=",                        "BETWEEN",                     
   "LIKE",                        "LIKE_REGEX"                  
  ]                },                {                    "name":
 "metric_path",                    "type": "string",              
      "whereCapabilities": [                        "=",           
             "<",                        ">",                      
  "<=",                        ">=",                        "<>",  
                      "!=",                        "BETWEEN",      
                  "LIKE",                        "LIKE_REGEX"      
              ]                },                {                 
   "name": "metric_attribute",                    "type": "string",
                    "whereCapabilities": [                       
 "=",                        "<",                        ">",     
                   "<=",                        ">=",             
           "<>",                        "!=",                     
   "BETWEEN",                        "LIKE",                      
  "LIKE_REGEX"                    ]                },              
  {                    "name": "attribute_type",                   
 "type": "long",                    "whereCapabilities": [         
               "=",                        "<",                    
    ">",                        "<=",                        ">=", 
                       "<>",                        "!=",           
             "BETWEEN"                    ]                },       
         {                    "name": "frequency",                  
  "type": "long",                    "whereCapabilities": [         
               "=",                        "<",                     
   ">",                        "<=",                        ">=",   
                     "<>",                        "!=",             
           "BETWEEN"                    ]                },         
       {                    "name": "ts",                    "type":
 "timestamp",                    "whereCapabilities": [            
            "=",                        "<",                       
 ">",                        "<=",                        ">=",    
                    "<>",                        "!=",             
           "BETWEEN"                    ]                },        
        {                    "name": "min_value",                  
  "type": "long",                    "whereCapabilities": [        
                "=",                        "<",                   
     ">",                        "<=",                        ">=",
                        "<>",                        "!=",         
               "BETWEEN"                    ]                },    
            {                    "name": "max_value",               
     "type": "long",                    "whereCapabilities": [      
                  "=",                        "<",                  
      ">",                        "<=",                        ">=",
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                        "<>",                        "!=",        
                "BETWEEN"                    ]                },   
             {                    "name": "value_count",           
         "type": "long",                    "whereCapabilities": [ 
                       "=",                        "<",            
            ">",                        "<=",                      
  ">=",                        "<>",                        "!=",  
                      "BETWEEN"                    ]               
 },                {                    "name": "agg_value",       
             "type": "long",                    "whereCapabilities":
 [                        "=",                        "<",         
               ">",                        "<=",                   
     ">=",                        "<>",                        "!=",
                        "BETWEEN"                    ]             
   }            ]        },        {            "name": "metrics", 
           "columns": [                {                    "name":
 "source_name",                    "type": "string",              
      "whereCapabilities": [                        "=",          
              "<",                        ">",                    
    "<=",                        ">=",                        "<>",
                        "!=",                        "BETWEEN",   
                     "LIKE",                        "LIKE_REGEX"  
                  ]                },                {            
        "name": "agent_host",                    "type": "string",
                    "whereCapabilities": [                       
 "=",                        "<",                        ">",     
                   "<=",                        ">=",             
           "<>",                        "!=",                     
   "BETWEEN",                        "LIKE",                      
  "LIKE_REGEX"                    ]                },             
   {                    "name": "agent_process",                   
 "type": "string",                    "whereCapabilities": [       
                 "=",                        "<",                   
     ">",                        "<=",                        ">=", 
                       "<>",                        "!=",           
             "BETWEEN",                        "LIKE",              
          "LIKE_REGEX"                    ]                },       
         {                    "name": "agent_name",                 
   "type": "string",                    "whereCapabilities": [      
                  "=",                        "<",                  
      ">",                        "<=",                        ">=",
                        "<>",                        "!=",         
               "BETWEEN",                        "LIKE",           
             "LIKE_REGEX"                    ]                },   
             {                    "name": "domain_name",           
         "type": "string",                    "whereCapabilities": [
                        "=",                        "<",            
            ">",                        "<=",                       
 ">=",                        "<>",                        "!=",    
                    "BETWEEN",                        "LIKE",       
                 "LIKE_REGEX"                    ]                },
                {                    "name": "metric_path",         
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           "type": "string",                    "whereCapabilities":
 [                        "=",                        "<",       
                 ">",                        "<=",              
          ">=",                        "<>",                    
    "!=",                        "BETWEEN",                     
   "LIKE",                        "LIKE_REGEX"                  
  ]                },                {                    "name":
 "metric_attribute",                    "type": "string",          
          "whereCapabilities": [                        "=",       
                 "<",                        ">",                   
     "<=",                        ">=",                        "<>",
                        "!=",                        "BETWEEN",   
                     "LIKE",                        "LIKE_REGEX"  
                  ]                },                {             
       "name": "attribute_type",                    "type": "long",
                    "whereCapabilities": [                       
 "=",                        "<",                        ">",     
                   "<=",                        ">=",              
          "<>",                        "!=",                       
 "BETWEEN"                    ]                },                { 
                   "name": "first_seen",                    "type":
 "timestamp",                    "whereCapabilities": [           
             "=",                        "<",                     
   ">",                        "<=",                        ">=", 
                       "<>",                        "!=",          
              "BETWEEN"                    ]                },     
           {                    "name": "last_seen",               
     "type": "timestamp",                    "whereCapabilities": [
                        "=",                        "<",          
              ">",                        "<=",                    
    ">=",                        "<>",                        "!=",
                        "BETWEEN"                    ]             
   }            ]        },        {            "name": "sources", 
           "columns": [                {                    "name":
 "source_name",                    "type": "string",               
     "whereCapabilities": [                        "=",            
            "<",                        ">",                       
 "<=",                        ">=",                        "<>",   
                     "!=",                        "BETWEEN",       
                 "LIKE",                        "LIKE_REGEX"       
             ]                },                {                  
  "name": "status",                    "type": "string",           
         "whereCapabilities": [                        "=",        
                "<",                        ">",                   
     "<=",                        ">=",                        "<>",
                        "!=",                        "BETWEEN",    
                    "LIKE",                        "LIKE_REGEX"     
               ]                },                {                 
   "name": "type",                    "type": "string",             
       "whereCapabilities": [                        "=",           
             "<",                        ">",                       
 "<=",                        ">=",                        "<>",    
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                    "!=",                        "BETWEEN",         
               "LIKE",                        "LIKE_REGEX"          
          ]                }            ]        }    ]}

•  Example 3: Get metric data with a where clause
This example uses a POST request on the /apm/appmap/apmData/query resource.

{  "query" : "select <Columns> from metric_data <Where Clause>"}

 Result: 

{  "columns" : [    {      "name" : "metric",      "type" : "string"
    },    {      "name" : "AVG(value)",      "type" : "double"
    }  ],  "rows" : [    [ "host|process|agent|Average Response
 Time(ms)", 1025.69 ],    [ "host|process|agent|CPU:Utilization
 %(process)", 12.25 ]  ]}

cURL Query Examples

Use the following examples to query the API in cURL:

•  Example 1: Get schema 

curl -Lk -H "Authorization: Bearer $TOKEN" -H "Accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json" \http://$EM_HOST:8081/apm/
appmap/apmData/schema

•  Example 2: Get a human readable schema without where capabilities 

curl -Lk -H "Authorization: Bearer $TOKEN" -H "Accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json" \http://$EM_HOST:8081/apm/
appmap/apmData/schema | sed 's/,"whereCapabilities":[[][^]] *[]] //
g' | python -mjson.tool

•  Example 3: Get all sources 

curl -Lk -H "Authorization: Bearer $TOKEN" -H "Accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json" \http://$EM_HOST:8081/apm/
appmap/apmData/query -d '{ "query" : "select * from sources;" }'

 Result: 

{"columns":[{"name":"source_name","type":"string"},
{"name":"status","type":"string"},
{"name":"type","type":"string"}],"rows":
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[["<>:8081","connected","agc"],["EM Host
 1@5001","connected","collector"],["EM Host
 2:8081","connected","standalone"],["EM Host
 3:8081","connected","mom"],["EM Host
 4:8081","connected","standalone"],["EM Host
 5@5001","connected","collector"],["EM Host
 6@5001","connected","collector"]]}

•  Example 4: Get all metrics for agents with specific characters in the agent_process column 

curl -Lk -H "Authorization: Bearer $TOKEN" -H "Accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json" \http://$EM_HOST:8081/apm/
appmap/apmData/query -d "{ \"query\" : \"select * from metrics where
 agent_process LIKE '%Nowhere%'\" }"

 Result: 

{"columns":[{"name":"source_name","type":"string"},
{"name":"agent_host","type":"string"},
{"name":"agent_process","type":"string"},
{"name":"agent_name","type":"string"},
{"name":"domain_name","type":"string"},
{"name":"metric_path","type":"string"},
{"name":"metric_attribute","type":"string"},
{"name":"attribute_type","type":"long"},
{"name":"first_seen","type":"timestamp"},
{"name":"last_seen","type":"timestamp"}],"rows":
[["Collector Host 1@5001","Agent Host 1","Nowhere
 Bank","Engine","SuperDomain","Launch Time","Launch
 Time",2066,1521511260000,1521565710000],["Collector Host
 2:8081","Agent Host 2","Nowhere
 Bank","Mediator","SuperDomain","Launch Time","Launch
 Time",2066,1521511515000,1521565710000],["Collector Host
 3@5001","Agent Host 3","Nowhere
 Bank","Mediator","SuperDomain","Launch Time","Launch
 Time",2066,1521511560000,1521565710000],["Collector Host
 4@5001","Agent Host 4","Nowhere
 Bank","Engine","SuperDomain","CPU:Processor
 Count","Processor Count",17,1521511260000,1521565710000],
["Collector Host 5:8081","Agent Host 5","Nowhere
 Bank","Mediator","SuperDomain","CPU:Processor
 Count","Processor Count",17,1521511515000,1521565710000],
["Collector Host 6@5001","Agent Host 6","Nowhere
 Bank","Portal","SuperDomain","Launch Time","Launch
 Time",2066,1521511500000,1521565710000],["Collector Host
 7@5001","Agent Host 7","Nowhere
 Bank","Engine","SuperDomain","CPU:Utilization %
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 (process)","Utilization %
 (process)",4097,1521511260000,1521565710000],….

•  Example 5: Get the count of metrics grouped by agents 

curl -Lk -H "Authorization: Bearer $TOKEN" -H "Accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json" \http://$EM_HOST:8081/
apm/appmap/apmData/query \-d "{ \"query\" : \"select agent_host,
 agent_process, agent_name, count(metric_path) from metrics group by
 agent_host, agent_process, agent_name \" }"

 Result: 

{"columns":[{"name":"agent_host","type":"string"},
{"name":"agent_process","type":"string"},
{"name":"agent_name","type":"string"},
{"name":"count(metric_path)","type":"long"}],"rows":
[["usilca31","Cross-Enterprise APM Process","Cross-Enterprise APM
 Agent HEY",4768],["EM Host 1","CTG Client 2","CICSTestDriver",119],
["Custom Metric Host (Virtual)","Custom Metric Process
 (Virtual)","Custom Metric Agent (Virtual) (Custom Host
 1@5001)",1008],["EM Host 2","Nowhere Bank","Portal",302],
["Custom Metric Host (Virtual)","Custom Metric Process
 (Virtual)","Custom Metric Agent (Virtual)",7234],["Custom
 Metric Host (Virtual)","Custom Metric Process (Virtual)","Custom
 Metric Agent (Virtual) (Custom Host 2@5001)",1131],["Custom
 Metric Host (Virtual)","Custom Metric Process (Virtual)","Custom
 Business Application Agent (Virtual) (Custom Host 3@5001)",76],
["EM Host 3","Infrastructure","Agent",231],["EM Host
 4","Collector","Agent",80],["EM Host 5","Tomcat","Tomcat
 Agent",360],["EM Host 6","Collector","Agent",344],["EM Host
 7","Nowhere Bank","Mediator",269],["EM Host 8","Nowhere
 Bank","Portal",302],["EM Host 9","Agent","UnnamedAgent",12],
["Custom Metric Host (Virtual)","Custom Metric Process
 (Virtual)","Custom Metric Agent (Virtual) (Custom Host
 4@5001)",1186],["EM Host 10","Nowhere Bank","Engine",283],["EM
 Host 11","WebSphere","WebSphere Agent",601],["Custom Metric
 Host (Virtual)","Custom Metric Process (Virtual)","Custom
 Business Application Agent (Virtual)",873],["EM Host 12","Nowhere
 Bank","Engine",283],["EM Host 13","Tomcat","Tomcat Agent",806],
["EM Host 14","CTG Client 1","CICSTestDriver",119],["Custom Metric
 Host (Virtual)","Custom Metric Process (Virtual)","Custom Business
 Application Agent (Virtual) (Custom Host 5@5001)",242],["EM
 Host 15","Tomcat-MathApp-BA-PO","Tomcat-MathApp-BA-PO",1489],
["EM Host 16","DxC Agent","Logstash-APM-Plugin",306],["EM
 Host 17","Nowhere Bank","Engine",283],["EM Host 18","Nowhere
 Bank","Mediator",261],["EM Host 19","Default Application",107],
["tradeservice-app","Tomcat","DX APM Demo Agent - Tomcat",763],
["EM Host 20","Nowhere Bank","Portal",302],["EM Host 21","Nowhere
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 Bank","Mediator",269],["Custom Metric Host (Virtual)","Custom
 Metric Process (Virtual)","Custom Business Application Agent
 (Virtual) (Custom Host 6@5001)",76]]}

•  Example 6: Get all metric data in the last hour 

Note:

 This query returns an very large JSON file. Run with caution.

ONE_HOUR_AGO=`echo $(date "+%s")*1000 " - 60*60*1000" | bc `; curl
 -Lk -H "Authorization: Bearer $TOKEN" \-H "Accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json" http://<EM Host>:8081/apm/
appmap/apmData/query \-d "{ \"query\" : \"select * from metric_data
 where ts >= ${ONE_HOUR_AGO}\" }"

•  Example 7: Get the maximum value grouped by metric path from metric data for all Average metrics (ms) 

curl -Lk -H "Authorization: Bearer $TOKEN" -H "Accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json" \http://$EM_HOST:8081/
apm/appmap/apmData/query \-d "{ \"query\" : \"select metric_path,
 max(agg_value) from metric_data where metric_attribute LIKE
 'Average%(ms)' group by metric_path \" }"

 Result: 

{"columns":[{"name":"metric_path","type":"string"},
{"name":"max(agg_value)","type":"long"}],"rows":[["Business
 Segment|tas-cz-n148/9091|/brtmtestapp/spa/|#/green|Resources|
AJAX Call|Async|tas-cz-n148/9091|/brtmtestapp/sample.txt:Average
 Callback Execution Time (ms)",4],["Backends|WebService at http_//
localhost_8080:Average Response Time (ms)",4856],["By Frontend|
CICSTestDriver_RunUOW|Backend Calls|System localhost on port
 2006:Average Response Time (ms)",0],["Frontends|Apps|TradeService|
URLs|/TradeService/PlaceOrder|Called Backends|System localhost on
 port 3456:Average Response Time (ms)",105],["Backends|WebService
 at PipeOrganWebService_2:Average Response Time (ms)",128],
["Frontends|Apps|ReportingService|URLs|Default|Called Backends|
WebServices:Average Response Time (ms)",177],["Enterprise Manager|
Internal|Messaging|PostOffices|Server.WatchedAgentPO|Messages|
com.wily.isengard.messageprimitives.service.MessageServiceCallMessage:Average
 Process Time (ms)",73],["Enterprise Manager|
Internal|Messaging|PostOffices|Server.main|Messages|
com.wily.isengard.messageprimitives.service.MessageServiceCallMessage|
com.wily.introscope.spec.server.beans.transactiontrace.ITransactionTraceService:Average
 Process Time (ms)",40],["By Business Service|tas-cz-n148/9091|/
brtmtestapp/HTTP304.html_AJAXCalls|Browser:Average Response Time
 (ms)",18]
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•  Example 8: Get Average CPU Utilization for Agents 

curl -Lk -H "Authorization: Bearer $TOKEN" -H "Accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json"  http://$EM_HOST:8081/
apm/appmap/apmData/query \-d "{ \"query\" : \"select agent_host,
 agent_process, avg(agg_value) from metric_data where metric_path
 like '%CPU:Utilization%' group by agent_host, agent_process\" }"

 Result: 

{"columns":[{"name":"agent_host","type":"string"},
{"name":"agent_process","type":"string"},
{"name":"avg(agg_value)","type":"long"}],"rows":[["Collector Host
 1","CTG Client 2",4],["Collector Host 2","WebSphere",8],["Collector
 Host 3","Nowhere Bank",3],["Collector Host 4","Tomcat",3],
["Collector Host 5","Nowhere Bank",2],["Collector Host 6","Nowhere
 Bank",1],["Collector Host 7","CTG Client 1",7],["Collector Host
 8","Tomcat",24],["Collector Host 9","Tomcat-MathApp-BA-PO",0]]}

• Example 9: Get Maximum Metric Count for Collectors 

curl -Lk -H "Authorization: Bearer $TOKEN " -H "Accept: application/
json" -H "Content-Type: application/json" http://$EM_HOST:8081/
apm/appmap/apmData/query \-d "{ \"query\" : \"select agent_name,
 max(agg_value) from metric_data where metric_path like
 '%Connections:Number of Metrics' group by agent_name\" }"

 Result: 

{"columns":[{"name":"agent_name","type":"string"},
{"name":"max(agg_value)","type":"long"}],"rows":[["Custom Metric
 Agent (Virtual)",8756],["Custom Metric Agent (Virtual) (Collector
 Host 1@5001)",1990],["Custom Metric Agent (Virtual) (Collector
 Host 2@5001)",2117],["Custom Metric Agent (Virtual) (Collector Host
 3@5001)",5141]]}

10 DX APM Education and Training

Contains Education and Training resources. 

Just one hour of training saves five hours of lost productivity. Trained users make 35% fewer support calls. A well-trained
team also delivers more value from their technology investments.

Ensure that your team can fully leverage your DX APM investment to meet your business needs today and into the future
through training courses, the CA Productivity Accelerator, and CA Certification
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Your CA software investment will help you break through and produce measurable outcomes. Whether you are looking to
lower the risk of product failure, improve user adoption and productivity, reduce reliance on external support or accelerate ROI
of your CA investment, CA Education can help. See the full infographic here.

 

 

Learning Paths

The DX APM Learning Paths contain recommended courses by role, for both functional and technical users. These roles
include Administrator, End User, and Implementer. Courses are updated based on impact from release and demand, which
is why you may see courses from previous releases included in the current learning path. You can click a course from the
learning path to immediately get started with your learning experience!

Courses are offered in a variety of self-paced delivery options, as well as traditional instructor and virtually led classes. Visit
the DX APM Learning Path for a complete list of DX APM courses.  Certifications are also available.

https://www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/infographic/ca-education.pdf
https://community.broadcom.com/enterprisesoftware/blogs/ashleygeorge/2019/06/27/discover-whats-new-in-dx-apm-11
https://www.ca.com/us/education-training/certification.html
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Learning Subscriptions

 CA Learning Subscriptions provide access to an extensive library of videos, e-learning courses, dynamic labs and more so you
can learn what you need to know, when and where you need it. Content is added and updated regularly so you always have
access to the latest courses and training materials.

Subscriptions are available in two editions:

Get Started Edition

Unlimited access to rich, engaging content based on real-world use cases

• Videos
• e-Learning courses

Cost: $700/year per user

Learn More Edition

All the features of the Get Started Edition plus dynamic labs for hands-on experience and exclusive access to expert-led
sessions

• Videos
• e-Learning courses
• Dynamic Labs
• Expert Sessions

Cost:$2,200/year per user

CA Productivity Accelerator (CA PA)

The CA Productivity Accelerator (CA PA) helps team members overcome user adoption challenges. CA PPM offers CA
PA content modules that provide training lessons and activities so your team members can familiarize themselves with this
solution's out-of-the-box functionality.

The content modules can be uploaded into the CA PA editor, giving you a library of valuable training content that can be
customized to your organization. For more information about the CA PA and for a complete list of CA PA content modules,
see CA Productivity Accelerator.

Free Training

Learn about free training, as well as how to personalize your learning experience. See CA Education and Training.

11 Glossary

Descriptions of key terms.

APM uses the following terms:

Note: All terms apply to on-premise DX APM, and only some terms apply to CA Digital Experience Insights Application
Performance Management.

.NET agent

The.NET agent collects metrics on Microsoft .NET applications.

See also: Common Language Runtime (CLR), .NET Framework

.NET Framework

The Microsoft .NET Framework is a development and execution environment that allows different programming languages
and libraries to work together. The .NET Framework is based on a runtime environment that is known as the Common
Language (CLR). CLR uses programming languages such as C#.

See also: Common Language Runtime (CLR), .NET agent

agent

In an Introscope deployment, the agent collects application and environmental metrics and relays them to the Enterprise
Manager. These applications can be any of the types: Java, .NET, PHP, or web applications. An application that reports metrics
to an agent is referred to as being instrumented.

https://digitalhub.broadcom.com/products/11332
http://www.ca.com/us/education-training/ca-productivity-accelerator.html
http://www.ca.com/us/education-training/ca-productivity-accelerator.html
http://www.ca.com/us/education-training.html
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See also: instrumented, Java agent, .NET agent, PHP agent

agent - Enterprise Manager network topology

The agent - Enterprise Manager network topology is the DX APM environment network structure. This topology specifies
which agents or groups of agents can connect to:

• Specific standalone Enterprise Managers
• Collectors
• Groups of Collectors

alert

An alert is a saved set of threshold values for "Caution" and "Danger," with accompanying other properties. In Introscope,
an alert is one of the base objects in a Management Module, which saves collections of these objects for reuse. An alert
commonly has actions that are associated with it, but actions are themselves separate Management Module objects.

Distinguish between the alert itself (for example, the name of the alert that is associated with saved threshold values) and the:

• Alert indicator, which is a graphical display of alert status
• Alert notification, which is one of the actions possible to associate with an alert.

Amazon EBS Storage

Amazon EBS (Elastic Block Store) is a block-level storage volume that persists independently from the lifetime of an
EC2 instance. We recommend using this type of storage in your instance to allow you to stop and restart your instance
at a later time.

Amazon Machine Image

An Amazon Machine Image (AMI) is an encrypted computer image, similar to a template, of the root drive of a computer.
  AMIs contain the operating system and can include software and layer of the application, such as database servers,
middleware, and web servers. The AMI is stored in the Amazon Elastic Block Store or Amazon Simple Storage Service. 

APM database

The APM database is a relational database that stores DX APM data.

See also: Transaction Events database

Application Performance Management (APM)

CA Application Performance Management (APM) product. DX APM provides an application performance management
strategy that lets you understand the end-user experience and measure Service Level Agreements (SLAs). You
can map all transactions to the end-to-end infrastructure. You can also conduct incident triage and root-cause diagnoses in a
complete and integrated solution.

See also: Introscope,

application supportability

Introscope measures application supportability by measuring the performance of various application components. Metrics
provide information about JVM/CLR, web application, and backend systems.

DX APM provides supportability metrics so you can answer questions about the health of your applications. Application
supportability is also known as application health.

App Synthetic Monitor (ASM)

CA App Synthetic Monitor (ASM) is a product that creates synthetic transactions to complement transaction monitoring in DX
APM. ASM provides early warning of application availability issues.

attribute

Attributes are labels that are applied to nodes to differentiate components and identify their relationships to other components.

attribute rules

Attribute rules are rules that automate the process of adding custom attributes. Only administrators can create attribute rules.

automatic transaction trace

When smart instrumentation is enabled, highly optimized low overhead tracers collect an automatic transaction trace under
specific trigger conditions. For example, when an error occurs or the ComponentTimeAutoTraceTriggerTracer
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tracer is deployed and a component response time is exceeded. Automatic transaction traces display deep visibility components
and have characteristics that differ from nonautomatic transaction traces, such as manual and sample traces.

AutoProbe

Introscope AutoProbe automates the application instrumentation process by dynamically adding probes to the application at
startup time. Introscope probes provide the source data for Introscope metrics.

See also: instrumented, ProbeBuilder

backend

An Introscope backend is an external system that a web application relies on for some portion of its processing. For example, a
backend might be a database, a mail server, a transaction processing system, or a messaging system. Introscope automatically
identifies databases, JMS systems, and HTTP end points.

For other external systems, Introscope analyzes application socket activity to discover and monitor backends without manual
configuration. This capability is named automatic backend discovery.

Backend metrics display under the Backends node in the Metric Browser tree.

See also: frontend, entry point

backend time

The backend time is the measure of time that the suspected Blame component (for example, a database component) of the
backend system takes to complete, based on Introscope reporting.

See also: backend, suspected Blame component

baseline

The baseline is an initial set of data that is used as a comparison or control. DX APM employs baseline algorithms to monitor
web applications.

Introscope determines the color of an alert indicator in the Overview tab by evaluating current metrics against a baseline
for those metrics. With an agent node selected in the agent-centric tree, the Heuristics node shows the metric values that are
related to these indicators.

For a given metric, the Introscope baseline algorithm determines the next expected value, and the expected deviation from that
value. When the actual deviation exceeds (2x) or significantly exceeds (4x) the expected deviation, the baseliner indicates a
moderate or severe violation. The associated heuristic turns yellow or red.

Internally, the baseliner evaluates the slope of the time series, and determines the expected value of the slope. Recent data is
given more weight than older data.

See also: heuristic metrics, specification

Blame

Introscope Blame is the technology that is used to instrument an application. Introscope tracks component interactions and
resource usage by marking application frontends and backends, and by providing metrics for problem investigations.

See also: backend, frontend, instrumented, Transaction Tracer

clamp

A clamp is a configurable limit of the number of metrics that are returned for a specific function. Used in transaction trace
clamping and metric clamping for various DX APM components such as agents and the Enterprise Manager.

See also: metric clamp, Transaction Tracer

Cloud Gateway

Receives Agent and Workstation requests and forwards them to a MOM or a collector of the corresponding tenant. Cloud
Gateway balances the number of connections.

Collector

An Enterprise Manager Collector is one that a Manager of Managers (MOM) manages in a clustered environment.

See also: Enterprise Manager (EM), Manager of Managers (MOM)

Common Language Runtime (CLR)
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Common Language Runtime (CLR) is the Microsoft implementation of the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI). The
purpose of the CLI is to provide a language-independent platform for application development and execution.

The .NET CLR is roughly equivalent to the Java platform JVM.

See also: .NET agent, .NET Framework

configure

In DX APM, configure has a specific definition. To configure is to set or change values or entries in properties, scripts, PBDs,
PBLs, and so on. CA Support supports configurations that are described in the DX APM documentation. 

See also: customize

Console, Workstation

The Console is the default view when you start the Introscope Workstation; it contains dashboards that show performance data
in graphical views.

See also: dashboard, Investigator, Workstation, Workstation, WebView

container

A container refers to a Java run-time environment for enterprise beans. A container that runs on an EJB (Enterprise JavaBeans)
server manages the life cycles of enterprise bean objects, coordinates distributed transactions, and implements object security.

See also: transaction

customize

In DX APM, customize has a specific definition. To customize is to program a new form of monitoring, scripting, processing,
formatting a plug-in, and so on. 

DX APM is highly customizable, however CA Support does not support customizations that are made to out-of-the-
box configurations. For example, you can customize agent instrumentation including deploying custom PBDs. You can
create custom JavaScript calculators, and shell and EPAgent plug-in scripts for agent extensions. When we believe that
customizations are causing a product issue, we might ask that you remove or disable them. Then we consider helping
more. For help with a new or existing APM customization, contact DX APM Implementation Services or your CA
Technologies Sales Representative. Contact us at: http://support.ca.com, your regional CA Technologies office, or call U.S.:
1-800-225-5224.

See also: configure

dashboard

An Introscope dashboard combines and presents application metrics in views to monitor the overall application environment.
Dashboards deliver the in-depth performance information that is needed for rapid problem triage, diagnosis, and resolution for
production applications. In Team Center, the Dashboard shows the overall health of the environment.

See also: metric, Introscope

dead metric

A dead metric has no new data reported within a given length of time. The amount of time is configurable in Introscope.

See also: live metric, metric, Introscope

deep visibility component

A deep visibility component is a method or component that Introscope discovers and displays automatically without the use of
ProbeBuilder Directives (PBDs). When smart instrumentation is enabled, Introscope analyzes methods for their complexity to
determine the calls and components to instrument and display as deep visibility components.

defect

A defect is the failure of a transaction to conform to customer expectations and transaction specifications. Defects are
categorized as behavioral and response defects.

A defect is a single transaction opportunity that failed. If a transaction does not meet multiple specifications, then multiple
defects are generated (for example, slow time and missing components).

Defects can be tracked using the defect Pareto and other graphs.

Note:  This concept is not the same as defective transaction.

http://www.ca.com/us/collateral/service-offering/ca-apm-implementation-services.html
http://support.ca.com/
http://www.ca.com/us/worldwide.aspx
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See also: defect Pareto graph, opportunity, response defect, specification

defect Pareto graph

The defect Pareto graph shows the most frequently occurring defects. This graph was named after the Pareto principle, also
known as the 80/20 rule, where 20 percent of problems cause 80 percent of the defects.

The left scale corresponds to the number of defects in each business service, as represented in the vertical red bars. The right
scale and the blue line correspond to the cumulative percentage of defects in all the red bars (which represent for example,
business services, business transactions, and defect types).

See also: defect

defective transaction

A defective transaction is a transaction with one or more defects.

Note:  This concept is different from a defect.

See also: good transaction

Differential Analysis

Differential Analysis is an approach for automatically identifying important changes in the performance of your applications.
Legacy baselining predicts what is normal. Differential Analysis looks for uncontrolled variance in the Average
Response Time of your frontend applications and business transaction metrics. Uncontrolled variance appears as spikes in an
otherwise stable data stream, not entirely different from how a seismometer detects earthquakes.

domain

An Introscope domain is a way to partition agents and management logic, to define which users can see what information.

dual-stack network

In a dual-stack network, both IPv4 and IPv6 services and applications are supported. This requires hosts and routers to
implement both IPv4 and IPv6 protocols.

The dual-stack approach is a common way to introduce IPv6 into an existing IPv4 architecture. This approach enables
networks to support both IPv4 and IPv6 during the transition period, waiting for IPv6 services and applications to become
more readily available.

dynamic instrumentation

Introscope dynamic instrumentation is used to implement new and changed PBDs without restarting instrumented applications
for the Introscope agent.

See also: agent, instrumented, ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD)

dynamic property

A dynamic property in the Introscope configuration files (for example, the IntroscopeAgent.profile file) is deployed as soon as
the configuration file is saved. You do not need to restart the application or application servers for the change to take effect.

extension

An Introscope extension is program code (JAR file) that extends the basic functionality of the Enterprise Manager. 

See also: Enterprise Manager

Enterprise Manager

The Enterprise Manager stores and aggregates application performance metrics such as response time, bandwidth, and
memory allocation. Multiple agents, spread throughout the enterprise, collect, and relay application and environmental metrics
and report them to the Enterprise Manager.

See also: Collector, Manager of Managers (MOM)

entry point

When smart instrumentation and automatic entry point detection are enabled, Introscope automatically monitors threads that
are involved in client socket call transactions. Entry points are the transaction beginning points. Entry points display in the
agent-centric tree and transaction traces.

See also: smart instrumentation, automatic backend
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Environmental Performance Agent Plug-in (EPAgent Plug-in)

The Environmental Performance Agent Plug In (EPAgent plug-in) is a modified version of the agent that helps integrate
metric data from generic and non-Java sources into Introscope. The EPAgent plug-in uses simple scripts that allow Introscope
to monitor virtually any type of application subsystem that has an impact on performance. For example, directory servers,
operating systems, messaging middleware, and transaction servers).

See also: agent, stateful plug-ins, stateless plug-ins, EPAgent plug-in

error snapshot

DX APM ErrorDetector generates an error snapshot, which displays detailed information about what was happening when an
error occurred. Error snapshot data are stored in the Transaction Event database.

See also: ErrorDetector

ErrorDetector

DX APM ErrorDetector allows application support personnel to detect and diagnose the cause of serious errors, which can
prevent users from completing web transactions.

Predefined "serious" errors that are based on information that is contained in the PHP, J2EE and .NET specifications include
these errors:

• HTTP errors (for example, 404 and 500)
• SQL statement errors
• Network connectivity errors (time out errors)
• Backend errors (for example, cannot send a message through JMS, cannot write a message to the message queue).

See also: error snapshot

event

An Introscope event is any action for which agents capture metrics. Examples include transaction traces, errors, and stalls.

See also: ErrorDetector, metric, Introscope, stall, transaction trace

extension

Extensions are DX APM applications that extend Introscope data monitoring capabilities. Extensions easily integrate with the
default Introscope components, providing greater visibility into your monitored applications and environment.

Some extensions require an application restart and some do not. You can enable extensions that are supplied with DX APM.

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS)

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) are publicly announced standards. The U.S. Federal government developed
these standards for use by all nonmilitary government agencies and by government contractors. Many FIPS standards are
modified versions of standards that are used in the wider software industry.

The FIPS 140-2 publication, "Security Requirements for Cryptographic Modules," specifies the security standard for the
cryptographic libraries. This publication specifies the algorithms that software products should use for encryption. Encryption
affects the storage and verification of password. It also affects the communication of all sensitive data between components of
a product and between products.

frontend

A frontend is the component of an application that first handles an incoming transaction. In most typical J2EE applications,
this component is a servlet or a JSP. In some Java instances, it can be an EJB or some other component. Introscope
automatically identifies servlets and JSPs as frontends, but not any other component. To mark a component as a frontend
explicitly, use the FrontendMarker tracer.

See also: backend

graphical stack

In a transaction trace, the graphical stack is representation of transaction order of the components from top to bottom. We can
refer to the graphical stack as the "wedding cake" because the representation can look like an upside-down wedding cake. You
see the graphical stack in the Transaction Trace Viewer.

See also: transaction trace, Transaction Tracer

good transaction
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A good transaction is a transaction with zero defects.

See also: defective transaction

heartbeat

A heartbeat is the time interval when metrics are checked, usually in seconds.

heuristic metrics

Introscope heuristic metrics are used to evaluate and report status. They are integers, but the integers are symbols of status
and do not measure anything. The value of a heuristic metric is determined by evaluating current metrics against a baseline for
those metrics.

You can define alerts in terms of the heuristic metrics rather than fixed thresholds. Defining alerts using heuristic metrics
determining the normal values for Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) shifts work from the APM administrator to Introscope.

See also: baseline, metric, Introscope

hidden property

A hidden property is a property in a configuration file. The property is only available for use when you add the
property to the configuration file. For example, a configuration files is the IntroscopeAgent.profile file, or the
IntroscopeEnterpriseManager.properties file. 

Instance Type

Instance Type is a specification that defines the memory, CPU, storage capacity, and hourly cost for an instance in Amazon
Web Services (AWS). Instance types can be designed for standard applications or CPU-intensive, memory-intensive
applications.

instrumented

Application code is instrumented when ProbeBuilder inserts probes, within the byte code, to send metrics to the agent.

See also: agent, AutoProbe, managed application, ProbeBuilder

Introscope

Introscope is an enterprise application performance management solution that enables you to:

• Monitor complex applications in production environments 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
• Detect problems before they affect your customers.
• Resolve these issues quickly and collaboratively.

See also: agent, Enterprise Manager (EM), metric, Introscope

Investigator, Workstation

The Workstation Investigator allows you to view the application and system status, to search, and to browse metric data using
a tree structure. You can have more than one Investigator window open simultaneously.

See also: Console, Workstation; Workstation

Java agent

The Java agent collects metrics in Java environments.

LeakHunter

DX APM LeakHunter allows application support personnel to detect and diagnose the cause of memory leaks.

listener port

A listener port is used to simplify administration of the association between a connection factory, destination, and deployed
message-driven bean.

live metric

A live metric has actively reporting data from a specific agent.

See also: dead metric, metric, Introscope

logic time
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The logic time is the measure of time that the suspected Blame component program code takes to complete. This time is based
on Introscope reporting.

See also: suspected Blame component

managed application

When an instrumented application is running, it is named a managed application.

See also: instrumented

Management Module

An Introscope Management Module contains a set of monitoring configuration information. Management Modules are listed
for each domain, and contain elements. Elements are objects that contain and organize data with monitoring logic such as
alerts, actions, and dashboards.

See also: dashboard, WebView, Workstation

Manager of Managers (MOM)

The Introscope Manager of Managers (MOM) stores metrics as reported by multiple Enterprise Managers. Enterprise
Manager clustering allows one Enterprise Manager -- the MOM -- to manage other Enterprise Managers. Each of the managed
Enterprise Managers, named Collectors, collects agent metrics and, in turn, relays those metrics to the MOM.

See also: Collector, Enterprise Manager

map

In Team Center, the map shows the relationships between individual components within the environment.

metric clamp

A metric clamp is a limit, or clamp, on the number of metrics on the agent and the Enterprise Manager. A metric clamp helps
to prevent spikes in the number of reported metrics (metric explosions) on the Enterprise Manager.

See also: agent, clamp, metric, Introscope

metric explosion

A metric explosion occurs when new metrics appear in large numbers over a short time. Misconfigured metric definitions can
cause metric metadata to change with metric value changes, and appear as new metrics. For example, variable strings in a SQL
metric. Misconfigured agent connection properties for a set of new agents can cause thousands of new metrics to overload the
Enterprise Manager. These situations can reduce performance.

See also: metric leak, agent, clamp, metric, Introscope

metric grouping

Metric groupings are Management Module objects that save this information:

• The agent expression -- A regular expression in Perl 5 that filters input to the metric by specifying the data up to and
including the agent name.

• The metric expression -- A regular expression in Perl 5 that specifies the resource (the chain of folders leading to the
metric) and the metric.

• The Management Module to which the metric grouping belongs.

metric leak

A metric leak occurs when an Introscope misconfiguration results in agents reporting metrics for a limited time. This problem
results in a gradual build-up of metric metadata without associated metric data.

See also: metric explosion, agent, clamp, metric, Introscope

metric throttle

A metric throttle stops an agent when its metric output becomes excessive.

See also: agent, clamp, metric, Introscope

metric, Introscope

An Introscope metric is a measurement of application performance. Introscope metric types are:

• Bandwidth -- JVM and CLR-level file and socket activity
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• Concurrency -- number of method invocations that are started but not yet finished
• Count -- number of method invocations to date
• Exception -- captures exceptions
• Memory -- memory that is allocated to the JVM or CLR in use, as related to garbage collection
• Rate -- number of method executions per second or time interval
• Response time -- average method execution time in milliseconds
• Stalled methods -- number of methods that are started but whose invocation times have exceeded a threshold
• System logs -- monitors system out and system error output
• Threads -- number of instrumented threads

See also: metric clamp, metric explosion, metric throttle

missing component

A missing component defect is generated when a non-cacheable component of a transaction is missing. A request for this
component was not observed within the expected configurable time period (the default is 10 seconds).

See also: missing transaction, non-cacheable

missing response

A missing response means that a request for a particular component was observed, but no response was observed within the
configurable period. The default time period is 60 seconds.

See also: partial response

node

A node is where specific metric information is gathered and displayed in the tree view of the Introscope Investigator. For
example, the Investigator shows the backends node or the CPU usage node. When the node is expanded, more detailed metric
information can be viewed and searched. In Team Center, a node represents directly monitored or aggregated components and
business transactions in a topological context.

See also: Investigator, Workstation, metric, Introscope, Workstation

non-cacheable

A non-cacheable transaction or component is one that the browser client or proxy server cannot cache. The TIM must observe
the transaction or component when it is marked as non-cacheable. When it is missing, a missing component or missing
transaction defect is generated and the transaction is marked as defective.

See also: missing component, missing transaction

Operating Level Agreement (OLA)

An Operating Level Agreement (OLA) is a contract between an IT organization and the internal support groups. The terms
of the contract depend on the needs of the parties involved. OLAs are used to manage service commitments by IT groups for
compliance.

Patient Zero

Patient Zero is the first component in a series of dependencies that indicates performance issues. This component appears to be
the source of performance degradation in your application environment. Patient Zero is likely the root cause of the issue.

perspective

A perspective logically groups components in Team Center, and is based on their shared attributes.

PHP agent

The PHP agent collects metrics in PHP applications.

probe

A probe measures specific pieces of information about an application without changing the business logic of the application.
An agent is installed on the same computer as the instrumented web application.

See also: agent, instrumented, ProbeBuilder

ProbeBuilder

Introscope ProbeBuilder performs the instrumenting process, in which tracers identify the metrics that an agent gathers from
applications and the virtual machines at runtime. The tracers are defined in ProbeBuilder Directives (PBD) files.
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See also: agent, AutoProbe, ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD)

ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD)

ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD) files tell ProbeBuilder how to add probes, such as timers and counters, to PHP, .NET or Java
components to instrument the application. ProbeBuilder Directive files govern the specific metrics that agents report to the
Enterprise Manager.

Custom Directives can also be created to track classes and methods unique to specific applications.

See also: AutoProbe, Enterprise Manager (EM), ProbeBuilder, ProbeBuilder Lists (PBL)

ProbeBuilder Lists (PBL)

A ProbeBuilder List (PBL) file contains a list of multiple ProbeBuilder Directive files. Multiple PBL files can refer to the same
PBD files.

See also: AutoProbe, ProbeBuilder, ProbeBuilder Directive (PBD)

ProbeBuilding, dynamic

Dynamic ProbeBuilding is useful for making corrections to PBDs, or to change data collection levels during triage without
interrupting application service. Place the PBD under the 

core/config/dynamic

 folder use this feature effectively.

processing time

In App Synthetic Monitor, the processing time is the period after the HTTP request is sent and the monitor waits for the first
bytes of the result.

RADV

RADV is an acronym for Router Advertisement. In IPv6, router discovery can be accomplished using routers sending
router advertisement messages. Discovery can be both on a regular basis, and in response to prompting of hosts with router
solicitation messages. RADV can be used to announce IPv6 to the LAN (local area network).

recorder

The recorder tracks all Web browser activity from a particular client computer (IP address). The recorder identifies examples
of the transaction to be monitored. The resulting transaction recording is used in the transaction definition process. The
recording simplifies the process of creating transaction recognition and demarcation rules.

See also: transaction recorder, transaction signature

SecureStore

SecureStore is an interface that saves the data about security tokens into the APM relational database for the Enterprise Team
Center server. SecureStore provides encryption and hashing algorithms and provides secure storage of arbitrary information.

smart instrumentation

Smart instrumentation is a method that Introscope uses to instrument applications. This method uses highly optimized low
overhead tracers. The tracers allow agents to discover and automatically instrument more methods to provide deep visibility
components without the use of ProbeBuilder Directives (PBDs). Smart instrumentation also provides automatic transaction
tracing.

See also: automatic transaction trace, deep visibility components

stall

An Introscope stall usually refers to methods that have started but with invocation times that have exceeded a threshold.

See also: metric, Introscope

start-up bubble

A start-up bubble is the temporary timeframe when there is high resource demand that can affect more than Introscope metrics
reporting. During the start-up bubble, your instrumented application might become unresponsive.
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It is possible for other components, sharing resources with the instrumented application or in the same environment, to be
affected. The start-up bubble can be observed with the .NET agent at start-up time.

See also: .NET agent

stateful plug-ins

Stateful plug-ins are expected to be long running scripts (such as daemons). Stateful plug-ins start when the Environment
Performance Agent plug-in (EPAgent plug-in) starts and run forever, feeding data back into Introscope through the standard
output channel of the plug-in. When a stateful plug-in terminates, the EPA restarts it.

See also: Environmental Performance Agent (EPAgent plug-in), stateless plug-ins

stateless plug-ins

Stateless plug-ins are designed to run on a recurring schedule and are configured with the frequency (specified as delay
between runs) at which they should be run. Stateless plug-ins are expected to be short-running scripts that simply collect some
data, send it to the Environment Performance Agent plug-in (EPAgent plug-in) through the standard output channel, and
terminate. No special error-checking is done by EPAgent plug-ins to ensure only one instance of a stateless plug-in is running
at one time, so plug-in developers are required to design their stateless plug-ins to run and complete in a reasonably short
timeframe.

See also: Environmental Performance Agent Plug-ins (EPAgent plug-ins), stateful plug-ins

SuperDomain

The SuperDomain node contains metrics for all agents that report to the Enterprise Manager to which the Workstation is
connected, and includes all user-defined domains and agents. This node is only visible to users with SuperDomain access.
Metrics are organized in a Host|Process|Agent hierarchy.

supportability metrics

Introscope supportability metrics help support the healthy functioning of the Enterprise Manager itself. The Enterprise
Manager generates and collects metrics about itself that are useful in assessing its health and determining how well it is
performing under its workload.

suspected Blame backend component

The suspected Blame backend component is the most specific portion of the backend time that is identified as being the
suspected cause of delay in a slow transaction. In Introscope, the suspected Blame backend component appears as the widest,
but not necessarily the lowest, backend component in the graph.

Note:  It is the slowest lowest backend component, not the lowest slowest backend component in the Introscope graphs.

The suspected Blame backend component is identified by taking the lowest backend component that takes longer than ¼ of the
overall backend time to complete.

suspected Blame component

The suspected Blame component is the most specific portion of logic (or program code) that is identified as being the suspected
cause of delay in a slow transaction. In Introscope, the suspected Blame component appears as the widest, but not necessarily
the lowest, component in the graph.

Note:  It is the slowest lowest component, not the lowest slowest component in the Introscope graphs.

The suspected Blame component is identified by taking the lowest (non-backend) component that takes longer than ¼ of the
overall transaction time to complete.

sustainability metric

A sustainability metric provides information about the internal state of the agent rather than the application the agent is
monitoring. This data can help you investigate agent behavior.

Team Center

Team Center is a user interface that provides an overview of an application environment.

Timeline

In Team Center, the Timeline lets you move from the live mode into the past to see which status events occurred. The Timeline
helps you investigate where a problem started.

transaction
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An Introscope transaction is the invocation and processing of a service. It is a complete processing cycle, where the
application context defines completion:

• In the context of a web application, it is the invocation and processing of a URL sent from a Web browser.
• In the context of a web service, it is the invocation and processing of a SOAP message from a web services client.

Introscope can capture transactions and can include detail about the request that is made to the service and the details that are
related to processing the service, such as calls made to a SQL database.

See also: transaction hierarchy

Transaction Events database

The Introscope Transaction Events database contains detailed transaction data. This data includes transaction traces, stalls, and
data that is collected from triggered events, such as error snapshots.

The Transaction Events database typically resides in the traces directory, and spans multiple files. One file is created per day,
and the data is kept for the number of days specified.

See also: APM database, transaction, Transaction Tracer

transaction trace

A transaction trace is the output from the Introscope Transaction Tracer. The trace contains a list of components that are called
during a transaction, and their associated duration times.

See also: Transaction Tracer

transaction trace duration

The transaction trace duration is the execution time for the transaction trace session. The maximum transaction trace session
duration is a time limit. The default value is 30 minutes.

See also: Transaction Tracer

transaction trace time threshold

The transaction trace time threshold is the execution-time limit for the transaction.
When a transaction trace is running, all transactions that do not complete within the threshold are traced.

The transaction trace time threshold is a percentage, which is based on the slow time defect specification. For example,
the slow time defect specification is set to 8.00 seconds, and the transaction trace time threshold is set to 25 percent. All
transactions with a suspected Blame component (logic time) greater than 2.00 seconds are traced.

See also: logic time, suspected Blame component, Transaction Tracer

Transaction Tracer

Introscope Transaction Tracer monitors the activity of individual transactions as they flow through these boundaries:

• Of a single Java virtual machine (JVM)
• The Common Language Runtime (CLR) virtual platform, in the case of .NET.

The Transaction Tracer reduces the time that is required to identify problem components in a transaction. The tracer lets you
trace transaction activity at the component level. 

transfer time

In App Synthetic Monitor, the transfer time is the period taken to complete the HTTP response data.

transaction volume

The transaction volume is the sum of sizes of all transactions for a specified time period.

triage

Triage is the process of:

1. Gathering information relevant to a problem.
2. Deciding the problem severity.
3. Assigning the problem to the person who can fix it most quickly. The person who handles this stage of problem analysis

can be named a triager.

universe
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A universe is a meaningful group of components that is tailored to the needs of a particular user or group in Team Center.

variance database

The variance database stores the most recent prediction and deviation profile states for metrics that Differential Analysis
evaluates. These profiles serve as input to the internal rule engine. The engine then produces variance intensity for metrics that
display in the Differential Analysis map in WebView.

See also: APM database, heuristic metrics, Transaction Events database

WebView

WebView presents the customizable dashboards and Investigator tree views in a browser interface. WebView allows critical
information to be viewed without the aid of the Workstation.

See also: Workstation

Workstation

The Introscope Workstation allows you to control Introscope and access performance metrics. You can:

• Set alerts for individual metrics or logical metric groups.
• View performance metrics.
• Customize views for your own unique environment.
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